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PREFACE
Very soon after the publication of the Hietoria Numoi'um, now a

quarter of a century ago, I began to realize that for my book, as indeed

for all similar textbooks of progressive science, the old memento mori
held good

—

Ab *oone a* wee to bee begunne
Wee did begiime to bee undunne.

During all the five-and-twenty years which have elapsed since that

time there has been no interval, pause, or standstill in the steadily

increasing output of numismatic works, all necessitating changes of

some sort in the test of the Historia.

Catalogues of public and private collections, and innumerable special

articles in the periodicals devoted to classical numismatics and archaeo-

logy* have all had to be taken into account.

In Great Britain alone no fewer than seventeen volumes (x-xxvi)

have been added to the still unfinished Catalogue of Greek Coins in the

British JIuseum, while the Eunterian Collection at Glasgow has been

scientifically arranged and descril>ed by Dr. G. Macdonald in three stately

quartos (1899-1905).

Hill's Handbook of Greek and Roman Coins (1899), his Coins of Sicily

(1903), his Historical Greek Coins (1906), and Macdonald's Coin Types

(1905) are also well illustrated books now in general use, which I have

frequently had to consult.

In France, within the same period, M*. Babelon, the learned Conserva-

teur du Cabinet des MeMailles in the Bibliotheque Nationale, has brought

out his Jtois de Syrie (1890), his Perres Achimhiides (1893), his lnven~

taire de la Collection Waddhtgton (1897), and, in collaboration with

M. Th. Rcinach, the first two volumes of the Recueil giniral des numnaies

grecques d'Aeie mineure (1904-8). He has, moreover, with exemplary

courage, undertaken and already made good progress with his voluminous

Traiti des monnaies grecques et romaines (1901- ), a great work which

he justly calls ' une tache lourde et de longue haleine.'

In Germany the Beschreibung der antiken Miinzen in the Berlin

collection (three vols-), begun in 1888, has, since 1894, fallen into abey-

ance, but, on the other hand, the Royal Prussian Academy of Sciences

has adopted Mommsen's ideal scheme of a general Corpus of all known
Greek coins, a colossal undertaking, of which, since 1900, it has published

three quarto volumes of the firBt instalment entitled Die antiken Miinzen

_. ( V . ,, ,1 , Original from
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xiv PREFACE

Nordgrierltenland**, compiled by H. Gaebler, B. Pick, and K. Regling,

under the general supervision of Dr. Imhoof-Blumor. To the numerous

contributions to the study of Greek coins by this doyen among numis-

matists I am indebted more than I can adequately express, for without

his Grieehisctie Mihnzen (1890) and his Kleinawtiutche Milnzen (1901-2)

(to mention only his most important recent works) this new edition of

the present work must inevitably have reproduced many an erroneous

attribution or statement which he has enabled me to correct.

To Lehmann for his numerous metrological researches and to

Haeberlin for his remarkable Syntematik (1905), and for his Metro-

logische Grmullagen der alterten MittelitaUfchen Munzsyxteme (1909),

my acknowledgments are also due.

I must further express my obligations to M. Svoronos, the Keeper of

the National Numismatic Museum at Athens, and the founder and

indefatigable mainstay of the Journal international d'arclUologie

numitmuUique, not only for tho patient labour which he bestowed

upon the Hixtoria Numorum in making it available to his compatriots

in a Greek dress and accompanied by an excellent atlas of collotype

plates (1898), but for all the new information which 1 have been able to

gather from his Numitmxatit/ue de la Crete ancieane (1890), from his

NopiirfiaTa tov tepdrovs riav JlroAe/miW (1904-8), and from his many
interesting papers in the Journal International.

For the rest, the accompanying select Bibliography will be sufficient to

give the student some idea of the quantity of new material which I have

had to refer to in the course of the preparation of the present volume.

It is possible that, among those who are familiar only in a general way
with the old edition of this work, there may be some who, on comparing

with it the present revised edition, will, at first sight, be inclined to

think that some portions at any rate of what has been omitted were of

greater interest than what has been added, notwithstanding the fact

that the additions amount in all to no less than 160 pages. The

working student and numismatist, however, will not fail to appreciate

the practical value of the many inconspicuous additions, not only of

new coins but of a great number of new references, chiefly to illustrated

works, while he will hardly, if at all, feel tho loss of a certain amount of

matter, doubtless readable enough, but either superfluous or *£<u tov

TrpdyfiaTos, which has been sacrificed to avoid the necessity of splitting

the book into two volumes, a course which would not only have detracted

from its convenience as a manual, but would also have added not a littlo

to its cost

The publication, since 1887, of such a large number of very fully

illustrated numismatic catalogues, independent works, and monographs,

to which I have been able to add references, has rendered it possible to

( *f\r»nle> Original from
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PREFACE xv

curtail much descriptive matter, while at the same time it has made it

unnecessary to add to the Dumber of cuts in the text, which latter indeed

are intended to serve only as reminiscences of some of the more remark-

able specimens.

Had so vast an accumulation of numismatic literature, both popular

and scientific, been accessible in 1888, when I began the compilation

of the original work (though even then it was very considerable), I doubt

whether I should have had the courage to face the task single-handed,

and most assuredly when, some years ago, a new edition wan called for.

I should have felt incapable of undertaking to complete it, especially

after my retirement from the British Museum in 1906, had not some of

my friends and late colleagues generously offered to come to my assist-

ance in revising and bringing up to date each a section of the work with

which he was most familiar.

To Mr. G. F. Hill I am indebted for the revision of the following

sections : Spain, Gaul, Britain, Sicily, Lycia, Pamphylia, Pisidia.

Lycaonia, Cilicia, Cyprus, Phoenicia, Palestine, Arabia. Mesopotamia,

and the coast of Africa.

To Mr. Warwick Wroth I owe the revision of Crete and the Aegean

Islands, Bosporus, Pontus—Paphlagonia. Bithynia, Mysia, Troas, Aeolis

and Lesbos, Galatia, Cappadocia, Armenia, Syria, and Parthia.

Dr. George Macdonald has rewritten the sections dealing with the

coins of the Seleucidae, the Ptolemies, and Egypt under the Romans.

To Prof. E. J. Kapson also I am beholden for revising the descriptions

of the Bactrian and Graeco-Indian coins, and for preparing a new Plato of

the forms and values of the characters of the Kharosthl alphabet ; and

lastly, I have to thank Prof. R. S. Conway for making corrections in the

Plate of the Italic alphabets.

Messrs. Hill, Macdonald, and Wroth have also read the proof-sheets of

the entire volume.

BARCLAY V. HEAD.

December, 1910.

_ i
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FROM THE PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

In few department* of historical research has more advance been

made within the last half-century than in Greek Numismatics, and in

none perhaps is it more difficult for the student to gain access to the

papers, scattered up and down the pages of the publications of learned

societies, which deal with the subject. The time is fast approaching

when Greek Archaeology and Numismatics will take their due place, too

long denied them, in the curriculum of study at our English and American

Universities. It has therefore become incumbent upon the few, who in

this and other countries hold the key of knowledge, to pause for an

interval to take stock of their possessions, to count their gains and

arrange and classify the mass of new material which has been accumu-

lated in years of patient enquiry, to eliminate the ore from the dross, of

which there is no small quantity, and to piece together for the benefit of

younger students the scattered fragments of truth which their predeces-

sors and contemporaries have been at the pains of collecting.

The last thorough retrospect of the science with which we are now

called upon to deal was Eckhel's monumental work Doctriita numorv.ru

vtterum, published at Vienna during the closing years of the last century,

a marvellous compendium ofwide research and profound erudition, a work

which can never be altogether superseded, and which the Numismatist

may always consult with advantage for the first principles of the science

of his predilection. But since Eckhel's time much has been accomplished

;

whole fields of study of which Eckhol was entirely ignorant have

been opened up and explored, and hoards upon hoards of ancient coins

have been brought to light, such for instance as the electrum staters of

Cyzicus, of which at the present time no fewer than 150 varieties are

known, though not one single specimen had ever come under Eckhel's

observation, a circumstance which led him to doubt the evidence of the

ancient writers and seriously to dispute the fact that such coins had ever

existed (Prolegomena, p. 42). Other series such as those of Elis and of

Corinth, although known to Eckhel, were wrongly attributed by him,

the former to Falerii in Etxuria, the latter to Syracuse. Eckhel

again had never seen a gold stater of Athens, and disbelieved in the

genuineness of the few specimens which had been described by others.

Hence the following statement, startling as it now appeal's in the light

of our fuller knowledge, concerning the coinage of Cyzicus, Phocaea.

Corinth, and Athens, was by Eckhel's disciples accepted as the final

_,.
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PREFACE TO THE FIIiST EDITION xvii

decisionofthe master:— ' At nchoruni quidem populorum vel unus repcrtus

est aureus et Corinthiorum quidcm nullum omnino habemus numum
cevtum ex quocunque metallo antequam romanam coloniam recepissent.'

Passing from Greece to the East, we find Eckhels work all but

useless to the student. The Lycian, the Cypriote, the Arian and Indian

Pali alphabets and syllabaries were absolutely unknown in Eckhel's

time. All these and many other series of coins, some now thoroughly,

and others as yet but partially investigated, were, in the beginning of

the present century still silent witnesses to the history of a dead past,

lying undiscovered, though fortunately uninjured by the lapse of ages

in the safe keeping of that mother-earth to whom they had Iwen com-

mitted more than two thousand years ago.

I have still to mention two very important subjects concerning which

the author ofthe Doctrina was very imperfectly acquainted: (i) The history

of the development of Greek art, and (ii) Metrology. With regard to the

first it is only indeed within quite recent years that archaeologists have

been aware of any strict scientific basis of criticism for determining the

exact age of works of ancient art. Archaeology as a science can hardly

be said to have existed in the last century. There was little or nothing

in the nature of things which precluded the possibility of assigning almost

any uninacribed coin, within certain limits, to almost any age. All this

is now changed, and we may approach the study of Greek Numismatics

armed with at least a general knowledge of the lawa which hold good in

the growth, the development, and the decay of Greek art Numismatics

and Epigraphy have been of immense assistance in determining these

fixed laws of criticism, and it is now a matter of no great difficulty for

the experienced numismatist to place a coin within certain definite

temporal and local limits often surprisingly narrow. It is thus possible

with a tolerably complete series of the coinB of any one city at our dis-

posal to arrange them in the order in which they were issued, and so to

reconstinct the numismatic history of the town. How much light may
be thrown upon the dark spaces of political history by a series of coins

classified and duly arranged in order of date can only be fully appreciated

by those who are familiar with the science of numismatics and accus-

tomed to handle and study minutely the money of the ancients.

One of the distinctive features of the present work is an attempt to set

forth clearly the chronological sequence of the various series, and thus to

build up in outline the history of the ancient world as it existed from the

seventh century before our era down to the closing years of the third

century \. i>., a space of nearly a thousand years. If in some districts this

historical outline is of the barest and most fragmentary kind, it will

generally be found that this is due to the absenco of numismatic evidence.

Wherever coins are at hand in any quantities, there we have authentic

_,. f* ,-»«-. »l ,
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xviii PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

documents on which to work. However rash therefore and tentative

some of my chronological hypotheses may be thought to be by more

cautious numismatists, I have preferred to submit such judgments as I

may perhaps sometimes too hastily have formed to the criticism of all

who are competent to give an opinion on these matters rather than to

shield my ignorance under the convenient cloak of silence. I shall be

only too glad if any errors into which I may have fallen may serve to

call forth discussion and so to elicit the full truth.

Next, as regards Metrology, Eckhel was perfeetly justified in refusing

to discuss the subject in detail in his great work. Much, it is true, had

been written about the weights of ancient coins before Eckhels time, but

scarcely anything of solid and permanent value. ' Fatendum est etiam,' he

says (Prolegomena, p. 34), 'multa esse adhuc in hac causa dubia atque

incerta, multa Cimmeriis adhuc noctibus involute, quod satis ex erudi-

torum litibus atque dissidiis apparet.' The true reason why it was not

possible at that time to draw any inferences from the weights of Greek

coins was also duly appreciated by Eckhel, who however does not seem

to have anticipated that this then valid reason would not always apply.

So long as it was impossible to assign definite dates to the various issues

of cities of the ancient world, so long were all metrological theories vague

and worthless ; as he most justly remarks, ' arduam tamen is sibi provin-

ciam imponet qui volet monetae orgenteae, v.g. Syracusanorum, pondere

minim differentia certain secum rationem reperire. Tempora, inquies.

esse distinguenda, atque aliis aliud pondus adsignandum. At enim quis

noverit haec apte tempora distinguere ?
' Not Eckhel himself, much less the

metrological writers of his own and the preceding century. Now however

this is happily no longer the case, and the metrologists of the nineteenth

century, Boeckh 1838, Queipo 1859, Mommsen 1865, Brandis 1866,

Lenormant 1878, Bortolotti 1878, and Hultsch 1864 and 1882, have, in

the light of their fuller knowledge of the exact dates of the coins on which

their theories are based, placed the science of ancient numismatic metro-

logy at last on a firm footing. It can no longer be maintained that this

branch of our subject is shrouded in ' Cimmerian darkness '
; the night

has at last broken and we are beginning to see well enough to feel our way.

It is true that much still remains to be done, and all is not quite clear,

and it is doubtless possible that before many years have passed those

portions of the present work which deal with the origin and extension of

the various systems of weight will need careful revision or may have to

be entirely re-written. I am quite ready to admit that many of my
opinions are hypothetical, and that some of my inferences may be based

upon insufficient data. Further discoveries may confirm or modify my
views on many points which are now obscure. My introductory chapters

on metrology will perhaps be nccepted as they are intended, merely as

!. , Original from



PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION xix

plausible theories. This portion of my Manual may therefore be passed

over by those who look only for facta, of which I trust a sufficient abun-

dance will be found in the body of the work.

One word more with regard to the scope and intention of the present

Manual. In the first place it lays no claim to be a complete 'Corpus' of

Greek coins. The time has not yet arrived for such a colossal undertak-

ing, nor will it, I fear, ever be possible for a single student, by his own
unaided efforts, to compile such a work. When the great Catalogue of
the Greek coins in the British Museum is completed, and when the French

and German Museums have followed the example set by England and
have published full catalogues of all their coins, then and not till then

will the task be feasible, if competent scholars can be induced to under-

take it. Meanwhile Mionnet's voluminous work in fifteen volumes,

Description de Me'dailles antiques grecques et ronxaines, Paris, 1807-1887,

will, in spite of its many inaccuracies, continue to hold the field as, longo

intervallo, the nearest approach to a complete if not to a scientific Corpus.

In the second place this Manual is not a general treatise or series of

essays like Lenormant's valuable and suggestive, though alas ! unfinished,

work, La Monnaie dans VAntiquite", Paris, 1878-9, 3 vols.

My aim has been to produce a practical handbook in a single portable

volume containing in a condensed form a sketch of the numismatic history

of nearly every city, king, or dynast, known to have struck coins

throughout the length and breadth of the ancient world. I do not

attempt to provide a complete catalogue of all the known coins of any

city, nor even to describe in minute detail the specimens which I have

found space to mention. Either course would have involved the addition

of at least a second volume, and the scope and object of the work would

not have been the same. All that I have found it possible to accomplish

in a Manual of moderate size has been to draw attention to the leading

and most characteristic coin-types of each city and king, as far as possible

in chronological order, taking care to distinguish the dialectic forms of

the ethnic noun or adjective, to note the raetrological standards in use in

the various periods, the local myths, and the names and epithets of the

deities chiefly revered in each locality, and to indicate remarkable palaeo-

graphical peculiarities, in so far as this could be done without having

special types cut for the purpose, which would have necessitated a large

addition to the price of the volume. In the Imperial period I have

endeavoured to give the titles, though not the names, of all the local

magistrates, and the names of the chief religious festivals and public

games, and I have also been careful to note the local eras wherever tin-

coins bear dates.

The vexed question of the best mode of spelling Greek names I have

not attempted to solve. Any system carried out with undeviating con-

b2
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xx PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

sistency can hardly fail to lead to unsatisfactory or pedantic and some-

times even to absurd results. I have therefore preferred to be a little

inconsistent, but have adhered as much as possible to the following rule.

For all names of cities, kings, and dynasts, I have chosen the Latin

spelling, as the Greek would have involved an alphabetical arrangement

different from that which has been generally adopted in numismatic works

and in the coin-cabinets of all the great museums of Europe. The names

of the Greek divinities, heroes, and other mythological personages, on the

other hand, I have kept approximately in their original Greek forms, as

Zeus, Kybele, Odysseus, instead of Jupiter, Cybele, Ulysses, but I have

never ventured upon such ugly and unnecessary transliterations as

Odusseus or Akhilleus.

For the rest, I commit my book to the kindly judgment of numisma-

tists, not without much misgiving and an inward consciousness of its

many shortcomings and of the countless errors which in spite of all my
strivings after accuracy of detail cannot fail to have crept into its pages.

BARCLAY V. HEAD.
September, 188C.
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INTRODUCTION

§ I. PRIMITIVE METHODS OF EXCHANGE BY BARTER.

The Science of Numismatics (v6jit<Tfia, a coin current by custom or law) has Values

long been recognized as a special branch of archaeology, but in many respect* it ?*U|"'e«

comprises a wider field of research than classical archaeology in the generally

accepted, though somewhat restricted, meaning of that word.

For many centuries before the invention of coined money, goods were bought

and sold by barter pure aud simple, and values were estimated among pastoral

peoples in the produce of the land, and more particularly in oxen and sheep.

A relic of this primitive custom may yet be traced in the names which

various nations have given to money, such as the Latin pecunia and the English

fc* f
from the same root as the German Ffc/t, which still retains its original

sense.

The next step in advance upon this primitive method of exchange was a

rude attempt at simplifying commercial transactions by substituting for the

ox and the sheep some more portable substance, either possessed of real or

invested with an arbitrary value.

This transitional stage in the development of commerce cannot be more Aristotle

accurately described than in the words of Aristotle, As the benefits of com- on
.
t?18

merce were more widely extended by importing commodities of which there was a metal

a deficiency and exporting those of which there was an excess, the use of a cur- currency,

rency was an indispensable device. As the necessaries of Nature were not all

easily portable, people agreed, for purposes of barter, mutually to give and

receive some article which, while it was itself a commodity, was practically easy

to handle in the business of life; some such article as iron or silver, which

was at first defined simply by size and weight, although, finally, they went

further, and set a stamp upon every coin to relieve them from the trouble

of weighing it, as the stamp impressed upon the coin was an indication of

quantity/ {Poiit. i. 6. 14-16, Trans. Welldon.)

In Italy and Sicily in very early times copper or bronze took the place of Bronze

cattle as a generally recognized measure of value, and in Peloponnesus the *£d Iron

Spartans are said to have retained the use of iron as a standard of value earliest

lone after the other Greeks had advanced beyond this point of commercial money ln

S. .1 the WMt.
civilization.

In the East, on the other hand, from the earliest times gold and silver Gold io

appear to have been used for the settlement of the transactions of daily life* **•**

either metal having its value more or less accurately defined in relation to

ClU
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xxxiv INTMODUCTIQK

the other. Thus Abraham ia said to have been * very rich in cattle, in silver,

and in gold' ((Jen, xiii, 2, xxiv. 35). and in the account of his purchase of the

cave of Machpelah (Gen- xxiii. 16) it is stated that * Abraham weighed to

Kphron the silver which he had named in the audience of the sons of Heth,

four hundred shekels of silver current with the merchant \

As there are no auriferous rocks or streams in Chaldaea, we must infer

that the old Chaldaean trader?, of whom Ipainh says (xliii. 14) that * their

cry was in their ships ', must have imported their gold from India by way

of the Persian gulf in the *hips of Ur frequently mentioned in cuneiform

inscriptions.

But though gold and silver were from the earliest times used as measures

of value in the Ea*-t, not a single piece of coined money has come down to

us from these remote ages, nor is there any mention of coined money in the

Old Testament before Persian times. The gold and silver * current with the

merchant 1 were always weighed in the balance; thus we read that David gave

to Oman for his threshing-floor 600 shekels of gold by weight (1 Chron.

xxi. 25).

It is nevertheless probable that the balance was not called into operation for

every small transaction, but that little beads or bullets of silver and of gold of

fixed weight, but without any official mark (and therefore not coins), were

often counted out by tale, larger amounts being always weighed. Such small

lumps of gold and silver served th-e purposes of a currency, and were regulated

by the weight of the shekel or the mina.

Tins leads us briefly to examine the standards of weight used for the

precious metals in the East before the invention of money.

§ II. THE METRIC SYSTEM OF THE BABYLONIANS.

The evidence afforded by ancient writers on the subject of weights and

coinage is, in great part, untruat worthy, and would often be unintelligible

were it not for the light which has been shed upon it by the gold and silver

coins, and bronze, leaden, and atone weights which have been fortunately

preserved down to our own times. It will be safer, therefore, to confine

ourselves to the direct evidence afforded by the monuments.

The Chaldaeans and Babylonians, as is well known, excelled especially in the

cognate sciences of arithmetic and astronomy. * On the broad and mono-

tonous plains of lower Mesopotamia/ says Prof. Kawlinson ', ' where the earth

has little to suggest thought* or please by variety, the M variegated heaven
f

\

ever changing with the hours and the seasons, would early attract attention,

while the clear sky, dry atmosphere, and level horizon, would afford facilities

for observations so soon as the idea of them suggested itself to the minds of

the inhabitants V
When Alexander the Great took Babylon it is recorded that there were

1 Aneitnt Monarchies^ p, 126.
* Cicero, D* Diritu i. 2 ; * Principio Assyrii propter planitiem magnitudinemque

regionmn qua* incolebant, cum caelum ox omni part© patens atquo a pertum intue-

rentur, tmjectiones mot usque Stellarum observaverunL 1
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found and sent to Aristotle a series of astronomical observations extending

back as far ae the year B.C. 2234. The records of these observations were

inscribed in the cuneiform character on soft clay tablets, afterwards baked

hard and preserved in the royal or public libraries in the chief cities of

Babylonia. Large numbers of such documents are now in the British and other

Museums, and investigations into their nature render it probable that upon

them rtMs the entire structure of the metric system of the Babylonians.

The day and night were divided by the Babylonians into 24 hours, each of The sexa-

60 minutes, and each minute into 60 seconds—a method of measuring time 8Mt,,ltt '

which has never been superseded, and which we have inherited from Babylon,

together with the first principles of the science of astronomy. The Babylonian

measures of capacity and their system of weights were based on the same

principle. Thus, just as the hour consisted of 60 minutes, and the minute

of 60 seconds, so the Talent contained 60 minae, and the Mint 60 shekels.

This division by sixties, or Sexagesimal system, is quite as characteristic

of the Babylonian arithmetic and system of weights and measures as the

Decimal system is of the modern French. And indeed it possesses one great

advantage over the Decimal system, inasmuch as the number 60, upon which

it is based, is a multiple of 12, which again is more divisible than 10.

About 1300 years before our era the Assyrian Empire came to surpass in

importance that of the Babylonians, but the learning and science of Chaldaea

were not lost, but rather transmitted through Nineveh, by means of the

Assyrian conquests and commerce, to the north and west as far as the shores

of the Mediterranean Sea.

Let us next turn to the actual monuments. Lion and

About the middle of the last century Layard discovered and brought
hl r

home from the ruins of ancient Nineveh a number of bronze weights in the Babylonia

form of Lions of various sizes, which may now be seen in the British Museum. *nJ

With them were also a number of stone weights in the form of Ducks. The
bronze Lions are for the most part furnished with a handle on the back of the

animal, and they are generally inscribed with a double legend, one in cuneiform

characters, the other in Aramaic, the intention of the latter having clearly been

to make the weight intelligible to the Syrian merchants who traded backwards

and forwards between Assyria and Mesopotamia on the one hand and the

Phoenician emporia on the other.

These inscriptions furnish us with the name of the king of Babylonia or of

Assyria in whose reign the weights were made ; and what is more to the

purpose, they sometimes state the number of minae or fractious of a mina

which each one originally represented. There can therefore l>e no manner of

doubt that these Lions and Ducks were officially guaranteed standards of

weight deposited from time to time in the royal palaces. Since Layard's time

additional specimens of various forms have come to light, and the cuneiform

inscriptions upon them have been deciphered by Assyriologists. The following

arc the most important :

—

C %
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xxxvi ISTROMCTIOS,

Babylonian- Weights.

Description of
Weight, Date. Inscription.

Weight
in

grammes.

Resul-
tant

Mina.

Theoretic
normal
weight of
Minn.*

1
. Oval atone . Before 2000 b.c. '1 Manah, Ac'

.

' Ur-nin-am

'

244-8 489-6
\

** IF M ., 2000B.C. 81-87 491-2 [491.176'

8 c. 2000 b.c. '4 .''i.Li..ih in shekels.
Palace of Nabu-sum-

1648 492-9
1

esir', &c.

4. Conical stone 605-5C1 B.c. .
' 1 Manah .... fac-

simile of the weight
fixed by Nebuchad-
nezzar, ki ng of Baby-
lon' (005 561 B.C.),

'son of Nabopola*-
-ii after the pattorn
of the standard of
Dungi' (2000 b. cX

978-809
(about
1-2 gr.

lost .

9795 982-35*

5. Bronze Lion. ? •b Hanahs of the
king' in cuneiform,
and '5Manahs weight
of the country ' in
Aramaic.

5042 1008-4

-1009-64

•• .. M 850 b.c .

•

'The Palace of Shal-
maneser, king of the
country. 2 Manaha
of the king' in cu-
neiform, '2 Manaha
weight of the coun-
try' in Aramaic.

1992 996

7. Stone Duck . 1060 B. c.

.

'The Palace of Irba-
Merodach, king of
Babylon, 30 Manahs.'

16060-5 .102

8. ,. 9 '30 Manaha of Nabu-
sunia-lihiir, king of
Assyria.'

14589
(broken}

c. GOO
V 504.82

8. „ ,. 2000 B.C. .
'10 Manaha'; and
name of Dungi.

4986
(injured'

498-6 +

*The weights in the last column and in the following tables are those given hr
Haeberlin {Metrology* Grundlagcn. Z, / A\

f
xxvii).

Common and Royal Wbight-Minab.

Nos. 1-3 in the above list, of hard green stone, reveal tin* original weight of

the Babylonian M ina of wbat is called the Common Norm in its Light form,

491*175 grammes, ami No. 4 the weight of the same in its double or Heavy

form, 982-35 grammes.

Nos. 5-9, Bronze Lions and Stone Ducks, were called Minac of the King

or Royal Mina* These weights show an addition to the Common Norms

(probably a royalty or tax) amounting to ^ of their weight, and bringing it

up to 504-82 grs. for the Light and 100964 gr?. for the Heavy form.

Lehmann, who was the first to identify the weight of the Common Norm,

The IlroA«ftatJn) Mra, :- Roman pounds of 327-45 grin.

>og!e
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THE METRIC SYSTEM OF THE BABYLONIANS, xxxvii

has also shown that it wus Hometimes taxed at still higher rates, viz. hy the

additiun to its original weight either of ^ or of ^j. The Royal weight-

minae thus heightened would stand at about 1023"28 — 1081*47 grammes for

the Heavy mina and 51164—515*73 grammes for the Light.

All the above Weight-Minae consisted of 60 shekels, the shekel having been

the unit on which the entire sexagesimal scale of weights was constructed.

Whether these units of about 16 #37 and 8*18 grammes of the Common Norm
hud been handed down from primitive times, or whether they were ecienti6cally

arrived at by the Babylonian metrologiuts of the third millennium B.C. by

weighing the amount of water contained in a certain cubic space, or by some
other means, is immaterial to the numismatist Neither do we know why the

Babylonians modified their sexagesimal scale of weights for the precious

metals while retaining it for other materials.

Common and Royal Gold Hinak.

For weighing the precious metals the Babylonians and Persians used special

minae based upon the 60th ports (shekels) of the Weight-Minae above de-

scribed. These metal minae contained only 50 shekels instead of 60, though

the largest weight of all, the Talent, still contained 60 minae.

The Common and Royal Gold Minae (f g of the Weight-Minae) were there-

fore as follows:

—

Common Gold Mina*
HKAVY,

Mina 818-625 grammes. 1

j6 lG-37(= 252-6 grs.).

LIGHT.

Mina 409-31 grammes.

5
» 818 (= 126-8 gn.).

Raised by

Royal Gold Minae.

h

A

A

IMina 841 grammes.

^ 16-83 (= 260 gra.).

I

Mina 852 grammes.

& 17-00 (= 263 gr».)-

(Mina 859-56 grammes.

| ^ 17-19 (= 286 grs.)-

(Mina 886*84 grammes.

I h 17-73 (=274 gw.)-

IMina 420 grammes.

A 8-41 <=130gra.3
).

iMina 426 grammes.

fy 8-52 (=131-6 grs)-

IMina 429-78 grammes.

5^5 8-59 (= 133 grs.).

{Mina 443*42 grammes.

A 8-86 (=137 grs/).

Common and Royal Silver Minae.

In the case of silver a still further modification of the standard, though not

of the scale, was required on account of the exchange values of gold and silver,

which in the East stood at the figure of 13* to 1 (Mommsen-Rlacas, J/oim.

nm* L p. 407). Such a proportion made it inconvenient to weigh the two

metals bj- one and the same standard, as iu that case a given weight of gold

would not have been exchangeable for a round number of bars or lumps of

— H Old Roman or Oscau pounds of 272 875 grm.
3 =• EuboJc £L. Staler.

The Persian Daric.
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xxxvin INTRObUCTION*

silver of like weight, but for 13J of such pieces. Hence, in order to facilitate

the exchange of the two metals, the weight of the silver shekel and mina was

raised above or lowered beneath that of the gold shekel and mina.

Thus the gold unit (^ of the Common Gold Minn, of the light form) 8-186

gramme?, at the ratio of 13*3 to 1, was worth 109*15 grammes of silver,

or 10 silver units of 10-91 grammes (=108*3 grs.). On this basis the

Babylonian Ten-sftckel silver standards were constructed as follows:—

Ten-shekel Standard.

Common Silver Mina.
HEAVY.

Talent 65490 gramme*.

Mina
(e

l
) 1091 grammes.

Shekel (X) 21-8 (- 336 grs.)>

Talent

Miim(A)

LIGHT.

32745 gramme**. 1

545-75 grammes.*

Shekel {M 10-91 (= 168-3 gra.).

Raised by

Royal Silver Minae*

ft

A

ft

(Mina 1122 grammes.

^ 22-43 (=346 grs.).

ISlina 1137 grammes.

^ 22-74 (= 360 gn.).

(Mina 1 146 grammes

5^ 22-92 (=354 gra.).

(Mina 561 grammes.

I A 1 1 -22 (=173 gra).
1

Mina 568 grammes.

A 1 1-37 <= 175 g».).*

Mina 573 grammes,

A H-46 (= 177 grs.>.

Another method of dividing the silver equivalent (109*15 grammes) of the

gold unit, into 15 silver units instead of 10
t
produced the Fifteen-shekel silver

standards as follows :

—

HEAVY.

Mina 727-67 grammes.

SV 14-55 (= 224 grs.).

Fifteen-shekel Standard.

Common Silver Miiia.

LIGHT.

Mina 363*83 grammes.

5>5 7-27 (= 112 grs.).

Raised by

A

A
A

A

Royal Silver Afinae.

(Mina 747-88 grammes.

I ^ 14-96 (m 230 gra.).

I

Mina 758 grammes.

A 15-10 (=234 gra.).

IMina 764 grammoB.

A 15-28 (=236 gra).

(Mina 788-30 grammes.

I A 15-76 (=242 gra.).

373-94 gramme!-.

7-48 (=115 gra

379 grammes.
7-58 (= 117 gra.).

i Mina 382 grammes.
7-64 (= 118 gra.).

394-15 grammes.
7-88 (= 121 gra.).'

Mina

5>
Mina

1
50

A
'Mina

I ft

** 100 Roman pound* of 327-45 grm. or 75 Attic intnao of 43ti-ti grin.

- 2 Oacan pounds of 272*875 grm. or 6 Egyptian uttm of MMIoS grin.

- TIio Persian silver stater or 2 ftigloi of 6*61 grm.
10 Roman scripula of 1-137 grm.

- The :.: j of the 4 PitocaU ' standard of the early coins of Velia, 4c.
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PRINCIPAL ASIATIC COIN-STAXDAIiDS. xxxix

That some of these ancient Buln Ionian weights as thus hypothetically re-

constructed had been transmitted westwards into the Lydiau empire, and

others into Syria and thence by means of the Phoenician trading ships to the

coasts and islands uf the Aegean Sea and beyond it to Greece, Italy, and Sicily,

before the invention of coined money is tiie theory according to which the

German scientific metrologi&ts have endeavoured to account for all, or nearly

all, the different standards of the Greek coins.

This attractive and ingenious scheme, as ably expounded by Dr. Haeherlin

(Metrologische Orundlagen, in ZeiL /. Xurn. Bd. xxvii), cannot, however, be

accepted in all its details as entirely convincing, except in so far as the origin

of the Lydian and Persian bimetallic coinage is concerned. The endless

modifications of the original Babylonian and Phoenician silver standards, as

exemplified in the issues of many autonomous states, can be sometimes more

naturally accounted for on the theory propounded by Prof, ltidgeway {Origin

of Metallic currency and IVeig/U-StamlartU, p. 338), viz. that from first to last

the Greek communities were engaged in an MOMM qtu*t after bimetallism.

It is even open to question whether, granting the Babylonian origin of the

various weight-systems, the channel by which they reached the shores and

islands of the Aegean Sea may not have been through Egypt, Cyprus, and

Crete, during the long period of the 4 Minoan ' civilization, rather than directly

through Phoenician commerce or by the overland routes across Asia Minor; for

the recent remarkable discoveries, both in Cyprus and in Crete, have revealed

the fact that as early as the twelfth century b. r. monetiform lumps of the

precious metals were probably used as money. They teem to have been made,

like the earliest electrum coins, by having l*en dropped, while in a molten

condition, upon a rough striated surface. The weight* of three gold lumps

from the Cypro-Mycenaean Cemetery at Old Salamis are 1 32*9 grs., 72*9 grs., and

72-2 grsM and of a silver lump from the Palace of Cuossus, 56-4 grs. See A. J.

Evans, * Minoan Weights and Currency/ in Corolla Xumiematica, pp. 335-67,

anil, especially, Regling's article ' (St-ld ', in Pauly-Wissowa, Ileal- Encyclojxidie.

It is unfortunate that no convenient names which are not apt to be mis-

leading have been found to distinguish the various coin-standards. Tims, for

instance, when coins of Abdera are described as of the Rhodian, Phoenician,

Aegtnetic, or Persic standards, the student must be on his guard against

inferring that Abdera had received these standards either directly or indirectly

from the countries after which they are named. For want, however, of any

other intelligible means of distinguishing weights the accepted nomenclature

has been retained in the present volume* but it may lie hoped that, when the

time comes for another edition, the whole subject of numismatic metrology,

with all that it involves, may have been more thoroughly investigated.

§ IIL PRINCIPAL ASIATIC COIN-STAN0ABDS.

The following Asiatic coin weights (staters, &c.), are approximately identical

either with one or other of the above-mentioned * Ilabylonic ' gold shekels,

or with lOths or loths of their silver equivalent*.

The electrum Btaters are of two tints, dark and pule. The dark-tinted

coins (almost the colour of gold) usually follow the gold standard, and they
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xl INTRODUCTION.

Relative
values of
Gold and
Silver in

the East.

minn

were probably tariffed at a higher ratio than those of the pale variety. The
pale electrum staters seem to have been current at the rate of 4 EL. to 3 AT
and of 1 EL. to 10 M, ami to have been weighed usually according to the
silver standards.

I. Lydian and Greek Electrum Staters, &c.

EL. (pale) 1G8 grs. ' Babylonic' silver standard.

Divisions, none known in electrum, but see infra under ' gold
staters '.

EL. (pale) 220-215 grs. Phoenician ' silver standard.

Divisions, £, I $, ^j, £, ,»a , 5
»
5.

EL. (mixed) 270 grs. (heavy form), 135 grs. (light form) Sa
and ' Eubole

' standard (used also for gold and silver).

Divisions, A, i, |> |, A, A. [*]. A-
EL. (dark) 256-246 grs., « Phocaic ' and Cyzicene standard.

Divisions, §, {,

II. Lydian Gold Staters, &c. Time of Croesua.

X 168 grs. ' Babylonic' silver standard.

Divisions,
J, |, A-

X 126 grs. ' Babylonic ' gold standard, Common Norm.
Divisions, §, £, &

III. Lydian Silver Stater, &c. Time of Croesus.

Ai 168 flrs.
' Babylonic' silver standard.

Division*, $, J, fo
IV. Persian Royal bimetallic coinage.

X 130 Dai ic

'

V.

A 86-45 gn, Siglos' |
<20 s,«l0

' = » 1'ancl -

* Persic Ten-stater Silver Standard.

Ai staters 172-177 grs.

(10 staters of about 173 grs. = 1 Daric.)

VI. Phoenician » Fifteen-stater Silver Standard.

Ai staters heavy form 224-242 grs.

„ light „ 112-121 grs.

(15 heavy staters of about 230 grs. = 2 Darics.

15 light staters of about 1 15 grs. = 1 Daric.)

The above weights, quite irrespective of their Babylonic derivation, point

clearly to a recognized system of interchangeable values in the different metals,

and moreover to the fact that a Babylonian gold unit ranging in weight from

about 126-135 grs. is the root norm which, at the ratio of 134 to 1, accounts

for all of them.

The persistent maintenance of this ratio from first to last in the Boyal

Persian coinage is probably due in part to a comparatively steady balance in

the East between the supplies of gold and silver, and in part to the legal
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PRWCIPJL ASTATIC COIX-STANLARVS. xli

establishment throughout the dominion*, at first of the Lydian monarch?* and,

later, of the Great King, of a bimetallic system of currency framed in accor-

dance with that rate of exchange. 1

In the case of autonomous or semi-autonomous cities in Asia Minor, where

the daric or its equivalent in electrum may not have circulated freely, there

would naturally be a tendency towards an appreciation of the gold unit, and

consequently towards an augmentation of the weight of the local silver issues*

This would be a sufficient explanation of the various deviations from the

official Persic Ten-stater standard (86*45 grs. for the siglos and 173 gn. for

the frtuter). and from the corresponding Phoenician Fifteen-stater standards

(115 or 230 £rs.) which local autonomous coinages in silver often betray. The

same phenomenon, or, inversely, a diminution in the weight of the silver stater,

might also be caused by a local super-abundance in the one case, or scarcity

in the other, of silver.

§ IV. THE COIN-STANDARDS OF EUROPEAN GREECE.

Turning now to European Greece, we are confronted with problems of

considerable difficulty, which are too complicated to be satisfactorily dealt

with in this Introduction.

W e have seen that the two principal Asiatic silver standards, known respec-

tively as the Babylonic or Persic 10-stater standard and as the Phoenician

15-*tater standard, were originally constructed in accordance with the ancient

relative values of gold and silver in the East, 1 3J to 1, a ratio which remained

stereotyped in the bimetallic currency of the Persian empire down to the time

of the Macedonian conquest and the reorganization by Alexander of the royal

coinage on the basis of the altered relation of gold to silver, no longer \Z\ to 1

,

but, since Philip's reign, 10 to 1.

Along the northern coasts of the Aegean from Byzantium in the east to Thraco-

Macedon in the west, especially among the scmi-lwrbarous mining tribes of the ** ac*"

metalliferous highlands of the Pangaean district and in Thasos, two similar standard*

standards are met with in the silver coinage, l>oth before and after the Persian

wars, and, in fact, down to the reorganization of the currency by Philip after

his exploitation of the prolific mines at (Yen ides.

J An additional confirmation of the fact that Vi\ WU the legally established ratio
between sold and silver in the time of the Achaemenidac, and that separate weight*
were uftod for the two metals, has been recently discovered by V H. Weisshnrh i HuU t

dr .!-!'/. tfei Scimces <U St-Feter*bourg
f
1910, p. 4K1 aqej. ; cf. also Lehmann in Klio, 1910,

pp. 243 sqq.\ He finds by comparing the only two known ancient Persian weight*,
one in the British Museum and the other in St. Petersburg,- the latter inscribed in

cuneiform with the name of Darin* Hy*»t*Hpia in three languagea, Persian, Elamlc, and
Babylonic,—that in weight they atand to one another in the exact relation of 40 : 8
- IS] : 1). The London weight 100.724 Rrm. 1 ia that of 20 gold darics of 8 336 grin.

( * 129 gra.\ and the St. Petoraburg weight 2222 425 grm.) ia that of 400 silver sigloi

of 5-556 grm. ( - 86 gr*.\ The mina (600.172 grammes;, of which the lighter weight
it the third |>art

p
in apparently the aame as that which is revealed by the Babylonian

Duck-weight*, noa. 7, 8, 9 in the table (*w/*vi, \-. xzxvi). The heavier weight i* equiva-

lent to 4 silver minae of 665-6 grm. Both weights are below the normal standards
which are 604*82 and 561 gramme* respectively.

* {
'*
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The Thraco-Macedonian stater of tbe so-called *Babylonic' standard is

indeed, at its heaviest, much lighter than that which is usually met with else*

where, viz. only about 158 grs. a* against the Lydian 168 gnu or the Persic

of normal weight, 17-1 grs. Its system of division by 3 and 6 is confessedly

suggestive of n Bahylonic origin, and Lehman n has even gone so far as to

identify it as the fiftieth part of the ' Light Babyhiiic M'titjht-Mina of the Royal

Norm htightentd hy ^ ' (511*154 grm. =7900 grs., lineberliu, Grundtagen,

p. 12, Tab, 3, Form B). The fact, however, that the weight of this stater fluc-

tuates between 158 and 130 pre. or less, makes it, in my opinion, more than

doubtful whether 158 grs. can be regarded as a normal weight.

The large octadrachms, &c, and the tetradraehms of the 'Phoenician*

standard occurring side by side with these 'Babylonic' staters are also

extremely variable in weight. Here, therefore, it seems probable that the

weights of the staters of neither standard were ever definitely fixed, but that

they were dependent upon a variable rate of exchange between Thracian gold

and silver, due to intermittent workings of the mines, and consequently to fre-

quent variations in the amounts of the output of the two nietals, which could

never have been constant or steady before Philips time.

Let us suppose that the relative values of Thracian gold and silver between

about B.c. 500 and 356 ranged from 15:1 to 10 : 1. This might account for

the changeable weights of the silver coins, which would be affected by a rising

or falling exchange value of the gold unit of aljout 130 grs., even though that

commercial unit was not always actually stamped as current coiu.

It would only be in countries like Persia, where a strictly bimetallic currency

was established, or like Athens, where (down to B.C. 108) a monometallic silver

standard had been adopted, that the weight of the silver stater would not be

subject to alteration from time to time- Even in Asia Minor, where the Daric

of ISO grs. .was the universally accepted gold unit, we find that, in the autono-

mous cities, the weights of their silver staters were not definitely fixed, as was

that of the Siglos, although they do not vary to the same extent as the silver

coins of Thrace and Macedon, owing to the steadying influence of the gold

daric officially tariffed at 20 silver sigloi.

AMera. Bnt perhaps the most remarkable instance of instability in the weight of

the silver stater is afforded by the series of coins of the important city of

Abdera. Here, between the Persian wars and the time of Philip, when its

autonomous coinage came to an end, the tetradrachm or stater falls in weight

successively from 240-224 grs., then from 198-190 grs., and lastly from

176-160 grs. or less. It is hard to account for these reductions, usually

regarded as inexplicable changes of standard, from Hhodian to Phoenician,

from Phoenician to Aeginctic, and from Aeginetic to Persic, except on the

theory that the rapid fall in the silver value of gold, which we know took place

in Europe between B, c. 500 and 356, influenced the silver coinage. In other

words, AMera, though it is not known to have struck gold, teems to have been

striving after a bimetallic system of exchange. Other cities, however, on this

coast, did occasionally issue gold coins before Philip's reign, and from their

weights, compared with their own contemporary silver coius, it would appear

that between circ. B. c. 411 ? and 356 the value of gold fell from 15: 1 to 10: 1.
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It would also seem that the gold unit stood at from 128-130 grs. These coins

are as follows :

—

Thasos, B.C. 411 ?, A' 64 pre, at 1 5 : 1 — 1 eontemporary JR 240 grs.

Aeiras, c. b.c. 411?, AT 32-6 grs. nt 15-14J:1=2 contemporary M
240-232 grs.

Amphipolis, c. 108 t, S G4 grs. at 14 : 1 = 4 contemporary Al 224 grs.

Maroneia, c. 400-356, X 64 grs. at 1 1 : 1 = 4 contemporary Jt 176 grs.

„ M X 48 grs. atll : 1 = 3 contem|)orary M 176 grs.

If we may infer that the weights of the coins of Alxlera were also dependent

upon the same gold unit, the apparent changes of standard might he thus

accounted for. The gold unit from first to last would l>e equivalent to 8 silver

staters, the weight of which, as time went on, would be reduced as follows :—

10:1128 gr*. of Gold at 15:1

- 8 Ai staters of 240 grs. 232 grs.

14 :1 13 :1 12; 1

221 grs. 208 gm.
;
192 grs.

U : 1

176 grs. 160 gr*.

Iteinach {ISHidoire par Us monnaies, p. 73) lms shown that in B. c. 438 gold

stood to silver at Athens at 14 to I, and that in B.C. 408-7, when Athens first

struck gold coins, the rate there was 12 : 1, and that the ratio of 10 : 1 was not

reached before the opening of the gold mines at Philippi in B>0. 356,

This helps us to fix approximately (for the ratio in Thrace may not have

been quite the MOW as at Athens) the dates of the successive reductions of the

coins of Abdera, Acnus, &c. The specimens ranging from 240-200 grs,,

' Phoenician standard, correspond with gold at from 15 to 13 : I before n, c, 408.

Those of the so-culled * Aeyinetic standard, 195-192 grs., represent gold at about

12:1, RC. 408^400. Those of the so-called ( Ferric' standard, 176-160 grs,,

Wong to the period B.c. 400-356, while gold was at 11:1, the weight

160 grs. not being reached until gold had fallen to 10:1, circ. B.C. 356.

It would be rash, however, to infer from the alwve figures that the weights

of silver coins were everywhere controlled by the price of gold, or that denomi-

nations in silver must always have been exchangeable in round numbers with

contemporary units of gold, coined or uncoined, though this must certainly

have been the case whenever small gold coins were issued, as at Athens in

B. c. 408, side by side with large silver pieces of the same city. That distinct

and well-known silver standards (though for the most part based originally upon

gold units) sometimes continued to maintain their existence, quite without

regard to changed relations Inrtween the metals, cannot be denied, and it is more

than probable that an important city like Abdera, when, from time to time, she

found it necessary to bring her silver coins more into harmony with the current

gold rate, would not lose sight of the advantage of selecting for her new issues

a weight as nearly as possible identical with some widely prevalent foreign stan-

dard of which coins in considerable numbers might be present ou the tables

of the money-changers. The choice of such a standard would have the addi-

tional advantage of facilitating the exchange of silver as against silver, as well

as against gold, i. c. of Alxlerite silver coins for foreign silver pieces of af*out

the same weight, for in ordinary small transactions slight divergencies could

be disregarded. There can be then no great harm in retaining such convenient
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names as ' Phoenician \ ' Ithocliau ', * Aeginetic \ or * Persic ', provided that we
bear in mind that these names do not necessarily, or even probably, imply the

existence of any political or monetary alliances between Abdcra and other

states.

H«llas. Passing southwards into Greece proper, we enter the regions dominated by

the two ancient international standards, concerning the origin of which so

much has been written and so little definitely proved, viz. the Aeginetic or

Pheidonian, and the Eubolc (later Attic Solonian and Corinthian).

Thedateof About the date of Pheidon, King of Argos, there has been very considerable

divergence of opinion, some placing it as early as the beginning of the ninth cen-

tury and others bringing it down to about K C. 580. M. Th, Ueinach [L*IIi#t.

par Its moiinaietj p> 35), who has collected and weighed the statements of the

various Greek writers, gives his decision iu favour of the middle of the eighth

century, accepting the text of Pausanias (vi. 22. 2), who says that Pheidon, in

concert with the Pisatans, celebrated the 8th Olympiad (n. c. 748). If this be

true, we must reject as erroneous the statements of Ephorus, Aristotle, and later

authors, that Pheidon was the first to coin money, and that he did this in

Aegina. Now as all numismatists are agreed that none of the Lydian electrum

coins, properly so called, cau be assigned to an earlier date than the reign of

Gygca, B.C. 687-652, and at the same time that they are anterior to any of

the silver coins of Aegina, it follows that Pheidon cannot be credited with the

latter, but it does not by any means follow that these silver staters were not

struck according to a standard which Pheidon may have established in

Peloponnesus. It is quite conceivable that Pheidon may have constructed a

seal? of weights iu accoidauce with a fixed number of those iron p£cAi<r*o<

which were the medium of exchange in his time, and that the later o/?oAot

and Spaxp^i may be the equivalents in silver, the o/?oAo? of one and the

V'V"; °f 8 * x
i
or a handful of 6fic\taKo^ Pheidon's dedication of a uumber

of these iron hpits in the Heraeuni at Argos may, as M, Keinach suggests,

liave been madt- with the practical object of preserving an official record of his

standard of weight rather than with that of exhibiting them as curiosities

or of offering them to the goddets tfx-rofo.
1

TheAegi- Jf we a l>andon the Pheidonian tradition, we may turn towards Egypt,

itamlirfl ^here at Naucratis the Aeginetan merchants possessed a factory and a temple

of their own, as not improbably the source whence Aegina may have derived

her coin-standard. In Petrie's Excavations at Xaucrati* (3rd Memoir of the

Egypt Exj^oration Fund, 188G
P
p. 78) isa list of thirty-seven weights found there,

consisting of multiples and divisions of a unit ranging from 99*7 to 87-5 grs.,

practically identical with the Aeginetic drachm* These weights, says Prof.

Petrie, 'bear strongly on the possible derivation of the Aeginetan standard

from an Egyptian and Oriental unit of 200 grs.' (cf« Arck. Journ. xl, p. 420).

1 During recent exi-avations in the Heraeumof Argos a bundle of these iron spits ha*

actually been discovered, aeo Svoronos {Jour*. Int. is, 1900\ Cf. also Kcgling ^Pauly's

lUnl-Encytlop. a. v. * (told ')• who accepts the statement* as to the i£#Aia*<N having been

dedicated ex-wrfo, but supposes thst Pheidon introduced in their stead not coins but

raw metal as a medium of exchange, weighed according to the standard then first

established by him*
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Other hypotheses concerning the origin of this standard are mentioned in

the text, infra, p. 395.

The weight of the stater of the Aeginetic standard, judging from the coins

which have come down to us, seems to hare been at first over 200 grs. and

later about 194 grs. The Aeginetic standard obtained in early times a wide

extension not only throughout Peloponnesus, but in most of the island states,

such as Ceos, Naxos, Siphnos, and Crete. We find it also at all the towns

which coined money in Central Greece (Thessaly, Phocis, and Boeotia), but not

at Corinth nor Athens, nor, in early times, in Kuboea, although at Athens

Aeginetan money appears to have been current until the time of Solon

(b.c 590). This standard is also met with sporadically in Asia Minor, at

Cyme (?), Teoe (1), Cnidus, Camirus, but none of the coins of these towns are

of full Aeginetic weight. The Aeginetic standard was for the most part

suj>erseded by the Attic after the age of Alexander, but this was by no means

the case universally. In some places it continued to be used in a lighter form

even down to the time of the Roman conquest.

Among the most important trading cities of the eighth and seventh centuries Chalets

b,c. were Chalcis and Eretria, in the island of Eul>oea. These two towns *nd
.

were in these remote times more influential than either Corinth or Athens in

spreading Greek culture and Greek ideas over the civilized world. They were

the great rivals of Miletus across the sea, and they were the porta from which

the ships set sail which bore to their new homes the colonists bound for the

shores of Italy and Sicily in the West, and of Thrace and Maccdon in the North.

Here in the North the peninsula of Chalcidice, with its numerous hospitable

bays, attracted in early times a great number of colonists from Chalcis, who

founded cities in every promising spot, and named the whole district after

their mother-city, Chalctdict.

The colonies of Eretria, the rival sister of Chalcis, were hardly less nu-

merous, and were for the most part situate on the promontory of Pallene and

round the foot of Mount Athos.

These two Euboean towns, Chalcis and Eretria, were the most enterprising

Ionic cities in European Greece, and were perhaps scarcely inferior in this

respect to Samos and Miletus in Asia. Their ships covered the seas and carried

the native copper ore of Euboea, for which Chains was so famous, and from

which its name was derived, to the coasts of Asia Minor, Thrace, Italy, and

Sicily, bringing back in exchange the products of every land,— the gold of the

Ea&i, the electrum of Lydia, and especially silver from tl»e highlands of Chal-

cidice, in which district no fewer than thirty-two towns had l>een founded

from Chalcis alone, not to mention those of which Eretria was the mother-

city.

Towards the close of the eighth century a war broke out between Chalcis and

Eretria, nominally for the possession of the fields of Lelantum, which lay

between the two rival cities. The war, which goes by the name of the The

Lelantian war, was in reality a contest for maritime supremacy, in which WMilM
the commercial interests of both towns were at stake. The evidence of this

is the universal character which it assumed. Nearly all the important states

of Greece took one side or the other, and the whole Aegean Sea became one

vast theatre on which the quarrel was to be fought out, Corinth took the side
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of Chalcis, Corcyra that of Eretria. In Asia Minor Samos and Miletus also

took opposite sides,

Sucli a cleavage of all Greece into two hostile camps we must suppose to

have been occasioned by the clashing commercial interests of neighbouring

states, the advantages of tome being more closely bound up with one party,

those of others with the other.

The Lelantian commercial war shows what frequent intercourse there must

have been in the eighth century between Kuboea and the opposite coasts

of Asia.

From what Asiatic port the Euboeans received their standard of weight,

unless it originated in their own island, is open to discussion, but there is

much reason to think that it was Samoa. Samos was in the eighth century,

and for some time afterwards, one of the chief sea powers in the Aegean. Its

situation no doubt contributed much to its imj>ortance as a maritime trading

state, and made it one of the natural outlets through which the products of the

interior of Asia uud of the coast-lands of Ionia made their way across to the

opposite continent, and even into the remote lands of the West ; for it was a

Sumian ship which first passed the pillars of Herakles and made the Greeks

familiar with the phenomenon of the tides.

The theory that Samos was the port whence the Euboeans derived the

standard subsequently used by them for silver rests upon the weights and

types of some very early electrum coins which have been found chiefly in the

island of Samos.

These electrum coins are of the Euboic standard of the heavy form, consisting

of the stater of 270 grs. together with its
J, J, J, J, Ai Ai and ^ parts. They

are of primitive style with, for the most part, unintelligible types. Among
them, however, are a few with Euboean types, e. g. Gorgoneion (Eretria), Eagle

devouring prey (Chalcis), Wheel (Chalcis), Cow's head (Eretria), Forepart of

horse (Cyme ?); cf. Babelon, Traiti, PL IX, and B. J/. CH Ionia, VI II.

The Samian origin of the Eubolc standard is not, however, generally accepted

by metrologists ; cf. Lehmann's theory {llerme*
y 1892, p, 549

t
note 1

; Hill,

I/arulbook, p. 37) and Haeberlin's hypothesis (Grundlagen, p. 25), together with

Lehmann's note on the latter (Z.f. A\, 1909, p. 119)-

As the metrologists are at variance, I may be excused if I adhere to my
original opinion (A\ U 1875, p. 272) with regard to the Samian derivation of

the EuWlc electrum and silver standard. In the East gold was weighed on

this standard (Herod. Ill, 95), and, if we must trace it up to Babylon, why
should it not be the Gold Mina of 818 (409) grammes raised by fa which

would yield a stater of 273-6 (13S-8) grains ?

Between Peloponnesus and Euhoea lay the two great cities of Corinth and

Athens. Now Corinth and Euboea, as E. Curtius has pointed out, 1 were

closely connected in early times. Wherever we find Corinthian colonies,

whether in Aetulia, in Corcyra, in Thrace, or in Illyricum, we find also a Euboean

element mingled with the Corinthian ; and this is perhaps the reason why the

earliest Corinthian coins follow the Euboic standard and not the Aeginetic,

1 litmus, x, p. 217.
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which we might rattier have expected from the proximity of Corinth to Pelo-

ponnesus.

The unrivalled excellence of the site of Corinth, with her two fine harbours,

one in direct communication with the East and the other with the West, enabled

her enterprising population to extend their commerce in all directions, ami

pari passu with the Corinthian trade the beautiful Corinthian silver money,

struck on the Eubolc standard, obtained a wide popularity to the north of the

Corinthian gulf and across the sea as far as the island of Sicily.

On the obverse of these Corinthian staters is a Pegasos and a koppa (Q)(

the initial letter of the name of the city, and on the reverse an incuse pattern,

which gradually assumes the form of a swastica, replaced at an early period by

the head of Athena Chalinitis. These coins, on account of the Pegasos, were

sometimes called TruAot, while the Aeginetam staters went by the name of

Unlike the early coins of Euhoea, the Corinthian stater was not divided into

2 drachms, but into 3* The reason for this division of the unit by 3 instead of

by 2 may have been to accommodate the Corinthian currency to the Aeginetic

coins of the neighbouring Peloponnesian states, for a Corinthian drachm of 45

grains, the third part of a Corinthian stater, would pass current as an Aeginetic

hemidrachm or the fourth part of an Aeginetic stater of light weight.

The Corinthian system of dividing the stater by three prevailed also in the

Chalcidice during the period in which the Euboic standard was there in

use, but with this difference, that while ut Corinth we get tridrachms of

135 grs. and drachms of 45 grs., in the Chalcidian towns we have staters of

270 grs. and sixths of 45 grs.

Dr. Imhoof-Blumer * would also apply the Corinthian system of division

by 3 and 6 to the coinage of the Chalcidian colonies in Sicily and Italy

(Khegium, Himera, Zancle, Naxus), where the earliest coinage consists of

pieces of about 90 grs. and 15 grs» which he would consequently call Thirds

and Eighteenths of the Euboic-Attic stater of 270 grs. But in this case they

may also be called reduced Aeginetic drachms and obols,' or, possibly drachm?,

and obols of the Corcyrean standard (see infra).

Next comes Athens, aud here we must \>e cautious not to accept without Athens,

evidence the ancient traditions respecting the origin of the Athenian coinage,

such as that recorded by Plutarch, which ascribed to Theseus the issue of coins

with a Bull upon them. 4

The safest guide here, as indeed everywhere, is the coinage iUelf, which

neither in style of art nor in fabric lias the ap[>earance of being more ancient

than the time of Solou. Before the age of Solon, Aeginetan didrachms would

seem to have been the only money current in Attica as in Peloponnesus; but

there are no extant Athenian coins of Aeginetic weight, aud there is conse-

quently no proof whatever that there were any coins minted at Alliens before

Solon's time. There is only the doubtful evidence of tradition.

1 Poll. Ix. 74, 75. * Imhoof-Blumer, Annuaire tie Xutniimatiqut* 1882, p. 94.

* Cf. J. Friedlftndor, ZltLf. Kum^ 1881, p. 99 ff f and A- J. Evans, Sum, Chroa, 1898,

p. 321.
* Plut. The$. 25 ; Sehol. ad Aristoph. Atc*

t
1106.
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For some time after the first introduction into European Greece of coined

money its actual issue appears to have been confined to the four maritime

states, Aegimtj Euboea, Corinth, and Corcyra.

Athens, it will be remembered, had no fleet, and was by no means a wealthy

trading state before Solon's reforms ; on the contrary, the lauds were burdened

with debt and every farm in the country was heavily mortgaged.

The adoption by Solon of the Euboic standard in its heavy form, Didrachm

270 grs. and Drachm 135 grs.. and the substitution of the light form by doubling

the denominations, as I think, by Hippias (Tetrndrachm 270 grs,, Didrachm

135 grs., and Drachm 67*5 grs.), are discussed in the text.

Solon's new Athenian coinage was distinguished by extreme purity of metal

and by accuracy of weight, the full Euboic weight of 270 grs. to the stater

being more nearly maintained at Athens than anywhere else, excepting

Sicily, where the Euboic standard also prevailed. The result of this was that

the Athenian money was everywhere taken with preference. Thus Hellas, after

the time of Solon, was divided, quite irrespectively of |K>litical alliances, between

the Aeginetic and Eubolc-Attic standards, the Attic gradually tending to

supersede the Aeginetic.

The marvellous resurrection of Athens after the Persian wars and the rapid

extension of her Empire naturally gave to the Athenian coinage au almost

universal prestige and currency.

After the fall of Aegina, about the middle of the fifth century, Athens and

Corinth were the two chief silver-coining states of Europeau Greece- The

Athenian * Otvfs ' penetrated iuto the farthest East, while the Corinthian

* Colt** made their way to Italy and Sicily, where they are at present found

in larger numbers than in Greece itself.

We have seen that the very earliest coins of the Euboic standard are the

primitive electrum pieces (represented on PI. IX of Babelon's Traite, Part

III) discovered in Samoa, and that it was probably from that island that

it passed, as a silver standard, to Euboea and thence to Corinth, Athens,

and the Euboean colonies in Chalcidice. The early silver coins of Peparethus,

though somewhat later in date, are also of Eul>oic weight. From Ramos,

and not, it would seem, from Euboea, the Euboic standard spread also

southwards to Cyrenalca, which, under the dynasty of the Battiadae, was

in frequent relations with the island of Santos. Whether Cyrene actually

struck money of electrum is uncertain, but the incuse reverses of the earliest

Cyrenatc silver coins resemble so closely those of the Euboic electrum pieces of

Samos that there can be little doubt whence Cyrene derived her coinage*

Corcyra. Next in importance after Eubo«a and Corinth, as a maritime power, stands

the western colony and rival of the latter city, Corcyra, whose earliest issues

are only a little later than those of Corinth, for they may be dated from the

time when, after the death of the tyrant Periander, b.c, 585, Corcyra became

independent of her mother-city.

Neither in fabric nor in weight do the staters of Corcyra bear any resem*

blance to those of Corinth or of any other Europeau city. In particular, the

form of the incuse reverse, a double oblong, is strongly suggestive, as in the

case of the coins of Cyrene mentioned above, of a derivation from Samos (cf.

Bubelou, Traite, Pi III, PI, XL. 15, with PL IX. 2 and 14). This peculiar
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incuse id also met with on the early silver staters of Poseidium in Carpathoe,

and of Camirua and Lindus in Rhodes, as well aa at Cyreue (Babelon,

»p. cit. Pis, XIX f
XX, and LXIII. 20).

In the text (p. 326) I have suggested that the Corcyrean standard, with its

staters of 180-160 grs, and halves of 90-82 grs., may also have been imported

from Asia Minor. It is usually held to be a light form of the Aeginetic

standard, but so great a reduction in weight at so early a date is highly

improbable.

On the whole, I am now inclined to think that this standard is, in reality,

a form of the Eaboic-Corinthian, with a different scale of divisions, the Corey-

rean stater of 180 grs. being, in point of fact, equivalent to 4 Corinthian

drachms of 45 grs- At a later period, when the Corinthian drachm had fallen

in weight, the Corcyrean standard became more closely assimilated to the

Corinthian, the issue of the stater being discontinued, and its half, originally

the drachm, being now distinguished (by doubliug the stellate square on the

reverse) as a didrachm of Corinthian weight.

§ V. TRANSMISSION OF WEIGHT SYSTEMS TO ITALY,

SICILY, AND THE WEST.

Thus far we have scarcely wandered beyond the basin of the Aegean sea.

It now remains for us to cast our eyes westwards and to follow the track of

the early Greek trader to the coasts of Italy and Sicily, Gaul and Spain.

The first Greek settlers in Italy are said to have been Euboeans, mostly ThoChal-

from Chalcis, and by far the oldest colony in the western seas was the ancient p **n
.

f

city of Cumae, which took its name from Cyme in Euboea. This city stood on the West,

a height to the north of the bay of Naples. For a long time Cumae lemained

a solitary outpost of Hellenic enterprise in the then unknown and dreaded

western seas. The colony continued, however, to maintain some relations with

the mother country, and when, towards th^ close of the eighth century, the

Chalcidians began again to turn their attention to the West, they were welcomed

by their kinsmen of Cumae, who were probably not unwilling to aid them in

planting colonies at all such points as were most favourable to the development

of their carrying-trade between the Aegean and the Etruscan seas.

For this purpose it was essential for them to secure for Chalcidian ships

a free passage through the Sicilian straits, and it was perhaps with this object

that they founded the sister cities of Zancle and Rhegium, the one on the

Sicilian, the other on the Italian shore. These twin arsenals were to lie to all

vessels other than Chalcidian as a Scylla and a Charybdis, not to be passed

with impunity. Xaxus, Catana, and Leontini, near the foot of Mount Aetna,

and Himera on the northern coast of Sicily, complete the circle of the western

colonies, in the foundation of which the enterprising mariners of Chalcis took

a leadiug part

It is somewhat remarkable that the earliest coins of Cumae, Rhcgium,

Xaxus, Zancle, and Ilimera (of Catana and Leontiui there are no coins of th«

earliest period) all follow a standard which is usually called (he Aeginetic,

though Im hoof- 111umer, as I have already mentioned (p. xlvii), has pointed out
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that these pieces of about 90 grs. are more probably Euboic octobols or thirds

of the Euboic tetradrachm of 270 grs. ; Monatiberitht d. A\ AkatL d, Wi$$m$ck*

Berlin, 1881.

If, on the other hand, these coins arc really Aeginetic drachms, the fact may
perhaps be owing to the circumstance that the earliest colonies from Chalcis

in Italy and Sicily were in great part (and perhaps in the main) notCbalcidiau

at all* Chalcis was, it is true, the starting-point and the city under whose

auspices the colonies in question were organized and planted out, but the

actual colonists may have been drawn from the mainland and islands of Greece,

where the Aeginetic standard wan predominant.

Moreover, the reasons, whatever they may have been, which induced the

Kuboeans in their own island and in their Thracian settlements to adopt the

stater of 270 grs. may not have applied to their western colonists.

There is, however, another possible explanation. It must not be forgotten

that the ordinary line of communication between Greece and the West was

always via Corcyra, which was the final port of embarkation, and that the

silver which emigrants took with them was doubtless procured there, where

silver was abundant, owing to the intercourse between Corcyra and the

Illyrian silver-mining tribes, by means of her colonies on the mainland.

I would suggest, therefore, that the Chalcidian colonies in Italy and Sicily

may have issued their first coins according to the standard by which silver

had been sold them by the merchants of Corcyra, especially as the Corey reau

drachm of 90 grs. was a very convenient denomination, as it was not only

£ of the Corcyrean stater of 180 grs, bat also J of the Euboic stater of 270 grs.

and £ of the Corinthian stater of 135 grs. The contemporary Aeginetic

drachm of full weight 97 grs. would not have fulfilled these conditions.

Moreover, these earliest coins of the Chalcidian colonies are essentially different

in fabric from the contemporary money of Aegina, being flat and circular, not

globular or bullet-shaped. In this they resemble the contemporary money of

Corinth and of the Achaean colonies of Magna Graecia. The coinage of this

group of cities is that which we must next examine.

The most famous nf the cities which owed their origin to the Achaeans were

Sybaris, founded b.c. 720, and Croton, b,c. 710-

Itoth these towns stood on the shores of that great gulf which took its name
from the Dorian city of Tareutum,— Sybaris in the low country at the con-

fluence of the two rivers, Sybaris and Crathis, Croton about fifty miles south,

on a height facing the Lacinian promontory, on which, in the midst of a forest

of dark pine~trees, stood the far-famed temple of Hera Lakinia, the scenr of the

great annual gathering of all the Italian Creeks.

Sybaris during the century and a half in which she flourished attained to a

height of power, wealth, and magnificence truly surprising. Her population!

not including the slaves, is said to have amounted to more than 300,000,

and the number of mounted knights, all belonging to the wealthier clashes,

which she was able to equip was no le&s than 5,000. The luxury and tin*

effeminacy in which this vast population habitually lived have made the very

name of 4 Sybarite' a by-word through all the ages.

Now whence came all this wealth, and why did it all flow to this one
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particular spot? Al. Lenormant, with his usual insight, divined the true

answer to this question. 1 Sybaris, like Corinth, held the isthmus between

two seas, the Ionian on the east and the Etruscan on the west. Ktruria was,

between the eighth and sixth century B.C., the great market for Oriental and

Graeco- Asiatic articles of luxury, such as rich stuffs and precious vases l>oth of

metal and fine pottery. In return for these she exported chiefly the products

of her mines of copper and iron*

The territory of Sybaris, which extended across the narrow part of Southern

Italy, from sea to sea, was the land on which both the buyer and the seller dis-

embarked their goods. The Samian or Hilesiun trader on the one hand un-

loaded his ship in the port of Sybaris, wMLe the Etruscan merchant on the

other sailed into the harbour of Laiis, a dependency of Sybaris on the western

side* The Sybarites on their part had merely to carry the goods in safety

across their own territory from one port to auother, reaping, it may be

assumed, no small profit for themselves out of the transaction.

The insecurity of the Etruscan sea, infested as it was with Carthaginian and

other pirates, combined with the fact, above alluded to, that the Chalcidians

held a firm grip on the Sicilian straits, had given to Sybaris a practical

monopoly of the carriage of goods by land ncrora her territory, and it was this

carrying-trade which was the source of that vast wealth which by its too rapid

and too easy acquisition demoralized in less than one hundred years the whole

population of the largest city of the ancient world.

Croton, the rival Achaean settlement in these regions, was for more than a Croton*

century second in importance to Sybaris, and was gradually sinking into the

tame condition of luxury and effeminacy, when it became the scene of that

great political and religious revival which was due to the personal influence

of Pythagoras the Samian.

About the middle of the sixth century B.C., under the rule (for such

it practically was) of the Pythagorean brotherhood, Croton suddenly assumed

a leading position among tbe Greek cities of Southern Italy.

Then followed the famous war between Croton and RylMiris, and the utter

destruction of the latter by the Croton hites, about B, c. 510.

From the rarity of the coins of Sybaris as compared with the contemporaiy

coins of Croton, we can only infer that during at least the first century of

her history Sybaris earned on her extensive commerce without the aid of coined

money.

The coinage of Magna Graecia appears simultaneously in all the Achaean

cities of Southern Italy, during the period of the supremacy of Croton, but

still some time before the destruction of Sybaris.

It is characterized by a distinctive and uniform peculiarity of fubric. The Coinage

flans on which the types are struck are thin circular disks* Ou the obverse is
°* t"e

the leading type of the city where the coin was issued, in relief, and on the towns of

reverse usually the same type repeated, or another type, sometimes that of ,taly-

a neighbouring city, incuse. This local fashion suggested to Lenormant* the

theory that the cities of Magna Graecia formed a sort of Federal union. Such

1 La tiranttt <Jri<*i i, p. 968 «ci<|. * Op. ctt li, p. 75 **|.
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a hypothesis is conceivable, though hardly probable wheu we bear in mind that

the uniformity in the coinage is more superficial than real, being limited to

style and fabric, for neither in weight nor in type do the issues of all the

participating cities agree. 1 Moreover, the coinage of this so-called Achaean

Union is not confined to the group of Achaean cities, for precisely similar

issues took place at the Dorian Tarentum and at the Chalcidian Khegium and

Zancle on either side of the Sicilian straits. The remarkable conformity in

fabric of the earliest issues of all these cities may therefore be simply due to

the fact that the moneyers at the various mints copied one another's methods,

employing the tame mechanical contrivances for casting their thin circular

disks, engraving their dies, and striking their coins, and that the die-engravers

were all trained in one and the same workshop, either at Croton or at Sybaris.

Italic- The standard and divisional system of the coinage of all the Achaean mints

Achaean ltk»f f Poseidonia excepted) is that of the coins of Corinth somewhat reduced,
»tan

' the stater in good preservation weighing about 129 grs. (max.), and the Third,

or drachm, about 42 grs.

The fact that the Achaean colonics in Italy, in beginning to coin money of

their own, took the Corinthian coins as their models, is an indication that the

course of trade between these cities and Asia mainly flowed through the

Corinthian gulf, and across the isthmus of Corinth, and not in a direct line

to Sybaris from Samos or Miletus. Thus the dangers of an open sea voyage

were avoided, and the Achaean mariner never felt himself in strange waters,

for by this route land is hardly ever lost sight of. This early trade with Italy

and Sicily must have been chiefly in the hands of the Corinthians. From

Corinth it was thftt the Achaean towns received the idea of coining money,

and the early Corinthian coins naturally served as models for those of Southern

Italy. From Corinth too they borrowed the idea of placing an incuse device

upon the reverse of the coin, for this practice is a mere development of the

Corinthian custom of placing an incuse swaBtica pattern on the reverse of their

money, which, in its turn, was only a development of the original mill-sail

incuse.

Of the cities which took part in the currency known as the incuse coinage

of Magna Graecia the following may be mentioned :

—

In the north the Dorian Tarentum, but only incidentally, the bulk of the

coinage of this great city belonging to a different category.

Next, Metapontum, then Siris, in alliance either with Sybaris, or with

Pyxus on the Tyrrhenian sea, the latter alliance proving that Siris held com-

mercial relations by way of her river valley with the western coast.

Next Sybaris, either alone or in alliance with Siris on the north or Croton

on the south.

Then Croton, sometimes in alliance with Sybaris and sometimes with Pan-

dosia, which Btood inland among the mountains on the little river Acheron, an

affluent of the Crathis; sometimes with Caulonia, and sometimes again with

Temcsa on the western or Tyrrhenian sea ; probably also with Zancle in Sicily

(p. 95).

Mncdonnld, OAn Type$> p. 12.
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Next conies Caulonia, and last of all Rhegium and Zanclc, the farthest to

the south. The towns on the Tyrrhenian sea, Temesa, Laiis, and Pyxus,

which participated in this coinage appear to have been dependencies of Croton,

Sybaris, and Siris. Concerning these alliances see infra 9 § xiv, Alliance Coins.

Poseidonia (afterwards Paestum), bordering on Campania, had a coinage of

a mixed character, the earliest coins with incuse reverses resembling in fabric

those of the other Achaean cities, but belonging to the weight-system prevalent

in the Campan ian towns (stater 118 grs.), while its somewhat later, but aleo

archaic, coins, follow on the other hand the Italic-Achaean standard and system

of division by three, but do not belong in fabric to the incuse class.

Tarentum, like Poseidonia, seems to have received her first impulse in the Tarentum.

direction of coining money from the Achaean cities, some of her earliest

staters belonging to the incuse class.

The coinage of Tarentum was, however, but slightly affected by that of the Italic-

Achaean cities, and as the Tarentine stater or 'nomos' was divided by fafQ*nTut»„i

and not by three, it must I>e distinguished as I tAlic -Tarentine,

Of the Epizephyrian Locrians, who shared with the Rhegians the southern Locri Bpi-

extremity of the Italian peninsula, the earliest coin* which have come down to
Z€" piyrn *

ds are Corinthian staters (circ. 350 B.C.) of the Pegasos type, but with the

inscription AOK or AOKPHN (135 grs.). All the other Locrian coins follow

either the Italic or the Campanian standard.

In the extreme south Rhegium began to coin at an early date, though Rh«pum.

probably not before B.C. 530, on the 90 grain standard. About the year

B.c. 500 Rhegium, simultaneously with Zancle, from this time forward called

Mes&aiift, on the Sicilian shore, and the two other Chalcidian towns Himera

and Naxus, exchanged this standard for the Euboic, thus bringing their

coinage into harmony with that of Syracuse and all the other Sicilian cities.

We have now to consider the coinage of the Campanian coast from Velia Cam-

and Poseidonia in the south to Neapolis and Curaae in the north. The Cam- standard.

panian standard appears to have been derived directly from Asia Minor.

The town of Velia was founded by fugitive Phocaeans in b.c\ 540, and

there can be little doubt that they brought with them the Phocaean drachm

of 59 grs. of which the standard is distinctly Asiatic, as is also the type, a

lion devouring his prey.

From Velia this standard spread to the neighlx>uring town of Poseidonia,

which, while adopting the Campanian standard ami striking drachms of 59

and didrachms of 118 grs.. sought nevertheless to bring her money into

harmony with that of the Achaean towns by imitating the flat fabric with

incuse reverse-type common to the money of the Achaean cities.

About the beginning of the fifth century we find both these cities abandoning

the Campanian standard, Velia in favour of the standard of Tarentum (stater

about 126 grs. divided into two drachms), and Poseidonia in favour of the

Achaean standard—stater about 126 grs. divided into three drachms.

This change of standard on the part of Velia and Poseidonia did not,

however, take place until the Plmcaean or Campanian standard had had time

to take firm root at the Chalcidian Cumae and its colony Neapolis. The

money of these two latter cities and of the other Campanian towns issued on

It \f\€i\& Original from
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this standard is very plentiful. It OOUUte, in the main, of didrachms weighing

from 118-115 grs.. which are on the average about 6 grs. lighter than the

Achaean and the Tarentine coins, the two latter being almost identical in

weight and differing only in the divisional system, which in the Achaean h
by 3 and in the Tarentine by 2. Towards the close of the fourth century the

Catupanian didrachm fell in weight to 105 grs. (6 Roman scruples, see p. 33).

Etruria. Passing still farther northwards into Etruria* we again find two standards

in use for weighing silver in the fifth century B.C., the larger denominations

of these two standards weighing respectively 354, 177, and 88 grs. for the

one, and 2G0, 130, and 65 grs. for the other. This last is clearly the Euboic

standard, which found its way into Etruria probably from Syracuse, as the

marks of value on the coins prove that the unit on which it was based was

the Sicilian litra of 13*5 grs.

The coins of the heavier standard bear marks of value showing that the unit

on which it was based was identical in weight with the Human scruple of

17-5 grs.

Both these units were doubtless also the silver equivalents of two Etruscan

pound weights of bronze in use contemporaneously in different parte of the

country.

BroDxetlie Bronze was in fact originally the only medium of exchange, not only iu

ofvaluT ^*Jji ^ut " n Sicily, In Italy it was probably related to silver in the pro-

in Italy portion of about 120:1, while in Sicily it seems to have been tariffed at

and Sicily. 125: 1.

The equivalent in silver of the native Sicilian bronze litre of the light form,

1687*5 grs(> at the ratio of 125; I was a weight of 13*5 grs., or exactly fa of

the Attic didrachm and of the Corinthian stater* which latter in Sicily went

by the name of the ScjalAtrpo? orarry/j. 1 Thus the Kuboie-Attic standard was

grafted upon the native Sicilian system of the litra of bronze
; the Dekadrachm

being equivalent to 50 litrae and g« m n / by the name of Pentekontalitron, the

Tetradrachm to 20 litrae, the Didrachm to 10, and the Drachm to 5.

On the introduction of the Euboic standard into Sicily the pieces of e. 00

grains previously struck at NaxuH, Himcra, Zanele, and Rhegium ceased to

be issued, probably because they did not exactly represent a round number of

bronze litrae.

From the weights of the later Syracusau denominations in silver it is evident

that the real standard of value in Sicily remained, from first to last, the bronze

litra, which was, however, really a litre of account, for it was never actually

coined in bronze except in the form of token money. Thus, after the time of

Agathoeles (b. c, 317-310) we meet with many multiples of the litra in silver

which are foreign to the Attic system, such as pieces of 32, 24, 18, 1G, 15, 12,

8, G, and 4
(
litrae, &c, though before Ids time, with the exceptiou of the litra

of 13*5 tfrs., none but coins of Attic weight occur.1 The bronze lilrn, like the

Roman libra, was divided into 12 ounces. Thus the Hemilitron has six pelleU,

tlie Pentonkion five, the Tetras four, the Trias three, the Hexas two, aud the

Uncia one.

•Milla. Proceeding from Populoma in a north-westerly direction along the Ligurian

1 Pollux, ix- HO. Sum. CMnm. t 1874, p. 80.
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coast we reach the shores of Gaul without coming upon a single town which,

in the most ancient period (of which alone we are now speaking), was acquainted

with the use of money, or perhaps we should say which struck coins of its own,

until we reach the Phocaean colony of Masstilia.

hi the neighbourhood of this town there was found at Auriol in 18G7 a

hoard consisting of 2130 small Greek silver coins of archaic style, comprising

in all about twenty-five different types. Smaller finds of similar coins have

subsequently come to light at Volterra in Tuscany and on the eastern coast

of Spain.

These finds consisted almost entirely of archaic obols of the early pail of

the fifth century. Phocaea and Mytilene, Miletus, (Mazomenae, and Lampsacua

in Asia Minor, and Velia in Lucania were the cities whose small silver coins

were the first to penetrate into the western basin of the Mediterranean. Their

coins formed the prototypes of numbers of imitations more or less roughly

executed by the colonists during nearly the whole of the filth century, and

they seem to have sufficed them for ordinary purposes, though for larger

transactions bullion silver must have been required. The weight standard

is apparently Phocaic or Phoenician. For descriptions and illustrations see

Babelou, Traitc, II. I 1571 sqq.

The coast of Catalonia appears to be the limit towards the West l>eyond

which the use of coins did not penetrate until a much later period than that

with which we aro at present concerned.

§ VI. GREEK COrN-TYPES.

In the Introduction to the first edition of the present work (1887) I * Re-

summed up the arguments in favour of what was then held to be the orthodox ll s*ou *

doctrine concerning the origin and signification of Greek coin-types, (Com-
This so-called 'Religious theory

1

, as first formulated by Burgon in the™1™'*1,

i\*nmi^matic Journal (1837), was ' that from first to last religion was the sole

motive of the types on coins, and the invariable principle to guide our search

in endeavouring to explain them*. This idea was subsequently still further

elalK>rated by Curtius (Monatsberic/U of t!te Royal Prussian Academy of Science^

1869), whose opinion it was that money was first struck in the temples of the

gods by authority of the priesthoods, who, in the more important sanctuaries

were at once large capitalists and bankers.

The weak points in both lturgon's and Curtius's theories were first beriously

challenged by Prof. Ridgeway, who, in his Origin of Currency and Weight'

Standards, while he did not deny the influence of religion on the choice of

many coin-types, contended that there are few evidences of such an influence

on the types of the earliest coins, a considerable number of which might, on

the other hand, be more reasonably accounted for by interpreting them as

representations of some animal, natural product, or utensil which, before the

introduction of money, had served as a medium of exchange or barter-unit

with a recognized local value, e.g. tunny-fish at Cyzicus, axes at Tenedos, and

many others.

The controversy as between the 'religious* and the 'commercial' theories

_ {
*
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has since been ably discussed by Hill {Handbook of Gretk aiul Roman CoitiSj

1899, pp* 166-169), whose unbiassed summing up of the question maybe here

quoted— * The type then does not indicate that the coin represents an old

barter-unit
; but it must be admitted that there are many types which cannot

be explained as religious symbols, and that some of these have a commercial

significance, in that they symbolize an industry. Nevertheless, owing to the

extraordinary penetration of religion into all the affairs of life among the

Greeks and Romans, it is by no means entirely unscholarly to read a religious

sense into what often at first sight appears to be something very different/

Type* With this judgment Kacdonald (Coin Types, 1905) concurs, and, from the
originally analogy which he points out between City-types and Magistrates' symbols, he

to Signets draws the further conclusion (partly anticipated by Hill, op. cit.
f p, 167) that

the two are fundamentally identical, the type being the Signet of the State

and the syml>ol that uf a responsible individual. Such religious sanction as

either or both may possess will then attach to them in virtue of their

character as signets, and not as a result of a belief in the sacred ness of coined

money in general.

We may take it therefore as certain that the stamp, device, or, as it is

conveniently termed, the type placed by authority on metal intended to

circulate as money was simply the signet or guarantee of the issuer, n solemn

affirmation on the part of an individual or of a State that the coin was of just

weight and good metal, but that it was not originally, or indeed at any time

primarily, an indication of a given quantity or value, as Ari&totle's words

6 yap xapoKTijp irifhj tou jtcktou ay/fi€tov (Potit. i- 3. 14) might lead us to

suppose.

The earliest Lydian electrum coins bear no designs or types. On the lower

side they show nothing but rough hatchings or striations, proving that the

anvil, or a die let into it, on which the lumps of electrum were dropped while in

a molten condition, had lieeu intentionally roughened in order to keep the metal

from slipping, while punches, also roughened at the end, were being hammered

into the upper surface. The nuggets or lumps, previously to being heated

and laid upon the anvil, must have been carefully adjusted to the required

weights.

The stater or largest denomination, oval in form, is usually impressed with

three punch-marks, the central one oblong, the two others smaller and square.

These punch*marks sometimes overlap one another, showing that the punt-hen

must have been separately applied, probably by two or three men standing

round the auvil, each in turn hammering his punch into the lump of electrum

l>efore it had had time to cool, the blows of the three hammers being almost

simultaneous. The smaller denominations show only one or two punch-mark*

according to their size.

Hough stamps such as these can never have beeu intended to be generally

understood ns signets by any one but the actual moneyer, as he alone would be

able to identify his punch-mark. There is nothing, therefore, to show that the

earliest typeless pieces were either civic or regal issues, and their rarity iu an

indication that they cannot have been current for long, and that the goldsmith

or banker who punched them mubt have done so for tome private purpose.

Earl iest

electrum
coins

punch-
fttamped.
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each perhaps as marking off one by one the lumps of metal as they were

successively passed on from the balance to the furnace and thence to the anvil

Pieces thus stamped might have a limited circulation, and if they sub-

sequently came into the issuer's possession they would require no further

testing or weighing on his part as he would be able to recognize the marks of

his own punches. Strictly speaking, monetiform pieces of this kind were

not in reality vofuapara as they bore no recognizable guarantee of the issuer's

good faith or commercial standing, nor consequently of their intrinsic value,

rov votrov aijfUiov.

The addition of simple devices either within the punch-marks or on the

lower surface (the obverse) soon followed, and the only wonder is that the

application of signets to the precious metals had not been adopted earlier, for

private seals and signet-rings with engraved devices had been in ordinary use

for signing contracts, &c, ages !>efore the Lydian or Ionian bankers first

thought of utilizing them as guarantees on gold and silver ; cf. Herod. ,i. 195),

who, speaking of the Babylonians, tells us that every man carried his own
signet. There have also been recently found in Crete an enormous number of

seal-stones dating from prehistoric times. 1

It is highly probable that the types first met with on electrum puuch-

stamped coins were, as Balielon was the first to point out in his Origine* tie

la Monnaie, the signets of private individuals, and not of the State; e.g.

the stag accompanied by the inscription * I am the signet of Phaues \ who was

more likely to have been some wealthy banker than a tyrant unknown to

history. The goat's head and the two fighting cocks may also be included

among the very earliest coin-types, as they are engraved upon roughly striated

surfaces like those of the typeless lamps (cf. Archaic Artemisia , PI. I, 12—31).

Whether these were private or civic issues is uncertaiu. In any case the Civic and

right of coining money cannot have been allowed for any length of time to n
gP

remain in private hands. Such a useful invention would very soon be

recognized as a source of considerable profit, and would become a monopoly of

the ruling authorities whether civic or regal. The coinage of an autonomous

city would be usually impressed with the public seal or irapdtrtjfiov of the

town, which would often be the emblem of a local divinity, such as the Bee or

the Stag of Artemis at Ephesus, or the Lion of Apollo at Miletus. Leonine

types were also ancient symbols of royalty, cf, the Lion-Weights of the

Babylonian and Assyrian monarchy and, as such, would naturally be selected

as appropriate signets by the early kings of Lydia,

The motives of the choice by a city of its coin-types became, as time went on.

more various and complex. Sometimes a device was chosen on account of its

association with the legendary history of the town, such as (he figure of a

mythical oekist, as for instance Taras at Tarentum ; sometimes it referred to the

local geographical features of the city, as the sickle-shaped harbour at Zancle,

River-gods, heads of local nymphs, &c, may or may not be irapdfrrjfia, but with

few exceptions all such types partake of a religious or mythological character,

as do also most of the agonistic types, such as a Quadriga, a Chariot-wheel, a

Race-hors**. or a liace-torch, &c, referring to Games and Festivals, for it must

1 Cf. especially Hogarth, I*i Zakro &ufmys in J. i/. S., xxii, pp. 76 ff.
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be Iwrno in mind that all Greek games were originally held in honour

of a god. The causes which led to the original heraldic motive being gradually

displaced by a more specifically religious one are discussed by Macdonald,

Coin Types, pp. 135 ff.

There are, of course, many instances, especially among the early vupacn/fUK

and among the type* variant* or punning types, where no overt religious

motive is discernible, but even these, as official signets, were doubtless regarded

::- possessing the same sort of religious sanction as the effigies or emblems of

divinities. It is only on this theory of the sanctity of the xapaxrr/p that we
can account for the fact that no Greek tyrant, however despotic, no Greek

general, however splendid his achievements by land or sea, no demagogue,

however inflated his vanity, ever ventured to perpetuate his features on the

current coin- Hence the mythological interest of the coin-types is paramount

from the first introduction of the art of coining down to the age of the

successors of Alexander.

These remarks do not, however, apply to coins issued by the Persian satraps,

which often bear what seem to be conventionalized portraits evidently engraved

by Greek artists. The abstention of Greek tyrants and of the Macedonian

kings l>efore Alexander from following the example of Persian satraps must

therefore have been due to a deep-rooted idea of the sacred character of the

coinage, and not to any lack of skill in medallic portraiture on the part of the

engravers.

Hagis- The signet or arms of a magistrate, whether hereditary or personal, partook

Signet-
°^ l 'ie 8ame fiacred character as the signet of the State, and at some cities the

types. magistrate^ or other official directly responsible to the state, was authorized to

place his own private seal upon the money issued during his term of office.

At Abdera, for instance, during the latter part of the fifth century, while the

obverse of the coins bears the irapdtnjfwv of the city, the griffin, the reverses

are distinguished by variable types which are indubitably the personal badges

of the chief monetary official or of the eponymous magistrate. At Cyzicus

also and at Phocaea and Lampsacus, except on the very earliest specimens,

the obverses are subject to very frequent changes, the devices l>cing doubtless

those selected by the official responsible for each issue, while tlie bulge of

the city is relegated to a subordinate position or, as on the gold coins of

Lampsacus, transferred to the reverse. This custom is, however, quite

exceptional, the almost universal rule being that a magistrate's signet, when

pre^eut, takes the form of an adjunct symbol placed usually on the reverse

l>eside the principal type.

The religious motive which underlies the majority of Greek coin-types, and

which assumes a more obvious character during the period of finest art, is less

apparent on the coins of an earlier date, but the fact that it became more and

more conspicuous with the ever-increasing power of expression attained by the

highly skilled engravers of the fifth century, only serves to reveal ita presence

in a veiled form in the simpler badges of an earlier age. The religious origin

of the signet may therefore in aJl probability be traced up to the engraved

stone seals of the 'Mycenaean' period, if not to the cylinder seals of still

remoter times.
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It is not until after the death of Alexander that the first indication of

a change of ideas becomes apparent. In the course of A single decade a new
world had been opened up. A great wave of Hellenic influence had swept

over the ancient kingdoms of the East, and in its reflux had borne back to the

West the purely oriental conception of the divinity of kings.

Petty local interests, local cult*, local trade, were now merged in larger

circles of activity; commerce was now carried on over a wider field and on a

grander scale, and Alexander the one man by whose impetuous energy and

insatiable ambition this mighty change had been brought about over the whole

face of the ancient world, came to be regarded a* a demi-god. The altered

political aspect of the world, and the inward change in men's minds, were at

once reflected as in a mirror on the current coin. The head of the deified

Alexander now first appears on the coinage iu his character of son of Zeus

Amnion, and, as one after another of his generals assumed the title of king and

the insignia of royalty, each in turn was emboldened to place his own portrait

on the money which he caused to be struck in his name.

From this time forward Greek coins possess for us an altogether different Introduce

kind of interest. The ideal gives place to the real, and we are in the presence
,t0" ot

!

of a gallery of royal portraits of undoubted authenticity, invaluable as tur© after

illustrations of the characters of the chief actors on the stage of the world's Alexander

L.
^

the Great,
history*

Meanwhile the reverse types, though stilt mainly religious in character,

become mor? and more conventional in style. This is iu part due to the

exigencies of an enlarged commerce which demanded a fixity and uniformity of

type fatal to originality of conception and design on the part of the die-

engraver, a conventionality which, iu the case of some coinages, extends to the

obverse as well as to the reverse- This is especially noticeable in the Ptolemaic

series, where the stereotyped head of Ptolemy Soter is repeated with wearisome

similarity for no less than two centuries and a half, though not to the total

exclusion of portraits of the reigning monarch.

Among the bronze coins of the Imperial age struck iu Greek citien, com* Character-

monly known as the Greek Imperial ffftiffj there arc many which are in the t

^
t
}
cs ot

highest degree instructive, although it must be confessed that they can lay no
i n im-

claim to be regarded as works of art- The interest of this class of coin-types I*™* 1

is both mythological and archaeological. They tell us what gods were held in

honour and under what forms they were worshipped in every town of the

ancient world. On this series also are to be found numerous copies of the

actual statues of the gods as they stood in the temples;—the strange upright

effigy of the Ephesian Artemis with her many breasts, no longer idealized and

Hellenized as on the coins of the best period of art, but iu her tiue Asiatic

form; the Aphrodite which Praxiteles made for the Cnidians ; the famous

chryselephantine Zeus of Pheidias at Olympia ;
the simulacrum of the Sidonian

Astarte, aud many others.

Sometimes a complete myth is represented in the pictorial *tyle, as on a coin

of Myra iu Lycia, where we see the veiled effigy of an Asiatic goddess mounted
on a tree, on either side of which stands a man wielding an axe in the act of

striking at its roots, while two serpents emerge from the trunk seemingly
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to defend the tree agaiust its assailants. This remarkable type seems to he

another version of the story of the maiden Myrrha who was transformed into

a tree, from the trunk of which, when her father hewed it with his sword,

Adonis was bora.

Another mythological typt* which may be here mentioned possesses for us

still greater interest. I allude to that on certain coins struck at Apameia in

Phrygia, sumamcd rj Ktfivros or ' the Ark \ Here a local form of the legend

of the Koachian deluge prevailed, due perhaps to the existence of a Jewish

element in the population of the town. On these coins we see the Ark in the

form of a chest floating on the waters. Standing in the ark are two figures,

and beside it the same two, repeated, a man and a woman identified by the

inscription hifi€ as Noah and bis wife. On the top of the ark is a raven

and above it a dove carrying an olive-branch.

The importance of such types as these can hardly be exaggerated, and we

may turn to the Greek Imperial coins, as we might have done to the pages

of Polyhistor had they been preserved, for illustrations of many obscure local

cults which prevailed in Greece, Asia Minor, and the East under the Roman
rule.

§ VIZ SYMBOLS.

A true symbol has been well defined as a sign included in the idea which it

represents* a part chosen to represent the whole. Thus the club is the symbol

of Herakles ; the lyre, of Apollo ; the trident, of Poseidon ; the thunderbolt, of

Zeus, In this sense many archaic coin-types were in their origin true symbol*.

But in numismatic terminology those secondary devices which occupy some

vacant space in the field of the coin arc alone called symbols.

Sometimes the symbol merely serves to emphasize or give greater precision

to the main type, as for instance the olive-branch beside the owl on the earlier

coius of Athens, or the bow beside the heads of Apollo and Artemis on certain

coins of Syracuse. Sometimes also an adjunct symbol bearing no relation to

the main type may serve the purpose of indicating indirectly some historical

event such as a victory in war or a political revolution the commemoration of

which by means of the principal type would have Wen inconsistent with

ordinary Greek usage before the age of the Diadochi, Among historical

symbols of this kind may l>e mentioned the olive-branch on certain coins of

Samos, which contains a veiled allusion to the Athenian conquest of the island,

as it only appears on Samian coins during the period of Athenian rule. Hut

far more frequently symbols having no connexion whatever with the principal

types are constantly varied on coins of one and the same series. These

changing symlxris are, properly speaking, not symbols at all, but subsidiary

types or supplementary guarantees, serving to fix responsibility for the quality

of the coin within a narrower range than that covered by the main type.

Generally they are the personal signets of the magistrates under whose authority

the coins were issued; cf. the so-called symbols in the field on the later

tetradrachms of Athens, which vary from year to year with the names of

the magistrates. Another class of wrongly-called symbols consists of those

t^ (
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whifh occur on the various regal series from the age of Philip and Alexander

down to Roman times. Here the * symbol ' has sometimes a local signification,

and indicates the place of issue, as for instance when the Hose on late coins

of the second century b. c. bearing the types of Alexander stands for the

town of Rhodes. More frequently
t

however, such adjunct 'symbols' arc

probably only officinal signets, which, with accompanying monograms, served

the purpose of differentiating the successive issues of one and the same mint

§ VIII. THE CHRONOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION OF COINS
BY STYLE.

It has been often and truly said that Greek coins are the grammar of Greek

art, for it is only by meaus of coins that we can twee the whole course of art

from its very beginning to its latest decline. Neither statues, bronzes, f—M,

nor gems can, as a rule, be quite satisfactorily and exactly dated. Coins, on

the other hand, admit of a far more precise classification, for in every period

there are numerous coins of which the dates can be positively determined ; and

around these fixed points a little ex[>etience enables the numismatist to group,

within certain limits, all the rest.

The main chronological divisions or periods into which the coins of the

ancients fall according to their style are the following :—

I. B.c. 700-480. The Period of Archaic Art, which extends from the in* Period of

vention of coining down to the time of the Persian wars. Within these two ^2™*
centuries there is a gradual development from extreme rudeness of work

to more clearly defined forms, which, however, are always characterized by

stiffness and angularity of style, the distinguishing mark of archaic Greek

art. As a rule the coin-types in this period consist of animal form:* or heads

of animals. The human face is of rare occurrence, and, even when in profile,

is drawn with both comers of the eye visible, as if seen from the front* The

hair is generally represented by minute dots, and the mouth wears a fixed

and formal smile, but withal there is in the best archaic coin-work, especinlly

about the close of the period, a strength and a delicacy of touch which are

often wanting in the fully developed art of a later age. The reverse sides of

the coins in the archaic |>eriod do not at first bear any type, but merely the

impress, usually in the form of an incuse square (often divided into four

quarters or into eight or more triangular compartments, some deeply

indented), of the punch used fur driving the metal down into the slightly

concave die in which the type was engraved, und for holding it fast while

the punch was being struck by the hammer.

In Magim Graecia, Sicily, and in some parts of European Greece the coins

are from the very first provided with a type on both sides. For examples

see B. M. Guide to the Coins of the Ancient*, Plates I-IX.

II. B.C. 480-415* The Period of Transitional Art from the Persian wars to period of

the siege of Syracuse by the Athenians. In this period of aI>out G5 yean Transi-

an enormous advance is noticeable in the technical skill with which the dies

__ C* ^,.,,1
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of the coins are prepare*!. The rude incuse square is generally superceded

by a more regularly formed incuse square, often containing a device or a kind

of ornamental quartering, together with, in many cases, the name of the city

or of the magistrate (in an abbreviated form) under whose jurisdiction the

coin was issued. In Asia Minor the incuse square is for the most part

retained down to a much later period than in European Greece. The devices

on the coinage of this period are characterized by an increased delicacy in

the rendering of details, and by a truer understanding of the anatomical

structure of the human body and, towards the close of the fifth century, by

greater freedom of movement- Some of the most delicately wrought and

powerfully conceived Sicilian coin-types belong to the close of this transitional

period ; cf. the two eagles devouring a hare on the well-known coins of

Agrigentum. (Fig, 60,)

III. B.C. 415-336. The Period of Fitiert Art, from the siege of Syracuse to

the accession of Alexander. During this period the art of engraving coins

reached the highest point of excellence which it has ever attained, either in

ancient or in modern times. The type*) are characterized by intensity ofaction,

perfect symmetry of proportion, elegance of composition, finish of execution,

and richness of ornamentation. The head of the divinity on the obverse

is frequently represented almost facing and in high relief; cf. the beautiful

heads of Apollo at Clazomenae, Rhodes and Amphipolis, of Hermes at

Aen of the Nymph Larissa, of Hera Lakinia at Paudosia, ofArethusa and

Athena at Syracuse, and of Zeus Ammon at Cyrene. Among the more

remarkable reverse-types are the seated figures of Pan on a coin of Arcadia,

of the nymph at Terina, of Nike at Elis, and of Heraklcs at Croton.

It is to this i>eriod also that nearly all the coins belong which bear artiste*

signatures, a proof that the men employed at this time to engrave the

coin-dies were no mere mechanics, but artists of high repute; among them

the two names of Euuimtos and Kimon of Syracuse, the engravers of the

splendid silver medallions (dekadr&chms) of that city, can never be forgotten

as long as their works remain, notwithstanding the fact that no ancient

writer has recorded them.

IV. B.C. 336-280, The Period oflater Fine Art, from the accession ofAlexander

to the death of Lysimachus. The heads on the coins of this age are

remarkable for expression of feeling. The eye is generally deeply set

and the brows more defined. The human figure on the reverses gradually

becomes more elance, and the muscles of the body are more strongly in-

dicated. On both obverse and reverse the influence of the school of

Lysippus becomes apparent. The raoBt frequent reveree-type is now a

seated figure, the general aspect and pose of which is Iwrrowed from

the seated figure of the eagle-bearing Zeus on the money of Alexander.

For examples, see 11. J/. Guide* Plates XXVIl-XXXV.

V. B.C. 280-140. The Period of the Decline of Art, from the death of Lysi-

machus to the Roman conquest of Greece. As the chief silver coinages of

this period are regal, there is little or no difficulty in dating them. They

present us with a series of portraits of the kings of Egypt, Syria, Hactria,
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Poutu*, Hit !iy nia, Pcrgamum, Maoedon, Sicily, &c. The defeat of Antioohus

by the Romans at the battle of Magnesia, B.C. 190, was for Western Asia

Minor no lees important than the defeat of Philip V at Cynoscephalae in

B.c. 197 had been for European Greece. The freedom of many Greek cities

in Asia was forthwith proclaimed by the Romans, in consequence of which

they again obtained the right of coining money. This privilege they imme-

diately took advantage of by i&suing coins either in their own names or on

the pattern of the money of Alexander tlie Great, and in his name, but

with the addition of their respective badges and sometimes with the names

of their local magistrates in the field; a proof that the mass of the currency

still consisted of the money of the great conqueror, for in no other circum-

stances could we explain the adoption by so many towns of Alexander's

types more than a century after bis death. All these coins are easily

distinguished from the real coinage of Alexander by their large dimensions

and spread fabric.

In European Greece, the money of the kings of Uacedon comes to an end

in B.c. 1G8 on the defeat of Perseus by tbc Romans, but soon afterwards

silver was again it&ued in Maccdon on its division into four regions under

Roman protection* Athens, after an interval of about a century, during

which she was not permitted by the kings of Macedon to strike money,

recovered the right of coinage about h.c. 220, and from that time her

tetradrachms of the ' new style* l>egan to l>e issued in great abundance. In

Italy the commencement of the Roman silver coinage in B.C. 268 put an

end to almost all the other autonomous silver coinages in tliat country.

In Africa the money of Carthage, down to its destruction in B.C. 146, is

remarkable for a rapid degradation in the style of its execution, and in the

quality of the metal employed. Artistically, the coins of Asia are through-

nut this entire period incomparably superior to those of European Greece,

although it cannot be affirmed that they in any degree reflect the best

contemporary art of the flourishing Schools of Pergamum, Rhodes, and

Trallea.

VI. B.C. 146-27. The Period of continual Decline in Art, from the Roman Period of

conquest of Greece to the rise of the Roman Empire.
StoSttT*

In Northern Greece, when Macedonia, west of the river Ne&tus, was

finally constituted a Roman Province (n»c. 1 hi), and when the coinage of

silver in that country consequently ceaseel, Maroneia in Thrace and the

island of Thatos endeavoured for a time to supply its place by the issue of

large flat tetradrachms of base style. Athens, almost the only silver-coining

state in Greece proper, continued also to send forth v«Bt quantities of

tetradrachms down almost to Imperial times, when she too was deprived of

the right of coinage. In Asia Minor the chief silver coinage consisted of the

famous Cistophori, a special currency which was long permitted by the

Romans, even after the constitution of the Province of Asia in B.& 133.

Farther East, the regal series of Syria and Egypt remain unbroken down
to the Roman conquest of those countries. The Bactrian money rapidly

loeea its Hellenic character and becomes at last purely Indian.

Almost the only coins in this period which can lay claim to any high
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artistic merit are those which bear the idealized portrait of the great

Mithradntes.

Imperial VII. B.c. 27-a.d. 268. ImpeHal Period. Augustus to G'allientM* Under
P the Roman Emperors the right of coining their own bronze money was from

time to time accorded to a vast number of cities in the eastern half of the

Empire. In the western provinces this privilege wns much more rarely

granted. These coinages, which now go by the name of * Greek Imperial \

are in reality rather municipal than Imperial. The head of the Emperor is

merely placed on the obverse out of compliment to the reigning monarch,

and is frequently exchanged in the Province of Asia for that of the Roman
Senate (CYNKAHTOC or l€PA CYNKAHTOC) or that of the local council,

senate, or people (BO YAH. r€POYCIA, AHMOC). At many towns the

privilege of coining money appears to have been assumed only on certain

occasions, e. g. during the celebration of games and festivals or under certain

emperors, and to have been again asserted only after an interval of perhaps

many years. The dimensions of the present work will not permit me to

give in detail the periods during which the local mints wero active or

dormant. I must content myself with indicating the highest and lowest

limits within which coins occur at each town. It will be seen that the

Greek Imperial series only extends beyond the reign of Oallienus at a very

few towns, chiefly in Southern Asia Minor, where it continued down to that of

Aurelian, a.d. 270-275, and at Alexandieia, where it does not finally come

to an end until the reign of Diocletian, A.D. 284-313 ; but at the last place

the coinage was not on the same footing as at other Greek Imperial mints.

§ IX. INSCRIPTIONS ON AUTONOMOUS COINS BEFORE THE
AGE OF ALEXANDER.

Signifi* »fl we have tilready seen, the earliest coins bore as their sole guarantee the

eanco of seal of the issuing authority, consisting of a stamp or device, for the most part

I'criptions
distinctive of the place of issue* The intention of such a simple irapdtrrjfwy

would of course be well understood within the territory of the city and in iU

immediate neighbourhood. Rut as coins began to wander farther and farther

from their place of mintage the significance of the local trapQxrqpov would

naturally become less and less generally intelligible.

At an early period it therefore became necessary to add to the device the

initial letter or letters of the name of the city to which the type specially

belonged. A single letter, such as the beneath the phoca at Phocaea or

the 9 beneath the Pegasos at Corinth, was often sufficient to localize the

TropaoTj/iOK. The only known instance of a complete inscription is the famous

4>a€vo? ifil trijfm above a stag on an archaic electrum stater usually attributed

to EphcHis. This remarkable legend is, however, sufficient to afford us a clue

to the original motive of inscriptions on coins. They serve, as Alacdonald

has pointed out (Cain Tyjxs* p. 127, and Memoires du Cangr&s intrrnathnat,

1910, pp. 281 ff.)
f
as translations into written language of the coin-types*

One practical advantage of an epigraphic addition to the irafxifnjfwv was

that the latter soon ceased to l*e the only employable device. For new coinages
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nijii fresh issues, as they came to lie required, new and various types might now
be utilized as distinctive of different denominations, provided that they were

accompanied by the name or initials of the issuing authority. Thus the

inscription might gradually come to lie understood as an identification of the

entire coinage of a city rather than of the special 7rafxitryjfwy
t
which might now

be retained as a reverse-type or as a subordinate symbol, or might be

discarded altogether. Some such change in the function of the inscription is

implied in such legends as rdprvro? to irac/ia, Scvda apyvptov, &i\» for neither

of these nouns can mean anything but the striking or the coinage as distinct

from the vrjfia or signet of the city or king.

In the vast majority of cases the inscription on autonomous coins consists

of the ethnic adjective either abbreviated or in full, and, as a rale, in the

genitive plural, e.g. ZYPAKOZinN, which, as it occurs in combination with

various types, can only mean that the coinage was issued by the Syracusans.

Although the legend is usually in the genitive plural of the ethnic, there

are nevertheless numerous instances of the nominative singular, masculine,

feminine, or neuter, e.g. PHriNOZ, PHHNH, PHriMON, which may agree

with some such words as rtiros, a<f>paytSj or m/fta*

Sometimes also the adjectival form in -mov is met with as APKAAIKON,
ZYNMAXIKON, taj or the name of the city itself may be used either in the

nominative or genitive, e.g. AKPATAZ, AKPATANTOZ, &c.

These few examples make it evident that the word or words to l>e under-

stood must have varied according to circumstances and changing fashions.

Originally the reference would seem to liave been to the signet or type, and

later to the 'coinage' in general, po/iur/ia, &ok£/aof, or even to special denomi-

nations such as oran/p, Spa^/x??, &c. ; of. the coins of Alexander of Pherae

(p. 308) with AAEZANAPEIOI, AAEZANAPEIA, AAEZANAPEION,
and AAEZANAPOY. Those with AAEZANAPOY are probably quite the

last issued during his tyranny, B.C. 369-357, for it is noteworthy that, outside

Thrace and Macedon, no other tyrant in Hellas, Sicily, or Italy ever placed

his name on his coins at so early a date. Even Agathoclcs of Syracuse

towards the close of the fourth century did so, like Alexander of Pherae, at

first tentatively with the adjectival inscription ArAOOKAEIOZ (pp. 180srjq.).

In Thrace and Macedon, on the contrary, and in Asia Minor, kings, tyrants,

and satraps frequently placed their names on their money, e.g, Getas, king of

the Edonians ; the kings of Macedon, &cM from Alexander I onwards;

Hippias, not at Athens but in exile
;
Themistocles at Magnesia ; the Carian

and Lycian dynasts ; the kings of Cyprus; Persian satraps, &c. The abstention

of mich absolute potentates as the Sicilian Dionysius from inscribing their

names on the coins of Syracuse, &c, when it was perfectly within their power

to have done so, can only have been due to the consciousness on their part

that it would have been then regarded ns an un-Hellenic, not to say sacrile-

gious, Asiatic innovation.

No such scruples were, however, felt by autonomous states in authorizing

constitutional magistrates or miut-officiais to sign their own names on the

coins issued during their term of office ; cf. the series of names on the federal

coins of Boeotia during the first half of the fourth century B.C. Even
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engravers, especially in Sicily and Italy, were frequently allowed to record

their names, though always in minute characters, on their finest works.

Another class of inscriptions are those of a special religious character, con*

sitting of legends referring directly to the type, such as IEYZ EAEYOEPI02
in the nominative, AIOZ EAAAN10Y in the genitive, and very mauy others

explanatory of the heads or figures of the divinities or heroes represented. In

rare instances also the object or occasion of the issue is recorded, as on the fifth-

century coin of Metapontum struck for the celebration of a festival in honour

of the River-god Acheloos and reading AXEAOIO AEOAOM ; cf. also the

famous dekadrachms of Syracuse with AOAA accompanying the arms in the

exergue, as if to label the panoply as the prize for the games (p* 176)*

§ X. INSCRIPTIONS ON COINS FROM ALEXANDER TO ROMAN
TIMES.

When, after Alexander's time, most of the cities of Greece and Asia lost

their individual autonomy and fell by turns under the rule of one or other of

the rival Diadochi, the rights of coinage necessarily passed into the hands of

the kings. Wherever the kings found it politic to exercise these rights, the

local types and ethnic inscriptions gave place either to the portrait and name
of the reigning monarch or to the already popular types of Alexander the

Great. If retained at all, the local type and inscription were perjietuated merely

as a subsidiary mint-mark and monogram, intelligible only to the authorities

of the mints. Thus, fur instance, the long series of the Ephesian tetradrachms

bearing on their obverses the Bee, the time-honoured Trapaarjpov of Ephesus,

and the letters E4>, the initials of the ethnic E0EZION, together with the name
of the eponymous FryUnis at full length on the reverse, was put an end

to when, in B.C. 295, Lysimachus made himself master of the town. Ephesus

now ranked as only one of a numW of his royal mints issuing ordinary

tetradrachms of Lysimachus distinguishable from those struck elsewhere

merely by a small l>ee, now uo longer the principal type but only an adjunct

mint-mark in the field. It is true, however, that under the gentler sway of

the Ptolemies, to whose dominions Ephesus was afterwards attached, she was

again allowed to issue money in her own name.

Among the mints which thus regained the right of coinage after having

been deprived of it under the Macedonian rule, that of Athens stands out

conspicuously as by far the most important. The famous tetradrachms of

Athens of the 'New Style
1

, extending from about B.c. 220 down to the age

of Augustus, and inscribed with tlie names of the annual and monthly mone-

tary official*, shed a Hood of light on the organization and control of the

Athenian mint, »uch as is afforded by no other series of coins, not excepting

that of ttie Koman Republican denarii, see infra, pp. 378 sqq.

Unfortunately the coins of Athens struck in Imperial times cease to afford

us any information concerning the later organization of that mint, as the

Athenian issues were limited to bronze money, apparently struck only in the

reigns of Hadrian and Gordian III. and without magistrates* names. The
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most fertile field for the study of the local municipal and other magistracies in

connexion with the bronze coinage of the various provinces of the empire is

henceforth chieBy, though not exclusively, confined to Asia Minor.

§ XI. MAGISTERIAL TITLES AND DISTINCTIONS IN IMPERIAL
TIMES.

In Imperial times the presence of a magistrate's name on the bronze coins

of Greek cities is usually, though not always, almost equivalent to a date, but

it does not always convey information as to the persons who wore actually

entrusted with the superintendence of the mints. The magistrates' names on Magis-

the Imperial coins are frequently accompanied, especially iu the Roman |"/*s

Province of Asia, by their titles, preceded by the preposition iwt
f
as fal

apXovTQQ rov Scipo. In most cases it would seem that the magistrate whose

name is inscribed on the coin was a chief magistrate of the town, but we must
beware of inferring that the title which accompanies his name is always the

one by virtue of which be caused the money to be minted. Thus, for instance,

at many cities where we know that the eponymous magistrate was a strategos

we read sometimes &r! (rrparjjyov and sometimes &rt apxovros. It is clear

that in such cases the word ap^v must be taken in a general sense and

translated, not by 'under the Archonship*, but by 'under the Magistracy' of

so and so, whose official title, perfectly well known at the time and therefore

not specified, was strategos, and not archon.

This applies more particularly to the numerous agonistic, sacerdotal, and

other honorary titles. When a chief magistrate happened to be also invested

with the office and dignity of a priesthood he would, as often as not, omit all

mention of the true title which constituted him eponymous Magistrate, while

taking especial care to record the fact that he was 'Ao-iupxTjs, "Ap^ifpctV, 'Icpcvs,

Src^ain^opos, ^otfrtOTTpj or what not.

The above remarks of course only apply to the coins of cities which we
know to have been governed by a civil magistrate, for there can lie no doubt

that at some towns the eponymous magistrate was the 'A/gppflfe or some other

sacerdotal dignitary. It is only by a careful study of entire series of the

coins of a particular city that we can sometimes ascertain positively what was

the local custom in such matters.

Although the use of Iwl with a proper name in the genitive usually implies

au eponymous date, many instances may be cited where this is not the case.

Thus, for example, when the title accompanying the name partakes in any way
of a financial character, such as Ta/ua?, AovhjtAj

&cm it is not to be supposed

that these officers were eponymous magistrates ; evidently they were appointed

for some special purpose which included the supervision of the coinage. The

less important cities indeed seem only to liave coined money at intervals as

occasion required, when some one of the citizens would l>e delegated by the

regular magistrates to direct the issue, cV£^cAcc<70<u, or might even voluntarily

undertake the whole expense. In such cases the prepositions 8w and irapa were

used at some Carian and Phrygian towns (p. 628), instead of <iri before the

name of the person who caused the money to be struck.
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Nothing in fact can be clearer than the evidence afforded by the coins of

the Province of Asia as to the prevalence in Imperial times of Actroiyryuu

Dedica- of this kind among the citizens. It appears to have beeu no uncommon
*ory . practice for private individuals to present to their native towns considerable*

sums of money in acknowledgment of municipal or sacerdotal honours conferred

upon them by the city or the Kmperor. The money so contributed for some

special purpose or occasion, by private munificence, was, we may suppose,

forthwith minted in the name of the donor, the usual dedicatory formula being

the name of the donor in the nominative with or without his honorary title,

followed by the verb &vifhjKt and the ethnic in either the genitive or dative,

as nOA€MnN CTPATHmtJ AN€0HK€ CMYP[NAIOIC], OCTIAIOC
MAPK6AA0C ICP€YC TOY AtfTlNOOY KOPlHGinN AH€GHK€N.
Even ladies occasionally contributed in this manner to the excuses of the

municipalities, us wo gather (among other instances) from coins of Attuda in

Caria bearing the name of Ulpia Carminia Claudiana, to whom had fallen
t
by

inheritance, the priestly office of trrc^aw^opo? (Imhoof, Zur gr* u. rimu

Miinzkunde, 1908, p. 87).

Sometimes the verb arifhjM is either abbreviated to AN or A, or even

altogether omitted for want of space, but it is always to be understood when

a proper name in the nominative is followed by the dative, as BCTOYPIOC
TOIC APKACI(p. 446).

Dedicatory is&ues, such as those above described, are not of rare occurrence,

and at certain towns it appears to have been the rule for a magistrate, or

other wealthy citizen, to provide out of his private means for the bronze

coinage of his native town (see Index III, s,v, 'Aui'^t. al&o p, G04).

The Magistrates
1

titles in Greek which occur on the coins chiefly of the

Imperial series may be divided into the following cluMf :

—

I. Roman.

II. Greek (a) Municipal.

(/3) Financial.

(y) Agonistic, Sacerdotal, and Honorary.

L Roman.
*A*0uiraTos

—

ProcowmL Chiefly ou the coins of the Roman Provinces of

Bithynia and Asiu.

'ArihmaTo? 'Pup.auiH'—Atarncus (p. 522).

*AmorptlTT|Yo$

—

Propraetor. Thrace, Ualatia, Cappadocia, and Cyrenaica.

Aoo irtpl Dwunviri This title in Greek occurs only at Lipara, but it is

frequent on colonial coins in Latin, as II VI Rl (p. 936).

'E*rapxt*t4s—Ex-Prae/ecl, acconliug to Waddington (ft C\H. vii. 287); but

'EirapxtKwv (Tarsus, p. 733) is more probably agonistic, as it is written

within the archieratic wreath which seems to be that of the Kcrn-or of the

three Cilician eparchies. See infra under * Common Games '

(p. lxxvii).

"EirtTpoTro*

—

Procurator. Bithynia.

'Hycftorcuuv

—

Prae*<&+ Fret|ueut on Thracian coins.

nfrpwPatrmus. Nicaea and Nicomedeia in Bithynia, where it is applied

to the Proconsul.

npiffpcuT^s— Legatus. Various cities of Thrace, Galatia, and Cappadocia.
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Taptas

—

Quaestor. This title is applied both to Itoman Provincial Quae-

stors, as on coins of Macedon (pp, 21G, 239 sq.), and of Cyrenaica (p. 872),

and to the Treasurers and Comptrollers of the public moneys of certain

Greek cities, such as Smyrna (p. 5!>3) and Rhodes (p. 642).

"YwaTcuw*

—

Lrgatu*. Marcianopolis and Nicopolis in Moesia Inferior.

"YwaTos - The BmjMT&r as Consul* in the formula AHM. EH. YFfAT.
i^;/i'i

t

iy^|v l£ov<Tta% StVfOtX equivalent to the Itoman TR. POT. COS.
Chiefly met with on coins of Caesareia Cappadociae, of Antiocheia Syriae,

Heliopolis in Coelesyria, and other mints of the Syrian province; but it

occurs also in Crete, Lycia, and Cyprus

'YiraTOs dirofttSciyplros

—

Consul desvjnalus (Getft), Antiocheift Syriae (p. 779),

II. Greek.

(a) MunicipaL

"ApX*"

—

^hief Magistrate. 'Anrar a. First Archon, at cities where there

were several Archons. This title occuis very frequently throughout the

Roman Proviuce of Asia. It is met with also at' Minoa in Amorgos and

at Melos. On the coins of Asander and Uygiaenon of Bosporus it is a

dynastic title.

"Ap4a$—Ex-Arclion{\). Ceramus (p. 614),

lu^apx^'a

—

A board of Archons. AntiocheU ad Kaeandrum (p. 609).

XTparrjY^s is also a title of the chief civic magistrate of till more frequent

occurrence than that of Archon, with which it is sometimes interchange-

able. It appears to be confined to the cities of the Province of Asia. At

Smyrna this title was sometimes held for life, 2rpoT»/yo9 &a /Ubv.

IrparriY^ -rpwros tt<JX€vs{?)—Philadelpheia under Caracnlla (p. 635).

ZTpaniYoi iw ircpl r&v Stiwi— Colossae under Commodus (p. 67(1),

iTpaTTjyi*'

—

Holding the office of STpar^yck. Smyrna and Laodiccia Phr.

under Hadrian (p. 679).

Tpafifiarcus

—

Secretary {Totniclerk
t

Acts xix. 35). Chief magistrate in

many cities of the Province of Asia, more especially in southern Lydia

;

also rpa/i/iarcrt Srjfiov at Hierapolis Phr. (p. 675).

npvTQ^is

—

Prytanis, or one of a board of several Prytaneis. Chief magis-

trates of fome cities of the Province of Asia.

npi/Tcms (i^)—Pergamum (p. 536).

ripuTcu'eis—A board of Prytaneis, Smyrna (p. 593); Cidramus (p. 614);

Stratoniceia (p. 625).

'Ap£iYpur<ms

—

Chief Prytanis* Aegiale, Miletus, Priene.

"ApxtTTpopouXos— President of the BouAq, Terniessus Major.

NopoMnK—Only at Laodiceia Phrygiae under Nero. The special functions

of this magistrate may have been connected with the (James, as all

the Imperial coins of Laodiceia appear to have been Festival issues.

Boa[iXtvf] (I)—This word as a magisterial title occurs on certain coins of

Byzantium (p. 2"0).

rVporrts

—

Elders. Lacedaemon (p. 436).

"E+opoi

—

Ephors. Lacedaemon (p. 436), Ancyra Phr. (p. 6G5\

Notio+«Xan€S—Guardians oftfie Laws. Lacedaemon (p. 436).
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Ixx INTRODUCTION.

rioXrfpapxo*

—

Potemarch. Thebes (p. 354).

(P) Financial, £*
Tojitos

—

Treasurer* Smyrna (p. 593)
t
Rhodes (p. 642).

'ApYupoTaptas

—

Monetary Comptroller. Prusias ad Mare (p. 513).

AoyurTfis

—

Corrector (Marquardt and Momm?en, Stoatsvencaltung, iv. 228).

Cidyessus (p. 670), Synnada (p. 686).

'K-TTtptX^TTi?, 'Eiupc\r)o'a$, 'EirifitXTjOeis, 'EirificAijOcura, 'EmjifXijO^ir*?

—

Cura-

tor* Not uncommon at various cities in the Province of Asia. Whether

this officer undertook the charge of the coinage alone, or whether he bora

the title iirtfitXr/rifc in virtue of other functions, cf. f -*_,; * a
\
,T,> ituit<i>i on

a coin of Muttaura Lydiae (p. 653), can hardly be decided.

'Eiruntoiros

—

Overseer, Inspector. Ephesus (p. 576).

AtTTura^iVou—accompanying the name of a magistrate at some Carian and

Phrygian towns seems to mean that the issue of coins was undertaken

at ill? request of the magistrate named, and perhaps at his expense as an

avd&^iu to the city (p. 662, aud von Fritze in Nomisma, i
y
p. 2 ff.)*

Eloayy*.l\avTQ<;—accompanying the name of an 'Amuprfi of Asia on a coin of

Kumeneia under Domitian apparently means that the issue was struck on

the acceptance of a report by the High Priest that coins were required on

the occasion of some religious festival (p. 671).

npofoijfltVTos—accompanying the name of an Asiarch, meaning that the issue

wus provided by him for a Festival. Ionian xotvov (p. 566).

*r|+u7a|^MHP—on a coin of Stratoniceia (p. 625)—may be explained as

signifying that the coin was issued in pursuance of a decree voted by

the Council on the motion of the magistrate mentioned on the coin.

(y) Agonistic, SacerdotaL and Honorary, <Jc

*Apxt€P€1J's

—

Chief Priest- Frequent in Human Atia.

**PXU P€^ rpa^iaTcut—Ephesus- (p. 576).

'ApXtcpcu? iy irdAfufc'—Ionian kolvov (p. 566).
k

Apx i*p*^S wp«Tos toXcws— Dftldil (p. 650).

'ApXupaiciW—Chief Priest. Alia (p. 664), Laodiceia Phr. (p. 679).

'Apxicpcws ui<k—Trapezopolis (p. 628), Silandus (p. 657).

'Apxilptia

—

High Priestess. Kumeneia (p. 674).

'ifpeus—Priest. Frequent in Roman Asia.

'kpfus Ai^pou

—

Priest of the Peofde. Aphrodisias (p. 609).

'iep«us Aiovutrou

—

Priest of Diont/#os. Dionytopolis (p. 67!)*

'itpcO? Itpaarcu

—

Priest of Augustus. Magnesia ad Sipylum (p. 653)*

'Icptvs rtppoyiicoO

—

Priest of (irrmanicus. Philadelpheia (p. 655),

lepcuf Sid pLoo t«v IcPq(jtw^—Priest for life of the Augustan icorship*

Ferperenc Mys.

"Uptus tou Arnrfo*— Priest of Antinous* Achaea (p. 419).

'ifpcus 'Iwpwp—Priest oftlte lonians (p. 571).

*llp<ia

—

Priestess. Smyrna, Acmoneia, Attuda, Eucarpeia, Prymnessus, and

Synnada.

'l/pcia &LyuTT]p tou A^fiou

—

Priestess^ daughter of the Peojdc. Smyrna

(p. 594).

/ ^
.
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MAGISTRATES. lxxi

'Aoicipx^s. "Apx«p«<ls 'Aatos—President of the Sacred Festivals or High

Pried of the Augustan worship of the Province of Asia (tcoiyov *Atria?).

'Aoiipxt^ ™is woTpi&o?

—

Asiarck of hia native city. Stectorium (p. 685).

Yttl 'Aatapxou—Son of the Asiarch. Acmoneia (p. 663), Otrus (p. 682),

Synails (p. 685).

K.XLudpxis— President of the Festival of the xoivov KiAi<aac. Tarsus {Am*.

de Sum., vii. 18).

Kpr)Topx.as— President of the Festival of the Kotvov Kprp&v. Crete (p. 479).

Irtfoni+opos—CoronatuM, bo called from the crown which lie wore while

performing his sacred duties. Province of Asia-

*Ayut-o$c<ria—-The office of an Agonothetes. Thessaloirica (p. 245), Gordus-

Julia (p. 651).

'AyuroQ4Ti\i~- Superintendent oftl* Games. Province of Asia.

'Ay'-'oWnis 8id piou—Superintendent of the Games for life. Cotiaeum

(p. 671).

ru^Koatdpx^s

—

Director of the Gymnasium. Pergamum (p. 536).

rup*>a<n.apxia—The office of a Gyninasiarch. Ephesus (p. 577), and various

Ciliciau towns.

r\arnyvpi&px'rl*—Director of Public Festival*. Apameia (p. 666).

NcwKopos and *Apx^«wK^fx>s—A Magistrate entrusted with the care of

a temple, especially that of the Augustan worship in the Province of Asia.

Aphrodisias (p. 609), Aezanis (p. 664). See also Ncowcu'pos applied to

cities.

e€oX4Yo«— Interpreter of Oracles. Pergamum (p. 536).

'itpop.wiu*!*—A Sacerdotal Officer, Sacred Recorder. Byzantium (p. 270).

'ApxiaTpos

—

Chief Physician, probably appointed and paid by the muni-

cipality, for Aiit. Pius required the citie-s of Asia to have a certain number

of Physicians among their salaried officers (Marquardt, Priv. ii. 777).

Ceramus (p. 614), Harpasa (p. 619), and Heracleia Salbace (p. 620).

Ylos w4Xi**—Son of the City. Aphrodisias (p. 609), Attuda (p. 611),

and Cotiaeum (p. 671).

Vf&f to« A^pou—Son of the People. Attuda (p. 611).

I<4«ttt)s—Sophist. Smyrna (p. 593), Laodiceia (p. 679); probably used as

an honorary distinction by ceitaiu magistrates who happened also to he

Sophists, officially appointed, and, like the 'Iarpoi, salaried by the city

(cf. Strabo, iv. c. 1. 5 (p. 181)).

'Ap^ucTuofcs npimiXw—The Amphictyons, Piesidents of the Pythian games.

Delphi (p. 342).

'iwirdpxT*

—

MagisUr Equitumi}). Alabanda (p. 607).

Wik6s— -4 wMin of Equestrian rank. Occasional in the Province of Asia.

'hnriKOu vl6s—Son of an Eques. Saitta Lyd. (p. 655) and Cotiaeum Phr.

(p. 671).

Xwyy«*^1* XuyKXnTiKwr—A man related to a Senatorial Family. Gordns-Julia

(p. 651).

Among other titles, which are dynastic i ather than magisterial, are 'Apxupv*,

{twhilfl. and ToVopx *. employed by the priestly family which ruled over Olba

in Cilicia ; "Apx"*'. used by Asander and Hygiaenon of Bosporus
; 'E&vdpxn*<
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lxxii IXTRODVCTION.

the title of Herod Archelaus (p. 808), and Tcrpapxv* that of Ptolemy the ton of

Mennaeus, Lysanias I (p> 784). Herod Antipas, and Herod Philip II (p. 808).

§ XII. PUBLIC GAMES AND BACKED FESTIVALS.

In all Greek lands there existed, from the earliest times clown to the latest,

certain unifoim customs and common ties which served to bind together the

divergent branches of the Hellenic race into one comparatively homogeneous

fumily. . , • to EWtjvucov iov 5/ULtfioy T€ Km OfioyXuxTtroy^ $tal $tw l&pt'fiard t€

KQiva Kal $vtriat f f/Bvi tc o^nWpirva (Herod, viii. 144). Among these the

Olympian, Pythian, Nemean, and Isthmian games were undoubtedly the most

Ix>cal influential bohds of union. These great festivals may be regarded as types of

tv
many smaller associations of a similar character, local amphictyonies and Kotvd

and mmo. of various districts, partly political and partly religious, common to the

inhabitants of one and the same district or to people of homogeneous race.

So long as Greece remained free these common councils and periodical con-

ventions exercised a well-marked political influence and watched over the

interests of the various cities which were enrolled as members of the Union,

but under the rule of the Romans the political functions of the tcotra ceased to

exist, although for put poses of common worship, and as a most valuable means

of keeping the subject populations contented in the apparent exercise of

their ancient privileges, and happy in the actual performance of their tiine-

honouied rites and sacrifices and in the enjoyment of frequently recurring

splendid festivals, these gatheiings were not only permitted, but were looked

upon with an approving eye by the Emperor himself.

As a stimulus to trade and as a convenient mean* of inculcating the Augustan

worship the Common Games and Festivals of the Grieks were not only main-

tained in many places where they already existed, but received still further

extension at the hands of the Roman governors and of successive Emperor?,

under whose direct aunpices many new festivals were founded, of which the

temples of Roma and Augustus in the numerous metropolitan centres of the

various provinces, more especially in Asia Minor, were the chief points

of union.

From the frequent mention of the public Games on the coins of the Imperial

age struck in Greek citits, it is evident that these recurring [leriodical festivals

created a demand for money in lnrger quantities than was sufficient at other

times- Hence we may safely infer that even in earlier times, before the Roman
conquest, a great number of mints were only active in Festival years. On many

autonomous coins the types alone are often sufficiently indicative of the Festivals

fur which the coins were struck, but sometimes the name of the Festival was

added, e.g. 'AxeAoto d*$\ov
t
Afetapontum (p. 76); 'OAv/a. and Xmpu for the

Olympia and the Charitesia ("?), Arcadia (p. 446); 'OAvmrfr at SUi (p4 420)

and *10u/t. for the Ithomaia at JftwiM (pi 432).

On such festive occasions, in Imperial times, when a great concourse of

people poured into the city from the surrounding districts ami from neigh-

bouring towns, the magistrate whose function it was to arrange the details of
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GAMES AND FESTIVALS. lxxiii

(he festival ('Affiop;^, opxtcpcvt, wavyyvptapxy;, aywvo&tTyjs, ftc- f
by whatever

title he may have been called) would, either at his own expenee or on behalf

of the ordinary municipal magistrates, cause an extra quantity of bronze money
to be minted and put into circulation, ami the name of the Festival for which

the coin was struck would often be inscribed on the reverse.

Most valuable is the information which may be gathered from thete out-

wardly unattractive bronze coins concerning the widespread popularity of the

famous Helleuic games, which formed the prototypes of similar local agonistic

contents held from tine to time in almost every city which could boast of a

strain of Hellenic blood, and in many which had little or no claim to do so.

The names of these festivals are frequently identical with those of the first

two of the four famous Hellenic contests, the Olympian, Pythian, Isthmian,

and Nemean, and in many cases the coins furnish us with the names of the

lecal games celebrated in various paits of the ancient world.

The following list comprises all the more importaut Games and Festivals

mentioned on the coins- They may be divided into the following groups;—

I. Febtivals named after the first two of the four great Hellenic Games

—

(a) Olympian,

(jfl) Pythian,

(y) Ibthmian,

(&) Nemean.

To these mutt be added

—

(c) The Art mi Games, as restored by Augustus, and

(£) The Capitoliue Games as established by Domitian, l>oth of which

Were placed on an equality with the four chief Greek I V-t i v de.

II. Festivals called after other Greek divinities, e.g. Asklcpeia, Dionysis,

Helia, Herakleia, Heraea, Koraea, Letoeia, Panathenaea, and many others.

III. Festivals called after Alexander the Great, Attalus, &c
f
as well as the

Augustan and other Games named after Roman Emperors.

1\ - Common Games or District Festivals, as Kotra 'Acruif, Kocva Ki Annas,

Ac, ctlebrated in each province or smaller district at various cities probably in

rotation. These Koivd were under the direction of the Asiarch or Archicreus,

the Bithyniarch, the Cilivarch, &0., who pre&ided over the Kotvofiovktov of the

Union.

V. Games distinguished by names descriptive of their nature, condition?, or

places of celebration, or by vague titles merely expressive of their importance.

In most cases the Festivals bore high-sounding double or triple titles,

**o that in point of fact we can hardly say to which of the above groups they

properly belong: thus the Games called Olympia Au^usteia Pythia might he

assigned to either the first or third group.

t
The Greater Games.

(a) OAYAATTIA. The famous Olympian Games in honour of the Olympian

Zeus were celebrated at Pisa in Elis every fifth year in the month of July.

In Imperial limes quinquennial Festivals modelled on the Olympia were

held at numerous citit*, and are frequently distinguished by additional
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lxxiv INTBObVCTWN.

titles defining the contests, &c, e.g. 'OAvftma combined with Upk II; ^m.

Avyoi'dTCia Ilu&a, ScjSaoyua, otKQVfiMvtKdj \ AcfapSpcta,
f

H/xutA<ia, Scvqpcio,

lirivuKta
y
&C*

(/}) I1Y0IA. The Pythian Games were, after the Olympian, the greatest in

importauce of the four chief Hellenic festivals* They were held at Delphi

in the third year of each Olympiad in the month of January.

In Imperial times many cities assimilated their contests to those of the

Pythian festival, or at any rate called them by the same name, frequently

with the addition of other moie distinctive titles, e.g. IlvSta combined with

"Ajctui, 'Alma "ApxwKia, *AA<£af£pcLa, Auwvo'ta, *HAia, Ku/Jcc'pia, KcvSptiVcia,

Ai/t '
•*n

x
QXvfi7rta

9 OXvfifria Afyowrrcca, 1 Int-n-M ia, I«po$ pttTftJCOf oucovfitw

xuS; Hpa*cA*ia, &c.

Compound titles such as 'OXvfima lh'tfia or "A«xia Uv6ta may possibly

mean that the games bearing such names comprised contests borrowed from

each of those festivals (cf. 'Icrom'tfm, infra), or that, like their prototypes,

they were pentaeteric games*

(y) IZGMIA. The Isthmian Games in honour of Ino and Melikertes were

celebrated at Corinth every two years (the first and third of each Olympiad),

in spring and summer alternately, so as not to clash with the Olympian or

Pythian. There is no evidence on coins for the celebration of Isthmian

games elsewhere than at Corinth.

($) NEMEI A. The Xtmean Games were held at Cleonae, and later at Argos,

every two years (the second and fourth in each Olympiad), in winter and

summer alternately* Argos is the only city on whose coins this festival is

mentioned, sometimes as NV^uta and sometimes in combination with the

Heraean games as N</u<a 'Hpatd (p. 440)*

(c) AKTIA. Games in honour of the Actiau Apollo celebrated on the pro-

montory of Auactorium, This festival was restored with great splendour

by Augustus at Xicopolis, founded in commemoration of the battle of

Actium. These quinquennial games were placed on the same footing as the

Olympian, and like them were the model of games named after them

instituted at a large number of cities, principally in Asia Minor and the

East, usually with the addition of other titles, such as Kaia-apyja, Ai*yot*rxcia,

Ko/io^cta, Hv$<a 'ApnjwtVcia, Ilr0ta 4>tAa£«'A<^CLu, AoixrapLa, Kdpma^ 'OAi'/iina,

HpcucActa, &C.

(£) KAFTETnAIA. The Ludi Capitoliui in honour of Jupiter Capitolinus

were first constituted by Kuritis Camillus, and at a later period restored

by Domitian and placed, like the Actian, on an equality with the national

Hellenic festivals, and, together with the cult of Jupiter Capitolinus, estab-

lished in various eastern provinces as Kuttix^Aiu, or KmrcxwAta Wv6ta at

Aphro * and Certainina tacra Capitolina oecumenica iselastica at

f/eliopoii#.

(
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GAMES AND FESTIVALS. Isxv

II.

Games in honour of various oOier Divinities*

AZKAHT7EIA, in honour of A&klepios, celebrated at Cisonae, Epidaurus
f

XicafQy Philadelphia, Laodiceia Phr.
t
Sec, ; also with the epithet Swnjpcta

at Artcyra Gal., and, according to inscriptions, at many other cities.

AXEAOIO AE6A0N. Games in honour of the Itiver-god Acheloos. Archaic

coin of Mttajxmtum (p. 7ti).

AAPZAAEI A. Qdessus, see Pick (Jahrb. Arch. Inst., xiii. 15).

AHMHTPIAj in honour of Demeter at Xicornedeia and Tarsus*

AIAYMEIA, in honour of Apollo Didyraeua at Miletus, with the epithet

AIONYZIA, iu honour of Dionyeos at Xicaea with epithet Ih'&a, and at

Adaiui witli Upa oucoiyicvuca.

AOYXAPI A and 'Axru AowntfKa, in honour of Dueares the Arabian Dionysos,

at Hoxtra and Adraa*

ENMONIAEIA or EMMONIAZIA. Signification doubtful. Magnesia ad

Sipykm (AJf.&j Lyd., p. Ixxiii, note). Sec AAEZANAPEIA and

AAPIANA, infra.

E4>EZI A, in honour of the Ephesian Artemis, Ilicrapotis and Ephesus (p. 676).

HAI A or "HAitt Ili&u, iu honour of Helios Emisa,

HPAIA or N(/j<ia 'Hpala, in honour of Hera, Aryos*

HPAKAEIA with title Ilu&a, Psrtnthus\ with 'OAr/ira or with "Am-ia, Tyre.

0EOTAMIA with outou/io-tica, in honour of the marriage of Hades and Per-

sephone. Xysa.

KABIPEIA, in honour of the Kabeiri, VLafOp<ta Ilitfia. Thessatonica.

KENAPEIIEIA or KENAPEIlA, in honour of the Thracian god Kendrisos

;

Kcvfytturcui WvQia, Philippopolis.

KOPAIA, in honour of Peisephone, Tarsus \ Kopaia "Arria, and Koprjta *A#rrta,

Sardes. Sec also infra XPYIAN6INA.

KYT1APIZZIA, in honour of Artemis, Lacedaemon (p. 435).

AHTHEIA, in honour of Leto, sometimes with UvOui. Tripoli* Lyd.

AYK Al A, in honour of Zeus Lykaeo*. Afcyalopolis (p. 451),

NYMOIA, in honour of local nymphs, Xtfiypux Ni'/i^m. Andtialus.

TTANA8HNEA. Tlie famous Athenian quinquennial frstival. Athens, time of

Gordian; also Synnada, of the same period, With title'ASpumu (Mion. iv. 983).

TTANEAAHNI A. A festival founded by Hadrian at Athens on the completion of

the temple of Zeus Panhcllenios. Athens, time of Gordian (p, 390).

inTHPEIA, see AZKAHTTEIA supra. Ancyra Gat.

TYPIMNEIA, in honour of Apollo Tyrimnaeos at Thyutira <p. 658).

(
""
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1x x vi INTRODUCTION.

XPYZANeiNA.XPYSArsJeEIA.andXPYZANTlNA. Local games at Sardet

named after the Argive woman Chrysanthis, who, when Dcmeter was in search

of her lost daughter, told her of her rape by Hades. The type of the Rape
of Persephone is so common on. Sardian coins that we may safely infer that

the games Kopata *A*ctw and XpwrdrOtva are connected, and it is possible

that a wreath of golden flowers may have been given in the latter (cf.

Jin M. C.
f
Lyd. t p. ex). With the games XpvadyOwa cf. also the name of the

neoplatonic and mystic philosopher Cluysanthios of Sardes, who, with his

wife, was appointed d^xtcpev? t>)? Ar&af by the emperor Julian. As this

office was often hereditary in certain wealthy families, one of his priestly

ance>tois at Sardes may well have been given this name from that of the

games provided perhaps at his expense (Mommsen and Marquardt, RCm.

Staatsverwattung
f
2nd ed., vol. i, 1881, p. 505),

III.

Festivals in honour of King* and Emperors, Chiefly on coins of late

Imperial times,

AAEZAHAPEIA, in honour of Alexander the Great, probably first celebrated

at Beroea in Macedon under Gordian III as 'OAtynria 'AAc^Spta (p. 241) ;

'AAc^aVS/Hut, Byzantium ; 'AAc£aVfy>c<a XlvOut, PhitijtpopoHs ; 'A&ptava

'AAfin'rA/jcia TrjiorflUw, Magnesia ad Sipyhtm
t
Sev. Alex. {B, M*C*

%
/ '

p. lxxii).

ATTAAHA, iu honour of Attalus II Philadelphus, Vop&tdvrja 'AttoAt^i,

AphtOilisiaSn

KAIEAPEIA, AYrOYSTEIA, EEBA2MIA, ZEBAZTA, Ac. 'Anna K«-
crapen, Tyre ; 2</?a<rra Kaura/xa, Metropolis Am.; Aiyowrrtta* AKTta/0\vp.iria

AuyowTCia llv6ux f
Avyot'crrcta apcrra, McyaAa Avyov<rr€ta apurra, 'OAt'/tirca

Avyov<TT€ia 1
1

' ';, Aryot'orcia ^tfidafita or Sc/Jaora, Avyotxrrtta \%€vrjpia
9

Avyot'orfta *ai 4>iAa8c'A^ta, 2</Ju<r/£ta OAi'pina, Ayta Itpa \H*fldfTfiia, &C.

Games celebrated in connexion with the Augustan worship at very many

cities. Cf, Suetonius, Aug. c 58 * (Auguslo Caesuri) proviucinrumplenui|ue

super templa et aras ludos quoque quimiuennales paeue oppidutim con-

stituemnt '.

ZEBA2TA OMOBHMI A. These games are mentioned only on coin* of Cadi,,

Elagabalus and Treh. Gallus {B.M.C., Phr., p. xliv). The word fljio/fotm

beneath an agonistic table points to the union at Cadi of the Augustan

worship with that of some other divinity, or possibly of the Capitoline Triad;

cf* coin of Treb. Gallus with this type and the same Magistrate's name

(B.M.C., Phr.
y y. 125).

AAPIANA, AAPIANEIA. Games iu honour of Hadrian. 'ASpmVtta, Athens.

Tarsus \ AvyovartuL \\v6ta *A8ptdycia *0\v/xwta t Thyatira\ 'Ahputva 'Avrw-

i
i ;.

' Ki !-"; I'Scta, Magnesia ad Sipylum ; 'ASpiara HapaA/rata, Synnada
;

*A£/>taVco? oUow/Umc6ti Anazarbus^ &C»

ANTHNEIA, ANTHNEtNIA, ANTHNlNIANA, ArflN ANTONlNlA-
NOZ- in honour of the various emperors who bore the name of Antoninus.

Sometimes with additional titles as 2</?aora, "Atria, Hv$ta
f
Avprjkta

t
Ko*
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/m Yt in. &7]fiTJTpia (Eckhel, iv. 43*1) ; \AiT<ur[u j mi'Ja wpCna ri/s ottcovfUvrfi cVi-

vtiW, ^norarftw, J. Maesa (/£ M. C, f Ci7.
f p, cv). Various cities*

KOMOAEI A, in honour of Commodut*. KopoScto?, "Aima Ko/ioStta, 'Afto>-

w. i
:

-i Ko/£o£cto, AtSt'/icca Ko/xoAcl<i. Ko/icj£c<oc atrntMOWfrf &c. Nic&€<t
r

MiUlus, Tarsus, Tyre, &c.

XEYHPEIA. in honour of Sept. Scverus. 2cv*ty>cta wpwra. Sen/pa /wya'Aa,

if/^T/pcMt, 2*onj/xui, 2<oii/pta N i ;j^ J(-,j. Ptrinthwtf iVtcaw, Tarn**, and other

cities. SeealsoGIAAAEAOEIA.&c.

4>IAAAEA4>EI

A

f
in honour of Ihc brothers Caracalla and Geta. <J>iAaS<'A<£oa

Mi'fj.i:. "A«tio riv'tfwt ^tAaSeX^ta, Aryoixrria irat <tiAaS<A<£ui, Scin/pm 4*iAa-

a'A;*Jtri, KotKos SciijfHo^ ^(AarttA^uq. PerinthuSy Xicata
}
Sardes, Eumeneia,

&c.

TOPAIANHA. Games held at Aphrodisias in honour of Gordian III and in

commemoration of At talus II, king of Perg^amum, VopSidvrja IIi'0ca, ropSta-

yr/a ArraX^a KajrmiAui-

AEKIOI OIKOYMENIKOr. Games in honour of Trajan Deems. Anazarbus

{B. If- C, CU, p. cv).

OYAAEPIANA, in honour of Valerian, Xicaea; also Top&idyija OfaAtptara

otKov/icvtxa, Aplirodisias.

TAAAIHNA, in honour of Gallienus. Sicaea.

TAKITIOI MHTPOTTOAEITIOZ, KAIZAPIA (1), in honour of the Emperor
Tacitus, a.d. 270. Pert/a.

IV.

Cotnmon Games and District Festivals.

KOINA. or Kotydf. The Festival held on the occasions of the meetings of

ihe Provincial Council, Kotvoflovkiov, e. g. Kotvov MaM&ii'wi', Koti bv

*Ao*ia$ t
and many others. Thus coins reading noA Actim or irpwra kowcl

'Atrtas were issued in the Province of Asia by turns at Ephesus, Sardes,

Hierapolis Phr., Laodiceia, &cM wherever the Provincial Diet happened

to be held. There were also smaller Kotvd confined to groups of neigh-

bouring cities, such as the Pamomau Kotiw of thirteen cities (p. 566), or

even Kotvd of only two cities (p. 676), united for the purpose of celebrating

certain festivals in common. In some cases the word Koivov seems to imply

no more than ofiovota*

OIKOYMENlKA, Public games in which the contests were open to all

comers. Oucov/*CttJco9
f
*I«pa oufor/icvuea, "Icpos "OAv/iirtos dtCWfUVUwtf OXvji-

wta ocxoi'/xcyura, Qtoydfua oucoi'/tcvuca, *A8ptavo$ otKOVfttviKQS, KopuActoc

QucQVfttvucos, Top&idvrja OiVAf/xam otJcovpcptJca, AcVto? oiKovfLtyucos* Cert.iuieli

ucruin Capitolinum oecumenicum iselasticum, Certamen sacrum periodicum

oecumenicum iselasticum, &c.

TTANIfiNlA, Uavtwia Ihtfta—Games held at the meetings of the Pauioniau

K'unJr of thirteen cities (p. 566),

__ r^*^*-»*-\l *
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lxxviii INTEODUCTION.

V.

Games distinguislud by ej/ithets indicative of the locality or conditions of their

celebration^ the kind of jrrizes offered, or by titles proclaiming tfteir nature or

importance*

AmNEZ IEP01, 'I<p« Ay**, *Upd
}
&c. Sacred Games. An epithet of very

general application, though perhaps originally limited to games held in con-

nexion with some sacred enclosure, or in honour of some divinity.

APIZTA. A superlative epithet applied to festivals celebrated with great

magnificence, see supra under AYTOYZTEIA,

AZYAIA, 'AcrvAici UpQS> IIi#ia Atrvkut Upos—Games celebrated in connexion

with a temple or city enjoying the right of atri-Aca, e.g. the temple of

Artemis Pergaia (p. 702),

DONATIO, DONATIO SACRVM CERTAMEN, DONATIO IER0S (sic).

A festival provided by the munificence of a public benefactor. Cremna

(p. 708).

AflPEA, when applied to Games, has a similar signification. Side (p. 704).

EIZEAAZTIKA. Contests in which the victor was authorized by the Eniperor,

on his return to his native city, to make his entry, ctVeAawctv, in a triumphal

quadriga through a breach made for the occasion in the city wall, and entitled

thenceforth to a daily dole either of food or of money, 'J-

.

:,viov. Various ttywrc*

were established as iselastic by different emperors, but the privilege might

be arbitrarily withdrawn or transferred to other contests. See Pliny's

Letter to Trajan and Trajan s rescript (x. 118, 119). The epithet occurs

on coins of Side (p. 704), Anazarbus (B. M. (\
7 Oil, p. cv), Ifetiojxrtisfa 785)f

Sidon(i>. 798), Ac.

EfTAPXIKA (1) or Koivoc r£v rpwv tttpjNtAr* The common games of the

three eparchies of Cilicia, but see under *Eirapxi*6? {$* lxviii). Tarsus (\y. 733).

Cf. 5. Jf, C, Cil
f
xcii and xcvii.

ET1INEIKIA, 'Empctiuof. Triumphal Games in commemoration of victories.

Laodiceia Phr.y Tarsus* Kaftiptia iirtvuKta
t
Thessolonica* 'Empctjaa 2cn;pcia

'OAtyiirta iv Kofyxycus opois KtXU^y, Games held at a place called KoSpiyat

on the borders of Cilicia probably in celebration of the victory of Severus

over Pescennius Niger in a.d. 194 (B. J/. (?.
t
CiL 9 p. xciv).

6EMI AEZ. Games in which the prize consisted of a sum of money, 0€/ui,

celebrated at various Pamphylian and Cilician cities.

IZOfTYGI A. An epithet applied to games claiming to be equal to the Pythian

or of which the contests were ordered in the same manner. Ancyra Gal.

(p. 748).

METAAA- An epithet applied like apurra to festivals of special importance.

Nicaea (p. 577). See supra under AYI"OYITEIA.

MYZTIKA. Games held in conuexion with certain Mysteries, e.g. *Itpo*

ntfftoi /uroTiicoff uiKOVfAtvucvs. Side (p. 704).

(
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NAYMA[XI A]. Contests of ships* Gadara in Decajxdi*. Cf. also autono-

mous coins of Coreyra of the third century B.C. (p. 327).

nEPIOAlKA. Games recurring at fixed periods. NwSv tj/v irtplo&ov was a

phrase applied to one who bad borne off the prize at each of the four great

public games. Hence ir£pto&o* came to mean also the period of time between

one celebration of the games and the next, and so games recurring after an

interval of years were termed Periodica, as the Certamina sacra periodica

oecumenica iselastica at Sidon (p. 798).

npOTA. An epithet applied to various games held at cities claiming the title

wpwrrj, e.g. UpCrra Kotva 'Actio* at Smyrna r the
4
first city ' of the Province of

Asia. Sometimes irpwra was used in a more general sense for games of the

highest importance, as AnWffWM uywra rip otxov^icVi??. Anazarbn* (p. 717).

IYN9YZIA OIKOYMENHE. Anazarbus (p. 717). I do not know whether

the name of this festival has auy special signification beyond that of an

oecumenic gathering at which sacrifice to the Emperor was offered in accor-

dance with the common ritual of the Augustan worship.

XPYZOPOAI, ra irapa tw. Games named after the river Chrysoroas, on

whose luuiks they were held. I/ierapdU Phr*

§ XIII. TITLES AND EPITHETS APPLIED TO CITIES.

Under Roman rule many Greek cities sought to preserve a semblance of

their ancient freedom by adding to their names high-sounding titles or epithets,

with some of which there can be no doubt that certain immunities and privi-

leges were bound up, while others seem to hare had little or no distinct value

or signification* The limit - of this work do not permit of an inquiry into the

nature of the privileges conveyed by these titles (where such existed). I shall

therefore content myself with enumerating as briefly as possible some of the

more remarkable.

It is obviously unnecessary to recapitulate in this place all the Imperial Civic

titles, such as KAIIAPEflN, lOYAIEflN, AAPIANHN, ANTHHEINIA- SJJjJLj
MflN, &c» which so many cities appended to their names by permission of the ethnic,

Emperor or of the Senate, either in commemoration of benefits conferred upon K^';gr«-

them or merely out of flattery to the reigning prince. I may also pass over

another clans of titles by which certain Asiatic cities nought to perpetuate the

memory of their origin, such as AOPIEnN, EinNnN, MAKEAONflN,
Ac; nor need I dwell upon those cases where the geographical position of

a city is specified by the addition to its name of the prepositions diro, ci . cn'
(

Kara, vpof, or inr6f followed by the name of the mountain, river, or soa, on which

the city stood, as ZEAEYKEflN THN nPOI THI KAAYKAAHHL Lists

of these three classes of titles will be found in Index IV.

These eliminated, the following will be found to be still divisible into two Civic titles

sections, (a) Titles involving privileges more or less real and substantial, aud SffiSS?
(IS) Vainglorious and empty titles. and empty

titles
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(a) Titles involving Privilege?.

A. M. K. T- B. and A. M. K. T. TM llpcin/ fuyurrq KaWitrnjy ypafifxari /SovA^s

or puMmrfafc 2Wtmi and -4na£arfru# Citiciae. (Le Bas and Waddington,

Toy. ordL, iii. 349.)

AIYAOS. IEPA AZYAOZ, IEPA KAI AIYAOZ. The titles * mcred and

inviolable* are usually found combined in the formula THE IEPAZ KAI

AEYAOY, which occurs most frequently ou the coins of Cilician and Syrian

cities from the second century B.C. downwards. The towns which enjoyed

the right of <i<rvVa claimed to be under the divine protection of the gods

whose temples stood within their territories. In some few instances the

Divinity itself is said to possess the right of asylum, as AZYAOY APTE-
MIA02 {Ep/iema).

ATEAEI A, ATEAEIOE. Possessing the privilege of imrnunita* or exemption

from duties (Alalxtnda, p. 607).

AYT0N0M0Z. The privilege of 'autonomy
1

was conferred by the Romans

upon many Asiatic cities, chiefly in Pi&idia, Cilicia. and Syria. "With regard

to the Itx or constitution of such cities see Marquardt, Handbuch der

rOmiscken AlUrthiimtr^ iv, p. 78.

EBAOMH THZ AIIAZ. Seventh city of Asia, Magmtia Ion. (p. 583);

referring to the order of precedence which the city took in the festal

procession with which the games called Koiva 'Atrt'a? were opened.

EAEY9EPA. Civitas libera^ an epithet applied to those cities which had

received the rights and privileges of freedom at the hands of the Romans

by means of a Senatus consultant The right of Tiberias was a free gift

which could be withdrawn at the pleasure of Rome. Cf- Tacitus, Ann.

xii. 68.

HTOKATTOYZ [!] EXOYIA. 7Vrmeui« Major (p. 712) f
signification doubt-

ful. (See iJ. M. C, Lpcia, <J"c.» p. xcii.)

KATATTAOYZ A. Ephe*tt4
9
Prima adnavigatio. By a rescript of Augustus

the Proconsuls of Asia were ordered to make Ephesus their first port of

disembarkation. See Eekhel, ii, p. 518.

MHTPOTTOAIZ. In its literal acceptation of the 'mother-city' in respect

of her colonies this title rarely occurs ; but cf. the legend of certain imperii]

coins of Heraclcia in BiOujnia, HPAKAEnTAN MATPOZ ATTOIKnN
TTOAIflN (p. 516). Many towns were, however, called Mi/rpoiroX*? which

had never sent forth colonies. In such cases the word simply means the

chief city of a province or district. In some provinces, as in Asia, there

were several MippoirdAcis, which is perhaps to be accounted for by the fact

that such provinces were composed of several previously distinct parts. In

many instances, however, the title M^TporroA^ seems to have been granted

merely as an honorary distinction, probably, in the case of the Province of

Asia, to those towns in which the games called Kotva 'Aff&i* were celebrated*

Similarly the title M^rpoiroAis rijs luriafj applied to Miletus (Corp. Inscr. Att>*

iii. 480), may be explained as referring to the Pan ioninn Festival hoivov iy

„. , ( *
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v'i\«jrt\ *ouw iravuaviovj or koivov yirfrpoToKtirutv twv Jr I(an^ &c», common to

the thirteen cities of the Ionian League. Another meaning must be assigned

to MyrpoTroXt? when there is reason to suppose that it was adopted from

religions motives. It then means the ' city of the mother ', i.e. Kybele. Cf.

the anulogouB names Diospolis, Letopolis, Ac.

NAYAPXIZ was a title adopted by, or conferred by the Emperor upon, various

maritime cities, such as yicojxUis in Epirus, Side in Famphylia, Aegeae,

Corycus, and EUteusa in Cilicia, Dora, Sidon, and Tripoli* in Phoenicia, on

account of their convenience as naval stations or of their imval importance in

their several provinces.

NEnKOPO£, ' Temple-Keeper/ was a title applied to those whose function it

was to keep in repair the sacred edifices, and generally to superintend all

affairs connected with the due observance of the sacred rites and ceremonies,

and to safeguard the temple treasury, TSie office of Nctoicopo? was a dignity

often conferred upon the highest magistrates of the State, such as Archous,

Strategoi, Prytaneis, Grammateis, &c.

As an honorary title it was also commonly adopted by the city itself. Of
this practice the Imperial coinage afford* ample evidence, as does also the

well-known passage in the Acts of the Apostles (xix. 35),"Ar8p€9 'E<£c'iru>i, rfo

yap itrrtv avOpunrGS os ov ytvuKTKtt ri/y 'K^circW ttuXif vtutKopov ov<rav rrfi

jnytiXtfs 0«as ApW/uSos koI rov Atoirrrov* ;

So also when temples were erected and altars set up in honour of the

Roman Emperor and of the Imperial city, various Greek towns of Asia

sought and usually obtained permission to style themselves NEHKOPOI,
the words THN ZEBAZTHN being either expressed or understood. The

Imperial Neocory probably carried with it the right of presidency at the

Augustan Festivals (Sc/?uayua) and the duty of providing for the expenses of

the sacrifices and games appertaining thereto. From time to time an

additional Neocory was conferred upon a city which had erected another

temple to an Emperor. Thus Ephesus in the reign of Claudius is simply

NEnKOPOZ, from Hadrian to Caracalla AIZ NEnKOPOZ, then, under

Caracalla TPIZ NEHKOPOZ, llto TPII NEnKOPOZ (rfir %*fi*n£r)
KAI THZ APTEMIAOZ.raracalla aud Geta, and iu the time of Klaga-

Imlufl TETPAKIZ NEnKOPOZ, and then again TPIZ NEnKOPOZ under

Maximums. A similar return to a lower number, after a higher had already

been in use, has been noticed at several cities, and was, sometimes at least,

the direct consequence of the damnatio memoriae (see p. 577).

nPflTH The precise signification of the title *pwn; has been a subject of

nearly as much discussion among archaeologists as the claim to possehs it

was a matter of eager contention between rival cities in ancient times.

Among the towns which claimed the irp^rttov or primacy in their several

districts were Sicaea and Xicomedeia in Bithynia, Ephems and Smyrna in

Ionia, Pergamum in Mysia, and others, lty Dio Chrysostom this strife was
ridiculed as a contention about a mere empty title signifying nothing, as is

evident from the following passage: ij^vi Si olo/it$a
9
iav iirtyiHttf^fiiv m

nfiRHi tu 7Tf)oyr€iQV I^ctK" ttoTop, av&p€* Ntico^Tp5c?$, irpwrtiov ;—of ri to o^KAof

I1CAD f
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tartv ; ov ft to tpyov ; (S0* ov tr6r€pov TrXoxxTtiortpot ycKi^rd/i<0a rj /x(i(ow? rj

Swarurcpoi, k.t.A. (Ora(. xxxviii, 144). In the words of an old Greek pro-

verb he tllO says ircpl okov <rKia$ &ta<f>€povrax, 'they quarrel al>out the shadow

of an ass/ The most probable explanation is that Trpumj, like ifih6p.r) rip

'Acrias, applied to Afagnetia, and rpirq tv>v f«i to Atpcndus (Philostratus,

J
r

. AjwtL 1. 15), referred simply to the order of precedence of the various

cities in the grand processions with which the public games were opened.

Thus when Ephesxn proudly styles herself 1/ vpilmj -na^v *ai jtcyurr/;, pofoi

irpH>rot 'Aatas, &c. f and Smyrna irpCnot "Acta* *aAA*i *au fityidtt^ we may
infer that the reference is to the Ko<va 'Aat'a? celebrated sometimes at

Ephesus and sometimes at Smyrna. Similarly when Afytitrne is Trfmrr/

Aco-jSou, Samos irpurr/ 'W*a* t TralU* -rrpwrrj 'KAAaSos, &c. (for other examples

see Index IV, s. v. irpum/), it would appear that they were * First' in the

local Festivals called Koiya Ac<r/?tW, Kotva 'liftvwv, and Koirov rrfi 'EAAoSo?

(C. /. <?rM 5852).

<t>IAH 2YMMAX0E PnMAIflN or niETH <t>IAH 2YMMAX02 PH-
MAIftN, Civitus fottteratu, a title to which those cities only had right

lietween whom anil Rome a formal tieaty existed, by which it was stipulated

ut eosdem
t
quo* poputus Rotnamat, amicm aU[M ho&tt* habeant (Livy, 38. 8.

1 0). See Side (p. 704), Siilyum (p. 705). Sayalassus (p. 710), Diocaesarela-

Sepphotis (p, 802).

<t>IA0PnM AIOZ, Arnica llomanoravi {Carrhae, p. 81 4), has perhaps a similar

signification,

*IA02EBAZT0I, Lovrr uf the Emperor (Stratonictia, p. 625). This and

the two preceding titles could nut be adopted except with the permission of

the Komau Senate or the Emperor (lies gestae divi Augtuti, 5. 41 and 5-17
1 (iermanoruin populi per legato* aniicitiam meam et populi Komani

petiernnt ').

{fi) Empty Titles.

APIZTH MEriZTH. liest and greatest. *Vteott, p. 516.

APXEO[nOAIZ] or APXEO[TATHJ TTA<t>A[ArONlAZ], Gangra and Gtr-

mar.icojyolU Paphhujoniat, p. 50<>.

r[hJnPIMOS(I) 1,
Notable. Abfla, p. 786 ;

Gadara, p. 787.

ENAOZOZ, Illustrious. ,S7</^, p. 704 ; Anazarbiw, p. 717 ;
Uamascua, p. 784.

ENAOZOTEPA, More illustrious. Syedra, p. 729.

ENTEIMOZ, Honourable. Atpendus, p. 701.

ETTIZHMOr. Distinguished. Xcapolia Samarioe, p. 803.

EZTIA 9EHN, Altar of the Clods. Gwmanicopolia, p. 506, on account of

the numerous temples in the city.

EYI"ENHI niZTH eEOOIAHI, Noble, Trusty, and Ciod-loved. Aegeae Cilic,

p. 716.

EYXEBHZ. Holy. Zephyrium, p. 734.

EYZEBHZ EYrENHZ, Holy and noble. Nicaea, p. 516.

9EIOZ, Divine. Carrhae, p. 814.

AAMTIPOTATH. Most splendid. Side, p. 704.

MATHP AnOIKON nOAinN, Mother of Colonies. Jferacleia Hill,.,

p. 516. See alro MHTPOnOAl Z.

MEriSTH. KAAAIZTH. See nPrtTH, myra.

„ (
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MYETIE, Initiated. £«fo
t p. 704.

ZEMNH, Venerable. Sy*fra, p. 729.

TIMinfTATH], Host honourable. Anazartnu, p. 717-

TPOn[AI0OOP0Z] PnM[AinH]
t
Trophy-bearer of the Romans. Anazar-

btiSy p. 717. Iu allusion perhaps to a Triumphal arch erected in the city.

§XIV. ALLIANCE COIN&

Under this general heading various very different classes of joint-coinages may Politico-

often be clearly distinguished* (i) The Political or Federal Alliance Coins, such v«f™|
as those of the Boeotian cities and those of the cities of Chalcidice, in the fifth and

fourth centuries B.C., and, at a later period, those of the Achaean League and

other confederacies. These are characterized by uniformity of type and standard,

though they were not iu all cases struck at a single central mint, (ii) The

Commercial Affiance Coinages of neighbouring independent cities united, not Com-

politically, but simply for the practical advantages to be gained by increased ^j?^
facilities of exchange. Of these the best known example is that of the

monetary convention between Mytilene and Phocaea for the issue in alternate

yean*, and turn by turn at either mint, of electrum money, chiefly hectae, for

common circulation iu their res(>ective territories and spheres of commercial

activity. The terms of this convention are recorded in a lapidary inscription

(Hicks and Hill, Hist. Inter., Xo. 94) dating from circ. B.C. 400. This is

probably only one among other similar monetary alliances for the issue of

electrum coin** of uniform weight and fineness, though of various types, between

neighbouring cities along the west coast of Asia Minor in the fifth century B.C.

It is noteworthy that, according to the stipulations of the above-mentioned

agreement, not the city but the mint-official was personally responsible for the

quality of the coin, whence it is apparent that the great variety of types on

roost electrum coinages is due to the fact that these were the personal signets

of the responsible moueyera, and not civic types. On the Cyzicene staters, for

instance, the subordination of the Trapafrrjpov of Cyzicus, the tunny, to the

personal signet of the responsible magistrate is especially remarkable,

(iii) The Military Alliance money. This consists of coins issued by different Military

independent cities allied for mutual defence against a common foe. The beat Alliances,

known among such wfiftaxtxa voftt&fiara are the silver staters of Ephesus,

laaas, Cnidus, Samos, Rhodes, and IU ziiut ium struck between Conors victory,

B.C. 394 ( and the Peace of Antalcidus, B.C. 387. These cities appear to have

combined in an anti-Spartan symmachy, and to have issued for military

purposes a common coinage consisting of staters equivalent, for purposes of

exchange, to didrachms of the Aeginetic or tridrachmu of the Khodian standard,

and bearing on their obverses ZYN (for trwfiax 1™*) Hlu' *' fce in^ftUt Herakles

strangling the serpents, and on their reverses the respective types of the allied

cities (Kegling, Z.f, ffH xxt. 210 fT).

It is not at all improbable that the cities of which coins of this class are

known to us may not have been the only members of this alliance, as it is not

mentioned in history. Another example of a symmachy revealed to us by coins,

in this instance only of bronze, is that of the Sikel towns of Sicily in support

of Timoleon, the liberator of the island from the Carthaginians, circ, n.i\ 340.

f 2
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Ixxxiv INTRODUCTION.

These coins, though oi various types, all bear the legend ZYNMAXIKON
(p. 125), The coinage* of symiuachies such as these have, it is needless to say,

nothing in common with the issues, in late Imperial times, of certain Asiatic

Civitatfs foederatae of the Romans, bearing such titles as 4>IAH ZYMM AX 02
Religiou* PflM AIHN (see supra), (iv) Htligious Alliances* In addition to the Politico-
Alliances, f^^^ the Commercial, and the Symmaehic categories of Alliance money is

the rather indefinite class of Politico- Keligious issues, consisting of coins struck

in the name either of Temple-authorities or Sacred Festivals and Games, e.g.

OAYNniKON, AMOIKTIONOM, Er AIAYMHM IEPH, Ac, for circula-

tion among the representatives of numerous cities assembled on these occasions.

Festival issues were, indeed, the rule rather than the exception at all places

where the games were a source of attraction to strangers, but they cannot be

called alliance coins in any eense of the expression unless, from their inscriptions,

there is reason to suppose that the games for which they were struck were

celebrated under the joint presidency of more than one city, as might naturally

be expected to have l>een the case when the religious centre where the games

were held was not actually included within the precincts or jurisdiction of

a single city. I would suggest that the various issues of early incuse coins of

Sybarip. Croton, &c, where the name of one city is coupled with that of some

near neighbour, may be examples of Festival alliances of this nature rather

than of political or commercial alliance*, though 1 have not ventured upon this

conjecture in the text. Possibly the great iravrjyvpts of the Lakinian Hera in

the neighbourhood of Croton may have been the festival towards the expenses

of which two cities may have jointly contributed.

The Passing on to Imperial times, it is noteworthy that a considerable number of

'O^oca
(|ie Alliance coins bearing the legend 0M0N0IA may be most reasonably

accounted for in the same manner, especially when the allied cities happen to I r

near neighbours, although it must be admitted that, when they are remote from

one another. 0M0N0I A con signify little more than an enttnte cordial* , for in

no MM can such opvmai be regarded as veritable Hlltances either political or

commercial, for thene would certainly not have been permitted under their

Roman masters. A closer relationship than a mere opopota, amounting to

kinship or fraternity, appears to have Wen claimed by Attaleia Pamphyliae

with Athens on an alliance coin reading ATTAAEHN AGHNAinN ZYNTE-
NIA (p. 701). It has also been suggested that the word OMHPOE on an

alliance roin between Laodiceia Phr. and Smyrna may imply somewhat more

than OMONOIA {B.M.C., rhr. 9 p. 325, note 2).

§ XV. COLONIAL COINS.

Strictly speaking, a discussion of the coins of the ltoman Colonies and

Municipia planted sporadically over the various provinces of the Empire

belongs to the category of Itomau rather than of Greek numismatics*

The coinage of the Roman colonies in the Western portion of the Empire

comes to an end quite early. In Sicily it does not extend beyond the reign of

Augustus; in Africa and Nuinidia, that of Tiberius; in Spain, that of Cali-

gula; in Gaul, that of Nero. Babba in Mauretania is the only colony in the

West which continues to coin money down to the time of Galba, a.jk G8-G9

(Kckhel, iv. 500).

JVHH's.
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COLONIAL COINS lxxxv

In the East, on the other hand, the colonial coinage was prolonged, like that

of the Greek towns, down to the age of Aurelian. A large number of cities

were, in point of fact, not colonized until the time of Sept* Severus or even

later. Nearly all such towns, with the exception of The*salonica and a few

cities in the remote East, made use, on their colonization, of the Latin language.

The types are various, and, sometimes, as at Corinth, Tyre, and Alexandria

Troaa, of considerable local interest. There are, however, a few which, from

their continual recurrence on the coins of colonies, and of colonies only, must

be considered as distinctive colonial types. These are the following :

—

(i) The Founder of the Colony performing the sacred rite of marking out Colonial

the l>oundarie* of the town with a plough to which a bull and a cow are yoked.
Jjjjj*

Cf. Serving, ad Viry. Am. vii. 755 'Conditores enim civitatis taurum in

dexteram, vaccam intrinsecus jungebant, et incincti ritu Gab i no, id est, togae

parte caput velati, parte succincti, tenebant stivain iucurvam ut glebae omnes

intrinsecus caderent. Et ita sulco ducto loca murorum designaluint, aratrum

§us(>endentes circa loca portarum'.

(ii) Military standards, sometimes accompanied by the numbers of the

Legions from which the colonists were drawn.

(iii) The Wolf and Twins, symbolical of the Roman origin of the colony.

(iv) Aeneas carrying his father Anchises and accompanied by the young

Ascanius.

(v) A Silenus, standing with his right hand raised and with a wine-skin

thrown over his shoulder, in the attitude of the famous statue in the Itoman

Forum, popularly known as Marsyas, and symbolical of the jut Latinum

enjoyed by a town. (Cf. Servius,ad Aen.
t
iir. 20 ; iv. 58 ; and Macrob. Saturn.^

iv. 12.)

The inscriptions on the coins of Colonies are, as a rule, in the nominative

case and much abbreviated, as C. L. I. COR. for Colonia Laus Julia Corinthus,

on coins of Corinth. (For other abbreviations see Index IV (/!).) In addition

to the nameH which the colonies received from the Kmperors by whom they

were founded, such as Julia, Trajana, Hadriana, &c-. they frequently adopted

an additional epithet or title, such as Victrix, Triumphalis, Felix, Pacemis,

Xobilis, Concordia, Prima, Fida, Pia or Pulcbia, Gemella or (iemina, &c. The

origin of most of these is doubtful; the title GEM IN A. however, clearly

signifies that the colonies so called were founded by veterans from ttvo tegimtit,

or from a legion itself called (iemina or Gemella from its mixed composition.

Cf. Caesar, B*U. Civ*
f

iii. 4 * Unain (legionem) quuin factam ex duahu*

geniellam appcllaliat .

Roman magistrates' titles are of frequent occurrence on the coins of Roman
colonies (see Index V (£)).

§XVI. DATED COINS.

The ordinary method by which the Greeks dated their coins was, as we have Methods

seen, by inscribing upon them the name of the eponymous annual magistrate. °r dating

It was not until after the age of Alexander that the custom of placing real

dates in the form of numerals upon the coins began to prevail. After the

foundation of the dynasty of the Seleucidae in Syria the practice was introduced

f
^
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lxxxvi INTRODUCTION.

of dating Syrian and other Eastern coins according to the Seleucid era, which

was computed from B,r. 312. In Egypt the Ptolemies usually dated their

money by the regnal years of the king, though some series appear to be dated

from the era of Soter, B.t\ 31 1, and others probably from that of the deification

of Arsinoe II, B.C. 270. This custom of dating according to an era became

common in parts of Asia Minor ami Syria in the second and first centuries B. .

.

and was continued under the Empire.

The eras in use at the various- cities owed their origin to various circum-

stances. Some are local eras, dating from an important event in the history

of the city on the coins of which they occur. Others were computed from one

or other of the great landmarks in the history of the district or the province in

which the cities using them were situated. Of the former class it is frequently

impossible, in the absence of sufficient evidence, to decide to what event they

owe their origin, and there is sometimes a little difficulty in fixing the exact

year from which they start. The coins struck at Alexandreia under the

empire are always dated by the regnal years of the Emperor.

Among the well-known and widely used historical eras the following may lie

here mentioned. Those of merely local interest are noticed under the towns

where they occur, and a list of them will be found in Index VII, s.v- * Era* \

The Sklkucjd Era. After the victory of Seleucus and Ptolemy over

Demetrius at Gaza, B.C. 3)2, the former took possession of Babylonia. Hence

the Seleucid en, in Syria and the neighhourhood, was reckoned from October 1st,

b.c. 312.

The Kra of the Province op Asia, b<c. 134-133. The Ephesiau

ctstophori bear dates reckoned from this era.

The Pompkian Kra, In ex. G4 Fompey, after the defeat of Tigranes,

entered Syria. During the winter B.C. 64-63 he had his head quarters in

Damascus and spent some months in organizing the affairs of Syria and

reducing it to the condition of a Roman province.

The Caesarfax Era dates from the victory of Caesar over Pompey at

Pharsalia, Aug. 9th, B.r. 48. The city of Antioch, however, reckoned the

commencement of the era from the autumn of the preceding year, B.C. 4i>, and

other cities from slightly varying dates.

The Actiax Kka dates from the victory of Caesar over Antony at Actium

in B.r. 31,

The mode of expressing dates i** as follows:

—

l nits I 2 3 4 5 6
rm

4 8 9

A B r A E S 1 H

Tens . .. 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

1 K A M N — n 9

Hundreds 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900

p I T Y <0 X [t n *>]

The numerals are sometimes preceded by the word ET0YZ, as ET0Y£
PAF, Anno 133- On the Egyptian coinage, both under the Ptolemies and under

the Roman Emperor**, the character L almost always precedes the date, and

the same sign is sometimes found in Palestine and Phoenicia, This sign, which

( ^nnnlo Original fromJbyV^OOgK
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is used in papyrus inscriptions to show that the characters which follow it are

numerals, lias been supposed to be an Egyptian character, but it is merely

a fragmentary and specialized form of theiuital E of ETOYZ (see /mm. HdL
Stud., xxii, p. 150).

Letters of the Greek alphabet such as AN. standing for the months of the

Ia nar year on the Athenian coins, or A-H (= 1-2-1) and AA-Hfl (= 25-48),

Ar., on the series of Ptolemaic coins commencing with the era of Arauoe II,

are not, strictly speaking, dates but sequence letters.

For the various Cyprian and Phoenician methods of dating coins the student

should consult the volumes of the llritish Museum Catalogue, Cyprus and

Phoenicia,

BARCLAY V. HEAD.

Dumber
t
1910.
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NOTANDA
Gold coin* (aurum are distinguished l>y the letters JV.

Electrum coins „ ,. ,, EL.

Silver coins (argentum) „ M A:

Bronze coins (aea) M tt lf
-ft.

Billon and Potiti coin* valloya of silver and bronze) by Bil. and Pot.

The disk of metal on whicli the type** are struck is called tliu Flan,

The front or face of a coin is called the Ohrerse* ofcr.

The back of the coin is railed the /frr*r«. Tfrr.

The principal device represented on the oW. or rer. is called the Type*

Adjunct devices or secondary types are railed Symbols*

The area or space between the type and the circumference is called the FiM.

The lower portion of the area beneath the type and cut off from the rent of the field by

a horizontal line is called the Eztryu*.

Portions of a coin which jire sunk below the level of the surface of the field are said to

be ZMcMa

CORRIGENDA

I*ag« 44, line 16, for Asculum read Ausculum.

Page 5:t4, line 14, afler Brit. Mus.) inaert (authenticity doubtful).

Page Til", Comama, line ft, for Felix reud Fitta.

Page W)2, lino 6, for A IOK Al C AP€ I AC noi A IOK AlL«ap«<ai]l€PA[(]ACYL*>oi/]-

AYTO><I/*o«].

l'age 802, lines JT is. jar TIB6PIEAN or KAAYAIO TIBCPienhl read

TIB€PI€nN KAAYAIO[nOAITnN].

. .
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or

GREEK NUMISMATICS

HISPANIA
' Hei»4, M "'•' antique* ''"* l*E*patfne* Paris, 1870.
IVlgndo, M 't>'i ".'

I auti/noma* d*i Kspaiia, Seville^ IttTl-lHTfl.

IL R* de Berlanga, Hon , //uni'/t<€* rf farffsnieiiftra *fc PJBfMfN (Comm. phil. in lion, Th.
3fommnni% Berlin. 1877.

/.
I de Zangroni/, f*stu*iio hwtorico dt la motitda anttgua tfipafiolit* Madrid, 1K79.

Cel. Pujol y Camptt, I& tpigrnfia numi$m*ttica tbrfai BoL de la Academia, xvi;
t
1890.

Hrihner, Monuments Litujune Itxrie*i€. Berlin, 3Mk;.

The ancient coins of the Spanish peninsula are of the following

classes : Greek, Phoenician, Hispnno-Carthaginian \ Romano- Iberian, and
Roman.

Be/ore ctrfc B.0- 350.

Uncertain mints. The earliest Coins struck in Spain consist of small

divisions of the Phocaic drachm, Thirds, Sixths, Twelfths, and Twenty-
fourths, weighing respectively about 18, 9, 4£, and *2\ grains. These
coins are of the class which appears to have been current in various

Greek colonies along the north-western coasts of Italy, and those of

Liifuria. The varieties found in Spain are, however, less archaic in style

than those discovered in 1867 at Auriol in the Department of the

Koudhee-du-RhAne, and atVoltens in Tuscany (Babelon, TralU des mon,
*jr. et rom.i II. i. 1572 sqq.). For the mot part these little coins have
archaic heads on the obverse, and incuse reverses.

Emporiae was founded by Phoeaeans of Massalia in the first half of the

fourth century B. C. It was bituated near the north-eastern extremity of

Spain, and it soon rose to be one of the chief ports in the western basin

of the Mediterranean, supplanting the neighbouring town of Rhoda.

1 Xtspano-C&rthaflnlan Coinage. On the evidonce of finds. A certain number of coins

of purely Carthaginian type* have been assigned by ZoWl to Spain. Although th«J were
doubtless struck out of Spanish metal, it is not proven that they were issued from a Spanish
mint, and they are therefore best retained among the series of Carthage ;g. r.)<

hud p
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2 HISPAMJ

Circ. B.C. 350-250.

Among the uncertain coins of Spanish origin mentioned above are some
with types on both sides, and the legends E, EM, or EMP. They hear

on the obverse either a head of Persephone or a head of Athena, and on
the reverse a cock, one or two ivy-leaves, three astragali, a cuttle-fish, a

two-handled vase, a bull's head facing, a wolfs head, an owl, a man-
headed bull, or a goat standing. The later varieties show sometimes a
female head facing with flowing hair or a head of Persephone in profile,

and on the reverse a horseman with flying chlamys, a bird, three birds,

a female head, a rushing bull, two dolphins, or last, a flying Pegasos,

whose head is sometimes fancifully formed likr a little winged genius

seated in a stooping posture and stretching out his hands towards his

feet These last-mentioned obols of the Pegasos type are contemporary
with the better-known drachms of Emporiae, of which the chief varieties

are the following :

—

Shortly before cite. B.C. 250.

ENPOPITnN Head of Persephone

copied from Siculo-Punic coins.

Similar head surrounded liy dolphins.

Id

He&d of Artemis r. ; in front, dolphins.

Horse standing, crowned by Hying Nike.

(Hciss, Mtm. ant, de VExjHigni', PI. I.

1) A Drachm
ENPOPITHN Pegasos flying r.

(Heii-s, PI. I. 2) . . . Ai Drachm
EMPOPITHN Pegasos r.. his head

formed like a sitting genius. (HeiRs.

PI. I. 3-7) M Drachm

.. Id. (Heiss, PI. I. 8). Ai Drachm

These drachms are of the same standard as those of Massalia, Rhoda,
and Gades (7. v.). In weight they range between 78 and 62 grs.

Cirv. B.C. 260-206.

The drachms of this period struck at ami in the vicinity of Kmporiae
frequently bear Iberian inscriptions ami are clearly imitated from the

purely Greek coins above described. They continued to be struck at
least down to the time of the formation of the Roman Province in

B.C. 206; the later issues having been already reduced to the ordinary-

weight of the older Roman denarii of ^ 2 lb., somewhat less than 70 grs.

The remaining coins of Kmporiae are bronze of the Romano-Iberian
class (see below, pp. 4 f.).

Rhoda was an ancient foundation from the island of Rhodes. It

stood in the bay at the foot of the Pyrenaean promontory. Its coinage
is contemporary with the earliest drachms of Emporiae, by which it was
superseded after being current for a short time only.

Shortly before circ. B.C. 250.

POAHTHN Head of Persephone.
j
Rose in full bloom to front. (Heiss.

PI. I. 1-3) . Ai Drachm 78-70 grs.

Dig I H »gle
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HI8PAMA 3

Of these coins, which are all of good style, there are great numbers of

Iberian and Gaulish imitations, many of thein extremely barbarous and
belonging, for the most part, to a more recent period. The reverse-type

of the coins of this city, the Rose, contains an allusion to the name of

the town. Cf. the same typo on the coins of Rhodes.

Gades {Cadiz), the extreme western emporium of the ancient world,
was established by the Phoenicians long before the beginning of classical

history. Its silver coinage cannot, however, have commenced much
before the middle of the third century B. c, and it comes to an end in

B.C. 206, when the town submitted to the Romans. The types of its

coins refer to the cultus of the Tyrian Heratdes (Melkart) and to the
fisheries for which Gades was famous (Athen. vii. 315 ; Pollux, vi. 49;
Henych. k. v. Gadeira).

Before tire. B.C. 250-206.

Head of the Tyrian Heraklea (Melkart) Tunny fish and Phoenician inscrr.

;

in lion-skin. (Heiss, PI. LI. 1-4.) above, bv2G or t&ttO', beneath, Ti;k
or -nan Ai

The denominations known are tho drachm, 78 grs., half-drachm,

39 grs., together with Sixths, Twelfths, and Twenty-fourths of the

drachm, the last three being uninscribed. The standard to which these

coins belong is either indigenous or of Carthaginian origin, and appears

to he the same as that of the money of Emporiae ami Rhoda. Bronze
coins with analogous types and inscriptions have been assigned to the

second and first centuries B.C., but in some cases seem to belong to tho

period before the erection of the Roman province.

Coins with Phoenician inscriptions (bronze of the second and first cen-

turies B.C.) were also issued by cities in the district of Malaca (Abdera.

Sexi, Malaca, &c).

Ebusus. The island of Ebusus (Iviza) was inhabited by a Phoenician
population. It was always closely allied with Carthage, whence the

standard of its coins was derived. Tho silver money of Ebusus is

probably contemporary with that of Kmporiae, but it cannot extend
much beyond the third century, since, in the second century, the Balearic

islands submitted to Rome.

Submitting Kaheiros facing, holding ham- Bull walking. (Heiss. PI. LXIII. I,

incr and serpent. 2) U

IHdrachm 151 grs., Hemidrachm 39 grs., and Quarter-drachm. The
bronze coins of Ebusus, some of which probably belong to the second
century B.C., have usually on the obverse the figure of a Kabeiros with

hammer and serpent, and on the reverse an inscription, in Phoenician
characters, Dd*X» containing the name of the island. The soil of

Ebusus was supposed to possess the property of destroying venomous
reptiles: 'Ebusi terra serpentes fugat ' (Plin. //. X. iii. 5. 11). Hence
perhaps the type.

Romano-Iberian and Latin Currency. This extensive group of coins

owes its origin to the introduction of Roman money into Spain, and to

the organization of a native currency by permission of tho Roman govcr-

B 2
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4 HISPANIA

HOI'S. The coinage (of which tins most characteristic feature is the use of
Iberian inscriptions) is a native currency* and was not issued by the
Romans themselves. The Romans called the whole coinage - signatum
Osoensc ', although it was issued from many other mints besides Osca.
The Romano-Iberian coinage is classed by Seftor Zobel under the

following geographical headings 1
:

—

I. Eastern Region.

1. District of Emporme.
2. „ „ Tarraco.

3. f> „ Ilerda.

4. || v Saguntum.

II, Northern Division.

5- District of Osca.

6. u „ Pompaelo.

7. „ „ Turiaso.

8 Calagurris.

HlSPANIA ClTERIOR.

III. Central Region.

9. District of Numautia.

10. „ „ Bilbili*

11* *• u Segobriga.

t 7?

I?

IV- Southern Region.

12. District of Carthago Nova.

13. „ „ Acci-

14. n ti Castillo.

HlSPANIA ULTKRIOH.

I. Eastern Kt'giou.

1. District of Obulco [CordubaJ.

2 Iliberis.
it

II. Southern Region.

3. District of Malaca [Abdera].

4. „ „ Aaido [Cartel*].

5. .. .. Gades.*

III. Western Region.

6. District of Canuo [Hiapalis].

„ „ Myrtilis [Emeriu].

„ „ Snlacia [Ebon].
7.

8.

It may be laid down as a general rule that tho Iberian inscriptions on

the reverses of the coins furnish the names of the tribes for whom, or by

whom, the coins were issued. These names are in many cases identical

with those of the chief towns of the district, but this is by no means

always the case ; and it is remarkable that on the money of the most

important towns the name of the tribe takes the place of that of the

city. Thus, for example, the Iberian coins

of Emporiae are struck in the name of the Imligetcs.

Tarraco n „ t'essetani,

Osca „ ,, Celsitaui.

Xumantia n „ Aregoradenees.

Saguntum
t , » f AlMMW.

('arthago Nova
n , f

Scthitani.

„ Acci „ H Igloetes.

The difficulty of attributing the coins with Iberian legends to the

various localities is considerable, for it must be borne in mind that

a great many of these ancient names were exchanged during the

period of the Roman dominion for Latin names, and in such cases

the attributions must of necessity be more or less conjectural,

1 The nanu*a in brackets are UtOM of the chief minting-places of (he Latin an«l lat**r

Itii :mi ; :,l coins in tin* Ulterior province

»t
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The Romano-Iberian coins are claused ckronoloffiralty by Zobcl in the

following periods :

—

Gbo. P.C.

I. 226-214, Victoriati of Sagtintum, 1st series, wt. 3 Bcruplea, (Wt. 52J gis.)

Emporitan drachms reduced to the old* r standard of the dennriu*

of^-lb. (\Vt-70gw.)
Oldest coins with Latin legends in the Ulterior Province.

218. The liuinans begin to strike bronze coins in the Citerior Province

with Iberian inscription**.

[217.] [Reduction of the Roman denarius to the weight of a*j
lb.

(Wt CO grs,)]

II. 214-204. New issue of Victoriati of Saguntuni on the reduced standard

(Wt 45 gn.)

Ill- 204-154. Largest issues of Romano-Iberian money.

B.C. 195. Emporiae and Saguntum erase to strike silver.

B*c. 171. Foundation of the colony of Carteia.

Carteia strikes the divisions of the As in bronze.

IV. 154-133. B. c. 154. Lusitauo-Celtiberiiin War [of Viriatus ur Nunmntia].
B. c. 138. Foundation of the colony of Valencia.

Valencia strikes uncial bronze with Latin Legends.

b. c. 133. Fall of Xumantia.
All coinage prohibited In the Citerior except the bronze of

Kinporiae and Saguutum.

The provincial reforms of B.C. 133 put an end to the coinage of money
with Iberian inscriptions, although the war of Sertorius, B.C. 80-72,
brought about a temporary revival for a few years of bronze money with
bilingual (Iberian and Latin) inscriptions.

Latin Coivagk.
Gta. ».c*

49-45. Civil war iu Spain.

Renewal in some towns of the Citerior Province of a bronze coinage

with Latin mjorfatfoiw,

21*—a. h. 41* Imperial Coinage,

B. D- 27. Augustus* Bronze and brass coinage in the three new

provinces. Tmracoiieiisix, llaetica. and Lusitania ; continued under

Tiber ins, A. n. 14-37, and Culiguhl, A. i>. 37-11 : but under the

last only in Tarraconensis.

Under the Empire a large number of towns struck coins with the title

Muuicipium preceding their names, as MVN. ERCAVICA, MVNlCIP.
CASCANTVM. Of these may be mentioned Bilbilis (M VN. AVGVSTA
BILBILIS), Oalagurris (MVN. CAL. IVLIA), Cascantum, Kinporiae.

Ercavica, Graccurris, Ilercavonia with Dertosa (MVN. HIBERA. IVLIA.
ILERCAVOMIA. DERT.), llerda, Italica, Osicerda, Turiaso. Occasionally

the title VRBS occurs, as at Carthago Nova: VR(bs) l(ulia) N(ova)

K(arthago); Osca: VRB(s) VICT(rix) OSCA. The most important cities*

however, were erected into colonies; Acci : COLON. ACCI or COL.
IVL(ia) GEM(ella) ACCI or C. I. C; Caesaraugusta: C C. A.; Carthago
Nova: C(oloniaJ V(ictrix) l(ulia) N(ova) C(arthagO) ; Celsa: COL.
VlC(trix) IVL(ia) LEP(ida) or COL. V. I. CEL(sa); Conluba: COL.
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PATRICIA; Emerita: COL. AVCVSTA E MERITA or C. A. E. ; Hispalis:

COL. ROM(ula); Ilici : C. I(ulia) I L(ici) A(ugusta) ; Tarraco: C.V(ictrix)

T(riumpbalis) TAR(raco).

GALLIA
gallon v . Sumismnliqw de to Gault Sarhonnai**. Parit* 1842.

uchaUis, Description de$ nudaitie* tjaulows, Pari*, 18*6.

Bother, VArt pattfeb. Paris, 1865, 1874,

Robert, M**nnaic$ gauloists. ParU, 1880.

Himt et Chabouillet, CataL de$ monn* gatOoiaes & la Bibl. SaL I '. i
;
-. 1889.

H. de la Tour, AUom dr« monn. gautobe* Paris, 1892.

HlaiicheL Traitt de$ monn. gaulotses. Vtit in, 1905.]

'Hie coins of ancient Gaul consist of three principal classes : (i) Greek,

chiefly of the town of Mas&alia; (ii) native Gaulish, imitated originally

from Greek for Koninn) coins ; and (iii) Koinan colonial of Lugdunum,
Nemausus, Vienna, and Cabellio in the valley of the Rhone.

Hasialia was a colony of Phocaea founded about B.c. 600. Its earliest

coins are small uninscribed divisions of the Phocaic drachin with incuse

reverses and of various types (Tr^sor d'Auriol, Rev, ?titmM N.S. xiv. 3*8,

and MMangee de Nutn*f
i. J2 sqq, ; further references in Blanchet, p. 545 ;

illustrations in Babelon, TntiU, II. i. 1571 f.). Notwithstanding their

archaic appearance it does not seem that these little pieces are, villi few
exceptions, much earlier than the middle of the fifth century B.G, It is

not improbable that there were several issues of such coins, extending

perhaps over a period of seventy or eighty years ; and it is not certain

whether all these coins (representing Home twenty-five types) belong to

Massalia, or should not rather be distributed among various cities on the

same coast. It may be that some of them were not actually struck in

Gaul, but brought from Asia Minor.
Next in order of time comes a series of small coins, for the most part

obols, with types on both sides. Among these the following may
mentioned :

—

Before cirt\ b. C. 400.

Head ofApollo (I)
1 of archaic »tylc

v
wear-

i ;.: a helmet on which is a wheel.

Head of Artemis, of archaic ttyle.

Wheel, (dc la Tour, PI. It 520.)

Jt Ohol 13-8 pro.

M Crab. {Ibid., PL II. 510,)

M Obol,

After eire. B.C. 400.

In this ]K?riod, if not earlier, begin (lie well-known obols :

—

Youthful male head, usually with small MA in two quartern of a wheel , . .

horn sprouting from forehead, and (de la Tour, PI, II.) OboL
sometime* slight whiskers.

AAKYAnN Horned (() youthful male
|

Wheel . . (/tofc, PL II. 535.) Obol.

head. (AVt\ Amu., 1888, p. -I9G.)

1 Cf. the archaic statue of the Amyclenn Apollo a* described by Pau*. Zflt 19 «x-1 *< * w<

rp K«fxt\T} xparot*

I *r\r*nl*> Original from
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GALLIA

Lakydon was the port of Massalia. On Rome specimens of the obol

the place of the whiskers is taken by letters, which, from their inconspi-

cuous position, may possibly be artists' signatures (PAP, MA, ATPl.&c.).

Before the middle of the fourth century the drachm makes its first

appearance at Massalia:

—

Pig. 1.

Head of Artemis, her hair luiorned with I MACCA Lion. (Fig. 1)
sprigs of olive. .K. Drachm 58-55 grs.

The earliest specimens of these drachms are of very beautiful work.
The first branch of the olive-tree is said to have been brought to Massalia
with the statue of Artemis from Ephesus,1 hence its presence on these

coins. The cultivation of the olive was a source of great wealth to the

town.
The fine style of art was not long maintained on the coins of Massalia.

This is partly due to their having been carelessly manufactured in large

quantities, for they were for a long time the chief currency not only of
Southern Gaul as far as Lyons but even of the whole valley of the Po-

They were extensively copied by the various Celtic tribes, and the
barbarous imitations are far more common than the pieces of pure

Greek work.

After circ. B.c. 200.

About the close of the third century a change takes place both in the

style and in the weight of the Massalian coins.

Head of Artemis, with quiver at her MA^tAAIHTHN Lion

Moulder [B. M. Guide, PI. 44. 1]. M. 42-40 grs.

This reduction in the weight of the drachm was sudden, not gradual.

It was the result of the adoption, for commercial reasons, of the standard
of the VictortatUM (see Haeberlin in Z. f. N., xxvi. p. 238).

Among the bronze coins of Massalia the following are of frequent

occurrence :

—

Head of Apollo.

(de la Tour, PI. IV. 1495 f.

Head of Athena. [/&«/., PI. IV. li)14f.

MASSAAIHTnNBull rushing M -95

MA Tripod M>9

II would seem that Massalia acquired increased importance after the

fall of Syracuse in B. c. 210, and large numbers of bronze coins were issued

by it during the second and first centuries B.C. It probably finally lost

the right of coining after its capture by C. Trebonius, Caesar's legatus.

B.C. 49 (Dion Cass. xli. 25; Caesar. B.C. ii. 22).

1 The two principal temples at Massalia wore those of the Ephoian Artemis and of Apollo

D*lphinio» (Strath p. 179).

Di Googl<
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GALLIA

Other Greek coinages from the neighbourhood of Marseille (third

century B.O.) are:

—

Glanum (St. Rhny). Silver, obv. Head of Persephone, rev. TAANlKnN
Hull, 34-26 grs. (Blanchet, p. 23t>).

Caenicemea (between Marseille and Salon). Silver, obv. Head of river-

god Kaenos, rev. KAlNlKHTOM, Lion. 32 grs. ( Blanchet, p. 239).

Bamnagenses (near Marseille). Bronze, obv. Head of Apollo, rev.

^AMHArHT, Bull rushing (Blanchet, p. 240).

Antipoli*. Under Lopidns (b.c. 44- 42) Antipolis struck bronze, obv.

Head of Venus, rev. Victory crowning trophy ANTIfl. AEI1. (Blanchet,

p. 442).

The following places in the Rhone valley may le mentioned as having
struck money, Borne at first with Greek inscriptions, and later with
Roman:—Lugdunum (COPIA. FELIX MVhJ ATI A on the earliest coinage,
beginning B.C. 43; afterwards COPIA). Vienna (C. I. V. s Colonia Iufia
Vxenneneiv/m). Nemausus (early coins reading NAMAf AT, of con-

jectural attribution ; later NEM. COL., rev. Crocodile chained to palm).

Cabellio (M with KABE ; later CABE ; under Augustas, COL. CABE).
Avenio (early silver and bronze, AOYE). On all these see Blanchet.

pp. 427-41, and Willers, i\
rum. Zt t 34, pp. 65-138.

Gaulish Money. The money of the Gauls, like that of most barbarous

races in ancient times, consisted of imitations of the coins of Greece and
Rome. The models selected were naturally coins already widely circu-

lating in Western Europe, such as the gold staters of Philip of Macedon
and of Tarentum, the drachms of Massnlia and of the Greek cities on the

coast of Spain, and, somewhat later, the denarii of the Roman Republic.

The originals from which the Gaulish gold coins were imitated probably

came into Gaul by way of Massalia, or possibly by the Danube and
Rhine valleys. Very few such originals, however, have been found in

Gaul.

Southern Gaul. In this district, comprising the Roman province of

Narbonensi3, the coins most frequently met with are silver, often

inscribed with Greek characters and bearing types derived from the

coins of Massalia, Rhoda, &c. and quinarii with legends in the Latin

character, having on the obverse a helmeted head and on the reverse a
horseman. Among the coinages of the south-west must be mentioned the

money of the Longostaletue (M, obv. Head of Hermes, rev. AOI~rO£-
TAAHTON Tripod) and of certain kings of the Narbonensian district

(Bitovios, Amytos, Kaiantolos, Rigantikos).

Central Gaul, comprising portions of the Roman provinces of Aqui-

tania, Lugdunensis, and Celtica, was the district in which the gold

staters of Philip were first imitated, and where the copies follow most
closely their Greek model. The attributions of these staters to the several

tribes (Aedui, Arvemi, Ac.) are often very uncertain ; but there are gold

Arvcmian staters of Vcrcingutorix, and silver and bronze coins of

Epasnactus (EPAD). Certainly Aeduan are the silver coins reading

EDVIS and ORCETIRIX. The silver and bronze coins are of various

_.
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GALLIA Q

types, and become very abundant in the time of Caesar and Augustus
after the suppression by Rome of the native gold currency.

Gaul. In the maritime districts the coins depart further
from their Greek and Roman prototypes and exhibit more characteris-

tically Gaulish devices, such as the head on the obverse surmounted by
a boar, and the man-headed horse on the reverse. (Fig. 2.|

Northern Gaul (Bclgica). The coinage of this region is almost wholly
of gold, and the Greek origin of the types is scarcely traceable. In fabric

the specimens which come from the parts about the Rhine are usually of

concave form, the concavity becoming less and less perceptible as we
approach the West. To the Atrebates are attributed staters with dis-

integrated versions of the human head and horse, somewhat British in

style. There are also bronze coins with the name Commioa, sometimes
identified with the adversary of the Romans. The Treveri have staters

with a characteristic V-shaped pattern, derived from the eye of the
original head, on the obverse. Large flat staters, attributed to the Parisii

ana Bellovaci, are frequently found in Britain, and may l>e British. To
north-east Gaul also belong various cast bronzo coins (obi: rude head,
vev. horse or bird or two animals opposed, attributed to the Senones ; and
obv, warrior carrying torques, rev. animal, attributed to the Catalauni).

Celtic Coins of Central Europe.

The more important of the obscure coinages issued by Celtic (>eoples

in Central Europe, chiefly in the districts of the Upper Rhine and
Danube, may be briefly mentioned here (see Blanchet, Truite tie*

monnaUa ijauloises, pp. 443-77). The most remarkable are the gold
Reijeahognufvh iivselcften ('rainbow-cups'), of concave fabric, and with
various types, the most characteristic being a shell-pattern. These and
similar coins (types: bird's head, serpent, triskeles, &c.) arc found in

Hungary, Bohemia, Bavaria, Switzerland, the valleys of the Rhine and
Po, &c Gold pieces imitated from Macedonian coins (head of Athena,
rev. Nike or figure with lance) are found in Moravia. From Noricum
(Lower Austria, Western Hungary) come silver coins with a head on
the obverse, and a horse or horseman on the reverse, for the most part

probably ultimately derived from tetradrachms of Philip II. They fre-

quently bear in Roman letters names (chiefly of kings) such as Adnamat,
Xeritet, Gemttorix, Ecritutrirutt, Suicca-

y
Nonuo$, BiatiT (see Kubit-

schek in Jahreah. den Oeaterr. Inst., 1906, pp. 70 f., and Hunter Cut. III.

707 f.). A coin of Biatec imitates the heads of Honos and Virtus from
a denarius of B. c. 82. Hungary produces very barbarous imitations of

tetradrachms of Philip II and of denarii of the Republic and Augustus.

_,. f"* *-»*-*-> I , . Oriqjnal fromIby^OOgK
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10 BRITANNIA

From Transylvania come imitations of tetradrachms of Philip II, and
also large scyphate pieces of base metal with still more degraded types

of the same kind.

BRITANNIA
Evan*, Ancient British Coins, 1861 ; Supplement, 1890.]

The Coinage of the island of Britain was derived from that of the Belgic

and other tribes of the opposite coast, some of whoso chiefs held sway on
both sides of the Channel. It is probable that the Britons of the southern

coast began to strike gold coins in the last half of the second century B.O-

The earliest specimens (uninscribed) show a laureate head on the obverse

and a rude horse or chariot-group on the reverse. The types are clearly

degenerate copies of the stater off Philip of Macedon, or rather of Gaulish
imitations of that coin. From this prototype a number of distinct types

gradually arose by means of successive imitations until, as Sir John
Kvans has shown (Num. Ghvxm., xii. p. 127), their original was Quito lost

sight of. The silver, bronze, and tin coins are later than the gold ; for, in

accordance with the rule applying to barbarous nations on coming into

contact with Koine, the more precious metal was by degrees discarded

for coinage. Koman influence becomes otherwise prominent in the later

issues, and the only inscriptions found on British coins are in Roman
letters. When Caesar came to Britain he found (Uomm. v. 12) that the

natives used gold coins or iron bars (xttuntur (aut aere) aut nummo
nureti out tatein ferrei* ad wtum pondus exttminaii* /rro ftttfflfno,

where the words aut acre are an insertion from a later sentence, aerr

utuntur impoHato). Certain iron bars from various British sites have
lieen with probability identified with the kdeae ferv&tc in question

(B. A. Smith, Proc. Soe. Ant,, Jan. 26, 1905).

The earliest coins attributed to Britain are found in the south-east dis-

l rict. They are of a flat fabric, and being also found across the Channel
are attributed by some to Gaul. They are probably the coinage of

Belgae on both sides of the water. There exist also cast tin coins of the

same district. The earliest coins of more remote Britain arc thicker and
ruder than the Belgic gold. The horse is usually resolved into a meaning-
less group of pellets and lines ; in the Midlands he becomes a boar. The
types sometimes wear out altogether on the die of the obverse, which
presents merely a convex surface. The earliest inscribed coins belong
to the second half of the first century B. G. They are found in the south-

east, and bear the names of Tincommius, Verica. and Kppillus, apparently
sons of that Comniius who retired from Gatil before the Romans in

51 B.C. (Caesar. C'mmu viii. 48). Some of the coins of these princes

show distinct Koman influence in their types. All struck gold and silver

;

Kppillus, the latest of the three, also bronze. In the Central District the

chief tribes are the Catuellani (capital Verulamium) and the Trinoliantes

(capital Camulodunuui). These had an early uu inscribed currency :

but in the Roman period there is a more important coinage with the

names of Tasciovanus (who began to reign ewe. B.O. 30) and his son
Conobelinnn (Cymbcline). Many of Tasciovanus' coins were struck at

_,. r*~*«-»«-*r«Irt Original fromJby^OOgK
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ETRUMA 11

Verulam (VER, VERLAMIO, &c). CunobcUnus (ob. in or before

13 a. n.) is associated with the mint of Camulodnnum ((Colchester).

Km. 3.

His gold coinage (tig- 3) is conservative in style (even the original two-
horse type sometimes recurs), but his silver and copper show many types,

chiefly of Roman derivation. Another *on of Tasciovanus, Epaticcus,

seems to have reigned in West Surrey and East Wilts. Coins from Essex
and Kent bear the name of Dubnovellaunus, the Dumnovcllaunua who
appealed for help to Augustus, probably circ. B. c. 34—26. In spite of the

gradual subjection of Eastern Britain, the currencies in the more remote
parts remained primitive. From the West come gold coins inscribed

BODVOC, COMVX. ANTEDRIGVS, or ArJTEBRIGVS, Ac. In what
are now Norfolk and Suffolk the Iceni continued to use a very barbarous
coinage, with a characteristic double-crescent type. To this district also

belongs the rude but comparatively late coinage of AOOEDOMAROS (or

ABBEPOMAROS). The uninscribed silver coins of the Iceni show the

gradual transformation of the human head into a boar. Their coinage
probably ended with the fall of Boudicca. Among the latest British

coins are the gold and silver of the Brigantes (South Yorks., Lines., &c),

with names such as VOLISIOS, D VMrJOCOVEROS, and also CARTI-
linandiift), the queen (circ. 51-69 a.D.) whose history is known from
Tacitus (Aim. xii.36; see Xum. Vhron., 1897, pp. 293 f.).

The weight of the British gold stater (excluding pieces possibly Gaulish)

is usually well under 100 grs., ordinary pieces weighing 85 to 80 grs.

The silver coins weigh 24 grs. max.

ITALY
Millingen, Considerations *ur la Xumismutiqur tfa Vtiutknne Italic Florence, 1841, with

Supplement, 18*4.

Carelli, .Vumorum Itatiae MMrfi Tahulat CC/J, «L Cavedoni, I860,
Kunbon, M<>nnaics dt la Pf*squ*iU italique. Jtapliw, 1870.

I>eeckt-, Etrwktsek* Fors'huwjen, '•

i
" II. 187»>.

Gamicci, Montte ttttV Italia anfira, 18S5,

M^mm^n, Histoirt de la mannaiV romninr
t ed. Blacas and do Witto. I\ :,-. 1870-187*1.

Dr***el, Z./ X.
f
xiv. 1887.

Conway, Italic IHaleeta. Cambridge, 1897.

Sani>*ou, Les mmnaus antique* tt* VItalic. Pari», 1903.
II.M'lH-rhn, I/it Systematik tha hiitsitn }->ir\. M^n-ifsnK, H*t1iu. I90&
}!.::! -i

: lin. Bit jungett Hrnskische und rfie iitttste r$m. tio/dprugttngt Z* f. A\, xxvi. 299 ff.

Rrf-Iing, Zum aiUrtn rvm. v. italisehtn JWhlitum, KUo, Bd. vi, H«ft 3, 1906.]

ETRURIA.
The gold and silver coins of Etruria are usually struck on one side

only. But, with one or two exceptions, there are none which can pro-

perly be classed to the period of archaic art ; the absence of a reverse type
ie merely a local peculiarity.

OOgl<
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12 ETHVRIA

The Etruscan coins frequently bear murks of value, from which we
gather that a decimal system was applied to both gold and silver money.
The marks of value which occur are :—

)l< = 100, ^= 50, XXX =30, AXX=25, XX =20, >IIX = 12j, X = l<),

A = 5, HA or<1l=2i,and 1= 1.

The marks on the gold corns denote their equivalent values in silver,

while those on the silver coinH usually indicate their values in bronze.

Go LP.

Fifth tentury B. c. or later.

The standard on which the earliest Etruscan gold coins were struck is

based upon that of the Eubo'ic-Syracusaii silver litraof 1 3*5 grs. (max.). The
marks of value on these gold coins indicate the numbers of silver litrae

for which they were exchangeable at the then current rate ofgold to silver

as 15 : 1. There is nothing to show from what mint these small gold

coins were issued.

Lion's head with open jaws. Reverse. Plain.

^ =i 50 Wt. 44 grs. (Bamboo, ItdUe, p. 37.)

AXX = 25 „ 22 grs. (lb.)

XIK as 12}„ llgra. {lb.)

Young male (or female) head. Reverse, Plain.

AXX ss 25 Wt. 22 grs. (Bamboo, Italic, p. 38.)

X = 10 TT 9gi*. m
Gold and Silver.

(Sroi B.C. 300-265.

Volainii. The following coins with types on both sides are later in date

than the preceding, and, as their inscriptions IV^itand Velzmini seem to

show, were struck at Volsinii. According to their weights and marks
of value the gold pieces were equivalent to 5 and to 20 pieces of silver.

Supposing the relation of gold to silver to have been still 15 : 1 the

silver piece would be a Romano-Campanian drachm of 52-68 grs. =
3 lloman scripula, though the unique Etruscan specimen described below
is deficient in weight

Female head (Artemis ?). (SamOOO, op.

cit., PI. I. 10.) Mark of value

A= 5.

Voting male head bound with wreath.

Murk ut' value XX.

VH^A in Etruscan characters. Dog
miming. Mark of value A = 5 . .

A' 18 tzrs.

inAnCN^ in Etruscan characters.

Hull Crowned by bird with wreath in

Wak ; in front, star. (Fig. <1.) . . .

AT 721 gi*.

Fig. 4.

Head of Athena r. in Corinthian helmet AUCj^j^l Lion
bound with laurel wreath. \Z. f. N., Mark of value I

xxvi. Taf. I. 3.]

I. biting spenr.

A\ 43 grs.

,o
:
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Uncertain Hint*.

(a) Evboic-Stfracttsan Staivtard.

Gold.

Hippocamp A . . Rev. Four start* on plain surface Wt. 43 grains (Sambon,

Italie, p. 39).

At the rate of 15:1 this gold coin would Ik; worth 5 Euboic Syracusnn dckalitra or

riidrachms offtboot 125 gr».

Chimaera. , ,

Boar ... ,

Gorgon-head X .

Id. V ... .

Head of Hermea A
Hippocamp . .

Hare . . . .

Young male head
Oorgon-heud IK
Sepia ....
Young male head I

Wheel,

Umt, the Litra, 13-

Rev., Plain

SlI.VFlt.

yr*, and its bronze etfttivalettt.

t*

II

99

If

11

IP

ft

R I or plain

Wt

I?

1»

II

257 grs. (Snmbon, Italie, PI. I. 18.)

254 grs. {lb., PI. I. 19.)

130 grs. (B. M. Guide, PI. VII. 1.)

64 grs. (Sambon, /talie, p. 49, No. 38.)

64 grs. (B. M. C, /(a/y, p. 7.)

65 grs. (lb.)

62 grs. (lb.)

60 grs. (Sftnil;on,/,r«c/«7/*,p.50,Xo.l4.)

32 grs. (H. M. C, /(<i/y, p. 396.)

16 grs. (Sambon. Italie, p. 46, No. 28.)
14 grs. (Per. ili AW, VI. PI. III. 11.)

13 grs. (/ft., PL IH 12.)

(/J) Eubo'ic-Syracusan .Standard.— Unit, the J I.itra, 6-75 iprs. om2 il$

bronze equivalent.

liereree. Plain (or occasionally with a symbol in a plain field ; sometime*

IDMribed PufAuna, &e.
f
I. e. Populouia).

Gorgon-head ... XX Wt. 131 grs. (B. M. C, Italy, p. 2.)

130 grs. Symbol on tt. Club. (lb., p. 1.)

66 grs. (l)rccke, op. cit., p. 15, No. 17.)

32 grs. (B. M. (.'.. Italy, p. 8.)

66 grs. (/6., p. 3.)

29 grs. (Deeckc, op. n't, p. 18, No. 30.)

19 grs. (/fc., No. 32.)

31 grs. (lb.. No. 28.)

31 grs. (B. M. C. Italy, p. 4, 19.)

60 grs. (lb., p. 3, 13.)

31 grs. (Sambon, Pref/u'He. p. 50, 8.)

Male head .... X
1

t*

Id A 1*

Head of Apollo . . X t*

Id A 1*

Id All

Head of Uerniet* . . A fl

Head of youth . . A It

Kemale head . . . X
' *

Hippocamp , * . II

Head of Athena, facing, K\

PUV
*l

Owl >|

Lion's head with open jaws 79

Wheel II

129 grs. (IS. M. C, Italy, p. 396.)

32 grs. (Sauibon. Pre^u'de, PI. III. 0.)

17 grs. (B. M.C., Italy, p. 8.)

5 grs. (Snmbon, Italie, p. 46, No. 27.)

For other varieties see Snmbon, Italie, pp. 16 M)q.

Dig o< »gle
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14 ETRUniA

As the weights of the various denominations remain unchanged in

classes (a) and (/3), the marks of value alone being doubled, it is clear that

between the first and second series a reduction in the weight of coined

bronze as compared with silver money must have taken place.

It is further noticeable that the smallest denomination which has a
mark of value, All, is, in the second period, only slightly heavier than the

Roman sestertius, which also bears the mark of value 2g (IIS). Hence it

may be inferred that the Roman sestertius was of Etruscan origin.

The silver coins of class (a) are previous to b. c. 350, some of them
belonging to the archaic period, while others are of comparatively recent

style. Those of class (8) belong to a later period, extending perhaps

down to the middle of the third century.

(y) 2 Scruple Standard,—Unit, 35-12 gr$, awl its bronze equivalent.

Head of Zeus ll)

Head of Apollo A
Id.

Gorgon-li cad.

Plain. (B. M. C, Italy, p. 13.) . .

At 1 73 an.
Id. {lb., p. 12.) . . M 175 ar*.

Wheel. (Sainton, Pmqu'lU, p. 61, 40.)

A\ 175 an.
Crescent. (1 >eeckc. op.cit., p. 14, 15.)

At 84 an.
Monster with forepart of lion, tenninat- Plain. (Sainton, Italir, p. 43, 15. 16.)

in;; in serpeutV tody and head.

Head of ditto.

Running Gorgon, holding in each hand

a serpent.

AX 164 grs.

Plain, (lb.. No. 17.) . . Ai 59 an.
OEII Wheel. (Pig. 5.). .ft 172 grs.

Fio. ft.

GEII Male head facing; above and Sphinx. (.Sainton, Italic, p. 42.) . .

Mow a serpent. iR 81 grs.

OEIUE Bull's head. (B. M. C\, Ttaly, Hippocamp. (Fig. 0.) . At 145 an.

p. 397.)

Fio. 6.

gk Original from
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(5) 1 ScrujAe Standard.— fiit't, 17-56 0FJ« tiud it$ bronze equivalent*

Main. (AW. fibv*., 1900, p, 8-)< .

Ai 350 grp.

Sepia emerging from au amphora behind
which are two helmets seen in

file. Mark of value ....
Id. (without the helmets)

pro-

XX
X

Hippocamp, around which
phi us

Hippocampi

dirf-

Id. (Samlioii, ttatie, PL L 21.) . . ,

M 178 grs.

(Cerberus in linear square. (Samhon,

Tudie. p. 45, No. 22.) . Ai 83 gr*.

Plain. (/6., N». 23.) . . /K 40 gra.

The silver coins of classes (y) and (J) are based upon units weighing
2 and 1 scruples respectively, and the duplication of the marks of value

in (b) shows that between the two series there was a reduction by one
half in the weight of the bronze equivalent of the scruple, corresponding
with that which we have already remarked between classes (a) and (#).

This seems to prove that (a-#) the Litra~StantlardB and (y-6) the

Scmi/Je-Statutardis were contemporaneously in use in Etruria, although
prol*bly not in the same cities.

Bronzk.

The bronze coins of Etruria are numerous* The relative value of

bronze to silver was 120 : 1 (sue Haeberlin, Z. /, A\, xxvi). The larger

pieces belong to the class of aes yrave
y
and are cast; the smaller an*

struck, and are, for the most part, of later date. As a general rule, both

cast and struck coins bear marks of value.

The following is a list of urate of the type* arranged in approximate
chronological order :

—

Wheel with tttraight spoke*.

Wheel With two itmight and four curved
spoken.

Circle with three crescents (!).

Circle with biennis*
(Circle with krater.

Circle with amphora.

Circle with anchor. (Vetluna
)

Pli
(Cha.)

Circle with sacrificial instruments.

Marks of value.

Club (Velathri.)

Dolphin.

Hammer and tongs, (Pupluna, Pufl.)

Club, \to\v and arrow. (Pupluna)
Caducous and two stars.

Hammer and tongs. (Pupluna*)
Owl, crescent, stars. (Pupluna.)

Incuse Hippocamp; Eagleand Serpent;
Ass's head ; ( Jock ; Kugle with spread

wings ; Serpent ; Fish ; ( row ;

Star, &c.

Wheel.

Wheel.

Wheel.

Wheel
Wheel.

Wh.el.

Whetl.
Wheel.

Circle with Augur's head.

Head of Janug.

j

Head of Vulcan.

Head of Heraklee.

Head of Hermes.

f M
Head of Athena.

Bearded head laur., covered with dol-

phin's skin, or Head of Athena, with

mark* of value 100, 50, 30, 25, 20.

12J, 10, 5, 2jand I,

Concerning this interesting series see A- Sambon, ltalt€
% p. 33.
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Head of Poseidon. Hippocamp in square.

Head of Hades* Griffin.

Head of Herakles* Bird and lizard.

Head of Zeus. Eagle.

Head of Athena. Cock.

Head of Asklepios. Serpent.

Male head. Square.

Head of Iln-nlcles. Anchor or Trident with two dolphins.
I

* (VatL)
Head of youth. i Two crescents and two (or three) stars.

Head of nrgro. Elephant
Head of Herakles. Fox-dog.

Head of Apollo. Owl.
Head of Janus.

I

Prow. (Tla.)

Head of Zeus (1). Prow. (Tlate.)

Head of youth. Prow. (TI)
Helmeted head. Half Lion (?). (Veronas.)

Head of Hermes. Owl. (Feitheaa.)

Head of Ares, or Head of Athena. COZANO Horse's head, sometimes ov* i

ft dolphin .V. -7 .».

The coins of this last type, formerly assigned to Compsa in Samniuui,
belong to Con or Coua Volcientium, a town on the Etruscan coast,

colonized from Rome in it. c. 273. They are bronze litrae of Roinano-
Campanian Standard and types (Haeberlin, oj>. vti., p. 235).

Tlie inscriptions on the coins of Ktruria have given rise to much
discussion. Most of them undoubtedly contain the name of the city

where they were struck. Among these Pupluna, ifcc.,has been identified

as Populonia; Vn.tl
f

Vftluim, itc, aa Vetulonia; Vvluthrl as Vol*-
terrae; Chaiinar*) as Camara (Livy x. 25 *Clusimn quod Camars
ulim appellabant '); Timmtin), &c., as Telamon; Velm and Vel:nani
as Volsinii. On this subject see Oorssen (Z. f. N. t

iii. p. 1), A. Samhon
(Monu. ant. tie Vltalis), and Haeberlin (op. cit.

t
p. 230).

Most of the Etruscan coin-types are of Greek origin. The Wheel, the

Gorgon, and the Bulls-head may possibly point to solar and lunar wor-
ship. The head of Vulcan with his hammer and tongs recalls the metal
working and mining activity of some of the districts about Populonia,
and especially in the island of Elba. Other types, such as the Hippocamp
the Polypus, Dolphin, and Prow, remind us of the power of the Etruscans
on the sea ; while some, such as the head of Hades, the Korberos, Griffin.

Sphinx, leonine (hiinaera, and the head of a Priest or Augur, are

suggestive of those gloomy and horrible or fantastic ideas connected with
death and the world of shades, which aro especially characteristic of lh«-

religion of the Etruscans.

THE ROMAN AES GRAVE.

Although the history of the coinage of Rome is outside the scope of

the present volume, nevertheless the Aea (ii'ave holds so conspicuous
a place in the coinage of Italy as a whole that occasional reference to

it will be nece-sary.

,o
:
lc
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A slight sketch of the development of the heavy bronze money of Italy
will not therefore be out of place, and will indeed be requisite for all

students of the coinage of the Italo-Hellenic states. The latest work
nn the subject is Haeberlin's Syatematik den alteden romischen Milnz-
vvsens, Berlin, 1905. 1

The earliest measure of value throughout Central and Northern Italy

was bronze, which circulated in blocks of irregular form. In this primi-
tive condition of the currency we have no reason to suppose that the
weight of the blocks of bronze was fixed by the State or in any way
regulated by law. It is, nevertheless, highly probable that it was cus-

tomary to cast the lumps of metal according to pound weights divided
into 12 ounces. This ancient Italian money was called aes rude (Plin.

H. X. xxxiii. 3. 13). Subsequently it was found convenient, in order to
avoid constant recourse to the balance, to adopt the custom, which had
long prevailed in the Greek cities, of marking the money with an official

stamp. According to the popular tradition it was Servius Tullius
who first introduced the practice of stamping bronze for circulation,

primu* signavit aea (Plin. /. c), which was thence called aes nignatum,
but the advanced style of art exhibited even by the earliost specimens of
Koman and Italian aee vignatum is quite sufficient to show that the tradi-

tion which ascribes them to the age of the kings is not worthy of credit.

Nor does the theory that the Roman coinage began in the time of
the Decemvirs, B.C. 454, and that coins were mentioned in the laws of
the XII Tables, rest upon any more solid foundation (see Bahrfeldt,
Geschichte des dlteren romischen Milnzu-esene, Wien, 1883, p. 20).

Neither does the often cited Lex Julia Papiria, B.C. 430, specifically

fix the payment of fines in coined money, but probably by weight in

bronze.

Of the exact date of the first introduction of coined bronze money at
Home we have therefore no record ; but the style of the heads upon the
earliest Roman asses points unmistakably to the second half of the
fourth century. There are indeed, as Haeberlin has shown {op. eit.), no
Roman coins which can be positively assigned to an earlier date than
rirc. B.C. 335, for although the workmanship of the heads of Janus and
the other divinities on the As and its divisions is necessarily rough,

owing to the process of casting employed, yet there is no trace of

archaism, nor even of the severity characteristic of the period of transition
from archaism to fine art, such as we should expect to find at the close of

the fifth century.

When bronze was first coined at Rome (circ. B. 0. 335) it was on the basis

of the light or 'Oscan' pound of 272-88 grm. (=4,210 grs.). The later

1 It has long been acknowledged that Mommsen's chronological classification of the
-.irly (us swore of Rome and Central Italy must be abandoned. Haeberlin's essay, like

Mommsen's, is, in the nature of things, largely hypothetical. But his theories certainly
provide a more adequate and intelligible explanation of the phenomena than anything
which numismatist* have yet been asked to consider. In these circumstances they will

doubt I> - be generally accepted, unless and until th»'y are superseded by something better.

The light they throw incidentally on other problems, such as those connected with the
coinage of Etruria, is strongly in their favour. In any e%"ent his classification is uniform
and comprehensible, qualities indispensable for a handbook like the present volume.

„ ( '
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Roman or ' Attic ' pound of 327 grm., although it had made its way into

Central Italy, was not accepted at Rome until silver, on the relation of
which to bronze it** weight was based, had superseded bronze as the chief

medium of exchange.
This Romano-Oscan pound of arc. 273 grm. was divided by the Romans

duodecimally, and the types, value-marks, and weights ofthe six denomina-
tions of the earliest cast Roman aee grave (c. 335-312) are as follows :

—

Prow of l*rm.

As, Head of Janus. 1 galley. i Wt. c. 273
Semis. 9f Jupiter. S »» s „ 130.5

Trims* „ M iuerva. *» • • #
||

• • • • ni
Quadrant. „ Hercules, 9 i i *> • • • «7-5

Sextans. „ Mercury. • • n • • «-5
tfncia. ., Bellona or Roma. • M • 22-5

There was. however, owing to the rough process of casting, so much irre-

gularity in the actual weights of the ae* grave that the above figures can
only be accepted as approximate. The prow on the Roman coins is an indi-

cation that Rome had become a sea-power since, in B. c. 338, it subjugated

the powerful maritime citv of Antium on the Latin coast, and set up the

beaks of its ships in the torum.
Concurrently with this urban aee grave of Libral weight Rome,

according to Haeberlin, issued, from a mint at Capua, silver money
inscribed ROMANO for currency in Central Italy, chiefly in Campania,
of which the principal denomination was the didrachm, c. 7-58 grin.

(= 117 grs.)- 'See Capua, p. 32.) For about a quarter of a century

there seems to have been no attempt to fix any definite rate of

exchange between the urban issues of aes grave and the Campanian
issues of silver coins; but (according to Haeberlin, clrr. b.<". 312)

when it had become customary to carry on trading operations also in

silver values, and when. the silver Srripuium (1*137 grm. = 2JS of

the heavy or so called * Attic' lb.), which had been already adopted

in parts of Etruria and in parts of Central Italy as the ordinary
silver unit of value, had obtained recognition also in Rome, the neces-

sity arose of reducing the weight of the Roman silver coins, as issued

at Capua, from 7-58 to 6-82 grm. (= 117 105 grs.). The new Roinano-
Campanian didrachm was accordingly made equivalent to 6 scruples ; and
the Roman As of virc. 273 gnn., equivalent to 2 scruples at an exchange
rate of 120 : 1, was thus brought into direct relation with the silver coins.

I-ater still, 0. B.O. 286, a further attempt was made to facilitate the

exchange of the urban aes grave with Romano-Campanian silver, at

120 : 1, by reducing the weight of the As by one half, from 273 to

136-| grm. (Semilibral Reduction), and, as Haeberlin thinks, by dividing

it decimally instead of duodecimally. The Semilibral As of about
136| #rin. was thus made the exact equivalent of one silver scruple,

and as, little by little, the silver scruple displaced the bronze As, the
As and its divisions began to sink in weight. This is evident from the

marks of value on the earliest silver coins struck in Rome itself, B.C. 268,

the denarius of 4*55 grm. marked X (= 10 Asses), the Quinarius, V
(= 5 Asses), and the Sestertius or Scripulum of 1-137 grm., MS (= 'Z\

Asses) which (still at the old exchange rate of 120 : 1) yields an As of only

. , ,1 , Original from
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54-5 grm.. a weight identical with that of a libral Sextans of the heavier,

or later Roman pound of 327 gnu., which seems circ. B.c. 268 to have

replaced (at Rome, though probably not simultaneously in other districts)

the lighter' Romano-Oscan ' pound of 273 grm. The name Sextantal
Reduction is therefore not inappropriate to the reform of the Roman
bronze coinage in B.C. 268. The gradual reduction in the weight of the

Roman As from 273 to 54 grm. is not however to be interpreted as

an indication of a corresponding change in the relative values of bronze

and silver an metal*. It merely shows that Rome was trying to main-
tain a double standard as between bronze and silver, and that for con-

venience sake the pound of bronze, originally regarded as a single As,
was gradually split up into a larger and larger number of Asses, the

process being somewhat as follows :

—

Period I, circ. B.C. 335-312.

Original ' Romano-Oscan ' pound of e. 273 grm. represented by 1 Libral

Ai of 12 ounces, and divisions with marks of value on both sides, without
any exact silver equivalent

Period II, circ. B.C. 312-286.

The Libral As of 273 grm. and divisions, with marks of value on rev.

only, equivalent, at 120 : 1, to 2 scruples of silver of 1-137 grm. each.

Period III, circ. B. c. 286-268.

Semilibral Redaction. The same pound represented by 2 Semilibral

Asses of 136$ grm., each equivalent, at 120: 1, to 1 silver scruple of

1*137 grm.

Periml IV, circ. B.C. 268-217.

Sextantal Redaction. Adoption of the later Roman pound, 327 grm.
probably represented by 6 Asses of Sextantal wt., each 54-5 grm. The
silver scruple, 1-137 grm., tariffed as equivalent, at 120:1, to 2J Asses.

(5 Asses = 1 Romano-Oscan pound of 273 grm., and 6 Asses= 1 later

Roman pound of 327 grm.)

Period V, circ. B.C. 217-89.

Uncial Redaction. The Lex Flaminia or Lex Fabia, B.C. 217, fixed

the minimum weight of the As at 1 ounce = 27-3 grm. = ^ of the later

Roman pound of 327 grm. (or jg of the old Oscan pound of 273 grin.).

Period VI, circ. b.c 80.

Throughout all these reductions bronze at Rome was gradually

becoming subordinate to silver, and notwithstanding the efforts made
to maintain the double standard by legal enactment, a time came when

it ceased to be a matter of importance whether the As was of full legal

weight or not. Hence when in b. c. 89 C Papirius Carbo, a tribune of

C 2
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the people, introduced a law, by virtue of which it was permissible

to strike the As of the minimum weight of half an ounce (Semuncial
Deduction), this was merely a legal authorization of a custom which de

facto had prevailed for some years before that date, if not in Rome itself,

at any rate in some of the Confederate towns.

Soon after the passing of the Lex Papiria the issue of bronze money
ceased altogether in Rome (circ. B.C. 87-74), and it was not resumed
until B.C. 15, when the right of coining gold and silver was taken away
from the Senate by Augustus, who at the same time conferred upon that

body the privilege of coining in the baser metal. Then begins the Roman
Imperial series, commonly called large, middle, and small brass (sester-

tius, dupondius, and as), distinguished by the letters S. C. (Senatus
Consulto).

Although the use of heavy bronze cast coins was not confined to

Rome, it is probable that it originated there, for the earliest specimens

of aea grave with types are the Asses of Rome itself.

But, during the greater part of the fourth and thin! centuries B.C., nearly

the whole of Northern and Central Italy made use of cast bronze coins

similar to those of Rome ; similar, but by no means identical. Some
of the more important centres had distinct coinages, differing from that

of Rome in type, and not unfrequently also in weight, for it does not

appear that the pound was everywhere of the same weight. In some
parts of Etruria, for instance, the pound was only about 218-3 grm. =
3.368 grs., while in Picenum it seems to have attained a weight of more
than 388-8 grm. = 6,000 grs.

As a rule the Central and Transapennine communities continued longer

than Rome to adhere to bronze as their one standard of value. The
steady diminution of the weight of the Roman 008 <jrave and the succes-

sive legal reductions of the As (due, not to national bankruptcies, but

simply to the fact that bronze at Rome was giving place to silver as the

standard of value and sinking to be mere money of account) had no
effect upon the intrinsic value of the metal, and no corresponding re-

ductions took place in districts where bronze remained the sole standard.

Indeed, Rome itself, as Haeberlin thinks, continued to cast heavy bronze

pieces for her bronze-using dependencies in Latium, &c., concurrently

with her own urban money of reduced weight.

The various series of aes grave cannot all be attributed with certainty,

as many of them have no insenptions ; but they may be assigned con-

jecturally to certain districts, or even towns, on the evidence of repeated

discoveries of the same classes in the same localities.

The dates of the several series of aes tjrave are frequently no less

difficult to fix than the places to which they belong. In this matter we
must not be deceived by style, for the rudest and most clumsily executed

pieces are not necessarily the earliest, as would doubtless have been the

case if the art exhibited upon them had been of native growth. As a
matter of fact the art work of the act* tjrave is everywhere borrowed from
that of the Greeks, and the degree of excellence attained in any particular

district depended upon the closeness of its relations, direct or indirect,

with some Greek city, or at least with a population imbued with the

spirit of Greek art.

„ ( '
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UMBRIA
Little is known of the early history of this district. The coinage is

wholly of bronze, and belongs almost entirely to the series of aea

yrave.

There are only three towns which issued coins : Ariminum, Iguvium,
and Tuder.

Ariminum \ Rimini). The money of this town is of the rudest pos-

sible style and execution. It is distinguished by its type, the head of

a Gaulish warrior wearing the national toniuee round his neck, recalling

the fact that the Senones, a Gaulish tribe, after expelling the Etruscans,

mad.- themselves masters of Ariminum early in the fourth century.

About B.C. 268 the Romans sent a Latin colony to Ariminum (Liv. xv. 8),

but the nen yrave is probably not much later than circ. B. C. 300. 1

Aks Gkave. (The As weighs about 6,000 grs.)

A*. Head of Gaul. Horse a head.

Quincunx. M n Shield

Trims. w »i Sword and sheath

QutulraM* m M Trident

Sextan*. ii Pf
Dolphin

Cnciu- u J)
Hostrum

tSemuncia* M M Cockle-shell.

• . • •

The following large oblong Bars have also been attributed to

Ariminum. Haeberlin, however (op. cit, p. 67), gives reasons for

supposing them to have been cast by Rome at her Capuan mint,

rirc. B.C. 312-286 (see infra, p. 25). They weigh about 1,620 grm.=
25,000 gre.

Oval shield.

Swc.nl.

Inner side of oval shield (B. M. C,
Italy, p. 27).

Sheath (lb., p. 28).

Struck Coin.

Head of Vulcnn (B. M. (X, lUihj, p. 25). ARIMN Gaulish warrior armed with

oval shield and spear . -E Size -9

Ijruvium [GiO'lAo) was a strong place on the western slope of the

Apennines. The coinage follows the standard of that of Tuder, and is

anterior to B.C. 2fi8. The inscr. fNlOVXI in Umbrian characters =
IhtviaiQ) (Conway, Ital. dial., p. 435). It is usually on the roverse.

1 L. nurmant (/.a itvnnaic diuta tAnti-fliiU, 16*13, p. 113', differing from Mommsen, assigns

toe m$ grwt of Ariminum to the time of th<* ullinuce between Gaul*, Etruscans, SamniteH,

and Umbriana, which was crushed by the Romans at the battle <»f Suntinum, b.c. 295.
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Aes Grave. (The

As. Star.

A>€T7ltS*
f9

Triens* Tongs.

Quadrant. „
Sextant. Cornucopiae.

thtcia. „

libral As woighs about 213 gnu. =3,300 grs.)

Crescent and Stars 1

rl ft D
Cornucopiae • • # «

M

Semit* Corn-grain and two ptars.

Helmet.
Quadrant. Wheel,

Sextans* Cornucopiae.

M Branch.

Uneia. Grapes.

,
Crescent, astragalus.

Cornucopiae }
Wheel » * i

Branch » .

Mark of value • •

Cornucopiae •

Tader (Todi) must have been a town of some importance. It stood on
the left bank of the Tiber, on the confines of Ktruria. The coins are well

executed, the earliest series commencing about B.C. 320. The weights

show that the aes grave of Tuder, like that of Rome, passed through
Beveral reductions. Inscr. ^CH^Vt m Vmbrian characters = Tutere,

usually on oU:
t
abbreviated on smaller denominations.

Aes Obavk. (The libral As weighs about 250 grin. = 3,900 grs.)

As. Wheel

H Eagle 1

flflt, "
H Dog sleeping r%

Trien*. Eagle i • • •

ii Two clubs t # • «

Quadrant ,
Anchor « «

Sextant. Tritlent • •

Uncia, Spear-head *

KB Toad.

Three crescent*.

Cornucopiae I

Lyre

Cornucopiae * * *

Hand in cestue » . . •

Toad
Cicada

Vase

Tortoise,

• *

Almond-shaped Coins. (Not certainly of Tuder.)

Semis, Club (or branch ?).

Quadrant.

Sextans.

Curia*

}*

FT

rr

« « *

Stbuck Coins.

Voung male head in pilos with flat Sow and pigs (B. M. C-, Italt/
y
p. 397)

top. JR *95

. . • M 75

. *t* "65

HeadofSeileno8(£eri.Ca<.
l
IIM.Pl.I.11).

Head of Pan.

Eagle {lb., p. 39).

Cornucopiae . ,

The following oblong bars, nnd smaller divisions, are, by some, also

attributed to Tuder, on account of their having been discovered there :^
Club. Fish-spine (R M. G, Italy, p. 36).

Dolphin.

Fish-spine.

1 (ranch.

VI

II

Brunch.

rO ;lc
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PICENU M
No coins can be attributed to this region during the period of the

dominion of the Umbrians, Etruscans, or Gauls. The Romans conquered
the country about B.C. 290, between which date and n.c. 268 the issue

of coins at Ancona, Asculum (?), Firmum, and Hatria took place.

Ancona. This town, which was founded from Syi-acuse in the time of
Dionysius the Elder, obtained its name from its position in a bend of the
coast, dynwr; cf. the canting type of its coins, a bent arm. It was the
chiefport for the Illyrian trade, and it possessed a famous temple ofAphro-
dite. (Juvenal, iv. 40.) It was conquered by the Romans circ. B.C. 290.

Cvrc. B.C. 290-268.

Bust of Aphrodite (B. M. C, Italy, ArKnN Bent arm holding palm;
p. 40). above, two stars M •&

Asculum (1) (Azeoli). It is doubtful whether the series of aett grave,

with the letter A for type, belongs to Asculum in Picenum, or to Ausculum
in Apulia. (Berlin Cat, III. i. 29.)

Se$ct* ttcia . A
|
C • (= 1J ounces).

TWct*^ Thunderbolt. A • • • •

ifuadrtuvs. Id. A • • i

Sertaiur. Id. A • •

Cncia. Id. A •

fl)
Caduceus. A
No type. A

Firmum (Fermo) was colonized by the Komans at the beginning of

the First Punic War, B,c. 264, and this appears to be about the time to

which its coins (aes grave) belong (for references see Friedlandcr, Rei>er-

forjutt.

• •

65):—
Female head. FIR Bull's html

Bipenuia. ,. Spear-head a •

(later Hadria, now Atri) was occupied by the Romans in

It is doubtful whether any of its coins (aee yrave) are anterior

to that date. The libral As sometimes weighs more than 401 gnu.

= 6,2(X) grs.

Qwidrane.
Sextan*.

Hatria
B.C. 289.

J... Head ! Sii ]•;.> facing.

Quincunx. HAT Human liead in shell.

Trim*. Head of Apollo ('I).

ijuadrane. HAT Dolphin.

Sextans. HAT Shoe.

I'ncia. Anchor.

Snnnncia. H

HAT Duf{ bleeping I or

HAT Kaiitharos

Ffoh (Kay t)

Cock
HAT
A

• • •

With regard to the attribution of the .S-muucia see Berlin Cat., III.

i. 15.
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VESTINI
The coins of this people, who occupied a mountainous district Itetween

the Apennines and the Adriatic, may be assigned to the towns of Pinna
(Civitti di Penne) in the interior, and Aternum (Peacara), which lay upon
the coast some twenty miles south of Hatria.

In B.C. 301 the Vestini concluded a treaty of alliance with Rome, and
between that date and B.C. 268 the coinage falls. It is imitate I from
the money of Umbria and Picenum.

Trims.
Srxlans.

(,'ncia.

•Semuncia.

Inside of shell.

Hulls head facing

Hipennis

Shoe.

VE$ Club
VE$ Crescent.

VES Shell.

VES No type.

• »

LATIUM
The coinage of Latium may be divided into two classes: 1st, Cast

coins, consisting of aes grave uninscribed but usually found in Central

Italy and chieHy in Latium ; 2nd, Struck coins, AX of the towns of Alba
Fucens and Signia, and M of Aquinum.

1. The aes grave cast for currency in Latium and Central Italy

is for the most part contemporary with the Roman Libral aes grave of

Period II, B.C. 312-280 (see wpra, p. 19).

According to Haeberlin {op. eU.) it comprises the following series :

—

(A) B.c. 312-286.

Light or Oscan pound. As of 272-88 grin. = 4,210 grs.

(i) The Latin Wheel Serie*. Tressis to Sextans.

Treses. Head of Kmna
Duymufiiu. „
As.

Semis. Hull galloping

Trieus* Horte cantering

Q\uulrtm&. Hound running

$rxtun** Tortoise

III Wheel III

II t$
II

1 H 1

s 11 S
• • I i n * * a

• •

• *

[••]

(ii) Series with head of Jiwna on the As, Qbv* types repeated on Rev*

As to Semuncia.

A*. Head of Homa I

Semi*. Head of Atbem (?) S
Trinw. Fulmeu • • . *

Quwlrtnis, Hand • • •

Sextans Cockle-shell • *

Uncia. Astragnlos •

ijemuitcia* Acorn £

lleverses same as Obverse?-

Googl Original from
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LATUM

(iia) Series similar to the /> reselling, but with the addition of a Club
as an adjunct symbol in the field on both sides. As to Uncia.

(iii) The Light Janue-Mercury Serum, with symbol Sickle on 6bv. of
As and Quadrans and on rev. of the rest. As to Uncia.

J* Head of Janus 1 Head of Mercury 1

Srmis. Female head s Head of Athena (1) S
Trim* Holphiu • • • Fulmen • - .

(fuaiirans. Two oonhgnini • § § Hand # •

Ssxt/nut. Caducciib • • Cockle-shell

Cncia. No type • Astragalos •

• 9

(iv) The Light Apollo tierie*, with obt\ types repeated on rev. and
symbol Vine-leaf on both Hides. As to Uncia.

Am.

O0MUL
Trim*.
Quadrants*

•S&rtotij.

t'nda.

Head of Apullo.

l*ega«

nonei head

Running hoar
Young head in ptluH

Oorn-gntin

Reverse* Mine as Obverses.

(B) B.C. 286-268.

(v) Heavy A/toilo *SVjvVh. Similar to Series iv, but without symbol,
and apparently cast on a standard of 341 grm. to the pound. As to

Uncia.

(vi) Heavy Janus-Mercury &PM8. Similar to Series iii, but without
symbol* Cast on the standard of the pound of 327 gnn. As to Uncia.
Tin- last series (vi) is assigned by Haeberlin to the mint of Rome itself.

The previous series (i-T) he gives to the Roman mint at Capua, owing to

the fact that several types and adjunct symbols are common both to these

series of oe* grave and to the Ronmno-Campanian didraehtns struck at
Capua (see tn/ro, p. 33).

UNCERTAIN AE» GbAVK.

There are, in addition to the above-mentioned cast bronze coins chiefly

of Central Italy, many other similar pieces described and engraved by
Garrucci, the attribution of which to special districts is not vet proved.

It is unnecessary in the present work to enumerate their various types

and marks of value.

Oblomj Hkunze Hard.

These bricks or bars of bronze are contemporary with the preceding

series of aes grare, and were issued by Rome, according to Haeberlin,

at her mint in Capua for the bronze-using peoples of Central Italy.

Series i-iv, B.C. 312-286.; and Series v-ix, B.C. 286-268.

(i) Eagle with spread wings on ful* ROMANOM PegasoH galloping,

men.
(ii) Oval shield with elongated boss. Inner nde of oval shield with Btnpt in

form of cross

OOgl<
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26 LATIUM

(iii) Sword,
(iv) Ear of corn,

(v^ Anchor,

(vi) Trident,

(vii) Two cocks face to face, with two
stars,

(viii) Bull
(ix) Elephant.

Scabbard.

Tripod,

Tripod.

Cadaceus.

Two dolphins between two rostra (not

tridents).

Bull.

Sow.

These quadrilateral ingots are very irregular in weight, ranging from
about 1,830 to 1,142 grm. They can hardly therefore have been intended
to represent exact multiples of the As. They may not even have been
regarded as coins, although, as Haeberlin has pointed out, their types
suggest a correspondence with the regular series of coins. They may
have been meant for all those purposes which the obsolete aes rwfe haa
served, such for instance aa dedications to the gods, &c.

Chronologically the ingot with the Elephant is the most important of

all, as it cannot be earlier than the defeat of Pyrrhus (B.C. 275) who
first introduced elephants into Italy.

2. Struck coins of Latium (see A. Sainbon, Itolie, p. 95).

Alba Fucenn. This town was occupied by a Roman colony in

B.C. 303. It was between this date and B.C. 263 that it struck silver

money.

Head of Hermes.
Head of Athena,

AUBA Griffin . . . . M 183 gre.

„ Eagle on fulmen \l 8-3 grs.

Aquinum (Aquino). Bronze. Circ. B.C. 263-250.

Head of Athena.
|
AQVINO Cock and Star At Size -8

Similar coins were struck at Cales, Suessa Aurunca, Caiatia, Telesia,

Teanuw, and at least one other town, doubtless by permission of the
Romans. This uniformity of types suggests a monetary alliance. With
the Cock and Star cf. the two cocks and two stars on the oblong bronze
bar mentioned above.

Cora {Curl), Circ. B.C. 268-240.

Head of Apollo.

KORANO Heud of Apollo.

CORANO Horbeiuan armed with spear

(Corolla yum., PL IV, 8). M 98 grs.

Man-headed hull crowned by Victory.

& Size -8

Concerning these two remarkable coins, which are undoubtedly of

Campanian fabric, see Mommsen-Blacas, i. p. 259.

Siffnia (Segni). Silver. Circ. B.C. 300-280.

Head of Hermes. SEIC Mask of Scilcnosaud head of boar

joined M 9 gre.

The silver coins of Alba and Siguia are called by Mommsen nurnnii
and i numnii. The strange type of the coin of Signia is unexplained.

,1. Original from
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SAMXIUM 27

SAMNIUM
Sainnium, situated as it was, midway between the Greek silver-coining

suites of the south and the bronze-coining peoples of the north, had in

early times absolutely no coinage of its own. Its pastoral village com-
munities were indeed hardly important enough to require a separate

coinage. The Samnites appear to have made use of the money of the

neighbouring districts, especially of that of Campania. There are, how-
ever, two silver coins which may have been struck in Samnium towards
the end of the fourth century B.C. (see A. Sambon, Man. ant tie f'lhttie,

p. 104).

Samnitrtti WATIHYA^ Veiled female Spear-head within laurel-wreath. . .

head. (Coll. Luynes, Paris.) A\ 12 gru.

Pitattatat PeHj^li. Head of Hera (1) 1., PEPIPOAIlN PITANATAN Hera-
wearing stephanc. kles strangling Hun . . -11 Id grs.

Moimusen attributes this last coin to Samnium on the strength of

a passage of Strabo (v. p. 250), who states that a Laconian colony (Pita-

natae 1) was established in Samnium by the Tarentines. Whether this

attribution is to be preferred to that given in the first edition of this

work, viz. Peripolium, an outpost of the JLocrians on the frontier of their

territory towards Rhegium, is a doubtful matter, but as two specimens

have l>een found in Samnium Mommsen'a attribution is probably correct.

It is not until after the final subjection of Samnium by the Romans,
ruv. B.C. 290, that we find the towns of Acsernia, Aijuilonia, Hene-

ventuin, and Telesia striking bronze coins, similar in style to those of

Campania.

Aesernia (hernia), near the sources of the Vultumus, obtained the

title and rights of a Latin colony in B.C. 263. Its coinage resembles that

of the Campanian towns Cales, Suessa Aurunca, and Teanuin Sidicinum.

The head of Vulcan is appropriate in a country where earthquakes are of

frequent occurrence, supposing that the connexion between seismic and
volcanic phenomena was recognized in the third century B.C. The Bull

with the human head is a type borrowed from the coins of Neapolis.

VOUCANOM Headof Vulca ii.

A|$ERNI0, AI5ERNIN0, AHERNI-
NOM. &c Head of Apollo.

AISERNIO or AI*ERNIN0 Head of

Athena,

AI^ERNINO, &c. Zeus thundering in

bigs ; above, often, Victorv . .

M Size -8

Man-headed hull with hunuui face

crowned by Victory . yE Size -8

Eagle and serpent . . . -K Size -8

Concerning the inscriptions see Conway, Ital'tr IHalectv, p. 19'.', and
Heel. Cat-, In. i. p. 55.

Aqnilonia. There were two towns of Uiis name in Samnium. one near

Bovianum, the other not far from the borders of Apulia. It is doubtful

Ut which of these places the coins belong. See Conway. Italic Dialects,

p. 171.

* { *
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28 FMENTAN1

5]RIMMVSV)IR Head of Athena. I Armed warrior holding patera . . .

M Size -8

According to Livy (x. 46), Papirius Cursor after the battle of Aqui-
lonia, B.C. 293, carried off to Rome 'aeris gravis vieies centies inillies vt

quiomenta triginta tria millia', together with 1,830 pounds of silver. We
must not understand this as implying that the 2,533,000 pounds of brOOZa
was actually money of Samnium. It is merely the sum in Roman
money of the value of the spoil.

Beneventum ( iinieve uto). The undoubted coins of this town are certainly

subsequent to B.o. 2(:
8, when its name was changed from Malocntum or

Malventuui to Beneventum by the Romans who planted a colony there.

BENVErJTOO Head of Apollo. Prancing hone and PR0P0M or

POM PRO M 8

Cf. a similar inscription PROBOM on the coins of Suessa (p. 42).

There are. however, smaller bronze coins which, if correctly attributed,

must be assigned to the period before the change of name.

MAUEt(l) Bull with human face;

above, helmet.

Similar type ; bat above, mask of

Seileuos.

Head of Apollo.

MAUIE£(i} Female head.

See Sambon, up. eit., pp. 108, 114.

Compsa. See Cosa Volcientium on the coast of Etruria (p. 16).

Telesia iTidw), in the valley of the Calor. Unique bronze coin (Coll.

Sunlit mjilo, Naples), B.C. 263-250, with Oscan inscr.

Head of Athena. ^IH3T (translitt-nitedbyConway. p. 196,

Telis) Cock and iter. . . JR -7

For the types of this coin see under Aquinum (vupra p. 26).

FRENTANI
The Frentani occupied a fertile district between Samnium and the

Adriatic. In B.C. 304 the Romans concluded peace with this people.

The coins are well executed and date probably from circ, B.c. 268. They
bear a retrograde inscription in Oscan characters, reading Frrittrri.

hMQTVtaQB Head of Hermes. 1-30111308 PegUM . M Size .8

|
Bed. Cat, III. i. Pi II. 22.]

These coins seem to have been issued at a town called Frentrum.

Larinum (Ltiriuo V'cchio), about fourteen miles inland, appears to have

been a place of some importance. Hut as it struck no silver coins, we may
inter that its money is all subsequent to B.G. 268, when the coinage of

silver was chiefly monopolized by Rome.
The bronze money of Larinum falls into three classes :

—

f~* . \ » I > Original from
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SOCIAL irAlt 29

Head of Athenn.

(i) With Campanian type and Greek inscr. Car. b. C. 268.

AAPlNflN Head of Apollo. I Man-headed bull crowned by Nike . .

M Size -8

(ii) With Apulian types and Latin inscr. Circ. B. c. 250.

UADINOD Fulmen . . . M -75

UADINEI Horse pruncing; above, stnr

M -75

The inscriptions on these coins are probahly Latin rather than Oscan
(see Conway, Italic Dialects, pp. 207 and 211).

(iii) With local types Circ. B. c. 217.

Series of struck coin* on the uncial system, with marks of value from
the Quincunx down to the Semuncia, and with inscr. U AD I NOD
(= Larinor) :

—

Ohr. Tyi*s. Heads of youthful Are* he] meted, Dodonaenn Zeus. Hcrakles,

Amphitrite (f), Apollo (?), Artemis. &c.

liev. Ti/jxh. Galloping Warrior. Eagle on Fulmeii, Centaur, Dolphin, Cormi-
copiae. Hound, Orescent and Star.

Pallanum (?). Circ. B.C. 250.

Head of Vulcan.
|
PALACINV Head of Medusa M (>

Athena (t). „ in oak-wreath M -6»»

With regard to the attribution of these coins see Sambun, op. cit.,

p. 119, and Conway. Italic Dialect*, pp. 209 sq. By some numismatists

they are assigned to Falatium, near Rente, in the Sabine district (Z.f. X.,

xv. 3) ; and by others to the Feligni [Riv. Hal., 1906, p. 159).

SOCIAL WAR
Circ. B.c. 90-H8.

The coins issued by the Italian allies, Marsi, Pcligni. Picentini, Vestini,

Samnites, Frentani. Marrucini, and Lucani, during their last struggle for

independence against Romo. can only be briefly mentioned in the present

work. They consist chiefly of silver coins of the weight of the contem-
porary Roman denarius, and they are thought to have l>een issued from
the mints of Corfinium and Aesemia. The heads on the obvorsos are
usually impersonations of Italia as a helmeted goddess, substituted for

the head or Roma, and accompanied by her name in Latin or in Oscan
characters. ITALIA or V/N3TH3. The in sec , some in Oscan, some in

Latin characters, often record the names of the chief leaders of the
Revolt: Q. Silo, C Papius Mutilus, with bis title <VTR<Jam3 (= Im-
perator). Numcrius Lucius (?). and others. There is also in the Paris

Collection a unique gold stater of Attic weight, Ohv. Head of young
Dionysos, Rev. Cista mystica and thyrsos, bearing an Oscan legend
IrM. ^1r-3l IW. (= Minatius Jegius. Minntii f. ?), but the authenticity of

( \ a, v-ilr* Original from
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30 CAMPAXTA

this coin is not above suspicion. For detailed descriptions of these

pieces see Sambon, op. c'tt.. 125 ; Friedlaender, Oskieehe Milnzen, p. 68 ff.

;

and Dressel, Merlin Cat., III. i. p. 57 IE

CAMPANIA
The coinage of this district was of Greek (Phocaean) origin, and

consisted of didrachms weighing? 118 grs. maximum, gradually falling in

weight, and of bronzo coins of about the same size as the didrachm,

which perhaps represent the older litra of silver. The silver money
comes to an end in general about B.C. 268. when the Roman denarius

was first issued. How long after this date bronze continued to be coined
in Campania it is hard to determine. It was certainly very generally

issued down to the close of the Hannibalic war and the fall of Capua.
B.C. 211, and some towns specially favoured by the Romans may have
preserved the right of coining their own bronze money for perhaps
a century longer.

The inscriptions are at first purely Greek ; subsequently the Oscan
element prevails, except at Neapolis; and finally the Latin gradually
supersedes both Oscan and Greek.

Ac«rrae(?). (Avherra, north-east of Naples.) To this town Sambon
(Man. ant. fit' /'Italic, p. 418) conjecturally attributes the bronze coins

dating from about the middle of the third century B.C., described in the

first edition of this work (p. 26) under Aurunca. The name of the town,

which is in Oscan characters, is still uncertain.

Head of Apollo ; behind,©.
(.Sambon, op. cit„ 110.)

Dolphin; beneath. club; nUtve.

m ... V5WNm; beneath ^ll** Nrtl

M Size -7

Makkiis (cf. the Latin 'Maccius') may be a magistrate's name.

Aiiifae (Alife). Of this town, which was situated on the eastern or

Samnito side of the Vulturnus valley, only silver coins are known (cf.

those of Phistelia). Their Campanian and frequently maritime types point

to commercial relations with the Campanian coast towns, especially with
Cumae. The inscc. consist of mixed Greek and Oscan characters,

e.g. AUIOHA, RUI8R, AAAIBANON, AULIBA, I3AAA. It is clear that

the/ sound was variously written OH. 8, or B. (Conway, Ital- Dial.,

i. 196.) The chief types and denominations are as follows :

—

Head of Athena in helmet adorned with Man-headed bull . Al didr.

owl and olive-branch.

Head of Apollo (?).

n Athena.

[Sainton, lUilie, p. 324.]

Skylla and shell . M litra, 9-12 grs.

H {fauXtrptm i) . . Jk Jlitr."Oyster-shell.

All these coins belong in style to the first half of the fourth century B.c,t

but they may be later. For varieties see Sambon, op. cit., pp. 324 Bqq.

Atella. This city, midway between Capua and Neapolis, struck bronze
money only, of late style and bearing an Oscan inscr. {Adnl. retrograde)

and marks of value (I'irc. B.C. 250-21"). It participated in the revolt

_,.
(~"
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ACEHRAE- CALES 31

from Rome during the Hannibalic war and was severely punished in

consequence, rc, 211, after which it ceased to coin money.

Trim*, Head of Zeus

Sextans.

Uncia.

IT Pf

tl

Hast of Helios

3HS or ^<3flN Zeus in quadriga

driven by Nike
t

« • • • . ^E 1-25

f1 Two warriora taking oath upon a
pig M 1-1

Nike crowning trophy « M -8

Elephant -fi -75
n

»

Caiatia lay about ten miles north-east of Capua on the river Vulturous.

Its coinage (see also under Aqnizram, p. 26) is wholly of bronze and dates

from B.C. 268 or later: inscr. CAIATlNO:—
Head ofAthwia in Corinthian helmet. Cock and star M Sin -7

Caiatia was also in the neighbourhood of Capua- Its coins are of

struck bronze with Oscan legend (sometimes retrograde). The sizes and
marks of value are similar to those of Atella. These two towns were
probably dependent upon Capua, whose fate they shared after the

revolt of B.C. 21fi. The date of the coinage is cir<\ B.r. 250-210.

Trims. Head of Zeus * o a

Sextans. It it
# *

*p n ft • *

/ 'netis. IV tf #
*• M tt •

* ** pi

KNUNTI Zeus in quadriga

tt

9t

II

IV

ft

It rt

* -Selene in bin
Nike crowning trophy.

Horse prancing »

Head of trident.

Galea (Galvi), a few miles north of Capua, was originally the capital

of the Ausonian Calcni, It received a Latin colony of 2,500 citizens from
Rome in B.C. 334. Its coinage is plentiful and consists, according to

Haeberlin {System, d. <Ute#ten rvm* Munzwe$en8
t
p. 33) :

—

(i) of a series of aes grave aa follows (As of 273 gnn.) :

—

A$. Head of Athena in ('onn-

thinn helmet.

Kautharos.

.Srmta
t» 1* "

Triens. 19 *f >?

Quadrans. Helmet • i>

StTlans* Cockleshell. f
Unciiu Club H

• •

The constant type of the reverses, a kantharos or cup [Ctdtx^ was
probably chosen as an indication of the chief industries of the city,

the wine-trade and the manufacture of ceramics. It also suggests the

resemblance in sound l>etween OoHtC and Cales.

(ii) Of silver didrachms wt. 0. 115-100 grs.

Head of Athena as above.
|
CAUEN0 Nike in higa. (Pig, 7.)

Fhk 7 f
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32 CANPAMA

These silver didrachms are clearly contemporary with the xtrutk

bronze coins of the following types, and are doubtless subsequent to

B.C. 268:—

(Hi) Head of Athena as above.

CAUENO Head of Apollo.

CAUENO Cock and star M Size -8

CAUENO Oampanian Man-headed hall.

.K Size -8

For numerous adjunct symbols and other details see Sambon (Italie,

p. 354). For the coins with the Cock-type see under Aquinum (p. 26). The
series of aes grave, above described, if rightly attributed to Cales, is cer-

tainly earlier than the silver and struck bronze coins, and would tend to

show that, down to the earlier part of the third century B.C., Cales traded

only with the bronze-using districts of Samnium.

Capua. The various series of coins issued at Capua, and perhaps else-

where, by the Romans in their own name {ROMANO and, later, ROMA),
in gold, silver, and bronze between n.c. 335 and 268 fall rather into the

category of Roman than of Greek numismatics.

The Romano-Cunpanian coins (for a catalogue of which see Rahrfeldt

in RU: Ital. di Nam., 1899) are as follows :—The didrachm in the first

period being of the PhocaYc standard (normal wt. 7-58grm.= 117grs.):

—

Period 7. B.C. 335-312.

Silver.

1. Head of Mara, Warded, 1. ft. Bunt of liortc, i\. behind it. a corn-ear;

ROMANO (Hiilielon, Man. de la Hijnthlique romaint, i. 10, 4). Also I silver

litra corresponding (Iiabelon, i. 27. 36: ROMAjNO]).

2. Head of Apollo, Lj ROMANO. ft. Horse, r., above it. a star (Babelon,

op. cit., i. 11. 6).

3. Head of young Herculea, r. 14. Wolf and twins ; ROMANO (Kabelun.

op. cit., i. 13. 8).

Bronze (perhaps pieces of 1, 2, and 4 litrae).

1. Head of Minerva, 1.; ROMANO. 14. Eagle on thunderbolt; ROMANO
(Babelon, op. etL, i. h. 10).

2. Head of Apollo, I. or r. ft. Liou biting spear; ROMANO (Baln-lou. op.

cit., i. 13. 10).

3. Head of Minerva, 1. or r. R. Head of horse, r. or 1. ; ROMANO on one

or lwth sides (HaMon, op. cit., i. 13. 5).

Period II. H. c. 312-286.

Selves and Bronze.

In the second period the Phocaic silver standard is replaced by the

scruple standard (scripuluin 1-137 grammes = 2| 8 of the pound of 327-45
grammes). The light Oscan pound of 272-88 grammes is ^ of the heavy
pound, and contains 240 scripula. Silver is to bronze as 1 : 120. After
the ti rst issue of the new didrachms, ROMANO is replaced by ROMA.
The object of the introduction of the scruple standard was to harmonize

the chief denominations of the bronze ami silver standards ; 2 scripula

{
'
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BOMANO—CAMPAXUX 33

of silver (2-274 grammes) at 1 : 120 are equivalent to 1 bronze As or
272-88 grammes. The struck bronze is still as in the first Period

a token-currency ; but it is smaller, consisting of tenths and twentieths

of the scruple, i.e. libeilae and xembelhie. The struck coins of the second

period are:

—

(a) First Issue: didrachm of 6-82 grin. (= 105-36 grs. = 6 scruples)

;

no smaller money.

1, Head of Kouia in Phrygian helmet, r. R. Victory fastening taenia to

palm-branch ; ROMANO (Babelon, op. cit., i. 12. 7). (Fig. 8.)

Fio. 8.

(fi) Later Issues : three didrachms, drachms, and bronze.

1, Head of Mars, r., beardless; behind, club. R. Horse, r. ; above, club;

ROMA (Babelon, op, cit., i. 26. 32). Libella of same types.

2. Head of Mars, r., beardless. R. Bust of horse, r. ; behind, sickle

;

ROMA (Babelon, op. cit., i. 27. 34). (Fig. 9.) Drachm and libella of same types.

Fio. tf.

3. Head of Apollo, r. R. Horse, I.; ROMA (Babelon, op. cit., i. 28. 37).

Drachm and libella of same types.

These three later issues have a common sembella, Head of Roma, r., in

Phrygian helmet. ^. Dog; ROMA (Babelon, op. cit, i. 28. 42).

Period III. B.C. 286-268.

Gold, Silver, and Bronze.

In the third period the bronze unit becomes subordinated to the silver

unit, and in this change lies the secret of the Roman reductions. The
Roman As, equated with the silver unit of the scripulum, loses hall'

ita weight, and is issued on the semi-libral standard. The silver coinage

of the Capuan mint is thoroughly Romanized ; its types are, 0?/v. Head of

youthful Janus ; Hex: Jupiter in his quadriga (Fig. 10). Corresponding to

these quadrigati is a bronze coinage (struck pieces with ROMA, from triens

or 4-Ubellac to half-uncia or sembella) which has hitherto not been

recognized as Capuan, and which was a true coinage, not mere token-
*''
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34 CAMPANIA

Fio. 10.

money Jike the email bronze of the previous period. It is partly to the
preceding and partly to this period that Haeberlin (Z.f. iV., xxvi, p. 261)
attributes the series of gold coins, Obv. Head of youthful Janus; Rev.
Two soldiers taking oath over a pig held by a kneeling youth (Fig. 11)

Fio. 11.

(weights 105, 70, and 53 grs. = 6, 4, and 3 fcripula). The pieces of
4 ecripula, bear on the obv., beneath the head of Janus, the mark of value
XXX (= 30 bronze asses of eirc. 273 grm.). The 4-scruple pieces with
this mark of value must have been struck in Period II before the As was
reduced to half its original weight. The authenticity of the specimens
with XXX has been doubted on insufficient evidence. (See Haeberlin, op.

'U. t pp. 229 sqq.).

Period IV. After B.0. 268.

In the fourth period when the coinage of silver was mainly transferred

from the Roman mint at Capua to the mint of Rome itself, and when
the Roman denarius was first coined, the only silver denominations
which continued to be struck at Capua were the later quadriyati of
6 and 3 scruples respectively:

—

Olw. Head of youthful Janus; Jiev.

Jupiter in quadriga driven by Victory (wt. 105*8 grs. and 52-3 grs.).

The quadrigatun didrachm continued to be struck at Capua probably
until the Hannibalic war, but the Bmaller denomination was soon
replaced by the Victoriatus struck at the Roman mint, tho weight of
which speedily fell to about 45 grs. (See Haeberlin, op. cit.

t p. 238.)

The strictly autonomous Capuan coinage, as distinct from the Romano-
( 'ampanian issues, consists entirely of bronze, except during the few
years of the revolt during the Hannibalic war. These coins bear the
name of the town in Oscan letters (DTlR* = KAPU), and are briefly as

follows:—

Before B.C. 268. Bronze, with DTTN)!, no marks of value.

Head of Janus.

Heads of Zeus and Hern.

Head of Zeus.

I*ust of Hern.

>• »
Head of Demeter.
Head of Apollo.

Zeus in quadriga . . . . M
„ ,,

.... JTt

Eagle on fulnien M
Two veiled figures,ai cliaic idols j¥",

Kulraeii JV.

Ear of corn M
Lyre &

1-5

15
105
75
•55

6
ti5
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CAPUA—CU3IAE 35

Head of Itonia in Phrygian head-dress.

Head of Athena.

ti

Head of young Herakles.

Infant suckled by doe . . . M -55

Elephant Al 5
Trophy M -5

Kerberos ^E -55

After B.C. 268. Bronze, with 3TTN)I and marks of value.

Quincunx. Head of Athena. Pegasos.

Triens. Head of Zeus. Fulmen.
Quadrant. Head of Demeter. Ox.

?» 1 I eatl of Zeus. Two soldiers and pig.

Sextans. » 11 Selene in biga.

tt N »•
Two soldiers aud pig.

tt >» »> Eagle on fulmen.

M Head of Herakles. Lion with spear in mouth.

f 9
Female head turreted. Horseman armed with spear,

Unekk Head of Zeua. Nike crowning trophy.

•» Head of Athena. Nike holding wreath.

rf
Female head turreted. Horseman armed with spear.

*» Head of Artemis. Boar.

Capua during its revolt from Rome B.C. 213-211. Silver with DTTNX.

Head of Zeus.
|
Eagle on fulmen . . . M 92 gn>.

In addition to the above there are likewise coins of electrum, Obv.

Janiform female (?) head ; Rev. Zeus in quadriga, which, it will be
remarked, are without inscription, either ROMA or ]TTN)I. This fact,

combined, with their late style, renders it probable that they were issued

during the Hannibalic war, B.C. 216-211, while Capua was in revolt

against the Roman domination ; but there is nothing to prove that

they are Capuan rather than Carthaginian. The fact that they are

of electrum rather indicates that they were a Carthaginian coinage of

necessity (cf. Hammer in Z.f. N., 1907, p. 60). They must bo studied

in connexion with the issue of Roman Republican gold money, Obv.

Head of Mars ; Rev. Eagle or Fulmen, of three denominations with marks
of value tX.XXXX.and XX (= 60,40, and 20 sestertii). (See Haeberlin,

op. cit., pp. 265 sqq., and PI. I. 12 and 29-31.)

Compnlteria or Cubulteria (Livy xxiii. 39; xxiv. 20) on the upper
Vulturnus a few miles south of Alltfae.

Bronze coins only with Oscan inscriptions, circ. B.C. 268-240.

Head of Apollo. WVH<]3"N3nV)l Man-headed bull

crowned by Nike .... ^ -8

On the rev. sometimes 12, as on similar coins of Neapolis, Aesernia,
Cales, Suessa, and Teanum.

Cnmae was the oldest Greek colony on the west coast of Italy.

According to Strabo (v. 4) it was founded by Chalcidians from Euboea,
and Cumaeans, from either Euboea or Aeolis. Its earliest coins date from
'ire. B.C 4C0, and are of the same standard as the early issues of the other

Chalcidian colonies, Rhegium, Zancle, Naxus, and Himera. They are

equivalent to the Aeginetic drachm, and, at the same time, to one-third

of the Eubo'ic tetradrachm.

D 2
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315 CAMPANIA

Cfrc. B. 0. 490. {Aeginetir (?) weight.)

Lion's scalp flanked by two boars' ! VK „. , , „ , ,,, ,. OA
beads (Stkboo, Italic, p. 150). ME BlVulve B,,el1 v™"™11

> * 84 «"•

To this first period also we may ascribe certain small gold coins of
Cumae :

—

Head of nymph, hair in sphendonc
(Babelon, Traite, PL LXIX. 1).

Corinthian helmet.

KVME Mussel-shell

^1 Mussel-shell

X 22 gra

X 5-5 grs.

Supposing the relative value of gold to silver to have been the same
here, as at Syracuse, viz. 15 : 1, this EuboTc balf-obol of gold would have
been the exact equivalent of 1 Aeginetic drachm of 84 grs.

In all the above-mentioned C'halcidian colonies, about B.C. 490. the
Aeginetic (?) standard was abandoned for the Euboic, and the same change
ih noticeable at Cumae.

Circ. B.C. 490-480. {Euboic-Attic weight.)
'

KVMAION (retrograde) Head of Crab holding mussel-shell £t 129 grs.

Athena (Saiubon, Ilalie, p. 165).

The Attic (or Tarontine) didrachm of 130 grs. max. took no
firm root at Cumae, and early in the fifth century it gives place to the

Phocaic didrachm or stater of 118-115 grs. imported from the Phocaean
colonies Velia and Poscidonia before its abandonment by them.

The silver currency of Cumae on the* Phocaic orCampanian standard

is very plentiful, and lasta from circ. B.C. 480-423, the date of the
capture of Cumae by the Samnites. Circ. B. c 338 Cumae received from
Kome the status of a civitas sine suffragio, but neither then nor during
the period of its greatest prosperity does it appear to have struck any
bronze coins, for the few bronze coins that are known were probably

once plated with silver.

Circ* B.C. 480-423.

Fio. 12.

Female head diademed, of archaic styli

Head of Athena in round Athenian
helmet.

Lion's scalp facing, between two boars'

heads.

KVME or KYMAION Mussel-shell,

and various symbols, e.g. corn-grain,

sea-serpent, mouse, fish, or marine-

plant (Fig. 12) . . . M 118 grs.

Similar Al

Similar

»»

.i:
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Fife 13.

Female head of early fine (transitional)

style.

Young male head in laureate pilos.

Head of Athena.

Wheel with three Bpokea.

Helmet.

Mussel-shell ; symbol sometimes Skylla,

sea-serpent, &c (Fig. 13). -it 1 18 gra.

Skylla . . JE Size -8 (once plated 1)

KV, KVME, or KVMA Mussel . .

M 12-8 gre.

KV Dolphin M 2-2 grs.

Mussel M 1-2 grs.

The Mussel-shell is a remarkable example of the trapd^fiov of

a city borrowed from amoDg the natural products of the locality,

the shallow salt-lakes Avernus and Lucrinus being peculiarly adapted

to the cultivation of shell fish. 1 Cf. Kv^aroV/xx^o?, nourished by the

waves.
The female head on the coins of Oumae may perhaps represent a

nymph Kyme as a personification of the city, or possibly the famous
Cumaean sibyl or the siren Parthenope. For numerous other varieties

see Sambon, Man. ant. tie Vltalie, pp. 139 sqq. Among these may be

mentioned a didrachm of the Neapolitan type, Obv. Female head ; Rrv.

Campanian man-headed bull crowned by flying Nike, which must be

assigned to circ. B. c. 343, when Cumae shook off the yoke of tho

Samnites.

Fenseri* is perhaps identical with the town called by the Romans
Veseris, on the slopes of Vesuvius, and close to Nola. , Imhoof (Xum.
Zeit., 1X86, 21 1 ff.) identities it with Hyria (</. v.). Its rare coins are Cam-
panian didrachms, dating apparently from circ. B.< :400-335,inscribed with
mixed Greek and Oscan characters ^EN£EP(= Fenxer.) or MV\AQ3t\A38
(= Fenxernum). The types are as follows :

—

Head of Hera Argoia or Lakinia to liellerophon on Pegaso?*, aj>earing

front. (See p. 100.) Chimaera.

See also Hyria and Nola, and Conway (Ital. Dial., p. 141).

Hyria. The coins variously inscribed in mixed Greek and Oscan
characters, HVRIETE*, YPlNA, YPIrJAIOS, YPIANOS, YDINA, YDlNAI,
AMIOV, AHE4Y, &c., &c, consist of Campanian didrachms of about
115 grs., ranging in date from circ. B.C. 400-335. Their types are copied
from coins of Croton, Poseidonia, Neapolis, and Thurium. Some of the obv.

dies have been shown by Imhoof (Xum. Zeit., 188fi) and Dressel {Jierl.

Cat., III. i. 98) to be identical with dies used at Fenseris and Xola. It

would seem, therefore, that the Hyiians, Fenserines, and Nolaeans, using

Hor. hpod. II. 4V ; Sal. li. 432.

v. i( gl,
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the same mint must, from a numismatic point of view, be regarded as

closely connected communities. The didrachms of Hyria are of the

following types :

—

Head of Atheuu in crested Atheuian

helmet.

Head of Nymph in profile.

Head of Hera Argoia or Lakinia to

front (Fig. 14). (Seep. 100.)

Man-headed hull.

Similar.

Similar.

Fig. 14.

See also Fens oris and Nola.

Neapolis, an ancient Rhodian colony, originally called Parthenope, was
recolonized by the Cumaeans in the course of the sixth century B. C.

About the middle of the fifth century Chalcidian and Athenian settlers

called the place Neapolis. Subsequently it was menaced by the Sam-
nites, circ. B.C. 420, who had overrun Campania, and who, circ. B.C. 390,

occupied the citadel of Parthenope and dominated the citv for about half

a century. In B.C. 290 Neapolis fell into the hands of the Romans, but

it always remained essentially a Greek town, and continued to strike

silver coins probably down to the end of the First Punic War, B. c. 241.

Fig. 15.

The coins of Neapolis have been described in approximate chrono-

logical order by A. Sambon (op. cit., pp. 193 sqq.) :—
Period I, circ. B.C. 450-340. Didrachms. Obv. Helmeted head of

Athena (Fig. 15) or Head of Nymph (Siren Parthenope?). Rev. Man-
headed bull (Fig. 16). Later, cin. b. c. 340, Obv. Head of Apollo. Rev.

Tarentine horseman (Sambon, op. cit.. p. 213).

Fiu. Ifi.

Period II, ending B. c. 241. Didrachms of poorer style. Obv. Head of
Nymph. Rev. Man-headed bull (Fig. 17).
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NEAPOLIS 89

Pio. 17.

The later issues are usually signed by magistrates or moncyors, in more
or less abbreviated forms.

The chronological sequence of the Neapolitan issues is, however,
by no means definitely settled, owing perhaps mainly to the fact that

the obverse and reverse dies were frequently interchangeable and of

different periods, old obverse dies having been sometimes utilized in
conjunction with new reverse dies. The classification according to the

forms of the inscr. NEOPOLITE*, NEOP0AITIK0N, NEOPOAITHS,
NEOnOAITAS, NEOPOAITHN, NEOPOAITEnN, fee., cannot therefore

be relied upon, in all cases, as a proof of the date of issue. There are

other variants which also occur on fourth century coins, e.g. NEPOUlTES,
HEOPOUTHS, NEYPOAITHS, NOYPOAITH*. rJHOPOAITA*,&c.,&c,
which are probably due to the mixed character of the population of the

city, or to the semi-barbarous Samnite occupation of the citadel of Par-

thenope after cire. B. c. 390.

To the Neapolitan mint must also be assigned (on account of the

identity ofan obverse die, Imhoof, If. Z. t 1886, 226), the didrachms reading
APPAMOS, 30HATMAH, KAPPAHO*, ^OMAT)|A, KAMPANOS
KAMPAfJOrJ, &c. But whether these coins were struck by or for the
Caropanian invaders is doubtful. In any case Xeapolis and not Capua
is their place of mintage.

The types of the Neapolitan coins are probably agonistic. The head
of most frequent occurrence on the obverses would seem to be that of
the Siren Parthenope variously represented in profile, and occasionally

facing with flowing hair, a type very closely resembling the <fief-i/'<euvre

of Kiinon at Syracuse, the famous tetraxlrachm with the full-face head
of Arethusa (A. Evans, K. C.

t 1891, pi. XI). In honour of Parthenope,
identified as the local goddess of Neapolis, annual games were celebrated

(Roscher, Lex., 1653). The man-headed bull on the revorses is thought
to he the River-god Acheloos, the father of the Sirens, whose cultus was
wide-spread throughout the Greek world ; cf. the well-known coin of

Metapontum with the inscr. AtEAOSO AEOAON (infm, p. 76).

At Neapolis, however, it is possible that the periodical agonistic festi-

vals for which coins wore issued were not held solely in honour of

Acheloos. the father of Rivers. The man-headed bull, crowned on the

later coins by a winged Nike, clearly an agonistic type, is characteristic

of many Campanian coins, and may have been generally understood as

symbolical of Acheloos, and, locally perhaps, of the tauriform chthonian

divinity, Bacchus Hebon, whose worship was prevalent in Southern
Italy, and more especially in Campania (Lenormant. Lu Grande Grew,
i. 420).

For descriptions of the numerous subdivisions of the Neapolitan staters,

ranging in date from the middle of the fifth to the latter part of the
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fourth century B. c.
f
students must t>e referred to A. Sambon's work,

Les Monnaiea antiques de Vita tie. Many of the types of these smaller

coins arc modifications of Cumaean, Sicilian, Terinaean, Acarnanian, or

Tarentine drachms, obols, litrae, &c. current in Southern Italy. One of

the most interesting among them is an obol of the fourth century, bearing

on the obw the bead of a young Kiver-god accompanied by his name
SEPEIGOS (the modern ISebeto), and on the rev, Nike seated on a
hydria (Berlin Cat., III. i. PI. VI. 76).

About B.C. 340 the small silver coinage is for the most part replaced

by a bronze coinage which began then to be issued. These coins seem
to be fractions of the obol or of the litra, and they outlast the silver

coinage by a period of uncertain duration. The chief types are the

following :

—

Head of Apollo.

Head of one of the Dios-kuri.

Head of Artemis.

Head of young Heraktcs, laureate.

Forepart of Man-headed bull 1

Man-headed bull.

Man-headed bull crowned by Nike.

Omphalos and Lyre.
Horseman.

Cornucopiae.

Tripod.

All the later coins of Neapolis, whether of silver or bronze, have
symbols or letters in the field. Among the latter we may mention M u
being extremely common, and curiously enough not peculiar to coins of

Neapolis, for it likewise occurs on contemporary coins of Aesernia, Cales,

Compulteria, Suessa, and Teanum. (See A. Sambon, op. cit
t p. 190.)

Wola. The coinage of this prosperous town, the centre of the Samnite
opposition to the Roman domination in Campania, is modelled on that of

Neapolis, but it does not begin at so early a date. It would seem, for

the most part, to be included between B.C. 360 and 325.

Fio. 18.

Silver didrachms
$
ul. 1 17-107 on.

Female head diademed, as on coins of

Neapolis.

Head of Athena in round Athenian
helmet bound with olive-wreath on
which an owl is suited.

NHAAinN. rarely NftAAlO*. Man-
headed hull crowned bv Nike.

NnAAinN Man-headed bull. (Fig. 18.)

1 Of this tyjM- thoro ia a variety rea<linc PHMAION inatpad of NEOTOAITfiN*
It in w-i

1

1
-|

-- I to liavo Wen isaued at Nrapoli* in B.C. 3-fi on the occasion of Uwjbflhu
Neapolitmunn {me Sambon, lUtlie^ 182, 188, 2o5, and HunUr Cat. L 43).
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In B.C. 313 Nola was conquered by the Romans, and there is a break
in its coinage until about B.C. 270, to which date the following issues,

possibly litrae of silver and bronze, may probably be assigned :

—

NQAAI Head of Apollo.

NfiAAl Head of Apollo.

Man-headed bull crowned by Nike . .

AWt 10-2 grs.

Man-headed bull crowned by Nike .

M Size -85

Wucaria Alfaterna. An Oscan town on the river Sarnus (Noam dei

Pagani). It was taken by the Romans during the second Samnite war,
B.C. 308. No coins are known which can be safely given to an earlier

date than cite. b. c. 280. They all bear some form of the Oscan inscription,

M1VH<13TN8N'JN MVHM^RVM ( = Nuvkrhmrtt Alafuternum) usually
on the obv. Some have also inscc. on the rev. such as (^l)3WH<N(^)
( = &iri\8neis\, Hn>D(«)(=i&j/rm?). &c. For other varieties see

Conway, Itai. DUilecttt, p. 141.

Silver didrachine, tut. 113-100 gro.

Fici. it*.

Young male head with ram's horn. One of the Dioskuri (?) standing beside

his horse with sceptre in 1. band

(Fig. W).

Bronze ItiraeQ) and \ I itroe (1).

Young male head diademed.

Young male head bound with wreath.

The Dionkuri(l) on horseback . . .

A Size -8

Hound on the scent . . JV. Si/* -65

Fhistelia. This town is only known to us by its coins, which, together

with those of Allifae, have been discovered on the borders of Campania
and Samnium. It is probable that Fhistelia, like Allifae, was a Samnite
city. Its numismatic relations, however, are clearly Campanian. It«

coins are of silver only, and may be dated aire. B.C. 380-350. They are

inscribed in Oscan characters, *V>IT*I8, *IV^T*I8, V-Jgi7l8, &c,
almost always retrograde, a legend which on the obverses of some of the

smaller coins is repeated in Greek characters as <t>l£TEAlA, <t>l£TEAA,

0\i TEAAD, A-c. The weight of the didrachms ranges lwtwcen 118 and
105 grs. The following are the chief types. For other varieties see

Sambon, op. cit., pp. 327 H".

Young head facing.

Head of nymph facing, hair Iooim

Mussel-shell and corn grain . 4i oboL
Man-headed bull .... jit didr.
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Similar.

Head of Athena r. or facing.

Young head facing.

Lion Ai obol.

Forepart of Han-headed bull M obol.

Mussel, corn-grain, and dolphin.

-iilitra, 12grs.

Sueasa Aurunca (6Ysna), between the Lirisand the Vultumus, west of
Teanum, was occupied by a Roman colony in b. C. 313. Its coins are all

late in style, like those of Cales, Nuceria. Teanum, &c.

(i) Give. B. 0. 2H0-268.

Fio. 20.

Head of Apollo, apparently copied from
coins of Croton.

Head of Hermes, inscr. PR0B0VM or

TR0B0M, as to which see Z.f. A'.,

xiv. 161. Cf. PR0B0M on con-

temporary cuius of 1 Viitvtiituiii.

$VE*AN0 Kider carrying filleted

palm, on horseback, leading a second

horse (Fig. 20) -ttdidr., 114-1 00 gre.

$VE$ANO Herakles strangling lion.

M Size -8

(ii) Cirr. B. c. 268-240.

Head of Athena in Corinthian helmet.

SVESAN0 Head of Apollo.

SVESAN0 Cock and star . AS. Size -8

Man-headed hull crowned by Nike - .

JE Size -8

The two last varieties point to a monetary convention between Suessa

and other towns in Campania, Latium, and Samnium. For the former

see under Againam (p. 26).

Teanum Sidicinum (Teanv), a town of Oscan origin and the chief city of

the Sidicini, stood on the Via Latina in the northern corner of Campania.
Its coinage consists of two distinct classes :

—

(i) Oirc. B.C. 280-268.

Silver didrachms (wt. 114 grs. max.) and bronze litrae(?> with Oscan
inscc flVHDHfllf flVMNH or flVUNIIT only ( = Tiarutd Sidikinud or
Tiianiul).

Head of Herakles in lion-skin.

Head of Apollo.

Nike in triga (Fig. 21). (Cf. Z.f.N.t

xi. PI. I. 6) A\ didr.

Man -headed bull sometimes crowned by
Nike M Size -8
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Fio. 21.

(ii) After B.C. 268.

Bronze with Latin iDscr. TIANO.

Head of Athena. Cock and btar .)'. size -8

For the last variety see under Aquinum (p. 26).

Uncertain of Campania.

Imumi'?). The coins coniecturally attributed to an unknown town of
this name (near Salernuiu 1) are bronze of cm'. B.C. 300 (Sambon, Mon.
•int.de I'Jtalie, p. 337), inscribed IDN&H, lDN®r-, I0©NH. l®W(]/i//,&c.,

bearing types imitated from coins of Neapolis and Cumae. Ohv. Head
of Apollo. Rev. Mau-headed bull, or Mussel-shell surrounded by three

dolphins.

or Maliea. See Beneventom Sauinii (p. 28).

Velecha (?). Bronze coins, circ. B.C. 250-210, (a) cast, and (b) struck.

(a) Aes grave. Semis, Trims, Sextans, and Uncia. ('In'- Head of Helios,

Bev.ZB Horse'shead. {Berlin Cat., p. 25; Sambon, op. cit., p. 410 ; Con-
way, op. cit., p. 147.)

{b) Struck coins. Sextatis. Obv. Bust of Helios, Jiev. CEAEXA Klephaut.

Restruck over Mamertine eoiu. Uncia (J). Obv. Bust of Heliot, Bee.

CEAEX Horse'shead. Itefitruck over ltomano-Campanian coin. {Berlin

Cat., p. 164.)

In addition to the above described uncertain coins of Campania, there
are others of more doubtful origin bearing inscriptions which have not
been satisfactorily explained, e.g. AOPTON (?) (Hunter Cat., p. 49);
FElHNE (?) {Ibid., p. 150), the latter assigned by Garrucci to Venafrum.

APULIA
There is reason to believe that the coinage of Tareiitum was current in

Apulia throughout the period of the Tarentine dominion in those parte,

and that the silver unit of Tarentum (perhaps the diobol of 22 grs.)

remained the silver unit in Apulia when the Apuliau towns began to

coin silver money of their own ; for the well-known type of the Tarentine

diobol, Herakles strangling the lion, recurs on diobols of Arpi, Caelia.

Rnbi, and Teate. The didrachms and drachms of Teste have also types

f~* i miIi' Original from
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borrowed from Taruntum. On the equivalent in bronze of the Tarentine
coin of 22 grs. the aen grove of Apulia, and perhaps of all the provinces

situate to the oast of the Apennines, may possibly have been based. In

all these countries the weight of the As exceeds that of the Roman
pound.

The currency of Apulia from the earlier part of the third century B.C.

consisted

(i) Of silver diobols and didrachins of Tarentum, ultimately replaced

by local Apulian silver issued at Arpi, Caelia, Canusium, Rubi, and
Tcate. The didrachms Iwth at Arpi and at Teate were assimilated in

weight to those of Campania, while the smaller divisions seem to be either

Tarentine diobols of light weight or Roman scruples of fire. 17 grs.

(ii) Of libral aea grave of Luceria and Vcnusia. About B.C. 250 the

aes grave of these two towns underwent a reduction which may be
compared with the semi-libral reduction at Rome.

(iii) Meanwhile at Arpi, Asculum, Canusium, Herdoniac (?), Hyriuiu.
Neapolis, Rubi, Salapia, &c, bronze coins continued to be struck after

the Greek fashion, with Greek inseiiptimis and Without marks of value.

(iv) little by little, under Roman influence, these Greek bronze coins

were superseded by bronze coins of the Roman sextantal and uncial

systems, with marks of value, struck chiefly at Barium, Caelia, Luceria,

Teate, and Venusia, the denominations being the double nummus {N. 1 1.).

the nummus (N), the quincunx (•••••), the triens (•••>), the quadrans

(•••), the sextans (••), the sescuncia (- S), the uncia (•), and the sein-

uncia (Z).

Arpi (Avjxi). This town during the second Samnite war concluded an

alliance with Kome, B.C. 326 (Livy ix. 13J. In the war with Pyrrhus, it

was again on the side of Rome, but after the battle of Cannae (B.C 217)

it passed over to the side of Hannibal until B.C. 213, when it was
recovered by the Romans.

Silver.

Fio. 22.

A P P A Nn N Head of Pvm-phon*.

APPA Head of Ares.

Head of Athena.

»r

A book (harpa I
i

Prancing horse. AAIOY .

M r>idr. Average \vt,

(Fig. 22).

Three ears of corn

Herakles and lion

Prancing horse

Ear of corn

Prancing horse

107 ifrs.

M $ Drachm.

. A\ Diobol

. P M OIm>I.
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Bronzk.

Head of Zeas, AAIOY.

Head of Apollo. El NMAM [Brrt.

Cat., p. 182.]

APPANHN K Jllvi it Ml i:ll 1
1 .our HIK I 8[ »:!!

head JR Size -8

APPANn[N] Lion, above, pentaRram

:

copied from coin of Velia M Size -8

ElNMAN Fulmen. . . M Size -55Burt of Artemis. \B*rl. Cat., p. 183.]

jPOYAAl
KashiDfr bull, JPYAAOY APPANOY Prancing horse -K Size -8

PYAAY
Head of Athena in Corinthian helmet. APPANOY Crape*. . . Al Size -8

All these coins are of the third century. The legend EINMArJ is

unexplained. The coins reading AAIOY are supposed to have been
issued by Altinius Dasius, ruler of Arpi during the Hannibalic war.

The names of Dasius and of Pyllus occur also on contemporary coins of
Salapia. and that of Dasius on coins of Rubi.

Ausculum (Ascoli), an inland Apulian town, is Hrst mentioned in the
account of the battle between Pyrrhus and the Romans, B.c. 279. For a
aeries of aeo grave which may belong to this town see Aaculuni Piceni.

The coins which belong certainly to Ausculum bear inscriptions,

AYhYtKAl, &c, which snow that the original form of the name was
Ausculum, not Asculum. Its coinage is wholly of bronze, and is of two
listinct periods :

—

(i) Befitre B.C. 300, of gottd ntyle.

Horse's head (Carelli, PI. LXIII. 1). \
AYhYSKAl Kar of corn. M Size -75

AYhYtKA Greyhound running r. on AYhY Ear of corn with leaf, as on

round shield (Carelli, PL LXIII. 2). I coiue of .Metapontum . M Size -65

(ii) Circ. B.C. 300-200, of have dyle.

AYCK Hoar and spear-head. Ear of corn M Size -8

Head of Hcrakles. AYCK A A Nike with wreath and palm
M Size -7

Azctium, a small town about eight miles south-east of Caelia. Bronze
coins of the third century B.C.

Head of Athena.

Knele on fuliiifii.

AIETI Dolphin and trident.

AIETINOM Owl on column .K Size -8

„ Kar of corn . JV. „ -6

Scallop-.diell .K .. -6

Barium (Bari), on the Adriatic coast, near Caelia. Struck bronze coins

of the end of the third century with marks of value. The Sextans and
Uncia weigh about 90 and 45 grs. respectively, but as they are doubtless

only token coins their weight is of no special interest.

Satan*. .. Bust of Zeus. ' BAPINujN Kro> on Prow,

Uncia. . „

\ Ciicia(1). „ BAPI Prow.

C. ., I rt Original from,008 lC
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46 APULIA

Butantiini (Bitonto), a small town between Kubi and Barium. Bronze
coins of the third century B.C., with types borrowed chiefly from older
coins of Metapontum anil Tarentum. Inscr. BYTONTlNnN :—

Head of Athena.

Boy on dolphin.

Owl on branch.

Crab.

Ear of corn AZ •$

Scallop JR .7

Fulmen JR -6

Inwr. but no type ^E -7

Caelia, about eight miles inland from Barium. Small silver coins of
the third century B.C.

Head of Athena.

KAI Bull's head facing: cf. coin of

Rubi (p. 48).

KAI Hera Idea and Lion . .

M 1 5-8 grs.

KAIAlNnN Amphora . M 7 gn.
Lyre M 5 grs.

Struck bronze, with mark* of value, elrc. b.c. 268-200.

.Sextant.

M

I'nv'a (

*»

»»

>»

Head of Athena,

»
Head of Zeus.

Head of Athena-

Head of Zeus.

KAIAlNflN Trophy.

„ Nike with wreath and trophy.

Athena running.

Trophy.
KAIAI Eagle on fulmen between two

stars.

KAIAINflN Fulmen.

KAIAI The Dioekuri on horseback.

it

Quadratu. • • Head of Athena KAIAlNfiN Three crescents,

(reduced weight).

For other types see B. M. C, Italy, p. 134, and Bert* Cat., III. i.

pp. 185 sqq,

Canusium (Caiwm) y on the river Aufidus, about eight miles from its

mouth, was one of the chief towns of Apulia. Silver and bronze coins,

cin\ B.C. 3(10 ; also bronze coins, with marks of value, of the end of the

third century.

Amphora between cormtcopiae and
oeuochoe.

Male head hare.

Sextant* Head of HcmUm*
Head of Hermes.

Head of Zcu?*,

KA Lyre M 7-3 grs.

KANYSlNnN Horseman Hoping .

jfi size -85

• • KANY Club . , . ,E size -55

» M JR size *o'y

KA Club within wreath , M size *5

Gramum ((Jrumo)
9 about fourteen miles S\V. of Barium. Bronze,

eirr* B.C 300, with Greek typos.

Female head (Hunter CaL. L 55).

Male head diademed.
TPY (inlloping horse . * *K size »6

„ Hushing hull » . , A3 size »6

i
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Herdonia«(?), midway between Ausculum and the sea, was destroyed
by Hannibal c'trai B.c. 210, shortly before which event it may have
issued the following bronze coins. The inscr. is, however, somewhat
doubtful, and the attribution conjectural.

OPAANnN Head of young Hernklea
in lion's skiu.

Ear of corn; in field, club; magistrate's

nameTPEBlOY . . . M size -5

[Irahoof, Mo*, 'jr., PI. A. 14.]

Hyrinm or Uria {Rodi) was a maritime town situated on the northern
side of the promontory of Garganum. Its coins are of bronze, without
marks of value, and belong apparently to the latter part of the third

century.

YPIATINON Rudder and dolphin. .

,¥. size -55

Fiilmeii . «K size -4

Head of Athena.

Head of Zeus. »

Luceria (Luctra) after various vicissitudes fell finally into the hands
of the Romans in B.C. 814. Its coinage consists of aea grate of a Libral

system, circ. B.c.314-268,and oftwo other series in part contemporary with
one another and with the Roman Sextantal and Uncial reductions. The
difficult question of the chronology and metrology of the various issues

of the autonomous and Roman mints at Luceria is discussed by H. Grueber
in Corolla Numi&matica, pp. 115 sqq.

lot SerU#. Aea grave, Libral eystem, B.C. 314-268 (?).

As. No inscription. I lead of Hemkles. Head of horse.

As. U and magistrates' names. Head
of Apollo.

At. U Similar. Mark of value, I.

Quincunx. Wheel without tire, or

oblique cross.

Trieng. Fulnien.

Quadrant. Star.

Sextans. Cockle-shell.

Curia. Frog or toad.

Hone prancing; above, stiir.

Cock.
Wheel without tire, or oblique crots

ii

Stmuneia
(J) Crescent.

Club
Dolphin
Astragalos

Spcar-head
Kar of corn

Polypus or thynofl (?).

2nd Series. Aes jfrave9 of reduced weight, after B.c. 26£.

A$. Head of Herakles. Horse prancing ; above, star.

All the other denominations as in Series 1, but with the addition of the

letter U on the reverse.

3rd Series- Struck coins. Sextantal System (1) before B,<\ 217.

Qutnomw, Head of Athemi UOVCERI Wheel
.^

Tritns. Head of Herakles * • H Quiver, club, mid bow.

Quadrans. Head of Poeeidon • • t , f

Dolphin ami trident.

'Sextans. Head of D*meter • «

Cncia. Head of Apollo •

fftmunda (?) Heads of the Dimkni i.

if Head of Artemis*

9 f

I r

Cockle-shell.

Tomb
Horses of the Dioskuri-

Crescent.

Die " »gle
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48 APVLTA

In addition to these autonomous coins of Luceria there is a series of

Roman coins, both silver and copper, with the inscription ROMA and
the mint-mark of Luceria (U)> which wc may call Romano-Lucerian (see

Grueber, loc. cit.).

Mateola. (Pliny, iii. 11, s. 16.) Perhaps the modern Matera, near the
frontiers of Lucania. On the attribution of the following coins see Berlin
Cat, III. i. 195.

Bronze coins with marks of value, circ. B.C. '-'50-217.

Sextant. Head of Athena • .

Uncia, „ •

MAT (in monogram). Lion seated with

spear in mouth.
Herakles leaning on club in the

attitudeoftheFarneseHerakles.

Neapolia Peucetiae (Polignano ?), on the Adriatic coast east of Caclia,

a town not mentioned by any writer. The attribution rests upon the

evidence of numerous finds.

Bronze, with Greek types, circ. B.C. 300 or later.

Bust of Maenad or Dionysos with
thyrsos over shoulder.

Female head in Stephanos(Amphi trite?).

Veiled head of Deraeter.

Head of Artemis.

Dolphin.

For other varieties see BerL Cat., HI. i. 19fi.

NEAP Vine-branch and grapes . .

M -7

NEArOA Trident . . . . M -5

„ Ear of corn . . . M -6

|
NEA]P Quiver and how . . JR -5

NEAPOAUudder. .... -F, -5

Rubi (Bnbastini :. between Canusium and Butuntum, is one of the

few Apulian towns of which silver coins are known. There are also

bronze coins of late style.

Silver. Third century b.c.

Head of Athena.

Bull's head facing.

it

PY Bull's head facing.

Amphora Wtwcen cornucopias

oenoi'hoe'
; in field, AA-

Hi-ad of Helios.

and

PY Ear of com and cornucopiue

.

Ai Diobol 16-8 gr*.

„ Herakles and lion, sometimes with
the name AAIOY. Cf. coins of

Arpi and Salapia

M Diobol 14 grs.

„ Lyre. Ai Obol 6-6 grs.

,. Fulmen. „ 8 grs.

Lyre[/fort.C«f.
l
l
>l.IX.I31] ., 6-5 gr*.

PY Lyre. „ 6-6 grt .

„ Two crescents; altove, AA . . .

Ai Obol 7 grs.

,o
:
lc
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MATEOLA—TEATF. 49

Bronze.

PYBA or PYt Nike with wreath and
palm M -45

PYt Eagle on fulmeu . . . M -75

PYt* Club, how, aud quiver . JE -7

PYBASTElNflN Owl on olive-branch

JE -6

PY Female figure with phialo and
cornucopias M -65

Saiapia (Salpi), the seaport of Arpi, Canusium, and Rubi, must have
heen, during the Hannibalic war, closely united, not only commercially
but politically, with those cities. Cf. the names AAIOY and TTYAAOY
on coins of Arpi, Rubi, and Saiapia.

Head of Athena.

Head of Zeus.

Head of Herakles.

Head of Athena.

Head of Zeus; behind, TPOCE-E.
[fieri. Cat, III. i. PI. IX. 134.]

Bronzk. Third century B.C.

SAAATlNnN
»
• I

CAAPINHN

Head of Zeus.

Head of Apollo.

Dolphin.

Horse.
CAAAPINftN Head of young satyr.

Ralydouian boar .K -85

Horse prancing JE -9

Dolphin JE -6

Dolphin M 85
Eagle on capital of column . M -7

For varieties of coins of Saiapia and magistrates' names, AAIOY,
riYAAOY, nAOTlOY, AOMYAAR(?), TPnAANTlOY, and others more
or less fragmentary or uncertain, see Berl. Cat., HI. L pp. 201 Bqq., and
RM. C.,pp. 144 sqq.

Samadi i 'i (Bert. Blatt., 1868, p. 138). Site unknown. Bronze coins

of the third century B.C. Obv. Head of Athena in Corinthian helmet

;

Rev. SAMAAI, around four or three crescents. M *5. Attributed in
Jtrurn. Int., vii. p. 389, to Sandalium in Pisidia.

Sidia (I). Site unknown. B. M. C, Italy, p. 395. Bronze coins

of the third century B. c. Obv. Head of Zeus ; Rev. 1 1 A I N flN , Herakles
leaning on club in the attitude of the Farnese Herakles, as on coins of

Mateola. Size -55.

Teate ((Ikitti). The earliest coins of this Apulian town arc bronze
pieces of the well-known Campanian types, with the Oscan inner.

WVITRIIT. Obv. Head of Apollo; Rev, Man-headed bull, above which,

fulmen or lyre . M size -7 (Friedlander, Oak. Mibnzen, PI. VI. I). Cf.

similar coins at Teanum Sidicinum and Larinum, pp. 28 and 42. They
may be earlier than B.C. 268, and are followed by silver and bronze

coin!* with the Latin inscr. TIATI. The silver didrachms are of the

Campano-Tarentine type, and weigh on the average about 110 grs.

Silver. Circ. b.c. 300, or later.

Kemale head diademed.

\B*rl. Cat., PI. IX. 137.]

II

Head of Athena.

TIATI Nuked horseman iTuwning his

horse . • Al I'idmchm.
Owl on olive-branch ....

Al Drachm.
Herakles and Hon

Ai Diobol

ii

IV
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Next in order of dato comes a Heries of bronze coins with marks of
value, and of weights which seem to correspond with those of the Roman
Uncial redxiction, circ. B.C. 217.

Huqnze, Circ* B,c, 217 t

Xummttg.
QtiSncunx.

Trims.

Quodrmu*

T-

Head uf Zeus Dodonaeos.

Head of Athena.

HeadofHerakles.
Head of Poseidon (?) • * •

Head of Athena.

TIATI Eagle on Fulmen
Owl
Lion
Taras on dolphin.

Owl
Sexta7is.

(Incut.

For other varieties see BerL Gat.
y
III.

tf

. pp. 204 sqq.

N

- •

• •

Vena»ia (Venosa)
t
on the confines of Apulia and Lucania, was cap-

tured and colonized by Rome, B.C. 292. It was a stronghold of the

Romans in the war with Hannibal. Its coinage may be compared with
that of Luceria, with which it is contemporary. It consists of the following

series, of which the first has been assigned to Venusia chiefly on account

of the provenance of the specimens (Moinmsen-Blacas, I. p. 349).

ls£ Series. Acs grave of a Llbral system. Circ. B.C. 292-268 (?).

As. Forepart of l)oar. Head of Herakles.

J* i* Head of dog or wolf.

»> i»
Spear- head.

OmAmmnr Owl
Trims. Head of boar • • * « Lyre • • • •

Qumlrans* Forepart of boar • • Head of Herakles * • •

Sextans. Head of hoar # - Owl • •

Uncia* Orescent • Crescent •

Ae* grave of'uncertain systems, with VE in monogram.

Quailrans. Three crescents.

Sextan*.

I'ncia,

it

Dolphin

Crescent.

• *

Cockle-ahelL

Dolphin.

ir • a

Crescent.

2nd Series. Struck coins of reduced weight, after circ. B.C. 268 {!).

Qxiatlrans. Head of Zcui

Sextans. Head of Athena

Uncia. Rust of Herakles
Semuncia. Boar's head

Three crescents with stars.

VE, Two dolphins.

Lion seated holding spear.

Owl.
IT

VI
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VENUSIA—BRUNMSIUM 51

$rd Series. Struck coins probably contemporary v;ith the Roman
coin* of Sextantal and Uncud reduction*.

Circ. B.c. 268-217 and later.

II Sxtmvii.

ISummus.

Quincunx,

Qua/lrans.

VE Bust of Herakles

(mark of value N 1
1

i

VE Head of Dionyaos.

Head of Zeus * i

Head of Hera veiled * * *

Head of Athena
Buat of Helios.

Head of bearded

Henikles.

• •

The Dioekuri. G.A.Q^

[Bed. Cat., IIL i. p._209.]

N .1 . Dionysos seated, holding grapes

and thyrsos*

VE Eagle on thunderbolt.

., Three crescents containing stars.

Owl on olive-branch.

Orescent And star #S

Lion seated, holding spear.

*f

i*

>?

4ik SeT^ies* Struck coins, uncertain system.

Semis. Head of Hermes.
UneiaQ). Toad.

VE Winged shoe and Caduceus .

„ Crab.

For fuller descriptions see Berlin Cat., III. i. pp. 208 sqq.

CALABRIA
In the district called by the Greeks Messapia and Iapygia, and by the

Romans Calabria, the only town which presents us with a continuous

series of coins, extending from the carlieBt period down to its final cap-

ture by the Romans is the populous and wealthy city of Tarentum. The
other and less important towns only began to coin money at a later date,

with the single exception of Alctium, if the didrachms reading FAAE® A$
and BAAE® A* are correctly attributed to it

Aletium or Bidetium. about five miles east of the modern GaUipoli
on the Tarentine gulf, is the town to which the following silver coins

have been attributed.

Silver. Circ. b.c. 350.

FAAE®A* or BAAE0A*. retrograde, on both aides of the coin.

Taras on dolphin.

[Cat. Martintlti-Srrceyna, No. 230.1

Dolphin. [/ id.. No. 236.]

Dolphin and crescent

A\ Didr. 122-3 grs.

Crescent . . . Ai Tetrob. 39-9 gre

The obverse type is Tarentine. That of the reverse is probably
intended to symbolize the port of Callipolis. Cf. the coins of Zancle
Siciliae.

Brnndisium (lirindisi), the ancient rival of Tarentum, had long l>een

eclipsed by the latter when, in B.C. 245, it was occupied by a Roman
colony. The Appian Way was then extended to this port, which subse-

quently became the chief place of embarkation for Greece and the East.

E 2
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52 CALAliltlA

It is now that the coinage begins. It falls into three series, which are

to be distinguished by successive reductions in weight, the types being

the same throughout.

Head of Poseidon crowned by Kike. BRVN Tares on dolphin.

Series I. B.C. 245-217. Consists of the Sextans • • . f'neia • , Sernuncia i,

J Uncfa C, I I'ncia U (Nike, ft. Dolphin).

Series II. B.C. 217-200. Consists of the Trims Quadrant • • •
,

Sextant • • , Uncia . .

Series III. b. c. 200-89. Consists of the Semis S, Trient • • • •
,
Quadrant • •

.

The above dates are only approximate. The latest coins, which are

of rude work, bear Koman magistrates' abbreviated names (BeH. Cat.

III. i. pp. 217 sqq.).

Oraxa. The site of this town is not known. The coins are found on
the coast of the gulf of Tarontum. They are small bronze pieces

like those of Brundisium (which they resemble in style) and are among
the latest Greek coins issued in southern Italy (B. M. C, Italy, 221 ;

N. C, 1904, 291 ; Hunter Cat, I. 62).

Quadrans. Head of Zeus.

IF fl

Uncia. Cockle-abell.

J Uncia.

TPA Two eagles on fulmen.

One eagle on fulmen.

ti

™

#
3

>•

M fl

Dolphin.
i»

Hyria or Orra (Oria) was an inland city on the Appian Way,
between Tarentum and Brundisium* Its coinage is all quite late,

consisting of bronze coins of Uncial and Semuncial weight, B.C. 217*89.

Semis. Head of young Herakles ;

beneath, (•

Quadrans. Same; beneath, ••*

ORRA Fulmen; beneath, $, TOR.

ORRA Fulmen; beneath, TOR, * . .

Quincunx. Bust of Aphrodite, sceptre

over shoulder.

Quadrans. Same.

ficxtantt. Same*

ORRA Eros walking, playing lyre;

behind, • • • •

ORRA Eros carrying taenia; in front,

• • •

ORRA Dove flying; beneath, **

Quincunx. Helmeted head; beneath, I ORRA Kaule on fulmen; beneath,

AA(?).
|

There arc also coins of poor style resembling the last variety, but much
lighter and without marks of value (Berl. Cat., III. i. 221).

Weretrun (Kardo). To this town Lobbecke (Z.f. X., xvii. 1 and xxi.

250) has attributed iho small silver coius (half litrae 1) formerly given to
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Arnae in Macedon (B. M. C, Mae., 62). They seem to belong to the
lier half of the fourth century B. C.

Head of Apollo. I N-AP, NA-P, or N-A, Lyre . . .

"Wt. 7 grs.

To these may be added the following bronze coin of somewhat later

date :

—

Head of Apollo (?) {Z. f. N.
t

xxi. NAPHTlNflN Apollo seated, holding

PI. VIII. 1). on his knees lyre; in front, tripod .

jE size -7
-

Sturnium (?). Site probably some twenty miles N.W. of Brundisium.

Bronze of the second century B.C.

Cockle-shell (B. M. C, p. 159). |
*TY Eagle on fulmen ... ^E size -65

Tarentnm {Taranto). In the year b.c. 708 a colony of Lacedaemonians,
called, from their illegitimate birth, the Partheniae, and said to have been
led by one Phalanthos, established themselves, by order of the Delphic
oracle, in Iapygia, on a little peninsula at the entrance of an inlet of
the sea, about six miles long by two to three in breadth. The new city

thus commanded both the outer bay into which tlowed the little river

Taras, and the inner port now known as the Mare Piccolo.

An ancient tradition tells how Taras, the founder of the first Iapygian
settlement on this spot, was miraculously saved from shipwreck by the
intervention of his lather Poseidon, who sent a dolphin on whose back
he was carried to tho shore.

The same story was subsequently transferred to Phalanthos, also

mythical according to Busolt (Griech. Gewk., I. pp. 406 Bqq.), who appears
in a later age to have been confounded with Taras. (Of. also the story

of Arion's voyage from Sicily to Corinth, Herod, i. 24.) The natural
advantages of the site selected for the colony were considerable. The
pasture lands in the vicinity produced excellent wool and a fine breed of
horses, and the purple fish (murex) of the little land-locked sea soon
became a source of wealth to the enterprising Greek colonists. To this

day the fisheries of the Mare Piccolo afford a remunerative occupation
to the inhabitants of the modern town of Taranto, for it abounds in

innumerable kinds of shell-fish, many of which are not found elsewhere.

The possession of this commodious harbour, the only safe one on those
coasts, necessarily brought Tarentum into commercial relations with all

parts of the Mediterranean sea. The political constitution of the city

in these early times was doubtless modelled on that of Sparta, and
Herodotus (iii. 136) mentions a king of Tarentum in the time of Darius.

The worship ot Apollo Hyakinthios at Tarentum was also clearly of

Spartan origin.

Among the earliest coins of Tarentum are thin plate-like disks with
the reverse-types incuse, similar in weight and fabric to the coins of the
Achaean cities of Southern Italy and to the first issues of Khegium and
Zancle,&c. Tarentum must certainly at one time have been drawn into

the circle of their pervading commercial influence ; see, however, the

remarks of G. Macdonald, Com Tyj)e$, pp. 12 sqq.

With regard to the origin of the silver standard or standards on which

_.
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54 CALABWA

Tarentum and the other cities of Magna Graocia struck their silver

staters there has been much discussion. For the clearest statement of

the theories of the leading numismatists of the last century see Hill's

Handbook, pp. 61-2. But whether the so-called Tarentinc standard,

with its silver stater of 129 grs. maximum, divided into halves, ought to

be distinguished from the almost identical standard of other S. Italian

cities whose staters, like the Corinthian, are divided into thirds, is an
open question. Hitherto the coins of the two systems have been con-

veniently distinguished, the one as Tarentine, the other as Italic. It

has, however, been recently shown by K. Reglin^ (Klin, Bd. vi. Heft 3,

pp. 504 sqq.) that no such distinction was known to the Greeks, and,

what is still more important, that the Tarentine and Heraclean stater

(and not the diobol) was called by the ancients the 'IroAtieds ydu.os.

The rare staters on which the obverse types are repeated in incuse

forms on the reverse were probably, as Regkng {op. cit., p. 515) argues

from their somewhat lighter weights, not struck for local use in Tarentum
itself, but for commerce with the Achaean cities of Magna Graecia.

Their typos are as follows :

—

Fig. 23.

Tantb on dolphiu, incuse (Fig. 23)

AI Stater, wt. 123 gra.

Obverse type incuse, or Taras ou dol-

TARA* (retrogr.) Taras 00 dolphiu.

TARAJ Apollo Hyakinthios(?) naked,
resting on one knee, and holding lyre

|
phiii incuse Al Stater, wt. 1 11-Ggrs.

and flower. [B. M. Guide, PI. VII. 3.] |

The following types in relief on both sides may be contemporary with
the incuse types described above, both classes belonging to the second
half of the sixth century B.C. The inscription TARA5 is usually retro-

grade. The fabric of these pieces is compact, and differs essentially from
the thin plate-liko incuse disks already mentioned.

Taras on dolphin. Wheel of four spokes

[B. M. Guide, PI. VII. 5.] Ai Stater, wt. 122 pre.

Do Ai diolwl, wt. 20 pre.

Do. . . . Ai 1 obol U), wt. 7 gra.

Do.. . . Ai
-J

obol (I), wt. 2 grs.

The meaning of the Wheel is doubtful. 1 would suggest that it may
be agonistic, and that, on the well-known principle of the part stand-

ing for the whole, the wheel may stand for a racing chariot. On the

next succeeding class the wheel on the reverse is replaced by a hippo-
camp, circ. B.C. 500 (A. J. Evans, Horsemen of Tarentum, (1889), PI. I. 4).

Taras on dolplun [B.M.Gw*<fc, Pl.VH. 6], llippocamp

Ai Stater, wt. 124-5 grs.

Dolphin. ., Ai diobol, wt. 20 grs.

Cockle-shell.

U), wt. 7 gra

(1),wt. 2 graWheel
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Fio. 2*.

Not much later than B.C. 500 the head of Taras, or a female head,

possibly the local nymph Satyra, the mother of Taras, supersedes the

wheel (Evans, PL I. 5, 6) on the larger denominations.

Taras on dolphin.

Half hippocamp.
Cockle-shell.

»
T surrounded by

Archaic head (Tarsal) within circle

(Fig. 24) . M Stater, wt. 122 grs.

Do .1; Drachm, wt. Gl grs.

Dolphin iu circle M Litra, wt. 12.5 grs.

H „ Al \ Litra, wt. 5-6 grs.

Obverse type repeated

M Trias or £ Litra, wt. 2-8 gre.

In the year B.C. 473 Tarentum sustained a crushing defeat at the hands
of the Messapians, in which she lost the Hower of her aristocratic youth.

The result was a change in the constitution and the establishment of a
democracy, under which the city soon regained all, and more than all, its

ancient prosperity.

The money of this period, which may have extended down to about
B.C. 420, is distinguished by a new reverse type, a seated figure, probably
Taras or Phalanthos as oekist, usually but wrongly called Demos,
holding in his hand an object symbolical of the commerce of the city,

such as most frequently the distaff bound with wool.

Inscriptions: TARAS, TARAS, and later TAPANTlNnN.

Fio. 25.

Taras on dolphin, variously represented,

usually with marine symbols in the

field.

'

Hale figure (Taras as oekist?) naked to

waist, seated, holding distaff, kantha-

ros, &c, or offering a bird to a pan-

ther's cub (the last perhaps a Dioiiy-

siac variety) (Fig. 25)

Ai Stater, wt. 122-9 grs.

On the coins of this series the style progresses rapidly from archaic to

fine art.

Cockle-shell. Female (!) head. Al Litra, wt. 13 grs.

„ ,, Ai £ Litra, wt. 7-4 grs.

.
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In B.C. 436 occurred the struggle between the newly founded Athenian
colony of Thurium and Tarentum for the possession of the territory

of Siris, which ended, B.C. 432 , in tin- joint foundation by these two
towns of Heraclea in Lucania.

It was probably about this time, or according to Evans even earlier

(circ. B. c. 450), that a new type began to come into use on the Tarentine
staters, alternating with that of the previous class with the seated

oekist, viz. a Rider on horseback, who is represented in such a great

variety of attitudes, and through such a long series of coins, that a de-

tailed description of the almost endless modifications is here impossible.

On some specimens he is a naked boy or ephebos crowning his horse, as

if after an agonistic victory ; on others he is a man in full vigour, now
naked, and now armed with helmet, shield, and lances. Occasionally

the horseman leads a second horse, in which case he is perhaps one of
the famous Tarentine cavalry who, we are informed by Livy (xxxv. 28),

went into action with two horses, ' binos secum trahentes equos.' On
the whole, however, it is' safer to regard all these types as illustrating

the games in the hippodrome, and as being connected with agonistic

festivals rather than warfare.

The silver staters of this * Horseman ' type and their subdivisions

have been classified by Evans (op. cit.) in ten chronological periods as

follows :

—

Italic-Tarontine Standard, 123-120 grs.

1. Transitional c 450-c. 430 B.C.

II. „ c. 420-c. 380 „
IIL Age of Arcliytas c. 380-c. 345 „
IV. ArchidaniuB and the First Lucania n War . c. 344-c. 334 ,.

V. From the Molossian Alexander to the Spartan Kleonymos
334-302 „

VI. From Kleouymos to Pyrrhus 302-281 „

Roman Six-scruple Standard, 105-98 grs.

VII. The Pyrrhic Hegemony 281-272 B.C.

VIII. The Roman Alliance, 1 272-c. 235
IX. The Koman Alliance, II c. 235-228
X. The Hannibalic Occupation 212-209

Gold coins were also struck at Tarentum during Periods IV, V, VI,

and X. Some of these are perhaps the most beautiful coins in this

metal of any Greek city (see infra).

The period between about B.c. 380 and 345, during which the philoso-

pher Archytas was the chief of the state, was the culminating epoch of
the prosperity of Tarentum. This was the age of Dionysius of Syracuse,

whose wars against the Greeks of Southern Italy resulted in Tarentum
being left without a single formidable rival in those parts.

Then followed the struggles with the barbarians, when the wealthy
and luxurious Tarentine merchants, unable to cope with their opponents
single-handed, called in the aid, first of ArchidamuB, king of Sparta

(b.c. 338), next of Alexander the Molossian (330), and then of Cleonymus
(314), after which they concluded a peace with their barbarous foes,

i T
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Messapians, Lucanians. and Bruttians ; for a n< w and more powerful
enemy than any they had hitherto met was slowly and surely advancing
upon them.

In B.C. 302 the long impending conflict t>etween Rome and Tarentum
began. The Tareutines distrusting their own strength now called to their

assistance king Pyrrhus of Epirus, B.c. 281. The events of the famous
campaign of this soldier of fortune with his Macedonian phalanx, and
his squadron of elephants, are so familiar that we need not dwell upon
this well-known chapter of history. His effort was in vain, and a few
years later (b.o. 272) the great Greek city of South Italy fell into the

hands of all-conquering Rome, although as a free and allied city, civitas

foederata, it appears to have been allowed to strike money down to

B.c. 228 (Evans, Horsemen, p. 192).

The coinage of Tarentum between about B.C. 450 and 228 is, as might
be expected, more plentiful than that of any other Greek city of Italy.

It is of three metais, gold, silver, and bronze.

Gold. Gift. b.c. 340 281.

The gold coins of Taivntuin may be approximately classified in the
following order:

—

^iu

Via. 26.

TAPAf Head of goddess wearing

stephane and veil hanging down
behind her head, which is sometime*

surruumled by dolphins (Fig. 26).

(i) Taras as a child holding out his

arms (o his father Poseidon
enthroned before him. (Evans,

I'l. V. I.)

(ii) Rider crowning horse .

KYAIK.S, and shell; S A, star.

[iii) The Dioskuri ; alwve, Mmii'times

AI0SK0P0I ; magistrate, CA.

A' Staters. Wt. 133 grs. (max.).

The type of the Dioskuri is dated by Evans circ. b.c. 315.

TAPANTINHN Head of poddewwith »

flowing hair, wearing stephane or
|
TAPAC Taras on dolphin ; some-

with hair bound with cord ; often times with HH.

With magistrate's name, £ A. J

[B. M. Guide, PI. XXX1IT. 14.] At Drachm. Wt. 66-3 grs.

TA. Head of Apollo; in front EA Herakles contending with lion, r*H.

and dolphin.

,Y Diobol. Wt. 22-5 grs. (max.).

.1 Original from
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Head of Herakles.

Head of young Herakles in lion- TAPANTlNnN Tares holding trident,

skin. driving higa.

X Stater. Wt. 133 grs. (max.).

Head of young Herakles in lion- Name type, magistrate's name
skin (later style). NIKAP . . .

[B. M. GuitU, PI. XXXIII. 13.] X Stater. Wt. 1327 grs.

Head of Zeus NK (in mon.). TAPANTINHN Eagle with open

wings on fulmen; in field various

symbols, e.g. two amphorae. &c, and

magistrates' names, e.g. NIKAP, &c.

[B. M. Guide, PI. XXXIII. 12.
| X Suiter. Wt. 131-7 grB.

TAPANTlNnN Taiax in higu ; magis-

trate, NIKAP.
A7 Drachm. Wt. 66-2 grs. (max.).

Head of Apollo with flowing hair. TAPANTlNnN Eagle on fulmen;

magistrates, IA and AP (spear-head).

S J Drachm. Wt. 33 grs. (max.).

Head of Herakles. TAPAt Taras on dolphin.

X Sicilian Litra. Wt. 13-2 grs. (max.).

Head of goddess in stephane. TAPAN Kautharos.

X Ohol. Wt. 1 1 -25 grs. (max.).

Head of Helios full face, radiate. TAPAN Fulmen. Magistrate's name
APOA.

X 1 Litra. Wt. 6-75 grs. (max.).

The types of this small gold coin are identical with certain coins bear-

ing the name of Alexander of Epirus struck between B. o. 334 and 338
during his Italian expedition. The piece can thus be accurately dated.

Gold. Hannibalic Occupation. Oirc. B.C. 212-209.

Head ofyoung Herakles in lion-skin, of

quite late style.

TAPANTI|NnN] Taras driving biga
;

magistrate, API; symbol, fulmen.

[B. M Guide, PL XLV.
14.

J A* Stater. Wt. 132 grs.

Head of Athena in Corinthian helmet.

(Evans, Horsemen. PI. X. 16.]

Tunis in biga AT Tetrobol 44-2 grs.

The head of the goddess with stephane and veil on the earliest gold
coins is an exquisite piece of workmanship. That of Zeus is full of

expression, but betrays a somewhat later style of art. The eagle with
expanded wings on the reverse of the latter piece is also a work of con-

siderable merit. But by far the most interesting of all is the remarkable
stater, on the reverse of which we see the boy Taras stretching out his

arms to his father Poseidon. This type, probably the earliest in the
whole group, has been referred to the appeal of Tarentum to Sparta
which Ted to the expedition of Arcbidamus, B.C. 338. There can be no
doubt that all these fine gold coins of Tarentum are earlier in date than
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any other gold coins struck elsewhere in Italy, with the exception of

a few small pieces of Etruria and Cumae.

Silver Didrachms of the Italic Tarentine Standard.

The silver issues of Tarcntum subsequent to the middle of the fifth

century are classified in chronological sequence by Evans as follows :

—

Period I. Circ. b.c. 450-430.

To this period may be assigned a few early specimens of the equestrian
type which are evidently contemporary with some of the coins of the seated

oekist type (Evans, PL II. 1-4). Obv. Naked horseman ; Rev. Taras on
dolphin. Inner. TAPA/vTi/vn/v, sometimes retrograde, and in one
instance TAPA/VTIA/n/vHMI, which von Sallet (Z. f. N., I 278) has
explained as equivalent to Tapai-r(i-<ov <2fu, a formula which refers to the
ofhcial device, signet, or seal, stamped upon it. Beneath the dolphin on
the reverse the sea is indicated either by naturalistic waves or by a shell

or a polypus.

Period II. Oirc. B.C. 420-380.

Fio. 27.

The break between Periods I and II is filled by a reversion to the

Sireceding oekist type (cf. the later examples figured in Evans, PI. I) ; but
roin B.C. 420 onwards the Horseman type is constant at Tarentum on
the didrachms, though there is considerable variety of design. The rider

usually carries a shield, and is sometimes seated sideways as a deeuitor

about to vault from his steed (Fig. 27) ; sometimes he wears a conical

helmet and chlamys, but, as a rule, he is naked. The horse is represented

either cantering, galloping, or stationary and crowned by his rider,

clearly as the winner of a norse-race. Taras, the dolphin-ridor, on the
reverses is also shown in varying forms, sometimes carrying; shield and
javelin, acrostohum, oar, Arc. Abbreviated signatures also begin to

appear about this time, e.g. H, £ , A, AA
f
A, 3A. For details see Evans,

op. cit, pp. 42 sqq.

Period III. Circ. B.C. 380-345.

Fio. 28.

The coins of this period of about thirty-five years, during which the

philosopher-statesman Archytas was practically ruler of Tarentum,

i Vu \oI<-
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A

include among them the finest issues of the Tarentine mint. The types,

though in the main similar to those of Period II, exhibit greater variety

and delicacy of workmanship, picturesqueness, and imaginative concep-

tion. Evans [op. cit.) enumerates eighteen distinct types, the obverses

of which refer to horse-races, the most frequent scheme being a jockey

crowning the winning horse, or himself crowned by a flying Nike and

leading by the bridle a second horse (Fig. 28). The reverses show Taras

on his dolphin in various graceful attitudes and frequently spearing a fish

with his trident. The inscription is simply TAP A*. Nearly all the issues

bear abbreviated signatures of from one to three letters, probably those

of mint-officials, or of ojjiciiiae of the mint.

Period IV, Owe b.c. 344-334.

Fio. 29.

During Period IV the Tarentines, hard pressed by their semi-bar-
barous immediate neighbours, the Messapians on the east, in conjunc-

tion with the still more formidable Lucauians on the west, were driven

to turn for help to their mother city Lacedaemon,—in other words to

employ and pay for (ireok mercenary troops. This, of course, involved

& considerable drain upon the Tarentine treasury, and was doubtless

the cause of the first issue of ijold money, for the payment of their

imported allies. It is a mistake to suppose that the occasional issue of

gold coins by Greek cities is indicative of peaceful and prosperous times.

The contrary is the case. All the evidence goes to suggest that, in

Greece proper and the West, silver was long regarded as sufficient for all

ordinary commercial purposes in quiet times, and moreover that even
silver money was chiefly in demand, or that at any rate the larger

denominations were mostly issued, on special occasions, such as the fre-

quently recurring agonistic festivals. Gold money, on the other hand,
was only struck exceptionally, and in order to meet the extraordinary

cost of maintaining or contributing to the support of an army or fleet

in war time. The sporadic issue of gold coins at Athens [q. v.) may be

cited in support of this opinion.

The gold coins struck at Tarentum circ. B.C. 340 are described above.

The silver didrachms of this period rival in beauty those of Period III

(cf. the selections figured in Kvans, Horsemen, PI. Ill and IV). Among
them may be mentioned the pictorial types, one boy crowning his horse

while another kneels beneath it examining its hoof (Fig. 29; Evans,

PI. IV. 3); the victorious horse welcomed and embraced by a naked
athlete or by Nike (Ibid., PI. IV. 5-8; cf. Fig. 31, infra).

The coins as a rule bear a single letter on either side, but some of the
finest are signed API and KAA, identified by Kvans with Aristoxenos
and Kal . . ., whose signatures occur upon coins of the neighbouring city

of Heraclea, and are supposed by him to Ix* engravers' names (Fig. 30).
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FlO. 30.

Period V. <irc. B.C. 334-302.

The next class of Tarentino didrachms is certainly contemporary
with the Italian expedition of Alexander of Epirus, who came to the

assistance of the Tarentines B.C. 334-330. It is chai-acterized by the

addition in the field of the reverse, of the Molossian symbol, an eagle

seated with closed wings (cf. Evans, PI. VI. 1-4). The obverse type of
the didrachms is almost always a naked horseman lancing downwards,
a type which rarely occurs after B.C. 302. The dolphin-rider on the

reverses is at this time assimilated to an infant Iacchos carrying a distaff.

Between n.c. 330 and 302 the Horseman and the Dolphin-rider exhibit

Grater variety (Evans, PI. VI. 5-12), the most remarkable obverse type
ing Phalanthos (?) on a prancing horse and currying a large round

shield ornamented with a dolphin (his badge or arms). As in the

previous period, initials of the mint-officials (?) (one to four letters) are

usually conspicuous on both sides.

Period VI. Circ. B.C. 302-281.

To this period of about twenty years belong all the didrachms of full

weight bearing on the obverses magistrates' names, for the most part

unabbreviated, with the addition on one or both sides of other signatures

consisting of two or three letters in the field. The magistrates' names
are APEOnN, iHKPATH*. <t>IAIAPXOS, KPATlNO*, AYKIANOt,
OlAHrJ, OIAOKAHS, ANOPnn., AElNOKPATHS, AYKflN, AAEZAN.
NlKnTTAS, NlKnN, NlKOAAMOS, APISTIAS, EYAPXIAA[£]. The
other signatures, e.g. t. A. SI, #, EY, IOP, &c., &c, now occupy positions

of secondary importance to those of the chief civic magistrates. The
types of the didrachms, though more varied than in the previous period,

still exhibit the same general designs of the rider as a jockey or as an
armed cavalier. The horse in one instance (Evans, PI. VII. 4) is

welcomed and embraced by Nike, a scheme which seems to have been
copied from a didrachm of Period IV (Ibid., PI. IV. 7). On the reverse

of the same coin Taras is seen rising from the back of his dolphin, upon
which he kneels with one knee.

For drachms of this period see infra, p. 68.

Campano~Tu rent

i

lie Didravhma,

To this period also, B.c. 802-281, we may perhaps refer the fin

of a peculiar class of Tarentine didrachms, the weight of

first issues

which,

1 16 grs. max.. corresponds with coins circulating, under Neapolitan

influence, outside the Tarentino territory in the Sainniiui and Apulian

districts hitherto dominated by the Campauian weight-standard. It
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would appear, therefore, that the coins of this series, although -struck

at Tarentum, must have been intended for extra-territorial circulation,

for. among numerous finds of Tarentine coins made at or near Toronto,
Evans observed no specimens of this class. The types are as follows :

—

Female head ; hair diademed or in sphen-

done as ou cuius of Neapolis.

TA Boy-rider crowning his horse

;

beneath, dolphin, and in field some-

times changing symbol
Wt. 116-105 pre.

It is doubtful when Tarentum began to issue didrachms on this Cam-
panian standard (116 grs.) and bow long she continued to do so after it

had been partially superseded in Campania by the introduction (accord-

ing to Haeberlin cite. B.C. 312) of the Romano-Campan ian didrachm
reduced in weight to 105 grs., equivalent to 6 Roman scripula of 17-5 grs.

Evans (Hoi-semen, pp. 132 and 170) argues that most of the issues of the

Campano-Tarentine coins belong to the post-Pyrrhic period, after

B.o. 272; but it is difficult to reconcile this theory with Haeberlin's

opinion that the reduction of the Romano-Campanian didrachm from 116

to 105 grs. took place soon after B.C. 312, and that even in Tarentum
itself a corresponding reduction of weight was effected circ. B.C. 281.

The Cainpano-Tarentine didmchms lack the originality and variety of

detail which is so characteristic of most of the other coins of Tarentum.
Their types represent a combination of the familiar contemporary obverses

of the didrachms of Tarentum and of Neapolis; the more distinctively

local reverse types being set aside in each case. These facts, taken in

conjunction with the weight-standard employed, lend colour to the

assumption that they were issued as Federal coins in a monetary alliance

between Tarentum and Neapolis.

Silver Didrachms of the Romax six-scruple standard.

Period VII. Circ. B.C. 281-272.

Fio. 31.

In B.C. 282 Pyrrhus of Epirus was invited by the Tarentines to come
to their aid against the Romans. Evans {Horsemen, p. 139 sq.) has

pointed out that Tarentum, so long as Pyrrhus was in Italy, was called

upon to defray a large part of the war expenses incurred by him on its

behalf, and he adduces evidence to show that it was during the period

of the Pyrrhic rule that the Tarentine didrachms were definitely reduced

in weight, the adjunct symbols, Pyrrhic elephant, Sec, clearly indicating

the date of their issue. It would seem, however, that the actual cause

of the reduction in the weight of the Tarentine didrachm or noraos is

to be sought not in Pyrrhus's intervention, but rather in the commercial
relations of Tarentum with the various Greek and Italian mints as, one
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by oin1
, they, sooner or later, came under the growing influence of Rome,

whose silver staters, issued primarily for circulation in Campania, had
been reduced in weight, as early as B.C. 312, from about 117 to 105 grs.

(=6Romanscripulaof 17-5 grs.) (cf. Haeberlin, Die Syetematikdes&ltevten
rvmiachen Miin&ceeetut, p. 67). Tarentum was the last of the cities

of South Italy to admit the necessity of accommodating her silver coin-

ago to the Roman six-scruplo standard. It is true that, de facto if not
tie iure, her silver coins had been gradually sinking in weight down to

the Roman standard of 105 gra. during the previous period, but contem-
poraneously with the Pyrrhic wars the minimum weight of the Tarentine
nomas as hitherto issued appears to have been definitely fixed as the

maximum weight of the subsequent issues.

The obverse types of the silver staters of Period VII arc: Horseman
lancing downwards ; Boy-rider on horse, received and crowned by naked
{outh, as on an older com of Period IV (Fig. 31) ; Boy-rider crowning his

orse or crowning himself ; Armed warrior cantering ; Naked youth on
cantering horse, sometimes as a de*>ultor seated sideways; Naked youth
holding torch, on horse cantering or galloping ; The Dioskuri on cantering
horses.

The reverse types show Taras on his dolphin in various attitudes and
holding various objects, e.g. bow and arrow ; Nike and cornucopiae

;

Nike and trident; Nike and distaff; Nike, shield, and two lances;

two lances, and aiming another; trident; kantharos and trident, kan-
tharos and palm

; grapes and distaff; akrostolion and distaff, t&c.

The signatures of magistrates and moneyers (?) and the symbols on obv.

and rev. are as follows :

—

librerse.

TY APItTIP
TY *n*TPAT0S
EY *n*TPAT0£
EY 0INTYAO*
OE A NET
«l AYKHN
:n MEYMH
in NEYMH
in NEYMH
* AAMOKPI
EY APOAAn Two amphorae,

hi APOAAn Two amphorae.

h I inPY Squatting figure holding

horn.

$ *AAnrJos
*. SAAnNO*
in H APOAAn

Reverse.

Al
POAY
POAY
POAY
CI
TY or Yl

APIS
POAY
No letters or Bvmbo).

Ol.orB and 01
01

Elephant (Fig. 31).

Kulmen.
Fulinen.

Prow.

Star.

Star.

Elephant.

Two stars.

Two Btar*.

*

CIC

in
EY
I
r-HPA

HHPAKAHI

in
IAAO
inPY
inPY

Ionic capital. .

TY Waves.

TY Waves.
ANO or AN Laurel spray, coiled ser-

pent, corn-spike, or no symbol.

ANO No symbol.

AN or AN No symbol
01 Crested helmet
Ol Crested helmet.

X and I Kantharos.

A Kantharo.-.

For the Drachms, &c, of this period see infra, p. 08.
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Period VIII, Roman attiatue, 27'2-ciir. h.c. 235.

Pyrrhus left Italy in B.C. 274, and in 272 Tarentum surrendered to the

Romans, but she seems to have continued to strike her own coins as

a civitas foederata. Evans (Hcrnemen, pp. 163 son.) divides the post-

Pyrrhic issues, on the evidence of a large hoard found at Taranto in

1883, into an earlier and a later class struck during the period of the

Roman alliance (VIII) 272-circ. 235 and (IX) cire. n. c 235-228. To the

first of these periods he would also assign the majority of the so-called

'Campano-Tarentine ' coins above referred to, chiefly on grounds of style,

but also because some of the adjunct symbols are common to the Cam-
pano-Tarentine and to the purely Tarentine issues.

The Tarentine didrachms of the post-Pyrrhic issues, especially those of

Period VIII, are somewhat smaller in module, of more careless workman-
ship, and of more monotonous design than the coins of the preceding

classes.

The obverse-types, omitting details, an* as follows :
— Boy-rider

crowning horse, sometimes crowned himself by flying Nike ; Boy-rider

on stationary horse ; Naked horseman lancing downwards or carrying

palm ; Helmetcd warrior on stationary, cantering, or galloping horse

;

The Dioskuri on cantering horses.

Tho reverse-types show Tares on his dolphin, holding in his right hand
Nike, kantharos, cornucopiae, grapes, tripod, hippocamp, flower, or

thymiaterion, &c. ; and in his left, distaff, trident, or cornucopiae.

The signatures of magistrates and moneyers, together with tho sj'inbols,

on obv. or rev. are the following :

—

Obverse. oSmnti
API*TIS Anchor.

0EI inPYPO*
rY ihpypo* XPH1
h ATEAC Cornucopiae. POAY
0IAOTAC Cornucopiae. POAY
NC 0IAOKPA APOA
Siime. APEY
<Y AE AYKINO* OwL
EY HSTIAP Grapes,

Al 0IAHTAC Cock,

ArAOAPXOS Torch.

01 IflPYPO* I Ciciiihi.

AEHN N Lion.

^KYNHN Bearded mask.

EY 01 IENEA* Corn-spike.

0IAOKPA NC APISTO
-

OlAOKPA NC APOA
Al APISTOKAH* Head of nymph.

M NIKOKPATH* Ionic capital, or no symbol.

H 0IAHMENOS Bucranium.

0IAICKOC Tripod
hHPAKAHTOf P Tlivmiatcriou.

01 l-HPAKAHTO* * Flower.

Al APOAAnNlO*
1

Waves.

Ol APItTOK
i

1
Rudder.
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Obverse.

HPPOAA
1 API*TOKPATH*
1 APISTEIA
EYN AAMOKPITOS
EY<& APICTflN
NIKYAOS

M
PI

bP

inn
*

Reverse.

Amphora.
Term.

For the drachms, &c, see infra, p. 69.

Period IX. Roman alliance continued, circ. B.C. 235-228.

The later coins issued during the period of the compulsory alliance

of Tarentum with Rome are distinguished by Evans from those of

Period VIII by their somewhat larger module and by their more
minutely elaborate style and execution. Another characteristic feature

of the coins of this small class is the frequent occurrence of a complicated

monogram in the held of the obverse.

The obverse-types are as follows:—Naked youth at full gallop, hold-

ing torch behind him ; Boy-rider at full gallop, with his body thrown
hack ; Hippakontist at full gallop, hurling javelin ; Boy-rider crowning
stationary horse, or holding palm and cantering ; One of the Dioskurion
horseback ; Warrior crowned by Nike, on cantering horse.

On the reverses Taras on his dolphin usually holds, in his right hand,
kantharos, hippocamp, rhyton, trident, or Nike ; and, in his left hand,

trident or cornucopiae. A specially beautiful variety shows Taras

taming round on his dolphin and holding his chlamys like a sail behind
him (Evans, PI. X. 7).

The signatures and symbols on the coins of Period IX are the

following :

—

Obverse,

MP AAIMAXOC
IflPYPinN Bucranium tCl
Wreath OAYMPIS
Amazonian shield AYM P I < A
* APICTIPPOC *

1^1 /i. 4>IA0KAHC Dolphin.

T pilos IENOKPATHC

KAAAIKPATHS

>fe

Reverse.

Head of Pan, P
Tripod.

Cuttlc-fiah.

Two amphorae.

Cuttle-fish and waves.

rsE

n

For drachms see infra, p. 69.

Period X. Hannibalie occufxition, circ. B.C. 212-209.

Evans (Horsemen, p. 191 sq.) argues that it was about B.C. 228 that

Tarentum must have been deprived by Rome of her rights of mintage, and

that henceforth the Victoriatus of 3 Koman scruples became the unit of

mi*
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66 CALABliU

currency throughout S. Italy. In any case there is a very distinct break
in the Tareutine series, and, after an interval, a short renewal of
autonomous issues both of gold and silver. These latest Tarentine issues,

must in all probability be assigned to the few years during which
Tarcntum regained her autonomy in virtue of her treaty with Hannibal
(Livy xxv. 8).

For the gold coins see tupra, p. 58. The largest silver coin, now
reduced to 59 grs. max. l

, though resembling in type the demonetized
6 scruple staters, approximates in weight to the Illyrian drachms of
Apollonia, Dyrrhachium, &c. (56 grs. max.), as also to the earlier

Victoriati of 3 Roman scruples (53 grs.) which, in the interval between
B.C. 228 and 212, had replaced the autonomous Tarentine issues.

Notwithstanding their types, the Tarentine Bilver coins of Hannibal's
time were practically drachms rather than stutere, though it is quite
possible that thoy may have been popularly designated nomoi.
The obverse-types are as follows:—Boy-rider crowning horse, some-

times holding palm, or himself crowned by Nike ; Hippakontist
galloping, hurling javelin; Helmeted horseman carrying palm.
The reverse-types are :—Taras on dolphin, holding (in r.) akrostolion,

Nike, trident, or kantharos, and (in 1.) trident, cornucopiae or Nike.
The signatures, &c, are the following :

—

w
No mon,

ETC ±
No moll.

Kngle.

Obverse. Reverse.

KAH SHPAMBOS
in snrENH*
KPITOS
<M <t>IAIAPXO£
SnKANNA*
Of the last mentioned moneyer half-units are also known weighing

circ. 27 grs.

Shallkb Silver Coins of the preceding Periods.

The subdivisions of the stater ranging in date from circ. B.O. 520-420

:

diobols, litrae, obols, and their fractions, together with a rare drachm
of the Hippocamp series (circ. B.C. 500), have been already mentioned.

Among the later subdivisions, belonging mainly to the fourth century, are

the following :

—

Diobols, wt. 22-5 grs. (max.).

Head of Atlienu.

Head of Hemklcts

Herakles strangling the lion or per-

forming one of his other labours, often

with the legend TAPANTI NHN at

length or abridged. The later speci-

mens have letters and svnibols in the

field.

1 Mr* Macdonald has aucgeated to me that, if these Tarentine coins were atruck under
Hannibal'* influence, tlify might havo been intended for drachma of the Phranician
standard, which would apecdily become, in Italy, indistinguiKhahle from the prevalent

I*"innn standard.
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Free lunge.

Two horse?*' heads.

Club and bow.

TAP Tarns on dolphin.

Two horses' heads.

Distaff in wreath.

The diobols, especially those of the Horakles type, are very abundant.
These little coins formed the staple of the common currency in the
Tarentine fish-markets, as well as in the rural districts subject to
Tarentum, and even beyond its territories,— in Apulia and Samnium for

instance. They are identical in type with the diobols of Heraclea, the
meeting-place of the federal congress of the Italiot Greeks, and they
should in point of fact be regarded as federal rather than as local issues.

That the Tarentine diobol exchanged for 10 ounces of bronze, we
gather from the circumstance that the obol commonly boars the mark of
value , as we shall presently see. If, therefore, the obol was equal
to the bronze quincunx, the diobol must have been equivalent to the
dextans, which, as struck in Apulia (see Teata and Vennaia), was
called a Nummus.
The name Nummus may, therefore, have been applied, in Apulia, first

of all to the silver diobol as the federal unit of account at Heraclea and
Tarentum, and may then have been transferred to its equivalent, the
unit of bronze consisting of 10 ounces.

In the Tabulae Heracleenses, however (Boeckh, Corp. laser. Gr.
t
5774,

line 123), a distinction is drawn between the silvor and the bronze num-
mus, for a fine of 10 nummi, de'fca vop.io? apyvpim, is ordered to be paid by
the tenant of certain lands who shall have omitted to plant the full

number of olive trees specified in his contract The fine was 10 silver

nummi for each plant, -nap to <pvrbv ^Katnov
; the addition of the word

upyvpio. was intended to secure the payment of the sum in silver, and wo
now know from a recently discovered inscription that the vo'/io? 'ItoXkotikus

therein specified was the stater or didrachm and not the diobol (rteghng,
Klio, Bd. vi, p. 504).

Oiiols, wt. 11-25 grs. (max.).

Female head.

Kantharos •

Kaiitharoa •

Kantharos >••••. . . wt. 9-2 grs.

Kantharos ••••>. . . wt. 9-7 grs.

i
'.:" i.:i:i:i wt. 8-4 grs.

Five dots is the usual mark of value of the obol. There are, however,
various other little coins, some of which have only two, three, or four
dots, though in weight they might pass for obols. To what system, if

any, these dots refer is doubtful. In some cases they may represent
fractions of the litra (or tenth part of the stater, the obol being the
twelfth), a coin which was distinguished at Tarentum by its type, the
pecten or cockle-shell.

Lithae, wt. 13-5 grs., and Hkmilitra 6-7 grs. (max.).

Shell (pecten).

»

Head of Herakles.

Female head.

Taras on dolphin.

Dolphin, with various symbols.

K 2
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Doubtful Denominations.

Four-legged Beat •

Four-legged seat.

Female head.

Kantharos.

Female head.

Horse's head.

Prancing horse.

Head of Herakle*.

One-handled vase.

Two crescents.

Kour-legged sent • • • . . wt. 14 grs.

Lyre wt. 15 grs.

Dolphin wt. 10-6 grs.

Torch-head wt. 9-7 grs.

Dove-cot wt. 9-5 grs.

Horse's head . . . . wt. 8-9 grs.

Taras on dolphin . . . wt. 7-6 grs.

Dolphin wt. 5-5 grs.

Olive wreath .... wt. 4-6 grs.

Two crescents .... wt. 3-7 grs.

Drachms of Pkriods VI-IX. Girc. B.C. 302-228.

For convenience of reference I have preferred to describe the

Tarentine drachms of the owl type together in this place rather than at

the end of the several series of staters to which they chronologically

belong. For the space of about 200 years (circ. B.C. 500-300) Tarentura
does not seem to have struck any half-staters, the stater or voixo\-

and the small silver coins having doubtless been sufficient for all

requirements.

It was not until shortly before the time of Pyrrhus, that is, before the

definite reduction of the Tarentine stater from 120 grs. to 105 grs.,

that Tarentum began to issue drachms. Although all the owl-type
drachms appear to follow the reduced standard, the signature IOP,
which is common to the earliest specimens of the class and to full-weight
staters of Period VI (n.o. 302-201), proves that the issue of drachms
began before the legal reduction of the standard ; and as it is extremely
unlikely that contemporary staters and half-staters would have been
struck on different standards, as Evans (Hortemen, p. 126) suggests, we
are driven to the conclusion that the drachms of Period VI which have
hitherto been discovered are merely specimens of deficient weight, as

indeed were many staters of the same period. It has already been
explained that the reduction of the weight of the stater (circ. B.o. 281)
from 120 grs. to 105 grs. was probably only a legitimation of the already
current coins of deficient weight and an accommodation of the Tarentine
standard to the Roman six-scruple standard which had been gradually
creeping into general use in South Italy.

The types of the Tarentine drachms (weights 56-50 grs. max.),
omitting details, are as follows :

—

Period VI. Circ. B.C. 802-281.

Obv. Head of Athena with Skylla on helmet ; rev. Owl with closed
wings on olive-spray. Signature IOP.

Period VII. Circ. B.c. 281-272.

Similar types; but the owl has sometimes open wings and stands on
fulmen or serpent. Among the signatures which also occur on con-
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temporary staters are NEYMHNlO* API; NEYMHNlOS POAY;
«n£TPATOt TOAY EY; IAAO AN; f? N ; *n[*J Al[Oj.

Period VIII. Circ. B.C. 272-235.

Similar types; but owl usually with closed wings and standing

on olive-branch, fulmen, anchor, bucranium, Ionic capital, &c. The
signatures occurring also on staters of this period, ana as a rule ac-

companied by the same symbols, are APICTIC Anchor; APItTOKPATHl
Term; r-HPAKAHTO* Kantharos; HtTIAPXO* Grapes; AEnN;
NlKOKPATHS AN Ionic capital.

Period IX. Circ. B.C. 235-228.

Similar types. Owl with closed wings on olive-spray. Signature
OAYMPI* Wreath.

Period X. Circ. B.o. 212-209.

For the drachms (?) with didrachm types of this period see supra.

Bronze Coins. Circ. b.c. 300-228.

The bronze coinage of Tarentum was of no great importance and may
be all attributed to a late period ; see Bf. P. Vlasto, Journ. Int. d'Arch.
Sum.t 1899, 1 sqq. The following are the chief types :

—

Head of Zeus. TAPANTINHN Xike standing holding

fulmen, or crowning trophy M size -9

Head of Athena. TAPANTI Heraklea strangling lion

or at rest on rock . . . M -8—6
TAPAN Tares on dolphin . 43.55
TA Two dolphins . . . J£ -4

Kantharos .43-5

Head of Athena. Kantharos M -35

Shell (pecten).

Kantharos.

Forepart of hippocamp.
Head of Athena-

Horse's head M -5

Two crescents M -4

Uxentnm (Uyento). This town is not mentioned in history. It was
situated near the extremity of the Iapygian promontory. No coins

are supposed to have been struck there before the Roman period.

Those that are known are all of bronze and usually bear marks of value
which, when the weights are also taken into account, show that they

follow the semuncial system, dating therefore from circ. B.o. 89.

At. Janifonn head of Athena? or
! I 11 1:

i 1

OZAN Hernkles standing resting on
club and holding cornucopiae ; above,

Nike crowning bin . . A] size *85

Semis. Head of Athena! orBomat
(
$. Similar, without Nike, S . . . -K -7

Same (without S). I Same E -5

Eagle on fulmen. A— Kantharos and two stare AZ -4

For varieties see Bert. Cat., III. i. p. 310.

r> i'
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LUCANIA
The coinage of the district which takes its name from the Lucanians,

a people of Samnite race who migrated southwards about B.c. 400,
consists

—

(i) Of the money of the ancient Achaean and other Greek towns,
Sybaris, Suis, and Metapontum on the east side, and Latis and
Pyxus on the west, together with that of Velia and Poseidonia.

(ii) Of that of the later Greek colonies Thurium and Huraclea,

(iii) Of that of the Lucanians after they had made themselves masters
of Poseidonia, Laiis, and Metapontum, and had become partially

Hellenized.

(iv) Of that of Paestum (Poseidonia), and Copia (Thurium), under the
Romans.

Lncani. The coinage of the Lucanians, like that of the Bruttians,

with which it is contemporary, did not commence before the beginning

of the third century B.C. at the earliest, and it did not continue beyond
the conclusion of the Second Punic War, when, after Hannibal's
departure, Lucania was finally subdued by Rome.

(1) Time of the Pyrrhic, war (I).

Head of bearded Arcs helmeted.

Head of Nike, with inBcr. NIK A.

AOYKANOM Athena fighting vE 1-0

„ Nike crowning trophy .

M 10
„ Zeus hurling fulmeii

(2) Time of the HaunHiulic war (11
l

Head of Athena in Corinthian helmet
(Evans, Horsemen, p. 207 ; Imhoof.
fferl BUilt., 1870, PI. VIII. 1).

Head of Herakles in Hun-skin.

Head of Zeue.

AOYK A Karof corn with leafon which,

owl . . A\ Drachm wt. 48-5 grs.

AYKIANHM Athena fighting, wolfs
1 cm

i in field JE 1-0

„ Eagle with open wings,

wolfs head in field .

M -8

The wolfs head shows that the Lucanians connected their naiue with
Kvkos.

i

Oirc b.c. 550-510.

$MA (in ex.) Bull 1. with head re-

verted
;
on his hack, locust.

No inscr. Type of ohv., incuse . . .

M wt. 124 gre.

There seems to be no doubt about the reading of tins rare coin.
Prof. E. Pais (Reiu/iconti delta R. Avcutl. del Lincei, vol. xvi. fasc. I,

1 For other tyjtes MO h. Sambon, Mm. de f-i Pregqri'Ue Hal., p. 258.

_,.
(~*
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1907) attributes it to the town of Aminaea (see Pauly, Real-Eiwycl. s. v.)>

which, on the evidence of the coin, he supposes to havo been situated

near Sybaris. Cf. also another uncertain coin reading Pal and Mol,
p. 83, infra.

Heraclea (Policoro) was a colony jointly of Tarentum and Thurium,
established B.C. 432 to occupy the territory of the ancient Siris, and
to form an outpost against the growing power of the Lucanians. Hence
it was chosen by Archytas, strategos at Tarentum, B.C. 380-345, as the
neat of the general assembly of the Italiot Greeks. This was the cause
of HeracleaIncoming a place of considerable importance.

Alexander of Epirus, during his Italian campaign circ. B.C. 330,
removed the synod from Heraclea to the borders of the territory of
Thurium out of enmity to the Tarentines (Strabo, vi. 3, 4). Shortly
after this Heraclea may have fallen into the hands of the Lucanians
(Lenormant, Grande Grece, i. 168), but, if so, it does not appear to have
lieen deprived of autonomy. In the Pyrrhic war it sided with the other
Greek towns, but soon afterwards, B.C. 272, it accepted the Roman
?rotectorato under a treaty especially favourable (Cic. Pro Balb. 22

;

'ro Arch. 4), and about this time or even earlier the weight of the
ilidrachm was definitely reduced, as at Tarentum, to 105 grs. =6 Roman
scruples.

The coins of Heraclea should be studied in conjunction with those of

its metropolis Tarentum, the standard of which they follow. They may
be divided into the following classes:

—

Head of Heniklee, bearded or young, in

lion-frkiu.

Head of Athena in crested Athenian
helmet on which hippocamp.

SlLVEH.

I. Circ. b.c. 432-380.

Diobolri, tit. 22 grs.

HE sometimes retrogr. Lion running.

[B. M. Guide, PL XV. S.]

HE Uerakles kneeling, strangling lion.

[Hunter Cat., I. 85.]

II. Circ. B.c. 400-370.

Didrackma of the Italic-Tarentine standard', 123-110 grs.

Fl«. 32.

1. Head of Athena-Nike <?), her hair

bound with olive and turned up
behind, the whole surrounded by
aegis with border of serpents.

HPAKAEinN or r-HPAKAHlON
ILerakles naked reclining on rocks,

holding wine-cup in his hand
(Fig. 32J.

( ioogle
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72 LUCANIA

III. Circ. B.C. 370-281.

Gold.

There is but one gold coin known of this town, a J stater weighing
33grs. [Garrucci, PL CI. 29, Paris.]

Head of Athena in Corinthian helmet | Herakles Bcated on rock,

adorned with griffin.

Silver.

Didrarhvnt,

2. Head of Athena in crested Athenian

helmet adorned with hippocamp
or Skylla.

3. Head of Athena facing.

4. Head of Athena as on No. 2.

5. Head of Athena as on No. 3.

6. Head of Athena in Corinthian hel-

met; in front, sometimes, AOANA.

HPAKAEIHN or HHPAKAHinN
Herakles contending with lion

(Fig. 33).

ii Similar.

Herakles standing facing, holding club

and lion-skin*

Similar,

Similar*

**

I*

Fio. 38.

(See also Imhoof-Blumer, Mon. gr., p. 2, and Hunter Cat., I. 87. The
inscr. which is usually on the ret: h*, on some spochnens, repeated on
the ohv.

t while on others it occurs only on the obv.)

Head of Athena as on No. 2.

Head of Herakles.

Head of Athena.

Drachms.

1-HPAKAHinN Owl on olive-branch.

Wt. 57 grt,

Dittbifo.

HHPAKAHlnM Herakles and lion.

„ Same, or Herakles

standing.

Quincunx or Obol.

Head of Athena as on No. 1. Club and bow

Four crescents with dots.

Corn -grain.

Ilemiobolit.

Club and bow.

I-HP Plough.
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IV. Owe. B.C. 281-268 i

Dtdrachms of the Roman six-scruple standard, 105 gn% max.

Head of Athena in crested Corinthian HHPAKAEinN or HHPAKAHlnN
helmet, plain or adorned with

hippocamp, Skylla, or griffin.

(inscr. sometimes on obv.) Herakles

standing, usually facing, sacrificing

before altar, or crowning himself,

or crowned by Nike, often with

magistrate's name.
[
B< M. Guide*

PL SLY. 17.]

Bronze*

Inscr. hHPAKAEinN.

The bronze money of Heraclea seems to belong to the periods between
urc. B.C. 330-228 (see chronology of Tarentine coins, p. 56, supra). The
chief types are :

—

Head of Persephone. i Ear of corn AZ -8

Head of Athena facing. Trophy .V. 55

Owl on fulmen. Forepart of horse yK -45

c

Head of Herakles.

Athena sacrificing at altar. Two figures of Herakles . . . JE -8

Bast of Athena.
|
One figure of Herakles . . * M -fi5

The double and single Herakles on these coins, like the double-bodied
owl on coins of Athens, simply mean that the one coin is double the

value of the other (cf. Macdonald, Coin Types* p. 122, for other instances).

Head of Athena. Marine divinity (Glaukos ?) armed with

helmet, shield, and spear . . M -55

Club, quiver, and bow . . . & «5

The coin-types of Heraclea reflect ita double origin : the head ofAthena
is borrowed from Thurium, and the cultus of Herakles, who gave his

name to the city, from the Dorian Tarentum. Some of the finer speci-

mens of the didrachm bear signatures of mint officials, possibly engravers,
APlfTOZENOf, K or KAA, <t>IAI£TinrJ, <t>IA0, &c, some of which
occur also on coins of various other oitics in Magna Oraecia (see Evans,
Horsemen of Tarcntum)*

XiAus (Laino) was an ancient Achaean port on the western side of
Italy, near the mouth of the river of the same name. It was a colony
of Sybaris, and after the destruction of the latter, B.r. 510, a portion of

the Sybarite refugees took up their residence there.

In B.C. 390 the town fell into the hands of the Lucanians.
The coins of Latls are of three classes, (i) and (ii) Silver Staters (129

grs. max.), Thirds (42 grs.), and Sixths (21 grs,), mostly belonging to the

Seriod of archaic ait, i. e. to the end of the sixth and first decade of the

fth century B.C., and (iii) Bronze coins, all of which are subsequent to

the silver and (perhaps with a few exceptions) later than B.C. 350.
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A

Period I. Circ. b.c. 550-500.

Thin plate-like coins with reverse-types incuse. Inscription divided,

AA^*$, AA$ or $AA being placed on one side of the coin and MOH on
the other. The whole word, viz. Aauw, the sing. inasc. of the ethnic,

with or without the digamma, probably refers to the type or Ttapd-

tTjjpov of the city (cf. Macdonald, thin Ty/ten, p. 131).

Fig, 34.

Bull with human head (River Laos ?) Bull as uu o6i\, incuse (Fig. 34) . . -

looking back. Stater, wt. 126 grs.

Period II. Circ. u.o. 500-150.

MA on both sides; types in relief.

Bull with human head looking back ;

sometimes, acorn in exergue.

Similar.

Bull with human head, but not looking

back. [B. M. Guide, PI. VII. 9.]

Stater, wt. 126 grs.

Third, wt. 42 grs.

Acorn .... Sixth, wt. 21 grs.

Period III. drc. b. a 350 or later.

Bronze Coins.

Female head of fluent style, wearing
sphendone; magistrate EYGYMOY.
(Cf. Imhoof, Mon. gr.

} p. 3.)

AAINHN Crow to right; symbol,

rain's head; magistrate £PEA . .

Of this coin there are varieties without magistrates' names.

AAlNHN Head of Persephone; around,
dolphins.

AA Head of a goddess; hair iu sphen-
done.

AA Head of goddess, facing.

Head of young River-god (Lftos)

homed.

Crow ;
symbols, stag's head and star

;

magistrates Ml BE. . . . J3 ^75

Crow ; magistrates KO MO . . .V. *55

Two crows passing one another in

opposite directions . . . £, -6

Two crows in opposite directions M -5

There are also coins of La'us without the name of the town, struck

perhaps in the names of Lucanian chiefs :

—

Head of Dionysos.

Head of Herakles.

Female head, hair rolled.

Crow. Legend «TA 0*1 . . M -65

„ . . . . M -5

CI Bl . . . MS
ft
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The magistrates' nanus £TA and 0*1 may perhaps 1m? completed
Statius ana Opsidius (cf. tTATlOY on a coin of N'uceria in Bruttium)

;

and CI Bl, if correctly read, may be Vibius.

Metapontum was an Achaean colony of remote antiquity, which, after

having been destroyed, was refounded from Sybaris, under the leader-

ship of Leukippos, early in the sixth century B.c. It occupied a plain

of extraordinary fertility on the Gulf of Tarentum, between tin- rivers

Bradanos and kasuentos. Its coinage in the earliest period consists of

Staters (129 grs. max.), Thirds (42 grs.). Sixths (21 grs.), and Twelfths

(11 grs.), inscribed M^TAPOrJT^, usually abbreviated and often retro-

Eade. In fabric the coins resemble those of the other Achaean cities,

ing thin plate- like disks with the reverse-type incuse.

Period I. Circ. B.C. 550-470.

Fio. 85.

Ear of corn in high relief, often accom-

panied by a locust (Fig. 35).

Same.

Same.
Same.

Same.

Kar of corn incuse; where there is a
locust on the of/verae a dolphin usually

takes its place on the reverse .

Staters, 129grs.inux.; Thirds, 42 grs.

Bolt's head facing, incuse. Sixth, 21 grs.

Cora-grain Twelfth.

Corn-ear Twelfth.

Three crescents with four pellets . -

Twelfth.

Towards the close of this first period the fabric of the coins becomes
more compact, and the pieces gain in thickness what they lose in super-

ficies. The Locust is often replaced by a Ram's head or a Lizard.

The badge of Metapontum, the Kar of corn, would seem to imply
that Demeter was the divinity chiefly honoured there, though BuBoft
(i. 411) quotes authorities to show that it was Apollo rather than

Demeter; connecting with this the offering of the Metapontines at Delphi
of a 6(po9 xpvtrovv (Strab. vi. 264). May not, however, that offering

have been simply the dedication of the Ttapaarjuov of the city? (Mac*
donald, Coin Types, p. 65). The locust, or some other creature destruc-

tive to the crops, is, according to Lenormunt (Gntntle Grece, i. p. l-'H),

intended as a sort of propitiation of the destroying influences in nature

—

the powers of death and destruction. It seems more probable, however,
that it is merely a touch of local colour, like the beetle on the famous
tetradrachm of Aetna (q. v.).
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Periott JL Cirt\ B.C. 470 400.

In this period the incuse reverse disappears, and its place is taken by

a reverse-type in relief.

META Karofcorn. Symbol frequently
j

METAP Kivecorn-grainsinstar pattern

a Locust (R U. C, p. 242) . . . Stater.

Fio. 36.

META rtrtrogr.. Ear of com, Symbol
frequently a Locust : cable border on
both sides (Bafaelon, TraiU.VhhXVL
20).

Same.

The Hiver Acheloos in human form,

bearded, and with bull's horns and
ears, naked but for chlamys, standing

facing, holding pliiale and long reed
;

inscr. AtEAO$0
\\OA03A

dolphin sometimes in field . Stater.

Apollo naked, standing, holding laurel

tree and bow ; iu front sometimes Ml
altar (Fig. 36) .... . Stater.

Herakles standing, naked, with club

over shoulder Stater.

Herakles sacrificing at altar . Stater,

Apollo seated, wearing chlamys, playing

lyre; before him, laurel tree. Stater.

Head of bull with human face in pro-

file (Acheloos ?) Sixth.

The worship of Acheloos at Metapontum is proved by the remarkable
inscription A^cAou* a*0Aou, showing that games, for which these coins

were struck, were celebrated in hia honour.
Among the other divinities to whose worship at Metapontum the coins

of the fifth century bear witness, are Hcrakles, who is said to have
rested in the Metapontine plain while bringing the oxen of Geryon
across Italy, and Apollo. The worship of Apollo was especially enjoined

upon the Metapontinos by Aristeas, the disciple and successor of Pytha-

goras. The figure of Apollo with the laurel tree, on the stater described

above, was probably suggested by the statue mentioned by Herodotus
as standing in the agora at Metapontum with laurel trees round about
it [v*/m£ ££ airrbv oa<f>vat iaraaij Herod, iv. 15).

Same.

Same.
Same.

Same.

Period III. Circ. b.c. 400-550,

In the period of finest art the following are the most remarkable types

of the stater :

—

Head of Heraklcs in lion-skin. META, Ac. Ear of corn (sometimes

with locust).

>ogle
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Fio. 3;

Young head with ram's horn and ear. META, &c. Kar of corn (Fig. 37)
Female head.

(Fig. 38).

Inscr. HOMONOIA META, &c. Ear of corn.

Fio. 38.

Female head. Inter, r-Yr I E I

A

Female head. Inscr. AAMATHP
Female head ; hair in sphendone.

Female head ; hair rolled.

Female head. laur. Signed API£TO£E
Female head. Signed APISTI (I)

;

hehind head JOAT.
Female head ; hair bound with

wound four times round it.

Female head with curly hair.

cord

META. fto. Ear of coru-

W M (BAABird,&c.)

If ,,
(Murex.)

ir .. (Vase.)

1* t» n

19 »» ••

(SSpiul ;, tfttm. Circular, 1900, p. 3787.)

J» „ „ (Honey-suckle.)

t* ., M (10.)

[B.M. <?«*&, PI. XXIY.16»]

If .» (Locust.)

I* „ „ (Poppy-head.)

[B. If. Guide. PI. XXXIV. 18.]

It „ (Owl flying.)

It ,. .. [Z sometimes.)

Female head with corn-wreath.

Head of Zeus, sometimes with
EAEYOEPIO*

Head of young Diony&os. Signed POAY
Head of Apollo, lanr. Inscr. APOA

The purity and beauty of the work exemplified on the numerous
varieties of the heads on these coins leave nothing to be desired.

Of the inscriptions which accompany them, those at full length
arc evidently epithets or appellations (e.g. HYHEIA, EAEYOEPIOS.
r-OMOrJOIA),or the names of the divinities themselves (e.g. AAMATHP),
while the abbreviated names may be the signatures of die-engravers,

APltTOZE., APOA., POAY. Those in larger characters, usually on the
reverse, are doubtless the signatures of monetary magistrates.

The goddessvariously represented, and under various names, is probably
Demeter or Persephone.
The young male head with ram's horn and ear, may be either the

Libyan Dionysos, or possibly Apollo Karneios, the god of Hocks and
herds.

The only small coins of this period appear to l>e Sixths with the

young horned head, or with a bearded norned head, which may be
Zeus Amnion.
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Period IV. Circ. B.C. 350-330.

Gold.

Head of Leukippos in Corinthiou helmet Two ears of corn, €1
ornamented with Skylla. Inscription [B. M. Guide, PI. XXIV. 14] wt. 44 grs.

AEYKIPPO*
Female head with flowing hair, wearing METAPON Ear of corn . wt. 44 grs.

stephane.

Silver.

Fin. 89.

Head of bearded hero Leukii>nos in

Corinthian helmet adorned with vic-

torious chariot; tymbol, forepart of

lion.

Similar. Inscr. AEYKIPPO*

METAPONTlNnNorMETA Earof
corn (Fig. 39). Distater, wt. 240 grs.

Same . M Stater, wt. 122 grs.

Magistrates' names APH, AMI, AA?, r-H,&c; various symbols.

Head of hero with slight whisker.

in Corinthian helmet. Inscription

OAPPArOPAS
Apollo standing with bow.

[Hunter Cat., I. PI. VI. 20.]

META Ear of corn (Imhoof-Blumer,

Mon. gr., PI A. 2) . . A\ Stater.

META Eur of corn: the whole in

olive-wreath . J Stater, wt. 52-5 grs.

In this period Metapontuni appears to have assimilated her coinage to

that of Thorium, and to have adopted a divisional system by two and
four instead of by three and six.

Perid V. ('in: n.c. 330-300 (some perhaps later).

On the coins of this period the head of Demeter (or Persephone)
appears with Howing hair, usually in profile, but sometimes facing and
accompanied by the epithet Z.flTHPIA.

Another late type is a female head with the inscription rJ I K A. On the
latest issues the execution is generally unworthy of the conception, and
very careless.

It is improbable that any staters were struck in the name of Meta-
puntum after the capture of the town by the Lucanians shortly before
B. 0. 300, for there are none of the reduced standard as at Tarentum and
Heraclca, and magistrates' names at full length do not occur.
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Half-staters of declining weight are, however, met with, some of

which may perhaps be assigned to the time of the Hannibalic occupa-

tion of the city, b. c. 212-207 (Evans, Horsemen, p. 206). The following

are the usual types of the stater in Period V ;

—

Flu, 40.

Head of Demeter with corn -wreath,

and (i) flowing hair, in profile, or

(ii) facing (with tHTHPIA); (Hi)

hair rolled ; (iv) hair in sphendone

;

(v) veil hanging down Iwhind
;

(vi)

hair in net; (vii) veiled.

Female bead, (i) wearing laureate

Stephanos (in&cr. NIK A), (ii) with

hair in sphendone adorned with stars

(NIK A).

Head of Athena in Corinthian helmet.

Head of young Diony&os three-<juarter-

face, ivy-crowned. Mag*: KAA.

META. &t\ Ear of corn (Fig. 40).

Symbols: plough, ant, cornucopiae,

amphora! vine-branch, cicada, *tar,

Nike, satyr, tongs, griffin, mk<\
Artemis, club and fulmeii, Imcra-

nium, leaf, caduceus, tripod, mouse,

krater, &c. Magistrates: MAN,4>I,
AI,AY,AOA,AA,PP0>A,KPI.&c.
[B. M. Guide, VI XXXIV. 20 and 21.]

META Kar of com. Symbols: locust,

mouse, pomegranate, pear, &c. Ma-
gistrate : £T. &c.

ofMETA Ear

and club.

META Kar of con
Mag.: <t>IA.

com. Symbols : owl

Symbol : BWpMt-

Smallbk Silver Coins.

Head of Athena in Corinthian helmet.

[Hunter CaL, I. PL VI. 25.]

Owl on olive-branch, £1

Head in winged helmet (ltoma I).

Head of Demeter with flowing hair.

METArONTI Head of Atheua in

Corinthian helmet.

META Kar of corn. Symbol: owl .

£ Stater. 62-49 grs.

META Ear of corn 4 Stater, wt. 49 gra.

Kar of corn. (AYK in num.) Symbol:
club , . Half-staters, 56-49 grs.

META Kar of corn. Symbol: plough,

Diobol, wt. 21 grs-

Ear of corn. Symbols: plough, cornu-

copiue, &c. . . I>iol>ol
f
wt. 21 grs.

Bronze Coikh. After eire. b.c. 330- Jiwr. ME, MET. META.

Henues sacrificing, EY.

ME Head of Demeter, hair rolled.

Female heath

Head of Herakles.

Head of Zeus.

Head of Hermes.

Head of Athena.

Kar of corn. Inscr. 0B0A0S, . .

M Size -85

w 0B0A0*.
Al Size •»

99mTwo ears of corn.

Three corn-grains.

ii h
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A

Head of Helios.

Young horned head.

Head of Seilenos.

Head of Artemis.

Head of Leukippos.

Head of Dionyaos.

Eagle on fulmeu.

Athena fighting*

Mask.

Female head in stephane.

Tripod.

Three corn-grain*.

Ear of corn.

H
Kantharos.

Demeter with torch.

Kar of corn.

Ear of corn and fulmen.

Owl.

Corn-grain.

„ Inscr. TE and HE.

Of these bronze coins, which range in size from -85 to -45 inch, those

with the inscription OBOAOf are interesting, as they prove that bronze

was accepted at Metapontum merely as money of account The small

coins with TE and HE may likewise be T*rapnj/±opia and 'Hjurcra/mMAopia.

Poseidonia {J
}

eM)) was colonized from Sybaris in the seventh century B.c.

In fabric its earliest coins resemble those of the other Achaean towns ;

but in two important points they differ from thorn, viz. in their weight
and in their system of division, in both of which they follow the Cam-
panian standard of the neighbouring Phocaean colony Velia (Staters

118 grs. and Drachms 59 grs. max,).

Period I Circ. B.C. 550-470.

Fig. 41.

POM (retrograde). Same type incuse.

(Kg, 41.) iR Stater, 118 grs.

POM (retrograde) Poseidon naked, with

clilamys hanging loosely acrot>8 hits

shoulders, wielding trident, and
occasionally holding a wreath in bia

extended hand (an agonistic prize ?);

a dolphin or pistrix sometimes a*

an adjunct symljol.

Some of the coins of this period are inscribed M^l £3M0T
(Babelon, TraitS, p. 1434 sq.). Millingeii {('oit^lA^ratioWf p- 46) thought

that M^4 might stand for an alliance between Po&eidonia and Phistelia.

Babelon takes it for the name of the little river Is (the modern Jun-
cardUi), mentioned by Lycophron, Millingen's suggestion is both
chronologically and geographically impossible, but there is much more
to be said in favour of the other hypothesis, for it is quite probable that

local games may have been held on the banks of tho river Is.

With considerable diffidence, however, 1 may offer a third suggestion.

I am inclined to think that all the early coins of Poseidonia, like those
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POSEIDONIA 81

of so many other cities, were festival issues, and it is conceivable that
this particular issue reading M^^ may have been specified as such;
the abbreviated word Fii* being cognate to tho Oscan I, iisia = th& Latin
Fer'aie or Fedun (Conway, Italic Dialect*, p. 621). If so, the inscription

might be interpreted as equivalent to POCEI IEPA indicating that the

coin was issued for a Poseidonian Festival. The chief objection to this

explanation seems to be the improbability of the adoption by Greek
colonists of a native Italian name for ' festival '.

Period II. Circ. B. c. 470-400.

Early in the fifth century a complete change was effected in the
coinage of Poseidonia. The Campanian standard then gave way to the
Achaean, the weight of the stater being raised to 129 grs. max., while Thirds
(42 grs.). Sixths (21 grs.), and Twelfths (11 grs.) took the place of the
older Halves. The fabric of the coins of this second class is thick and
compact, and the types are in relief on both sides. Tho change in

standard and in fabric is contemporary with the introduction of a new
reverse type, the Bull, probably due to an influx of refugees from
Sybaris (see Macdonald, Coin Tyi##, p. 115). Inscr. POME$AANSATAM
(Hofftihavt&ras), more or less abbreviated, accompanied rarely by addi-

tional inscriptions, e.g. MElUA (retrogr.), which, like F$$M (retrogr.) on
the coins mentioned above, may have been intended to specify the

festival which necessitated this particular issue of silver staters.

The word MElUA (retrogr.) in this sense might stand for Stfaria,

i.e. Games celebrated on the banks of the river Silaros, the northern
boundary of the Poseidonian territory (cf. 'Ax«'A<ho &t$\ov). The alter-

native theory that there may have been a city named Silaros, between
which and Poseidonia there was a monetary alliance, seems to me
highly improbable. No such town is mentioned by any ancient writers.

Fig. 42.

Poseidon wielding trident.
|

Bull. (Fig. 42.) . A\ Stater, 126 grs.

Towards the close of the fifth or the beginning of the fourth century,
another new type, the head of Hera Argoia (= Lakinia) facing, was
adopted at Poseidonia (Strab. vi. 252) ; cf. the similar head on later

coins of Neapolis, Hyria, Ac.

Head of Hera Argoia facing, wearing I POMEIA Bull . . . Ai Stater.

stepbanos.

This is also the time to which the bronze coins, for the most part

resembling in type the silver with Poseidon and Bull, and bearing the

inscr. P0ME$, or more often VOt El A, belong. These are the last coins

htruck at Poseidonia before its capture by the Lucanians, circ. b. C.

400-390. By the Lucanians the name of the town was corrupted into

Paestum.
HK*D Q
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1

Paestum. The coins of Paestum, us the barbarous Lucanians desig-

nated the ancient and wealthy Greek city that had fallen into their

hands, are all of n late period. It is doubtful indeed whether any
money was struck there before the Roman colonization of the town in

B. C. 'Z7Z. The coins may be divided into the following classes :—

I. Circ. B. C. 300-268, with Greek or semi-Greek inner.

PAISTANO Head of young river-god

homed and crowned with reeds

;

behind, a swan.

Head of Poseidon. (Hunter Cat., I.

PI. VII. 6.)

tt

Heads of the Dioskuxi.

The Dioskuri on horseback (Samboii,

Preiqutle, PI. XX. 2G).

Ai Stater, J 1 1 grs.

PAISTANO Winged Eros on dolphin.

JR Size -85

PAI Dolphin K „ -5

P Dolphin K .. -4.",

These coins may have Ixsen issued either by the Lucanians or under
the Romans, before the coinage of silver was interdicted by Rome in

b. c. 268.

II. Cire. B.C. 268-89, with PAIS and mark* of value.

SernU. Head of Poseidon,
,

Trident.

Trien*. Head of young Dionysos.
1
Cornucopiae.

Quadrant
.
Head of Poseidon. Dolphin.

Sextans. n f%

»» Head of Deuieter. Forepart of hoar or whole boar.

Stteuneia.
v>

Wolf.

Uncia* Head of Artemis. Ear of corn.

HI. With PAES a nd mavh* of value.

Semis. Head of Poseidon. Anchor and rudder,

»» Prow and dolphin.

Trim* Head of Dionysos. Cornucopia*1
,

» Shield. „ and fulmen crossed*

Lion, a

Sextant. Head of Demeter, Forepart of boar.

St$cuncia* M Wolf.

IV. With PAE, <£c, marks of value, and names qf Duumviri
and other -municipal may i*t rates.

This series extends down to the age of Augustus and Tiberius.

Paestum, for some reason which remains unexplained, having been

allowed by the express permission of the Roman Senate cite. B. c. 89 to

continue the issue of small bronze coins long after that privilege had
been withdrawn from all the other towns in Italy, the letters P. S. S. C.

on late coins of Paestum stand for Paesti Signatum Scnatus Consulto.

Among these later coins of Paestum is one which illustrates the actual

process of striking coins in the first century B. <*. On tho Obv. of this
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piece is a balance, containing in one scale a weight and in the other

a coin ; while on the Rev. are two workmen, of whom one is in the act

of striking with a hammer a coin-die or anvil placed on the top of
a square block (Hill, Handbook, p. 148).

. . . Mol .... These abbreviated words are supposed to stand for

two unknown cities, probably in Lucania. Oirc. B. 0. 550-500. Thin
plate-like fabric.

Fio. 48.

4AT Boar. (Fig. 43.) MOM Boar incuse

I M Stater, wt. 122 grs.

SirU and Tjrxxm. Sins, called after the river of that name, occupied

a fertile territory on the bay of Tarontum. The history of the town is

involved in much obscurity. There appears to have been in very

remote times a town called Siris in these parts* but the city of which

we possess coins was a subsequent Ionian settlement, the origin of which
is ascribed to the early pail of the seventh century B. C. This Ionian

city rivalled in wealth and luxury its most powerful Achaean neighbours.

We hear of it in the reign of Cleisthenes of Sicyon, cin: B. c. 572 (?),_ for

one of its citizens was among the suitors of Agariste 1

, but the details

of this story can hardly be accepted as historical. It was attacked

and probably destroyed by Metapontura, Croton, and Sybaris at some
time previous to the fatal quarrel between the two last-named cities

(Beloch, tiirie in Hermes (1894); Holm, Gr. Ge&ch. 1.443
;
Busolt, Gr.

Getck. II. 759; and Pais, Ancient Italy, pp. 67-86).

Its coins cannot be ascribed to an earlier date than B. c. 560, and they

are in all respects similar to the earliest money of Sybaris, of which
Siris was probably a formidable commercial rival (Busolt, Or. Ge&h. I*.

p. 412, and II. p. 758). They are also valuable historical documents,

for they reveal to us the existence, in the sixth century B.C., of the town
of Pyx us, which stood on the opposite shore of the Bruttiau peninsula,

facing the west. The territories of Siris and Pyxus were therefore

probably adjacent to one another, a fact which may serve to explain

a monetary alliance between them :

—

M0W<KM (2.f>rm). Bull looking rvXOEM (n*£oct). Same type, incuse,

back. AX Stater, wt. 120 grs.

[B. M. Guide, Piute VIII. 14.]

Herod, vi. 127.

O 2
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rivfucv (flu^ou?) is the name of the town in the nominative case.

Stpipoy, like Aatvos, Uoa^ibai'iaTas, &c, is an adjective, also in the nomina-
tive, and doubtless refers to the type or vapatrrj^ov of the city (cf. Laiis,

aupra). Pyxus, which this remarkable coin shows to have been in inti-

mate commercial relations with Siris circ. B. c. 560-510, is not mentioned
before B.C. 471, when it is said to have been founded by Micythus, tyrant
of Messene. The evidence of the coins proves that this statement is

erroneous, or at least that Micythus cannot have been the original founder

of the town (De Luynes, Xouv. Annalen, i. p. 395), which had probably
fallen into decay after the destruction of Sybaris (B.C. 510), with whose
fortunes its geographical situation would link it closely.

Sybaris. The archaic coinage of this city, the most splendid and
flourishing Achaean colony in Italy in early times, belongs to tho sixth
century b. c, and consists of the following denominations, inscribed
MV, MVB, MVBA (= £YBA) usually retrograde, and on one specimen
M^T7SAHV[M] {Z. /. X, vii. 230, PI. IV. 5).

Fio. 44.

Bull with head reverted (River-god

Krathis?); cable border (Fig. 44).

Similar.

Similar.

Same type, incuse

Staters 121 grs., Thirds 42 grs.

Amphora, incuse . . Sixths 21 grs.

Xo type. Inscr. M Twelfths 10 gr*.

The Sybarite refugees, who, after the destruction of their city in

B. c. 510, would seem to have found a home in Laiis, Scidrua, and
probably also in Poseidonia, returned in B. c. 453, and with the help of
the people of Poseidonia, rebuilt their ruined city at a short distance

from the ancient site. This new Sybaris enjoyed but a short lease of

life, for the Crotoniates, jealous of the revival of their ancient foe,

expelled the unfortunate colonists and levelled to the ground their

newly built walls B. C 448. Nevertheless, this short interval of six years

has left us a numismatic record, for to this time only can we attribute

the following coins. Inscr. MV, MVB, or MVBA, retrograde on obv.

or rev.

Cirv. B- 0. 453-448.

Poseidon brandishing trident.

Poseidon brandishing trident.

Bull standing

Sixths (?), wt. 25-17 grr.

Bird (dove ?) . . . Sixth, wt. 20 grs.
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In oJHaibce with PoseUlonkt,

VM Poseidon brandishing trident.

[B.M.C., /K'AP-287.]
VM Twophialae,
BA [Garracci, PI. XXI. 17].

MOT Bull standing

Sixth, wt. 13-5 grs.

01 Bull standing

*3M Sixth (t).

These alliance coins are a distinct proof that Poseidonia took part in

the recolonization of Sybaris. A few years later the Sybarite exiles

prevailed upon the Athenians to assist them in another attempt at the

restoration of the unfortunate city, and this time the project resulted in

a brilliant success, the foundation of the great Panhellenic settlement of

New Sybaris, B. c. 443. The Sybarite element in the new colony was, how-
ever, far outnumbered by colonists from other parts of Greece, and they
made themselves so unpopular by claiming to take the lead in the

management of affairs (Diod. xii. 11) that they were obliged to retire

to a tuird site near the mouth of the river Traeis, where they founded
another city for themselves. It is a moot point whether the following

coins belong to this third foundation of exiled Sybarites or whether they
are not the first coins of the Athenian colony called originally Sybaris,

and, afterwards, Thurium (see Meyer, Gesch. den Alterthurns, TV. 25

;

Busolt, Or, Geech., III. I p. 528 ; and Hill Hist, Gr. Coins, p. 51). This
coinage cannot have lasted many years for it is uniform in style. It

consists of Thirds, Sixths, and Twelfths of the old Achaean standard.

Car. B.C. 443.

Head of Athena in Athenian helmet, SYBAPI Hull with head reverted, or

bound with olive-wreath.

[B. M. C., Italy, p. 286.

J

Same.

rushing, as on coins of Thurium .

M Third, wt. 42 grs.

€YBA Bull with head reverted . . .

at Sixth, wt. 21 grs.

Same. „ Bull's head

Al Twelfth, wt. 10 grs.

Thorium. This important colony was founded (B.C. 443) at a spot

not far removed from the site of the deserted Sybaris, where there was
a fountain named Thuria. It was called at first Sybaris, under which
name it probably struck its earliest coins (see supra). Its rapid rise, after

the expulsion of the old Sybarites and its change of name from Sybaris
to Thurium, was doubtless in part due to the same local advantages
which must have contributed so largely to the commercial prosperity

of the ancient Sybaris, and in part also, perhaps, to a large influx of new
colonists from Athens (Busolt, Gr. Gesr/i., III. i. p. 526 note). It must
not be inferred from the advanced style of art exhibited by the earlier

Thurian coins, or from the presence of the n in the inscription, that the
Thurian mint was not active during the latter half of the fifth century (see

Jorgensen in Corolla Num., p. 166), for it must be borne in mind that

there was a predominant Ionic clement in the population of Thurium,
and there is no reason why the Ionic alphal>et should not have been
in use there from its first foundation (cf. the archaic coins of the
Ionic Velia with YEAHTHN struck certainly before B.C. 450).

The coins of Thurium which fall into the period of the greatest

prosperity of the city, circ. B.C. 425-400, take rank among the finest

(
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specimens of numismatic art. For purity of style and delicacy of execu-

tion nothing can excel the specimens with the letter <t>, which is of
frequent occurrence also on coins of Heraclea. Neapolis (?). Velia, Terina,

[B. M. Gttule, PL XV. 3, 7, 13,Tarentum, Metapontum, and Pandosia.

and PL XXV. K] 1

Fiu 4\

Head of Athena iii helmet bound nith ©OYPIflN Hull walking with head
olive (Fig. 45). In field, <t>. lowered, or rushing ; beneath the hull

little bird. In the exergue isIS. H
a fish . Stater or nomos, c. 120 grs.

Thirds. Sixths, and Twelfths, of the stater are also met with during this period
and a few rare double-staters (c. 240 grs.) are known.

In B.C. 3!X> the Thurii suffered a severe defeat from the Lucanians
(Diod. xiv. 101), but the city did not begin materially to decline before
the middle of the fourth century, when the rise of the Bruttian power
deprived it of its inland sources of wealth.
The coinage of this period, B.c. 400 to 350, reaches the highest point of

excellence in respect of execution, without perhaps losing much of the
severe delicacy of style which is so remarkable on the coins of the earlier
time.

Circ. B.c. 400-350.

Fi«. *».

Head of Athena, her helmet richly

adorned, generally with a figure of
Skylla (Fig. 46), or occasionally with
a hippocamp or a griffin.

(Of. Imhoof, Moii. ijr., p. 7.)

Head of Hera Lakinia full face, wear-
ing Stephanos. (Seep. 114.) (Corolla

Awm., PL IX. 33].
I

OOYPinN Hushing bull; in ex.

usually u fish; othcrsymbol>,however,

occur, and various letters, abbreviated

names, and several signatures at full

length.e.g.l£T0P0£.M0A0£S0*,
and NIKANAP0. on the bate be-

neath the bull. Some of these may
represent engravers (see A. .1

. Evans,
-V.C., 1896, p. 13;» M|.)

Ai Distatei, Stater, and Sixth.

Similar

Ai Stater.

1 M'Clcan (X. C, 1907
r
1UT' argues that the letter <t> on all these coins is not an artist's

signature l.ut a mark of value. Bee also Ton Fntze ami Gachler in Somisnw, I. p. 22.
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The head of Athena on these coins is probably that of Athena
Skyletria, a sea-goddess whose worship appears to have prevailed at the

town of Skylletiou (of which, however, we have no coins) as well as on
the rocky Iapygian promontory, 1 at Hcraclca, and perhaps at other

dangerous points on the Briittian coasts.3 With regard to the meaning
of the bull on the reverse of the coins of Thurium there has been much
difference of opinion. Some take it to be a symbol of Dionysos, others

to be the jSofi? Bovpto? or rushing bull indicative of the fountain Qovpia,

from which the city took its name, while others again, and perhaps

with better reason, look upon it as symbolizing the river Krathis, and
as merely an artistic outcome or development of the bull which was the

constant type of the archaic coins of Sybaris.

Gin: B.C. 350-281.

In this period the names of magistrates occur with greater frequency,

and a marked deterioration is noticeable both in the style and execution

of the pieces (B. M. Guide, PI. XXXIV. 22). The Sixths are of common
occurrence, their typos being the same as those of the larger coins.

Regling (A7«», vi. pp. 517 and 522) has drawn attention to the noteworthy
fact that there was a very remarkable increase in the weight of the
Thurian staters, up to c. 128 grs., just before their reduction to the

Roman six-scruple standard (<*. 105 grs.).

Circ. B.C. 281-268 or later.

This attempt to restore the stater to its original weight failed, and
about B.C. 281 the weight falls from 128 to 105 grs. max. This reduc-

tion corresponds with a similar reduction at Tarentum and Heraclea,

and marks the final adoption of the Roman six-scruple standard.

Plead of Apollu, laureate.

Head of Athena in CVrinthian helmet.

OOYPinN Rushing bull; magistrates'

names AAE, API, Ml, &c.

[B.M . Guide, PL XLV. 1 8] Stater 1 00 «r»..

Similar type ; above, owl

Staler 100 grs.

Veiled female head ; sceptre behind. OOYPinN Rushing bull A\ 23 gi>.

After B.C. 268 the coinage of silver ceases at Thurium, and is replaced

by that of the Bruttii.

Buunzk. Ci,x: is.c. 400-300 aiul later.

The bronze coins of Thurium begin about B.C. 400. Their types, until

about B.C. 300, resemble those of the silver coins, Obv, Head of Athena
j

Rev. Bull. Towards the middle of the fourth century a sudden and
remarkable increase in their size and weight takes place. A similar rise

is noticeable at the same time in the weight of the bronze money in

Sicily.

' Probably the three headlands to tin- north of the KkylMic Oulf. Strab. vi. 201.
> Lycophron, 1. 858. Lononnant. Or. Or>ce. ii. p. 3-"(h."
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After B.C. 300 types referring to the worship of Apollo and Artemis

replace the head of Athena ami the bull. This new coinage was not of

long duration.

Head of Apollo.

if

ft I*

Head of Artemis.

Head of Apollo.

Tripod i;

Lyre M
Artemis hunt rett. * . . JE
Apollostanding, holding lyre iE
Cornacopiae M

Size

i

•7

•6

Copia. Not until the dispatch of the Roman colony, B.C. 194, *in

Thurinum agrum' (Livy xxxiv. 53), does the coinage recommence, under
a new name, Copia, and it ia then restricted to small bronze coins struck

according to the semuncial weight which was prevalent in Southern Italy

before its legalization at Home (Mommsen-Blacas, iii. p. 194). Cf. the

coins of Paestum, Brundisium, Uxentum, and Valentia.

B.C. 194-89.

Bronze, with marks of value. Semuncial weight.

COni A Cornucopia*.As. Head of Janus.

Semis. Head of City veiled S
Trims. Head of Athena * •

Quadrant. Head of Herakles

Head of Hermes.

m m •

n w*

ft t*

II i*

» tl

The Lex Plautia Papiria. B.C. 89, in legalizing the As of semuncial

weight at Rome itself, put an end at the same time to all local issues,

and enjoined upon the whole of Italy the exclusive use of the Roman
money, all Italians being thenceforward admitted to the rights of Roman
citizens.

Telia (Hyele, Eleai (CastfW a Mar'' della B-rurca /), on the Tyrrhenian

sea, some twenty miles south of Poseidonia, was founded about B.C. 540
by the Phocaeans who had voluntarily left their own land rather than
submit to the Persians. They appear to have brought with them to

their new home the system of weights with which they had been familiar

in Asia, viz. the drachm of 60-58 grs., together with the Ionic alphabet,

for the letters H and ft occur on the curliest inscribed coins of Yelia.

Period I. Cite. b.c. 540-500.

No inscription. Forepart of lion Incuse square A\ Drachm 60-68 prs.

devouring prey. M Dioli. 18 grs.

[Babelon, Traiti, PI. LXVI1I. 4-9.]
|

Ai Obol 10 gre.

These early coins are attributed to Velia, not only on account of their

type, but also because they have been found in that district on more
than one occasion.

gi,
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Period II. Circ. B.C. 500-450.

In this period the didrachm of the Italic-Taruntine standard makes its

first appearance at Velia:

—

Lion's head.

[Babelon, Traite, PI. LXVIII. 10.]

No inscr. Head of fountain-nymph,

Velia, i'l archaic style, hair turned up
behind . . . M Didr. 125-7 gnt.

Fig- 47.

Lion ; above, B. (Fig. 47.) VEAH or YEAHTHrJ Similar bead, of

somewhat later style

Ai I^rlraclnn, wt. 126 grs.

Head of nymph, Velia, wearing diadem
of pearl*, hair turned up behind.

Stylo transitional.

Do., of archaic or transitional style.

YEAHTEnM Lion ; above, often an

owl Hying [B. M. Guide, PL XV. 8]

.

Ai Didrachm, wt. 1 18 grs.

YEAH Owl on olive-branch ....
Al Drachm, wt. 60 grs.

Period III. Circ. B.C. 450-400.

Didrachms and drachms of similar types, but of more advanced
style.

Period IV. Circ. B.C. 400 and later.

Lion. | Head of nvmnh, Velia, of finest stvle .

I M Didr. 1 1 8 grs.

Fio. 48.

Head of Athena in helmet bound with

olive or richly adorned with griffin,

&c On some specimens the head is

facing. On the helmet is occasion-

ally seen an engraver's name,

KAEYAnPOY, GIAISTinNOS,
HPA, &c.

Head of Athena in helmet bound with
olive.

Head of nymph, Velia.

YEAHTON Lion prowling, devouring

prey, or seizing upon a stag. In

field, varioiiH letters and svmbols

[Fig. 48. B. M. Guide, VI XXXIV.
23 and 24, and Hunter Cat, I.

PI. Villi. .4U>idraehm,wt. 118 grs.

YEAH Owl on olive-branch ....
A\ Drachm, wt. 50 grs.

YEAH Owl with spread wings . . .

.11 Diobol. wt. Hi grs.

D »ogIe
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During the whole of the fourth century the silver currency consisted,

as in Campania, mainly of didrachms, the smaller divisions being rarely

met with.

Some of the coins of this town are of great beauty.

Bronze Coins. Clrc. B.C. 350 ami later.

The bronze coins belong chiefly to the latter half of the fourth

century.

Head of Athena in helmet bound with

olive.

Head of young Herakles in lion's Bkin.

Head of Zeus.

YEAH Forepart of lion devouring prey.

,. Owl on olive-branch . . M -65

„ Owl with spread wings . JP. -65

The latest coins of all are the following:

—

Head of Apollo.

Rude helnieted head.

YEAH Tripod M -5

MSn

Ursentum(?(. The following bronze coins said to read OPSANTlNnN
have been attributed by L. Sambon (Presqu'ile, p. 309) to an unknown
town of this name. Imhoof (Zilr Miinzhinae QrowgrUcherdawU,
1887) suggests that the inscr. has been misread for [MAMEP]TlrJnN.

Head of Artemis with quiver. OPtANTlNON Apollo standing -+* -6

Head of young Dionysos. „ Demeter standing .

Female head. „ W'onuui suckling child

A.I

BRUTTIUM
The history of the coinage of the Bruttian peninsula falls into the

following clearly marked divisions :

—

(i) The archaic money of Croton, Caulonia, and Rhegium, before B.C.

480.

(ii) The rich and varied issues of these same towns, together with the

exquisite productions of the Pandosian and Terinaean mints, extending
through the finest period of Greek art down to the time of the invasion
of the Lucanians, and the destruction inflicted upon the cities of

Magna Graecia by the Tyrant of Syracuse, circ. B.C. 388. Of all the

silver-coining states Croton alone survived the general ruin of that

calamitous time.

(iii) The Locrian mint next rises into importance, about the middle of

the fourth century b. c, and, with Croton, provides a sufficient supply

of silver money for all Bruttium until the time of the Pyrrhic war,

while for the commerce with Sicily the Corinthian stater was adopted as

the most convenient medium of exchange. These coins were issued iu

large numbers at Locri. and scantily at the then dependent towns of

lihegium, Terina. and Mesma or Medina.

_.
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(iv) After b. C. 272 the Bruttians, on their submission to Rome, seem
to have been allowed to monopolize the right of minting gold and silver,

the very rare silver coins of Rhegium which belong to this period being,

as their weight shows, only intended for the Sicilian trade. All the

towns were, however, permitted to strike bronze monry down to the close

of the Second Punic War, B.C. 203.

(v) From this time onwards the bronze coinage of Petelia and Vibo
Valentia, on the Roman semuncial system, with marks of value, and
that of Rhegium on the standard of the Sicilian litra, were all that was
left to replace the beautiful issues of past ages, until in B.C. 89 the

Lex Plautia Papiria put an end to all coinage in Italy except that

of Rome.

Bruttii. This people, the original inhabitants of the peninsula
which afterwards bore their name, made themselves independent of the

Lucanians in b. c. 356. In process of time they conquered several of

the Greek coast-towns, and, as their coins testify, acquired the language
and. to some extent, the arts, religion, and civilization of the Greeks.

Tin- series of their coins, in gold, in silver, and in bronze, begins about
the time of the Pyrrhic war, when they formed an alliance with the

Lucanians against Rome, rlrc. B.C. 282, or, at any rate, not very long
afterwards, for some of their coin-typca are copied from those of

Pyrrhus.

Their submission to the Romans, in b. C 272, does not seem to have
involved the loss of the right of coinage ; for it is certain that the

Bruttian issues belong in the main to the period between B.C. 272 and
203. when, after the Hannibalic war, the Kruttians fell finally under
the dominion of Rome. The coins of this people form one of the few
exceptions to the monopoly exercised by Rome in the matter of the
coinage of silver after B. c. 2fi8 in Italy.

Virc, B.C. 282-203.

Gold. Attic weight.

lir.nl of I'u-rlih
i .

[B. M. Guide, PI. XLV. 20.1

Head of bearded Herakle^.

Head of young Herakles.

BPETTinN Thetis (0 with Eros, on

liippocauip Pi Dr.

BPETTinN Nike in bi#u . A* £ Dr.

?» Nike stamlini; & % Dr«

SlLYKIt.

s%r^

Fio. 41>.

^ i OOgli
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92 BRUTTIUM

liusts of Dio^kuri.

Head of winged Nike.

Head of Thetis? veiled, with sceptre.

[B. M. Guuie, PI. XLV. 22.]

Head of Apollo, laureate.

Head of Athenn,

BRETTinN Dioskuri en horseback

(Fiff. 49) & 90 grs,

BRETTinN Naked male figure homed,

crowning himself . . * JO* 82 grs,

BRETTinN Poseidon standing, rest-

ing on Hceptre ; one foot on capital of

column Ai 75 grs.

BRETTIHN Artemis huntress, with

torch and dog . . . . -Hi" grs.

BRETTinN Eagle . * M 38 grs.

The weight standard which these coins follow is identical with that

of the silver coins of Pyrrhu* struck in Italy. They correspond with
Attic octobols and tetrobols.

Bronze.

The bronze coins of the Bruttii are very numerous, the following being
the principal varieties, and the sizes ranging from 1-1"

Head of Apollo.

Head of Warded Ares, helmeted.

„ „ „ Ilk. of value •

Head of Herakle*.

Head of Zeus.

ii

mging fron (i 1-15 to -45:—
BPETTinrN 1 Nike in higa.

n Athena fighting.

II
Nike crowning trophy-

•» Athena fighting.

** Ares fighting.

t» Eagle.

1* Zeus thundering (some-

times in 1 >iu»).

BPETTIHN Crab.

•i
Crab.

ii
Owl.

ii Club and bow.

NIK A Head of Nike.

Head of sea-goddess.

Head of Persephone.

Head of Athena.

Head of Herakles.

The marine types on some of the Bruttian coins point to the worship

of Poseidon, and especially of Thetis (Lycophron, 857 sqq.)>

Caulonia, on the east coast of Bruttium, was an Achaean city of great

antiquity, said by some to have been founded by Kaulos (Serous, ad
Aen. iii. 553 ; cf. Steph. Byz. e. v. KavXiovCa), though by others Typhon
of Aegium in Achaia is mentioned as its founder (Paus. vi. 3. 12). In
the seventh century it was closely allied with both Croton and Sybaris,

and, as the large numbers of its coins still extant prove, it must have
been one of the most flourishing cities of the group (Polyb. ii. '29).

In it.c. 388 Caulonia was destroyed by Dionysius and its territory

presented to the Locrians.

Silver. Clrc, b. c. 550-480.

Fm. 50.
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Obr. KAV>0 often abbreviated or retrograde. Naked male figure with hair

in long ringlet? advancing to right, in hia uplifted right hand a -talk with pinnate

leaves, and on his outstretched left arm a small running naked figure holding a
similar plant m each hand, and wearing winged sandals. In field r. a stag. Rev.

Same type, incuse, but the small running figure usually wanting. (Fig. 50.)

Staters and Thirds of the Achaean standard.

This very remarkable type has elicited many hypotheses. Leake was
of opinion that the lustra! (?) branch points to a purification by Apollo.

The type, he thought, might refer to some plague with which the Caulo-
niates had been afflicted, and the cure of which they attributed to Apollo.

Watkiss Lloyd {Num. Chron., 1848) thought that the principal figure

was Apollo Katharsios, and that the smaller figure with winged feet

was a wind-god. Cf. the name of ono of the two mythical founders of
Caulonia, Typhon, the father of all destructive and detrimental winds
(Gardner, Tyitea of Greek Coins, p. 85). Garrucci suggests that the
principal figure may be an impersonation of the promontory Kokinthos
and that the small figure which he carries may be that of the wind-god
Zephyros.

None of these hypotheses can be said to carry conviction. For my
own part I am inclined to believe that the original name of the town
(KavAwc) may have had a simpler though humbler origin in nav\6s, a
vegetable with a single stalk, such for instance as the Pastiuaaa aativa,

a tall erect plant the stalk of which is flanked by a row of pinnate leaves.

The roots of this plant have been cultivated from very remote times as a
valuable esculent. Subsequently, here as elsewhere, a nobler origin and
an eponymous oekist would naturally be sought for and identified as

KaiXoi, eon of the Amazon Kleite : and the local plant would be
assigned to him as an emblem, just as the vtku-ov leaf became the

emblem of tho eponymous hero of Selinus. On the coins of Caulonia
the principal figure would thus represent the mythical founder holding

in his raised right hand the itap&(TT}p.ov of the city, and on his left arm
a small genius running at full speed and carrying apparently the same
emblem in each hand. If the earliest coins of Caulonia, like those of so

many other cities, were chiefly issued on special occasions, e.g. recurrent

agonistic festivals (cf. Poseidonia with M*>A, and Metapontum with
AfEAO^O AE0AON), then the small running genius with winged feet

may have been intended for a personification of 'Ayau> or Hermes
aywtos or dpopioff (B. C H., xiii. 69 ; cf. Hill, J. //. &, 1897, 80, and Wroth,
J. H. S., 1907, 92). Garrucci on one specimen engraved by him
(PL CXXV. 17 and p. 186) reads the inscr. IKE TESI in small faint

characters round the head of the principal figure on the obverse. If

thii' inscr. !» authentic ami belong to the original die (which 1 very

much doubt, not only on account of the forms of the sigma and iota)

it might afford a valuable clue to the meaning of the type, and perhaps

to the name of the Caulonian games, which may have been called

lic€T»j<ria.

The stag, which Macdonald (Coin Types, p. 133) regards as the actual

Tsapavrjuov of Caulonia, still awaits its explanation. It is noticeable that

on numerous specimens it is accompanied by a stalk or sapling of the

.id
(v\ plant springing from the ground (Hunter Vat., I. PI. IX. 9

;

B. M. C, Italy, p. 337, 18).
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Silver. Cirr. b,c. 480-3HS.

Fig. 61.

Enscr. KAVA, KAVAON *ATAM, KAVAON$ATAN, ami later

KAYAflNIATAS
j
frequently retrograde.

Stag, usually accompauied liy '.'luwin.1

stalk with pinnate side leaves: on
later tpecinieus, symbols.

[R M. Guide, P1.VI1I. 18, and Fjff. 51.]

.it SUiters, Thirds, and Sixths.

Stag.

ft

A\ Sixths.

Naked male figure as on Archaic coins

(small figure omitted on later speci-

mens); a sacrificial fillet sometimes

haugH over the arm; in front, stag,

sometimes standing on altar. In
field, on latest sjttcimeus, various

symbol*.

Head of youiii; rivei -gixl (Sagras)

horned.

Head of Apollo, laureate.

Female head.

There is also a small silver coin 7-6 grs. with a triskeles of running
legs on Ohv. and 01V A)) on R*>t\ with three pellets on each side- This
may be earlier than B.C. 480.

Consentia (CWuza) was an inland town, situated among the hills near
the sources of the river Krathis. Its coinage is wholly of bronze and be-

longs to the period before the rise of the Bruttians (B.C. 356), who made
Consentia their metropolis (Strab. vi. p. 256). The town is not men-
tioned in history before the expedition of Alexander of Epirus, who lost

his life in tho vicinity (Livy viii. 24; Milliugen, Num. de Va/nc*

ItalU, p. 85).

Bronzk. Vinu B,C, 400-356.

Head of Artemis, hair l>ound with cord

wound four times round it.

Head of Ares in Corinthian helmet.

Head of young river-god.

KOi Bow and three crescents , -K 85

Kflf Fulmen and three crescents . .

M -7a

Crab and two crescents , M *75

The river here represented may be the Krathis
t
or possibly, as the

crab seems to suggest, the Karkines, which rises about twenty miles

south of Consentia, and empties itself into the bay of Skylletion. Tho
chance coincidence of this type and inscr. with tho well-known napa^pov
of the island of Cos is curious.

Croton (Votrona) was founded in n. c, 710 by a colony of Achaeaas from
tho mother country, led by Myskellos. The town stood near the mouth
of the little river Aesaros, and a few miles north-west of the promontory
on which stood the magnificent temple of the Lakinian Hera.

( loogle
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The coinage here, as elsewhere in Magna Graecia, began about the

middle of the sixth century. In fabric and weight it resembles the first

issues of the other Achaean colonies, and furnishes striking evidence of

the close relations which at that period existed among them. The terri-

tory of Croton, like that of Sybaris, extended across the peninsula from
sea to sea, and we note that some of its early incuse coins are struck

in the joint names of Croton and some neighbouring town, e.g. VM
(Sybaris). TE (Temesa?) and PANAO (Pandosia).

Silver Staters. Cite. B.C. 550-480.

<**
""

Fio. 62.

In-cr. 0P0. QPOT. 9P0T0. 9P0T0N. &c.

Tripod (Fig. 52).

Symbol*, crune. crab, cuttle-

fish, dolphin, lyre, pistrix. fte.

Tripod.

»

ii

Tripod, incuse.

Flying eagle, incuse

fa M. Guide, PL VIII. 20]

Bull with head reverted, incuse, *ome-

times with VM (= Sybaris) . .

[I.e. PI. VIII. 21]

Bull with head reverted, in oblong in

case with PANAO ( = Pandosia)

fBabelon, Train, PI. LXX. 12, 13]

Helmet incuse (= Temesa?) . . .

Itabelon, Traite, p. 1454

Some of these incuse coins, probably after they had passed out of

circulation, were utilized as votive offerings, and bear subsequent 'jroffiti,

e.g. HAPOM TO APO and NSKA (Babelon, Traitl p. 1451).

Silver Staters, etc. Vive. it. c. 480-420.

Enser. pPO, Ac. Both nides in relief.

Tripod. Tripod.

Symbols, crane, kautharos, ca-

duceus, thymiateriou.

OPO Tripod.

TE Tripod.

0P0 Tripod.

pPO Tripod.

Alliance Coins,

Helmet.
OP

met. )

Helmet.
J

Croton and Temesa.

DA Tripod. Croton and Zancle i

KAVA Tripod. Croton and Caulonia.
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Several other initial letters, supposed to stand for allied towns which
have not been identified as such, are met with on Crotoniate coins of
this period (cf. Babelon, Traiti, p. 1458).

Give. B. C. 420-390 or later

FlO. 58.

(1) Eagle with closed wings, on capital

of column, or on stag's or ram's
head, &c.

(2) Eagle with spread wings, on laurel-

branch or devouring serpent.

Tripod; fillet sometimes attached to

handle (Fig. 53).

Symbols, corn-grain, olive-branch,

ivy-leaf.

Letters. E, ME, &c.

Tripod, sometimes filleted.

Symbols, ear of corn, olive-branch,

laurel-leaf.

Letters. BOI.

The obverse types of these staters may be compared with similar types

on probably contemporary coins of Elis. The coins of both cities may
have been issued for agonistic festivals in honour of Zeus.

0S0 orQPO Tripod.

Smaller Silver Coins.

Fifth century B.C.

Sepia

II

1*

»
I*

II

II

If

DioboL

i» ro

01*1.

II

Pegasos.

Half Pegafct*.

Kantlmros.

Hare-

It was towards the close of the fifth century, when Thurium was rising

in importance in Southern Italy, that the Ionic ft came into general use

in the west. About this time also we note that the old letter Q is

replaced by K on the coins of Croton.

Human figure types, of fully developed style, are in this period fre-

((Ut-ntly met with. Some of these designs are of extreme beauty, and

are perhaps due to the influence of the works of Zeuxis, who was painting

at Croton al>out the end of the fifth century.

Inscriptions. KPO, KPOT. KPOTON, KPOTftNlATAN. KPOTftNIATAf.

FlO. C4.
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Herakles, the oekist of Crotoii, nuked,

seated on rocks before a blazing

altar. He holds a filleted branch and
rests on his club. Above, in archaic

8cript.0*K$MTAM(= 0IKISTA£).

Tripod filleted, ou oue side of which
is Apollo aiming an arrow at the

Python which is curled in a menacing
attitude on the other side (Fig. 54).

Ai Stater.

The forms of the letters on the obverse of this stater are designedly
archaic, as it is certainly much later in style than dr€. B.C. 443, the time
when the more recent forms I and Z were introduced ; cf. the coins of
the later Sybaris, p. 85.

Fia. 65.

Head of Hera Lakinia, facing or in

profile, wearing lofty Stephanos.

Letters. A, B.

Eagle with wings spread, standing on
olive-branch or hare.

Letterg. A I.

Herakles naked, reclining on rocks,

holding wine-cup.

Letters. ME, MA.
(Fig. 55.) Ai Staters.

[Imhoof, Moii. (jr., PI. A. 4.]

Tripod.

Symbol*. Crime, Ear of corn nnd
serpent, Nike, &c.

Utters. B, A, &c.

M Staters.

Oh-c. B.C. 390.

About B. C. 390 the Greek cities of Southern Italy were threatened on
the one hand by the Lucanians and on the other by Dionyaius of
Syracuse.

The league which they then formed for mutual defence against these

two formidable enemies is alluded to in the type of the Crotoniate

coinage of this time, a type which is the same as that of the contempo-
rary money of Thebes and of the alliance coins of Ephesus, Samoa,
Cnidus, Byzantium, Iasus, and Rhodes. The idea of the infant Herakles
strangling two serpents is symbolical of the victory of Light over Dark-
ness, of Good over Evil, and of free and united Hellas over barbarism

and tyranny. The wide popularity of this treatment of a familiar subject

just at this particular time is further illustrated by the famous painting

of Zeuxis, mentioned by Pliny (Hid. X'tt. xxxv. 9, s. 36, § 2) as
' Hercules infans dracones strangulans. Alcmena matre coram pavente

et Amphitryone'. (See Holm, (iriet-k. Gesvh.
t
III. p. 56 f.)

KPOTHNIATAS Head of Apollo, laur., Infant Herakles strangling two serpents,

with flowing hair. Ai Staters and Diobols.

[Gardner, Types Gr. C, VI V. 16, 10.]

MAD |I
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98 BBUTTIUM

The great defeat of the Confederates by Dionysius, in i 388, at the

river Helleporos, resulted in the ruin 01 mast of the Greek cities of

Bruttium, with the exception of Locri his only ally.

As for Croton, our information concerning its fate is scanty. Livy
(xxiv, 3) says that Dionyaius captured the citadel, and he is also said to

have held the city for the space of twelve years (Dionys, Exi\ xix). The
latter statement is apparently confirmed by numismatic evidence, for

there is a well-marked interval in style between the head of Apollo on
the coins above described and the head of the same god on the pieces of

the following series. It is therefore very probable that no coins were

struck at Croton either during, or for some years after, its occupation by
the foreign garrison.

Circ, a a 370-330.

Head of Apollo, laui\, with flowing I KPO Tripod. In field, filleted branch

hair.

Young head with short hair bound
with taenia (river Aesaros).

Young head of river Aeaaroe.

Head of Apollo, laurM hair short.

1 1

it

[15. M. Vuide, PI. XXXIV. 25].

M Stater, 119 gre.

Owl on coni-ear M Third, 44 grs.

Pegasos -it 33 grs.

Tripod .it 24 grs.

These coins closely resemble in style the electrum money of Syracuse,

issued probably in the time of Dion, B. c. 357-353.
From this time the city of Croton, involved in continual warfare with

the Bruttians, became greatly impoverished, until in B.C. 299 it was
captured and pillaged by Agathocles of Syracuse. In B. 0. 277* it fell

finally into the hands of the Romans.

Give. b. c. 330-299.

KPOTHNIATAN Eagle on olive-

branch, with spread wings.

Tripod with conical cover.

Symbols. Ear of corn and Python.

Letters and monograms. Varioun.

Ai Staters, c. 118 grs.

The smaller silver coins, which belong chiefly to the fourth century,
are of the following types :

—

KPOTHNIATAN Head of Athena. i OIKISTA* Herakles leaning on his

cluh .... At Diobol, 18 grs.

0IKI£TA£ Herakles strangling lion .

M Diobol, 1 7 grs.

KPOTH

It will be remarked that the staters of Croton, from first to last, are
of full weight, averaging 120-118 grs. Of course we often meet with
specimens both heavier and lighter (Reeling, Klio, vi. 3, p. 509), but the
evidence all tends to prove that no legal reduction took place at Croton,
as it certainly did at Tarentum, Heraclea, Thurium, &c, circ. B.o. 281.
The inference is that no staters were struck at Croton after b. C. 299.

_ f^<M\i\l«- Original from
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CROTON

9P0 Tripod.

M If

Head of Athena.

Bronzk Coins.

Before circ, B. c. 400.

Hare M Size 1-1

Sepia M Size -85

9P0 Cock . . . . M Size M

Fourth century b. c.

Inscr. KPO, &c., and KPOTflrJlATArJ

KPO Head of Herakles.

Club.

Head of Athena.
1*

if

Eagle.

Eagle on ram's head.

AliAPOC Head of river-god Aesaros,

hair long.

AYKHN Head of young Herakles

(Lrkon) in lion-skin.

Id.

Head of Persephone.

Tripod. TP I (Trias?) . . JS. \-\

Bow. TPI (Trias TJ . . M .9

Eagle on stag's head. TPI (Triasf)

M 11
KPO Tripod and crane . . M -6

FuJmen between crescents . JV. -75

Kulmen and star . . M -65

KPOTnNlATAN Eagle carrying ser-

pent 2R *75

KPO Crab ...... ^E -8

KPO Three crescents . . -E -85-65

The types of the coins of Croton, from the earliest down to the latest,

have been interpreted by de Luynes and Lenormant as having been in-

spired by the religious ideas of the Pythagoreans. 1 First and foremost

in importance, according to this theory, comes the Tripod, the emblem
of the Pythian Apollo, whose cultus lay at the root of the doctrines and
speculations of the school of Pythagoras. With the Pythagoreans the
Tripod represented the sacred number three, to which they attached

a mystic significance. Next, the Eagle, the symbol of Zeus, the supreme
god, occupies a place second only in importance to the tripod of Apollo.

In connexion with this type we are reminded that an eagle was the

familiar bird of Pythagoras, believed by his followers to have been sent

down to him by Zeus himself in evidence of his divine mission. Among
the adjunct symbols, which here, as at Metapontum, may possibly have
a religious meaning, by far the commonest is the Crane (yepavos), the
bird of passage, tin- witness from the regions of the air of all that happens
on earth, and so the symbol of the all-seeing eye of the God of Light.'-

But a simpler, and, as I think, a more probable explanation, of the

Tripod and the Eagle as Crotoniate types is that they were originally

agonistic, and, in a sense, commemorative of the many victories in the

Olympic games won by citizens of Croton in the sixth and fifth cen-

turies B.C. If so, the Tripod would represent the prize carried off by
a Crotonian athlete, and the Eagle, as on the coins of Elis, would be
generally understood as referring to the Olympic games ; or to local

games held at Croton itself. There is much to oe said in favour of the

theory that most of the early Greek coins (especially the larger denomina-
tions) were issued only on the occasions of recurrent festivals, and not

continuously for ordinary trade requirements.

1 La Qrandt Qrict, ii. p. MR, - Lenorniaiit, I. e.

H 2
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Among the purely local types wo note the head of the river-god

Aeaaros, and especially Herakles as the legendary oiKarri'i<i of the colony,

and Herakles here surnamed Lykon (Apollod. iii. 10, § 5).

But of all the Crotoniate coin-types that which obtained the widest
popularity in Italy, as the coins of many other towns with the same
type amply testify, was the beautiful full-face representation of the

Lakinian Hera with flowing hair and Stephanos adorned with flowers

and the foreparts of griffins.

The temple of this great goddess was by far the most renowned
sanctuary in all Italy. To this shrine at stated times vast crowds
would flock from all parts of the west, and for these festivals coins would
be specially required. The goddess here worshipped was originally

perhaps ait earth-goddess of native Oenotrian origin, afterwards identi-

fied by the Greeks with Hera. One of her surnames, according to

Lycophron (1. 858), was 'OirXotrpia. She was probably therefore an
armed goddess, closely allied to if not identical with the Hera Argoia,
Argeia, or perhaps Aroia (Strabo, vi. 252), whose temple stood near

Poseidonia, on the banks of the river Silaros, and whose head is repre-

sented on certain coins of Poseidonia, Hyria, &c, precisely in the
same manner as that of the Lakinian Hera on the coins of Croton.
Pandosia, &c.

Hipponium (Birona), or more correctly Heiponium or Veiponium, was
according to Strabo (vi. 256) a colony of Locri, situated on the west coast

of Bruttium. It was pillaged by Dionysius, and its population removed
to Syracuse in B.C. 389. Ten years later it was re-established by the

Carthaginians, and its inhabitants restored. Giro, b.c. 350 it fell into

the hands of the Bruttians, was liberated again by Alexander of Epirus,

B.C. 330-325, conquered by Agathocles, B.c. 296, but recovered Boon after

by the Bruttians, who held it until B.c. 272, when it was garrisoned by
the Romans. In B.C. 192 it was made a Latin colony under the name of

Vibo Valentia (Livy xxxv. 40), see Vibo, infra.

Its coins are all of bronze, and fall into the following periods :

—

L Circ, B.c. 379-350.

With ftwer. CEI or CEIPI [=Veif>., indicating Oscan influence].

HcmI of Hermes. K:'.'.,'!> on berjHMit JV. -85

Ainnhom A?* •";>

Cftdaceu^ M -6

II. Circ. B.C. 330-325. Thie of Alexander ofEpi-run
Head of Zeus AIQS OAYMPIOY

V „ AIOS

Head of Apollo (Imhoof, Mtm. ;/r.. p. 8).

Head of voting river-god PEHN

EIPftNlEHN Kittrie on fulinen, uin#s

Rpivuri M *8

EIPnNlEHN Amphom ....
Symbol^ torch) caduceus . * JR "7

EinnNlEnN Goddess Paulina stand-

ing, holding sceptre ami cuduceas or

wreath. Legend PANAINA /K -65

ElPHNlEnN (Mul MA
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Concerning the goddess Pandina. who is met with also on fourth -

century coins of the neighbouring city of Terina. we have no informa-
tion.

III. Oirc. B.C. 296. Time of Ayathwle*.

Haul of Atlieua in Corinthian helmet, EIPOrJlEnN Nike standing; in field

SnTElPA sometimes, N I K A . . . . <¥. 95

Vibo Valentia (see Hipponium). Coinage of bronze with marks of

value, and of Semuncial weight before its definite legalization at Rome
(Momm.-Blacas, iii. p. 194).

Clrc. is.c. 192-89.

A*. Head of Zeus 1 VALENTIA
i
Fultnen 1

Stmt** Head of Hera S |J Double coniucopiae S
TrrCHf* Head of Athena • • • • M Owl

ft Head of Demeter • • • i if Coruucopiae . • §

Qtuvlratut. Head of Herakles • • « ** Two clubs • •

Sestan*. Head of Apollo • • • Lyre • <

Cnda. Head of Artemis If Hound
Serntmcia* Head of Mermen z M Caduceus £

* •

The Lex Plautia Papiria B*o, 89, De a&e Hemaaviali (Plin. Hint. Xat.

xxxiii. 3. 46), introduced by C Papirius Oarbo, put an end to the coinage

of bronze in the few confederate towns in Italy which were at that

time still coining in their own names, Paestum alone excepted*

Locri Epixephyrii. Lorn was from the first a flourishing agricultural

rather than a commercial city, but, from the time of Dionysius the Elder,

politically predominant in the Bruttian peninsula. Nevertheless, strange

to say, it has left us no coins whatever which can l>e attributed to

ihe period of ita greatest prosperity. Whether the Laws of Zalcucus,

which are said to have been in force at Locri down to a late date,

forbade, like those of Lycurgus, the use of coined money we do not
know ; but it is certain that there are no Locrian coins earlier than the

middle of the fourth century.

The Locrian silver money is of two entirely distinct classes, differing

from one another both in type and in weight, (a) Corinthian staters of the

Pegasos type, wt. 135-130 grs., and (fi) staters of native Locrian types,

which follow the standard of the neighbouring towns, wt, 1:20-115 grs.

(a) Corinthian staters, &c, for foreign commerce, 135-130 grs.

(i) Clrc. B.C. 3501-332.

Fr<mt the expulsion of Dionysitu* II to the txptdittitn of Af&anuter

of E/iirue*

AO or AOK Pegasos. Hend of Athena iu Corinthian helmet

[R M.C Corinth, PI. XXIV. 1].

A\ Stater.

»ogIe
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102 BRUTTTUM

(ii) CVrc. B.c. 33^-300.

Pegasos, usually with symbol beneath.

Pegasos, A or AOKPHN beneath.

AOKPOM Head of Athena, aft above.

[Ibid. Figa. 3-5] . . . M Stater.

Head of Aphrodite facing or in profile.

Al Dr. 39 grs.

(iii) Circ. B.C. 300-268.

AOKPHN Head of Athena, as on

reverse of previous coins.

Pegasos with symbol beneath. [Ibid.

Fig. 6] M SUter.

To this last period the bronze coins of Locri with Corinthian types
seem also to belong (B. M. C, Corinth, PI. XXIV. 7-10).

The Corinthian stater was adopted as the standard silver coin of
Syracuse shortly before the restoration of the democracy by Timoleon,

B.C. 345 (see Syracuse). Locri, which was at all times most intimately

connectea both politically and commercially with that city, appears to

have coined money in her own name for the first time about this period,

and to have received the Corinthian stater from Syracuse, with which
town as well as with Corinth and her colonies in Acaraania, Corcyra, and
Illyria, the Locrians thus contracted de facto a monetary alliance.

The Corinthian staters of Locri are by no means rare coins, and art-

found mixed with those of other cities. This shows that Locri carried

on an extensive foreign commerce in the direction indicated above.

Meanwhile it was also necessary to strike money for her home trade

with the Italian towns.

(/3) Italic standard for home trade. Staters, wt. 120-115 grs.

• (i) Circ. B.C. 350-332.

Fi«. 5C

IEYE Head of Zeus, laur., with short

hair (Fig. 56).

EIPHNH AOKPHN Eirene seated on
square rtppas, holding caducens .

Al Stater, wt. 118 grs. max. 1

The reverse type of this coin points to the beginning of an era of in-

ternal peace and prosperity, sucn as that which may well have followed

the expulsion of the younger Dionysius. The figure of Eirene may be

compared with that of Nike-Terina on coins of Terina.

The bronze money of this period is of peculiarly rude fabric. The

1 Regling, Klio, vi. p. 514, regards the Locrian staters of this typo as of the Campanian

rather than of the Italic standard. It is doubtful, however, whether the number of
specimens, of which ho records the weights, i* large enough to justify such an inference.
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metal of which the coins are composed appears to have been melted and
run into a series of circular moulds, connected with one another by a
continuous channel. The blanks after being cast were clipped off one
by one and struck separately.

Head of Zeus, laar., with short hair. No inscr. Eagle with closed wingx

a: 1-0

(ii) Otoe B. C. 832-326.

AOKPHN (sometimes wanting). Head Eagle devouring hare; in field, fulmen.

of Zeus with flowing hair. Ai Staters.

[B. M. Guide, PI. XXXIV. 26.]

The head of Zeus here entirely changes its character ; the hair is no
longer short and crisp, but falls in flowing locks as on the contemporary
money of Alexander of Epirus, introduced into, if not actually struck In

Italy at this time.

(iii) Clrc. B.C. 326-268.

Iiiecr. A0KPON either on obv. or rev. Symbol, frequently, fulmen.

Head of Zeus, as in Period ii, often Eagle devouring hare . . JR Staters.

of very careless work.

Many of these coins are so negligently engraved that we might almost
imagine them to be Bruttian imitations. With regard to their date, see

Regliug, Klio, vi. p. 514.

Eagle devouring hare.

EagU- with spread wings ; in front,

caducous.

A— Eagle with closed wings.

(iv) Circ. B.C. 300-280.

| AOKPHN Fulmen and symbol (usually

caduceus) . . At Stater, 118 grs.

AOKPHN in two lines; between them
a fulmen .... Diobol, 18 grs.

Fulmeu between two annulets . . .

Ai 11-5 grs.

Bronze coinage.

AI0£ Head of Zeus.

Head of Athena.

AOKPHN (in two lines) Fulmen M 9.")

£ -651 ii it

In their reverse types, style, and epigraphy, these coins l>ear so close

a resemblance to the money of Agathocles that there can be no doubt

about their date.

(v) Oil*. B.C. 280-268.

In it. c. 277 the Locrians placed themselves under the protection of

Rome, expelling the garrison which Pyrrhus had placed in their citadel.

The next year the king of Epirus recovered the town, but in another

year or two we find it again among the allies of Rome. It was during

these troubled times that the Locrians, perhaps by way of propitiating

the Romans, celebrated the loyalty of their city towards Rome by
imprinting upon their staters the following type:

—
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Ff<*. 57.

Head of Zeus. AOKPflN I^cri, us ni£TI£, standing,

placing a wreath upon the head of

Koma, PUMA, who is seated before

her (Fig. 57) .it Stater, 114-107 grs.

The head of Zeus on these interesting coins is of the leonine type,

—deeply recessed eye, strongly emphasized frontal bone, and Lair

falling in heavy locks over his brows,—which is characteristic of the

tetradrachms of PyrrhuM. The resemblance to the money of Pyrrhus
is in fact so striking that we are inclined to regard them as works of

the same engraver, and to draw the inference that Pyrrhus actually

struck his famous tetradrachms while he held Ix>cri. This hypothesis is

greatly strengthened by the fact that Pyrrhus's tetradrachms have been

frequently found in Southern Italy, and even on the site of Locri

itself.
1

Bboxze. Oire* B.a 300-268 or later.

The following bronze coin** belong for the most part to the time of

the Pyrrhic wars; some of them, however, may be later:

—

Head of Pernephone; behind, torch or AOKPflN Enjjle on fuhnen . JE 1-1

poppy-head.

Head of Athena in Corinthian helmet. „ Persephone holding sceptre

ending in )>oppy-hcad. seated with

phiale in hand; in field, stars -K M
AOKPHN Athena standing . M -7fi

„ Eagle on fulmen . -TC -7fi

„ Zens seated . - . -E -75

The head and figure of Persephone on these coins remind us of the

prominent place which the famous temple of that goddess at Locri

occupied in the minds of all men during the Pyrrhic war; cf. the speech
of the Locrian envoy at Rome (Livy xxix. 18), * Fanum est apud dm
Proserpinae de cuius sanctitatc tcinpli credo aliquam famam ad vos
pervenisse Pyrrhi bello/

The coin with the heads of the Dioskuri is a poor copy of the silver

coins of the Bruttians (p. 92).

Mesma or Medina, on the west coast of Bruttium, was a Locrian

colony. This town never rost* to any great importance. It is not
probable that any of the coins which bear its name are of an earlier date

than B.C- 350, the time when Locri herself began to coin money* The

Head of Persephone.

Head of Athena.

Heads of the Dioskuri.

1 R Lenormant in the Am4m*t
June 2fi, 1880.

Dtgfe;:
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Mesmaean coinage consists of (a) Corinthian staters, similar to those of

Locri, but with ME or M beneath the Pegaaos, and no inscr. on the

/lev.,1 and (fi) bronze coins of the following types:

—

Head of Persephone facing.

MESMA Female head.

MEAMAinN Head of Apollo.

MESMA Male head 1.

„ Female head r.

MEfMAinN Head of Apollo M -85

Male figure naked, seated on rock; in

front, a dng with head turned Imck .

Horse running AZ -G

Xike carrying wreath K -0

. . . .t: -6n

The female head on these coins, which is often accompanied by a vase,

is thought to be the Fountain-nymph Mesma (Strab. vi. 256). The
naked figure with the dog may be the river Metauros, or the god Pan.

Myatia and Hyporon, on the east coast of the Bruttian peninsula
(Jtii,. Ant, 115, 4). See Berliner Blatter, iv. p. 137.

Bronzk Coins. Cirr. b. c. 300.

Head of Apollo. MY YPHP Tripod, as on coins of

Crotou .K -75

Nnceria (JYorera), in the immediate vicinity of Terina.

This town is only mentioned by Steph. Byz. (s. v.). Its coins are of

bronze, and apparently struck in alliance with Rhegium and Terina :

—

Cirr. b,c. 350-270 or later.

Lion's head facing.

Head of Apollo.

Young male head diademed.

I* i if KEA (I)

NOYKPlNnN Head of Apollo A -85

„ Horse standing
;
penta-

gram K -85

NOYKPI Engl.'; magistrate's name
CTATIOY* JR.to

NOYKPI Fulmen K .6

Fandosia was an inland town, on the small river Acheron, a tributary
of the Krathis, west of Croton, and apparently a dependency of that city
in the tifth century B.C. (cf. Strab. vi. 256). Its earliest coins wore
struck in alliance with Croton, and date from about B.C. 480. They
were probably struck, not at Pandosia, but at Croton (q. v.).

C'irc. B.C. 450-400.

Fin. 58.

1 Iinhoof-BtunnT. Bit Jftbum .tkainanieiis, p. U.

- Cf. £TA— 0*r*l <»n coins of Lnils Lucnniae. p. 7.Y
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PANAOMSA (=PAr4A0*IA) Head
of nymph Pandosia. wearing broad
diadem, and with hair turned up
behind; the whole within an olive-

wreath (Fig. 58).

KPAO^M (= KPAOI*) River Krathis

naked, standing, holding phiale and
olive-branch ; at his feet an object

which looks like a fish

M Stater, 105 grs. (light).

This last coin is of the highest interest as it fixes the site of Pandosia

near the river Krathis. The rev. may be compared for style with the coin

of Metapontum (Fig. 36, p. 76). It also shows that the ancient forms of

the letters £ and I (M and $) were still in use in the middle of the fifth

century, unless we suppose that they are intentionally archaistic, which
is more probable (cf. OJKiMTAM on a coin of Croton, p. 97, supra).

The date of the general introduction of the ordinary forms of those

letters into South Italy seems to have been coincident with the founding

of Thurium (cirv. B.C. 443) ; cf. the coinB of the later Sybaris (p. 85).

Circ, B.C. 400.

Fio. S'J.

Head of Hera Lakinia facing, with
streaming hair, earring and neck-

lace, and wearing Stephanos orna-

mented with foreparts of griffins anil

honeysuckles (Fig. 59).

Similar.

PAN|A0£lM Pan the hunter naked,

seated oil rocks; beside him, a dog:

in front, a larded term of Hermes
with caduceua affixed. In field, &

Ai Stater, 120 grs.

PAN AOSI Pan seated. Legend.NlKO
M Third, 34 grs.

Broszf.

Similar.
|
PAN Incense altar . . . M Size -45

The beautiful stater above described is one of the most exquisite

productions of any Greek mint. The letter <t» in the field may be a
mint-mark : it occurs also on numerous coins of other cities—Velia,

Neapolis, Thurium, Terina, &c. (see p. 114).

Soon after B.C. 400 Pandosia ceases to coin money. It was in the

neighbourhood of this place that Alexander the Molossian lost his life in

B.C. 326 (Strab. vi. 256; Livy viii. 24). It is again mentioned as a
Bruttian town B.C. 204 (Livy xxix. 38), but no Pandosian coins are

known later than the beginning of the fourth century B.C.

Peripolium (see under Samnium, p. 27).

Petelia (Stromjoli), about twelve miles north of Croton, was in early
times dependent upon that city. Subsequently it passed into the power
of the Lucanians (Strab. vi. 1) and then into that of the Bruttians. Its
coinage begins early in the third century, under the Bruttian dominion.
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Circ. B.C.

Head of Demeter veiled.

Head of Apollo.

Head of ArUmis.
Head of Herakles.

280-216.

PETHAlNnN

*

Zeus naked burling

fiilmen . -TJ *9

Tripod • . M 7-5
Dog running M *5

Club- . . £1*45

During the Second Punic War Petelia adhered firmly to the Roman
alliance, in spile of the defection of the Bruttians, and was rewarded

after the conclusion of the war by being allowed to retain special

privileges, among which was the right of coining in bronze on the

Semuncial system.

Owe* B.C. 204^89 (?),

QnadrmUi Head of Zeus.

if

•j

Head of Apollo.

• •

Cncia, Head of bearded Aies. *

PETHAlNnN Zeus thundering.

Fulmen.

Artemis with torch.

Stag running.

Nike standing.

Rheginm (Reggio)
t
on the Sicilian Straits, was in the main a Chalcidian

colony, with a dominant Messenian element. It was one of the cities in

which the philosophy of Pythagoras took the deepest root, and some
think that it is to the influence of the Fythaguivan confraternity that

its participation in the incuse coinage of the early Achaean ' monetary
confederacy' is owing. (Babelon, TraiU, p. 1468.)

Rhegium was, however, too far removed from Croton and Sybaris, the

centres of the Achaean commerce, and too closely connected with her

sister Chalcidian colonies in Sicily, to be drawn into anything more than
outward conformity with the Achaean incuse currency- In weight its

earliest money follows the Aeginetic (?) standard l of the other Chalcidian

colonies, while in type and fabric it is thoroughly Achaean. Kxactly the

same phenomenon occurs at Zancle-Messana. The attitude of these two
cities of the south towards the Achaean currency was thus precisely

that of Poseidonia in the north, which also superficially conformed to

the Achaean pattern while retaining its own weight-standard.

Oirc. b.c. 530-494.

RECINON (retrogr.) Bull with human
face ; above, locust.

[Babelon, TraM, PI. LXXI. 8-]

Bull with human face, incuse; above,

locust .... ill Drachm, 87 grs.

1 It is a moot ]x>int whether the coins weighing about 90 grs., as issued by the
earliest Chalcidian colonies Naxus, Zancle, Hiinera, and Rhegium, arc in reality A&jinctic

drachms, although they are identical with them in weight, or whether they are Thirds

of the Attic tetradrachms which superseded them. In the latter case the division of (he
Eubcic- Attic tetradrachm by three instead of by two was doubt Iea* due to the influence

of the widely current coinage of Aegina in early timet** (See A- J. Evans in Nuuu Cferon-,

18»8,p. 391,)
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Cirr. B.C. 494-480.

About B.C. 494, after the capture of Miletus, a body of Samians and
some Milesian exiles left Asia to settle in the west, on the north coast of

Sicily. On their arrival in Italy they were prevailed upon by Anaxilas,

the tyrant of Rhegium, to seize the town of Zancle (Herod, vi. 22).

These Samians were soon afterwards either expelled or reduced to sub-

jection by Anaxilos, who then ruled over both Rhegiuin and Zancle.

On this occasion he is said to have changed the name of Zancle to

Messene in memory of his own origin. Henceforward the money of

Rhegium is essentially Sicilian in type, fabric, and weight.

The first adoption of the Lions head facing and the Calfs head on
the coins of Zancle-Messana and Rhegium it is usual to ascribe to the

influence of the Samians, these two types being evidently modifications

of the types used at Samos itself. The Rhegine coins bearing Samian
types are the following:

—

Aeyiitetii'fl) weiy/it.

Lion's head facing. RECION (relrogr.) Galfl head, 1. . .

(Babelou, Traiti, PL LXXI. 9.] M Drachm 88 grs.

Lion's head facing. RGC (retrogr.) in dotted circle . . .

[ Ibid. Fig. 1 0.
]

A\ Obol 1 5 grs-

Attic tveight.

Lion's head facing. I RECINON (retrogr.) Call's head, 1. .

[Ibid., Fig. 11.] Ai Tetradr. 272 grs.

Rouiul hliiehl, on which lion's scalp. Xo inscription. Prow of Samian galley

[Ibid., Fig. 12.] (Samacna) . A\ Tetradr. 267 grs.

This last coin might be ascribed to Samos, were it not for the fact that

its weight is not that which was prevalent in Samos and that a specimen
has been found at Metwina.

The Samian derivation of the above types is certain. Hence it may
be argued that the coins concerned were minted during the period when
Zancle, as it was still called, was occupied by the Samians, and not after

their expulsion.

All of them, whether Aeginctic or Attic, must therefore have been

struck very soon after B.C. 494. The precise date of the expulsion of the

Samians cannot be fixed. It is probably marked, however, by the intro-

duction of entirely new types, which we have Aristotle's (a/>. J. Pollux,

v. 75) authority for ascribing to Anaxilas himself, for he states that

Anaxilas, having gained an Olympian victory with the mule-car, struck

coins with the mule-car upon them in commemoration of his success.

The coins alluded to by the philosopher are the following:

—

Cire. B.C. 480-466.

Mule-car (am'/vi/) driven by l>earded REClMON (usually retrogr.) Hare
charioteer. running. [B. M. Guide. PI. VIII. 22.]

Hare. REC in circle of dots

Attic Tetradr., Drachm, and Obol.

Forepart of hare- [.V. C., 1896, p. 9.] -R- ft 2-8 grs.
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Aristotle (a/>. J. Pollux, I. <.) explains the appearance of the hare as
also due to Anaxilas, who is said to have introduced that animal into
Sicily. This account is probably to be accepted so far as regards the
origin of the type, although at Messene it perhaps acquired a religious
fligniticance which permitted of its retention after the downfall of the
tyrants.

At Khegium, though not at Messene. the hare and mule-car types
cease to be used apparently about ten years after the death of Auaxilas,
on the occasion of the establishment of a democracy, B.C. 466.

Ore. B.C. 466-415.

Flo. CO.

Lion'.* M*lp facing (Kip. 60).

n it

RECINOS. RECINOS. REClNON.and
Inter PHrlNO£. Male figure seated

naked to waist, resting on ataff; the

whole in laurel-wreath ; sometimes

signed 9)1 Ai Tetrodr. and Drachm.
RECI in laurel wreath . . . ^11 OboL

The seated figure, on the earlier specimens bearded and on some of

the later ones youthful, is usually thought to personify the Demos
of Rhegium. In the first edition of this work I ventured to suggest that

it might perhaps be intended for a divinity of the nature of Agreus or

Aristaeos, the patron of rural life and pursuits. The shepherd's dog,

the duck, and the crow, frequently seen under or beside the seat, would
thus stand in some sort of intimate relation to the main type, whereas, if

the figure is Demos, they would have to be regarded merely as adjunct
symbols unconnected with the principal figure. On the other hand,
J. P. Six (X. C, 1898, p. 281) argues that the seated figure is Iokastos, the

traditional founder of Rhegium, who, so the story ran, met his death

from the bite of a serpent. In support of his theory Six has drawn
attention to the fact that on some specimens there is visible a serpent

coiled round the back leg of the chair on which the divinity is seated.

The presence of the serpent in intimate relation to the type suggests also

that the seated figure might be Asklepios (cf. coin of Epidaurna in

Argolis), whose cultus at Rhegium is evidenced by later coins (see infra).

On the whole, however, I am inclined to think that M. Six was right,

and that the seated figure was intended to represent the traditional oekist.

(Cf. the contemporary coins of Tarentum with seated oekist, p. 55.)
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Circ. B.C. 415-387.

Fio. 61.

Lion's scalp facing (Fig. 61). [Imhoof,

Mm. <?r„ VI A. 9.]

ft

PHriNON. PHriNOS, and very rarely

PHnHnN. Head of Apollo, hair

turned up, or, later, long and flow-

ing ; behind, olive-sprig and, rarely,

engraver's name KPATHSIPPOf .

Ai Tetrudr. and Drachm.
PH between two olive or laurel leaves .

-it J Dr., Dioh., and Litra.

In the year B.C. 387 Dionysius destroyed Rhegium, after which event,

although the city was restored some years later by the younger Diony-
sius, no silver coins (except a few Corinthian staters, like those of Locri,

but with PH in monogram) were struck for about a century, and then

only in very small quantity.

It is noticeable that the n hardly ever appears on the silver money
of Rhegium. The inscription PHnNON should probably therefore be

read 'Pjjylvov, and not 'Pjjytvur, as on most of the bronze coins, which
arc later in date than the silver. Cf. 'Pijyiro?, and also on a bronze coin

mentioned below, 'Pijytmj. For the use of the adjective see l&uk tnijrra,

p. 74, and Macdonald, Coin Types, p. 131.

Bronze Coinage.

The only bronze coins of Rhegium contemporary with the silver and
therefore struck before B.C. 387, are the following (see Imhoof, ^fon. gr.,

p.10):-

Before B.C. 387.

REG NO N written round a mark of

value (?) M -8

RE and olive-sprig . . . . A «B

PH „ „ . . . . & -63

PHriNH Head of Apollo, hair turned

up E -55

Circ. B.C. 350-270.

The following types may be placed after the restoration of the city by
Dionysius II, shortly before the middle of the fourth century :

—

(a) Silver: Corinthian staters of the Pegasos type, with PH (in mon.)
and a lyre behind the head of Athena (B. M. C, Corinth

t

PI. XXIV. 12).

Lion's scalp facing.

»»

IF

'

•>
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(/3) Bronze.

Head of Zeus r., four.

Lion's bead facing.

i * ft

PHriNHN Zeus seated, holding phialc

and sceptre . . . . M -8

„ Head of Apollo with flow-

ing hair. Symbol* various At -85—6

M Lyre . . . . M -6—4

The coins with the head of Apollo are very numerous and exhibit

a gradual decline in style.

In B.C. 271 the Campanian Legion, stationed at Rhegium by the

Romans, seized the city ; but they were soon afterwards expelled.

Circ. B.C. 270-203.

(a) Silver.

Head of Apollo.

it

»

[JV.C., 1896, p. 189.]

(j3) Bronze, without marks of value-

Head of Apollo.

Head of Artemis.

H

PHriNnN Lion walking

Ai wt. 50 grs.

„ Lion's head to front , .

d\ wt 26-8 grs.

„ Young Janiform head . .

JR wt. 18 grs.

PHriNHN Tripod . . . . M -95

p> Lion walking . . vE -9

M Lyre . . . . jfl *9

„ Young Aeklepios naked,

standing holding bird and resting on
snake-entwined staff. . , AZ !•

The very rare silver coins of this time are contemporary with the

latest silver coins of Syracuse, Agrigentum, and Tauromenium, which no
longer follow the Attic standard, but are nevertheless multiples of the

silver litra* Those of Rhegium seem to be respectively pieces of 4 litrae

(normal wt. 54 grs.) 2 litrae (normal wt 27 grs.) and l| litrae (wt. 20-2

grs.).
*

Bronze. With marks of value. Give* B.C. 203-89,

Tttra*. Heads of Apollo and PHHNfiN Tripod
Artemis, jugate.

* * • *

«

ir

Tttrae.

Reduced weight.

Janiform female head, PHriNHN Asklepios seated, holding

wearing polos. staff, sometimes entwined

with serpent, P
Head of Artemis. »* Apollo seated on om-

phalos- P
Head of Athena. tt Athena Nikephoros

standing. P
Heads of Dioskuri. ii Hennes standing, P
Heads of Asklepios and *» Artemis standing with

Hygieia, jugate. dog. 1 1 1 1

Head of Artemis. „ Lyre. MM

>og!e
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Tetrag< Heads of Dioskuri.

IT

I*

•

Trim.

tt

(')

Head of Asklepiofc.

Head of Apollo.

Head of Apollo,

Head of Apollo,

fl

**

PHriNflN Demeter standing. Mil
Hermes standing. Mil
Young Asklepios stand-

ing, holds bird and
branch and rests on
staff. I M I

Hygieia standing. I 1 I

Wolf. I I i

Nike. I I I

Dxukari on horse-

hack. X I I

«

«

i?

The marks of value on those bronze coins seem to stand for fractions

of tbe silver Ktra, cf. the coins of the Mamertini. The weights and sizes,

which are very various, show that there must have been a rapid

reduction in the course of the century to which they belong {Motom.-
Blacas, i. p. 138 sq. j

(iarrucci, Ann* de Num., 1882, pp. 213 sqq.).

Teme»a was an ancient Greek city on the west coast of Bruttium.

In its territory were mines of copper (Horn. Od. i. 184 ; Strah. vi. 256).

The types (tripod, greaves, and helmet) represent probably the prizes

awarded at some agonistic festival Cf. tne armour (AOAA) in the

exergue of the Syracusan dekadrachms.
Temesa appears from its coins to have been closely allied to, if not

a dependency of, Croton about B.C. 500, after which it has left us no
numismatic records :

—

Tripod between two greaves. TEM
For alliance coins see Croton, p. !(.">.

Helmet M 120 gn.

Terina, a few miles south of Temesa on the Gulf of Hipponium, was a
colony of Croton. Its coinage commences about i*. C. 480, before which
time it was doubtless dependent upon its metropolis. It afterwards

parsed successively under the dominion of the Lucanians (H.c. 365) and
the Bruttians (B.t\ 356) who held it, except for a brief interval when
Alexander of Kpirus released it from their yoke (rim. B.C. 325), down to

The town was burnt by Hannibal in B.C. 203.

On the coinage of this city see K. Regling's monograph Terina in

the Programm sum Wiiukelmaonsfesfe, 1906, and H. v. Fritze and
H. Gaebler in Nom'tama, i. pp. 20 sqq., Berlin, 1907. The weight-
standard of the coins of Terina is the Italic, and the average weight

of the stater or nomos is 1 1 8 grs.

Circ, B.C. 480-425.

Fig. 02.
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TEPSNA Head of Terina of archaic

style; hair turned up behind.

Head of Terina ; hair rolled ; the whole
in wreath.

Similar; hair in sphendone, or waved.

N5KA (retrogr.) Nike Apteros stand*

ing t holding a branch. The whole in

wreath of olive or laurel.

(Fig- 62) M Stater.

Winged Nike holding wreath in both

hands arched over her head.

M Stater.

TEPINAION Winged Nike seated on

four-legged seat ; she holds wreath

and caduceus. Al Stater.

Circ. B.C. 425-4<X>.

Fiq. 63.

Head of the nymph Terina of finest

style, variously represented. Some-
times she wears an ampyx alx>ve her

forehead (Fig, 63): on some specimens

her hair is simply rolled, on others

bound with a sphendone or confined

by a string and with loose ends.

TEPINAION Nike-Terina winged

seated on prostrate amphora (Fig. 63),

cippus (Fig. 64), or four-legged scat

Sometimes she sits beside a fountain

drawing water in a vase which she

holds on her knee ; sometimes a little

bird is perched on her forefinger;

sometimei) she is tossing balls into

the air, or
T
again, stooping forward as

if mounting a rocky height. She
usually holds a caduceus or, lest* fre-

quently, a wreath or sceptre.

M Staters,

After circ. B.C. 400.

Flo. M.

The types of the smaller silver coins (wts. 35, 19, and 11 grs.) resemble

those of toe staters, but sometimes Nike sits on the capital of a column,

and on the obol she is flying. Signatures <t>IAI£, A, &c

TEPlNAinN Head of Terina, richly Winged Nike-Terina seated on cippus;

bird perched on her hand.

Al Stater 117 grs.
f
Third 36 grs.

ornate, with curly hair.

(B. M. Guide, PL 25, 24,]

The Thirds frequently have the Sicilian triskeles below the head of

the city, showing them to have been struck under Sicilian influence,

and perhaps as late as the time of Agathocles.

1ITAD
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Bronze.

PANAlNA Head of Paudina r., hair

rolled.

Female bead, hair rolled.

Female head, bound with cord.

TEPI Winged Nike-Teriua seated on

cippus. 8he holds bird . . JR -5

TEPI Crab M 1-

Crab and crescent . . .
.!' -7

Hippocamp M «6

(Imhoof, Choix, viii. 261.)

ft

Circ. B.C. 825.

The staters of the Corinthian type, bearing the letters TE in mono-
gram behind the head of Athena (B. M. C, Corinth, p. xlix), were

probably issued at Terina circ. B.C. 325, when Alexander of Epirus

released the town for a short time from the yoke of the Bruttians. Cf.

the contemporary Pegasos staters of Locri and Rhegium.

Circ. b. C. 272.

lion's head facing.

TEPlNAIfJrJ Head of Apollo.

TEPlNAIHrJ Head of Apollo with

flowing hair M -85

PegaBos Dying; above, sword in scabbard

/E-65

Among the silver coins of Terina, of the best period, there are

specimens which, in elegance of design and exquisite delicacy of work,

take rank among the most beautiful of all Greek coins. It will

generally be found tbat these truly admirable works of art bear the

letters <J> or P in the field. These are probably not artists' signatures

but mint-marks common to several cities (see von Fritze and Gaebler in

Komisma, I., pp. 14 sqq.).

The types of the Teriuaean coins have given rise to much learned

discussion. The head on the obverse is probably always that of the

city-nymph, Terina, herself. The winged figure on the reverse is more
difficult to identify, but is probably a combination of Nike and Terina

(see Regling, Terina), and of agonistic origin.

The goddess Pandina is a divinity regarding whom wo have no informa-

tion. She was also worshipped about this time at Hipponium, where she

is represented holding a sceptre and a caduceus or sometimes a wreath.
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[G. L. Cn>t. -Hi, Siciiiae nummi reteres. Palermo, 1781.

A. Salman. Ia monet* deUe antiche eUlii di SicHia. Palermo, 1871.

Landolina-Paterofe, Bicerehe num. suW anfica Sicitia. Palermo, 1872.

Britiiih Museum Catalogue, Coins of Sicily (Poo-le, Head, and Gardner), 1876.

B. V. Head, Coinage of Syracuse (Num. Chron/, 1874.

P. Gardner, Sicilian Studies .Num. Chron.), 18>*ft.

R. Weil, Die KunstlerinscJiriften iter siciliechen Minum (Winekelraannafeat-Progr. 44), 1884.

A- J. Kv.ins. Syracusan Msdallions and their Engravers, 1892.

A. J. Evans, Contributions to Sicilian Numismatic* (Num. Chron.), 1894, 189fl.

'I'll. Retaach. Sur la va/eur relatire des metaux monefaires dans la SiciU grecgue (I.'Hittoira

par les monnaies,, 1902.

A. Holm, Gemckichte dss siciUecktn Munsumens (in toL iii. of his iiesckickle Siciliens int

Altcrthum, 1870-1902).

Du '
':-•-

t 1 de la Howardrien, Syracuse, srs nvmnaie* ifargent, 1898.

G. Trope*, Jtuntismatica Sieilioia del Mm. Mamtralisca in Cefalii, 1901.

G. F. Hill, 0>in* o/ Ancient Sicily, 1903.

Bahrfeldt, Die rOmisch-sicilisdten Miinxen Rev. Suisse), 1904.]

Period I. Before B. c. 480. First in this period comes the coinage of

the Ch&lcidian colonies, Naxus, Zancle, and Himera. These early coins,

some of which may belong to the end of the seventh century, follow the

Aeginetic (?) standard, although as a rule the drachms do not exceed 90,

nor the obols 15 grs. It is possible that this standard was imported,

together with the worship of Dionysos, from the island of Naxos,
whence, as the name given to the earliest Sicilian settlement implies, a
preponderating element of the first body of colonists must have been
drawn. Possibly, however, the pieces of 90 grs. are merely EuboYc-Attic

octobols (see Holm, pp. 560 ff.)-

Soraewhat later, probably about the middle of the sixth century, begins

the coinage of the Dorian colonies, Syracuse, Gela, Agrigentum, Ac.

The standard is here certainly not (with one possible exception) the

Aeginetic but the Eubofc-Attic, which was soon universally adopted
throughout the island, even by those Chalcidian colonies which had
begun to coin on the supposed Aeginetic standard.

The definite change to the Attic standard took place at NaxuB Borne time
after B.C. 498, at Zancle between B.C. 493 and 480, and at Himera in

B. c. 482.

The original Sikel and Sicanian population of Sicily possessed, how-
ever, a standard of their own, based on the pound or litra of bronze. To
this weight of bronze corresponded a silver litra of 13-5 grs. Even
during the earliest period of the Aeginetic (?) standard Zancle struck silver

coins of this weight, and as it happened to be exactly $- of the Attic

drachm, it was readily adopted by those Greek cities which used the

EuboTc-Attic standard, as an additional denomination slightly heavier

than their own obol, from which they took care to distinguish it by
?;iving it a different type, or by a mark of value. Thus at Syracuse the

itra was marked with a sepia and the obol with a wheel.

The coins struck in Sicily during this first period exhibit all the

characteristic peculiarities of archaic art, but they are far more advanced,
both in style and execution, than the contemporary coins either of

Magna Graecia or of Greece proper.

Period II. B.C. 480-413. The great victory of the Greeks over the

Carthaginians at Himera in B. c. 480 was the prelude to a long interval

I 2
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of peace and prosperity all over Sicily. The coins of this epoch, which
are plentiful throughout the island, are of great variety and interest.

In style they exhibit a continuous advance upon the methods of archaic

art, and a nearer and nearer approach to the highest point of excellence

ever reached in the art of die-engraving. The wholo period between
B. c. 480 and the failure of the Athenian expedition in B.C. 413 may
therefore be appropriately called the Period of Transition. Greek art

and civilization had already thoroughly penetrated the inland Sikel

towns such as Abacaenum, Knna, Galaria, Morgantina, &c, and were
now making their way even into the non-Hellenic cities in the western

portion of the island, e.g. Segesta and Eryx, ancient cities of the Elymi,

and Motya and Panormus, strongholds of Carthage.
Towards the end of this period (not before 440) a new feature appeal's

on the Sicilian coins, in the shape of the signatures of the artists. The
following names of Sicilian engravers occur on coins of this period

:

at Syracuse, Euraenes or Eumenos, Sosion, Euainetos, Euth[ymos?],
Phrygillos, and Euarchidas : and at Catana, Euainetos.

Even before the age of Gelon and Hieron, whose victories at the great

Greek games were celebrated by Pindar, it had been usual at many
Greek towns in Sicily to issue coins on the occasion of agonistic contests

with appropriate types, such as a quadriga crowned by Nike.
It seems nevertheless certain that as ageneral rule no one special victory

can have been alluded to in these agonistic types: they are rather a general

expression of pride in the beauty of the horses and chariots which the

city could enter in the lists, while perhaps they may likewise have been
regarded, though in no very definite way. as a sort of invocation of tho

god who was the dispenser of victories : the Olympian Zeus, the Pythian
Apollo, or some local divinity, perhaps a River-god or a Fountain-

nymph, in whose honour games may have been celebrated in Sicily

itself. Some such local import would account for the presence of the

victorious quadriga on the money of some of the non-Hellenic towns in

Sicily, which would certainly never have been admitted to compete at

tho Olympian, the Pythian, or other Greek games. The manner in

which the quadriga is treated may be taken as a very accurate indica-

tion of date. Down to about B. c. 440 the horses are seen advancing at

a slow and stately pace ; after that date they are always in high and
often violent action, prancing or galloping ; not until quite a late period
(on the coins of Philistis) are they again represented as walking.
The only exception to this rule is the mule-car on the coins of Messana,

where the animals are never in rapid movement.

Period III. B.C. 413-346. The defeat of the Athenians was fol-

lowed by an extraordinary outburst of artistic activity on the part of

the great Sicilian cities, especially Syracuse. Syracuse and Agrigentum
now issued their magnificent dekadrachms. The following names of

engravers, among others, occur on coins of this period ; at Syracuse,
Euainetos, Kimon, Eukleidas, Pannenidas ; at Agrigentum, Myr . . .

;

at Camarina, Exakestidas ; at Himera, Mai . . . ; at Messana, Kimon,
Anan (?)...; at Naxus, Prokks ; and at Catana, Herakleidas, Choirion,

and Prokles.

One of tho most striking peculiarities of Sicilian coins is the frequency
with which penoniifcations of Rivers and Nymphs are met with. Thus
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on coins of Himera the type is that of the Nymph of the warm springe
;

on a coin of Naxus we see the head of a river Assinos (probably the

same as the Akesinefi) ; at Catana we get a full-face head of the river

Amenanos ; at Uela and Agrigentuni we see the rivers of those towns,
the Gelas and the Akragas

; while at Camarina the head of the Hipparis
appears. On the coins of Selinus the rivers Hypsas and Selinos are
represented as offering sacrifice.

In the archaic period the Sicilian rivers usually take the form of a
man-headed bull, but in the transitional and fine periods they more often

assume the human form, and appear as youths with short bulls' horns
over their foreheads.

Among the nymphs represented on Sicilian coins are Himera, Arethusa,
Kyane (?), Kamarina, and Eurymedusa.
The Carthaginian invasion at the close of the fifth century spread

ruin through the island and put an end to the coinage almost every-
where. Syracuse alone of all the Greek silver-coining cities continued
the uninterrupted issue of her beautiful tetradrachms and dekadrachms,
and it was these which served as models for the Siculo-Punic currency of

the Carthaginian towns.
It was probably at the beginning of this period that gold and bronze-

coins were first struck in Sicily, at any rate in considerable quantities.

At the time of Dion's expedition electrum was also introduced, and at

Syracuse a large bronze litra was issued, the size of which shows that

it was intended as real money and not as a token of artificial value.

Period IV. B.C. 345-317. With the expedition of the Corinthian
Timoleon (B.C. 345) a new era began for Sicily. Timoleon was every-

where the Liberator, and his influence is especially noticeable in the

Sicilian coinage of his time. There are a few coin-types which now
appear for the first time, not only at Syracuse, but at many other towns
which Timoleon freed from their oppressors. Two of these types are

the head of Zeus Kleutherios and the Free Horse. Pegasos-staters (first

introduced by Dion in the previous period) and other coins with Corin-
thian types were also now coined in Sicily in large quantities. The
number of inland towns which at this particular time began to coin

money is remarkable, e. g. Adranum, Aetna (Inessa), Agyrium, Alaesa,

Centuripae, Herbessus, &c.

At all the above-mentioned Sikel cities we note the appearance of
large anil heavy bronze coins, which, unlike the older small brouze
currency, are without any marks of value.

This monetization of bronze was probably due to the increasing

influence of the native Sikel peoples ot the interior of the island, accus-

tomed to use bronze as a medium of exchange, who now combined
to support Timoleon, and issued at Alaesa, and perhaps elsewhere,

a B6I0 federal currency in bronze, with the legends KAlNON and
SYMMAXIKON.
Period V. b. C. 317-241. With the usurpation of Agathocles, Syra-

cuse once more monopolizes the right of coinage for the whole of

Sicily, even more distinctly than in the time of Dionysius. The civic

coinages are entirely dominated by those of the great rulers, Agathocles,

Hicetas, Pyrrhus, and Hieron II, down to the time of the First Punic
War.
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Period VI. B. c. 241-210. At the close of the First Punic War all

Sicily, except the dominions of Hieron along the eastern coast from
Tauromenium to Helorus, passed into the hands of the Romans. The
immediate result of the new political status of the Sicilian communities
was the issue of bronze money at a great number of mints, many of
which, such as Amestratus, Cephaloedium,Iaetia, Lilybaeum, Menaenum,
Paropus, Petra, &c, had never before possessed the right of coinage.

Within the dominions of Syracuse, Tauromenium alone continued to

coin in all metals.

Period VII. After b. C. 210. After the fall of Syracuse and the

constitution of all Sicily into a Province of the Roman Republic, bronze

coins continued to be issued at Syracuse, Panormus, and a great many
other towns, probably for at least a century. These late coins possess,

howevor, but slight interest.

Abacaenum (Tri/n) was a Sikel town situated some eight miles from
the coast, towards the north-east extremity of the island.

Circ. B.C. 450-400.

Inner. ABAKAIrJlNOrJ (usually abbreviated, but sometimes divided

between Obv. and Rev.).

Head of Zeua laureate.

Head of nymph, facing, with flying hair.

Female head r.

Hoar. Symbol* : acorn, corn-grain.

. K Litra, c. 13 grs. and Hemilitron.

Sow and pig . A< Litra.

Boar . . . . AX Hemilitron 6 grs.

Circ. B.C. 400-350.

Female head, linir in sphendone.

Id.

Head of Apollo (?).

Id.

ABAK[AlNl]NON Forepart of raan-

lieaded hull . . . .M Size -85

ABAKAI NINON Forepart of bull .

M Size -8

After B.C. 241. Inacr. ABAK AlMlMnN.

Bull walking . . . . M Size -85

Warrior with ppear standing r. [Tropea.

P- 7] &
Id. Lyre [ibid.] .£

Tli-' bull is probably the little mountain-torrent Helikon,

Acrae (Pa/azzuolo-Acreide) stood on a height some twenty miles due
west of Syracuse, at the sources of the river Anapoa. It was a depen-
dency of Syracuse down to the capture of that city by the Romans.

After B.C. 210.

Head of Persephone (?) wealing wreath. AKPAIflN Demeter standing with

torch and sceptre . . . . IE •&

Adranum (Adcrno), on the upper course of the river Adranos. a few
miles south-west of Mt. Aetna, was founded by Dionvsius circ. B.C. 400,
and was dependent upon Syracuse until the time of Timoleon (B.C. 345),
when it first struck coins. It owed its celebrity to the temple of the
Sicilian divinity Adranos (Diod. xiv. 37).

(
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The bronze coins of Adranum apparently all belong to one period :

—

Head of Apollo, sometimes with AAPANITAN (sometimes wanting),
APOAAHN beneath. Lyre . . -E 3 sizes, 1-2, -95 & -8

Head of young River Adranos, horned. AAPANITAN Hushing bull . M -85

Head of Sikelia wreathed with myrtle, No. inscr. Lyre M 1*9

hair in sphendone.

Id. AAPANITAN Hippocamp. .^-65
Female head. AAPA Corn-grain in wreath . jE -45

Aetna. This name was at first given by Hieron to the city of Catana,
when in B.C. 476 he expelled the Catanaeans and repeopled their city

with a mixed body of Syracusans and Peloponnesians. For the coins

struck at Catana during the fifteen years that it bore the name of Aetna,
see Catana. The Aetnaeans (when they were expelled in B.C. 461)
retired to Inessa (S. Maria di Licodiu) on the southern slope of Mt. Aetna,
about ten miles north-west of Catana, and to this placo they transferred

the name of Aetna and continued to look upon Hieron as their oekist

(Diod. xi. 76). Aetna was always more or less dependent upon Syracuse,

and was garrisoned by Syracusans before the Athenian war (Thuc. in.

103). In B. C. 396 Dionysius established at Aetna a garrison of Campa-
niana, who held the town until the time of Timoleon, B.C. 339, when the

city regained its freedom. It is to the Campanian period that the first

issue of its coins belongs.

Before B.C. 339.

A1TN Winged fulmen, as on coins of

Catana-Aetna & 45

Free horse, rein loose . . . . M -85

Id M -C

Youthful head [Jtev.Num., 1869, PI. VI.

AITNAION H«d of Athena.

„ Head of Persephone with

corn-wreath.

The resemblance in style between the last mentioned coin and certain

pieces of Nacona and Entella, issued while those cities were in the hands
of the Campanians, is striking.

Circ. B.C. 339.

IEY« EAEYOEPIO* Head of Zeus AITNAinN Fulmen . . . . M -8

Eleutherios.

The coinage is not resumed until the Roman period.

After B.C. 210.

Trias. Head of Apollo radiate.

llexas. Head of Persephone.

AITNAinN Warrior standing, mark of

value • • • & -8

AITNAinN Cornucopiae ... &•%
Head ofAthena [Tropea, p. 7]. i AITN Forepart ofman-headed bull IE.

Agrigentum was by far the richest and most magnificent city on the

south coast of Sicily. The ruined temples still to be seen at Girgenti
would alone be sufficient to prove its ancient splendour. It stood on
a height a few miles from the sea near the confluence of the two rivers

Akragas and Hyp^as.
Its coinage begins during the prosperous period which intervened

between tho fall of the tyrant Phalaris (circ. B. c. 550), and the accession

of Theron to supreme power (circ. B. C. 488).

_,.
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Cm. B.C. 550-472.

Inner. AKRACANTO*. AK R ACA£ (sometimes divided between Obi: and
Rev.), AKRA, Ac

Eagle with closed wings. i Crab At Didrachms. 1

[Bra. Mue. Guide, PL IX. 24.]

The Eagle and the Crab have been usual!)* taken aa emblems of Zeus
and Poseidon, but it may be doubted whether the crab is not in this case

the fresh-water crab common in the rivers of Italy, Sicily, and Greece. If

so, the crab represents the river Akragas and is tne 7iap<i<r^oi/ of the city.

Theron of Agrigentum made himself master of Himera, B. c. 482. A
comparison of certain coins of Himera bearing Agrigentine types, which
can only belong to the time of Theron, with some of the latest specimens

of the series above described, is sufficient to fix the date of the latter.

The great victory of Theron and Gelon of Syracuse over the Cartha-

ginians at Himera resulted in the further aggrandizement of Agrigentum.
Theron died B.C. 472, after which a democracy was established, and a
period of unexampled prosperity commenced which terminated only with
the Carthaginian invasion in B.C. 406.

Numismatically, however, this space of sixty-seven years must l>e

divided into two periods, which may be characterized as those of Transi-

tional Art, B. c. 472-Wir. B. C. 413, and of Finest Art, B. C. 413-406.

Circ B.C. 472-4)3.

Fio. (W.

Inscriptions and Tyjie* (Eaglo and Crab), as in the Period of archaic

art. The Eagle sometimes stands on the capital of a column. On the
reverse symbols are of frequent occurrence, flying Nike, rose, star,

volute ornament (Fig. 65), and others.

Denominations. Tetradrachm, Didrachm, Drachm with letters PEhJ
(= Pentalitron), Litra (with A I), Pentonkion with mark of value *•*.

There are also coins with obv. eagle's head, viz. litra, rev. tripod; halt-

litra (?), rev. A ; and hexas, rev. \. A bronze coin with eagle and crab
also belongs to the close of this period.
The Tetradrachm apparently was not struck at Agrigentum before

virt: B.C. 472.

To this period may also be attributed a scries of very strange-looking

lumps of bronze, made in the shape of a tooth with a flat base,liaving on
one side an eagle or eagle's head, and on the other a crab, while on the base

1 A specimen at Paris (Salinas. PL IV. 15), weighing 173-77 grains, appears to show that
Agrigentum also issued coins of the Aeginetic standard.
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are marks of value 1 1, ."., I (Tetras, Trias, Hexas). The Uncia is almond
shaped, with an eagle's head on one side and a crab's claw on the other.

The weights of these coins point to a Ittra of about 750 grs.

Circ. B.C. 413-406.

C-^.A ' -AN'
7 '

Fin. ft6.

In this period the coinage reflects the splendour to which Agrigentom
had now attained.

AKPA Kngle devouring serpent. Mark
of value •

AKP Kagle devouring ^erp**"'-

[Strozzi 8ale Catal. 1288.]

SIAANOf Crab . . X \vt. 20-4 Srs.

[Brit. J/«*. Guide, PI. XVI. U.J

Crab ; below, dolphin. A* 205 grs.

Two eagles standing on a hare on the

summit of & mountain : one lifts his

head as if Bcrcauiinp, while the other,

with wings raised, is al>out to attack

the hare with its beak. Symbol in

tield : Locust.

AKPATAS Male charioteer driving

ifcUndriga. Above an eagle flying

with a serpent in its claws. Bematli,

it crab (Fig. 66)

M Dekailrachm, wt. 670 grs.

The finest known specimen of this rare and beautiful coin is in the

Munich collection. See Th. Reinach, VUistoire par let MonnaU$,
pp. 89-98.

Similar type, sometimes with magis-

trates' names STPATHN or
«IAArJ0«. Symbols: locust, bull's

head, lion's head, head of Kiver-god.

AKPArANTINON Quadriga driven

by wingi-d Nike or by charioteer

crowned by flying Nike. Symbols :

crab, Skylla, knotted stall* or vine-

branch, &c. Engraver's name MYP.

[Brit. Mus. Guide, PI XVI. 1C] & Tctradrnchm.

Similar, or single Eagle devouring hare.
|
Crab; heueath, Skylla or rivcr-fi*h.

[Gardner, 7'y/w*, PI. VI. 32, 33.] AX Tetradroclira.

Didrachms, Drachms, Hemidrachms, and Litrae, or Obols, with
simpler varieties of the above types ; the carapace of the crab on the

drachm resembles a human face.

As a powerful composition the type of the two eagles with the hare is

perhaps superior to any other contemporary Sicilian coin-type, and is

certainly the work of an artist of no mean capacity. The subject cannot
fail to remind us of the famous passage in one of the grandest choruses

of the Aijamemnoa (11. 110-120), where the poet describes just such
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a scene as is here represented. Two eagles, one black, and the other

white behind:

—

Q T ifcvitiv &pyt}$y

ira/x7rp/irrois fr (bpaunv,
j3o<nco/ierui Xayivau iptKVfiova <£epfxart ytvvaV)

iXttAtvrn Aotadlwv bpopwv.

The victorious quadriga is an agonistic type of a class very prevalent

in Sicily. The occasion of its adoption at Agrigentum may have been
the Olympian games of B.C. 412, in which one of the victors was
Exainetos, an Agrigentinc citizen who, on his return to his native town,

was brought into the city in a chariot escorted by 300 bigae drawn by
white horses (Diod- xiii. 82). But see above, p. 116.

The names STPATnN and £IAAN0S are too conspicuous to be the

signatures of artists ; they must therefore be regarded as magistrates.

Bronze. Before B.C. 406.

Inter. AKPAfANTlMON, often abbreviated.

Htmilitnm,

Trio*,

flexax.

Uncia*

Eagle with spread wings
on fish, hare, or serpent.

Eagle tearing hare.

Eagle carrying in claws

bare, pig, fish, or bird.

Eagle with closed wings

on fish.

Crab; mark of value
JJ J.

Syinbols :

Conch-shell, sepia, Triton with shell,

pistrix, hippocamp, crayfish, &c. The
whole in incuse circle

M Average wt 290 grs.

Crab. Symbol : Crayfish. Mark of

value # * # . JR Average wt. 124 grs.

Crah. Symbols : Two fishes or one fish.

Mark of value ••

M Average wt. 115 grs.

Crab. Symbol; Fish. Mark of value*

AZ Average wt, 58 grs.

Other small bronze coins (Salinas, xi. 24-7) have modifications of
the above types (eagle's head, crab's claw, Ac).
The actual weights of these bronze coins, large and small, together

field an average of 61 3 grs. for the litre. This perhaps shows that the

itra had already been reduced from 3375 grs., its original weight, to | of
that weight, or 675 grs., a reduction which is thought by Mominsen
(Momm.*Blacas, i, p. 112) to have taken place in the time of Dionysius,
but which the weights of the bronze coins of Camarina (p. 130), and
Himera (p. 1443), if they are of any value as evidence, prove to have
occurred much earlier.

After the memorable destruction of Agrigentum by the Carthaginians
in h. c. 406, the surviving inhabitants appear to have returned to their

ruined homes ; but until Timoleon's time the town can hardly be said to
have existed a* an independent state. No new coins were issued in the

interval, but the bronze money already in circulation seems to have been
frev|jiently countennarked in this period.

Timoleon, c&rc* u. c. 338, recolonized the city (Plut. Tim. 35) with a body
of Velians, and from this time it began to recover some small degree

of prosperity.

* ji e
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Crab.

Head of Zeus.

Id.

Cire. b. C. 338-287.

Free horse

Head of bearded river-god.

. . . . M i Drachm.
AKPArANTlNnN Eagle erect, with

spread wings
M wt. 1 8-7 grs.= 14 Litra.

Id. M wt. 13-5 grs.= l Litra.

Id. Ai wt. 10-5 grs.= l Obol.

Bronze.

Ilcmititron. AKPAI~A* Head of

young River-god Akragas, homed.

Vncia. Eagle standing.

Eagle with closed wings standing on
Ionic capital. In field, crab. Mark

of value
•**

. X. Av.wt. 268 grs.

AKPArA Crab. Mark of value. . .

X wt. 61 grs. or less.

268 grs. is the average weight of the four specimens of the hemilitron
in the British Museum, according to -which the Litra would weigh
536 grs., which is intermediate between the first and the second reduc-
tions of the Litra.

There are also bronze coins of this period without marks of value, obv.

Head of Zeus, rev. Eagle devouring hare, or winged fulmen. Size,

75—55.
The coins attributed to this period are not numerous, owing to the fact

that during the greater part of the reign of Agathocles at Syracuse
(b. 0. 317-289), Agrigentum was compelled to acknowledge the supremacy
of that city, which for a time usurped the right of coming money for all

those parts of the island subject to her dominion.
After the death of Agathocles, a tyrant named Phintias rose to the

supreme power at Agrigentum, and extended his dominions also over
other parts of Sicily.

Phintia* Tyrant. Circ. B.C. 287-279.

AKPArANTOS Head of Apollo.

AKPATANTIN Id.

01 Two eagles on hare

n Eagle looking back X -55

Coins struck by Phintias for all his dominions.

BA«IAEO€ OINTIA Wild boar X -8Head of river Akragas. horned, and
with flowing hair, crowned with
reeds. [Imhoof, Mem. gr., PI. A. 16.]

Head of Artemis.

Id., with *nTEIPA.
9*

if It

Id.

Id.

X -8

X%
The type of these coins illustrates in a remarkable manner a passage of

Diodorus (Reliy. xxii. 7), in which he tells how Phintias tlbfv 5vap 8ijAow»

ttji> tou dtov Kara(TTpo(pi)v, vv ay

p

tor KinrrjyowTOt opp^trai kot avrov tjjv

vv, Kai rqv itktvpav avrov rots ddovtrt irardfai ical bi(\a<rairra ttjv wAnyijy

crura*. We seem here to have a clear instance of a coin-typo having
been chosen with the avowed object of propitiating the goddess Artemis
whose anger the tyrant probably thought he had incurred.
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Id. [Salinas, xiii. 1 1.1

Head of Apollo, a serpent sometimes
crawling up in front.

AKPArANTlNHrJ Young head of

Zeus Soter diademed.

Head of Apollo.

Id.

Ore. B-c. 279-241.

Nearly all the remaining coins of Agrigentum may be classed to this

period, during which the city was for the most part an independent ally

of the Carthaginians against the Romans and Hieron II.

On the conclusion of the First Punic War (b. o. 241) Agrigentum passed
under Roman dominion.

Headof/-eus. AKPArANTIHnN Eagle with spread

wings, various letters in the field

M 58 and 2(i grs.

„ Fulmen....
M Litra 12-7 grs.

Two eagles on hare . . . , JR -85

AIOS SnTHPOS Eagle on fulmen .

M -85

AKPArANTlNnN Tripod . .E -85

„ Naked warrior

thrusting with spear . . , j£ -95

ich stood

-type above
described, where a serpent is seen crawling up the face of Apollo, taken in

conjunction with the words of Cicero, seems to indicate a connexion
between the cults of Apollo and Asklepios at Agrigentum.

Ci/K, B.C. 241-210, and later.

Head of Persephone. Behind, CnCIOC.
(

AKPArANTlNHN A-klepios standing.

M -85

„ Striding male figure

with javelin .E -95

„ Eagle on fulmeu . .

Cicero
(
Verr. iv. 43) mentions a statue of Apollo by Myron whh

in the temple of Asklepios at Agrigentum. the curious coin-typ

or in front. ACKAATTOC.
Head of Apollo. [Salinas, xiii. 12. 13.]

Head of Zeus.

Head of Asklepios.

Female, head.

.E-9
Serpent-staff . .E .75

Tripod . . M -7

The three coins last described sometimes occur with the name of the
Roman Quaestor Manius Acilius on the reverse instead of
AKPATANTlNnN; the same magistrate also issued from Agrigentum
an As with the head of Janus and his name in a laurel-wreath, and a

semis with the head of Jupiter.

For the Imperial coins of Agrigentum struck under Augustus, see

Holm, p. 727, nos. 735-6.

Agyrium (Agira) was a large town in the interior of Sicily, standing
on a steep hill, almost midway between Enna and Centuripae. At this

town Herakles, during his wanderings in Sicily, had been received with
divine honours, and down to a late period Herakles, his kinsman Iolaos,

and Geryon, continued to be revered there. Its coins fall into three

periods.

Owe. B. c. 420-353.

Eiigle with closed wings.

ArYPINAION Young male
(Iolaos ?).

ArYPINAI Wheel -E -9

head PAAATKAIO* Forepart of man-
headed bull JE -7

C Io<
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These two coins probably belong to the time when the city was
governed by a tyrant named Agyris, a contemporary and ally of Dionvsius
(Diod. xiv. 9. 78, 95), or at latest to the time of Dion. Palankaios is

perhap-. the name of a river.

Cirr. B.C. 345-300.

About the middle of the fourth century Agyrium was governed by
another tyrant, by name Apolloniades. This despot was deposed by
Timoleon, B. c. 339. The coins which I would give to the years imme-
diately preceding the liberation by Timoleon are the following :

—

Head of yonng Hemklcs in Hon-skin.

Man-headed hull, and star.

Head of young Heraklee or Iolaos

wearing taenia and lion-skin.

Head of Apollo, behind, bow.

Head of ZeuB . [Tropea, p. 8.]

Head of Apollo radinte. [Tropea, p. 9.]

Forepart of man-headed hull . /K 1-2

Id M 1-2

ATYPIrJAinN Leopard devouring a

hare . . . & 1-1

Hound on scent M -7

Femalo figure sacri-

ficing . . M
Warrior standing with

- jitJtr and shield .

K

!«

"

The following, from their types, appear to be subsequent to B. c. 339
(inscr. ATYPlNAinN or abbreviation )

:

—

Fuhuen ; in field r., eagle (as on con
temporary coin of Syracuse) . & 1-

Club and how(?) (restruck on previous

coins) it* ].

Free horse ^K 1-

IEY* EAEYOEPIOS Head of Zeus

Eleutherios laur.

Head of Athena iu crested helmet.

Head of young Itiver-god homed.

In the third century we hear of Agyrium as subject to Phintias of

Agrigentum. Subsequently the territory of the city was largely in-

creased by Hieron of Syracuse, and even under Roman rule it remained
a place of some importance. It is to this late period that the following

coins belong:

—

After B.C. 241.

Ent CnnATPOY Head of Zeus.

Head of bearded Herakle,-.

ArYPINAIHN Iolaos in hunter's

dress, holds horn and pedum, at his

feet, dog. Above, Nike . , M «9

ArYPINAIHN Iolaos burning the

necks of the Hydra with a hot iron .

.£•75

Alaesa (T-u*a) was built on a hill about eight stadia from the sea
(Diod. xiv. 16), on the north side of Sicily, in the year B.C. 403, by a
colony of Sikels under a chief named Archonides, after whom the city

was sometimes called Alaesa Archonidea (ef. the inscriptions on the later

coins).

Its earliest coins daU' from the period of Timoleon's war with the
Carthaginians (b.c. 340), when many Sikel and Sicanian towns joined
the alliance against the Carthaginians (Diod. xvi. 73). From the in-

scription AAAISlNnN SYMMAXlKOrJ Alaesa would seem to have
been among the chief of the Sicilian allies of Timoleon, but, as the word

^. i oogle
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AAAItlNHN is sometimes wanting, there is no absolute proof that all

the coins of the allies were struck there. The coins reading KAlNON
(' new money ') evidently belong to the same period as the rest

Circ. b. c. 340.

IEY* EAEYOEPIOS Head of Zeus
Eleutlierios.

SIKEAIA Head of nymph Sikelia.

APXArETA* Head of Apollo.

If rt

Head of Sikelia, in myrtle-wreath.

KAINON Free horse prancing.

AAAI*lNnN *YMMAXIKON Torch
between two cars of corn (Head, Syr. %

p. 37) JE 1-2

SYMMAXIKON Id. . . . M 1-

)| ft • • - ' 1 ' —

„ Fulmen and grapes .

M -85

[AAAjISINflN Lyre . . . .t: -9

Griffin running, 1 K -85

The heads of Zeus Eleutherios, of Apollo an original leader of the

colonists, and of Sikelia herself, are all most appropriate on coins of an
alliance formed under the auspices of Timoleon, as are also the torch and
ears of corn, the symbols of Demeter and Persephone, under whose
special protection Timoleon set out (Plut. Tim. c. 8 ; Diod. xvi. 66).

The remaining coins of Alaesa belong to the following century, when
it began, simultaneously with many other Sicilian towns, to coin money
again after its submission to Rome during the First Punic War.

After cirv. B.C. 241.

Head of Zeus.

Head of Apollo.

»• >i

it

ft

it

Head of young Dionynos.

it >• it

Head of Artemis.

[Tropea,p.lO,uo. 12.]

AAAISA* Head of Artemis.

Head ofDemeter. [Tropea, p. 1
1
, no. 1 8.

AAAItA* APX . Eagle . . . -rfE-85

f» " Clasped hands M -9

>» »l Apollo beside lvre .

^E-85

it || Lyre . . . M -65

H *t Tripod . . X -55

II >l Naked figure reatiug

on spear . A\ .5

>f H Man-headed bull

ITronea,p.lO, 110.8.]

M
T* >» Cuirass . . M -5

|| » Quiver and bow . .

JO 5

J» »' Dove or eagle JE -5

Ai
AAAIf A« Damtug female figure -K

Considerably later than the foregoing are the coins of Alaesa with
Latin inscriptions :

—

HAL. ARC. Head of Artemis (?). Tripod & •$

. ., CAEC. R. II VI R Lvre . . . .K -85

HALAESA ARC. Head of Apollo(i). M. CASSIVS M. ArJT Wreath & -9

To the time of Augustus belong coins with the name of the magistrate
M. PACCIVS MACXV(mus): see Holm, p. 729, nos. 754, 754a.

Aluntium (San Marco d'Ahmzlo), on the north coast of the island
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between Tyndaris and Calacte, a Sikel town of no great importance.
Its origin was ascribed to the followers of Aeneas under an Acarnanian
leader named Patron.

Circ. B.C. 400.

Head of Athena in round, crested
|

AAONTINON Sepia

helmet.

. .E -75

Circ. B. c. 241-210, or earlier.

Head of bearded Herakles.

Head of Patron in Phrygian helmet.

Head of bearded HerafeleB.

Head of young Dionysoe.

Head of Hermes.
Youthful head.

Head of Apollo. [Tropea, p. 12, no. 8.]

AAONTINHN Eagle on part of car-

case M\*
AAONTlNnN Man-headed bull (Ri ver-

ged Acheloos ?), spouting water from
his mouth M -85

AAONTlNnN Club and bow-case .

M-7
„ in two Hues, within

wreath . . M -5

Caduceus . . 2E> -5

Double cornucopiae JR.

AAONT Apollo standing with lyre JR.

'

ii

Amestratns (Mistretta), about eight miles south-west of Calaoto.

a town mentioned only by Cicero and Stephanus.

Circ. b. c. 241-210, or earlier.

Head of young Dionysos.

Head of Artemis.

AMHSTPATIrJHN Armed horseman

(Leukatpia ?) galloping, above AEY .

-E-65
AMHiTPATlNnN Apollo standing

with lyre & .8

AMora* (Assaro), an inland Sikel town, midway between Enna and
Agyrium.

After B.C. 210.

ASSORV Head of Apollo.

Female head wearing stephane.

CRYSAS River-god Chrysas, naked,
standing, holding amphora and cor-

nucopiae K -85

ASSORV Yoke of oxen . . . M -76

The figure on the first of these coins is probably a copy of that
1 simulacrum praeclare factum ex marmore ' which Cicero (I err. iv. 44}
describes as having stood on the road from Enna to Assorus, perhaps on
the bank of the river Chrysas.

Caen*. Concerning the coins reading K A I N ON, sometimes ascribed to
this town, see Alaesa and p. 117.
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Calacte (Caronta), on the northern coaat, midway between Tyndaris
and Cephaloedium, was a Peloponnesian colony founded in B.C. 446
by the Sikel chief Ducetiun on bis return from his exile in Corinth. Its

coins are all of a late period.

Circ. B.C. 241*210.

Head of Athena in crested Athenian KAAAKTINOH Owl on amphora .

helmet.

Head of young Diony&os.

Head of Apollo,

Head of Hermes.
Head of bearded Herakles*.

9'

Grapes . . J3 -65

Lvre . . . -E -6

Caducous. . j£ -5

Club. (Salinas, xvi. 21.1

The first of the above coins is clearly copied from the late Athenian
coins. Note the close correspondence between ttliv. and ret: types (Mac-
donald, Coin Ty/tes, pp. 119 ff.).

Camariiia WM a colony of Syracuse, founded circ B. C. 599, between
the mouths of the Oanis and the Hipparis, on the south coast of Sicily.

In consequence of a revolt against Syracuse it was destroyed by that city

about B.C. 552. In B.C. 495 it was rebuilt and recolonized by Hippocrates,

tyrant of Quia, but again destroyed about b. c. 484 by Gelon, tyrant of

Syracuse. To this period the following archaic silver litrae seem to

belong.

Circ B.C. 495-484.

KAMARlNAIOrJ \ Athena standing. Nike flying; beneath, a swan: the

KAMARINA1A f [Babehm.TW^ whole in olive-wreath , Al 13 crs.

KAMARINAIO* ( II. i. Nob. 2298
KAMARINO* &c. I f.

The city was once more rebuilt as a colony of Gela in b. c. 461, and

from this time until the removal of its citizens to Syracuse in B. c. 405
it enjoyed great prosperity. Pindar's fourth Olympian ode and the ode

which follows it record the victory of Psaumis the Camarinaean in the

chariot race B. c. 456 or 452, an agonistic victory which Poole (Coins of
Carnariiia, p. 2) bettered to be commemorated on the tetradrachms of

Camarina. struck during the latter half of the fifth century.

Circ. B.c. 461-405.

Corinthian helmet on round shield.

|
Holm, PI. II. It.]

KAMARI Dwarf fan-pnhn with fruit.

between two greaves

.It Didrachm, 130 gr>.

KAMARlNAIOrJ Head of bearded ! Quadriga driven by Athena; above, Nike

Heraklea in lion-skin. [Gardner, crowning her : in exergue sometimes

Types, PI. VI. 12.] a swan flying or two amphorae . .

-U Tetrudrachm.

On the later specimens the head of Heraklos is not bearded, and an
artist's name EZAKE£T1AA£ is sometimes written on the exergual line

(Fig. 67), or (abbreviated) on a diptychon before the head of Herakles.
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Flo. ft7.

The following gold coin (which is more probably of Camarina than of
Catana) belongs to the close of this period :

—

Head of Atheu a ; on her helmet a hippo-

rainp. [Brit. Mus. Guhte, PI. XVI. 19.]

Two olive-leaves with berries; lietween

them KA X 18 grs.

To the close of this period also belong the following beautiful
didrachma ;

—

Pw. 0m,

Horned head of youthful KiYer-god

M i|-j fcris, sometimes facing, and
surrounded by an undulating bonier

of waves with fish in the field :

sometimes in profile with lepeml

IPPAPIS- Artists' names EYAI
[mtos] and EZAKE[frrt7ias]>

Head of Nymph Kamarina facing, with

hair flying loose ; at sides, two fish.

KAMAPINA Head of Kamarina, hair

iu sphendone ; below, two dolphins.

KAMAPlNAorKAMAPlNAION The

Nymph Kamarina with inflated veil,

ruling on a swan which swims

over the waves of the Camarinaenn

Lake, amid which, one or more fishes

(Fig. G8) .... Ai Didrachm.

KAMAPI Nike (lying, holding cadu-

eeua \l Drachm.
Flvrng Nike earning shield . . , .

[N. t\ 1890, p. 818, PL XIX. 2.]

A\ \ I)rachm.

The smaller silver coins are litrae weighing 13 grs. maximum.

Head of Athena.

KAMA Head of Nvmpli Kamarina.

KAMAPINA Id,

Nike with htreamiug fillet.

Id.

Swan swimming over waves.

Concerning these coins Poole remarks (/. r.) that nothing can be more
striking than the agreement of the coin-types with the words of Pindar.
* with both, the Nymph Kamarina holds the foremost but not the highest

place in the local worship, with both, Athena is the tutelary divinity,

with both, the reverence for the river Hipparis is associated with that for

the sacred lake.'

n i * I'
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The bronze coins of Camariiia yield a litra of 221 gr«. Cf. remarks on

the bronze money of Agrigentum, p. 122, and Himera, p. 146.

Gift. B.C. 413(?)-405.

KAMA Owl ami lizard • •• (sometimes

also T) . . . M 65 grs.

Hi • • • -E 54 grs.

Id. A and . K 1 I pre

Id, • M 20 grs.

TWaa (Jorgon-head.

Uncia,

n

Head of Athena.

Gorgon- head.

Head of Athena-

C7r<\ B. C. 339.

In the time of Timoleon Camarina recovered to some extent from the

calamities inflicted upon her by the Carthaginians (Diod. xvi. 82). It is

to this period that both style and types of the following coins seem to

point:—

[
K AM]AP . . Athena standing. [ Sa- Free horse with raised I. foot .il Litra.

Unas, xvi. 25.]

KAMAPINAIHN Head of Athena in Free horse prancing . . . . X •(>

round Athenian helmet.

After this time no coins of Camarina are known.

Canipani. To the Campanian mercenaries of Dionysius are usually

attributed the following coins, of which the large bronze is struck over

a Syracusan bronze litra (Holm, Nos. 370-2). They have also been
given to Tauromenium (Head, Syr.

t p. 36), and Mataurus (Hill, Sicily,

p. 185). The mon. may consist of the letters K AM.

Circ, b.c. 344-339,

Free horse.

J Butting hull.

Campanian helmet.

31 ID wreath M obol.

Star E litra 1-35

^ in wreath .V. -">.">

For other coins struck by the Campanians in Sicily see Aetna, Entail*,
Nacona, and Tyrrheni.

Catana, which stood at the foot of Mount Aetna, was a Chalcidian
colony from Naxus.

Its inhabitants were expelled by Hieron of Syracuse it. c. 476, to make
way for a colony of Syracusnns. These were, however, driven out
b. c. 461, and the old inhabitants restored. The name of the town was
changed to Aetna by Hieron when he founded his new colony there, but
it was again called Catana after B.C. 461.

Before circ. n. C. 476.

Fl«. ''.9.
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Man-headed bull with one knee bent

;

beneath, fish, pit*trix, or floral orna-

ment ; above, sometimes, branch,

water-fowl, or running Seilenos. The
whole within a border of dots.

Bull standing, crowned by flying Nike
with fillet.

KATANE or KATANAION Nike
running, holding fillet or wreath

or both; the whole in iucuse circle

(Fig. 69) . . . -it Tetradrachm.

KATANAIGS Similar

AX Tetradrachni.

In style these tetrabrachius are decidedly in advance of the con-
temporary* coins of most other Sicilian cities. With regard to the mean-
ing of the types, it in perhaps preferable to look upon the bull as the
river-god Amenanos {who on later coins is represented in human form)
rather than, with Eckhel, as the tauriform Dionysos. The figure of

Nike on the reverse may bo compared with the winged figure of Nike-
Terina (see Terina)« They are l>oth doubtless agonistic types.

Head of bald Seilenos with pointed ears- KATANE Fulmen with two curled

wings * * < A Litra, 13 grs. mux.

The form of the fulmen on these coins is unusual.

Coinage of Catana tmder the name of Aetna*

iu\ 476-461.

Fki. 70.

AITNAION Head of bald and bearded
Seilenus to the right, with pointed

ear, and eye in profile, lower eyelids

Might ly indicated ; he wears a

wreath of ivy
;

beneath, scarabaeua.

The whole within a bonier of dota

(Pig. 70).

Zeus Aitnaios seated, light, on a richly

ornamented throne covered with a

lion-skin. He is clad in a Ifidrwv

which han^s over his left shoulder

and arm, and he holds in his ex-

tended left hand a winged fulmen
similar in form to those on the other

Ontanacan coins. 1 1 i« right shoulder

is bare and liis right arm, slightly

raised, rests on a knotted vine-staff

lient into a crook at the top. In the

field in front of the figure is an eagle

with closed wings perched on the top

of a pine-tree . -H Tetradr., 266 grs.

This unique coin, now in the Brussels Cabinet (bequest of the Baron
ile Hirsch), is in many ways highly instructive as showing the point of
development which art had attained in Sicily between B.C. 476 and 461.
The scarabaei of Aetna were remarkable for their enormous size (cf. SchoL
Ar. Pac.

t 73), hence the scarab as a symbol on the obverse.

K 2
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As Mount Aetna wan also famous for its prolific vines (cf. tttrab.,

p. 269), Zeus AfrvOfoff, under whose special protection the city of Aetna
was placed, is appropriately shown as resting on a vine-staff. Tho
pine-tree is also a local symbol no less characteristic than the vine-staff,

for the slopes of Mount Aetna were at one time richly clad with pine

and fir trees, rijr Xtrtnjv Spot ylpov kot iKtlpom rov? yparwf tto\vt€\ov$

«A<in/s re *ai thvkt}* (Diod* xiv. 42). Cf. Pindar, Pyth. L 53. For a full

account of this coin see Nam, Chron., 1883, p. 171.

Similar head of Seilenos, sometimes
with ivy-wreath, as on tlie tetra-

drachm, sometimes laureate, fend

sometimes bare.

AITNAI Winyed fulmoii. as on telra-

drachm: the whole in incuse circle .

M Litra nr Obol.

The Aetnaeans, expelled B. <\ 461, retired to a neighbouring stronghold
called Inessa. to which they transferred the name of Aetna, For the

coins struck at this new Aetna, see p. 119.

Coinage ofCatana after the restoration.

it. c. 461-413.

Jll**. KATANAION or KATANAIO€, never KATANAinN.

Head of Apollo Iftur., hair usually

gathered up hehiud ami tucked under
the string of his wreath.

Quadriga of walking horses ; above, on

the later specimens, ft flying Nike -

Al Tetradrachm.

[Brit. Mm. Guide, VI XVI. 20/

Fio,

Young male head witli phort Imir

laureate, but not resembling A]>o]Io.

Perhaps he is the river-god Ame-
nanos

r
although without the horn.

1.1. (Fig." D- .1! Tetaidrarhm.

Ciw. B. C. 413-404.

Catena was for a time the head-quarters of the Athenians during their

expedition against Syracuse. The finest coins date from this time until

the capture of the city by Dionysius in B. c. 404, whin, according to his

frequent practice, he sold the population into slavery and gave up the

city to his Campanian mercenaries.

For a gold coin of this period, which may belong to Catena, see

Camariiia.

The tetradrachms of this period always have the inscr. KATANAinN.
The heads of Amenanos (?) in profile resemble those of the previous period,

but belong to a more advanced stage of art (Imhoof, ftfon. qr,
t
PI. A. 17).
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CATANA m
The horsey of the chariot on the reverse are in rapid action. On one
beautiful specimen, signed on the reverse by the Syracusan engraver
Euainetos, the chariot ia seen wheeling round the goal. Aquatic
symbols, such as a crab or a crayfish, are often added on one or other
side of the coin. One piece is sijjjned by an artist named PPOKAHS

,

who worked also for the \axian mint (Weil, Wi)u*kdman7i#-P)wjramm
t

1884, PL II. 12). The following are the most important silver coins of
this time ;

—

Head of Apollo laur. facing, between
a bow and a lyre. Beneath,
ArOAAHN ; artist's name,
XOIPinN. [Holm, R VI. 4 = Mac-
donald. Hunter CataL I. p. 172, 12.]

KATANAIHN Fast quadriga ; iu the

background an Ionic column (the

meta). In ex., crayfish

At Tetradrachin.

Vuu 72.

Of this coin a variety (without bow and lyre), signod by the engraver
Herakleidas, shows a laureate head facing with loose hair (Fig. 72). On
some specimens the Nike holding wreath and caducous is descending

through the air in an upright posture towards the charioteer.

Some of the heads on the Catanaean tetrabrachius arc bound with
a plain taenia in place of the laurel-wreath ; all such (and apparently

some also which are laureate) are heads ot the river Amenanos, althougn
he in without the characteristic horn of the river-god. On the following

small denominations Amenanos is represented as a horned youth :

—

Yountf head of Amen alios homed, with

lank loose hair, three-quarter face-

Around, two river-fishes.

\
Hill, Sicily, PI. IX. 5.)

AMENANOS Similar head in pro-

file, horned, ancl bound with taenia.

Beneath, artist's signature, EYAI or

XOlPIHhJ ; around, cniytish and two
river-fishes-

AMEN A[v«J Full-face head of Ame-
nanos horned, with wavy flowing

hair. Artist's signature, XOI.
Head of bald and bearded Seilenos

facing. [Holm, PI. VL 7.]

Id.

Head of bald Scileuos iu profile, some-

times with ivy-wreath.

Head of nymph wearing sphendont-.

Fast i|uadriyu At Drachm.

Similar it Drachm,

Quadriga driven by female charioteer.

Beneath. M»caiider-|>atU-rii. Artist's

name HPAKAEIAA. . At Draehm.
Head of Amenanos wearing taenia . .

At Drachm.
Head of Apollo laur. Al Half-drachm*

Fuhuen, usually with two wings. In

field, two disks

. 1
! Litra and smaller coins*

llublting bull . . . JU>1k>I or Litra.
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About B.C. 404 is to be dated an alliance coin of Catana and I.eontini.

AE ON Head of Apollo. LVtun. Chr.,

189G, PL IX. 7 and 1*1. \.]

KATANAIHN Rushing bull; in exer-

gue, fish . ... AX Half-drachm.

There are not many bronze coins of Catana which can be attributed to

the best period of art. The following may, however, be mentioned :

—

KATANAinN Head of Persephone,

hb on dekadrachms of Syracuse

;

around, dolphins.

KATANAIHN Head of Persephone
with long hair.

AMENANOS Young honed head of

Man-headed hull walking .V. -95

river-god.

Fulinen as above X> -75

K A Fulmen with spread wings . .Y. -55

Of the subsequent history of Catana we possess very slight informa-

tion. We know that the city continued to exist, but it does not seem to

have struck any coins for more than a century. During the First Punic
War it submitted to Rome, and under the Roman rule it attained great

prosperity.

The bronze coins of Catana, which belong chiefly to the end of the

third and to the second century, are very numerous.

Head of Athena.
Reclining river-god.

Head of Seilence.

Heads of Sarapis and Isis.

Fulmen . , M »05

Helmets of the Dioskuri . . . A& -75

Grapes Al -5

Two ears of corn i-K -5

With marko of value.

Litra* Head of Poseidon. Dolphin. Mk. of value XII a: .55

Dtkankimi. Heads of Sarapis and Isb- Apollo standing „ „ X a:-s
Ptutonkimi. Head of Apollo- Ibis standing,

holds bin! „ lf P .f:-8

titiKU, Id. H. „ „ M JB-7

AAflO Hend of young I)iony*os. The Catauaean brothers earning their

parents. [Hill, Sicily, VI XIV. 16.] -

MS
Aamus is probably a local name of Dionysos. The meaning of the

word, ' hairy,' is appropriate to the god whose characteristic garment was
the hairy fawn-skin, vtppU.

One of the Catauaean brothers carry-
I
The other brother carrying his mother,

ing hia father. JY> -7—5

These types allude to a popular talc that once during a fearful

eruption of Aetna in the fifth century, when a stream of lava was
descending upon Catana, and when every man was eagerly bent upon
saving his treasures, the brothers Amphinomos and Anapias bore oft* on
their shoulders their aged parents, but the lava overtook them, heavily
laden as they were, and their doom seemed inevitable, when tho fiery

.stream miraculously parted and let them pass scatheless. Ever after
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the Catanaean brethren were held up as types of filial piety, and received

divine honours (Holm, Get*ch. Sic, i. pp. 25, 339). A denarius represent-

ing the same subject was issued by Sextus Porapeius from Catana.

Head of young Dionysos.

Head of Hermes.
Head of Zeus Amnion.

[Hill, Sicily, PI. XIV. 14.]

Head of Sarapis.

Jauiform bead of Sarapis wearing

modius. [Ibid., PI. XIV. !2.]

DionysoH in car drawn hv panthers . .

rt-9
Nike with wreath anil palm . Al -8"i

_\ -
1 1

'iir . .
- with scales and coruucopiae .

a:s
Isir standing with sceptre ami sistrum ;

l«M<le her, Harpokrates . . -K 1-1

Demeter standing with torch and ears

off com........ -4-: -95

The coins with marks of value in Roman numerals arc clearly con-

temporary with those of Rhegium with similar marks fp. 112). They
usually bear in addition very elaborate monograms. There is no evi-

dence' that the money of Catana was continued after the end of the

second or the beginning of the first century B.C.

Centnripae (Centorbi) was a city of the Sikels of some importance as

a strong place. No coins are known of it before the middle of the fourth

century, when, in common with many other Sicilian towns, it was
liberated from tyrannical rule by Timoleon (it. c. 339). It then restruck

with its own types the large bronze coins of Syracuse (obv. Head of

Athena, rev. Star-fish between dolphins):—

Circ. b. c. 339.

Head of Persephone as on Syracu*an
. KENTOPIPlNnrJ Leopard . M 1-3

dekadrachms.

Between this timo and that of the First Punic War, when it submitted

to Rome, no coins are known.

After circ. B.C. 241.

Ihkonkion. Head of Zeus ; in field,

eagle. [Hill, Sicily, PL
XIV. 21.]

Ilemilitron. Head of Apollo.

Winged fulmen

Lyre
• • •

M 1-

.4-; -!»3

Trias. Head of Artemis. Tripod * I ft a: 8;>

iltxa*. Head of Demeter, [Hill,

/*icf.
fl
Pl. XIV. 20-1

Plough, on which bin! • * .+; -7

I'neerUtin. Head of Heraklcs. Club XI .K -.;

M Head of Apollo. Laurel -Itougli M -5

f* it it Tree M 1*

In style these coins are very uniform, and they seem to be all of tin-

third century B.C. For the correspondence between obv. and rev. types

see Macdonald, Coin Type*, p. 120. The territory of Centuripae was
verv productive of com, and the inhabitants wore farmers on a large

scale, ' arant enim tota Sicilia fere Centuripini' (Cic. // Vcrr. iii. 45).
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Cephaloedium (Cefalu), on the north side of the island, stood, as its

name implies, on a headland jutting out into the sea. In early times it

formed part of the territory of Himera, and in B. c. 409 it fell into the hands
of the Carthaginians. The mint known as Rash Melkarth (* Promontory
of Herakles ') is probably to he identified with this place, rather than with
Heraclea Minoa (see Holm, No. 398). Ophaloedium was recovered by
Dionysius in n. c. 396. To the period of Carthaginian occupation belong
the following coins:

—

Punic iuscr. mpTD CH Victorious quad-

riga it Tetrad r.

Similar it Tetradr.

,, it Tetradr.

Hfwl of Persephone ; around, dolphins

(copied from coins by Kuuiuetos).

[Holm, PI. VI II. 9.]

Female head ; around, do|plnnn.

| Hill, Sidly, PI. X. l.j

Bearded nude head, laureate OMkurth).
[Ibid., PI- X. 16.]

On some specimens the inscription is /V*p""3 \TX"\ The work is at

first very good, but rapidly degenerates. Coins were issued during this

period by the exiled inhabitants of Cephaloedium, but at what place we
cannot say :

—

EK KEOAA0IAI0Y Head of young HPAKAEinTAN Rushing bull . . .

Herakles in lion-skin. [Holm, PI. VI. 10.1 . Ai 24-23 grs.

Id. Id it 18-fl grs.

Similar head : iuscr. oft' the Han. HPAKAEIfl . . . Id JE -65

The next coins of Cephaloedium belong to the poriod after its capture

by the Romans in B. c. 254.

KE<t>AA0IAI0Y Head of youn«-

Heiakles.

Head of bearded Herakles, laur.

Id.

Head of l>eardcd Herakles 1k>uikI with
taenia. [Trojiea, p. 1 ."», Nob. 5-0.

\

Head of A]H>llo
(
laur. [Tropea, No. I «.

|

Head of Hermes.

C. CANlMlVS M V1R Voung mule
head.

C. L. DOMINVS Head »f Herakles.

laor. | Tropea, p. 1 7, No. 28.
|

Circ. B.C. 254-210 (and later 1).

Pegasos . . . ALo

KEOA Herakles standing to front . .

„ Club, Itow, quiver, ami lion-skin

M 9

,, Helmet, cuirass, greaves, shield,

club, and quiver . . , I.

,. AjK)llo with phiale and lyre

.*:

Caduceus JE -5

Herakles holding club and apple

M -95

Herakles holding lion-skin . .

a:

If

M

Enna (CtutrOgiovanni)s
in tbc centre of Sicily, stood on a fertile

plateau, about three iniles in extent, on the lofty summit of a mountain
defended on all sides by steep cliffs. It was held to be one of the most
sacred places in Sicily, being the chief seat of the cultus of Demeter, and
the scene of the rape of Persephone. Ite earliest coins are fttrae of the

period of early transitional an.

»gle
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iji,.ul i-il'-i driven liy Demeter holding

torch.

Clrc. H. C. 450.

HENNAION Demeter with lighted

tui-ch sacrificing at altar

.U Obol or Litre.

The bronze coins of Enna are of two distinct periods.

Cite. b. c. 340.

AAMATHP Head of Demeter. F.NNA (in ex.) Goat standing in front

cf torch between two ears of corn

a: lis
AAMAT Head of Demeter wearing ENN Head of sacrificial ox with til-

eorn-wreath. leted horns JS 1-0

Id. EhJ Two corn-grains . . . AZ •$

Under the Romans after B.C. 258.

ENN A IflN 1 )emeler standing, holding

torch and figure of Nike \i).

ENNAIflN Triptoleraos Btanding,

holding sceptre.

ENNAION Head of Hem

Grai)es in wreath X, -9

Plough drawn by winged serpents . .

Figure seated (?) before tree . . AZ -7

These statues of Demeter and Triptolemos, the former holding in her

hand a Nike, are mentioned by Cicero {JJ Verr. iv. 49).

The coins of Enna as a Koman Munieipiuin, reading MVN. HENNAE,
are the latest which we possess of the town. They bear the names
ofM.CESTIVSand L. MVrJATIVS II VI R[l], and among the remarkable
reverse-types are Hades in quadriga currying off Persephone, and Trip-

tolciuos standing holding ears of corn.

Entella (Bocca d'Etitelta), originally an Elymian town, stood on a
lofty summit in the interior of the island on the river Hypsas. Its

earlit'St coins are of silver :

—

Clrc. B.c.450.

Feniule figure sacrificing.

Head of vouiig Herakles in lion-skin.

ENTEA (retiogr.) Man-headed bull

(liver Hypsas) . . . . .it Litra.

ENT •'*" .... .It Ht-militron.

In B.C. 404 the ('ampnnitin mercenaries who had been in the service of
the Carthaginians seized upon Entella, which they held for many years.

The following coins were struck under their occupation, but not until the

time of Timoleon. (Head, Syratuee, p. 36 note.) For other coins struck

by the Campanians in Sicily see Aetna, Campani, Hacona, and Tyrrheni.

Circ. B. C. 340.

KAMPANflN Close fitting helmet. ENTEAAA€ Free horse Ai } drachm

I

J mi h- ii -t'. Man. yr., p. 17.J
ENTEA Head of Demeter in corn- KAMPANON l'cgasoa . . . JB «8

wreath.

ENTEAA Head of bearded Ares in K Pegasus or Dree none . . . .¥, -85

i-lose fitting helmet, laur.

ENTEAA . . Close fitting helmet. KAMPANn Id, M -85-7

C v * - 1 - Original from
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Periotl of Horruiu Daiitinion.

ATPATINOY Head of Helios.

If Head of Demeter
; be*

hind, triskelc?*

eNT€AAINuJN City-godded with

pliiale aiul comucopiae . . At -8

eHT€AAlNLUN (i rapes . . M *6

The name of L. Sempronius Atratinus, who commanded in Sicily in

the time of M. Antonius, also occurs on coins of Lilybaeum.

(Mte. jS'. Giulicttio) stood on the summit of an isolated mountain
at the north-west extremity of Sicily. Here was the far-famed temple
of Aphrodite Erycina of Phoenician origin. In the archaic period Eryx
would seem from its coin-types to have been for a time dependent upon
Agrigentum, probably, like Hiinera, in the time of Theron.

Before tire* B.C. 480.

ERVKlNON (retrog.) Eagle, sometimes Crab (on the litiae, sometimes Al) . .

ou capital of column. [Hill, Sicily* -1 ! Dnichms and Litnu*.

PI. II. 2.]

In the transitional period the town appears to have been in close rela-

tions with the neighbouring city of Segesta, for the reverse-type, the dog.

is common to the coins of both towns. C£ also the unexplained termina-

tion II B which occurs on coins of this city as well as at Segesta and on
an alliance coin between the two cities (see Segesta).

Ore, B.C. 480-413.

Head of Aphrodite lacing.

Head of Aphrodite r., in sphendone.

EPYKINON or IRVKAIIB Female
figure sacrificing.

Forepart of dog, [X CM 1 896, PI- 1. 1 1-1

ERVKlNON (retrog) Dug M Litra.

IRVKAII(B] Dog and three stalks of

com Ai Didr.

Dog Ai Litra.

EPY or EPVK retrograde, around H
Ai $ lit™.

Giro* b, c. 418-400,

Inscr. on o//v. or rev* usually EPYKlNON.

Aplirotlite seated, holding dove; before

her. Eros. [Gardner, Tyjxs, VI YL
3.

|
Ai Tetntfiraehin.

IRVKAHIB (retr.). Dog and three

*ta1ka of corn M Tetrad r.

Victorious quadriga, horses in rapid

action.

Aphrodite seated holding dove; before

her, Eros- [Hill, Sicily. VI it II

J

Aphrodite seated before tree, holding

dove.

Aphrodite seated, crowned by flying

Eros.

Aphrodite seated, drawing towards her

a naked youth (wingless Ems).
Head of Aphrodite v., in sphendone.

Dog; above, swastika m Litra or Obol.

l*og

Dug on prostrate haie

.1! Litra or Obol.

Dog Ai I Lit. or \ Ob.
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('in: b. (\ 400-300.

During the greater part of the fourth century Eryx was in the hands
of the Carthaginians, and it is to this period that the coins with the

Punic inscr. "pN belong.

Head of Aphroditel. [Holm, FI.VIII.7.] Puwic inter. Man-headed hull landing
.U 01*1.

Head of Athena. „ IVgasos . . -it Did r.

The last typo is due to the influence of the Corinthian coinage in

Dion's or Timoleon's time.

There are also bronze coins which belong to the middle of the fourth

century.

EPYKINHN Head of Zeus Kleuthe-

rioe.

Trio*. Bearded head.

lima. Id.

Cncia, Id.

Aphrodite Mated, holding dove M 1-25

(Kestruck on liirge -K of Syracuse.)

Dog ... M l-0.»

Id. . • iK «8

id. . a:

TriaM. EPYKINOM Head of Aphro- Dog ... jfi -(i

.lite.

Ilesas. HEIAS (retr.) Head of

Aphrodite. [*Vum. Zt, 18,

PI. VI. 4.1

Cncia. Head of Aphrodite.

Dog .

.

M -G5

Dog. ONKIA E >t-t

The bearded head may be intended for that of the eponymous hero

Eryx.
After eirC b. c. 241.

Head of Aphrodite. I CPYKlNfirJ Herakles standing . .

In Roman times the sanctuary of Aphrodite Erycina was held in

great honour, a body of troops being appointed to watch over it, and

the principal cities of Sicily being ordered to contribute towards the

cost of its maintenance in due splendour.

Galaria (Gugliano 1). An ancient Sikel town about six miles to the

north of Agyrium, founded, according to Stcphanus, by Morges, a Sikel

chief.

Ctre, B.C. 46o.

£0TER (retrog.) Zeus seated holding I <AAA Dionysos standing, holding

eagle. [(iarduer, Typtl, PL IT. 1, 2.] kautharo.* and vine-brunch ....
.it Ohol OF I.itra.

Dionysos standing, holds kantliaros and i <AAARIN0N Vine-hrancli with

thrysoe.] Imhoof, Mon.gr., VI. B. l.J grapes. . . . .It Obol.

Gela {Terranova). After Syracuse and Agrigentum, Gela was the

wealthiest city in Sicily in early times. In the reigns of Hippocrates.

/" w-*o| Original from
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Y

B.C. 408-491, and Gelon, B*G. 491 1H.Y it extended its dominion over

a large part of the island- Gelori even made himself master of Syracuse,

and transported thither a great portion of the population of Gela, alter

which its prosperity began to wane- Gelon's coinage here is uniform in

its obverse type with his issues for Leontini and Syracuse (q. v.).

The city stood at the mouth of the river Gelas, * immanisquc Gela
ttuvii cognomine dicta ' (Aen. iii. 702), and the figure of this river in the

form of a swimming man-headed bull forms the type of nearly all its

coins. (Cp. Schol. Pind. Pyth. i. 185: statue of the river Uelas as

a bull)

Hr/on* cire, B.C* 46fi.

Fi«. :a.

Quatlriga, horses walking, usually with

Nike flouting above. On some speci-

mens the meta or goal, in the form of

,.i. Ionic column, i - teen behind the

horses; ou some, the Nike ib on rct\

Naked horseman timed, with helmet,

wielding sjwur; horse prancing.

<EAA£ Forepart of bearded man-
htwled bull, swimming (Fisj. 73) - .

1 M Tetradr.

<EAA£ Bull represented entire, swim-

ming r. A[ Tetradr.

\Xm €. t
1883, PL IX. 3, and 18!M> PI. VII. C]

The type of the first of these tetradrachms is agonistic. The appear-
ance of the horseman on the coinage shows the importance of cavalry in

the Geloan army.

Similar horseman.

Horseman with -j m mi . [Holm, PL L 1 ti.]

Horse with bridle ; above, a victor's

wivath.

<EA Korcpirt of man-headed hull.

<EAA€ Forepart of man-headed bull

-It Didr.

<EA0I0N ForepUt of man-headed
hull A& Drachm.

<EAA£ Forcjiart of maii-headed bull

M Litra.

Wheel MOboL

On some of the tetnulrachuis and litrau the name is written <EAA,
which is MSB probably an abbreviation of the river-name < EAA£ than the
nominative of the city-name.

After the expulsion Irom Syracuse of the dynasty of Gelon in

B.c. 4<i6, the inhabitants of Gcla, who had been forcibly removed to

Syracuse, returned to their native town, and from this time xintil

its destruction by the Carthaginians in B. c. 405 it enjoyed great

prosperity.

iby( ioogle Original from
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Cirt: B.C. 466-413.

Quadriga ofwalking horses ; above, Nike <EAA£ ami later TEAAf Forepart

or a wreath; in ex. often a floral of man-headed bull; beneath, some-

scroll, sometimes, a stork flying, or times an aquatic bin!, or fish . . .

olive-branch. Al Tetradr.

[Brit. Mug. Guide, PL XVI. 22.]

TEAOION (retrog.) Similar. ZQ£\POM£ (retrog.) Female figure

[A'u/». Chron., 1883, PI. IX. 4-1 placing a wreath on the head of the

bullOelas .... AX Tetradr.

The goddess here called Sosipolis is the guardian divinity or Tyche of
the city. She is represented as crowning the river-god. The coins were
probably issued on the occasion of some local games.

Horseman armed with shield mid spear. <EAA£ Forepart of man-headed bull

Al Litrn or Obol.

Cirv. B.C. 413-405.

rEAAC Forepart of bull, Gelas ; I Armed horseman r.; horse walking,

above, corn-grain. [Hrit. Mug. Guide, I'l. XVI. 23.]

AT wt. 27 grs.

Similar. [Hill, Sicih/. PL VIII. 4.] tCltITOAIf Head of goddess, hair

in sphendone . . . AT wt. 18 grs.

Forepart of bridled horse. SflSlPOAl* Head of Sosipolis . .

[Evang, Syr. Med., p. 90. Fig. 7.]
| ,\ 13-5 grs.

The period immediately succeeding the defeat of the Athenians is

that to which all these small Sicilian gold coins of Syracuse, Oela, and
Carolina, weighing usually 27, 18, and 9 grs., undoubtedly belong.

Fm. 74.

rEAHION "Winged Nike driving Head of young river-god Oelas, horned
quadriga of walking horses ; infield

j

and bound with taenia. Around,
almve, a wreath (Fig. 74). three river-fishes . . A\ Tetradr.

The presence of the d on this and the preceding coins shows that they
Mong to the last decade before the destruction of the city.

Armed horseman spearing prostrate foe. TEAA[£] Similar head of Celas ; the

[Holm, PL VI. (J.] whole within a wreath

Al Didrachm.

This type may commemorate the victory of the Geloan cavalry over
Athenian hoplites (Holm. Qetch. Sic, ii. 415), or it may be agonistic.
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Aimed horseman striking downwards
with 8pcnr. [Imhoof, Mon. gr.

%
PL

B. 2.]

TEAnmN Winged or wingless Nike
driving tjuadriga of galloping horses

;

above, an eagle flying with a serj>ent

in his dftWI, In ex*, often, ear of

corn.

Similar, hut eagle has no serpent.

Burlington Club CataL, 1903, No.

140*1

FEAA£ Kurepurt of man-headed hull

A\ Hewidrachm.

TEAAt (retrog.) Forepart of man-
headed hull, Gelas. In field, often, a

coin-grain .... .It Tetradr.

PEA AS Man-headed hull standing ;

in front, plant ; in ex., corn-grain. .

Ai Tetradr.

Tctradrachms such a» the above, with the horses in high action,

resemble these struck at Syracuse after the final defeat of the Athenians,

signed by the artists Kimon, Euainetos, &c.

Head of young Herakles in lion-skin;

#*/mho\ aatragalos.
J
Hill, .NYrtVy,

n.vm.0.]
Head of young river-god with loose

hair, llehind, corn-grain.

TEAAS Head of young Getas honied
and hound with taenia.

Wheel of four spokes, between which*

four corn-grains.

Head of young fielas with floating

hair; symbol, corn-grain.

Head of bearded Herakles.

TEAHinN Head of Demeter facing,

crowned with corn.

TEAniflN Hcanled human head of

river (Jelas crowned with corn

Ai Litra.

TEAAt Kiver Qelas as a bull walk-

ing with head lowered. Mark of

value, • # • Trias, Au -65

Hull with lowered head. Mark of
value, • » Trias, M -75

TEAAS Id.*.. Trias, A: -75

[Hunter CaL> I. 184, 20.1

TEAA« Hull (Jelas as on Trias. Mark
of value, • I'ncia, AI -45

TEAnifiN 1'earded human head of

river (lehis crowned with corn . .

& -65—45
Similar head of Gelas * , . AI *55

The corn-wreath and corn-grain which so often appear in conjunction
with the head of the river-god sufficiently indicate that to his beneficent

influence the Geloans attributed the extraordinary fertility of their

plains. Even now the upper course of the Terranova is rich in woods,
vineyards, and corn-fields.

Cht\ a C. 340.

After an interval of more than half a century, during which the

prosperity of Gela was at a very low ebb (for it never recovered from
the ruin inflicted by the Carthaginians), it was recolonized in B.C. 338,

and from this date until the time of Agathocles the town appears to have
regained to some extent its ancient prosperity, although it never again
struck large silver coins.

TEAAf Head ofl>eaided Gelan homed. Free horse

[Gardner, Type*, VI VI. 38.] .It Triheimobol, wt. 16-2 gr*
EYNOMIA Head of Demeter, hair in

|

rEAftlAN Hull on ear of corn . .

hpliendone. AI Diobol (J).

The epithet EYHOMIA. here applied to the goddess Demeter, may be
compared with that of YD El A on a coin of Metapoutum (see above,

P. 77)-

byGo<
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Head of Persephone. [Tropea, p. 19, TEAOinN Forepart of man-headed
No. 11-1 hul1 -it wt. 8-5 gi-s.

Warrior holding a mm, which he is
j
Free horse E 1*06

alx>ut to sacrifice.

Subsequently Phintias of Agrigentum, B. a 287-279, removed the

inhabitants of Gela to a new city called after himself, at the mouth of

the river Himeras, midway between Gela and Agrigentum. Gela never-
theless continued to exist, and struck bronze coins after the time of the

Roman conquest.

After circ. B.C. 241.

Head of young river-god Gelas crowned TEAHinN Warrior slaughtering mm
with reeds. M -83

Head of Ik-meter crowned with com. „ Ear of corn . . -K -75

Heraclea Minoa. For the Punic coinH usually attributed to this mint
see under Cephaloedium.

Hcrbesaus. There were two towns of this name in Sicily, one in the

Agrigentine territory, the other a Sikel town of more importance, a
little to the west of Syracuse 1Pun tut teal). It is to this last that the
coins are usually attributed (Inihoof, Man. j/r., p. 20).

After circ B. c. 340.

EPBHStlNnN Head of Sikelia.

[Imhoof, Attm. gr., PI. A. 21.]

Id. [/MA, PI, A- 22.]

EPBH**I... Head of Zeus (Coll.

\ nzi).

Hew 1 of Sikclia (Coll. Yirzi).

The head and neck of a bearded man-
headed hull E 1-2

Eagle with closed wiogs looking hack

ut serpent JB 1*2

Head of Sikelia . . . . . Al 12

EPBHtSINHN Lyre .K 1-0

These coins belong to the latter part of the fourth century and are

restruck over coins of .Syracuse with the head of Zeus Eleutherios {rev.

thunderlolt) or Athena {re*:, star and dolphins).

{Termini), on the north coast of Sicily, was an ancient Chalcidic

colony from Zanclc, founded in the middle of the seventh century b. c. Its

coinage has boon studied by Gabrici, Topogr. e vumiMitatica aeWantica
lmera e ill Term* {Riv. Itul., 1894). Of its early history hardly any-
thing is known. Its first coins, like those of Zanclc and Naxus, follow

the Aeginetic (?) standard (see p. 115).

Before rirc. b. c. 482.

Fni. 75.
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Cock (Fig. 75). Flat incuse square containing eight

triangular compartments, of which
four are in relief

AX Drachm, wt. 90 grs.

iftObol, wt. 13 grs.

Cock. [Holm, PI. I. ».] Hen in incuse square . . jU Drachm.

Theso coins occasionally bear the inscr. HI ME, and sometimes the

letters U, TV, or VUU, which remain unexplained (if. C, 1898, pp. 190 ff.).

The cock may be an emblem of a healing god and refer to the properties

of the thermal springs near Himera. (Cf. the coins of Sclimis, on whicli

the cock as an adjunct symlwl probably has a similar signification.) This

bird, as the herald of the dawn of day, is thought by Eckhel to contain

an allusion to the name of the town, ijupa, an old form of foipa (Plato.

Cratyl. 74; Plutarch, De Pyth. Orac. xii), but this is a very doubtful

derivation.

Circ. B.c. 482-472.

Before B.C. 480 Theron of Agrigentura made himself master of Himera,
and in that year, with the help of Gelon, gained a great victory over the

Carthaginians, who had blockaded him in the town. Theron and his

son Thrasydaeus for some years after this exercised undisputed sway
over Himera, and reinforced its population with a Doric colony. At the

same time the old Chalcidic (Aeginetic?) coinage was abolished, and
money of Attic weight introduced, on which the crab was adopted for

the reverse type as a badge of Agrigentine dominion.

HIMERA Cock. Crab At Di.lr. 133 gi*.

AX Dr. 65 grs.

HIMERAIOM Astragalus . . . .

Ai Dr. 63 grs.

• Ai Hem 1-2 grs.

The astragalos as a religious symbol may refer to the practice of

consulting oracles hv the throwing of aarpayaXot (Schol. ad Pind. Pyth.
iv. 337).

Circ. B.C. 472 413.

Theron died in it. 0* 472, and soon afterwards his son Thrasydaeus was
expelled. From this time until n. o. 408, the date of the destruction of

the town by the Carthaginians, Himera appears to have enjoyed an
interval of uninterrupted prosperity.

IMERA (retrog.) Nymph Himera ! PEA0*r" Felons driving chariot, horses

(Jock. [Holm, I'l. II. 11!.]

Astragalos.

standing facing, wearing chiton and
ample peplos. [Imhool, J/on. yr.,

PI. B. 3.]

walking ; in ex. palm-brauch with

hunch of dates . . . AX Tetrad r.

Fro. 7d.
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IMEPAION (retrogr.) Victorious quad-

riga of walking horses (Fig. 76).

[ Evans, Syr. 'Medallions', p. 173.

Nymph Himera sacrificing nt au altar;

behind her ia a small Seilenos washing
himself iu a stream of water which

falls upon him from a fountain in

the form of a lion's head
;
on one

specimen, on the altar, artist's signa-

ture KIMON \ . . . .It Tetrad r.

The worship of Kronos at Himera is prove", by a coin of the next
period ; that of Pelops, whom Pindar calls Kpoiios (01. iii. 41), falls

perhaps into the same cycle. The presence of Pelops on a Himeracan
coin might also be explained as referring to the Olympic victory gained
by Erffoteles of Himera in ii. c. 472 (Pind. 01. xii), for Pelops was
especially revered U the restorer of the Olympic festival.

IMEPAION Naked horseman riding iOTEP (retrogr.) and later SOTHP
sideways, about to spriug from gal- Nymph Himera sacrificing; iu field,

loping horse. [Gardner, Tyj>ea, PL enduceus and corn-grain . -H Didr.

11.38.]

On the supposed inscription IATON on these coins see JV. C.
t
1898,

pp. 190 ff.

HIMEPAION Naked youth riding on I
NlKA Nike flying, holding aplustre .

a goat and holding a shell, bucciuuiu,

which he blows.

Monster with bearded human bead,

goat's horn, lion's paw, and curled

wing.

[K II M ARO ¥ (retrogr.) Female head.

[X. Z., 1886, PI. VI.
7.J

Bearded heluieted head.

Bearded head.

S3. J Dr.

HIMEPAION Naked youth on goat .

.it Litra.

Forepart of lwar ; four grains of corn .

AK Litra.

I M EPAION Two greaves AK Obol.

BIME Helmet .... At Obol.

Cite. B.C. 413-408.

(Quadriga, horses in high action ; above, i Nymph Himera sacrificing at altar;

Nike holding a tablet with the artist's behiud her, Seilenos washing at foun-

name MAI ...; in ex., hippocamp tain AX Tetrad r.

[Gardner, Typet, PI. VI. 2.]

KPONOS Bearded head of Kronos
1m>uii<I with taenia. [Imhoof, J/on.

,jr., PI. & 4.1

IMEPAIflN Head of young Heiaklvs

in lion-skin.

Hoar. [iV. Z., 1886, PI. VI. 8.]

IMEPAIHN
coiii-giaius

Fulmeu between t»o

It Litia.

Athena standing facing, with shield

anil spear . . . -it Obol or Litra.

Female figure pouring water over lion's

head Ai Litia.

Kronos was revered as an ancient kinjj of Sicily at various places

in the island, one of which was probably at or near Himera (Diod.

iii. 6).

uriD
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Ilemilitton. Gorgon head.

[Holm, PI. VH. 8.]

Pmtonkion, Id.

TOrtu. Id.

Telras.

T.ias.

Id.

[Oabrici, PL VIII. 21.]

Gorgon licad.

Hkonve. Before Hre. B.O. 413.

The earlier bronze coins of Himera fall into two distinct series:

—

(a) Heavy class villi marks of value.

HI -E 408 grs.

%; E 374 gn.

H HI ME PA (rctrog.) M 330 grs.

HerHkles(l) seated . M 312 grs.

M 253 grs.

• •

• •

(/3) Light elOH tciVA ttiarks of ixduc*

Nude youth riding on goat, Mowing i KIMAPA, IMEPA or IMEPAinN
shell. Nike flying carrying apluetre.

HtmilUroH with * * M *8
t
Trim with • -K -G, and ffexas with » # -E -5.

Cm\ b<*\ 413-408.

IME Head of nymph Himera with
hair in sphendone

Hi'iid of nymph facing.

• • » :

• • •

l/v\E

in wreath

Crayfish

M -65

Of the above series of lironze coins the first (a), judging from the tetras,

yields a litra of 990 grs., while the BGOond (&), judging from the trias,

only yields one of about 220 grs.. At Agrigentum during the same period

the litra appears to fall only from 750 to (»13 grs , and there even in the

latter half of the fourth century it stands as high as 536 grs.

In the face of such contradictory evidence it is hazardous to draw
any conclusions from the weights of the bronze coins as to the various

reductions of the litra in Sicily. Cf. also the bronze coins of Fa&ormu.

Thermae Himerenaes. In B.C. 408 the old town of Hiinera was
utterly destroyed by the Carthaginians and the inhabitants partly put
to the sword and partly driven into exile. The remnant of the popula-
tion was, however, permitted to settle within the confines of the Hime-
raean territory, at the hot springs not far from the old city (Cic. // Vert:

ii. 35). Here a new city grew up which was called Thermae or Thermae
Himeraeac. These thermal fountains were traditional! v said to have
been opened by the nymphs at Himera and Segesta U\ refresh the

wearied limbs of Herakles on his journey round Sicily (l)iod. iv. 23j.

Cf. the type of Herakles in repose (borrowed probably from Croton).

fire. it.c. 40j-350(?).

OEPMITAN Female head in *pheu-

done ; around, dolphins.

Ftmale head in sphendonc ; around,

dolphins. [Hotel I>rouot, Sale Cat
t

Dec. 1907, H. VI. 178.]

Victorious quadriga, horses in high

fiction AtTetradr.

Id. GEPMITAN; artist's signature

KAH; symbol, altar . .it Tetradr.

d by lc
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OEPMITAN Hew! of Hera in pro-

file wearing Stephanos adorned with

foreparts of griffins.

Head of Hera,

Head of Artemis; behind, crescent.

Herakles naked, seated on rocks over

which is spread his lion-skin. [Brit.

XI us. GhUd*, PL XXV. 26.]

.it I 'iili . and ohols.

OEPMITAN(sometimesono&t>.) Head
of Herakles -fi -8—55

OEPMITAN Id .K-75

After these coins there is a long interval, for Thermae does not appear
to have struck money again until after its capture by the Romans in the

course of the First Punic War.

Under Roman Dominion.

After chv. B.C. 241.

Head of bearded Herakles in lion-akin. OEPMITAN Three nymphs standing,

the middle one (the

City) veiled and tur-

reted . . . J£ 1-1

orOEPMA IMEPAIA
Veiled statue of City

holding curuueopiae

and phiale . . K s

OEPMITAN She-goat recumbent .

JB -a

OEPMITAN IMEPAIHN Statue of

Stesichorus leaning on staff and read-

ing book M l«0

Head of young Herakles . . JE >6

Id.

Veiled female head.

ti

Head of City veiled and turreted.

Head of Hem,

Cicero (// Verr. ii. 35) mentions among the bronze statues which Scipio
restored to Thermae after the destruction of Carthage that of the City of
Him era, * in muliebrem figurain habitumque formata' ; that of the poet
Steeichorus, 'erat enim Stesichori poetae status senilis incurva, cum libra

summo, ut putant, artificio facta
;
qui fuit Himerae sed et est et fuit tota

Graecia summo propter ingenium honore et nomine,' &c. ; and that of
a she-goat, ' ctiam quod paene praeterii capella quaedam est . . . scite

facta et venuste.' It is interesting to find all these three statues copied
on the latest coins of Thermae.

i/

Polybius (i. 24) mentions a town of this name not far from
Psnormus. The following coin was struck there :

—

Ore, b. c. 450.

IPANATAN Eagle on capital of I Dolphin and scallop-shell . JR Litra.

column.

A coin of Jfotya {/]. v.) has very nearly the same types.

Hybla Magna (Patemb). The largest of the three cities in Sicily

which bore the name of Hybla (L'-iake, Sum. Hell., p. 60) stood on the
southern slope of Mt. Aetna, not far from the river Symaethus. No
coins are known to hive been struck there until the period of the Roman
dominion (see also Xegara Hyblaea).
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After circ. b. c. 210.

Veiled feinftle head wearing modius; YBAA1 METAAAt DionyMs(I) in

Wlii ml, a bee. long rolies holding kantliaron and
sceptre. A she-panther jumps up to

him At -8

£A Female head wearing stephane. YB ME Caduceus . . . . M <6

[3\ ^., 1886, p. 233.1

Head of Athena. [Ibid.] YB ME in monogr. Kee in wreath .

^•65

The head on the first coin is that of the goddess Hyblaea (Paus. v. 23).

Iaetia (Iato). A Sikel fortress and town on a precipitous mountain,

about fifteen miles south-west of Panorama. Its coins belong to the

period of the Roman dominion.

After (ire. B.C. 241.

IAITINON Head of bearded Hera-

kles.

Bust of Artemis.

Head in helmet, with crest like a mural

crown.

Warrior standing.

Bearded head.

Triskeles, in centre of winch Gorgon-
eion ; three ears of corn . . AC 1-0

lAITlNflN Standing figure leaning

on spear surmounted by
Phrygian helmet . .

£.86
„ Warrior standing . .

lAITlNnM in wreath . . . A\ •%

Id. Herakles or warrior standing .
L .

Leontiui Li '.: ',vn- an inland town about twenty miles north-west
of Syracuse. It was a Chalcidian colon}- from Naxus, founded before the
close of the eighth century B. C. Unlike the other Chalcidian colonies,

Naxus, Zanclo, and Himera, it does not appear to have struck money on
the Aeginetic standard, ita first iasues consisting of tetradrachms of Attic

weight, none of which can well be earlier than the beginning of the

fifth century.

CSrtr. b. r. 500-466.

Inscr. AEONTIrJON. AEON, or AE (often retrograde).

Flo. 77.

Victorious quadriga (the horses on the Lion's head with open jaws; around,
latest specimens galloping). four corn-grains . . A\ Tctradr.

[Brit. Mus. Guide, PI. IX. 28.]
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Id. In ex. lion running.

[Hill, Sirityt PI. V. 5.]

Id. (Fig. 77.)

Nftkeil horseman. [Holm, PL II. 8.]

Liuii's head, usually facing.

Lion's head to right-

Id.

Id.

Female Load with hair turned up and
wearing wreath , . , Ai Tetrad r.

Aixhuic head of Apollo laur. ; beneath,

running lion, and around, three laurel

leaves Ai Tetradr.

Lion's head and four corn-grains . .

-UDidr. and Dr.

Coin-grain

Corn-grain
• • *

-it Dfob. and Ohol.

-it Ilemilitron.

.11 Pentoukiou.

Ai Hexw,

The tutradrachins where the Hon (not the lion of Leontini) appears aa

a synibol in the exergue, show affinities with the Demareteion of Syra-

cuse (</.«•.)• Cf. Holm, p. 582. The coinage of Gelou at Leontini with

Nike over the quadriga on the obverse is, in this respect, uniform with

the coinage at Uela and Syracuse ('/.r.).

After parsing successively under the dominion of Gclon and of Hteron,

Leontini regained its indept ndence in b. c. 4tffi, and, like the rest of the

Sicilian cities, enjoyed an interval of repose and prosperity until B-C. 427,

when it became engaged in a struggle with Syracuse, which ended, eirv.

B. C. 422, in its reduction into a state of dependency on that city. The

coins which belong to this period are the following :

—

Cin\ B.c. 466-422.

Inscr. UEOrJTlNON, LEONTlNO*, LEON, or AEON-

Fin. 78,

Head of Apollo, laur. ; style pio^ressing

from archaic to early fine.

Similar.

Lion's head as above.

Lion'* head with openjaws ; around, four

corn-grains, or three only, the fourth

being replaced by h lyre, tripod.

laurel-leaf, river-fish. &c. (Fig. 78) .

.U Tetndr. and Dl
Coim-gxain AI Litra.

Nuked river-jjod, Lissos(t), holding

branch and sacrificing at altar; be-

hind, corn-giuin . . . AI Litm.

From the above described coin-types it is abundantly evident that

Apollo was worshipped at Leontini with special devotion. The lion, his

emblem, probably also contains here an allusion to the name of the town.

The corn-grains remind us that the Lcontine plain was renowned for its
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extraordinary fertility (Cic. // Kerf, iii- 18). After Apollo, Demeter
was apparently the divinity chiefly worshipped there.

Chr. B.C. 422-353.

Leontini was revived for a short period between B.C. 405 and 403, when
it issued a coin in alliance with Catana (q. v.). In Dions time there was
a small issue of Corinthian staters similar to tho^ struck at Syracuse at

the same period, and also of bronze.

AEONTINON Head of Athena in

Ccrinthinn helmet.

AEON Head of Apollo.

Pegasos M Didr.

Tripod between two corn-grains; be-

tween legs of tripod, a lyre. Mark
of value • • • . . - Trias, J¥l <oo

Not until Leontini by the fall of Syracuse came into the hands of the

Romans did it again begin to strike money.

After circ. B.C. 210.

Inscr. AEONTlHnN on reverse.

Head of Apollo, quiver at dioulder.

Head of river-god (!) buund with reeds

;

behind, crab.

Bust ofDemeter facing; in field, plough.

[Hill, Sicihj, PI. XIV. 15.]

HeadofDemeterveiled; **fmbol* plough.

Jugate heads of Apollo and Artemi*.

Female Dionyaiac head ivy-bound.

Head of Apollo ; behind, plough.

Id.

Id.

Head of Apollo-

Demeter Handing with torch and eais

of corn
;
plough at her feet . £1 -9

Demeter or Isis standing facing *K *S5

River-g0d seated on rock, holds branch

and cornucopiae ; in field, crab M -So

Wheat-sheaf M *7

Two eare of corn AZ -Go

Warrior facing AZ -6

Lion, or forepart of Hon . . AZ *6—*3

Two fUhes A& *35

Sacrificial galerus Al -55

Plough with bird on it . . • 33 -55

Lilybaeum [Marsala). This city was founded by the Carthaginians in

B. c. 397, a remnant of the inhabitants of Motya which had been destroyed
by Dionvsius being then settled there. It remained a Carthaginian

stronghold until it was taken by the Romans after a ten years
1

siege,

B. C. 241. All its coins arc subsequent to this date, and of bronze.

After B.C. 241.

Inscr. AIAYBAIITAN cr AIAYBAIITAIC.

Head of Apollo.

Veiled female head in mural crown
within tiiaiurular enclosure.

Tripod (At -53) or lyre (J3 -9).

Seij :' nl coiled round tripod. Mag.
ATPATINO TTYGinN- . . J3 1-25

This head has been thought to represent the Cumaean Sibyl, whose
toinb, Solinus states, was one of the ornaments of the city. It is more
probably merely the city-goddess, L. Seinpronius Atratinus, whose
name also occurs on cuius of Entella, was a lieutenant of M. Antonius
in Sicily during the war against ttextus Poinpeius. Lilybaeum also
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struck money with the head of Augustus (rev. types: lyre, head of

Apollo; inscr. LILVBIT. or Q_. TERENTIO CVLLEONE PRO COS
LILVB).

Iiongaue. Diodorua (xxiv. 6) menl i<
:;- a fortress, Longon, in the

territory of Cat&na, but the following coin was more probably struck at

some town on the river Longanus, mentioned by Polyoma (i. 9) as being
in the Mylaean plain (Holm, Oevch. Hie., \. 345).

Cirr. B.C. 466-413.

AOrTANAION (rctrogr.) Head of Head of young river-god with shoit

young Herakles in lion-tkin. horns .K I ::
:
•..

Megara Hyblaea, a colony from Megara in Greece, was situated on the

coast a few miles north of Syracuse. It was destroyed by Oelon in

w.i'. 483, but its fortress Stiela (q.v.) was revived ami issued coins in

the fifth ceniury, while in the fourth century Megara itself struck the

following coin :

—

Fourth century b. c.

Female head.

[Evans, .V. C, 1896, PL IX. 2.

META Mun-headed hull . M Lit™.

Menaenum or Menaa [Afineo), about eighteen miles west of Leontini.

was an inland town founded by the Sik<d chief Ducetius it. c. 459. After

its conquest by Dionyaius it appears to have been always subject to

Syracuse until the Roman conquest, when, like most other Sicilian towns,
it obtained the right of coining in bronze.

Period of Roman Dominion. (Inscr. MENAlNHrJ.)

Head of Sarapif, E (or TT ou reveisc)

Head of Apollo TT

Id.

Head of Demeter veiled; or la ad of

Athena.

KOPA* Head of Persephone.

Head of l>earded Herakles.

Head of Hermes.

Head of Janua. [Tropea, p. 2G, No. G.J

Nike driving bigi J'eutonA'vtn *K »76

Lyre „ -E •"

Artklepios „ At, -7

Two (inches crtssed, • • • •, lilt, or A,
Trims, .¥, -7—66

Demeter with two toiches -K -75

Club, - • • Trim, .+- •«

Caducous. • . Ifcxae, M -0

Victorious liiga M

Ueniina, Mamortini, originally Zancle. Zanclu, on the straits of

Messina, was one of the earliest Chalcidian settlements in Sicily, founded

according to Thucydidea (vi. 4) from Cumae, and subsequently rccolonized

from Euboea. Strabo, however, asserts (vi. p. 268) that it was a colony

of Naxua. The name is of native origin and signifies a sickle ((dyitKor)
;

it was given to the locality on account of the configuration of the coast,

the port being there enclosed by a sickle-shaped bar of sand (Strab. I.e.;

Thucyd. vi. 4).

Like the other Chalcidian colonies, Hhegium, Naxus, and Himera,

; \ •» \iil.>
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Zancle began to coin at an early period on the Aeginetic (?) standard.
Its earliest coins differ from all others issued in Sicily in that they bear
the same type on obverse and reverse, but in the latter case incuse, thus
showing that Zancle was in close commercial relation with the South
Italian cities of which this fabric is characteristic.

He/ore eirc. B.C. 490.

DArJKUE Dolphin within a tickle- Same type incuse. fA*. C, 1896, PL
shaped band (the port of Zancle). VIII. 1, 2.] M Drachm. 88 gn.

Km. TO.

with projections on the band.

Id. [Brit Mv. OtUde, PL IX.]

DANKUE, DANK,&c. Id., sometime.** ' Scallop-shell within an incuse key-pat-

tern of peculiar form

[J. Ward Catal., No. 302.]
M 146-3 grs.

Id. . . (Fig. 79)M Drachm 90 gn.
M Obol 14 gn.
Ai Litra 1 1 -5 gn.

[N. C. t 1896, p. 112.]

Ai i 01»1 2 gn.
Ai Euboic didrachm 1 Itigrs.

[Babelon, TV., ii. PI. LXXII. 8.]

The coinage of this period presents difficult problems (soe C. H. Dodd
in J. 11. 8., xxviii).

Circ. B.C. 490-461.

Anaxilas of Rhegium, some time after his accession in h.c. 494, caused

Zancle to be treacherously seized by a body of Samians and Milesians.

He seems to have colonized the place with Samians and Messenians

and to have named it Messene. Thucydides (vi. 4) says that he gave

it the name on the expulsion of the Samians ; but the following coins

with Samian types show that the name was in use during the Samian
occupation. Similar types occur at Rhegium. but these probably belong

to the earlier part of the reign of Anaxilas.

/
.

**a*K

Fit. 80.

D . v 1 gle
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Lion's head facing (Fig. 80).

Id.

MESSENION Calfs head to 1. .

Ai Attic Tetrad r

MES in incuse circle Ai wt. 14 grs.

Another coin of which the type ia still more distinctly Samian was
found some thirty years ago in a hoard near Meatdna. There were several

examples of it, together with others of Rhenium and Messana, of the

lion's head and calf's head type (Zeit. /. Num., iii. p. 135). Another
specimen was found in Egypt. They are uninscribed, and it is highly
probable that they were struck at Samos for the use of the Samian
emigrants.

Hound shield, on which a lion's scalp,

facing. [Dodd, op. cit., Not. C. 1, 2.]

Prow of Samian galley (samaena) . ,

'-it Attic Tetradr.

Anaxilas subsequent!} introduced at Messene, as at Rhegium, the

types of the mule-car and the hare (see above, p. 108). The inscription

MESSENION was eventually changed to M E S S A N 1 N , and this change
from the Ionic to the Doric form probably coincided with the expulsion

of the Samian element in the population, which took place some time
before the death of Anaxilas in B. c. 476. The chariot-typo remained un-
changed until the expulsion of the tyrants in B. c. 461. The type of the

hare, whatever its origin (see Bhegimn, p. 109 supra), was early associate*!

by the Messanians with the worship of their god Pan, and was therefore

not discarded.

Circ, B.C. 480-461.

Ifigu of in ult*-. amm driven hy a

I \ arded charioteer. AboTfl, some-

times. Nike crowning driver or mules.

In ex., laurel-leaf.

Id. [J. U..% 1897, PI. II. 7.]

Id.

Hare.

MESSENION, and later MES-
SAN ION. Hare running. Letteis

infield: A, B. Symbols: olive-branch,

bucranium, &c. ... .it Tetradr.

MESSENION Hare. Ai Didr.

Id. Id. in wreath. . . Ai Drachm.
MES (rctrogr.Y sometimes iu wreath .

Ai Litre (t>

To this period belongs, if genuine, the gold coin (wt. 22-6 grs.) with the
same types as the tetradrachin, and inscr. MESSENION, (Strozzi 8(tU

Od/., No. 1837.)

B.C. 461-396.

All* v the expulsion of the tyrants, the Messanians continued at first to

strike with the old types ; but in the course of this period the male
charioteer was replaced hy the city-goddeHH Messana.

Fit;. 81-
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B:-\i of mutes, driven nt first hy male
charioteer, then hy female, tometimes
inscr. MEZXANA ; alwve, Nike; in

ex.. usuallv. two dolphins (Fig, 81).

[X.C., 1896, PI. VIII. 9.]

Id. (male charioteer).

X.C., 1896, PI. VIII. 4.)

Id. (male charioteer).

Id. (artibt's signature, [KJIMflN)

ME£SANA Messana in mule-car.

[Irahoof, Mon. (jr., PI. R S.]

PEAflPIAS Head of goddess Peloiias,

r., wearing corn-wreath.

Hare. Symbols: ivy-leaf, olive-spray,

cockle-shell.

ME* Hare.

Hare.

Hare.

MESSANION, ME2IANI0S Hare.

Symbols : dolphin, hippocamp,
cockle-shell, head of Pan (sometimes

witli t-yrinx), stalk of corn with threi'

ears, head of PEAHPIM (with trace

of signature [KIMjnN (?»), dove

(with trace of signature ANAN (?))

Ai Tetrad r.

ME** ANION AO Hare Ai Tetrad r.

MEtSANlON Hare. . ill Drachm.
MESlANinN Hare. .Symbols: dol-

phin and waves, eagle devouring

serpent A\ Tetradr.

TAN Pan naked, seated on rock covered

with nebris, holding in left lagoboloti,

and with right caressing a hare which

jumps up hefore him . Ai Tetradr.

OEPAIMHN Pheraemon, naked, with

helmet, shield, and spear, charging .

. li Drachm.
ME? in wreath . . . . Ai Litra.

Dolphin in wreath

ME* . . . .

ME in wreath

. Ai OboL

. M OboL
. Ai J Litra.

The tetradrachm with AO probably indicates an alliance between
Messana and Locri, tho enemy of Rhegium. About the middle of the

century the name of Zancle seems to have been temporarily restored,

probably with the help of Croton, to judge from a coin struck, at the
latter city with the inscriptions pPO and DA (Hill, 'SicMy t

PI. IV. 9).

The restored Zancleans issued the following remarkable pieces on which
the forms D and U must be archaisms such as occur frequently on coins

and are especially natural here when the Zancleans were restoring the
old regime.

Poseidon (I), wearing chlamys, wield-

ing fulmen ; befoie him, altar.

[Hirach Coll., Brussels; XC, 1890,
PI. VIII. 7.]

Dolphin. [/Wc/., PI. VIII. 6.]

DANK UAION Dolphin and shell . .

(Fig. 82.) Ai Tetradr.

DAN M Litia.

Kio. *-'.
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The bronze coins corresponding to the ordinary issues of Messana in
this period are :

—

Higa of mules driven bv City-goddess .

M 1-0

MESSANA. MEStANlON Head of
Messana, hair hound with crossing
fillets.

MEStANlHN Hare; in ex. locust.

PEAHPIA? Head of Pelorias.

Cuttle-fish M -75

MES*ANmN Trident. . . M -7

In the year B. C. 396 Messana was utterly destroyed by the Cartha-
ginians under Hirnilcon. The above described coins show roost clearly

that Pan and Poseidon were the two chief divinities at Messana. The
long sandy spit called Peloris or Pelorias, with its three lakes of volcanic
origin, abounded with both game and fish

—'dupliceui piscandi venandique
praebent voluptatem ' (Solinus, v. 3)—and was a fitting home for the
worship of the two divinities to the cult of which the coins bear witness.

The nymph Pelorias is the local heroine. Pheraemon, one of the sons of
Aeolos, was the local hero who, with hiB brother Androkles, ruled over
the northern part of Sicily from the straits to the western point

(Diod. v. 8).

Ciir. ii. c. 357-288.

It was long before Messana recovered from the blow inflicted upon her
in h. c. 396. There is no evidence of any further coinage there until

after the death of Dionysius of Syracuse, when we find the town in a
condition to render assistance to Dion against the younger Dionysius.

The following bronze coins range in style from the age of Timoleon
to that of Agathoclcs.

POSEIAAN Head of Poseidon lau-

reate, copied from theSyracusan Zeus
Eleuthtrios.

(
HilI,.W/y,Pl.XII.l 1.]

PEAflPIA* Head of nymph Pelorias

with flowing hair bound with coin.

[Holm, PI. VII. 15.]

Id.

ME*«ANION Head of young Hera-
kles in lion-skin.

MESSANinN Head of Messana.

MESSANA H«ad of Apollo(?).

[Trop*a, p. 27, No. 11.]

MESSANinN Trident between dol-

phins . . Ml'Q

„ Naked warrior, Phe-

raemon, in fighting

attitude . £3 -95

„ Nike in higa .1. - A j

Lion advancing with foreleg raised

;

alx>re. club -E -85

Id. [Tropea, p. 27, No. 10.] .tt

Hare ; mnrk of value • -K Hexiis.

Circ. B.C. 288-£00.

About B.C. 288 the city was seized and all its inhabitants put to the

sword by a body of Camps nian or Oscan mercenaries, who styled them-
selves Mamertini.

Tho Mamertini derived their name from Mamers, an Oscan form of

Mars. Soon after their seizure of Messana they extended their dominion
over the greater part of north-eastern Sicily, and were, in a short time,

strong enough to maintain their independence against both Pyrrhus and
Hieron II of Syracuse. They allied themselves closely with their Cam-
panian kinsmen who seized Rhegium in it. c. 271, and they were also

fortunate in obtaining the friendly aid of the Romans, with whom they

D »og!c
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continued to enjoy, down to a late period, the privileges of an allied

state. Their coinage is wholly of bronze. The following are among
the most frequent types (inscr. on rev. usually MAMEPTlNnN):

—

Circ. n.e. 288-210.

AAPANOY Head of Adwnos bearded,

in Corinthian helmet. [Hill, Sicily
f

PL XII. 15.1

APEOE Head of young Ares laureate,

:
.- rabli n,r the head on .V staters of

Philip II of Macedon. [Holm, p. 736.]

APEOE Head of youngAres laureate,

with short hair, copied from the

Syiacusan Zcu» Hellauios.

Head <»f young Herakles in lion-thin,

AI0£ or AI0£ ME* Head of young
Zeus laureate, hair long*

APEOt Head of young Ares-

Head of Apollo laur.

A 10* Head of Zeus.

Head of Zeus, [Tiopea
t p. 28»Nos.9»10.]

Female head.

Head of Apollo.

Head of Artemis.

Dog M -75

Nike as oo Pi staters of Alexander the

Great X.

Eagle, wings open on fulmen X. 1-1

PI

M -95

M -8

Hushing bull M 1—85
Fighting warrior » • * * JB *9

Hermes standing with ram . -K «75

Trident between two dolphins M
MAME Warrior naked, standin# . .

AH -55

„ Omphalos . . , M -5

MAMEPTINHM or MAMEPTI-
NOYM Omphalos. [Hill, Sicily,

PL XIL 20.] jE -45

With marks of value. After cite* b. c. 210.

Hcxa*. APEOC Head of yuuug Arcs \ Athena aimed . . ,

Reduced weight*

Warrior lighting .

M -y

PcntQiikion. Head of Zeus,

Hill t .S(ct7y,PI.XI\M9.]

n Head of Ares.

Hi4 ad of Apollo.

Dioskuros beside horse . ,

Warrior standing, or seated

..or P

• . P
. . P

Ifemilrtron. Forepart of hull • Nike flying, holding aplustre.

Head of Apollo
• •

(Mark of value sometimes on leverse.)

Trias. Head of Apollo.

CnciaO). „ .(f)

t'nerrtain. Head of young Herakles
in lion^kin.

[Hautei Cat., VI XV. 3.

Nike with wreath and palm.

39 in

Artemis running with Ions* torch; slag

beside her; in field, XIL

These coins belong to the same monetary system as that which pre-
vailed at Rhegium. Their weights show a steady reduction in the
weight of the copper litra.

The occurrence of the head of the god Adranos on Messanian coins

Dip le
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shows that the worship of this divinity was not confined Ut the imme-
diate neighbourhood of his groat temple on Mt. Aetna (cf. Plut. Tim. 12
' Ad/iavov dtov Ttfiio^iirov 5ia(/)*poiTtuv iv oKi/ 2i«Aia), in the sacred enclosure

of which more than a thousand splendid dogs were kept, which, according

to Aelian (Hixt. An. xi. 20), appear to have been the Mt. St. Bernard
dogs of antiquity, friendly guides to strangers who had lost their path.

Adranos was an armed god, and partook of the nature l>oth of Ares and
of Hephaestos. His cultus was probably introduced into Sicily by the

Phoenicians, and he seems to be identical in origin with Adar or Moloch.
to whom the dog was also sacred (Movers, i. 340, 405).

Morgautina was a Sikel town of some importance, which lay in the

fertile plain watered by the upper courses of the river Symaethus and its

tributaries. Although it ia often mentioned by ancient writers, we have
no connected account of its history. Its coins may bo classified by style

in the following periods :
—

Cin: B.C. 46a

Bearded hend bound with taenia. MOR<ANTlNA(ietrogr.) Ear ofMM.
M Litra.

Cite, a c. 420-400.

MOPTANTlNnN Head of Artemis.

„ Head of Athena,
facing.

„ Head of Hermes,
facing.

Nuked horseman with spear Ai Lilra.

MOPTA . . . Nike seated on rocks.

holding wreatli ; beneath, corn-grain

M Litm.
Similar type Ai Litni.

The above coins seem to refer, though it is not clear in what sense, to

the relations of Morgantina with Gela and Cainarina ; in the peace of

Gela (b. c. 424) Morgantina was ceded to Cainarina (Thuc. iv. 65 ; see

Holm, iii. p. 687).

Bronze. Oire. b.c. 840.

MOPFANTINflN Head of Athena in LioudeYouriugstag'Bheadjserpcutsome-
richly adorned helmet ; behind, owl. times coiled beneath him . AI 1-03

Head of Sikelia bound with myrtle. MOPTANTlNnN Eagle on serpent.
'
Hill. AVctfy, PI. XIII. 1.] . Al-H

AAKOt Head of Apollo (?) laureate; MOPrANTlNHN Tripod. [/W«/..

behind, sometimes, Phoenician m. 1*1. XIII. 3.1 Y. •(»

The type of the eagle on the serpent perhaps refers to tho omen seen

by Timoleon before the battle on the Crimissus (Plut. Tim. 26).
Alkos is probably the name of the local god (Apollo ?).

Xotya (i.e. 'spinning factory'—Schroeder, Pfioen. Soroche, p. 279)
was a Phoenician emporium on a small islet (A Pantalen) which lay otf

the west coast of Sicily, about five miles north of the Lilyliaoan pro-
montory. The island was united to tho mainland by an artificial mole.
Possessing a good harbour, Motya ros,- to be the chief naval station of
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the Carthaginians, and so remained until in B.C. 397 it was attacked by
Dionysius, who put all the inhabitants to the sword.

The coins of Motya, like those of the other Carthaginian settlement*?

of Sicily, are imitated from the money of the Greeks, chiefly from the

coins of the nearest important town, Segesta, but also from those of

Agrigcntum, Himera, Ac. Sometimes they bear the Punic inscr. N1ttOn>
sometimes the Greek MOTYA I ON.

Coin* with Punic inscr. Circ. B. C. 480-413.

Eagle with closed wings. Crab At Tetradr.

[Holm, PI. VIII. 8.]

Female hend. Dog gnawing stag's head M Didr.

Id. Dog standing .... At Didr.

H. Half man-headed bull . At £ Obol.

Id. in wreath. Female figure standing before altar.

[X.Z., 1886, PL VII. 5.] M Obol.

Circ. B. C. 413-397.

Hrad of nymph (copied from Kimon's Crab . . . . At Tetradr.

Syracusan dckadrachm). [Evans, Syr. J/ec/., PI. II. 5, 6.]

nymph facing; around, dol- Crab M Didr. and Obol.
plans.

Id. (without dolphins). [Hill, .Sicily, Palm-tree. . . At Obol.

PI. IX. 14.]

Gorgon-bead. Id it Obol.

Trio*. Gorgon-head • •

Cncia{T). Forepart of horse.

Palm-tree X. -8

Id AC 4

Coin* with Greek inscr. Archaic and Transitional.

Eagle on capital, serpent in beak. Dolphin and scallop ... At Obol.

Head of nymph, hair tied with cord

passing four times round it

Head of nymph.

Naked youth riding sideways on gallop-

ing hoise. [Holm, PI. IV. 9.] At Didr.

Dog standing At Didr.

Mytistratua {Marianopoli) "was a strongly fortified place in the
interior of the island (Imhoof, Mon. gr.

t p. 24). Its coins are of bronze

and belong to about the time of Timoleon, being usually struck over

Syracusan bronze.

Circ, B.C. 340.

Head of Hephaestus in conical cap. VM in wreath
m B m

Ifetnilitron, -E 1 • 1

5

Id. TVM Three objects arranged like

spokes of a wheel . . . . AC -8

MYTI Id. [Imhoof, J/om. yr.,V). P. 8.] Free horse ; below, M . . . X. -6

Kacona. The site of this town is unknown. Its coins are of bronze,
and belong to a good period of art.

(
""
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He/ore Hre. B. c. 400.

N AK0N[AI0JN Head ofnymph ; hair

gathered Dp behind and bound with

cord wound threeorfourtimesround it.

Id.

SeilenoH riding on ass, hold* kantharos

and thyrsus, • • • Trias, & -65

Guat, grapes, and ivy-leaf • I'neia, Aj *5

Id the tirst half of the fourth century Nacona was held by Campanian
mercenaries who had come over to Sicily in B.C. 412, just too late to

help the Athenians against Syracuse. These soldiers of fortune, after

serving the Carthaginians for a time, subsequently settled at various

inland cities, among which, as we learn from the coins, were Nacona,
Entella, and Aetna.

Circ. b.c. 357-317.

KAMPANHN Heml uf Persephone

with wreath of corn.

Id.

NAK[nNH]S Pegasos; beneath, hel-

met A: -75

rJAKHNAinN Free hoi>e ; beneath,

helmet . M -7

A number of coins reading M or NA, or uninscribed,may perhaps have
been struck at Nacona (Imhoof, jf. Z., 1886, pp. 258 ff.) :—

Early fourth century B. c.

Eagle standing on capital. [Dolphin itt 7*7 grs.

After ch-c. b. c. 241.

Head of young H«-rakles in lion-skin.

Head of Poseidon.

[B*tBL,r. PL LIV. IS.]

Id.

Head of Zeus.

Trident between dolphins . , JR 1-0

Warrior . . . . . . . -E -8

Trident

Eagle
. iE-6
. Al .8-5

Vaxns (< ktpo ill tkh ieo) was the most ancient Greek settlement in Sicily

:

it was a colony from Chalcis, founded about B.c. 735, and derived its name,
we may suppose, from a preponderating contingent from the island of
Xaxos. Of the early history of this place little is known, but between
B. c. 498 and 476 it passed successively under the dominion of Hippo-
crates of Gela and of Gelon and Hieron of Syracuse. In B. C. 476 its

inhabitants were transferred to Leontini. In it. c. 461 it seems to have
recovered its autonomy, which it retained until its destruction in B. C. 404
by Dionysius.

Before circ. B.C. 480. Aeginetic(1) Standard.

Fib. U
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Head uf Dionysos with pointed beard

and ivy-wreath.

NAXION (retiogr.) Bunch of grapes

(Fig. 83) . -U Drachm, wt. 90 gr&.

M Obol, wt. 15grs.

A\ Litro, wt. 12grs.

Some specimens of these early drachms of Aeginetic (?) weight (see

p. 115, eupra) are of extremely archaic style and seem to belong to

a period not later than the middle of the sixth century.

Circ. b.c. 461-413. Attic tfandanl.

Fir.. Rl.

Head of Dionysos, of early style, with
long beard and hair in bunch be-

hind bouud with ivy-wreath (Fi#.

84).

Id.

Id.

NAXION Bearded Seilenos of strong

archaic style, naked and ithyphallic,

with pointed ear and long tail, seated

to front on the ground with head in

profile ; he holds a kantharos with one

hand and leans on the other . . *

.11 Tetrad r

Fd, . • . Ai Drachm.
Hunch of ctapes . . . .

AI UtaorOfaoL

>»

Fia. 85,

Head of Dionpo*, of fine style, bearded,
bound with broad band adorned with
ivy-wreath (Fig, 85),

B.C,Cite.

NAZION Head of Apollo, laur, ; be-
hind, laurel-leaf. [Holm, PL XL 8.]

NAZION
crowned.

17.]

Head of Maenad ivv-

[Hill, Sicily, VI VIII.

NATION Similar Seih nos, but of soft* r

and more refined ttyle, seated on the

ground, from which a vine ratings

;

he holds kautharos and thyrsos . .

Ai TVtradr.

413-404.

Similar; to r., a term ; sometimes with
artist's signature, PP0KAH£ . .

M Didr.
Naked Seilenos sea ted .holding nine-skin,

branch of ivy, and kuntharos; in front

a vii.e grows . . . . Ai Tctradr.
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In the Berlin Museum there is a diobol which in style and type
resembles the coin with PPOKAHS, but instead of MAZIflN on obv.
it reads rJEOPO on rev. (Weil, Kiinvtlerhwhr., PI. II. 13). It is sup-
posed by Holm (Qeach. Sic., ii. 432; iii. 627) that these pieces were
issued by the Naxians at Mylae, where they found a new home (Diod.
xiv. 87), after the destruction of their old town.

NAEinN Similar Seik-nos . . .

.it £ Drachm.

AftlNOC Young horned head of

river-god Assinoa. [Hill, Sicily, PL
via is.]

NATION Young head of river-god

A--ii:i.- crowned with vine-leaves.

NAZI Head of bearded Dionysos

crowned with ivy.

Young head with short hair, wearing
wreath.

The river here called Assinos is either the Asines of Pliny (iii. 88)
and the Akesines of Thucydides (iv. 25), the modern L'antura, or the
torrent «S\ Veneni, which is nearer to Naxus.

Buuch of grapes . .it Litr. or Obo).

Similar .... At Litr. or Obol.

N A Kauthaios M Trias.

N.Z., 1886, PI. VII. 6.]

Neopolis. See Naxus, ttupra,

Fanormni (Palermo) was the most important of all the Phoenician
towns in Sicily. Its Greek name, however, is sufficient to show that here,

as everywhere else in Sicily, the Greek language was predominant, at

least In early times. Before the great repulse of the Carthaginians at

Himera. in B. c 480, no coins whatever were struck at Panormus. No
Phoenician people had in those early days adopted the use of money.
It was doubtless due to the victory of Gelon at Himera that the Greeks
were able to extend their language and civilization even to the Phoe-
nician settlements in the western portion of the island. Hence in the
Tixaixitiiiiutl period tlio coins of Panormus bear for the most part Greek
inscriptions.

Car. B.C. 480-40!!.

PANOPMITIKON (retrogr.) Head
of Apollo, hair rolled.

PAMOPMITIKON (retrogr.) Head
of Nymph.

Head of Nymph.
panopm"o[*1 (retrogr.) Head of

young river-god.

Slow quadriga; horses crowned by Nike.

M Tetrad r.

Dog. [Holm, PI. IV. 7.] M Didr.

PANOPMO* Dog . . .it Didr.

Forepart of man-headed bull ....
. 1 1 Litrn.

A few, however, have the Punic inscr. wt« {ziz), of which many ex-

planations have been offered, none of them thoroughly satisfactory.

Head of Nymph, hair turned up be-

hind under diadem. Inscr. |"y and
II B,

Dog; in field above, head of Nymph.
Holm, PI. VIII. 21.] Ai Didrachm.

The word II B occurs frequently on coins of both Segesta and Eryx.

Its juxtaposition on this coin with the equally unexplained Phoenician

ZtS, looks as if it were a Greek transcript of the same word. On the many
Mano
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suggested interpretations of ziz (see Holm, iii. p. 647 f.), the most prob-

able is that it is simply the Phoenician name for Panormus.

Poseidon Mated on rock with trident
I pV Naked youth riding on man-headed

and dolphin. bull U Litr. or Obol.

ft Similar. [Holm, PL VIII. 19.] PANOPMOS Similar. ittLitr.orOb.

Head of Nymph ; around, dolphins. Poseidon scuted . . . Ai Litr. or Ob.

The signal successes of the Carthaginian arms in Sicily between ». c.

409 and 405, and the consequent intlux of the precious metals from the

devastated Greek towns into Panormus, led to the coinage by the latter

of money on a far more liberal scale than before. The Greek language
now completely disappears, but it is curious to note how from an entire

lack of artistic originality the Phoenicians in Sicily were driven to copy
the typos of the money of various other towns, e.g. Syracuse, Segesta,
Hiraera, Agrigentuin, Camarina, Gela, &c

After ctr>: B. a 409. (v*J usually on rev.)

Head, usually of Persephone, copied

from coins of Syracuse of the Iwst

period of art. Around, dolphins.

Head of Nymph with hair in sphen-

done. [Holm, PI. VIII. 14, 20.

Young male head, and dolphins. Free horse Ai Didr.

[Holm, PL VIII. 11.]

Crab; below, dolphin . . AX Drachm.
[N.Z., 188G, PI. VII. 14.]

Knglo devouring him' . Ai Pentoiikioii.

[Holm, PI. VIII. 12.
J

Head of Athena. | Holm, PI. VIII. 13.1 Swan over waves . . M Litr. or Obol

Dolphin and scallop; mark of value.

Victorious quadriga . . Ai Tetradr.

[Holm, PI. VIII. 15.]

Dog standing 11 Didr.

Head of Nymph ; hair in sphendoue.

Head of young river-god.

Half man-headed bull .It Litr. or Obol.

[Holm. PI. VIII.
17.

J

Similar, or whole hull. Ai Litr. or Obol.

[Holm, PI. VIII. 16, 18.]

The inscr. on the last described coins sometimes runs m 7JQBJ
(= ahbutd ziz) of the citizens of Panormus' (?).

Bronze with marks of value.

The following bronze coins may be assigned to the latter part of the

fifth century :

—

A-l 95

-t: -73

I/cmilitron. }*X Cock.

Trias. „ Id.

[2IT.Z, 188G, Pl.VII. 15.]

UtSBOM, „ Id,

• •

-K .6

Cf. also an onkia with same obv. type and an uncertain Punic inscr.

(Imhoof, X. Z., 1886, p- 248, No. 18). This whole group is assigned by
Iinhoof to Solus.

The weight of the litra, of which these coins are fractions, can hardly

l>e ascertained. The hemilitrou yields a litra of 380 grs., while the trias

points to one of 604 grs.

>lc
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Bronte without mark* of value.

Circ. B.c. 400-254.

yn Boar running.

Head of Hem wearing Stephanos.

Head of Apollo laureate.

Female head.

Horse.

Man-headed bull X, -65

pt Id. ; above, sun .... X. -95

fHolm, PI. VIII. 22.]

„ Pegasos X* -7

Horse ; above, head of Helios . M
Korepurt of man-headed bull . A)

At Panormus (i), perhaps in common with several of the western cities

which joined Timoleon's league, were probably issued the following

drachms which seem to refer to the victory of the Criiuissus:

—

0M0N0IA Female head crowned with

myrtle. ,

K\fA\i.t. (etc) Flaming altar, wreathed
with laurel Ai Draehm.

[Xum. Chr., 1896, PI. IX. 13.]

In B. c. 254 Panormus was captured by the Romans, under whose rule

it retained its municipal freedom, and remained for many years one
of the principal cities of the island.

Bronze, with Greek inter. nANOPMITAN, TTArJOPMi
(in monogram).

After B. c. 254.

or TTAP

Bu*t of Athena.

Id.

W.

Head of Zeus.

Ham standing over head of Jtmus.

Female head.

0M0N0IA Female bead.

Id. Head of Demeter veih-d.

Herme* seated on rock.

Head of Persephone.

Heads of the Dioskuri.

Ram.
Head of Demeter veiled.

Head of Aphrodite in stepbane.

Head of Zeus.

Female head.

Head of Athena.

. . . a: 1-2

with phi ale and

Head of Persephone .

Female figure standing

cornucopiae A'.l-QS

Trialcelefl with gorgoneion in centre.

a: i-o

Kagle on fulmen Ay

. -95

Eagle with spread wings . . Al -85

Altar X -7

Altar. [.V. C, 1896, PI. IX. 14.]-+: -7

Cornucopiae „E -7

Flaming altar M -7

I oppy- liead and ears of corn

T1AN0PMI in wreath .

Id

Prow with wing . . .

Dove

. A* 05

. X -7

. X -7

. X -65

. X 45
Warrior standing ; holds phiale A',

•"

Warrior resting on lance . . Al -7

Prow A!

Later than the above is a series of coins with, on the reverse, the

Latin inscription TOR (for P[anlor[mus] ? or Por[tus]?) in monogram.
Ohv. Heads of Janus (on the as}, Zeus (on the semis), or Demeter (on the

quadrans). See ISahrfeldt, Die rdm.-aicil. Miinzen (Geneva, 1904).

In the time of Augustus, Panormus received a Roman colony (Strab.

vi. 272). Its bronze coins continued to be issued for some time longer,

bearing the names of various resident magistrates, e. g. Aqu(illius),

M. Aur(elius), Q. B(aebius?), L. (Caecilius) Me(tellus), Cn. Dom.
m2
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Proc(ulus), Laetor(ius) II VIR, Q. Fab(ius) Ma(xitnus), L. Gn., Cato,

S. Pos(tumius), &c. Those coins as a rule follow the Roman system,

the As being distinguished by the head of Janus, the Semis by that of

Zeus, and the Quadmna by that of Herakles or Apollo. On some speci-

mens the inscription is written PANHORMITANORVM. The heads of

Augustus (Hill, Ski?'/, PI. XIV. 17) and Livia also occur.

Paropui (Polyb. i. 24) probably stood at GoUesano, south-west of

Cephaloedium. It coined in bronze during the period of Koman dominion
after the end of the First Punic War.

After lire. B.C. 241.

Head of Apollo laur. PApnPINnN Hunter standing, rest-

ing on spear; beyond him a running

dog AH -8

*

Petra (Petralia), an inland town near the sources of the southern

Himeras. It struck bronze money after the end of the First Punic War.

After cltr. ii. c. 241.

Head of bearded Herakles. n€TP€lNnN Female figure standing

beside column K -75

Piacua, mentioned by Steph. Hyz. as iro'Ais 2i<ce\tav. The site is quite

unknown.
Cire. B.c. 415-400.

[PJIAKIN Head of young river- Dog seizing a fawn by the throat

god, horned and laureate. IJetween
the letters are the marks of value

M -7 Hcmilitron, \vt. 70 grs.

|
Imhoof, Mon. 'jr., p. 20, PL R 11.]

In style the head on this coin bears a striking resemblance to the
laureate head on the tetradrachms of Catana (B. M. C, SU'Hg, p. 45, No. 25).

Piacus may have been situated somewhere in the vicinity of that town.

Segeata (Seslrl), west of Panorinus, was a non-Hellenic town in the
district of Sicily inhabited l>y the Elymi. It stood near a torrent which
empties itself into the river Krimissos. According to a local tradition

the city owed it** foundation to Egestos, the son of a Trojan maiden
Segeata by the river-god Krimissos, who met her in the form of a dog
(Serv. ad Aen. i. 550, v. 80).

From the earliest times the Segestans were engaged in continual

hostilities with the Selinuntines, doubtless concerning the boundaries

of their respective territories. These disputes gave occasion for the

Athenian intervention in Sicilian affairs, and subsequently to the great

invasion of the Carthaginians, upon whom Segesta became dependent
B.C. 409. The silver money of Segesta, notwithstanding the fact that

it was not a Greek city, affords but slight indications of barbarism,
unless indeed the words II B and II A are to be taken as such. It

i» on the Attic Standard, and ranges from the archaic period down to

the time of the Carthaginian invasion in B.C. 410, when it suddenly
ceases. No other Sicilian city minted didrachms so freely. The Segestau

_.
,
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coin-types were copied both at Motya ami Kryx on the west and at

Panormus on the east of Segesta.

Circ. B.C. 480-461.

Fm. m.

Inner. SATESTAllB. SETESTAIIBEAU, SETESTAIIE, SETE*-
TAIIA or SETEtTAHON, usually retrograde. (For the various
theories as to the meaning of the term illations XI B, IIBEMI, I!A, or
HE, see the summary in Holm, iii. pp. 599, 600.)

Types ;—
Dog (river KriroisEos), often accompanied Head of Segesta of archaic style with

by .I'/iiifinh : murex-shell. corn-plant,

or corn-grain. [Holm, PI. II. 14.]

Dog. Symbol
'; Wheel.

lutir turned up behind under her

dindem (Fig. 8G).

At l)idr. i dr. and Litra.

Female head facing. -it Trihe>niol>ol.

[Holm, PI. II. 13.]

To the same period belongs an alliance coin (litra) with Eryx," obv.

Head of Segesta facing, *ETE£TAI ON; m\ Dog, EPVKlNON (Holm.
No. 95 a).

Circ. jt.c. 461-415.

Dog (river Krimissos); the hcod of

Segesta in field above

ETECTAION l)og standing; in front,

a uiuiex-shell ........

SETESTAIIB Dog standing, some-

times beside stalk of corn, or devour-

ing head of stag

[Hill, Sicily, PI. VI. 9.]

SArEtTAIlB or tETEtTAUB
Head of Segesta. her hair variously

arranged, in spheudonc or otherwise.

& Didi.
Head of Segesta, hair in knot behind,

and bound hy cord parsing foui-

times round it. The whole in ivy-

wreath. Ai Didr.
ErE«TAI0N for nN] Head of

Segesta, hair bound with con! passed

thrice lound it, or enclosed in sphen-
done, or rolled up behind.

Ai Didr. £ Dr. and Litra.

CitC. li. C. 415-409.

Fiu. 87.
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Head of Segesta, hair in ttpliendone

Sfiom die of didrachm) [Burlington

<ine Arts Club CataL, 1903, PL 103.

195.] M Tetrad r.

SErESTAIlA or -II B Head of Se-

gesta ; hair in sphendone, adorned

with atftn. Symbol ; ear of corn

(Fig. 87). AiTetradr.

Similar to obv. of preceding (one or two

dogs) W Tetradr.

ETEtTAinN Youthful hunter, naked,

accompanied by two dogs ; his conical

cap falls back upon hie* shoulders ; he

holds two javelins and stands with

one foot renting on rock.

ETESTAinN Youthful hunter, as on

preceding. Before him is n terminal

figure

fETEETAIIB Victorious quadriga

driven by female figure, probably

Segesta, holding ears of corn ; above,

flying Nike.

EI"ES*TAION Youthful hunter, aa

on preceding, with one dug. [Holm,

Pi IV. 12.
|

Head of Segesta, three-quarter face,

between two laurel bough?.

*ErE*T Horse [J Dog] with head to

ground. [Tropea, p. 29, No. 5.]

Head of Zeus. [Tropea, p. 30, No. C.

Forepart of dog.

1 tog's head.

The young hunter on the beautiful tetradrachms of Segesta 38 probably

the river Kximissos, who, according to Aelian (Var.IIist* Yu 33), was
worshipped at Segesta in human form ; Atyttrralot to top (I^pfuxa kq\ tov

Kptpurbp koX rbv TcApurow iv avbp&v €tbu np&vu Tho dog, his special

attribute, serves here to distinguish the figure. On the didrachins tho

same river is symbolized by the dog.

Nymph Segesta, crowned by flying Xike,

sacrificing at altar . . Al Tetradr.

ETEfTAION I>og standing. Symltols

;

murex, gorgoneion . . . *4{ Litra.

Nyinph seated receiving to her bueotn

serpent erect before her . Al Litra.

«ErE«TA Dog; above, shell M Obol.

£ ETE around large H Ai
-J

Litra.

EfESTA -it Hexas.

Bronzp. Before B.C. 409.

Tetra$* Head of Segesta.

HtXQS. Id.

ii w.

Dog
Id. • *

Id.

K -85

(beueat h, somet
!

1 1
1
c- ,a weasel ?)

.V. -8-63

K -43

From the weights of these coins we can form no idea of the real

weight of the copper litra, as the tetras of which the weight is 139 grs.

yields a litra of 417 grs., while the hexas (wt. 8f> grs.) yields one of
516 grs. Cf. B. M. C, Sicily, p. 136.

For more than a century* ami a half Segesta was a mere dependency of

Panorama, and struck no money whatever, unless indeed we suppose
that the didrachms with Segestan types and the Punic legend xiz, here

described under Panormus, were struck at Segesta.

After B.C. 241.

When, however, after the end of the First Punic War, Segesta had
passed under the dominion of the Romans, it obtained once more the
light of coinage, though only in bronze. Tho Segestans now made the

most of their traditional Trojan descent, claiming relationship with
the Romans on this ground (Cic. II Verr. iv. 33).

s
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Head of Siesta veiled and turreted.

W.

Id.

ErESTAinN Similar.

£ErE£TAIflN Aeneas carrying An-
cliises . . . M *8

Warrior standing . .

m -85

Warrior beside horse-.

w. . . . . a:-7

*t

*•

Head of Herakles. [Holm, No. 611 a.] 4E How and quiver . . . , M

I'nder Augustus we find Segcsta still in the enjoyment of the right of

inage (B. M. C, Sicily, p. 137) ; but it is probable that there wascoinage

a considerable interval between the cessatio:

the commencement of the Imperial series.

of the autonomous and

Solium (2«A[yo'«is, ScAuwGf), the most western of all the Greek cities

of Sicily, stood near the mouth of the river Selinus and a few miles west
of that of the Hypsas. It derived Oh name from the river, which in its

turn was called after the irfXunp (probably the wild celery, upturn gra-

reolenv), which grew plentifully on its l-anks. The Selinuntines adopted
from the first the leai of this plant as the badge of their town, avfifiokov

V Ttai>aaiinoi> T?y? r.oKtw (Plut. Pyth. Oiiic. xii), placing it upon their coins,

and dedicating, on one occasion, a representation of it in gold in the

temple of Apollo at Delphi (Plut. /. <•.).

Circ. B. (*. 480 46fi.

Pro. rs.

Seliuon leaf. [Babelon, Truite, II. Incuse fquare irregularly divided . .

M Didr.

Incuse square triangularly divided into

eight or more parts . . . AX Didr.

Selition leaf in incuse square; letters

£EAl sometime* in the corners . .

.41 Didr.

PL 79. I-i

Selinon leaf (Fig. 88).

Selhionlcaf. [Holm, PI. I. 4.]

Obols or litrae and smaller coins also occur.

Circ. B.C. 466-415.

In the great Carthaginian invasion of Sicily in n. c. 48(>, Selinus

appears to have sided with the invaders (Diod. xi. 21). During the

period of general prosperity which followed the expulsion of the tyrants,

ii. C. 466, it rose to considerable power and wealth (Thuc. vi. 20). It

must have been quite early in this period of peace that it was attacked

by a devastating pestilence or malaria, caused by the stagnant waters in

the neighbouring marsh lands (Diog. Laert. viii. 2. 70). On that occasion
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the citizens had recourse to the arts of Empedocles, then at the height of

divine honours, and their coin-types still bear witness to the depth and
lasting character of the impression which the purification of the distri
made upon men's minds. The coins of this period are as follows :—

ct

Fin. so.

SEAINONTION Apollo and Artemis
standing side by side in slow ijuad-

riga, the former discharging arrows
from his bow (Fig. 89).

SEAINOS The river-god Selinos naked,
witli short horns, holding phiale. and
lustra I branch, sacrificing at an altar

of Apollo (1) the healer, in front of
which is a cock. Behind him on a

pedestal is the figure of a bull, and in

the field above a selinon leaf . . .

-it Tetrad r.

Apollo, who on one specimen <Imhoof, Man. <jr.
t p. 28) appears alone, is

here regarded as the healing god . tAcjAuwor, who, with his radiant arrows,
slays the pestilence as he slew the Python. Artemis stands behind him
in her capacity of tlKtCBvta or trowbka, for the plague had fallen heavily
on the women too, wore Kal ray yvvatKa* ouotok«u> (Oiog. Lacrt. i.e.). On
the reverse the river-god himself makes formal libation to the healer-god
in gratitude for the cleansing of his waters, while the image of the bull,
being sometimes man-headed, perhaps represents the river in its former
aspect as an untamed natural force.

SEAINONTION Heraklex contending
with a wild bull which he seizes by
the horn, and is aliout to slay with
his club.

on*

[Gardner, T^pM, PI. II. 16, 17.]

HY4*A€ River Hypsas sacrificing befi

altar, around which a serpent twines.

He holds branch and phiale. Behind
him a marsh-bird is seen departing.

In field, selinon leaf. . . -it Didr.

Here instead of Apollo it ia the sun-god Herakles, who is shown
struggling with the destructive powers of water symbolized by the bull,
while on the reverse the Hypsas takes the place of the Selinos. Perhaps
the marsh-bird is retreating, because -she can no longer find a congenial
home on the hanks of the Hypsas now that Empedocles has drained
the lands.

EYPYMEAO(retrogr.) Head of Nymph
Eurymedusa wearing sphtndone. Be-
hind her, a marsh-bird.

SEAINO* (retrogr.) Head of young
river-god Selinos with bull's ear ami
horn. Behind, selinon leaf . . .

Ai Drachm.
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Eurymedusa appears to have been a i« untain-nvmph, for one of the
"laughters uf AcheloM WM *<» (ailed (Preller, tir. Myth., 2nd ''d.. U.S92,
note 2).

Nymph or goddess seated 00 a rock CEAINO*. tEAlNOES, or SEAI-
recriving to her Worn an enormous NONTION Man-headed liull; above,

serpent, which htands coiled and erect sometimes, svlinon leaf. [Hill, Sicily,

before her. [Cf. Segesta, p, 106.] l'l. VI. 6.] . . . Ai Litra or Obol.

The obverse of this coin represents a local health-goddeflH or less

probably Persephone visited by Zeus in the form of a serpent (Eckhel, ii.

p. 240). The bull on the reverse is presumably the river Selinos.

us

Ctre, b.c. 415-409.

SEAINONTION Nike driving quad-
riga, horses in high action. In

exergue, ear of corn, and in field

above, a wreath.

The didrachms of this period resemble in type those of the last.

Head of Herakles bearded Or beard less SEAINONTION Victorious quadriga,

SEAINONTION I!iver-god sacrificing,

on the earlier tctradrachms. [Hill,

Sicily, PL IX. 8.] . . ATetradr.

in profile or three-quarter face.

Head of young river-god.

horses in high action : above, selinou

leaf \i\ Drachm.

Bbonzb.

Selinou leaf • • Trias

-Ii -75, wt. 138 grs.

The weight of the Litra according to this coin would be 552 grs.

Selinus was destroyed by the Carthaginians b. g. 409, and although the

Selinuntines are from time to time mentioned in later ages, the city was
never again in a position to strike its own coins.

Sergentium or Ergetium in the neighbourhood of Mt. Aetna.

Before circ. B. c. 480.

Vine-branch with grapes ....
Ai Didrachm, wt. 122 grs.

Hunch of grapes . . .11 Diobol 1 9 grs.

MEP Satyr or Dionysos, naked, stand-

ing, holding kautharos and Tins-

branch.

MEp Head of Satyr or bearded

DionysoB.

These coins, usually assigned to an unknown city in Uruttium, have
been attributed by Pais (Ancient Italy, pp. 117 sqq.) and De Foville

(Rev. Sum., 1906, pp.445 sqq ) to Sergentium in Sicily. The low weight
of the didrachm, supposing it to be of the Attic Standard, is remarkable.

M for i. in the inscr. may be due to the influence of the Chalcidian city

of Naxus, for the Dionysiac types are evidently inspired by those of

Naxian coins.

Silerae. The site of this town is quite uncertain, nor is its name
mentioned by any ancient author. Its rare bronze coins belong to the

time of Timolcon.

/" w-*o| Original from
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Circ. lt.c. 340.

SIAEPAION (retrogr.) Forepart of £1A (relrogr.) Naked warrior clinrping.

man-headed bull. [Imhoof, Mini, ijr., -ft 1-1 and -75

p. 28, PI. B. 12.]

Solos (see Imhoof, *V. Z., 1886, pp. 266 H".) was a Phoenician town of no
great importance Borne twelve miles east of Panormus. Its Punic name
seems to have been niu ( = Kfra, village). Although it wan always
a dependency of Carthage, some of its coins bear Greek inscriptions and
betray the all-pervading influence of Greek religious ideas. The earliest

Soluntine coin at present known is a didrachm copied slavishly from
one of tho coins of Selinus described above.

Before circ. B. C, 400.

Herakles contending with bull.

[Hill,Siefly
f
Pl.VL 14.]

Cock. [Holm, PI. VIU. 10.]

«0A0NTIN0N Head of Herakles ill

lion-skin.

it •>

S0A0NTIN0N Kiver-god sacrificing

,^1/mboh: selinon-leafand marsh-bird
-it Didr

COW Tunnv-fisli Ai Obol

Id. Ouv-H-li
9 * •

Id. [Tropea, Ifus. Afamlr., p. 31, No. 1.]

For other coins of this period,

Panorama, p. 162.

Id. Id.

Helineted warrior

HemilitroH .

,ft -8, wt. 1 H)gnt

• Trias . .

.ft -7, wt. "0 pi*.

, . -ft

attributed to Solus, see under

Middle ami second half offourth century B.C.

Hermes seated ; in front, caduceus.

HermeB seated, with ram. Phoen.
iuscr. to ()).

N-3 Youthful male head, hulmeted.

Head of Athena facing.

Id.

n~" Head of young Herakles in lion-

skin.

Head of Persephone in corn-wreath.

N1D3 Bow, quiver, and club . .it Obol.
Two dolphins and star (?) A\ wt. 4-6 grs.

Free hone and caduceus . . -ft «8

N1S3 Naked archer kneeling .ft •35

Crab .ft .6

Sippoeuiip ft
•"

N1E3 Hull . .ft 1-0-8

First half of third century B. C.

The provenance of the following coins shows that they belong to

Solus.

Bearded head (Melkart?).

Id.

Head of young Herakles in lion-skin.

Horse. [.V.^.,188b\Pl.YIi.23.} .ft -6

Tunny-fisli.

Tunny-fish.

/6k/.P1.V1I.24.| .ft -7-5

/&icU»l.VII.23.T -K-5

After tho fall of Panormus, Kolus passed under the dominion of the
Romans. Wo then bear of it as a municipal town under the name of

Soluntum.
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Head of Athena.

After B.0, 241.

COAONTINUJN Head of Puseiikm .

M -95

Wmith . . -ft *9

COAONTlNriN Naked warrior A3 -7

,,
>'; i-i

. . • jK *5

Fish (hammer-headed shark () , A£ *G

Tunny-fish E *5

Warrior with helmet . . . . -i-

it

tj

1

Naked wnrrior.

Head of Poseidon.

El
Id.

COAONTINluN Dolphin.

COAONTlNnN Head of Herakle*

bearded. [Tropea, p. 32, No. 2.]

Stiolft or Styella (Evans, iV. Ckr., 1806, pp. 124-6, and Holm, iii.

p. 639), described by Steph. Bvz. (s. v. SrwAXa) as a fortress of the
Sicilian Megara. Leake (JrwA, fiefl.

t
p. 70) places it near the mouth of

the river Alabon, which flows into the Megarian (Julf.

Circ. B.C. 450 415.

STIEAANAIO (retr.) Forepart of man-
headed bull. [Avelliuo, OjaikoH, iii.

p. 157.]

Young male head laureate, in front,

branch of water-plant (I). [Hill,

Sidl./, PI. VI. 1 1 ; Brant, X Ckr.,

1896. PL IX. I.]

The head on these coins, although not horned, is probably intended for

a river-god. In expression it is quite unlike a head of Apollo, and may
he compared with certain similar heads on coins of Catana.

Syracuse. The earliest coins of Syracuse probably belong to the time

of the landed oligarchy of the Geomori or Gamori. We cannot assign

these coins to an earlier date than the latter part of the sixth century,

hefore which time Syracuse must have had recourse, on special occasions

when current coins were required, to imported coins, probably Athenian
tetradrachms.

Before rut: h. c. 485.

Young mate figure holding sapling aud
sacrificing at altar it

£TIA or STA Forepart of man-headed

hull . . Ai Dntchm ami £ Drachm.

Fm. 90.

SVRApO^'ON Blow quadriga. i IncuM square divided into four parts .

-At Tetradrachm.

[Babelon, Traiti, ii. No. 2247.]

WPAOOSION or $VRA. Similar Inc. sq. divided into four parts; in

(Fig. 90). centre, archaic head of nymph or god-

dess .1! Tetradrachm.

SVRA Horseman leading a second Similar -ii Dulrachm.

horse.
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These are early examples of coin-types referring to agonistic contests.

That they do not, however, allude to any particular victory in the game-
is evident from the way in whieh the types are from the first made
subservient to the denominations of the coin ; thus the quadriga is made
use of to indicate a Tetratlrachut, while two horses stand for a Didrackin,
just as, in the next period, a man riding a single horse is the distinctive

type of the Dravhm.
The head in the centre of the reverse may ho assumed to be that

of the presiding goddess of the island of Ortygia, Artemis, who is

identified with the water-nymph Arethusa. although on these early

specimens the head is not accompanied by the dolphins which on later

coins symbolize the salt waves of the harbour surrounding the island of

Ortygia in which the fountain of Arethusa gushed forth.

Circ. B.c. 485-478.

To the reign of Gelon may be attributed the following

:

•>r-

Fio, U.

Quadi !-_.., with Nike above (Fig. 91).

Horseman leading a second hone.

Horseman.

Female head.

Id.

Id.

Id.

£YRAOO*lON
CYRAKOSIGN

Female head (some-

times in faiut linear

circle)surrounded hy
dolphins Ai Tetrad r.

Id. . Ai Didr.

[<ianIner,rype*,PI. 11.7,11.

|

Id. (uo dolphins) .

Ai Drachm.
£YRA (sometimes on obv.). Sepiu

Ai Litra.

SYRA Wheel . . M Obol, $ ohol.

% •
.it Pentonkion.

• • .it Hcxas

if

The addition of the Nike over the chariot group may possibly have
been suggested by Gelon's success in the Olympian games in B. c. 488.

This obverse type is also found in Gelon's coinago for Gela and Leontini

(Xuut. Chron. t 1008, p. 10). In the year it. c. 480 Gelon gained his famous
victory over the Carthaginians at Himera, and, by the intervention of his

wife Demarete, concluded a peace with his vanquished foes, the conditions

of which were so much more favourable than they had been led to expect,

that in gratitude they presented Demarete with a hundred talents of gold.

From the proceeds of these were struck, cin: B.C. 479, the celebrated

Syracusan medallions, or properly speaking Pentekoutalitra (or Deka-
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drachms), surnauud Demareteia (Diod. xi. 26). On these coins see

especially Evans, Swtk Chrim., 1894, pp. 189 ff.

Fio. 98.

Slow quadritra, the horses crowned by
flying Nike. In ex. a lion. (Fi^. (12.)

*YRAKO*ION Female head (City-Bod-
iless as Nike?) eiOWDed with laurel,

in fine linear circle ; arouml. dolphins

At Dekadr.

It is not unreasonable to suppose that the issue of these magnificent
coins immediately after a great victory, which for the Sicilian Greeks was
an event fully as momentous as tho contemporary victories over the
Persians at Salamis and Plataea were for the people of Greece proper,
may have been in some way commemorative of the occasion, and it lias

cunsequently been suggested that the lion on the reverse may be a sym-
bol of Libya, as it certainly is on some later Carthaginian coins. The
type was copied atLeontini (above, p. 148, Fig. 77),where the lion iH'iientli

the chariot is to be distinguished from the lion which, as the badge of
the city and symbol of Apollo, occurs beneath the head of that god.

Besides the dekadrachm there are a tetradrachm and an obol of this

coinage. (Head, Coinage of Syracuse, PI I. 11, 12.)

Circ. ii. C. 478-413.

Flo, 93.

The earlier tetradrachms of thus period, belonging (t>fi. cit.,\t. 10) to the

reign of Hicron, differ from the coinage of Gelon's time not only in their

more advanced style, but also in the substitution of a sea-monster or

pistrix for the lion in the exergue of the obverse : a symbol which may
possibly have alluded originally to Micron's victory over the Etruscans

at sea in B. c. 474. This is however very doubtful, for the symbol was
retained for some time after the fall of the tyranny in B.C. 46(i itig. 93).

The tetradrachms with the pistrix are of a somewhat hard style, which
is characteristic of the early transitional period. The hair of the goddess
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on the obverse is variously arranged on different specimens, but is usually

bound with a plain cord or fillet.

m
Via. 94.

During the Democracy which succeeded the expulsion of the Gelonian

dynasty in B. c. 466, the tetratlrachins of Syracuse exhibit a greater

freedom of style and variety of treatment than had been previously usual.

The form R is replaced early in this period by P. The head of the goddess
assumes larger proportions, and the surrounding dolphins are less form-

ally arranged and less conspicuous. The hair of the female head is some-
times confined in a sphendone, sometimes in a bag (Fig. 94), and sometimes
gathered up and bound by a cord passing four times round it (Fig. 95).

The olive-branch symbol which occurs in the exergue here and at Gela
may be connected with the congress of Gela in B.C. 424. (Headlam,
Xum. Chroiu, 190H, pp. 1 ft.)

Fw. 9.-,.

The later coins of this transitional period, beginning about B. c. 430-
420, show that the art of the Sicilian die-engravers was beginning to
attract a wide interest. The designers and engravers, by now for the
first time signing their productions, reveal themselves as artists con-
scious of the merits of their works, and perhaps as competitors for public
recognition. The novel and surprising charm of the new coins of Syracuse
soon obtained for the artists orders from, or employment at, the mints of
rival cities. Doubtless many coin-types designed by the master but
executed by his pupils are unsigned. The artists' names which occur on
the Syracusan coins of this and the following period are :

—

Fig. M,

gi,
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Eumeno* or Eomtaei (EYMHNOY, EYMErJOY) (see Fig. 96) introduces

high action in the chariot-group; in ex. sometimes opposed dolphins, dolphin and
full, scallop shell, or signature. Heads of Arethusa and Koral Also drachms,

rev. AEYKA£ni€. Naked hero, armed with helmet, shield, and sword, charging r.

Sosion (tntlflN) : style closely resembling that of Eumenos.

Euaenetos (EYAINETO or uhbrcv.) introduces new motives, such as broken

rein in the chariot-group, Nike carrying tablet witli artist's name, chariot-wheel

in exergue. (This occurs alto on a half-drachm.)

Euth.(ymos ?) (EYG . .) : chariot driven by winged male figure ; in ex. Skylhi

chasing fish.

Dies by Kuaenetos ami Euth . . . are found combined with dies by
Eumenos. On the other hand, the group by Euth . . . ia combined with

a head by

Phrygillos (<J>PYriAA . .) : head of Persephone crowned with corn. This

artist is possibly identical with the gem-engraver Phrygillos.

Eukleidaa (EYKAEIAA). Signature on diptych in front of head (combined

with oop. by Kumenos, Holm, PI. V. 4, with 4YPAK0SI0S). Phrygillos and

Eukleidas also worked in the next period.

It is in this period that the coinage of bronze begins at Syracuse.

tt?A Head of nymph. | Sepia, sometimes with .'. Triaa.K-G—i

Clrc. B.O. 413-357.

In the period following the defeat of the Athenians great changes

are seen in the Sicilian coinage. Gold had perhaps been issued for

the first time duiing the war. The reverse type and incuse square

of the earliest gold is a reminiscence of the earliest silver coinage.

Before B.C. 400 the form *YPAK0SI0N has entirely given place

to £YPAK0«inN (but see p. 179).

SYP Head of roung Herakles in lion-

skin. [Brit. Mus. Guide, PI. 17, 30.)

SYPA Head of Athena.

I

Holm. PI. V. 16.]

SYP Id. [Head, Syracux, III. 11.]

£YPA Quadripart. inc. b*\. with female

head in centre.

(=1 .It Tetiadr.) . X 18 go.
Aegis with gorgoneion.

(=2 J Ai drachms) . -V 11 grs

£YPA Wheel in centre of inc. &[.

(= 1 .It didrachm) . M 9gis.

This first Issue of gold was quickly followed by another, the designs

for which were (at least partly) by the artists Kimou and Kuaenetos.

Fin. 97.
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SYPAKOSION Female head. Signed
Kl, EYAI ur EYAINETO.

[Evans, Medallions, v. 1-3.]
SYPAKOSinN Head of young river-

god (Anapos ?) ; sometimes signed E.

[Evans, op. eit, v. 1-4.]

£YPA Female head.

[Iinhoof, Mon.gr., PL B. 13.]

€YPA Herakles strangling lion (Fig.

97).

(=2 .lldekadrachms) A" 9<> grs.

SYPAKOtlHN Freo horse.

(=1 .itdekadiuchm). A' 45 grs.

Trident and two dolphins.

(= 25 M litnie 1) . . A' 20-5 grs.

Throughout these issues, the relation of gold to silver seems to have
been 15:1. (On this question, as well as on the later relation of the

metals, see Head, Syr., p. 17, &c. ; Tli. Reinach, L'Hist. ptir tea monn.,
p. 75 f. ; Holm, p. 619, &c)

£YPAKO£inhJ Head of Arethusa with . Victorious quadriga ; in ex. helmet,

hair in net (inspired by tetradrachm
}

thorax, greaves, and shield, ranged

by Euaenetos); around, dolphins. on steps ; below, AOAA. Signature

Signed KIMflN (or abbreviations). sometimes repeat e-l

(Fig. 98.) -It Dekadr. 667-5 grs.

Fig. fie,

Head of Persephone (t), crowned with

leaves; around, dolphins. [Evans,

Syracusan Metlallivn* ; Hill, Sicily,

Front. 7.]

Similar, but head less idealized. Some-

times Bigned EYAINETOY (or

abbrev.) (Fig. 99).

Similar, hut AOAA alwve the shield .

A\ Dekadr.

Similar to rtr. of Kimun's dekadr. . .

At Dekadr.

Fk.. 9'J.

Those magnificent dekadrachms were issued after the Athenian defeat,

like the Deinaretcia after the battle of Himera. The arms in the exergue
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may be arms taken from the Athenians and offered as prizes (a0\a) in

the Assinarian games which were established to commemorate the event.

Euaenetos was possibly absent from Syracuse at the time (see under
Camarina and Catana), so that Kimon was employed to make the first

dies. The unsigned dekadrachms are thought to have come next, but as
only two specimens (from the same dies) are known, those cannot have
been issued for any length of time ; and it is possible that they may be
the latest of all the series. The dekadrachm of Euaenetos seems to have
been more generally admired than any other coin in antiquity (as in

modern times), except perhaps the tetradrachm by Kimon with the facing
head of Arethusa ; both obverses were often copied in other mints. Deka-
ilrachms in the style of Euaenetos continued to be issued during the reign

of Dionysius I. The issue of tctradrachms during this period was, on the
other band, somewhat restricted. In addition to the tctradrachms
reproducing exactly the obverse types of the dekadrachms of Kimon and
Euaenetos, there were issued the following, of which the tirst is Kimon's
masterpiece, and admittedly tho finest representation of the facing human
head on any coin.

APEOOfA Head of Arethusa facing,

dolphins swimming among her loose

lock* ; ou the frontlet, KtMHrJ.
£YPAKO£inrJ Head of Athena fac-

ing, in richly adorned helmet with

triple crest, inscribed EYKAEIAA
;

around, dolphins.

*YPAKOSinN Head of nymph L,

hair in sling ; signed <PPY.
[
Evans,

Medallions, p. 190, 1*1. X. 7.)

Fig. 100.

*YPAK0£inN Victorious quadriga;

in ex. ear of corn (Fig. 100) . . .

Ai Tetradr.

Persephone with torch, driving vic-

torious quadriga ; in exergue, ear or

corn (Fig. 101) . . . M Tetradr.

Similar to preceding; signed EYAP
XI AA Ai Tetradr.

Fio 101.

Other tctradrachms are signed by I M (Weil, PI. III. 12) and PAPME
(Holm, PI. V. 15) ; and among tho unsigned tetradrachms are many fine

coins, especially one representing Persephone with flowing hair (Holm,

HKAP
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PI. V. 14 ; Hill, Sicily, PL VII. 12).

of the smaller coins.

Head of Athena facing (style of Eu-
k leidas).

Signatures are alao found on some

SYPAKOSinN Hero (Leukaspis) with
helmet, shield, and spear, fighting;

before him, altar and dead ram . .

Ai Drachm.

The half-drachms (one signed by IM) for the most part repeat the
types of the tetradrachm. On the smaller coins the sepia still distin-

guishes the litra (one signed by 4>PY), and the wheel the obo).

£YPA (sometimes with <J>PY) Head of

nymph.
Head of nymph; sometimes signed <t>PY.

[Maddalena Cat., 1903, Nos. 658 t]
Similar head.

SYPAKOSI Head of young Pan.
[Num. Chron,, 1908, p. 14.1

SYPAKOSI. Id.

€YPA Head of Athena in Corinthian

helmet bound with olive.

[Holm, PI. VII. 9.]

Id.

Id.

Female head.

Bronze Coinage.

Star in <juadripart. inc. b<j. X.-7

£YPA and two dolphins between spoken

of wheel E .76

Sepia M -6

Syrinx in wreath M -66

Trident M -45

Sea-star between two dolphins ; soim-

times a pellet . . . M Litra M5

Hippocamp M Triah -85

Sepia M -6

£YPA and pellet; dolphin and scallop.

M Until -7

On the date of these last coins see Holm, p. 621. The litra and trias

were extensively used, chiefly by Sikel towns, as blanks on which to

strike their own types in the time of Timoleon and later.

Circ. B.c. 357-317.

To the time of Dion (B.C. 357-353) the following coins of electrum
and silver are probably to be assigned :

—

SYPAKOSinrJ Head of Apollo.

Head of Apollo.

Id.

>f Apo
[K 11. Guide, PI. 26.34.

1. [Reinach, PI. I.
9.J

Female head (Arethusa).

[Reinach, PI. I, 10.]

Fio. 102,

SHTEIPA Head of Artemis (Fig. 102).

EL. 112-5 grs.= 100 litr.

SYPAKOSIflN Tripod
EL. 56-2 grs.=50 litr.

n Lyre.

KL. 28-12 gre.=25 litr.

Sepia. KL. 11-25 grs.= I0 litr.

;
.
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If these values are correct, electrurn was to gold as 12:15; but
according to Reinach these coins represent 80, 40, 20, and 8 litr.

respectively.

*YPAK0«I0N Head of Athena
crectlest* Corinthian helmet.

in Peeasos . . . Ai Staler 130-8 gre.

[B. M. C, Corinth, PI. XXV. 2.]

This is the latest coin with the form SYPAKOtlON, and corresponds

to a similar issue at Leontini (Evans, Syr. ' Med.', p. 158). For other

coins of Dion see Zacynthus.
The liberator Timoleon, who landed in Sicily in b. c. 345, replaced the

electrurn coinage by gold, and definitely established the silver stater of
Corinthian weight (which was also an Attic didrachm) as the chief silver

coin instead of the Attic tetradrachm.

IEY* EAEYOEPIO* Head of Zeus.

[B. It Guide, VI 26. 35.]

SYPAK Pegasos

X 33-7 gra.= 30 litr.

Silver Coinage. Inner. SYPAKOtinN. [Head, Syr. VI. 7-16.]

Flu. 103.

IEY* EAEYOEPIOS Head of Zeus.
[Holm, PI. VI. 11.]

Head of Athena in crestless Corinthian

helmet.

Female wreathed head (Arethusa) with

dolphins.

EY Female head (Kyane t) ; symbol,
lion's head mouth of fountain.

Head of Arethuea with dolphins.

EY Head of Kyane (?) with lion'a head
symbol.

Id.

Head of Athena facing, with dolphins.

Janiform female head, laureate.

Id.

Pegasos Ai Stater 132 gre. =10 litr.

Pegasos(Fig. 103)

Ai Stater 135 gre. -=10 lite

Pegasos. [Head, Syr., VI. 8] . .

M 40-5 grs.= 3 litr

Pegasos. [Head, Syr., VI. 10] . .

Ai 40.5gre.= 3litr

Half Pfgasos with star. [Head, Syr.

VI. 9] . . .11 20-25 grs.= U litr

Half Pegasos. [Head, Syr., VI. 11
]M 20-25 gre.= l\ litr

Sepia. [Head, Syr.. VI. 12]. . .

Ai 135 gre. = 1 lit

Horseman. [Head, Syr., VI. 13, 14]

A\ 33-75 gr8.= 2* litr

Free horse. [Head, Syr., VI. 15j .

i«27-0grs.= 2 litr.

Id. with star. [Head. Syr., VI. 16]

Ai 17-0 gTB.= H litr

The prevalence of the Pegasos as a Syracusan type is of course owing
to the influence of Corinth. The head of Zeus Eleutherios and the free

horse speak for themselves as emblems of freedom and democracy.

The issue of bronze coins of substantial weight (and of some intrinsic

value, although doubtless representing a value somewhat greater than

n2
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their weight) was continued in this period, probably to meet a demand
for money in the Sikel districts of .Sicily which, by Timoleon's means,
were brought into direct and frequent intercourse with Syracuse.

Bronze Coinage. Inner.

[Head, Syr., VTJ. 4-1

Bearded helmeted head (Archie*

Hadranos 1).

Head of Kor;i

.

Female head (Aphrodite 1).

Head of young river-god facing

opo8 1).

Head of IEY* EAEYGEPIOt.
Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id. with thunderbolt.

Head of Kyane (J) facing.

Head of Apollo.

Head of [IEYS EA]AANlO[*].
Head of Apollo.

CYPAKOCI, SYPAKOSinN, or none.

2 ; Imhoof, Mem. gr., PI. B. 17-22.]

or

(An-

Pegasos and dolphin M 1-05

Pegasos i At -85

Half Pegasos t M -65

corn-ear . . . JB -65i»

Free horse M 1-0

Half Pegasos M -95

Thunderbolt ; usually small eagle in

field (as on coins of Alexander of

Epirus) M 1-0—65
Sepia M -65

Shell ; around, three dolphins & -7

Triskoles JE. -85

Swastika M -9

Sepia JE -55

PegaBos & -8

Barking dog M -7

Dog lying JE -6

The head of Archins (oekist of Syracuse) would be appropriate at the
time of Timoleon's recolonization. For Annpos and Kyane see Aelian,

Var. Hist. 33. The coins resembling those of Alexander of Epirus were
probably struck when ho was in Italy (b. c. 332).

Eeign of Agatkoclen, b. c. 817-289.

The coins struck while Agathocles was ruler of Syracuse do not all

bear his name. They fall into three periods, as follows :

—

I. B.C. 317-310. Gold. Attic drachms, tetrobols, and diohols.

Silver. Tetradrachms, staters (Corinthian), and drachms.
Bronze.

All reading £YPAKO£lftN and without the name of Agathocles.

II. B.C. 310-304. Gold. Stater reading ArAOOKAEOf.
Silver. Tetradr. „ £YPAK0£inN ArAOOKAElO*.

„ KOPAS—ArAO0KAE10€.
„ KOPAS—ArAOOKAEO*.

Bronze coins „ £YPAK0*inN.
ft

HI. B.C. 304-289. Gold. Staters (nt. 90 grs.) reading—

ArAOOKAEOS BASIAEOS.
Bronze coins with samo inscr.

Silver. Corinthian BtoterB of reduced weight.
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Period I. Circ. B. c. 317-310.

Gold and Silver. Attic Weight.

FlO. 104,

Head of young Apollo or Ares(t)

laureate. jB. M. ffi.uk, PI. 35. 27.]

Head of Persephone. [Reinach.Pl. 1. 15.]

Head of Persephone (Fig. 104).

«YPAK0£inN Biga. Symbol: Tri-

skeles ....
AT Drachni and Tetrobol.

Bull . . S I'iel.nl.

Quadriga. Symbol :

Triskeles . . .

M Tetradr.

Triskeles & Drachm.

ri

II

SYPAKOtinN Pcgasos. Symbol:
Triskeles . . Ai Corinthian Stater.

£YPAKO€inrJ.
Bull niBliing. Symbols and Uttrra

various M -95—75
Triskeles & -75

Dog lying ; X . . . . M -5

*YPAKO€inN Head of young Apollo

or Ares (1 laur. [Imhoof, Aton. yr.,

PI. B. 23.

Head of Athena in crested Corinthian

helmet. | Head, Syr., VIII. 5, 6.]

Bronze : inner.

Head of Persephone.

Young male head (Apollo or Ares) laur.

Head of Apollo 1.

The triskeles may have been adopted by Agathocles in virtue of his

claim to sovereignty over all Sicily. The types of the larger gold coins

above described were borrowed from the gold staters of Philip of

Macedon.

Period If. Circ. b. c. 310-304.

Gold and Silver. Attic Weight.

Young head in elephant's skin. ATAO0KAE0* WingedAthenaarmcd,
standing

; at her feet, owl S Stater.

This coin was probably struck soon after the victory of Agathocles

over the Carthaginians in Africa (Diod. xxii. 11), b. C. 310, before which
he let fly a number of owls, the favourite birds of Athena, which, perch-

ing upon the shields and helmets of the soldiers, revived their fainting

spirits. The absence of the royal title proves that it was struck before

B. c. 304.

Fio. 105.
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*YPAKOSinN Head of Persephone
with flowing hair. [Head,£yr.,IX. 1."]

KOPAS Similar (Fig. 105).

ATAOOKAEtOS Nike erecting tro-

phy. Symbol: Triekeles. iRTetradr.

ATAOOKAEIO* or ArAOOKAEOS
Similar ..... M Tetradr.

Little by little Agathoolea seems to have taken into his own hands
the right ofcoinage, lor the inscription *YPAKO£lftN is first dropped on
the gold, next on the silver, and finally, as will be seen, on the bronze.

The adjective ATAOOKAElOf probably agrees with some such word as

xafMKTT/p understood. The monogram A/ which occurs on the silver

possibly represents Antandros, the tyrant's brother. Some of these silver

coins are of rude style, and were- probably made in Africa.

Bronze.

iYPAKOSION Young male head
(Herakles 1) diademed.

SHTEIPA Head of Artemis.
SYl'AKOttnN Head of Athena in

crested Corinthian helmet.

Head of Athena as above.

Id.

Lion. Symbol t club vE-9

SYPAKOS ION Fulmcn X, -9-65
Pegasos M -9

SYPAKOSinN
•i

Horseman JE-B—65
Fulmeu . . iE -55

Period III. b. a 304-289.

In B.C. 304 Agathocles assumed the title /3a<7iA«vs, following the

example set by Antigonus, who had adoptod the title, ' king,' in B. C. 306.

Head of Athena in crested Corinthian

helmet. [B. M. Guide, PI. 35. 30-]

Head of Athena. [Reinach, PI. II. !«.]
Similar (helmet without crest).

(B. M. Guide, PL 35.31.]

SHTEIPA Head of ArtemiB.

AI~A0OKAEO* BASIAE0S Winged
fulmen AT 90 grs.

Id X 65 gra.

Pegasos. Symbol : Triskeles or star

M 108 grs.

ArAOOKAEOS BASIAEOS Fulmen.
£•85

The gold staters of this time follow the old Syracusan gold standard.

But as gold in the time of Agathocles was worth only about twelve times

as much aa silver, whereas in the earlier period it had stood at 15 : 1,

the stater of 90 grs. would bo equivalent to only 80 silver litrae instead

of to 100, as of old. In consequence perhaps of the altered relations of

gold and silver, the weight of the Corinthian stater, as issued at Syra-

cuse, was proportionately reduced from 10 to 8 litrae.

Democracy, B.C. 289-288.

On the death of Agathocles democratic rule was restored for the space

of about a year, during which the name of Zeus Eleutherios again

becomes prominent on the coinage.

«OTEIPA Head of Artemis.

AIOS EAEYGEPI0Y Head of Zeus.

AI0£ EAEYGEPIOY Fulmen JE -85

SYPAKOtmN Fulmen. . Mm
Of these two coins, the former differs from the last of Agathocles only

in the inscription.
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Hicetas, B.c. 288-279.

Next follows the tyranny of Hicetas, whoso name appears on the gold

money only. The silver and bronze (which however are attributed by
Holm to the time of Agathocles) are without the name of Hicetas.

Fio. 106.

SYPAKO*inN H.-nil of Persephone. EPI IKETA Biga. Symbols: moon,
[B. M. OuU/e, PL 36. 32.] star, [sun], &c. . . X 67-5 gre.

Head of Persephone with long hair. £YPAKO*mrJ Quadriga. Symbol:
Symbols: bee, bucranium, &c. (Fig. ' star, &c M 202-5 grs.

106).

Of the above coins the gold drachm was worth 60, and the silver coin
15 litrae. The tetradrachm was never struck at Syracuse after the reign

of Agathocles.

Biga. Symbol : star m i.-.h

fYPAKOfinN Eatfl« OD fulmen ; in

field, sometimes atar . . iE 1 8

SYPAKO*mN Head of Persephone
with long hair.

AIOS EAAArJlOY Young laureate

head of Zeus Hellanioa. [Gardner,

TV//**, PI. XI. 25.]

The types of this last coin were adopted by the Mamertines after their

seizure of Messana, b. c. 288 ; the head on the obvcrso of the Mamertine
coin is, however, there called Ares.

Time of Pyrrhus in Sicily, B. c. 278-275.

The following Syracusan coins probably belong to the time of Pyrrhus's
expedition into Sicily (Head, Coinage of Syracuse, p. 58) :

—

Head of Persephone, hair long.

£YPAKO£inN
»»

Similar.

Head of

Herakles.

young

SYPAKOSIflN Nike in biga. . .

AT 67-5 grs.

Torch in oak-wreath . M 1-05

J

Athena in fighting attitude M 1 8

This Athena Promachos is the Macedonian Athena Alkis, a type which
first occurs on coins Btruck by Ptolemy Soter in Egypt for Alexander
the son of Roxana, next on silver coins of Pyrrhus struck during his

Italian and Sicilian campaigns, and on these bronze Syracusan coins, and
again on the coins of Antigonus Gonatas, B. c. 277-239, and on those of

Philip V, b. c. 220-179. For the coins with the name of Pyrrhus, seo

under Epirui.

Hieron II, B.c. 274-216.

After the departure of Pyrrhus, one of his young officers named
Hieron waB elected general of the army. He soon rose to great power
in the councils of the republic, and after his victory over the Mamer-
tines, assumed the title fiaoiXtvs (B.C. 269).

( i( i( »gle
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Biga ; below, trident

AT 131 grs.= 120 litr.

lEPflNOS Biga A'67.5gr8.= 60litr.

lEPHrJOS Male laureate head.

[Munich; Reiuach, No. 16.]

Head oi Persephone (various symbol fc).

[B. If. Guide, PI. 46. 30.]

The silver coins which belong to the reign of Hieron may be divided

into five classes as follows:

—

Class A. With inscr. lEPnNO*.

Head of Athena. Pegasos . ... -it Octobol 90 grH.

[B. M. Guide, PI. 46. 32.]

The weight of this coin is duo to the influence of the silver coinage of

Pyrrhus. (See also Tauromeninm.) The standards of the following

classes, on the other hand, seem to be connected with the Ptolemaic

system. See Holm, p 693 f.

Class B. WUh inscr. BASIAEOS lEPHNOS and jjortrait of Hieron.

Head of Hieron diademed.

Fio. 107.

I

Quadriga driven by Xike (Fig. 107)

.it 432grs.= 32 litr

Class C. With inter. *YPAK0 101, TEAnNO* and jtortrait of Gelon

Head of Gelon, son of Hieron, diademed, i Biga driven by Nike ; in field BA .

M 108 giB.= 8litr

Id. Eagle on fulmen ; in field BA
.it 54 grs.= 4 litr

Head of Hieron or Gelon.

Id.

SYPAKOSIOI, XII

-it 13-5 gr*.= l litr

«YPAK0f 101, TEAnNOt, XII .

-it 13-5 grs.= l litr

Class D. With inner. BA£IAISSA€ OIAISTIAOS and portrait

of j'hilit&is.

Fio. 108.

.
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Head of Philistis veiled.

Id.

Id.

(Quadriga us above

Ai 243 grs.= 20 litr. (1).

M 210 grs.= 16 litr.

«> a-? > — =5 Hfe

Id. (Fig. 108)
liiga as aUive .U 07-5 grs

The head of Queen Philistis, the wife of Hieron, on theHe coins should

be compared with that of Arsinoe on the contemporary Egyptian
coinage. The use of Roman numerals at Syracuse before the capture of

the city by the Romans is proved by the litrae reading SYPAKOtlOl,
rEAflNOf. XII. Cf. bronze coins of Rhegium and the Mamertini of the

same date, also with Roman numerals. The silver litra marked XII

must have been valued at 12 copper litrae, or litrae of account (Head.
Syr,, p. 74).

Class E. Gold and &Uver, with inner. tIKEAIfiTAN.

Head of Philist i • as Demetcr. veiled.

Id. [B. M. Guide, PI. 46. 34.]

Bitfa driven by Nike
N 075 grB.= 60 litr.

Quadriga driven by Nike. AX 108, 54,

and 27 grs.= 8, 4, aud 2 litrae.

On all the coins of this class there is an unexplained monogram r-E.

On the conclusion of the First Punic War, B. c. 241, when Sicily was
divided between the Romans and Hieron, the coins with this inscription

were probably struck for circulation throughout the dominions of the

latter.

Bronze coins, readin'j lEPHrJOC; various n//mW« and letters.

Head of Hieron, diademed.

Id. (or laureate).

Head of Poseidon.

Head of Persephone.

Head of nymph.

Head of Apollo.

<YPAKO€inN Head of Per*., phone.

Biga Mh4
Armed horseman . . . . M 1-2

Trident with dolphins. . . M «9

Pegasos M -95

Id M.Q
Free horse M -65

IE Hull ; above, club . . . ^-8-6

Hieronymus, B.C. '.'16-215.

Fin, 109.

Hieron was succeeded hy his grandson Hioronymus in B.C. 216.

following are the coins which were struck during his short reijjn:-

The
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Head of Persephone.

[Paris; Beinacli, No. 19.]

Id.

Head of Hieronymus diaileuied (Fig.

109).

-Similar.

BASIAEOt lEPflNYMOY Fulmen
AT 65 grs.= 60 litr.

n .) Fulmen . . . .

X 33-75 grs.=30 litr.

m ii Fulmen ^I324grs.
135 gr«., 81 gre. [Holm, PI. VI. 18]

& 675 gro.= 24, 10, 6, & 5 litr.

Similar & .9

Democracy, B.C. 215-212.

Fio. no.

Alter the assassination of Hieronymus, a Democracy was once more
proclaimed. The following coins belong to this latest period of Syra-
cusan autonomy, which ended with the fall of the city before the Roman
arms ;

—

Female head 1. wearing steplianu;
adorned with floral ornaments.

[Paris ; Holm, PI. VII. 5.]
Head ofAthena.

Id.

Head of Zi us (Fig. 110).'

Head of Persephone.

[B. M. G'ui'te, PI. 47. 39.J
Head Of bearded Herakles.

[Bw M. Guide, Pi 47. 38.)
Head of Apollo.

Head of Persephone.

Head of Ajmllo.

Head of Artemis.

Head of Athena.

Head of Herakles.

[Imhoof, J/om. gr., p. 33.]

SYPAKOSinN Quadriga (double-

Btruck)

.

AT 67-5 grs.= 60 litrae.

«YPAKO€inN Artemis huntress witli

dog. ittl62grs.= 12 1itr

Fulmen M 108 grs.= 8 litr.

Quadriga driven by Nike .

M 216 grs.= 16 litr.

Id. . At 108 grs.= 8 litr.

liiga driven bv Nike . . .

AiSl gre.= 6 litr.

Nike carrving trophv

-it 54grs.= 4litr.

Zeus resting on spear . .

A 185 gre.= 10 litr.

Tyche(?) with inflated veil

scroll and branch . .

Ai 33-75 grs.= 2£ litr.

SYPAKOSIOI Owl facing. . .

AI 16-87 grs.= l£ litr.

SYPAKOSIOI % XIII ....
Ai 13-5 grs.= l litr.

SYPAKOSIOI XII

-it 7-4 gre.= J litr. (?)

ft

"

II

The figure of Zeus resting on a spear has been shown by G. Abeken
(Annali ddV lust., 1839, p, 62) to represent the statue of Zeus Strategos
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(Ovpios) or Jupiter Imperator mentioned by Cicero (// Verr. iv. 58).

On forgeries of gold with the figure of Artemin, see Imhoof, Corolla

Num., p. lfiO.

The Roman numerals *• XIII are to be understood as 13$ (? 13J)
copper Utrae. This indicates a further depreciation in the nominal
value of the unit of account (Mommsen-Blacas, i. p. 116 ; Head, /. c. But
see also Imhoof, Mon. gr., p. 33). The bronze issues between the death
of Hieronymus and the capture of the city were the following :

—

Head of Poseidon.

Head of Apollo.

Id.

Female head diademed.

£YPAKO*inN Trident between dol-

phins . IF. -8-45

The Dioskuri JO -9

Tripod . . M -9-6

. . -*: -5

I*

"

M II

Syracuse under Roman Dominion^ after B.C. 212.

Syracuse, in common with most other Sicilian towns, was allowed by
the Romans to strike bronze money for a long time after her capture,

Many of the following coin-types are very late, especially those which
are derived from the worship of Isis.

Inxr. *YPAKO£inN.

Head of Zeus.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Head of Artemis
Head of Athena.

Head of Sarapis.

Head of lids.

Head of Persephone.

Id.

Head of Demeter, veiled

Head of Apollo.

Head of Zeus (I).

Head of Apollo.

Head of Demcter veiled.

Head of Helios.

Head of Janus*

Head of Asklepios.

Simulacrum of Isis in quadriga; sho

holds torch iE 1*0

City, wearing mural crown, standing;

holds rudder and sceptre . . J£ -85

Nik* in big! ..... JS -95—75

Eagle on fulmen M -85

Nike carrying palm . . . . M -9

Nike sacrificing bull , . . , M -85

Isis standing, with sistrum . .
.1-: -85

Head-dress of Isis JR -75

Demeter standing, with torch and
sceptre , E --

Wreath of corn & -6

Crossed torches X* -65

Torch M -6

Tripod JR A
Q^and priest's cap (galcrus) . -K *6

Quiver, bow, and arrow, crossed JE *6

Naked Egyptian deity wearing kalathos.

^•75
Quiver (?) ^-65
Serpent-staff £i -66

For other coins which may have been struck in Syracuse for Sicily under
the Romans, see Bahrfeldt, Die riimiwh^icUiwhen Miimen aus wr Zrit

der Republik (Geneva, 1904).

Tauromonium (Taormina), which stood on a lofty height, Mount
Taurus, near the site of the ancient Naxus, was a Sikel fortress built

in B.C. 396. Subsequently, B. c. 358, the exiled inhabitants of Naxus
occupied the place. It then became an important Greek town. Its ruler,
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Androinachus, supported Timolcon, while ho was occupied in liberating

Sicily from her tyrants, and this is the period to which its largest bronze
coins are to be attributed. Subsequently it passed under the dominion of

Hieron II, and after the fall of Syracuse, B. c. 212, under that of Home.
The coins of Tauromenium belong to two periods.

Circ. h. 0. 358-275.

APXATETA* Head of Apollo.

I
Hill. .Sicily, PI. XII. 18.]

t.l. [Ibid., VI XII. 19.]

Id.

TAYPOMENITAN bull, often mun-
lieaded, walking M 1-

Bull rushing . . M -85

Forepart of bull . A. -G5

The worship of Apollo Archegetes, which the Naxians brought with
them from Greece, was kept up by the people of Tauromenium. Accord-
ing to Thucydides (vi. 3) whenever any sacred Theori left Sicily they
sacrificed at the altar of this god before sotting sail. The bull is the
punning badge of the city.

APXATETAf Head of Apollo.

pUJ, Sicily, PI. XIV. I.]

„ Id.

SAPAn I (retrogr.

*tephanos

Id.

Keinnlc head in

TAYPOMENITAN Lvi e

.

A: -85

»

Tripod . M -75

Ituucli of gmj>es .

^•;.55

....>: -6(j rapes and leaves ....

Whether this last coin is rightly attributed to Tauromenium is

doubtful. The legend of the obverse remains unexplained (Imhoof, lierf.

BtaU.,v. 59).

The following little gold coins, of about B.C. 300, may possibly be of

Tauromenium (Holm, in. p. 692), as the types are appropriate and as the

monogram occurs on other Tauroinenian coins.

flA or Afl (in mon.) < >w] , A' 8-3 grs.Head of Athena in Corinthian helmet.

Head of Apollo. i>

(Hill, £i>v7y, PL X1L 16.)

Lyre. * X 5-4 gr*.

\IbiiL PL XII. 17.J

Head of Apollo.

Id. SpmboU: bee, cicada, club, &e.

Head of Apollo.

Heed of Athena,

Head of Apollo. Symbol: star.

[B. M. Guide. K. 47, 40.)
llullV head fucing.

|
Hill, Sicily, FL XIV. 9.]

Circ. B.c. 275-210.

TAYPOMENITAN Tripod . . . .

.V 33-75 ffTt.=30 litr.

„ Id. Various rooiio-

^raniHand letters A*16'8gre.= 15 litr.

TAYPOMENITAN Omphaloaencircled

hy ter|>ent . -it 135 Krs.= 10 litr.

[Paria; Holm. PI. VII. 6.]

TAYPOMENITAN Pe»aso8; beneath,

t-tar. . . . A\ 9U gra.=8 ohols.

„ Tripod ....
Ai 54 grs.= 4 litr.

TAYPOM (; iii pes. .it 13-5grs.= l litr.

The weights here given are the normal weights (Head, .'Syr., pp. 79-80).
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TAUROMENWM—TYNDARIS 189

With the octobol compare the contemporary octobol of Syracuse. The
precise date of the issue of these gold and silver coins cannot be
fixed with certainty, but some of them may be placed as late aa the

interval between the death of Hieron II, B. c. 216, and the constitution

of the Roman province of Sicily, B. c. 210 :

—

Head of bearded Herakles wearing
taenia.

Head of Apollo.

TAYPOMENITAN Head of young
Dionysos.

Head of Athenn.

Head of Apollo.

Head of Dionysos.

Head of Athena.

Head of Zeus. [Tropea, p. 33, No. 9.]

Id. [Tropea, No. 10.]

Head of Hermes. [Tropea, No. 19.]

Head of young Dionysos.

TAYPOMENITAN Bull . M 1—8

If

APOAAflNOS
Tripod . M -9

Id. . . M -85

ft

*'

TAYPOMENITAN Pegasos. JE -Q-7

Bull. ./K -85-6
Hall . . ! ! -6

Owl on amphora

.

TAYPOMENITAN Eagle . . . .

M w(. 85 gre.

„ Itunhing bull . .

M wt. 62 gra.

TAYPOM Bull . . iE wt. 162 gre.

TAYPOMENITAN Dionysos stand-

ing, holds thyraos ; at his feet, panther.

^•9

Although Tauromenium retained a nominal independence under the
Romans, and in the reign of Augustus received a Roman colony, it does
not appear to have coined money after B. C 210, with the possible

exception of the last coin mentioned above.

Tyndaris (near G. Tindaro), on the north coast of Sicily, near Mylae, and
about thirty-six miles west of Messana, was founded by Dionysius the

Elder B. C. 396 and peopled with Messenian exiles from Naupactus and
Peloponnesus expelled from Greece by the Spartans at the close of the
Peloponnesian war. The Messcnians called their new city Tyndaris, after

the Uioskuri, sons ofTyndareus, whom they claimed as natives of Messenia
(Paus. iii. 26-3). The worship of Helen as Tyndaris also falls into the
same mythological cycle.

The coins of Tyndaris (see von Duhn, Z.J. N.
t

iii. 1876, pp. 27-39;
and Imhoof, Mon. «/?•., p. 33) are of three periods :

—

TYNAAPIS Head of Helen wearing

Btephane.

H. Behind, star.

Clrc. b. C. 396-345.

Free horse ; above, two stare ....
ill 1 1 gre.

One of the Diotkori . . . M -85

Girc. B.C. 344.

TYNAAPIAO* Head of Apollo.

TYNAAPITAN Head of Persephone

in corn-wreath.

TYNAAPITAN Head of Apollo.

Id.If

[Tropea, p. 34, No. 7.]

ArAOYPN0£ The hero AgAtliymos

•tftlMung with shield and lanco A\ >75

SHTHPEt The Dioskuri on horseback.

[Hill, .SVciVy, PI. XII. 21) . yE -85

Horse's head M -65

Cock M -G5

Wheel iE wt. 23 gre.
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The coin reading tHTHPEC appears to belong to the time of Tiino-

leon'a expedition, when we hear of Tyndaris as espousing the cause of

freedom. The typo of Agathyrnos shows that the Sikel town of Aga-
i iiymum was at the time in the possession of Tyndaris. At a later period

Tyndaris was in the hands of the Carthaginians, and does not appear
to have struck money again until after the fall of Panormus.

Vint. B.C. 254-210. •

TYN AAPITAN The Dioskuri on horse-

back M -8

TYNAAPITAN Zena standing; holds

fulmen awl sct-ptre . . . JE '8—75

TYNAAPITAN The Dioskuri stand-

ing, with or without horses . ,K '8

TYNAAPITAN Eagle on fulmen . .

.¥. -7

Trident . . M -65

Caduceus between
olive-branch and corn-ear . JE -7

TYNAAPITArJ Hermes standing

sacrificing -•£ •"

TYMAAPITAN Caps of the Dioskuri.

[Hill, Sicily, PI. XIV. 11] . ^ -65

TYNAAPITAN Thunderbolt . M -65

Grapes . , . M (>

Caps of Dioskuri with

Female head, veiled.

Id.

Head of Zeu£.

Id.

Head of Poseidon.

Head of Athena,

Id.

Female head veiled.

Bust of Kroi** winged.

Head of young Dionysos.

Prow.

Caps of Dioskuri with stars.

»

M

H

stars

TYNAAPITAN Star

For coins struck by Tyndaris and Lipara in alliance, see under Lipara.

In the time of Augustus coins wero issued with the names of L. M i
i

-

ftidi[us] Procos, and the duumviri C. Iulius F. Longus, C. Iulius Diony-
sius, &c. (Holm, Nob. 755-7).

The statue of Hermes on the reverse of one of these coins is doubtless

the one mentioned by Cicero (J/ Verr. iv. 39) as * simulacrum Mercurii
pulcherrimum \ It had been carried off by the Carthaginians and was
restored to the people of Tyndaris by Scipio.

Tyrrheni. Among the coins restruck over Syracusan bronze in the

time of Timoleon is the following, which was probably issued at Aetna
or Thermae by mercenaries of Dionysius.

CSnr. u,c. 344-339.

TYPPH Hrad of Arcs(t). , Athena standing to front

[Head, Syracuse, p. 39, PL VII a. 6.]

M 1-2

Uncertain town*

CUrc* b, a 300 (?).

. , XlNAi Head of young river-god,

horned, and crowned with reeds.

[Imliouf, J/on. <jr. t PI. R 24, 25.]

OHPAinN (1) Fan playing pyrin*

before a large oblong chest (t) sur-

mounted by the busts of three nvinphs.

Siculo-Punic Coins. See under Carthage.
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1

ISLANDS OF SICILY.

Lipara (O. Tropea, Nv/ni. di Lipara, in Arch. Stor. Meaalnese, i. 1901)

does not seem to have coined money before the middle of the fourth

century B. c. On the standard used, see Wallers, Rheln. Mus., lx. pp. 353 tf.

tire. B.C. 350-309.

Head of Hephaestos in corneal piles.
i
AIPAPAION Stern of galley . . .

M 1-55 Litra c. 1667 gift

[Willers, p. 354.]

Also hemUitron, tetras, hexas, and onkia, all with marks of value.

Early third century ac.

Hephaestos seated, with hummer and AIPAPAION Dolphin
kantharos. M Litra c. 210 gi-s. normal.

Also smaller denominations as in first period, without dolphin but
with marks of value. The litra is a reduction to j of the original.

Head of young Ares, laureate.
|
AlPAPAinN Trident . -E -95-7

The date of this coin is fixed to circ. B. c. 288 by its resemblance to the

Mamertine issues.

Head of Poseidon. (AlPAPAinN Trident . M -75-6

Probably at some time in the third century Lipara issued coins iu

alliance with Tyndaris, Ofc>. AIPAPAION (or -nN), iter. TYNAAPITAN ;

Types, Head of Hephaostos, Dioskuri standing, &c. (Tropea, Riv, di Stor.

Antica, 1901, where they are assigned to B. c. 309-304).
The island was occupied by the Carthaginians, probably at some time

shortly after B. c. 288. The Romans captured it in b. c. 252.

Circ. B-c. 252-89.

During this period the litra was again reduced, this time to ^ of the

original weight The coins of this series have the same types as in the

preceding period ; in addition there were issued other bronze coins with
the following types : Head of Poseidon, rev. Young Hephaestos standing,

or Head of Hephaestos, rev. Hephaestos fighting, &c

After circ. B.C. 89.

The chief coin is one with the names T. MAPKIOC AE. I". ACnNEYC
AYO ANAP., i.e. apparently G. Marcius L. f. and G. Asoneus, duoviri.

Sardinia. Of this island there are no Greek coins. For the rude
bronze coins reading M. ATIVS BALBVS PR(aetor) and SARD. PATER
(head of Sardus Pater with plumed head-dress and sceptre), see Klebs in

Pauly-Wissowa, ReaUEne., ii. 2253.

j
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MACEDON, THRACE,

AJfD THE EUROPEAN COASTS OF THE EUXINE.

In addition to the numerous special monographs on the coins of
various Macedonian and Thracian cities and kings, which are to be found
in the volumes of the Numismatic Chronicle, the R&rue numiematique,
the Zeituchrift fur Numivmatik and other periodicals, the following are

some of the more important works to which the student of the money of

Northern Greece may be referred :

—

B. V. Head and 1*. Gardner, British Museum Catalogue of Greek Coinn, Thrace,

1877 (woodcuts).

B. V. Head, British Museum Catalogue of Greek Coins, Macedon, 1879 (wood-

cuts aud map).

CouBiiicry (E. M.), Voyage dans la Macedoine. Paris, 1831. 2 vols.

Leake (\V. M.), Northern Greece, vol. iii. London, 1835.

Desdevizes du Desert (Th.), Geographic ancienne de la Macedoine. Paris, 1862.

Duchesne ct Bayet, Archives de* missions sdtntijiques et litteraires. Ser. iii.

Tom. iii.

Heuzey (L.), Mission arcJieologiqur de Macedoine. Paris, 1864-76.

Brandis (J,), Mtinz- Mass- umi GcuricfUstcescn. Anhang, pp. 517-48 and

575-84. Berlin, 1866.

Bompois (F.), Examen chronologize des monnaies frapj>ees par la Communaute
des Macedonims. Paris, 1876.

Milllcr (L.), Xumismatigue a"Alexandre U Graml. Copenhagen, 1855.

Milller (L.), IHe Miinzen des thrakischen Kt'mig* Lysimachus. Copenhagen, 1 858.

Imhoof-Blumer (F.). Monnaies grecques, pp. 38-131. Paris and Leipzig, 1883.

Imhoof-Blumer (F.), PortraOcopfe auf antiken Miinzen, pp. 13-20. Leipzig,

1885.

Koehne (B.), Description du Musee Kotchoubey, 2 vols. St. Petersburg, 1857.

Sallet (A. von), Beschreibung der antiken Miinzen d. k. Museen zu Berlin, Bd. I.

and II. (cited as Berl. Cat.). Berlin, 1888 and 1889.

Pick (B.) and Gael tier (H.), Die antiken Miinzen Nord-Griechenlands. Berlin,

1898 and 1906.

Gaebler (II.), Ziir MUnzhinde Makedoniens, in Zeit.f. Num., xx, 1897.

Babelon (E.), Traite des monnaies gr. et rom. Paris, 1907.

In the following pages, which treat of the coins of Macedon, Thrace,

and the north-western and northern coasts of the Euxine, an attempt has

been made to present to tho student a clearer method of classification by
describing tho coins of these northern regions in the following seventeen

groups (A-H, Macedon and Paconia, and I-R, Thrace and the northern

coast of the Black Sea). The alphabetical arrangement has, therefore, in

this section, been abandoned in favour of one which geographically, and
to some extent chronologically, seems more instructive, although it may
involve an occasional reference to tho Index at the end of the volume.

/"
. , i
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MACEDON 193

I. MACEDON.
(A.) The Pangjwmu District. Orrescii ; naei (?) ; Diony ....(?);

Zaeelii ; Neapolis (Datenon); Eion.

(B.) The Emathian District. Lete ; Aegae ; Ichnae ; Tynteni.

(C.) The Biaaltian District. Bisaltae ; Dynasts—Mosses, Docimus (?).

Demetrius; Edoni— King Getas; Derrones
;
Therma (?).

D.) The Chalcidian District. Oithagoreia ; Apollonia(?); Acanthus;
Olophyxus ; Uranopolis ; Terone ; Sermyle ; Olynthus ; the
Chalcidian League ; Aphytis ; Scioue ; Mende ; Capsa ; Potidaea

;

Cassandreia ; Bottice ; Dicaea ; Aeneia.

(E.) The Btrymonian and Bottiaean Districts. Amphipolis ; Tmgilus ;

Philippi ; Methone ; Pydna.

(F.) Kingdom of Macedon. Alexander I; Perdiccas II ; Archelaus I

;

Aeropus ;
Am) utas II ; Pausanias ; Amyntas III ; Perdiccas III ;

Philip II ; Alexander the Great ; Philip III ; Cassander ; Antigonus
;

Demetrius Poliorcetes ; Pyrrhus ; Interval ; Antigonus Gonatas
;

Antigonus Doson ; Demetrius II ; Philip V and contemporary
autonomous coins of Macedon ; T. Quinctius Flamininus ; Perseus

;

Adaeus (? Dynast).

(G.) Kingdom of Paeonia. Lycceius ; Patraus ; Bastareus ; Audoleon ;

Dropion (?) ; Nicarchus.

(H.) Macedon, semi-independent and, later, under the Romans. Re-
volt of Andriscus ; Amphaxitis ; Beroea ; Bottiaea Emathiae .

Dium; Edessa ; Heracleia Sintica ; Pella; Ptiila (?) ; Scottissa;

Stobi ; Thessalonica.

II. THRACE.

(I.) Southern Thrace. Aenus ; Mesemhria ; Maioneia; Phytia(?)

Dicaea; Abdera; Trie[rus?]; Cypsela.

(K.) The Thracian Chersonesus. Cherronesus ; Aegospotami ; Aga
thopolis ; Alopeconnesus ; Cardia ; Coela ; Crithote ; Elaeus ; I

.

y -

simacheia; Madytus ; Sottas.

(L.) The Islands of the Thracian Sea. Imbros ; l.eiunos—ITephaestia,

Myrina ; Samothrace ; Thasos.

(M.) The European Coast ofthe Propontis. Bisanthc ; Byzantium; Pe-

rinthus; Selymbria ; Odrysae.

(N.) The Worth-western Coast of the Euxine and the Danubian Dis-

trict. Olbia ; Tyra ; Dacia; Viminacium; Callatis; Dionyso-
polis ; Istrus ; Marcianopolis ; Nicopolis ; Tomis ; Odessus ; Anchia-

lus ; Apollonia; Cabyle; Mesembria.

(O.) The Tauric Chersonesus. Carcine ; Cerciuitis ; Cbcrronesus

;

Nymphaeum(?) ; Panticapaeura ; Thcodosia.

(P.) Thracian Kings and Dynasts. Sparadocus ; Seutbes I ; Metocus

;

Amadoci
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Phile....; Seutbes III; Lyaimachus; Orsoaltius ; Cersibaulus

Cavarua ; Mostis ; Cotys II (1) ; Dixatelmeus ; Cotys III ; Sadalos
Rhoemetalces I; Cotys IV and Khaescuporis ; Rhoemetalces II

Rhoemetalces III

.

(Q.) Inland Cities of Thrace. Bizya ; Deultum ; Hadrianopolia ; Ni
copolia ad Neatura ; Pautalia ; Philippopolis ; Plotinopolia; Ser

dica; Topirua ; Augusta Trajana ; Trajanopolis.

(R.) Kings of the Scythians, &c. Acrosandrus ; Aolis ; i
'.

i I I
i

•-•

Oharaspee; Coson; Pharzoius ; Sarias ; Saumacus; Scilurus

Scostoces.

Adhering to the above classification, we now proceed to describe

the principal coina of tho several Macedonian and Thracian localities

in detail.

A. The Pangaean District.

This mountainous region was inhabited by rude tribes whose chief

occupation conaiated in working the silver and gold minea with which
the hills abounded. It is natural that, among a population whose one
staple of trade was gold and ailver, a currency ahould have been adopted

at a much earlier period than was the case among agricultural or
pastoral peoples.

The earliest Thraco-Macedonian coins date from the earlier half of the

sixth century B. 0. In style and types they bear a striking resemblance

to another series of coins conjecturally assigned to Tbasos.

In weight the largest denominations are octadrachma of the Phoenician
Btandard, which was perhaps derived from the important city of Abdera.

The staters however follow, for the most part, the Babylonic standard of

the coins of Thasos (?). There exists also an uninscribed electrum stater

of the Phocaic standard (Fig. Ill) which may possibly belong to this

region.

Orrescii. Leake (Northern tireece, iii. p. 213) is of opinion that these

people were identical with the Katrae and closely connected with the

Bessi, or priests of the oracular temple of tho Thracian Bacchus on
Mt. Pangaeum.

Electrum. Sixth century b. c.

Fig. in.

Centaur bearing a woman in his arms Deep incute square quartered

(Fig. 111). EL. 252 grs.

Babelon (TraiU, II. 133) disputes this conjectural attribution, and, in

_.
.
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MACEDON—{.t) PANGAEAN DISTRICT 105

spite of its characteristically Macedonian type, would assign the coin to

one of the coast-towns of Asia Minor. Its specific gravity, however, shows
that it contains 64 per cent, of pure gold, which differentiates it from the

coins of Chios (Babelon, op. cit., PI. VIII. 6, 8), with which Babelon
compares it.

Silver. Before b.c. 480.

Inter. ORRESKIOrJ, 0RRH5KI0N, nRHtKIOH, HRHtKinN, &c.,

sometimes retrogr.

Fig. 112.

Naked man with two spears or whip Incuse square quartered (Fig. 112). .

AX Octadr. (Phoenician) 440 grs.conducting two oxen.

fCf. .V.C., 1897, PI. XIII. 8.,

Man holding prancing hor-e hy bridle.

[B.M.C.. Mac, p. 146.]

Ceutaur hearing off nymph.

See also Imhoof, Mon. <jr., p. 85.

For similar types see infra, Zaeelii, Edoni, Ichnac, Tynteni, and others

without legible inscriptions.

Id. (sometimes diagonally divided) . .

M Stater (Babylonic) 150 gr*.

Id -it 157-8 gry.

Similar. [Montagu Cat., 188.] Crested helmet in incuse square . . .

Ai 1455 gre.

For inscribed specimens of this last type see Lete, infra.

naei (?) and Diony . . . (?). As the inscriptions on these coins

are incomplete they can only bo attributed by reason of their type and
fabric, which are identical with coins of the Orrescii.

Before ein\ B.C. 480.

QIAH . . . ? or . . . YHOI A 1 Centaur I InciiBe square quartered . ^t Staters,

with nymph. [B. M. ('., Mac., p. 148,

and Babelon, Tmite, PI. XLVI.]

Zaeelii. Known only from the following coin.

Before rirc. B.C. 480.

Fio. 113.

02
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196 MACEDON-(A) PANGAEAN DISTRICT

IAIEAEHM Centaur with nymph.
[B.M.C., Mac, p. 149.]

'
Incuse square quartered (Fig. 113). .

M Staler.

Uncertain of the uffove clause* or of Lete.

Other staters with the same obverse type are inscribed HOI AT31, and
have on the reverse a helmet in an incuse square (iV. C. 1892, PI. II. 4;
Berl. Cat, II. PI. IV. 35, and p. 91 ; cf. also Hunter, I. PI. XIX. 16).

An uninscribed stater (Hunter, I. PI. XIX. 15) has on the obv. a Centaur
hurling a stone, rev. Inc. sq. quartered, wt. 145-5 grs.

Neapolis (originally Daton), the modern Kavala, lay on the coast at

the foot of Mt. PaDgaeum, opposite Thasos. Commercially it must have
been a town of some importance, owing to its position at the only point

where the great military high road through Thrace touched the sea. It

was probably originally a Thasian settlement, subsequently tributary to

Athens and partially occupied by Athenians, who derived much profit

from the neighbouring Pangaean mines. Its silver coinage begins before

B.r. 500 and continues in an unbroken series down to the time of Philip,

exhibiting in fabric and weight much similarity to the money usually

attributed to Thasos. The Gorgon-head as a coin-type appears to have
been copied from the earliest coins of Eretria in Kuboea (Hill, N. C, 1893,

pp. 255 eqq.).

Circ. B.C. 500-411.

Gorgon-head (Fig. 114).

Fio. 114.

Incuse square quartered or diagonally

divided; cf. N.On 1899, p. 272,

PI. XV. 5. . . M Stater 150 grs.

M Third 55 gr*.

Ai Ninth 17grs.

Circ. B.C. 411-350.

About B.C. 411 the Phoenician standard seems to have superseded the

Bftbylonic at Neapolis. The same change is noticeable in the coinage
conjecturally given to Thasos.

Gorgon-head. NE0P Head of the I'artheiios of
[B.M.GWe.Pl. XXI.12:cf.Sotheby. Xeapolis (Artemis?) hound with
.*»Vf Cat.. May, li>04 ; drachm with laurel wreath or plaiu cord . . .

At Drachm (Phoenician) 58 grs.

Ai $ Dr. 29 gr*.

M Size -45

Dove under chin of goddess on rer.]

With regard to the head on the reverse of these coins see Hicks and
Hill, Or. Hist. Inscr., p. 152.

The two following coins seem also to belong to the latter part of this

period :

—

D »og!e
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(Jorgon-head. [Berl. Cat, II. 102.]

Id. [Ibid., 103.]

NEOPOAITEnN Head of the Par-

tlienos ofNcapolis(Arteims?) as above

.it Drachm 55 grs.

NEAPOMTHN (Juddess standing to

front, crowned with polos and holding

phiale and j>oppy head (?)....
Al -7

E'ion, at the mouth of the Strymon, appears in early times to have
been a prosperous port, but it was afterwards eclipsed, B.C. 437, by its

near neighbour, Amphipolis. The attribution to this town of the coins

with a duck or gooso for type is only due to their having been fre-

quently found in that locality. Aquatic birds in large numbers are

said still to haunt the shores and marsh-lands of lake Cercinitis and the

mouth of the Strymon. The letters A, H, O, A, and rJ, which occur on
these little coins, are unexplained. Isolated loiters in the field are also

noticeable on coins of Neapolis and Thasos (?).

Goose with head turned back ; in field,

lizard. [Berl Cat., 11.84.]

Id, without lizard.

Circ. B.C. 500-437.

Incuse square

! IF

. EL Hecte 40 grs.

El. \ Hecte 20 grs.

The attribution to Macedon of these electrum coins is questioned

by Babelon (Trait4, II. 141).

One or two geene, usually accompanied
by lizard, often with letters in field.

| B. M. C, Mac, pp. 72 sqq. : Babelon,

Traite, PI. LV.]

IncuBe uare .11 GO grs.

A\ 20-13 grs.

-it 10 grs.

.U 6 grs.

B. CoiNAOE ON THK BaBYLONIC STASnAUD IN THE EmaTIUAN
DISTRICT.

Lete. This town stood at the issue of a glen leading through the

Dysoron ridge of mountains which overlooked the plain of Therma,
at a distance of from two to four hours' journey northwards from that

place. (Archive* den inimons *cientifiqiM8 et lUUrair^ Ser. iii. Tom. iii.

pp. 276 sqq.) The rich coinage eonjecturally attributed to a city so

little known historically as Lete may bo accounted for by the fact that

it occupied a site commanding the route l>etweon the Pangaean district

and the silver mines (Herod, v. 17) on the one side, and the fertile plain

of lower Macedonia on the other (see map in H. M. (.'., Mac.}*

The coinage here assigned to Lete closely resembles in style, fabric,

and weight the money of the Orrescii and the other Pangaean tribes, and
illustrates in a remarkable manner the cult of the mountain Bacchus,

with his following of Satyrs, Centaurs, and Nymphs, which was charac-

teristic of the country of the Satrae (Herod, vii. 111). During these

Bacchic festivals, for which coins would he required, rude and primitive

dramatic performances may account for the obscenity of the types.

»ogle
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Before B.C. 500. Lumjyy fabric.

Tig. lie.

Naked ithyphallic Satyr with horse's

feet, care, and tail, seizing by the

wrist a Maenad clothed in a sleeve-

less chiton
;

pellets in field.

Satyr squatting or kneeling*, sometimes

veretrum tenens. [B. M. 0., J/tw.
t

p. 80.]

Incuse square divided into four tri-

angular parts (Fig. 115) . . . .

M Stater, 1 54 grs.
; J Stater, 77 grs.

Incuse square M 19 grs. (= l^OboI).

Circ. B.C. 500-480. Flutter fabric.

Inscr. fragmentary, and barely legible, >A0I AT31.
•Staters with types as above. On this later series the incuse square is

usually divided into four quadrilateral parts. For varieties see Babelon,
Traite, and Bert Cat., II. p. 92 if. Cf. also other staters of the Pangaean
district (euj>ra, p. 196), some of which belong to Leto, e.g. V\0IAT31
Centaur carrying off Maenad, rev. Helmet in inc. sq. (Babelon, TraiU,
PI. L. 20, 21).

When Alexander I possessed himself of this region he appears to have
monopolized the right of striking money, for none of the coins of Lete

can be attributed to a later period than b. c. 480.

Concerning the types see Babelon, op. c'U.

Aegae (later Edeua) was the original capital of the kingdom of
Macedon, and the burial-place of its kings.

The early silver coins conjecturally attributed to it recall, in their

type of the kneeling he-goat, the story told of Karanos its founder,

a brother of Pheidon, king of Argos, who was directed by an oracle ' to

seek an empire by the guidance of goats '. Cf. a similar legend concern-

ing Perdicc&s I (Herod, viii. 137).

The standard of these early coins is the Babylonic, which must have
penetrated into the highlands of Macedon by way of the Lydias valley

through Leto and Ichnae (see map in B. M
.

* '., Mac, and, for coins,

Imhoof. Munzkab. Karlsrulie, p. 7).

Clrc. B.C. 500-480.

Fio. lift.

( io< gle
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He-goat kueeliiiff, looking back ; above,

AA , &, G , •;•>. lotus flower, or pellets,

concerning which see Babelon, 7'raitc,

p. 1101.

Quadripartite iucuse square (Fig. 116).

Ai Staters, 150 grs.

Ai Small coins, 16 grs.

[N.C., 1892, PI. I. 7.]

Sec also Imperial coins with inscr. EAE££AinN (p. 244).

Ichnae, in lower Macedonia, lay between the Axius and the Lydias,
not far from l.Vlla. Herodotus (vii. 123) mentions it as one of the
towns in which the army of Xerxes halted before advancing southwards
into Greece.

The silver coins of Ichnae follow the Pangaean (BabyIonic and Phoe-
nician) standards. The obverse types are similar to those of the coins of
the OiTCscii and of the Edoni. These two facts show where the earliest

silver coinage of Macedon took its rise.

Circ. B.C 50O-480.

Fig. 117.

I JtrJ AI[0N Naked man walking be-

tween two oxen, one of which he

holds by the collar.

l + rJAinN or l + NAOM (retrogr.)

Warrior restraining a prancing

horse.

Wheel in incuse square (Fig. 117) . .

Ai Octadr. (Phoenician), 430 grs.

[Xunt. Chron., 1885, p. 3-j

Wheel. [Babelon, TraitS, PI. XLIX.
11-13]

Al Stater (BabyIonic), 142 grs.

Tynteni. Whether there was a city called Tynto or whether the

Tynteni were a Thraco-Macedonian tribe occupying scattered villages is

uncertain. Babelon (TralM, p. 1 109) suggests that Tynte may be identical

with Daton. Or the coins, which resemble those of the Orrescii and of

the town of Ichnae, may have been struck at Ichnae for the Tynteni (Rev.

iVum., 1903, 317, and Bert. Cat., II. p. 162, and PI. VI. 55).
'

Circ. B.C. 500-480.

TVrJTErJON Mun holding prancing Wheel with axle crossed by two trans-

horse. [Babelon, Traite, PI. XLIX. verso bars, in incuse square; or

14.] incuse square of mill-sail pattern

without wheel

Ai Stater, wt. 144 grs.

C. Coins of Thraco-Maceponian Tribes in the Bisaltian district.

BZSAXTAE. This tribe occupied the tract of land west of the

Strymon, including the metalliferous mountains which separate the

valley of the Strymon from Mygdonia. Their coins follow the Phoe-
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niciau standard. When inscribed they furnish us with several epigraph-

ical peculiarities, such as C and < for B, &c. When uninscribed they

cannot be distinguished from coins of Alexander I of Macedon, who,
after the retreat of the Persians, acquired the whole of the Bisaltian

territory as far as the Strymon, together with its rich mines, and adopted

at the same time the Bisaltian coinage, placing upon it his own name :

—

Cite. n.a 500-480,

Fig. 118.

tn$»* Hn)IIT^AJI3, CKAhTlKUH, CI3ATIK03, <UEUX . - . .

H0)HTAA3lfl, 8bo.
v
on ocUulrnclims: smaller coins uninscribed.

Nuked warrior, armed with two spears

ami wearing kausia, standing beside

horse* Symbol in front sometimes,

<v, or bearded head.
'
[Babelon, Traite, PI XLVII. 2.]

Horseman with two tpMTB, cldnmya,

and kausia.

Quadripartite incuse equate (Fig. 1 18).

A\ Octadniclim, 448 gi>.

-It Drachm, 79-60 grs.

Id. M Tctradrachm, 224 gr»,

M Tetrobu], 37 gr*.

Unknown Kings ok Dynasts.

Mosses. Perhaps a king of the Bisaltae or of the Edoni. Circ.

B.C. 500-480. Known only from his coins.

Warrior beside horec, us above. Sym-
bol

t
occasionally, helmet.

[1J.M.C, Mae., p. 143.

J

tAOZZECl or tAClttEO in tquvc .

Ai Drachms and Tetrolx>K

Docimns (t). From the following coins of the earlier half of the fifth

century it. c. it would seem that a dynast of this name may have ruled

for a time over one or other of the Thraco-Macedonian tribes.

A0KI (ttometiincfl retrogr.) Hull, kneel-

ing on one knee and looking back.

No inscr. Similar type.

Helmet in inc. s<|.

[B. M. t\, J/«c, p. 151.]

with axlc-bcam crossed by tw

, -K 39-36 gre.

k 151.]

by twoWheel
transverse bars

Al GO grs. and smaller division**.

[Ib., p. 154.]

Kor varieties see Imhoof, Mon. gr.
r pp. 98 sqq.

Demetriua. An unknown dynast. Cin: B.C. 450-400.

AHMHTPIO Hone walking.

"Hunter. I. PI. XIX. 19.]

Mule bead bound with taenia, in incuae

square Al C7-2

( loosle
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ilDONI. This Thracian tribe occupied in historical times the pai"ts

about the lower Strymon, east of Lake Cercinitis. Their cliief centre

was the town of Myrcinus.

Getas. Concerning the Edoni (Herod, vii. 110) or Edones and their

king Getas, known only from his coins, see Babelon,</ouj'». I nt., 1898, I.

Fw. 119.

Nude figure (Hermes ?) guiding two
oxen. [K M. C. Mac, p. 144.]

Similar (Fig. 119).

Similar.

[J&urn. Int., 1898, PL I. 4.)

Similar. [/&., PI. I. 2.]

rETABAtlAEnSHAnNArJ Written

ruund an incuse square, in centre of

which a raised quadripartite square.

Al Octadrachm. 427-8 OH.

TETA« HA0NE0N BASIAEYS
Similar . . .it Octmir. 417-8 grs.

TETA BASIAEY HAnrJEHrJ Simi-

lar U Octiwlr. 437 on.
(TETAS B]A«IA(EYCHAn]r4ArJit

Wheel with four spokes in shallow

inc. 8<|. . . . Al Octadr. 448 grw.

Cf. with this last coin the octadrachm of Ichnae {X. C, 1885, 3).

Most of these coins come from Mesopotamia or Syria, whither, we may
presume, they were conveyed by the Persians, to whom the Thraco-
Macedonian tribes had been tributary sinco their conquest by Darius,

B.c. 513.

DERRONES. H. Gaebler (Z.f. X.
t
xx. ^89) has pointed out that the

remarkable series of dekadrachms of EuboYc (?) weight, conjucturally attri-

buted in the first edition of this work to an unknown king of the
Odomanti, on the borders of the Bisaltian territory, by name Derronikos,

belong in reality to a tribe called the Derrones, perhaps the Ae/umtoi
(Herod, vii. 110) or btppaloi (Steph. Byz.), who, he thinks, may have
occupied the central or Sithonian peninsula of Ohalcidice, of which the

city of Terone was the chief coast town. Th. Keinach, on the other

hand (i?. X. y 1897, 125), would place the Derrones between the t'restoncs

and the Odomanti, in the valleys of Mt. DyaOrOD, and there can be no
doubt that their coins resemble in style those of the Bisaltians more than
those of any place in Ohalcidice. It is only their apparently KuboYc weight
which connects them with the latter district. Reinach's location of the

Derrones is therefore probably correct, and in striking continuation of it

he publishes a unique -silver stater of king Lykkeios of Paconia (B. c. 359-

340), on the obverse of which is a beardless laureate head accompanied
by the legend AEPPflNAIOS, proving that Paeonians and Derronians
worshipped the same god, and that consequently they must have been
near neighbours. The fact that the early Dermnian coins may be deka-

Digtl ^G(X>gIe
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drachms of the Eubo'ic 01* Cbalcidian standard suggests that this tribe

may have occupied the country between Chalcidice and the Pangaean and
Bisaltian silver mines, and that the chief source of their wealth may
have been the carrying trade between the two. Such an intermediate

position might also explain the fluctuating weights of their coins, which
range between the Eubo'ic standard of the Chalcidian coast towns and
the Phoenician standard prevalent in the inland districts. They may
also have circulated as octadrachms of the Babylonic standard. The car

drawn by oxen would also be an appropriate type for the coins of carriers.

Of these coins, ranging in weight from about 640-580 grs. or less, and
dating from about B. c. 500, the following are the principal varieties.

AERRONIKO* Two oxen yoked to

car. In field, two circles (shields 7).

[Uabelou, Traifc, PI. XLIV. 2-1

S 1 3A Similnr, but Hermes, bearded.

with caduceus drives oxen.

[76.. Kg. 3.

V\0)l!H0flfl3A or no inser. lfcardct

man tlriviiur car drawn bj pair of

oxen. Symbols, above, eagle carrying

tortoise ; large shield with star on il

;

Corinthian helmet (Fig. 120), Corin-

thian helmet and shield. Sj/mboh
hewath, nplustrc, flower, palmette.

Before circ* B. c. 480.

Quad ri parti U* inc. sq.

.

»

.it 580 grs.

M 620 grs.

Triskeles. sometimes with palmettes

between legs . . -it 636-619 grs.

Flo. 120.

The two adjectival forms of the legend, Aepjuuruof and A#p ...... iicdi .

correspond with ButoAtkcov and BtraArtnfo on the coins of the neighbour-

ing tribe, the Bisultae. Kcinach (op. cit.) suggests that masculine and
neuter nouns (e. g. \apaKn'ip &nd apyvpiov) ai*e to be understood.

In addition to the above described coins of the Derrones there are

several barbarous imitations of them, issued by neighbouring tribes, e.g.

those with the inscr. AAIAI on the obv, and a Pegaaos in a double linear

square on the rw., which are attributed by Svoronos (Ephem., 1889, 94)
to the Laeaei. a Paconian tribe (Thuo. ii. 95, 96). With regard to these

see Gaebler (op. cit.), and Kahelon {Traite, p. 1048).

For references to illustrations see the above cited works, and B. M. C. f

Mac; Imhoof, Man. 'jr., PI. D. 1; AshWrnham Cat, PI. Ill 71;
Keinach. L'llUloitt par fes vionnaies, 1902, PI. V ; and Babelou,

Traite, PI. XLIV.
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Tliernia (?), later Thessalouica. The central position of this town (the

modern Satonica), at the head of the Thermaic gulf, threw it of necessity

into communication both by sea and land with various cities and tribes

using money struck on various standards, Baby Ionic, Euboic, and Phoe-

nician. No early coins are, however, known which can be with certainty

attributed to it, although it is possible that many uninscribod Mace-
donian coins, which have been found at Salonica, may have been struck

there. For some of these see B. M. C, Mac., pp. xxv and 135. The
only coins which have been, with some probability, assigned to Therma
are those with a Pegasos on the obverse, a type which seems especially

applicable to Therma, supposing it to have been a colony of Corinth.

Chr. B.C. 480.

I'egusos standing (symbol. sometimes. Flat incuse square, usually quartern! -

apluBtre) or galloping with hound [B. M. G, J/ac., 136, 137.

J

beneath him. .41 Tetrndrachni, 210 gis.

The galloping Pegasos with hound beneath him may be compared for

style with tetradrachms of Sermyle (p. 207).

Imhoof (Mon. m\, p. 105), while accepting the coins with the Pegasos

as probably of Therma, gives reasons for rejecting the hypothesis that

many other coins marked with the symbol ••*- or O, and bearing the

types of various Macedonian towns, were also struck at Therma.
For later coins see Thessalonica, p. 24o.

D. Chalcidice.

The Greek towns which studded the coasts of Chalcidice, with its

three huge tongues of land extending far into the sea, were for the most
part sprung from the two enterprising Euboean cities, Chalcis and
Eretria. From Euboea these colonies derived the Euboic silver standard,

which took firm root in those northern regions, and continued in general

use until the latter part of the fifth century, when, as will presently be

seen, it was in nearly nil of them superseded by the Phoenician or Mace-

donian standurd.

Beginning with the eastern shores of the promontory, and taking

the towns in order from east to west, the first town wo come to of which

coins are known is

—

Orthagoreia. Eckhcl (ii. 73), on the authority of a fragment of the

Geographi Minores, identifies Orthagoroia with Stageira, on the Stry-

monic gulf (but see Pliny iv. 11, 18). In style and weight its coins

form an exception to those of the other Chalcidic cities, and correspond

with those of the kings of Macedon from Archelaus to Perdiccas III

(b. c. 413-359) as well as with the contemporary coins of Abdura and

Maroneia.

Circ, B. C. 350.

Head of Artemis in profile.

(R 31. C, Mac, p. 88.)

Id. Thiee-qaaitcr face. \lb., p. 88.

Head of Apollo. [lb., p. 89.]

OPOATOPEniNl Macedonian helmet

to front, surmounted hy star . . .

M Persic Stater, 168 grs.

Id U Triobol. 42 gre.

Id X. Size -5
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Apollonia (?). There were three Macedonian towns of this name, one

of which, situated to the south of Lake Bolbe, may, according to Imhoof,

have issued the following bronze coins. The attribution is very doubtful.

The inscr. AFlOAAnNOf occurs elsewhere only on some coins of Tau-
roimnium in Sicily. Imhoof (J/071, gr., p. 65) would supply the word
710'Ais. In spite of the inscr. the typos refer to tlic cult of Dionyaos.

Tkird or neamd century it. c. (?).

Young male head crowned with ivy.

[Hunter, I. 270; Btrl. Cat.,

II. 65.]

APOA AHNOS Amphora . M -9

These uncertain coins may be compared for style with those of the

unknown rulers Adaeus and Cavarus, and with the coins reading

AnOAAnNO* I ATPOY, assigned by Pick to Apollonia Pontica {Jaltr.

arch. Ind., xiii. 169), and by Svoronos (Joum. int. tl arch.-num., i. p. 86)

to Peparethus (p. 313 infra).

Acanthus was an ancient colony from Andros, situated on the isthmus

which connects the peninsula of Acto with the mainland of Chalcidice.

It ltegan to coin silver in large quantities about B.C. 500 or earlier.

Until the time of the expedition of Brasidas, 11. c. 424, the Euboic

standard was used, after that date the Phoenician.

Coins of JCufm'ia weitjht. Circ. B. C. 500 424.

Fiu. 121.

Lion 011 the back of

Upon him with his

a bull, fastening

teeth and claws
(Fig. 121) ; changing symbols in field

or exergue on later specimens.

Quadripartite incuse H<|uare. Later

specimens inscribed AKANOION
Ai Tetradr. 270 gn.

Herodotus (vii. 125 sq.) relates that while Xerxes was marching from
Acanthus to Therma his camels were set upon by lions, and be proceeds

to state that all these northern regions, west of the river Nestus, abounded
with lions and wild bulls with gigantic horns. The coin-type may not,

however, be derived from local incidents of this kind, as it is of far more
ancient and perhaps Anatolian origin in connexion with the worship of
Kybele (Soph., Pkttoktetr*, 400 : cf. J. 11. &, xx. 118). There are also

similar tetradrachms on which the animal seized by the lion is a boar
instead of a bull (Z.f. X., xxiv. 48). This raro uninscribed variety wars

probably issued by some town in the neighltourliuod of Acanthus, per-

haps Stageira, whose port, north of Acanthus, was called Kdv/x* (Strab.

Dogle
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vii. 35). For other staters, Ac. with the type of a boar or a sow see

Perdrizet (Rev. Num., 1903, 313).

Bull kneeling on one knee, head turned
back ; above or in ex., flower. [B. M.

|

Forepart of lion or, more rarely, of

bull ; above, flower, or <•*•

Head of Athena.

Lion's head facing, with neck.

Quadripartite inc. sq. Al Dr. 62 grs.

Id. [R M. C, Mar., p. 32

Id. I Ibid., p. 33

Id. [ibid., p. 34

M TetroboU
M Diobolti.

. .itObols.

To Acanthus may also in all probability be assigned many other

uninscribed specimens figured by Babelon (Traiti, PL LIV).

Coins of Phoenician weiyht. (.'ire. B.C. 424-400, or later.

The change of standard which took place when Acanthus joined the

Spartan alliance (b. c. 424) is accompanied by a marked change in the

style, which is now far softer and less energetic.

Fict. 122.

Lion seizing bull ; often with magis-

trate* name. AAE5IS. AAEZICK,
EYK. ONOMASTO, PO, &c.

Fort-part of bull turning round.

Various symbols and letters.

Head of Athena, helmet wreathed with

olive. [Iinhoof, Mon. gr., 61.]

AKANOION around the Ix-rdcr of an
incuse square, within which a quadri-
partite linear square (Fig. 122).

M Tetradr. 224 grs.

Quadripartite iunite square. [B. M.
C, Mar., p. 35.] Al Tetrob. 37 grs.

Ai Triob. 28 gr*.

AKAN in the four quarters of a square.

At I Hob. 20 gr».

Ore. B.c. 392-379, or later.

Head of Apollo, with short hair.

[It. M. C\, Mac, p. 36.]

AKANOION Lyre in incuse square .

M Obol, 9 gr*.

These obols are clearly contemporary with the money of the Chalcidian
League struck at Olynthua, and we may infer from them that Acanthus
maintained its independence a-s against the Confederacy.

Bronze.

The bronze coins of Acanthus are all subsequent to B.C. 400.

Head of Athena.

Id.

AK AM in the four quarters of a wheel

J¥l -65

AKAN in the four quarters of a linear

Squu .*; At
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Olophyxus. A small town near the summit of Mt. Athos (Herod,

vii. 22 ; Strab. vii. /'
.

. 33, 35). Its name is mentioned in the Athenian
quota-lists, and its weights and measures are alluded to in Aristoph.

A v. 1041.

Bronze, ('ire, b.c. 350.

Female head of fine style

hair rolled. [R. M.]
in stephane, OAOOYIIHN Eagle Btamling. wing*

closed, in lineftr sq. - . - Au -6

[X C., 1903,319]

Uranopolis, on the peninsula of Acte, prolmbly on Mt. Athos. is

said to have been founded by Alcxarchus, brother of Cassander (Athen.
iii. 20). The silver coins of this city are the only ones in Macedon
which adhere to the Phoenician standard in post-Alexandrine times.

On the types, which arc suggested by the name of the town, see X**m.
Ckroti., 1880, p. 58, and Imhoof (Mon. -/r., p. 06).

Cir<\ B.C. 300.

Sun, moon, and five stare.

[Zefc f. .Xtim., v. PI. I. 2.]

Radiate globe (the sun).

[R M. C, Mae., p. 133.]

The sun as a star of eight rays.

Id.

Star and crescent ( un and moon).

OYPANIAHN Aphrodite Urania hold-

ing sceptre and se.it ed

on globe ; in field A
over liand-torcli.

A\ Tetrad r. 209 grs.

Id. . JR. Didr. 107 grs.If

OYPANiAnrJ roAEnt . . . .

At Drachm, 5t> grs.

Id. . . AZ Size -65

Id. . . A: Size -5
>V

M Pt

Terone or Tor-one, on the Sithonian peninsula, was one of the most
flourishing of the Chalcidian colonies. During the expedition of Xerxes
it was one of the towns which furnished ships and men to the Persian

armament. The tetradrachins are probably all anterior to B. c. 480. Of
the period of the Athenian supremacy tetrobols only are known.

In B.C. 424 Terone opened its gates to Brasidas, but was shortly after-

wards recovered for Athens by Cleon.

Here, as elsewhere in Chalcidicc, the Euboic standard appears to have
been replaced, circ. B.C. 424, by the Phoenician, but there are no coins

of Terone after cin\ b. c. 420,

Euboic weight. Gire* b.c. 500-480.

Fig. 128.
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V*f , or TE,or no inscription ; Amphora,
on which one or more hunches of
grapes,

Oenochoe-

Quwdripartite shallow incuse square.

(Fig. 123) . A\ Tetradr, 270 gr*.

Id tt TeUoboL

Cir<\ B.C. 480-424.

TE Oenochot.

Oenochoe.
[Imhoof, Ita. p-., 11. G. 25.]

Id iUTetrobol.

Forepart of goat in incuse square *

M \ Obo).

Phoenician weight, Circ* B.C. 424-420.

TE Goat in incuse square; or

TEPHNAON, around a quadri-

partite scjuare . . , Ai Tetrobol.

Goat's head in inctifie scjuare A& Obol.

Quadripartite incuse sqiun Ai
j OboL

Naked Satyr looking down into an

oenochoe.

[luihoof, Aton. <r-, M. C- 23.]

TE Oenochoti.

Stork plunging his bill into an oeno-

choe. [Imhoof, Mtm. pr., PI- C. 24.]

Bermyle (Ormylia) near the head of the ToronaTc gulf (Herod, vii. 122).

The only known coins of this city are archaic tetradrachins of the Eubofc

standard.

Circ. B.C« 500.

Fia, 124.

SEPMVAlKON,*EPMVAIAON,&c.
Naked horseman with spear, gallop-

ing ; hound, sometimes, Iteneath

the horse.

Quadripartite incuse square. (Fig. 121.)

A\ Tetradrachm.

Olyntlin*, at the head of the Toronaic gulf, was a colony of Chalcis,

subsequently, in the time of the Persian wars, occupied by Bottiaeans,

but restored, i . c. 479, by Artabazus to the Chalcidians.

The following coins, which can hardly be later than the end of the

sixth century it. c, have been assigned by some numismatists to Chalcis

in Euboea. The Chalcidian colony Olynthus appears however to be a far

more probable place of mintage. In any ca«e the engravers of these

remarkable coins were unrivalled masters of the difficult art of repre-

senting in relief a horse and his rider seen from the front. The types,

like those of Elis, seem to be agonistic, and to refer to contests at

Olympia* Thus the Eagle and Serpent, as at Elis and at Chalcis, is

the well-known omen of victory of the Olympian Zeus. The chariot,

the horses, and the horse (sometimes standing beside the 'meta') are

equally significant of Olympian contests.

The weight-standard of the eajly Olynthian coins, like that of the
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other Chalcidian colonies in Macedon, is the Euboic, which in the fourth

century is exchanged for the Phoenician standard.

Simihir

Hef&re B # c. 500.

Quadriga of walking horses r. driven
by (warded charioteer.

[M&, 1878, p. 85.]

Quadriga seen from front, in plain

linear circle.

[N.Ct 1892, I'l. XV. 8.1

Man riding horse to front and leading

another by bridle : the whole on
raised disk. ( IbvL VI XV. 9.]

Han riding horse to front Similar

[Ibid., VI XV. 10.]

Horseman r. on rained disk. [I*. M.| Similar.

After B.C. 479.

Inc. sq. of irregular mill-sail patten
AI Tetradr. 259 grs.

Similur

M Tetradr. 258-8 gw.

< M Octobol, 86-3 gn.

M Tetrobol, 43 2 &k

A{ Tetrobol, 41*5 gn.

Fin. 1ST..

Quadriga r. driven by man holding

whip ; al>ove, large disk.

[B. M. O. Mac, p. 86.1

lSeanlless nmle(l) head Llaur. (f) ; hair

in bunch behind.

[JT. O, 1892, PL XV. 1 1.1

Man to front, holding horse auo to

front. [iV. C.
t
1892, p. 191.]

Free horse cantering.

[y.t\ 1897, PI. XIII. «.]

Similar. (R M. C. Mac., p. 87.)

Horse attached bv bridle to Ionic column
(metal). [Ibid.]

Forepart of prancing horse. [/bid.

Kagle flying in inc. sq. in the midst of

a larger inc. sf|. (Fig. 125)....
Ai Tetradr. 255-6 grs.

Quadriga seen from front in inc. sq.

Ai Tetradrachm, 212-1 gr?.

Kagle flying in inc. scj. AI Tetrobol (f)

w in four corners of inc. sq. t within

which, flying eagle

At Tetrobol, 41 gn*

R *(= OAYM) Similar ....

Similar.

M Tetrobol, 36 grs

-It Tetrobol, 36 grs

Young male head in crested Athenian Similar

helmet, on which, dolphin. |
It. M.J

No lmcr. Kagle with serpent in inr

«1 M Dioliol, 20-3 grn

AI Obol, 8-7 grj

For other coins with Eaglo and Serpent see Sparadocua, Chalcia
Eub., and Elia. Although this type, as at Elis, may symbolize the

Olympian Zeus, and thus refer to victories at the Olympian games,

it may also bo considered as affording an instance of a colony adopting
the type of the money of its mother-city (Chalets in Euboca). The coin

c ioc
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reading )NA4* suggests that, even in the earlier half of the tifth cen-

tury, Olynthus issued money for Olympic festivals in the name of all the
Chalcidian colonists who attended the games.

Circ. B.C. 392-358.

The Chalcidian Leagne. Into this period falls the beautiful federal

currency of the Chalcidian League, constituted it. c. 392, of which the

head quarters and doubtless the mint were at Olynthus. There is every
reason to suppose that this series was continued until Philip made himself
master of Chalcidicc, b. c. 358. The heads of Apollo on these coins are
remarkable for their great variety, no less than for the strength and
beauty of their style (see Wroth in N. C„ 1897, p. 100).

Head of Apollo laureate. [B.M. fluidr,

PI. XXI. 9 ; Ilerl Cat., II. PL IV. 29.

XAAKIAEflN Lyre. Sometimes with

magistrates

En
EPI
EPI

name*,

APXI
EYAHPIAA
OAYMPIXOIY]

* State™.

These beautiful gold staters were doubtless issued for war expenses
shortly before B. C. 358.

Fin. 126.

Head of Apollo, laureate (Fig. 12(»).

Ed.

0AYHO[l] Head of Apollo, laureate.

[B. M. C, HOC, p. 87.]

Head of Apollo, laureate.

Id.

Id-

XAAKIAEflN Lyre; occasionally

with adjunct symbol aljove it. Ma-
gistrates sometimes—EPI ANNIKA,
APISTONOS, APXIAAMO. AS-
KAHPIOAHPO and KPA, EYAIi-
PIAA, AEAAEO*. 0AY[MPI-
XOY], POAYZENOY. trPATH-
NO£, &r. . AtTetradr. 224 gi*.

XAAKIAEHN Lyre, aometimes in

incuse square At Tetrobols, 37 grs.

XAAKlAEHrJ Lyre iu incuse square .

M Tetrob.

XAAKIA Tripod At Fractions of obol.

XAAKIAEHN Lyre . . . M -65

ft
Tripod . M -i?>

A tetradrachm at Berlin and another at Paris have in small characters

TET above the lyre. Various Bingle letters also occur on the obverses of

the tetrobols.

AphytiB, on the eastern shore of the peninsula of Pallcne, was cele-

brated for its temple of Zeus Amnion (Plut., Ly»., xx ; Paus. iii. 18. 3
hvad p
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'A(#>vra?oi tk rifxuatv "Afjjiatva ov6iv i/craov i} i>\
' A^ttuvioi Atfivutv). *» hile

tributary to Athens, before B.C. 424, it struck no coins (Corp. Inner. Alt.,

vol. i. p. 229). The following appear to have been issued before its

conquest by Philip (b.c. 358).

Head of Zeus Amnion with ram's horns
|
A<t>YTAinN Kantharos . . M -65

facing. ("B. M. C, Mac, p. 61.

J

Id. in profile,

id.

A<t>Y Two eagles face to face . *K -t>5

A<t>Y One eagle JV. -55

The head of Aramon at Aphytis, as at Cyrenc, Tenos, Mytilene, ajid

Lesbos, is represented either bearded or youthful. The kantharos refers

to tile worship of Dionysos at Aphytis, where, according to Xenophon
{Hell. v. 8. 19), there was a temple of that god. The next coins, of

later style, were probably issued shortly before the overthrow of the

Macedonian kingdom (b.c. 168).

Eagle, or two eagles face to

M -8-.fi

Head of Zeus Ammon. A<t>YTAI
[See also Imhoof, Man. ijr.

% p. (J4.J face .

Scione, the chief town on the south coast of Pallene, was probably of

Euboean origin, notwithstanding the fact that the inhabitants ascribed

the foundation of their city to some one of the Achaean heroes returning

from Troy. In B. C. 424 it revolted from Athens, and two years after-

wards was captured and its inhabitants put to the sword.
The archaic coins of Scione are more numerous than has been

hitherto suspected, although the tetradrachms of Euboi'c weight with

a bunch of grapes on the obv., and on the rev. a winged genius, a head
of bearded Heraklea, or a crested helmet, formerly assigned by me
(N. C, 1891) to Cyrene, and later by Hill (/. //. S., 1897) conjecturally to

a city in Chalcidice (Scione?), have been recently shown by Wroth
(J.H.S., 1907) to have been issued in the island of Peparethus (q. v.).

The following inscribed specimens, beginning in archaic times, lead

us however to suppose that Scione may have previously struck the

uninscribed coins figured by Babclon, TraiU, PI. LII. 1-3.

£KI0 in corners of inc. sq. containingYoung heroic head of archaic style

bound with taenia with spike in front.

[B. M. and Imhoof, Man. or., PI. E.

27.]

Similar. [B. M.]

Similar. [B. M.]

Similar, of later stvle.

[Ar.C, 1891, PI. IV. 4.]

Similar. [B. M.]
Similar. [B. M."

Female head. [B. II.]

large human eye

£KI0 in corners of inc

hunch of grapes

i KIO in comers of inc

helmet ....
SKIO Similar . .

[B. M.j

SKinNAinN Helmet
£KIO Helmet . . .

M 33 grs.

Al 5-6 grs.

so,, containing

AX 9-4 grs.

-ij. containing

Al 42-5 grs.

Al 34-8 grs.

Al 5-7 grs.

Al 30-5 gi-s.

A Size -8

SKin Two doves hilling M Size -G

Cf. also N. C., 1898, pp. 193, 255, and 1905, pp. 325-329; Berl Cat,

II. 124; and Huntor Cat, L 272.

The large Eye on some of the archaic specimens is probably ' short-

hand ' for a, prow, of which the eye was the most conspicuous feature.

Monde was an ancient colony of Eretria, situate on the south-west
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side of Capo Poseidion in Pallene. The types of its coins illustrate some
forgotten myth of Dionysos and his companion Seilenos (Macdonald,
Coin Types, p. 108). The wine of Mende was famous and is frequently

mentioned by ancient writers. It may be doubted whether any coins

were struck at Mende after its first capture by Philip, u. c. 358. Here,

as at Acanthus, &c, the Eubofc standard gives place to the Phoenician
about B.C. 424. For the earliest uninscribed coins, apparently of the

sixth century B.C., see Babelon, TraiU, pp. 1130 sqq*

Cite. B.O. 5QO-450.

MIH or MEN, MINAAON, MIN-
AAION, or no inscription. Ass
(ithyphallic) standing usually before

vine ; on his back a crow pecking
at his tail. Symb<A

y
sometimes cres-

cent moon, cock, or bnnch of grapes.

Ass.

Head of Ass,

Four or more incuse triangles in mill-

sail pattern ; in centre sometimes G.

( B* M. Guide, PI. IV, 8, Ac. ; Zeit.

fi Num., x. Tuf. III. 3.] . . • .

Al Euboic tetradrachm.

Id H Tetradr. and divisions.

Id jRHemioboL

For illustrations see Babelon, Traiti, PL LI. 6-22.

Ore* b. a 450-424.

Fio, 127,

Seilenos reclining on buck of ass. He
holds a kantharos. In front a crow
seated on an ivy-tree, and beneath

ass, sometimes a dog.

Seilenos standing beside ass and hold-

ing it by the ears.

MENAAION Vine in incuse square
(Fig. 127J , . . Ai Trtradrachm.

It

Forepart of ML

Cm. B.c. 424-358.

Head of young Dionysos crowned with

Crow in incuse square.

Ai TetrolioL

[Irahoof, 3fon. </r., PL C 19, 20-]

Kautharos ft Obol.

ivy.

[Imhoof, Mmu </r., PI. C. 21.]

Id.

[Imhoof, op. ciL
t
p. 83, No. 89.]

Seilenos reclining on ass.

Head of young Dionysos.

MENAAION Ash standing; on his

back a crow pecking at hid tail ; in-

cuse circle

A\ Tetradr. (Phoenician), 190 tfis.

MENAAIHN Amphora between two
branches of ivy . Ai Didr., 104 grs.

MENAAIH or MENAAinN Am-
phora in shallow inc. square . , .

Ai TetroboL

M E N A A One or two amphorae

accompanied by ivy-sprays ....
M -65-4

r 2
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For other varieties, mostly small, see Imhoof, Mon. or., p. 83 ; and
if. ft, 1890, 2, 11; 1892, 6; 1893, 2; 1896, 15; 1897, 275; 1898, 251,

256; 1900,6.

Capsa or Scapsa, north of Mende and near Assh or Assora, see

Imhoof, Mon. gr., p. 69; and Wroth, ffl C, 1900, 275.

Before circ. B. c. 480.

Ass ; above, vase (kylix).

[Babelon, Traite, PI. LI. 23.]

K A in two of four incuse triangles . .

M Tetroh., 45 gre.

Potidaea, a colony of Corinth on the Thcnnaic gulf, began to coin

money about B. c. 500. Its name is clearly derived from Poseidon
(cf. Poseidonia). The type of the tetradrachm was doubtless suggested

by the sacred image of Poseidon, which Herodotus (viii. 129) mentions
as standing in front of the city, ev ™ upoaoTtiip. Millingen (Syll., p. 48)
thinks that the female head on the tetrobol may represent Pallone, from
whom the peninsula received its name. With the celebrated blockade
of Potidaea by the Athenians, B. c. 432-429, the silver coinage comes to

an end. The bronze coins belong to the fourth century, but they are no
doubt earlier than B. c. 358, when Philip of Maccdon seized the city and
handed it over to the Olynthians.

Circ. B.C. 500-429.

^j

Fig. 128,

P Poseidon Hippios on horseback.

He holds trident ; under horse, star.

TO Id.

[B. M.; cf. X C. t 1000, PI. XIII. 4.1

TO or P Id.

P Naked horseman on forepart of

prancing horse.

Ihcum? square, diagonally divided

(Fig. 128) . . ^ii Euboic tetradr.

IncuBe square quartered. Fleur-de-lys

in two quarters . . . JiX Tetrob.

Female head of archaic style in spiked

leather cap covered with dots, all in

incuse square . . . M Tetrobol.

Similar ....... M DioboL

Circ. It. C. 400 358.

POT Pegasos or Trident .

POTEI Bull butting . .

For other varieties and illustrations see B. M. C, Mac. ; Bert. Cat., II.

123 ; and X. C, 1892, 7 ; 1898, 254 ; 1900, 276 ; 1902, 315, &c.

Head of Athena in Corinthian helmet.

Female head with ear-ring.

AZ-7
MA

Caasandreia. This town was founded by Cassander on the site of

Potidaea.
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No coiiib are known until after the time of Augustus, when the city

received a Roman colony, and struck bronze coins with Latin legends

between the reigns of Claudius ami Philippus.

Inter. COLONIA IVLIA AVC. C ASSANDRENSl S, variously abbre-

viated.

Types. Vexillum between military standards, Rev, Wreath ; Head of

Zeus Amnion ; Poseidon with foot on prow. (B. M. C, Mac., 65 ; Ben.
Cat., II. 70 ; Hunter, I. 273.)

In the Molthein Cat. (971) an earlier coin is ascribed to Cassandreia,

but cf. 1141. Both are probably coins of Cassander.

BotticB. The Bottiaeans originally occupied the fertile plains between
the lower courses of the Axius, Lydias, and Haliacmon, a district of

Emathia which retained the name of Bottiaea until after the Roman
conquest. The original Bottiaeans were however expelled at an early

date and settled near Olynthus in the district called after them Bottice.

Their chief city was Spartolus (B. M. C, Mac., p. xl).

Head of Demeter in low Stephanos
wreathed with corn.

[
Imhoof, Choix,

a I. 1C; B. M. C, Mac, 63.]

Circ. B.o. 424-392.

BOTTIAIflN Forepart of bull in

incuse square

M Phoenician Tetrob. 36 gr*.

Time of the Chalcidian League, h. c. 392-379, or later.

Head of Apollo laurt-atc. BOTTIAIOhi Lyre . . . iE -65

[B. M. C. Mac.. G3 ; Utrl. Cat., 69.1

1.1 M -45

Hull butting . M -7
•t

Head of Artemis.

Female head.

(See also Bottiaea Emathiae, p. 243.)

Dicaea, on the Thermaic gulf, was a colony of Eretria, from which its

oldest coin-types are borrowed. On the distinction between the coins of

this town and those of Dicaea in Thrace, see J. P. Six (A'um. Ckron.
t

N. S., vol. xv. p. 97). In the Athenian Quota-lists (Corp. Ittscr. AtL,
vol. i. p. 230) it is called Afcaca 'K,)*r,u[au'|. and the inhabitants Au«uo-
xoAirat EptTptiav 'ctoikoi.

£&* it. c. 500-450.

Cow scratching herself, with bird on
j
Octopus in inc. s<|

back ; beneath •.'•'• and I A.
[Imhoof, Qt. M., PI. I. 9.]

Cow scratching herself; inscr. sometimes
AIKA.

[Babelon, Traite, PI. LI. 1-3.|

Cock. [Imh., Mon. <jr., PI. C. 14.]

Cock; alwve, (solar?) disk containing

elaborate- stellate pattern ; in front,

volute. [.V. C, 1893, PI. I. 1.1

AIKA! Cock.

[Imh., Mon. yr., VIC. 15.)

.1; Kuboic tetradr. 264 grs.

Inc. sq. ijuartered or divided into

several triangular sinkings ....
Ai Tetrob. 44 grs.

OctopUB in inc. sq

Ai Tetrob. 41 grs.

Id Ai Tetrob. 36-4 grs.

Scallop shell in inc. sq.

Ai Diob. 13 gn.
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Horse standing; in field, * [B. M.)
A IK A Bull standing.

[Imh., Mon.gr., PLC. 16-1

A I Forepart of bull.

[Ibid., PL 0. 17.)

A iu inc. sq. . . . l; Diob. 12-6 grs.

Octopus in inc. sq

Ai Diob. 13 grs.

Id M Obol, 6 grs.

Fourth century B.C.?

Head of Atlienn. [Ibid., p. 73.]

Female head crowned with corn.

[Ibid.}

AI Bull's head facing . . M Size -4

AIKAI 0P0A Bull standing . . .

Compare with some of the above the coins attributed to Dicaea and
Selymbria in Thrace.

Aeneia, on the Thenuaic gulf, was said to have been founded by
Aeneas (Otto Abel, Makedomeu vor Konig Pkilipp, p. 37, and Fried-

lander, AfonatsberUfde d. K. Akatl. d. Wtaeensch., 1878).

Before b.c. 500.

AlrJEAf Aeneas carrying Anchises,

preceded by his wife Kreusa carrying

A -i .inin-: in field. '.•'•

Quadripartite incuse square ....
[Zeit.f. Num., vii. 221].

Ai Eubolc tetrad r.

Concerning; this remarkable coin, which affords the oldest representa-
tion of a Trojan myth which has come down to us, see Friedlander (/. c).

The smaller silver coins are of two periods.

B.C. 500-424.

Head of boarded Aeneas, helmeted, of

archaic strife

Quadripartite incuse square ....
Ai Euboic tetrobol, 39 gn*.,

and Diobol, 21 grs.

B.C. 424-350.

Head of Aeneas of more recent style.

Head of Athena in Athenian helmet

bound with olive.

flmhoof. Man. gr., PI. C. 12.]

Head of Ascanius in Phrygian cap.

[Imhoof, Choix

l'lirygian cap.

*. PI. I. 15.]

AINEA5 Quadripartite incuse square.

Ai Phoenician tetrobol, 35 grs.

Bull looking back, in inc.

squnrc. Ai Phoenician tetrob. 36 grs.

AINElATHrJ Bull rushing . . M -6

Other coins of this last type read AlrJEHTflN (X. Z., 1884, 242), and
AlNAnN (Bert. Cat., II. p. 33J.

E. Macedonian cities in the Stkymonian and Bottiaean
districts.

Amphipolis, on the Strymon, although founded b. c. 437 by the
Athenians, docs not seem to have struck money until some years after
its capture by Brasidas B.C. 424, from which time until it was taken by
Philip in b.c. 358 it remained practically free. The magnificent series
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of full-face heads of Apollo on the coins of Amphipolis, as works of art,

perhaps excel the types of auy other city of Northern Greece. Kimoii of
Syracuse was probably the first die-engraver who successfully mastered
the difficulty of worthily representing a full-face head on coins. His
wonderful Arethusa-hcad with flowing hair seems to have roused the
emulation of tho die-engravers of many cities, Catana, Croton, and
Pandosia in the west, Larissa and Thebes in Central Greece, Aenus and
Amphipolis in the north, Rhodes and Clazomenae in the east, among
others* But none of all these has left us such a rich and varied series of

full-face heads as Amphipolis. The fashion, however, was found to be
unsuitable for current coins, and it prevailed only during tho period of

finest art, cin\ B.C. 410-360, The Race-torch, the usual reverse-type of

the coins of Amphipolis, reminds us of the worship of Artemis Tauro-
polos or Brauronia, who was especially revered at Amphipolis, and in

whose honour Torch-races, Lampadephoria, were held (Leake, iVw»t.

HdLi p. 11). The weight-standard is the Phoenician.

Silver.

GVm B.C. 424-358.

Fro. !2».

Head of Apollo, three-quarter face;

various symbols in field: Bee, tripod,

Boeotian shield, plant, or ear of com,

crab, dog, Ac. [R It tfwefc. PL 21.

7.8; BtrLCaL, II. 34. 1

]

Similar.

Young bend, r.. wearing taenia

AMOITOAITEnN (rarely, and on tho

€arlier(t)is«ue8
:

AM<J>IP0AITnN)
written on a raised frame in an in-

cuse square. In the midst, a race-

torch and various symbols or letters.

(Fig. 129). . M Tetradr. 224 grs.,

Drachm* anil Trioh.

AA\<t>l tiace-torch in wreath , . .

AX Tetradr. and Tet rob.

Dolphin in incuse square . .

Al OImiK

Bronze.

Head of Apollo, or young heud. IkhiihI

with taenia.

AM<t>l Rate-torch in linear squaiv

B M. C. Mac, p. 15] M -7-45

Gold.

To this period (rirr. B.c, 400) the following rare gold coin also

belongs :

—

1 On an exceptional totradrachtu tlkrl. CaL
f
II. PI. Ill- 25: tho huad on tho <*r. i* nspre-

vented with far-rings. In thi* LubUlCO it ia doubtful whether it is intended for Apollo
or for a perHoniflcation of the city or a goddess. The flamboyant hair is not characteristic

of Apollo, and reminds u» of Kunon's Arethuan-h<\id at Syracuw (p. 177 supra).
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A M<t> I TOA I TEOrJou raised frame con-

taining race-torch ; nymbol, grapes .

N £ stater G3-5 gr*.

Young male head I. hound with taenia.

(Of.contemporary coins of Macedonian

kings.) [Rotheby, SaU Cat, May,
1904. Lot 44.]

Cite, b.c. 358-168,

During this period Amphipolis was one of the principal places oi

mintage of the kings of Macedon, and, from about B. c. 185 down to the

Roman conquest in 168, of numerous coins reading MAKE, MAKE-
AONnN.&c. (see infra, under Philip V). After the defeat of Perseus

the issue of silver coins in Macedon was prohibited by the Romans, and
it was not until ten years later, B. c. 158, that it was again permitted.

B.C. 158-149.

At Amphipolis as the Capital of the First Region the coins reading
MAKEAOrJnN TTPflTHS were struck, n.c. 15H-149; see also below

(p. 239) for coins issued in the following year, 149-148, during the revolt

of Andriscus—tetradrachms of the Roman Legatus reading LEG., which,

on the victory of Andriscus, were restruck, some merely without the

letters LEG, and others with the types of Philip V, presumptive grand-

father of the pretender, and the legend BASIAEn* <t>IAinnOY.

After B.O. 148.

For the coias struck at Amphipolis and at Thessalonica by the
Quaestors L. Fulcinnius and G. Publilius (148-146), and, later, by
the Praetor L. Julius Caesar (93-92), by the Quaestor Aesillas, and the

Legatus pro quaestore L. Brutthis Sura
(92-88J,

see below under Mace-
donia, a Roman Province (p. 239). None of tnese coins bear the name
of Amphipolis as they were issued for tho whole Province of Macedonia.
The local or municipal bronze coins reading . AM<J>inOAITnN or
AMOinOAEITflrJ aro of various types, but afford few indications of

date. In style tin \- seem to range from the Roman conque&t, or even
earlier, down to the time of Augustus. The following types are of more
or less frequent occurrence :

—

Earl I

Head of Herukles.

Id. [Hunter Cat., PI. XX. 2.]

Macedonian shield.

Head of hero Perseus (or itoniai).

Head of Poseidon.

Head of Strymon crowned with reeds.

Head of Artemis Tauropolos.

Id.

ler.

Centaur [B. If. C, Mae., p. 46j M 8
Lion standing --K -8

Scorpion JO -7

Wreath M -75

Club in oak wreath . . . . M -8

Dolphin in wreath, or Trident M -G

Bull butting M -8

Two goats on their hiud legs . M -85

Head of young Dionysop.

Head of Medusa.
Head of Poseidon.

Head of Apollo (i).

Head of Artemis.

Bust of Artemis.

Later.

Goat A-1 -75

Athena Nikephoros B -8

Horse AZ -8

Ear of com AZ «7

Id K 75
Artemis Tnuropolos with iuflated veil,

riding on bull «M

>ogIe
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S>iituiaiaJ reduction after B.C. 88.

Head of Jamie. Maik of value I

Head of Zeus. „ S

Two Centaurs back to tack ....
A*. At 1-, wt. 290 grs.

S Prow . . &m»iti-!>,wt. 101 grs.

Most of the remaining types, even when without the name of the

Emperor, belong to Imperial times.

Qtuini-autoiioiitoutf ami Imperial.

Augustus to Salonina. Chief types. Head of AMOITTOAIC ;
PLOMH

standing; TAYPOTTOAOC Artemis standing; CTPYMGJN River recum-

bent : Artemis Tnuropolos, standing or riding on bull ; Tyche-Arteinis

standing or enthroned ; Head of Poseidon, &c, &c. (B. M. C, Mm:, 50 sqq.;

fieri. Cat, 47 «|q. ; Hunter Cat., I. 278 sqq.).

Tragilu». The site of this town is fixed, almost certainly, by Perdrizet

{Cotujrbi int. de Sum., 1900, p. 149 ff.) mar the modem AMonothori,
three hours NW. of Amphipolis. The small silver coins of Tragilus

belong evidently to the period before Amphipolis began to coin money.

The bronze coinage is somewhat later in style, but it can hardly be

brought down much below n. 0. 400.

The form of the inscr. TPAIAI0N (

=
'l>a(y)iAiW or Tpa(y)iAioi') is an

example of the omission of y between two vowels.

Cm. i». c. 450-400.

Ear of com. [B. M. ('., Mae., p. 130.]

Hunch of grapes.

Uead of Heimes in petasos.

Id.

TRAI oi TPAI in the four quarters of

an incuse M|u«rc . . Al 5-6 grs.

Id M 3 grs.

TPAI Ix-tweeu the four .«pokes of

a wheel M -6—35
TPAIAION Robs .... M-G5

Philippi. As early as the sixth century B. C. the Thasians possessed

a mining settlement on the mainland of Thrace, called Daton, a district

which extended inland as far as the springs called Crenides. Subse-
quently the Pangaean tribes expelled the Thasians, but in it. c. 361 the

Athenian orator Callistratus refounded the colony of Daton at Crenides
with the assistance of a number of Thasians.

Gold and bronze coins were now issued at the revived colony with

the inscription OA*IOrJ HPEIPO, obv. Head of Herakles, rev. Tripod
(Mion. 1. 433, and Supj>i. II. PI. VIII. 5 ; Jier/. Cut., II. 120). In B.C. 358
Philip made himself master of the district with its rich mines, renamed
the town after himself, Philippi, and allowed it the privilege of striking

money identical in type with the Thasian coins above described, but with
the legend <t>IAIPPnrJ, A7 Staters 133 grs., A\ Phoenician tetradrachms,

215 grs.; drachms, hemidrachms, and jV, Size -7--G5 (K. M. C, Mac,
p. 96 f. ; Jierl. Cat., II. 118; Sotheby, Sale Cat, May. 1904, Lot 47).

Before the end of Philip's reign Philippi was deprived of the right of

striking money in its own name, but it remained a royal mint under
Philip and his successors, if the tripod, which is a common symbol on

_,. f ,•*,-,.-,], * Original from,A,OOgk
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the coins of thfl kings of Macedon, may be accepted as a mint-mark of
Philippi.

From the Roman conquest to the time of Augustus no coins appear to

have been struck at I'hilippi with the legend 4>IAIPPfirJ. It was not
until after the battle of Philippi that the right of coinage was conferred

upon the veterans of the Praetorian cohort whom Augustus settled at

Philippi. The legends of the coins of this series are in Latin, COHOR .

PRAE . PHIL .; COL . AVG . IVL . PHIL . IVSSV . AVC. ; COL . AVC -

I VL . PHILIP; COL . PHILIP; COL . AVG . IVL . V . PHI LI PP.; A.I.
C . V . P., &c. 'Comma Augusta Iulia Victrix Philippensium.' For the
types see B. M. (.'., Mac., pp. xlvi and 98, and Bcrl. Cat., II. p. 121 f.

Mcthone, in Pieria. The few coins known of this town are all

anterior to its siege by Philip, n. c. 354.

Cm. B.C. 400-354.

Female head. [/.'. .V., 1870, PI. VI. 4.] |
MEOn Lion breaking spear . M -65

See also another coin with inscr. MEOO in Margaritis Cat., p.

(Paris, 1874).

Pydna was originally a Greek city established on the Macedonian
coast, on the western side of the Thermaic gulf. It subsequently fell

into the hands of the kings of Macedon. Amvntas III. however, found
himself compelled to hand over the maritime district of Macedon to the
Olj'nthians, and it is to this interval that the bronze coins of Pydna,
identical in type with those of Amyntas, belong.

B.C. 389-371).

llotid of young Hernkles.

[B. M. ('., Mac, p. 101.]

PYANAIfir*! Eagle devouring serpent.

Another interval of autonomy occurred during the reign of Per-
diccas III. Pydna at this time again struck bronze coins, the reverse

type of which, the Owl, betrays Athenian influence. Pydna is indeed
said to have been subject to Athens B. c. 364-358, but we may infer that

it enjoyed free institutions under Athenian control, for it was by no
means eager to be handed over again to the kings of Macedon (Theopomp.,
Fr.tijm. 189).

B.C. 364-358.

Female head with hair in Hpliriidone.

[R M. <\, Mac, p. 101.]

PYANAinN Owl in ulivre w 'eath
,

M G5

F. Kingdom of Macedon.

Alexander I, B. c. 498-454. With the possible exception of certain
coins struck at Aegae, the old capital of Macedon, with the letters

AA, AAE, &c. (Habelon, TraiU, II. i. p. 1098), there are no coins of
Alexander I of an earlier date than B. c. 480, about which time, by his

conquest of the Bisaltae, ho made himself master of those prolific mines
which are said to have yielded him as much as a talent of silver daily.
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This fresh influx of money, and the opening up of a now commercial
route from Macedon to the Greek towns of the Thracian coast, by way
of the valley of the Strymon, doubtless occasioned the change in

standard from Babylonic to Phoenician, which now took place in the

Macedonian currency.

The earlier coins of Alexander's long reign resemble in their rude and
forcible style, and frequently also in type, the inscribed octadrachms
of the Btsaltae* The specimens assignable to the latter part of hia reign

are much more refined in style, but as they are frequently without
inscriptions it is in many cases impossible to draw a lino betweon these

and the coins of his successor Perdiccas.

Earlier issues. Style nule.

Naked horseman wearing kausia and
nrmed with two spear*, riding r.

[Electrotype in B. II.]

Similar type I. [ B. M. C\, Afae. p 158.]

Similar type r. [X C. f 1896, PL II. 5.]

Warrior wearing kausia and chlamys,

and armed with two spears, standing

licsidt* his horse, as on coins of the

Bisaltae. [Brit. Mus. Guide. PI. 12.

11 : B. 31. C, Jfrnr.. p. 157f

AAE IAN APO written round an incuse

square within which is a linear ri|.

containingagoattor. yHOctadrachm.
No inscr. Uoat'a head and caducous

in incuse containing linear square .

Ai Totradraclim, 102 «rs.

No inscr. Granulated inc. aq. contain-

ing head in crested helmet . . . .

Ai Tctradrachm, 197-6 grs.

AAEIANAPO written round an inc.

sq. within which is a quadrijiartite

linear eq. in low relief (Fig. 130)
Ai Octadrachm, 4 18 prs.

:U Octobol (1), 66 rw.

Fig. 130.

Horseman wearing kausia and chlamys
and armed with two spears, riding r,;

beneath horse, a dog (Spitz J)
f
or, on

ruder specimen, a frog or toad.

Blontaga Cat, 207; Hunter, I.

. XX. 5.]

Similar (no animal beneath).

[jf. ft, 1897, VI XIV. 2.]

Similar. A I>eneath horse (sometimes

aiiinscritad). [Montagu CaL $ 209.]
Horseman ; dog (sometimes) beneath

horse, as on octadruchm.

[B. M. C, Macu 161.]

Later ianUB of early fine style.

Similar . . ^it Octadruchm, 417 gra.

AAE in three corners of inc. and linear

**q. containing forepart of goat, &c. .

Ai Tetradr., 202-3 grs.

No i user. Similar. .U Tetradr,, 197 gn*

lion
;

Inc. aij. containing forepart of

symbol, sometimes caduccua .

A\ Tetrobol, 11-30 grs.
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Free hoi>e, with (tometimes) A, above or
beneath. [Kil.C, Mac. 159.]

Free hort,e. []1. M. C, Mac, 1G0.]

Forepart of prancing horse.

[11. M. C, Mac, 160.]
Voting head in kauma.

(B. If. a, Mac, 158.]

Inc. *i\. quartered, or iuc. and linear sq.

containing crested helmet ....
-ttTetrob.(i), 33-25 grs.

Inc. and linear sq. containing caduceus.

A\ Tetrob., 30-8 grs.

Inc. and linear sq. containing crested

helmet . . . Ai Diob., 1 6-2 grs.

Inc. sq. quartered M Obol, 8-2 grs.

For illustrations of these and other varieties of Alexander's coins see
Babelon, Traite, Pis. XLVII, XLV11I.

Perdiccaa II, b. c. 454-413. There are various, mostly uninscribod,

Macedonian coins of Phoenician weight, with types resembling those
here assigned to Alexander I, but of more recent style, which probably
belong to the reign of PerdiccaB. The absolutely certain and inscriried

coins of this king are less numerous.

Horse prancing.

[B. M. C
Horst- fastened to ring. [lb

B. M. O, Mac., p. 162.1

id.]

}fea<l of bearded H entitles.

[Ibid., p. 163.]

PEPAIK Helmet in iucuse square

-It Tetrobol.

P jEP Forepart of lion in incuse square

Ai Diobol.

PEP Club and bow in incuse square .

Ai Diobol.

Archclaus I, it.c. 413 3'J'J. From the beginning of the fifth century
we have seen that the Phoenician stater (wt, 230-220 grs,) bad been in

use for the royal coinage of Macedon, but with the accession of Archelaus
this stater was exchanged for one of 170 grs., which, from its weight
(equivalent to two Persian sigli), has been designated as the Persic stater.

The money of the two important cities of Abdera and Maroneia also

underwent a like transformation at the same time. The causes of this

change of standard remain unexplained.

Flo. 131.

Horseman prancing, wearing kausia
and chlauiys. armed with two spears.

[B.M. C, Mac, 1G3.J
Young male head, wearing taenia.

[B. M. C, Mac, p. 164.1

Horse. [Ibid.]

Id, [Ibid., p. 165.|

APXEAAO Forepart of goat in incuse
and linear -quore (Fig. 131) . . .

Ai Stater, 160 grs.

APXEAAO Horse with loose rein in

inc. and linear sq. . . . Ai Stater.

APXEAAO Helmet in incuse square .

Ai Diobol, 28 gre.

APXEA Eagle in incuse square .

Ai Diobol.
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Head of bearded Herakles. [Ibid.\

Head of young Herakles. [Ibid.\

Id. [Ibid., p. 166.]

Id. [Ibid.]

Lion's head facing.

[Berl. Cat., II. 188.]

APX Forepart uf wolf; above, cluli ,

Al Olwl, 14 gr*.

Wolfs bead and club . . . .ft

Al £ Obol, 8 gra.

AP Lion's hem) and club

Mt J Obol (1). 5-5-4-7 gn.
APXEAAO (Jluli, quiver, and lww . .

M Size -7

APXE Forepart of hoar or forepart of

butting bull Al -5

Aeropua (= Archolaus II), B. c. 396 392.

AEPO[P]0 Horse with loose rein . .

Ai Stater. 159 gru.

Young male head bound with taenia.

[Berl. Cat., II. PI. VIII. 75.
J

Head of bearded Herakles iii lion-

skin. [Sestiui. De»cr„ PI. III. 6.]

Head of young Herakles in lion-skin.

[N.C., 1888. 1.]

Young male head in kausia.

Id. [B. U. a, Mac, p. 167.]

AEPO Forepart of wolf ; above, club .

A Obol.
AEPO Wolfs head and club . . . .

Al j Obol, 7 grs.

AEPOPO Horse walking . . . Al G
Forepart of lion . . A. -5

Amyntu II, B. C. 392-390. See Amyntu III.

Fanaaniaa, b. v. 390-389.

Fin. 132.

Young male head bound with taenia

(Fig. 132).

Free horse prancing. [B. M.J

Young male head houml with taenia.

[B. U. C J/oe. f p. 170.]

Id. [fieri. Co/., PI. VIII. 77.]

PAY£ANIA Horse standing in linear

*q. M Stater, 160 grs.

Forepart of lion , . .

Al 47-0 grs.

Id. t . iK-G5

••

!• Forepart of lioar . «K -G

AmyntaB HI, Ftrti Reiyu, B.C. 389-383.

„ Second Reign, a. c. 381-369.

Some of the coins bearing the name of Amyntas may belong to the

short reign of Amyntas II.

Flo. 130.
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Karl!tT imfltfif.

Head of bearded HeraklcB in lion-

skin (Fig. 133).

Head of young Herakles.

Head of bearded Herukles.

[B. M. i\. Mae., p. 172.]

Head of Pan with short horns.

Young male head hare.

AMYNTA Horse standing in linear

and inc. sq. . . Al Stater, 143 gi>.

AMYNTA Eagle looking lack . . ,

M Diobol, 22 grs.

Forepart of boar ; above.

elofa a: -a.10

AMYNTA Forepart of wolf . X. -4

ft
Ht?lllU*t . M .fi

Later issuer

Horseman prancing, striking with i AMYNTA Lion breaking spear . .

javelin. [R M. C, Mac., p. 173.] Ai Stater, 162 grs.

Head of young Herakles in lion-skin.

/ok/., p. 174.]

Id. IHd.]

Id.

M

M

Kagle devouring serpent .

JE -6

How and club crossed M -4

Club M -4

Alexander II, B.C. 369-368. No coins can l>e certainly attributed to

this king ; but see Imhoof, PoHrdtk6pfe
9 p. 13.

Ferdiccas III
P

B. c. 363 or 364-359.

Fig. IM,

Herakles in lion-skinHead of young
(Fig. 134).

Id. [B. M. C, Mae., p. 175.1

Id. [Ibid., p. 176.]

PEPAIKKA Horse trotting; beneath,

club . . . JR Stater, 159 gn*.

PEPAIKKA Lion breaking spear M, -8

„ Kagle looking l»ack M -G

Philip II, B. c. 359-336. Philip of Macedon, having obtained posses-

sion of the hitherto unworked gold mines of Pangaeuin (b. c. 356), the

immense output of which rapidly brought down the market price of gold
in relation to silver in European Greece from 12 : 1 (its then rate of
exchange at Athens) to 10 : 1, found it politically as well as financially

expedient to reorganize the Macedonian currency on a new system
modelled upon, though not identical with, that of Athens. His new gold

stater,whicn was destined to obtain a world-wide reputation, rivalling that

of the old Persian daric, be made equivalent to the Athenian gold stater

of 135 grs., which had, hitherto, at the existing ratio of 12 : 1, been
tariffed at 24 Attic drachms of 67-5 grs.

In order to preserve the customary Greek (though not Asiatic) habit of

exchanging 1 gold stater against 24 silver drachma, while/at the same
time taking account of the sudden fall in the silver value of gold, he
now issued side by side with his gold stater, silver drachms of cite.
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56-25 grs., thus abandoning the Persic silver stater of 173 ^rs., which had
for about half a century been established in the Kingdom of Macedon, in

favour of the so-called Phoenician ' stater of 225 grs. (drachm 56-25 grs.),

which was at the time prevalent in the silver coining cities included in

Philip's dominions (e. g. the money of the Chalcidian league). On the

whole of this Bubject see Th. Reinach (L'Hintoire. par fen monnale/*,

pp. 41-73). Philip's gold staters, soon popularly known as ' Fhilippi ',

continued to be issued in some districts long after his death, like the
posthumous <jold and silver coins of his son Alexander the Great
other districts.

Gold.

in

Flo, 135.

Head of Apollo, laureate, with short

hair (Fig. 135).

Head of young Herakles in lion-skin.

Id.

Id-

Head of Apollo as on stater.

<t>IAIPPOY Riga . A' Staler, 1 33 gra.

11 Forepart of lion . . .

N £ Stater.

» Clubawl bow A* \ Stater.

M Various types, Fulmen

—

Trident—Club— Kan-
tdaros —Go*t I leg.

N I Staler.

VER

Fulmeii . .V
fy

Stater.

Fio. 190.

Head of Zeus, laureate (Fig. 136).

Id.

Head of young Herakles in lion-skin,

Id.

Id.

Id.

OIAIPPOY Naked boy-rider bearing

palm or crowning !:•- Iiurse, iciXifi .

Al Tetimlr., 224 gn.
<J>IAIPPOY Hearded Macedonian horse-

man wearing kaunu and chlamys,

right hand raised . . Al Tetrad r.

6IAIPPOY Youth uii horse . . . .

M Didr., 112 grs.

Id. . At Octnbol, G6 grs.

Id. . Al Drachm, 5G grs.

Macedonian horseman . .

Al Ihachm.
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Head of Apollo, laureate, or 1

with plain taenia.

Head of Artemis facing.

Head of Apollo with plain taenia.

Id.

Id.

Head of youn# Hernkles.

kvuiuI 0IAIPPOY Naked horseman prancing

AX Tetrob., 40 grs.

Youth on horse A\ Tetrobol.

I<1. . M Triobol, 28 grs.

Half-horseM Diobol, 18 grs.

II ! - '- head . M Diolwl.

Club . . . ^iObol(l).

1?

fl

M

Kronzk.

Head of Apollo with plain taenia.

Head of young HeroklcB in lion-skin.

<t>IAIPP0Y Kaketl horscuiau ^E-75—6
Club . . . jE -55-4

it

The reverse-types of Philips coins are nearly all agonistic, ami refer

either to the garner celebrated by him at Dium in honour of the

Olympian Zeus (Mul)cr, Mon* tVAUxu pp. 11 and 344), or, preferably,

to the great Olympian games where his chariots were victorious. We
have, indeed, the direct assertion of Plutarch {Alex.) c- 4) in favour
of the latter hypothesis, ray iv *OAi?>i7ri<y pfra? t&v apiiarmu iyxapariwv roU
voftlapaiTiv. Philip was also successful at Olympia with the race-horse

(tTriry mAijti; Plut, At*x. % 3), a victory of which ho perpetuated the
memory on his tetradrachms. The horseman with kausia and chlamys
is less certainly agonistic, and may (perhaps with a play upon his name)
represent the king himself as a typical Macedonian iinrcvr.

Philip's coins were struck at many mints in various parts of his

empire. For the various mint-marks which they bear see Muller's Ntvm,.

<VAlex* le Grande the local attributions in which are, however, to be

accepted with great caution. They continued to circulate in Europe long
after his death, and the Gauls, when they invaded and pillaged Greece,

took vast numbers of them back into their own land, where they

long continued to serve as models for the native currency of Gaul
and Britain.

Alexander the Great, B.C. 336-323. The coinage of Alexander is

a branch of Numismatics too extensive and complicated for discussion in

detail in the present work. The gold Philippi and the silver tetra-

drachms (225 grs*) of his father Philip had, for a period of about twenty
years, been the chief currency throughout Philip's European dominions,
and it is hardly likely that Alexander would have abolished these coins

and introduced a now standard (the Attic) for his silver money until he
found himself compelled to do so for commercial reasons. The fall in

the price of gold in relation to silver was probably one, though not per-

haps the chief, of these reasons. The general depreciation of gold made
it no doubt impossible for hira to maintain, by royal decree, the old

relation of 13*3 : 1 to silver which had prevailed in the East down to the

fall of the Persian Empire, according to which 1 gold Daric of about 130
grs. was tariffed as equivalent to 20 silver sigloi of about 86| grs., or to

10 silver staters of Persic wt., of about 173 grs. The inveterate con-

servatism of the East, which could brook no change in the number of

silver coins exchangeable for a #old piece, would not however be startled

by a modification of the weights of the two denominations.
The duodecimal exchange system of Philip's coinage, which might have
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satisfied the European portion of Alexander's empire, where gold had
always been subject to variations in its market price, being thus unsuit-

able for countries where a fixed logal exchange rate had been established

for centuries, it became necessary to substitute for it a decimal coinage
which would satisfy both East and West. Alexander's choice of the
Attic standard for both gold and silver met every requirement, and was,

at the same time, in harmony with the existing relation (10: 1) of the

two met&ls. Athens alone was the sufferer. Her 'Owls' were gradually
superseded on all the foreign markets and her mint was practically

closed.

There were, however, some countries, such as Phoenicia and probably
India, where the Attic standard had never taken firm root and where the

new Alexandrine coinage would bo loss welcome, and it is to an Indian
satrapy shortly after Alexander's death, B.C. 323, that I would attribute

the rare tetradrachms of Indian weight (227 grs.), obv. Head of Zeus, rev.

AAE3EANAP0Y, Eagle with head reverted on fulmon, which Imhoof (Mon.
gr.t PI. 1). 8) beheved to have been Alexander's first coinage in Macedou,
issued immediately after his father's death. A cogent argument in favour

of giving these tetradrachms to one of the Eastern satrapies rather than to

Macedon is the adjunct symbol, a satrapal tiara, in front of the eagle on
the reverse. This very characteristic symbol, formerly mistaken for

a prow, would seem to specialize tho issue as that of a governor of one of

the satrapies of Alexander's empire between B. c. 323 and 305, and the

Eagle with head reverted on fulinen as the reverse-typo points distinctly

to India, On this attribution see X. C, 1906, 1 sqq. Tho following

smaller denominations of Attic weight with Eagles on their reverses are

probably also Indian, though perhaps not struck at the same mint as the

tetradrachm with the satrapal tiara.

Head of young Herakles in lion-skin. AAEIANAPOY Eagle on fulinen, his

li-eiul usually turned back ; symbols,

caduceus, eagle's head, bull's head

facing, ear of con
M I»raclim (Attic).

Id. AAESAMAPOY Eagle on fulinen
;

symholt, pentalpha, caduceus, cres-

cent A\ J Drachm.
AAEIANAPOY Two eagles face lo

face, on fulinen ; sipnbol, ivy-leaf. .

A\ Diobol.
Id. AAEIANAPOY Kidmen . A\ Obol.

Id. „ Eagleonfuloieu.head

turned back -E (>.">

Head of Apollo, hair long. AAEIANAPOY Fulinen . . & 55

For convenience I describe these coins in this place because Irahoofs
attribution of the series to Macedon has been generally accepted. For
my own part I would include them among the post-Alexandrinu issues
of Eastern and probably Indian origin.

It was doubtless after his invasion of Asia that Alexander instituted
his vast international currency, of which the following are the principal
types :

—
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Gold.

Fio. 187.

Head of Athena in crested Corinthian

helmet, adorned with serpent, griffin,

or sphinx (Fig. 137).

Id. [Brit. Mus. Guide, PI. XXX. 4.]

Id.

Id.

Head of Athena.

Id,

AAEIANAPOY (rawly with BA*I-
AEflt) Winged Nike holding mast

with spar (naval standard. Z.f. -V.,

xxv. p. 215); various mint-marks

and monograms AT Distater, 2<>G grs.

Td AT Stater, 133 gi-s.

Id A* £ Staler, 6G gn.
Id AJ J Stater. 33 gn.
Club and bow . . AT £ Stater. 33 «rs.

Kulmen .... AT j Stater, 1G grs.

The usual denomination is the stater ; the rest are only exceptionally

met with. The types of Athena and of her attendant Nike were intro-

duced by Alexander, before whose time there is no trace of them on
Macedonian coins.

Silver.

Head of young Herakles in lion*skin.

[Brit. Mus. Guide, PI. XXX. 5, 6, 7.]

Id.

AAEIANAPOY (often with BASI-
AEH£) Zeus seated on throne, hold-

ing eagle and resting on sceptre . .

A\ Tetradrachm.

Id. A\ Drachm.

Dekadrachms with similar types also exist, but are of great rarity ;

didrachms, triobols, and obols occur Bomewhat more frequently. All
coins of these unusual denominations appear to be of Eastern origin.

Bronze.

Head of young Herakles in lion-skin.

Id.

AAEIAM APOY Club, and bow in case

^•8-5
Club, bow, and quiver

jE -75-55
Free born . & *6

ii

Young male head, wearing taenia.

Other varieties less frequent than the above are the following, for the
most part of post-Alexandrine style :

—

Head of Herakles.

Head of Athena.

Young head wearing taenia.

Head of Herakles.

Head of Apollo.

AAEIANAPOY Biga . . . M -8

Nike ( . . M -7

[BASIAEn*] Horse-

man • JR '7—6
Horseman , JE -7

Id J¥l -7

»
»

»qI<
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Hea<I of llernklcs.

Id.

Head of Athena.
Head of Poseidon.

Macedonian shield.

B A

•

>

How, club and quiver . Al -7

Horseman J-3 -7

Prow fo -7-5
Prow AS .<»

Helmet M -6

The difficulties with which we are confronted in attempting a syste-

matic classification of the enormous series of coins which bear the name
of Alexander, are of two kinds:— (i) We have to decide as to whether
a particular coin belongs to the reign of Alexander himself, or, if not,

to what subsequent period it should be assigned, for in some parts of the

ancient world silver coins continued to be struck in the name and with
the types of Alexander for some centuries after his death, (ii) Wo have
to determine the geographical attribution.

The tetradrachms have been arranged by Miiller in seven classes, which
he distinguishes in the main by the following characteristics:

—

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

Thick fabric, severe style. Zeus seated in stiff attitude, hi* rigid leg

visible in front of hit left. [Brit. Mus. Guide, PI, XXX. 6.1

[Brit Utm. Guide, PI.

2. 4, 5.]

Similar, but with some slight variations. [Hi XXVII.

C.jSimilar, but of more elegant style. [Brit. Mus. Guide, PI. XXX.
Fabric less lumpy; style fine; work usually (but not always) careful.

liighl leg of Ztu* drawn back behind left. [Brit. Mus. Guide,

VI XXVII. G. 7, 8; PI. XXX. 10, 11 ; PI. XXXl. 12-14.]
Similar. Fabric flatter, and flan more spread. St vie free, and usually

superficial. [Brit. Mus. Guide, PI. XXXVI. 1-4.]

Tlun outspread fabric. Work usually sketchy, but not rude or barbarous.

[Brit. Mus. Guide, H. XLVni. 1-3.]

Thin outspread fabric. Work rude, and frequently barbarous.

[Brit. Mus. Guide, PI. L1II. 1, 2 ; PI. LXIV. 2.]

These classes belong in part to Europe, and in part to Asia, and may
be arranged somewhat as follows :

—

B.C. 334-300, and later.

Europe.
Class I. Kingdom of Mncedon. &c.

HI. ..IT 7T

Asia.

Class II. Cilicia, Svria. Phoenicia,

III.7> *~ M "

B.C. 300-280.

Class IV. Macedon, &c, Peloponnesus, I
Class IV. Cilicia, Syria. Phoenicia,

and Islands. and Egypt.

B.C. 25O-2Q0.
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Class V. Thrace. Cla>s V. Greek cities of western Asia

Minor (Fig. 138).

P toeiucmii cities (ci'rc. 244-183).

Classes VI. VII. Thrace, dowi

to Imperial times.

After B.C,

almost

200.

Class VI. Free cities of westei

Minor (b.0. 190-133).

it Ana

The conjectural attributions to individual cities depend upon the

correspondence of the adjunct symbols with known coin-types of the

cities in question. On the coins of the later classes these symbols in

the field of the reverse are undoubtedly mint marks, but there is not
sufficient evidence to show that this was always the case on the coins of
Classes I-IV, and in many cases wo havo no safer guide to the local

attribution than a knowledge of the countries from which certain sorts

of tctradrachins usually come to us.

No gold or bronze coins bearing Alexander's name would seem to have
been issued after ctrc. B. C. 280.

Philip in (AridMiu), B.C. 325-316. The coins of this king are

identical in type with those of Alexander of Classes III and IV. Inscr.,

4HAIPP0Y or BASIAEn* <DIAIPP0Y. They wero issued both in his

European dominions and in Asia Minor, Cihcia, Syria, Phoenicia, and
Egypt. [Brit. Mus. GuUle, PI. XXVII. 9, 10 ; PL XXX. 8, 9.] (Fig. 139,

AT Stater.)

Fiq. era.

Alexander IV, son of Roxana, B.C. 323 311. Sec below under Ptolemy
Soter.

Goosander, B. c. 316-297. This king did not place his name upon the
gold or silver money, which continued to be issued in the name of

Alexander the Great (Class IV). He struck in bronze as follows :

—

Cire. B. 0.316-306. Inscr. KAtSANAPOY.
Head of Herakle8. | Seated lion A 7

Girc. B.0. 306-297. Inscr., BASIAEHS KASSANAPOY.
Head of Apollo. Tripod ,E -75

Head of Hei aides. Hoy on lum* Al -85—

7

Id. I.mn walking K -65

Helmet. Spear-head M -7

To the reign of Cassander belong also the bronze coins struck in the

name of his general, Eupolcmus, B. c. 314-313, probably at Mylasa in

Caria (B. M. C, Carta, PI. XXI. 11).

Three Macedonian Bbi.lds I EYPOAEMOY Sword with belt. X. -7

Dig; )ogIe
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Philip IT, B. c. 297-296, son of Caasander.

Alexander V, b. c. 295, son of Cassander.
To these reigns no money can be confidently assigned, though some of

the coins of late style, bearing the types of Philip 11 and Alexander the

Great, may belong to this period.

Antigonus, B.C. 306-301, the father of Demetrius Poliorcetos, was
acknowledged ' King of Asia ' in b. c. 311. In B. c. 306 he first assumed
the title Ba<riA«w. In all his Asiatic mints it is probable that he con-
tinued the issue of gold and silver with Alexander's types and name
unchanged (Class IV).

There are, however, gold staters of the Alexandrine type (except that

Nike holds in her right hand an aerostolion instead of a wreath), reading
ArJTITONOY BASIAEO*, and tetradrachms, the latter probably struck

in Peloponnesus, in the year b. c. 303, by Demetrius in the name of his

father Antigonus.

Hrod of Heresies (Fig. 110).

Fio. 140.

BA*IAEn* ANTIT0N0Y Zeus
seated on throne, holding eagle . .

M Tetradr.

See also Antigonus Gonatas.

Demetrius Poliorcetos, B. C. 306-283.

Head of Athena.

Head of Demetrius diademed and with

bull's horn.

[Brit. Mus. Guide, PI. XXX. 15.]

Nike blowing trumpet, and holding

naval standard standing on prow.

Gold.

BASIAEOS AHMHTPIOY Nike. .

AT Stater.

BASIAEHS AHMHTPIOY Armed
horseman with spear . . A' Stater.

BA*IAEn* AHMHTPIOY Athena
Promachos with shield and spear . .

At Stater.

SlLVEK.

Fiu. 111.
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Nike on prow, as alwve (Fijf. 141).

Head of Demetrius horned.

BA1IAEOS AHMHTPIOY Poseidon

wielding trident

Ai Tetnulr., Dr.. and \ Dr.

BAtlAEn* AHMHTPIOY Poseidon,

hs above . Ai Drachm and £ Dr.

Fid. 142.

Head of Demetrius horned (Fig. 112).

I

BA£IAEn£ AHMHTPIOY Poseidon

resting foot ou rock, and leaning oil

trident Ai Tetradr.. Dr., and £ Dr.

BASIAEn* AHMHTPIOY Poseidon

Heated on lock, holds ajilustre aud

trideut Ai Tetradr.

The types of these coins refer to the naval victory gained by the fleet

of Antigonus, commanded by Demetrius, over that of Ptolemy off the

island of Cyprus in it. c. 3(X>. The Bame victory is commemorated by a
monument discovered in the island of Samothrace, now in the Louvre,

consisting of a colossal Nike standing on a prow, as on the coins. See
Conze, &c, Samotkrake, Bd. ii. pp. 47 sqq.

With very few exceptions the bronze coins of Demetrius Poliorcetes

have a prow on the reverse, and the letters BA (for BA£IAEn£). The
obverse type is usually a head of Athena or of Zeus.

Pyrrhnji was kimj of all Macedon, B. C. 287-286. and of west Macedou
uutil B.C. 284, and again B.C. 274-272. If he issued silver coins in

Macedon, they were probably, like those of Cassander, impressed with the

name of Alexander (Class IV). His Macedonian bronze coins are of

the following types ;

—

Macedonian shield, with monogram of i
BA£I Helmet uud iuou. PYP, all in

Pyrrhos in the centre (PYP). oak wreath .
i£ -5

Interval, b. c. 286-277. During this period, while the government of

Macedon passed rapidly from Pyrrhus to Lysimachus, Seleucus, Ptolemy
Keraunos, Antipater, Sosthenes, &c., few coins were struck in Macedon.
Lysimachus, it is true, appears to have struck tetrabrachius at some

of the Macedonian mints in his own name, but uf the rest no coins are

known. There is. however, one series o^ Alexandrine tetradrachms of

Class IV (MUller, Nos. 225-236, and Brit. Mutt. Guide, PI. XXX. 11) with
a Macedonian helmet in the Hold on the reverse, which I would attribute

to this date, together with a corresponding set of bronze coins :

—

BA Macedonian helmet . . -K -73—5Macedonian shield; in centie, various

BymboiSi

Head of young Herakles. BA£IAEn£ liow in case, and club;

gi/mbol ; Kace-toich . . . M «76
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. ,. -
. „ „ „-- oool It is not as yet possible to dis-

AntiRonns Gonataa, B.C. Z77-Z6\)\ ,. • * r
J

.t. ,1
. _ „ _ ana nan f tin<ruisn irom one another tno
Antigonua Do»on, B. C. z^-^U P ,,, ,^

J coinB of these two kings.

Dr. Imhoof-Blumer is in favour of attributing all the silver money to

Gonattw

Flo. 113.

Head of Poseidon, witli flowing locks

boand with marine plant (Fig. 143).

Similar head of eat Her style.

[Imhoof. Choix, PI. I. 23.]

BA«IAEn£ ANTITONOY inscribed

on prow, upon which Apollo is

seated naked, holding bow ....
A\ Tetrad r.

BASIAEHS ANTITONOY Athena
Alkis of nrchnistic style, hurling

fulraen, and holding shield ....
A\ Drachm,

F«i. Hi.

Macedonian shield, in centre of which,

head of Pan homed, with pedum at

shoulder.

BASIAEnt ArJTITONOY Similar

type (Fig. Ill) . . . Ai Tttiadr.

The types of the first of the above tetradrachms refer clearly to a naval
victory. Imhoof (Man. gr., p. 128) thinks that the victory recorded is

that of Gonataa over the Egyptian Beet off the island of Cos, B. c. chx.
253 (Beitr. zur alt. Gewh., I. pp. 289 ff.). On the mainland, opposite

Cos, was the hieron of Apollo Iriopios, where games were celebrated in

honour of Apollo and Poseidon, the two divinities represented on the coins,

' CVtait la sans doutc, que lo vainqucur a consacro* sa tricre ; et cost la

aussi, suivant une inscription trouveo pre? tie l'hie'ron, qu'existait plus

laid un autre sanctuaire, ties richc et tres vvndrd ties Cnidiens, cclui du
him* Anthjoiif-jUe tie VEpigone (Dc'me't^ius).

,

This .sanctuary doubtless

owed its origin to some exploit, such as the victory off Con, by means of

which Antigonus had rendered himself the benefactor of the town of Cnidus
and its temple of Apollo.

But if, on the other hand, as the late style of the bead of Poseidon on

>ogle
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the majority of these coins might lead us to infer, they belong to the

later Antigonus, the reverse type is still capable of explanation as Con-

taining an allusion to the fortunate naval expedition which Antigonus
Doson undertook in a. c. 228 against Caria. I was at one time inclined

to adopt the last mentioned attribution (Brit Mus. Guide, p. 75 sq.), but

I admit that Dr. Imhoofs arguments in favour of the attribution of these

coins to Gonatas are more convincing than those which I urged for their

later date.

The coins mentioned in the Inventory of the Asklepieion at Athens as

Ttrpaxna 'AvTtySvcia, specimens of which appear among the dedications in

the years b. c. 261-0, 256-5, 255-4, and 254-3, are probably those with
the head of Pan on the Macedonian shield (Babelon, TraiU, I. 485. and
Ferguson in University of California J'u?jL, Class. Phil., I. 148).

The bronze coins of the two Antigoni most frequently met with are of
the following types :

—

Head of Athena.

Head of Poseidon as on silver.

Head of young Herakles.

Id.

Macedonian Bhield, on which ANTI
(in mon.).

BA and ANTI (in monogram) Pau
erecting a trophy . . .A1

) -85—55
Pruw. . -K-6
BA and ANTI (in mon.) Naked rider

crowning liU horse . . M -OS

BA*IAEnS ANTirONOY Id. JE -7

BA£I Macedonian helmet. «ft -7

Demetrius H, B. c. 239-229. Apparently no gold or silver coins.

Bronze,

Macedonian shield, in centre of which
monogram composed of the letters

AHMHTPI.
Id., hut in centre, star.

Head of young Herakles.

BA€I Macedonian helmet

M -65 and -35

BAtlAEHC AHMHTPIOY Id. M 65
BA AH Kider crowning horse. M -65

Philip V, it. c. 220-179.

SILVER.

Kio. 14ft,

Head of king diademed and slightly

Larded (Fig. 145).

BAflAEnt OlAirnOY Athena Alkis
urmed with uliicld, hurling fulmen .

M Tetradr.

iogle
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Fiu IK'..

Macedonian shield, with jtortrait of

Philip's son Perseus, slightly bearded,

as the hero Perseus, in the centre,

wearing winged cap of Phrygian form,

ending at top in griffin's head. (See

A'. C, 1896, p 35.)

Head of king diademed.

Id.

Id.

BASIAEfi* 0IAIPPOY Club in ouk

wreath, three monograms, and adjunct

svmlxil iu margin (Fig. ll(>) .

M Tetrudr,

BA«IAEO£ 0IAlPrOY Id. Ai Didr.

Id. Ai Dr.

Id.A J Dr.

For varieties of the tetradrachm attributed to the Pretender Andriscua

under name of Philip see below, p. 239.

Bronze.

Head of Zeus in oak-wicath.

Head of Poseidon.

Id.

Head of Heliof, radiate.

Head of Artemis.

Head of lwarded Herakles.

Id.

Head of young Herakles.

Head of Pan.

Head of young Herakles.

Do., laur., lion-skin round neck hut

not over his head.

Head of hero Perseus.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Macedonian shield with wheel-orna-

ment in centre.

Id.

Similar; head of Perseus in centre.

V

It

BA 01 Rider crowning horse

AI -75

„ „ Athena Alkin . . .¥, .8-55

„ „ Prow jfi *50

BASIAEOS flAIPnOY Fulmen in
oak-wreath M 1-0

BA <t> Kngle on fiiliuen in oak-wreath.

M -75

BASIAEH* OlAirrOY Harpa in

oak-wieath AZ -9

BA $ Prow A&.45
Two goats at rest . A") -85

Id Au .5

Kider crowning ho:>e

a: -75

BA 01 Prow E -75

BA <t> Ragle on plough or fulmen . .

Ai 75-7
BA* lAEHf *IAirrOY Horse . .

AZ-7
Harpa iu

oak-wreath . . . . AI -7

BA Harpa and dub . . A: -4

BA, 01 Cluh AI -65

BA <& Helmet . . . . M »5

BASIAEn* OlAinnOY Helmet sur

mounted by star . . . M -05
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AtUoutnntfUti isbUfs without kitty* mnttf*

Cirr. B.t\ 185-168.

H. Gaebler (ZeiL f. Nuht* y xx. 169 tf., and Dir antlkea Milnzen Nortt-
GrievhentaniU* Bant I iii. 1 and Tafel I) has proved that Philip, probably
about B- c. 185, allowed his subjects to issue small silver and bronze
coins in the name of the wholo people, MAKEAONftN, his own name
being omitted. That these issues are contemporary with the royal

coinage is clear from the identity of the symbols and monograms which
they bear with those on the regal money. The chief varieties are the
following:

—

SlLVKR.

MAKE find Club in centre of Macetlo-

niau shield.

Macedonian shield with cichceut-rayed

6tur in centre.

Head of Maenad in vine-wieath, as on
coDtcmjioiary coins of Histiaeu in

Eabooh

Macedonian helmet, around which usu-

ally three monograms and symbol

as on coins beariug Philip's name
A\ Tetrobols and Diobob.

MAKE AONttN After-part of ship .

Al TetruboK
Id Id. , Ai Tetrobols.

Bkqsze.

MAKE (in inon.) in centic uf Mace-
doniau shield.

Head of Poseidon, tiidcnt at shoulder.

Head of Poseidon, with lank hair; no
trident.

Head of Ktryinon to front, crowned with

mnflii

Head of Strymon
with reeds.

Head of Apollo.

Id.

profile, crowned

Head of Dionysus in ivy-wreath.

Head of Pan with pedum at .shoulder.

Head of young Heiakles in lion-skin.

Head of Zeus.

Head of Zeus.

Macedonian helmet and A (mon. of

Amphaxitis). [Gaehler, 3/unz. iV,

ffn, Taf. I. 4.] M -G5

MAKE AONHN Club in oak-wreath
[CJaebler, op. cit.

t
Taf. I. 28.] . . .

A£ -95 {wrratid).

Siniihu E »90

MAKE AONnN Artemis standing,

holding long torch. I Clacbler, op. nV.,

Taf I 14.1 **B
MAKE AOMHhi Trident ....

|7fttfM Ta£ J. 22.] ^-9-7
MAKE AONHN Lyre and bow . .

f/6t*</., Taf. L 19.] -K-9
MAKE AONnN Tripoli (mon. of Am-

plnmtLs). [/6tV., Taf. I. 21.] -E -8

MAKE AONHhl Goat standing (mon.
of Ainphaxitis). [Ibid,, Taf. X. IS.].

£> 1-0--8
TT (mon. of Itottiaea) Two goat* re-

cumheut in oak - wreath. [/6i</.,

Taf. XII. 10.
|

.E.8
MAKE AOhinN F Naked rider

crowning his hors-\ [B. M. C, J/«cM

p. 13.1 AZ -9

MAKE AOMHN IT Winged fulmen.

^
[/6m/.] & -85

Kagle on fuhmn (on larger coins with

head revolted). Monogiam W
t
and

another varying mon. or symbol.

/WM p. 16.1 . .
-*:-85-<15

( io< >qI(
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For varieties and details see Gaebler (op, tit.).

T. Quinctiui Flamininus, u. c. 196-190. Of this illustrious Roman
general a gold stater of Attic weight is known. It is of great rarity,

only three specimens having up to the present time been discovered.

Friedlandur (Zeit.f. Xum., xii. p. 2) was of opinion that it was struck

in Macedon after the battle of Cynoscephalae, but there is nothing to

prove that it was not issued during the sojourn of Flamininus in Pelopon-

nesus, perhaps on the occasion of the great Convention at Corinth, when
the Romans proclaimed the freedom and independence of Greece. As,

however, the reverse-type is that of the gold staters of Alexander the

Great, I prefer to describe it in this place. The obvurse typo is specially

interesting as presenting us with the first portrait of a living Roman
known on coins. (See BJacdonald, Coin, Ty/ten, pp. 153 ff.)

Heutl of Flamininus to r., slightly

bearded [Zeit.f. Xum., xii. PI. VII. 2}
T. QVINCTI Nike standing, holding

wreath and palm . . . AT Stater.

Per»eu». B.C. 178-168.

SlLVEIt.

Fiu. H7.

Head of king PtiWIS, dnuleraed

(Kg H7>.

Id.

Id-

BAXIAEHS riEPSEn* Ka^leon ful-

men, all in oak-wreath Ai Tetradr.

BASIAEfl*nEP*En* Hurpainoak-
wrtath . Ai Didr.

Club in oak-wreath .

A Didr.
"

liUOKZE.

1 1 ead of hero Perseua.

Hetd of young Herakles.

Macedonian shield ; whcel-onmment in

ceatre.

BA FIE (or HEP) EhkIc oh plough or

fuliueii At *K5 — -7

„ Jtider crowning horse

.K-75--65

, t
llarpu . *V* -G5--5

Adaeua- Perhaps a dynast in Macedonia not mentioned in history.

His coins appear to have been Htruck either at lleracleia Sintica or at the

town of Scotusaa (Pliii. iv, 17, a, 18) on the road between Heracleia and
Philippi (Btrt.CaLt 11. \>. DO),

»qI<
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Head of Apollo.

Head of Hcrakhs.

Head of Athena.

Head of boar.

Cite. b.o. 200(>).

AAAIOY Tripod .

Club . .

Owl . -

Spear-h<wl

99

M
ft

£ -85-U5

. . .K -7

. . -KG

O. Kingdom ok Paeon ia.

The death of Perdiccas III, King of Macedon (b. c. 359), was followed

by a period of confusion during which the Paeonians ruse and shook off

the yoke of the royal house of Macedon.
The independent kings of Paeonia between this date and B.C. 286 are

as follows :

—

Lycceiue. Circ. B. c. 359- 340. Silver coins of debased Macedonian

weight. Tetradrachms 214-188 grs.

Fio. 148.

Head of Apollo.

AEPPflNAt Oi Young male head latir.

with short hair.

Head of Zeus. [Coll. de Hirreh.]

Head of Apollo. [
Berl, Cat., II. PI. T. 2.

Female head. [Berl. Cat., II. PI. I. 3.]

AYKPEIO or AYKKEIOY Ilerukles

and lion (Fig. 118). . A{ Tetradr.

AYKKEIOY Same type. [Iter, yum.,
1897. PI. III. 2] A{ Tetradr. 197 grs.

AYKKEIOY Same type . M Tetradr.

AYKKEIOY Lion M Dr.
AYKK[EI]0 Lion standing . Jt Dr.

A fragment ofan inscription found some years ago at Athens(Hioks and
Hill, Gk, Hist. Iiintr., p. 255) mentions a treaty of alliance between
the Athenians, on the one part, and Cetriporis of Thrace, Lyppeius of
Paeonia, and Umbos of Illyris on the other. There can be no doubt about
the identity of the Lyppeius of the inscription with the Lycpeius or

Lycceius of the coins. The coin with the head of Apollo (?) accompanied
by the inscr. AEPPnNAlOf seems to prove that the district inhabited

by the Derroncs (see *Vf>r<i,\). 201) was included in the dominions of

Ly cceius.

Patraua. Circ. B.O. 310-315.

Flu. 149.
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Young malt! lieiul with yiiort Imir, TTATPAOY lioraeuiau spearing pro&-

usually 1aureuU\

Young male head, wearing taenia.

Young mule heart, Indicate.

[BerLCat., II. p. 4.]

trate foe (Fig. 149) . . Ai Tetradr.

riATPAOY Forepart of boar . ^l Dr.

nAT(T) - - . Eagle . . . M Tetroh.

Bastareus. An unknown king of soino tribe bordering upon the
Paeonian district. Two tetrabrachius only known, found with coins of

Patraus :

—

Large crested helmet r. ; circle of dote.

[Sotkeby Stde Cat., May, 1904,

Lot 232/

BA«TAPE0£ Bull batting r.; circle of

ilota . . . A\ Tctnulr. 203 gin.

Audoleon. Gin\ B.C. 315-286.

Fio. 150,

Head of Athena, facing-

Id.

Head of Athena in Corinthian helmet

to right, as on gold staters of Alex-

ander the Great.

Head of Athena, facing

Head of young Diouysos.

AYAOAEONTOf

»
»

•<

"

Free horto (Fig.

150) Ai Tetrad r.

Id. . . . A Dr.
Id. . . M DiUr,

Forepart of horse .

M Tetrob.

Id. . .ill Tetrob.

There are also barbarous imitations of the totradrachms of Philip

of Macedon, ohv. Head of Zeus, rev. Horseman, with the inscr.

AYAnAEONTOS (Bert. Cat, It PL I. 9).

After circ. B.C. 306 Audoleon followed the example of the Diadochi,
and adopted the title Ba<ri\tvs. He then struck Attic tetradrachms,
similar in type to the money of Alexander the Groat, but with the
inscription AYAnAEONTOt BASIAEn*. Audoleon's coins were fre-

quently imitated by barbarians of the interior.

Dropion (?), after circ b. c. 279. See J. P. Six, Amtuaire tie A'umiv-
matitiw, 1883, p. 5.

nAKJrJnN Fulmen, beneath which

AP ^.85
Head of Zeus.

In 1877 an inscription was discovered at Olympia, on the base of a

statue, stating that it was set up by the community of the Paeonians
in honour of their king and founder, Dropion, who probably recon-

stituted the country after the invasion of the Gauls. The monogram AP
also occurs on tetradrachms of Lysimachus (Miillcr, No. 489). Thero is.
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however, in the British Museum, a coin .similar to that described above,

except that it reads riAONnN and has the monogram A (Audoleon (?) ).

This easts some doubt upon the attribution to Dropion proposed by Six.

Nicarchu*. An unknown dynast, probably contemporary with
Patraus.

Head of Apollo, r. laureate.

[Butt. Corr. Ifetl,\\. 211.]

NIKAPXOY Tripod

M Tetradr. 204 gru.

H. Mac EPOS' CNDER THE ROMANS.

After the defeat of Perseus, the last king of Macedon, by the Romans
at the battle of Pydna (it. c. 168) Macedonia was divided into four
Re<jione», but it was not until ten years later (B.C. 158) that the right

of coining silver money was conceded to it by the Senate (Mommsen-
Blacas, III. p. 281). These four divisions were dissolved in B.C. 148,

when the country was finally constituted a Roman Province.

H.c. 158-149.

Head of Zens, or perhaps Poseidon, MAKEAONON TTPnTHt Artemis
wearing oak -wreath. [Gaebler, Die Tauropolos with two torches, riding

n/it. Miinsen Nord-GriechrnlawU, Bd. on bull, with fillet over its head . .

iii, Taf. II. 1.] M Attic Tetradr.

Only two specimens of this earliest coin of the first region of Macedon
are known, one in Berlin and the other in Naples.

j .r

Fio. ifil.

Macedonian shield, in centre of which, MAKEAONflN npnTHS Club in

oak-wreath, three mons., and adjunct

symbol in margin (Fig. 151) . . .

Ai Tetradr.

nut of Artemis.

Id. [Gaebler, op. eit., Taf. II. 4.] MAKEAONHN AEYTEPAS Similar

M Tetradr.

Bronze.

Head of Zeus.

rOaeU
Head ot Athena. '[Ibid

[Gaebler, op. cit., Taf. II. tj.l

id., Taf. II. 5/)

MAKEAONnN TETAPTH* Club in

oak-wreath M -85

MAKEAOrJnM TETAPTHS The
Dioskuri A] *8

The capitals of the four Regions of Macedonia were Amphipolis of the
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First Region, Thcsaalonica of the Second, Pella of the Third, and Pela-

gonia of the Fourth.

Macedonia a Roman Province. In B. c. 149 a pretender, by name
Andriscus, who claimed to be grandson of Philip V, was, for a short

time, successful in raising a revolt against Roman domination, and in

defeating the Praetor P. Juvcntius Thalna. The Praetor, however,

in B.C. 149, before his defeat, issued a few coins, through his LEGntua
/>ro qtuttetore, as follows :

—

Fio. 152.

Rust of Artemis in centre of Mace-

donian shield (Fig. 152).

LEG, and Imnd holding olive-hranch

over club, beneath which is MAKE-
AONHN, the whole in wreath of
oak-leaves and acorns , At Tetrad r.

On the defeat of the Romans by Andriscus these coins were restruck
with the omission of LEG and of the hand holding the olivo-branch,

6a\\6s, probably the signet of Thalna (Z.J. N., xxiii. p. 150).

Andriscus, B. c. 149-148, now claimed openly the throne of Macedon,
adopted the name and title of his presumptive grandfather, and struck
tetradrachms distinguishable only by style, and by a youthful instead of
a bearded head on the obverse, from those of Philip V (Z. f. N., xxiii.

p. 153).

Macedonian shield with, in centre, a
head of the young Philip Andriscus
without beani, wearing winged hel-

met of hero Perseus, ending at top in

griffin's head.

BA«IAEH£ OlAinnOY Club of

thicker and clumsier make than on
coins of Philip V. No monograms or
symbol. Ton whole in oak-wreath .

M Tetradr.

On the defeat of Philip ' Andriscus and on the reduction of Macedonia
to a Roman Province, B.C. 148, all coinage of silver in Macedon ceases

lor more than half a century. Bronze money was, however, issued for

a few 3-ears longer, B. c. 148-141, in the names of the following Roman
governors, Lucius Folcinnius and Gains Publilius, Quaestors of the

Praetor Metellus, B.C. 148-146, and by the Praetor, Decimus Junius
Silanus, B.C. 142-141, and also by individual cities for local currency.

Lucius Folcinnius, Quaestor, b.c. 148-14G.

Head of Roma in winged helmet like

that of the hero Perseus, ending at

top in griffin's head.

MAKEAOMnhJ.TAMlOY AEYKIOY
*OAKIrJMlOY in oak-wreath . .

[R M. C, Mac, p. I9.J M -85
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Gaiuh PuBUlilUHj QtWfrfyr, b. c. 148-146.

Heiul of Koiua in winded he) mot like

tlmt of the hero I'erseui*, ending tit

top in griffin w head.

Head of Poseidon.

Head of Athena Parthenon
rUaebler, op. «!., Tat XII. 21.

Head of young Dionpos in ivy-wreath!

[/6i£ v Taf. II. 9.]

Head of Pan with pedum at shoulder.

[/WA.Tnf. XII. 20.]

These coins seem to have been
without monogram; Thessalonica

with mon. of Bottiaca.

MAKEAONnN, TAMIOY TAIOY
nonAIAiOY Similar

|
R M. C., Mac, p. 18.] M !— 85

Similar, bat club between linen of ineer.

[B. M. l\. Mac, p. 17.] M
TAIOY TTOnAI AIOY (the last name in

mon.) TAMIOY Ox feeding At -B5

TAMIOY TAIOYnonAIAlOY (.loat

standing - K -85

TAIOY TAMIOY Two goats recum-

bent M -75

struck at three mints—Amphipolis
with mon. of Amphaxitis ; and Pel)a

Declmutf JiLiiiiiH Sihiirtts, Pnietor, It. c. 142 141.

Head of Seilenos facing in ivy-wreath.

[Z.f. A'.,xxhi. 158.

1

D (for Decieto) above MAKEAONHM
in ivy-wreath AZ -75

The head of Scilenos is prolmbly a play upon the cognomen of the

Praetor. The meaning of the Roman letter, D, on the reverse is

explained by Gacbler (op. <//., p. 0).

Silver Coinage, n. c. 93-8H.

The financial reasons which compelled the Roman governors of

Macedon to issue silver tetradrachras with the inscr. MAKEAONflN
after an interval of more than half a century are explained by Gaebler
(Z. f. N., xxiii. 172). These issues, though limited to five or six years,

must have been very plentiful if we may judge from the number of still

extant specimens :

—

L. Jul. Caehak, l*raetor9 Aesillas, <Jwie*firr, b. c. 93-92.

C^.PR. MAKEAONnN Head of

Alexander theUreat with flowing hair

and Amnion's horn ; O. mint-mark of

Thessalonica. behind head.

[fieri. Cat., II. PL II. 13.]

AESILLAS Q_ Club between money-
chest (fiscu*) anil Quaestor's chair;

the whole in laurel-wreath ....
Ai Tetradr.

Fin. 193.
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C Sentius Saturnintis, Praetor, ami Propraetor; Aksili.as,

Quaestor B.C. 92-88.

Tetradrachms and drachms similar to preceding, but without Praetor's

name, and usually with mint-marks O, ft or 9 for Thessalonica and Bot-

tiaea, beside head on obi: (Fig. 153).

''. Xenthisi Satitrnhiit* Praetor, and Q. BituTTirs Sura, Le*/ati's

pro qtiaenture h. v. 92-88.

Tetradrachms similar to preceding, but with SVVRA LEG. PRO Q.
on reverse. On some of the above-aeBcribed tetradrachms the numerals
SI appear on the obv. before the head of Alexander. This SI is probably
a mark of value (= 16) indicating that the tetradrachm was equivalent

to 16 sestertii, or 4 Roman denarii.

Imperial Tim«». The Imperial coinage of the Province of Macedon
extends from Claudius to Philip. At first, down to Vespasian's time, the
inscr. is simply MAKEAONnN or tSBMJOi MAKEAONnN. After
this it is KOINON MAKEAONnN, to which Macrinus (a. d. 218) added
the title NEHKOPOC and Elagabalus that ofB NEflKOPOC. The latter

also conferred upon the koiwv the additional privilege of issuing most of its

bronze coins without the Imperial bust. From Klagabalus to Philip the

usual obverse type is a head or bust of Alexander the Great with legend

AA€ZAN APOY. For some years after the death of Elagabalus the title

N«<o««po? on the reverse is omitted, and it is to this period that

Gaebler assigns the specimens reading KOINON MAKCAONftN
OMONOIA (Z. f. JV., xxiv), the types of which point to Thessalonica as

the city in alliance with the province.

Sev. Alexander seems to have restored the title N«i>ko/io? probably
in A. D. 231. The chief types of the Imperial and Provincial quasi-

autonomous coins are Macedonian shield; Ares standing; Fulmen

;

Athena Nikephoros seated; Lion and Club; Alexander taming Buke-
phalos, or on horseback ; Macedonia enthroned holding Kabeiros; (.'ista

mystica; two temples or two agonistic crowns on table in allusion to

the Second Neocory. The provincial games (koiv6) appear to have been

first celebrated under tho name of 'OAu/iiria or 'Okfj&tta 'Akt£arbpia in

242. and a second time in 246, on which occasion coins were struck reading
OAYMTTI A B. The first of these festivals was coincident with the visit

of Gordian III and seems to have been celebrated with great splendour,

if the gold medallions of various types which have come to light are to be

referred to this time. Two years later Philip visited Macedon, on which
occasion dated coins, both civic and provincial, wore struck at Beroea

with €0C = a. D. 244, and again gold medallions wero issued, on one of

which the inscription BACIA€ON OlAinTTHN is perhaps explicable as

referring to the two Philips, senior and junior, though it is more probable

that the two figures, represented as bearded warriors, are intended for

Alexander's royal ancestors. See Dressel, Gol(/meiiaiUo lisans(f/>m Finale
v,,,, Almklr (1906), p. 53.

'Hie authenticity of the twenty remarkable gold medallions discovered

in Egypt (at Abukir?) in 1902 is still questioned by some leading numis-
matists, notwithstanding the powerful arguments in their favour advanced
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by Dressel (op, vit.), which no one has as yet been able to refute. They
belong to the same class as the three gold medallions of the famous Trevor

de Tarse (Rev. Nuin., 1868, p. 309 ft.). Their types commemorate the

national Macedonian hero, Alexander the Great, his mother Olympian,

&c, and his exploits. Like the bronze issues of the Macedonian pro-
vincial icou'ifo, and like the municipal issues of Beroea and Thessalonica,

with which they have much in common, they must have been struck

for successive Macedonian agonistic festivals doubtless as prizes, l'lKrjrifpia,

in the Games. One of them fortunately furnishes us with a precise

date, indicative of the period to which they all belong, although it is

probable that some of them may have been struck a few years earlier

and others a few years later. The medallion in ouestion (Dressel, Op.

vit, PI. III. 3) has on the ohv. a helmeted bust of Alexander with cuirass

and shield, and on the rev. Athena standing holding spear and helmet,

with coiled serpent before her, and behind her an olive tree and a column
inscribed OAYMTTIA AOC (= 'OAt^m 274 of the Actian era = a. d.

242-3). This date corresponds with the first celebration of the 'OAvjnria

\\kt£avbpui at Beroea (q. v.) while the emperor Gordian III was visiting

the city. Among these gold medallions there is only one specimen with

an obv. type, a head of Apollo (Dressel, op. cit.,j>. 58), which seems to be
unconnected with the cultus of Alexander, and Dressel suggests that this

specimen may have been struck for the rival games called UvOia cele-

brated at the free city of Thessalonica (17. v.). Illustrations of the com-

Sleto series of these medallions are given in the Journ. Int. d'Arvh.

Vm., 1907, Plates VIII-XIV.

AmphaxitU. The district through which the Axius flowed into the

Thermaic gulf. The coins bearing the name of the Amphaxians can
hardly have been struck elsewhere than at Thessalonica (the ancient

Therma), which, as the port of Amphaxitis, may have been also known
as *A/i<pd£iov (cf. Steph. Byz.). They belong to the time of Philip V
or Perseus,

Cire. h.c. 185-168.

MAKEAONnN AMOAZinN Club
in oak-wreath . . . Ai Tetradr.

AM4>A HON Id. . . M 1—8

Macedonian shield with crescent-rayed

wheel in centre.

[Rev. Num., 1866, PI. X. 14.]

Head of Herakles in lion-skin.

[RM.C, Mae., p. 42.]

In addition to these there are bronze coins of various types reading
MAKCAONnN A (mon. of Amphaxitis). Even after the Roman con-

quest coins were struck by the Roman Quaestor G. Publilius, doubtless

at Thessalonica, with the same monogram (p. 240).

Amphipolia. it. C. 168-148. See above, p. 216.

Beroea in Emathia was in Imperial times the Metropolis of Macedonia.
Its coins must be studied in connexion with those of the Macedonian
Kotvov, which were as a rule struck at Beroea. The few specimens which
bear the name of Beroea and which may therefore be regarded as
municipal issues as distinct from those of the Province, seem to have
been struck on three special occasions, viz. :

—

„. ("",,,!,> Original from
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(i) In the reign of Gordian for the first celebration of the Games
called 'OAv/iTTto, a.d. 242. Inter., KOI. A\AK€AONnN B or AIC N€n.
B6P0I6.

(ii) In the reign of Philip, when in a. d. 244 he made a stay in the

city. Inscr., KOlN. MAK€. B N€fl. BCPAinN with date €0C (= 275
of the Actian era = a. d. 243-244).

(iii) In the reign of Philip two years later, a.d. 246, on the occasion

of the second celebration of the 'OXvpiria at Beroea. fttsrr., KOlNON
MAKCAOhinN B NEnKO. B€POIAinN; KOI. MAK€AOrJ. B N€n.
€H B€POIA; or KOI. MAK€AO. OAYNTTIA €N B€POIA.
The types are

—

obv. heads of Alexander in lion-skin, diademed or

helmeted, inscr. AAGZArJAPOV: rev. Olympias vetted ; Ares standing

;

Rider ; two temples ; agonistic table ; two prize crowns, &c. For
details see Oaebler (in Nvmiama i. p. 23, 1907).

Bottiaea Emathiae. The district of which Pella was the chief city

continued to be known as Bottiaea long after its original inhabitants had
been expelled and had made a new home for themselves near Olynthus in

Chalcidice, where in the early part of the fourth century they struck

autonomous coins reading BOTTIAinN (Bottice sujynt, p. 213). The
coins reading BOTTEATHH MAKEAOMnN"B"(= mon. of Bottiaea) or "ff

only, are to oe distinguished from the autonomous coins of the original

Bottiaeans. They are merely the coins issued for circulation in the Bot-

tiaean district of Maccdon under Philip V and, still later, after the

Roman conquest of Maoedon.

Circ. B.c. 185-168.

Macedonian shield with crescent-rayed

wheel in centre.

[B. If. C., Mac, 64.1

Imet ad<

foreparts of horses.

Head of Athens in helmet adonied with

Young bead of Pan with pedum at

shoulder.

Macedonian shield, as above.

Head of young Hentkles.

Head of Zeus.

BOTTEATHN on after-part of ship .

Ai Dr. ami smaller divisions.

BOTTEATON Feeding hull . M -85

TT Two recumlwnt goats in oak-wreath

JS.75
MAKEAONnNTT Macedonian helmet

,, Horseman A\ -7

„ .. Winded fulmen
a: .9-75

The feeding bull is a common type on coins of Pella, and later coins of

this type, bearing the name of the Roman Quaestor G. Publilius, TAIOY
TAMIOY, 148 to 146, were also struck at Pella with the mon."B"(p. 240).

Cotnaa. See Scotnisa, p. 244.

Dinm in Pieria was situated near the southern frontier of the Mace-
donian kingdom. Of this town no coins exist of the times before the

Empire, when, having received a Roman colony, it struck coins with
Latin inscriptions: COLONlA IVLIA DIEHSlS, or COL. IVL. AVG.
OIENSIS, D. D. Augustus (?) to Gallienus. See Imhoof, Mon. or., p. 74.

and Bert. Cat., II. 76 ff.

H 2
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Edessa, the later name of Aegae (p. 198). Imperial coins from Augustus
toGallienus. //<*r/\,EAES*AmrJ,€A€CCAinN or€ACCC€HN. Tijfie,

Roma Nikephoros seated and crowned by female figure (Edessa) ; beside
them a goat, in allusion to the name of Aegae and the myth of Karanos.
The inscr. OMOrJOIA on a coin of Philip Sen. implies a Concordia

between Edessa and the Macedonian koiiw(sco suy/r«,p. 241, on the Imp.
coins of the Province) or with Rome itself.

Heracleia Sintica. To this city may belong some small silver coins

apparently of Macedonian style. It is, however, somewhat doubtful
whether they were struck at Heracleia Sintica or at Heracleia Pontica
(Bithyniae). Information as to their provenance would determine their

correct attribution.

Fifth century it. v.

Head of bearded Herakles in Hon-tkiu. HPAKAEIA written round shallow

[Berl. Cat., II. p. 89.] inc. Bq. within which smaller cjuadri-

f

-i i
:
It' inc. containing Bometinies the

letters AAM or AAS ?

-R Attic triob., 28-5 gr».
«1. HPAK Similar; uo letters . . . .

Al ^ oh., 5*2 gi>.

The coins of Adaeus (p. 235, nupra),cirv. it. c. 2(H)(1), bearing the mono-
gram rP S. have been also attributed to this town (Berl. Cat., IL p. DO).

The following quasi-autonomous coins probably belong to Trajan's time.

HPAKAELUTUJN Macedonian shield. En CTPVMONl Club . . & >6

[Imhoof. Man. yr., p. 77.]

Free horse, walking, r. HPAKAEUJTluH in laurel wreath.
[Ibut., p. 78.] . . . A] -45

Pella, Ix-tweon the rivers Axius and Lydias, was promoted by Philip

to be the seat of government instead of the old capital Aegae or Edessa.

From this time it was probably one of the chief royal mints of the kings

of Maccdon, but it struck no autonomous coins until shortly before the

Roman conquest in B.C. 168. Bronze. Second century B.C. Inner.

TTEAAHC Chief tyiien. Head of Perseus, R oak-wreath ; Head of Athena,

as on late Ai of Athens, H Nike in biga ; Id. R Bull feeding; Head
of Pan, K Athena Alkis (cf. Livy xlii. 51); Head of Apollo, R Lyre;

Head of Poseidon, R Bull standing. On some special occasion, in the

time of M. Antony, Pella and Thessalonica struck some larger JS. ; the

former have TTEAAAinN Head of OctaviaC?) as Nike, R Niko with
wreath. As a Roman colony under the Empire, the coins of Pella bear

the Latin inscr. COL. IVL. AVG. PELLA. Yy/xv, Pan, seated on rock ;

Spcs enthroned. See Berl Cat, II. p. 107 ff.

Fhila 1, near the mouth of the Penoius. The bronze coin of the

Roman period,

—

Ohv. Nike, Rev. <t>l A A Club (Imhoof, Afon.gr., p. 90),—and
another coin,

—

Obv. Prancing horse, Rer. (fclA and crescent in wreath of

olive (Berl. Cat,, II. 116),—attributed to Phila, are not, in my opinion.

Macedonian coins.

Scotussa or Cotuaa, on the right l»ank of the Strymon, not far from
Heracleia Sintica. To this town Imhoof-Hlmner (Mon. (jr., p. 114)
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would attribute the coins struck by the dynast named Adaeus, after

drc. b. c. 200 (see above, p. 244), and the following bronze coin which
resembles the money of Adaeus :

—

After B. c. 16a

Head of bearded Herakle*.
|
KOTOYSAinN Club . . JE -8

It is, however, quite possible that this coin may belong to the

Thessalian Scotussa.

Stobi was situate at the confluence of the rivers Axius and Krigon.

No coins are known to have been struck there before it became a Roman
Municipium. Imperial. Titus and Domitian to Geta.

Truer., MVNlClPIVM STOBENSIVM. The most frequent type is

Victory with wreath and palm, accompanied sometimes by a wheel,

the attribute of Nemesis ; but the most interesting shows the City
standing between the two river-gods Axius and Erigon (B. M. G, Ma*\,

p. 106, 18; Imhoof, Mon. or., p. 91). The letters CS after both obv. and
rev. inscriptions on coins of Si. Aurelius are of doubtful import. Von
Sallet suggests that they may stand for ' Germanicus Sannuticus', titles

of M. Aurelius (BcrL Cat, II. 127).

Thessaionica (Salon U-a, the ancient Therina) was so named by
Cassander (b. c. 315) in honour of his wife. No autonomous coins were
struck there until shortly before the fall of the Macedonian monarchy in

b. c. 168. Thessaionica was made by the Romans the capital of the

second Region, and the silver coins reading MAKEAONflN AEYTEPAS
were issued from its mint, b. c. 158- 149 ; as were also, at a later date, the
tetradrachms of the Quaestor Aesillas, and of the Legatus pro quacstoro

L. Bruttius Sura, b. c. 92 88, if, as I think, the G behind the head on the

obverses of these coins is to be interpreted as a mint-letter. The bronze
coins of Thessaionica reading OEStAAONlKH* or GE«€AAONlKEflN
range apparently from the time of Philip V down to Imperial times. Chief
Typeti Head of Apollo, ft Tripod ; Head of Perseus or Roma, K Oak-
wreath ; Head of Dionysos, R Grapes or goat standing ; Head of Hermes,
R Pan standing ; Head of young Herakleis, R Club ; Head of Zeus. R Two
goats on their hind legs face to face; Head of Athena, R Rull feeding;

Head of PoBeidon, R Prow ; Head of Artemis, R Quiver and Bow ; with
many others (B. M. G, Mac, 108 ff. ; Berl. i'at, 132 If.). Most of these coins
have one or more monograms which may conceal the names of Roman or

of municipal officials. There are also Ansen after cite, B. c. 88 ; Head of
Janus and mark of value I, B the Dioskuri or two Centaurs (B. M. G,
Mas., p. 112).

Imperial Time of M. Antony to Gallionus. Inter., EAEYOEPIAS
OEtSAAONlKEnN, AmNOOEtlA, accompanying a head personify-

ing the Presidency of the municipal games, OCCCAAOHlKH, &c. As
a Civitae Libera and the residence of the Roman governor, Thessaionica

was of greater importance commercially than its rival Beroea, although

the latter succeeded in obtaining Imperial recognition as NaoKopui' as early

as the reign of Nerva. Thessaionica, as a free city, was not a member
of the Macedonian Kotvov, and the * common ' games were celebrated

at Beroea. Thessaionica, however, received the title NEOK0P0C under

/ '
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Gordian. On coins of Decius she is styled KOrAANlA] MH[TPO-
ITOAIC] and A NEflKOPOC, and on those of Gallienus, once more
B NEflKOPOC. The local Games were called TTYOIA, often with the

addition of the special epithets tTnvUia, Ktadpaa, or Kafilpaa. One of

the Kabeiri is a frequent coin-type either standing, with name K ABCIPOC,
or as a small figure carried by Apollo or Nike. The T7Y0IA at Thessa-

lonica rivalled the 'OAvftiria 'AAefii/opia at Beroea. They were first

celebrated under the name of Uvdia in 242. The coins reading TTYO I A A

I

8 were struck on the occasion of the second Pythiad in 246, and
correspond with those reading OAYMTTIA B issued in the same year
by the Howdy at Beroea (Gaeblcr, Z.

f. N., xxiv. 315). One of the remark-

able gold medallions (viKrjTi'ipia) mentioned above (p. 242) may have
Iteen struck at Thessalonica.

II. THRACE.

I. The Greek Towns of Southern Thrace.

Aenut* was an important city which stood at the mouth of the Hebrus,
and thus commanded the navigation of that river, which brought it

into commercial relations with all the eastern regions of Thrace. It

did not begin to coin money at ho early a date as Abdera, the higher
limit of its currency being the middle of the fifth century.

Circ, b. c. 450-400.

Fig. 154.

Head of Hermes in profile, wearing
clote-fittiug petasos.

[Bert. Cat., 1. p. 119.1

Id. (Fig. 151).

Similar; AlhJl on petasos.

\Z.f. A'., v. 184.]

Al N Bull on car of corn.

[Bert. Cat., I. 127.
|

lucuse square, within which AlNlON
(retrogr.) around a caduceus . . .

Ai Tetradr. and Diobol.

Incuse square AINI Goat standing.

Symbols various:—aatragalos; cres-

cent and ivy-leaf or star; term of

Hermes on throne; dog; bipennis ;

caduceus; animal's head; fly; am-
phora; crab; ivy-leaf; mask of

Seilenos; infant Dionytos; owl: &c.

Ai Tetradr., Dr., Tetrob. and Diob.

Incuse square, within which linear

square, containing goat. Magistrate.

ANTIAAAf. Symbol: naked figure

of Pan M Tetradr.

Incuse sijuare of ' mill-sail ' pattern . .

Ai Trihemiobol.
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The types of this last coin are borrowed from coins of Byzantium or

C'alchedon.

The weight-standard of the coins of Aenus appears to be early

Khodian or a tight form of the Euboi'c-Attic. The tetradrachms of the

first period range from 258 to 236 grs. The coin reading ' Antiadas
'

is attributed by von Sallet (Zed. /. Num., v. 187) to the period 411-
409 b. c, during which an aristocratic form of government was set up
under the auspices of the Four Hundred at Athens in some of the

tributary Thracian, &c. cities.

CVrr. B. c. 400-350.

In this period the weight of the tetradrachm ranges from 244 to

232 grs. It thus corresponds with the standard introduced about the

same time at Rhodes, and has hence been called the Rhodian standard.

Head of Hermes in profile.

[R 1C.C, Thrace, p. 77.]

Gold.

AINION Terminal figuie of Hermes
standing on throne . . A 32>6 grs.

SlLVEK.

Fiu. l'V>.

Head of Hermes facing, iu close-fitting

petasos (Fig. 155).

Head of Hermes facing, in wide petasos.

[B. M. a, Thrace, p. 80.]

AINION Goat. Symbols: dolphin

amphora ; monota; rliyton ; star

caduceus and pctasos; race-torch

trophy; vine; eagle; lyre; serpent

tripod ; fly ; helmet ; wreath ; laurel

branch ; afctnigalos, &c
Al Tetrad r., Tctroh. and Dioh

A1NI0N Tenninal figu re of Hermes oi

throne to left. Symbols: kantharos
goat's head ; coin-ear; star, Ac. .

A\ Drachma

Bronze.

Head of Hermes, in close or wide

petasos. [R H. C, Thrace, p. 80.J

Id., in wide petasos. [Ibid., p. 81.]

Al, AINI or AlrJlON Caduceus.
Symbols : astragalos ; ear of corn

;

!
:i ;i ;"-.- ; ram's head, &c.

A IN I or AIHION Goat. Symbol*.
caduceus ; pentagram ; torch. Ac.

a: 9-c
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Circ. H. r. 300-200.

Head of Hetim'B in wide iwtnsos.

[RM.C, Thrace, p. 81.]

Head of Apollo.

AINION Hermes(?) seated on throne,

holds apparently purse and caduceu*

JE Go
AINION Forepart of Goat. . -K -55

Period of Roman Dominion, after circ. R. C. 190.

Hrad of Poseidon.

[K M.C., Thrace, p. 81.]

AlNlflrJ Hermes standing between
goats, or beside altar, holds puree

and caduceus K -8

Of the history of Aonus we know but little. During the Sicilian

expedition (B.C. 4)5) it was one of the subject-allies of Athens, and it

figures in the Athenian Quota-lists for 10—12 talents. After B.C. 350 it

formed part of the Macedonian empire, and ceased to coin in its own
name, at least in silver; but coins were struck there in the name of

Lysimachus, though, perhaps, not until after the death of that monarch.

Some of the full-face heads of Hermes on the coins of this town are

very tine as works of art. With regard to the curious terminal figure

of Hermes standing on a throne, Leake has justly remarked that it

exactly resembles the description which Pausanias has given of the

.statues of Apollo standing on thrones at Amyclae and Thoraax in

Laconia (Paus.,Z«r., x. 12). There was doubtless a similar cultus-statue

at Aenus.

Mesembria This place, which was evidently not of much hnpor-
tance, as it is mentioned only by Herod, (vii. 108) as a walled stronghold,

t«ixos, of the Samothracians. on the Thracian coast near the month of

the river Lissus. is to be distinguished from the better known city of the

same name on the Kuxine (p. '278). The only coin which has, with much
probability, been assigned to this Mesembria is a large bronze piece of

the first Century B. C.

I lend of Dionysos copied from late coins

of Manmeiu or Thosos.

[Rev. AW, 1900,258.]
BPIANHN BuB™ of B™!*8 -

M •«

Maroneia was an ancient city situate on the coast about midway
between the mouths of the Hebrus and the Nestus. It was named after

Maron, son of Euanthes, a priest of Apollo, who in the Odyssey gives

Odysseus the wine with which he afterwards intoxicates Polyphemos.
Maron is also called a Bon of Dionysos. The coins of Maroneia prove

that Apollo and Dionysos were both objects of especial worship there.

The earliest coins of Maroneia seem to belong to the ancient Thraco-

Macedoniau or Babylon ic standard.

Forepart of prancing horse.

[BtrLCut.,1. 175.]

Similar.

[Ibid.]

Similar.

[R M. (\, Thrace, p. 123 so,.]

He/ore circ. B. a 500.

Incuse square diagonally divided. . .

M Stater, 148 gr§.

Inc. wj. quarteied. Ai Diobols, 27 grt.

Inc. -M- of ' mill-sail ' pattern.

Ai. Obols, 14-5 Rrs.
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Girc. u, <\ 500^450.

Phoenician standard.

laser.. MAP, MAPn. JOHnSAM.
Forepart of prancing horse ; two
large pellets, sometimes, in fiHd-

[k M. C., Thrace, p. 123 wp]

Iucu&c square containing a sun-flower

or a ram's head, or simply quartered.

Sometimes with abbreviated magis-

trate,' names
-11 Drachms, 57 grs., unci \ Drachma

For specimen with Mapum? (genitive, Steph. Byz.) aee Hunter Cat.,

PL XXV ( 18. Perhaps xa/>a*r'/p in&y be understood, the rrfrrence being

to the typt\

Similar. MAPnNlTEnN (sometimes retrogr.)

written round a quadripartite linear

square. The whole in shallow incuse

square . . . A{ Didr., 112 gra.

Cire. B.C. 450-4<>a

Fiu. i5*;.

Phoenician wt
f
Tetradrachins 220 grs. (max.) ; Didr- 112 grs.; Drachms

50 grs. Inscr,, MAPHN, MAPnNlTnN, M APHNlTEnN, or MAPn-
NEITEttN.

Hor&e prancing (rai^ely standing)*

Symbols, sometimes ; kanthuros; star;

wheel ; wreath ;• lyre ; helmeted

head; helmet; head of Dionysos(J)

facing; head of a Satyr; crescent;

owl flying; Ac. (Fig. 156).

Incuse square, within which vine with
hunches of grapes in linear square:
nruund, magistrate's name, occasion-

Ally in nom. case, but as n rule in

the genitive prereded hy EPI. . .

Ai Tetradr,

Magistrates: BPABEX1*. AEONY*, HrHSIAEH*, MHTPOAOTOS
or MHTPOAOTO, MHTPOGnN, P0E1AHI0, PY0OAHPO, &c. On
Home specimens the inscription MAPfiNlTEHN stands on the reverse

in place of the magistrate's name*

Forepart of prancing horse.

\M.J* X, iii. 274.1

Id.

Id,

Incuse square quartered ; around, ma-
gistrate's name EP APXEMBPOTO.

M Didr.
Incuse square, in which, vine; around,

magistrate's name POtEIAIPPOS.
Ai Didr,

Incuse square, in which, grapes. Al Dr,

. ( - >ogle
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The following exceptional coins of light Attic or Rhodian wt, must
also be placed shortly before B.C. 400 :

—

Head of young Dionysns bound with ivy. MAPflrJlTEHN Linear square, within

[iV.C, 1888, PI. I. 11, B. M.J

Head of voting Dionyeos bound with ivy.

[Z.f. JV.,iii. PI. VI. 18.]

which, one Urge bunch of grapes witli

branch and leaves. Symbol, outside

square, thyrsos

Ai Tetradr., 240-5 grs.

MAPOHlTEnN EPI MHTPO-
0ANEOS Vine growing out of the

head of a Seilenos (Maron 1) to front.

Ai Tetradr., 255 grs.

Cirv. B.c. 400-350.

About the end of the fifth century the Phoenician and Rhodian (?)

standards were replaced by the Persic, of which the staters weigh about
175 grs. The standard of the gold coins is the EuboYc.

Gold.

Head of bearded Dionysos.

Prancing horn* ; above, symbol, grapes.

MAPnNlTEOM Vine

MAPHNlTEHrJ Vine

. AT G2 grs.

. N 48-5 grs.

SlLVKll.

= p I
v

.

Fio. 157.

1'iancing horse. Symbols on some spe-

cimens. Iubci*. sometimes MAPH
(Fig. 157).

Viae in square. Symbols on some
specimens,— ciidiiceus; scorpion; bee ;

ear of com; dog. iit Staters 175 gr>.

Magistrates' nameson reverse,preceded by EPI:—APEAAEH, EY^IOE-
MIO€,EYPOAIO«,IHNnNO«,HrHCArOPEn

(
HPAKAEIAOY, IKESIO,

KAAAIKPATEOS, MHTPOAHPO, MHTPaNOt, rJEOMHNlOY, PAT-
POKAEOt, TOAYAPHTOY, POAYNlKOY, P0*IAEI0Y, XOPHTO, <fcc.

There are also Triobols or $ Staters (wt. 44 grs.), and Trihemiobols
(wt. 22 grs.). Inscr., MA, usually on the reverse, and magistrates' names
generally abbreviated:—AOHNEO, APISTOAEO, IHNnNOS, HPA-
KAEIAEn, MHTPOAnPO, NOYMHNlOY, &c.

Forepart of horse.

Forepart of horse in plain circle.

inHunch of grapes on vine-branch,

dotted and incuse tquare.

MAPnN Tripoli in inc. sq

Ai Trihemiobols.

Digtl
,
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BfiONZE.

Horse prancing.

Head of young Dionysos, ivy-crowned.

MAPflrJlTftrJ round linear square

witliiu wliicli, vine. Monogram on
both hides AS -6

MAPnNlTnN Grapes, in dotted sq.

EPI PYO0NIK0 . . . . X. -7

On the coins of Maroneia the signification of the horse is doubtful, but
it appears to be the irapa<n)nov of the oity. The vine is a symbol of
Dionysos or Maron, and recalls the famous wine of Maroneia, which was
said to be capable of mixture with twenty times its quantity of water.

The autonomous coinage of Maroneia ceased when it fell under the
dominion of Philip of Macedon, but the town appears to have remained
a place of mintage under Philip, Alexander, Philip Aridaeus, Lysimachus,
cVc. Not until the second century B. c, -when the Romans were supreme
in Greece, did Maroneia regain its autonomy (Polyb. xxx. 3). The exact
date of the commencement of the new series of tetradrachms is doubtful,

but it is presumable that neither Maroneia nor Thasos began to coin

again until after the closing of the Macedonian mints for silver in

B.c. 148.

Both in style and in fabric these large flat tetradrachms belong to the

last *>tage of the decline of art on coins. They may be compared with
the contemporary dated tetradrachms of Alexandria Troas.

Fio. 15H.

Head of young Dionysos (Fig. 158). AIQNYSOY enTHPOf MAPnNI-
TilN Dionysos standing, holding

grapes and two mirthex wands. In

field, two monograms of magistrates.

Ai Attic tetrabrachius;

light wt. 255-230 grs.

Bronze.

Head of young Dionysos.

Head of Apollo.

Head of bearded HeraMes.

Similar, with one monogr. M 1-05—65
MAPONlTnN Asklepius standing .

Horse galloping. vE -8
it

Imperial and Quasi-autonomous, Nero to Volusian (see Mion. ; B. M. C.
Thrace-, Bert. Cat, I, Ac). Inscr., MAPnNEITnN. Chief types

AIONYCOY, Bust of Dionysos, m\ Kantharos ; Temple of Dionysos;
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Dionysos standing holding grapes and two narthex wands, or grajies

and thyrsos.

Phytia(?J. This town is only known from a single coin. It was
probably in the neighbourhood of Maroneia.

Gift. B. c. 450-400.

Bearded head of Dionysos i

T

J\ in close-

fitting creBteil helmet with bull's e«r

at side*

0YTAION retrogr. round inc. mj„

within which, vine • M

(Baron do Hirsch, Ann. tU Sum^
1884, PL I. 9) . M 29-5 grs.

Bicaea was an ancient seaport not far from Abdera, with which it

appears to have been in close commercial relations. See Num. Chron, 9

N. 8- xv. 99.

Before chw B»c. 500.

Head of bearded Heraklea in lion-
|
Incuse square ijuadrilatenlly

skin, of very archaic style. [Z*f* Nn agonally quartered

xvii. PI. I. 1 ; N.C., 1890, PL I. 1 ;

B.1T.C, Thrace V . 115.]

or di-

M Tetradrnchm, 296 gi>.

Ai Stater, 148-2 gra.

AL Diobol, 27-6 grs.

These coins follow the ancient Thraco-Macedonian or Babylonic

standard. Tetradrachma of this standard seem to be unknown elsewhere.

Ci'tv. B.C. 500-480.

Dicaea appear- to have changed its weight standard and adopted that

of Abdera when the latter city began to strike money.

.Similar [B. M. (\, Thrace, p. 115.

J

»•

Head of bearded Hem kit's in lion's

sculp as above.

A Id. |A\ C, 18U0, PI. I. 14.]

No letter. Id. (/&"/., ^- *• 15-]

»IA Bull's head and neck I„ in hit use

-in ii- . . AX Stater, wt. 111-6 grs.

AIKAI Id. [Z.f. X, xvii. 3.] . . .

JR Stater, wt. 108 grs.

Cock in inc. »q. [ B. M. C, Thrace,

p. 170.] Ai 57 gre.

Id M 27 grs.

Id M 31-4 gra.

Circ. B. C. 450.

Female head, hair rolled.

[B. M. C, Thrace, 115.]

id. [Jlert. Cat., p. 166.]

Id. [B. M. C, Thrace, p. 233.

J

AIKAI A Bull's head and neck r., the

whole in incuse square

Ai Dr., 40 grs.

AIK Id Ai J Dr., 18 gra.

A Bull's head with neck, the head to

front, in inc. sq. . . . Ai 10-2 grs.

This town is mentioned in the Athenian Quota-lists (Corp. Itmer. Att.,

ed. Kirchhoff, vol. i. p. Ill) as a member of the Athenian Confederation
between B.C. 454 and 428. It is there called Auata nap* "Af36ripa, to

distinguish it from the other Dicaea, the colony of Eretria in Chalcidice

(p. 213). Compare also coins attributed to Selymbria (p. 271).

Ic
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Abdera, on the southern coast of Thrace, not far from the mouth of

the river Nestus. was originally a Clazouienian colony founded in the
seventh century B.C. This first venture did not prove a success, hut in

u. c. 544 the site was reoccupied by the larger portion of the population
of Teos, who preferred to leave their native land rather than submit to

the Persian conqueror (Herod, i. 168). Abdera now rose to be a place of
considerable importance and wealth, on which account it was selected

by Xerxes as one of his resting places in his progress along the northern
shores of the Aegean. This is the period to which its earliest coins

belong.

The silver money of Abdera may be divided into the following

classes :

—

Cm: B.C. 544-450.

Phoenician (?) standard: wt. of Octadrachm rin:

Tetradrachin rin: 230 grs.

460 grs., and of

Fio. 169,

(irittiu seated, usually with rounded Shallow incuse nuiiire divided into four

wing, plain or feathered, with one ' quarters,

paw raised. Various adjunct M'nilmls.

No name of town. Magistrates on of/r. : A, TA)I3, <l. PEPI, J.

[A|PX(1), A, on Octadrachms;—ANT, APTE, ASPA, A AM, AEO, HrH,
HPAK, HPO, META, MEIAI. PPH, th\0?, TEAE, <t>ITTAA0, SYM.
Eni IA, on Tetradrachms (Fig. 159): and ANT, AEO, HPO, HrH. on
Drachms. The obols (rirc. 9-10 grs.) are uninscribed.

The griffin as a coin-typo at Abdera is clearly copied from that on

the coins of the mother-city Teos. It may be borrowed from the cultus of

the Hyperborean Apollo. The magistrates whose names occur from the

very earliest times on the coins of this town were probably members
of the governing body, commissioned to superintend the coinage of

the state, and not mere monetary magistrates. The accessory symbol*

in the field may be the signets, either of the magistrate or of the

mint-master. Among those which we meet with on the coins of the

earliest period are the following :— locust ; calfs head; dancing satyr;

ky lix ; young male head.

The adoption of the Phoenician (?) standard in these northern parts

is perhaps owing to the existence in early times on the site of Abdera
of a Phoenician trading station or factory, for if the Teian colonists

in b. c. 544 had not found another standard already established there,

and used for silver in bullion form, it is to be presumed that they

would have issued their coins uniform in weight as well as in type

with thoso of Teos, which is not the case. The Octadrachms of Abdera,
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like those of the Thraco-Macedonian tribes, Orrescii, Bisaltae, Edoni.
Derrones, &<*., and of Alexander I of Macedon, probably all belong
to the time of the Persian wars. Afterwards the tetradrachm is the
largest denomination in Thrace and Macedon.

Cm:, k.c. 450-430.

Phoenician (?) standard: weight »j Tetradrachm 236-226 gre.

ABAHPITEHN in shallow incuwGriffin with curled wing, seated ou
fish. Magistrate, K AAA I A AM A £

.

Similar griffiu, sometimes with pointed

wings, on one variety walking.

Symbols : cock ; owl ; kantharos ;

scarabaeuB with hall (Ateuchu* sactr);

amphora; phallus; small flying figure

crowning griffin ; beardless head

;

star, &c. Inscr. on Bome ppecimeiiH,

ABAHPITEQN.

square. In centre, a smaller square

quartered.

In place of ethnic, Magistrates' names.
EP HP0A0T0, EPI AEONYAOS,
EP HrHSIPPO, EP IPPHNOS.
EPI SMOPAOTOPMO KAA. EPI
<*>ITTAA0. EPI NYM«t>0AftP0,
EP EPMOKPATIAEn, EPI NE-
STIO*. EPI MArJAPHNAKTOS.

Weight of Teiradrachm reduced to ei/re, 224 gra.

Shallow incuse square with magistrate's

name around, and in the centre,

within linear sq., a type which
changes with the magistrate.

Griffin with pointed wings, usually

rampant, hut sometimes seated.

Symbols (less frequent) : crayfish

;

ivy-leaf, &c.

VarUtien; EPI AHMOKPITO Lyre; EPI MOAPAAOS Young male
head; HrHSArOPHS Young male head; MEAArJlPPO* Head of
Athena; NlKOSTPATOS Warrior charging; POAYAPHTOS Grapes;
ANAZIAlKOi Hermes standing; HP04>ANH£ Grapes in ivy-wreath:
EPI AAEZIMAXO Kantharos; AGHMAIOS Bearded Dionysos standing,

holding kantharos and young pine tree [Imhoof, Mon. gr., PI. C. 2J:
ArJAZHNaP Similar; ANAZIPOAIS Bearded Dionysos ; Id. Female
head (Aphrodite?); APTEMOrJ Kantharos; POAYKPATH* Goat:
EKATAOf Flying eagle.

Cite. B.C. 430-408.

Aeginetic {1) standard; weight of Stater or DUlrachm 198-190 gr*.

Inscr. on obverse, ABAHPI or ABAHPITEHrJ Griffin with wings
pointed, or rounded and smooth, without indication of feathers. Reverse-

types; Didrachms, EPI <t»IAAA0S Herakles seated; EPI IHrJnNOS
Hermes standing (wt. 160 grs.); EXEKPATH* Head of Aphrodite;
PPHTHS Prancing horseman ; EPI MYP*0 Discobolos; PAPMENnN
Bucranium; PYOnN Tripod; EYATnN Prize amphora; KAEANTIAH*
Rushing bull; EPI MOAPArOPEH Dancing girl. Drachm, EP
OPXAMOLion. Trioboh, EXEKPATHS No type; KAEANTIAHS Bull's

head; AN AZIAIKOS Goat's head ; EP HP0OANE0* head of Hermes;
MOAPATOPH* Head of Bacchante; NYM<t>ArOPH€ Dolphin; PPHTHS
Head of Apollo (1); EPI PPfUEn Three ears of corn; EPI OIAAIO
Hermes standing; AOHNHS Stag. Trihemiobols, PPnTH* Bull's head;
KAEAN Ram's head, &c
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Giro. B.C. 408-350.

Persic (!) Htamlard; weight of Stater, 175 yrs.

In B.C. 408 Abdoi-a. then in a flourishing condition, was brought

by the Athenian general Thrasybulus under the dominion of Athena.

The following coins appear to be subsequent to that date :

—

EPI KAAAIArJAKTOS Incuse square,

within whicli, Apollo with pbiale and
branch, standing beside stag.

POAYKPATHS Artemis with bow
standing beside stag.

EPI THAEMAXO Fighting Herakles.

ABAHPI Griffin with pointed wings,

usually recumbent.

Id.

Id. [Bert. Cat., I. p. 105.]

Fi«. iw».

Similar griffin, EPI PAYSANin
Id. EPI iKEftOY
Griffin with pointed wings.

ABAHPITEHrJ Head ofApollo laureate.

Id. (Fig. 160) . . . M Staters.

Id. [B. M. a, Thrace, p. 72] . .

AX Triobols, wt. 44 grs.

Magistrates on Trie-bob, EPI <frANEn ; EPI APXEAAOY; EPI PAY-
«AMin, EPI XAPMO.

Griffin ou club. ABAHPITEHN Id

A\ Diobols, wt. 25 grs.

Magistrates on Diobols. HPA, MHrJO. &c. [K M. C, Thrace, p. 73.]

Weight of Stater reduced to lire. 158 m.
ABAHPITEON Griffin

with pointed wings.

recumbent. No incuse. Head of AjKtllo laureate .

[II. M. C, Thrace, p. 73.]

Magistrates' names on reverse, preceded by EPI —AI0NY«AA0£,
EPMOSTPATOY, EYPHSIPPOY, IPPnNAKTOS (Symbol, cockle-

shell), PYOOAHPOY (Symbol, kantharos), AHMHTPIOY, AI04>AN-
TOY, OMHPOY, PYOEH Al Staters.

EPI— ANAZIPOAIOY, APXEAAOY, AIONYSAAO*. EKATHNY-
MOY. OMHPOY, POAYOANTOY, PYOOAOPOY, PYOOKAEOS,
IPPflNAKTOC, EYPHSIPPOY, AiriAAEOS, Ac, and PPnTHt in

nominative case without EPI JR Triobols, 40 grs.

Although it is convenient to distinguish the weights of the coins of

Abdera as Phoenician, Aeginetic, and Persic, it seems nevertheless very

probable that the changes in weight were gradual rather than sudden.
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256 THRACE (T) SOUTHERN COAST

Griffin rampant.

Griffin recumbent on club : magistrate!;,

I, EPMO. EYAN, MErJArJ.
El, Ac.

Griffin seated.

Bkonzk.

Before t'irc. B. c. 3~>0.

Head of Apollo laureate, earlvfinc stvle

:

around EP OPXAMO, EPI MAN-
APflNO*. or ABAHPITEnM . .

ABAHPITEnM Head of Apollo in

linwir MgWV Jft -G

Id.

ABAHPITHN Giiffn rampant.

Head of Hermes.

EPI AIONYSAAOS. EPI PAPM
&c. in quadripartite square . A- *45

EPI OES... Eagle on lerpent . M -4

Head of Apollo in linear square, EPI
EPMO«TPATOY. fte. . . M -75

EPI AlOMYtA Griffin seated. -K -65

The above list of magistrates, extending over more than a century,

is by no means complete, but the number ot names recorded is sufficient

to warrant the suggestion that they may be those of the annual Eponymi
of the city. Tho almost constant presence of the preposition EPI, and
the prominent place occupied by the name, are arguments in favour

of this hypothesis, as is also the fact that down to the end of the fifth

century the reverse type seema to be subordinate to the magistrate's

name, not only changing with it, but in some cases evidently suggested

by it; e.g. NlKOSTPATOf , a warrior; PYOHM, a tripod; EYAmN.
a prize amphora; MOAPATOPHi, a dancing girl ; and perhaps others.

See Macdomdd, Coin Types, p. 89.

Several of the magistrates may also be identical with famous citizens

of Abdera, mentioned in history*. Of. von Sallet (Z. /. N.t viii. 106),

who points out that a Nymphodorus, fire. B.C. 430, held the supreme
power at Abdera (Thuc. ii. U9). Dcmocritus the philosopher was also

an Abderite. He flourished circ. B. c. 440-357, and it is very possible

that he may have occupied at one time the chief magistracy of his native

town, as may also his brother Herodotus, for both these names occur on
coins struck before b. c. 430.

Some of the coin-types of Alnlera, notably the Herakles at rest, the

dancing girl, the Discobolos, the Apollo, and tin- Artemis standing besido

a stag, arc among the most artistically instructive coin-types which have

come down to us from any ancient city.

No autonomous coins were struck at Abdera after its absorption into

the empire of Philip of Macedon.
Imperial. Claudius to Faustina. Intvr. often in nominative with

emperors' names in dat. : e.g. OYECflAClANn AYTOKPATOPI Head
of Vespasian. Rev. ABAHPEITAI TITn KAICAPI. The types offer

no points of interest

Trie[ru«?]. This town is known only from the following coins which
have always been found on the northern coast of the Acjjran. It was
probably situate between Chalcidicc and Maroneia (Imhoof, Num.
Cfrron., 1873, p. 18).

(~*
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(K) THRACIAN CHERSONESVS 257

Circ. b.c. 450 400.

Forepart of horse.

Head of Apollo. [B. SI. C, Thrace,

p. 181.]

TPIH in four quarters of incuse square.

A{ 6-3 grs.

„ in the four corners of a square,

within which, laurel-branch. Al 7 grs.

Cypeela whs a Thracian town on the Hebrus, about a day's journey
above the Greek city of Aenus. It seems to have been the chief town
of the Thracian Odrysae and to have struck early in the fourth century

B. c. the following small bronze coins in its own name.

Cur. B. c. 400.

Head of Hermes in close-fitting pctaso*,
|

KY^E Two-handled vat* (jci*i^<Aij) . .

as on coins of Aenus. .ft -5

A vessel of this shape is seen also ost the coins of Hebryxelmie, R.c.

386-885, of Cotye, b. 0. 382-359. ami of Cereobleptee, b. 0. 357-(?) 343,

Kings of the Odrysao (see infra (P) and X. C, 1894.3; also I in hoof,

Gr. M., p. 530). The coins of these kings would seem therefore to have
been struck at Cypsela.

K. The Thbacian Ciiehsonesuk.

The earliest inscrilxd coins of the Thracian Chersonese are Attic

tetrudrachms having on the rev. a head of Athena, evidently copied from

archaic coins of Athens. Holm (Gr. GescL, ii. 17) and Six (X C, 1800.

185) assign these tetradrachms to the time during which Miltiades was
tyrant of the Chersonese (tire. B.C. 515 or earlier, to B.C. 493). The
Lion on the obv. with head reverted may have been adopted from
early coins of Miletus. These coins were doubtless struck at the city

of Chcrronesus, perhaps the later Cardia or Lysimachia. The smaller

uninscribed coins are conjecturally attributed to the Thracian Chersonese,

partly from their resemblance to the inscribed tetradraehm and partly

from their provenaiuv, the Hebrus valley (Brandis, Miiuz-, MaSth v.

(iewirhtewesen, 524, and H. X., 1895, 103).

Euboir ttandanl ,rirc. B. c. 515-493.

Lion with fore-paw raised and head Incuse square, in which, archaic head of

reverted. [Cat. Allier, PI. IV. 5;
|

Athena wearing close-fitting helmet

Ami. de Sum., 1884, PI. I. 1 ; Bert. with large crest; in front XEP or no
Cat., I. PI. VI. 61; X C, 1892.

,
inscr AK Attic tetradr.

PI. XV. 5; 1895, PL VII. 1,2-1

Forepart of lion looking hack.
|
U. M. ('., Quadripartite ioeoee square . . . .

Thrace, p. 182.] A\ 45 and 22 grs.

Cur. B.C. 480-350.

Forepart of lion with head reverted. Incuse square divided iutn four quarter**:

[B. M. Cj Thrace, pp. 183 *-qq.} in the two derper ones, a symbol and

a letter or monogram
Al Dr., ut. 40 gr>.

nxp s
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25S [K) THRACIAN CUERSONESUS

If the letters, &c., on these coins stand for different towns the currency

must have been of a federal character.

Bronze. Inscr. XEP, XEPPO, &c, on one or other side.

Corn-grain M -45

Id & -45

Lion's bead, or female bead facing.

[Ibid., p. 186.]

H*ad of Athena, [fieri. Cat., I. 258.)

Aego»potami. Although there is no mention of a town of this name
in B.C. 405, when the Athenians were defeated by Lysander at the

'Goat River', yet there arc small silver coins with the head of a goat,

and with an incuse reverse of Chersonesian pattern (B. M, 12-5 grs.)

which are certainly earlier than that time. The bronze coins are later

in style than the age of Alexander, and are probably contemporary with

the earliest autonomous issues of the neighbouring city of Sestus. In

both towns Demeter seems to have been the chief divinity. (See

Seatus. p. 261.)

Circ. B.c. 300.

Head of Demeter wearing wreathed

and ornamented kalathos.

AirOSPO or AITOPO Goat standing.

[B. If. C, Thrace, p. 187] . M -85

This beautiful head is identified as that of Demeter by comparison

with a coin of the neighbouring city of Sestus, on which the entire figure

of the goddess is seen wearing the same head-dress and holding ears

of corn.

Agathopolifi. This town is first mentioned by the Byzantine historian

Pachyineres (iii. 4) circ. A.D. 1260. H. P. Borrell (.Yum. Citron., iv. 2)

suggests that it may have been named after Agathocles, son of Lysi-
machus, but his arguments are not convincing.

Circ. B.C. 300.

Young male head bound witli taenia.

Young male bead bound with taenia.

[B. M. C, Thrace, p. 188.]

Similar head.

ATA within a laurel wreath AX Size -7

ATAOO Owl (sometimes double-
bodied) ; beneath, spear-head -E >7

Af Caduceus. . , . , . M •«

Alopeconneroa, on the western shore of the Chersonese, owed its

origin and name, according to Steph. Byz., to the fact that the first

settlers had been commanded by an oracle to found a city on the spot

where they should first see the cubs of a fox (akvini£).

Circ. B.C. 300.

Head of young Dionysos, hair short.

Similar head, hair long.

Head of Athena.

AAn or AAOnEKON Kantharos.
Symbols : fox and bunch of grapes,

and sometimes corn-grain ....
[B.M.C.,rarac<?,p.l88.] M-75—55

Id. Si/mbol: club.

AAnPEKOrJ[NHSinN] Id.

-. a L-v Original fromK
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Cardia, a colony of Miletus, was one of the chief cities of the Chersonese.

It was destroyed by Lysimachus in B. c. 809. Its autonomous coinage

in bronze falls chiefly into the latter half of the fourth century ; but if,

as some suppose, the silver coins of Cbersonesus above described (p. 257 (

were struck at Cardia, there must have been a mint there before B.C. 500.

Circ. B.C. 85O-309.

Head of Demeter wearing corn*wreath,

in profile or to front, copied from
coins of Syracuse, [v. Fritze, Ab»iwm.
I. Taf.i. 1-4.1

KAPA1A, KAPAIANOC, or KAP-
AIANHN Lion breaking spear or

standing with head turned back ai

on coins of Miletus. Symbols : corn-

grain, star, &c .-]'. -h

Corn-graiu in linear square . . JE -45Lion or lion s head.

For other varieties see Berl. Cat., I. 246 sq.

Coola or Coelna, a port in the vicinity of Sestus. To this town
Muller ascribes various coins of Philip \l, Alexander, Philip Aridaeus,

and Lysimachus, with the cornucopiae as a symbol, on the ground that

this is the usual symbol on the money of Coela as a Roman Municipium,
The attribution, however, cannot be accepted as sufficiently established.

The Imperial coins of the Roman municipium, Hadrian to Gallienus,

read AI MVrJ COILA, AEL MVNlCIP COEL, AEL MOVNlCIP COE,
Ac. The most frequent reverse type ib a Prow surmounted by a cornu-
copiae ; or the Genius of the city holding statuette of Tyche and cor-

nucopiae ; or the common Colonial type, Marsyas with wine-skin over

his shoulder (B. M. C, Thrace, pp. 191 sqq.). Of exceptional interest is

the rev. type of a coin of Commodus as Caesar :—Artemis in short

chiton holding phiale and Ion? torch, inecr. AIANAE AAVFEN. AEL.
MVNlClPII COELAN (Z. f. N., x. 148). The epithet Dauphena, as

applied to Artemis, is elsewhere unknown. It is probably a Latin

transliteration of bao^&vos or some such word (= torch-lighting?).

Crithote was probably situated near the modern GallipolL The rev.

type of the following cjins is a type parlant {npidri).

Circ. B.c. 350-281.

KPIOOYSinrJ Grain of corn in corn-

wreath iE -85

KPI Corn-grain M -8

KPIOO Corn-grain . . . . £, -45

Head of Demeter facing.

[B. M. C, Thrace, p. 194.]

Head of Athena.
Medusa-like bead facing.

[Berl. Cat., I. p. 263.J

Elaena, the southernmost town of the Chersonesus, celebrated for its

temple and tomb of the hero Protesilaoa, who is represented on Imperial
coins of Commodus, struck at Elaeus, as a warrior standing upon the

prow of a ship (Berl. Cat., I. PL VII. 63, and Z.f. X, xiv. pp. 130 If.).

Circ. B.C. 350-281.

Prow.

Head of Athena.

But of Artemis.

EAAI in wreath . . . . M -7-4
EAAIOYtlflN Owl . . iE.45

„ Bee ... M -65

a 2
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260 < A' ) T1IRACUN CIIKIiSONESUS

See also other varieties and Imperial of Commodus and Caracalla in

Imhoof, Mon. gr., p. 45 8q., and Gr. M„ PI. I. 1. On the rev. of the

coin of Caracalla is Artemis standing to front; inecr. APT€MIC
CAAIOYClN (= €AAIOYCinN).

Lyaimachia. This important city was built by Lysimachus in B. c.

309, near the site of Cardia, which he had destroyed. From its position

near the narrowest part of the isthmus it became the key of the

Ohersonesus, and commanded also the passage of the Hellespont. Lysi-

machus made it his residence and his principal European mint. After

his death the town fell under the rule first of the Seleucidae and then of
the Ptolemies, but it probably retained its right of coining in bronze.

Silver- Circ. B.C. 309-281.

Head of voting Henikles in lion-skin.

[A*. n 1896, PI. I. 16.]

AYSIMAXEflN Nike standing to

front, holding wreath and palm . .

Attic octolwl M 82-2 grs.

Bronze. Circ. B.C. 309-220.

The most frequent obverse types are—heads of Lysimachus, of young
Herakles, of Demeter veiled, ot the City turreted, of Athena, of a Lion, or

of Hermes. Those of the reverse avre—a Lion running, or seated in upright
attitude, or the Forepart of a lion ; a Trident ; Artemis standing, holding

long torch ; Nike holding wreath and palm ; Wreath of corn ; Ear of

corn, &c. Inter. AYf IMAXEHN (B. M. C, Throve, p. 195 sq.).

MadytM, nearly opposite Abydus, was a town of some importance in

the fourth century, to the middle of which its coins belong.

Ctrc. B.C. 350 and later.

Rushing hull; alx>ve, fish.

[B. M. C, Thrace, p. 197.]

Female liead, 1.

MAAY Dog seated. Symbols: car of

corn or star ; magistrates name . .

AZ -75-45
MAAY Lyre; in field, grapes . . .

[Z.f.' X., xiii. PI. IV. 2.] iE-6

The rushing bull and fish may symbolize the stream of the Hellespont

;

the dog is the Kynossema or tomb of Hecuba, which was in the terri-

tory of Madytus, nvvds raKaCmjs frijiJ-a, vavri\ois rtKfiap (Eur. Hec. 1273).

Sestns, renowned in myth for the romantic tale of Hero and Leander,

and in history for the crossing of the Persian hosts over the bridge

which Xerxes caused to be constructed across tho Hellespont, was always
a place of considerable importance, but it did not begin to coin money
until circ. B.C. 300. After an interval of about 150 years, during which
some regal coins may have been struck there, it began once more to issue

autonomous bronze coins about the middle of the second century B.C.

Cf. an inscription from Sestus (Hermes, vii. 135), where it is recorded

that a certain Menas was appointed to superintend the coinage of the

town, tov t< orjfxov •npotkop.ivov vottitrnaTt \aA«u*MI xi>rj<r0at. iMm xaPlv Tt"'

ro/ietrevcff&H top ttjs iro'Acws xaf*aJlTVPa (H. v. Fritze, in Nomisma, L p. 1,

Berlin. 1907).
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Earlier coinage, circ. B.c. 300.

Obverse ty/>es:—Female head with hair in .sphendone. Head of

Demeter bound with corn. Term of Hermes. Head of Hermes, &c.
Reverse types:—Demeter wearing kalathos, seated on corn-basket and
holding ears of corn, in front a phallic term. Hermes standing.

Amphora with long neck. Term, &c. Inner., £A, later ZH. (H. v. Fritze,

op. cit., PI. I. 5-12.)

Later colnaije, after circ. B. 0. 150.

Obveree types

:

—Female head as on earlier coins; Head of Demeter;
Term of Hermes ; Heads of Hermes, Athena, Apollo, Dionysoa, &c.

Reverse types:—Demeter seated with local epithet £H£TIA; Term;
Lyre ; Caduceus ; Amphora ; Tripod ; Thyrsos ; Cornucopiae, &c.

Clearly the chief divinities of Sestus were Demeter ' Sestia ' and Hermes.

Inters *H or ZHZ, sometimes
(indicating successive issues ?).

with numcitUs A-Z (= 1-7) in field

Quasi-auto n onioutt mid Imperial Coinage.

Augustus to Philip Jun. Inter. CHCTinN, later, CHCTItOhi. Chief
types. Bust of l€PA CYNKAHT0C; Lyre; Leander swimming, lighted

on his way by Hero in her tower, and by Eros from above (Berl. Cat., L
p. 274); Apollo standing holding bird and long laurel branch.

L. The Islands of the Thracian Sea.

Imbros. This island, whose inhabitants were Pelasgians, worshipped

the Kabeiri, and Hermes as a god of reproduction in ithyphallic form
(Herod, ii. 51), whence his Carian epithet, 'Ip/Spapo?, has been supposed

to be derived (Steph. Byz. a. v. "I/i^/jo?). The island was at an early

period colonized by Athenians under Miltiades (?), and it was henceforth

always regarded as subject to Athens. Bronze coins were struck in the

island, intermittently, from the fourth century B.C. down to Imperial

times. Their types are of a mixed Athenian and Pelasgic character.

On the island of Imbros see E. Oberhunamer (Festschrift fiir II. Kiepert,

1898, 278).

After circ. B.c. 350.

Female head ; sometimes of Demeter,

Head of Athena.

Head of Athena.

IMBP0Y Naked ithyplmllic figure of

Hermes Imbramos, standing before

a thymiatcrion . . . . jE '5—4
IMBPI Capsof theDioakuri or Kabeiri

-E-8
IMBPOY Owl .E -45-35

About the time of the siege of Athens by Sulla in B.C. 87-86, it would
seem that the Athenian kleruchs settled in Imbros issued bronze coins

reading AGEMAinN.

Bead of Athena.

[Imboof, Men. yr., p. 49-]

A6ENAIHN Hermes Imbrauios,

standing before a thynuaterion

Ji-65
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Quasi-autonomous M of Imperial Times.

Head of Athena, copied from contem-

porary coins of Athens.

Locust or grasshopper.

[Berl. Cat., I. p. 278.]

iNBPIflN or IMBPIflN Types va-

rious:—Owl; Apollo in long chiton

standing with lyre and phiale (Kitha-

roedos); Arlemis hnntress; Female
figure holding double cornucopiae

M -9-85

AOE INBPI in wreath . ^-5

Imperial.

The only coins with name and head of an emperor struck, in Imbros
belong to the time of Augustus :

—

*EBA£TOS Head of Augustus [Ira-

hoof, Mon. gr., 50 ; Berl. Cat, I. 278.]

IMBP I Caps of the Dioskuri or Kabeiri,

or Head of Apollo with lyre in front .

At -8—6

Lemnos, one of the largest islands of the Aegaean sea, lay, at a distance

of about forty miles in each direction, midway between the promontory
of Mt Athos and the entrance to the Hellespont. From the time of the

Persian wars down to tho earlier half of the fourth century the island

was subject to Athens and struck no coins. Its first autonomous issue

can hardly be placed later than b. c. 350 as the rev. type is enclosed in

an incuse square.

Before B.o. 350.

Bearded head r. resembling in style the

head of Zeus on early fourth-century

coins of Elis.&c.
f
Aer/.Ca<.,I.p.279.]

AHMNI Ram walking r. in incuse

square .-]'.-:,'>

The next Lemnian issues are apparently of a later period. They are
autonomous bronze coins of the two cities Hephaestia and Myrina,

Circ. B. c. 300.

Hephaestia Lemni.

Head of Athena in Corinthian helmet.

Similar-

H<t>AI*TI orH4»A Ram
H<t>AI Owl facing ; eymboli

and branch ....
. M -65

: race-torch

Head of king (Antiochus III?), dia-

demed.
Similar.

Bearded head.

Head of Helios, radiate.

Circ. B.C. 280-190 (?).

HOAI Ram M -75

H<t> Race-torch between caps of the

DioBkuri or Kabeiri . . . JE, -75

H<t>AI Two race-torches . . JE -7

„ Vine-branch and bunch of grapes

M -65
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Imperial Tunts.

Bust of Hephaestos.

H<t»AICTI€nN Bust of HephatBtos.

AHMNOC Turreted and veiled female

butt.

H<t>AICTienN Kace-toroh . M -75

H4>AlCTI€nr4 or H«f€CTI€nrJ
Athena Nikephoros standing & 1*1

[Imhoof, Or. M., p. 529, Taf. I. 2.]

HfpAICTIEnN Torch between hammer
and tongs of Hephaestos . .K «:.

[Ibid., Taf. I. 3.]

For other varieties of the coins of Lemnoa see Bert. Cat., I. 279 sqq.,

Imhoof, Gr. M., 529, and, with regard to the cult of the Kabeiri and
Hephaestos, Z, f. N., xxiv. 117.

Myrina Lemni. Bronze, circ. D. C. 300.

Head of Athena, often lacing. rA YPI Owl, facing or r. . . & -55

[B. M.C., Thrace,?. 214.]

For varieties see Berl Cat.t I. 283.

Samotnrace. The seat of the famous mysteries of the Kabeiri. The
coins of this island seem to be all subsequent to the death of Lysimachus.

Circ. B.C. 280.

Head of Atbeua. [Z. /. A*., xvi. 2.]

Id,

£AM0 Kybele seated on throne; be-

neath which, lion. Magistrate's

name, MHTPnNA[KTQSj . . .

M Attic Tetradr. and Didr., also X, -75

£AM0 Forepart of ram or ram's head.

Symbol : caduceus . . IE -5—45

The ram is a symbol of the cult of the Pelasgic Hermes and of the

Kabeiri {Z. f. N.
y
xxiv. 118). For a list of some thirty different

magistrates' names on bronze coins of Samothrace, all apparently of the

same period, see Joum. Int., 1898, 258, and Berl. Cat, I. 284.

Second or first century B.C.

Boat of Hermes with caduceus over

ahoulder. [Hunter, I. PI. XXVI. 7-j

Bust ofAthena. (B. M. C, Thrace, 215.]

SAMOePAKON fEIPnNOS TPin-
BOAO, Kam M -9

CAMOOPAKHrJ Kybele seated . -

iE-75

Thaaos. The rich gold mines of this island had at a very early date

attracted the Phoenicians to its shores. Later on it was colonized by
Ionians from Paros. There was also a Thracian tribe called Saians or

Sintians settled in the island. The Tbasian possessions in the mining
districts on the mainland were a source of enormous wealth, yielding,

shortly before the Persian invasion, as much as from 200 to 300 talents

annually (Herod, vi. 46). It was apparently from the mainland that

the Thasians derived the so-called Babylonic standard of weight, as well

as the types of their earliest money. The Satyr carrying off a struggling

nymph is one of the class of types mentioned under Lete. supra, p. 197.

C i-»*-*n I
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As, however, these coinR are uninscribed or inscribed only with single

letters, e.ij. A, A, 0, %, Ac, their attribution to the Thasians is not
absolutely certain.

Circ. B.C. 550-463.

Fio. lfll.

Naked ithyplmllic Satyr, with horse's

hoofs but no tail, kneeling on one knee
or running and carrying in his arms a

struggling nymph clad in long chiton.

Two Dolphins.

Dolphin.

Quadripartite incuse square. (Fig. 161.)

M Stater, 160-140 grs.

AX Drachm, 70 grs. (max.).

Id
Id.

M Obol, 10 grs, (max.).

Ai £ Obol, 5 grp. (max.).

Circ. B.C. 463-411.

t &2.*

Fio. 162.

In this period of Athenian supremacy in Thasos the same types of the

stater and drachm are in the main adhered to, but there is a steady

decrease in the weight, which, on the later specimens, corresponds with

the Attic or even falls below it. In style many of these later Thasian

staters are admirable as works of art, and evidently by Greek, and not

by Thracian, die-engravers. The rude struggle between satyr and nymph,
as shown on the early coins, becomes, on these later specimens, a more
polite form of abduction, the nymph being evidently not unwilling to be

carried off (Fig. 162).

Circ. b.c. 411-350.

In B, c. 411 Thasos revolted from Athens and received a Lacedae-

monian garrison, but was afterwards again dependent upon Athens. As
at Acanthus and other towns on the mainland, an abrupt change

of standard from Attic to so-called Rhodian took place at Thasos. in

the last quarter of the fifth century. This, in the case of the Thasian

money, is accompanied by a change in the types. Gold coins in small

quantities were also issued at this time. Cf. contemporary gold coins

of Aenus and Maroneia.
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Head of Dionytos, bearded or young,

ivy-crowned. [Ilerl. Cat., I. 287

;

-V. C, 1880. PI. I. 4.)

OA£ION Bearded Herakles kneeling,

shooting with bow, in linear and inc.

M). Of. a Thasian relief [B. C. H.
1894. 07. | . . . A' G0& 43 grs.

Fig. IAS,

Id. (bearded). (Fig. 1(13.)

Young male head crowned with reeds.

(River-god.)

Janifonn head of huld Satyr.

Satyr, with horse's tail but human feet,

kneeling, holding kantharos.

Head of Satvr.

Head of Nymph.

»»

GAflON Id. Various symbols in Held.

Ai Tetrad., 23G gin.

M Didr., 109 grs.

M Dr., 59 grs.

Id. . . M | Dr., 29 grs.

[Imhoof, Mm. iff., PI. C. 4.]

OA£l Two amplmrae placed in oppo-

site directions . . . . M '. Dr.

OAtmrJ Amphora Ai J Dr., 14 grs.

OASI Two dolphins Ai | Dr., 7 grs.

OA Dolphin . . Ai fo Dr., A\ grs.

Bronze.

Head of bearded Herakles, OASION Club, bow, and Bacchic

svmbol A*. «4

In this period there was also a separate issue of gold and bronze
coins intended to circulate in the Thasian territory on the mainland.
These coins read ©At ION HP

E

IPO. and were probably struck at Cre-

nides, afterwards called Philippi: okv. Head of young Horakles; rev.

Tripod, or Club and bow (see p. 217, and Bert. Cat, II. 120).

During the time of Philip. Alexander, and Lysimachus there are no
autonomous Thasian coins, out after B. C 280 the mint of Thasos was
again active for a few years.

After tire, a c. 280.

Head of bearded Dionysos, ivy-crowned, - OAtlON Club in wreath

of late style.

Head of Warded Herakles,

Head of young Herakles.

Head of Dameter veiled.

A\ Attic
I
Dr.

,. Club, bow, avmbol, and nion.

a: -7

OASION Id vE-85

„ Heads of the Kabeiri in

vine-wreath IS -9

After circ. B.C. 146.

After the battle of ( 'ynoscephalae, Thasos, which had formed part of

the dominions of Philip V, regained its freedom, l». c. 11)6, but it is not

.
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probable that the series of large Hat tetradrachms of base style com-
menced before the closing of the Macedonian mintB in B. c. 148, by order
of the Roman Senate. These latest coins of Tbasos were issued in

enormous quantities, and with those of Maronein represent the staple of

the silver currency of Northern Greece in the second and first cen-

turies, B. c.

Fig. lto.

Head of young Dionysos, of base style,

wearing liand across forehead, and
ivy-wreath.

HPAKAEOY* SnTHPOS SAtinN
Herakles naked, standing with cluh

and li..n .-km. (Fig. 164.) . . .

M Attic tetradr., 260 gre.

These coins were largely imitated by the barbarous Thraci&n tribes

of the mainland. The inscriptions are usually blundered and illegible.

There is, however, one variety on which OPAKHrJ is intentionally sub-
stituted for OAtlflN in the exergue beneath Herakles. [Z.f. ff. t

iii.

241.) The bronze coins of this late period are of various types, among
which the following may be specified :

—

Bust of Artemis. Herakles advancing, drawing bow . .

M -95-7«

Amphora. Cornucopine M -5

Imperial. Hadrian, M. Aurelius, S. Severus, Caracalla and Oeta ; rev.

OACIujN Herakles with club and lion-skin.

If. The European Coast of the Propoxtis.

Biaanthe was originally a Samian colony on the northern coast of the
Propontis, a few miles west of Perinthus. The few autonomous coins

struck at this town seem (o have been issued shortly after the death
of Ly8imachus.

After circ. B.C. 280.

Head of Demeter veiled.

[Berl. Cat., I. 138-1

Head oi Athena.

Head of Apollo.

BISANOHNflN in corn-wreath JS .76

Bl or BltAN Owl . .

BltANOHMnN Tripod
M -6

& 55

Byaantium was originally a Megarian colony with an Argive element,

to the influence of which latter the worship of Hera and the intro-

duction of the myth of Io are perhaps to be ascribed. We gather from
a passuge in Aristophanes that at the end of the fifth century the

Digtl
,
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Byzantines were using an iron currency (Arist. Xtib. 249 et SchoL
;

Pollux ix. 78 ; Hesych. 8. v. 2torfp«os). None of this money has been
preserved, and in any case its circulation must have been strictly limited.

The silver coins of this wealthy port are extremely common, and their

chronological sequence is as follows.

Circ. ac. 416-357.

*PY Cow standing on dolphin.

[B. M. C., Thrace, p. 93.]

Incase square, quartered, of 'mill-sail

'

pattern U Dr., 84 grs.

These coins correspond in weight with the Persian siglotf, which was
current in Asia Minor down to the age of Alexander. like the sigli, the

Byzantine coins are very frequently found covered with little counter-

marks.
T1 is the old Corinthian form of B. On coins it is peculiar to the

money of Byzantium.

After circ. B.C. 394.

After the battle of Cnidus, B. c. 394, several of the Greek cities in

Asia which shook off the Spartan yoke, combined in a joint Symmachy,
and issued each with its own reverse type, but with a common obverse

type—the infant Heraklea strangling the serpents,—silver coins equiva-
lent to tridrachms of the Rhodian standard. The following specimen
was struck at Byzantium on the re-establishment of democracy there

circ. B. c. 389.

£ Y rJ Infant Herakles strangling VY Cow on dolphin . Al 174-2 grs.

two Berpeuts. [Z. /. X., xxv. Taf. vii. 1.]

For the other specimens of this Federal coinage see Ephesus, Bamos,

Rhodes, Cnidus and lasus.

Circ. B.c. 357-340.

PlO. 165,

About the middle of the fourth century the weight standard of the

Byzantine silver coinage definitely changes from the Persic to the Rhodian.

The types remain the same, but the frequent addition of symbols and
monograms in the field indicates the period of Philip as that to which
these coins of Rhodian weight should be ascribed. [Tetradrachm, 236 grs.

(Fig. 165) ; Drachm, 59 grs. ; Tetrobol, 38, Diobol, 19 grs.]

Cow on dolphin.

Cow'h head.

Bronze.

•TV Trident . .

„ Three dolphins A'. 55

d by Got)glc Original from
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Chx. B.C. 340-280 and later.

Svoronos has suggested (Ephemena, 1899 ; .V. C, 1 890, 332) that the obv.

type may represent Io in cow-form crossing the Bosporus, symbolized
by the Dolphin. From the time of the memorable siege of Byzantium
by Philip of Macedon (340-339 B. c.) the autonomous coinage ceases until

after the death of Lysimachus (c 280 B. c). Subsequently, for some
years, Byzantium continued to suffer severely from the incursions of the

Gauls, whom it was compelled to buy off by the payment ofan enormous
yearly tribute (Polyb. iv. 46). The state was completely drained of
money, and in their straits the Byzantines appear to have been driven to

make use of foreign coins, countermarking them with the letter V.

[Bert. Cat., I. p. 145, and B. M. G, Thrace, p. 110.]

Circ. B.c. 221.

To this period belong the following rare silver coins, of which the
obverse type is identical with that which occurs on the money of
Calchedon on the opposite shore of the Propontis, with which city
Byzantium seems to have been for a time united in a monetary alliance,

Flo. 166.

Head of veiled Demeter, wear
wreath. (Fig. 166.)

ng corn-

Head of Poseidon.

Head of Apollo.

Head of Poseidon.

Head of lJemetcr.

Head of Apollo. [Cf. Hunter, I. 394, 8.]

Head of young Dionysos.

[Bert. Cat., I. p. 148.]

Poseidon naked to waist, Beated on rock,

holding trident and aplustre. In

field, M1 and mon. Magistrates : EPI
ArJTirAT, EPI EKATOAn. EPI
MATPIKflNfO*], EPI MENIK,
EPI MENISKOY, EPI OAYM-
PIOAHPOY, EPI COOAPIA. &c. .

Ai Tetrad r., 215 grs., and Attic

Octobols, 80 grs.

Prow on which BY; behind, serpent.

Magistrate: EPI AIONYSIOY. .

Ai Attic octob., 88 grs.

V Tripod. EPI AAMflMAKTOS,
EPI MENltKOY. Ac. . . M -95

P* Trident: EPI AlOtKOYP M -9

BYIANTI Cornucopiae : EPI EKA-
TOAnP, EPI HPAK, EPI
MAMHi, epi oANinrJ . .k l-o

BYIANT Column: EPI MATPI-
KHN ^-85

BY[lAN]TION Poseidon -landing
holding small Nike; magistrate's

name EPI ASfiniOY . . M -85

Digitized by Google Original from
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BYIANT
KAA.XA
BYIAN
KAAXA
Id. Pmw

Tripod , . . . M *9

Poseidon seated on rock

JF. !
...... a: .9

Head of Apollo.

Head of veiled Demcter.

IIea<l of Poaeidon. [Hunter, PL XX VII.

3.]

The column on the ret. of one of the above coins is supposed to be the
obelisk of Apollo Karinos ; see Drexler, in Z. f. A*., xix. 128.

There are various other smaller denominations, on one of which
the word A PAX MA (sc. xaAicoC) occurs.

The approximate date of some of the coins of this series is fixed by the
fact that the two names Hekatodorus and Olvmpiodorus on the tetra-

drachins have been identified by Svoronos (Epfwm., 1889) with those

of the two chief magistrates of Byzantium mentioned by Polybius (iv. 47)
as T.porrrirai in B.C. 221. Whether these issues continued to bo struck

after the above date is uncertain. Byzantium now found herself sur-

rounded by states in which coins of the Attic weight prevailed, and was
therefore compelled to conform to the new monetary standard, as were
also many of the Thracian and Ionian towns which seem to have adopted
the types of the coins of Alexander or Lysimachus on account of the

commercial prestige which attached to these regal coinages. The
Byzantine issues are distinguished by the letters BY and a trident

(Brit. Mus. Guide, Pis. 53 and 64). Many of these quasi-regal tetra-

drachms, drachms, and gold staters are of very barbarous work, and
arc probably Thracian imitations.

Quasi-uulomHtioHtt ami Imperial.

The next series of Byzantine coins is of bronze, and belongs in style

chiefly to Imperial times. The independence of Byzantium was long

recognized by Rome. Among
the following :

—

Head of Artemis witl

shoulder.

quiver at

the coins most frequently met with are

BYZANTinrJ

Head of young Dionysus.

Rust, horned, of Keropssa(f), daughter
of lo, and mother of Byaas.

[N.C., 1890, 332.]

Heml of Hermes.
Monogram in wreath.

>•

•

Crescent and star . .

.tt -85-75
Grapes . . JO -9

Cow . . . & -05

(.'ftduceus . . M -7

Two tall torches

pointed at hoth ends .¥. -55

It has been, perhaps too ingeniously, suggested by Svoronos that the

cow or heifer on the reverse of the coin with the bust of Koroesaa (?)

may be the monument set up by Chares on the shore of the Bosporus
in memory of the girl who accompanied him. as his hetaira, on his

expedition in aid of Byzantium during the war with Philip of Macedon.
Her pet name was Boiowr. For the pretty epitaph beneath this sculp-

tured cow, see .V. C, 1890, 332.

The crescent on the first of the above coins is the well-known symbol

of Artemis as a Moon-goddess identified with Hekate, to whom, accord-

ing to He6ychiu^, the Byzantines dedicated a statue in memory of the

miraculous light which she once caused to shine in the heavens during

Dig ' h »gle
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a night attack of the Macedonians upon the town, revealing to the
besieged their approaching foes. The crescent as a Byzantine symbol
was inherited by the Turks after their capture of Constantinople. The
tall baskets are stationary, unkindled basket-torches with wicks hanging
from their tops. (N. C, 1890, 333.) They are sometimes accompanied
by symbols referring, like the crescent, to the worship of Artemis
Lampadephoros or Hekate.

In Imperial times, M. Antonius to Gallieuus, Byzantium struck money
both witn and without the Emperor's head. Among the chief types the
following may be mentioned :

—

BVIAC Helmeted head of Byzas

(the reputed oekist), bearded.

Head of young Dionysos.

Prow or entire galley, with magistrates'

names identical with those which
occur also on other coins with Em-
perors' heads M -95

En (DPONTflNOC BVZArJTinN
Ostrich hunted by dog . . X. -85

Crested helmet with cheek-piece; Dolphin between two tunnies;
Artemis Lampadephoros (<pu<r<p6pos) standing between two tall basket-
torches ; Artemis Tauropolos, or Selene, riding on bull; Basket-torch, Ac
On the names and titles of the Magistrates of Byzantium in Imperial

times see Pick, in Num. ZeiL, xxvii. 27 ff. The names of High-Priests,
coupled sometimes with those of Priestesses, often occur, either without
titles or preceded by €TiI and the titles APX(w^wy), BAC(iA«'o>s) or
l€PON\rJA(/ioi>os). A strange and unexplained custom also prevailed at
Byzantium of frequently substituting for the name of the actual priest

or priestess that of some divinity, deified Imperial personage, or

deceased high official (honoris causa), e. g. €111 AHMHTPOC TO B; €111

AIONYCOY TO T ; ETTI NCIKHC TO A ; EFTI TYXHC TT0A€nC ; €ni
0€AC <t>AYCT€lrJHC; €ni M€M MAPKOY HPOOC TO B; €TTI

Al TTOrJTIKOY HP(a.o9), &c. In addition to Pick (I. c.) sec also Z.f. JIT.,

ix. 147, and cf. a similar custom at Lesbos (B. M. C, Trons, &c, lxxj.

Games: ANTHNtlNlA CEBACTA and AA€IANAP£IA. Alliance coins

with Nicaea.

Ferinthu*. an ancient Ionian colony from Samos, was situated

between Bisanthe and Selymbria, on the northern shore of the Pro-
pontis. Its earliest coins belong to the middle of the fourth century,
and may have been struck shortly before the famous siege of the town
by Philip of Macedon.

Circ. B.C. 350.

Head of Zeus r., laur.

[Coll. Fenerly Bey.]

Head of Koro in corn-wreath (Syia-

cusan type) : beneath, corn-grain.

[Sothcby Sale, 1904, lot 216.]

Head of Kore(l) with long hair.

Woll. Lischint, 1902, lot 674.]

Head of Athena in Corinthian helmet.

[B. M.C., Thrace, p. 147.]

Heads of Zeus and Hera, jugate.

[Coll Litchine, 1902, lot G81.]

PEPIN Foreparts of two horses joined

back to back; beneath, Klf and
monogram . . Al Stater, 163 grs.

P E Mow the forepart* of two horses

joined back to back . . Al 40 grs.

AZ Size 4
PEPIN ,.. ., », mSimilar JE -7GinN
Id. . -E.8

oinN Bullw,llkinP . . -E-8
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After B.C. 300.

The coins which follow these are N! staters and & tetradrachms of the

Alexandrine and Lysimachian types, distinguished by the symbol of

foreparts of horses. (See Miillcr, Num aTAUx. and Milnzen Lynim.)

Quaci-ait'.onotnoite and Imperial coins.

At Perinthus, Hcrakles was revered as oekist or founder, and on coins

of the time of the Empire his head is accompanied by the inscription

nEPIrJemN IflNnN TON KTICTHN in allusion to the Ionian origin

of the colony. The various labours of Hcrakles are, as might be expected,

commonly represented on the large bronze coins of Perinthus in Imperial

times. Among other remarkable types are the Samian Hera, HPA
riEPlNeifirJ, standing on a prow; the head-dress of Isis, and other

Egyptian types

—

e.g. Harpokrates. Anubis, the Bull Apis, A-c; also

Zeus seated, in the sky above him Helios and Selene in their chariots,

and, recumbent beneath him, Ge and Thalassa,—the whole within the

circle of the Zodiac There are numerous other types of considerable

interest, e.g. €niAHMIA B CEYHPOY Galley in full sail with Emperor
standing in the prow; Dionysos standing over sleeping Ariadne (A*. Z. t

1884, PI. IV. 5). Perinthus roceived the title Neokoros for the first

time under Severus and for the second time under Elagabalus.

Gante*. C€YHP€IA riPHTA, «tHAAA€A4»€l A, •MAAA€A<DEIA I1YOIA,

AKTIA HY6IA, and, according to Eckhel, HPAKA€IA HYOIA.
Magistrates. Under Hadrian and the Antonines the coins sometimes

bear the names of the Koman Legatus and Propraetor, c. g. i-nl Maulov
Ntwwros Trp*tjfifvTov 2«/3aoroii nai avrtarpaTtjyov (Imhoof, Moit. gr., 43), or

simply Hr€[/iowiJojToy]= Lat. Praese*.

Alliance Coin* with Ephesus, Smyrna, and I.aodicoia.

Selymbria or Salybria was an ancient city situate about twenty-two
miles east of Perinthus. It struck silver money, at first on the Persic

and later on the Attic standard.

Cm: B.C. 500-450.

*A Cock. [B. M. C, Thrace, p. 170.]

Cock. [Berl. Cat., I. 232.]

Quadripurtite incuse square .11 76-4 grs.

and .-mull divisions, 8*6-5- lts.

fAAY Ear of corn. . . Ai 07 gre.

This town is several times mentioned in the Athenian Quota Lists.

There are no Selymbrian coins after the middle of the fifth century.

For other coins sometimes attributed to this town sec Dicaea near

Abdera (p. 252).

Odryiae. It is not likely that the coins of the Odrysae, a powerful
and warlike people, were struck in any organized civic community.
They were doubtless issued at the strongholds of their chiefs or kings.

The following, however, bear no personal names:—

/ *,.,-.,, I.-. Oriqjnal fromIbytoOOglC
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Before B.C. 300 or later.

II- a.l of Athena facing in three-crested

helmet. (Cf. coins of Audoleon.)

[X.C., 1892, PI. XVI. 4.]

Head of voung Herakles in lion-skin.

[Bert. Cat., I. 197.]

OAP SI Bearded figure seated with

kausia behind neck ; he holds sceptre

and upright uncertain object . . .

M 15-4 gra.

0VP0*:i . . ? Hull landing on club .

M-7

See also Thracian kings of the Odrysae (pp. 282 Bqq.).

N. The Nokth-Wkstkkn Coast of the Euxine and
the Dan TBIan Phovixcks.

Olbia, near the mouths of the rivers Hypanis and Borysthenes, was
a Milesian colony which rose to great prosperity in consequence of its

trade, on the one hand, with the Scythian tribes of the interior and, on

the other, with all the coasts of the Euxine. It struck money in con-
siderable quantities both in silver and bronze from the third to the first

centuries B.C. There are also specimens in gold (Pick, Ant. Miinz.
A'.-tfr., I. PI- IX. 1,18). The principal varieties an- : Head of Demeter

;

rev., OAR 10, a sea-eagle flying with a dolphin in its claws, copied

from coins of Sinope and Istrus. Head of the River-god Borysthenes,

bearded and horned, rev. a Bow in its case and a battle-axe. For
numerous other varieties the student must be referred to Burachkov
{Cat. of Coins of Greek Colonies, Odessa, 1884, Plates I-X) and Pick

('7'. '('.'. There are also large and small cast bronze pieces of Olbia (aes

grave) with a head of Athena, of a goddess with flowing hair to front,

with an ear of corn above her forehead, or a Gorgonoion, on the obverse

;

and either a Wheel or a Sea-eagle with a dolphin on the reverse. There
are in addition some curious bronze pieces, made in the shape of a dolphin.

The inscriptions on the above coins are sometimes OA, OABI, OABIH,
&c. ; but the name of the town is often replaced by personal names such

as APIXO. flAY*. KPITOBOY, OV, &c. The fanciful theory first

advanced by von Sallct {Z.f. If., x. 144) with regard to OV and APIXO
must be abandoned now that other personal names havo been published.

Why Olbia issued these cast bronze pieces, which are apparently con-
temporary with the ordinary coinage, has not been satisfactorily accounted
for. The Gorgoneion seems to be copied from the silver coins of Parium,
the head of Athena (Burachkov, PI. II. 9, 10) from coins of Athens,

the facing head with flowing hair perhaps from coins of Pharnabazus or

Dataraes (cf. B. M. C, Cilic., PL XXIX).
From the weights of the few silver coins of Olbia which are well pre-

served it would appear that the Aeginetic standard or a reduced form of

the Phoenician standard was in use in the third century b. c. For coins of

various Scythian dynasts or kings struck at the OlbiaD mint, and for the

gold staters reading KOfnN, possibly struck at Olbia, see infra, p. 289.

On the cults of Olbia see O. M. Hirst in ./. II. *N\. xxii and xxiii.

Olbia was destroyed by the Getae about the middle of the first century

B.C., but was subsequently rebuilt. The later coins usually read
0ABI0n0AIT€nN or OABIOnOAITWM.

( , \»il(*
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For Imperial coins, Augustus to Mamaea, see Koehue (Mus. Ko-
ttehoubey). Burachkov (o/>. tit), Berl. Cat., I, Ac Regarding marks of
value see Imhoof, Gr, M., p. 163.
See also infra, p. 289, Kings of the Scythians, &c, for Olbian coins

with names of Dynasts upon them, Coson, Scilurus, Pharzoius, &c.

was a Milesian colony on the river Tyras (Dniester), about
twenty miles from its mouth. The earliest autonomous coins seem to
belong to the second or first century B.C. (Pick, Ant. Miinz. N.-Gr., I.

PI. XII).

Kust of Demeter veiled, facing. TYPArJON RuBbing lml] AX 86 ere.

Head of Apollo (f). TYPA or TYPArJON Horn's head .

Ml Size -0--6

Id. TYPA Hull walking .... ^ -8

Head of Demeter to front. TYPA Cista mytslica . . . . M -8

The smallerautonomous bronzecoins boar heads of Demeter, Poseidon (?),

Dionysos, Apollo, Hermes, and Asklepios. Reverses, Kalathos, Lyre,
Caduceus, Serpent coiled on altar or round omphalos, Thyrsos, Cornu-
copiae, Fish, Ac

Coins were also struck at Tyra in the name of Lysimachus, and there

are Imperial coins from Douiitian to Julia Mamaea. Inscr., TYPANflN
(Berl Blatt., vi. 27, and L. Hruun, Z.f. A"., xvi. 182).

For types see Pick (op. tit.).

Dacia. Of the Komau Province of Dacia there are no coins with
Greek inscriptions. For the coin of Trajan with AAKIA described by
Vaillant (Num. Gr., p. 27), see Hunter II, PI. XL 7. It was struck
not in Dacia but in Crete. The Provincial coins reading PROVlNCIA
DACIA were issued during eleven years only from Philip Sen. toGallienus,
a. d. 246-257. They are dated AN. I —AN. X I. The usual type is Dachi
standing holding in her hands the standards of Legions V and XIII with
their respective ensigns, an eagle and a lion, beneath. (Pick, Ant. Milnz.

X.-Gr., 1. PI. I. 1-7.)

Viminacium, Moesia Superior. Provincial coins from Gordian III to

Gallienus. Iiisir., P. M. S. COL. VIM (Provincia Moesia Superior
Colonia Viminacium), with dates Ar*J. I-AN. XVI.. ranging from
a. D. 239-257.

The chief type of the coins of Viminacium is the Province Moesia
standing between the standards or the ensigns, a Hull and a Lion,
of Legions VII and IV, which were chartered in the Province. For
varieties see Pick (op. tit.).

Callatin, Moesia Inferior, was a colony of Heraeleia Pontica, ahout
twenty-five miles south of Tomis. Autonomous silver of Attic weight;
Octobols, Tetrobols, and Triobols.

After death of Lysimadittr, it. c. 281-b. c. 72.

Head of Hcrakle* in lion-skin. KAAAATI l'ow in caw. club, and enr

[Pick., .V.-6V., PI. I. 17.| of corn . . ;il 88. 44, aud 30 gin.

EAD T

„. (
*
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Also gold staters and tetradrachms, copied from the money of

Alexander and Lysimachus (or countermarked), which circulated for

more than a century and a half in these regions. The portraits on some
of the gold staters seem to be of the time of Mithradates. The symbol

of Callatis on coins of regal typos is an ear of corn.

Autonomous bronze coins are likewise known with the heads of

Herakles or Athena {reverse-types as above) ; of young Dionysos, rev.

Ivy-wreath or Panther with thyrsos ; of Apollo, rev. Tripod ; of veiled

Demeter, rev. Corn-wreath, &c. Magistrates' names, occasionally, in nom.
case or in monogram. Callatis was taken by Lucullus in B.C. 72, when
its autonomous coinage comes to an end.

Tho qiutm-autonojnous and Imperial coinage of Callatis ranges from

Faustina Jun. to Philip Jim. Inter., K AAAAT1 ANnN. Tyjxs. Heads of

Heraklesas KTICTHC, Demeter, Athena. Reverses. Labours of Herakles

;

Dioskuri ; Kybele on lion ; Eros on lion ; City-goddess seated ; City

gateway, Ac. From Sept Severus to Philip the coins usually bear

marks of value, E, A, I", B (= 5—2 Assaria). See Imhoof, Gr. M., p. 163.

Dionysopolia. Autonomous bronze after circ. B.C. 200. Head of

young Dionysos, rev. A I ON Y or AlOHYCOnOAITtON Club between two
stars in ivy-wreath ; Vine-wreath ; Head of veiled Demeter, rev. Corn-

wreath. After the Roman conquest (b. c. 72) the coinage ceases until the

age of the Antonines.
Imperial. Ant. Pius to Gordian. Marks of value from Commodus

onwards, E, A, r, B (=5-2 Assaria). Inscr., AIOrJYCOTTOA(e)ITnN.
Chief types, Dionysos, sometimes in his temple; the Great God of

Odcssus (0(6s Mfru) with phiale and cornucopiae; Sarapis; Herakles;

Demeter ; and others of no special interest.

Iatrus. a colony of Miletus, south of the river Istrus, appears from
its plentiful silver coinage to have been, from the fourth century B.C.,

a place of commercial importance. The weight standard of the silver

money is the same as at Sinope. Staters (or drachms ?) of Phoenician

wt. 108 grs. max. and smaller coins of 22 grs.

Fourth century b. c.

Two heads united, in opposite direc-

tions, upwards and downwards.
[IS. M. C, Thrace, Ac, p. 25.]

I€TPIH Sea-eagle on dolphin . . .

A\ 108 grs., max.

M 22 grs.

This remarkable type has usually been explained as a representation

of the Dioskuri, whose cult was prevalent on the coasts of the Euxine,
but as there is no trace of their special worship at Istrus, either on later

coins or in inscriptions, I would suggest that the inverted heads may be
meant for the rising and the setting sun-god. The worship of Apollo as

Helios may well have been derived from the mother-city, Miletus, and
the commerce of Istrus in two opposite directions, east and west, may
have suggested this fanciful device. The two heads bear a close resem-
blance to those of the rayless Helios on the early coins of Rhodes, with
which they are contemporary.
The sea-eagle seizing a dolphin is a type which occurs at Sinope, with

f~~ I , Original from
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which city Istras doubtless had constant dealings by sea. It is doubtful

at which of the two cities the type originated.

The autonomous bronze coins of Istrus of tho third and second century
B.C. have on the reverses ItTPIH Eagle on dolphin, and on the obverses,

various types, e. g. head of Apollo as on coins of Philip II ; head of Helios

radiate ; head of bearded River-god Istros facing ; head of Demeter
veiled ; Apollo seated on omphalos, holding arrow and bow. These last

bear the magistrate's name API£TA(yopas), who is doubtless identical

with the Arist&goras honoured in an Istrian inscription of the second
century. See Pick (X-G'r.. p. 152).

In the first century B.C. Istrus struck quasi-reqal gold staters reading
BASIAEn* AYSIMAXOY, the portraits on which resemble those of
Ariarathes, son of Mithradatea VI (Pick, op. cit., PI. IL 27).

Imperial coins. Ant-PiustoGordian. Inscr., ICTPIHNnN. Chieftypes.

Rider-god (Mithras (?)) wearing modius, before his horse an altar (?) and
behind a long torch or column(?) on the top of which, a bird ; Kybele seated

;

Nemesis ; Apollo with lyre on column ; Hera standing ; Athena standing
before tree and serpent; River-god ICTPOC; Eagle on dolphin, Ac.

Marks of value from Commodus onwards E, A, I", B (= 5-2 Assaria).

Marcianopolia. This city, a few miles inland, west of Odessus, was
founded by Trajan and named after his sister Marciana. It« coinage,

quasi-autonomous and Imperial, extends from Commodus to Philip Jun.

Inscr., MAPKIANOnOAIC or MAPKI ANOTTOA(E)ITnrJ. From Severus

onwards the coins usually bear the names of the Roman Legates preceded
by V, VTT, or VTTA, for vzartvoi/Tos. Only in one instance do we meet
with HT, for i)ytpovtvovros. Mark of value usually E (= 5 Assaria) after

Severus. Types, numerous. Those which seem to be of local interest

are various temples, and a triumphal arch surmounted by statues, also

the many-towered wall of a city (see Pick, N.-Gr., PL VII).

Nicopolia ad Istrum. Quttsi-atUoiionwus and Imperial from Ant. Pius

toGordian III. Inscr., NlKOnOA(€)ITnN TTPOC ICTPON or ICTPfl
under Ant. Pius, M. Aurelius Caesar, and Commodus, accompanied by the

names of the Legates of the Province of Thrace (in which Nicopolis was at

first included), preceded by HTE or HTEMO (for ftyqwt&WTOy) ; and, after

Severus, by those of the new province of Moesia Inferior preceded by
V, VTT, or VnA (for {nraTtvovros). On some coins of Severus and his

sons is also the inscr. EVTVXflC TOIC KYPIOIC, a Greek rendering of

tho ' Vota' on Roman coins (cf. coin of Pautalia infra, p. 287). Types,

numerous, among which are Mount Haemus, AIMOC, represented as

a hunter seated on a rock, on which is a tree, and at its base a bear,

and in addition, sometimes, a stag; and the River Istrus recumbent,

usually with prow beside him.

For other types of local interest see Pick (op. cit,).

Tomis, a Milesian settlement between Istrus and Callatis, is memorable
as the place of the exile of Ovid. From the time of Lysimachus down
to the first century B.C. gold and silver coins in the name of Lysimachus

were struck there.

The autonomous coins belong to the second and first centuries B. c\

T 2
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Head of Apollo.

\Cmujrh de Xum., 1900. 1*1. IV. 4.]

Head of e«ot Mcyac (ef. Odessa*).

Heads of the Dioskuri.

Head of Oemetcr veiloH.

TOMI Tripod and magistrate's name
nOCtl A147 gn.

TOMI and magistrate's aame Kaglc

in oak-wreath Al -95

TOMI Horses of the Diorkuri or their

foreparts A& -9—

5

TOMI Far of corn between stars of

the Diosknri JR 8

QuoHi-atittinomoun and Imperial, Caligula to Philip Jun. Insrr.

TOM(€)ITnrJ or, after Aurclius, MHTPOn nOMTOY TOMEOC with
marks of value AC, B, T, A, and AC (= 1 J-4^ Aasaria). Chief types.

Head of Tomos the founder with legend TOMOC KTICTHC or tOMOY
HPUJOC; Trophy between captives; The Dioskuri recumbent side by
side, or standing beside their horses ; City-goddess standing over
swimming figure of Pontos Euxeinos with crab-shell head-covering.

(Svoronos. Ephptn., 1890, PI. II. 13.) For numerous other types see

Tacchella (R. X., 1893, 51 ff.), Pick (X.-Gr., Pis. V-VII), and Soutzo
(Cow/res de Xum., 1900, PI. IV).

Odesaus. A colony of Miletus at the mouth of the river Panysus.
Its earliest coins are gold staters and tetradrachms of Alexandrine or

Lysimachian types, many of them with abbreviated magistrates' names,
among which the Thracian name KYPSA .... occurs. This name is

also found upon an autonomous tetradrachm of Odessus of the second
century B. r. (cf. the analogous coins of Maroncia and Thasos).

After eirc. n. a 200.

Yto. if.:

Bearded head of the ' Great (Jod ' of

OdeBSua bound with taenia, hair

falling in lank locks (Fig. 167).

Hrarded head laur.

[Pick, Jahr. Arch. Inst., XIII. 161.

J

OEOY METAAOY OAHSITHM
Ileanled figure draped, standing,

holding phitde and cornucopiae;

beneath, KYPf A . . Ai Tetrad r.

OAHSITOrJ Kider-gml holding cornu-

copiae £ *8

The head on these coins is probably that of the divinity represented

on the reverse.

Female head (or head of Apollo T). OAHSITflrJ The Great God reclining,

holding cornucopiae and phialc: in

field, reversed amphora
A-]-

7
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Also Imperial from Trajan to Salonina. Inscr., OAHCCEITflrJ.
Type*—The 'Great God' of Odessus holding phialo and comucopiae,

and sometimes wearing kalathos; Hades; Asklepios; Nemesis;
Demeter, &c. Games, AAPZAAEIA (see Pick, Jahrb. Arch. Inst. XIII.

157). Mark of value E (= 5 Assaria).

Anchi&lui, between Mesemliria and Apollonia, struck money only

in Imperial times. Qwtni-aiUonomoas

:

—
ANXIAAOC Young head of tra<li-

tional founder Anchialos.

Bust of Sarupis.

ANXIAAEflN

ArXIAAEHN

Afklepios stanilinir

>:-6

Iais Tharia . . & -7

Inijjerial. Domitiau to Gordian III. I user., OVAniAC ATXIAAOV
(Hunter Cat., p. 419), but usually OVATTIANnrJ ArXIAAEnN. Only
once with name of the Legate, preceded by Hr(tpovtvovros). Chief tyftes,

Artemis Huntress ; Apollo (or Orpheus?) seated on rock playing lyre;

Demeter before tall torch; Hennes seated; Coiled serpent; Kybele seated;

Triptolemos; Herakles subduing Cretan bull; Hermes of Praxiteles

carrying infant Dionysos ; City gate; Zeus defending walls of Thebes
against Kapaneus {hphemeris Arch., 1889, PI. II. 16); Three Nymphs
holding vases. (James, CEBHPI A NYM«t>l A.

Apollonia Pontica (SozopolU) on the Kuxine was another Milesian

colony. It possessed a famous temple of Apollo and a colossal statue of

the god by Kalamis, which Lucullus, when he took the city, carried off

to Rome, it. C. 73 (Pick, Jahrb. Arch. Just., X1H. 167).

Circ. B.c. 450-400.

Anchor with crayfish as adjunct
I
Swastika in incuse of same form . . .

symbol. Ai Attic Dr., 63-58 grs., and frac-

tions of the Obol, 6 and 3 grs.

Id. Gorgoncion in concave field ....
.It 58-50 grs.

Id. with crayfish and A.

Id. with crayfish and ATTOAAnrJ.
flmhoof, M<m. yr., p. 234.]

Id A\ 50-44 grs.

Id .KllOgrs.(T)

After li.O. 400.

Head of Apollo laur., hair rolled.

Id.

Head of Apollo laur., to front.

Head of Apollo laurM hair rulleJ.

I Anchor with A and crayfish in field,

and magistrate**' names
Tetradr. Ai 260-225 grs.

Id Diub. Jt 21-19 k"-
Id „
Id. around AIXAAKIH and E AI *56

\Vt M 33-4 grs.

Clrc. B t t\ 300 and later.

Apollo with himation over lower limbs,

seated on omphalos and resting on

bow.
Apollo standing facing, holding long

branch and 1>qw.

Anchor with A and ciayfish; in field,

magistrates* names . AZ Size -Gj

Anchor with A -K Size '3SJiJ

Dig I M »gle
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Head of Apollo r. laur. [Pick, Jahrb.

Arch. Inst., XIII. PI. 10. 29, but see

infra Pepai-ethus

AFIOAAnNO* Apollo standing to

IATP0Y front, holding long

branch and bow
JrZ -8

The above-described coins, hitherto conjecturally attributed to various
cities, Abydus, Astacus, or Apollonia ad Rhyndacum, have been at last

identified by Tacchella (R. N, 1898, 210) as the coinage of the Pontic
Apollonia (ef. Zeit. f. Num., xv. 38).

Imperial. Faustina Jun. and S. Severus. Iiiscr., AnOAAflrJlHT6flN
CM TTONTn. Types, Flaming altar ; Apollo seated on griffin; Temple
of Apollo (?) (iV

r
. C, 1900, 280 ; R. K, 1900, 408 ; Hunter Cat., I. 421).

Cabyle (Jamboli) on the R. Tonzus, affluent of the Hebrus, some sixty

miles inland, west of Apollonia Pontica, struck a few bronze coins

in the second (?) century u. c.

Head of Apollo. \R. N., 1900, 257.
and Illnnchet's Hull. Int., 1903,61,
for reverse legend.]

KABY . . . ,.

AHNlOhl
Ar 'cm,s standing . ^:-8

Xeiembria, There were two places of this name in Thrace, one
an important colony of Megara on the Euxine, the other mentioned only
by Herodotus (vii. 108), who calls it a continental stronghold of the

Samothracians. It is to the former that the coins with the name of

Mesembria, with the probable exception of the specimen described above

(p. 248), belong. They are of the Khodian standard.

B.C. 450-350.

Crested helmet facing.

Id.

Incuse square . . . JR Obol, 8 grs.

META in the four quarters of a radiate

wheel. M Tetradr. 239 grs. with

magistrate s name AN0E£THPIO£
in the Bpaces between the spokes of

the wheel. [Fenerly Bey Coll.]. . .

M Diobol, 19-4 grs., £ Obol, 4-8 grs.,

and M Size -65—5

META (IT) between the four spokes

of a wheel .K >':,

. . £-5\^+</ '» dotted circle

Head of Athena.

Head of Athena.

[Berl.Cat.,1. 189.]

The silver coins seem to be of the Rhodian standard. The reverse

type has been interpreted as referring to solar worship, the radiate wheel
being the midday sun (cf. the meaning of ntcnjufipia). See Gardner in Num.
Ckron., N. S., 1880, p. 59. The use of the form T (=21 ) is peculiar to

the Ionian sea-board and to the Pontic coast of Thraco. It is discussed

by Foat in J. II. S., XXV. 338 and XXVI. 286. (Cf. also Hogarth,
Archaic Artemisia, 142.)

Third ami second centuries B.c.

Alexandrine tetradrachms of largo flat fabric (Miiller, 487-9) and
bronze coins.

jle
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Helmet r. with cheek-pieco. M ETAMBPIANttN Wheel ^-7
[Btrl. Cat., I. W.X. 51.)

Head of City veile<l and turreted. M EEA Ear of corn in wreath . A£ *6

Diademed female head. METAMBPIANflrJ Athena in fight-

[B. M. ft, Tfirace, p. 132.] ing attitude -£} -H

The later coins read MEIAMBPIAhJnN. There are also Imperial
coins from Hadrian to Philip Junior, Types, Apollo holding plectrum
and lyre placed on column ; Sarapia ; Kybele; Athena; Hygieia ; &c.

O. The Taukic Chersoxesus.

Carcine, on the north coast of the gulf which was named after it,

struck a few bronze coins, the obverse type of which resembles the silver

coins of Amisus, &c. on the opposite coast of the Euxine.

Circ. b. c. 300.

Head of City-goddess in lurreted Ste-

phanos
[Orewbnikow, Beitrtige, PI. L 1.]

Cerciniti*, on the western coast of the TauricChersonesus(Frit'dIander
t

Annali detV Inst,, 1844, p- 233), struck bronze coins probably during the

third century it. c.

Circ. B. c. 300 or later.

KAPKl Prancing horseman, and magis-

trate's name abbreviated . . A\ '8

KEPKI Poseidon (?) seated on rock,

holding sceptre surmounted by dol-

phin or double axe?

KEP Head of Artemis 1., with quiver

at shoulder.

Horse trotting 1. Magistrate's name
^£•75

Stag advancing I. Magistrate's name
in field........ J3 -6

Oreschnikow (Beitrage) would identify Cercinitis with Carcine, but

SM Imhoof, KL Jf., ii. 527.

Chtrronesus (near the modern Sebastopol) was a colony of Heracleia

Pontica. The types usually refer to the worship of Artemis Tauropolos,

whose symbol as a moon-goddess is the bull. She often appeal's,

however, on the coins as Artemis Agrotcra or Elnphebolos.

Circ. B.C. 30O-200.

Head of young Herakles in lion-skin.

[B. M. C\, 7%ram, &c, p. I.]

Id. [Ibid.]

Head uf Artemis in turreted crown.

XEP Artemis spearing stag.

[B.M.C., Thrace, Ac., p. 3-]

Galloping quadriga.

[Btrt. Cat., I. PI. L 8.]

Artemis with bow, kneeling.

[B. M. t\, Thrace, &c. t p. 2.]

Artemis seated beside stag, feeling the

point of her arrow. [IhirachkoY,

PL XIV, 36.]

-laniform heads of young Dioiiysos(l)

and Zeus (1)- [Berl. Cat., PL I. 7.]

XEP Artemis with bow and arrow,
seated. Magistrate's name . . .

iKDidr., 142 gn,
Rushing bull A\ Dr., 72 grs.

, t Stag . . . M Dr., 62 grs.
t

Magistrate's name. Hushing hull, torch,

and quiver JE *8

XEP Naked warrior kneeling A) *85

"

P<

I iritliu runniug

Bull upon a club

Lion seizing bull

M 9
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For numerous other varieties and types see Burachkov's Plates (1894),
and Kochne, Mns. Kotsc/umbey (1856).

Subsequently Cherronesus sought the prutection of Mithradates against
the incursions of the Taurians and Sarmatians, and it formea part

of the kingdom of Bosporus until it was liberated by the Romans (Plin.

iv. 26), after which it struck coins reading X6PC0NHC0Y €A€Y6€PAC.

Imperial Times.

XEP Bust of Apollo with lyre. CAGY66PAC Artemis huntress; Iwside

her, a stag recumbent . . jE -U

These coins are followed by a series bearing dates 73-131 reckoned
from an era commencing h. c. 36. For list of recorded dates see Berl.

Cat, I. p. 7. The earliest dated coin is a gold stater of year OT (73 =
a.d. 37) (op. cit PL I. 10).

Nymphaeum
i ?). A Milesian colony in the Tauric Chersonese.

li'-fore B. c. 400.

ileml of uvmph ; hair in hpliendone.

[Berl. Cat., I. p. 8.]

Id.

NYN \ ine-bianch in incuse square

Ai 73 gift

N Y Brunch in incuse square Ai 4 prx.

M (Coll. de Hindi.)

Panticapaeuiu (K*rtvh) was a Milesian colony founded in the sixth

century on the west side of the Cimmerian Bosporus- It« earliest coins
are drachms of Phoenician (?) weight with a lion's scalp on the obv. and an
incuse of ' swastika p form on the tw« These are followed by others which,

V |

on account of their legends A P and f have been usually attributed

to Apollonia Pontica. As, however, they are frequently found at KerUh,

and are identical in type with others reading (= PANT), it is

probable that the original name of Panticapaeum was Apollonia. They
date from the fifth century b. a The issue at Panticapaeum of gold
staters in the fourth century is remarkable.

Li "ii - scalp faciiuf. [Cat. Lemmr
r

1872, PL 1.7: RM.l \ Throe*
%
&cM

p, 87; Ittrl.CaL.l. 137

J

Id. [ItrrL Cat, p. ft]

Id.

Lion's MUklp facing.

Head of Apollo, or head of ttalyr.

[BurachkoT, ft XIX.'

A P and two stars, or A P A in tlie

four quarters of a shallow inc. h\

Ai 73 gn., 24 pre., and 4 grfc

P A N T Id. - . , Ai 48 gn.
PAN and star in the four quarters uf

incuse sq. (Htrscli Collection) . . .

Ai 126 jit*.

PANT I Kam's head in inc. M* .

Ai 24 trr*. and smaller.

Id ill 24 BHk»t

Digdizi iooslc
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CHrc. B.C. -350.

Fn. l«8.

Head of bearded Satyr with pointed PAN Winged Panther, usually with

animal-ear, facing or in profile, some- horned goat's head and spear in

times with ivy-wreath (Kig. 1<>8). mouth, standing on a stalk of corn .

AT Stater, wt. 140 grs.

These gold staters are fine works of art without any trace of barbarism.

The winged and honied monster is a variety of the griffin, the fabled

jjuardian of the gold-producing regions of the north (Herod, iii. 116), the

Ural or Altai mountains, whence the (J reeks of Panticapaeum obtained

gold in great quantities, as has been proved in our own time by the enor-

mous masses of treasure unearthed in the tumuli near Kertcli. It was
perhaps owing to the cheapness of gold at Panticapaeum that the stater

attained there the excessive weight of 140 grs.

Before circ. B.C. 400-300.

The silver coins, mostly of the fourth century, usually bear on the

obverse a Satyr's head, and on the reverse a Bull's head, a Lion with a
spear in his mouth, or a Lion's head.

The Bull's head points to the cultus of Artemis Tauropolos. The lion
breaking a spear is perhaps only a variant of the winged monster on the

gold coins. The bronze coins are numerous and for the most part

resemble the silver in their types.

Girt. b.c. 300-200, and later.

In the third and second centuries the silver coins have usually a head
of young Dionyeos or of Apollo on the obverse, and the inscr. TTANTI
KAfTAITHN, with various types of no special interest, usually a bow in

case or bow and arrow, on the reverse. On one of the largest of the

bronze coins of this time the head of Mithras (?), in Phrygian cap. occurs,

with, on the reverse, Dionysos standing with panther beside him.

Among other types may be mentioned the drinking Pegasos, and the

Cornucopiae with the caps of the Dioskuri. For others see Burachkov
(up. cit.).

Theodosia, W. of Panticapaeum, on the S. coast of the Tanric Cher-
sonesus, issued a few small silver and bronze coins in the third

century b.c.

OEOAEH Bull's head facing, horns

filleted . . A\ 32 grs. ami 4 gis.

Helmeted head of Athens.

[Burachkov, PI. XVIII. I, 2.]

The bronze coins read sometimes OEY. Types, Heads of Athena;
Artemis ; or young Herakles. Rev. Bow in case and Club; Club and
arrow ; or Quiver. (Burachkov, I. c, ami Z.f. N., xxi. 210.)

i
*
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P. Thraciak Kings and Dynasts.

Kings of the Odrysae, 3tc. Between tho Persian and Peloponnesian
are these

greater part

ware these petty kings had gradually extended their sway over th

lireater part of 'I brace.

Sparadocus, brother of the Sitalces who died 11. c. 424 (B. C. H., iii.

p. 409).

Horcemaii with two spears. £PAPAA0K0 Incuse square, within
[-V. C.% 1891, PL IV. 7.] which eagle devouring serpent

STAPAAOKO (retrogr.) Hum- walk-

ing. [Bert. Cat., I. 328.]

£PA Forepart of horse.

Ai Attic Tetradr.

Incuse si|uare. Flying eagle with ser-

pent . . . . Ai Drachm.
Id, Ai Diob.

From the reverse types of these coins we may infer that they were
struck at Olynthus.

Seuthea I, son of Sparadocus and successor of Sitalces (Thuc. ii.

95-101 ; iv. 101 ; IT. C. Scr. i, xx. p. 151, PL IV. 1, 2).

T

Fm. 169.

Armed horseman (Fig. 1 60). SEYOA APrYPION or *EYOA
KOMMA No types, ^i Attic Didr.

SEY0A KOMMA No type. Ai Dr.£EV Horse galloping. &c.

[JT. ft, 1892, PI. I. 5.]

These coins are remarkable for their reverse inscriptions, which show
that we must probably interpret Apyvptov and noppa simply as ' coin

\

without any special definition either of type or value. The more definite

use of xaPaKTVP l>y Aristotle (Ath. Pol. c. 10), as referring to the denomi-
nation rather than to the type of the coin, seems to be exceptional

(see Athens, infra). Analogous examples are K0TY0C XAPAKTHP
(see Cotya, p. 285}, and T0PTYN0* TO PAIMA (see Oortyna). On
the other hand, the legend <t>AN0£ EMI tHMA, 'I am the sign of

Phanes(l) ' (see Ephesua), clearly refers to the type, a stag, as a symbol
or signet.

Metocua, rirc. B. C. 400, called Medocus by Xenophon (Anab., VII. ii. 32
;

iii. 16 ; vii. 3, 11. HAL, IV. viii. 26). See Zeit. f. Sum., v. 95.

MHT0KO Head of bearded Dionysos. Double-axe. Symbol, grapes /R18grs.

The double axe is a symbol of Dionysos as well as of the great
Thraciau goddess Kotys or Kotvtto, a divinity closely allied to the

Phrygian Magna Mater (Preller, Or. Myth., i. 549).

_.
,
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Amadocus 11(1), circ. B. c. 359-351. The money of this king was struck

at Maroneia and bears the name of the municipal magistrate, whence we
gather that Amadocus was virtually supreme in this Greek city for

a short time.

AMAAOKO Double-axe; above, ca-

duceua. [N. C, 1891, 119.]

Incuse square. EPI AHMfOKPI JTO or

EPI AAEZArJAPO Vine in dotted

square & -9

Teren III (?), circ. B. c. 350. The coins of Teres resemble those of
Amadocus, and must also have been struck at Maroneia. Inscr. THPEH
and EPI KASirNAKIO*, M -9 (Zeit.f. Num.,v. 97; N. C, 1891, 120).

Emimicuii (?). Silver stater found near Olbia,

Fifth century h. c.

Incuse si|. containing wheel round which
swim four dolphins . Al 181 gra.

EMINAKO Herakles with lion-skin

over head and back, kneeling on one
knee and stringing his bow.

[Z.f. N., iii. PI. II. 4.]

Eminakos is probably the name in the genitive of some unknown
Thracian dynast.

Samma . . . (?). Another unknown dynast, circ. B. c. 400 (Z.f. N., xv. 6).

Female head with hair in net. tAMMA . .. Lion's head in inc. 8<j. .

M 17grs.

Saratocnfl, circ. B. c. 400. This dynast is only known from his silver

coins (wt circ. 17 grs.J, reading SAPATOKO, SAP, or Z A. Some of

them with types of Thasos, of>v. Kneeling Satyr, rev. Amphora, may
have been struck in that island (ZeiL f. Num., i. p. 163). Others, with

a youthful head on the obverse, and a bunch of grapes on the reverse,

were probably issued from another mint on the mainland of Thrace
(Imhoof, Mun. gr., p. 53).

Bergaens, circ. B. C. 400-350. Known only from his coins, which
resemble those of Thasos. He was probably one of the Thraco-Mace-
donian petty kings in the Pangaean region (R. N. t

1903, 317).

Seilenos kneeling or running, carrying

nymph.
Head of Seilenos.

[Zeit.f. Num., i. p. 164.]

BEPTAIOY written round incuse square

JR 50 gre.

BEPf Fish ...... ^-4

Spoces. Unknown Thracian petty dynast about the middle of the

fourth century, who struck some small silver coins in the vicinity of

oratAbdera. Obv. ETTI rJ[EOM]HNlOY, Head of Apollo (?) in linear sq.

Rev. BA . . tTTOKHf Griffin recumbent. JR 37 grs. (Bert. Cat., I. 118).

Cetriporii, B. c. 356. This Thracian dynast is mentioned as an ally

of the Athenians against Philip in an inscription found some years ago
on the Acropolis at Athens (Hicks and Hill, Gr. Hint. Inter., p. 255).

His coins resemble those of Thasos.

/ "
. \
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KETPIPGPIO* Kantharos ....
Al -55—35

Head oflwarded Dionvsos.

\lierl. Cat., I. PI. VIII. 75.)

Hebryzelmie, b. C. 386-385. King of the Odrysae upon whom the

Athenian** conferred honours (Hermes, xxvi. 453).

IVarded head 1. in plain circle.

[N.C., 1894, PI. I. 2.]

Female head in turreted Stephanos.

[Svoroiios, fipfwmeris, 1891,161.1

EBPYIEAMIOI Forepait of lion in

inc. circle Al *75

E Y Vase of the same shape as that on

B P the coins of Cypsela . Al -75

Cotyi I, B.C. 382-359. Dynast in Cypsela.

1Warded head.

[B. M. C, Thrace, p. 202.]

Horseuiau. [Ibid., p. 203.]

KOTYO*. KOTY, or KOTO. Vase of

the winie slnqie as that on the coins

of Cypsela .ft 13 en..

Similar Al -8

Cersobleptea, clrc. B. 0. 357-343.

Female head wearing sphendone. KEP Vast- as on preceding . Al -45

Ceraobleptes was the son and successor of Cotys I, and, like his father,

appears to have struck his coins at the town of Cypsela (p. 257).

Fhile<ta» ?) or Fhile(mon ?), circ. 340 b. C, struck bronze coins similar

to those of Cersobleptea and probably also at Cypsela. (Imhoof, Por-
tratkopfe, p. 16.)

Senthea III, b. c. 324. Bronze coins of careless style, attributed with

almost equal probability to Seuthes IV by Leake, -V. l(. t p. 20.

Head of Zeus (?).

Kagle with closed wings.

\Z.f. N., xxiv. 45.]

Lyaimachu*, King of Thrace, &C„ B.C. 323-281.

The money of this king is more plentiful than that of any other of the

successors of Alexander. His reign may be divided into three periods:

I. B. c. 323-311, from the death of Alexander to that of the young
Alexander (the son of Koxana). In this period Lysimachus, as Itegent

in Thrace, struck luoney in the name of Alexander the Great and of

Philip Aridaeus with Alexandrine types. II. B.C. 311-306, from the

death of the son of Koxana to the date of the adoption by Lysimachus
of the title BcuriAeiJj. The coins of this period still bear the name of

Alexander, though the letters AY are frequently added. III. B.C. 306-

281, coins inscribed BASIAEn* AY1IMAX0Y, at first with types of
Alexander, and later with Lysimachus' own types, as follows :

—

SEY0OY Horseman .

SEYOOY iu corn-wreath

a:-»
A) -5

Fiq. I TO.
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Head of the deified Alexander with

born of Amrnun (Fig. 1 "0).

Young head (Ares?) in rlose-fittiug

helmet.

Helmeted head.

Head of young Herakle.-.

Alllrll.i \ ikfjiiinl - -|-.l!«'it ....
A", M Attic wt.

[It. M. (!vi,h, PI. WVIII. is. 19;

XXXI. 19, 20.]
Lion. Half lion, or lion's head . . .

.¥.

Trophy "K

Corn-wreath . . &•
Various MM6.

The money of Lysimachus was issued from numerous mints, in Thrace

B.G. 311-281, in Maccdon h.c. 286- 281, and in Asia Minor b.c. 302-281.
After the death of Lysimachus his coins wore imitated, indiscriminately

with those of Alexander, by numerous autonomous cities, by no means
exclusively in Thrace (sec Miiller, Miinzen des Kihtif/s Lysimachos, and
B. M. Guide, PI. XLI. 1 ; LIII. 3,4; LX1V.3, 4).

Orsoaltiu*, rirr. h. c. 800. Known only from his tetradrachms,
copied from those of Alexander, but reading BA*IAEfl£ 0PS0AATI0Y
(E. Muret, Bull Corr. Hell., v. 331).

Cersibaulna. the. \t. v. 300. Known only from his tetradrachms of

Alexandrine types, belonging in style to the first half of the third

century. Inter., BASIAEOS KEPSIBAYAOY. (Bcrl Blaft., II. 259;
Bcrl. Cat., I. PI. VIII. 72.)

Cavaru», cirr. it. v. 219 200. The last Gaulish king in Thrace (Polyb.

iv. 46, 52). He struck tetradrachms of the Alexandrine types, probably at

Pcrinthus. Jmcr., BA£IAEO£ KAYAPOY. Symbol, Figure holding two
torches. (Bull, Inf. dc Xttm., II. 1

;
cf. Z.f X., xxiv. PI. II. 2.) Also M.

Head of Apollo.

[B. M. C, Thruce, p. 207.]

Head of bearded Hcmkles.

BASIAEHS KAYAPOY Nike stand-

niK -* *8

BA*IA KAYA Cornucopia.' . At -6

i, circ. B.c. 200, or later. Tetradrachms in imitation of the latest

Lysimachian issues, but with portrait of Mostts on the obverse. Inscr.,

BAtlAEfl* M0*TIA0«, and dates ETOY* IT [13], KB [22]. AB [32]. or

AH [38], and sometimes magistrate's name EPI SAAAAOY. Also Bronze.

Obv. Head of Apollo, Jtrr. Horse, /K -75
; Obv. Heads of Zeus and Hera

jugate, liev. Ea^le on fulmen (.V. C, 189^,5); and Ohr. Head of bearded
Herakles, Beu. Bow in case (Z.f. X., xxi. 211).

Cotys, first century B.C.

Rode head of Diimvsos r„ copied from

coins of Tliasos.

KOTYOC XAPAKTH[P1 Herakles

standing . . . M Tetr. 252 grs.

[Z.f. A"., in. 242.]

Whether the king who struck this coin was the Cotys who died ciir.

b. c. 16 (Z.f. A*., I. c.) or an earlier dynast of the same name (Lenormant,

Mon. dans I'Ant, ii. 195). we will not venture to decide. The curious

legend KOTYOC XAPAKTHP. 'coin with the stamp of Cotys/ finds its

counterpart on the early coins reading rOPTYNO£ TO PAIMA (see

under Oortyna in Crete) and «EYOA KOMMA (p. 282).
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Dixatolmeni, first century B. G. (?).

Head of Apollo. BASIAEHS AIZATEAMEO* Am-
phora jE -65

From the date of the constitution of the Roman Province of Macedonia,

B.C. 146, down to the age of Augustus, we possess very scanty notices of
Thracian affairs, and the only coins to which we can point aa belonging
to this period are base copies of the money of Lysimachus and Alexander,
and rare tetrabrachius imitated from the late coins of Thasos, read-

ing HPAKAEOY* tflTHPO* GPAKnN (Z. f. JV
r
M Hi. 241). On what

occasion the Thracians were sufficiently united in one homogeneous
community to make use of a common currency we havo no means of

ascertaining.

The subsequent coins struck by kings of Thrace in Roman times are

as follows. As they can hardly be called Greek coins, it will be sufficient

to describe them very briefly.

Cotyi HI, B. c. 57-48.

Head of Cotys r., diademed.

Sadales, circ. (?) to B. C. 42.

Head of Sadales r., diademed.

Rhoemetalces I, B.C. 11-A.D. 12.

BA*IAEn* POIMHTAAKOY Head
ofking r., diademed. [Hunter,1.437.]

KOTYOC or BASIAEn* KOTYO*
Eagle on fulmeu .... .E -5

BASIAEHS SAAAAOY Eagle on
fulmeu , M -G

KAISAPOS fEBASTOY Head of

Augustus & -7-9

Other coins of this king bear the heads, jugate, of Rhoemetalces and
his Queen on the obverse (sometimes with a third small head in front),

and of Augustus or Augustus and Livia on the reverse. There are also

coins with the legend BYZArJTIA (sc. o/wx^a?) behind the head of
Augustus (Joum. Int., L 17).

Cotya XV and Rhaeseaports , a.d. 12-19. M with KO (in monogram).
Head of king, B Head of Augustus, and M with BASIAEY* KOTYS
Head of king, RBAtlAEO* PAISKOYPOPEH* or PAISKOYPOPI AOS
Nike with wreath and palm (X C, 1898, 327, BiU.).

Rhoemetalces II with Tiberius. Coins assigned to this reign re-

semble those of Rhoemetalces I and Augustus {R. N., 1900, 422).

Bhoemetalces IH with Caligula, a.d. 37-46. AZ with BA*IAEYS
POIMHTAAKA* Bust of king, B Head of Caligula.
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Q. Inland Cities of Thrace.

near the sources of the Agriancs, about eighty miles north-west of

Byzantium. Quasi-autonomous and Im/terial. Hadrian to Philip Jun.

Inscr., BIZVHrJnN Magistrate under Hadrian, Presbeutes and Antistra-

tegos ; under S. Sev. HrEf^oMtWros] (Berl. Cat, I. 139). Chief types—
Head of young Dionysos, Rev. Seilenos with kantharos and askos ; View
of city enclosed by walls and turrets (Z.

f.
X., xxi. PI. VIII. 5) ; Kapa-

neus with shield, spear, and scaling ladder (Kphrm. Arch., 1889, PL II.

15); Apollo (Iatros) between Asklepios and Hygiuia ; Banquet of God
and Goddess (Oto£hiop) (Pick, in Jahr. Arch. Inst.

y
XIII. 145) ;

Hera
seated with peacock on her knees ; River-god, &c. Alliance coins with
Byzantium.

Deultmn. A colony established by Vespasian at the head of the gulf

of Burgas between AnchialuB and Apollonia. Imperial coins from
Trajan to Philip Jun. with Latin inscr. COL. FL. PAC. DEVLT., or

C. F. P. D. (Colonia Flavia Pacensis Deultum). Chief ^/p/-*—River-god
and Thalasaa recumbent (Epltem. Arch., 1889, PI. II. 25); Perseus
rescuing Andromeda (Ibid., p. 97) ; Three nymphs, &c. For others see

Berl. Cat, L 158 sqq.

Hadrianopolis, on the Hebrus, founded by Hadrian. Quant-autono-

mous and Imperial from Ant. Pius to Tranquillina. I user.
t
AAPI ANO-

TTOAEITOrJ. Types often referring to> the labours of Herakles. On
some specimens is the river-god TONZOC, an affluent of the Hebrus;
also Galley ; coiled serpent ; Europa on bull ; Orpheus with Eurydike
and Hermes (Jahr. Inst Arch., XIIL 138). For many other types see

Berl. Cat., L Magistrate's title under Ant. Pius Hr£(fioi'cvoiTOff).

Hicopolia ad Neitnm, some 80 miles from the mouth of the K. Nestus
or Meatus, Imperial only, of Commodus, Severus, Domna, Caracalla,

and Geta. Full inscr., OYATTIAC NlK0TT0A€nC nPOC MECTO.
Tyj>es—Rider-god resembling Men, Hades enthroned, Coiled serpent
with radiate head. River-god Mestos (= Nestos), Ac. (Perdrizet, in

Corolla Num., pp. 217 sqq.).

Pautaiia. south of Mt. Haemus, on the upper Strymon. Imperial

coins from Hadrian to Elagabalus. /jwcr., TTAYTAAinTOrJ or OYArtl AC
TTAYTAAI AC, sometimes with magistrate's name preceded by HrE(popev-
ovros). Types various and of considerable interest, e.g. Go recumbent
beneath a vino and surrounded by four children, BOTPYC, APTYPOC,
CTAXYC, and XPYCOC, emblematical of the fertility of the soil and the

metallic wealth of the district; River-god CTPYMHN ; Laurel-wreath

containing formula of acclamation IC EfiNA TOVC KYPIOVC En
ArAOn TTAVTAAinTAlC (Journ. Int., 1898, 456); Asklepios; Askle-

pios riding on flying serpent; coiled serpent radiate
;
and many others.

Philippopolii. Imperial from Domitian to Elngabalus. Inscr., Do-
mitian to Trajan with Latin legend on obv. and Greek on rev. ; afterwards
wholly Greek:—<t>IAinnonOA€ITnN, or, after Severus, MHTPOnO-
A€nC <DIAinnonOA€nC, with addition of NenKOPOY in time of
Elagabalus. Occasional names of magistrates, with titles T\P(ttrptvTov)

£EB(a<TToO) ANT (irrrpaT-qyov) undor Ant. Pius, or, later, HrEinoieuov-
tos. Type* numerous, among which, representation of Mt. Rhodope.

„. (
*
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POAOTTH. seated on rock (R. A'., 1903, 177); the River-god Hebros recum-
bent, with name €BP0C beneath ; two River-gods recumbent beneath
three mountain-peaks, hence the name Trimontium borne by Philippo-

polis [Epheni. Arch., 1889, 105) : Statue of Herakles on mountain-peak
;

Orpheus seated on rock playing lyre to animals (R. _V., 1900, 415) ; City
standing liefore recumbent Hebros; also agonistic types, e.g. Prize

crowns, ftc, with legends KOlNON 9PAKnN, AA€ZANAP€IA TTYGIA.
AA€ZANAPIA €N <t>IAinnOTTOA€l. K€N APCICGI A TTYOI A €N <t>IAITT-

nonOAl NCftKOPfi. Those last-mentioned games received their name
from a Thracian god Ktvbfnrros who was identified with Apollo (Reinach,

L'Hiat., 124). In the time of Oaracalla and Geta the formula of acclama-
tion occurs as at Pautalia IC EnNA TOVC KYPIOVC En ATAOn TH
MHTPOnOAl 4>IAinnorTOAI {Z.f. N., 1902, 190).

PlotinopolU, on the right bank of the Hcbrus, took its name from
Plotina, the wife of Trajan. Bronze of Imperial times, Ant. Pius to

Caracal la. laser., nAfiTEl HOTTOAEITOM, rarely with name of the

Praescs preceded by Hr Einovtvovros). Among the more noteworthy
types are the river-god Hebros standing in a stooping attitude with one
foot upon an overturned vase (Num. Zeit, 1884, PI. IV. 6); bIbo Askle-

pios ; coiled Serpent radiate ; Thanatos, &c.

Serdica. Although this town was situated to the north of Mt. Haemus,
it was at one time included in the province of Thrace. Imperial coins

from Aurelius to Caracal la, and, after a break, again, under Gallienus.

Magistrate's title, HRcporcvoiTos) under Severus. Types, numerous, e.g.

Head of Isis ; Kybclc on lion ; Athena seated, feeding serpent twined
round olive tree ;

Dionysos, Hermes. Ares, Asklepios, Herakles, Hera, or

Aphrodite, standing : naked Apollo resting on start' of Asklepios with

infant behind him (.V. Z., 1891, PI. III. 5) ; Tyche of Serdica seated on
rock with swimming river-god (Oiskos) at her feet (Z.f. N., xxiv. 43)

:

River-god (Oiskos) recumbent. For others see R. M. C. Tit nice and lierl.

Cat.l. Inscr., OYATTIAC CEPAIKHC, or, on small coins, C€PAnN.

Topiros was probably situated about twenty miles XW. of Abdera,
near the river Nestus or Mestus. It struck Imperial coins from Anto-
ninus Pius to Geta. laser., TOneiPeiTHrJ or OYATTIAC T0TT€IP0Y.
sometimes with magistrates' names preceded by em. Usual ty/f,

Herakles seated on rock.

Augusta Trajana {Eski-Zayhro). The coins of this inland Thracian
city were formerly confounded with thoso of the coast-town Trajano-
polis, near the mouth of the Hcbrus. Imperial, M. Aurelius to Geta,

and, after n break, again under Gallienus. Inscr., AVTOVCTHC
TPAIANHC. Magistrate's title, HrEfpoMt/oirot) (= Pnicses) on earlier

coins. Chieftypes—Bust of Sarapis ; Harpokrates; River-god; Demcter;
City-gate; Three Nymphs; Dionysos; Kybele; Nemesis, &c.

Trajanopolis, on the Via Egnatia, near the mouth of the Hebru^.

Imperial coins from Trajan to Geta. Inscr., TPAI ANOTTOAeiTflN,
usually without magistrates' names, but occasionally with Hr (tpovtvorros .

Types—Apollo naked placing lyre on tripod with serpent round it
;

Hermes; Orpheus seated on rock playing lyre (JaJirb, Arch. Inst, XIII.

137).
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B. Kings ok thk Scythians, etc.

In addition to the various Thracian kings and dynasts described under

§ P, there are a few other coins of barbarous kings which, from their

provenance, appear to be Scythian rather than Thracian. All seem to

belong to the second or first centuries B- c, but as their dates are uncer-

tain, I enumerate them in alphabetical order.

Acrotandrn*. King of the Getae (?) (Ire. B.C. 100. Coins probably
struck for him at Tomis. (Rev. Sum., 1900, 397.)

Heads of the Dioskuri jugate. BASIAE AKPOCANAP. Uurta of

horses of Dioskuri > . . JE *9

Heuds of Demeter and Persephone BASIAE AKPOSArJAP. Two ears of

jugate. corn M -85

Head of Zeus.
|
BASIAE AKPOSANAP. Coruucopiae.

M -7

Aelia. M. BASIAE AIAIOS. Ohv. Head of Helios radiate ; Rev. Two
stars over monogram, consisting of the letters TOM (Tomis?). (_V. C,
1899, 89.)

Canites. Ai. BASiAEn* KANlTOY. (Rev. Hum., 1903, 31 ; Zeit

f. Num., ix. 155.) Obv. Heads of Demeter and Kore jugate; Head of

Zeus bar. Rev. Two stalks of corn ; Eagle on fulmen. Cf. with these

the coins of Acrosandrus and Scilurus.

Charagpea. AL BAtlAEIU XAPASTTOY. (Corolla Xuni., 259.)

Obv. Heads of the Dioskuri jugate
; Rev, Eagle on fulmen.

Coaon. Gold titafere. Middle offirst century B.C.

Procession of three men in Roman toga*.

the foremost and the hindmost curry*

iug an axe over his shoulder. In
front, sometimes, man, B : in ex.,

K0£nN.

Eagle standing on sceptre, holding

wreath in one claw, [lierl. Cat., II.

PI. II. 16.J . AT and EL 130 gi>.

These much discussed gold staters (see Berl. Cat., II. 23) have been

since Eckhels time (D. N., VI. 23) assigned to L. Brutus, who. Appian
(Bell. Civ. IV. 75) says, struck coins from the treasures consigned to him
by Poleinocratia the widow of a Thracian dynast. The obv. type is

doubtless copied from the denarii of Brutus, but the coin must have been
issued by an independent dynast named KOEHN. The num. B stands,

in my opinion, not for L. BR(utus) but for 0AB (= Olbia) the place of

mintage. The Eagle holding a wreath is an Olbiau type (cf. Burachkov,
PI. Vfl-IX), anil the rude workmanship corresponds with that of the
Olbian coins. The provenance also. Daeia (according to Kckhel), points

to Scythia rather than Thrace as the district to which they should bv
assigned.

Pharcoiaa. King of the region about Olbia.

Head of Hermes or of king; in front,

taduceus.

BASIAE0S 4>AP20I0Y Eagle and
OA {Sum. Zrit.. viii.238). AT Stater

C i-»*-*n I
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Sarias. .£. BASIAEn* (APIA, &c. Ohv. Heads of Demeter or

Apollo. Rev. Ears of corn or bow in case. (.V. C, 1899, 88 ; R. X., 1903,

34 ; Imhoof, Portrdtkop/e, p. 20.)

Saumocu.. BA*I *AYM. Ohv. Head of Helios. Rev. Bull's head.

M 16 grs. (Zeitf. Xum., viii. 329.)

Sciluro«. This king also struck money in Olbia.

Head of Hermes.
[Zeit.f. Xum., ix. 155.]

BASIAE £KIA0YP0Y Caduceus ami
0ABI0 KG

ScoBtocea. M. Head of Apollo. Rcc. *K0£T0K0Y, Galloping horse-

man (Rev. Num, 1903, PI. V. 3). The coins of this dynast seem to be
earlier than those of the Scostoces, whose name occurs on gold staters

and tetradrachms of the Lysimachian type. (Imhoof, Mon. >jr., 53, 55 ;

Rev. Xum., 1903, 34; Hunter, I. PL XXIX. 6.)

THESSALY.
[B. M. C, Thewity to Actoiia, 1883.

P. M< ii«-. iinx, ' I..i It'uniil-- ( l'histeire on The-salie." in Her. dtt Ktttttn gr., 18SS.

III. ' l''.ist«-h ('-j>onymi(|iu-!t de la Ligue thes&ilienne,' in far. arch., 1889.)

The fertile plain of Thessaly, shut in on all sides by lofty mountain
ranges, and watered by the river Peneius and its tributary streams, was
believed to have once formed a vast lake, until, by the agency of the

earth-shaking Poseidon, the rocks which confined the waters were rent

asunder at the pass of Tcmpe, and an outlet thus made for the Peneius
into the sea (Herod, vii. 129). Hence Poseidon was very generally

revered in Tliessaly as the creator of the national soil, as well as

of the celebrated Thessalian horses which grazed in the rich alluvial

plains with which the land abounded (Horn. 11. ii. 763).

As Poseidon ravptos (Preller, Gr. Myth., 4th ed., i. 570), games were
held in his honour, in which* the youth of Thessaly exhibited their skill

in seizing wild bulls by the horns ' practerea Thcssalos equites, qui feros

tauros per spatia cirri agunt insiliuntque defe.ssos ct ad ten-am cornibus

detrahunt' (Suet, v. Claud., c. 21). These peculiarly national religious

festivals were called rovptia (Preller, /. c, note 4) and TavponaOd^ia , and
their prevalence throughout the land is amply proved by the coins, on
which we sec a Thessalian athlete pulling down a raging bull, while on
the reverse is usually a horse (accompanied sometimes by the Poseidonian

trident), now quietly grazing, now bounding rapidly along with rein

Hying loose, or issuing from a rock and so symbolizing the springs of

clear water called forth by the stroke of the trident of Poseidon, the

cleaver of rocks (vtrpdios, Preller, I. c, p. 572). ' Primus ab aequorea
percussis cuspide saxis Thessalicus sonipes ltellis feralibus omen Exsiluit

'

(Lucan, Phars. vi. 396).

Macdonald (Colli Types, p. 98) has been the first to point out that the

bull and matador, &c, on the ott verse*, and the horse or horseman on the

reverses, of so many Thessalian coins, arc types complementary to one
another, and forming together a sort of picture of one of the national bull-

fights. It is indeed highly probable that the motif of older Thessalian

_,. f ,•*,-,.-,], * Original fromIby^OOgK
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coin-types was agonistic ; for there can be little doubt that, almost every-

where in Greece, there was a special demand for current money during
the periodical local games, ana, moreover, that in most of the smaller

Greek cities, whose money circulated chiefly within their own territories,

an issue of coins would only be required in festival years.

The Thessalians do not appear to have felt the want of a coinage of

their own before the beginning of the fifth century B.C. It was then
that Larissa and Pherae first found it necessary to issue money, and
probably on the occasions of the celebration of the ravptta of Poseidon.

The weight-standard of the coins of Thessaly, from the earliest times
down to the second century B.C., was the Aeginetic. This fact indicates

that whatever commercial dealings may have taken place Iwtween
Thessaly and the outside world Iteyond its mountain barriers, must
have been in the direction of Phocis and Boeotia, where the Aeginetic

standard prevailed, and not with Macedon in the north, or with the

cities of Euboca, or with Athens.
Historically, the Thessalian coinage falls into three well-defined

periods :

—

(i) B.C. 480, or earlier, to B.C. 344, from the Persian wars to the time
of the subjection of the country by Philip of Macedon, when the autono-
mous issues of the Thessalian cities come to an abrupt termination, and
are supplanted by the regal money of Maoedon. The coins of this

period may be subdivided by style into two classes, (a) B.c. 480-400,

with the reverse type in an incuse square, and ( fi) B.C. 400 -344, without
the incuse square.

(ii) B.C. 302-286. New issue of silver coins in Thessaly, probably on
the occasion of the expedition into Thessaly of Demetrius Poliorcetes,

who then bestowed liberty upon several Thessalian cities. These silver

issues lasted no long time, but it is probable that bronze money con-

tinued to be struck in Thessaly throughout the century of Macedonian
rule.

(iii) B.C. 196-146. This period is marked by Federal coinages in the

names of the Thessalians, the Magnetes, the Perrhaebians, the Aenianians.

and the Oetaeans, which came into existence after the proclamation of

the freedom of Greece by Flamiuinus, and lasted until Thessaly was
incorporated with the Koman province of Macedonia, B.C. 146.

Geographically, Thessaly is divided into the following districts,

Perrhaebia, Histiaeotis, Thessaliotis, Pelasgiotis, Magnesia, Phthiotis,

Aeniania, and Oetaea

Achaei of Phthiotis. The coins assigned in the first edition of this

work to the Phthiotan Achaeans are described infra, see Achaean League.

Cr. X. C, 1902, p. 324 sq.

Aenianes. The earliest coins of this people belong in style to the

later period of fine art-

Circ. B.C. 400-344.

Head of Zeus. AlrJlANON Warrior hurling javelin

[B. M. C, Th*t. t
PI. It. 1.] and holding his petasos, or a small

shield, before him . Ai \ Dr. 43 grs.

Head of Zeus. A I N I A N Sword in sheath and .javelin.

I M Obol.

Tf 2
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Gin: B.C. 168-146.

The second series of Aenianian coins probably began after the dissolu-

tion of the Aetolian League, to which the Aenianes had been subject.

These late coins were perhaps intended to pass as Attic didrachins, the

obverse type boing copied from the coins of Athens. They bear the

name in the nominative case of one of the five Aeniarchs of the League
(Collitx. DUtMiunckr., 1431 K 1432).

Flo. 17L

Head of Athena : her helmet adorned
with griffin and foreparts of boran
(Kip. 171).

Head of Athena in Corinthian helmet.

[B. M.C., Tke$.
t
PI. II. 3.]

Head of Zeus.

fB. M. ('., Tha., PI. II. 4.]

AlrJlANHN Slinger adjusting bia

slin<r; I n-.-iclrliini, 1 wiNjiivclins

Al 120 (max.)gra.
Slinger . Al 38 (max.) pre.?*

t*
Warrior hurling javelin

Al 3(3 grs.

The Aenianian bronze coins resemble in their types the silver of the

late class. The slinger represented on the coins of this people is pro-
bably their mythical king, Phemius, concerning whom see Plutarch
{Qwest. Or. xiii). who relates that the stone with which he slew his

adversary was revered as sacre<l by the Aenianes. See also Hypata,
where the above coins were perhaps struck.

Atrax (Pelasgiotis), on the northern bank of the Peneius, about ten

miles west of I^irissa.

*

Qirc. B.C. 400-34*.

Head of hympht
|
B. M. C, Thfs., VI II. 7.1

Bearded head (of Atrax ?).

[x.c i8*>G. pi. n. 6.1

Similar. [Ibid., PI. II. 7.]

Head of Apollo.

II. M. ('., 7W, PL II. 8.J

ATPATIOrJ Free bone walking . .

A\ £ Or.

ATP A (ntngr.) Cupping-glass ami
forceps *E -8

ATPA riflN Rowing bull .« -45

Horseman . *-E -95**

The typos of this last coin arc copied from the coins of Philip of Macedon.

Cierium (Thessaliotis), anciently called Avne, after a nymph of that

name, a daughter of Aeolos the son of Hippotcs (Paus. ix. 40. 8), who
bv Poseidon became the mother of Koeotos.

Digitized byGoogle Original from
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Cirtr. B-C. 400-344.

Head »f Zeus, luseuibliug in style that

ou the coins of Philip of Macedon.

[
BoiD|>ois,Cirriitm,Pl.1. 1. Pliotiades

Sale Cat., Lot 51.
J

Id., or Head of A rue.

\]S. M. C, Thes., PL II. 9, 10.]

Horse feeding or galloping.

[Multliein Cat, 1194.]

Head iif PoBeidon ; In-hind, trident.

KIEPIE . . . Youthful AaUej&M or

Apollo naked, seated before a tree

round which a serpent twines . . .

A\ Uidr.

KlEPIElfiN Nymph Arne kneeling

ou one knee and playing with astra-

gali AX Trihemioliol.

KiEorKIEPIEIAN Nukedhero(Ajuxl)
fighting, armed with helmet, shield,

and t*word ..... .It Olwl.

Kl Head of Arne .It \ Obol.

The bronze coins of Cierium date from ahout the middle of the fourth

century and later. Iutter., KIEP., KlEPIEnrJ or KIEPlEinN.

Hrjul of Poseidon or Zeus. [Hompois,

Cierium, PI. I. 5; cf. .V. C, 1899,

PI. VII. 3-1

Id. [ML, I. 8.]

Head of Apollo.

[B. M. CM Then., Pi XXXI. 2.]

Arue playing with astragali . -K •50

Horse galloping; beneath, Arne „K -7

Zeus hurling fuhnen ; in field, Arne

M -85

The figure of Arne casting lots with astragali lias probably no special

reference to a local oracle at Cierium. There are numerous purely

artistic Thessalian coin-typos which can only be accounted for a»

fanciful devices. If the seated divinity on the reverse of the first of

the above-described coins be indeed Asklepios, as is probable from
the prevalence of Asklepian worship in Thessaly (cf. coins of Tricca and
Atrax), it is perhaps the earliest representation of that god occurring on
coins. See Koinpois, Didnivhiue ile Oiirium, Paris, 1H76.

Craunon (Pelasgiotis), the residence of the powerful family of the

Scopadae, was situated near the source of the river Ouchustus, which
took its name from Onchestos the son of Poseidon. The coins of

Crannon show that Poseidon received especial honours there, not of

course as a sea-god, but as the father of springs and rivers. The horse

and the bull, accompanied by the trident, taken in connexion with each

other, refer to the rav,>tia or bull-fights held at the Poseidonian festivals.

The curious type of some of the bronze coins, a hydria on wheels
accompanied by two crows, is explained by Antigonus Carystius (IIUt.

Mirab., 15), who says that * the -napaar^ov or device of the city consisted

of two crows seated on a chariot, and that when there occurred a great

drought it was customary to agitate, aeiai; or drive about, the chariot

whilst petitioning Zeus for rain ' (see also Macdonald, Coin Ty/'€8, p. 05).

Cirx. B.c. 480-HK).

Naked Thes&alian subduing liull ; ih

field, bird flying. jOverbeck, Kunsi-

myth.i IWidon, VI VI. 25.]

KRAorKRANO Idcum aqnue. Bona
of 1 ' i- ii m , with trident l>ehiml neck,

Striking the ground with forefoot

A{ Drachm,

jle
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On the smaller divisions, portions of the above types are represented

(B. M. l\, The*., 16 ; Babelon, Traiti, p. 1022).

Bronze. After B.C. 400.

Inscr., KPA, KPANNO. KPANNOYtflOYrJ, KPANNOYNinN, and
KPANNnHinH.

Head of Poseidon, laureate. Thes&alian horsonum .... -^ -8

Bust of Thessalian in kausui. Id JO -75

Thessnlian horseman. Boshing bolt Symbol: Trident -K -55

Hydria on car with two crows perched

on the wheels K -65

Id.

Head of Zeus. Id -E-6

[Cf. B. M. ('., Tto., PI II. 11-13.]

Demetriaa (Magnesia), on the Pagasaoan Gulf, was founded by Deme-
trius PoKorcetes, B.C. 290, and became the favourite residence of the

Macedonian kings. .See a/«> Magnetes.

Circ. B.C. 290.

Bust of Artemis. AHMHTPIEHH Prow . JR 86*3 glfc

[B. M. C, Tim., PI. III. 1.]

Eccarra (?) (Phthiotis?). To an unknown city of this name (probably
the 'Anappa of Steph. Byz. and the Acharrae of Livy (xxxii. 13)) H. Six
(i.Y. CLf 1890, 186) would assign the coins erroneously attributed to Icaria,

an island near Samos. They seem to belong to the latter half of the

fourth century B.C.

Head of Zeu* laur. EKKAPPEflM Artemis standing to

front, resting on spear . . M -45

Elatela. See Elateia in Phocis, infra, p. 342.

Eurea (PelasgiotlB?).

liefore circ. B.<\ 344.

Female head facing, crowned with EYPEAION Vine-branch with grapes
grapes ; type suggested by Kinion's and letter A ^ -8

head of Arethusa on coin of Syracuse.

Cf. coins of Larissa, and, for reverse,

coins ofHhizusundof Scotussa [A*X'M i

1896, PI.VIL3, 4}

Eurymenae (Magnesia). See Pauly-Wissowa, Rral-Encycl. s. v.

Circ r..c. 300-146.

Head of young Dionysos.

[Ittv. Sum., 1843, PI. X. l.|

EYPYMENAIflN Vine-tree. Symbol*:

krater and dolphin . . . .£*•%

Gomphi = Fhilippopolii (Histiacotis), at the foot of Mt. Pindus, on the

road which led through the pa-ss into Athamania. On the mountain
above the town stood a temple of Zeus Akraios, whose statue is seen on

„. (
*
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the coins. Philip II changed the name of this town to Philippopolis,

but it subsequently resumed its ancient appellation.

Circ. B.C. 350.

Head of Hera(f) faeing. wearing ste- 4>IMPP0n0AITnrJ Zeus Akraios
pli&nos, ear-iings, ami necklace, nml seated on rock (Mt. I'inihi8)and rest-

with two fillets hanging down on ing on sceptre ; in field, fulmen . -

either side. [IC, 1891, PI. IV. 8
; Ai Didrachm and Drachm,

l'liotiades Cat., PI. I. 50.]

Cur, B.C. 300.

Similar, or head of nymph with floating

Inur.

Id.

Head of Apollo.

AOM4> or rOM0EflrJ Zeus enthroned
[It. M. C, The*., PI. III. 4] -K .85-7

TOM0ITOYN Id. . . . -tt-8

Id M -a

Gonnni (Pelasgiotis), on the river Peaeius, near the pass of Tempu.

Circ. B.C. 800.

Head of Zeu*.

Female head to r.

rONNEnhJ Kara \Z.f. X, xiii. 10] .

rONNE Lion standing . . . J2 7
[Hev. Xum., 1877, PI. XVI. 18.]

Gyrton (Pelasgiotis), about five miles north of Lnrissa.

Gin, b.c. 400-344.

Head of nymph facing.

[Hirsch Coll.]

Young male head beside horse's head.

[B. M. O, Thes., PI. XXXI. 3.]

Voung male head in crested helmet.

[B. M.C., The*., p. 203.
|

Head oi Apollo, hair short, lam*.

Head of Zeus.

[B. H.C., TV**., PI. Ul.3,6.]

rYPTHNinN Hone feeding . . .

Ai A Drachm.
rYPTnNlONorrYPTnNinN Head

of goddess in profile . . . A-'. -o'5

rYPTHNinrJ Head of goddess r.,

wearing stephaue A1'. -75

rYPTONinN Female head to I. . .

yE-7
Bridled horse . J£ -95—8

HaloB (Phthiotis), on the northern shore of the Pagaaaean Gulf, at the

extremity of Mt. Othrvs, said to have been founded l>y Athamas, one of

the sons of Aeolos. Zeus was here worshipped as the dark god of storm
and winter under the epithet of Aa<f>wTios (the Dovourer). To this

divinity Athamas was ordered by an oracle to sacrifice his children

Phrixos and Helle. Tin- myth of their rescue by means of the ram with
fleece of gold, sent by their divine mother. Nephele, forms the subject of

the coin-types of Halus.

The only silver coin known seems to be a modern cast from a bronze

piece (JtftMlt* Zeit, 1901, 25). The bronze coins may be of two periods,

b.c. 400-344 and B.c. 300 y<M). Some of these last bear the monogram

AX of the Phthiotan Achaean*.
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Head of Zeus Laphystios. laureate, or AAEHN lMnixos naked, or morv rarely

wearing taenia ; in front, sometime*, Helle draped, holdiiJK on to the mm,
fulmen. [R M. C\, Tku. f PL XXXI. M -7—65
I; A C. t 1899, PI, VII. 1.]

Heracleia Trachinia (Oetaea), This important Spartan stronghold

commanded the only road into Thessaly from the south. It was named
Heracleia in consequence of the cult of Heraklos, indigenous in Trachis
and Oetaea from the earliest times (Preller, Or. Myth*

%
ii. 247). Its coins

belong to the earlier half of the fourth century.

Give. B.C. 400-844-

LionMitad.
|
HPAK or HPA Club. Symbols: ivy-

[B. M. (\, 77**.. PL III. 7-!l.l leaver crayfish, &c
Al Ohol8> | Obols, and J Obol*.

Lion's head. Id.
f
or club in wreath . JE *7-*G

(RM.CJk, P). III. 10.11.]
:

Seo also Oetaei.

Homolium (Magnesia), at the foot of Mt. Homoh*, near the vale of

Tempe.

Girt. b.c. 300-

Hend of hero (Philoktetes 1) in conical OMOAIEHrJ or 0M0AIK0N Serpent

liat (pileus). coiled AZ -8—

7

[X C t
1899, PI. VII. 2.

The serpent may here symbolize the worship of Ask Icpioa, or it may
lie ronnectcd with the myth of Philoktetes.

Hypata(Aeniania). The capital of the Aenianes.

Circ. B.C. 400-344.

Head of Zeutt; behind, fulmen. YnATAION Athena N'ikephorosstand-

[B. M. C, The:, PI. III. 1 1 a.] ing with apear and shield ....
X. -8;") and -55

Lamia (Phthiotisl, near the head of the Malian Gulf, and the chief

town of the people called the Mnlians. The coins usually read AAM lEfiN,

more rarely MAAIEflN.

Circ. B.C. 400-344.

Hend of voung Dionvsos, ivv-erowued. AAM lEflN Amphora
M % Ur. and Obol.

Id. [B.M.C,n«.,Pl.III.13; VII.5.] MAAIEnM Id. . Ai ± Dr.

Hend of nymph (Lamia, daughter of AAMIEHN Wounded Philoktetes

Poseidon X), hair rolled. nuked, rented on the ground support-

[R M. 0>, Thes. y PI. III. 15.] ing himself with one hand and raising

the other to the top of his lint;

la-nenth, bird .t' -ti

Id. [B. M. C. ThaH PI. IV. 3.] AANUEHN Philoktetes (or Hernkles?)

on one knee shooting with how and

arrow nt birds Al *»

Head of Athena. MAAIEON Similar, hut Philoktetes in

[B. M. C, Then.. PI. Vlt 0.] standing posture . . . . AZ -55

Digitizer b> C lOOgle
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Give. b.c. 802-286.

Km. ITS.

Female head (nymph Lamia '), bound AAMIEHN Philuktetea or Hfrakles
with laeuiu and wearing ear-ring naked, seated on rock, holds bow iu

(Fig. 172). raw M Dr., 86 grs.

Gardner (Num. Citron.. 1878, 266) believed the head on this coin to be

a portrait of Lamia, the famous hetaira who captivated and lived with
Demetrius Poliorcetes. In her honour both Athens and Thebes erected

temples, and the people of the town of Lamia, to flatter Demetrius, may
have placed her head on their coins. Friedlaender considered the head
in question to be that of Apollo (Zeit. /. Num., vii. 352), and cited a

coin of Amphipolis on which a head, presumed by him to be a head
of Apollo, wears ear-rings. (See bv/rra, p. 215 note.)

Larissa (Pelasgiotis). on the right bank of the Peneius, was the most
important town in Thessaly, and the residence of the Aleuadae, the

noblest of all the aristocratic families of the land.

The mythical ancestor of the race, Aleuas. was a descendant of
Herakles through one of his sons, Thessalos.

The rich series of the coins of Larissa begins at an earlier date than
that of any other Thessalinn town. The sandal of Jason on the oldest

coins refers to the story of the loss of one of that hero's sandals in cross-

ing the river Anaurus. The coins of the best period are of exquisite
i a ut v. The head of the nymph is cU*arly that of the fountain larissa,

and was doubtless copied from the beautiful full-face head of Arethusa
on contemporary tetradrachms of Syracuse. The coin with the head of

Aleuas, with the name EAAA on the reverse, may belong to the time

of the occupation of Larissa by Alexander of Pherae. The name,
£IM0£, is that of an Aleuad chief who appears to have been appointed
tetrarch of one of the four divisions of Thessaly by Philip of Macedon,
ii. c. 353 <B. M. C, The*., p. xxv ; but see Hill, Hid. Gk. Coins, pp. 93 IT.).

On Philip's second invasion of Thessaly, b.c. 344, he put down the

tetrarchs whom he had formerly set up, and Thessaly was brought into

direct subjection to Macedon. From this time there is a break in the
issue of silver money throughout Thessaly. All coins struck in the

country now bore the name and types first of Philip and then ofAlexander

;

and there is nothing to show that Larissa recovered her autonomy until

the liberation of Greece by Flamininus in B.C. 197, when it became the

place of mintage of the Federal coinage of Thessaly, concerning which see

R. Weil. Z. f. -V., i. 1"2 i\\, and B. M. O., The*., pp. 1-6.

,
*
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Before tint* B.C. 480.

Imtcr.
t
AARI$AI0H

?
AARISAEON, Ac

Horse biting his foreleg; above, par-

tridge, or cicada.

[Habelon, 2Wtf,PLXLTTLl-a.
Head of Jason in petasos.

Head of nymph, or bull's head.

Sumlal of Jason, above which, some-

limes, bipcnnip, in incuse square . -

Ai Drachm.

AARI Sandal* sometimes with bipemiis

above, hi incuse square , .It \ Dr.

A A Sandal or horsed head, in incute

square. [B. M. C, The*., PI. IV. 6,

7; cf- Huuter, I. p. 451.] A Obok

Circ. B.C. 480-430.

Inter., AARI, AARISA, AAPISAI, AAPItAlON, Ac; Drachms.

J Drachms, Trihemiobols or J Drachms, and Obols.

Fi.i. 178.

The&salian youth nutnrining bull, or

forepart of bull.

Horseman or Horn.
[B.M. C., Tht8., PI. IV. 10, 11.]

Free horse, or forepart of hone in

incut*- square (Kg, 173).

Nymph Larissn, seated on chair or sup-

porting on her knee a hydria which

she has filled at a fountain, or seated

on hydria and playing with hall, &c,
in incuse square.

This and later reverse types illustrate the story of the nymph Larissa

who, while playing ball, fell into the river Peneius (Eustath., wl Hom. r

1554, 34).

Circ. B.O. 430-400.

Inter., A APIS AI A, A APIS A, &c. ; Drachms, Trihemiobols, and Obols.

Thessalian youth restraining bull.

[It. M. C, Thes., PI. IV. 12, 13; PI.

V. 1, 2, 4.]

Horseman. [I*. M. C, Thes., PI. V. 5.]

Hone. [B. M. C. The*.. PL IV. 15;
PI. V. 6-8; .V. C, 1902, PI. XV.

7.

J

Id. [B. M. C, The*., PL V. 9.]

Horse's or bull's hoofon shield. [ B.M.C..
The*., 28, 46 ; X. C, 1900, PI. XIII.

11.]

Incuse square. Free horse of Poseidon .

M Dr.

Incuse square- Nymph Larissa ou chnir,

holding a mirror before her face . -

Ai Trihemiob.

Incuse square. Nymph in various atti-

tudes, playing ball or fastening her

sandal, &c Ai OboL
Incuse square. Asklcpiosfeedingserpent

A OboL
Iucute square. Larisaa running and

playing ball, or bust of Afklepios

with serpent in front . . Ai Obol.

>og!e
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Cire. B.c. 400-344.

Inscr., AAPISAIA, AAPISAinM, AAPItA; Didrachms, DraclmiH,

\ Drachms, and Trihemiobols.

Fio. 174.

Head of fountain nymph, Larittftj at

first in profile, and later facing with
flowing locks; a copy of Kimon's
full-face head of Arethusa on a coin

of Syracuse (p. 177) [Fig. 174, also

X.C., 1895, PI. V. 6].

AAEYA Head of Aleua^ in richly

ornamented conical helmet.

Ulinning bull.

[R M. C, The*., PI. V. 13.]

Horse galloping, trotting, grazing, or

held by man

;

or mare walking be-

side her foal. Sometimes with name
*IMOS, the Tctrarch of Larissa,

b.c. 352-344.

Eagle on fulmen
; in field, EAAA.

[B. M. C, 77«*. PI. V. 12.] Al Dr.

Thchsaliau horseman galloping . Al Dr.

The obv. and rev. types of this last coin are complementary of one

another, and, taken together, represent a Thessalian Bull-light (Mac-
donald, Coin Types, p. 99).

Bronzk. Virc. b.c. 400-344.

Inner., AAPISA or AAPISAIftN.

Head of Larissa in profile.

Id.

Head of Larissa facing.

Id. [B. M. C, 7V*. PI. VI. 11, 12.]

Head of Asklepios and serpent A\ -7

rVeding horse [R M. C. The*., PL VI.
1 3

|

-K -65

Id-, or horseman AZ -75

Trotting horse ft *85

0*1*- fcC. 300-200, or later.

Head of Apollo, laureate.
|
AAPISAIflN Artemis huntress M -85

4/fer B,C. 146.

9E«f AAHhl Hernkles naked, seated

on rock.

AAPISA Larissa standing draped, one

liaud raised tu her forehead . M •

Cremute ( Plithiotit*) stood on tho slope of a steep hill {hence

the surname jcpfpcumj) about twenty miles west of the Malian Gulf. Jt

was believed to have anciently formed part of the dominions of Achilles,

whose head appear** upon some of its coins. When Demetrius Poliorcetes,

in B. c. 302, invaded Ihessaly he took Pherae and Larissa Creinaste and
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proclaimed them free, and it is to this period that its earliest coins

belong.

Circ. B.C. 302-286.

Head of Achilles(t), r. or 1., with loose AAPI Thetis riding on hippocump
hair. [11. il. (\, Thee., PI. VII. 1.] bearing shield of Achilles inscribed

AX -K-75
Head of ujmpli. [Imhoof Coll.] AAPI Perseus holding; harpa and

CJoryon's head JBt »7

Id. [H. V. C, Then., PI. VI. 15; cf. AAPI Harpa in wreath . . . -K -55

.V. C, 1893,25.]

On the types of these coins see Reinach in Corolla Num., p. 269.

Circ. B.C. 197-146.

Head of Zeus. [Imhoof Coll.] AAPItAION Athena iu fighting atti-

tude ; in field, mon. AX . . M »8

Magneto*. This people after the liberation of Thessaly, b.c. 197,

struck federal coins for the whole of the Magnesian peninsula at Deme-
trias, where their assemblies were held, and where the Magnetarchs
resided (Livy xxv. 31). The head of Zeus is clearly contemporary with
that on the federal coins of the Thessali.

B.c. 197-146.

Head of Zeus crowned with oak. MATNHTflN Artemis with how,

[B. M. C'., Then., PI. VII. '*, 3.j seated on prow ; in field monograms
or Aliignetarch's name, W~HSArJ-
APO* ^ Attic Dr.

Bust of Artemis. MArNHTnN Prow . A\ \ Dr.

Bl'.ONZE.

Head of Zeus.

|B. M. C, The*., PI. VII. 4.]

Head of Zeus or Artemis.
Head of Poseidon.

MATrJHTnrJ Centaur holding branch.

JR -9-8

Prow ....¥. -6

Id. . . . M -8

Head of Apollo or Artemis. „ Artemis with torch . .

Hurt of Artemis, M Poseidon standing , ,

M -6

Head of A^klepios. ,, Asklepios seated with

serpent-staff; at his feet, dog, or feed-

ing serpent from phiale . S. *D

Soman Time* {Sno to litdlicnuv)*

M ArNHTUJN APTUJ Ship Also- | Centaur playing lyre » • . M *9

C€BACT0C Head of Nero. MArNHjjnN] Centaur . . JE -65

Among other types on Imperial coins are Aphrodite Neleia {A<J>P0.

NHAEIA) and Zeus AKPAIOC (Wace, J*M.Sn xxvi pp. 166ft).

As Iolcus was one of the towns included in the territory of Deinetrias,

the Argo is here an appropriate type.

_ { ~ A* Original from
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The Centaur is Cheiron, who dwelt in the neighbouring Mt. Pelion,
and to whom sacrifices were offered by tho Mugnetes until a late date
< Pint, itympoa. iii. 1).

Malienses, see Lamia.

Xeliboaa (Magnesia), on the sea-coast a few miles north of Mt. Pelion,

mentioned by Homer as subject to Philoktetes (//. ii. 717).

Cirr. B.C. 400-344.

Head of nymph fucing crowned with MEAIBOE Vine-branch with two
bunches of grapes. hunches of grapes. . M 18-2 trs.

[X.C., 1895, PI. V. 7.]

Head of nymph being or iu profile. MEAI or MEAIBOE One or two
[H. SI. C, The*., PI. XXXI. I] Lunches of grapes . . . .E -7-35

Melitaea (Phthiotis) near the river Enipcus.

Cirr. B.C. 350.

Head of Zeus r. laur. MEAITE . . . Bull grazinp r., in shallow

f.V. C, 1892, PI. II. 11.] inc. sq. ADr. 9Sgn.
Head of young L)ionysos(t). [Prokesch, ME Lion's head .... A Obol.

Ined., 1854, PI. I. 35.

He»d of Zcup. MEAI or MEAITAIEHN Itee . . .

{/bid., PI. I. 30.

1

M Diob., and & -7

The Bee, jxe'Airra, contains an allusion to the name of the town.

Methydrium (?) (Thessaliotis), probably near Scotusaa (Imhoof, Zeit.

/. Num., i. 93).

Cirr. n.c. 480-400.

Forepart of springing horse. Incuse square, placed diagonally. ME
[Babelon, Trait>\ PI. XLIII. 16.

|
GY Corn-grain with its husk . . .

M Dr. 90 grs.

To this city may be also cunjectu rally attributed the following

J drachm :

—

Forepart of liorse spriiigijip from rocks. I//J//E0////J Inc. sqM within which, honcl

[iV. ft, 1890, it XIX. »1.| <»f bearded Ilcnikles in lion-skin.

A £ Dr. 46-K gm

The attribution of these two coins to Methydrium is, however, uncer-

tain. They may both belong to another city called Methylium, only-

known from coins : or, as Wroth suggests (.V. C, 1890, 317), the £ Drachm,

with the incomplete inscription, should probably be read [<t>]EO[A] and

be assigned to Pnera* (7. v.).

Methylium. The two following bronze coins are the only existing

records of a town of this name.

C~* I,, Original from
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Circ. B. c. 350, or later.

Yuuug male head, r., with short hair. MEOYAIEHN Horseman with couched

[Z. f.
.V., xxi. PI. IV. 13.]

Head of nymph. 1.

[X C, 1895, PI. V. 8.]

spear r. ; symbol, Athena Promachoa

MEOYAIEOrJ Nike,!. . . -E -65

Metropolis (Histiaeotis), in the plain at the foot of one of the eastern

offshoots of the Pindus range, near the borders of Histiaeotis and Thes-
saliotis. Aphrodite was here worshipped under the name KaoTvti/n?, and
swine were sacrificed to her (Strab. ix. p. 437 f.).

Circ. B.c. 400-344.

Head ofAphrodite facing ; to 1., bird(l);

to r., Nike crowning her.

[Irohoof Coll.]

Id. [B. M. C, The*., PI. VII. 8.]

Bearded head facing.

[K M. C, The*., PI. VII. 7.]

MHTPOnOjAITnrJ] Diouysos stand-

ing M Diob.

MHTPOPOAITnN Apollo Kitha-
roi'dos Ai Trihemiohol.

MHTPO Figure seated on rock under
tree, holding thvrsos . . M Obol.

Circ. B.c. 300-200.

Head of Apollo.

til. [a M. C, The*., PI. XXXI. 6.]

Id.

MHTPOnOAITHN Forepart of bull .

jE-75
MHTPOPOAITHN Aphrodite Ka*t-

nietiB standing, holding dove, with

Krus beside her . . . . At >75

MHT Dove flying . . . . M •&

Dffopainm (Pelasgiotis), between Larissa and Tempo. The town was
named after the Lapith Mopsos, the companion of the Argonauts.

Head of Zeus facing ; on r„ fulmcn.

[X (7, 1899, PI. XII. 5.]

Circ. B.C. 400-344.

MOtEinN or M0*EA[T]ntf The
Lnpith Mopsos contending with Cen-
taur & -8

The reverse design resembles in several points one of the finest Par-

thenon Metopes in the British Museum (B. M. C, Sculp., I. p. 136, no. 310).

Oetaei. There is said to have been a city called Oeta near the

mountain of the same name, the scene of the death of Horakles. The
coins of the Oetaei may be compared with those of Heracleia Trachinia.

Circ. B. c. 400-344.

Head of lion, spear in mouth.

[B. M. 0, T?u$., PI. VII. 9.]

Id. [B. M. O,
id. [K m. a,

The*., PI. VII. 10.

Then., PL VII. 11.

OITAflrJ (rctrogr.) Herakles naked to

front, holding club transversely ; his

head is wreathed . . . .1; \ Dr.

OITA Bow and quiver . . AX OboL
OITAHN Spear and knife . . M 6
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ii. c. 196-146.

On the liberation of Thessaly we hear of the Mud* t&v OirauW, ami
tho coinage begins again on the Attir standard.

OITAinN Herakles naked to front,

1 1"! i i :
i

_; dub downward* and lion-

Lion'B heart, 1.

[x.c, 1900, pi. xirr. 12.]

kin; head wreathed

.ft Didr. 119 grs.

The smaller silver coins resemble those of the previous period, but are

of inferior style. Herakles was worshipped by tho Oetaei under the

name Koproiruoi-, or the ' Locust-Hearer ' (Strab. xiii. p. 613).
Bronze coins of the type of the Aetolian federal money, the spear-head

and jaw-bone of the Kalydonian boar, arc also known (B. M. C, Then.,

PI. V1L 14;.

Ortha (Perrhaebia), (Pliny iv. 9, sect. 16).

Bronze, ("ire h,c. 350-200.

1 1 rati of Athena.
[.V. C\, 1890,316.

Head of Athena.

[.V. C, 1892, PI. I. 14.]

OPOIEIftN Forepart of horse spring-

ing from rock, ou which are trees;

the whole in wreath . AZ -8 and -6

IOS0 Trident, the whole in wreath
J£-7

Peiraaiaa (Thessaliotis), otherwise called Asterium, near the junction

of the Apidanus and the Enipcus.

Olrc, B.c. 400-344.

PEIPA«IE[nH] Horseman . . . .

Ai Trihemiobol,

Head of Athena, facing.

[Annali <MV Inst.. 18GG, Monuni.,

viii. PI. XXXII. 5.]

Pelinna (Histiaeotis), east of Tricca, near the northern bank of the

Peneius.

Circ. B.c. 400 344.

Horseman galloping or spearing pros- PEAINNAI, PEAINNA, &c. Warrior
trate foe.

(B.M. C, The:, PI. VI1T. 1-4.]

with sjwar mid shield in altitude of
combat, sometimes looking hack as if

in retmit . Ai Dr., l

. Dr., and smaller

coins, also A) *G

Circ. B.t\ 300-200.

Veiled female bead.

Thessalian horseman. [B. M.]

Id. [Photindes Cat, 135.]

PEAlNNAiniM1

or PEAlNNAIEnM
Armed horseman . « « jE -8—55

[B. SI. (L net., PI. VIII. 5, a]
PEAlNNAin[N] Veiled woman stand-

ing, holding casket, which she is

o]>enitig M •?

TEA iNrJAEHfrJ] Woman waU'd,oj»en-

ing casket M *6
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Pcrrkaebi. These people were descendants of the original occupant*
of Thessaly, and in historical times inhabited the region between Mt.
Olympus and the river Peneius. Their chief town was probably the

Homeric Olobsson near Tempo.

Gin: B.O. 480-400.

Inter., HE or PEPA on reverse; Silver. Drachms, £ Drachms, Tri-

hemiobols, and Obols.

TIiesMilinu restraining hull or forepart I Galloping horse or foreputt of hoTM in

of bull.

Horseman,

Horse galloping.

Forepart of bull.

[B. M. C, The*., PL VIII. 7-1 1.

Head of Athena. [Fox, i. PLVII. 70.]

incuse square . . Ai Dr. and £ Dr.

Athena (?) or Thetis seated, holding

helmet in incuse square . Al OboL
Athena running with spear and shield

in incuse square . . . . Al Ohol.

Horse's head in incuse square . Al Olio!.

P E Forepart of horse

B.C. 196-146.

AtlOboL

Head of Zeus. [B. C. H., V. 205.]

Id.

Head of Hera veiled, facing.

Beardless male head r.

[B.C.H., V. 29G.]

PEPPAIBHN llerascated . M&7m
M £ -a

„ Zeus naked, standing

to front, holding fulmcu and resting

on sceptre *K -8

PEPPAIBnN Female head r. f in in-

cuse square -E -8

Fetthali. A Thessalian people known only from an inscription and
from the following bronze coins :

—

Oirc. B.C. 35(1.

Head of Zeus, r., laur. PETOAAfiN (retrogr.) Forepart of
[Zeit.f. Num., xvi. 91 ; svii. 235.] horse springing from rock. 1. J2 -55

Id. [1«. M.J Iuscr. not retrogr. Same type but to

r.. and beneatli horse, trident M -jj

For other coins attributed to the l'etthali see Imhoof, Rev. Suit**.,

Tom. XIV.

Peumata (Phthiotis ?). St* U. Kohler, Zeit.f. Nam., xii. p. 110.

Head of nymph bound with oak-wreath. TEYM ATlftN written rouml the large

[Zeit.f. Sum., xii. p. 111.) monogram of the Achacaus, AX ; in

field, helmet .K -fi

If the silver coins assigned by Gardner to the Phthiotan Achaean*
belong in reality to the early Achaean League (.V. ('., 1902, 324), there
would seem to be no cogent reason why Peumata should be assigned to
Phthiotis. It is noticeable that the symbol, a helmet, is present also on
the silver coins. (See Achaean League, infra.)

Phaciam (PelasgiotisJ, near the banks of the Peneius, between Atrax
and Pharcadon.
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Chr, B.C. 300-200.

<0AKlA«TnN Iloraemui . JE-8Head of nymph crowned witli corn.

[B. M. C, tw, PI. XXXI. 7.]

Phalanna (Perrhaebia), a few miles north-west of Larissa, on the left

hank of the Peneius. Cf. Steph. Byz. <t>dkavva, -noKis U€f>pat,Uas, aitu

lPa\ai<VT)$ r/ji Tvpovi $vyarp6s.

Cite. B.C. 400-344.

Young male head with short hair.

[B. M. C. ( The*., PI. VIII. 12-14.]

*AAANNAinN Bridled horse.

M Dr., £ Dr., and Trihemiobol.

Ilckiite holding two torches seated on <t>AAANN AlflrJ Hunter with flying

lion. r. ; beneath TO.
[Ashburnbam Cat., 101.]

^ oung male head.

[B. 51. C, The*., PI. VIII. 15, 16.]

Helraeted head. [Imhoof Coll.]

OP IS Head of Zeus (t), r.

(Leake, Num. Hell., p. 88.]

chlaniys, wielding javtliu, running,

r., with hound Inside him ....
M 1J Ohol., 24 grs.

4»AAAHNAinN Head of Nymph
Phulanna

; hair in bag . . M -8

•frAAANrJAIHrJ Horse. . . £. -5

OAAANNA Nymph Phalanna seated,

with left hand extended towards a
stork ........ JE -55

Fhaloria ( Histiaeotis), in tho west of Thessaly. The only known coins

are tho following :

—

Circ. B.c. 302-286.

Head of Apollo laur.

[Brit. Mm?. ; cf. Z.f. .V., xvii. 236.]

Head of Athena facing. [Hunter, I,

PI. XXX. 10; see-V.C., 1890, p. 187,

note.]

4>AAnPIA*TnrJ Apollo (or Arte-
mis :' ). seated on rock, holding in r.

arrow, and in 1. a long branch of bay .

<t>AAnP Wolf running
& -8,'

. M 75

Pharcadon (Histiaeotis), on the left bank of the Peneius, between
Pelinna and Atrax. The silver coins of this town all belong to the fifth

century.

Circ. B-C. 480-400.

Youth restraining forepart of bull.

[B. M. C, Thet., PI. IX. 1.]

Free horse walking. [PI. IX. 2.]

Bull's head. [Berlin.]

Id. [Paris.]

<t>APKAA0 Forepart of horse in incuse

square Mi Dr.

0APKAAONION Athena standing .

A Obol.

*{>AR Horse's head. Symbol: trident

.

Ai Obol.

<t>A Ram AX ^ Obol.

Head of nymph I.

[B. M. ('.. Thts., PL IX. 4 a.
]

Horse feeding.
f/6.'</.,

PI. IX. 5.]

Circ. b. c. 400-344.

<1>APKAA (retrogr.) Horseman -K -63

APKAAOMinM Crescent and -tar .

Arl -6o

S4D

t_ i
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Pharwdua (Thossaliotis), on the left bank of the Enipeus, about

twenty-five miles south of Larissa, one of the most important cities of

Thessaly, and famous as the scene of the great victory of Caesar over

Pompey. PharsaluB began to strike money about the time of the Persian

wars, and continued to do so, perhaps without intermission, down to the

reign of Philip of Macedon.

Circ. B.C 480-344,

Head of AtliPDft of archaic style.

[B. M.C., This., PI. IX. 6-8.]

<t>AR or tfcAP Horse's head in incuse

square . M J Dr. and Obol.

Circ. B.C 400-344.

Fro. 17ft.

Head of Athena of fine fctyle in cloae-

fitting crested helmet (Fig, 175).

[B, M. CM The*. PL IX. 9-12.]

<|>AP£ or <t>AP Horseman holding over

ehoulder, or brandishing weapon ; or,

on J Dr., Horse's head

M Dr., \ Dr., &c. and JK -7

During the period of finest art the silver coins frequently bear

abbreviated names of magistrates, TH, IP, TEAE4>ANT0 (retrogr.), &c.

Head of Athena facing, in triple crested

helmet, between 8pear and shield,

[R M. 0., The*., p. 45.]

<t>AP£A or *APSAAinM Horseman
brandishing weapon ; behind him,

sometimes, a foot soldier carrying a

second weapon over his shoulder, and
in front an enemy facing him on foot

A: .85

The weapon on these coins resembles a crooked club (pedum) and is

called by Th. Reinach (Corolla iVum., p. 270) a 'mace of arms*.

Pherae (Pclasgiotis). Next to Larissa, Pherae was the foremost town
in Thessaly, and one of the most ancient. It was situated a little to the

west of Mk Pelion. From a rocky height on the northern side of the city

gushed forth the famous fountain Hypereia, which is represented on the

coins as a stream of water flowing from the mouth of a lion's head, and
perhaps also, under the form of the horse of Poseidon, issuing from the

lace of a rock, or bounding along with loose rein ; but as such horse-

types are frequent throughout Thessaly it is safer to regard them at

Pherae also as referring directly to the worship of Poseidon, who, by
striking the rock with his trident, created the first horse (Lucan,

PhttfQ* vi. 396), or to the games held in his honour.
Pherae began to coin money quite as early as, if not earlier than, the

Persian wars. Among the chief varieties are the following :

—
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Cirv. B.C 480-450.

Thessalian Bubduing bull.

[RK.a,nei,Pl.X. 1,2.]

Similar, but forepart of bull.

[B. M. C., The*., PI. X. 3.]

Similar, beneath, XAP (I).

[N.C, 1891, PI. IV. 6.1

Head and neck of bull clasped bv bull-

fighter. [Brit. Mus.]

(DEftAI. ©EftAIOH Horse with loose

rein, a lion's head fountain pouring

u jet of water across his back ; all in

incuse square '
'
Dr.

CDERA Forepart ofhorae springing from

rock in incuse square . . Ai \ Dr.

CDER Naked rider on forepart of horse,

in incuse square . . . M £ Dr.

CDERA &c. Horse's head in incuse

square M Obol.

The following archaic coins, with a few others of Methydrium (?),

Larisaa, and Scotussa (Babelon, Traiti, PI. XLIII. 7, 15, 21-4,26-8), form
together a distinct group, differentiated from other Thessalian coins by
the transposition of the incuse square, which is placed diagonally in rela-

tion to the types. It is somewnat doubtful whether the coins of this

group, reading CDE, with the addition of another syllable ©A, TA, &c
(see cabelon, TraiU, p. 1030), are rightly assigned to Pherae.

Forepart of horse springing from rock
;

or horse's head.

[B. M. C, The*., PI. X. 4-7.]

Horse's head. [Ibid., PI. X. 8.]

Forepart of horse springing from rock.

[Photiades Gat., 162.]

<DE, (DE 0A, or (DE TA, Corn-grain

will) its husk, in deep incuse square

JR Dr., \ Dr., and Obol.

(DE OA Club in incuse square JR Obol.

<t>E OA between the prongs of an

omameuted trident, in incuse square

AlDr.

Fourth century B.e.

Head of the uymph Hypereia, crowned

with reeds, r.; behind, lion's bead

spouting water. [Photiades Cat.,

165.]

Head of Hekate, 1. ; behind, torch.

[KM. C, Thes.,TL X. 15.]

Head of Hekate to r., in myrtle (f)

wreath ; in front, torch.

[B. M. C, The*., PI. X. 9.]

Lion's head. [Ibid., PI. X. 10.]

OEPAIOYN Hekate with two torches

riding on galloping horse. In field,

wreath containing name AtTOME-
AON A Dr.

<J>E P A I OYN Nymph Hypereia standing,

placing her hand on lion's head foun-

tain, beneath which, wreath inscribed

A£TO Ai^Dr.
OEPAION Lion'shead fountain; below,

fish M-G5

<t>EPAI0N Hekate with torches ruling

on horse ' *55

Circ. B.C. 300 or earlier.

Head of Hekate facing, her r. hand
holding torch.

[B.M.C, The*., PI. X. 16. JE.]

0EPAION Hekate holding torch. riding

on galloping horse ; to L, lion's head

fountain . M £ Dr. (R M.) M -85

No coins are known with the name of the famous Jason of Pherae,

but of the tyrant Alexander, who obtained the supreme power soon after

Jason's death, we possess valuable numismatic records.

x 2
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Alexander of Phenie. h.c. 369-357.

Fiy. 176,

Head of Hekate, facing, tier r. liand

holding torch.

[B. ML a, Tht*., PI. X. 11.]

Head of Hekate in profile; in frout,

her hand holding torch.

[Und., Pl.X. 12.]

Head of Artemis Knnodia r. 1hui\

Inscr., ENNOAIA*.
[Ibid., PI. X. 13.]

Young male head in petusos.

[N.C., 1894, PI. IV. 9.1

Wheel. [B. M.]

AAEZANAPOY or AAEZANAPEI-
0£ Armed horseman prancing;

Iwneath, and on horse's flank, a
bipenms (Fig. 176) . M Didrachni.

AAEZANAPOY Lion'B head . Ai Dr.

AAEZANAPOY or AAEZANAPEIA
Lion's head |R M. C, Thes., PI. X.

i3l & Dr.

AAEZANAPEION Leg and foot of

horse A{ £ Dr.

AAE Bipennis M OboL

With regard to the various forms of the inscr. AAE^ArJAPOY,
AAEZAhiAPEIOS, AAEZANAPEIA, and AAEZAN APEION, see Mac-
donald, Coin Types, p. 127. In these instances the denominations of

the coins are probably to be understood, e.g. irrarJjp, bpaxjxrj, ypibpaxfutv,

Or TpttajJoXov, &c.

Bro.nzb.

Young male head, in petasos. [B. M.J

Forepart of rushing bull.

[B. M. C, Thr».
t
PI. X. 14.1

AAEZANAPOY Leg aud foot of horse.

M-5
Forepart of horse . .

MA

The cultus of Artemis Ennodia was connected with that of Hekate.

Under this name she was worshipped as the goddess of the wayside or the

cross-roads (Regling, Journ. Int., 1905, 175). The bipennis as an adjunct

on the reverse reminds us of the special worship paid by Alexander of

Phorae to the Dionysos of Pagasae, who was surnamed ElAficvt, from the

sacrificial axe used in sacrificing to him. Cf. Simonides (aptul Athen. Hi,

84), who calls the axe Anovvaoio avanTos f3ov*f>6vov Btpdirovra, Sec the

Schol. on Horn. //. xxiv. 428 €>edirofxiros dnm» 'A\{£av&pov <btpaxov AioVwrop

rov iv rTayatraiv, hs iKaktiTo TIektKVi, tvotfitiv &iatf>upu>s. The double-

axe also occurs as an adjunct symbol on early coinB of L&rissa (p. 298

uujrni).

Teitipiwaus. B.C. 357-352 (?).

This tyrant was one of the brothers of Thebe, the wife of Alexander,
who usurped the tyranny after Alexander's assassination.
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Forepart of rushing hull.

[Rw. Sum., 1853, PI. XIV. 10.]

TEI*l<t>0rJ0Y Forepart of horse . .

Proenut (Thessaliotis).

(Km b.c. 800-200(1).

Female head facing.

[B. M. and Imhoof Coll.]

PPnEPMIflN Demeter standing, hold-

ing ears of corn(t) and torch(T). M -8

Ehiana (Magnesia ?). This place is mentioned by Strabo (ix. pp. 436,

448) and Steph. Byz. :

—
'I'lfoO? 7rrfAiy QuroaXias, rd iOvitHi 'PtCovimos.

According to Strabo it was one of eight neighbouring -noXCxvat, whoso
inhabitants were removed by Demetrius Poliorcetes (B.C. 290) to his new
foundation Demetrias. Judging from the following coins, Rhizus must
have been of greater importance in the fourth century B.c.

Before circ. B.c. 344.

Head of Zeus laur., resembling in style PIIOY£ Vine-branch with grapes and

the coins of Philip of Mncedon.
[N.C., 1896, PI. VII. 4.]

Head of Artemis r.

letter A : almost identical with coin of

Kurea M -8

PlIOYt between the ten rays of star

[N. C., 1900, PI. I. 7.1 JE -65

t. [b. m.;Id. [B. M.] PII0Ytin[N] Similar . . ,£ 55

ScotuiM (Pelasgiotis), between Pherae and Pbarsalus, The coins of

this town are of three periods.

Circ. B.C. 480-400.

Forepart of horse.

[RM.C, TO*, PL XX. 1.]

£K Grain of corn with husk, in deep
diagonally placed incuse square . .

Ai Dr. and £ Dr.

These coins are identical in type with others of similar fabric reading
MEOY (M«thydrium % 4>E OA and 4»E TA (Pherae?).

Circ. B.c 400-367.

Head of Herakles bearded. £K0 Forepart of horse feeding . . .

[B. If, C, The*., PI. XI. 2.] M £ Dr.
Head of young Herakles laur., with tKOTOYSSAIHrJ Demeter(f) stand-

lion-skin round neck. ing to front, resting on torch (?) . .

M 1J 01*1.

Head of young Herakles. SK.0 Forepart of horse feeding JE -55

Head of young Herakles. £KO Vine-branch with grapes JR -6

[A*, a, 1902, PL XV. 8-1

Female head to front, with flowing £K0T0Y*£AlfiN Vine-branch with

locks, as on coins of Laripsa. grapes; cf. coins of the same type,

[B. M.] nt Eurea and Rhizus . . M SB

In B.C. 367 Scotussa was treacherously seized by Alexander of Pherae,

and ceased for some time to strike coins.
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310 TUKSSALY

B.C. 300-200, or later.

Female bead (Artemis f ) facing.

[A'. C, 1890, PL XIX. 7.]

Head of bearded Hemkles.

Head of Ares(T) in close-fitting helmet

with feather.

SKO[T0Y£*AinNJ Poseidon seated

on rock with trident and dolphin

iRJ Dr.

SKOT0Y[«]£AinN Club [B. M.C.,

TOm.. PI. XXXI. 81 . . . At -85

SKOTOYSCAinN Horse prancing

IB. M. C, 77*w., PI. XXXI. 9]
M -75

Thebae (PhthiotiH). There are no early coins of this town ; all those

that are known certainly belong to the time of Demetrius.

Circ. b.c. 302-286.

Head of Demeter, crowned with corn

and, usually, veiled.

fB. m.c. n«.. PL XI. 3.]

Similar. [B. H.|

OHBAiaM and (on -K) moil. AX.
Protesilaos leaping ashore from prow
of galley

M 4 Dr., and M -85 and -55

OHBAinN Free horse walking r..

beneath AX ...... JE -7

Protesilaos was a native of this part of Thessaly, and at the neighbour-

ing Phylace there was a temple sacred to him, mentioned by Pindar

(Iethm. i- 84) :—
Il.iiurciiAd, r"> Tfbv &' dro.>uir '.\^a:wi'

(V tPv\aKq TlptVOS m-u.iuWojiai.

For other varieties see Zed. f. N., i. p. 175.

Tricca (Histiaeotis) was named after the fountain-nymph Trikka, a
daughter of the river-god Peneios, on the left bank of whose stream the

city Btood. The town is mentioned by Homer as subject to Podaleirios

and Machaon, sons of Asklepioe, who led the Triccaeans in the Trojan

war. At Tricca was the most ancient and illustrious of all the temples

of Asklepios in Greece, and to this sacred place the sick had recourse

from all parU (Strab- viii. 374 j ix. 437).

Circ. B.C. 480-100.

Thessalian subduing bull or forepart

of bull.

[B. M. C., Thes., PL XI. 7, 12.]

Horseman. [B. M.]

Horse.

[B. M. C, TO«., PI. XI. 8, 10, 11.]

Horse.

[B. M. C, The*., PL XI. 9.]

TPIKKA, TPIKKAION, later TPIK-
KAION lucuae square containing

forepart of horse . . . :\\ £ Dr.

TPIKKAIO Nymph Trikka Mftted,

holding phiale and mirror ....
Ai Trihemiobol.

TPIKKAION Nymph playing ball, or

leaning on column and extending

hand towards swan, or opening cista.

or sacrificing at altar . Ai Obole.

TPIKKAION Athena running . . .

iRObol-
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Circ. B.C. 400-344.

Head of Nymph Trikka.

Id. [B. M. C, The*., PL XI. 13.]

TPIKKAinN Warrior Podaleirios or
Machaon advancing . Al •65

TPlKKAinN Asklepioe seated, feeding

serpent with bird, or resting on
crooked staff M -8

Thessali. In B.C. l'J6, after the battle of Cynoscephalae, the Thessali,

the Perrhaebi, and the Magnetes, were proclaimed free by Klamininus,
whereupon the Thessali instituted a federal currency, probably striking
their coins at Larissa.

The Magnetes at the same time began to issue silver and bronze at

their capital Demetrias, as did also the Perrhaebi at Oloosaon. All these

coinages came to an end in B.C 146, when Thessaly was incorporated in

the Roman province of Macedon.

B.C 196-146.

Fio. 177.

Head of Zeus crowned with oak.

Behind, sometimes, the name of the

St rat egos of the League in the

genitive case. (Among the names
of Strategi whose dates are known
are Androsthenes, B.C. 187, and
Nicocrates, B.C. 182.)

Head of Apollo with name of the

Strategos-

Head of Apollo with name or mono-
gram of the Strategos.

Head of Athena Itonia.

[B. M. C, The*., PI. I. 4, 6.

Head of Zeus in oak- wreath.

B. M. C, The*., PL I. 5.]

OEZIAAnN The Thessalian Athena
Itonia (FMb. x. 1. 10) in fighting

attitude, usually accompanied by the

names of two magistrates, of which
•one is often in the genitive (Fig. 177).

M Double VictoriatuB= l£ Denarii,

wt. 100-8G gre.

GEIZAAHM Demeter with torch in

each hand
ifiVictoriatutt= ^ denarius.47-41 grs.

OEZIAAHN Athena Itonia and
magistrate's name [B. M. C., The*.,

PL I. 3] A Attic Dr.

OEZZAAflN Horse . A\ Attic Dr.

„ Athena Itonia and
magistrate's name . M Attic J Dr.

The bronze coins resemble the Drachms, having on the obverse a head

of Apollo or Athena, and on the reverse Athena fighting, or a horse (R.

Weil, Zeit. /. iV., i. 177 sqq.). There are, however, a few exceptional types

among which the following may be mentioned :

—
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312 ISLANDS ADJACENT TO THESSALY

Head of Zeus.

[N.C., 1898, PL XIX. 1.1

Head of Artemis with quiver at shoulder.

[Ibid., PI. XIX. 2.1

OEf-EAAHrJ and magistrate's name
TP EYBIOTOY Centaur

with bull's tail galloping and seizing

by the bridle a rearing horse M !•

[OES*A| AnN NIK0KPATH[SJ
EYBIOTOY Demeter running with

two torches J& •$!>

Imperial Timea.

Caesar, after the battle of Pbarsalia, conferred liberty once more on
the Thessalians, and henceforth Thessaly, even after its incorporation in

the Roman province of Achaia, B.C. 27, was treated as a separate KotroV,

headed by a strategos, and with a concilium which met at Larissa. The
Imperial coins from Augustus to Hadrian bear the name of the strategos,

and in the reign of Augustus usuallythe inscr.ZEB A XTHflrJ 6E£2AAOrJ.
From M. Aurelius to Gallienus the coins read KOlNON OECCAAnN.the
name of the strategos being omitted, and marks of value usually added,

r, or A (= 3 or 4 assaria) (B. M. C, The*., pp. 6-9). Among the types

may be mentioned—Head of Achilles, with inscr. AXIAAGYC (see Th.
Reinach, in Corolla Num., pp. 266 ff), Apollo Kitharoedos, Athena Itonia,

Nike, Asklepios, &c.

ISLANDS ADJACENT TO THESSALY
lens.

Head of Poseidon, laur. IK ION Trident and dolphins [Imhoof,

Mon. gr., p. 134] . . . . M -65

Peparethus (Scopelos), an islajid lying off the coast of the Thessalian

Magnesia, widely known for its excellent wine (Pliny, H. N. xiv. 7. 76),

was said to have been colonized by Staphylos, son of Dionysos and
Ariadno. There were three towns in the island, Peparethus, Selinus,

and Panormus, with probably a single mint at Peparethus. Wroth
(J. H. 8., 1907, 90 Boq.) has proved that, circ. B.c. 500 to 480, Peparethus
struck the tetradraenms of Euboic weight, some of which were formerly

attributed by me to Cyrene. The types are as follows, and their variety

suggests trade relations with other cities, chiefly perhaps in Chalcidio*

Cos, where some of them have been found.an

Large bunch of grapes.

[J.I/.S., 1907, PI. IV. 1.1

Id. [A C, 1891, PI. I. 3.]

Large bunch of grapes between two
small bunches.

\J. II. .V., 1907, PI. IV. 5.]

Id. [Ibid,, PI. IV. 4, 6.]

Id. [Rev. Suisse, XIV. PI. VI. 18.]

Id. With dolphins swimming round
grapes. [J. II. S., 1907, PI. IV. 7.]

Running winged figure (Agon 1) in

incuse square . . . AX 261 grs.

Head of ,bearded Herakles in incus**

square .1 I 265 grs.

Id A\ 256 gr*.

Crested Corinthian helmet in incuse

square AX 253*4 grs.

Id M Didr. 125 grs.

Four ivy-leaves in cruciform pattern

with :'•: in centre, in incuse square .

Ai 273 grs.

-Ic
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Id. [Ibid., PI. IV. «.]

PE Bunch of grapes.

[Ibid., PI. IV. 2.1

I >olphin-rider in incuae square . . .

M 259 grs.

Dionysos or Stapliylon seated L, holding
kantharosand thyrsos in i m-ti-e square.

-E (plated with M) 2203 grs.

During the greater part of the fifth century b.c. Peparethus seems to

have been subordinate to AthenB.and no coins were issued in the island

;

but the following bronze pieces show) that in the fourth century B.c.

Dionysos was still the chief divinity of the l'eparethians.

After cin: B.c. 350.

Head of young or bearded Dionysos in PE, PEP A, &c\, Kanlharos wreathed

iTv-wreath. [B. M. C, Tlui., PI. XI. witli vine K -63-5

Similar. \Jbid.
t
PI. XI. 16.] TT ETTA Thyrsos and cross-piece of torch,

combined M *45

Head of Athena. fB. M.] TTETTA Bunch of grapes . . M -55

Svoronos (Jintrii. int. tVart'h. num., I. p. 86) also gives to Peparethus

the uncertain coins, Obv. Young male head in ivy-wreath, Rev.

AflOAAnNOt Amphora, assigned bv Imhoof (Jtfoif.f/r., 65) to Apollonia
lygdoniae (ace auj/ra, p. 204). With

Obv. Head of Apollo laur., Rev. AflOAAnNO? IATP0Y Apollo standing

Mygdoniae (see aitj/ra, p. 204). With these he would also class the coins,

with branch and bow, attributed by Pick, Jakrb. arch. Iimt., xiii. 169,

to Apollonia Pontica.

Imperial Times.

Bust of young Dionysos. rKTTAPHOIUJN Palm branch in

kantharos M -75

Athena lionin armed. TTETTA . . . Owl X, -55

Coins also exist with the beads ofAugustus and of Cominodus (Hunter
Cat, I. PI. XXX. 20).

Sciathus. Bronze coins of circ. B.C. 350.

Head of Apollo, or of Hermes; or

Gorgon-head, facing.

«KIA0l or tK Caduceus |B. M. C,
The*., PI. XI. 17-19] . . M -65-5

ILLYRICUM
[British Museum Catalogue ofdrctk Coin*, Thessaly to Attolia t by P. Gardner, 1833.

A. J. Evans, Xumismatic Chronicle, 1S80, p. 269.
RrunAmid, Die In$chr* »* yt&mm Datmatiens, Wien f

189S.

C. Patftch, Omtpi* dt Num., 1900, p. 104 ff.

Inihoof, Hum. Zeif-, KW4, pp. 2»fi ff.

A, Mtier, 'Die Silbt*rprAgung von Apollonia u, Dyrrluichiun,' Xim.Ztit. 9 1908, pp. 1 ff.]

Amantia. Autonomous bronze coins of the period of the Epirote

Republic, B.c. 230-168, with Epirote types. Heads of Zeus Dodonaeos
or of Zeus and Dione. Rev,

t
Fulmen or serpent. Bust of Artemis. Rev.

Torch. Inscr., AMANTflN. (Imhoof, JfSrnk j/r., p. 137, and B. Bl C,
PL XXXI. 10, 11.1

( \ti L * Original from
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314 ILLYRICUM

Apoilonia. Colony of Corcyra. Silver coins of five periods

:

(i) Circ. B. 0. 450-350, with Corcyrean typ©B, Cow and Calf. Rev.

AP, Conventional pattern usually called Gardens of A/kinooe, which
I shall in future describe as a Square containing a stellate pattern,

or as a Stellate square- (See infra, p. 325 f.) Staters of circ. 160 gre.

M Lyre, R APOAAnNO* Obelisk of Apollo (B. SI. G, PI. XII. 1, 2),

(ii) Circ. B.C. 350-300. Staters of Corinthian tyi>ets and weighty

reading APOA, &c. (B. M. C, Corinth, PL XXVL 1).

(iii) B.c. 229-100. New seines of silver coins of the period during
which Apoilonia and Dyrrhachium were under the protection of Rome.
These coins are of the weight of the Roman Victoriatus, circ* 52 grs. (see

Haeberlin in Z.f X, 1007, p. 238). Obv.
%
Cow and Calf. Rev., Stellate

square (B. M. CM ZWj PL XII. 3), and of the half Victoriatus, circ.

2(i grs. Rei\
$
Fire of the Nymphaeum. They bear magistrates' names

on both sides. It is supposed that the name on the obverse, in the

nominative case, is that of the mint-master, and that the name on the

reverse, in the genitive, stands probably for an eponymous annual
magistrate. 1 There are also bronze coins of two distinct series with
identical types, an earlier and a later, each represented by two or more
denominations. In the later series the weights seem to have been
doubled (see Hunter Cat, II. pp. 2 ff.). Inscr., APOAAflNl ATAN (B.M.C.,
Thes.

%
PI. XIL 8-12).

Head of Artemis, or veiled head.

Head of DionysoB.

Head of Apollo.

Tripod within wreath . * . M 1-05

Cornucopiae jE -9

Obelisk within wreath or lyre -E -65

(iv) From cin\ B.c- 100 to Anyuetu** About B.C. 104 the Victoriatus

was abolished at Rome, being assimilated to the Quinarius. From this

time forwards the silver coins of Apoilonia were issued on the standard

of the Roman Denarius.

Three nymphs dancing round the fire

of the Nyniphjicum - • M 62 grs-

Lyre Ai 44 and 31 gre.

Obelisk Ai 29 gre.

Obelisk Ai 13-5 grs.

Head of Apollo,

fR M.O., fk, PI. XIL 13.]

Fire of the Nymphaeum.
\Co7itjr. int.

f p. 113.]

Head of Athena. [Ibid., PL XIL 15.]
Lyre and quiver (t). [B. SI.]

(v) Imperial* Augustus to Geta. Inscr., AfTOAAUuNlATAtJ,
tf€PujNl AnOAAUjNl KTICTH, NEPUJNl AHMOCIUJ nATPujNl
6AAAA0C, &c. Types:—Three nymphs dancing; Obelisk of Apollo;
Hades seated with a standing female figure before him c&rrying an
infant in her arms ; Apollo ; Poseidon : Asklepios ; River-god ; Temple
of Herakles ; &c.
The Nymphaeum near Apoilonia was sacred to Pan and the nymphs.

It is described by Strabo (p. 316) U4rpa ft* itrri fffip aradtdoCcra, vir* avrff 6i

Kpijvai ptowi \kiapov Kal ot^oAtou. The obelisk is that of Apollo 'Aytum
(see Ambracia, p. 320).

Byllia, on the north bank of the Aous, about twenty miles above
Apoilonia. Small bronze coins of the period of the Epirote Republic,

B.c- 230-168 (cf. coins of Amantia, p. 313). Inscr., BYAAIONnN or

1 For fuller information on the coins of Apoilonia and Dyrrhacliium *ud complete list -

of magistrates, *oe A. Maier, tft Z.
}
1908, pp. 1 ff., published since the abovem printed.

_

.
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BYAAK. Types:—Head of Zeus ; B Serpent twined round cornucopiae.

Youthful helmeted head ; K Eagle on fnlmen (B. M. C, Thee., &c, p. 64»,

or Quiver (Conor, int., 1900, 111).

Daorn. An Illyrian tribe which had been subject to king Genthius,

on whose defeat by the Romans it obtained its freedom (Livy xlv. 26. 14).

Bronze coins of the second century, after B.C. 168.

Head of Hermes to r. AAOPSnN Galley I. [JR /. N., xiii.

[Brunfimid. p. 74.
|

p. 68] M 5

Dyrrhachii. Epidamniis, the capital of tlie Dyrrhachians, was a
colony of Corey ra of considerable importance. The money of this city

down to about B.c. 100, when it comes to an end, falls into the same
periods as that of Apollonia. The coins bear the name of the people and
not of their chief town.

(i) B.C. 450-350. Silver htater* of the (foreman standard, circ.

170 grs.

Cow suckling calf. AYP Double stellate square - - . .

[B. M. a, Thes., PI. XHI. 10-] M Slaters.

(ii) Circ. B.C. 850-229. Staters, <fr., of Corinthian typett and
veiyht (see Coloniea of Corinth) (B. M. C, (for., PI. XXVI).

(iii) b.c. 229-100. ffw> aeries of Dyrrhachian coitus.

Cow suckling calf.

forepart of cow.

AYP Double stellate square [Brit. Mus.

(luide, PI. LXV. 12] . M 53 grs.

., III. [B. M.('.,7V,«.,P1.XIV.3]

A\ 26 grs.

These coins arc of the weight of the Roman Victoriatus and \ Vic-

toriatus, and bear the names of two magistrates, probably that of the

eponymous annual magistrate in the genitive on the reverse, and that of

the superintendent of the mint in the nominative on the obverse. (See

note 1, p. 314.) The adjunct symbol on the obverse changes with the

name on the reverse, and therefore belongs properly to it. The bronze
coins, also with magistrates' names, bear types relating to the worship of

the Dodonaean Zeus, Herakles, Helios, Askfepios, &c

This town, at the mouth of the Drilo, was probably one of

the colonies founded under the auspices of Dionysius of Syracuse,
but the few coins which are known belong chiefly to the period of

Macedonian supremacy, B.c. 211-197.

Coat standing. AltSITAhJ Fulmeu .... ^ -5

[iV. C, 1880, PI. XIII. 3.]

King Genthius {infra, p. 316), B.C. 197-168, may also have struck a
few of his own coins at Lissus ; and after his defeat in the latter year by
the Romans, Lissus again issued a few autonomous pieces.

After B.C. 168.

Head of Hermes (?) in petasos. MttllTAN
J
Galley . . . . JR -7

[Brunsmid, PI. VI. 93.]

_,
,
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Oricua. A seaport in the neighbourhood of Apollonia, not far from

the mouth of the Aous.

Girc. B.C. 230 -168.

Head of Zeus.

I Vienna Cat, I. PI. V. 8.]

Head of Apollo.

[B.M.C., 7^., PI. XXXI. 13.]

Head of Athena.

nPI[Kl'Ahl Eagle on fulmcn in oak-

wreath & -8

HPlKinM Obelisk of Apollo Agyieus,

in wreath . . . JE -65

r'ulmen . . . . JR -5
*»

Rhi*on. Bronze coins after <*irr. B.C. lfi8. Inscr., PIIO and PIZOMl-
TAtf (?) (Xum. Ohron., 1880, p. 292, 295, and PI. XIII. 9, 10 ; Brunfimid,

p. 75). Types similar to, but not identical with, those of the coins of

King Ballaeus (infra, p. 317).

Scodra. The earliest coins of this town may be referred to the reign

of Philip V of Macedon, who was s\ipreme in Illyricum between B. c. 211

and 197.

Macedonian shield. [BnmSroid, p. 70.| . SKOAPlNHrJ Helmet; all in wreath

£, -6

After ac. 168.

Head of Zt-us, SKOAPEINHN War galley and, some-

times, magistrate's name . AH -65

[Xum. Chron., 1880, p. 288 ; Brunsmid, p. 71.]

KINGS OF ILLYRICUM

Mounuius, circ. B.C. 300 or 280. king of the Dardanian Illynans. He
occupied Dyrrhachium and struck money there of the Dyrrhachian
type.

Fw. 178.

Cow suckling calf. (t'"g. 178.)

[B. M.C., Thei., VI XIV. 10, 1 1.]

BASIAEn* M0N0YNI0Y Double
stellate square . M Staters, 160 grs.

On the coins of this king the £ is sometimes written C, a form which
is rarely met with at so early a date (Droysen, iii. 1. 184).

Gentium, tire. B.c. 197-168, probably succeeded to the Ulyrian throne
on the expulsion of Philip V of Macedon from his Ulyrian possessions,
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by the stipulations of the Peace of Tempe, B.C. 197. Genthius was
afterwards induced by Perseus to attack the Romans, but was defeated

beneath the walls of Scodra and taken prisoner by L. Anicius. It would
seem that the coins of Genthius were struck both at Scodra and at Iissus.

Macedonian shield.

Head of Genthius in kausia.

[Brun&mid, p. 71.]

BA£IAEn« TErJOlOY Helmet M -Q

,, „ Ulvriau galley

M-7
111. „ „ Fulmen M -5

Ballaeni, known only from coins. The date of his reign is probably

B.O. 167-135 (Num. Chron., 1880, p. 300 ; BrunSmid, pp. 82 ff.(.

Head of king. bare. BAAAAIOY or BACIAEnt BAA-
[B. M. C, 7fus„ PL XIV. H,] AAIOY Artemis with torch and two

hpearp, running, or Artemis standing

M 55 grs., and JE -7—6

The coins with the title Baaiktvs come chiefly from Risano (Rhizon)
;

those without the regal title chiefly from the island of Lettiiut, (Pharos).

ISLANDS OF ILLYRICUM

[Imhoof,Mm Ztit, 18S4, pp. 246-60.]

In the early part of the fourth century Dionysius of Syracuse began to

turn his attention to the western coasts of Illyricum and the islands in

the Adriatic sea. He assisted the Parians in colonizing the two islands

of Issa and Pharos, B.c. 385 (Holm, Gesch* Sic, ii. 134). Alx>ut the same
time the island of (.'orcyra Nigra, so called from its dark pine forests,

appears to have received a Greek colony. The money of a town named
Heracleia, perhaps .situate in the island of Pharos, in which the coins

which bear its name are found, belongs also to this category (Brunsinid,

p. 54). The coins of the whole of this group are chiefly of the fourth

and second centuries B.c. There are apparently few of the third.

Coroyra Nigra (?).

ltude head of Apollo.

Heracleia.

Fourth century B.C.

KOPKYPAinH Kar of corn [Sum.
ZtiU, 1884. PI. IV. 20] . . MS

Fourth century B.c.

Head of Herakles iu lion-skin.

[B. V. C, The:, PI. XIV. 8.]

Female tead.

[Hunter Cat., PI. XXXT. 11.]

HPAKA, HPAK or HPA How and club .

M -95 and -7

HPA Dolphin M -7

Iiia. The earliest coins of this island belong to the fourth century

it.c, and coasist of heavy bronze pieces resembling in fabric the large

„ ( '
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bronze issues of various Sicilian cities (cf. Head, Coinage of Syracuse,
PI. VII a). On the obv. is the head of Ionios, the son of Adriaa, the

eponymous hero of the Ionian sea, and the inscr. IONlO[£l. On the

rev. is a dolphin with a line of waves beneath (Num. Zeit., 1884, 257

;

Hunter Cat, PI. XXXI. 12). The coins which bear the name of the

town of Issa follow next in order, but do not seem to extend much
beyond the end of the third century. The following are the principal

varieties :

—

l£*A Head of Artemis (f).

Hea<l of Athena,

Head of Athena.

Head of Zeus (1).

I£ Amphora.
Jugate heads.

Youthful head.

Star with eight rays . . . . M *9

It Goat M -95-75
l£ Stag with head turned back M -6

3 I Id M -75

Vine-branch with grapes . . M -75

It Grapes & -7

I € Kanl in
;

- M -85

Pharos.
Fourth century B. 0.

Head of Zeus. [B. M. C, PI. XV. 4.] <t>AP Goat standing

Id. [Ibid., PI. XV. 5.]

Head of Persephone,

[Brunsmid, PI. I.]

. . M 41 grs.

OAPIHN Id. Symbol: sometimes,

ser|>ent M -95

<t>A Goat X. -8

Head of young Dionysos ivy-crowned.

[B. M. C, p. 84, 11.]

Young head laureate.

[B. M. C, PI. XV. 8.]

Second century B.C.

OA Grapes .£-6

Kantharos JE -8
t*

ILLYRIO-EPIROTE SILVER COINAGE

[2Mb/ A'um., i. 99, xvi. 3, xvii. 3, xxi. 258 ; Fox. 73; B. C. H., vi. 211.]

Damastium. The silver mines of this town are mentioned by Strabo,
vii. p. 326. Its coins belong to the fourth century B.C.. and may be
compared for style with the money of the kings of Paeonia.

Head
PI

i of Apollo laur. f B. M. C,
. XV. 10-13; PI. XVI. 1,2.

77<**..

]

Female head with hair in net.

[/bit!., PI. XVI. 4.]

Head of Apollo, [/bul., PI. XVI. 8.]

AAMASTlNnN Tripod, often with
uame, in the genitive, of dynast or

magistrate. HPAKAEIAO. KAKIO,
KH. KH<t>l, KH4.lj£0<t>n]rJT0S.
CnKPATIAA, APPIA.&c. . . .

AX Stntert*, Paeonian standard,

tire. 206-190 grs.

AAMASTINON 1-arge square ingot

marked witli caducous or swastika,

and with a handle attached, for

carrying it. (Svorouos, Journ. Int.,

1906, p. 176) . . . . i«48grs.
AAMASTINHN Pickaxe .11 29 grs.

G ' >gle
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EPIRUS 310

For other varieties see Imhoof, Mon* tjrn p. 135, and JVum. ZeiL
%
1884,

E.

260, where a silver coin weighing 50 gre. has on the obverse a female

ead, and on the reverse the proper name AAPAAO in a double linear

square (Hunter Cat, PL XXXI. 13).

Felagia. Silver coins of the .same types as those of Damastiuin, but
of ruder style. Inscr.. nEAAriTHN or nEAAHTAS (B. M. C. f

Thes,,

PI. XVI. 9 4l ; Z. f. X., i. 99, xxi. 203).

Samoa. Probably identical with 2apvov$ (Steph. Byz, a, v.). Coins
similar to the above. Inscr., *APN0ATnM (/. /, *VM I 113).

Tene«tinL Similar .11 coins. Inscr., TENESTlNnN (Hirsch Coll.)-

These unknown tribes or towns were probably only small mining
communities in the vicinity of Damastium (Imhooj, Man, gr., p. 136).

EPIRUS
[British Museum Catal&ju* u/Grttk CMM*, Theisaty to Aetoiia, by P. Gardner, 1883.

Zfe., CbrinfA, (Venus of Corinth, <tc, by B. V. Head, 1889.]

(i) The earliest money of Epirus consists of silver coins of Corinthian

types and standard, struck before Epirus became a kingdom, B.C. 342, at

the town of Ambracia, and of bronze coins of Cassope, Elea, and the
Molossi, anterior to the regal period, (ii) The second period of the

coinage includes that of the kings, Alexander the son of Neoptolemus,
B.c. 342-326, and Pyrrhus, 295-272. (iii) RC. 238-168- There are

bronze coins reading APEIPflTAM, which are certainly earlier than the

abolition of the monarchy, but the regular series of the Epirote Federal

money did not begin till the Republic was fully constituted on the death
of Ptolemy, the last of the royal race of the Aeacidae, B.c. 238.

The autonomous coinage appears to have gone on in some of the towns
of Epirus side by side with the Federal money. After B.C. 168! when
Epirus was devastated by the Romans and its inhabitants sold into

slavery, all coinage ceased.

The prevailing types on the coins of Epirus are the heads of Zeus
Dodonaeos and of Dione his bpouse. The former is distinguished by his

-wreath of oak-leaves from the sacred oracular oak of Dodona- The latter

wears a veil and a laureate Stephanos (see B. M. C, 77cm.
t
PL XVII).

The gold and silver coins of the kings were probably struck in Italy and
Sicily.

Ambracia, The most important colony of Corinth on the Ambracian
Gulf. Silver staters of Corinthian type circ. B.C. 4H0-342, and later

(B. M. C\,Co/\,Pls. XXVII-XXIX). Inscr., A, AM, AMPPAKIHTAN,
or AMBPAKIflTAN. Of these staters more than a hundred varieties are

known.

Cm b.c. 238-168.

Flo t 170,

Dig
,
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320 EPIRUS

Head of Dione veiled (Fig. 179).

H'.vi~ of Dione, Apollo, Athena, &c.

AM, AMBPA.&c. Obelisk bound with

taenia all in wreath. . .1; 63 gre.

Similar M -85

Tho obelisk represented on the coins of Ambracia is the sacred conical

stone (fiami\tov) of the Apollo 'Ayvtcw of Ambracia (Preller, Gr. Myth., i.

p. 211).

There are also bronze coins with Acarnaniau types :--Head of

Herakles or Achclous, re>\ Apollo Aktios seated, or Crab or Rushing bull

;

also with Aetolian or Epirote types :

—

Head of Apollo radiate or laureate.

[B. M. C, Thee., PL XVUI. 4.1

Id.

Head of Xeuf.

See also Iinhoof (Mon. or., p. 137).

Apollo naked, advancing with bow . .

M -9-7

Zeus with aegis and fulmen . M -9—65

Griffin; magistrateV name in nom. case.

JE -75

Athamanes. On the fall of the kingdom of Epirus this tribe rose to

be independent and struck bronze coins.

Circ. B.c. 220-190.

AOAMANHN Athena standing, hold-

ing owl and spear . . . . X> -65

AOAMANnN Jtull'flhettd . X. 7

Head of Dione veiled.

[B. M. C, The*., PI. XVIII. 5.]

Head of Apollo.

[Iinhoof, Mon. ijr., 138.]

For a coin of the Amphilochian Argos, bearing the name AMYNAN-
AP0£, who is perhaps identical with Amynander, king of the AthaniRnes,

see infra, p. 329, and Z. /. N., vii. 127.

Bnthrotum. Colonial and Imperial, Augustus—Til>erius, with Latin
inscriptions, C. I. BVT. or C. A. BVT. (Colonia Julia or Augusta Buthro-
tum) ami names of Duumviri, with titles, II VIR EX D. D., IIVIR
9[uinquennalis], &c. For varieties, see Iinhoof (Mon. </r., p. 138, and
A. Z., xxxiii. 26).

Caasope. Silver and bronze, with inscr. KAStnPAIOrJ on obvense or
reverse.

Before B. c. 342.

Head of Aphrodite wearing steplmnoc.
|
Coiled serpent A) -8

Id. [B. M. C, TIus., H. Will, 7.] |
Dove flying in wreath . . . & -85

B.C 238-168.

Head of Aphrodite wearing -tephanop. Cista mvstica with serpent twined
[B. M. ; I'hotiadcs Cat., 228.] round it .

%
. . M 75-3 grs.

Head of Zeus Dodonaeos, and magiii- Eagle on fulmen, in oak-wreath [Brit.

trate's name. Mus. Guttle, PL LV. 1 8] M 79-66 grs.

Head of Aphrodite. Dove & -75

Head of Dionysus. Amphora [B. M. C\, The*., PI. XXXII.
6] M -7

Bull's head facing. Serpent [R M. C, Thts.. PI. XXXII. 5] .

X, -55

/*""*
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JTIIAMANES—PHOESICE 32

1

This town also struck bronze coins in Roman times with the inscr.

KAzrnnAinrJ moaosiiin (B. m. C, The*., &c., p. 99).

Dodona (?). See infra, p. 325.

Elea in Thesprotiu. The bronze coinage of this town belongs to the

time of Philip of Macedon (over whose coins some of the specimens are

restruck) before B.c. 342. As Leake remarks (Xum. Hell., p. 48), the
types relating to the infernal regions identify the district with the
Kleatis through which flowed the rivers Acheron and Cocytus.

EAEATAN Kerlx-ros [B. M. C, The*.,

PI. XVIII. 11] & -8

Head of Persephone facing.

[.V. C, 1900, p. 11.]
Pegasos. EAEAT Trident [lb., PL XVIII. 10]

£55
Moloisi. The Molossians were the predominant people in Epirus

before Alexander the son of Neoptolemus became king, b.c. 342. Con-
cerning the celebrated breed of Molossian dogs, cf. Hor. Sat. ii. 6. 114.

According to Nicander of Colophon (Pollux v. 5. 1) they wore descended
from the famous brass dog made by Hephaestos.

Stiver aiul bronze coin* ftefore B. c. 342.

Molossian dog standing. MOA0££HN Fulmen. . A'. 35 grs.

[.V. C, 1903, PI. X. 5.]

Uog lying. [Imhool, Mon. yr., 140.] M Kidmen Ai 15 grs.

Heud of Atliena in created Athenian MOAO££ON Kagle on fulmen. A& -8

lie] met.

fB. M. ('., The*., PI. XVHt 13.] !

MOAOS^nN round rim of circular Fulmen in wreath [B. M. C, The*.,

shield, on which, fulmen. PI. XVIII. 14] A*. -75

Head of Zeus. [Imhoof, Mon. gr., 141. j Fulmen Wtween M and coniucojmie, all

in oak-wreath if* 1-

Nicopolis. This town was founded by Augustus after the battle of
Actium. Imperial coins from Augustus to Gallienus.

Types (B. M. C, Then.. PI. XIX) usually referring to the quinquennial
Actian games held at Nicopolis in honour of the Actian Apollo, and in

memory of the battle of Actium. Inscr.. rJlKOnOAIC IEPA, NlKOriO-
AEUJC, ICPAC rJlKOnOAenC, AYrOYCTOC KTICTHC, CEBACTOY
kticma. NeiKonoAenc icpac nayapxiaoc. rJeiKonoAenc
I6PAC ACYAOY(?), H nPOC AKT, &c, TPAIANOC CujTHP nOACujC
Rev. AnOAAujN AEYKATHC (Imhoof, JW gr., p. 141), also <t»lNAI0C
accompanying the type of Asklepios standing. Games, AKTIA, on
Ai Quinarii of Ant. Pius and Faustina Sen. (B. M. C, The*., PI. XIX. 8),

and on M of Hadrian (Hunter Cat, PI. XXXI. 16). On some coins of
Nicopolis, Hadrian has the title nANGAAHrJlOC.

Pandosia, on the river Acheron.

Bronze. b.c. 238-168.

Head of Dodonaean Zeus, and magis-

trate's name-

nAM Fulmen in oak-wreath [B. M.C..
PI. XXXII. 9] f* -75

Phoeuice was, according to Polybius (ii. 5. 8), the most important city

IIZAD V
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832 KWGS OF EPIltVS

in Epirus after the fall of the Molossian kingdom. It was probably
therefore the capital of the Epirote Republic, and the place of mintage
of the Federal currency (p. 324). In the same period it struck also

municipal coins of bronze.

Head of Zeus (?).

Bust of Artemis.

B.c. 238-168.

<t> 1 N I K A I EHN Fulmen in wreath .

iE-7
Spear-head [B.M.C.,

The*, PI. XXXII. 10, II]
'

. &-7

Also Imperial of Claudius, Nero, and Trajan.

KINGS OF EPIRUS
Alexander, son of Neoptolemus, B.c. 342-326. The gold coins of this

king were probably struck in bohthem Italy, whither Alexander went in

B.C. 332 to aid the Greek cities against the Lucanians and Bruttians. In
style the remarkable gold stater in the British Museum differs curiously

from the specimen in the Hunter Coll. and from the silver staters, and
the weight of the latter, 165 grs. (that of the coins of Corcyra), may
possibly indicate an Epirote origin. On the whole, however, I am
inclined to attribute all Alexander's coins to the Locrian or possibly to

the Syracusan mint. The skilful engravers and die-sinkers of Italy and
Sicily may well have been chosen to design and strike coins for various

kings and for states where mints did not exist at all, or where the

die-engravers were only capable of executing rough imitations of the

works of more practised artists. Cf. J. H. &, 1907, p. 149. The ruder

bronze money is undoubtedly Epirote.

Fiq. 180.

Head of Zeus Podonaeos, wearing oak-

wreath. [B. M. C. Thee., PI. XX. 1,

and Hunter, PI. XXXI. 17.]
Head of Helios.

[B. M. C, Thee., PI. XX. 2.]

Id.

Eagle, wings closed, between tripod and
olive-spray.

AAEEANAPOY TOY NEOPTO-
AEMOY Fulmen (Fig. 180) . . .

iJ Sinter 132 grs.. 41 Stater 165 grs.

AAE.:. Fulmen AT & Stater.

Id JR Diobol.

AAEZA TOY HE Fulmen in olive-

wreath M -65

Fyrrhui, B.c. 295-^72. Pvrrhus, like Alexander, struck coins in
various parts of his dominions, chiefly in Italy and Sicily, but also in
M acedon and perhaps in Epirua. All the gold coins and the silver pieces

of 90 grs. are of Syracusan fabric, as are also the finest of his bronze
coins. His tetradrachms and didrachms of Attic weight appear to have
been issued at Locri in Bruttium ; his Macedonian bronze coins are

c ioogle Original from
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KINGS OF KPIRUS 888

distinguished by the Macedonian shield on the obverse; while his

Epirote (?) money bears the head of Zeus, and is of ruder fabric

Inscr. BASIAEH* PYPPOY, usually at full length except on the

Macedonian coins and on some of the Epirote (?) bronze pieceB, where
the name appears in monogram.

Fra. 181.

Head of Athena ; symbol : owl (Fig.

181).

Head of Artemis,

Nike with oak-wreath and trophy . .

N Stater.

Id. [Brit. Mus. Guide, PI. XLVL 25,

26] H \ Stater.

The obv. of the gold stater is almost identical with that of the Aetolian
League (p. 334 infra). They nro botfa probably by the MM (possibly

Syracusan) engraver.

Fig. 182.

Head of Dodonaean Zeus in oak-wreath. I Dione with Bceptre,entlironed(Fig. 1 82).

.it Tetradr.

'ifJl* fa*-- Hi

Fio. 18:J.

Head of Achilles, helmeted (Fig. 183). Thetis veiled, riding on hippocamp,
and holding shield of Achilles . . .

^K Didr.

Fio. 181.

y 2
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824 EPIROTK REPUBLIC

Head of Persephone with flowing hair

and corn-wreath (Fig. 18-1).

4>0IA€ Head of Phthia veiled.

Head of Persephone as above.

Head of Athena.

[B. M. C, Thea., PI. XX. 15.]
Head of Athena.

[Z.f. -V., xxi. PI. VIII. 10.]

Macedonian xhield. on it PYr* in mono-
grain.

Head of Dodouaean Zeus.

Athena with spear and shield, in fight-

ing attitude ill 90 grs.

Kulmeu [Gardner, Tyfm, PL XI. 27] .

M 11
Demeter enthroned [B. M. G, Thea., PL
XX. 14] .E ^95

Ear of com in oak-wreath . . M -75

Naked warrior charging ^E-75i

BA£I Macedonian helmet in oak-

wreath [B. M. C, Thea., PI. XX. 16.]

M -65

Fulmeu in oak -wreath . . St '95—75

The veiled head with the inscr. <t>OIA£ is usually supposed to be a

portrait of Phthia, the mother of Pyrrhus. Some have, however, seen in

it an ideal personilication of the district Phthia in Thessaly, whence
Pyrrhus traced the origin of his race.

To this king Imhoof (Mon. ijr., p. 459, PL J. 28) is inclined to

attribute a very beautiful Attic drachm in the Santangelo Museum
at Naples. Obu. Head of Herakles in lion-skin. Ret: BASIAEOS
Dionysos in car drawn by panthers ; symbol, fulmen.

EPIROTE REPUBLIC

Before B.C. 238.

APEIPHTArJ Bull rushing. Kulmeu in wreath . . . . JE -7

AP (in mon.) Head of Dodonaean Zeus. Fnlmen in oak-wreath [B. M. C, Thea.,

PLXVH 1. 2] ...-tt 1-05--7

B.c. 238-168.

Fio. 185.

Heads jugate of Zeus Dodonaeos and
Dione.

Head of Zeus Dodonaeos. [Brit. Mug.
Guide, PLLV. 16, 17.]

Heads of Zeus and Dione.

[KM. C, The*., PL XVII. 8.]

Head of Zeus Dodonaeos.

(U. M. C, The*., PL XVII. 9.]

APEIPHTAN Raining boll En oak-

wreath (Fig. 185) .

At I>idr.
(
154-140 grf.

Eagle in oak-wreath .

M Dr., 78-65 gr*.

Fuhnen iu oak-wreath .

M (= Victoriatut>)52"14giv.

Id
ii< (=JVictoriatna) 24-23 grs.

n
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CQRCl'RA 325

The types of the bronze coins for the most part resemble the silver.

They present, however, some varieties.

Head of Dione veiled.

Head of 11 entitles.

Head of Artemis. [B. M. C, Thes.

PI. XVIT. 12, M, 15.]

ATEIPnTAhi Tripod in laurel-wreath

jK -75

„ < 'lub in oak-wreath . .

jE -5

., Sjiear-head . M -9—65

After B.C. 168.

Although the Epirote coinage, as such, ceased when the country was
ruthlessly devastated by the Romaas in B.C. 168, nevertheless there are

exceptional pieces which appear to have been issued at Dodona in the

name of a priest of the temple of Zeu» Nai'os. These are of late style,

and are certainly subsequent to the fall of the Republic. They bear the

two names of APTEAAHf and MENEAHMOS and the title IEPEYS.

Head of Zeus DodoDMOfc
|

Bust of Artemis AZ 1-0

To Dodona also, in Imperial times, Keinach (Conyria arch. tVAthhies,

1905) would attribute the following coin :

—

AIA Bust of Zeus Dodonaeos (?). I NAON Knlmcn [/,'ev. arch. 1905, p. 97]
AZ-Q

CORCYRA
\BrtlutJ> Mum inn Catalogue o/Grttk (bin*, Thessaly to Attolia, by p. Gardner, 1883.

FottolMea, A., KaraA. ratv apX' ¥0f- Ktpirvpat, k.t.A., Ath'-liM, 18C8.]

The long series of the staters of this wealthy and enterprising maritime
state begins about B.c. 585, when, on the death of Periander of Corinth,

Corcyra became independent of its mother-city. The coins of Coreyra
differ in fabric from those of any of the other states in European Greece
which issued coins during the same period (sixth century B.C.), viz. Aegina,

Euboea,Athens, and Corinth. It is true that the cow suckling her calf is the

obv. type on coins of Carystus in Euboea (Babelon, TraiU, PI. XXXII. 15),

and we hear of the Euboean Erctrians as the earliest colonists of Corcyra

;

but neither in weight nor in fabric is there anything in common between
the early Corcyrean and Euboean issues. The rev. type of the Corcyrean
staters consists of two deep oblong punches each containing a stellate

device, a conventional representation, according to Eckhel, of the gardens
of Alkinoos, the Corcyrcans claiming descent from the Phaeakians and
identifying their island with the Scheria of Homer (Thuc. i. 25). It

is more probable, however, that this type on the didrachms is merely

a duplication of the single stellate pattern which occurs on the drachms
(Babelon, PI. XL. 16-18) and that it is simply ornamental. Similar deep
double oblongs and squares, sometimes containing star patterns, are met
with on early electrum coins, and on silver coins of M iletus, as well as of
Camirus, Ialysus, and Lindus in Rhodes, and of Cyrene (cf. Babelon,

op. cit.. Plates IX. 2, 11; XIX. 8
f

10, 14, 16, 18; XX; XL. 14, 23;

(~*
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826 CORCYRA

LXIII. 1, 2, 19, UO; LXIV. 8, 10). It is most likely, therefore,

that the Corcyrean coinage was derived directly from commercial inter-

course with ililetus, Rhodes, &c, and Gyrene, and not from Aegina,

Euboea, or Corinth. The weight of the Corcyrean stater, originally

c. 180 grs. (max.), and gradually falling to C, 160 grs., is considerably

lighter than that of the Aeginetic stater, and was probably imported

from Asia Minor. It is equivalent to 4 Corinthian drachms of 45 grs.

and to | of the Attic tetradrachm.

The archaic staters above referred to soem, however, to have been

preceded by a small issue of triobols, trihemiobols, and heraiobols,

hitherto attributed to Phocis (B. M. G\, Cent. Gr.
t
PI. III. 1, 2i, having

on the obv. a cow's head to front and on the rev. a deep rough inc. sq.

Their Corcyrean origin is not certain, but, as Mr. Earle Fox has pointed

out (X. C, 1908, pp. 81 ff.), it is preferable to the older attribution, as the

provenance of some specimens can be traced to the Woodhouse collection

formed in Corfu.

The invariable type of the staters of Coreyra is

—

Fio. IS"".-

A cow suckling a calf (Fig. 186). Two stellate patterns of elongated form,

each enclosed, on the earlier speci-

mens, in a separate oblong incuse and,

on the later, in a linear square . .

M Stater,

In the archaic period the coins are anepigraphic, but from about

B.c 450 they are generally inscribed KOP.
The origin of the obv. type is very obscure. The cow and calf, as

Macdonald remarks (Coin Types, p. 80), is a reproduction of a design

of very great antiquity, found on gems unearthed on 'Mycenean'
sites, and occurring also on Egyptian and Assyrian monument**, as well

as in Persia, long before the invention of coinage. On coins it is met
with not only at Corcyra and her colonies but also in Euboea, &c.

;

but whether the Corcyreans derived it from Euboea or received it from
elsewhere is uncertain.

The most frequent type of the drachm of Corcyra before B.C. 300, is

—

Forepart of a cow. Stellate pattern, in incuse square

[R M. C, Theg,, PI. XXL 3-5) . .

M 86 grs., Dracinu.

The half-drachms and quarter-drachms bear on the obverse, in com-
bination with the Star on the reverse, sometimes a Head of Hera and
sometimes an Amphora or a Kantharos. The ohols have on the obverse

a Bunch of grapes, and on the reverse a Ram's head or incuse Swastika.

The types of the bronze coins are, with few exceptions, Dionysiac.

For varieties see B. M. C, Tkes., *. v. Corcyra, PI. XXII.
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Circ. B.C. 388-300.

After the occupation of Corinth by Philip, B.C. 338, Corcyra, like

many other Corinthian colonies, ln-gan to strike staters similar to those
of Corinth, but with the inscr. KOP, KOPKYPAinN, or K (B. M. C,
Corinth, &c., p. 112, and Imhoof, Or. M., PI. II. 24).

Circ. B.c. 300-229.

Al>out B. C. 300 it would appear that an assimilation took place between
the Corcyrean and the Corinthian standards. The staters of 160 grs.

ceased to be issued, while the former tlrachms of 80 grs. now became
didrachms, the drachm being made identical in weight with the Corinthian
drachm of 40 grs. (see B. M. C, That., PI. XXII. 17, 18 ; XXIII. 1, 2).

KOPKYPAI Forepart of a cow.

Cow and calf.

Amphora.

Heud of youritf Dionysos.

Double stellate pattern

M 80 grs., Didr.

KOP Single do. . . JR 40 grs.. Dr.
KOPKYPAI Star . M 40 grs.. Dr.

)| Thyrsos mid grappB M 1 3 grs., Diob.

As in the previous period the types of the bronze coins are most fre-

quently Dionysiac. There is, however, an interesting series

—

Forepart of galley.
|
KO Kantlmros £ -7

The peculiarity of theso coins is that the name of the galley is inscribed

upon it, e.ff. AAKA, EAEYOEPIA, EYKAEIA, EYNOMIA, OHPA,
KOPKYPA, KAMO*. KYnPI*, AAOrJlKA, hJEOTH*, NIK A, nA AAA*,
nPHTA, tnTEIPA. $AMA, <J>n*4>0P0S. &c. Gardner has pointed

out (Jourit. Hell. Stiuf., ii. 96) that the galley figured on these coins is

an agonistic type, having reference to galley races held in Corcyrean

waters on the occasion of festivals of Poseidon, of Dionysos, or of the

Actian Apollo.

Cin: B.C. 229-48.

In at'. 229 Corcyra surrendered to the Romans, under whoso
protection it was allowed to retain its autonomy. The silver coins of

this period are of the following types. They all bear the monogram of

Corcyra (F or r).

Head of young DionyBos bound with

ivy.

Head of Dione veiled.

Head of Aphrodite.

Id.

Head of Apollo.

Head of Dionvsos.

I'egasos [Brit. Mus. Guide, PL LV. 19].

Al 80 grs., Didr.

Id. in wreath [B. M. C.
(
The:,

,
PI. XXIV.

4] . . . A\ 48 grs. (Victoriatus).

Pegasos Ai 39 grs., Dr.

Id. [B. M. C, Then., PI. XXIV. 6-101-

A\ 28 gn. (J
Victoriatus).

Id. M 28 grs.

Id. Ai2%gn.

The bronze coins have heads of Dionysos, Dione. or Poseidon. Rev.

Kantharos or Amphora, Bull's head, Prow, Trident, Aplustre, Ear of corn.

These are followed by another series of bronze coins bearing the names
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328 ACARNANIA

of the Pryttmei* of the city of Corcvra, as is clearly proved by the
occurrence of no fewer than half of trie number of known names with
the title Prytanis in Corcyrean inscriptions of the same age as the coins

(Bocckh, C. J. G., 1870). The commonest types are-

Head of Herakles.
]
KOPKYPAinN Prow and name of

Prytanis St -8

Names of Prjtaneis, API*TEAS, AAM0CTPATOC, HPHAHC, MEN-
ANA POt, NIK ArJflP, STPATOrJ, SntlTENHS, *OSTPATO£, 4>AAA-
KP0«, OIAHN, <t>IAnNlAAS, (DIAHTAf, &c. (B. M. C, The*., PI.

XXIV. 18).

B.C. 48-A.D. 138. Julius Caesar to HadriitiiK

Throughout this period the city of Corcyra continued to strike autono-

mous bronze coins on which the deities ZEYC KACIOC and APPEYC, with

their names in full, and Ares, are frequently represented. The first is

usually in the attitude of Zeus seated on a throne. Agreus is a standing
bearded figure, clad in a long chiton, and holding a cornucopiae (B. M. C,
Thee., PI. XXV. 7). The worship of this pastoral god was related to that

of Aristaeos.

A. d. 138-222. Antoninus Pius to Geta.

The Imperial coins of this period have the Emperor's head. The
reverse types are Zeus Kasios, Agreus, Ares, Galley under sail, Pegasos,

Dionysos on panther, ivc. (B. M. C., Tfte*., PI. XXVI).

ACARNANIA
[British Museum Catalogue <•/ Greek Cms, Thcsmiy to Aetolia, by P. Gardner, 1883.

ImliOif-Iiliiiuir, bit Slt'mzen Akarnaiiima in the Sumisniatisthc Ztitscfiri/t, x. pp. 1-180,
Vienna, 1S78.J

Acarnania, the country between the AcheloUs on the east, and the sea

on the west, derived its coin-standard from the two flourishing com-
mercial colonies of Corinth—Anactoriuin and Leucas. Before the close of
the fifth century the towns of Acarnania formed themselves into a Con-
federacy, of which Stratus on the AcheloUs was the chief city.

At all the Acarnanian coast-towns staters of the Corinthian type, obi:

Head of Athena, re. Pegasos, now began to be issued, mainly for com-
merce with Italy and Sicily, where they are still chiefly found. The
cities of the interior, Stratus. Oeniadae, &c, took very little part in this

Corinthian coinage, but struck small silver coins with their own types.

About B.C. 300 Stratus fell into the hands of the Aetolians, and Loucas
took its place as the chief city of the Acarnanian League. Thyrrheium
likewise rose to importance after this date.

At what precise period the Pegasos staters ceased to be issued it is

hard to determine, but it is certain that in the latter part of the third

century (tire. 220) they had already been superseded by a regularly

organized Federal currency, the coins having on the obverse the head of
the national river-god Achelobs, and on the reverse a seated figure of the
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Actian Apollo. It is to l>e inferred that I^eueas was the place of mintage
of these Federal coins down to B.C. 167, when it was separated from
Aearnan in by the Komans. and began to strike silver in its own name.

After this date Thyrrheium continued for some time the series of coins

of the Federal type, but with the legend OYPPEIflrJ in place of
AK APrJ AhlflN, until soon afterwards all coinage ceased in the land.

Alymia. Corinthian staters. B.C.85O-S50. Inscr. AAYor AAYIAinN
(B. M. C, Corinth, PI. XXX. 9 12), and contemporary bronze coins with
types relating to the cult of Herakles, ofwhom there was a temple in the

neighbourhood (Imhoof, Xum. Zeit., x. 46, ami Z. f. X., xv. 40).

Anactorium. Corinthian staters down to B.C. 350 with the digamma
(F) {Num. Zeit., x. 52 fT.). After b. c. 350 with ANA (often in monogram),
ANAKTOPlEfiN. ANAKTOPinN. &c, and smaller denominations often

with inscr. AKTIO, AKTIOY, referring to the festivals of Apollo Actios

in the territory of Anactorium, and AKTIA1 accompanying the head of

the goddess of the Actian Festival (B. M. <_'., Cor., PI. X)tXI,and Imhoof,
L c, p. 63). The "more recent Pegasos-staters, circ. B.C. 300-250, bear the

abbreviated names of magistrates, some of which are identical with those

which occur on contemporary coins of Thyrrheium and Leucas. They
may be the names of officials of the Acnrnanian League (B. M. C, Cor.,

p. lx).

B.c. 250-167.

Head of Zeus. AH (moii.) in laurel-wreath AX 35 jjrs.

Head of Apollo. ANAKTOPIEflN Lyre [U.M.C.. Tkcg.,

PI. XXVII. 10,111 - - *•«

Argos Amphilochicum. Corinthian staters (b.C. 350 250), inscr. A, AP,

APrEfiN, APTEinrJ. &c, and later AM*I, AM<t»IAOXnN, &c.

(B. M. C, Cor., PI. XXXIII. 1-9), and bronze coins of two types :

—

Young mule head with short hair.

Head of Athena.

APrEinN Dag jfi-75

Owl fuciiiK[B. H.C, r*««.,

l'l. XXVII. 14, 15] . . . jE-55

For the coin of Argos, which may have been struck by Amynander,
king of the Athamanes, eirc* B.C. 205, see Z. f. X., vii. 127.

APTEIfirJ Helmeted bust ; Arcs(?). | AMYNArJAPO* Greyhound. M -6

Aitacua. Corinthian staters (circ. B.O. 350), inscr. A£, and symbol
crayfish (dtfnuoV) (Imhoof, /. c, p. 97, and B. M. C, Cor., lxx. 123, PI.

XXXIII. 10).

Coronta(?). Corinthian staters (b.c 300-250). Inscr. K and Mace-
donian shield (B. M. C, Cor., PI. XXXIII. 11).

Echinua (?). To this place, on the south shore of the Ambracian Gulf,

a Pegafos- stater is conjccturally attributed, c. B.C. 300-250, with E and
fish-hook behind the head of Athena (B. M. C, Cor., PI. XXXIII. 12).

Lencu. This city began early in the fifth century to strike Corin-

thian staters, and continued to do so down to about b.c. 250 with inscr.
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A, AE, AEY, AEYK AAlflN, &c, as tho chief citv of the Acaruanian
Confederacy (B. M. C, Cor., Pis. XXXIV-XXXVII).

After the fall of Stratus it appears also to have been the place of

mintage of a series of Corinthian staters distinguished by the letters AK
(in mon.) (ibid., PI. XXX 5, 6). The bronze coins of Leuca-s (B.C. 350-250^
are of the following types :

—

A Head of Athena. Chimaera [B. M. C, Tlua., PI. XXVIII.

1] ^-75

(Usually restruck on M of Philip of Macedon.)

AK Head of man-headed bull (Ache- AE Chimaera M>%
loiis).

Id. or Head of Aphrodite.

Bellerophou on Pegasos.

Pegasos.

A Head of Pegasos.

Head of Apollo.

A Pegasos.

„ Trident [B.M.U.7V«w., PI. XXVIII.
41 -K-7

AEY Chimaera [Ibid., PI. XXVIII. 6].

^•75
AEYKAAinN Trident. . . M 55
Dolphin and trident . . . M «6

aey Prow [/bid., pi. xxvnr. 11] .

JK-75
Id . . . X. -6

From about B.C. 250 to 167 Leucas was probably the chief mint of the

Federal coinage of the Acarnanian League. See Federal coinage (p. 333).

After B. c. 167.

In B.C. 167 Leucas was separated by the Komans from the Acarnanian
Confederacy, but it continued to be a place of importance, and, like

Corcyra, appears to have retained its autonomy under Roman protection.

To this period may be ascribed the long series of silver coins with
magistrates' names (Prytaneis ?), of which more than forty are known.

Fig. 1ST.

Statue of goddess, 'A<f>po&T>i Ai«u«,
with attributes—crescent, aplustre,

owl, stag, and sceptre surmounted
by dove ; the whole in a wreath.

Heail of young Herakles.

AEYKAAIflN Pruw, and name of

magistrate (Fig. 187) M Attie Didr.

AEYKAAION Club in wreath, and

magistrate's name [B. M. C\. Thes.,

PI. XXVIII. 17]
M 77, (17. and 59 grs.

The figure on these Leucadian coins has been identified by E. Curtius

(Hermeo, x. 243) as a statue of Aphrodite Aineias, whose sanctuary stood
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on a small island at the northern end of the canal which separated

Leucas from the mainland. The bronze coins of this last period of
Leucadian autonomy often bear the same magistrates' names as the

silver (Imhoof, Num. Zeit., x. p. 135). They are of various types
(B. M. C, Then., PL XXIX).

M«d©on(?J. (Num. Zeit, x. 139->

Bronze. Circ. B.C. 350-300.

ME Head of Apollo, hair short.

Head of Apollo ; hair loog.

Head of Athena.

A or M in laurel-wreath . . A'. -7

M E Tripod At -7

., Id. or owl fB. M. C. Th*$.,

PI XXIX. 9, 10] ... j£-7--6

Metropolis. Corinthian staters (b.c. 300:250) with MH in mon.
(Imhoof, AVm. ZeiL, p. 142

j B. M. C, Cvr., PL XXXVIII. 1).

Oeniadae. For tho silver coins with the digamma (F) and T (=T/hu-
0oXc»1) formerly attributed to Oeniadae, see Stratus. The Aetolians

seized Oeniadae in the time of Alexander. As the bronze coins of this

town are not of early style, they can hardly have been struck before

B.C. 219, when Philip V took it from the Aetolians, nor can the)" well be
subsequent to B.C. 211, when the Romans gave it back to that people.

Circ. B.c. 219-211.

Head of Zeus. OlNlAAAN Head of man-headed boll,

[B. M. C, Thes., PL XXIX. 14.

|

Acheloos, and AKAP. in monogram .

A) -95

Palaenw (?). Silver (b.c. 350 250), (Imhoof, Num. Zeit., x. p. 153).

The signification of the monogram on this coin is very doubtful.

Female head, and mon. PAAAIP (?). | Pegasos Al 25 grs.

Phytia (?). Corinthian drachms (wt. 40 grs.), B.c. 350-250, and bronze

coins resembling those of Medeon (Num. Zeit., x. p. 153).

Head of Apollo; hair long.
|

<t> Y Tripod Au -7

Stratus, down to the early part of the third century, was the chief

town of the Acarnanian Confederacy. It then passed into the hands of

the Aetolians, and Leucas Ixicame the capital of the country. The coins

of Stratus fall into the following classes :

—

Cin: B.c. 450-400.

t. T R A (retrogr.). Incuse wjuare in

which head of Kallirrhoe", facing

M 36 grs.

Z T R A (retrogr.) Young head in

profile .K 1 5 grs.

The nymph Kallirrhoe was a daughter of the river-god Acheloos,

and mother of Akarnan the eponymous* ancestor of the Acarnanians

Bearded head of Acheloos, facing.

[B. M. C, The*., Pk XXIX. 15.

Id. [Num. Zeit., x. PI. I. 22.J
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882 ACABNANIA

(Paus. viii. '24. !)). About B.C. 400 these autonomous coins were replaced

by a Federal coinage of the same types as the above, but with A K on
the reverse or the name of a strategos (?) ATHMnN. The following
coins, some formerly attributed to Oeniadae, may be preferably given to

Stratus.

Chr. B.C. 400-300.

Barley-corn mid (?).

Head of Acheloiis in profile.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Head of bearded Hemkles. [B. M. C.
n«, pi. xxix. 11-13].

J,3» in incuse square . . Ai 6*6 grs.

F in incuse square, around KAA-
AIPOA M 34 gra.

T between oak-boughs KAA . . .

Ai 16 grs.

qTs in concave field . . ^K 18 gn*.

T>, in concave field . . Ai 17 grs.

in concave field Ai 18 grs.

fiT| between two bunches of grapes,

IDCtlSC square . . . . Ai 17 grs.

The digamma on the largest of the above described coins is probably
the initial letter of the word Fanapvavts. The letter 3 may stand for

Hemiobol and T for Trihemiobol. The signification of some of the small
letters between which the larger ones are placed is doubtful. aT p might
stand for Stratus (Num. Zeit, x. 163 ff.).

The following silver and bronze coins of Stratus belong also to the
fourth century :

—

STPATinN Head of Athena; symbol,

head of Acheloos.

HeodofKallirrhoe(?).

Fegaaos [Z.
f. X., xv. PI. III. 6] . .

M Corinthian Stater.

STPATinN Heud ofAcheloos [B.M.C..
Thes., PI. XXIX. 16] . . . X.7

Thyrrheium was in late times a place of some importance, and after

the separation of Leucas from Acarnania in B.O. 167, it became the chief

placo of mintage for silver in Acarnania. It struck Corinthian staters

(circ. B.C. 350-250?) with inscr. O, GY, OYP, OYPP (B. M. C, Cor. t

PI. XXXVIII. 2-13), and perhaps also certain pieces weighing about
106 grs., with Corinthian types and the Acheloos head as an adjunct
symbol behind the head of Athena (B.C. 250-167, Ibid., PI. XXX. 7, 8).

There are also bronze coins :

—

Head of Athena in Attic helmet.
|
OYPPEnN or OYP Owl . M -8-55

< "t. similar coins with Attic types of' Argos and Meilcon.

After virc. B.c. 167.

When Leucas was separated from Acarnania, Thyrrheium appears to
have adopted the types of the Federal coinage, which ceased to tie issued
at that time.

Head of beardless Acheloos, ami

magistrate's name.

[R M. C, Thes., PI. XXX. 1.1

OYPPE Head of Athena.

OYPPEiaN Apollo Aktios seated

naked, holding bow
Ai 165-132 gra. ( and 73 gi>

Magistrate's liume in wreath .

JR 15 grs., and 20 grs
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Among tho names of magistrates we meet with one ZENOMENH£,
who may be an ancestor of the Xenomenes

v
of Thyrrheium. who enter-

tained Cicero when he passed through the town in B.C. 51 and 50.

FEDERAL COINAGE OF ACARNANIA

Oirc. B.C 400-350 {MvrUt
Stratum).

Head of Achelobs, facing.- A K [lead of Kallirrhot

Id. [Xum. Zeit.. x. 14.]

Guana.

[B. M. c, r/i«., PI. XXVII. ii . .

AX 29 grs.

S«me tyj*. ATHMnN (Strategost) .

.11 30 ::is.

Cite. B.C. 350-300 (Mint, Stratu*1).

Series of silver drachms marked F (initial of Faicapvat-cv) and Triobols

marked T described above ; see Strata*.

Circ. B.C. 300-250 (Mint, Leucae).

Series of Corinthian staters with AK in mon. (B. M. C, CW., p. 113)

and bronze coins.

AK Head of Achehx»s. Cbimaera A'. -8

[Num. Zeit.. x. 20.]

Circ. B.C 250-229 (Mini, Thjn-heiunx ?).

Series of reduced Corinthian staters with head ofAcht'loo* as a symbol,

wt. 106 grs. (B. M. C, Cor., PI. XXX. 7, 8).

Circ. b.c. 250(?)-167 (Mint, LewM9%

luscr., AKAPN ArJflN, and name of Strategos on obverse or reverse.

Fid. 1SN.

Head of beardless Acheloos (Fig. 1

Id. [B. M. C, Thes., PI. XXVII. 4.]

Id. [y.C, 18(12. PI. I. 15.]

Id.

Head of Apollo.

[Brit. Mus. Guide, PI. LV. 20.]

Apollo Aktios rented with bow . . .

A' 66 grs. [Hunter, PL XXXII. 9].

Al 166 grs., and 78 grs.

ArU'iuis running with torch A\ 65 grs.

Apollo Kitharoedos standing; gi/mboln,

Sdeocidfl) elephant or anchor . .

Al 100 grs., and 45 grs.

Zeus burling fulmeii . . Al 49 grs.

Artemis with Ihiw, quiver, and torcb.

running; »yml*>l, Sebjucid(i) anchor.

^t 113 grs.
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The Seleucid emblems, Elephant and Anchor, point to the year
B+c. 192-191 as the date of issue, when Antiochus 111 visited Greece and
was welcomed by the Acarnaniann among other peoples (Livy xxxvi.

11. 12).

Head of Zeus. AK or A Head of bearded Acheloos

M -95

Head of young Herakles. Similar M -85

Head of Athena. Similar [B. M. C., Tltes., PI. XXVII.
6-8) AZ -95

AETOLIA
[British i/iiseum Catalogue tf Grttk Qnns, Thessaly to AetoUa

t
by P. Gardner, 1883.]

The Aetolians, notwithstanding their ancient heroic fame, were in

historical times the mont turbulent and uncivilized people of Hellas.

Before the age of Alexander there is no trace of Aetolian money, nor was
it until after the consolidation of the Aetolian League, brought about by
the invasions of Aetolia by the Macedonians (b.c. 314-311) and by the

Gauls (b,c. 279), that the Federal coinage began.

This is proved by the reverse type of the tetradrachm, which contains

a distinct allusion to the repulse both of Macedonians and GauLs by the

Aetolians.

Give* B.C 279-168.

Head of Athena in Corinthian helmet*

[Brit.¥M.,<?w* f
PI.XLII,j4

Head of young Hcrakles in lion-akin.

Head of Aetolos in kausia.

[Hunter, PI. XXXII. IS.]

AITHAnN Aetolia 1 wearing kausia,

abort otutOflj chlamys, and epdro-

lnides, with aword and spear, seated

on pile of shields, her left breast

hare ; she holds Nike . A/ Stater.

AITOAnN Id. [Brit. Mus. Guide,

PI. Xr.Il. 15] . . . AT £ Stater.

AITOAHN Kalydonian boar; in ex-

ergue, t-pear-head . . N -| Stater.

It seems absolutely certain that the first of the Aetolian gold staters,

which is of much more elegant and refined workmanship than the rest,

was, like those of Pyrrhus, designed, engraved, and struck at the Syra-
cusan mint. Cf. B. M. C, Tluss. t PI. XX. 7 (Pyrrhus) with PI. XXX. 3
(Aetolia); the two are almost identical on the obverses, and bear the
same adjunct symbol, an owl, behind the head of Athena.

Fw. 1*9.

1 ConccrninK tho old attribution of this figure to Atalanta and of that of Aetoloa to
McUager, hoc Imhoof (Jtfon. gr., p, US).
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Head of youn# Herakles in lion-skin.

Bust of Artemis Uur*, with bow ... i

quiver at her shoulder.

Young male head, wearing wreath

intertwined with diadem.

[Brit Mus. Guide, PL XLII. 17.]

AITHAHN Aetolia seated as above,

but without Nike (Kg« 189) . -

Ai Attic tetradr.

AITOAHN Id. . Al Attic tetradr.

„ Naked warrior (Aetolos)

with kausia hanging at his hack and
sword under his arm, standing rest-

ing on sj>ear with one foot on rock .

M 158 gre.

The head on the coins of the last series has been conjecturally identified

by Gardner (jV. Cm 1878, p. 07) with that of Antiochus III, who, during
his invasion of Greece, B.C. 192-191, was elected avroKpdra>p orpanjyo? of

the Aetolian League; see, however, 2f. C. 1894, pp. 297 fiT, where J. P.

Six suggests that it is more likely to be a portrait of Demetrius, son of

Antigonus Gonatas, surnamed * Aetolicus".

Head of Artemis laureate, with bow
and quiver at her shoulder.

Hi-ad of Athena in Corinthian helmet.

Head of Aetolia wearing kausia.

Head of Aetolos, hair short, wearing
kausia.

Head of Aetolia.

Id.

Young male head, Aetolos (?), laureate.

Id*

Id. [B. M. C, The$. y PI. XXX. 12.]

Head of Athena.

[B. M. C, The*., PI. XXX. 13.]

A1TOAHN Aetolia seated on shields

[Brit- Hus. Guide, PI. XLH. 18]
Ai82gr*

AITflAflN Boar and spear-head [Im
hoof, Mwu ffr. t

PI. D. 18] Ai 87 grs

AITflAHN Kalydonian hoar; in ex

ergue, spear-head [B. M. G, PL XXX
8] M 41 gi*

AITHAnN Id Ai 38gra

AITflAflNId .E.7
Spear-head . M -7—6
Trophy[B.M.C.,Pl.XXX.

Ill M7
AITftAANClub . . & -45

„ Spear-head and jaw-hone
of Kulvdonian boar . . jE *7

AITHAhN Herakles landing . . .

m -75

"

The seated figure of Aetolia on some of the above coins is certainly

a copy of the statue of that heroine dedicated by the Aetolians at Delphi,

yvvaiKvs fiyaA/ia AvAurfi/yip, fj Atrwhia b*j$tv (Paus. x. 18. 7), in memory
of their victory over the Gauls. Beneath her feet on the tetradrachms

is a Gaulish trumpet (carnyx) ending in the head of a wolf or dragon, and
some of the shields on which she is seated are of the Gaulish and others

of the Macedonian pattern, the former sometimes inscribed A, the initial

of the Gaulish leader Acichorius, and tho latter AY, perhaps standing

for Lyciscus, the Macedonian general (B. H. C.
f
Thc**u p. lvii).

None of the Aetolian towns issued autonomous coins. The few bronze

pieces with Aetolian types were probably struck by cities in alliance

with the Aetolians outside the boundaries of Aetolia proper, or not
actual members of the Confederacy, such as Oeta in Thossaly, Amphissa,

and Oeantheia in Locri Ozolae, Thronium in Locri Epicnemidii, and
Apollonia near Naupactus. (Of. also Hunter Cat*

y
II. 30.)
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LOCRIS
LOCRI OPUNTII (EPICNEMIDII)

[British Museum Catalogue of Greek Coin; Cenbal Greece, by B. V. Hvnd, 1884.]

The Eastern Locrians, sometimes called 'Hotot, sometimes Opuntii,

after their chief town Opus, and sometimes Hypocnemidii (later Epic-

nemidii) from their geographical position at the foot of Mt. Cnemis,

struck no coins which can be attributed to an earlier date than about

B.C. 400, nor was it until after the Peace of Antalcidas, which enacted

that all towns in European Greece ko.1 ntKpas ital fxtyaXas avTovopovs elvai

(Xen. Hell. v. 1, 3. 31) that the capital Opus began to place her own
name on the money.
The weight standard of the Locrian money is the Aeginetic, and the

following are the chief types :

—

Fio. 190.

Mrnl of goddess crowned with leaves, OPONTIOM The Locrian Ajax, the

copied from the famous Syracu&an son of Oileus, naked, but armed with

dukadrachm by Euainetos (b.c. 405- helmet, sword, and shield, advancing

367)* (Fig- 190; cf. Fig. 98; cf. to the fight, accompanied on one

Photiades Cat., 314). variety by hie name AIA€ ; copied

from the Syracusan type of AEY-
KA£PI£ l

(pp. 175 and 178 jm;/ra).

Al Statern, J )rachms, and \ Drachms.

OPOH Amphora. [B* ItC, Cent. 6>., Star (rjfot Sjrryp, the badge of the

PL I. 2, and varieties in ft C, 1 8!»5. eastern Locrians. Cf. KtraK, p. 416).

270.] A\ Obols.

Head of Athena. ' OPONTIfiN Grapes . . . . -<E *5

After the battle of Cbaeroneia, B.C. 338, it is probable that Opus, like

Thebes, fell under the displeasure of Philip, and that, as in Boeotia

the right of issuing silver was transferred from Thebes to the Boeotians,

so also in Locris it was transferred from Opus to the Locrians collec-

tively. The coins of the Locrians, which appear to be subsequent to the

battle of Chaeroneia, resemble for the most part in their types those

already described, although they arc distinctly later in style, but instead

of OrONTinN they bear the legends AOKPflN YPOK (in mon,),
AOKP, AO, or AOKP EPIKNA (R M. C\, Cent Gr., PI. II, and
Photiades Gat., 351).

1 I am inclined to think that the»o types were designed for the Opuutinns at the
Syracu&an mint, and that the die* <Jvr the firwt Usue ut uny rate) were executed there.

At a later period the Aeolian* also appear to have had recourse to the die-engravera of
Syracuse for their first gold coins. (Set' $upra

f p. 334.)

r
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Under Macedonian rule from ein\ fi.c. -SIX) there is no reason to suppose

that any coins were struck in Looris; but when Flamininus (b,c, 197)

restored freedom to all the cities of Greece, Opus began once more to

strike bronze coins with the old typea, but reading OPOYhJTinN in

place of OPONTinN. This coinage came to an end in b.C, 146 (B, M.C.,

Cent Gr., PI. II. 9).

Under the empire Opus again enjoyed the right of coinage, but for

a short period only, during the reigns of Galba and Otho, sometimes with
magistrates name, €m KAAY[AIOYl CCPATTinNOC. On some of these

coins of Imperial times are the heads of Hades and Persephone, and on

the reverses a warrior (perhaps Opous) standing. For other varieties of

Locrian coins see B. M. C.
t
Cent. Or., Pis. I and II, and Imhoof, Man.

gr.> p. 148.

Scarpheia was an ancient Locrian city mentioned by Homer (//. ii. 532).

Female head.

Bbonze. Before B.C. 338.

SKAP<t>EnN The Locrian Ajax in

fighting attitude , . . . -K -65

B.C. 196-146.

Head of Athena. CKAPGEHrJ Hermes standing. A3 *8

[B. M. C.
t
Ccnf. 6>.

f PL IL 13.]

For some others see Prokesch, luetic 1854, PL IL 44, and Margaritia

Cat, PL I 22.

Thronium. (Leake, Northern Greece f ii. 177.)

Ftfth century* silver*

Bearded head of Centaur or Seilenos. 0RON I G reave l&mfc) in iucuse

[B. M, C t
Cent. Gr.

f
PL II. 14.] square AX OboL

On thin coin, which is one of the earliest .struck in Locris, the reverse

type contains an allusion to the Cnemis range of mountains, from which
the people of Eastern Locris derived their surname.

In the time of the Aetolian League, B.C. 279-168, Thronium struck

bronze coins with Aetolian types.

Head of Apollo.

[B. M. C\, Cent. 6V., PL II. 15.]

OPONIEnN Spear-head and jftw-lnni*

of boar; tymbol, grapes . . Al -7

LOCRI OZOLAE
Amphissa, which had l>een destroyed by Philip of Maccdon, B.C. 338,

was afterwards restored and became a populous place.

Second century b.<\

Head of Apollo laur. AM<J>l££EnN Kpt-ar-heud and jaw-
bone of the Kalydonian boar; sym-
bol** star aud grapes . • . iE -7

UP
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Oeantheia. The only known coin of this city shows by its types that

it belongs to the time of the Aetolian League

Head of Apbllo laur.

[Imhoof. Mou. >jr.
t p. 14 7.]

Second century B.C.

OlANQEnrJ Spear-head . & 7

PHOCIS
[British Museum ftWlgW tfOmk OHM, Central Greed, by B. V. Ho«d, 1884.

Langton, N. Notea on *omo Phocian OWIh, A'rcwi. Chron., 1908, pp. 187 aqq.

Svoronos, J. N. No/i«r>iaT(*^ twv AfA^i*-, Bull Corr. Udi., 1896, pp. 1 sqq.]

The coinage of Phocis begins at a very early period, probably not
much later than the middle of the sixth century. Like the archaic money
of Arcadia it is distinctly federal in character.

The twenty-two confederate Fhocian towns held their periodical

<rvvtbpiov in a building called Phokikon, near Daulis (Paus. x. 5. 1), and
here, perhaps, rather than at any one of the Phocian towns, the federal

mint may have been established. Money would be issued at this mint
only on the occasions of the meetings of the mpi&pmr, when it may be
supposed that a concourse of people from all parts of the Phocian territory

was gathered together, and that a fair or market was held for the

exchange and purchase of commodities, as at Delphi during the Pythian
festivals.

The weight-standard of the Phocian money is the Aeginetic, of which
Triobols (48 grs.), Trihemiobols (24 grs.), Obols (16 grs.J, and Hemiobols
(8 grs-), occur.

The inscription on the archaic coins is O 0, OOK I, or <£>0K I.

Circ. B.C. 550-421.

Bott'l head facing.

[B. M. C, Cent. Gr., PI. III. 3-1 4.]

Id. or in profile.

[Ibid,, PI. III. 11-15.]

Bull's- head in profile.

[Ibid., PI. III. 16.]

Female head in incuse square ....
A\ Triobols.

Forepart of boar in incuse square, some-

times with mark of value for ojffoAds

[.V. C 1895, 269] . . . M Obols.

Helmet in incuse square

A\ Hemiobols.

The bull's head, sometimes bound with a sacrificial fillet, is perhaps
symbolical of some special sacrifice in honour of the national eponymous
hero, Phokos, to whom there was a temple called the Hereon of the hero
Archagetas, where sacrifices were offered daily throughout the year ; and,
presumably at certain stated times, a great sacrifice on behalf of the

whole people, when a prize bull may have been the victim (cf. Boeckh,

C.I. G., 1688, where, in an Amphictyonic inscription, one particular bull

sacrificed to the hero Neoptolemos is called 6 j3o9$ tov ijpmos). The head
of the goddess on the reverse is probably intended for Artemis, to whom
the boar may also allude (TtpTtofUvi/ Kaitpoiai, Od. vi. 104). Judging by
style it would seem that no silver coins were issued in the name of the

Phocians between the Peace of Nicias and the third Sacred War, B.C. 357.
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It is possible, however, that a few bronze coins may have l«en struck in

this interval

Ch-c. B.C. 371-357.

In this period of Theban supremacy in Central Greece bronze coins

make their first appearance.

Head of Athena, facing.

[B. M. C, i'ent. Gr., PL III. 17.]

4> or 4»fl in olive-wreath . . . AZ -6

Circ. B.C. 357-346.

This is the period of the third Sacred War, during which the Phocians,

under their successive strategi, Philomelus (357-354), Onymarchus (354—

352), Phayllus (352-351), and Phalaecus (351-346), held possession of the

oracle of Delphi, and turned its sacred treasures into coin.

O fl Lyre, the whole in laurel-wreath .

A& Drachm, 73 grs.

OH Head of the Delphian A]K>Ho;

symbol, lyre or laurel-branch . . .

M Triob. and Obol.

T in laurel-wreath . M Trichalkon -85

Head of the Delphian Apollo, laur.

[Z.f.y
?
xr. 41, PI. III. 7.]

Bull's head, facing.

[B. M. C, Cent, dr., PI. III. 18-20.]

OnKEHN Three bulls' heads.

[Ibid., PI. lir. 21.]
Hull's head, facing.

Id. [Ibi.L, PI. III. 24.]

Id.

0fl in laiireNwreath . . JE -65

ONYMAPXOY in wreath . . JE -tf

«J>AAAIK0Y in wreath . . . AZ -6

Of this period more coins would doubtless have been preserved had

not the Locrians at the end of the war collected the Phocian treasures and
melted them down to make a silver liydria for dedication to Apollo at

Delphi (Plut I)e Pijtk. Orac. xvi). The complete devastation of the

land by Philip in 346 (Demosth. FaU. Leg. p. 361) put an end to all

coinage in Phocis. On this subject see Hill, Hid. (rk. Coins, p. 90.

B.C. 339-146.

In B.C. 339 Athens and Thebes combined to reconstitute Phocis and to

rebuild some of the ruined towns. The few remaining bronze coins are
of careless execution :

—

Bull's head, facing.
|
OHKEnN Head of Apollo. .K -8-65

On some specimens over the bull's head are the letters AN
,

E A. AE, or
Al, which may stand for the Phocian towns Anticyra, Elateia, Lcdon,
and LUaea (Imhoof, Mon. <jr.

t 150).

Anticyra. On the Corinthian gulf, north-west of Medeon. Bronze
of the second century B.C. or later, with AN and OflKEOrJ as above, or
with local types.

Head of Poseidon with trident at his
I
ANTIKYPEftN Artemis huntieBs . .

shoulder. [Zeit.f. .\W, vi. 15.] vE -9

Cirrha (?). The seaport of Delphi. Mr. Earle Fox {X. C. 1903, p. 205)
attributes to this town some rare obols with the ordinary Phocian types,

z 2
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after etrc B.C. 480, but with I K instead of 00 K I. The inscr. appears to

be complete, but the attribution cannot be accepted as certain.

Delphi. The chronology of the coinage of Delphi has been discussed

in detail by J. N. Svoronos in B. C. II., 1896, where, on Pis. XXV-XXX,
all the following coins are figured. He divides the autonomous Issues

of silver coins into the following periods. They follow the Aeginetic

standard.

drc. B.C 520-480.

Trij)od.

Ram's

Riim\-

head,

head; beneath* dolphin.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Head of negro (Delphoa).

Id.

Id.

Bull's head facing.

O (phiale), in incuse square . .

A< Obol.

Id . . At I OboL
Bust of goat in incute square . , . .

Ai 1£ OIh>I.

Two dolphiui, in incuse square . - .

M 1£ OboL
Goat's head facing, between two dol-

phins, in incuse square Ai l£ Oboh
Rusts of two goats face to face, in

incuse square ; above, sometimes, dol-

phin JR li OImjI.

Ram's head, beneath, dolphin ; in incuse

square Ai ^ OboL
Two rams' heads in juxtaposition, iu

incuse square, as on tridrachm infra .

Ai J Obol.

A Coat's head facing, in incuse

square AX ^ OboL
A Q Similar .... Ai J OboL

Cire. B-C, 480,

W P \

Fin, 191.

D AACDIKO/V Two rams* heads in jux- Four deep incuse squares resembling

tapositiou, faces downwards; above, lacunaria, in each of which a dolphin

two dolphins (Fig. 191).

Same inscr. Rum's head; Wnpath, dol-

phin. [BftbelOD, Traits PL XMI. 19.

and flower . Ai Tridrachm, 279 grs.

Similar ; but stars in the four deep
squares . . -11 Didrachm, 191 gn*.

Also Trihemiobols and Oboist, as above, but the incuse squares more
rej^ular in form.

Girc* b.c. 480 4fi0.

Trihemiobols only, with ram s and goat's bead in incuse square, as on
the earlier coins.
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Cure. B.C. 460-448.

Triheuiiobols as above, but with inscr. DAA also

—

Head of negro (Delphos) in dotted circle,
i A >> incuse square . M $ Obol.

Circ. B.C. 448-421.

During this period Delphi, deprived of political autonomy, struck

no coins.

Circ. B.C. 421-355.

After the Peace of Xicias (b.c. 421) Delphi, once more independent,

resumed the issue of small silvor coins in its own name.

Ham's head; lieneath, dolphin. AAA or AEA Coat's head facing, I«-

tween two dolphins, in slightly incase

circle M \\ OboL
Head of negro (Delphos) in dotted .& '" slightly incuse circle Ai 2 Obol.

circle.

The object represented on the earliest coins is probably the sacrificial

ifudktj with a boss or oV<£aAo's in the centre (patera umbtf"icaUi), which is

especially appropriate on the coins of Delphi, as symbolical of the

libation and sacrifice to the Pythian Apollo (N. C, 1895, p. 320).

The ram's head (K&pvo?) is a symbol of Apollo as the god of Hocks and
herds, Kapnios. The goats' heads recall the story told by Diodorus

(ZVl. 26), that some goats feeding on the brink of the chasm in the rock,

over which in after-times the oracular tripod was placed, became intoxi-

cated by the fumes which issued from the opening, and by their strange

antics first made known the existence of the oracle to the herdsmen
ov X^Ptv a '£* ndXurra xP^OTt)pia^ovrat ffttfx/H T°v wv ol A<A<f>ot.

The dolphins refer to the cultus of Apollo Delphinios, who assumed
the form of a dolphin (Homeric Hymn to Apollo, 1. 390). Cf. Steph. Byz.

s. V> AcA<£>ot :

—

(K\ijth](Ta v be Ae\<pot, on Aito'AAujz; - :s i *.--'.* t « be\<plvt tiKatrOtk.

The negro's head has been supposed to represent the mythical founder
of Delphi, by name Delphos, the son of Poseidon by the nymph Melaine
(Panofka, Delphos und Melaine, p. 7).

Between B.C. 355 and 346 the rhocians held Delphi and struck money
there in their own name (see p. 339).

Cite. B.c. 346 339.

Fm, l©2.
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Head of Demeter of Anthela veiled I AMOIKTIONnH Apollo in long

and crowned with corn (Fig. 192)- chiton, with lyre and laurel-branch,

&eated on Delphian omphalos, over

which hang fillets

JR Stater 187-3 grs. and

JR Drachm 84 grs.

Id. [Rw. Xum.
t
1860, PI. XII. 8-] AM4>IKTI0NnN Omphalos, round

which ifi coiled a serpent ....
M Triobol, 44 gre.

Horse prancing. Large O (phiale) ... J*- size -6

These remarkable coins seem to have been first issued on the occasion of

the reassembling of the Amphictyonic Council at the close of the Phocian
war (B.C. 346), At each meeting (nvXata) of the Council markets or

fairs were held, called irvXanbts ayopat, for which such coins may have
been struck, but the great Pythian festival of B. c. 346 is by far the

most probable date of issue.

Imperial Times.

From this time until the reign of Hadrian there appears to have been
no mintage at Delphi. That emperor's strenuous endeavours to reanimate
the ancient religion of the Greeks, together with the influence of Plutarch,

who was a member of the Amphictyonic Council, and held the office of
Priest of the Pythian Apollo at Chaeroneia, the duties of which must
have brought him into frequent relations with the neighbouring oracle

of Delphi, doubtless added much to the importance of Delphi about this

time. The right of coinage was now restored to the city, and numerous
pieces were struck, quasi~autonomous and Imperial, in honour of Hadrian
and the Antonines, among which two may be here selected as worthy of
especial mention. Of these one bears the unusual inscription A M T I N N
HPttA nPOnVAOl AMOIKTYONCC, rev. Tripod over omphalos and
legend, l€P€YC APICT0T1M0C AN€9HK€N (Zeit.f. iV., xih. PI. IV. 8

;

Photiades Cat.> 365). The other, without the emperor's name, may be
thus described

:

TTV0IA The three mountain-peaks of

Mt. Farnassu* AZ 1-0

Apollo Kitharoedos.

[Millingen, lltcueil, T. IL 11.]

For many other Imperial coins of Delphi see Svoronos (op. cil.) and
Imhoof-Blumer, Zeit. fl A'., i. 115, especially with regard to the famous
Delphian El, Cf. Plutarch, 7r*pi roO El, rov iv AtKtfrots. This mystic
word is represented on a coin by a large E placed within a temple*

Elateia. The authenticity of the following coin, assigned in the first

edition of this work to the unimportant Klateia in Thessaly, has been
questioned, and it must be acknowledged that its Thessalian origin is

inadmissible. It may, however* be accepted, on stylistic grounds, as

Snuine, if removed to the far more important Elateia in Phocis, which,
;e Delphi, may have asserted its independence of the Phocian league,

and, on the occasion of some local festival, struck coins in its own name
some time after the Peace of Nicias, B.C. 421.

Free horse. [Prokewh, Ttud*, 1854, I >A03TAA3 round a female head within

PL I. 25, now in the Berlin cabinet,] ' an incuse square . . Al Drachm,

(
*
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The head of the goddess on the reverse is almost identical with that on
the coins of the Phocian League.
No other coins of Elateia are known until the second century B.C.

Among the noteworthy object** in this town Pausanias (x. 34. 7)
mentions an archaic bronze statue of Athena and a temple of Athena
Kranaea. The statue on one of the following coins is perhaps the one
referred to.

Second century B.C.

EA Bull's head facing. (DUKEnN Head of Apollo . M -65

[B.M.C., Cent. Gr., p. 237.]

EA Bull's head facing bound with < Athena charging M -6

fillet. [.V. C, 1898, PI. XIX. 6.]

Bearded head. EAATEflN Stiff archaic statue of
[B. M. C, Cent. Gr., PI. IV. 26.] Athena in fighting attitude | symbol,

hull's head facing . . . . X, -75

Ledon (see supra p. 339), M of second century B.C., with AE and
4»nKEf2N.

Iiilaaa, about a day's journey from Delphi, seems to have struck obols
and diobols, circ. B.C. 480-421, with Phocian types; but reading A I in

place of (D (N.C., 1844, p. 124, and 1903, p. 200); and in the second
century B.C. some bronze coins with Al and <DOKEflrJ (p. 339 and
Arum. ZeiL, 1870, p. 268).

Neon. Silver of archaic style.

0© Bull's head facing. f^JE Forepart of hoar in incuse square.

[Imhoof, Mon,ijr., p. 150.] M Obol.

BOEOTIA
ilmhoof-Blumer, Zur Munzkunde Bopotipns. in the Kw*. Ztit., iii. 1871 and ix. 1S77.

t. V. Head, Hittoryofthe Coina*:. 18S1.
British Museum Catalogue of Grttk Cairn, Central Grrete, by B. V. Head, 1884.]

In Boeotia, as in Phocis, the commencement of tho coinage may be
placed about the middle of the sixth century B.C. The most striking

characteristic of the money of Boeotia is that it is in great part a Federal
currency. The various Boeotian cities were from the first united in

an Amphictyonic confederation, as members of which they adopted a
common coin-type, which serves to distinguish the Boeotian currency

from that of all other Greek states. This type is the so-called Boeotian
buckler, a round or oval shield with semicircular openings at either side.

It is thought that this shield is properly a religious emblem, but to what
divinity it belongs we have no positive information. It may be that it

is the shield of Athena Itonia, whose temple, near Coroneia, was the

place where the Boeotians met to celebrate their periodical national

festivals (Paus. ix. 34 it tov »d{."it ovt'iamv irravBa ol Bottoroi m/Woyov) ;

or it may be that it is the shield of Ares, whose statue was the starting-
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point of the horse-races in the games held at the Pan-Boeotian festival

(Foucart, in Bull. Corr. Hell, 1885, pp. 427 sqq.).

That golden shields were preserved at Coroneia we gather from another
passage of Pausanias (i. 25. 7), where he relates that the Coroneians put
Laohares to death (B.C. 299) because he had taken away the golden
shields from the acropolis of their city, and stripped the image of Athena
of her ornaments.

The earliest Boeotian coins, alike in weight, fabric, and incuse reverse,

are modelled on those of Aegina, and, in these respects, are easily to bo

distinguished from the contemporary issues of the neighbouring island of

Euboea, or of Athens. The Aeginetic standard prevailed in Boeotia
down to the time of the restoration of Thebes by Cassander, B.C. 315,

after which there are tctradrachms of Attic weight, and thirds of the

tetradrachm, weighing about 80 grs., as in Aetolia.

Acracphia, on the eastern shore of lake Copais, is said by Pausanias
(ix. 23. 5) to have belonged in early times to Thebes. It must, however,
have enjoyed intervals of autonomy, both before and after the Persian
wars.

Circ B.C. 550-480.

Boeotian shield.

[Babelon, Traiti, PI. XI.T. 16.]

Id. [R M. C, Cent. Gr., PI. VII. 1.]

Half shield.

4 in centre of null-sail incuse . . .

M Stater.

A in incuse square , , . Al Obol.

Id A f Obol.

Circ. B.C. 456-M6.

Boeotian shield.

(On A obols, a half shield.)

[B.M.C, Cent. Gr., PI. VII. 3.]

A K Kantharos in incuse square . .

M Staler, Obol, and $ Obol.

Chaeroneia was in D.c. 424 still subject to Orchomenus (Thuc. iv. 76. 3,

cf. Hetlanicus, Fr. 49), but it appears to have obtained autonomy soon
afterwards at the hands of the Thebans, though there is no evidence that

it struck coinB before the Peace of Antalcidas.

Circ. B.c. 387-374.

Boeotian shield. l XAI or XAIPHNE Club
[Prokesch, /mi,1854, H. D. ™> 50.] |

A\ £ Dr. and At -7

Copae, on the edge of tho lake Copais, not far from the katabothra
into which the Cephissus Hows on emerging from the lake.

Boeotian shield.

Circ. K.c. 387-374.

KOrAinN Forepart of nuking bull .

Ai Obol.

Bull's head, facing. . . iE -45

[B.M.C., Cent. Gr., PI. VII. 4.]
Id. [Prokesch, Jnexl, 1854, PI. IT. 51.] j

Kn

The rushing bull may here symbolize the river-god Kephisos.
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Coroneia, on a height at the entrance of a valley leading to Bit. Helicon.

Cm. B.C. 530-480.

Boeotian shield. [Runbury fa/., 935 ;

Babdon, Tmiti, Fl. XLI. 17.]
(J)

in incuse square

Ai Drachm, Obol, &c.

Circ. B.C. 456-446 <ind 387-374.

Boeotian shield. [B. M. C, Cent. Or., KOPO. K Gorgon-head, or head of

Fl. VII. 6, mm Xum. /.tit., ix. Athena I tenia, facing

FL I. 58.] Ai \ Dr., Obol, &c.

B.C. 338-315.

KOP in concave field JO -85Boeotian shield.

[AT.C, 1898, PI. XIX. 3.]

The gorgon-head on the coins of Coronoia is reminiscent of the worship of

Athena Itonia, whose temple stood in the vicinity of Coroneia, and was the

place where national Pan-Boeotian festivals were celebrated (Paus. ix.

34. 1). Cf. the story of Iodama, priestess of that goddess, to whom,
when one night she entered the sacred temenos, the goddess appeared
with the gorgoneion on her chiton, and straightway Iodama was trans-

formed into stone. The custom of daily kindling fire upon the altar of

Iodama was still kept up when Pausanias visited Coroneia (Paus. I.e.).

Haliartua was destroyed by the Persians in B.C. 480. There are silver

coins earlier than that date, from the stater downwards, distinguished

by the aspirate (B)» the initial letter of Haliartus, placed either in the

side-openings of the shield, or in the centre of the incuse on the reverse

(Xum, Zelt, iii. 1871, PL IX. 1-2).

The town was subsequently restored, and issued staters, &c, in the

fifth century.

lloeotian shield. API (retrogr.) or A Amphora or kan-
[B.U.C., Cent, fir., PL VII. 15.] tl.aros, in incase square Ai Stater.

Ii. c. 387-374.

Boeotian shield, on which trident. ARlARTIO* Poseidon Onchestios, na-

[B. M. C, Cent. Or., Fl. VII. 10.]
' ked, striking with trident AX Stater.

Half Boeotian shield. A R Trident K 6*4 gm
[.V.C., 1902, PL XV. 9.]

These pieces refer to the celebrated temple and grove of Poseidon
at Onchestus in the territory of Ha) i artus (II. ii. 506), which was the

meeting-place of an Amphietyonic Council of the Boeotians, 'Oy^ijoro?

A* itrnv 5vov to AfufuKTvoviKdv irvvijytTu iv TJI AAiojma * # * * c^cov

1 Ii rd'. 1.:i"v Upov (Strab. ix. 2. 33). The statue of Poseidon was still

standing there in the time of Pausanias (ix. 26. 5). There is a forgery of

this coin reading ARIARTION (see Imhoof, ffum. Zeit., iii. 1871, 340).

B.C. 338-315.

API or AAI in plain concave field . .

AI -95

Boeotian shield. [R M.C.. Cent. Gr»
Fl. VII. 17, and y.C, 1898. p. 288.)

GooqI
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Lebadeia, between Mt« Helicon and Chneroneia (Strab. ix. 414). Here
was the famous oracle of Trophonius.

B.C. 387-374.

Boeotian shield. AEBA Fulmen . . . . M Diobol.

[Arch. Zeit., 1848, PI XVIII. 6.]

B.C. 338-315.

Poeotian shield.

[A'.C, i. 1839, p. 248.]

AEB in pluiu concave field . . A\ <

B.C. 146-27 (1).

Head of Athenn. AE in olive-wreath . . . . iE -G

[B. M.C., Cent. Or., PI. VII. 18.]
j

Mycaleaaus (Horn. II. ii. 498), situaU- not far from the Euripus.

B.C. 550-480.

Boeotian shield. M in centre of mill-sail incuse .

[,V«m. Zrit., ix. PI. I. 60.1 M Stater 189 gfl

Id. [\.C\, 1890, PI. XIX. 8-] Id. . .... M Drachm 95 grs

Half Boeotian shield. M in incuse square

[iXum. Zeit., ix. p. 22.] M \ Obol(?) 4-5 gre

B.c. 387-374.

Boeotian shield. M Y Fulmen A\ Obol.

[B.M.C., Cent. Gr.
t
PI. VIII. 1,]

Id. M Grapes or Kantharos Al J Obol, &c.

Orchomenns or Erchomcims. In very early times the Minyan Orcbo-
menus had been a member of the naval confederation of Calauria on the

Saronic Gulf, and the first city of Boeotia (E. Curtius, Hermes^ x.

E.

385). This fact points to the existence of commercial relations

etween Orchomenus and Acgina, and perhaps accounts for the intro-

duction into Boeotia of a system of coinage modelled upon that of

Aegina. The early silver coins of Orchomenus differ from those of the

other Boeotian towns in that they are without the buckler characteristic

of the Boeotian Federal money. This type was not adopted at Orcho-
menus until the fourth century B.C.

CtfY, B.C. 550-480.

E or ER One or three sprouting grains

of corn, or, on the £ obols, a half

corn-grain.

Incuse square, of the Aeginetan pattern

[Kit. C, Cent. Gr., PL YIIL 2 &qq.]

M Obol, I Obol. and £ Obol.

B.C. 387-374.

Boeotian shield. EPXO Galloping horse or amphora;
[B.M.C., Cent. Gr., PI. VIII. 8, 9.] JymAoT, ear of corn. Magistrate's

name EYAOPO, &c. , M Stater.
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Id. [Ibid., PI. YIH. 9.]

E P Three corn-grains ; one 0OTB-

fcnin ; or half corn-grain. [Ibid.,

PI. VIII. 13. and Sum. Zeil., 1871,

PI. IX. 5-9.]

Boeotian shield.

[Ibid., PI. YIII. 16.]

EPX in coi n- wre.it !i . At A Drachm.
Horse ; wheel ; corn-wreath ; or ear of

corn . . At | Obol, J Obol. ftc.

E P X between rays of a star . .

Eudoros'a name also appears on the contemporary Federal money of

Boeotia issued at Thebes.

B.C. 888-815.

Boeotian shield. I OPX in plain concave field . A1'. -85

[Ibid., PL VIII. 17.]

B.c. 146-27.

Bust of Hera, veiled.

[Ibid., PI. Vin. 18.]

EPXO Tripod & -5

i, about four miles north-west of Tanagra, appears, from the

number of its coins which are still extant, to have ranked among
the most prosperous members of the Boeotian Confederacy during the

flourishing period before the Persian invasion.

Clrc. B.C. 550-480.

Boeotwtian shield. [Ibid., VI IX. 1 ;

Babelon, Traite, No. 1350,]

CD i" centre of incuse, or in centre of

star, contained in incuse square

Al Stater, Drachm, Ac.

From the invasion of Xerxes until the Peace of Antalcidas the mint at

Pharae appears to have been dormant.

B.C. 387-374.

Boeotian shield. [Ibid., PL IX.
2.J |

A Amphora .... At Obol.

Plataea. The only known silver coins of Plataea belong to the period

between the Peace of Antalcidas, B.C. 387, when the city was restored by
the Spartans, and its second destruction by Thebes in B.C. 372.

Boeotian shield.

[B.M.C., Cent. Or., PI. IX. 3, 4.]

PAA Head of Hera in proBle or facing,

wearing stcphauoB

M I Dr., Diobol, ftc

The head of Hera on these coins may be that of the statue by
Praxitelee in the Heraeum there (Paus. ix. 2. 7).

Circ. B.C. 338-315.

Boeotian shield. [Ibid., PI. IX. 5.] PAA in plain concave field . AC '85

and Federal Coinage. This city, which stood on the left

bank of the Asopus not far from the borders of Attica, was in importance
second only to Thebos among all the members of the Boeotian League.
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Gift. B.C. 600-480.

Boeotian shield with T T or T A in

the side openings.

[R M. a, Cent. Gr. y
PI. XL 6-8.]

Forepart of hi idle*! horse.

Incuse square of mill-sail type, in the

divisions of which sometimes T T
M Dr., * Dr., Obol, &c.

T in one division of mill-sail incuse

AX \ Dr. (?)

Circ. B.C. 480-456.

Id. [Ibid., PI. IX. 9-17.] T A, B I, or B between tlic spokes

of a wheel, or ® in mill-sail incase.

-it Stater, 4 Dr., Obol, &c.

From the inscr. BO I on these coins we might infer that after the

humiliation of Thebes (circ. B.C. 479), Tanagra aspired for a time to the
leadership of the Boeotian Confederacy. This inference is, however,
considered as doubtful by Grenfell and Hunt (QxyrhynchitR Pa/xjrl, v.

p. 228). .

Circ. b.c. 456-446 and 387-374.

Hoeotian shield. [Ilabelon, Traite, TANA, TAN,orTA Incuse square, or,

PI. XLI. 28 ; K M. C, Cent. O'r., later, concave circle, in which fure-

Pl. X. 1-4.]

Id.

Id. [Ibid., PI. X. 8.]

part of springing horse

-H Stater and J Drachm.
T A Horse's head in incuse square . .

-it Obol.

T A Stern of galley . . . Ai Obol.

Of the horse, as a Tanagraean coin-type, various interpretations have
l>een suggested. It may, as in Thessaly, be an emblem of Poseidon
Onchestios, the god of the Boeotian Amphictyony, or it may have a more
restricted and local signification, and symbolize the river Asopus which
is seen from Tanagra forcing its way through a rocky ravine from the

l'arasopia into the Tanagraean plain, or again it may be the horse of the

sun-god Apollo, whose temple at Delium stood in the territory of Tanagra.
In this case it would express the same idea as the wheel, unless, indeed,

we adopt the theory that both horse and wheel are simply agonistic types

referring to horse and chariot races.

Circ. B.C. 338-315.

Hoeotian shield. [Ibid., PI. X. 10.] |
TAN in plain concave field . X, -85

Imperial.

From Augustus to Commodus coins were struck at Tanagra, both with
and without the emperors* heads (Num. Zeit., is. pp. 30 sqq., and B. M. C,
Cent. Gr., PL X. 11-16). Inscr. TANATPAIujN. Types ACnTTOC Head
ofthelttver: TTOIMANAPOC Bust ofPoemandros the mythical founder .-

The three Charites (?) draped : Hermes Kriophoros and Hermes Proina-

chos, probably from the statues of that god (Paus. ix. 22): copy of
statue, under distyle portico, of Dionysos, by Kalamis, with vanquished
Triton beneath his feet (Paus. ix. 20. 4 ; the myth is discussed by H. Bulle,
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Atk. Mitlh^ 1897, 402) : statue of Artemis or Dcmeter with two torches,

under distyle portico.

Thebta and Federal Coinage. The earliest coins of Thebes, circ* B.r.

600-550, are anepigraphic.

Boeotian shield. [RM.(\, Cent. Or.,

PL V. 1-5; Bnbelon t Traite. PL XLL
1-4; and X C, 189G, PL II. 8.]

Incuse square 1

,
divided into eight tri-

angular parts

Ai Stater. Drachm, &c.

(Krc< B.C. 550-480.

Flo. 19:5-

Boeotian shield (or J shield on the \
OboU). (Tig- 193.) [B.M.C., Ce«*.

Gr.
f
PI. XL 1-8.]

© or © E B A in incuse square of
(

mill-pail* pattern, or in plain incuse

square on Obols, &c. Al Stater, &u.

Circ. B.c. 480-446.

Similar. [B. 1L C. f C«*. Cr, PI. XL
9-17 ; X On 190°. 1

1 ; *"»* A -v->

1895, PL IV. 12, 13,1

Amphora (or, on tome of the J and J
oIhjIb, Club) in incuse square with

or without © <>r *£ E i , . . .

A\ Stater, Drachm, \ Dr., Ohol, &c.

Circ. b.c. 446-426.

Fio. 194.

After the battle of Coroncia (b.c. 447), when the Boeotian League, upon
the expulsion of the Athenians, was reconstituted under her hegemony,
Thebes began to consolidate her authority throughout Boeotia and
monopolized the right of coining money. To this period belongs the

series of Theban staters bearing various types, mainly representations

of Herakles, walking with club and bow (Brit. Mus. Guide, PI. XIII. 16)

;

kneeling or stooping, stringing his how (Fig. 194, cf. Zt f.
JVM xxi. PL IV.

6); carrying ofT the Delphic tripod (Brit Mus. Guide, PL XIII. 18); or

as an infant strangling serpents (B. XL C. f
Cent. Grmf PL XII, 7). To this

last mentioned type a special significance seems to have been attached,

for at a later date (circ. B.o. 394) we find it adopted as symbolical of the
struggle for emancipation of young and vigorous democracies against

the daemons of darkness, of freedom as against tyranny (cf. coins of an
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anti-Spartan party at various cities, notably ('nidus, Ephesus, Rhodes,
lasus, Byzantium, Lampsacus, Cyzicus, and Croton). The usual inscrip-

tion on the Theban coins of the period ranging from B.C. 446—426 is

tfr E B A 1 > . These coins possess great artistic merit, and recall in many
respects the style of the metopes of the Parthenon. The following

beautiful coin appears to be of the same time :

—

Boeotian shield. OEBA Incase square, within which,

[Brit. Mus. Guide, PI. XIII. 15.] seated female figure holding helmet

.

M Stater.

The figure on the reverse has been thought to represent Harmonia,
daughter of Ares and Aphrodite, and wife of the Theban Cadmus. But
it may be merely a personification of the eponymous nymph of the city

of Thebes.

Circ, B.C. 426-387.

Fi«. 1W>. Fiu. 1%.

The crossed form of the letter (©) is no longer used in this period.

It should also be noted that on some of the hemidrachras the ethnic is

written OEBH[0H] instead of GEBAION, the letter H having been used
in the Boeotian dialect to represent the diphthong A I, shortly before the
introduction of the other letters of the Ionian alphabet. The principal
reverse types on the silver coins are heads of bearded Herakles in profile
<B. M. C, Cent. Gr., PI. XIII. 1, 2), or facing (R. „V., 1895, PL IV. 11), or
of bearded Dionysos crowned with ivy (Fig. 195); Amphora encircled by
an ivy-wreath richly decorating the entire field of the coin (Fig. 196);
Kantharos ; or Infant Herakles strangling serpents (Fig. 197). For the
smaller denominations see Head, Coinage of Boeotia, p. 41. The Trite-
morion has three half-shields on both sides, the Jlemiobol one half-shield,

rev. Amphora, and the Tetaiiemorion a whole shield, rev. Kantharos.

Fio. 1117.

Here also belong the rare pale gold coins of Thebes.

Head of bearded Dionysos.

[B. M. C, Cent. Gr., PI. XIV. 1,2.]

O E Infant Herakles strangling ser-

pents . . A/ 46-3 grs., and 15-8 gr*.
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Clrc. B.C. 387-879.

At the Peace of Antalcidas Thebes lost her ascendancy over the other
Boeotian cities, which now all began again to coin in their own names.
In 382 the Cadmeia was seized by the Spartans, and Thebes did not recover

her freedom until 379. It is doubtful whether any coins were struck at
Thebes in this period.

Circ. B.C. 379-338.

After the recovery of the Cadmeia by Pelopidas and his associates,

and under the able leadership of Epaminondas, Thebes obtained an
influence throughout Hellas, second to that of no other Greek state.

A new Federal Boeotian currency was put into circulation about this

time (B.C. 378) which from the number of known varieties must have
lasted down to the Macedonian conqueet in B.C. 338. Historically this

coinage is extremely interesting. It appears to have been issued by the
authority of the central fSouAij of the reconstituted Boeotian league,

which, doubtless, like the older league, consisted of eleven Boeotarchs
with their povKtvral representing the tfovKaC of the separate Boeotian
communities. The meeting-place of this Federal fiov\ij was the Cadmeia
of Thebes. It is improbable that the magistrates' names on the coins of
this series are those of the successive eponymous Boeotarchs of the
league. They are rather those of members of a sub-committee, ^wt^«A«ia,

specially appointed to superintend the finances of the mint. The members
of this committee, probably in rotation, may have been officially respon-
sible for the coins struck during their term of office. This federal coinage
superseded the issues of the separate members of the Boeotian league.
The types of the stater are as follows :

—

Fig. 198.

Boeotian shield (Fig. 198). I Amphora and magistrate's name in

abbreviated form . . . Ai Stnter.

Silver staters of this type are known with the names of the following

magistrates:—ATAA, AM«f|, aNAP, ANTI. APOA, APKA, FAST, A*nP,
BOin, AAIM, AAM OKA, AAMO, AIOT, AIOK, Am, EPAMI, EPPA,
FEPr, EYFAPA. EYH. E4-E, EXE, OEOT.GEOP, HIKE, HISME, KABI,
KAAI, KAAAI, KAEE*, KAES, KAinrJ, KPAT, AYKI, ZEMO, OAYM,
OrJA*,PEAI,P0OorPO0, POAY, PTOI, Tl Ml, TIMO, <t>l AO or t>\ AO,
tARO, XAP.

Several of these names may, as might be expected, be identified with
those of persons mentioned by historians or in inscriptions, such as

Ismenias and Androkleidas, the well-known leaders of the Atticizing

party at Thebes, togethor with their followers Amphithemis or Amphi-
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theos (cf. Paus. iii. 9, 8 ; Pint Ly& 27), and Antitheos (Oxyrhynchus
Papyri v., Theapomp. xii. 34). The names of the famous Epaminondas
(Boeotarch, 371, 370, 369, 367, and 362 B.C.). of Damokleidas and of
Theopompos, friends of Polopidas (Plut. Petop* 7, 8 ; Diod. xv. 78), ami
of Charopinos (C /. 0., 1575), Boeotarch, may also be recognized, together
with others, such as the statesman Euares (&. C\ H*> 1896, 551

;
and 1898,

577), and Astias, a member of the pro-Spartan party (Oxyrhynchus Papyri
v., Tlieoi>omp. xii, 13), Asopodoros, Diogiton, <vc. (Hill, Ilist. Or. (7., p. 71).

The fact that the name of Pelopidas, continuously Bocotarch from 387—
364 B.C., is not met with is in favour of the theory that the eponymous
Boeotarchs were not ex officio members of the sub-committee entrusted

with the supervision of the federal mint.
Small silver and bronze coins also occur with some of the same

magistrates' names :

—

Boeotian ahield. Head of young Herakles with names
[B. II. G\, Cent. Gr„ PI. XV. 1 0.]

Head of young Hernkles.

llbid., PI. XV. 11-17.]

EP.0E, l*,KAE,K0,&c. . jRObol.
Cluli, often with arrow, bow, thyrsos.

grapes or caduceus, and magistrates*

names, which are frequently identical

with those on the silver coins. (For

list of these names see Head, Cointuje

ofliototia, p. 70) X> -5

Circ. B.c. 338-315.

After the disastrous battle of Chaeroneia a Macedonian garrison was

E

laced in the Cadmeia, and three years afterwards Thebes was destroyed

y Alexander. The Federal mint must have been at this time transferred

to some other Boeotian city, perhaps Orchomenus. The coins now bear
no magistrates' names :

—

Boeotian shield. BO III Amphora, and changing symbol.

[ B. M. a, Ctnt. Gr.> PI. V. 14.1 M Stater,

Id. [RFIV. 16.]

Id. [/W</,
t PI. V. 17.]

BO I Kantliaros; symbol, crescei.t •

M 4 Dr.

BOinmN Trident
; fpnfai, dolphin .

Gin\ B.C. 315-288.

Thebes was rebuilt by Cassander after having lain in ruins for twenty
years. Both he and his successor Demetrius appear to have struck

money at Thebes with the types and name of Alexander the Great,

distinguished by the presence of the Boeotian shield as an adjunct
symbol on the reverse {Miiller, Nos. 751-756). There are also small

bronze coins, which seem to belong to this time.

Head of young Heraklea. GHBAIfiN Thyrsos and club , JK -4

Boeotian shield.

[B. M. C., Cent Gr.
f
PI. XVI. 1. 2.]

Trident . . . . -E -4

Circ. B.C. 288-244.

In B.c. 288, Demetrius, who had now fallen from the height of his

power, presented Thebes with her freedom, hoping perhaps thereby to
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attach Boeotia to bis cause. From this time until B.C. 244 Koeotta was
independent of Macedon. The coins which on grounds of style may re-

assigned to this half-century boar the inscription BOIOTON, but were
without doubt struck at Thebes.

Fio. 190.

Head of Poseidon (1)

wreath (Fig. 199).

crowned with

Head of Athena in Corinthian helmet.

[B. M. C, Cmt.Gr., PL VI. 2.]

Head of voung Herakles.

^Ibid., PL VI. 3, 4.]

Head of young Dionysog.

[/6t</., PL VI- 5.]

BO HiTON I'obcidou holding dolphin

and trident, seated on throne, on the

side of which is a Boeotian shield

A\ Attic tetradr.

BOIATON Trophy . . . . J2 -85

>i
Winged Athena wielding

fuhnen . . . M -7">

A|M)llo seated ou basi.s

:-xi riiK*ii i it u«l liy tripod . . . M -7

Circ. B.C. 244-197.

In B.C. 244 Boeotia was once more compelled to place herself under
the protection of Macedon as a defence against the marauding Aetolians.

During the reigns of Antigonus Gonatas, Demetrius II, and Antigonus
Doson, B.C. 244-221, it is probable that only Macedonian ooins were
current in Boeotia, but with the accession of Philip V a larger measure
of autonomy was accorded to the Boeotians. The Boeotian bronze coins

struck after this date are as a rule re-struck on money of Antigonus
Doson. The silver' coins, which closely resemble the bronze, are

drachms (?) weighing about 80 grs. of the standard in use in Aetolia.

Head of Persephone facing. BOIHTON Poseidon standing resting

[Brit. Mus. Guide, PL XLII. 10.] on trident, and holding dolphin . .

At 80 grs.

Id. [B. M. C, Cent. Gr., PI. VI. 8.] BOinTHrJ Poseidon standing, resting

one foot on rock . . . . A") -8

Circ. r.c. 197-146.

In this period Boeotia, like the rest of Greece, was permitted by the
Romans to retain its autonomy, but financial disorganization prevailed
throughout the land to such an extent that the state actually issued

bronze money in the place of silver, identical with the silver both in

size and typos, and perhaps nominally equivalent to it (B, V. Head,
Coinage of Boeotia, p. 91).

Head of Poseidon laureate.

[Brit. Mus. Guide, PI. LV. 22.
|

BOinTHN Nike standing holding

trident and wreath, various raoim-

pnims .it 80 gr>.
(
.¥. •!
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Circ. B.C. 146-27.

It is probable that in this period small bronze coins were struck at

Thebes and some other Boeotian towns.

Boeotian shield. OHBAIHN Xike standing, reefing on

[B. V. Head, Coinage of f!o>otia, p. !M.] trident M -5

Imperial Times.

Under the Emperors Galba, and perhaps Trajan, Thebes issued bronze-

coins bearing magistrates' names preceded by En I and their titles,

Archiereus, or Polemarch (Head, Coinage of Boeotia, p. 95).

Thespiae. Of this town there are no archaic coins. Its earliest issues

fall into the period between B.C. 387 and 376-4, when, after the Peace of

Antalcidas, Thespiae had become one of the strongholds of the Spartans
in Boeotia. The Thespian coins are epigraplncally very instructive, as
they indicate the precise epoch of the introduction of i in place of the

older $ into Boeotia. Mythologically also the coins of Thespiae are of
value, as they prove that in addition to Eros, who was the god especially

revered at that city, Aphrodite Melainis (Paus. ix. 27) was there wor-
shipped as a Moon-goddess. The crescent, the constant mint-mark of
Thespian money, is the symbol of this goddess.

Circ. B. C. 387-374.

Amphora ; tjfmM, crescent . -iv J Dr.Boeotian shield.

£M. C, Cm. Gr., VI V. 11.]

.t PI. XVI. 5. 6.]

Id. (or I shield on $ obol). [Ibid., PI. OE*
XVI. 7; Head, Coinage of Boeotia.

p. 55.]

;PI Two crescents . . ill Obol.

or OEt Crescent

Ai Obol, J Obol, J Obol.

Boeotian shield. GESPIKON or OES Head of Aphro-
[Ibid., VI XVI. 8.] dite Melainis; in front and beneath,

a crescent . Ai Stater and £ Drachm.
Id. Crescent on shield. Head of Aphrodite . . . jR Obol.

[Ibid., PI XVI. 10.]
Half shield, on which, crescent (It. 31.). OE£ rctrogr. Head of Aphrodite . .

JR $ Obol.

From B.c. 374-338 Thespiae was subject to Thebes and struck no
coins, but after the battle of Chaeroneia it obtained the right of coining in
bronze.

B.C. 338-315.

Boeotian shield. [Ibid., PI. XVI. 11.]
|
OE* in plain concave field . Ai -85

From the date of the restoration of Thebes (n.c. 315) there is another
interval in the coinage of Thespiae, and it does not begin again until
after B.C. 146, when the Romans appear to have restored to many Greek
cities the right of coining bronze (cf. Paus. vii. 16. 7).

_ i '
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B.C. 146-27.

Female head, wearing ateptmuos and GEZniEflN Lyre in wreath [B. M.CM
veil. Cent. Gr.

t PL XVI. 12, 1 3J M -6-15
Head of Athena. [Sett, 3fus. /'ohi., ii. ©ElfllEaN Artemis huntress M -5

PI. IV. 17.]

Imperial coins are known of the Emperor Domitian only. The usual

type is Apollo Kitharoedos, standing, or seated, or a female figure,

Tyche (?), standing, (B. M. C, Cent. 5#-M PI. XVI. 14-16.)

EUBOEA
r

HrtiUh Muuum Cat<%loyu* tfGrrtk CUM, Vmlral OffXQi fcj B. V. Head, 1S84.

E. Curtiu*, Uermt*, vul. x, 1876, p. 215 sqi].

Imhoof-RIumer, ilunntebtrichi d, k. AkoA. rf. Wi»tUKh.
t
Berlin 1881.

Domlorff, Ik nbus Otakidrnsium, Halle 1855.
Heinz*, />« r^biu ftuftrfiWiJmn, Ufittingen 18A9.]

That an island of the extent and importance of Kuboea should havo
had no native currency during the period of her greatest colonizing and
commercial activity is a proposition hardly to be entertained. Chalcis
and Eretria, from the dawn of history down to the close of the sixth

century, were the two most enterprising cities in European Greece, as is

shown by the largo number of Chalcidian and Eretrian colonies on the

coasts ofThrace, of Southern Italy, and of Sicily.

Euboea, also, in very early times had already given her name to one
of the most widely used standards for weighing the precious metals

;

a remarkable fact, and one which is alone sufficient to warrant us in

supposing that Euboea would be one of the starting-points of the art of
coining on the western side of the Aegean Sea, Granting therefore that,

in all probability, coins must have been issued in Euboea during the
period of her colonizing activity (and especially during and after the
Lelantine war, when the rival Euboean cities Chalcis and Eretria fought

out their quarrel for maritime supremacy, a struggle in which all the

more important states, e.g. Corinth, Corcyra, Samoa, Miletus, &c, took
part), we must seek for them among the archaic and uninscribed specimens
of the Eubolc standard.

It cannot, however, be denied that among the numerous archaic

and anepigraphic silver coins of Euboic weight and of various types

it is a matter of conjecture which belong to the Euboean towns.

Chalcis, Eretria, Cyme, Ac., and which are contemporary issues of
other states in intimate commercial relations with Euboea. All these

coins nevertheless form a class distinguishable from the contemporary
issues of Aegina and from those of most of the Acgaean islands, not only
by their weight but also by their incuse squares divided diagonally instead

of rectangularly or otherwise. Most of these uncertain archaic coins of
the EuboTc standard are also characterized by what seems to be a local

peculiarity, the plain linear circle which encloses their obverse types.

This is an indication that they were struck at closely connected mints, if

not at a single mint on behalf of various towns. Linear circles do not

A u 2
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occur on any other class of archaic coins, as may be seen at a glance by
comparing PI. XXXIII of Babelon'e TraU4 with the other plates of the

same volume.

Most of the coins of the above-mentioned series were formerly assigned

to Athens before the time of Pieistratus, on the ground that they have
been usually discovered in Attica ; but as some of them are distinctly

later in style than the earliest Athenian tetradrachms, it may be con-
fidently asserted that Athens could not have issued from her single mint
so many various series of coins simultaneously with her own well-known
1 Owls \ The circumstance that they are usually found in Attica 1 is

easily explained by the close relations which always existed between
Attica and Eul*>ea, and by the identity of standard (135 and 270 grs.

max.) which enabled them to circulate side by side with the money of
Athens. The uninscribed archaic coins of the Euboi'c standard witli

a diagonally divided incuse square bear on their obverses, usually within

a linear circle, the following types :—Owl; Horse walking; Hind part

of walking horse ; Forepart of prancing horse ; Amphora ; Triskeles
;

Astragalos ; Wheel of peculiar form ® ; Wheel of four spokes © ;

Scarabaeus : Gorgoneion ; Bulls head to front. On the evidence of

inscribed specimens of a somewhat later date (flatter fabric, and types
on both sides) the Wheel may be assigned to Chalcis and the Gorgoneion
and Bulls head to Eretria. The attribution of the remaining types is

doubtful, though it is tempting to assign the Horse types to Cyme on the

f
round that similar type," are characteristic of its colony Cyme in Aeolis.

n Euboea, as elsewhere in Greece, the Persian Wars form the lower limit

of the early archaic coinage. The war over, the cities of Euboea were
enrolled among the allies of Athens, and such of thorn as retained the-

right of coinage adopted a new and improved method of striking money,
and for the most part new types* The various Euboean cities to which
these* and latet coins may l>e attributed are the following:

—

Caryvtus. Of this town it does not appear that there are many coins
of the sixth century, but after B.C. 480, except during the intervals of
Athenian and Macedonian rule, the coinage is continuous.

B.& 650-445 and 411-336,

KARV*TIO[N] Ox scratching itself

with its horn. I Rabelon, TVttftf,

PL XXXIL 14-

1

Cow rootling calf-
[
B.AU\, Cent. Gr.

f

PLXY1IL 1, 5, 6. 11.]

11 r:nl of Hernkles.

|/Rl'lXVlIi,3.l
1,1. [find., PI. XVIII. 4.]

Forepart of bull. [Ibid., PI. XVIII. 2.1

Hulls head. \Ibid.,V\. XVIII. It.
|

Ball's head.

|XC, 1 8118, PI. XIX. 7.

|

Incuse «<|h:i
i
-. iii which cock . . . .

AK Tetrad r.

K, KA. or KAPY*. fttt. Incuse square

(except on later coins), within which,

cock It Oidr.

KAPY Hull recumbent

At Jhaihin, and J Drachm.

K A Palm tree £ Dr.

Incuse -ijiiarr. palm tree. AX i I)rachm.

KAPY Two palm trees. . -it Diobol.

Palm tree in incuse square. -It Obol.

1

Before Hie publication of the first ••dition of the present work there was, however,

.

a find of these coin* in th«* island of Kuboea itself. t\ Koeliler, Mftntfitnde auj Euboea in

the MWk. <l. Arch. In*. Attmu, ix. p. SGI.

/ "
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Head of Apollo.

[RM.C, Cent. Or., PI. XVIII. 10.]

Head of H entitle*.

[Ibid., VI XVIII. 13.]

K Three palm trees

KA Hull's head .

.it Obol.

. M -7

B.C. 197-146.

Head of bearded Hemkles.
[B. M. GuuU, PI. XUn.2.]

Beardless head, hound with royal dia-

dem.1 [B.M. Guide, PL XLUI. 30.]
Head of bearded Heiakles.

[XC, 1890, PL XIX. 9.]

Head of Herakles.

[B. Jl. C, Cent. (Jr., PL XIX. 3-]

Hand of Zeus. [Ibid., PL XIX. 4.]

Veiled head of Hera. [Ibid, PL XIX. 5.]
Id. [Ibid., PL XIX. 8.1

Head of Poseidon, [/bid., PL XIX. 6.]

KAPY Bull recumbent . -V 49-3 yn*.

KAPYSTinN Nikeinbiga. AX Didr.

KAPY and magistrate's name 4>IAflrJ.

Bull rushing; beneath, club . . .

Ai Drachm, 64-2 grs.

KA Bull's head At -7

KAPYfTinN Kagle ; wingsopen .K 7

KAPY Bullbuttinp K -65

KAPY Dolphin .+: -65

KAPYSTinN Dolphin and trident.

.K-7
KAPY Dolphin B.6SHead of young Dionytos(?l.

[/bid., PL XIX. 9.]

The Imperial coins (Nero and Trajan) have usually a head of Poseidon
un the reverse. Sestini (Mu8. Font., iii. PL IV. 18) attributes also a coin
to M. Aurelius.

For the Cow and calf see Corcyra,, p. 326. The Bull or Cow is

possibly connected with the cult of Hera, who possessed a primitive
temple on Mount Oche, at the foot of which Carystus stands (Steph.
Byz. B.V. Kdpwrros ; Walpole, Travels, p. 235).

The Cock iM;,,if. w,i',-. Aristoph. Eccl. 30) may perhaps contain an
allusion to the name of the town Kdpv<rroi, cf. Kapvtr<r<o (Anthol., p. 5. 3),

to crow ; see Himera, p. 144.

The gold coins of Carystus were called drachms ; see the Inventory of
Demarcs, one of the 'Upoxoiol of the Temple of Apollo at Delos, who,
among other gold and silver coins dedicated to the god, registers I

Caryetian gold drachm (H. C. B. t 1882, p. 49).

Chalcis. This important Ionic town, the mother-city of so many
colonies in Italy, Sicily, and the peninsula of Chalcidice, carried on an
extensive commerce in early times with all parts of the Hellenic world.
Its relations with the Ionians of Asia Minor were probably instrumental
in introducing into Europe the standard for weighing gold and silver,

afterwards known as the Euboic. The earliest Ohalciaian coins may
have been of electrum (wts. 45 and 22o grs.), but. in spite of their

types, the provenance of these pieces points rather to Samos as their

1 The doubtful head on t hi* coin ha* boon thought Ity liardner '.V. C, 1878, p. US it
of Antiochus 111, And by J. P. .Six (tf. C, 1804, p. 2W) to be that of Alexander, the son . .f

Crateroe, and nephew of Antigonus Uouata*, who appears to have ' n called King of
Euboea, about n.c. 250. Although th<- portrait bear* no special resemblance to thuae
on any coin s of Antiochus, there arc objections, on various grounds, to so early h date
as B.c. HBO,

gle
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source of origin (B. M. C, Ion., p. xxxi ; R. X., 1894, p. 160, PI. III). The
specimens with Chalcidian (?) types are the following :

—

Before B.C 507.

Eagle devouring lmre. Irregular incuse squme. El. 41-4 gis.

[B.M.C., Cent. Or., PI. XX. 1.]

Eagle flying. [Ibid., PI. XX. 2.] Id El. 22-1 grs.

Wheel of four spokes. i I«l EL 21-8 gift

[Ibid., PI. XX. 3.]

The following archaic silver coins may, however, with much greater

probability be attributed to Chalcis, though, as M. Svoronos has pointed

out, thosi- with the Wheel on the obv. might be assigned to Megara, as

specimens have been found along the coasts of the Saronic Gulf (Journ.

Int., i. 373 f.).

FlO. 200.

Archaic wheel with transverse spokes.

[Kabelon, Traite, PI. XXXIII. 14.]

Wheel of four spokes (Fig. 200).

Id. [B. M. V., Cent. GV, PI. XX. 5.1

Id.

Id.

*r" (archaic X) on so-called Hoeotian

shield.

Flying eagle r.. holding serpent. [fJrecii-

well Coll.. X.C., 1890. 1*1. HI. 23:
Z./.S., xxi. PI. V. 3.]

Similar, but eagle to I.

[Z.f.y., xyii. PI. I.
3.

J

Flying eagle, holding serpent.

Id. or without serpent.

[B.M.O, Cent.Gr., PI. XX. 8.]

Eagle flying.

For similar coins see also Olynthn* in Chalcidice (p. 208).

The conquest of Chalcis by the Athenians in B.C. 507 would seem to be

the lower limit of its archaic coinage. Between this date and the time

of Epaminondas, circ. B.C. 370, it can hardly have been in a position

to strike coins in its own name.

Cm: B.C. 369-336.

Incuse square diagonally divided . .

A\ Didr.
Id .it Didr.

Id iiiDr.

Id M Trihemiobol.
Id.. . ilObol.

Wheel in incuse square . .it Tctradr.

[Imhoof, Man. gr., p. 221.]
V A V/ or V A U between spoke* of

a wheel in incuse square ; outside

wheel, but within square V . . .

M Tetradr. 260 grs.

Similar, hut wheel in incuse triangle

instead of square . . Jit Tetradr.

Wheel in incuse triangle . . -it Didr.

[Zeit. f. Sum., iii. p. 217.]
*r*AU Id. in incuse square or triangle .

A\ Tetrob.

„ Id ittObol.

Female head with ear-ring.

[B.M.C., Cent. Gr.. PI. XX. 9.]

Id. [JMLPI. XX. 12.]

XAA Flying eagle, holding serpent

iit 58 grs.

„ Id. devouring haie . M 27 grs.
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CHALCIS 359

X A Eagle standing . . Ai Obol.

XAA Id. devouring serpent . . E :>:,

Id. AI-Q5

Female head with ear-ring.

[Ibid., PI. XX. 13.]

Id. facing, wearing diadem surmounted
by five disks, connected by a fillet.

[Ibid., PL XX. 15.]

Female head in profile, covered with

head-dress of pearls.

[Ibid., PI. XX. 17.]

The female head on these coins is probably the celestial Hera, a lunar

goddess worshipped on Mount Dirpbys, overlooking the Chalcidian plain.

The disks which encircle the head may symbolize the Planets (cf. Over-

beck, KunBt-Mythologie, iii ; Gemmentafel, i. 8). The Eaglo devouring

a Serpent seems to be an emblem of the Olympian Zeus, as on the coins

of Elis, for at Chalcis one of the chief shrines was that of Zeus Olympios
(cf. Hicks, Gr. Hist. In$cr., 2nd ed., No. 40, p. 65).

Circ. b.c. 336-197.

Throughout the Macedonian period Chalcis was one of the chief strong-

holds of the kings of Macedon, and was hence called one of the three

fetters of Greece. Tetradrachms of Alexander's types were struck there

,

symbol, Head of Hera encircled by disks as above. This type was some-
times used as a countermark over bronze coins of Antigonus (A'. (?., 1898.

PI. XIX. 9).

Gin. B.c. 197-146.

In B.C. 197 Chalcis received her freedom at the hands of Flamininus,
as did also the other Kuboean towns Carystus, Eretria, and Histiaca.

Flo. 201.

Head of Hera veiled,

stephane (Fig. 201>
and wearing XAAKIAEON Hera with sceptre in

•{Uadrisa. Magistrate's name. -=.EN0-
KPATHS /It Attic tetradr.

Fia. SOS,
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Female her.d, with two long locks at

back of neck.

Id. [B. W. a, Cent. Gr., PL XXI. 3.]

Head of Hera, facing, wearing coronet

of pearls* and fillet.

[Hunter Co/., PI. XXXIII. 8.]

XAAKI Quadriga.

[B. M. a, Cent. Gr., PI. XXL 4.]

Head of Hera crowned with pearls, or

facing on the capital of a column.

XAAKI Eagle and serpent. Magis-

trate's name, MENEAH ... (Fig.

202) M 84grs.
XAAKI LI M Diobol.

Prow. Magistrate's name,

«n«inA Ai Tetiob.

Magistrate's name in wreath . -E -9

XAAKIAEnN F.agl«

[Ibid., PL XXI. 5].

and serpent

M-7

Imperial Times.

On the Imperial coins a head of Hera, crowned with a head-dress com-
posed of three tiers of pearls, and fixed on the top of a column is the

most frequent type ; but on a coin of Sept. Severus a complete statue of

the celestial Hera is seen, accompanied by her name HPA. (B. M. C,
Cent. Gr., PI. XXI. 12.) She is seated on a conical stone, and wears

a long chiton and peplos, and a lofty head-dress ; she holds a phiale and
a sceptre. The sacred conical stone also occurs by itself as a reverse

type. The magistrates' names on Imperial coins are L. Livius, L. Rvjinun,
Tib. Cluudlvs Euthycleulea, Menciiuu*, Cleonicut*

t
A*c. (Imhoof, Mo it.

(jr., p. 222.)

Cyme, a town of great antiquity on the eastern coast of Euboea, had
fallen into a dependent condition, probably before the close of the sixth

century B.C. The coins which may be (though only conjecturally)

ascribed to it are didrachins and drachms, in style and fabric correspond-

ing with the other Euboean series with the Wheel, the Gorgoneion, Ac.

Horse in plain circle. Incuse square, diagonally divided . .

[Beule, Mon. iCAthhut, p. 19.] M Didr.

Forepart of horse in plain circle. Id M Didr. and Dr.

Hindpart of horse in plain circle. Id Ai Didr. and Dr.

[B. M. C, Cent. Gr., VI XXIV. 20.]

The horse, as in Thessaly and Boeotia, may be connected with thecultus
of Poseidon Hippios.

There exists also a coin of Phocian types and of the Aeginetic standard

which, from its inscription, appears to have been struck at Cyme.

Hull'- head, facing.

Brit. Mus.)

(Electrotype in Female head in incuse square, in three

corners of which K Y M Ai £ Dr. (?).

Eretria. This city was second only to Chalcis in importance, and may
lay claim with reasonable show of probability to the following series of

coins :

—

C'u-c. B.C. 600-511 (?).

Flo. 203.
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Bull's head, facing.

[Jin. Sum,, i8«4, pi. vir. 10.]

Gorgon-head.

Id. (Fig. 203.)

[B.M.C., Cm. Or., PI. XXII. 3.)

Id.

Id. [B.M.C., Cent. Gr., PI. XXII. 7-

10, and Ikbclon, Traitt, PI. XXXI.
14-17.]

Incuse square . . . EL £ Hecte(t).

[Found i« Euboea.}

Incuse square, diagonally divided . .

At Didr.

Id. Lion's head, fncing, in one angle of

incuse square JR Didr.

Id
,

" '. ' -^ ()bo1 -

Incuse square, within which, lion's bead.

facing
;
sometimes between • • . .

Ai Tetradr.

Unless the two pellets on these coins are meaningless, which is very
improbable, they must be marks of value indicating that the so-called

tetradrachms of rirc. 266 grs. were in the sixth century didrachms and not
tetradrachms. This appears to have been also the ohm- at Athens before

the reduction by half in the weight of the Attic silver unit of account
effected by Hippias. See infra under Athens. Cf. also the silver coins of

Etruria (p. 13 *«/., supra), where a corresponding change in the nomen-
clature of the denominations is noticeable.

Fiu. 204,

Gorgon-bead (Fig, 204).

Bull's head, facing.

[Brit. Mus. Ouidt, PI. V. 23.J

lucuse square, within which Bull's head,

facing AX Tetradr.

Id., diagonally divided . . A\ Didr.

The Gorgoneion and Hull's head may be symbols of the worship of

Artemis Amarysia, a Moon-goddess (?) whose sanctuary near Eretria

remained, down to a late date, a kind of Amphictyonic centre for all

central and southern Kuboea.

Virc. B.c. 511(0-490.

The new issue of Eretrian coins, which probably begins about B.C. 511

(Babelon, TraiU, p. 685), is marked by a change of fabric From this

time the pieces are thinner, flatter, and more spread, and are distinguished

by the letters E or fcf? (B. M. C, Cent. Gr., Pi. XXIII. 1-6). This series

probably came to an end in B.C. 490, when Eretria was destroyed and
its inhabitants sold into slavery by the Persian generals Datis and
Artaphernes. The city was, however, shortly afterwards restored, for it

took part in the battles of Artcmisium, Salainis, ami Plataen.
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Fi«. 203.

Cow scnitching herself; on her back
a swallow.

Id.; no swallow.

Id.

Head of bull or cow, facing.

Gorgon-head.

[B.M.C., Cent. Or* PI. XXIII. 8.]

Octopus in incuse Hum Ai Tetradr.

(Fig. 205.)

Id Ai Didr.

Id Ailh.
Id. . . . Ai Diob., Obol, aud $ OboL
Forepart of horse springing from rock,

in incuse square . , . Ai Obol.

The octopus or cuttle-fish (rtvQls) was the well-known and recognized

device or -napaartfiov of the town of Eretria, just as the owl was of Athens

;

for Thcmistocles, on one occasion, mockingly compared the Eretrians to

Cuttle-fish ; robi hi EMTpiCifl *7ri«rjc<i>TrTa)y (\tytv axTirtp T€vOiba^ fia\atpar

txiv frcw KapUav bi pjj fyuv (Plut- Ap&phth* Key. et Imp. (Tkemist.)^ xiv ;

also Vita Themid., xi).

With tho revolt and reconquest of Euboea by Athens in n.c. 445, the

right of coinage appears to have been withdrawn from all the cities of

the island, but when Euboea regained its autonomy in u.c. 411 it would
seem that Eretria l>ecame the place of mintage of a series of federal

coins then issued with the inscr. EYBOI, EYB, EY. &c, though with
Eretrian types ; and (doubtless under Peloponnesian influence) for

a brief period according to the Aeginetic standard, as the following coins

testify :

—

Cite. RC. 411-378,

Incuse square within which EVB Head
of nymph, Eul>oea(1) r., hair rolled.

[Imhoof, Gt. M., PI. I. 19.1

Head of nymph, hair rolled, round ear-

ring. [N.C., 1892, PL XV. 12.]

Bull recumbent I., head turned back .

Ai jEgiuetic Stater 184 gis.

IncuBc square; EYB Hull recumbent r.

:

alx»ve, grapea

at -fcginetic Slater 182-6 gr*-

The Aeginetic Btandard, however, took no firm root in Euboea, and
from about B.C. 378, when Eretria again joined the Athenian alliance, the

coins once more follow the EuWic-Attic weights.

Circ. B. C. 378 to the Macedonian toiufueef, B.C. 338.

Head of nymph, Euboea (1), hair rolled.

[N.C., 1902, PI. XV. 10; Imhoof,

67. J/., PI. I. 20.

1

Id.

Id. [H.M.C..CW.6V., PI. XVII. 1-4.]

EYB Hull standing

M Euboie-Attic Tetradr.

EYB0I Id. [Phut laden Cat., PI. III.

452] . . At Euboic-Attic Tetradr.

EYB or EYBOI Head and neck of bull.

Ai Kuhoic-Attic Dr. and £ Dr.

(
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Similar, j linhoof. Hon. <jr., 224.]

Similar. [Ibid.]

Similar head, behind, E.

[B.U.C., Cent. Or., PL XVII. 9, 10.]

EY or EYB Head and neck of bull . .

ittObol.

EY Bull's foot . . . . A< J Obol.

EYB Vine branch with two buncliea of

grapes .it DioboL

There are also small bronze coins with Eretrian types, Bull's bead,

Rev. Sepia ; Bull standing, Rev. Grapes ; Head of Nymph, Rev. Bulls
head. Inscr., EYB, EYBO, &c, which belong to this period (B. M. C,
Cent, dr., PI. XVII. 11-14).

In the Macedonian period there are no Eretrian coins, but after the

liberation of Greece by Flamininus, they again became plentiful. Those
of silver were struck in the name of Eretria, but the bronze coins usually,

but not always, with the inscr. EYBOIEnN.

Giro. B.C. 197-146.

Bust of Artemis, with bow and quiver

at her shoulder.

ERETPIEHN Ox standing. Magis-

strates' names, AAAAAil A€ [Ber-

lin], XAPIAAMO*[B. If. C, Cent.

(Jr., p. Ixv]. The whole in laurel

wreath M Tetrad r.

Fig. 90S,

Head of Artemia (Fig. 206).

Head of nymph.
[B.M.C., Cent. 6>.. PI. XXIII. 11.1

Id. [Ibid., PL XXIII. 12.]

EPETPIEflN Ox recumbent. . . .

AiOotobols.

Vine-branch -It Tctrob.•

»» Head and neck of bull .

ill Triob.

All these denominations boar a magistrate's name in nom. ca>i-.

Veiled female head.

[Ibid., PI. XXIII. 13.)

EPETPIEHN Ox rccunilwnt. Magis-

trate'* nam.- . .... it! -65

Bull standing or recumbent, and star. EYBOIEflN Vine-branch with two

[B.M.C.,Cent.Gr., PI. XVII. 15, 16.] bunches of graphs and star . . .

.K -85-65
Veiled female head. „ Hull butting. . M -6

[Ibid., PL XVII. 17.1

Id., facing. [Ibid., PI. XVII. 18.]

Head of Hermes.

[Ibid* PL XVII. 19.]
II

Prow . .

Ear of coi n

.EG
iE-45
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Im/Krial Times.

Among the Imperial coins of Kretria the only one which' calls for

remark is a coin of Commodua (JV. C.y 1902, p, 322), on the reverse of

which is EPETPinN and a bust presenting three faces, that in the

middle beardless and surmounted by a modius, the others, right and
left, male bearded profiles. This coin is suggestive of the cultus of the

Kabeiri, but see H. v, Fritze, Z.f. S.. xxiv. 125.

Hiatiaea, The first coins which can be with certainty attributed to

Histiaea belong to the half-century before Alexander. It is interesting

to note that the vines which had obtained for the town, as early as

Homer's days, the epithet ttoAwtt^uAo* occupy an important place on the

coins. (K Weil, Z.f. iV.
f

i. 183.)

Virc. B.C. 369-336.

Head of Maenad, wearing vine-wreath. I£TI Bull, standing before a vine with

[K H.C.j Cent. Cr., PL XXIV, 1.1 grapes ; symbol or monogram in

field JR Dr.
Id. [Ibid., PL XXIV. 3-5.] I£TI Bull, forepart of bull, or ball's

head ami neck ; vaiious tymbols
alwve -E

Circ. b.0. 313 265.

The next issue of Histiaean coins probably took place after the

Enboeu towns declared themselves independent in B.C. 313, but it does

not seem to have been of long duration.

Head of Maenad, with vine-wreath ; her l£TI AlEftN Nymph Histiaea with her

hair in apheudoue. \ZeiLf* -Vum., i. name I5TIAIA, seated on btern of

p. 1 86 ; Photiades Cat-. 484.] galley and holding a trophy-stand or

inaet with yard (?) .it Octobol 89 grs.

Id. [B. M.C, Cent, dr., PI, XXIV. (!.]

J

Id., without name of nymph . . . .

jfiTetrob. 42 gn.
Id. [Hunter Cat., PI. XXXHL U.] I«TI Hull standing; behind,vine& 75
Id. [Ibid.. PI. XXIV, 8.] M Bull's head and neck . M -65

Head of Dionysos, facing. „ Vine-branch . • • . M -55

Om. B.a 11*7-146, and later (?).

The silver coins of this time are remarkably abundant, and consist of

tetrobols similar in type to those of the previous century, but very
carelessly executed and varying in weight from 39 to 28 grs. The head
of the Maenad is almost identical with that on contemporaneous tetrobols

of Macedonia, struck between B.C. 185 and 168 during the reigns of

Philip V and Perseus. In the Inventory of Demares, compiled B, c,

185-180 (Bull Corr. BeU.
t 1882, p. 35), these coins are called *l<ma»a

and ipyvptov 'laTiaiVdj/. For varieties see B, M. C-
t
Gent* Gr.

y
PL XXIV.

The commonest bronze coins of this period are the following:—

Head of Maenad. IZTI Head and neck of bull, home
filleted iE -55

Similar. [B.MX\,CVji*. 6V., 1*1. XXIV, ISTIAIEHN Grapes . . . 21-68
15, 16.1

nd of AHead of Apollo (J). „ Tripod . . M -4J

_

.
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Uncertain Coins of Buboic weight. Sixth century B.C

Scarabneus. [ nciice square diagonally divided . .

[Habelon, Trail*, n, 719.1 AX Didrachm and Obol.

Id. [Imhoof and Keller, Tier- mid Id M Obol.

PJtanztnbiUer, PL VII. 13.]

Id. [Ibid., PI. VII. 14.

|

(Jorgoneion . . -It Size -4 I>ioh.(!)

Fn»g swimming. [Mabelou. Trail'-, Incase wjuare diagonally divided . .

PI. XXXIII. 21,22.] -ttObol.

Amphora in plain circle. Id Ai Didr. 1 28 ar*

[Brit Mus. Guide, PL V. 22.]

Triakelea in plain circle. Id. . A{ Didr. 125 gnu, Dr.. ami i Dr.
U?.C., 1888, PI. V. 1,2.]

A*tragalos in plain circle. Id Al Didr. 130 grs.

[X.C., 1903, PI. X. G.)

These coins belong to the same class as those with the Wheel, attributed

to Chalcis, the Gorgoneion to Eretria, and the Horse to Cyme, &c.
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;
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T
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f
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Chriat, W., XWe Sotoniache Mfinz- und Gexvichtsrt/orm nach Aristotete$ (Munch. Akad. d- Ww-
•eoach., 1900, 118*.

Droyscti, J- G., Zum iWnwm Athens > K. Preiins. Akad. d. Wi.sM*nscIi., 1882).

Fox, E., Stun dfAtitian pro&foiu (Num. Chron. f 1905, 1\
Von FriUe, HM M* IMm^pM MM Athm im 6. JaArfc. r. f»i\ (Z. f NM xx. 142;.

Gilbert, O,, Die f1//MT« Mrtna Athsns (Nou* Jahrb. fur CUm. PMIol., 1896, Heft 8. 687).
Urotefend, C. L-, G^ronotoffiseke Anordntmg rf. atMeni*ch*n Sdbcrmnitzen. Hanover, 1872.

H*ad» B. V., Catalogs* of Greek Cain* in the British \tiumm
t
Attiai—Uegaris—Aegina* 1888.

Head, B. VM N or jf on Athenian coins (N. C. 1889, 229).

Head, B. V., and Howorth, EL, 7V Jm/ia/ rotrnvt tf Athens (N. C. 1893, 158, 158, 241, 247).

Hill, O. R v
SofonV B0CW o/>A* Attic Standard (N. C- 1897, 281 .

J^rgenafn, C.» Aofri inr Its monnaits tVAthruc* (Acad, royale d«* nciencwa et dw let t re* de
Danemark, Bull. 1904, no. B).

Kirchner, J. E., 2ur Datirung #fcr ntkmiickm Silbermfmzcn (Z. f. N.. xxi. 74).

Kircbner, J. EM /" den athctxtseheti Stiinsstrieu yuit Manogrammm Z. i. N.
T xxi. 2fV0 ; cf. als<»

Areh. Anz., 1*98, 1K5 ; Rhein. Mtia., 58 1898), 889 ;
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KOhler, U., HilnV"* 1* «"/ Eubota n«rf m Eh&mn (MiUh. d. arch. Inst., ix).

KOhWr, IT., tfumtmmtMk* Rtitrfigr <Z. f. N., xii, 108?.

KOhler, U., Z*tT Gtmhichte des atknuwhtn J/Kruirvjftu :K. Preuas. Akad. d. WlH0Ha6h^ xli f

1890, 1089 .

Krthler, U.
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KOhler, U,, Di* Sdtmimht ttunxrefvrm (Ath. Mitth.. X. 151 j.

Lehmann^ C. K, M'eif* rr> » AritfoteU* 'A^raiur v«Airti'a
t
X. (IIernu*a

4
xxxv. 6Sti).

I.- ifiiann, \VM Athenatypen
t
Hunioli, tOOU.

I
...:-.

i . >.. A., Grieehixhe Mnwen (Z. f. N. t xxi. 200, AHMOXAPHI—nAHMENHI .

Macdonald, O., Amphora Utter$ 011 wins *f Athens (N. C. 1899 t 288).

Nisaen, H.
p
ZHe '.' -«re/wn*i &obm« (Rliein. Mua. t 1894, 10 .

Preuner, Aus griichisthen Jn*ehr\f1m in attisrhen Miinzen Rhein. Mus. t
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Rathgnl>er. Om Silberne MHjum Ar 4AfMbr{W«iiMCIMt^ 1858),

Keinach, Th., Vltiitoirt par tes tnotwai?*, 1902, 105. (i>3sfrafcovs Mr '« »n*anrti>» d* Atitine*.*

Sallet, A., fruwfrvriflfH. Ae. (Z. f. N M xxi. 207).

ISc'eck, O., 0ft angeblicfie Mtinxyfurm SftfMi (Bt-itrSg-e zur alien Ue^likhtc, Bd. iv, Heft 2,
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M 1 wall, «J. » Veber t*ttc ucuc rtttitcftf Serit Z. f. N., x \ vi
. 273).

SuihIwaII, J.j I'nterRnchnngen ftbrr die (ittfacMn Mfimrn tits neuerm StiUt, 1 1el» i n i^for», 1908.

Svoronoe, J. N., Nia vorfwii/jara, Ac- (Journ. int. d'arch. num., 1900, 109, and 1898, M7).
Svorono*. J- NM ftp**" *Uwftw 'op. ctt., 1904. 109 sqq.).

Svotohoh, J. >\, Monnaies futfflfl <f ^ittrrie* ^Riviata Italiana di Num., 1908^.]

Athens. The fortunate recovery in 1891 of Aristotle's lost book,

\U>j/rfiLujj' iroAtrcta, which represents Solon's reform of the coinage in

terms which seem irreconcilable with the statements of other ancient

authorities, has led, since tho publication of the Histuria Xumoruni in

1887, to a vast amount of discussion on the early coinage of Athens, and
has incidentally stimulated numerous scholars, who are not specialists in

numismatics, to a more or less careful study of the Athenian coinage,

each approaching it from his own standpoint,— history, economics, metro-

logy, epigraphy, &c. It can hardly be said that complete unanimity
of opinion has been, so far, attained with regard to the exact dating of

either the oldest or the more recent issues of the Athenian mint ; but, at

any rate, considerable progress towards a final agreement has been made.

In the following pages it will bo seen that my original classification

of the coins of Athens has been to some extent modified in the light of

all that has been written on the subject since the appearance of the first

edition of the present work, and of my B. M. C, Attufa
t
&cM 1887.

There can be no doubt that coins of some sort were current in Attica

when Solon thought it necessary to reform the standards of weights,

measures, and coinage, and it seems equally evident that any such coins

must have been of Aeginetic and not of EuboVc weight.

The tradition handed down by Plutarch {Then. 25) that Theseus
struck coins with the figure of an ox upon them is worthless ; but when
Philochorus (Schol. in Arist. Ai\ 1106; cf. Pollux ix. 60), who was
UpcxTKoVov b.C. 306, and therefore not unlikely to have seen old coins

among the Temple treasures, says that the earlier Athenian coins were
didrarhms of the Bull type, his assertion cannot be equally negligible.

There exist in fact coins ot EuboXc weight (B. M. C, Cent. GV., PL XXII,
5, 6 ; XXIII. 7) with a bull's head upon them, which I have attributed

to Eretria, and these may have been accepted by Philochorus, as they
have been by BeuM and other modern numismatists, as the earliest coins

of Athens. But even so it is hardly conceivable that they can be earlier

than Solon's time*

In point of fact, although the EuboVc standard, either in its heavy
(double) or light form, had been imported into and domesticated in

Euboea and her colonies long before the invention of coined money,
there are no extant European coins of this standard which can be con-
fidently designated as pre-Solonian. But Solon, as a widely travelled

merchant, no less than as a statesman, may well have perceived that, in

the interests of Athenian commerce, it would be very advantageous if

the Athenian standards of weights, measures, and his new coinage could
be brought into uniformity with those which prevailed in the countries
with which the merchants of Athens had the largest dealings. These
lands were more especially Euboea and the numerous Euboean colonies,

both in Chalcidice and in the West It would seem therefore that he
decided to abolish the old Pheidonian standards and to substitute for the
foreign Aeginetan coins, hitherto in use, new denominations of Euboic
weight

* C*/x/vnU Original from
Oig-I.zea by V. .CM >glt
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In these early days the Euboic drachm in its heavy form (commonly
known as the didrachm) weighed ahout 133 grs. That the earliest coins

of this weight should be reckoned as drachma rather than as didrachms
is probable from the fact that some of the specimens with the Gorgoneion
and Lions head types (B. M. C.

f
Cent. 6Y., PI. XXII, 10, and Babelon,

Tniitl PL XXXI. 14-17), weighing 268-5 grs., bear the mark of value

of a didrachm (• •). It mustbave been therefore at a later period than

the issue of these coins that the Euboic denominations were reduced by
one half.

The drachm of the old Pheidonian or Aeginetic standard hitherto

current in Peloponnesus and in Attica (?) weighed, on the other hand,

about 93-1 grs. These two drachms (of 93 and 133 grs,) and their

corresponding minae
f
each containing 100 drachms of their respective

standards, stood therefore in relation to one another as follows :

—

Pheidonian = Aeginetic I>r. 931 ; Uinu, 9310 gra. = 70 Euboic Dra
Euboic ...... Or- 133; Mina, 13300 grs. = 100 Euboic Drs.

Aristotle (*A0. ttoA. c. 10) records this augmentation by Solon of the

weight of the Mina from 70 to 100 Euboic drachms in the following

passage, which concludes with the necessary explanatory statement that

the old Euboic drachm, xapaicri/p, or co^n &•*• monetary unit of Solon's

time) was identical with the didrachm (w\ of Aristotle s own. time
y
viz.

133 ffT9*)t 'Ev [piv dvv t]ol? vopois ravra boKtl 6tlvai firfotorucd, *nph fie tt)* POjUh

dcaias lrotijaat ttjv r&v x[p]*&[v ftixojjcoffij^ kq\ fitra ratra rm t* t&v ftitpmv

Kal (TjaOn&v «U rtjv rov voplaparos avfaaip. 'Eir' fativov yap lyivtro xal ra

Itirpa fttlQ* r&v tfrciTWcLtoi', koi i) pva Ttportpov {ayo]v<ra [(rra[0p]dv £tffio-

firjfcoisra bpa\fias avtirXrjptefh) rau txaTop. I !. o ap^atoy xaPQKTVP M0P*XP**'
Androtion (Plut. iSol. 15), ctrc. B.C. 346, alludes also to Solon's change

in the weight of the mina. His figures are 73 : 100* while Aristotle's are

70 : 100:

—

itcQTdv yap ciroiijirc 5paj(fi«i> tiju fivav irporfpov €
f
ibo^iriKOVTa *al

rpi&i' ovaav—but this slight discrepancy is of no great importance, and
would be easily explicable if we could suppose that the average weights
of the Aeginetic and of the EuboVc drachms were reckoned by Androtion
at about 92 and 134 grs. respectively, instead of 93-1 and 133 grs. The
rest of the above passage seems, however, to prove that Androtion was
oblivious of the fact that the drachm in Solon's time had been double the

1 If it be objected that this is not what vra* intond(*d by fjr 8' A ip\a£os XaPatCT^)P WfrflXfWFj
and that the didrachm referred to must hav*« lM*en the Aeginetic didrachm current be*

fore Solon changed the standard, then we must fall back upon the hypothesis that the coin

in Ariatotle's mind cannot have been that which is usually called the Aeginetic didrachm,
viz, 186 grs*, but must have been Us half, viz. 88 gr*. There would thou 1*0 no difficulty

in the passage, taken by itself, and without reference to the serious difficulties raised*

<l*tt by the coins of 268 grs. (B. M. CM Cent. (ir.
t
PL XXII, 10, and Bi*bolon

f
TV»Wf

PI. XXXI. U-17)
t
marked (• •) as a Dulrachm, and (2nd j by the account of Hippiaa'a sub.

sequent alteration of thu ^apaMr^p of the Athenian coins (i. e. from tlidtachms to tetra-

*irachm* of identical weight). Were it not for th*se objections, Aristotlo'a words might lie

easily interpreted as follows :

—

The old j .
:

i i..-t. formerly weighing 70 drachms, of Aristotle's time 'C6-5 x 70 ^ 4G<V> grs.\

was raised by Solon to 100 ( - <HJ50 grs/. Of course both mina* contained 100 drachms,
the old drachm weighing 4ft*5 grs-, and the Solonian drachm 6M grs. The adoption of
the latter in place of the former was the av(tj<jtv tow vopiaparot. The old xaPaKTVP *>r

didrachm of 98 grs. was replaced at the same time by the heavier coin of 188 grs.

It is worthy of note that at Corinth the coin of 45 grs. was called the drachm, and
Aristotle may have regarded it in Die same light.
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weight of what it afterwards became, for he continues

—

&ar a/xdpw j«r

u v-< *' '
*

''A;c:fV'.:'a; rous KOfti^b/x^rou?. Androtion, if Aristotle is to be
credited, has confused two successive decrees of Solon, (1) the Cancelling

of debts, and (2) the Reform of the coinage : % t&v yj>t5*v aTTOKoTr?/ being

first carried out, and, thereafter (koI ^<ra ravra)
f the augmentation (av£ij<r*$)

of the measures, weights, and coinage.

The change of standard by Solon from the Aeginetic to the Euboic

can hardly have failed to influence various other cities, already using

the Euboic silver standard, to follow his example by issuing for the first

time coined money of Euboic weight, and greatly to promote the circu*

lation of such coins in Attica itself, side by side with the Solonian issues.

This sufficiently accounts for the fact that the so-called * Wappenmiinzen '

of various types have usually been found in Attica.

Solon too, whose travels in Asia Minor had made him familiar with the

electrum currency of Lydia and Ionia, may perhaps be credited with an
attempt to introduce, side by side with his silver money, an electrum

coinage similar to that which was in use across the sea. To his time,

at any rate, I would assign the small electrum pieces of Athens, Chalcis,

and Eretria (?}» which have been occasionally found in Greece.1

Electrl'M and Silver.

Time of Sofon
t
B. c. 594 and litter.

Owl to left [B. M. C-, Alt,, PL 1. 1.] I Incuse square containing triangle .

EL Hemihectou, 21 _
;
-

Owl, K, in linear circle.

[/6irf.
(
PI. XXIV. 18.]

Similar. [Ibid., Fig, 19.]

Incuse square diagonally quartered .

A\ Drachm, 124 grs

Similar , . . A\ J Obol, 11-2 gr&

Post'Svtonian ami Pi^tstratul Period^ virc. B. C. 566-514.

I'M. 207.

The next series of Athenian coins consists mainly of rude silver bullets

of 270 grs. (max.), which, as we have seen, must have been originally

called didrackms\ though after the exchange, at Athens, of the heavy
EuboXc mina for the light mina, exactly half its weight, they became
tetradrach ins.

These pieces bear on the obverse a head of Athena of very archair

style in an unadorned crested helmet,3 and on the reverse an Owl with

1 Beuk*, p. 64, 1 ;
Kfthler, Stfinzfunttt auf Eubooa (Atli. Mitth., ix. 3S9\

* Soe Uttlrachm of 268-G gr*. (p. Ml), (B. M. CM Cent. Gr.
f
PL XXII. 10\

* One KiM-cimen in B. M. lias on the helmet the three olive-leaves, ami on the r*r.

_ { A* Original from
Oig.Hzeti by V. .CM >gU
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the inscr. A0E; or occasionally (but not on the earliest specimens) A©E,
and an olive-spray in the corner of the incuse square. It is noticeable

that on the latter specimens the incuse square is sharper an<l deeper than
on the earlier ones, and their fabric suggests the probability of their
having been struck at Eretria. (See Earle Fox, in Corolla Nam*

% p. 44.)

In style the coins of the early Athenian issues range from the mo^t
primitive to the most refined archaic. Among them are the oldest and
rudest examples of a human head on any ancient coins (with the possible
exception of some small electrum coins of Ionia, see Anhaic Artemisia

of Epham$ f p. 92, PL IL 75), and I take these to be quite the earliest

Greek coins which were struck with both obi\ and ret\ types. The
issues are very numerous, and there is reason to suppose that they
extended over a long series of years, probably from the earlier half
of the sixth century at least down to the time of Hippias, those of finer

execution belonging to the later times of the Pisistratidae, when their
money-chests were frequently replenished from their recently developed
mining works at Laurium. and in their newly acquired possessions in the
Strymon district. Cf. Herod, i. 64 *4i0op4im9 &* t&v

9

A0rjvamv ovra>

Sq n<«riffrpaToy rd rplxw ftw ABi)vas ippt£u>at rrfv rvpavvlta (B.C. 533),
tKiKOVpourl re iroAAourt, icai ^prj^xaTtop 9WoQ0Ult

$
t&v piv B#fWCI% t<£v hi

aire! ErpvpovOf iroratiov (rvviovrmv.

A highly probable date for the inauguration of the Athena-head
rev. Qui series is the occasion of the first celebration on a grand scale

of the great Festival of the Panathenafc Games, in the summer of
B.C. 566, which was attended by a vast concourse of strangers from all

parts of the Hellenic world. Then, and at every subsequent quadrennial

celebration of the Panathenaea, a large supply of current coin would
naturally bo in request.

The smaller denominations of the above period resemble the larger

coins (B, M. C, AtL
7
Nos. 8W"

Time of Hippias* B.C. 514-511, and down to circ. B. a 407.

We have seen that in Solon's time the drachm, according to Aristotle*

probably weighed about 133 grs. We also learn that the nominal value
of the current coins must have been doubled at an early date in Athenian
history, for the chief denomination (xdpaypn or \apaKn]p

9 riiv. 270 grs.) is

subsequently always designated as a tetradraehm— r/ ykav£inl xa/>dy/*aros

ijv T*Tpadpa\iiQv
f
wt <Pth6%opo$' IkAt/0>; 5i ro ro/iia/xa rb nrpihpayjiov tqt€ [rj]

yAaGf. rj yap yAaOf iTtiarjpov koI irpo&wnov Adrjvas (Schol. on Ar. Av* 1106).

The probable date of the demonetization of the older and extremely
archaic money, and of a fresh issue of coins of the same weight but,

legally and nominally, of different current value (presumably double the
old value), is fixed by Pseudo-Aristotle (Qeeou* ii. 4), who says of Hippias
(B.(\ 514—511) that to Tt v6}ii*jpa ro ov AA)lwC0if a&oVt/iOp inoCyfatp' rd£a?

bi Ttpijv ixtXtvat irpOs avrAv dyaKoju^Vu" rrtwcAtforrair ii tirl r<£ Ktltyat frtpw

the small moon behind the owl. T1iom> additions tu the original typo wen* not formally
adopted until Hippias called in and roisaued the coin* about oil n.c. (see pp. 370 and 391 .

Ou other raro specimens the snake* of Athena
1

4 aegia are seen at the neck of the goddoa**.
1 With the exception of No* 28 and 29, (St* Si*, F. C, Ser, III, vol. xv. 172 aqq.)
7 For an o!k>1 struck by Hippiaa in exile see infm f p. 377, and for a tetradraehm said to

mid T I on obv. and AOE on rcr-, see Seltmao, Num* Chr*m.
9
190S, p. 278 *q.

* II:- evidence is confirmed by the coin of 26y.G gr;-., with mark of value indicating
I drachma. (See above, p. Ml.)
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xapaKTiipa inborn* to avro ipyvptov. Hippias thus appears to have cried

down and demonetized the existing coinage, and to havo called it in at

a fixed valuation, and when the coins had been collected to be restruck

as pieces of a different * xapaicrrip ' (i.e. denomination), he reissued the

same coins (rd avro ipyvpiov).1 This apparently means that he called

in, for the purpose of restriking. the old coins of 266-270 era., hitherto

reckoned as didrachmn, and then reissued them at double their original

current value as tetradruvkme. In future all silver coins of 270 grs. were

to be accepted as tetradrachms, the weight of the drachm being reduced

by one-half. In this substitution of the light for the heavy Euboi'c

standard, Hippias probably followed the example of other states using

that standara, while at the same time he succeeded, within his own
dominions, in doubling, nominally if not actually, his own resources.

The unmistakably archaic and unaffected style of the head of Athena
on the earliest specimens of the following series (B. M. C, AtL, PI. III. 5),

as exempli6ed t>y the almond-shaped eye and the so-called * archaic

smile ', differentiates them from the slightly modified and conventionalized

continuations which follow them (ibid., Pla. III. 6 and IV. 1-3). Towards
the close of the fifth century the -work becomes steadily coarser and more
careless, but even these later coins are distinguishable from those of the

next period (after tire 393), on all of which the eye of Athena is shown
in profile {ibid., PI. V).

On the reverse side of the tetradrachms, as reissued by Hippias (?), the

addition of a small waning (not crescent) moon behind the owl may
perhaps serve to synchronize the issue of Hippias's new coinage with the

Panathenaic festival of July-August, B.C. 514, on which occasion a large

issue of Athenian coins would naturally be required. The connexion of
Athenian coin-types with the Panathenaea is well known, and becomes
more evident at a much later date on the coins of the * new style ', where
the owl is seen standing on a Panathenaic prize amphora. 2 The dtcretcent

moon on the earlier series is a less conspicuous symbol possibly referring

to the same festival. The whole-night vigil, navwxii, preceding the

culminating Feast-day of the Great Panathenaea, was passed in carol-

singing and in the choral dances of young men and maidens. The waning
moon, a reversed crescent, did not rise until after midnight, when the

torch-races and dances were all over, and her appearance above the

eastern horizon in the earlv hours of the Tpirrj tpOivovro* (the twenty-eighth
day of the month) was signalized by hymns and <JAoAi/y/iara, the rising

moon being greeted as the precursor of the dawn of the great festival

day of the national goddess.8 It was during this very night, iv wpoWpn

wktX riav X\ava$i)vattop (Herod, v. 56), that Hipparchos was warned in

a vision of the fate which awaited him in the early morning.
The reformed silver coinage of Athens, as reissued by Hippias (?),

consisted of the following denominations :

—

Deiuulrachmon, 675 grs. (max.). Coins of this large size seem to have

1 Hippias can hardly have contain placed making any considerable change in the time-
honoured coin-types, am such a course would have been detrimental to the credit of the
Athenian currency. Hence xaPaKr^f '*. in all probability, to be here understood not aa
the napaorjuov, or special type, but n* the chief * m/. ... of the Athenian coinage. See
additional Note on p. 891.

Cf. C. Smith, B. S. A., iil. 188. A. Momm<*n, Ftsir d. S'adl Alhen, 1898, p. 106.
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been, in early times, chiefly issued on special occasions or for the per-

sonal gratification of Tyrants or Kings, and not for common currency.

Fin, 2<>8.

AOE lncu-e square, within which, owl

to front with open wings ; in L corner

of square, olive-spray. [B. M. C, Alt.,

PI. III. 1 ; Babelon, Traiti, PL XXXV.
8, II.]

Head of Athena of archaic s-tyle, her

helmet adorned in front with three

olive-leaves erect, and at the hack

with a floral scroll ; her hair in bauds

across her temples, and indicated by

dots under the neck-piece of the

helmet (Pig. 208).

Tetradraehmon , 270 grs. (max.). This was the denomination (the

\apaKTijp or -^apayyjx of Athens) which for nearly two centuries enjoyed

a world-wide currency, until it was at last superseded by the still more
popular tetradrachm of Alexander the Great.

Fio. 209.

AOE Incuse square, within which,Owl,
r., head lacing, wings closed ; behind,

olive-spray and small decrescent moon.

Head of Athena as on the dekadrachm
(Fig.209). [RM.C.,Jtf.,PUII. 2-5

;

Babelon, Traiti, PI. XXXV. 13-16.]

A very rare variety has on the reverse an owl facing with closed wings
and other differences in detail. (Z.f. N^xxi. PI. IV. 7.) In my opinion
it was not struck at Athens. (Cf. imitations of Athenian coins struck
at Gaza in Judaea.)

Didrachinon, 135 grs. (max.). This denomination was only issued in

.small quantities, probably for local use, early in the fifth century.

Fio. 210.

Bb 2
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Head of Athena as above (Fig. 210). Similar to tctradraclims, but the incuse

[B. M. C, Alt., PI. IV. 4 ; Babelon,
I

square confined within a circular in-

Traite, PI. XXXV.
12.

J

cute, and no moon behind owl.

Drachnie, 67-5 grs. (max.). The hundredth part of the light EuboYc
silver mina, and the unit of nccount.

Fio. 211.

Head of Athena as above (Fig, 21 1). Similar, but without the circular incuse

;

[B. M. C, Alt., PI. IV. 5, 6-1 no moon.

Trioboltm or }. Dnuhm, 33-75 grs. (max.), commonly struck for local use.

Fio. 21L\

Similar (Fir. 212). AOE Incuse circle. Owl to front,

[B. M. C. AU., VI IV. 7, 8.] wingl closed, between olive-branches.

Trihemiobolivn, 16-87 grs. (max.), struck for local use.

Similar. [B. M. C, Au., PI. IV. 9.]

Similar. [B.M.C., Alt., VI IV. 10.]

AOE Tucuse square. Two owl* face to

face, with olive-spray l>etweeu them.

AGE Incuse circle. Owl facing, wings

opcDJ above, olive-spray.

Obolo*, 11-25 grs. (max.) (cf. R iVM 1887, p. 210), struck for local use.

Similar, [I*. M.C- AtL, PL IV. 11.] AOE Incuse square.within which, owl,

r. ; liehind, olive-leaf.

Hemiobolioit % 5-62 grs. (max.) (Xen. AnaL L 5, 6; A risk Ran. 554),
struck for local use.

Similar. [R K, 0., Att.
t ¥l IV.12, 18.] |

Similar.

For PentoboLs Tctrobols, Diobols, and some small denominations, see

next periods.

r*^ /X.-,|
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Firet issue of Gold coins, B.C. 407-406, and Bronze money of
necessity till b. C. 393. "

The silver money of Athens, during the period of her power and pros-

perity which followed the Persian wars, had gradually become almost an
international currency, and was accepted by both Greeks and Barbarians

in preference to all other coins (Arist. Ran. 721 sqo,.). But there were
times of depression, after her unfortunate expedition to Sicily, when
Athens was driven to her reserve fund, and compelled to melt down and
coin into money the gold ornaments which had been dedicated, with wise
foresight, to her protecting goddess.

The first of these occasions was in the year b.c. 407-406, towards the

close of the Peloponnesian war, when, after her great naval disasters,

Athens had hastily to eouip and man an entirely new fleet. To meet
such an exceptional outlay the gold statues of Nike in the Parthenon
were sent to the mint, and the following gold pieces were issued :

—

Head of Allium as on silver coins

above described.

[Z.J. X, xxi. PI. I. 1,2.1

Id. I/W. PI. I. 3-4; N. C, 1893,

PI. I. 9.]

Id. [Z.f. X, xxi. PI. I. 5, 6.]

Id. [Ibid., PI. I. 7.]

AGE Incuse square. Owl r., on olive-

braucb ; behind, olive-spray

(Pub.) AT * Staler, 66-5 grfc

AGE Incuse circle. Owl to front, wings
clo&cd, in olive-wreath

(B. M.) Af £ Stater, 33 grs.

AOE Incuse square. Two owls face to

face ; between them, olive-branch .

fj Hekte, 22-5 grs.

AOE Incuse wjuare. Owl r<, on olive-

branch , . AT Hemihekton 1 1 gra.

The financial straits in which Athens found herself in B.C. 406 were so

severe that no silver money could be obtained, and bronze had to take

its place as money of necessity. The new gold issue was, of course, all

swallowed up for war expenses, and, in any case, it would not have
been suitable for the small daily wants of the citizens. These were the
conditions which Aristophanes (B.C. 405) laments (Ran, 725), viz. the
disappearance of the far-famed old coins, r tyjatia* voyx<rpa

f
and even of

the new gold money, tA xaivdv xpvtrtams and the substitution for them
of base and hastily struck bronze pieces, tqvtqis tois nornipois xaAiuW, ^$4$
T€ koI Kiwi/v Koitua r<p KtisuTTv Ko/ifiaTL One of these bronze tetradrachms,
originally plated, is in the British Museum. Few survive nowadays,
for, as we shall see, they wore only current in Athens during the hard
times which followed the Athenian collapse, viz. from B.c* 406-393,

During these thirteen years the Athenian mint seems to have been
practically dormant, issuing 'only* for ordinary use, plated bronze tetra-

drachws and perhaps minute subdivisions in silver and in bronze. This
state of things lasted until Conon's brilliant victory in 394 inaugurated
a fresh period of prosperity, destined to last until the Macedonian con-

auest. In 393 the wretched bronze money of necessity was cried down,
le Town Crier being sent round to proclaim that silver was once more

to be the only legal tender :

—

nwpay o *ijpv£* Mij Scj(C<r0tu /irjSira

\aXtcvv To \ot7rov w

ipyvptf yap MWpcftl.

Arist, Keel 819.

* {
'*
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Circ. B.C. 393-339.

(a) Silver coinage.

The tetradrach111s of the fourth century are roughly engraved and
carelessly struck. They are, in fact, only imitations of the older coins.

The semblance of archaism is, however, delusive, as is evident from the

manner in which the eye of the goddess is shown in profile. The die-

engraver seems to have been trammelled by the condition imposed upon
him of adhering to the old familiar types. Uc does not deliberately

revert to archaism on aesthetic principles ; on the contrary, he is con-

sciously trying to emancipate himself from the fixed hieratic type which
he was set to copy, and he modernizes, as far as possible, the head of

Athena, without venturing to depart from the general outlines of the

older type. His small innovations in the features of the goddess are

compensated for, perhaps intentionally, by his rude treatment of the

owl on the reverse (cf. the expressive and life-like owls on Pis. I-IV,

B. M. C, Att., with the huge-headed and frightful caricatures of the bird

on PI. V. 3-6).

The smaller silver coins, which seem for the moat part to belong to

the earlier portion of the fourth century, though some of the minute
divisions may be still older, are the following :

—

Drachm. {Ibid., PL V. 7.) Similar to the totradrachin.

Triohul. (/W..PLV. 13, 14.) Obv. Similar. Rev. Owl to front between
olive-branches, but of later style than the earlier triobols (cf. PL IV. 7, 8).

Diobol. {Ibid., PI. V. 16.) Obv. Similar. Rev. Double-bod ied owl,

head facing,

Obot. (Ibid., PL V. 17.) Obv. Similar. Rev. Four crescents, back to

back, in incuse square. Cf. obol of earlier date with owl on rev.

(PL IV. 11). In Rev. Num., 1887, 210, it U argued that these two pieces

are fractions of the obol, Pentachalkon and Heptachalkon.
Tritartemorion, f obol, 8-45 grs. Obv. Similar. Rev. Three crescents.

{Ibid., PL V. 18; Pollux ix. 65.)

Hemiobol, £ obol, 5-62 grs. Obv. Similar. Rev. Owl facing, wings
closed, between two crescents. {Ibid., PL V. 19.)

Trihemttartemor/vii, § obol, 4-2 grs. Obv. Similar. Rev. Kalathos.

(Ibid., PL V. 20.)

Tetartemoriou, J obol, 2-8 grs. Obv. Similar. Rev. Crescent. {Ibid.,

PL V. 21 ; Pollux ix. 65.)

Ilemitartemorion, § obol, 1-4 (ps. Obv. Similar. Rev. Owl facing,

wings closed ; on either side, olive-branch. {Ibid,, PL V. 22.) This
inconveniently small coin was superseded by its equivalent in bronze,
the ChalkouH,when that metal came into general use, probably after the
middle of the fourth century.

{$) Gold Coinage, second intnie.

Fig siy,
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At what precise date Athens was again compelled to have recourse to

an issue of gold coin is doubtful. One point is, however, quite clear, ami
that is that the gold coins of the second issue are identical in style
and fabric with tne tetradrachms issued from 393 onwards. Kohler
(Z. /. if.

(
xxi. 14} has pointed out how much later in date they are than

the gold coins of the first issue in 407-406, and he suggests 339 b.a as the
most probable year for an issue of gold ami for another melting down of

the gold ornaments of the Parthenon. The denominations struck on thih

occasion, and perhaps for a few years afterwards, were the following l
:

—

Head of Athena with eye in profile, at* AOE Owl r., behind, olive-spray ami
on the tetradrachms struck after 393 waning moon; in front, kalathos ;

(Kig. 213), [B. M. G, Att. t PI. V. the whole in incuse tquaro*

l>2,] f

Id. [^./A^xxLPLL ic]

Id, [/WA,PLI 17. 18.]

Ar
Stater, 133 gn.

F Q Owl to front with spread wings;

beneath, kalathos ; incuse square? .

A/ J Stater, 33 gre.

AOE Owl r.; behind, olive-leaf and
berry ; in front, kalathoe ; incuse

square . . N \ Stater, 22-5 gn*-

There are two smaller coins describe*! by Kohler (/. c.) f but they are of

doubtful origin.

Cin\ B.C. 339-322 irr Utter.

Silver coinage*

The silver coinage of this period its far from plentiful. The tctradrachm
and drachm preserve the old type of head with the olive-leaven on thi-

helmet, but the various issues are differentiated by the addition of a

changing symbol on the reverse : -e,g. Gorgoneion, Bueranium, Prow,
Trophy, Rudder

f
Cornucopiae, Wreath, Corinthian helmet, Trident,

Stern of galley, &c (Kohler, Sitzuwj&her. d* Bert. AkatL d. VFtafc,

1896, PL XL 7 ; B. M. C\, Att
%
PL VII 12).

The other denominations lielow the drachm are :

—

Pentobolon* 56-25 grs. (max.).

1 SvoronoH Journ. int cfarcA. Htm*. 1^>9S, 107 ) attributes the&c gold coina to eta b.c. iV>
(when Antigonua fionata* conferred fV- • < i i w upon Athens), chiefly, it would aeem, because
they bear the same adjunct symbol, tho Athenian kalathos, which occurs nlsuj as an
Athenian mint^mark, on certain rare tetradracrhma of Antigonua \Tirpaxp<* 'Avrifv*ua

T

BuMon, Traitt, L 4Ho^
Thin characteristic Athenian symbol is, however, not confined to one special ]>eriod, for

it is to bo aeon on some of the minute silver coins of tin* early fourth century B.C.

(B. M. C.
t
Att

f PL V. 20). Both in style and in fabric e,g. tracoa of incuse square tho
Athenian gold staters (like the tetradrachms of the >amo style,, belong, in my opinion, to

the middlo or latter half of tho fourth century at the latest. The specimen liRured by
Svoronoa (op, tffc, PL VI. 18) in support of hi* theory is, I am convinced, a modern fabri-

cation. 'GT tho minute details especially the misunderstood ear-ring and string of
meaningless dot* beneath the ear and behind the cheek with the same parts of tho
genuine coins figured in R M. C, Att., PI. V. I, 2.

.

1 The specimen figured, Z%f% A*., xxL PL I. 14, is a modem forgery, as well as the one in

/own. int. d Jareh. y 181*8, PI. VI. 18 (see preceding note?.
* As with the At coins, the mcu*e Mjuare is not always on the fin$u But it is distinct on

a specimen in H. M.
* This denomination is mentioned by Arist. Eq. 798 ;b.c. 1-4 . Cf. also J, C, i. 170,

173. No. 3:14 a, 40 ;d.c, 408 . But no Pentobols of so early a period aro known to exist.
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Head of Athena in Corinthian helmet, g ® Owl r.,witli open wings. Symbol,

M on Af coins of Alexander. | B.S1.C. E
,

- ,

.!«., PI. V. 1 1.1 amphora, or amphora and decrescent

moon.

Tetrobolon, 45 gra. (max.).

Read of Athena in plain Attic helmet, » _ Two owIb face to face,

without the olive-leaves.

[AU, PI. V. 12.]

Triobolon, 33-75 grs. (max.).

Id. [Ibid., PI. V. 15.1 G
A
g 0wl to n"°nt between olive-

hranches.

Bronze Coinage.

C'irc. B.C 339-322 or later.

The earliest bronze coins of Athens, with the exception of the bronze
money of necessity current only between 406 and 393 (see above, p. 373,
and E. Fox in a. C, 1905, p. 1), are probably contemporary with the
silver coins abovo described. Their issue, like that of the gold staters,

may have been partly occasioned by a scarcity of silver, circ. l». c. 339.

This perhaps accounts for the fact that the types of many of these

bronze coins bear a remarkable resemblance to those of the rare silver

pieces—Drachms, Pontobols, Tctrobols, Triobols—and to the somewhat
earlier Diobols (B. M. C, AH., PI. VI. 1-7 and 12, 13).

The frequent occurrence on bronze coins of this period of the Athenian
kalatbos and the Eleusiniau ' kerchnos ' as adjunct symbols is remarkable
<cf. the kalathos on the gold staters). There are, in addition to the above,

several other small bronze coins wbich may be given either to this period or

to the next. These have the head of Athena in a Corinthian helmet on the

obverse, and an owl , usually within a wreath of corn or olive, on the reverse

(B. M. C, Att.
t PL VI. 8-11). It is also doubtful whether the exceptional

coins with Kleusinian types, obv. Triptolemos, rev. Pig on Eleusiniau

/9oxx°f with the ' kerchnos ' in the exergue (B. M. C, Alt., PL VI. 14-15),

belong to this period, or whether they were struck under Macedonian
rule. They were probably issued about 322, and stand first among a

number of coins with types referring to the Eleusinian festivals (B. M. C,
Att*PL XV. 11-18).

Buo.NZE Coinage. Qirc. b.c. 822-229.

Head of Zeus. A0E Athena hurling fuhnen . M -Go

[B. M. C, AU.. PI. XV. 2-1
Head of Athena. [Ibid., PL XIV. 4.1 A6E Zeiu hurling fulmen . . M -75

Id. [/6m/., PI. XIV. 7.] A6E Zeus holding fulmen in lowered

hand -E -75

The first of these is certainly contemporary with Macedonian coins of
Demetrius. The specimens of the second type, Zeus hurling fulmen, are

_,. f~*, -*.-,.» I,. Original fromIby^OOgK
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less uniform in fabric, and from the occurrence, on some of them, of

the star between two crescents, as on coins of Mithradates, it seems
possible that their issue may have survived into the next period.

Athenian Theatre Ticket* {tUnt^ux). Girt, B.C. 342-229.

In addition to the current coins above described, there are a number
of bronze monetiforra tokens with a head of Athena, or more rarely of a
lion, on the obverse, and on the reverse a large letter of the alphabet,

single, A, B, f, A, &c; double, AA, BB, IT, AA, &c ; triple, AAA, &c.

;

or even quadruple ; or sometimes reversed, 8, 88. TIT. &c, the use of

which Svoronos has explained in his treatise M«pi rfiv *i<nn\pLujv tmi>

apxaiwv (Jirum. tut. d'arch. num., 1898) as numbered admission tickets

to assemblies in the Theatre of Dionysos. The majority of these tickets

clearly belong to the fourth century, before the Macedonian conquest
Some of them, 6gured by Svoronos on PI. XV of his treatise, with the

Athenian kalathos or the Eleusinian K<,»xro? as adjunct symbols, are

undoubtedly contemporary with certain of the gold and bronze coins

issued after B.c. 339.

Imitations of Athenian Coiu of the * Old Style'.

Among the earliest of the numerous imitations of the Athenian coins

of the old style the most remarkable is the recently published obol

attributed by Babelon {Corolla Xumu>matica, 1906, p. 1) to Hippias,

who may have issued money in his own name, perhaps in one of the

towns of the Thracian Chersonese during his exile from Athena. 1

Hend of Athena in unadorned crested HIP Owl with closed wings; behind,

helmet. car of corn ; the whole in incuse

square . . . Al Obol, 10-1 gre.

For the most part, however, the Asiatic and other imitations of the

Athenian money are due to the fact that the source of supply, from
the Athenian mint, of these widely circulating coins was no longer suffi-

cient for the demand after B.C. 406 ; and probably failed altogether after

the Macedonian conquest. Hence copies, more or less faithful in general

aspect to their originals, began to be fabricated in various countries

—

Syria, Egypt, Persia, Arabia, India, Ac. A few only of these imitations

admit of definite attribution. It is even doubtful where those of the

Satrap Mazaeus, bearing his name vjiq {X. C\, 1884, PI. VI. 9, 10), were
minted. Other tetradrachms reading ff\0 come from Egypt, though
Six (.V. n 1895, 209) would assign them to Cyrrhestica, and some obols

have been recently published (.V. C, 1908, p. 198) bearing symbols on the

rev. apparently resembling Egyptian hieroglyphs.
The specimens bearing Himyaritic characters are undoubtedly Arabian,

while others on which the owl on the reverse is converted into an eagle

with reverted head are probably Indian (*Y. C, 1906, 10).

1 For a tetradrachm *aid t»» War the Utt.-r-. H I on the <-'". aa well a- AOE on the ret

mi- Seltman in .V. ('., lflOS, p. L'78 u.

_ i
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Athenian Coins of the ' New Style '.

Circ. B.C. 229 tti time of AugwUus.

Head of Athena Parthenos in Attic I AOE Owl btniiding on Panatliennic

helmet with triple crest, adorned in
j

amphora ; in the field, two mono-
front with the foreparts of horses, on grams, or two or three magistrates'

the side with a griffin or Pegasos, names, and an adjunct symbol ; on
and on thY back with a tcroll ; border ,

the amphora, usually, a numeral
of dots. (A—M, or sometimes N) and. as a

[B. M. C, A((., Pis. Vnr-XIII.] , rule, two or more letters beneath the

amphora ; the whole in olive-wreath.

No one who compares the thick and irregularly struck coins of the

'old style', which survived at least down to the Macedonian conquest

(B.C. 322), with the thinner money of the now style ' (cf. B. M. C, Att.
t

Pis. V and VIII) can fail to ace at a glance that a considerable time

must have elapsed between the two issues. During this interval, which
includes the period of Macedonian supremacy, there were very few
autonomous coins struck at Athens (see above, p. 375). Whether any
considerable number of regal coins of Macedonian types were minted
there, is doubtful. The T^rpavjxa 'Aimyovua of Antigonus Gonatas, with
the ' kalathos ' as a distinctive Athenian mint-mark (Babelon, Traiti,

i. 485), are the only regal coins which can be positively attributed to

Athens. 1

About B.c 229 Athens entered into friendly relations with Rome, and
shortly afterwards a foedu* aeijuum between the two cities was
arranged (Tac. Ann. ii. 53). In those circumstances Athens may, in all

likelihood, have been in a position to reorganize her mint, and from the

produce of her silver mines to issue from time to time silver tetradrachms
equivalent in weight and intrinsic value to those of the successors of

Alexander.

When Athens, about this time, began once more to coin money in her

own name, she adhered to the types of her old coins, so far as to place

the head of Athena on the obverse and the owl on the reverse, but the

difference in the mode of treatmont of these types was very great.

The head of Athena on the now tetradrachms was certainly suggested

by that of the colossal chryselephantine statue by Pheidias in the
Parthenon, described by Pausanias (i. 24. 5) as having on each side of

the helmet a griffin, and in the midst a sphinx. On the coins the griffin

is frequently replaced by a flying Pegasos ; the sphinx does not appear,

but in its place, the fore-parts of four or more horses, which Pausanias
omits to mention, but which must have been a leading feature in the
model which the dic-cngraver had in his mind.
On the reverse other modifications of the old type attract our notice.

The intimate connexion of the coinage with the Panathenaic Festivals is

further emphasized by the addition of the Panathenaic amphora beneath
the owl, in place of the waning moon of similar, though less obvious,

import ; and the little olive-spray in the corner of the incuse square on
the older coins is replaced by a complete wreath of olive enclosing

1 Specimens of th< - coins appear among tin' nflV rings in the AsktepieioQ between the
years b.c. 2fil and 253 sit- supm, \>. 2;t2^

.
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the whole type. Across the Held of the new coins arc the names of two
annual magistrates (at first in monogram form), accompanied by a subsi-

diary type or adjunct symbol, chosen by the magistrate whose name stands

first (Macdonald, Coin Tffp$8, p. 54). To these two magistrates' names
there is added during the greater part of the second century (and rarely

after circ. B.C. 100) the name of a third magistrate, which is frequently

changed, in some series as many as twelve times, in the course of the

period during which the other two principal magistrates hold office.

That this period is a year is proved by the numeral letters that are

placed on the amphora beneath the owl. It has been conclusively shown
(N. C, 1899, p. 288) that these indicate the month of the ordinary or
lunar year in which the coins were struck. It is not, however, to be
supposed that coins were minted with undeviating regularity year by
year, or even month by month, in the years when they were issued.

The supply was regulated by the demand. It was only during years of

considerable activity that issues bearing all the month numerals A—

M

(or even N in intercalary years, when there were thirteen lunar months)
took place.

Various plausible arguments have been adduced in favour of the

identification of the two annual magistrates with the occupants of

important offices, e.g. the <rrpanjy6y <isi ra <5wAa or the orpaTijyoy im
riiv jiapaaKfn'iv (Reinach, It*:*: den Etudes (jr., i. 163); but these argu-

ments have been effectively disposed of by Preuner (Rh. Mm., xlix. 396)
and Kirchner (Z. f. N., 1898, 74), who have Bhowu that the officers in

question were not the chief magistrates of the state, but usually

members of influential families, sometimes foreign princes, and very

often closely related members of one and the same family, such as

father and son, or two brothers. The names of some of these same
individuals are also met with previously in more dignified offices, such

as the archonship, while on the other hand they must occasionally have
been under thirty, the minimum age for the holder of a regular ap\ 7

/

at Athens (Sundwall, V iitermuhungen, &c, p. 108).

At Rome the magistrates responsible for the coinage formed a trium-
virate (Triumviri Monetalev). At Athens they were, from circ. B.C. 229,

a duumvirate ; but the responsibility of these annual duumviri would
seem to have been shared, during the greater part of the Beeond century,

by a third official, whose name appears beneath those of his two annually

appointed colleagues.

Sundwall, after an exhaustive examination of the available evidence,

concludes that the duumviri at Athens were not magistrates in the strict

sense of the term ; their office was an honorary imntXtia and carried

with it a XttTovpyia (op. cit.
t p. 108). He has also given good reasons for

supposing that there was an intimate association between the Athenian
mint and the Areopagus. It seems probable that, on the later coins, one

of the two focfttXifraf is always an ex-archon (op. cit., p. 106). Moreover,

this arrangement would appear to have superseded an even stricter

system of control, to which the presence of a third official's name
bears witness. A scrutiny of the names that actually occur suggests

that during the greater part of the second century a committee of twelve

Areopagites was annually appointed and specially entrusted with a more
direct responsibility for the purity, &c, of the coins, the members of this

committee holding office in rotation ; whenever a fresh issue of coins

/~*
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was required the signature of the comuiittee-nian whose turn it was
to take duty was added beneath that of the ordinary Imp* \ijrai (op* cit* t

p. 69). The signature of this third official has also an important bearing
on an interesting problem of Athenian chronology. That there w,as

a close correspondence between it and the numeral letter on the amphora
had long been noted ; but the frequent differences remained unexplained

until Macdonald (A
f

. C, 1899, p. 317) suggested that they were to be
connected with the double system of time reckoning, which we know
from inscriptions to have been in vogue at Athens during a considerable

part of the second century B.C. (G. F. Unger, Die attitschen Doppeldata f

in HermfXy xiv. p. 593). He inferred that, while the amphora letter

denoted the lunar month, the period of office of the third magistrate was
reckoned Kara 6*6v, or in terms of the solar year, and that consequently
* we have in the coins of the New Style, as now interpreted, the most
extensive, though not, of course, the most detailed, series of documents
in which the double dates can be recognised \ Sundwall, while confirm-

ing this inference, has made it the starting-point for a careful investiga-

tion, as the result of which he has been able to determine, by a comparison
with the astronomical testimony, the precise dates of several of the series.

Incidentally, the numismatic evidence suggests that epigraphiata have
unte-datcd by one year the list of Athenian archons (op* cit* y p. 73).

The minute precautions which seem to have been taken to differentiate

the issues of silver coins at the Athenian mint are further exemplified by
the addition, beneath the amphora, of various initial letters of doubtful

import ; thought by some to stand for the names of the various offieinae
of the mint* But they are more probably, as Svoronos has suggested,

the names of the various silver mines in Laurium from which the metal

was procured. If these initials are to be interpreted in the latter sense,

it would appear that some half-dozen mines were in almost constant work,
while tho rest, about twenty in number, were only occasionally resorted to.

Chronological Classification ok tub Athenian Coins of the
'New Style \

Clam L Oirc. B.C. 229-197. (17 terie*.)1

In Held A0E. Two monograms,2 and adjunct symbol. Helmet well

rounded and neatly executed- Belly of amphora rounder than on later

coins. Fabric much spread. (B. XL C. f AU., Pis. VIII and IX.)

IrV

Fiu. 214.

1 With regard to soinc of tin -- wries *M Kirehner (%./. A'., x xi. p. 2WS).
' On i) later avrioa ono of i Ij- monogram* is sometimes rosoU'ed into its constituent

letters.
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N *E Symbol- Trophy.

A c£) Term.

A* M Kerchno$ and >./.'>.,.-.

«P ^ Rudder.

X A t , Thyrsos.

X R Chtb.

5 N „ Cornucopias or no *ymW,

XT' M Kar* of corn (Fig. 214).

*P ¥ „ PtW of Dioskuri.

r*i >j Two serpents.

¥ fa Kike,

w % M Aapte.

fe m M Cicada.

X * Aplustre.

tf y^J oV 4>AN1
Palm under amphora.

nOAY Tlirt
Palm behind OwL

F^Afl AYIIA Forej>art of fiorse.

Ota** II. Civc. b.c\ 196-187. (9 «r*w.)

In field AOE. Two abbreviated magistrates' names and adjunct

symbol Style and fabric similar to Class I (B. M. G* A it., PI. X.)

AAEI HMO Trident.

AMMfl A 1 Kerchnos or no symbol.

AMMfl A 1 Cornueofxat.

TAAY EXE //tad of Helios. This is perhaps the Eche-
tleraos mentioned by Polybius (xxi.

2, 3), circ. B.c* 101-190 {%. / X,
xxi, 75).

1 8m Jbttflt /«?-, 190*1, p. 254.

_ f
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AHMH
AIO<J>A

KTHZI
MIKI

lEPfi

AIOAO
EYMA
0EOOPA

MIKI OE

XAPI HPA

Helmet surmounted uswdty by Star,

Apollo naked trit/i bote.

yike in quadriga. Perhapf Mikion, son

of Eurykleides, victor with quadriga,

arc. B.<\ 191 (RM.C. >
ift/.,p.»xix).

Bust of Iltlios to front. {Journ. int. <Tarch.

num., 1906, p* 206.)

Cock trith palm.

Class 111(a). Circ. B.C. 186-147. (31 series.)

In tiel«l AOE. Three magistrates' names and adjunct symbol.
Workmanship neat and careful. In fabric the coins are smaller and

thicker than those of the previous classes. (B. M. C, AtL, PI. XI.)

f

Fio 216,

AMMnNlOS KAAAIAZ. Ttco torches. Of. 'Ajiju*--Aio. in Class II, where

Ammonips's 3yml>ol is the kerchnos
%
which, like the torches, is an Elcusinian

emblem. It is worth mentioning that a later Ammonios, Plutarch's instructor

describes the krrcftno* in his book irepi /fro/iwf kqx $vaiwv (Athsnaeus, xi. 476).

This series falls quite early in Chi*** III.

ANTIOXOZ NlKOr. 1 /1?. olftV ,,. ,
4 Tl - - .. .

ANTIOXOX KAPAIXOZ I
' R * '* mqpfcm*. The first magistrate on

this series, which must have been issued in n.c. 176, is certainly Antiochus IV
(Theos, Epiphanes), who was resident in Athens before his accession to the

throne of Syria, b.c. 175.

The name of K.^uVy^ who succeeded NikoRenes as Fecond magistrate in

the third month of the lunar year, recurs as first magistrate on a somewhat
later series, Kapai\-

—
"EpvojtAe.

A4POAIZI. ATTOAHZI. Mir. Sundwall (p. 96) dates this series b.c. 167.
A<t>P0 AIZL AlOrE. Double cornucopia*. Date, c. B.C. 175 (Sundwall, p, 94).

AXAIOZ HAI. Cornucopias and cars of corn. Date, e* b,c. 165 (Sundwall,

p. 28).

AAMflN ZnSIKPATHZ. Quiver and bow. Date, b. c. 156 (Sundwall, p. 98).

AIOTE. TTOZEI. Dionysos standing with thyrsos(t) or Dtmetcr with sceptrc{t)

Date, c. B.C. 160 (Sundwall, p. 35).

AIONYZI. AIONYZI. Jtelios in quadriga. Date, B.C. 152 (Sundwall, p. 99).

A10TIM0Z MATAZ. So symbol. Distinctly earlier in style than the series

AvSpfmt— XQfHvavTTp (c. b.c. 150), but not far removed from Xaptvavnp~
fApmrimt (c. b.c. 1 70), with both of which series one of the third magistrates*

names, Xaptpari-qf, connects it.

AHPOOE. A 1 00. Forejtari of tivn. In style this is apparently one of the

earliest series in Class III, but Sundwall (p. 100) would place it much later

(c. B.C. 112),
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EniTENHI ZHZANAPOZ. Eagle on fulmen. Date, B.C. 163 (Sundwall,

p. 97).

EYBOYAIAHZ ArAQOKAHI. Archaic Artemis with fawn. Kirclmer (Z.f. X,
xxi. p. 81) lias identified these two magistrates as brothers (f). They held

office, according to Sundwall (p. 25), c. B.C. 165.

EYPYKAEI. APIAPA. Tlit three Charites. Preunor (Rhein. Mus., N. P., xlix.

371) has identified this Eurykleides us the nephew of the famoas statesman

Eurykleides of the third century b.c. ami Ariara. as Ariurathea V of Cappa-

docia, who, before his accession, B.C. 162, was resident in Athens and obtained

the citizenship. The series is dated by Sundwall (p. 95) in B.C. 169 (cf.

B. M. C, Att., xlii).

lOIAOZ EYANAPOZ. Bee. Date. B.C. 171 (Sundwall, p. 94).

HPA. APIZTO0. Club covered with lion-skin and bow in case. Judging by style

this serie-* falls early in ('lass III. Kirchner and Sundwall date it somewhat
later (Z.f. X, xxi. 77; Sundwall. p. 42).

HPAKAEIAHZ EYKAHZ. Winged Tyche dropping vote into amphora. Sundwall

(p. 98) gives this series to the year B.C. 154 ; Kirchner (Z. f A*., xxi. 92) to

c. B.c 130.

0EMIZTO. OEOTTOMnOZ. TrojJiy on prow of galley. Date, it.c. 165
(Sundwall, p. 96).

OEOAOTOZ KAE04-ANHZ. Afo symbol Date, according to Sundwall (p. 99),

b.c. 153. The Roman name 1IoiVAi(uO occurs among the third magistrates

of this series.

OEO0PA. ZHTA. Winged fidmen. Date, B.c. 150 (Sundwall, p. 99).

KAPAIX. EPTOKAE. Prow. The name KapaZyyi occurs as second magistrate

in the series 'Aktloxos Kapui'^oc (b.c. 176), and as third magistrate in

Uokvxap^o^)—Nucoyto-ip) (c. b. c. 1 70). Sundwall dates this series b.c. 1 72.

AYZAN. TAAYKOZ. Cicada. These two magistrates were brothers. See

B. M. C, Atl., xliii, and Kirchner {Z. f. X, xxi. p. 82). The series is dated

by Sundwall (p. 96) b.c. 159.

MENEA. ETTirONO. AskUpios. Date, B.C. 177 (Sundwall, p. 93).

MHTPOAftPOZ
j £h£7()ZOENHZ t

(j
'
raVe'- Demosthenes succeeded Mil-

tiades as second magistrate in the third month of the lunar year B.C. 151

(Sundwall, p. 99).

MIKIHN EYPYKAEI. Dioslcuri. These two were brothers. Date, e. B.C. 150
(Prcuner, Rhein. Mus., xlix. 371 ff.; Kirchner, Z. f. X, xxi. 83 ; B. H. C,
Alt, xliv; Sundwall, p. 45).

nOAEMflN AAKETHZ. Tripod. Date, b.c 164 (Sundwall, p. 97; cf.

Kirchner, p. 83).

nOAYXAPM. NlKOr. Cadftceus. Date, shortly after b.c. 170 (Sundwall,

pp. 22 and 95).

ZOKPATHZ AlONYZOAn. Apollo Deltas. The archaic statue of the Dtdiaii

Apollo (Overbeck, (Jr. Plastik, i. 78) points to the time wheu Deloa was
presented to Athens by the Romans (n.c. 167-166). Sundwall (p. 97) would
fix the date of this series as b.c. 162. About this time the Athenians in

Deloe may have issued the tetradrachms with the inscr. AOE AEMOZ
in that island, and the bronze coins of the Apollo Delios type (B. M. C, Att.,

PI. XIV. 9); see infra, p. 387.

TIMAPXOY NIKATO. Anchor and Star. The first name in this series is in

the genitive case. In style these coins seem to belong to the earlier years of

Class III.

4>ANOKAHZ ATTOAAONlOZ Artemis holding torch. Date, according to

Sundwall (p. 97), B.C. 161.

XAPINAYTHZ APIZTEAZ. Artemis with two torches. Date, c. B.C. 170
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(Sundwall, p. 95). Chariuautos, the first magistrate on this scries, is probably

identical with a third magistrate of the same iiamt' in the scries Aum^io?

—

Maya? , but distinctly earlier than the second magistrate of the series Avhpias—
\apivaxTrj$,

Clu^s III </3). Circ. B.C. 146-100. (14 Mrtff.)

In field AGE. Three magistrates' names and adjunct symbol.

Workmanship rougher and more careless than in Class III (a). The
helmet of Athena is flatter at the top and more coarsely decorated.

The amphora is more elongated and the owl is increasingly rudo in

execution. In fabric the coins arc thick and small. (B. M. C, Att.
t

PI. XII. 1-5.)

Fig. 2IU.

AMOIKPATHZ ETIIZTPATOI. Two ear* of com. Dale, B.C. 104 (Sundwall,

p. 100). Kirchner has pointed out (-2*./ A'., xxi. 87) that Amphi k rates and
Kpistratos were brother*.

AhJAPEAZ XAPINAYTHZ. Demettr with tito tarda standing before seated

figure. Date, c. b.c. 146 (Sundwall, p. 51). The coins of this series are

much later in style than those of the series Xapwavnp— 'Apurrtas,

ATTEAAlKnN rOPHAZ. Griffin (Fig. 216). Date, c. b.c. 100 (Sundwall,

p. 68). The first magistrate is Apellikon, the Philosopher of Teos (hence

his symbol, the Griffin), who, some years later, became, with Aristion, a
partizau of Mithradates. We meet with his name again as first magistrate

in the series 'As-cAAucwi'

—

'Apurrorikijs.

APOTTOZ MNASArO. Winged Agon with palm, crowning himself. Date,

e. B.C. 110 (Sundwall, p. 63).

AHMEAZ EPMOKAHZ. Htad-drm of /«*. Date, c. b.c. 110 (Sundwall,

p. 62). Some ten yearn later Demeas was again first magistrate in the series

A»/(i<a?"~~ KaAAiK/jaTioifs.
AHMHTPIOZ ArAOinriOZ. I'iUi of the Dioskuri, Date, c. b.c 110-100

(Sundwall, p. 64). The third magistrate's name on coins of this series is

almost always abbreviated and sometimes omitted.

AflZIOEOZ XAPIAZ. Tt/che holding scejHre and cornucopiae. These magis-

trates were brothers (Kirchner, Z.f. S ., xxi. 90). In style this is one of the

latest series of CI. Ill i$), though Sundwall (p. 58) places it as early as

b.c. 120.

EYMAPEIAHZ
[ JjJJJo^jjfgJj )

THptotemos. Date, b.c. 125 (Sundwall, p. 54).

Kunmreides and Alkidainos were brotliers (Kirchner, Z. f.
A\, xxi. p. 91).

Alkidarnos wa- replaced after the second month in the year by Kleomeues.
EYMHAOZ KAAAIOflN. Tycht. Sundwall (p. 26) would assign this series

to c. b.c. 165 ; Kirchner {Z.f. A'., xxi. 78) to c. 146. Judging by style the

latter date aeems more probable.
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IKEZIOZ AZKAWTIAAHZ. Wreath. Date, after B.C. 120 (Sundwall, p. 59).

Style .in.l fabric rude.

KOINTOZ KAEAZ. Roma feated, crowned by Nike. Date, shortly after B.C. 105
(Sundwall, p. G6).

NIKHTHZ AIONYZIOZ. Gorgon-head. Date, e. B.c. 125. Niketes and
Dionysios were brothel's (Sundwall, pp. 27 and 52).

NlKOrENHI KAAAIMAXOZ. Hermes holding caduceus (Stephanephoros,

according tn Sundwall ). Date, c. ac. 120 (Sundwall, p. 57).

TIMOZTPATOZ fTOZHZ. Dionysos with mask and thyrsoa. These two
magistrates were brothers (Preuner, Jfhein. Mua., N. F-, xlix. 366). Date,

B.C. 115 (Sundwall, p. 100).

Clam IV (a). Circ. B.C. 100-86. (9 aeries.)

In field AOE. Two magistrates' names and adjunct symbol. Stylo

increasingly careless. Fabric small and thick as in Class III (/3).

AFIEAAIKHN APIZTOTEAHZ. Demeter standing with ears of corn. Date,

c. B.C. 100 (Sundwall, p. 109) ; cf. previous series 'AirtWiKwv—Topytas.

APIZTinN «MAnN. Pegasos drinking. Date, B.c. 88-87. Aristion is the

well-known tyrant of Athens and strong partizan of Mithradates. Hence
his choice of the drinking Pegasos, the Mithrndatic coin-type, for his symbol
(Kirchner, %.

f.
N., xxt. p. 88). The third magistrate's name is temporarily

revived in this series (Sundwall, p. 101).

AHMEAZ KAAAIKPATIAHZ. Isis standing. Date, shortly after b.c. 100
(Sundwall, p. 109). The same Demeas was first magistrate some ten years

earlier in the series At;^u'«—'E/j/xokAJ/s, and third magistrate in "Apoiro?

—

Mvaaayftpof)

.

AI0NYZI0Z MNAZAfOPAZ. Dionysos standing with thyrsos. Date.thortly

after b.c. 100 (Sundwall, p. 109), (Bunbury. N. C, 1881, PI. IV. 4).

AIO0ANTOZ AIZXINHZ. Seated Sphinx. Date, tally in the first century

B.C. (Sundwall, p. 109).

Fig. 2! 7.

BAZIAE. MIOPAAATHZ APIZTinN. Star between crescents (Fig. 217). This

historically important series may be exactly dated B.C. 87-86, and follows

that of 'ApurrtW—tfXttr. It is the only one of which gold Btaters are known
(N. C, 1897, I'l. IV. 9). This gold issue (like that at Ephesus (o.v.)) was

occasioned by the military necessities of Mithradates in his war with Koine.

It thus appears that gold coins were only issued at Athens on rare occasions

and for special war requirements. For the previous issues (b.c. 407 ami

339?) the precious metal was probably procured by melting down the gold

treasures of the Parthenon. The gold for this issue was doubtless supplied

bv a subsidy from Mithiadatea to his agent Aristion.

ZENOKAHZ APMOZENOZ. Trident and doljhtn.

iiu i> C C
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ZENOKAHZ APMOZENOZ. Coiled serpent.

ZENOKAHZ APMOZENOZ. Jtoma seated.

These three series were probably issued B.C. 91-89, corresponding with the

archonship of Med<>ios, a period of strict oligarchical regime, during which an

annual change of magistrates WH not compulsory (Sundwall, p. 1 10).

Claw IV (p). Circ. B.C. 86 to time of Augustus. (30 aeries.)

In field AOE. Two magistrates' names and adjunct symbol. Style

and fabric as in Class IV (a).

AAKETHZ EYAHilN. Helmet These two magistrates seem to have been
brothers (Kirchner, Z.

f.
.V., xxi. p. 95). Sundwall (p. 113) dates them

shortly after Sulla's conquest.

AM<l>IAZ 0lN0<J>IA0Z. Demeter with reversed torches. Brothers, accordingto
Kirchner {pp. cit., p. 96), e. h.c. 57. Style and fabric point to a somewhat
earlier date.

ATTOAHZIZ AYIANAPOZ. Artemis huntress. These magistrates weiv also

brothers (Kirchner, op. cit., p. 97). Date, c. B.C. 60 (Sundwall, p. 1 13).

APXITIMOZ AHMHTPI. Isis standing. Date, c. B.C. 50 (Sundwall, p. 114).

APXITIMOZ TTAMMENHZ. Th>/rsos. Date, e. b.c. 30 (Sundwall, p. 115).

AHMOXAPHC nAMMENHC. Cicada. {Z.f .W, xxi. 261, Drachm.) After
b.c. 30. Time of Augustus (Sundwall, p. 115).

AIOKAHZ AEUJNIAHZ. Askle/nos.

AIOKAHZ TO AEYTE. MHAEIOZ. Ilygieia. (B. M. ('., Alt., PI. XII. 7.)

AIOKAHZ TO TPI. AIOAUJPOZ. Dionysos seated. (B. M. C, AtL,Pl. XII. 8.)

AIOKAHZ MEAI. MHAEI0Z. Athena PartJienos. (fclf. C.Att., PI. XII. 9.)

The first three Diokles series belong, according to Sundwall (p. 115), to

0. B.C. 40. The Aio»Af/s -M-A.T. i'-,- of the last series is a different man, and
may be dated a few years later, c. B.C. 35.

AIONYCIOC AHMOCfPATOC. Caduceus. Of this series drachms only are

known. Sundwall (Z.f. N., xxvi. 273), on account of the late form of the

sigma, assigns it to the time of Augustus, and believes it to be the last

autonomous Athenian issue of silver coins.

EniTENHZ ZENflN. Apollo Lykeios. (B. M. C., AU., p. 53.) Brothers,

according to Kirchner {Z.
f.

A\„ xxi. p. 100). Date, shortly before b.c. 50
(Sundwall, p. 114).

EYMHAOZ OEOZENIAHI. Jr«(?) resting on spear. Date, c. b.c 60
(Sundwall, p. 114).

HPAKAEnN HPAKAEIAHZ. Eagle's head. Date, c. b.c. 60 (Sundwall,

P. 114).

OE0«J>PAZT0Z OEMIZTOKAHZ. Thick fillet lied as a wreath. (Svorouos,

h'iv. Ital. di yum., 1908.) Probably father and son. Date, B.C. 60-50
(Sundwall, p. 114).

KAAA1MAX0Z EniKPATHZ. Triptolemos. Date, shortly after Sulla's con-

quest (Sundwall, p. 1 13). According to Kirchner {op. cit., p. 101) these two
magistrates were cousins.

K AEO<J>ANHZ EFTIOETHZ. Conical stone (fiairvXw) with knotted taenia hanging
over it. Date, shortly after Sulla's conquest (Sundwall, p. 1 14).

KOINTOZ XAPMOZTP A. Two ears of corn. This KoiWos is identified

by Sundwall (pp. 67 and 114 note) with the archon of that name in b.c.

56-55, and is to be distinguished from the KoiVros of the Kootos— KA«'a«

series, c. B.C. 105.

(~*
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AEYKIOZ ANTIKPATHZ. Artemis with two torches, and Dmuter. Luciuswas
nrchuii B.C 59—58. The series belongs to about that time.

AYZANAPOZ OINOOIAOZ. Poppy-lietul and two ears of corn. Date, accord-

liilt t*> Kircbuer {op. cit., p. 97) and Suudwall (p. 1 13), c. B.C. 60.

MENEAHMOZ TIMOKPATHZ. Oemeter seated. Date, before B.c. 50
iSiiii.iwi.il. p. 114).

MENNEAZ HPLUAHZ. llckate triform**. Herodea was arehou b.c. GO-59.
Suudwall dates this series c. b.c. 40.

MENTHP MOZXIfirJ. J/armodios ami Aristogeiton. Date, c. B.C. 70
(Suudwall, p. 113).

MNAZEAZ NEZTnP. Kerchnos.

rJEZTHP MNAZEAZ. Stag.

These two series probably belong to two successive years, e. n.c. 80 (Suudwall,

p. 113).

nANTAKAHZ AHMHTPI0Z. llerakles M&nfC holding in r. a little jng by the

foot, anil in I. the /Jdw^os (Sroronos, Hit. Hal. di Num., 1908). Sundwall

(p. 114) places this series alter b.c. 50.

ZflTAAHZ OEMISTOKAHZ. BArm. Date, c. b.c. 50. Themistokles

seems to have been the son of Theophr&stos ; cf. the series Qco^paorov

—

0*^urro»cAi/« (Sundwall, p. 114).

TPY«nN TTOAYXAP;M]OZ. //e/cate triformis. Polycliarmos was arclion

shortly after the capture of Athens. Sundwall (p. 1 1 3) gives this .-ems to

c. B.C. 80.

<t>IAOKPATHZ HPHAHZ. Dioni/sos o.ith kantharos and thjrsos. Herodes
was arehou b.c. GO—59. The form of the omega indicate* that this series is

earlier than that of MENNEAZ HPUJAHZ (see supra).

4>IA0KPATHZ KAAAIOHN. Nike. Kalliphon was archon b.c. 58-57. This
and the preceding series may therefore l»e placed shortly after that date

(Sundwall, p. 114).

That the above enumerated 110 series of Athenian silver coins of the

'New Style* cover a period of about two centuries, c. b.c. 229 to the

time of Augustus, has been proved by Kirchner, Sundwall, and others.

The sequence of the various series, as outlined by me in the B. M. C.

on stylistic grounds, has been, in the main, amply confirmed by these

historical researches, although the duration of the issues has been
extended from the conquest of Athens by Sulla down to the time of

Augustus. It is important, however, to remark that from first to last

there is a steady and continuous deterioration in style and change in

fabric, which seem to leave no place for the inclusion in the list of the

three following exceptional issues, which I am therefore inclined to regard

as not struck at Athens itsolf ;

—

Non-Athk.\un Series.

(i) In field of rev. AOE AEMOZ. Symbol. Naked figure to front

brandishing a sword (Harraodius (?), N. C, 1902, PI. XV. 14). This
remarkable issue (of which four specimens only are at present known)
is characterized by a very barbarous copy of the head of Athena on the
obv., while on the other hand the ret*, is carefully engraved in tho style

of the first half of tho second century B.C., which is clearly its approxi-

mate date of issue. The very rude execution of the obv. die makes it,

however, impossible, in my opinion, to assign it to Athens. I would
cc 2
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therefore propose to attribute it to the Delian mint, and to regard it

as the first issue of the Athenian Kleruchy in that island, when, in

B.C. 166, it was presented to Athens by the Romans. From this time the
administration of Delos was conducted in the name of 6 bfjfios 6 'Adrjvaiayv

tup iv Ji:;Aio v.;;<.:.mY :--,.. It is quite possible that the well-executed rev*

die may have been supplied to tne first lirtficXqTij? Ar/Aou on his appoint-
ment to that office by the Areopagus (?) (Sundwall, p. 71) from the mint
at Athena, and that the oln\ die may have been cut by a less skilful

workman at Delos itself. It is practically certain that the Athenians
opened a mint there when they came into possession of the island, for it

is hardly likely that the large numbers of small bronze coins reading
AOE which have been found in Delos can all have been imported from
Athena. (Kohler, Ath. Mittk., vi. 238 ; Svoronos, Journ. Int., 1900, 51.)

(ii) Head of Athena resembling in style the coins of r. B.C. 150.

Rei\ Without AOE- Owl on Townd-betHeil amphora, on which A, or no
numeral ; in field two monograms, A(\ and N^ ; no letters beneath
(B. M.C., AUn PL XIU. 7t 8), Of this series there are tetradrachms,
drachms, and bronze coins. Stylistically there is no place for them
either in the monogram scries of Class I (B.C. 229-197) or in Sulla's

time (c. B.C. 86), Although they are without AOE, the numeral A on
the amphora indicates conformity with the Athenian mint regulations.

I venture, therefore, to attribute this berics also to the mint of the
Athenian Kleruchy in Delos, and to date the issue about the middle of
the second century B.C.

(iii) Head of Athena resembling in style the coins of c. B.C. 86 or
later. Rev. Without AOE. Owl of thick and ungainly form on amphora

;

no numeral or mint-letters • in field, on either side, a trophy (Z. /. N.,

xii. 381), The identity of these two trophies with those of Sulla's aareus
and denarius struck in B.C. 82 is unmistakable. They are the two trophies

erected by the Dictator in commemoration of his two victories over Arche-
luus, the general of Mithradates, at Chaeronea in B.C. 8G and at Orcho-

menus in B.C. 85 (Plut. >SW. xis). The al>scncc of AGE and the contrast

in style between this tetradrachm and the Athenian issues of about the

same date suggest the probability that, like the aureus and the denarius

above mentioned, it was struck at some other mint than Athens for

Sulla's war requirements, and that the choice of the Athenian types was
a purely utilitarian one (of which examples are not wanting in all ages).

Possibly these were the coins which Lucullus struck for Sulla during the

Mithradatic war (Plut. Iauc. iv; cf. Plut. SuL xxv), but there is nothing

to indicate the place of mintage.

Bronzk Coinage in Pre-Iw/*erud I'lmen.

The bronze coinage of Athens is probably intermittent from its com-
mencement, circ* B.C. 339, down to the time of Augustus, but it is almost

impossible to classify exactly the numerous issues in chronological periods.

I have already mentioned some of the types which *eera to belong to

the period before the reform of the silver coinage circ. B.C. 229 (p. 376

KU/jru), Nor is there any difficulty in assigning to the period after 229
all coins with the head of Athena Parthonos with ornate helmet as on
the silver coins of the new style. Some coins also bear types identical

with the adjunct symbols on the tetradrachms, and one remarkable
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specimen has the same two monograms as the silver coins (see 8Uf*ra t

p. 388). This coin, like the silver, is without AOE, and may have been
struck at Delos, Even the presence of AOE is not always a sure indica-

tion that a coin was actually struck at Athens, for many coins reading
AOE have been found in Delos, and as they mostly bear types appropriate

to that island there can hardly be any doubt that they were issued there

by the Athenians of Delos after B.C. 166, when the island was banded
over to Athens by the Romans (Kiihler. Atk. Mitth.

y
vi. 1238 ; Svoronos,

Jtmrn. Int* <VArch* Nunu
y
1900, 51). The bronze coins reading AOE,

found in Delos, would seem therefore to be contemporary with the

remarkable tetradrachm reading AGE AEMOC, which I propose also

to attribute to the Athenian Klerucby settled there (6 A^io? 6 'AAjwuwi'

rail* iv A?/Ay *ar(HKoiVr«i>, see supra^ p. 388). The bronze coins of

Athens before Imperial times fall into four categories : (i) those with
purely Athenian types; (ii) those with Macedonian types; (iii) those

with Eleusinian types ; and (iv) those with Delian types. The material

for study at present available is insufficient U> warrant us in arranging

these numerous issues in chronological order, or in discriminating between

those which were struck at Athens and those which may have been

struck by the Athenians in Delos or in connexion with the Eleusinian

Festivals. For descriptions of the coins see B. M. G, Attica^ &c.

Imperial Times.

From about the time of Augustus there is no absolute proof that any
coins, even of bronze, were struck at Athens until Hadrian's reign at the

earliest. In any cage there must have been a long interval between

the cessation of the autonomous coinage and the commencement of the

quasi-autonomous bronze issues in Imperial times. When the privilege

of coining bronze money was restored to the Athenians, they seem to

have been also exempted from the obligation of placing the head of the

reigning emperor upon the obverses of any of their coins, a special

favour which apparently only a few Greek cities could boast of. From
a historical point of view this is to be regretted, as it makes it much
more difficult to define with precision the higher and lower limits of

the local bronze currency of Imperial times. Comparing, however, the
Athenian quasi-autonomous bronze coins in style and fabric with the

Imperial coins of Corinth, we see clearly that they fall into the century,

or thereabouts, between the reign of Hadrian, a.i>. 117-13H, and that of

Gordian III, a. d. 238-244, and, moreover, that there is a distinct break
between the earlier and the later issues (Joum. Int*

}
vii. 110). The

earlier issues are distinguishable from the later by their somewhat
larger module, by a darker tint in the me£al, and by their finer style

and execution. The obverse type is (except on a few small coins)

a head or bust of Athena in a crested Corinthian helmet, with the

occasional addition of her aegis. The reverse bears the inscription

A8HNAIHN or, more rarely, A8H. The types are very numerous and
interesting on account of the number of statues and groups which they
represent. Some of these seem to be copies of works of art mentioned
by Pausanias (who visited Athens in the reign of M. Aurelius), among
which are the following:—Athena Promachos (Paus* h 28. 2); Athena
Parthenon (Paus. i. 24. 7); Athena Polias(?) (Pans. i. 26. 7); Athena
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irma (?) in cjuadriga (Paus* L 30. 4) ; Contest of Athena with Poseidon

(Pans, i* 24. 3, 5) ; Apollo Alexikakos of Kalamis (J. IL S.
9
xxiv. 203);

Apollo Lykeios (Lucian, Aimcharsit* 7); Zeus Olympios. (Paus. i. 18.

6); The Zeus of Leochares (Paus. i. 24. 4); The Dionysos of Alkn-
mene* (Paus. i. 20. 3) ; Theseus standing (Paus. i. 8. 5) ; Theseus
raising the rock (Paus. i. 27. 8); Theseus contending with Minotaur
(Paus. i. 24. 1) ; Theseus (?) driving Marathonian bull > (Paus. i. 27. 10)

;

Themistokles standing on galley (Paus. i. 36. 1) ; Monument of Miltiades

and trophy at Marathon (Paus. i. 32. 4) ; Statue of Asklepios (Paus.

i. 21. 4) ; Eirene and infant Ploutos (Paus. i. 8. 2 ; cf. ix. 16. 2) ; View of

the Akropolis (Lange. Arch. Z?it. 9 N. F., xiv, 109) ; Theatre of Dionysos

(B. M. C, Att., PI. XIX, 8). See also Imhoof and Gardner, Xurn. Cam. on
Pauoanias.

In addition to the above there are also some agonistic types among the
later issues which can hardly he earlier than the time ofGordian III.

The most interesting is an agoniatic tahle on which is a hust of Athena
between an owl and a wreath. The top of the tahle is variously inscribed.

AAP1ANEIA, nANEAAHNlA. or TTANAeHNEA, clearly indicating that

even in Imperial times coins were specially issued to meet the

requirements of the great public festivals. We have already seen that

from the earliest ages the Athenian coin-types were intimately connected
with the Panathenaea. The Hadrianeia and the Panhellenia were festivals

founded by Hadrian, the latter on the completion of the Panhellenion,

or temple of the Panhellemc Zeus, which Hadrian erected at Athens.
('Ad/Harp?) uyt.jj-.i iit* avra>(firi rw IlartAAqriwi *cartf<m;(raro (Dlo Git&t, 69. 16).

It is probable that many other coins, less distinctly agonistic in character,

were also struck for the public festivals, e.g. those with the seated figure

of Zeus Olympios in connexion with the Olympia, an ancient festival

dating from the time of the Pisistr&tidao, who began to build on the banks
of the Ilissos the great temple of the Olympian Zeus, which remained
incomplete until Hadrians time. The old festival of the Olympia, long

neglected, was revived by Hadrian ; and the coins which bear the figure

of the colossal statue of Zeus Olympios of ivorj' and gold set up by
Hadrian in the Olympieion may well have been issued on the occasion of

the re-established games. On one day also during the Panathcnaic festival

a Kegatta, aptWa rcwy, was hold in full view of the tomb of Themistokles,

in the Piraeus, hence doubtless the coin-type which shows Themistokles
stepping upon the prow of a galley.

The above are a few of the principal coin-types which illustrate the

various festivals of the Athenian calendar (cf, A. Mommsen, FMe der

Stadt Athcn).

Denominations of Athenian Bronze Coins.

With regard to the denominations of the Athenian bronze coins we
have little definite information. Pollux (ix. (55) says that the obol

contained eight x a^*°*> ftn*' it * 9 probable that the xafiK0^ consisted of

four KoXAiyioi (Hultsch, p. 22H, note 2). We hear also of a division of the

\o\kois into seven A*rra, but, as there is considerable divergency in both

1 This trpr may, linwt'Y**r\ rofor to Hie Athenian Ft-sitivalH of the AiruAio. on wliich
occjimoiih ft hull wan sacrifitM'd |0 Z«VH I*olieui A. Mommsen, /V*fc rf. Stattt Jf/rrit, M2 &<n.)*
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the weight and the size of bronze coins of one and the same type, it is

<{uite impossible to give names to the various sizes. It seems certain,

however, that as the xoAjcoG? was the eighth part of the obol all the

bronze coins of autonomous times, except the very small ones, are

multiples of the xoXkoGt, e.g. U^aAxov, equivalent to the £ obol or

TtrapTrjpoptov ; the Tpt%a\icov = g obol, Tpi^fitraprrjiioptov ; the Ttrpd\a\KOv =
* obol (ijfAMf36ktov)

t
Ac. In Imperial times the commonest bronze coin

was probably the Graeco-Roman 'Assarion', the ^j (or perhaps the

i
1
*) I^art of the Denarius, corresponding in value either to the older

rcrpaxaAmp, = J obol, = y2 drachm, or to the r/^yaXRiWj = e obol, = yB
drachm or denarius.

Additional Note ok the Reform op the OoiHAOl by Hhtiaf.

(Seep, 370, note I.)

If tin* word x<V"^P u* the above-cited pnumgo (P*eudo-Ari»tot, (#con. it. 4) is to bi
iimloratood in . s original RDM at the ttpocial type or wapaar^ftoy of tin* city, and not, id it*

hecondarj* *en*e, as the chief and characteristic coin or denomination, then wo mu*t
HppOM tiiat Htppiaa did not reatrike th<* coins which he had called in for that special
|iiirj»n-e t hut that ho *imply rei»Hued the identical coin* with no alteration in the, IJ]Mfc

Tbm can Ik* little dnuht, however, that he changed the denominations and reissued*

as tttiadraehms, the coin* of 270 grs. formerly reckoned as didrachtns.

If, on this occasion, lie made no modification whatever in the coin-types, the addition
ftf the olive-leaves on the helmet and of the moon behind the owl inu*»t have been made
at i Inter date, and, most probably, a* Six and Bahelon {Traiti, pp. 7SS$qqt) have suggested,
immediately after the battle of Marathon, B. c. 4W.

Eleusis was the only Attic dem« which was allowed by Athens
(perhaps on account of its sacred character) to coin bronze money for the

requirements of the Eleutdnian Festivals, This privilege it possessed,

however, only during a limited period, apparently from about B.C. 339
to 322. Cf. contemporary bronze coins of Athens :

—

Triptolemos seated or standing in EAEY£I Hoar standing on Eleusiniau

Winged car drawn by siTjifJits, the , ^frijc^o?, on the earlier specimens
lower part of his body draped, the . encircled with a wreath of corn. The
upper part bare

(
IV. . i. 38, G). more recent coius have an adjunct

[B. M. C.
t
AtL, VI XX. 1-4.] symbol in the exergue or field . .

JE .7—55
Head of Demeter or Per&ephone. EAEYf Klemmiiaii *kerehnos* stand-

[iVtcin. CAron., 1881, PL IV. 5.] ing on two Athenian kalathoi M >fi

Triptolemos was the great hero of the Eleusinian mysteries : his

temple at Eleusis is mentioned by Pausanias (i. 38). He is here repre-

sented pMBing over the lands in his dragon-chariot making man
acquainted with the blessings of agriculture. On some few specimens

the Ague has been taken for Demeter, but on the majority it is

undoubtedly male. For other varieties see Re*\ Arw?»., 1890, 63 and 1908,
311

; JouriU InL iCareh. numu 1901, 513
;
and Ath. MUth., IV. 250.

Oropus stood on the northern coast of Attica, exactly opposite Eretria

in Euboea. The port of Oropus was the sacred harbour of Delphinium

* (~*nr*r*\** Original from
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(Strab. ix. 403). It may have obtained autonomy when Flamininus
proclaimed the freedom of Greece, B. o. 196 ; or the coins may be later,

and perhaps struck for the requirements of the quinquennial festivals

of the Amphiaraea, which after Sulla's time roso in importance and
were celebrated with greater splendour.

C',r.\ B.C. 196-146, or later.

Head of Apollo \Z.f. N., xxi. PI. IV.
lo' or of Ainpliinraos.

[B. M. C, Att, PI. XX. 5.]

licarded head (Amphiaraos 1) laureate.

["Cadalvene, Jiecueil, 168.]

nPnninN Dolphin coiled round a

trident M -75

nPnmnN Serpent coiled round a

staff jE -8

With the reverse type of the first of these coins cf. the name of the
harbour, Delphinium. That of the second, if it is not identical with
the first, and wrongly engraved by Cadalvene, may refer to the worship
of Amphiaraos, who at Oropus possessed a famous oracle and a statue

mentioned by Pausanias (i. 34). On an Imperial coin of Gallienus, if

indeed that coin be of the same Oropus, Amphiaraos is seen seated with
a serpent beside him (B. M. C, Att., PI. XX. 6) (cf. Paus. L 34. 2). The
cultus of this seer bore a close resemblance to that of Asklepios (Newton,
Travels in the Levant, i. 30).

Salamis. From the first half of the sixth century Salarais formed
part of the dominions of Athens until B.C. 318, when it fell into the

hands of the Macedonians. It was again recovered by Athens, B.C. 232.

It appears to have possessed the light of coining in bronze between cire.

B.C. 389 and 318 (KShler, Ath. Mitth., iv. 250).

Female head wearing stephane (Sala-

mis ?), or corn-wreath (Persephone 1).

[B. M. C, Att^ PI. XX. 7-9.]
'

5AAA Shield with side-openings, as

on coins of Boeotia. On it or beside

it, aword in sheath with strap; other

varieties have a triskeles, a gorgon-
head, or an eagle, on the shield . .

M •G5--45

The shield and sword are those of Ajax, the son of Telamon, to whom
there was a temple in the island (Paus. i. 35. 3), and in whose honour the

festivals called Auu-reia wore celebrated. The above-mentioned coins

were doubtless issued on these occasions.

See also Imperial (Welh-nheim, 3965, perhaps, however, misread) of

Caracalla K Demeter standing with torch and ears of corn.

MEGARIS
Aegosthena, at the head of the Corinthian gulf and at the foot of

Mt. Cithaoron, possessed a temple of the prophet Melampus (Paus. i. 44. 5),

who first established the worship of Dionysos in Greece, and in whose
honour an annual festival was held. Iini>erial coins only. Sept. Severus

and Geta, Inner. AirOCOErJl[nN] Infant (Melampus?) suckled by

Go< »gle
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Round building (Melampode ion ?), from which .springs

entwined by a serpent.

goat. a tree

Megara, in ancient tiroes the flourishing capital of the territory

between Attica and the isthmus of Corinth, commanded the trade routes

between Peloponnesus and Central Greece. Svoronos, in Jour a. Int.

d'arch. num., i. p. 373, has suggested that during the sixth century B.C.

Megara may have been the place of mintage of the series of archaic

(lidracbms, &c, of the Wheel type and of Kuboi'c weight, described

above under Euboea (p. 358) ; see also Babelon, Traite", p. 778. This

attribution is, however, conjectural, though by no means improbable.

The earliest inscribed coins of Megara belong to the first half of
the fourth century B.c. For illustrations see B. M. C, Attua, &c,
PL XXI. 1-4.

Head of Apollo.

Id.

Id.

Id.

MEr APE Lyre . . . Ai 122 Rrs.

M E T A and H between five cres-

cents Ai 50 grs.

AA E T U'tween three crescents - .

Ai 23 gra.

Lyre AX 18-2 gra.

It is uncertain to what standard the above coins belong. From the

battle of Chaeroneia until the time of Demetrius Poliorcetes, who con-

ferred freedom on Megara in b. e. 307, it would appear that no money
was struck there.

After tire. B. C. 307.

Head of Apollo, resembling in style

some of the finest tetrudrachins of

Demetrius.

[B.M. C, Alt., PI. XXI. 5,0.]
Id.

Id.

Head of Apollo (/bid., Figs. 7, 8).

Id.

Id.

Prow on which tripod (Ibid., Fig. 10).

MErA Prow (Ibid., Fig. 12).

Id.

META PEHN Lyre, sometimes with

lillet attached . Ai Attic Drachm.

MErA PEON Id. . ill J Drachm.

META Prow, with magistrate's name.

Ai Tetrob.

MErAPEflN Lyre. . . . M -85

„ Tripod . . . & -7

M E T in wreath . . . . A>) -55

/A Er Two dolphins. . . M «7—55
Tripod between dolphins . . Ai -6

Obelisk of Apollo Karinos hetwecn

dolphins A) -55

Dolphin F. -35M E Tripod.

Shortly after this the town fell again into the power of the Macedonian
kings, in whose hands it remained until B.C. 243, when Aratus united it

to the Achaean League. Some of the above described bronze coins may
be as late as B. c. 243, but the silver pieces can hardly be placed after

rirt: B.c. 300.

The Megarean coin-types refer to the worship of Apollo, who was said

to have assisted Alkathoos to build the walls of the town. In honour of

this god the lesser Pythian games were held at Megara. The obelisk is

probably the stone at Megara which was called Apollo Kaptnfe (Fall*, i.
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44.2); cf- the similar obelisk at Ambracia, called Apollo 'Ajwcbi (p. 320),

The prow is doubtless that of the trireme which was preserved in the

Olympieion at Mt*uara (Paus. i. 40. 4).

For coins struck at Megara between B.C. 243 and 146 see Achaean
League.

Imijerlal Times (?).

METAPEnN Bearded head of the Artemis (Soteira(?), Paus. i. 40. 2) ruu-

pliilosopher Eucleides of Jlegnra, ning with torch in eacli hand
;
prub-

veiled and wearing ear-ring. ably a copy of the statue made by
[B. M. C., AtLt PI. XXL 14.] StrongylionfortheMcgariaus A 1*0

Tliis remarkable type refers to the story that Eucleides attended the

lecturer of Socrates in the disguise of a woman, the Athenians having
passed a decree that no citizens of Megara should be admitted witliiu

their walls (Aulus Gellius, AW. Att.
9
vi. 10).

On the Imperial coinv with Emperors1
heads, Antoninus Pius—Geta,

the following types may be mentioned (B. M. C.
:
AtL, PI, XXII. 1—10) :

—

Demeter standing holding two torches before a third tall torch fixed

in the ground (Paus. i. 40. 6). Asklepios and Hygieia (Paus. i. 40. fi).

Tyche sacrificing at altar (Paus. i. 43. 6, statue by Praxiteles). Artemis
running with two torches, Artemis Agrotera holding bow and drawing
arrow from quiver at her shoulder (Paus. i, 41. 3). Pythian Apollo with
lyre, beside altar (Paus. i. 42. 2, 5). Apollo, Artemis, and Leto (Paus. i.

44, 2). Statue of Athena, probably that of gold and ivory on the

Acropolis, mentioned by Pausaniaa (i, 42. 4). Dionysos standing (Paus.

i. 43. 5). Herakles at rest. Term in temple. Zeus Olympios (?) seated

(Paus. i. 40. 4). Zeus advancing.

Fagae, the port or harbour of Megara on tbo Corinthian gulC After

B.C. 243 it became a member of the Achaean League, and independent of

Megara {sec Achaean League, p. 417). Imperial* coins are also known
;

inscr. FIAT A I (ON, M. Aurelius— Sept. Severus ; types—Temple containing
statue of Artemis running with torches (Paus, i. 44. 4). Temple between
Palm and Olive-tree with an owl seated amid the branches (*V. C\ 1900

t
11).

Kybele seated ; at her feet, lion. Dionysos seated. Isis in temple. Bust
of Tyche. Tyche standing before statue of Artemis. Horseman. Gate
with thrue entrances, on which figures, &c Herakles on basis in building.

AEGINA
The island of Aegina was the earliest state in European Greece to adopt

the use of coined money. Ancient tradition, which ascribed to Pheidon,
king of Argos, the credit of having been the first to strike coins in this

island, is perhaps due to the undisputed priority over all other coins of
European Greece of the oldest staters ofthe Turtle type (Iiet\ i\W,, 1903*
359, n. 2). Unfortunately, however, there is much doubt about the date of

Pheidon (Th. Keinach, Hep* -Yum., 1894, 1). As to the earlieat Aeginetic

coins there can be little doubt that they belong to about the middle of the

seventh century. The principal ancient writers who mention Pheidon as

n ( \ 1
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having struck coins in Aegina, or the Aeginetans as having been the first to

strike money, are—Ephorus in Strabo, viii. pt 358; Aelian, Vart ///«/.,

12.20; and the Parian Chronicle, Bocckh, CM.G. 2374, v. 45 (*e*W
6 Apyttos ttlffMtNM ra pirpa . , . xai avirrKtvatrt^ teal vofitafxa apyvpovv it*

Atytm iTToirftrtr), Cf also Etyrn. Magn. *<. i\ <!/3<AiVjco?— , irarrcof bi ?t/><5tov

*biibwv 'A/>y<tos pdjpunui $ko^€v iv Aiyivti. Why Aegina rather than Argos
should have been chosen aa a place of mintage is not difficult to under-
stand, when we remember that from very early times down to its

conquest by Athons in B.C. 456 Aegina was one of the greatest com-
mercial states of Greece, while Argos was to some extent removed from
the main current of the stream of trade which flowed through the

Saronic gulf to and from the isthmus of Corinth. It is, however, more
than doubtful whether Aegina ever formed part of Pheidon's dominions.

Whether the Aeginetic or Pheidonian standard was derived from the

Phoenician, as the weights of some of the heaviest Aeginetic coins

would lead us to suspect (B. V. Head, ' Ancient Systems of Weight,
1

Journal of the Institute of Bunkers, 1879), or from Egypt, with which
country the Aeginetans were in close relations (Herod, ii. 178), is doubt-
ful : and Ridgeway's solution of this problem is perhaps the true one, viz.

that the Aeginetic silver standard was of independent origin, and based

simply upon the relative values of gold and silver in Aegina when silver

coins were first issued in that island. Supposing, as is highly probable,

this relation to have been 15: 1, a gold stater of Croesus or a darie of

130 grs. x 15 = 1,950 grs. of silver or 10 Aeginetic silver staters of 195gn.
(Ridgeway, Origin of Metallic Currency^j). 221), But the fact that the

turtle, a creature sacred to Aphrodite (Frazer, /'««*., vol- iv, p. 105),

was chosen as the coin4ype, lends some probability to the theory first

advanced by E. Curtius {Num. Chron*
9
1870) that the Aeginetan mint

was connected with the Temple of Aphrodite, which overlooked the

great harbour of Aegina. The religious symbolism of the turtle as the

irapa<ntpov of Aegina is, however, disputed by Ridgeway (op, rit.
9 p. 331).

The coinage of Aegina, like that of Athens, exhibits considerable

uniformity of type, a uniformity which characterizes it as de facto an
international, and not a mere local, currency. Throughout Peloponnesus
the coinage of Aegina was, down to the time of the Pcloponnesian war,

the only universally recognized medium of exchange. This is implied

by several passages in ancient authors, e.g. Pollux ix. 74 Kal p^v to

I lt\o7Tom]'TLwi' rointTfMd xt\a>vi)v rurff ?}fiotT jtaAei<r0at drcl rov mr<iftarov

;

Hesychius, \t\<*>rr) lofxtfT/xa T\f\trnorvi]tJiaKcn\

By the Athenians the Aeginetic drachm was apparently called, in
contradistinction to their own drachm, ^ va^tta bpayjii) (Poll. ix. 76).

Hesychius also says, A^nray koI 7ta\tiav ZdAcuxoy iv rofuuv ras 5j \;*<iv,

fcesres fiir raj tfafldkovs, va\tias bi ra? mX&p ^x t,^ITay: an(l waX f (?/ ty^XMB
to bibpaxfiov 'Axaiof.

From the weights of some exceptionally heavy specimens we gather
that the Aeginetic stater originally weighed over 200 grs., and in the

Bibliothcque Nationalc, Paris, is a unique clectrum stater, obt\ Turtle.

rev. Inc. square divided into two parts, weighing 207 grs. The date of

this remarkable coin can hardly Ikj much later than about B.C. 700. It

t>elongs to the class of early clectrum money struck on the Phoenician
standard somewhat reduced. Its type seems to connect it with Aegina,

although the form of the incuse reverse points to an Asiatic origin- It

C^ i \C\tt\p
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suggests, however, the source whence the merchants of Aegina may have
derived their standard of weight* Putting aside this coin, and some few
silver staters of more than 20O grs., as exceptional, we may take the

following scale as representing the ordinary full weights of the coins of

Aegina :

—

Stater, 194 grs.

Drachm, 97 grs.

Triobo), 48 grs.

Diobol, 32 grs.

Trihemiobol, 24 grs.

Obol, 16 grs,

Hemiobol, 8 grs.

Tetartemorion, 4 grs.

The following are approximately the chronological periods into which
the money of Aegina falls (see Earle Fox in Corolla Xttffu, pp. 34 aqq.).

Chx* B.C. 650-600,

Flo. 2 IS.

Sea*turtle {chefone caoua rut) with plain Incuse square divided into eight tri-

ihe)), and, later, with row of dots down angular compartments, of which four

the middle of ita back (Fig. 213), or more are deeply hollowed out - .

M Staters and divisions.

Circ. B.C. 600-550.

Bea-tnrtla a?* above. Incuse square of 'mill-sail * pattern, often

[R M.C., Att.
t
PL XXIII. J-12-] irregular in hhape

Ai Staters and divisions.

A rare variety of the stater exhibits the first attempt to indicate the

plates on the carapace of the turtle (E. Fox in Corolla Xunu, PL L 2 b).

Cin\ B.t\ 550-456,

St-a-turtle with TOW of dots down liack,

and an additional dot on each side at

the front.

[R M. C. t
AtL> PL XXIV. 1-7.]

Incuse square divided by broad bonds
into a conventional pattern of five

compartmeuts
Ai Staters and divisions.

On these coins the original COQgh incuse square has already become
a conventional pattern, maintained, there can uo no question, not from
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any lack of skill on the part of the engraver, who might, if the State had
so willed it, have provided the coin with types on both sides, but for

fear of damaging the credit of a currency, with the primitive aspect of

which the traders of the Peloponnesian towns and of all the Aegean port*

had, for more than a century, been familiar. There is, however, in the

British Museum one very remarkable coin, with a reverse type, unlike

any others known. It may be described as follows:

—

Sea-turtle, as on the other coins of the

period. [Ibid., PL XXIV. 8.]

Incuse square, within which triskeles»

consisting of three human legs with

large boss in the middle

AX 187-5 grs.

The triskeles on the reverse of this stater seems to point to a monetary
alliance between Aegina and Phlius (see infra, p. 408. and J. P. Six in

Xum. Chron.
% 1888, p. 97). The fabric of this coin differs from that of

the coins struck at the Aeginctan mint

Give. b.c. 456-431.

In B.C. 456 Aegina was made tributary to Athens; and in B.c. 431
the inhabitants were expelled en mates*, and the island was occupied by
Athenian kleruchs. During this period of seini-indepeudence it would
seem that no staters were issued. There are, however, triobols which
may he assigned to this time.

Sea-turtle, the structure of the shell

indicated ; to 1. A, to r. A.

[a M.O.j Att.
t
PL XXIV. 15.]

Iucuse square of conventional pattern;

in one compartment, a crescent . *

A\ Triobols,

Circ. B.C. 431-404,

During these twenty-seven years of the occupation of Aegina by the

Athenians no coins with Acginetan types appear to have boon struck.

Circ B.C. 404-350, or later.

In B.C. 404, after the great defeat of the Athenians, Lysander restored

the remnant of the Aeginetan population to their old homes, when they

seem to have begun again to strike money. For some unexplained
reason, however, the Sea-turtle, the obverse type of all previous coins,

was at this time replaced by the Land-tortoise {testudo Graeca).

Land-tortoise, the structure of the sliell-

plittes clearly designed. On the later

issues the letters A I are added on
either side of the tortoise. (Fig. 219.)

[u, u. c, if«t. t pi. xxv. i-9.;

Shallow incuse square of the conven-

tional pattern, the dividing hands

usually thinner than ou the older

cuius ;
on the later issues sometimes

A I, AIT I, or abbreviated names of
magistrates atul a dolphin in the

divisions of the square

A{ Staters and divisions.
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Fio, 21 a.

Towards the close of this period bronze coins began to supplant the

smaller denominations in silver.

Three or two dolphins, with A in the Shallow incuse square of the conveu-

[ii ma:., ml, pi. xxv. 10-14.]

tional pattern, often with abbreviate.!

named in the divisions . . .-K '55

Third and Second Centurirn B.C.

Shortly after Alexander's time regal tetradrachms appear to have been
struck in Aegina, with the tortoise and dolphin as symbols (M tiller,

H99). For the rest, Aegina in this period struck bronze money of
various types:

—

AITINA Prow of galley.

A I Bucranium.

Head of Zeus.

[B. M. C, Ail., PI. XXVI. 1-5.]

Ram's head E -7

A I Dolphin E
:
66

Al PI Nf Archaic Apollo walking

with how and branch (cf. Pausanias

ii. 30, 1) K Go

Imperial Times.

Severus and family. Inscr. AirElNHTflM. Types:—Hekate. (Paus.

ii. 30. 2.) Columnar Hermes. Hermes carrying a ram on his shoulders.

The port of Aegina, indicated by a semicircular enclosure, in which is

a galley, and above it a hcxas-tyle temple or colonnade, in the midst

of which is a flight of steps (Iinhoof and Gardner, Num. Comni. on
J'nuft., ii. 29. 6, PI. I* 1). Aphrodite draped, holding branch and apple.

Demeter. Athena. Nike. Poseidon. Aphaia (?) (Britomartis) standing

by Zeus (Mutt. Fontanu, PI. II. 7), see Pausanias, ii. 30. 3. Zeus holding

eagle and fulmen (Paus. /. c). Aeakos seated as judge of the dead. For
other varieties Bee Iinhoof and Gardner, op. cit.

CORINTHIA
|K. Curtiu-s Btrmtt, x. S16 i«|«|. ; B. H. C, CorinHi. A*., 1889 ; C. Oman, -Coins of Corinlh '

in CorMt Xum., pp. 208 s>|q.]

Corinth. This ancient and illustrious city on the isthmus between

Peloponnesus and the mainland of Hellas occupied the meeting-point of
the great routes of commerce between the East and the West.

Like Chalcis in Kuboea, Corinth derived her standard for weighing

the precious metals from Asia Minor, the unit of weight being the light

Baby Ionic stater of ci re. 130 grs.

The system of division by 3 and 6 which prevails in the Corinthian

coinage sufficiently attests its Asiatic origin.
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The style and peculiar Hat fabric of most of the early Corinthian silver

coins distinguish them from those of all the other states of European
Greece.

At what precise time this wealthy commercial city began to send forth

her well-known Pegasos staters it is not easy to determine, but we shall

not be far from the truth in placing the commencement of the Corinthian
coinage as early as the age of Cypselus, B.c, 657-625.

As Aegina in those days commanded the commerce of the eastern side

of the isthmus, so Corinth, by means of her port Lechaeum, on the gulf

which bore her name, monopolized that of the western seas, and im-
parted the use of the Corinthian standard of weight to her Colonies,

Ambracia, Anactorium, Lcucas, &c., on the shores of Epirua and
Acarnania, and to the Achaean cities of Magna Graecia on the other

side of the Ionian sea.

The connexion between the Corinthian standard with its system of divi-

sion by 3 and 6 and the Achaean quasi-federal currency of S. Italy can
be most satisfactorily proved not only by the weights of the coins of

Croton, Sybaris, Metapontum, &cM but by their flat fabric, incuse reverse

type, and by the fact that they are sometimes restruck on Corinthian
coins of the archaic class.

The types of the Corinthian coins refer to the myth of Bellerophon

and Pegasos, and to the worship of Athena XoXirfrtf, for she it was who
assisted Bellerophon to sulxlue the wondrous winged horse. Pegasos on
his part was regarded as the author of fountains of fresh water, which
with a stroke of his hoof he caused to gush forth from the rocks ; cf. the

fountain of the Muses, Hippokrene, which Pegasos produced in this way;
hence Pegasos is also the horse of the Muses. On the Acrocorinthus he

was said to have alighted, and to have drunk from the fountain of

Peirene, where Bellerophon sought in vain to take and tame him, until

at last, while the hero lay asleep beside the altar of Athena, the goddess
came to him in a vision and gave hira a golden bridle, which on
awakening he found beside him, and with this he easily subdued the

winged steed. Another version of the tale makes Athena herself tame
Pegasos, and it is she who hands him over to Bellerophon.

The worship of Athena at Corinth, it may be hero remarked, was also

connected with the cultus of Poseidon and with the sea (cf. Preller, Or.

MjftK, i. 172).

The chief goddess of Corinth was, however, Aphrodite, and it is her
head which on the drachms takes the place of that of Athena.
The Pegasos staters of Corinth, familiarly called tt&Aoi (Poll. ix. 6,

76), were the principal medium of exchange along nil the coasts of the

Corinthian Gulf, and even beyond the seas in Italy and Sicily, where the

largest hoards of them have been brought to light. In its divisional

system the Corinthian coinage possessed a practical advantage over

both the Attic and the Aeginetic, which enabled it to pa&s current in

the territories of its groat rivals. Thus the Corinthian stater of about

130 grs. would pass as a didrachm side by sido with the tetradrachius of

Athens, while the Corinthian drachm {\ stater) of about 44 grs. was
practically equivalent to an Aeginetic hemidrachm. The region in

which the Corinthian money circulated was therefore at no time

confined to the narrow isthmus and limited territory of the town of

Corinth*
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The following are, as nearly as may be, the periods into which the

coins of Corinth scorn to fall.

Pegasos with curled wing.

[B. M. C, Cor., PI. I. I.)

Time of Cypadus, B.C. 657-625.

Incuse square divided into eight trian-

gular compartments, of which four air

in relief, aa on the earliest coins of

Aeginn, Ac, which these coiua re-

semble almoin fabric [cf. B.M.C..4H.,

PL XXIII] ill Stater-

Time of Periander, B.C. 625-585, and later to circ. B.C. 500.

Fio. 220.

9 Pegasos with curled wing (Fig. 220). Incase as above, gradually developing

into the so-called croix ijamme or

BVXltlil

PI.

2-13] . . Ai Stater and Drachm.

Id M\ Drachm.

Id Ai Obol.

Id. Ai \ Obol.

Mutifcfl pattern fcf. .V. C, 1800,

1. I. 8, and B. M. C, Cor., PI. I.

Half Pegasos.

Pegu 80s.

lead of Pegasos.

The fabric of these coins is flatter than that of uny other money of

Greece proper. The Achaean mints of Southern Italy (Sybaris, &c.) seem
to have been the only ones influenced by this early Corinthian method
of striking coins. About tho end of the sixth century the Hat fabric is

abandoned, the coins become smaller in module and more compact, and
the head of Athena in an incuse square replaces the eroix yamm?'.

Oirc. B.C. 500^30.

Archaic Style.

<J>
Pegasos with curled wing.

Id.

Q Half Pegasos with curled wing.

(J)
Head of bridled Pegasos.

9 IVgasos with curled wiugs ; symbol,
trident.

9 Head of Pegasos.

For illustrations of the above coins see B. M. C, ("">*., PI. II. 1-1H.

Incuse square, within which head of

Athena Chalinitis hclmeted; pure

arcbaic stvle . Ai Stater and Drachm.

Incuse squaie. Head of Aphrodite (I) of

archaic style ; hair turned up be-

hind Ai Drachm.

Id. or brad of Athena . Ai \ Drachm.

Incuse square, containing large A .

A\ IKobol.

Incuse square, within which (iorjron

bead Mid T P I H . M Triheimobol.

Incuse square containing large H . .

Ai Heiniobol.
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Girc ii.c. 430-400.

Transitional tftyfe.

9 Pegasos with curled wing.

9 Itcllerophon, naked and bare-headed,

riding on Pegasos. 1

(J)
Pegaaos with curled wing.

9 Pegasos with curled wing; symbol,

vine-branch.

Incuse square. Head ofAtheua of tran-

sitional style (eye in profile), some-

times with symbol (usually a trident)

behind At Stater.

Incuse pquare, in which Chtmaera to r.

At Trihemidrachni.

In-cuse square, within which head of

Aphrodite 1., hair rolled . .AI Drachm.
Incuse square. Pegasos prancing

v
to

front, inscr. A I . . At Diobol.

For the above see B. M. CM Cor., PL II. 19-26, and C. Oman, in Corolla
Sum., PI. XI.

Gin. B.C. 400-338.

Fine Style.

Flo. 221.

p Pegasos, usually flying, with pointed

wing (Fig. 221), but occasionally

standing or walking, with curled wing,

or attached by a cord to a ring fixed

in the wall nlKvre him ; on rome few

specimens he is represented rs drink-

ing.

Q Pegasos with pointed wings.

<J>
Half Pogfisos with curled wing.

9 Pegasos with curled wing.

Q Pegasos with pointed wing*.

9 Pegasos with curled or with pointed

wings,

9 Id.

9 Head of Pegasos.

For illustrations see B. M. G. Cor- Pis. III-V.

Head of Athena, of fine style, in Co-
rinthian helmet over large neck-flap.

In the field a magistrate's synihol,

which was changed perhaps annu-

ally ;
sometimes also there are one

or more dolphins in the field, which

cannot be regarded as magistrates

symbols Ai Stater.

Head of Aphrodite variously repre-

sented ; often with adjunct symbol .

At Drachm.

Head of Aphrodite ; her hair variously

dressed At | Drachm-
Pegasos with curled wings, prancing or

trotting; sometimes with dolphin or

inscr. AIO . . . . Ai DioboL

Gorgon-head with mouth closed * . .

Ai Trihemiobol.

Cross of Swastika form * . At Ohol.

Trident ^l Obol.

Indent Ai Hcmiobol.

1 The trihemidrachraft *»n which lMlfrophon wear* a potass and clihimvs belong to

a later period, etrc. B.C. 3»S. They usually have the letters A I in the field. [B. M. 0,
Con, PI. XII. 28.]
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Some of the smaller denominations mentioned above might, with
almost equal probability, be attributed to the period before B.C. 400,

but they were not superseded by bronze coins until after the middle of

the fourth century.

Fourth and Third Centuries to circ. B.c. 243.

Next in order, though in part contemporary with the series above
described, there follows a largo class of staters, drachms, &c., with
magistrates' letters or monograms in the field of the reverse, in addition

to the adjunct symbol. These series, like the others, always have the
letter 9 on the obverse.

Although it ia very difficult to speak with assurance as to the chrono-
logical sequence of these lettered coins, the following dates may be
perhaps accepted as approximately correct. The list includes only such
specimens as I have myself seen (cf. A. Blanchet, in Rev. Num., 1907).

Before b.c. 400 — Symbol& ::
Shell (on obv. Pegasos of archaic

style, with curled wing)*
Circ. B.C 400-350 AA n Trident

i 3 or E »» Forepart of bull ; torch ; rose

;

bow; poppy-head; star. (lVga-

80s on oby., often walking.)

ii EP n Nike holding thymiaterioiL

» EY M Naked figure holding fillet; tripod,

(Pegasos on obv., sometimes walk*

" 8Y3 n Bom and dolphin.

•• EYG
t» Double - bodied owl ; chimaera

;

^
bell (1).

•• EYTY '9 No symbol, (Pegasos on obv. with

curled wing, attached to ring by
cord.)

« IA H Dolphins around.

>• * or KA N Trident.

*» 3or£ t* Dolphin (cf. Imhoof, ffr. JA, p. 24).
Circ. b.c 350-338 ; A M Shield, on which trident ; bee

;

oak-wreath; astrapalos ; Imrpa
:

sword; helmet with broad Hup;
rtork.

Wheel
;

tipple ; bearded ma>k

;

* AA »*

three crescents; cuirass; trophy-

!» AY
»J

Figure holding torch and cornu-

copiae.

» A M Dionysos standing ; krater ; ivy-

N or Nl

wreath ; vine-wreath ; head of

Helios; wolf; cuirass.

Nike mid dolphin ; astragalos

;

kausiu ; trophy
;

thyrsos and
tympanum cros&ed ; trophy and
ivy-leaf*

Corn-wreath ; three crescents in

circle; kantharos ; Are*(l) ; prow;

oenochoti ; cock's head ; bucra-

nium ; term ; Macedonian helmet.
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Cire. B.e. 338

*i

Tire. b.c'.'338-300

r
i

Symbih

ICA (in mou.)

AP

M

Cire,

n

If

B.c 300-243 B ft

A +

1»

Vm . Mon«. n

Thyreos; dove in wreath.

Nike with fillet ; cook on club ; star;

bow in case ; owl.

Crested Macedonian helmet.

lloar ; ivy-leaf
;

plough ; aegis

;

Palladium ; chimaera ; helmet

;

cornucopiae ; eagle ; Triton I

(Helmet of Athena, on this series

always laureate.)

Cow and calf ; wreath ; Zeus seated
;

Athena, holding Nike, or with
spear ; Artemis, huntress ; Arte-
mis with torch j term with cornu-
copiae ; amphora— the last on
trihemidraebms of the Bellero-

phon type-

Grapes; term.

Naval standard.

Term; eagle; helmet, &c.

Bronze Coins.

Cire. b.c. 350-243.

Q Pegasos with pointed wing.

Head of Athena* wearing crested Corin-

thian helmet.

Head of Athena as above.

Head of Poseidon with hair falling in

heavy locks, and bound with wreath

of marine plant, as on the coins of

Antigonus Gonatas, or Doson.

Head of bearded Herakles, wearing
wreath.

Young male head 1. laur. ; behind, np-

lustre.

Trident with various symbols and letters

in the field M -5

KOPlNOinN Trident, often with
letter in the field . . . . JE -75

K PegMM with pointed wing . jE -55

KOP or p» and various letters. Belleio*

phon mounted on Pcgasos and strik-

ing downwards with his spear . « .

Q and various letters. Forepart of

FegttSOfl flying r ,E -55

Q Pegasos with pointed wing to 1.

[Jfunter Cat., PI. XXXVI.
19J M •«

Corinth, although occupied by a Macedonian garrison from B.C. 338-243,
when it was delivered by Arattis, does not seem to have been deprived
of the right of coinage, for its Pegasos staters continued to be struck,

though much leas plentifully than of old, until it became a member of

the Achaean League. But in B.C- 223 Corinth was surrendered by the

League to Antigonus Doson, and between this time and 196, when it was
again set free by the Romans and reunited to the League, it does not
appear to have been allowed to strike money, unless indeed the bronze
pieces with the heads of Poseidon and Herakles arc to be assigned to this

period.

For illustrations of many of the above-mentioned coins see B- M. C#,

Cor., Pis. VI-XIV.
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Corinth ff Roman Colony.

[B. H. t\, Cor.
f
xxiiii-xlvi and PUUs XV-XXIII.]

From its destruction by Mummius in B.C. 146, Corinth remained a heap
of ruins for the space 01 one hundred years. In B.C. 44 Caesar sent

a colony there (Colonia Laus lulia Corinthus), and the city became once
more a flourishing place, as, from the natural advantages of its position,

it could hardly have failed to become. Henceforth it struck bronze

coins with Latin legends, LAVS IVLI CORlNT, CORirJT, or COR, which,
down to the death of Galba, usually bear the names of Duoviri.

Of these annual Duoviri there are at least twenty-three pairs or single

names which occur on coins in the ablative case, accompanied by the

title IIVIR, sometimes with the addition of ITER[um] or Q^VlNfquen-
nalibus]. The title Q^VlN. appears to have been added only in the

years in which the Census was taken, on which occasions the Duoviri
were entitled Duoviri censoria potestate quinquennales/

For a list of the Corinthian Duoviri see Earle Fox in Journ. Int.

(Parch* num., 1899,89 f., and for the arrangement of the names upon
the coins see Froehner in Rev* JWmM 1907, pp. 164 ff.

Vespasian, a. n. 69, withdrew the privileges which Nero had granted
to the Greeks and reconstituted Achaea as a Senatorial province.

Henceforth until the reign of Domitian (a. d. 81) no coins were struck

at Corinth. But in his reign a new scries of coins begins, one of which
expressly states the fact that it was issued PERM[issu] IMPferatoris]

(Imhoof and Gardner, Num. Canim. on Paus.
f
PI. B. XXI).

From the reign of Domitian to that of Gordian III the legends are

COL IVL FLAV. AVG. COR., COL. IVL. COR., or C. L. I. COR, while
the magistrates' names are discontinued*

Among the types deserving of special mention on the coins of Corinth
as a Roman colony are the following:—Belleropbon holding or subduing
Pegasos. Bellerophon standing beside Pegasos while he drinks from
a stream at the foot of the Acrocorinthus. Bellerophon mounted on
Pegasos contending with the Chimaera, Pegasos leaping from the point

of the rock of the Acrocorinthus. Other frequent typos refer to the myth
of Melikertes or Palaemon, in whose honour the games called Isthmia

were celebrated at the Isthmus. Such are the boy Melikertes lying on
the back of a dolphin under a pine-tree (Paus. ii. 1. 3); the body of
Melikertes lying on a dolphin, which is placed on an altar beneath a tree

with Isthmos as a naked youth holding a rudder, or Poseidon with his

trident standing by ; Palaemon standing or riding on the back of

the dolphin ; circular temple of Palaemon, sometimes with sacrificial bull

in front ; Ino holding her child Melikertes in her arms, before her, some-
times Isthmos seated on a rock, with a dolphin representing the sea;

Ino throwing herself from the rock Moluris with Melikertes in her arms,

in front, dolphin, or sea-god stretching out his arms to receive the child.

The following types are also worthy of note :

—

Isthmos personified as a naked youth, either seated or standing, and
holding one or two rudders, in allusion to the two ports of Corinth, inscr.

in one instance ISTHMVS. The two ports Lcchaoum and Cenchreae as

nymphs holding rudders, legend sometimes LECH, CENCH, or as re-

cumbent male figures with the Acrocorinthus between them. The port

(
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of Cenchreae with statue of Poseidon in the centre, on either bide

of the harbour are the temple of Aphrodite and the sanctuaries of

Asklepios and Isis, while below are three galleys (Paua ii. 2. 3).

Statues of Poseidon in various attitudes. Temple of Poseidon with
Tritons on the roof (Paua. ii. 1. 7). Poseidon in chariot drawn by hippo-
camps. Isis Pharia. Artemis huntress. Artemis Ephesia. Among the
numerous copies of statues on the coins of Corinth one of the most
interesting is that of the Aphrodite of the Acrocorinthus, standing naked
to waist, and holding the shield of Ares, on the polished surface of which
she is gazing at her reflection as in a mirror. This type illustrates the
epithet kmkwuhn^ applied by Pausanias (ii. 5. 1) to the statue. The Aero*
corinthus with temple of Aphrodite on the top, and buildings and a tree

at the foot. Head of Aphrodite or of the famous Hetaira Lais, rev.

Tomb of Lais, consisting of the capital of a column surmounted by a
lioness standing over a prostrate ram, as doscribed by Pausanias (ii. 2. 4),

rdtpos Aafftov, <jJ fli| Xiatva <-'„> ] .-\ia ion xpiov i\ov<ra iv rbSf Tspordpoi? itoatv.

Statue of Athena Chalinitis holding bridle, spear, and shield (Paus. ii.

4. 1), or bridling Pegasos. The sacred Fountain Peirene personified

as a nymph seated on a rock and holding a vase, or seated at the foot

of the Acrocorinthus, on the summit of which is the temple of Aphro-
dite, while in front is Pegasos drinking the water of the spring. Agonistic
types, wrestlers, runners, &c. Stadium with meta in the centre between
two horsemen racing at full speed. 1STHMIA in a wreath, &c. Dio-

nysos standing or seated. Hermes with ram, standing or seated, or

carrying infant Dionysos. Tyche standing or seated. Zeua standing.

Athena standing. Herakles standing, Helios in quadriga. Kybele
seated. Asklepios and Hygieia. Hygioia seated feeding serpent
Kronos with sickle. Hephaestos with tongs. Ares. Triptolemos in

serpent-car. The Propylaea surmounted by quadrigas. The (ienius of

the Colony holding cornucopiae and patera, inscr. GEN. COL. COR.
The Temple of the Gens Julia, inscribed on the front CAESAR,
AVGVSTVS, or GENT. IVLI. Head of Roma, inscr. ROMAE ET
IMPERIO. Head of the Senate, inscr. SENAT. P. Q_, R. The later

coins of Xero record his visit to Greece, AD VE[ntus] AVG., ADL0[cutio]
AVG., &c.

For numerous other types, which we haw not space to mention, see

Ituhoof and Gardner, Numismatic Commentary on Pausanias
y
in the

./bum. Hell. Stud., 1885; and Earle Fox, in Jvurn* hit (Varch. num.,
1899, 89 U and 1908, 5 f ; B. M. C, Cor.. xlvi

t and Z./. X, xxiv. p. 56.

Marks of Value. Some of the Corinthian bronze coins of Imperial
times bear marks of value, e.g. those of the Duoviri, Inst. , . . and
L. Cas of which the larger specimens are counterinarked A (= As)
and the smaller S (= Semis), although these latter were issued as

quudrantetj as they bear the letter Q_ in the field (B. 1L C, Cor.,

p. xl). A still smaller coin (K. Fox, Oft cit., 1899, 99) is countennarked
with three globules (= Quadrant). The letters SE on certain other
coins (B, M. C:, xlj may also stand for Semis.

Tenea, originally a village about six miles south of Corinth, issued

bronze coins as a member of the Achaean League. It rose in importance
after the destruction of Corinth, and in Imperial times struck a few
coins with heads of S. Severusand Doinna, Inscr. T€N€ATflN ; Types,
Tyche ; DionysoH standing (B. M. Q, Pclop., 57 ; Z.f. iV., 1874, 319).

sa \c>
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U

COLONIES OF CORINTH

[B. M. C, Cor., pp. xlviii-lxviii and Platos XXIV-XXXIX.J

Under this general heading it is convenient to classify all those

copies of the Corinthian Pegasc-s staters which are without the letter

Q. They were issued by various towns in Acarnania, Corcyra, Epirus.

Illyricum, Sicily, and Bruttiuni.

(a) In Acarnania:—
Alyzia (b.c. 350-250). with A, A, AAY. AAYIAION.
Anactorium (b.c. 500-260), F, N, N, A, AN. ANA. ANAKT.

ANAKTOPinN. ANAKTOPIEHN, also AKTIO and AKTIAS
in reference to the Actian games in connexion with the temple
of Apollo on the Actian promontory in the territory of Anac-

torium (B. M. C, for., Hx). Abbreviated names of magistrates,

perhaps officials of tbe Acarnaniau League, with their symbols,

occur ou coins subsequent to B.C. 350.
Argos-Amphilocbicum (b.c. 350-270), A, AP, APTEI, APTEinN.

APTEON and APDHN. Later with AM, AM4>, AM4>I,
AMOIA, AM<t>IA0, AM<t>IAOXnN.

Astacus (eire. B.O. 350), with A€ and symliol, Crayfish, aoraxos.

Coronta (?) (are. B.C. 350-250), with K.

Echinus (?) (are. b.c. 300-250), with E and symbol. Fish-hook.

Leucas (circ. B.C. 500-250), f, A, AE, AEY, AEYKAAI and
AEYKAAIfiN.

Metropolis (circ. b.c. 300-250), M and M.
Stratus (circ. b. c. 350-250), STPATIflN and svmbol, head of Ache-

loos. \JB.f, N. t
xv. PI. III. 6.]

Thyrrheinm (circ B.c. 350-250), O, OY, OYP. OYPP.
Acarnanian Federal with &, struck in Leucas (circ. b.c. 300-250), and

later (circ. b.c. 250-167) (at Thyrrheium ?) on a standard reduced

to 106 gre., the weight of a double Victoriatus.

(6) In Corcyra:—(arc.B.v. 338-250), K,*,f,aiid KOP.or KOPKYPAinN.

(c) /« Kjdrus :—
Ambracia (circ b.c. 480 and 432-350), A, A. AM, AMP, AMPPA,

AMPPAKI, AMPPAKIOTAN, AMPPAKIHTAN, and AM-
BPAKIflTAN.

Epirote federal (after B.C. 295). IaE (ATTEI) and A (probably for

Ambracia), and after B.C. 238 hemidrnchms on the standard of

the half Victoriatus, 26 grs. with A.

((/) In IUyriaim :—
Apollonia (circ. b.c 350), APOA.
Epidainnus'Dyrrhacliiuui, with E (circ. b.c. 450), or A, AYP,

AYPA, AYPPAXlNflN {arc. b.c. 350-229).

(r) In .ViciVy .—
Eryx with "pKt (circ. B.c. 34 1 ().

Leontini, AEONTINON. (Time of Dion, circ. 356-353.)
Syracuse, SYPAKO*ION (cm. 356-353) and €YPAKO£inN (circ.

B. c. 344, 317-306, and 306-289 or later), or tiiskeles, with or
without in.siT.
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( f) In JiruUium ;—
Locri Epizephyrii (aire. u.c. 350-268). /*-, AO. AOK, AOKPHN.
Mesma (circ. B.c 350-300), M and NE.
Khegium (cire. b.c. 350-300), H.
Teriua {cire. b.c. 325), "E.

Of the above cities which adopted the Corinthian stater, Anactorium,
Leucas, and perhaps Ambracia appear to be the only ones which did so

before the close of the fifth century, for of these towns alone, in addition

to Corinth, are staters extant of the transitional and early fine style.

Epidamnus, Argos-Amphilochicum, and Alyzia followed their example
at a somewhat later period, but it was not until after the middle of the

fourth century that the Corinthian stater came into general use in the

western parts of Greece, in Bruttium, and in Sicily. From this time

until the middle of the third century the Pegasos staters continued to be

issued in large quantities, chiefly, it is to be inferred, for the purposes of

trade with Italy and Sicily, where the largest finds of this class of coin

have been brought to light.

The Pegasos coinage, common though it undoubtedly was to many
cities, is not to be confounded with a federal coinage properly so called,

such as that of the Achaean League, as there is no reason to suppose that

it was adopted in pursuance of reciprocal treaties between Corinth on
the one part, and the towns participating in the coinage on the other.

The various cities would seem rather to have selected the Corinthian

types independently of one another, and for their own individual con-

venience and profit, much in the same way as many Asiatic cities, long

after the death of Alexander, copied the Macedonian tetradrachro, which
his conquests had raised to the rank of an international coin, familiar in

all the markets of the Greek East.

In the outset no doubt the Corinthian coinage may have been imposed
either by choice or by necessity upon Anactorium and Leucas by the mother
city, Corinth ; but from these mints the system appears to have spread

naturally enough throughout the Achelous district among towns which,

as members of the Acarnanian League, were quite beyond the influence

of the * city of the two seas '.

Thus, as Imhoof-Blumer (Acarnanla, p. 12} has pointed out, the
Pegasos staters within the limits of Acarnania became a quasi-federal

Acarnanian coinage, while outside those limits they would circulate freely

side by side with the staters of Corinth herself, Ambracia, Syracuse, &c,
as a generally recognized international currency.

PELOPONNESUS
[B. SI. C, JWop., 1887.]

The history of the coinage of the Peloponnesus, regarded as a whole,

may be summed up in a few words. From tho ago of Pheidon of Argos
down to tho Persian wars the only coins generally current in Pelopon-

nesus were on tho north coast the Corinthian Pegasos staters, elsewhere

the staters of Aegina. In the interior the Arcadian triobols served the

purpose of small change. The Aeginetic standard continued to be

everywhere prevalent in Peloponnesus.

- >og!e
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The splendid and varied series of Klis does not l>egin before the close

of the period of archaic art (circ. it. c. 471). Between the Persian and
Peloponnesian wars we note an increase in the number of Arcadian

mints, Cleitor, Heraea, Mantineia, Pallantium, Paroreia, and Psophis all

issuing small silver coins in addition to the money of the Arcadian

League. In the next period, B.C. 430-370, the Arcadian Federal money
is entirely superseded by the local issues of the various Arcadian cities.

The place occupied of old by the Aeginetic stater is now filled by the

beautiful staters of Elis, Sicyon, and Argos.

With the restoration of Messene and the renewal, under Theban
auspices, of the Arcadian Confederation, B.C. 370, Messene and Megalo-

polis were added to the now considerable number of Peloponnesian mints.

After B. c. 322, when Peloponnesus had for the most part fallen under
Macedonian dominion, the greater number of the Peloponnesian towns
ceased to strike silver in their own names, and between B. c. 280 and
146 the Federal coinage of the Achaean League became little by little

the chief currency in Peloponnesus, the types and style of which the

few mints which held aloof from the League tended more and more to

imitate.

With the constitution of the Roman Province in B.C. 146, all silver

money (except perhaps at Patrae) was put an end to. Bronze coins

continued, however, to be issued at many towns. As a rule the Imperial

coinage is confined to the time of Sept. Severus and his family.

FHXZASIA

Phliun, in N.E. Peloponnesus, was situated at a point commanding
three narrow valleys through which Howed the tributary head-streams of

the R. Asopus. At the junction of these valleys was a fortified summit,
TpiK dpavov. The following staters of Euboi'c weight, formerly assigned

to Phaselis in Lycia (Wet. Num., 1st ed., p. 579), are attributed by
J. P. Six (Aum. Chron., 1888. p. 97) to Phlius. The triskeles, he thinks,

is an indication of the geographical conformation of the territory of
the city.

Sixth century B.C.

(D between the legs of a trUkelos. Incuse square of eight triangles .

[Babolon, Traiti, p. 813.] M Euhoic Stater.

The incuso on the reverse is of the early Aeginetic rather than of the

Euhoic pattern, and the fact that all the later coins ofPhlius are ofAeginetic
weight is sufficient to show that the commercial relations of Phlius were
more intimate with Aegina than with Athens or Euboea. Cf. the stater

of Aegina (?) with the T'hliasian (?) triskeles on the reverse (sec Aegina,

p. 397). The next series of Phliasian coins dates from the latter part of
the fifth century B.C.

Circ. B.C. 430-322.

Bull with bead lowered (taurifonn

Dionysos, or river-god Aeopos). In
exergue 4>AE1A (sometimes retrogr.).

HON (end of obv. inscr.) in the four

corners of an incuse square, within

which • wheel . . . A\ Drachm.

Dig k

'
' )gle
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In the centre of the wheel there is usually a pellet enclosed in a circle,

which may symbolize the 6p<t>a\6%\ a sacred stone at PHHuk, which the

inhabitants, with unaccountable ignorance of distances, affirmed to be the

centre of Peloponnesus (Paus. ii. 13, 3).

The hcmidrachmH and smaller coins are uninscribed, but bear on the

reverse a largo <> instead of the wheel, sometimes accompanied by
pellets or bunches of grapes.

The types of the Phliasian coins remained unchanged down to the time

of the Macedonian conquest, circ. H. <\ 322, except that on the latest class

the <t> on the reverse is encircled with an ivy-wreath. After B.C. 322

the coinage of Phlius comes to an end.

The bronze coins of the fourth century for the most part resemble the

silver, but on some specimens the bull on the obverse is replaced by
a head of Athena or of Zeus. See also Achwtn League*

Im/*erial of Severus, Domna, Caracalla, and Geta. Types : Artemis
huntress, Heraklea standing, Asklepios, Tyche sacrificing,

SICTOITIA

[Annati <li Corri$ponde>ua archtolcgica, 1830, p. 886 ; B< M. C, ft/op. ; Lambroe, Pctop.
f 34 ff.

;

Babelon, Ttaiti, \>p. MG ff.]

Bicyon, during the period of its greatest prosperity, consisted of an
acropolis about two miles from the Corinthian Gulf, a lower town at its

foot, and a port-town. The large number of its coins still extant
sufficiently attests the ancient wealth and commercial importance of

the city* It docs not appear to have struck many coins before the

Persian wars, nor indeed does its money become plentiful much before

fee* 400, but from this time down to the Kouian conquest (B.C. 146) the

Sicyonian mint would seem to have been the most prolific in the whole
of Peloponnesus.

Fifth century b. c.

Dove with opeu wings, in act of alight- Large 2 in incuse square ; within the

ing. letter, sometimes a fiornl ornament

Chimuem ; beneath, X.

Ai Drachiu.

Dove (lying in incuse Hi|uare
; in corners

W [= Z] and A (for Apa^) . .

.1; Drachm.
Dove flyinii in incuse Hjunre ; in corner**

X and T {Tptvfiokov) . M Triob.

Id, Z and ('O0oA<k) - M Obol.

Cbimaera.

Forepart of chimaera.

Duve with closed wings £ In incuse square . . • A& J OboK
Id. DoTti flying i« incuse square

;
in rorners

Z and H ('II^iu/?uAiok). -it £ OboK
Dove's bead. Id -it J Obol.

Circ, B.C. 400 or earlier to c ire* B. C> 323.

Without Incu#e i&iuare.

£E Chimaera, Flying dove jit Triob.

Apollo, kneeling on one knee, with bow £E in laurel-wreath . . M J Obol.

and arrows.

__ C^ rt/N^In Original fromibyUOOgK
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FlO. 22'2.

£E (later i.\) Chimaera; alwve, aome-

times, wreath ; beneath, sometime*,

kneeling Apollo with bow or head of

river-god Asopos (t), &c.

Dove alighting.

Chimaeru.

*E or £1

fE or «l

Id
C or £1 Dove alighting.

J or £ Lion walking.
Head of Apollo.

Id.

Apollo kneeling with bow and arrows.

Apollo with lyre, seated on rock.

Head of Apollo.

Dove flying.

Dove flving in laurel-wreath, often witli

letters in field, A, E, I, U, AO. AP,
PA, «IBYPTI0[«, &c, or symbols,

how, ivy-leaf, &c. (Fig. 222) . . .

AI Stater and Drachm.
Id ^t Drachm.

Letters in field . . .

.it Triohol.

Id M Diobol.

Id M Ohol.

Id Ai > Ohol.

Id. JR Ohol.

Lyre in wreath . . . . M Obol.

Lyre Ai J Ohol.

SE in wreath . . . . M | Ol-ol.

. . At j Obol.ZE in monogram

Goli>.

The two following gold coins (wt. c. 47 grs.), if they are genuine,
which is very doubtful, must be assigned to this period :

—

£1 Head of Apollo r. bar.

[Z.f. A', xvii. PL I. 5-]

Same die. [Paris, Ibid., p. 5.]

Dove flying; beneath, minute dolphin:
the whole in laurel-wreath ....

AI J Drachm.
Dove flying with taenia in beak: (lie

whole in laurel-wreath

AT $ Drachm.

Bronze. Circ. h.c. 323-251.

The bronze coins of Sicyon are numerous. Some of them certainly

belong to the latter part of the fourth century and to the first half of
the third century b. c. Weil (Z. f. X., vii. 376) would attribute them
to an earlier period, localise some of them bear on the reverse the
letters EY which he believes to stand for Euphron, one of the tyrants of
Sicyon, shortly after B. c. 368.

Nuked Apollo holding up a long fillet,

which fulls behind his hack; in field,

dove. [Imhoof, Xum. Ztit., I884.J
Dove flying.

Id.

Head of Apollo.

Dove flying.

SI Dove feeding.

II in wreath M 65

Tripod in wreath Ai -65

Z in wreath M -5B

Z in wreath M -75

Magistrates' names, EY, AH.OEY.KAE.
ME, TE, within a wreath . M -65

SI Tripod ID wreath . . . M -7
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After the close of the Lamian war, B.C. 322, Sicyon passed for a time

into the hands of the Macedonians, under whoso rule tetradrachms were
struck there, with the name and types of Alexander the Great (b. c.

316-308), (Milller, Mon. d'Alex., Nos. 864-898). A large number of such

tetradrachms was discovered near Patrae in 1850 (C. T. Newton, Num.
Chron., 1853, p. 29). Some of the accessory symbols on these coins,

such as Apollo holding a fillet behind his back, and the Chimaera,

are undoubtedly Sicyonian. The whole class is distinguished by its

peculiar fabric. The majority of the specimens have the throne of Zeus
surmounted by two small figures of Nilce.

Circ. B.C. 251-146.

Later in style than these Alexandrine tetradrachms are the following

series of Aeginetic triobols (or Attic tetrobols) and bronze :

—

Flying dove. Large 2! surrounded by magistrate's

name: all in shallow incuse square .

I Ai Triobol.

Among the magistrates' names the following occur:— AlNEIAZ,
AAEZinN,AMElNlA2,ArJAPnNlAAZ. OPAIYKAHr, KAEANAPOZ,
AYAIAAAZ, ZENOTIMOZ, OAYMniAAAZ, TTOAYKPATHS, TTPO-

MAXIAAZ, EnllKPATHZ.

Flying dove and one of the above names. Zl in wreath /E -65

Dove feeding, ArJAPOTIrWOI.
Head of Apollo.

Zl Tripod in wreath . . . M -7

Zl Dove flying, carrying fillet, and

magistrate's name , . . . iG -75

From the late style of these coins it seems certain that they are auto-

nomous issues struck for local use after B.C. 251, in which year Sicyon
joined the Achaean League. They are consequently contemporary with

her silver and bronze money of the Federal types. See p. 417.

Concerning the coins of Sicyon, Leake remarks (.Yum. licit., p. 95)

that 'the change from SEKYflN or *ElKYfiN to «IKYnN occurred

about the time of Alexander the Great. The bird is probably the rock

pigeon, great numbers of which still inhabit the el ill's that surround the

ancient site. They were perhaps sacred to Apollo or Aphrodite, whoso
temple was one of the principal edifices of Sicyon, and in which thcro

was a seated statue of the goddess by Cauachus (Paus. ii. 10).'

The Z, which so frequently occurs as a coin type, was the device of

the city, and was placed by the Sicyonians on their shields (Xen. Hell.

iv. 4). The use of the initial letter as a blazon was common in the

Peloponnesus. Cf. on coins, Argos, Heraca, Epidaurus, Cleonae, cVc,

and Tor shields, Lacedaemon and Messcne.

imperial coins exist from Nero to Geta. Inscr.. ClKYftNlflN.
Types, various; the most remarkable is a representation of a tomb (cf.

Paus. ii. 7, 2). The coin shows a small distyle temple on a rock, flanked

by two tall terminal figures, and by two cypress trees. Another coin has

for type a Maenad in attitude of frenzy, holding a sword and a bunch of

grapes, perhaps one of the Maenads in the temple of Dionysos at Sicyon
mentioned by Pausanias (ii. 7. 5). Another very frequent type is a
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naked Apollo with hands raised, holding a long fillet. There also occur

on Imperial coins of Sicyon figures of Aphrodite and Eros, of Dionysos,

of Pan, of Artemis Pheraea (Paus. ii. 10. 7), of Demeter, of Tyche 'AxpaCa

(Paus. ii. 7. 5), of Apollo Kitharoedos (Z.f. iV., xxiv. p. 60), &c.

1CHAIA
Aegae was one of the most ancient cities in Peloponnesus. Its coins,

the oldest of which must be as early as B.C. 500, are triobols of the

Aeginetic standard. The goat is clearly a type /xir/ant, as at Aegae
in Macedon, Aegeira, Aegospotami, &c The town gradually fell into

decay, and was destroyed circ. B.o. 370, when its coinage ceased. For
illustrations see Zeit.f Num., v. PI. I ; B.'M. C, Pelop., PI. IV ; find

Babelon, Traiti, PI. XXXVII. Cf. Imhoof, .Von. or., p. 157, who, how-
ever, attributes the coins to Aegium.

Before B.o. 480.

D^A (
= AIT) Forepart of goat. Irregularint^ses^uare.sonietimesquar-

tered ...... Al Triolwl.

AION Head of bearded Dionysos ivy-DIA Similar.

DIA Similar.

Circ B.C. 480-370.

crowned, in incuse square JR Triobol.

NOIADIA Similar . . Al Triobol.

A|C Similar.

Head of young Dionysos, ivy-crowned.

AICAION or AITAION Similar head

of fine style .... M Triobol.

AICAION Goat standing Ai Obol.

Aegeira. To this town, which stood between Aegae and Pellene, the

inhabitants of the former place removed when it fell into decay (B. M. C,
J'elop., PL IV. 7-11).

Circ. B.c. 330.

Head of Athena in close-fitting crested ' AITI Forepart of goat in wreath

helmet. JR -55

For Federal coins see Achaean League, p. 417.

After B.C. 351.

AITIPATAN Veiled female head.
|
Goat standing in wreath . . .*: -65

Imperial, Severus, Domna, Geta, and Plautilla. Inscr., AireiPATnN,
rarely Air I PATON. Tyjies, Zeus seated ; Nike ; Artemis huntress. (Cf.

Paus. vii. 26. 2.)

Aegium, the chief political and religious centre of Achaia, and the

meeting-place of the delegates of the various cities which composed the
League. With the exception of the federal money (p. 417). bronze coins

only are known, unless the silver coins described under Aegae belong,
as Imhoof thinks (Mon. .'/)'., p. 157), to this town.
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After B.C. 146.

AITIEnM HeadofZeus.

,, Head of youug Oionysos.

Bust of Artemis.

KAHTAIOZ OEOZIOZ (magistrates'

names) The lx>y Zeus hurling fulmen
and holding eagle . . . . M -95

KAHTAIOZ OE0ZI0I Kagle, wings
closed jfi -8

KAHTAIOZ OEOZIOZ Eileithyia (?)

standing, holding torches (cf. Paus.
vii. 23, 5) M -7

Also of Imperial timen, without or with heads of Emperors, Hadrian
to Geta, Inner., Airi€flN. Types numerous. (See Imhoof and Gardner,
Paus.,Pl.R.) Among those of interest are the following:—Z€YC T1AIC,

the boy Zeus as above, copied from the archaic statue of Zeus as a lx>y

at Aegium by Ageladas (Paus. vii. 24. 4; X. C.t 1902, PL XV. 13).

Asklepios seated before altar, round which a serpent coils, in ex. ACT
( = 3 Assaria) M. Aurelius. Another coin of M. Aurelius, also with ACT,
has on the reverse the archaic temple of Eileithyia with two lone torches

standing in front of it (Paus. vii. 23. 5). The following smaller coins

are half obols in bronze :

—

HMIOBCAIN Head of Zeus. AiriCON River-god (SelinosJ .

AinenN HeadofZeus. HMIOBCAIN Boy Zens hurling ful-

men iE -9

AITienN HeadofZeus. HMIOBGAIN Nymph Phthia with in-

flated veil, following a dove, which
looks back at her . . . . M -85

The type of this coin alludes to a local myth, which told how Zeus in

the form of a dove seduced the nymph Phthia (Athenaeus, ix. p. 3$5

;

Aelian, Var. Hint., i. 15). HMI0B€AlM is a variant of hu*&6\w
(J. II. S., 1897, p. 83).

AinenN HeadofZeus.
[Imhoof and Gardner, Pans.,

PI. R. 14.]

HMI0B6AIN Infant Zeus suckled by
goat between two trees; the goat

looks up at an eagle . . . JE -7

This type is explained by Strabo viii. p. 387 laropdBm o' irravda koX

top Aia vr, aiydv rpatprfvai Kadairip <£ij<ti KOI Aparos.

destroyed by an earthquake B.C. 373, but subsequently rebuilt,

i'oined the Achaean League B.C. 275, but none of its federal coins

lave as yet been found. Imperial, of Severus and his family. Inner.,

BOYPACuJrJ and B0YP6ATLON. Types: Herakles holding club, perhaps
a copy of the statue of Herakles BovpaiKos in the oracular cavern, sacred

to Herakles, between Bura and the Corinthian Gulf. Temple on hill, at
foot of which a portico containing a statue of Herakles (?) (Paus. vii. 25).

Eileithyia facing, holding torch. Demeter seated facing, &c. (Hunter
Cat., PI. XXXVII. 22).

Ceryueia. Federal coins only (see p. 417).
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Dyme, the most western city of Achaia, bordering upon Elis, struck

small silver and bronze coins circ. B.C. 350 (Zelt. f. Num., vii. 36f>).

Inscr., AY or AYMA.

Circ. B.C. 350.

AY Female head. Amphora JR Obol.

Id. AYMA Broad fish . . . A -G5

Circ. h.c. 146 or later.

Head of Athena. I AY in wreuth /£. -65

Female head, veiled. [ Id JS. -65

For other varieties, and for coins struck at Dyme as a Roman colony,

reading C. I. D. or C. I. A. DVM. (Colonia Julia Augusta Dumaeorum),
J. Caesar to Tiberius, sometimes with names of the Duumviri quin-

quennales followed by the formula EX. D. D. (ex decreto decurionum).

see Imhoof, Mun. <ir., p. 162 sqq.

See also Federal Coins, p. 417.

Helice, the most ancient of all the cities of Achaia, was totally

destroyed in the earthquake of B.C. 373. when its territory was in-

corporated with that of Aegium. The following bronze coin can hardly
have been struck long before the destruction of the city.

Circ. B.C. 373.

EAIK (retrog.) Head of Poseidon dia- Trident between dolphins, in wreath

denied within a circle of wave?. (^./.X, vii. PI. VIII. 6) . JR.

7

At this city was a famous temple of Poseidon, called Helikonios, to

whose anger the destruction of the town was attributed {.Yum. Ckron.,

1861, p. 216).

t, originally known under tho name of Aroe, was a port on
the Corinthian Gulf between Aegium and Dyme. As a member of the

Achaean League from B.C. 280 it issued silver coins (p. 417), but
apparently none of bronze.

Circ. B.c. 146—B.C. 32.

After the dissolution of the League it appears to have been allowed

to retain the exceptional privilege of striking money both in silver and
bronze.

Head of Aphrodite (?).

Head of Zeus.

nATP€UJN Cida myttica of Diony
t*os ; all in wreath of ivy.

TTATP (in raon.) and AAMACIAC, all

in wreath At 36 era.

Same inon.and ArYC AICXPIUJNOC
in wreath JR 36 grs.

Same mou. and APICTAPXOC AA-
MLUNOC Dionysus holding thyrm».

A -75
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Among other types are the following, bearing the names of various

magistrates in full :

—

Head of bearded Herakles.

Head of Athena.

Owl; magistrate, AAMACIAC.

Monogr. of TTATPE Athena, with shield

and spvav, advancing (cf. Paus. vii.

20) iE-96-8
Same mou. Poseidon wielding trident

(cf. Paus. vii. 21) . . M -85-75
TT A . ,Trident, between M -55

It was at Patrae that M. Antouius passed the winter before the battle

of Actiuin, B.C. 32-31, and it must have been on this occasion that coins

were struck at Patrae with the portrait of Cleopatra, rev. Head-dress of

Isis. After the battle of Actium, Augustus established a colony at
Patrae, which continued to Btrike money until the time of Gordian III,

Jnscr. C. A. A. P. (Colonia Augusta Aroe Patrensis). Among the remark-
able types are copies of the statue of Artemis Laphria, with her dog
beside her, by Menaechmus and Soidas, in the temple of that goddess at

Patrae. This statue was transported to Patrae by Augustus from
Aetolia. Pausanias (vii. 18. 6) tuus describes it, <rxrjna tov ayakfiaros

''i>i i ! '! ioTtv ikt<f>avro<i fii *n: \pvoov ncvoir/rat. A coin of Nero shows
the hound, bow, and quiver of the goddess, with the inscr. DEANAI
AVGVSTAI (Imhoof, in Rev. Suisse, xiv. PL VI. 15).

In honour of this goddess a splendid festival was celebrated at Patrae,

in which, as Pausanias tells us, the priestess of the goddess, a maiden
drawn in a biga of stags, closed the festal procession. This type occurs

on coins of M. Aurelius. Another statue mentioned by Pausanias (vii.

20. 5), which is copied on coins of Cominodus, is that of Asklepios.

Other types show Hermes seated on a rock, with a ram before him,

perhaps copied from a statue at Corinth (Paus. ii. 3. 4). The following

topographical type is also worthy of remark :—Plan of the town and
harbour of Patrae ; above, three temples ; below, a statue on a pedestal.

This type is varied on coins of Gordian, where we see a colossal statue

in the centre of the harbour, galleys within the port, and several small

buildings over it.

Pellene, the most eastern town in Achaia, struck silver and bronze

coins in the latter half of the fourth century.

Cite. B.C. 370-322.

Head of Apollo.

Lyre.

Head of Apollo.

PEA in laurel-wreath . . Ai Triob.

P E Tripod yE -5

PE (in mon.) Ram's head in wreath .

M -65

Apollo Theoxenios was the god chiefly worshipped at Pellene, tore koi

'AnoWiavos ®to£cvtov lltkkrfitcvtnv Upov~ rd ii iyakfxa x *" ** *f*ofc|TIM

(Paus. vii. 27).

Pellene became a member of the Achaean League about B.C. 274
(see p. 417).

On the Imperial coins (Severus and family), laser. nEAAHrJ€firJ, are

figures of Dionysos Lampter (Paus./.c), standing naked with kantharos
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416 ACHAEAN LEAGUE

and thyrsos ; of Apollo with bow ; and of Artemis with torch and bow
(PauB. /. C,)'. irAijffioi' 6« tov 'AiroAAwros vaos ianv 'Aprtfubof, roftt'ownjs hi

ACHAEAN LEAGUE
[Leicester Warren, Gr&k Federal Coinage. London. 1863 ; Lambro*. P., Zeiteeh rift fur Sumin-

matik, 1875, p. 160; Weil, R.
t
Aft/. *Yum., 1882, p. 199; Clork. M. tt. t Cbinsofth*

Achaean League, 1895.]

The earliest Federal coinage of the Achaeans, if the following attribu-

tion is correct (ft Qn 1902, 324), shows that after the battle of Leuctra,

B.C. 371, the Achaean Communes, like those of Arcadia, combined to

strike money in the common name of the entire people, and, moreover,
that one of the heinidrachms of thin first federal coinage, obv* Head of

Zeus, rev* A (the monogram of the Achaeans), was the prototype of the

well-known coinage of the famous League, as it was reconstituted after

the lapse of nearly a whole century, ctrc. B.C. 280. The coins of the

earlier League are the following :

—

B.C. 370-360.

Head of Artemis Lnphria (?) with neck-

lace and earring of three pendants,

her hair gathered up anil tied in

a knot on the top of her hend.

[JT. ft, 1902, Fl. XVI. 4.]

head.

[B. M. C, The*., PI. X. 17.]

Head of Zeus of fine style, r. laui\

[It. M. 0., Pelap., PL I. 1,]

Similar Lewi of Zeus. [Ibid., PI. I. 2.]

AX A I ftN {each letterseparatelypu nched)

Zeus Amarios or Aphesios enthroned,

three quarters towards L ; from his

extended r. hand an eagle takes flight;

his L rests on sceptre. Symbol in

field, crested helmet

AX Stater, 185-2 pir.

AXAinN {punched Utters) Athena,

Amaria, or Panachaia (J) charging r.

A 39-2 grs.

X in laurel-wreath, concave field . .

At 41*5 pro.

Id. .....*.. £ Size -55

The head of Artemis on tho above-described beautiful stater is

apparently Pcloponncsian in style (cf. the contemporary staters of

Stymphalus), and tho re verso type of Zeus seems to have been suggested

by the seated Zeus on the early Arcadian coins. The attribution of
these coins to the Achaeans of Phthiotis, proposed by Gardner (B. M, C,
The$*t xxix), is therefore open to grave doubt.

Circ. B.C. 280-146.

It was not, however, until the reorganization of the League in 8. c. 280,

when Patrac and Dyme succeeded in throwing off the yoke of the Mace-
donians, that the plentiful coinage, which for about 130 years formed the
staple of the currency of Peloponnesus, regularly commenced. Gradually,

as town after town was brought within the political union, tho circle

of federal mints went on widening, each town on its admission to the

League agreeing to adopt a uniform coinage, not only in silver, but also

ioogle Original from
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in bronze; for identity of laws, weights, measures, and coinage was, as
Polybius (ii. 37) informs us, imposed by tho central authorities upon all

the members of the Confederation : &ar( fd| povov ffvppa^iKtiv nai (/xAoc^r

Koirwi'iai' ytyovtvai vpaypaT<av Tttpi airrovs, oAAu ko\ vopois xPVa &at T0« avrots

koi trraOfioXs tat ptTprns xai vopiopao'i, k.t.A.

The types of the federal Bilver coin were as follows :

—

Fig. ssa.

Ileiul of Zeus Amarios (Fig. 223). The Aclmean inouogruiu
;
around which

vurious letters, monograms, local sym-
bols, names of magistrates or of cities,

usuallynLI>rcviate(l;all within wreath

of hay At 40-32 gr*.

It is upon these symbols, Arc, that the classification to particular

cities is with more or less probability based.
The bronze coinage is historically much more important than the

silver, since it offers the name of each city in full, preceded by the name
of tho Achaeans collectively, e. g. A X A In N K P INO InN , &c. Types as
follows ;

—

Full length figure of Zeus Amarios
holding Nike and leaning ou sceptre.

Denieter Panachaia (?) seated, holding

wreath and renting ou sceptie . . .

Al -85-65

On one side is tho name of the city, on the other a local magistrate's

name, nearly always at full length.

Zeus Amarios (Strab. 385), called Homagyrios by Fausanias, and
Deraeter Panachaia were the protecting divinities of the League. Their
temples stood side by side at Acgium, where the central assembly held

its meetings, <<£«£;)$ bl tq> 'Opayvpiy Ail Uava^aiai iar\ Ail/inrpof (Paus.
vii. 24. 2).

The towns which took part in this federal currency were about forty-

three in number. The probable date It. 0. of admission to the League is

added wherever I have been able to ascertain it.

Iii Achilla

Aegeira, 274(f) At Symb. Half-goat .

Acgium, 271
.

Ceryneia, 273
Dyrae, 280 .

Patrae, 280 .

Pellene, 274(1)

. . M AXAinN AITEIPATnN.
Ai Symb. frcq. Fulmm . . . A) AXAinN AITEnN.
At „ Trident. . . A\ AXAinN KAPYNEnN.
M „ /'iV» . . . . Al AXAIflN AYMAIOM-
& „ Dotj'hin.

At Symb. Lyre or va*t . . . A. AXAinN TlEAAANEnN.

Sicyon, 251 . At Symb. /Vow, tripod . . . Al AXAinN ZIKYnNinN.
Phlius, 228 A! AXAinN OAEIASinN.
Corinth,243. M Symb. orP*gtuo$ . . . A AXAinN KOPlNOIflN.
Ift-gara. 243. M H Li/re A. AXAinN MErAPEON.
Pagae, 208 A* AXAinN fTArAinN.
Tenea A. AXAinN TENEATnN.

«»p E t
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418 ACHAEAN LEAGUE

In Argot is.

Arm 228 •

\

M *3£ ^W'*^ad, Aorya,) ^ AXA)nN APPEinN.

Cleonae, 229 .E AXAIflN KAEflNAIflN.
Epidauru8,243 AXSymh. Serpent, cuj>piiu/-veMd & AXAIflN EniAAYPEflN.
Hermione, 229 M AXAIHN EPMIONEflN.

In Arcadia.

Alea, before 235 M AXAIflN AAEATAN.
Alipbeira, 194 K AXAIflN AAXtEIPEflN.
Awa, 194 fi AXAIflN A2EATAN (orftN).
Callista, 194(1) K AXAIflN KAAAIXTATAN.
Caphyae, 227 . At Symb. //««<* of Atluna . M AXAIflN KAOYEHN.
Cleitor . . . |^ otters K AH Symb. //«/) ^ AXAmN KAEITOPinN.

] 0/ //Wirt*
|

Dipaea, 194 M AXAIflN AlIlAIEflN.
ElisphaHii, 194 M AXAIflN EAIZ<J>AZIflN.
Gortvs, 194 M AXAIflN KOPTYNlflN.
Heraea, befure 234 JE AXAIflN HPAIEflN.
Lusi .... Ai Letter* AOY E AXAIflN AOYZIATAN.
Mantiiieia, before 222 A Symb. Trultiit.

*lri$^}& ******* AXAWH ANflPONMH

Megalopolis, 234 1* S
-
v^' *** 'W"" 1

' 1 £ AXAIHN MErAAOIIOAITflN.

Methydrium & AXAIflN MEOYAPIEflN.
Pallantium, 194 M Symb. TTAA, 7W.r«n/ . M AXAIHN nAAAANTEflN.
Pheneus, 234 . AX „ Ca&umt . . . M AXAIflN <J>ENEflN.

M.t„i-«- 9ftQ f^ AXAIflN OirAAEflN or
Phigalcia, 208

t
<t>| AAEnrg.

Stymphalus, before 234 ^ AXAIflN ZTYMOAAIflN.
Tenea.222 . . Ai Letters TE J-: AXAIflN TErEATAN.
Teuthia E AXAIflN TEYGIAAN.
Theisoa, 194 AI AX AlflN 0irOAIflN(or EflN).

Thelpusa, before 23) M AXAIflN OEATTOYIIflN.

In, ElU.

EHb, 191 . jitLetUrsFA, KiujU..lovejulnvn M AXAIflN AAEIflN.
Hypana M AXAIflN YnANflN.

In Mettseaia,

Aaiue M AXAIflN ASlNAIflN.
Corone, 184 f, AXAIflN KOPflNAIilN.
Messeue, 191 . M Letters MET or ME . * AXAIflN MEZSANlilN.

In Laconia.

Lacedaemon, 192 -11 Symb. 1'ilri of I)ro$h<ri.
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A C H A I A (Roman ProTinc*)

Tho only Imperial coins of the Roman Province of Achaia which call

for special notice are the following, which belong rather to the class of

dedicatory medallions than to the ordinary currency, although it is

possible that they also circulated as money. It was no unusual thing

for wealthy individuals to undertake, on behalf of their native cities, the

entire expenses of religious festivals, games, dedications of temples, or

other solemnities, in return for municipal honours of various kind*. The
sums paid into the local exchequer by such public benefactors, when
issued in the form of coin, frequently bore the name of the donor in the

nominative case, together with his honorary title and the verb avtBtjKf,

followed by the name of the city or province in the dative or genitive.

Such dedicatory pieces are not uncommon in Asia Minor, but in

Europe they are very rarely met with.

The following examples were struck at Corinth by Hostilius Marcellus,

the priest of the cultuu of the deified Antinoiis, and by him dedicated

to the Achaeans and Corinthians :

—

OCTIAIOC MAPK6AA0C ICPCYC TOY AMTINOOY Bait of

Antinoiis.

Iter., TOIC AXAIOIC ANGOHKeN AntinoUs as Hermes leaning ou

terminal figure, or as Bellerophon taming I'egnsos (Miou., ii. 160.

97, 98).

Auotlier, but with KOPINOIHN AN£0HK€N.
Rev. Type, Helios in higu (Mion., ii. 180. 239).

ELI8
[Gardner, P., .V. C., 1879, 221 ; B. M. C, /Wop.; Wroth, .V. ('., 1802, 11 ; Bibliogr., .V. *-.,

1898, 328; 1899, 254; 1900, 365; Z. /. .V., vii. 110; xix. 204; xxi. 209; & C. //.,

iv. 43; ami Kekule, Hon.ur Stud., 1390, 40; BaMon, FmU4, pp. 879 aqq.]

Circ ac. 471-421.

Fi.is. 224, 225.

The beautiful silver coins of Elia, of tho Aeginetic standard, form a
series which, for the variety of treatment and the high artistic ability

which it displays, is excelled by no other class of coins in European Greece.

There arc no coins of Elis which apparently l>elong to the period of
archaic art before the Persian wars, for the Eleians down to B.C. 471
were not collected into a single city (Diod. xi. 154) ; Babelon, however

E e 2
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(TraiU, p. 899), Bees in this fact no reason why coins should not have
been struck in their name at an earlier date. From ahout B.C. 471 until

Elis became dependent upon Maccdon after the Lamian war, B.C. 322, the

silver staters of Elis form an almost unbroken series. On the earliest

specimens the reverse type is in an incuse circle (Figs. 224, 225).

Towards the middle of the fifth century a square takes the place of the

circle, but not for long, for the circular incuse is reverted to before B.c.

421, and gradually fades otf into a slightly concave field during the

fourth century.

The inscriptions are FA, FAAEON or FAAEION variously abbreviated,

and in one instance HOHHUVAO, clearly indicating an intimate con-

nexion between the coinage and the Olympic games. Babelon {TraiU,

p. 887) would date the last-mentionod coin as early us, if not earlier

than, B.C. 500.
The whole land of Elis was sacred to the Olympian Zeus, and the

symbols of this god, the Thunderbolt, and the Euyle ivith a tortoise,

a »erjfeut, a Itare. or other animal lit hie clave, the well-known omen of

victory sent by Zeus, Aios ripas alyiox010 (H- *"• 211), form the constant

Fit*. ±2G, M7.

tvnes of the coins of Elis from about b.c. 471-421 (Figs. 226, 227).

Other varieties in this period exhibit Xike in various attitudes, running
to crown a victor in the games, standing with the sacred fillet in her
hand, or seated on a basis, with spread wings and holding palm, fillet,

or wreath in her hand. This type is one of the finest compositions in

Fiu. S9&

Greek numismatic art (Fig. 228). The types of the obverses and the
fabric of the pieces connect them with the series ending circ. B.C. 421.
To this period of transition from archaic to finest art I am inclined to
think should also be assigned the rare coins l>earing the figure of the
Olympian Zeus standing wielding his thunderbolt and holding on his
outstretched aim his eagle, in&r. MOaiHUVAO (Lambros, PI. V. 5;
Z.f. -V., xix. 204 HI), or Boated with eagle and sceptre (Lambros, No. 6).

Various highly decorative and fanciful designs of thunderbolts (Fig. 227)
can be proved also to l»c contemporary with the types above-mentioned,
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by the fact that they arc frequently combined with the same obverse

dies (XC, 1892, 12).

The later series of the period, ending about n.e. 421, are as follows :

—

Round convex shield on wliuh is an
eagle with elated wings, rlutrhing a
serpent ora ram. with l>eak and claws.

[R M. C.Pelop., PI. XI. 11
P 12.]

A (one or both lettttl frequently in-

eusr) Fulmen, sometimes with foiled

wings, or wingless and flaming at one

end, the whole within the concave

side of the shield which is conspicu-

ous on tin- obverse; the rim and

hisidr handles of the shield are some-

times indicated • . . M Stater.

The fabric of the coins of this aeries is peculiar. The jltut#
f
before

striking, were evidently cast together in a mould consisting of a number
of circular chambers connected by a passage for the silver to run through

from one to another.

Kagle with rioted wings, tearing a hare.

[B. M. C.
f
Ptfop.. PL XL 9.]

F A Kulmen with wings at one end
and volutes at the other; the whole

in wreath of olive . * . Al Stater

On the reverse of these staters the olive-wreath surrounding the type,

henceforth very prevalent, makes its first appearance.

Fjg. 228L

Large eaglet head, usually above an ivy-

leaf; beneath, tometimes, AA or T10

(Fig. 229).

[b. m. c, ftfom ri.m >-8j

F A FUlmen as above, in olive-wreath

.it Stater and divisions

On the drachm the Eagle's head is sometimes accompanied by a Lizard

(cf. Frazer, Paus., iv. 5). The smallest divisions of this series have the

simple mark of value T (=Tetartemorion), in place of a type, on the

reverse. A stater in Sir H. Weber s Coll. has the eagle s head on a convex

shield and a large incuse F as countt-rmark. Cf. the shield series

described above.

Girc. B.C 421-40%

The first introduction of the head of Hera as a coin-type is sup-

posed by Gardner (op* W(.) to have taken place both at Elis and
Argos about the time of the alliance contracted, ciVr. B.C. 420, between

Elis, Argos, and Mantinein. But, although it is <|uite conceivable that in

the worship of Hera the Argives and Eleians may have found a bond of

union, which they expressed upon their respective coinages, we must not

Tf >ogle
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Htlaoh too much importanco to political considerations as influencing

coin-types in this period.

Fro. 23<».

A somewhat earlier head than that of Hera (cf. the older type of ftilinen

on the reverse) is the powerful and severe head of Zeus (Fig. 230)

(H. M. C, Pelojh, PI. XII. 10). The smaller denominations which appa-
rently belong to this stater are the following:

—

Head of Zeus.

[II XL O, Pehp.tTSo.8l.]

Female head. [B. JL]

Three letters T arranged in triskete*

fashion ; in the spaces F A A . . .

M Tritetartemorion 9-7 grs.

T, on either side of which, FA.. .

M Tetartemoriou 3 gr*.

Tho series which I would place next in chronological order is that

which is distinguished by the noble head of Hera on the obverse and by
a more realistic type of fulmen on the reverse :

—

ft*. 831,

Head of Hera wearing lofty Btcphanos F A Fulmen flaming at both euda ; the

adorned with conventional floral de- whole in olive-wreath

sign. On fcome specimens is the Ai Stater, Drachm, £ Drachm
legend HPA either above the head or and OboL
on the Stephanos (Fig. 231).

[B. M. C, Pdojh, PL XFI. 11-18.]

It is instructive to compare the bold and large treatment of the features

of the goddess on the coins of this series with the weaker, if more delicate,

work which characterizes the coins with the same head struck some years

later.

The period ending about B.c. 400 also includes the following highly

interesting specimens. ,

FAAEION Head of Zeus bound with
olive (f)-wreuth.

[B. M. C. f JWo/j., PL XIII. L]
FAAEION Head of Zeus; same die us

preceding coin.

[B. M. C, rctop., VI XIII. 2.]

OAYMPIA Head of Olvmpia; hair

confined iu spliendoiic . At Stater.

Eagle witli closed wings standing ou

capital of Ionic column . A\ Stater.
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Fio. 232.

The head of the Olympian Zeus on these coins is softer and more
ornate in style than the large and more severe conception of the same
god (B. M. CM Pdop., PL XII. 10) noticed above. It is no less dis-

tinguishable from the Zeus-heads which follow it, tirst, by the smooth
and flowing beard instead of the crisp and ourly one which characterizes

the coins of Arcadia (&a 370), and secondly , by the large-leaved wreath

which encircles the head and dominates the brow, while the wreath on
the later coins is comparatively inconspicuous and often half-hidden in

masses of hair.

The head ofthe nymph Olympia, accompanied by her name OAYMPI A,

is easily distinguished from that of Hera by her head-dress. The Hleians

in the choice of this type perhaps intended to emphasize their claim to

the sole administration of the Olympic games.
On the following series a similar head of Olympia occupies the obverse

instead of the reverse.

F A Head of Olympia ; liair confined iu

rabendoDCi

[R M. C, /Wop., PL XIII. 3-5.]

Eagle standing with closed winy* in

olive-wreath

*ii Stater and divisions.

It is also to the close of the period ending about B.C. 400 that I would
ascribe the fine Hera-head on the following stater. In style (though it ia

difficult to compare a female head with a male one) it strongly resembles

the head of Zeus above described (ibid* PL XIIL 1).

F A Head of Hero wearing stephants

bound with large olive-wreath.

[B. M. 0, Pdq>.
%
PL XIIL 12-]

Engle standing with closed wings in

olivc-wrcstli t _ , , Al Stoter,

Qirc* B.C. 400 363.

During the next half-century there are fewer varieties of coin-types.

Hera seems to be the only divinity represented, and the predominant
type is a more feminine rendering of the bold and large-featured head of

the same goddess on the coins of the previous period.

Eagle with open wings, sometimes on
stag's head or hare ; the whole in

oliTC*wreath

Ai Winter and division*.

F A Head of Hera wearing ear-ring,

necklace, and Stephanos adorned with

various floral pattern*, and sometimes

inscribed, HPA or FAAEIHhJ.

[& IT. C, /Wq>., PI. XIIL 13-15;

XIV. 1-11, 13, 14.]

This ia the last series of Eleian staters on which the wreath of wild

olive surrounds the reverse type, although it recurs on small coins of
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a much later period. Note also the first occurrence of CI for Dot earlier

than B.C. 400.

Circ. B.C. 365-323.

In the year B.C. 364 the Pisatans. under the protection of the Arcadians,

succeeded in wresting from the Eleians the presidency of the Olympic
games, and struck on that occasion some small gold coins (see Piaa) with

a head of Zeus similar in style to that on the coins of EHs of the last

period. Elis, however, before the next festival, was again in a position

to assert her supremacy, and from this time down to the Macedonian
conauest issued, as occasion required, silver staters hearing on the obverse

heads of Zeus. Stylistically these heads differ very considerably from
those above described. At first they closely resemble the ideal Zeus-head
on the fine coins of the newly founded Arcadian kowoV

; cf. the thick and
curly beard, and luxurious growth of hair streaming downwards from the

temples over the back of the neck in grand wave-like fashion and high

relief, which throws into the background the laurel-wreath, hitherto the

[•redominant emblem of the kingship of Zeus. This new and more
eonine type of Zeus-head was henceforth universally adopted through-

out the Hellenic world (cf. thu coins of Philip of Macedon, Alexander of
Kpirus, &c.) as the final and perfect expression of an almighty god,
father and king of gods and men. No further improvement on this

noble conception of the head of the supreme deity was possible. It thus

became conventional and a type to be copied by successive die-engravers,

who, little by little, became more and more careless in workmanship,
content with roughly reproducing its most salient features.

Fw. ess.

The earliest and finest examples! of this new conception of the head of
Zeus on coins of Elis are the following:—

Ik-ad of Zeup, r. laur. FAAEIHN «>r F A Eagle, wings closed.

[It. 31. (*., Pelop., PI. XIII. 8.] standing r. on capital of column . .

.it Slater and division*;.

Id. (Fig. 233). [Ibid., PI. XIV. 12.] FA Eagle, wings open . A\ Stater.

The later and inferior examples (B. M. C, Pelop., PL XV. 1-3, 7, 8) have
on the reverse F A and an eagle with closed wings, sometimes standing
on a capital of column or ram's head, &c, and with various symbols
and letters in the field:—fulmen, coiled serpent and A I (Fig. 234);
fulmen, coiled serpent and H; coiled serpent and AP; fulmen, wreath,
and API, &c. These coins arc all more or less degenerate in style, but it

is questionable whether their issue extended beyond the beginning of the
Macedonian dominion, B.C. 323. Those reading API are attributed by
Oardner to the tyrant Aristotimus, B.C. 272-271

; but this conjecture is
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disputed by Lobbecke (Z. f. JV\, xvii. 6) and Lambropoulos (Coinn fouiut

at Mycenae, p. 22), who suggest that the letters API may stand for an

officina of a mint, as they occur also on contemporary coins of Argos,

and of Corinth. All three cities may have had their money struck

at one mint.

¥ta. 234.

Circ. B.C. 323-312.

If any coins wore struck at Elis during this period of Macedonian
supremacy, they will probably be identified among the Alexandrine

tetrad rachitis with symbol, fulinen (cf. Midler, Nos. 894-5).

Circ. B.C. 312-191.

On the expulsion of Telesphorus, the general of Antigonus, Elis

recovered her autonomy and renewed the issue of silver coins, but
either on a debased or on a different coin-standard which is identical with

that of the coins of the Achaean League.

Kagle. wings raised, clutching hare.

[B. XI. C., Pc/op., PL XV. D, 10.]

Head of Z«ua, r, laur. [Ibid., 12.]

F A Winged fulinen, sometimes with

symbol and letters in fit-Id Ai 70 grs.

F A Kidmen within olive-wreath, often

with letters API . . . A\ 40 grt.

The first of these coins is a curious reversion to an ancient type

long fallen into disuse. The same type of fulinen occurs on late JE of

Lacedaemon.

Bronze Coinage, b.c. 323-191.

It is improbable that Elis issued bronze coins much before Macedonian
times. The following types are chiefly subsequent to B.C. 812. Obr.

Head of Zeus or of Hera. Rev. F A ISaglu, Free horse. Zeus hurling

fulinen. Kulmen in wreath (B. M. C, J'elop., Pis. XV. 13-16 and
XVI. 1

;
Wroth., X C 1905, p. 334).

Circ. B.C. 191-146.

In it. c. 191 Elis was compelled by the Achaeans, much against her

will, to join their League (p. 418, supra).

Circ. B.c. 146-43.

With the Roman conquest the series of the silver coins of Elis

comes to an end, but the town still continued to issue bronze money
of base style.

Head of Zeus. FAAEIHN in wreath of wild olive . .

£ .8
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Imperial Times.

Hadrian to Caracalla. Inscr., HAEinN or HAElUfM. The following

types deserve especial mention. Hadrian, rev., Figure ofZeuo Olympian
seated on throne, holding Nike, and resting on sceptre. Hadrian,

rev., Head of Zeus Olympios (Gardner, Types of Gk. Coins, PL XV. 18
and 19). There can be no doubt that these two remarkable coins art-

copies of the head, and of the entire statue, of the world-renowned
chryselephantine Zeus of Pheidias at Olympia, and moreover that

they are the most faithful copies of this masterpiece which have been
handed down to us (cf. Gardner, Coins of Elis, p. 47 sq., and J. II. S.>

11)08, p. 48 sq.). Hadrian, rev.. River-god Atpheios reclining, holding in

his right hand a wreath and in his left a reed, at his feet a prize crown
containing a palm. It was on the banks of this river that the Olympian
games were solemnized, to which the palm in a prize crown here alludes.

Aphrodite riding on goat. Dionysos to front holding rhyton and
thyrsos, between panther and tympanum (Imhoof and Gardner, Sum.
Cortiin. on Paus., 73, 74). Goddess (Olympia'') standing; holding eagle

and olive-branch, between two recumbent river-gods (Z. f. -V., xxiv.

PL III. 1).

.

Pi»a. The ancient city of Pisa, a little to the east of Olympia, had
been destroyed by the Eleians in B.C. 572, but the descendants of its

former inhabitants continued to be distinguished as Pisatans, and in

B.C. 364 the Arcadians determined to restore to them their ancient right

of presiding over the Olympic games. This attempt proved successful

on the occasion of the 104th Olympiad. The Pisatans then seized the

temple treasures, and converted them into coin for the payment of troope.

A few specimens of this money, which is of gold, have been preserved
(R. Weil, Pisa, Z.f. X., xxii. 1900, 1 ff.).

Head of Zeus. PISA Three half-thunderbolts • -

[il'um. rhron., 1879, PI. XIV. 7.1 AT Trihemiobol, 24 k™.
Id. [Ibid., PL XIV. 8.] „ Thunderbolt . . . AT Ohol.

After this bold attempt on the part of the Pisatans, the Eleians
recovered the presidency of the games, and forthwith ordered the

104th celebration, as having been illegal, to be omitted from the

official list of Olympiads.

ISLANDS OFF ELIS
[De Bote.-!, 8m lea Med. dca ilea lie Ccphdtlenin tl d'jlhnea. London. 1843. Xumiamaliiche

Zritung, 1837. Gardner, Aum. Ch>vn., 1885, p. 81
; B. M. C, Pdop. ; Babelon, Trait*,

p. »07.]

CephaUenia. the largest of the Ionian islands, derived its name from
the hero Kephalos. In historical times this island was a tetrapolis, the
land being divided between the four towns, Same, Proni, Pale, and
C'ranii, each of which seems to have boon independent of its neighbours.
The money standard of the Cephallenian towns was the same as that
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which prevailed in Corcyra (see p. 326). (Stater, 172 grs.; [Drachm,
86 gra.] ; Tetrobol, 58 grs. ; Triobol, 44 grs. ; Diobol, 29 grs. ; Trihemi-
obol, 22 grs. ; Obol, 14 gre.)

Cranii, B.C. 500 or later. The archaic silver money of this town,
Inner., KR, KRA, KRANl, &c, shows on the obverse a ram's head
(Stater); ram (Triob.) ; forepart of ram, H. TRI (Trihemiob.) ; head of
ram (OdoI). Tne usual reverse type is a bow.
Somewhat later than the foregoing are the following coins which have

been assigned to Cranii on account of their reverse type.

Archaic bust of Prokris (1) wearing
stephane, ear-ring and necklace.

Id. [Babelon, Traite, PI. XXXIX.]

Rum's head in incase square . . • .

^(57-4 grs.

[d Ai 19*4 grs.

a re. it. c. 400.

I
-"

i 1 1 i s bead.

Gorgon-head.

Kam's head.

KPA
••

ii

Animal's hoof At Obol.

TTT . . Ai Tritetarteniorion.

H A\ Hemiobol.

On the bronze coins of the fourth century the usual types are :

—

Ram,
rev., botv. Bulla h&id, rev., K ; Ram, rev., H ;

Kephalos standing resting

on spear, rev., KPA, rani it head or hoof\ Head of Athena, rev., K or H;
Head of Athena, rev., Kephalos kneeling with bow in hand; Helmet,
rev., K ; &c.

It will be seen that the typea for the most part refer to the myth of

Kephalos, and to the cultus of Hcnnea, bis reputed father, to whom tho
ram was sacred.

In B.C. 189 Cephallenia became subject to the Romans, and hence-

forth no coins seem to have been issued in the island until the time of

Augustus, when C. Proculeius issued coins bearing his own name in Latin

with the monogram of Cranium in the Greek character (B. M. C,
Pelop., PL XVlf 7, 8).

Imperial.—Domna, Maximinus, Philip I, and Otacilia. Inner.,

KPArJAIHN. Types:—Man leading bull to the sacrifice ; head of Athena,

&c. (Lambros, Pelop., 61, cf. Num. Zrituug, 1837, 113).

Pala:

P Ram.

Circ. u.c. 480-430.

Incube square, in which pine-cone and

leaves .At Triobol.

Circ. B.C. 430-370.

PA 11 tad of Kephalos, bare.

Head of ProkriB ill sphendone : behind,

btork.

fB.il. C, Pelop., V\. XVII. I3.j

KE<I>AA0£ Kephalos naked, boated on

rock holding mar
AS. Tetrobol and Diobol.

KE<&A H»ad of Kephalos in pilos

;

symbols, dog's head and spear-head .

At Diobol.
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Cirt\ B. a 370 and later.

P A Female head crowned with com,
copied from the prevalent Syracnsau

type, but possibly intended for

Prokrie.

Head of Prokris(t) in apheiulonc.

KE<t>AA0£ Kephalus seated on rock

[B. 11. i\>PehP.
f
PI. XVIL 14-17] .

Ai Tetrob. and Didb.

Similar. [X f\ 1895, PL X. 4.]

P A Ear of corn, copied from coins of

Metapontam.

Head of Athena.

PA Dolphin [Ihitl, Fig, 18] . .

M Tetrob.

Three corn * grains between letter*

T T T arranged foot to foot . . .

Ai Tritetartemorioii.

Rudder between dolphin and spear-head

[/6u/.,Fig. 19] ... -iiTriob.

Corn-grain within the letter P \IIunter

Ca<.,PI. XXXVJI1. 12]
Ai Tetartemorion.

Some of these types occur on the bronze coins. The moat frequent

reverse type is the corn-grain within the letter P,or the letters PA in

monogram.

Proni, on the south-eastern coast of Cephallenia, was dominated by
Mt Aenus, on the summit of which wax the temple of Zeus Alinjtnos.

This mountain is still covered with forests of fir-trees, which the tir-cone

shows must also have been the case in ancient times.

Cin\ B.c. 370.

PPilNNflN Club . . . atTriub.
Corn-grain within letters PP in moiiu-

.... .«!J Ob.

. . JE *85 and -65

Head of Kephalos.

Head of Prakrit.

Head of Zeus Aeuc&ios.

gram .

PP Fir-cone

Same, the most ancient city in Cepballenia, stood upon the eastern

cost of the island.

Cirt\ B. c- 400-370.

iAMAIHN Hound
AX Tetrob., Diob,, and Obol.

Circ* n. c. 370 and later.

Head of Krplialos with hbort hair,

laureate*

SAMAIHN Kam. Ai Triob. and AI
«A Hound . . . .11 Obol.

Head of Athena to front.

Head of Prokris(f), laui\

For other varieties see B. M. C, Petop.
y and Lainbros, o/k cit.

The dog on the silver coins of Samo is the hound Lailaps presented to

Kt'phalos by Prukris.

Ithaca. This island, which derives its chief interest from the poems of

Homer, issued autonomous bronze coins, which appear to belong chiefly

to the fourth and third centuries. Inacr., I0A, lOAKnN (B. M. C,
Pelop., PI. XXI. 8-13).

Fulmeu in olive-wreath . . -K *ti5

Head of Odybseus . . . JR -85-6

Odysseus naked, standing resting on

•pear ' AI -65

Cock JE -75

Head of Odysseus iu conical piles.

Head of Athena.

H.

id
Hviid of Ofynsui. Id. .E-65

This coin h$ attributed by Ewrle Fox, more probably, to M.n! .
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Zacynthni, an important island alx>ut ton miles south of Cepliallenia,

and the same distance west of the coast of Elis, contained but one
city, which bore the same name as the island, derived, it is said, from
Zakynthos, son of Dardanos. The coin-types, however, suggest that

Zakynthos was locally identified with Apollo (cf. the epithet KwBios).
The crescent moon, on early Zacvnthian coins, also suggests a cultus of
Artemis Selene or KviBia. The chief deities of Zacynthus were certainly

Apollo, to whom there was a temple in the lower town, Dionysos, and
Artemis. Pliny (xxxv. 15) mentions .Mr. Hiatus as a remarkable feature

in the island, ' Mons Hiatus ibi nobilis.' On this mountain fragments of
an inscription have been found which show that a temple of Artemis
once stood there (Bursian, Geoy., ii. 379). The silver money of Zacynthus
falls into the following chronological -periods. (For illustrations see

A". C, 1885, Pis. in, IV ; ft M. C.
t
Pelop., Pis. XIX-XXI ; Larabros,

Pdopn PI. IX, and Babelon, TraiU, PL XXXIX.) The weight standard
of the silver money corresponds with that of Cepliallenia. The stater

weighs about 180 grs. (max.). Its divisions are thirds, 60 grs., Bixths,

30 grs., and eighteenths, 10 grs.

Tripod with • and ( between letre-

[N.C., 1885, PI. III. 1.)

I A Crescent; tymbot, sometimes, iw-
leaf. [Ibid* PI. 111.3,4.]

XA Amphora.
[Ibid., PI. III. 2 and 5-7.]

Girt. B.C. 500-456.

IneOM t'luare divided into six triangles

A{ 55 gi-s.

Tripod in incuse square . Ai 29-5 grs.

Id.. i •U 58-2 grs. and divisions.

Oirc. B.C. 456-370.

Head of Apollo laureate, of early stUe. IA or IAK YNOION Tripod ; symbol

on larger coins, cock's head . .

,*t Stater, Tetrobol, IHobol, &c
Id. „ Two laurel leaves . . jR Obol

Id. „ Laurel leaf in incuse square .

Ai Obol

Some of the small coins of variable weights bear marks of value, for

Obol, H for Hemiobol.

Head of Ai>ollo luureate, of early style. XAKYNOOt Zakynthos (?) naked,

seated on rock, playing lyre . . .

M Stater ami Tetrobol.

Head of Apollo laureate, of fine style. IAKYN0O* Zakynthos seated 1. on

rock, placing his hand on the head

of a coiled serpent . . A\ Stater.

Fio. 23-".
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Head of Apollo laureate, of fine style IAKYNOlnN Infant Zakynthon (?)

(Fig. 235). fondling two serpents . M Stater.

the

and

The reverse type of this coin was perhaps suggested by that of

alliance coins issued by Byzantium, Cnidus, Ephesus, Samos, Iasus,

Rhodes, after the battle of Cnidus, B.C. 394. Cf. similar borrowed types

on contemporary coins of Thebes and Locri Epizephyrii. Von Sallet

(Z. f. iV., xviii. 197) would identify the child on the Zacynthian coin

with the infant Asklepios, but his arguments are not convincing.

ttrc. B.C. 370-350 and later*

Head of Apollo laureate, of fine style*

Id.

Id.

Id.

Lyre.

IAKYNorlAKYNOinN Tripod and
magistrate's name, ATE . M Stater.

I A Tripod in laurel-wreath....
M Tetrobol.

IAKY Tripod and symbol M DioboL
- A K Altar of Apollo, laur. . . .

-it Obol or X Ohol.

I A Tripod M -75

Head of Apollo laureate.

Id.

Head of Apollo laureate.

Head of Apollo laureate.

I A Tripod, arouud which the name
AinNOt, ANAZIP., or AIO-
NY£0AnP0Y . . -H Stater.

X A Tripod. Symbol, large crescent.

.Vug. £TPA, or no name ....
M Tctroh., Obol, &c.

Large X within which XA and A I .

.-E -55

I A Tripod in wreath, Al,&c. ^-55

It is quite possible that the magistrate Dion, whose name occurs on
some of the Zacynthian staters, may have been Dion of Syracuse, who,
while preparing his expedition against Dionysius the Younger, B.C. 357,
made Zacynthus his head-quarters, and before embarking offered solemn
sacrifice with great magnificence to Apollo (Plut. JJion. xxii).

The remaining silver and bronze coins of autonomous times are of
various types, mostly small, and of careless work. The half-Pegasos
on some of them points to relations with Corinth (B. M. C., Felon-
PI. XX. 7-10).

CVtc. b.c. 39-32.

'Hie next series of coins which can be accurately dated are bronze

C;es issued by C- Sosius, the general of M. Antony, who must have
D for a time governor of the island. Some of these bear the bead

of Antony, others those of Apollo, Poseidon, or a Dolphin, with Z A, and,
in successive years (n.c. 39-32), C. SOSIVS Q_[uaestor], IMP[eratorl.
COS. DES[ignatus], and COS. (Lambros, Pelop.

t 73).

The Imperial coins of Zacynthiw range from Antoninus Pius to
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Elagahalus, inner. ZAKYMeilON, types,K\kc, Zeua, Pan carrying infant
Dionysos, Dionysos standing, River-god, Aeklcpios, Athena, Artemis,
Hermes, Ac.

MESSENIA
From the close of the second Messcnian war, B.C. 668, for

the space of 300 years Messenia was subject to Sparta and incorporated

in Laconia. It was not until after the battle of Leuctra that the exiled
descendants of the Messenians were restored to their country, under the
auspices of Epaminondas, and the city of Messene founded B.C. 369 on
the western slope of Mt Ithome, where stood a temple of Zeus Ithomatas.
whose figure appears on the coinage, and in whose honour an annual
festival ('\9up.aia) was held (Paus. iv. 33). The coins of Messene fall

into the following periods:—

Ore. B.C. 369-330.

Fi.*. Stf.

Hfad of Demeter crowned with oorn.

of the finest stvle of art (Fie. 236).

[B. If. C.',Pfloj)., PI. XXII. 1.]

Similar. \Ibid., 2, 3.J
Similar. [Ibid.,

4.J

MESSANlflN Zeus Ithomatas strid-

iii/ to right, wielding fulinen and
holding eagle . .11 Aeginetic Stater.

NE t Tripod . . M Obol and M -4

M E in plain concave field . . JV. -65

The beautiful head of Demeter crowned with corn on these coins

is a free copy of the popular type first introduced by Euaenetos, the

Syracusan engraver. Cf. the contemporary coins of the Opuntian Locrians

and of Pheneus in Arcadia.

The temple of Demeter on Mt. Ithome is mentioned by Pausanias (iv.31)

as a place of peculiar sanctity, £rjp,ijTpos Upbv Mco-m/wot? fori* &yiov. The
figure of Zeus on the reverse was probably suggested by the statue

executed by Ageladas for the Messenians while they were settled at

Naupactus, rd bi &ya\na tov Ai6« 'AytXaba u*V itrriv tpyov, i-noo)6r) &i «£

apxfjs tois olK^<ra<rtv iv Nauna«Tu> WttrajjviiMtv (Paus. iv. 33). On the restora-

tion of the Messenians to their native land the statue appears to have
been transported to Messene. It was not, however, placed in the temple
of Zeus on Mt. Ithome, but kept in the Priest's house in the lower city.

After circ. b. 0. 330.

The Messenians alter Macedonian times adopted the Attic standard

in place of the Aeginetic previously in use. Tetradrachms were now
issued with the old types modified.
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Fio, 237,

Head of Demcter of poor style (Fig. MESSANinN Zeus Ithoiuatus as be-

237)- fore, but of more dim proportions
;

[R M. C\, Pclop.
t
PL XXII. G, 7.] behind, sometime* I0HM. In front.

tripod and magistrates* Dane . * -

Al Attic Tetrulr.

After rirc. B.C. 280.

The next series of Mcnseniau silver money resembles in style the

contemporary coinage of the Achaean League.

Head of Zeus. MEZ Tripod, sometimes with magis-

trate's name; all in wrtalh • . *

at Attic Tvtrobo1= AegiiirticTriohoK

There are bronze coins of all the above periods, of which the types for

the most part resemble the silver.

For Federal coins of the Achaean Loaguc see p. 418.

Imperial Timet*. M, Aurcttm to Geta.

M€CCHNlLUN Bust of Messcne veiled Zeus Itbomatas as shore, or Asklepios

and turreted, or bust of Emperor. standing, Hcrakles, Hygieia, Arte-
mis Laphria, Athena, &c. • .K -75

The obvene of the first of these coins represents Messcne, the daughter
of Triopas, of whom there was a temple at Messene with a statue of gold
and Parian marble (Paus. iv, 31J.

Asine. A town of Messenia Luilt by the Dryopes when they were
expellod from Asine in Argolis. at a very early date.

The Asinaeans were proud of their Dryopian origin, and in addition

to a templo of Apollo they had a shrine and an ayaKpa dpveSby of Dryops,
in whose honour they celebrated a mystery every other year (Paus* IV. 34).

Second century b. c.

Head of Apollo. I [A]PY0t AZINAIflfN
|

Dryopa
[Corolla fcVvfRii p- 157,] seated botding kantharos . *K *C5

For Federal bronze coins see Achaean League, p. 418.

Imperial—Severus to Geta. /h«t.» AClNAIflN, Type*—Apollo
Pythaeos leaning on pillar (Paus. ii. 36. 5), Asklepios, Hermes,
Perseus, Arc.

Colone. Impetkti of Severus, lioinna, and Oeta. 7/t*< >-., KOAONKON
and KOAujN€ITujN. Type*—Artemis, Asklepios, Poseidon, Bull,

Aphrodite facing, resting on sceptre and holding apple.
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Tho autonomous coins formerly attributed to this city belong to

Colone in the Troad.

Corone derived its name from Coronoia in Boootia, whence it was
founded. In the Acropolis was a bronze statue of Athena holding a
crow in her hand. It is the head of this goddess which appears on tho
coins.

Before circ. B.C. 184.

Head of Athena.

Id.

KOP Grapes in ivy-wreath M Tetrobol.

KOPnNAIflN Grapes; beneath, 01

T

m -8

For Federal coins after B.C. 184 see Achaean League, p. 418.

Cyparissia, the port of Messene. Imperial— Severus to Sev.
Alex. Inscr., KYrTAPICCienN. Types—Asklepios, Dionysos, Athena,
Poseidon, &c.

Mothone. Autonomous bronze. Third contury B.C. (?).

HepbaeBtos running with torch. tAO in plain field [Irahoof, J/tm. gr.,

I'l. E. 2) M -7

This coin-type would lead us to suppose that Lampadephoria were
celebrated at Mothone in honour of Hepnaestos. Iinhoof(op. cit.), p. 171.

See also Rev. Num., 1864, p. 187.

Imperial—Severus to Geta. Inscr., MOOnNAmrJ. Types—Askle-
pios, Poseidon, Athena, Isis, &c, and the Port of Mothone in the form
of an amphitheatre with a galley about to enter it (Paus. iv. 35. 1).

Pylni. Imperial—Severus to Geta. Inscr. , TTYAIuJN. Types—
Asklepios, Dionysos, Athena, and Ram on a basis.

Thuria. Bronze of late autonomous times.

Head of Demeter.

Head of Zeus.

Head of Athena.

OOY Zeus Ithomatas . . . M -9

OOY Athena standing . . . -E -85

OOY in wieath of corn . . M -5

Imperial—Severus to Geta. Inarr,, OOYPIATHN. Typee—Zeus,
Athena, Asklepios, &c, all with letters A A in the field, indicating that
Thuria, although geographically situated in Messenia, belonged at this

time politically to Lacoma (cf. Paus. iv. 31. 1).

LACOVZA
Asopns. Imperial—Severus to Geta. Inscr., ACujTTEITUjN. Types—

Zeus, Athena, Artemis, Poseidon, Dionysos, Nemesis, &c.

Boeae. Imperial—Domift to Geta. Inscr., BOIATflN. Tyites—
Poseidon, Athena, Asklepios, Artemis, Isis, Eros, Bull, &c.

Gythium, tho port of Sparta. Imperial—Severus to Geta. Inscr,

IIKID V X
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rY0EATfiN. Types—Apollo Karncios, with statue of Pan on pvdestal

behind him, Herakles, Dionysos, Zeus, Athena, Aphrodite holding apple,

Asklepios, Hermes, tlie Dioskuri, &c.

Lacedaemou. Of the traditional iron money of Sparta no specimens
have come down to us, nor indeed is there any money of any metal

known to have been struck at Sparta until the third century B.C., the

earliest coins being tetradrachms and drachms copied from those of

Alexander the Great, but reading BAZIAEOI APEOZ (Lambros, Prtop.,

PL XI. 6). It is also to the reign of Areus that the following tetradrachms
seem to belong. The portraits on the few known specimens vary
considerably. Some of them resemble in general type the heads of

Demetrius Poliorcetes (Lambros, ib., Fig. 7 ; .V. C, 1897, PL V. 1 ; B. M. C,
Pehp.

t Fl. XXIV. 1).

King Areux, B.c. 310-266.

Flo. 288.

Head of king diademed (Fig. 238). A A Archaic agalma of the Apollo of
A mycluo helineted, holding speur aud
bow, and adorned on the side with a
cock standing on an aplustre ; beside

the Btatue, a goat; in field, wreath .

-it Tetrndrachm.

The reverse type corresponds with the description given by Pausanias
(iii. 19) of the Apollo of Amyclae, but ho makes no mention of the goat,
£\«i M <wl rjj KiifmXfi k/hu'Os, \6yyr\v hi it> rats \fpvl xal to£ov.

The coins which seem to follow next in order of time, and which
I would assign to the period between the death of Areus and the
usurpation of the tyrant Nabis, are the following :

—

Circ. b.c 266-207.

Flo. 239.
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Head of Athena m crest e<I Coriutliian

helmet (Fig. 239).

Head of bearded Herakles in lion-skin.

[B. M. (L Pdqpn PL XXIV.
2.J

Head of young Herakles. [B. M.]
Eagle with closed winga on fulmen.

[B. M. C. Pttop., PL XXIV. 3.]

Eagle with open wings. [R M.]

A

A

A Herakles seated on rock, resting

on his club . Al Tetradr. 235 gre.

A (1) Club between the two stars of

the Dioskuri , . . . M 14 grs.

A Similar E -8

A Winged fulmen . - -E -9

A A Fulmen Ijetween stars & -8

King XMa, b.c. 207-192.

Head of Nabis with *hort beard and
whiskers, boand with laurel-wreath

tied at back of neck.

[XT., 1897, PL V. 2.1

Hetul of Athena in crested Corinthian
helmet. [Lambrop, /'Wop., p. 89.

BA1AE0Z NABIOI Bearded Herakles

.seated on rock and resting on his

club . . . M Tetradr. 263 grs.

A A NABIOZ Similar typo between
two stars M Tetradr.

On these coins BAIAE02 and NAB 101 are not blunders for jSaatXiot

and NdjStoos, but Laconian dialectic forms (see Perdrizet, X. C, 1898, 1).

When, in B.C. 192, Sparta joined the Achaean League after the defeat

of Nabis, she seems to have struck both Federal and autonomous coins

down to the time of Augustus, though the silver money doubtless ceased
in B.C. 146.

Clrc. B.c. 192-146 and later.

Bearded head of Herakles diademed,

laureate, or crowned with ivy.

[B. M. O, J'elop., PI. XXIV. 4-G.]

A A Amphora between the pilei of the

Dioskuri ; serpent sometimes twisted

round amphora . . . Ai Tetrob.

The autonomous bronze money of lAcedaemon is plentiful. The series

commences in the third century B.C., and extends into Roman times.

The principal obverse types are heads of Apollo, of the Dioskuri, of

Athena, of Herakles, of Lykurgos, &c, while those of the reverse are

Club, Owl, Eagle, Two amphorae, head of Artemis, the Dioskuri, Pan
seated on rock, Artemis huntress, Artemis with torch, Club and caduceus
united, &c.

The following coin must also be ascribed to Lacedaemon :

—

PflAAA Head of Ruma bare. KOI[vwl AAK€[oav«mW| Tl KY11A-
PICCIA Artemis Kyparissia standing

(See Zeit.
f. Sum., vii. p. 17.) The magistrate Tl may be Timaristos

the Ephor whose name occurs in full on other ooins. It is doubtful

whether KtmapurtrCa is here an epithet of Artemis or the name of an
agonistic festival ; tho latter seems more probable.

Among other magistrates' names is also that of EYPYKAHZ, who was
governor of Laconia under Augustus (Strab., p. 366), and of AT PAT INOX
(Imhoof, Mon. (jr., p. 172).

Ff 2
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The following may also be mentioned :

—

AA Eni EYPYKAEOZ The Dioskuri

galloping 2E> 1-0

2TTAPTH Diademed bust of Sparta,

daughter of Eurotaa and wife of
Lnkcdacmon, fourth king of Lacoiiia.

Head of Zeus. AA Eni AAKLUNOZ Heads of the

Dioskuri JE -8

C. Julius Lacon succeeded his father Eurycles in the government of
Lacedaemon. His name also occurs on a coin of Claudius.

Heads of the Dioskuri.

E<t>OPnN Head of Apollo.

AYKOYPfOC Head of Lycurgus.

AA, Mag. APICTOKPATHC, in wreath

JE 1-0

AA Artemis running with torch. Mag.
TIMAPICTOC . . . A 1-15-9

AA €<t>0PUJN TIMAPICTOC Club
and caduceus combined .V. !"'

These coins are remarkable for the mention of the Ephors, a title which
does not occur, so far as I am aware, on the coins of any other city.

For the history of the family of C. Julius Eurycles see R. Weil
(Mittheilungen dcs Arcluiologisehen Institute in- Athen, Band vi).

There are also Lacedaemonian bronze coins with the following re-

markable inscriptions :

—

TEPONTHN Head of Apollo. A A Artemis huntress . . . M -8

MOMOOYAAKEC Bust of Atheua. A A The Dioskuri, Mag. APICTAtf-
APOC ^3-8

Imjierial—Augustus to Salonina. Inscr., AA, AAKCAAIMONlOrJ.
Principal Types—The Dioskuri, Apollo Amyklaios, Apollo in the attitude

of Apollo Lykios with his hand upon his head, Aphrodite Morpho veiled,

seated on square cippus, and apparently with bonds about her feet, as
described by Pausanias (iii. 15), Asklepios, Hygieia, Hermes Agoraios

carrying infant Dionysos (Paus. iii. 11, 14), &c, sometimes with marks
of value AC[«r<fpta], A, S\ H (= 4, 6, 8) in field (Irahoof, op. cit.,p. 173).

(For illustrations see B. M. C, Pelop., Pis. XXIV-XXVI, and Lambros,
Pelop., Pis. X, XI.)

This ancient Homeric city was situated a few miles south of
Gythium, near the western coast of the Laconic Gulf.

Imjterial—Severus to Geta. Inscr,, AAflrJ. Types—Athena, Artemis,

Herakles, Asklepios, Hygieia, &c.

ISLAND OFF LACONIA
Cythera. This island had in early times received from the Phoe-

nicians the worship of Aphrodite, and throughout historical times it

continued to be a special seat of that cultus. Its coins are all of bronze,

and for the most part belong apparently to the third and second centuries

B.C. Inscr., KY, KYO, KYOHPinN, «&&

Dove standing or flyingHead of Aphrodite, sometimes crowned
by flying Kros.

[Zdt. f. Sum., xiii. PI. IV. C]

For varieties see B. M. C, Pelop., 107 if., and Lambros, Pelop., 92.

-£•6
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ABOOIIS
;os, renowned in legend as one of the most ancient cities in Greece,

lay at the foot of a lofty hill overlooking a wide plain, bounded on the
south by the broad Argolic Gulf. In the earliest historical times it is

said to have been the centre of an amphictyony of all the neighbouring
towna None of these ancient cities, unless Aegina was one of them,
seem to have coined money before the Persian wars. On the archaic

staters with two dolphins, sometimes attributed to Argos, see Uncertain
archaic coins of the Aegaean Islands, infra, p. 480 f.

A few years before the Persian wars Argos met with a crushing defeat

at the hands of the Spartans, which crippled her power and put an end
to her prosperity for the space of an entire generation. It was not until

about B.C. 468 that, by the destruction of several neighbouring cities,

including Mycenae, and the removal of their population to Argos, she

regained her ancient importance and began to issue silver coins.

Circ. B.c. 468-421 or later.

The coins which I would attribute to this period are the following:

—

"Wolf. Large A , above which, two deep square

indentations : all in incuse square .

M Dr.

Id M\Vr.
Id iRObol.
Id -*l£Obol.

Most of these coins have from ouo to four pellets within or about the A
in the incuse Bquarc. They are not marks of value, as they do not
correspond with the denominations on which they occur. Other small

silver coins attributed to Argos bear a helmet on both sides or a rosette

on the obverse, and a helmet on the reverse (B. M. C, Pelop., PI. XXVII.
7, 8). The flower may bo a symbol of Hera 'Avdda.

The wolf is the well-known symbol of Apollo Lykios, whose worship
at Argos dates from very remote times. Hence Sophocles {Electr. 6)
calls the agora of Argos rov Xvkokjvvov dtov ayopa Ai/xeto?, for here

stood the temple of the god (Paus. ii. 19). The archaic aspirate B
on the Heraiobol can hardly in this instance stand for a mark of value

for %fuu{io\iov
t
for it frequently recurs on bronze coins of Argos, where

such an interpretation is inadmissible. I take it to bo the initial

letter of the name of the goddess Hera, or of games (Heraea), banded
down from archaic times like the Q at Corinth, the F at Elis, and the

M ( = 2) at Sicyon (cf. the $ as a Christian symbol). That the letter B
has this signification seems on other grounds highly probable, for it also

occurs stamped upon a roof-tile from the old temple of Hera near Argos,

with which may be compared a fragment of large bowl from the same
site inscribed TAMBEPAMElNl {ras'llpas tlpl) (Waldstuin, The Anjive
Heraeum, I. 224).

Half-Wolf.

Wolfa heud.

( ,\ \n\t> Original from
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Iron Moke v.

It is probable that down to the age of Pheidon.king of Argos, iron was
the principal medium of exchange throughout Peloponnesus in the form

of spits, aptktonMt and that the statement of Aristotle {Fr. 481), that

Pheidon dedicated specimens of these 6&«ki<Ticot in the Heraeum, is worthy
of credit Whether he dedicated them as official standards for regulating
the exact weights of the uncoined currency of his own time, as Reinach
ingeniously suggests (L'hlst. par lea monnaiea, p. 35 ff.), or whether he
dedicated them to the goddess merely as specimens of the obsolete

currency superseded by stamped lumps of silver, said to have been intro-

duced by him into Peloponnesus in connexion with his reform of weights
and measures, is a doubtful point. It is noteworthy, however, that

a bundle of these iron n.-itXirrnoi has actually been discovered on the site

of the Heraeum (Waldstein, Heraeum, I. pp. 63, 177). In any case it would
seem that even after the introduction of silver coins into Peloponnesus
iron continued to be used as money, and that it was occasionally cast

(not struck) in the form of coins. Only a few specimens of this iron

coinage have survived. They bear the types of Argos, Heraea, and
Tegea, and belong to the same period as the early silver coins of those

cities (Ath. MUtk.
t vii. 2, 377 ; cf. Journ. Int. Num., 1907, p. 269,

and Blotterfar Munzfreunde, 1908). Those of Argos have on the obv. the
forepart of a wolf and on the rev. the letter A. (Cf. Heraea and Tegea.)

Circ. B.c. 421-322 or later.

The coins of Argos in this period are among the most beautiful in

Greece, as might be expected from the high standing of Argos as a school

of art.

FlO. 240.

Head of Hera wearing t-tephaiios, on
which floral ornament (Fig. 240).

M4B.M.C.,/Vo/>.,Pl.XXYII. 12, 13.]

Female head.

[R. M. C-, I'ehp., PI. XXVII. 14.]

ARAEION.ARrEinN.andAPrEinN
Two dolphins in opposite directions

:

between them, wolf, helmet, grapes,

ivy-branch, crab, tripod, bucrauium,
swan, human head, lyre, pomegranate,

or column, &c. . . . Al Stater.

APTEinN Diomedes, naked but for

chlamys, grasping sword, stepping

Btealthily along and carrying the

Palladium on his extended band ; be-

low, sometimes, a swan Ai Drachm.

Harps and club in parsley (i) wreath
A\ 37-2 grB.
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Head of Hera in Stephanos.

[Ibid., fig. 1 5.]

Wolf; above, B or O. [Ibid., Fig. 20.

Head of Hera in Stephanos.

[/Wrf.,Fig. 10.J
Head of Hera in Stephanos.

Head of Apollo.

AP or API Athena Promachos or Palla-

dium :K 23 grs.

AP, TTY, or AE Crested helmet . . .

.K 18 grs.

TTT {rpirtTaprrj/iopioy) round filleted

Temple-key JR 9 prs.

Athena Proinachos - . . . M *75

A; beneath, lyre JR S5

Concerning the beautiful head of Hera on these coins see Gardner
(Ty/jes of Greek Coins

f
p. 138). The statue of the Argive Hera by

Polycleitus wore a Stephanos adorned with figures of the Horae and
Charites (Paus. ii. 17. 4). As such complicated ornaments could not
well be reproduced on a small scale, a coin-engraver might naturally

substitute a more simple form of decoration. As the Argive hero
Diomcdes was believed to have brought to Argos the Palladium which
he carried off from Troy, the exploit is appropriately represented on
Argive coins. The swan and the dolphins are Apolline symbols.
The column which appears as a symbol between the dolphins on some

of the staters has hitherto been called a quiver, but I believe it to repre-

sent a columnar pump or drinking fountain, in connexion with the

sacred 'water of freedom* iAtvOtptov t/ia>p, used by the priestesses in the
Heraeum, which, after flowing down a rock-hewn aqueduct, supplied

the holy well called Ky no* trtt at Argos (Waldstein, Mera^ttm, i. p- 18).

A minute examination of this object on a specimen in the Brit. Mus.
reveals on one side of the column a pump-handle and on the other side

a projection (basin (?)) supporting a vase thus placed to receive the water
seen dripping from the cone-shaped top of the pillar. On late bronze
coins the same pillar-fountain is represented furnished with spouts half-

way up the column (B. M. C, Pelop., PL XXVIIL 8), and on a coin in the

Hunter Coll. (Cat., vol. ii. PI. XXXIX. 12) the pump is shown with two
handles on each side of the shaft.

With regard to the Temple-key see Zeilnchrift fur Xumi&rnatih fill.

113-22). This symbol may refer to Hera as the guardian and custodian

goddess of Argos; cf. the epithet KAn8o0x°f applied in this sense to Athena
(Arist. Thesm. 1143).

Circ. B.C. 322-229 amd later.

During the century which followed the Lamian war it Ls probable
that if large coins were struck at Argos they wore tctradrachms of the

Alexandrine types, resembling those of Sicyon of the same time. The
smaller coins consisted of Attic tetrobols (or Aeginetic triobols) as

follows :

—

Forepart of wolf.

Wolfs head.

Largo A in incuse square with adjunct

symhol and letters or magistrates*

names at full length

Ai Attic Tt-trob.

Id M Aeginetic j Ob.

It is to this period that the autonomous bronze money of Argos for the
most part belongs, though some of it may be earlier.

(
""
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Head of Apollo.

Heacl of wolf or of Hera.

Id.

Head of Apollo.

Forepart of wolf.

Wolf E -65

A (various symbols) . . . . M -45

Pillar fountain (see tujira); aymbote,

B, wolfs head, helmet, trident, prow.

&c ^.65
Tripod

;
ei/mbol, B .... ^ -65

HPAKAEITOY Forepart of bull . .

& -65

This last type refers to the battle of the wolf and the bull, which took
place while Danaos and Gelanor were contending for the sovereignty of

Argolis. The omen was interpreted as deciding the contest in favour

of Danaos, who, in consequence, erected a temple in honour of Apollo
Lykios.

Circ. B.C. 229-146.

For coins of this period see Achaean League, p. 418.

Imjierial Times.

Trajan to Salonina, Inter., ArTCinN or N€M£IA, rJ€M€l A HPAIA,
or HPAIA, without the ethnic, in allusion to the Nemean and Heraean
games. The types are numerous and of considerable interest. The
following are some of the more important :—Hcrakles strangling the

Nemean lion. Opheltes, Hypstpyle and the serpent. Herakles resting

at the foot of Mount Apesas. The three Charitcs. Hera seated with
Hebe before her and a peacock between them. Perseus with Gorgon's

head, sometimes resting his shield upon a cippus. Apollo variously

represented. Zeus seated or standing. Tyche standing. Hermes
standing. Kleobis and Biton drawing their mother in a chariot (Paus.

ii. 20. 3). Asklcpios. Lcto with small figure, Chloris, beside her (Paus.

ii. 21. 9). Demeter standing. Eilcithyia holding in each hand a torch,

one raised and one lowered. Hekate triformis. Palladium, sometimes
in temple on Acropolis. Diomedes carrying off the Palladium. Dionysos.

Danae receiving the golden shower. Ares. Aphrodite (?) standing.

Poseidon pursuing Amymone. Nemesis. Isis, &c. Nearly all these

types are figured in Imhoof and Gardnor's Numiinnatic Commentary on
Paumnias, from which the above list is taken. Some of the later Im-
perial coins of Valerian, Gallienus, &c, bear marks of value = 6, 7, or 10

Assaria (Imhoof, Gr. M.
t 162).

Cleonae, a small town on the road from Corinth to Argos, about
twenty miles north of the latter. The Nemean games were celebrated

in its territory. At Cleonae was a temple of Herakles on the spot where
he slew Eurytos (Diod. iv. 33).

Circ. B.C. 471-421.

Head of beardtd Hcrakles in lion-tkin.

[II. H. C, PdojK, PI. XXIX. 1-4.]

Lion's bead, 1.

Large K behind which two square in-

dentations ; all in incuse square . -

JR OboL
Similar M £ Obul
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Late Fourth Century B.C.

Head of A&klepiob (IV r. laur.

Head of young Heiakle* in lion-skin.

K A and club, in parsley wreath AL *7

KAEO Similar -K ti

These bronze coins are, however, assigned by Gardner to the occasion
of the Nemean Festival presided over by the Cleonaeana in B.C. 235
(B. M. C, Fdop.

t p. 154 ; Pint. Arab xxviii).

For Federal money of the Achaean League see p* 418.

Imperial—Commodus to Geta. Iit*cr.
t
KA€OHAinN or KACnN AinN.

A coin of Sevorus has for type Asklepios seated, as on silver coins of
Kpidaurus of the fourth century B.C. Another type which refers to

Asklepian games at Cleonae is the head of Asklepios placed on the back
of a bridled horse. (Cf. a coiled serpent on horseback, of similar signi-

fication, on a coin of Philadelphia, Lydiae.) Among other Imperial types

may be mentioned an archaic statue of Athena, perhaps copied from the

one by Dipoenus and Scyllis mentioned by Pausanias (iL 15. 1), Isis

Pharia, Artemis between two cypress trees, arc.

Epidaurus. This city \9bh in historical times chiefly celebrated for

its great sanctuary of Asklepios, to whose cultus its coins bear ample
testimony,

Circ. B.C. 350-323 or later.

Head of Asklepios laureate.

Head of Apollo.

E. [B.M.a,7VWRXXIX. 11-13.]

Head of Apollo. [/WA, Fig. 14/

EP in wreath . .1: Aeginetic J Dr.

E in wreath . . At Obol.

P yltJObol.

E Asklepios seated on throne holding

sceptre, his other band extended over

the head ofa serpent; beneath throne,

n dog lying

Ai Acginetie Dr. of light weight
Head of Asklepios, r. laur. Similar . . .it Dr, plated, 82<1 gi >.

[A\C\
9
18D2, PI. I. 17.]

These remarkable coins are of considerable archaeological interest,

corresponding as they do most minutely with the description given by
Pausanias (ii, 27) of the chryselephantine statue of Asklepios at Epidaurus,
the work of Thmsymedes of Paros (it.C- 350 or later, jf, C.

f 1892, p. 15).

The dog beside the god is the animal which watched over him when as

an infant he was exposed on Mount Tittheion and suckled by a goat.

Bronze after B.C. 350.

Head of Asklepios lnuiente.

Head of Asklepios.

Id.

Head of Apollo.

Head of Asklepios or of Apollo.

fcP Kpionc wife of Asklepios carrying

phialc ; vymbol* sometimes, cupping
vessel <rwcra (cf. Pftue, ii. 27. 5;
211, 1) ^-7

EP She-goat iccunibent . . -E -65

b P Coiled serpent .... ^E -5

t P Thymitilerion between two cupping
vessels M -5

E iu wreath -E *45

,
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For illustrations see B. M. C, Pelop., PL XXIX, and Lambros, /Wo/;.,

PI. XII.
In B.o. 243 Epidaurus became a member of the Achaean League

(see p. 418).

Imperial—Ant. Pius to Sew Alexander. Inner., I6PAC €111 AAYPOY
or €niAAYPO[Y] Bust of Asklepios(?). JRn: ACKAHTieiA in wreath,

in reference to the Asklcpian games celebrated at Epidaurus every five

years. Type*—Shepherd finding Asklepios suckled by goat. Asklepios
seated with dog and serpent. Asklepios standing. Poseidon standing.

Hygieia standing in round temple. Concerning this rotunda see

Svoronos. Die Polyktetiache * TIiolos' iii Epidauron (Journ. Int. d'are/i.

num., 1901, Iff.); Reinach (liev. de& £tnd< grecq., 1901, 412), and
Dorpfeld (Htrme*, 1902, 250 and 483).

Hermione. An ancient Dryopian city on the south coast of Argolis.

distinguished for its sanctuary of Demeter Chthonia, in whose honour an
annual festival called Xdovia was celebrated.

Circ. B.C. 350-322.

Head of Demeter crowned with corn.

Id.

Head of Demeter fncin;

Id. in profile.
>S-

EK in corn-wreath A{ Aeginetic Trioh.

E P Torch in corn-wreath . M Obol.

EP in wieath M »6o

E P Torch in coin-wreath . ,¥. -5

For Federal money of the Achaean League see p. 418.

Imperial—Severus to Geta. Inner., €PMION€uJrJ. Types—Hermes
;

Poseidon (Paus. ii. 35. 1) ; Zeus ; Kybele ; a victimarius leading a cow to

the sacrifice (Paus. ii. 35. 4) ; Tycho standing (Paus. ii. 35. 3) ; Aphrodite
with Eros (Paus. ii. 34. 11) ; Dionysos, &c.

Kethana. An obscure town a few miles north of Troezen. Pausanias
(ii. 34) mentions hot springs which burst forth near this city in the time

of Antigonus Gonatas. The whole region still bears evidences of violent

volcanic action. Hence the worship of Hephaestos and his head on the

coins.

Circ. B.C. 350-322.

Head of Hephaestos in conical pilos. | MEG in corn-wreath . -K -0-.5

Circ. B.C. 221-203.

Under Ptolemaic influence Methana bore for a time the name of

Arsinoe and struck bronze coins, which have been hitherto assigned

to Arsinoe in Crete, p. 459.

Bust of Arsinoe wife of Ptolemy IV.
[Journ. Int. tfarch, num., 190-1. 397.]

AP 21 Naked hehneted figure standing

resting with r. on spear, round which,

sometimes, n serpent twines, and with

1. on shield . . . . , . Ja »78

Imperial—Severus to Geta. Inscr., M€6ArJAlLuN. Type*—Zeus,

Poseidon, Athena, Artemis huntress, Aphrodite Anadyomene.

uy V.t(̂ ogle
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TirynB. This ancient city was destroyed by the Argives about the

same time as Mycenae (b.o. 468), and its expelled inhabitant* settled

at the sea-port of Halice in the territory of Hermione at the entrance

of the Argolic Gulf. Henceforth they were spoken of as 'AAi«is ol U
TipwOos or simply as 'AAuTy, but on their coins they clung to their

ancient name (see Svoronos in Journ. Int. d'ttrch. num., 1U07, 5 sqq.).

The following coins belong undoubtedly to the fourth century B.C.
•I'

Female head r.

Head of bearded Hcrakles r. in lion-akin.

Id. 1.

Id.

Id. r.

Head of Apollo.

Harpa and club in wreath .K 40 grs.

Club between two stars . M 14 gr*.

flub Al 14 grs.

TIPYN OinN flub . . /U 12 gre.

T I Palm-tree . . . . M size -7

T I, TIRY,orTIPYNOinN&c. Palm-

tree Iwtween lyre and grapea JE -6—4

Troasen occupied a fertile maritime plain in the south-east corner of
Argolis. Poseidon and Athena are said to have contended for the land

of the Troezenians, and these two divinities jointly received worship in

the city. Hence, as Fausanias remarks (ii. 30), the trident and the
head of Athena were placed upon the coinage ko.1 Si; icai vopitrpa avrols rb

ai>x.atov iviayifia «x« l rpCaivav ma! 'AOiji-as tspoaioTfov. Troezon was from of

old intimately connected with Athens, -which accounts for the fact that
it is, perhaps, the only Peloponnesian city which made use of the Attic
standard of weight.

Oil?, B.C. 430-400 or earlier.

Head of Athena (I) facing.

[Lambros, Pehp.
t
PI. XIII. 4.]

Id.

Id.

TRO Trident in incuse square . . .

Ai 61 grs.

., Id Ai 46 grs.

Id Ai 10 grs."

Head of Apollo (Thearios i).

[R JT. C\, Pelop.
t PL XXX. 18-23.

J

Id.

Id,

Circ. B.c. 400-322.

TPO Trident Ai Attic Drachm.

»»

»•

I.I. . .It Attic Triobol and Obol.

Double Trident . Ai Attic Diob.

After cirt: B. C. 322.

TPO Trident JS -05

Id JR -65

Id. <E-5J

Head of Athena.
Head of Poseidon.

Head of Apollo (Thearius ?).

For other varieties sec Imhoof. Man. 'jr., p. 181, and B. M. (.'., Pe/u/t. t

PL XXXI ; and for later M coins obi: Head of Apollo or Poseidon,

rev. Demeter standing with torch, Artemis (?) seated, or Dolphin, see

Lambros, Peiop., p. 107.

The oracular temple of Apollo Thearios stood in the agora of Troezen
(Paus. ii. 31. 6).

/m^eWa/—Comniodus to Philip Jun. /»«r.,TPOIZHNlujN. Ty/tea—

Acropolis rock surmounted by temple of Athena Sthuuias (Paus. ii.

32. 5). Archaic statue of Athena Sthenias, by Kallon of Aegina.

- »og!e
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444 ARCADIA

Artemis with dog hunting stag, probably Artemis Lykia, whose temple
stood near the theatre and was said to have been founded by Hippolytos
(Pau& ii. 31. 4). Apollo with arrow, leaning on tripod. The Dioskuri
standing (Paus. ii. 31. 6). Zeus standing. Hippolytos as hunter with
dog beside him leaning on trunk of tree (Paus. ii. 32. 1). Hippolytos
with horse and dog. Hippolytos armed before Phaedra. Aphrodite
Nymphia (?) standing (Paus. ii. 32. 7). Asklepios standing. Fountain,
*HpdicA«ios K/M/yrj. in the form of a pillar with a lion seated on it and
a basin in front into which water flows (c(. Paus. ii. 32. 4 ; see also column
fountain on coins of Argos, p. 439). Theseus lifting the rock or slaying

the Minotaur (Paus. ii. 32. 7). Tyche standing before altar, Ac.
Nearly all these Imperial types are fully discussed and figured in

Imhoof and Gardner's Numismatic Commentary on Pavmnias, p. 47.

Sestini mentions also a coin with the type of Artemis Lykia holding

a wolfs head (A'um. Vet, p. 215), but it is highly probable that he was
mistaken with regard to the object held by Artemis.

AECADIA
[A. v. Sallet, Ztitaehrifl /Or NumUmatik, ii. 189. J. Friwllnender, Ibid., ii. 2*6. Imhoor-

Blumer, IbkL, iii. 289; Mm. 'jr., 184 ff. R. WoU, Z. /. .V., ix. 18. Babylon, Trattt,

pp. 886 iqq.]

Concerning the political condition of Arcadia, from the time of the

dissolution of the ancient monarchy in the early part of the seventh
century b. c. down to the age of Epaminondas, our historical data lead

us to infer that the country was split up into a number of independent
cantons without any bond of union. Such an assumption is not,

however, borne out by the evidence of the early Arcadian coinage.

The extensive series of coins bearing the inscription APK A AlKON. &c.,

ranging from circ. b. C. 490—417, proves most satisfactorily that the Arca-
dians, m spite of their continual dissensions, maintained from first to last

something more than a mere tradition of unity, for this coinage, although
not politically a federal currency like that of the later Achaean League,

shows that the independent Arcadian towns and villages held fast to the

religious bond which brought them together from time to time to celebrate

in common their national festivals Arcadica. The place of mintage of

this series of coins was probably Heraea (see infra, p. 447, and Imhoof,

Mon. gr., p. 184 ff.).

Concurrently with these Festival issues many of the Arcadian towns
struck coins with their own local types for circulation within their

respective territories.

From about B.C. 417-371 no Festival coins were struck in the name of

the Arcadians; but, after the victory of Epaminondas at Leuctra, B.C. 371,

the party in Arcadia opposed to Sparta seems to have re-established the

national Arcadian Games, and to have issued Festival, or Federal, coins

at the new Arcadian capital Megalopolis, which was founded, under the

immediate auspices of Epaminondas, on the river Helisson, near the

frontiers of Laconia. The money of the revived Arcadian kowov derived

its types from the cultus of Zeus Lykaeos, and of Pan, whose sanctuaries

were situated on Mount Lycaeum, the Arcadian Olympus.

C*t \t \.il<* Original from
Dy ^iwugii.
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Ore* B.C. 870-362 and later.

Fia.241.

Head of Zeus Lykaeoa (Fig. 241).

[B. M. C, Pdop., Pi XXXII. 10.]

Head of young Pan with short horns.

[Z.f. .V., ix. PL II. 5.1

Id. [Ibid., PI. IL 6.]

Head of Zeus Lykaeos.

[iind., pi. n. i3.]

Pan seated on rock, his !agolx>lon in his

t- band which rests on the rock ; at

his feet the syrinx, and in the field

APK (in mon.); on the rock OAYM
or XAPI Al Stater.

Arcadian mon. APK ; beneath, syrinx .

At Ofaol.

Id. with POand OE , . , <* -G5

Id. Syrinx and fulmen . . . M *7

The inscriptions OAYM or XAPI in small characters on the Hide of
the mountain or rock on which Pan is seated have been explained
conjecturally as engravers' signatures (B. M. C.» Petop.

f p. lix). May
they not, however, be more probably abbreviated names of the Festival

Games for which the coins were issued? e.g. OAYM, perhaps on the

occasion of the 104th Olympiad celebrated by the Arcadians in B.C. 364
(cf. OAVNPIKON on coins of Elis (p. 420). Similarly XAPI might
stand for Chari&ia or CharitcMa (Pauly-Wissowa, Eacyctopty8.v. 'Charites,*

III. 2155, v. 8), agonistic festivals in honour of the Charitcs; cf. also

Cfiart8t08
t
the eponymous founder of the Arcadian town of Charisiao

(Paus. viii. 3. 4),

The two names on the bronze coins are perhaps Possikrates and
Theoxenos, two of the ten founders of Megalopolis (Paus. viii. 27. 2).

Head of Zeus Lykaeos.

[J
r./M i ix.Fl.IL II, 12.1

Pan teatcd on rock; in field, Arcadian

mon. APK jR Triob.

The later specimens havo an eagle in the field as well as the monogram.
Although Megalopolis issued these Festival, or possibly Federal, coins

with the Arcadian monogram, it is abundantly proved by the local staters

of Pheneus, Stymphalus, &c, which began to be issued after the fatal

battle of Mantineia (b. C- 362), that Megalopolis can hardly have possessed

a monopoly of coining money for the whole of Arcadia, for although

triobols bearing the Arcadian monogram continued to be issued at

Megalopolis apparently down to a much later date, this monogram is

afterwards replaced by the letters MET (see Megalopolis, p. 450).

Imptrutt Coinage*

In the reiyn of Hadrian the cultus of Antinoiis was established on
a grand scale at Mantineia, which was the mother city of Bithynium,

»ogle
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446 ARCADIA

the birth-place of Antinous. It was probably at one of the great festivals

in honour of this new god that a certain Veturius dedicated the fol-

lowing coins 'to the Arcadians'.

B6T0YPI0C Bust of Autinoits. TOIC APKACI Horse stepping to right

[B. M. C, Petty., PL XXXIII. 1,2.] & 1-35 and -85

Alea, a small place between Orchomenus and Stymphalus, where were
temples of Artemis Ephesia, Athena Alea, and Dionysos (Paus. viii.

23. 1).

Cite. B.C. 430-370.

Head of Artemis.

Head of Artemis.

[Hitach, Avctions-CaL, xiii, 2791.]

Head of Athena. [JK Z., 1884, 264.]

AA How. [Imhoof, Choix, PI. III. 82]
. K Obol and X. -6

A A E in spaces between T T T . . .

A\ Tritarteniorion.

AAEA in wreath M C

See also under Achaean League (p. 418).

Alipheira. See Achaean League (p. 418).

Antigoneia. See Mantineia (p. 450).

Aaea. See Achaean League (p. 418).

Callista. See Achaean League (p. 418).

Caphya. Autonomous bronze coins of the third century b. c.

Head of Persephone.

[Lambros, J'elop., PL XIV. 8.]

Head of Athena.
[B. M. C, Pehp., PL XXXIII. 4.]

KA<t> Persephone standing holding

pomegraaate and com . . M -6

KA+ in corn-wreath . , . . M -5

See also Achaean League (p. 418).

Imperial—Severus to Geta. Imtcr., KAOYI ATfiN. Ty/yee—Apollo,
Artemis, Poseidon, Tyche, &c. (cf. Paus. viii. 23. 3).

Cleitor, l>ctween Pheneus and PsophiB (Ze'it.f. Num., ii. 168, iii. 280,

is. 19; Imh., Moa. ijr., 187), said to have been founded by Kleitor,

grandson of Arkas.

Owe. ii.c. 450 and litter.

Porepart of bridled horse. Incuse square of milt-sail jmttern . .

M Triobol.
Horse's head. E in IncOM square . . Al Heniiobol.
KAET0 Naked horseman. Incuse square of mill-sail pattern . .

[B. M. C, Pelop., PI. XXXIII. 9.] Ai Triobol.

Free horse. E in incuse square . . M Heniiobol.

The letter E on the reverse of these coins is a mark of value standing
for ' Hemiobol '.

jle
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Girt* B.C. 400-322 and earlier.

Head of Athena, K\H Horse Ai Obol.

Id. KAH Id ^J.6
Head of Helios facing. K\H Hushing bull; al>ove

t
sometimes,

small centaur or ivy-leaf Ai Triob.

Id. KA.H (iumou.) . . . . M -5

Id. in profile, KA.H in laurel-wreath . . JE *4

See also Achaean League (p. 418).

Jm/#rm/—Severus, Domna, Plautilla. Iruorn KA€ITOPinN. Tyfxs—
Asklepios, Tyche, Dioskuri, Demetcr (?) f

Rider (Z.f. i\
r

.
f
xxiv. p. 65).

Cynaetha in northern Arcadia. Imperial of Caracal la. Tn9CT*
%

KYNAI8€U)N Agora with colonnade containing temple and another
building with statue and tree beside it [Z*f. *V.» xxiv. p. 66).

Dipaea* See Achaean League (p. 418).

Blisphacii. See Achaean League (p. 418).

Gortyi. See Achaean League (p. 418).

Heraea. The Heraeans were a numerous and influential clan occupy-
ing western Arcadia and the valleys of the Alpheius and the Ladon on the

confines of Elis. They derived their name, according to tradition, from
Heraios, one of the sons of Lykaon. Down to the fourth century B.c.

they arc said to have dwelt in villages, Kara wiias, but the Heraean
coins of the sixth century prove that at any rate they possessed a central

mint, and therefore that they formed a separate community ; cf. the

Treaty between the Eleians and the Heraeans, b.c. 550-500 (Hicks and
Hill, Greek Hist Inter., p. 10).

Circ. B.C. 550-490.

Head of Demeter of archaic style veiled, £, $, <l3, fcF\ S3, £PA, A<l3, &%%,
wearing stephaue and necklace. ££, EPA, EPAI, &c>. in an incuse

[Babelon, Traitc, PI. XXXVIII.

J

square often bordered by zig-zag lines

with dots in the angles or by a dotted

square without the zig-zags . . .

Ai Triobols and Obola
Head of goddess (Despoina) without EPA between plain and dotted lines

veil; her hair bound with titling of within an incuse square Ai Triobol.

pearls.

[Babelou, Traiti, PL XXXVIII. 5.]

Between the beginning and the latter part of the fifth century no coins

appear to have been struck in the name of the Heraeans, but, as Imhoof-
Blumer has shown, it is almost certain that the rich series of triobols

reading 'ApKafiucoV, variously abbreviated, was issued at Heraea through-
out this period, so that in point of fact the Heraean mint may have
continued active from the earliest times down to the age of Epaminondas.

It would therefore seem that, early in the fifth century, the Heraeans
assumed the presidency, or were entrusted with the management of the

national Arcadian Games, and that at each recurring festival they issued

n ( \ 1
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448 ARCADIA

coins, not, as of old, in their own name merely for local circulation, but
for the convenience of all Arcadians congregated during the festivals of
Zeus Lykaios hold periodically on the summit of Mt. Lycaeum (Paus.
viii. 38. 7).

Cite. B.C. 490-417.

Zeus Lykaios, enthroned, or rarely,
| 3A. A)ISIA, O^IQA^A, ApKA-

standing, letting fly his eagle from
his outstretched i\ hand and resting

on sceptre.

[Htibelon, TraiU, PL XXXVIIL8-18.]

AIQOW APKAAIKON,&c, Incuse

square, within which a female head

variously represented in profile or

three-quarter face, and ranging, ac-

cording to date, from the archaic to

the transitional style

M Triobols and Obols.

The head on tho reverses of the coins of this interesting series is doubt-
less that of the goddess who was worshipped by the Arcadians under
tho name of Despoina (the Mistress), tho daughter of Poseidon Hippios
and Demeter, the dread goddess whose true namo Pausanias (viil 37) is

afraid to communicate to the uninitiated.

The ancient Arcadian festivals appear to have been discontinued in the

latter part of the fifth century, if we may draw this inference from the
fact that Heraea after this time began again to coin money in her own
name, which she continued to do, intermittently, down to tho close of the

fourth century.1

Circ. b.o. 420-322 or later.

Eagle with serpent in his claws,—type EPAI Young hunter (Heraeos th**

borrowed from coins of Elis.

[Lambros, Pelop.> PI. XIV. 3.}

Head of Athena in Corinthian helmet.

Head of Artemis ; in front, bow.

Dolphin*

oekiat) cental, resting on *pear and

holding how A\ Obol.

EPA (retrogr.) Throe large E's in incuse

square . JR Triliemiobol 23-8 grs.

HPA (retropr.) Large E in incuse square

Ai 13 RT8.

E in incuse square * . M 11*9 grs.

The letter E on the above coins cannot stand for hemiobolion, as the

weights prove. It signifies the mint of Heraea ; cf. T at Tegea, M at

Mantineia, &c* But the E thrice repeated on the Trihcuiiobol seems to

combine the two meanings.

Fan standing at rest on spear, with foot

on rock.

Head of Artemis, or of Athena.

Head of Athena.

Head of Athena, as on staters of Alex-
ander.

[ZtH.fi A«m.,vii. PL VIII. 7.]

H«d of Athena-

H P Female head; hair rolled . . ,

M 13 gr>.

H across the bar of which, a bow . .

M 12 gi>.

H with or without pellets aiound it, iu

plain Geld ; symbol sometimes, bow ,

H across the bar of which a bow, inser.

HPAEHN and OE or GEO . . .

vii Triob.

H Artemis on one knee holding bow
M-7

1 Iron moncy{?) circ. i, c 400(t)i In AVt* Uitth.xiu 377, Kohler de^cribeaan iron coin,

Ofrc. Head of Athena, Rt incut** circle containing a very obscure inscription read bj him
HPAOAI. I doubt whether this i* tho correct readingand consequently whether the coin

(if indeed it b© a coin) belong* to Heraea.

< ioogle Original from
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For many other varieties see Imhoof, Man. ijr., pp. 189 »qq.
See also Achaean League (p. 418).

Imperial—Severus and Caracal la. In&cr , HPAI€flN. Ty^a—Ar-
chaic upright statuo of Helios naked, facing. Ktver-god Alpheios with
a hull in front and fishes beneath, &c.

Lnn. See Achaean League (p. 418).

Mantineia, in eastern Arcadia, originally only tlie centre of a small

group of villages surrounding an oracular sanctuary (navrttov) of the

Arcadian Poseidon Hippios, grew during the sixth century B.C. to be
a fortified town, and from about B. C. 500 began to issue coins in its own
name. Poseidon always remained the special god of Mantineia, and his

emblem, the trident, was the scutcheon on the shields of the Hantineians

(Frazer, Paw*., vol. iv. p. 217 ; B. M. C, Pcfop., PI. XXXIV ; Lambros,
Pelop., PI. XIV; Babclon, TruiU, pp. 862 tf.).

Bear.

Id.

Id.

td.

Head of bear.

Acorn.

MAN Three acurm.

Acorn.

Give. B.C. 500-385.

M A In incuse Bquare . - At Triok

?1 Dolphin in incuse square M Trioh.

Trident in incuse square Ai Trioln

Three acorns in incuse triangle *

M Triob-

Acnrn A\ OboL

P9

l»

'»

MAN Large
Three T s .

MAN Large E

fA U Obol.

-it Tritetartemorion.

» , . Ai Hemiohol.

The boar refers to the myth of Kallisto, the mother of Arkas, who
was transformed into a bear by Hera. The acorns remind us of the oak
forest, Pelasgos, which encompassed tbo temple of Poseidon Hippio*
(Paus. viii. 9. 1), The Arcadians are called by Herodotus (i. 66) £aAa-
i-rjf/ui/ML &vbp€S) because they lived upon the edible acorn of the beech-oak

(Zeit.f. Num., 1873, p. 125).

In B. c. 385 Mantineia was razed to the ground by the Spartans, and its

inhabitants dispersed among the neighbouring villages. After the city

was rebuilt, B.C. 370, its coins bear the following interesting types:

—

After B.C. 370.

MANTI Bearded Hgure of Odysseus

wearing conical pileus and tunic

gathered up at waist, standing with
I" ni knees in the act of planting Ins

oar in the ground, and carrying u

«pear.

Bended helmeted head.

MANTI Head of Athena.

[15. M. On Pelop.
t
VI XXXIV. 29 ;

XXXV. L]
Id. [Hindi. Awtion*CuL

t
xii'r 2824.]

Id. L
B - M - C, Pe!oj>; PL XXXV. 2.]

Altar of Putieidcm (avo^, amot) sur-

mounted by two husU of the Dioskuri

wearing conical hats and holding

peen over their shoulders . . .

Ai Drachm.

MANTI Head of Kallisto (I) with flow-

ing hair Ai Dr.

I'Vinale head with flowing hair Ai Triob.

MAhJTIN
M . . .

Ttidei .1!
TtVihemioh.
Ai OboL

r

l*hc first of these coins refers to the myth of Odysseus fixing his oar in

HEAD
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the ground in the country of the men who knew not the sea, according to

the prophecy of Tehesias (Od* xi. 121), before performing his sacrifice

to Poseidon, whose altar, surmounted by the busts of his ministers, the

Dioskuri, is seen on the reverse (Paus. viiL 9. 2). These types plainly

indicate the country, not mentioned in Homer, to which Odysseus went
in search of a wayfarer who should mistake his oar for a threshing

flail (Svoronos, Gaz. Arch,, 1888; B. M. C.
f
PMopu PL XXXIV. 23;

Lambros, Pefop.
9
PL XIV. 14).

Head of Athena. (See also Imhoof, MAN Odysseus as above, or Trident -

Mon.tjr., 198 sqq.) M -65

Odysseus as altove. „ Altar jE -65

fB. M. C, Petop. % PL XXXV, 3.]

Head of Poseidon. „ Poseidon wielding trident M -75

Head of Athena. „ Poseidon seated ... ^E -65

[Imhoof, Mo*. tf*\, 200.]

In B. c. 222 Mantineia was captured by Antigonus Doson, and its

name changed to Antigoneia, under which designation it struck federal

coins as a member of the Achaean League (see p. 418),

ImperUd—Severus to Caracalla. Imser., MANTlNEftN. Ty/xts—
Apollo, Asklepios, Hygieia, Tyche, Artemis.

Pausanias informs us that in the reign of Hadrian the old name of the

city was restored to it.

Megalopolis, founded circ. B.C. 370, under the auspices of Epaminon-
das, as the capital of the new Arcadian League, struck festival or federal

money in the name of the entire body of the Arcadians down to, and
perhaps during, Macedonian times (see supra, p. 444). The subsequent
issues are as follows :

—

Third aad Second centuries B.C.

Head of Zeus Lykaeos. MET Pan seated on rocks
;
beside him,

[K M. C, Petop.* PI. XXXV. 10-13.] eagle. Magistrates' monograms . .

M Triol*.

Id. MET Id. hi oak-wreath . M -8

Id. M Eagle or fulmen in oak-wreath .

The above coins belong apparently to the age of the tyranny of

Aristodemus at Megalopolis. After his assassination, B.C. 251, by I
>
-

mophanes and Ecdeinus, the disciples of the philosopher Arccuilaus,

the federal constitution was for a time restored, and bronze coins issued

at Megalopolis with thu Arcadian monogram.

Head of Zeus Lykai*o&

fB.lL £, PL XXXII. 10.

i

Head of Athena.

APK Syrinx in oak-wreath . JK «8

., in olive-wreath . . . • jB -7

But in B. C. 244 Megalopolis again fell into the hands of a tyrant by
name Lydiadas, and the issue of coins reading M E r as above was resumed
and perhaps continued after Megalopolis joined the Achaean League,

s. c. 234. For coins of the League see p. 418.

( *i \na\c> Original from
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Imperial—Severus to Elagabalua. Inocr., META A0TTOA€ITnN.
Type*—Pan, Artemis, Apollo, Heraklew, Zeus seated to front. Games—
AYKAIA or AYK6A (X C., 1893, 22 ; Paus. viii. SI 1; 88. 4).

Metliydrium, a town in central Arcadia founded from Orchoinenus.

Its inhabitants were transplanted to Megalopolis in B. c. 370, but sub-

sequently the place became once more independent, when it struck

bronze coins- Inter*, MEOYAPIEHM. Typ6— Kallisto pierced by the

arrow of Artemis, her child Arkas on the ground beside her (Lambros,

PdogK, PI. XV, 3). See also Achaean League (p. 418).

Orchomenua. The ancient capital of a royal dynasty which in early

times ruled over the greater part of Arcadia. The town stood aloof

from the confederacy of the Arcadians on the foundation of Megalopolis,

B.C. 370 (Xen. Hell* vi. 5. 11). Its ooins belong to the period imme-
diately following that event.

EPXOMENinN Kallisto falling backArtemis clarl in short chiton with petasos

slung Uliinti her back, kneeling on
one knee and shooting arrow from
bow ; behind her, a dog seated.

[B. M. C, Pelop., V). XXXV. 15.]

Head of bearded or bra rd less hero
helmeted.

Female head ; hair in sjihendoDe.

pierced in the breast by arrow of

Artemis; on the ground beside her,

the infant Arkau stretching out his

arms towards his mother . /E *75

E P Artemis standing shooting with
how JZ -7

E P Armed figure standing at rest with

upear held obliquely Al 7

The story of the death of Kallisto as represented on these coins diffcra

from the common version of the tale, according t<> which Kalliato was
first transformed by Hem into a she-bear and then slain by Arteinis

(Dion Halia, Ant. limn., i. 49).

Imperial—-Severus to Geta. Imvr.
f
OPXOMCNlftN. ST*//**

—

Asklepios, Apollo, Herakles, Dionysos, Artemis, Poseidon, Herakles
holding kantharos over his shoulder instead of his club and standing
beside a satyr, Aphrodite holding apple, Tychc.

Pallantium. An ancient town in the district of Macnalia founded by
Pallas, son of Lykaon.

Cin\ B.C. 400,

Young mule head. PAA (retrogr.) I^argc E Al Heniiobol.

[B. M. C., Petop., PI. XXXV. 21.]

See also Achaean League (p. 418).

Parrhaaia waa the district of which the ancient city of Lycosura was
the capital. Coins may have been struck there in the name of the
Parrhasians. A less probable attribution is the small town of Paroreia

(Imh., JAm. </!-., 201).

Cin\ fcft 450-400.

Head of Apollo. | Laieo P 11 OboL
IJearded male head. PAP (reUogr.) Large P . M Obol.

Mule figure standing at reet with one „ Id K Obol.

foot on rock. 1

a if a
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Fhenens, in the north-east of Arcadia, would appear, from the number
of ite coins still extant, to have been a place of considerable importance
in the fourth century B.C. Pausanias (viii. 14. 10) tells us that Hermes
was the god especially worshipped there- At Pheneus there was also
a temple of Demeter Eleusinia (Paus. viii- 15. 1). The heads of both
these divinities and the ram, the emblem of Hermes, occur on the coins.

Circ. B,o. 421-362.

Hermes naked, seated on basis of two
fttepp.

Head of Hermes with pctasos at Ijack

of neck.

Id. [B. M. C, 1'elop., PI. XXXVI. I.j

OE Ham standing [iV. C, 1896, PI.

VII. 5 ; J. II. S., xvii. p. 88] Ai Obol.
Id. [B. M. C, Pelop., PI. XXXVI. 2] .

41 Obol.

(DENIKON Bull feeding . JRTnob.

After circ. B.C. 362.

Head of Demeter crowned with corn-

leaves and wearing ear-ring with five

pendants. XX. f. X., ix. PI. II. 8 ;

cf. Lambroe, Pelop., PI. XVI. 8.]

Head of Demeter as above.

[B. M. C, Pelop., PI. XXXVI.
8.J

Id. [Ibid., Fig. 9.]

Head of Hermes as above- [fbid.. Fig. 3-]

Head of Demeter as atiove.

1 1 i .id of Ilermea as above.

Head of Artemis Heurippe (cf. Paus.

viii. 14. 4).

Id.

Half ram.

0ENEHN Hermes naked, running to

left, and carrying on his arm the

infant Arkas, in his r. caduceu*

;

behind the child, sometimes, APKAC
Ai Stater,

<t>EMEnN Hermes with chlamys round
his shoulders and petasoH hanging
behind neck, Heated on rocks . . .

Ai Drachm.
ENlKOrJ Hull . - . . iRTriob.
0E Kara, beneath A P . . Ai Obol.

<t> E Caduceus . . . . At -7

., Ram AZ -5

<t>ENEftN Horse feeding \Z.f. A\ ix.

PL II. 10] .... -«-65
O E Caduceus in wreath * JR «5

E Id JE -5

The head of Demeter crowned with corn-leaves is a close copy of the

famous type first introduced by Euainetos of Syracuse. Cf. also con-

temporary staters of the Locri Opuntii and of the Messenians.
The reverse typo of the stater refers to the myth of the rescue of

the child of Kallisto by Hermes, who took him to the nymph Maia on
Mount Cylleno to be brought up (Apollod. iii. 8. 2). The stylo of this

coin shows that the artist was strongly influenced by the school of

Praxiteles.

The feeding horse on the bronze coins is the emblem of Poseidon

Hippios, whose statue at Pheneus was said to have been dedicated by
Odysseus, AnokiaOat yap ftmvf ru> 'Oftiwori, icot avrov yijv tiji> 'EAArffla Kara

Cvryj<rtv iviopra t&v fvTOV, XbpvtraaOai y.iv Up&v ivravBa Apr4lU&QV$ *ni

Evptitrrav ovopwrai rw 0<oV, tw$u rijs 4»<i>caTuij? \;.o
f

i[-tv «Cp€ ra? firwovs*

"ni'.'nrrti 8< k<u tou I lotreiowrov to ayaA/ia rod Itttuov. Pausanias (viii.

14. 6) further relates that when Odysseus had found his mares he allowed
them to pasture in the land of the Pheneatae. For other varieties of coins

of Pheneus see Imhoof, Alon. grm§ p. 205. Among them is a curious coin

of a late period reading EfTI IEPEOZ EPMAZOOY.
For federal money see Achaean League (p. 418).

Imperial—Severus to Get*. Inacrn 4>€N€ATON.
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Phigaleia or Fhialia. See Achaean League (p. 41 8).

hnjierkil—Severus to Geta. J user., 4>IAA€nN. Types—River Neda,
naked figure, sometimes seated on rock holding Bceptre (reed '.) and
emptying vase, Athena, Artemis, Asklepios, Hoinonoia, Tyche (B. M. C,
Peloid PI. XXXVI).

Psophis, in the narrow valley of the river Erymanthus, where it is

joined by its tributary the Aroanius, was the scene of the contest of

Herakles with the Eryraanthian lwar and the Keryneian stag.

Of this city there are archaic silver coins of the fifth century (see

Imhoof, Zeit. f. Num., i. pp. 117, 123).

Kei yneian slag, forepart of stag, or stag's

head.

[B. M. C, Pflop., PI. XXXVI. 1 8-21.]

Head of Athena.

X,XO,XO,*0, or XOCDI (archaic forms

of tA, tn<|»l) Fish, Bometimes with

acorn, in incuse square

AX Tetrob. (62 grs.), Trihemiob.,

Obol, and J OboL the last with

larjje E (mark of value).

fOOIAION Club . . iftHemiobol.

The Keryneian stag.And on later coins the boar, were doubtless chosen
as coin-types referring to the labours of Herakles. The river Aroanius
was famed for its wonderful fish, which were said to sing like thrushes, a
fable which is believed by the peasants ofthe neighbourhood to the present

day (Frazer, Paus., iv. 265). Tausanias, who half credited the story, tells

us how he saw the fish, but did not hear them utter a sound, though he
tarried on the river bank till sunset, when they were said to sing most
(Paus. viii. 21. 2).

Second century B.C., and Inter.

Head of Athena.

Young male iiead.

Must of Herakles.

t-ntf, tn<H, tnoiA. stag ^-65
i*nOI Fish ...... M -55

Boar running ....¥. *65"

Imjterial—Severus to (ieta. Inner., tn*IAinN or *fl<t>ei AlflN.

Tyjte*—River Krymanthos, Artemis, Pan, Dionysos.

stymphalus. The ancient city of Stympbalus was situated in the

immediate vicinity of a lake, a river, and a mountain all bearing the

same name, and a few miles south-east of Pheneus. It derived its name
from Stymphalos, a grandson of Arkas. It is chiefly celebrated as the

scene of the destruction by Herakles- of the Stymphalian birds, which
are described by Pausanias (viii. 22) as being as large as cranes and in

form resembling the ibis, but with stronger beaks and not crooked like

those of the ibis. They were said to have been as dangerous as lions or

leopards, and to have flown at even armed men who came to hunt them.

In Stymphalus there was an ancient temple of Artemis Stymphalia,

under the roof of which the Stymphalian birds were represented. At
the back of this temple stood marble statues of virgins with the legs of

birds. The following coins were doubtless struck during festivals of the

Stymphalian Artemis (Paus. viii. 22. 8).

kjOOgli Original from
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Circ. B.C. 400-362.

Head of yoaog Herakles in lion-skin.

[B. M. C, Petcp., PI. XXXVII. 1-3.]

Id.

Id.

«TYM4>AAI0N Head and neck of
Styiupbaliaii bird upringing from the

calyx of a flower with two poppy-

heads iBTriob.
STYM0AMON Id. no flower T Y .

M Obol.

ST Id. . . j*: -55

Circ. B.c. 362.

Fin. 24'-'.

Head of Artemis Stymphalia laureate

and wearing ear-ring with five pen-
dants (Fig 242).

[K M. C, Pelop , PI. XXXVII. 4.J

Similar head.

See also Achaean League (p. 418).

£TYM<t»AAIQN llerakles striding to

left and striking with uplifted club;

bow, and quiver with lion - skin

wrapped round it, in left hand ; l>e-

neath. 10 M Stater.

STYM<t>A Bow and quiver • & -7

Togea occupied the large valley in the south-east corner of Arcadia.

The local mythology of the town is abundantly illustrated on its coins.

(For illustrations see B. M. C, Pelop., PL XXXVII. 6-21, and Imhoof
and Gardner, Pan*., PI. V. 20-24.)

Circ. B.C. 420-370.

T Gorgon-bead with snake on either

side.

Laureate female head !., hair clubbed.

Helmet.

Owl.

Heail of Atlicna Alea.

Id.

Three large E'& hack to back . . .

M Trihemiobol.

T iRObol.
I M Obol.

E .1: Hemiobol.
TE TE Owl on olive-branch . . . .

M Triobol.

Id. ...... JR -65.

Iron Money (?).

It is to this period that a specimen of what looks like money of iron

must be attributed. Obv. Gorgon head, Rev. TErE (?) Owl (Atth. Mitth.,

ii. 377). See also Argos and Heraee.
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Head of Athena AUa,

After circ. B.C. 370.

TErEATAM Warrior, Kepheu* (()•

churgiug, armed with helmet, shield,

and sword; on the ground, l>etween

hia legs, a speur and APK (1) . . .

itt Triobol.

TETEA Kcphcuft(f)chargingasaboYc;

between legs APK . . . . A£ .75

The type of the charging warrior is almost identical with that of Ajax
on the contemporary coins of the Opuntian Locrians and with that of

I^eukaspis on somewhat earlier coins of Syracuse.

Id, [Zeit.f. Num., ix. PI. II. 9-]

Same head racing.

Id, to r. in Corinthian helmet.

Head of Athena.

Head of Eileithyia(T) with torch at her

shoulder.

Head of Athena.

[A'.C, 1888, IH 12.]

See also Achaean League (p. 418).

TErEATAM Infant Telephos suckled

by hind j£ *7

TEfEA Similar JR -7

AOANAS AAEAt Owl on altar . .

TETEA Athena presenting the hair of

Medusa to her young priestess Ster-

ope, who receives it in an amphora .

JE -65

TEfE Cock & 6

After cire. B.C. 146*

Head of Eileithyia(l) with torch ut

shoulder.

AAEOZ Bead
diademed.

of Aleos bearded and

TETEATAN Athcim presenting hair

of Medusa to Sterope as above, but

the coin is of later fabric. In field,

magistrates' monograms . . At -75

TErEATAN Athenaand Kepheuslioth

armed ; between them, Sterope receiv-

ing the hair ot Medusa in an amphora

Imperial—Scverus, Domna, Caracallu, and Geta. //lacr., TCTCATAN.
Tvpes—Atalanta spearing Kalydonian boar; Athena; Terminal figure of

Herakles ; Warrior, Kepheus(?) standing.
The myths referred to on the above interesting coins are the following.

Aleos, one of the grandsons of Arkae, was the founder of the city of

Tcgea, and of the famous temple of Athena Alea, a full description of

which in given by Pausaniaa (viii. 45). His daughter Auge became the

mother by Heraklen of Telephos who, by command of Aleos, was exposed

on Mount Partheniuni, Here he was suckled by a hind. The rcfierov of

Telephos was still shown on the mountain in the time of Pausanias.

The son of Aleos was Kepheus, who on the silver coins is represented

precisely as is Ajax, the son of Oilcus, on the coins of Opus (p. 336). The
incident recorded on the bronze coins is related by Pausanias (viii. 47)

Tcyearai? M foil *al fiAAo Upbv ^AQqvas IIoAum&os' Ikq&tqv bi firaf ffOOS

Uptus €? aird Ixtchti* to tov 'Epv/xaruv upov orofia^owri, \4yovrts is K>](f>et rcu

( ioogle Original from
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456 ARCADIA

'A\tov WfOlTO biupta itapa 'Adi)t>a$ avaKatTov is rdv Ttdvra xpovov tlvat Teytav'

Kai awry <fia<rlv is <ftv\aKi]v tijs 7rrfA«u>? aTtoTtfiovaav Ttjv Btbv bovvat rpix«v

r£v Mtlovfnjs. Apollodorus (ii. 7) tells the story in greater detail, and
says that Sterope, the daughter of Kepheus, received the hair in a brazen

hydria.

Teuthia. See Achaean League (p. 418).

Thaliadae is mentioned by Paus. viii. 25. 2 among other small places

in the territory of Cleitor, on the upper course of the river Ladon. The
following archaic coins have been assigned to it, but the attribution is

very doubtful.

Hermes running, holding caduceus.

[Babelon, Tmite, PI. XXXVIII. 21.]

OAUl (?) Hermes running holding

caduceus. [N. C, 1888, PI. V. «.]

Incase square divided into six triangles

by diagonal and upright bars . . .

A\ Tetrobol, 61 grs.

' Swastika ' in incuse square ....
jRObol, 16 gn.

Theiaoa. See Achaean League (p. 418).

Thelpusa took its name from the nymph Thelpusa, daughter of the

river Ladon, an affluent of the Alpheius m western Arcadia. Demeter
was worshipped at Thelpusa under the name of Erinys (Paus. viii. 25),

and on the banks of the Ladon arose the myth of the pursuit of Demeter
by Poseidon, when, to escape him, she assumed the form of a mare. But
the god was not to be so deceived, and transformed himself into a horse,

The offspring of this union was the wondrous horse Areion, in the

Arcadian dialect 'E/hW. (See Zeit. f. Xum., i. p. 125.)

Prancinghorse(Areioii)ahoveEPIftN

AtOfaoL
EPIHN Prancing horse (A reiuu) & *7

Circ. b. c. 400-370, and later.

Head of Demeter Erinys.

GEA Id.

See also Achaean League (p. 418).

After circ. B. C. 146.

Head of Helios radiate, right, I OEA in laurel-wreath . . . JE -7

Imperial—Severus to Gcta. hitter., O€An0YCmrJ. Types—Young
Pan resting on lagobolon and placing his hand on the top of a reeoT

This type has been explained by InihooT-Bluuier {Zeit. f. A'um., i. 134) . It

represents Pan in the act of seizing the nymph Syrinx, who in the same
instant was transformed into a reed, *0 Ilai> ovv ibiu>Ktv aiirifv bpofiov

ipwTtKuv, TiUf b' CA»j rts bt\€Tai baada iptvyovoav. "O bi Vlav Kara ffo&CM

tirrQopiav, wpeve rife \dptx ""' '"' oi/rrji: Kat 6
t
-ir n'eiu TtdrjpaKivat xai

tXtoOai twi' rpi\uv, KOMpw bi «.< /..-;;
•'X* 1' 4 X* lP* (Achilles Tatius, viii. 6.)

For other types Bee Imhoof und Gardner, Pauv., p. 102.
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CRETE
[Svorono*, Snmist&ntirjw «fa /<i Ciite nmitntw* 1890. Wroth

t
'Cretan Colttlt* In *ViitHt CTn/i#. f

1884, pp. 1-5S. Wroth, Brit. Mus. Cat., CMr, fte., I8H»]

The oldest coins of Crete, so far jus they have been identified, cannot be

assigned to an earlier period than circ, B.C. 500 (cf, however, A. Evans
on M inoan weights and currency in Corolla jVum, p. 336 f.), while the

most important period of coinage iH from ein\ B.C. 400 to 300. The
autonomous issues cease about B.C. 67 with the conquest of Crete by

Q. Caecilius Metellus, Imperial coins were struck at some of the principal

cities of the island, anil there was also an issue of money for the Province

of Crete generally.

The usual st&ndard is the Aeginctic, the chief denominations being the

stater or didrachm and drachm. After the age of Alexander the Attic

standard gradually replaces the Acginetic. It is probable that Alcxau-
drine coins circulated in Crete, though only a few of the mint-symbols

have been satisfactorily made out. About B.C. 200 many of the cities

(see under Cnouus) struck imitations of the Athenian tctradrachm with
their own names and symbols.

The Cretan cities furnish many remarkable examples of fine coin-

engraving, notably Onossus, Cydonia, Gortyna, Phacstus, ami Kybrita,

and two engravers, Neuantos and Pythodoroa, record their signatures un
the monev of Cydonia, Aptera, and Polyrhenium. K. S. Poole (*Y. C,
1864, p. 240; cf. Gardner, Ty/**% p. 161) has called attention to the

frequent portrayal of animal and vegetable subjects in Cretan coin-art

and its fondness for perspective and foreshortening. Everywhere,
however, side by side with these fine coins, there exist unskilful copies

and even the most barbarous reproductions—see, for example, the

various copies of the fine (iortynian didrachm representing Europa
in the tree (R M. C\, Crete, PI. IX. 5-10). Any large collection of Cretan
coins has therefore a somewhat bizarre appearance, and the crudities

of style and fabric are emphasized by the common practice of the Cretan
mint-masters of employing the coins of other places—Gyrene, Argos,
Euboea, &c—as flan* on which to restrike their own designs. Such
restriking, however, often offers to the numismatist a useful clue to the

chronological arrangement of the coins.

The types are of great interest, especially when they embody such

distinctively Cretan myths and persons as those of Minos, the Minotaur,

and the Labyrinth at Cnossus ; Europa at Gortyna ; Herakles, Yelchanos,

and Talos at Phaestus ; ami the local heroes of Aptera and Cydonia.
The principal gods represented are Zeus (cf. -V. C, 1893, p. 237) and
Artemis, the latter often in the locul forms of Diktynna and nritomartia.

Apollo, too, ia of frequent occurrence, sometimes apparently in the

character of a hunter's god, the patron of those who pursued the wild
goat of the island. Dcmcter, Hermes, Dionysus, &c, are also found.

CITIES OF CRETE
AUaria issued drachms (74 grs.) of third or second century B.C.

Obv* Head of Athena. Rev* AAAAPIfiTAN (sometimes retrograde),

Herakles standing resting on club.

.1 r Original from
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458 CRETE

Auopolia (Anopofis), also called Aradt-n (Staph. By/,.; Svoronos, p. o).

After drc. B.C. 230.

Young mule head (rude style).

Horn of goal ; in field, paliu-hianch.

V No type.

N and juilni-braiich .

N
. At -9, ftc.

n ; in field, palm-liranch {J/vnUr

Cat., II., p. 168) . . . . Al -55

Ci i.e. A

N

Ciiroktrtuv. No type. A'. -5

Apollonia, uear Cnoflausrf) (Svoronos, p. 7 ; Eplt, Arch., 1889, p. 195).

Third century B.C.

Head of AihjIIo. APOA Stern of vessel with nplustre

[R M A'. 5
Id.

|
A]P Apluitre and palm-branrli A'. -G

Aptera, on the- north coast, near Cydonia.

Circ. B.C. 400-300.

APTAPAIflN (or APTEPAiriN)
Head of the Artemis of Aptera with

ornamented Btephane ; on Rome speci-

mens, artist's name PYOOAflPOY.
Id.

Id.

PT0AI0IK0Z (sometimes PTOAIOI-
TOZ) Anned warrior standing with

r. hand raised to salute a sacred tree

AX Stater.

APTAPA Bow . . . . Ai 4 Dr.

id a: -o

The hero called UroAiWov is perhaps the oekist (iro'A<u>« oUurrtjs) Apteros

or Ptcras (I'aus. x. 5. 9 and 10 ; B. M. C, p. xxx). The artist, Pythodoros,

also signs coins of Folyrheniuin.

Circ. H. c. 250-67.

Head of Apollo.

Head of the Artemis of Aptera.

Id.

Head of Zen,

APTAPAIHN Warrior stauding fac

ing
[
Svor., p. 20, No. 39 J At Stater

APTAPAIftN Warrior advancing .

M £Dr
„ Apollo seated ; lyre be

hind . . M\ Dl
„ Hermes standing

,11 £ Di

The bronze coins have on obv. Head of Artemis ; ret'., Torch ; Three
torches crossed ; Torch and arrow-head ; Bee ; Lyre ; Dove ; Bearded
term; W (i.e. Aptera); Warrior standing facing (with obv. Head of

Apollo), &c.

Arcadia, an inland town between Cnossus and Gortvna.

Circ. B.O. 300.

Mead of Zeus Ammon. AI'K \AfiN Athena standing, armed .

A\ Drachm.
Id. /?- within wreath . . . . M -5-4
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Circ. B.C. 200.

Head of Zeus, APKAAON Athemi standing, armed;
laurel-wreath [Bodleian Lihr., Ap/i.

ArrL, 1889, PI. IL 9 J

Al Tetnulr. 231 #rs.

Arainoe, apparently near LyttiiH (see Svoronos, p. 29. on Steph. Byz.).

Third century B.C., or later.

Hemi of Athena.
|
APII Two dolphins . . . .K r»—

4

(On the attribution to the Cretan Arsinoe Bee Svoronos in Jmirn. int.,

1904, p. 397 f.) Cf. Methuia (p. 442).

, to the north of Mount Ida and south-east of Eleutherna.

Fourth century B.C.

Head of A|kj11o (usually of rude style).

Head of Apollo.

NO*J)IAK (i.e. AZION with di-

iMinniii) Tripod [Svor., p. 36 f.l, also

with 0AKM*0r4 [Ephem. Arch.,

1898, p. 265] and without inscr. . .

,B Stater, Drachm, \ Drachm.
Also& with CATION.

FAZtnN Tripod

M Didrachra, Drachm, Qfaol.

Circ. B,c. 800-67.

Head of Zeus.

Head of Artemis.

Head of Zeus.

Id.

Id.

Id,

CAZIflN Tripod . JO -75 and smaller.

CAZinrJ Fulmen . . . . M -4

F A Tripod ; aboTe, fulmen and KPA .

M I Drachm
CAr.OrJ Tri|K)d : above, fulmen . .

a: -5

A Z Tripod . . . . & -75

A Z. Fulmen . . X> *7."i and smaller.

Im/jerial—Tiberius to Caligula. Injur., B(vl) KOfpi^At'ov) A(uirou);

rev. KPHTE2 AZI ZYNKAHTO Head of the Senate, bearded and veiled.

fit 118 grs. (Paris); and KPHTEZ AZinN,—Eni AAX(nn) Heads of

Caligula and Germanicus. Al 33 gn*. (Kimch, Auctions-Cat., xiii. 2912).

Cf. Cydonia, p. 464.

Biannos or Biennoa (Via no), in the southern part of Crete between
Prianaus and Hierapytnn.

Third century b. c. (?).

Female head (Artemis?)

Id.

Bf AMI Riwe(B.M.]
. . . ^.-55

Bl in dotted circle
|
Svor., p. 43] SB -45

- *i >ogle
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Ceraea, near Polyrhcniuin (Svor., p. 45; cf. N. C, 1902, p. 339).

Third and Second century B.C.

Head of Artemis with quiver.

Head of Artemis.

Head of Apollo.

KEPAITAN Arrow-heiul and spear-

head within wreath . AX Drachm.
K Arrow-head and spear-head ( ft. II.

|

.

K€ Similar ....... JE 7

Chersouenua or Ciierrouesus (Gkerooneto), on the north coast near
Lyttus, had a temple of Britoraartia (Strabo x. p. 479).

Circ. B.C. 370-800,

Head of ftritomartia, laur.

Head of ftritomartin.

Head of Athena.

Id.

Id.

XEP

XEPSONASION Apollo, naked, seated

on omphalos holding lyre; in field,

tbvmiaterion . . . . M Stater

XEPCONASION (or XEPtO) Hera-
kles striking witti uplifted club . .

Ai Stater usually of rude style

(copied from stater of Stymphalus,

p. 454 supra).

Circ. b.c. 300-220.

XEP20 . . . Eagle [Ephtm. Arch^ 1889,

p. 199] M\ Drachm.
XEPXONAZIflN Kagle . . M -45

XEP (or XE) Prow . . . M -7-45

A'. -65Kagle

Other AZ types, Head of Zeus; Arrow-head (inxcr., XE).

Cnoiiut, in the northern part of the island near Ly ttus. Ita types

chiefly relate to Minos and the Minotaur, and to Zeus and Hera, whose
marriage was commemorated at Cnossus by a festival of the Upds yd^m.

Circ, B.C. 500-400.

Minotaur running, holding stone in each

hand.

[Babelon, Traitr, pt. 2, I. No. 1968.]

Id. with inscr. M0HH.
Minotaur running.

Minotaur running, inscription KNO-
M*0(N).

Minotaur running, holding stone*.

Id.

Id.

Labyrinth of cruciform maeander pat-

tern ; in centre, **tar ; at each corner,

deep square depression . - 1 !
Stater.

Similar [X ft, 1896, p. 90] M Stater.

Star in inc. sq,, within ornamental frame

[Babelon, Traite, No. 19721 . . .

M Triobul.

Square labyrinth of maeander pattern

(Ejthem. Arch., 1889, p. 199, No. 13)

AX Stater.

Heard lees head (Theseus ?) within square.

frame of mat-auder pattern (the

labyrinth) A\ Stat*r.

Square labyrinth of inacauder pattern .

M Stater.

Star within ornamental frame . . -

A{ Dr., \ Dr., Olwl.
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Cire, B.C. 400-350.

Female head (Ariadne 1) in maeander
frame.

KMn«ION Head of Demeter or Perse-

phone in maeander frame.

Head of Demeter or Persephone-

Id.

Id.

K NO II ON Zeus seated, holding phhile

and sceptre [Svor., PI. IV. 33] . .

Ai Stater.

MINHE Minos seated on throne, hold*

ing sceptre [Merlin. KvorM PI, IV.

34) At Stater.

KHnilON Zeus seated, holding phiale

and sceptre ;
whole in maeander pat-

tern M Stater.

Labyrinth of maeander pattern formed

like the swastika; in centre, star.

(Also with labyrinth of square form,

sometimes inscribed BPION) ,

A : Stater.

KMHtlON (or KNO«ION) Bull's

Lead in maeander frame Ai Stater.

Small bronze usually with a head (Demeter, Zcub, &c) on each side.

Some of the .1
:
have a curious countermark (pomegranate (?) within

circle of dots), found also on the coins of several other Cretan cities

(cf. Svoronos in Bull, carr* hell.
t
xii, p. 410, explaining it as a lebes

; see

also Th. Reinaoh, L'kitL par les monn,
% p. 27 note).

Cite. B.C. 350-200.

Flo, 243.

Head of Hera, wearing htephanos with

floral ornaments (Fig. 243).

Head of Apollo.

Id.

Star.

Head of Athena.

Enropa, with inflated veil, riding on

hull; beneath, dolphins; border of rays

(type of Gortyna).

KNfltlflN Square labyrinth, usually

Willi A on I. and P on r. ; also with

symbols, spear-head and fulmen .

Ai Stater, Drachm, Tetrobol.

KNftCION Malefi^re(Miuos?),seate<i

on square labyrinth holding Nike and
sceptre Ai Drachm.

KNACiaN Square labyrinth . . .

Ai \ Drachm ; same types jK.

Square labyrinth /K *4

Id AX | Drachm.
KMO£inN Square labyrinth; symbol,

star AI -76-6

Coins of the last described type were probably first struck in B.C. 220,

D
i
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when Cnostms united with Goi1 \ na in an attack upon Lyttua and other

cities of Crete (.V. C, 1884, p. 20 ; Polyb. iv. 53-55, cf. vii. 12. 9).

Gin: b.c. 200-67.

..•s**IW&~

Fin, '244.

Head of All it'llu (us on coins of Athens)

(Fig. 244).

KNHCinN Owl on amphora; stfmhot t

square labyrinth ; all in olive-wreath.

-it Attic tetmlracltm.

Similar imitations of Athenian tetradrachms appeared circ. B.C. 200 at

various Cretan cities, Cydonia, Gortyna, H ierapytna. Lappa, Polyrhenium,

and Priansus. These types may have been adopted for commercial rather

than political reasons (of. X. C.
% 1884, p. 26 f.).

Fiu. '.'45.

Head of Apollo laur. flOAXOt (magis-
trate's name X) (Fig. 245).

Head of Apollo.

Head of Zeus Amnion
.
bearded.

Head of Zeus Amnion, beardless.

KNnSinN Circular labyrinth. . .

/U Attic Tetradrac)ini.
KrJO Square labyrinth [Hunttr Cat.,

II. p. 176] M -Bit

KNn«mN .Square labyrinth . . .

.1; Drachm.
KNfJl Fulmen between two stars . .

£-8

FiO. 240.

c IooqIc Original from
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Head of Zeus (or Minos); some speci-

mens rest ruck on JR of Antiochus IX.

CyzicenuB, b. c. 116-95 (Fig. 246).

Head of Zeus.

Id. (.sometimes with KNniinN).

Head of Artemis.

Id.

Id.

KNfiSinN Square labyrinth . . .

(Fig. 2 16) Ai Attic Tetrndracbm.

KNntmN Square labyrinth . . .

& .9-55

Kagle and nuine of magii-trate. A P I
£.-

TinN, 6APSYAIKA*. KYAA*.
Ac M2-10

(Quiver with strap; magistrate's name,

eAP*YAlKA€, TAYPIAAA.&c. .

A -85

KHntlflN Quiver with strap (also

Quiver and bow) , . . . M *8

KNfiSinN Caduceus . . . .-K -6

Cnosoua a Roman Colony {after li.o. 36).

.E with heads of M. Antonius and Octavius and names of Duumviri.
.4C with head of Augustus rev. Labyrinth. Inner, on all these, C • I • hi • C

(orC-N -C)-EX-D-D- = Colonialulia NobilisCuossusexdecreto Decurio-
i in in. Also iitacr., C • N - I • CMOS • rev. Roma holding Victory. There
are also small M with inner. C • C • ; types Plough, Labyrinth. For other

M coins, Tiberius to Nero, sometimes ascribed to Cnossus, see Svor.,

p. 92 f. The M coin (wt. 103-3 grs.) in Brit. Mus. (X. C, 1894, p. 4) with

ubv. Head of Mcssalina, rev. Octavius, Britannicus, and Antonia may be

assigned here rather than to Corinth.

Cydonia (Kluiiiiti), one of tho most important cities of Crete, was
situated on the northern coast near the western end of the island. Its

supposed founder was Kydon, tin: -on of Apollo and Akakullis, daughter
of Minos (Paua. viii. 53).

Cire. *.»•, 400-300.

Female head (nymph or maenad J),

wreathed with vine-leaves and grapes ;

some with artist's signature NEY-
ANTO* EPOEI.

KYArtN Naked archer (Kydon i)

stringing his bow ; before him, some-

times, a dog .... .It Stater.

Km. 241

Fi-male head (nymph or maenad i),

wreathed with ivy (Fig. 247).

Head of Athena.
Female head in ivy-wreath.

Youthful head.

KYAftN
don T)

KYAHN
K Three

place of K) .

Three crecceiits

Hound suckling infant (Ky-

. . .It Stater and Drachm.
Similar . . -U Drachm.
crescents (or burranium in

. M Trihemiobol.

.it Oltol; Hemiobol.

D »og!c
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Head of Dcnieter.

Young horned bead.

Young male head (Kydon I).

Young male head.

Female head.

At OboLKYAH Amphora •

KY Houucl seated

It Trihemiol>ol ; also similar --K.

KVAO Hound seated B . & -55-45
KY An Bunch of grapes • ^E -8*55
KYAn Bunch of grapes . M -6—15

Miletos, the brother of Kydon* VH said to have been suckled in Crete
by a wolf; a somewhat similar story may have been told of Kydon
himself.

Chr. B.C. 200^67.

About B.C. 200 Cydonia, after a long interval, struck tetradrachms
of the Athenian type (see Cnoss-as). Itu/cr^ KYAflNlATAN ; symbol^
Hound suckling Kydon or Zeus hurling fulmen ; on the vhverae

f
magis-

trate's name AIGHN.

Head of Artemis (I tiktyuiia), with low
and quiver

;

riAiinN.
magistrate's uaint1

KYAHNIATAN Artemis (Diktyana)
staudiug in hunting-dress, holding

lung torch ; dog beside her ; whole in

olive-wreath /U Attic Tetrad ruchm.

Diktynna, elsewhere in Crete called Britomartis and more or less

assimilated to Artemis, had a temple on Mount Tityrus near Cydonia
(Strab. x. 4, p. 479).

Head of Apollo.

Id.

nAIinN Head of Apollo.

Owl {inter. Ar, An. AP, &i

Head of young Dionysos.

L).

KYAflNIATAN Hound suckling Ky-
don 1 : Drachm*

KYAUNIATAN NikesUnding -fi-85

KYAO Star and crescent . M -85

Id jfi.6-5

Credent » « • . M -7—55
ft

n

Imperial—M Augustus to Trajan (or later?)- /nun, KYAfthil ATAN.
T<jpe$—Hound suckling Kydon ; Temple, &c. Also A& of Tiberius (about

119 grs.) with rev. SYNKAHTn KPHTEE KYAnNEATON ETTI KOP
AYFTn (the Proconsul Cornelius Lupus) and Em AAXHTI (Laches);

'#/*"> Veiled and bearded bust of the Senate; also with rev. KAIEAPI
lEBAETfl E KOP AY, Radiate head of Augustus (see also SvorM
p. 116 f. and p. 3.'25). The use of the dative after i-i is noticeable ; it

occurs elsewhere in Crete in this period, and it is probable that all these

coins were executed at the same mint.

Eleutherna (near modern Prinian), one of the most important towns
in the interior of the island, waw situated between Rhithymna, Sybrita,

and Axus* Apollo is the principal god represented on its coins, generally

in the character of a hunter (A
r

. V.
t 1884, p. 28 £),

A|>ollo advancing, holding

Ik>w; on r« and L a tree.

Oire. B.a 450 300,

stone and

Head of Ajrollo laur.. bumctime* within

EAEV©EP (retrograde) Artemis hun-

tress shooting with bow; in front,

dog; rude* stvle . (Paris) A{ Stater.

EAEYOENNAiON {tie), EAEYOEP-

D v ioogle Original from
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ELEUTHEIiNA -GORTYXA 465

laurel-wreath (obv. and rev. often

harbarou*).

Head of Zeus,

Male head (Apollo*).

3A (J rapes.

Head of Apollo.

Head of Apollo; border of dots; aleo

with l>order of rays.

NAION. EAEY, &a Apollo, naked,
standing holding stone and bow *

A Stater, Dr., \ Dr., Obol,

Same types in jfi.

EAEY0EPNAION Apollo, naked,
standing holding stone and bow [Eph.
ArcK t 1 889, p. 202) M Stater, Dr.

^E (No type) . . . ill Triliemiobol.

Apollo (an before) M -65

EAEYOEP Bow M •:>

Third century B.C.

EAEYOEPNAinN Apollo with bow,

quiver, and Atone, seated on omphalos,

beside which, lyre . . M -75-7

I material.

Tiberius. IlUOt^ EAEY, Ai (wt. 34 grs.), Tei\ Head of Augustun
radiate. Struck under the Proconsul Cornelias Lupus (KOP • AY).

Elyrufl {ffltodkov&ni)) the most important town of south-western Crete*

Circ< B.C. 400-300.

EAYPION Head of Cretan goat; be-

neath, arrow-head.

EAYPION Cretan goat standing with
forefoot placed on tree.

Head of Apollo.

HA (for EA ?) Forepart of Cretan goat

recumbent, looking back; arrow-head
near neck. (Also with Head ofgoat.)

Bee (sometimes with inscr. Ml) . • .

Ai Drachm.
Ml Bee Ai Drachm.

[E]AYPI Cretan goat raising right fore-

foot [Myrea in ilT, ft, 1891, p. 92;
Svor. t p. 310, No. 2] . . . .E 7

HA Bee [X G. f 1894, p. 95; Svor.

p. 14G. Specimens have been found

at Xhodhatdm] * . . . M <55

The goat is probably connected with the hunter Apollo of Crete (*V. C'»

1884, p. 31). The people of Elyrus dedicated at Delphi (Paus. x. 16)

the representation of a bronze goat suckling the infanta Phylakis and
Phylandros, who were children of Apollo by Akakallis. The bee may
refer to a legend connected with the infancy of Zeus (*V. ft, 1884-, p. 33).

Gortyna (now village of "Ayioi Afra), in the southern pail of central

Crete, rivalled Cnossus in wealth and importance.

Circ. B.c\ 480-430.

Enropa riding on ball.

IE1I> ii h

A~VA30TM<MVTS0A (Mprwoffft
iraxfia) on the four sides of a tsipiarv,

within which, lion's scalp facing ; in-

cuse square. (Others of similar types

without inscr. Also a somewhat later

didrachm with rev. inscr. TOPTV-
NION) M Stater.

D »og!c
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Bull recumbent. Same inner, as No. 1. Lion's scalp;

incuse square [Weber Coll., -V. C-,

1892, p. 198; vsr. in Brit Mus.

Also Dr., \ Dr., and Obol, without

inscr.] -li Drachm.

Cf. 4>ai<rWuir to -na^ia, see PhaertTU, infra. Lenormant supposes *aipa

to be derived from valttv, to strike,' an k^i|m from Kovrcii' ; cf. ZEYOA
KOMMA, 'the coin struck by Seuthes,* supra, p. 282.

Girc. B.C. 430 (or later) to circ. B.O. 300.

Fw. 24&

Europe seated in tree (Fig. 248). AOPTVNSON, V\OIV\VTSOA,&c./or
without inscr.) Bull, usually standing

M Stater.

Many specimens are of barbarous execution, especially on the obverse

;

the prototype is, however, of beautiful work. Some are restruck on coinB

of Cnossus and Cyrene (obv. Zeus Ammon, rev. Silphium). The tree,

though somewhat diversely represented, is probably intended for the

Gortynian platanus mentioned by Theophrastus (Hist. Plant, i. 9. 5)

and Pliny (xii. 1. 5)
:

' Est Gortynae in insula Crete iuxta fontem platanus

una insignis utriusque linguae monimentis, numquam folia dimittens,

statimque ei Graeciae fabuiosites superfuit Iovem sub ea cum Europa
concubuisse.' On the earlier staters Europa' is seated in pensive atti-

tude, and an eagle (Zeus) sometimes perches on a branch near her.

Some specimens are inscribed 201VM2T = TCwpoi (?), an inscription

hard to explain ; according to the Scholiast on Theocritus (Xum. Chron.,

1891, p. 417),Tirrpos was the name of a Creten town. On the somewhat
later series the seated Europa much resembles a figure of Hera, wearing

a polos and holding a sceptre surmounted by a bird ; on her knees is the

eagle with expanded wings, and a bull's head is sometimes seen in front

of the trunk. It would seem that the Gortynian version of the myth was
that Zeus, after carrying off Europa in the form of a bull, approached her

again in the form of an eagle.

Female head (Europa?), wearing sphon-

done ; sometimes inscribed AOPTV.
Head of IVrsephone or Demeter.

Forepart (ur head and neck) of boll . ,

M Dr., | Dr.

Hull's head . ... £1 Dr.

1 Svoronos \Jiev. Ulge, 1894, p. 11:); cf. .V. C, 1894, p. 182) consider* (hat the figure tl

BritomartU -<-nUsl in in <>«k.
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Earopa seated in tree, holding out veil

;

on tree, eagle.

TOP Id.; border of rays.

Third century b.c.

TOPTY Bull standing ,il 96 grs.

TOPTYrJinN Europa seated on bull

;

wreath M -8—65

A Gortynian decree of the tliird or second century B.c. enjoins, under

a penalty, the use of ' the bronze money (rofuo-part ry m-i'\<'
;

'

i which the

city has put in circulation', and also fixes a fine to be paid by any one
who ' accepts in payment silver obols ' (rdo b' 6bi\6vt w MttrBat rbvs

apyvplo$) ; see the inscription in Journ. Int., 1898, p. 165 (Halbherr) ; ib. t

p. 173 (Svoronos) ; and Th. Reinach in Rev. Num., 1904, p. 12, and
cf. p. 465.

Circ. B.C. 200-67.

Tetradrachms of Athenian types (as at Cnossus, Ac.). Inecr., TOPTY-
N mN. Symbol, Bull rushing, and magistrate's name (N. C, 1899, p. 93).

Fig. 240.

Head of Zeus (Fig. 249).

Id.

Id.

Id. [Svoronoa, P- I72
>
H* H3.]

Id.

Head of Helios.

TOPTYNlflN Athena armed standing

holding Nike; before her, serpent;

olive-wreath. Magistrate, 01 BOS -

M Attic Tetradrachm.

rOPTYNlflN Naked male figure, with

bow and quiver, seated on rock . .

JR Attic Drachm
TOPTYNinN Naked male figure (the

founder Gortys ?) advancing with

spear and shield ; Iwrder of rays . .

^41 Dr. (Similar rev. on M.)
TOPTYtf IflN Bull . . S 133 gre.

TOPTYr4inN Europa on bull M Dr.
FO Eagle holding serpent; border of

rays M £ Dr.

Bronze. Types—Heads of Zeus, Hermes, Artemis, Apollo ; Athena
holding serpent; Bull ; Europa on bull (Jf. C, 1884, p. 38).

Circ. b.c 66.

POM AX Head of Roma in winged
helmet, adorned with elephant's head

;

in front, mon. KA. [Svor., p. 181.]

TOPTYN Ephcsian Artemis (as on N
staters of Ephesus) ; in field, bee and

elephant's head : laurel-wreath [Ber-

lin, Paris] . M Attic Tetradrachm.

H h 2
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The elephant's head is the family emblem of the Caocilii Metelli, and
this tetradrachm was doubtless struck at Gortyna after the conquest of

Crete by Q. Caecilius Metellus, B.C. 67, and while he was organizing the

government of the island, which was constituted a Roman Province in

B.o. 66. (For a cistophorun, probably struck at Gortyna, see infra,

Province of Crete.)

Ini/>erial—fnscr., TOPTY, &c. Tiberius, A\ rev. Radiate head of

Augustus; name of Proconsul Cornelius Lupus (KOP AY • ). Caligula

ana German icus. M rev. Head of Germanicus ; inner., ET7I AYTOY-
PElNn. The name of Augurinus occurs also at Hierapytna and
Polyrhenium. For ini with the dative see Cydonia. Trajan. AZ rev.

TOPTYC Warrior (Gortys ?), with spear and circular shield. Sue also

Province of Crate, infra.

Hierapytna {Giempetra), on the southern coast, west of Cape
Erythrauum.

Give, B.C. 400-350.

IP AP V between the liml* of a tris-

kelcs ; wreath.

Forepart of boar ; wreath [Berlin ; Svor.,

p. 188, No. 1 ; Z.f. Bn xxi. 215] .

A\ Stater.

c;»v. n.c. 300.

Fw. 260.

Head of Zeus; one specimen of this IEPA Palm-tree with eagle at its foot

type is from the same die as a stater

of Kleuthenia.

Head of Zeus.

(Fig. 250) A\ Stater.

Id. (Svor., p. 188, No. 3 J

Ai about 12 gr*..

Circ. B.C. 200.

Tetradrachms of Athenian types (as at Cnossus, Sec.). Tnacr., lEPAflY.
Symbol, Eagle, or without symbol. Magistrates, ZHrJ0<J>l ; KYPANNlZ.

Circ. B.C. 200-67.

Female head, turreted. lEPAnYTNinN Palm-tree and eagle;

magistrate's name; whole in wreath
A\ Spread Tetradr. 230 gn.

bl- Id Ai Didr. 116 grs.

l«l- Id Al Dr. 57 gre.

Among the names on these coins are :— APIZTATOPAZ, APTANn
(E'ph. Arch., ISM, p. 203), AZBANTOZ, IMEPAIOZ, KAOYMEN I AAZ,
KYAANTOZ, MENEZOENHZ, NEflN, ZAMAfOPAZ, <DAY0Z.

Diaitize -lc
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Female head, turreted.

Head of Zeus.

Yuung male head.

Head of Zeus.

I EPAflY (on the mon. see Svor., p. 301 f.)

Palm-tree and eagle [Imhoof, Mon.
</r.. p. 220, No. 51) . . . M -75

iEPAFlY Palm-tree; in field, nplustre

MA
Id. mag., ZnTE M -45

I AP Palm-tree f.V. C, 1897, p. 32] .

JC5
I EPA and mag. Palm-tree [Svor., p.

1 92, No. 33] B -5

Mon.of Hierapytna. Prow I Svor., p. 193,

No. 41] ¥. 4

Star.

Young head.

Imperial. M Divus Augustus. OEOZ ZEBA2T0Z KPHTnN
Eni KOPNHA AY rev. TAM ( = Zav) KPHTArENHZ IEPA Head of
Zeus Kretegenes. Wt. about 138 grs. Tiborius. M with E KOP- AY and
Em AAXH rev. Head of Augustus radiate. Wt. about 41 grs. Caligula.

& Inter., lEPAnYTNinN ETTI AYrOYPElNOY or <DAAOYIOY, rev.

Eagle ; in field, palin-trec.

Hyrtacina has the same types as Elyrus, to the west of which it was
situated.

Circ. B.C. 400-300.

SY, YSTA, YPTAKINION Head of Bee & Drachm.
Cretan goat; behind, arrow-head.

Goat's head. YP Hee, and monogram [iV. ('., 1894,

p. 96] ..... . ^-55 -45

Also small thin JR pieces (some specimens in gold, .V.
'

'., 1892, p. 199)

recording an alliance between Hyrtacina and LLsus. Usual type

:

Dove (or eagle?) on obv. and rev. Inner., A-Y ; YP-AI ; YP-AI ZinN,
or without inscr. Also types: dolphin, star.

Similar uninscribed thin N pieces with eagle-type, &c. (wt 104-12$

fjrs.),
procured at Polyrhenium, probably belong to Hyrtacina or Lisus

Brit. Mus. = Montagu Sale Cat., March, 1896, lot 448).

IUnm, an important town on the eastern coast.

Fifth and fourth century B.C.

Ornamented star in incuse square.

(Later specimens with wreath encir-

cling the star) .... -it Stater.

Star It Obol.

Sea-god (Glaukosor Triton ?), half-man,

half-fish, striking downwards with

trident.

Id.

Fib. 251.
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Id. (Fig. 251).

Head of Athena in Athenian helmet.

ITA or ITANION Two sea-monsters

lace to face ; incuse circle ....
M Stater, Drachm, £ Dr.

ITANION Two sea-monsters face to

face ; inc. sq. [some with the name
EY«J>AM0 instead of ITANION:
Svor. in Jtmrn. int., 1898, p. 157] .

M Stater.

ITANinN or ITANION Eagle looking

back ; in field of some, small figure

of sea-god . M Stater, Dr., £ Dr.

Star; incuse circle [see also Svor., p. 206,

Nob. 42-44] . . M Obol, $ Obol.

The eagle doubtless refers to the Zeus Aucraios worshipped at Itamis
(Michel, Reeueil, No. 1317; inner, of Itanus).

Lappa (Polls or Argyropolis), an inland town of western Crete.

Oirc. B. o. 400-300.

Id.

Id.

Female head, r.

EC, 1894, p. 10, No. 10.]

d.

Head "of bull.

Bull's head facing ; one horn turned

downwards .H Drachm.
Similar bull's head . . B 11-13 grs.

A M 1 1 grs.

& with buU's head and rev. A or AV ; Svor., pp. 211, 212.

Oirc. B.C. 200 or earlier to b. c. 67.

Head of Poseidon.

Head of Artemis.

Id.

AAPPAIttN Trident and two dolphins

[Svor., p. 212, Nos. II, 12] . M 1-0

AA Tripod M *5

Bull's head with one horn turned down-
wards ».....,. JE -5

Tetradrachm of Athenian types. Inscr., AAfinAlflN. Symbol,
bull's head with one horn turned down (Eph. Arch., 1899. p. 201.

No. 39).

Head of Apollo.

Id.

Id.

AAnflAI Apollo standing holding lyre

and plectrum. Mag. EYAfiKOZ
M 53-45 grs. (reduced Attic

drachm).

AAnriAinN Lyre .... ^ -85

AA Lyre M -55

Imperial* Inscr., AATTTTAIflN, Augustus M, rev. Apollo standing

with lyre. Tiberius JR, rev. Head of Augustus (A ATT). Domitian M,
rev. Apollo standing ; Athena ; Three ears of corn. Domitia M, rev.

Artemis with bow. Hadrian M, rev. Athena (Svor., p. 216, No. 35).

Latui wpos Kafidpa (Svor., p. 217).

Circ. B.C. 200-67.

Head of Artemis (or Eileithyia).

Id. [Svor., p. 220, No. 3.]

AATIflN Hermes walking . M -55

AA Bust of Hermes . . . . JS -4

[izedbyGCN
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There was a temple of Eileithyia at Latus (Michel, R*c.
t
No. 28,

No. 60), .mi i Hermes was one of the gods honoured by the citizens

(C. /. (?., No. 2554).

ImiterUd. Caligula^E, rev. TEPMArJlKOrJ KAIZAPAEni AYI"0Y-
PElNn AATI Head of Germanicus {N. C, 1891, p. 12H). ForM with
dative see Cydonia. For bronze coins with large E, &c, on rev., see

Svor., p. 220 (Latos-Etera).

Lisaa, in the south-west of the island (Svor., p. 222 f), near Hyrtacina
and EJyrus.

Head of Artemis.
IA Dove (or eagle ?).

Id.

A I Goat's head.

Caps of Dioskuri.

Fourth century b. c.

AlZinN Dolphin M -7

AAE2AHAP0Y Dove (or eagle ?) . .

Plain reverse [iV*. C, 1891, p. 129] . .

Ai9-5
A I Bee M -45

AIZI Bow and quivei

Also alliance coins with Hyrtacina (7. v.).

&-7

Lyttus (Xyd<i), an important city in the eastern part of central Crete.

Circ. B.C. 450-300.

Eagle flying.

Kagle standing.

Eagle flying.

A Eagle flying.

TVKTSON Head and forefoot of boar
|

inc. square [Brit. Mas. (Bunbury
Coll.); cf. Kph. Arch., 1889, p. 205,

Not, 41, 42 f .... jRSUter.
TVKTSOU Boards head; inc. tq. . .

iRDr.
AVTTSOM; AVT; AVTTS0S;AYT-
TION Boar's head ; inc. sq. . . .

Al Stater, Dr., £ Dr.

Head and forefoot of lioar
; inc. hj .

[Hunter Cat., ii. p. 191, No. 7] . .

A Dr.

Tho eagle doubtless refers to Zeus; for it was in a cave of Mount
Aegaeum, near Lyttus, that Rhea gave birth to the god (Hcs. Tfteon.,477 •

A'. C, 1884. p. 42).

Circ. B.C. 300-220.

Boar's head.

Head of Athena.

Head of Zeu*.

AYTTinN Eagle standing . . . .

M Attic Drachm.
AYT Pmw ufi-5

AYTTinN Eagle standing; symbol,

boar's head & -7

Other bronze coins with Boar's head and Eagle types : iiutcr., AYT-
TinN.&c.

Imjwriat. The autonomous coinago appears to end in B.C. 220, when
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47* CRETE

Lyttus was destroyed by the Cnossians. But the city was afterwards
rebuilt, and seems to have been of some importance in Roman times.

There are M coins of Caligula (rev. Head of Germanicus), inter,, AYT :

Svor.. p. 239.

Mallatti), a town near LyttuB {Svor., p. 240). Its chief divinity

was Zeus MoriuYios or Monjtrios.

Third or Second century B.C.

Head of Zeus. MAA Eagle standing . . . M -65

M. |
Fulmen M -5

Moda (i modern Mufti), near Polyrhenium), known only from coins.

Fourth century B. a
Head of Zeus. [Svor., p. 244.] I MHAAinN Bull's head facing . .

Al Stater.

Myrina, mentioned in Plin. .V. H. iv. 12. 59 (Svor., p. 245 f.).

Fourth century B.C.

Bull's head and neck.

Female head ; hair rolled.

Bull's head and neck.

MV Bull's head and neck; circular

incuse -HDr.
Id. [jr. C, 1895, p. 96, No. 1 1 1 . . .

M in circular incuse . . -it 16 giv.

Ola* [mod. 'Erdru and Kdru 'EXovvra), on the north-east coast. Its

temple of Britomartis contained a statue of the goddess by Daedalus
(Paus. ix. 40. 3). It had also a temple of Zeus Tallaeos {B. G. //.. iii.

p. 293).

Circ. B.C. 330-200.

Head of Artemis Britomartis wearing , OAONTIflN Zeus seated holding eagl«;

laurel-wreath
;
quiver at neck.

Similar.

M 166 grs.

£ >u laurel-wreath . . . ! I .'i l gi*s.

Similar. OAO[NT]ION Tripod . .it 20 grs.

Similar. Star M 11 grs.

Similar. £ It 9 grs.

Heail of Artemis Britomartis. OAONTI Zeus seated holding eagle .

Also small -K with head of Britomartis, and rev. A, OAONTI (in mon.),

&c. ; tyndtol, dolphin.

Phaeatua, west of Gortyna, one of the most ancient and important
towns of Crete. Many of its types relate to Herakles, father (or grand-
father) of Phacstus, the eponymous hero.

Circ. a C. 480.

Europa riding on hull (cf. the earliest I A^ADOTHO^TM^AD («aurru# to
coin of Gortyna with similar types vai/ta) Lion's scalp within square;

and corresponding inscr.). whole in incuse square

M Stater.
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MALLA—PHAESTU8 473

Oirc. na 430-300,

[V\0 J2TM2A3 Europa seated ou rock

welcoming with raised hand the bull

advancing towards her.

Female head (Euiupa).

Herakles with bow and club standing;

lion-skin hanging behind, in field.

Id.

Herakles standing; on l.
f
serpent; ou

r. f
tree.

<DAICTI0£ Herakles with clubattack-

ing serpent.

Hermes seated holding cuduceus

.

Ai Stater.

Forepart of bull kneeling [//toiler I 'ut.,

ii. p. 192, No. 1, PI. XLII. 12
j

Ai Stater.

Bull's head Al Stater.

HOUTMIAD Hull feeding ; legs tied.

Al Stater.

Hull tethered ; laurel-wreath Ai Stater.

Hull ; wreath [Z.f. X., xvii. p. 7] . .

AL Stater.

Fio. 2M.

Ii en ikies with club attacking hydra; at I OAICTION Hull . . .

his foot, crab (Fig. 252).

When Herakles with the help of lolaoa destroyed the

hydra, a gigantic crab came to the assistance of tho hydra and
Herakles in the foot (Apollod. ii. 5. 2). The bull on the coins is

the famous Cretan bull bound by Herakles.

AX Stater.

Lernaean
wounded
probably

S>o>AI£TION Herakles seated, rcstin

Ikiw and <|uiTer tie<l to tree (or to a
column) ; large vase bef i<le him.

11 ! of Herakles.

[Svor., p. 25G, No.
8.J

Bull walking Ai Stater.

<t»AI*TTI0 («c) Two bulls standing r.

.it Stater.

Fw. 2M.

CEAXANO* (retrograde) Youthful
male figuie seated in tree ; in r. hand
holds a cock (Fig. 253). Zcub Vel-

dianos('l), but cf. Kossbach {Jihefn.

.!/«*., D* s., vol. 44, p. 437 f.) on Hesy-

chius s.v. r<A^uf«.

<t>AI£TI0N (<t>AI*. 0AI1TI) Hull

lushing (sometimes walking) . . .

Al Stater.

D < >ogIe
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474 CRETE

T AAH N Naked male figure winged
(Talos) hurling stone (Fig. 254).

Similar, with dog between legs of Talos.

Young male head (Herakleti or Fhae-

stos). Also with Female head.

[Svor., p. 255, Nos. 4, 5.]

4>AIE or 4>A Young male head (Hera-
kles or Phae&tos).

Flo. 254.
*

fAISTIHN Hull rushing M SUter.

Forepart of bull . . . . M Stater.

Talos hurling Btoue ; dog between legs

\Z. f. A'., xrii. p. 7, No. 2] M Stater.

Bull's head [Cf. N.C, 1892, p. 200,

No. 29] M Dr., £ Dr.

Circ. B.C. 300-250.

Talos running, hurling stone. OAlCTIflN Hound on the scent M -7

Talos (or Talon), the wondrous man of brass made by Hephaestos, was
the guardian of Crete, who daily perambulated the island and hurled
stones at strange vessels that approached it. The dog is doubtless the

golden dog made by Hephaestos, and set as a protector to the infant

Zeus in Crete, and afterwards to the temple of Zeus (AT. C, 18$4, p. 50 f.).

PhaJaaarna, at the north-west extremity of the island, possessed a
temple of Artemis Diktynna and a fortified harbour (Svor., p. 268).

Circ. B.c. 400-300.

Head of Diktynna, hei hair bound with 4>A Trident it Stater.

crossing cord.

I<l.
;
hair rolled.

Id.

<t>AA (mon.). (No type.]

<$• (No type).

„ Id. ... A Drachms J Dr.

(Sometimes restruck on coins of

Argos.)

„ Id. [Svor., p. 270, No. 9] M -5

„ Id. [Svor., p. 271, No. 11] B -8

Dolphin M 45

Polyrhenium (Pataeokantro Kusdmou). Its territory occupied most
of the western end of the island. It had a temple of Artemis Diktynna
(Strnbox.479).

Ore, B.c. 400-330.

Head of Dikt>nnn, hair rolled (some-

times with hair in coif). Signature

of the engraver PYO0 AHP0Y ; see

also Aptera, supra.

Bull's head facing, with pendent fillets.

(Sometimes restruck ou coins of

Argos; A*. C, 1900, p. 18) ...
M j Drachm.

For small M coins sometimes attributed to this city see under

Hyrtacina, ttU/tnt.
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PHALASARNA—PHAESUS 475

Girc. B.C. 330-280.

Head of Zeus.

POAYPHNIOrJ (and POAYPHNlflN,
Murder Cat., II. p. 196, No. 5) Bull's

head facing, with pendent fillets.

Head of Athena.

Bull's head facing.

Round shield, ou which bull's head.

P Bow. [Svor., p. 281, No. 36.]

Boeotian shield (probably recording an
alliance with Thebes).

POAYPHNION Bull's head facing, with

pendent fillets ; beneath, arrow-head.

Mag., XAPISOENHZ . M Stater.

POAYPHMI Spear-head . M Dr.

POAYPHNI Bull's head fa

pendent fillets .

POAY, &c. Spear-head

POAY, &c. Id
POAYPH Arrow-head . .

POAYPH Goat's head and
[N. C, 1894, p. 94]

cmg, with

M -65

^•65
M -7-45
. i : -6

arrow-head

-K -6

Circ B.C. 200-67.

Male head, with whisker; wears taenia;

bow and quiver at neck (Philip V of

Macedon us Apollo?).

[iV. C, 1884, p. 54.]

Bust of Diktynna facing, with bow and
quiver.

(Dik-POAYPHNinN Female figure

tynna ?) seated holding Nike . . .

& Attic Tetradrachm.

POAYPHNlflN
with bow - -

Apollo (1) advancing

. . M 4 Attic Dr.

Tctradrachm8 of Athenian types (as at Cnossus, &c.). Inter., I10AY-
PHNlflN. Symbol—Artemis shooting with bow. Also JS with types

referring to Apollo and to Hermes (Svor., p. 282 and p. 283), and M
with obv. Head of Athena, rev. flOAY Owl. (Svor., p. 283, No. 50.)

Imperial. Augustus. 0EOI rEBASTOE Eni KOPNHAIOY AYTTOY
Radiate head of Augustus, rev. TAN (cf. Hierapytna) KPHTArENHZ
ITOAYP Head of Zeus Kretagenes laur. ; beneath, fulinen. M Wt. 147

grains (Paris, Svor., p. 284, No. 52). Caligula. M with rev. Head of

Germauicus. Eni AYrOYPElNO nOA. For iitl with dative see

Cydonia.

Praesu (Annual of Brit. School at Atttens, viii. 1901-1902, p. 231 f.).

The territory of this city occupied the greater part of the eastern end of

Crete, bordering upon that of Itan us. The city was destroyed by the

Hierapytnians some time after B.C. 148. Several coins refer to the

worship of Zeus A tier<uo$, whose temple stood on Mount Dikte east of

the town.

Girc. B.C. 450-400.

Gorgoneion.

Cow suckling infant (Zeus ?).

Youthful figure (Herakles?) in chlumye,

kneeling and shooting with bow.

Youthful figure (Herakles 1) in chlamys.

kneeling and shooting with bow
;

in-

cuse square . . . . Ai Stater.

P PA1 $ Herakles (I) kneeling and shoot-

ing with bow [Svor., p. 286, No. 2

(Pari8); N.C., 1896, p. 18 (Weber
Coll.)] ......

PPAIS Eagle; incuse square . . .

M Stater, £ Dr.
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Vive. B.C. 400 to tire. B.C. 148.

Zeus Piktacos enthroned, holding eagle
and sceptre.

Zeus Piktaeos (as above).

Id.

Head of Apollo.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Head ofDemeter or Persephonewreathed
with corn (as on Syracusan coins).

Id.

Id.

Head of Apollo.

Id.

PPAI Bull hutting [a M. C, Crete,

•Praesua/ No. 5; cf. ff. C. t 1892,

^
p. 30] M Stater.

Forepart of goat looking back . . .

. H Stater and Dr.

PPAI Herakles standing wielding club

and holding bow [Svor., p. 288, No.

21] .«SUter.
PPAIJI Forepart ofgoat looking back;

behind, arrow-head . . AX Stater.

PPAIZinN Herakles with club and
bow (as above) . . . AX Stater.

Goat's head in laurel-wreath AX .?, Dr.
Bull's head AX | Or.
PPAI2I Bushing bull ; symbol, rose .

AX Stater.

PPAIZION Bull's head; symbol, rose .

jfiDr.
PPAiri Bee ;

symbol, rose A\ \ Dr.

Bee -ft I Dr.

nPAICinN Fulmen . . . M -7

Prian«u«, probably an inland town in the valley of the Katarrhaktes,
near Mount Dikte (Svor., p. 293).

Circ. B.C. 430-200.

Goddess enthroned beneath palm-tree,
caressing serpent which rises to her
hand.

Similar.

Female head (Artemis ?).

Id.

Id.

PPIANtlEON Poseidon in himatiou
standing holding trident and dolphin

Ai Stater.

Forepart of goat looking hack ; in field,

arrow-head [Svor., p. 296, No. 6] .

AX Stater.

PPIANSIEnN Palm-tree between dol-

phin and rudder H Dr.
PPIANSIEON Trident . . Ai Dr.
ITI Palm-tree .11 -65

The goddess fondling the serpent may be Persephone approached by
Zeus in the likeness ofa serpent {cf. coin of Selinus in Sicily, suitra, p. 169

:

.V. (.'., 1884, p. 56), or possibly Hygicia, for there was a temple of Askle-
pios at Leben near PrianMIS,

Circ. B.C. 200.

Tetradrachms with Athenian types (as at Cnossus, Ac). Iii#r.
tHPIANSI

; xymbol, palm-tree, llagistrates, nYPriAZ KA ; E2AKES-
TAS rn^AMH (X. C, 18<J9, p. 94).

Female head (Aitemia'l).

Id.

flPI AN Poseidon striking with trident
JB £• ~

nPIANCICUN Palm-tree between rod-

der and dolphin ; border of rays M -7
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PRIANSUS SYBllITA 477

Khancm lay between Gortyna ami CnossuH. Though an inland town,

it had a cultus of Poseidon, like Mantineia, the various Thessalian towns,

&c. Otrc. B.C. 166 Onossus and Gortyna made a combined attack upon
Rhaucua and divided its territory between them (Polyb. xxxi. 1).

Circ. B. c. 430-300,

Poseidon H ippios, naked, holding trident

and standing beside his horse (horse's

foot sometimes on pmw).

PAYKION Trident (on the earlier

specimens within incuse square) . .

M Stater.

Circ B.C. 300 to circ. B.C. 166.

Head of Poseidon ; trident at shoulder.

Head of Poseidon.

[Svor., p. 307, No. 24.]

Head of Demeter or Persephone.

PAYKIHN Horse's head.

Head of Poseidon.

PAYK Two dolphin*.

PAY Dolphin.

PAYKION Trident between two dol-

phins .H Dr.

PAYKION Two dolphins . At J Dr.

PAYKinN Head of trident M Obol.

I Mphiu and trident . . . M -7

PAYKinN Trident between two dol-

phins Al -8

PA Head of trident . . . M -45

Rend of trident . . . . -E -4

5

Bhithymna (Rethyiiinotf), on the northern coast.

Circ. B.c. 400-300.

Head of Apollo.

Head of Athena.

Id.

Id.

Id.

PI Apollo holding stone and bow , ,

Al Stater.

P I Trident between two dolphins . .

Al Dr.

P I Trident Al \ Dr.

PI (or PIOY) Two dolphins M -55

I P Trident M -55-4

Sybrita an inland town, south of Elcuthcrna.

Circ, B.C. 400-300, »/• later*

Dionysos, bearded, seated, holding kan-

tliaros and thyrsos.

Similar.

Head of Dionysos, bearded and wreathed

with ivy ; in front, grapes.

Similar.

Young Dionysos holdiug thyrsos, riding

on galloping panther.

Head of young Dionysos wreathed with

ivy; behind, grapes.

tYBPITION Hermes standing, holding
phiale and caduceus [Svor., p. 314,

No. 1] M Stater.

SYBPI Similar [lb.. No. 2] Al Dr.

SYBPITIflN Head of Hermes; in

front, caduceus [-V. C, 1890, p. 321,

No. 20] Al Stater.

Similar type [X C, 1895, p. 97, No. 14]
Al Dr.

£ YBPITIflN Hermes, wearingchlainys,
stooping forward and placing his foot

on a rock, while he ties his sandal

;

in front, caduceus . . AX Stater.

£ YBP I T ION Hermes, standing holding

long caduceus [Hunter Cat., II. p.

199, No. 3] A Stater.
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Apollo (!) Beated on rock adjusting bow.

Head of young Dionysos.

Head of goat.

Top of caduceus.

Head of HermeB.
Id.

Head of Zeus.

Id.

SY Dolphin.

SYBPI Head of Hermes; petasos at

neck [Svor., p. 315, No. 7] . M Dr.

SYBPITIflN Goat's head aud spear

[Brit. Mus. =Eph.Arch., 1 889, p. 210,

_
No. 60] . . . . . . . M Dr.

f. Y Grapes [Similar types on JE without
inscr.; Eph. Arch., 1889, p. 210.
No 62] ..... iBObol.

£Y (in mon.) witliin incuse square . .

Al i Obol.

*YBPI Caduceus . . . -E 7

SYBPITinN Jawbone ofanimal ^-5
Similar JE -8

£Y Spear-head and branches [Svor.,

p. 316, No. 161 .... M -35

Trident in wreath [Ilunter Cat., II.

p. 199, No. 5] jE -5

Twm, mentioned only by Steph. Byz. (Svor., p. 318).

B.o. 400-300.

Head of young Dionysos.

Young male head, r.

TAN Globule between three crescents .

A Obol.

TAN IT Head of Hermes . A\ Obol.

Taxr», on the south-west coast, not far from Elyrus, Lisus, and
Hyrtacina.

Fourth century B.C.

TAP Head of goat; beneath, arrow- Bee [.V. C, 1896, p. 19] . M Drachm
head.

Head of goat. A" (= TA) Bee [Svor., p. 321, No. 2] .

The people of Tarra worshipped an Apollo TappaXos (Steph. Byz., a. v.

Tdppa), to whom the goat's head may refer (cf. under Elyrus an*
Hyrtacina, bUpra).

Tyliras ('Eiraiw and Karw TuAuru),on the north coast between Rhaucus
and the sea.

with floral devices.

Circ. B.C. 400-300.

Head of Hera wearing Stephanos adomed TYAISION and TYAISIflN, some-
times retrograde. Apollo, naked,
standing holding goat's bead and
bow; in Bold, fchrub, or arrow-head
[Variety with TYAIEIO* ; Sror.,

p. 330, No. 10] . . . AX Stater.
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PROVINCE OF CRETE

Cista mystics. with serpent; ivy-wreath. KYAA« KPHTAPXA* KPHTAIEnN
Between two Berpents, Zeus Kreta-

genes standing holding eagle and hurl-

ing fulruen [Svor., p. 334, No. ll

Ai Cistophorus.

Probably struck at Gortyna between B.C. 66 and the battle of Actium,
B.C. 31.

Imperial—Caligula to Antoninus Pius, chiefly JE, but there are JR of
Caligula, Claudius, &c. ; weights, 160 gre. (Didr.), 120 grs. (1£ Dr.), 45 cts.

(j Dr.). There are also M, reign of Nero, probably of Crete, inscribed

AC • IT KA(AsaariaItalica24?) = the drachm, Hrc. 84 grs., and AC • IT- IB

(Assaria Italica 12 ?) = \ dr., Hrc. 37 grs. (Brit. Mub., Imhoof, G. M.
t

p. 687 f.). Inner. Coins of the earlier emperors give no indication of
the place of issue, but from the reign of Domitian, KOlNON KPHTflN
or K K appear. Chief tyjien—Augustus, radiate, seated in curule chair

or in car drawn by four elephants ; around, seven stars (the Great
Bear). The Korybantes dancing. ZEYC KPHTArENHC standing hurling
fulmen ; around, seven stars (Svor., p. 342, No. 45 ; R. N. t 1898, p. 677 f.).

AIOT IAAI0Y Eagle. AIOZ ArOPAlOY Altar. Nymph holding
infant Zeus (Svor., p. 346, No. 74). Infant Zeus seated on globe; near
him, goat ; around, seven stars. Europa on bulL Artemis. AIKTYMNA
2EBAZTH Diktynna hunting (Svor., p. 343, No. 55). TTAP0IA seated

and trophy. Emperor, Nike, and APMENlA captive. AAKIA Dacia
captive. The warrior TO PTYC. Altar. Tripod, &c

Uncertain Coins of Crete.

See Svor., pp. 331, 332, also p. 121 (Dictynna); p. 147 (Eltyna?);

p. 150 (Heracleion ?) ; p. 272, cf. Eph, Arch., 1889, p. 209, No. 52
(Poekilasos 1) ; p. 326, cf. Eph. Arch., 1889, PI. XIII, No. 14 (Thenae?)

:

Eph.Arrh.,\%89,y. 206 (Orion?); Svor., p. 319, No. 1 (Tanosor Cydonia:—
uninscribed didrachm with obv. fine head of young Dionysos, rev. Tripod).
Didrachm (of Priansus?), N. C, 1895, p. 96. Didrachm, obv. male figure
seated in tree holding wreath ; rev. Apollo seated in laurel-tree holding
lyre (Hunter Cat., if PI. XLIIL 7). See also Hunter Cat., ' Uncertain,'

II. p. 200 f. (No. 3, p. 200 is now recognized by Macdonald as a coin of

Etruria ; op. cit., III. p. 748).

THE ISLANDS OF THE AEGAEAN SEA

(CYCLADES AND SPORADES)

[Wroth, B. M . ft, Crete and Atgtan Itta>ids ; Imhoof, Griechisdu Miiiucn (cited as C. IT.) ;

Babelon, Traiti, pC 2, vol. i, chap, x.]

The earliest coins of the Cyolades and Sporades belong to the seventh
and sixth centuries b.c, and are evidently modelled on the money of

Aegina. All these insular coinages belong to an age that is anterior
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4H0 THE CYCLASES

to the commencement of coinage in Crete. Aegina, and not Crete, must
therefore be regarded aa the cradle of the archaic silver money of all the

central portion of the Acgaean Sea, with its numerous islands and once
teeming maritime population.

The prevailing weight-ntandard of the earliest coins is the Aeginetic,

thu stater being a didrachm. At Melon, the mast archaic coins arc of

Phoenician weight; at Delos—if the attribution be correct—we find

a Euboic didrachm* From the fourth century till circ, B.<\ 200 the chief

standards employed are the Rhodian or Ptolemaic, the Rhodian reduced,

and the reduced Attic. From about B,c. 200 the silver currency was
probably chiefly furnished by the new Athenian silver money and by the
coins of Crete, &c. In many of the less important islands coinage does

not begin till virc, B.C. 300, and in some cases consists entirely of bronze.

In B.c. 308 Ptolemy liberated Andros from the Macedonian garrison, and,

soon after, the Cyclades passed under the mild rule of the Ptolemies, who
appear to have allowed tnem to retain a modified autonomy and the right

of coining their own money.

Uncertain archaic coins of the Aegaeau lelatuhft).

Many extant specimens of the archaic coinages of the Islands and of
Aegina come from finds in Melos (Borrell, N* C, vi. 134), from the great

hoard of 760 pieces discovered in Thera (see Wroth, 'The Santorin Find
of 1821

' in .\. C.
f
1884, p. 269), and from a hoard discovered about 1890

(Greenwell, iV. C^ 1890, p. 13: see also Brondsted's Jfefefft, Paris, 1826
and 1830). These finds consisted of a great variety of specimens, the

majority ofwhich are doubtless of the Islands, though others, with more or

less certainty, may be assigned to Western Asia Minor. The following

have some claim to be regarded aa early coinages of the Islands, judging
by provenance and weight, but it should be observed that they furnish

a great number of different types and may ultimately prove to be the

coinages of some other parts of the Greek world.

Forepart of /ion 1. looking back. Rei\ Rude incuse square, or <mih nines star

in inc. sq. Aeginetic stater. -Y. C, 1884, p. 272 f. Santorin find ; a specimen

found in Melos is inscribed on ofrr, OVA or VAO(?): see A\ Cf
-> Lfc and infra under

Miletus; ef.Babelun, Traite, pt. 2, i. p. 1290, among 'Uncertain of Asia Minor'.

Two dolphins swimming L and r. Kev. Inc. sq. of several compartments.

Aeginetic stater. N* C, 1884, p. 277 ; cf. Svoronos, cited by Imhoof, AC, 1895,

p. 273, sometimes assigned to Algol. Kegling (#./. ffu xxy. p. 39) preferably

attributes them to Thera; cf. Rabelon, Traitc, pt 2, i. p. 1323. (Of. the

Aeginetic stater with obv. Two dolphins, both swimming i\ (Greenwell. Ar. 0-,

1890, p. 16); perhaps Carinn ( Reeling, op, et/M p. 42).

Naked youth riding on dolphin. J!er. Inc. sq. Aeginetic drachm, 92 gre. See

Head, B. M. C. (
t 'aria, p. lix ; Babelon, Traiti, pt. 2, i. p. 1 274 ;

Svoroiius {Joartt.

int., 1900, p. 59) attributes it to Syros.

Frog or Toad* Itev* Rude inc. aq. Aeginetic stater, draclim, and obol.

X C, 1898, p. 120; Svoronos {Journ* int. i. p. 205) attributes these coins to

Scriphos; cf. Babelon, Traite, pt. 2, i. p. 1303.

Head of Satyr r. with pointed heard and pointed ear, AVi*. Rude inc. sq.

Phoenician stater, 211 grs. XJ\ 1884, p. 280, Santorin find; Babelon, TVtttf,

pt. 2, L No. 1949, 'Nax«\
Boar's head r. Ittv. Rude inc. sq. Phoenician stater, 223 grs. ; also ^ stater,

M grs. See X C.
t
1884, p. 27G fM Santorin find.
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Eayte Hying r. Rev. Inc. sq. of several com|>artmcnt«. 1'boeuician stater,

219 prs. Sec Dressel, Z.f. S., xxil p. 248, No. 63.

Bee. Rev. Inc. uq. divided diagonally. Phoenician ^ stater, 53 grs. Rer.

mm*., 1861
t p. 419 ; Imhoof, ff, JA, p. 543, attributes it to ' Anaphe!\

Two bunches of yrajM*. Rev. Inc. »q. of several compartments. R* -V.
r
1861,

p. 418. 157 grs. (broken; originally abt. ISOgrsJ). Babelon, oj>.cit.
f
Ho. 1859.

Amorgos. The island of Amorgos, south-east of Naxos, contained on
its western coast three cities,—Aegiale in the north, Minoa in the middle,
and Arcesine in the south. Down perhaps to the latter part of the fourth

century these towns, as is evident from the following coins and from
inscriptions, formed a single political community, but afterwards they
nppt-ar each as an independent state.

Before rhr. B. c. 300.

Star and crescent.

Head of Asklepion.

Cupping vessel, o-txva.

Aegiale, in Amorgos:

AMO Two thvrsi crossed .

Bee

Id

After circ. B. c. 300.

Head of Zeus or Asklepios.

[B. M. Cat., PI. XX. 1.]

Goat-legged Pun seated or standing, or

head of Zeus (or Asklepios) laureate.

Head of Artemis.

Head of Athena.

Turreted female head.

Al n Goat-legged Pan seated with legs

crossed, playing syrinx , *it 32 gi>.

AITI, Al Cuppiug vessel; on several

specimens, the letter A l>eneath . •

JE -65

Al Cupping vessel [Hrit, Ktt] JR 5
Al Tl Owl & -65

Lion's bead and neck MA
Im/)crial—(B, M, C, p. xlvii.) Domna, Caracalla. /iwr., €TI AACfiN.

Demeter in quadriga holding torches ; Dionysos standing ; Hera and

Apollo. M<tg*> Archon, Prytanis.

Arceaine, in Amorgos :

Head of Athena.

id.

Head of voung IJionyto*.

Id.

Minoa, in Amorgos:

Head of bearded Di unvgos.

After v'trc. B. C. 300.

APK Hum standing . . M •? and • ;>

APKE Amphora .¥, -55

„ Kantharus mid thyifos Al -75

Katitharos LHrit. Mus.] A-, -55

After tire. b. c. 300.

i MlNn Kantharoa , . . . AZ -65

Imperial—Ant. Pius to J. Paula and J. Maesa. In#cr., MlNOHTnN
Cultus-statue of Hera (.V. Z., 1891, p. 4) ; Apollo Kitharoedos. Mag.,
Archon.
On the coins of Amorgos see P. Lambros, NoptVfiara rf)v i'i)<rov 'Anopyov

Athens, 1870, and P. Becker in Xum. Zeit.
t
ii. p. 349.

liHEAD
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482 THE CYCLADES

Anaphe, a small island east of Thera, with a cultus of Apollo AtyAijnjr

(Strab. x. 484).

After ciri: B.C. 300.

Head of Apollo Aegletes, facing. AN or ANA Two-handled vase, above

which, bee M 65

Andros, the largest and most northerly of the Cyclades. The chief

divinity of the island was Dionysos, within whose sanctuary was a

fountain which ran with wine every year during the festival of the god
(Paus. vi. 26). The coinage of certain attribution dates from circ. B.C. 308,

when Andros was freed by Ptolemy from its Macedonian garrison. For
descriptions of the coins soo Paschales in Joarn. int., i. p. 299 f.

Seventh and Sixth centuries B.C. Aeginetic Standard.

Amphora.
[llabelon, Traiti, pt. 2, i. p. 1275 f.]

I:i' u < square divided into triangular

compartments

M Stater, 186 grs., Dr., £ Dr.,

Obol, Tritemorion.

Imhoof (Gr. M., p. 537) regards these as the earliest coins of Carthaea
in Ceos, and the attribution to Andros can hardly be accepted as certain.

After circ. B. C. 308 to Roman times. Ptolemaic or Rhodian
Standard.

Head of young Dionysos; behind, usu-

ally, 4>.

[N. C, 1902, p. 328, No. 16.]

Head of young Dionysos.

[Paschales, p. 316, No. 32.]

Head of Apollo, laur.

[Paschales, p. 312, No. 20.]

ANAPI Panther [Hirsch, Auct.-Cat.,

xiii (1905), No. 3110, PI. XXXV] .

Ai wt. 137 and 52-50 grs.

ANAPIflN Dionysos (?) in short chiton

standing, sacrificiugand holding thyr-

sos Ai 100-6 grs.

AN Dionysos in long drapery standing,

holding kantharos and thyrsos . .

-U about 217 grs.

The bronze coins have usually heads of Dionysos, young or bearded,

on the obverse, and on the reverse, Thyrsos, Amphora, or Kantharos.

Tnscr., ANAPI.
Imperial—Hadrian to Geta. Inscr., A N A P I U) N Dionysos ; Simulacrum

resembling Artemis of EphesuB. Also quasi-autonoinous (some counter-
marked with head of Trajan); tyj^es, Dionysos, Apollo Kitharoedos.

Ceoi. In addition to the coins of the three cities of Ceos, viz. Carthaea,
Coressia, and Iulis, there are bronze coins of the second and first centuries

B.C., struck (probably at Iulis) in the name of the island (cf. Imhoof,

Grieck. M., p. 536).

K El Forepart of dog encircled by rays

(Seirios) JE -7-55
Similar type & *5

Hearded head, laur. (Aristaeos).

Youthful head, laur. (Apollo or Aris-

taeos f).

1 With the island of Ceos, Aristaeos was very closely connected. At a

time when it was suffering from drought and pestilence he appeared and

( '
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sacrificed to Zeus Ikmaios, who caused refreshing breezes to blow for

forty days. Aristaeos also instituted propitiatory sacrifices to the
dog-star Seirios, and instructed the Ccau Nymphs in bee-keeping and
other arts. It is to Aristaeos that the star, the boo, and Seirios the dog
encircled by rays make allusion on the coins of Ceos. In this island he
was assimilated to Zeus and worshipped as Z»i>v *A/>«rraios ' (B. M. C,
Crete, &c, p. xlviii). The bearded head on the coins may be called

Aristaeos represented like Zeus. The youthful head is perhaps rather

that of Apollo—a god much worshipped in the island—than a repre-

sentation of Aristaeos as a youth.

Carthaea, on the south-east coast of Ceos. The standard of its early

coins, as elsewhere in the Aegaean Islands, is the Aeginetic.

Circ. B.C. 600 (or earlier) to 480. Aeijinetic Standard.

Amphora, beside which, dolphin.

[G. Jf., p. 537, Nos. 22, 23; of.

Androy, mt/rra.]

Amphora between dolphin and grapes.

[G. .V.. p. 538; Btbeloo, TraiH,

pt. 2, i. p. I282.J

Incuse square, of mill-sail pattern .

-K Stater aud divisions.

Iucuse square, divided into four di-

visions, in three of which the letters

<!Aa . ... .

M Stater (Paris), aud divisions

uninscribed.

Fourth century B.C. (?).

Amphora, beside which, dolphin. KAP Crapos 1(7. J/., p. 538, No. 26] .

^E -5

After ctrc. b.c. 300. Attic Standard redwed(i).

Bearded head (Aristaeos).

[Leake, Xum. I/ell., Ins. Gr., p. 6-]

Youthful head, laur. (Apollo or Aris-

taeos ?).

Head of youug Dlonysos.

KAPOAI Forepart of dog encircled by

rays (Seirios) ; in field, AN . . .

Ai 117-8 grs.

KAPOAI or KAPOA Similar type;

symbol, Iwe M -8—65

KAPOA drapes; in field, star iE -75

Coresiia, in early times an independent city of Ceos, but in Strabo's

day only the harbour of Iulis.

Circ. B.C. 600 (or earlier) to 480. Aeginetic Standard.

9 Sepia. \G. J/., p. 538, Xo. 27.J Incuse square divided into four triangu-

lar compartments ... .it Stater.

Fiu. 265.

I i 2
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484 THE CYCLADES

(j)0 Sepia, beside which, dolphin. Incuse square of * mill-sail ' pattern •

\G. J/., pp. 538, 539 ; Babelon, Traiti,
j

M Stater (Fig, 255), Dr., J Dr. Obol.

PI iSt]
Dolphin, sometime* with p ol 00-

[G. M^ p. 539.]
Dolphin, sometimes with Q-

Incuse square, on plain surface . . .

A\ J Obol
K in incuse square [G. M.

t p. 539, 34
and 35] ... -it wt. circ. 5 grs.

Sepia (Inside which, sometimes, dol-

phin).

Head of Apollo Smintheus, laur. (or

Aristaeos ?).

Id.

Ilearded head (Aristaeos).

After tin* B«C. 300.

KO Grapes ,E *45

KOPH Grapes; infield, bee . M -75

it

Bee

Star

£-8
JC-5

Iulis stood on a height in the iuterior of Ceos and was the most
important city of the island.

Circ. b.c. 600 (or earlier) to B.C. 480. Aeyinetic Standard.

Grapes.

Grapes; beside which, dolphin.

Grapes.

Incuse square variously divided . . .

^lt Stater [Berlin Mus. ; G. M.,

p. 540, No. 38; cf. A*. C, 1893,

p. 87]; £ Dr., and null divisions

\G. J/., p. 540 XX
Incuse square variously divided [G. M.,

p. 541, No 45, &c]
M Stater, Dr., £ Dr., &c.

Stern of ship within slight incuse square

tBrit. Mus. (= G. J/., p. 542, No. 55 :

ubelon, Trait?, pt. 2, i. No. 1908)].
M 36-1 grs.

After cire. b.c. 300.

Bearded head r., laur. (Aristaeos).

Head of Apollo, laur.

Head of Dionysoa bearded.

Head of Artemis.
Id.

Bearded head, laur. (Aristaeos).

Bee.

I0Y Bee; in field, dog's head and H:
circular incuse ttf.C., 1891, p. 129,
No. 25] f . .

A< 121-7 grs. (Attic Didrachm f).

I0Y Bee iE-7-5
'

,, Grapes .10 -4

„ Bee within wreath . M -45—35
I0YAI6 Grapes . . . M -65

., Bee Ai -6—5
Star M -45-35

Cimoloa, a small island close to Mulos.

After circ. B.c. 300.

Head of Athena.

Cythno», between Ceos and SerLphos.

KIMHAI Trident [Mion.
No. 27]

ii. p. 315,

. . iE-7
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Second and First centuries B.C.

KY, KYON Lyre
KY Oi-api-s . .

KY, KYONI Rose

KY, KYON IWe
KY Hose . . .

a:
M
M
a?

7
6
6-5
35
45-35

Head of Apollo.

Female head.

Head of Apollo.

Female bead (Artemis ?).

I>ogr.

Delos. It wuuld seem likely that during the early period of its

independence, before the Persian Wars, Delos issued money of the same
fabric and weight (Aeginetic) as that of Ceos, Paros, and other island-

neighbours. No such pieces have, however, been identified. The coins
inscribed A, ty/>e lyre, described below, though of Eubolc weight, have
a plausible claim to be considered the earliest known issues of the island.

From the later coins it is certain that the lyre was a distinctive Delian
coin-type. The swan, and the palm-tree, also found on coins of the

island, are well known to have l>een sacred to Apollo. Leto gave birth

to Apollo and Artemis under the shadow of a palm-tree, and Nikias the

Athenian dedicated in the island a palm-tree of bronze (B. M. C, p. xlvi).

Cf. also Macdonald, Coin Ty^jev, p. 62.

From B.C. 478 down to circ. B.C. 308 (Pauly-Wissowa, 'Delos,' p. 2482)
Delos was more or less under the control of Athens, and coinage probably
ceased ; but from circ. b. c. 308 down U> circ. b. 0. 87 there is an issue

of silver and bronze. During the second and first centuries Delos was
a trading centre of predominant importance.

Sixth century B.C. to circ. B.C. 478.

Lyre of seven strings, above which A.

[Weber Coll., A*. C, 1892, p. 201,

Nos. 31, 32; cf. B. M. Guide,

i. A. 22, without A ; Babelon.

Traile, pt. 2, i. p. 1299 f.]

Lyre.

[N. (\, 1900, p. 16, No. 19 ; Kabelon,

Op. cit.. No. 1936.]

Incuse square divided into eight com-

partments, or divided by broad bands

into lour compartments
AX EuWic Didrachm (wt. 1 25-6,

122-6 gTB-i

I AHA between *poke- of wheel [Brit.

Mus. ; Paris] . . Al Tritemorion.

Circ. B.C. 308 to B.C. 87. lihottiun or Ptolemaic Standard.

Head of Apollo 1.

Head of Apollo r.

Head of Apollo (of somewhat later style

than the two preceding coins).

Lyre within slight incuse square [Brit.

Mus.] . . . Ai\ Dr., 21-9 grs

AH Lyre [R M. C, Nos. 5 aud 6]

AH Palm-tree, in which, swan seated

[Brit. Mus.; N. C, 1900, p. 287,

No. 18, and Hirseh, Auct.-Cat.. xiii.

No. 3148, PI. XXXV]
At Dr., 47 gre. aud 4 Dr.

Head of Apollo. AH Palm-tree M -7

Head of Artemis. AH Pulm-tree, in which, swan At -15
Head of Apollo. AH Lyre M -65— 4

Bronze coins, usually with oh v. Head of Apollo, rev. AOE Owl on
amphora; Lyre; Tripod, &c, are found in Delos, and were probably the
coinage of the Athenian Kleruchs in the island from B.C. 166 (Kbbler,
Mittheil. d. deutech. arch. Just. (Athens), vi. 238 ; Jtiurn. int. num., 1900,

p. 51). For other coins struck by the Athenians in Delos sue Athena,
supra, pp. 387 sqq.
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Gyaroa was little more than a barren rock and was a place of banish-

ment under the earlier Roman emperors.

First century B. c. (or Imperial Times ?).

Head of Artemis with quiver.

Head of Artemis.

[X C.t v. (1843), p. 176, No. 2.]

TYAPinrJ Quiver with strap [R M.C\,

^
p. 100] .£-5

TYAPinN Stag standing ; in front, ear

of barley - 1 - *55

los, north of Them, asserted the possession of the burial-place of

Homer, and claimed that his mother was a native of the island.

Oirc* B.C. 300 to Fi ret century B.C. Ptolemaic or Rhodian Standard*

0MHP0Y Head of Homer bound with IHTHN within laurel-wreath [Berlin

taenia (of good style, circ. B. c. 300, Mus. ; Das Kimigt* m iinzkabinet
y
Xo*

or somewhat earlier). 1C6; Itnhoof. Portratkvpfc, VI VIII.

24] . Al Didr, 105 grs. and Dr. 54 jrrs.

Similar (various countermarks on ohv. IHTHN Athena hnrhng spear ; in front,

and rev.). palm-tree At -85—6
Similar. IHTnN or IHT Palm-tree At -55-45

Imperial—Trajan—Commodus (Awnati, 1833, p. 264, cf. p. 267) ; also

quasi -autonomone. Inscr.
t
IHTfl N. Types as on the pre-Imporial series.

Melon. This important island, first colonized from Phoenicia, and at

a later period Hellenizcd by Dorians, struck coins on the Phoenician
standard, which must have survived in Mclos from remote times. The
type ia at first a ewer, but this was afterwards, and permanently, super-

seded by the pomegranate, pf/Aop (Doric pSAw), a 'canting device or
type jwr/ant

Sixth century B.c. Phoenician Standard.

Incuse square divided hy diagonal bands

Al Stater 223 grs.

r'AAl Kwer (oIvoyojj or Trmiyov*?).

[O. J/.
( p. 543, No. 58 ; cf. 59 and

60: gee also Rabelon, Traitc^t. 2, i.

p. 1317.]

Circ. B.C. 500, and later. Phoenician Standard.

Pomegranate with leaves.

[Hunter <?«(,, ii. p. 206, Nob. l
f 2,

4 ; Babelon, op. cit.
t p. 1321.]

MAAI Id. [Hunter, ft, No. 3.J

IAAM Id. [G\ JA, p. 546, No. 61.]

M A Incuse square clivicte<l by diagonal

hands , . , /It Stater, 220 grs.

Also -It Hemiotal.

Incuse square as before ; bonier of dots

-It Stater, 221*7 gre.

MA Id. . A\ Stater, about 220 grs.
1

In B.C. 416 the city of Melos wa* taken by the Athenians, and its

male inhabitants put to the sword, A remnant of the population was
restored by Lysander after the fall of Athens, and coinage recommenced
circ. B,C« 400,

1 For other Mrliiin staters of the fifth century B,c. t of the Phoenician standard, reading
/WAAICH* /WAAI| MAAI, &C.jOfc Pomegranate ; pot. Incline gf|. containing rings;
Whwl ; Sijunn of * ulit triangles; Stellate flower; Three dolphins swimming round
omphiil"* [I

|

; Crescent ; Ham's h«*ad ; Younc m»li* head in conical helmet, Ac. ; see BtrL
Mintzkub.. No. 8 (thU coin unin*ctihed;

?
And R&. KumL 1908, pp. :i01 IT.
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Ciir. B.C. 400-300. Ithodiail Standard (full Weight).

M AAI Trident . At Didr. 114 grs.

MAAI KantharcM. -It Didr. 128 grs.

MA 1.1 ,11 Didr. 115 grs.

MA Hum's head 1. At Didr. 114 grs.

Spear-bead . . . . Ai Dr. 60 grs.

Pomegranate. [G. JA, p. 546, No. 62.1

Id.

G. M-, p. 547, No. 64.

1

G. J/., p. 547, No. 65.]

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

[Paris, li.X., 1892, p. 11 5, No. 10.1

Id. [B.H.C.]

[Paris, H. X., 1892, p. 115, No.
9.J M A Eagle on rock ; in field, crescent .

.it Dr. 54 gru.

Naked archer shooting Ai\ Dr. 32 grs.

M with ohv. Pomegranate, MP. Naked archer, Helmet, Pecten, Kan-
tbaros, &c

Clrc, B.C. 300 to Flrd century u.c.

Head of Athena in crested Corinthian

helmet. [Inilioof, Jf. G., p. 224.

Id. [Brit. M..8.J

Pomegranate.

[Imhoof, J/on.yr., p. 225, No. 78.]

MAAIflN Apollo in long chiton, en-

throned, playing lyre. Mag ist rates,

NEAN0HI. ZnSAPXO(S) . .

at Tetradr. 227-220 grs

MAAinN Pomegranate. Mag., AEZ
KPATHI; whole in wreath . .

-it Dr. 59 gn
MHAIHN Athena hurling fulmen

Mag., OAYMfllXOr ....
A\ Didr. 101 grs

/E with ohv. Pomegranate, rev. Kantharos, Amphora, Cornucopiae and
pilei of Dioskuri, Athena, Lyre, &c.
Imperial—Commodns, eni APX • <DA • €nA<&P0AIT0V within wreath

(cf. C. I. G., No. 2427).

Also many quaet-autonomoiis & of Imperial times (Commodus, &c.).

Sizes 1-05—45. Inter., MHAIOrJ. Ohv. Head of Boule ; Head of Athena

;

Pomegranate; Tvche (TVXH) leaning on column holding child {Hunter
Cat., ii. p. 207 ; cf. Imhoof, Gr. M.

t p. 547 ; cf. Melian relief, J. H. &, 1898,

p. 60 f.). Rev. Wreath; Owl: Simulacrum of Athena with spear and
shield; cf. Melian relief, MiJtheil. deutarh. arch. Inet., xv. 249.

Mag, ET7I TI-TTANKAEOC TO T. Mark of Value, APAXMH. Wt.
183 and 231 grs.

Myconos, a bare and rocky little island adjacent on the east to Delos.

It was not altogether unfruitful, and its wine was of some note (Plin.

A*. H, xiv. 7, 75). Its coinage is described by Svoronos, Bull. corr. hell.,

xvii. p. 455 f.

All the coins are of bronze (sizes -7—4) of the fourth contury B.C. to

first century b.c. /h«t.,MY,MYK0, MYKONlWN. Ohv. usually Head
of bearded Dionysos in profi!e,or Head of youthful Dionysos, three-quarter

to front : also Head of Demeter ; Head of Poseidon (rev. Dolphin). Rev.
usually Grapes and Corn-grain: also corn-stalk with two ears; Ivy-wreath.

Im{>eriaf—Augustus. M V K N I (0 hJ , Dionysos standing. A religious

decree of Myconos of the first century B. 0. (Michel. Reeued, No. 714)
enumerates among its divinities Dionysos AifKtfe and Bu-^tus-, Demeter
XAo'ij and Poseidon.
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cos. One of the largest, richest, and most fertile of all the
Cyclades. The god chiefly worshipped in this island was Dionysoa.
From the middle of the sixth century, especially under the tyrant
Lygdamis, a contemporary of Pisistratus, down to the devastation uf
the island by the Persians in B.C. 490, Naxoswas in the enjoyment of its

greatest prosperity, and most of the neighbouring islands were dependent
upon it.

Circ. B.C. 600-490. Aeyinetic Standard.

Fig. MM.

Kantharos, hound with ivy-wreath, and
with a hunch of grapes hanging from

each handle; above, an ivy-leaf.

Id.

Rough incuse square, quartered (Fig.

256) . . .M Stater 191 grs ; alw>

* Stater. [K.P. Weber Sale (1908)
2230, PI XXX.]

Id Jtt Trihemiobol.

From B. C. 490, at first under the Persians aud then under the Athenians,
who settled five hundred Kleruchs in the island, Naxos struck no coins.

The second series of Naxian coins begins after the fall of Athens B. c. 404.

Circ. b.c. 400-300. Rhodian Standard (full weight).

Head of bearded Dionysos, of fiue style,

crowned with ivy.

[B. M.C., PL XXV. 10.]

Id. [Aid., PI. XXV. 11.]

Circ. B. c. 300 to Roman times.

Head of hearded Dionysos, crowned with

ivy. [Zeit.f. .\um., i. 135, 136.]

Id.

Head of young Dionysos.

[B. M. C, PI. XXV. 12, 13.]

Id.

Head of bearded Dionysos, wreathed.

NA.=.lflN Kantharos; above, ivy-leaf.

[Auothe type in E. F. Weber, Sale

Cat., 2231] . . -it Dr. 57 grs.

NA Kantharos; above, grapes -E -45

Rhodian Standard, reduced.

NAZI Kratcr aud thyrsos. Magis-
trates, EYPA, AX Didr. 119 grs.;

(Hirsch, Auet. Cat., xiii. 3162);
AEflKP, AX Didr. 103 grs.; KPHOE,
Ai Didr. 112 grs.; KAAAIN (Mue.

Nap.): XAPO, & DMr- H7 grs.

(A'. C 1890, p. 323); XAPOnOZ
APIITOZENOY. Ai Didr. 119 grs.

[Photiades Cat., PI. VIII. No. 1394],

&c. Also Ai Dr. 58 grs. Mag.,

ZE N A ,
rev. tyjx, K rater

f
Photiades

No. 1396, now Brit. Mus.].

NA.=.I Kantharos; above, grapes AZ-65

„ Tall k rater and thyrsos M -75

NAZI
Crapes M -65

Archaic statue of Zeus naked,

holding fulmeu aud eagle. Mag.,
MHXAN [Photiades Cat., No. 1397]

-it Didr. 114 grs.
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At Naxos the Priest of Dionysos was the eponymous magistrate, and
it is probably his name which appears on the coinage (C. I. G. 2265,
L 21).

Imperial— Ant. Pius. Sept. SoveruB, Domna, anil Oeta. NASI,
NAZIfirJ. The Three Charites; K rater ; bust of Dionysos, with magi-
strate's name CTTI^ANIAOC (Imhoof, (Jr. u. Torn. Miinzfainde, p. 277).

Faros, a large and important island west of Naxos, famous for its

fine marble quarries, which were the chief source of its wealth.

Circ. b.c. 600-480. Acyinetic Standard,

Fie. 257.

Goat kneeling on one knee, with head
reterted ; beneath, dolphin.

Incuse square, divided into bix trian-

gular parts, pome deeply indented

(Fig. 257) Ai Stater.

Fifth century b. c, early. Acyinetic Standard.

Goat kneeling r.

PA, PAPI Goat looking back; one
foreleg bent.

Incuse square quartered
f
Imhoof, Kl.M.,

ii. p. 453 ; B. M. C, L;/ca>m*a, p. 51,

No*. 2-4] . . . . Ai Drachm.
Two goats' heads fncing one another,

butting [.V. C, 1899, PI. VIII. 1
|

.

Ai 18 gr*.

Paros was subject to Athens down to the end of the fifth century, and
in B.c. 378 she joined the second Athenian alliance ; but, apparently in

B.C. 357, again separated herself from the Confederation, in conjunction

with the (Jhians, with whom then and afterwards the Parians were in

close relations (Hursian, Geoy., ii. 486).

Fourth century B.C. Rhodian Standard (full uelaht).

Goat standing. P A Ear of corn . A\ \ Dr. 29 grs.

PAP Goat. |B.M. C, PL XXVI. 3.] Corn-wreath . . . A* Dr. 29 grs.

Goat. [Ibid., PI. XXVI. 4.] P A Kar of corn . . . A) 45

Third and Second cevtvrie* B.r. Hhodian Standard.

I -'

Fio. 2-,S,
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490 THE CYCLASES

Hea<l of i\ ! e or Artemis (I), her hair

i ound thrice round with a ribbon

(Fig. 258).

Veiled head of Demeter. crowned with

com. [B. M. Guide, PL LVI. 36.]

TAP I (Joat standing or reclining.

Magistrate*. ANAZIK.... AKOY,
APIZTH, KTHZI, PEIZHN, PPA-
20Z, OlAArJ [Z.f. .V., vii. p. 18] .

.it Didr. 1 1 8 grs. and AZ -75

PAPI in ivy-wreath . . . iR Didr.

Same head, without veil.

Id. [B.M. C, PL XXVI. 8.]

Head of young Dionysos, ivy-crowned.

[B. If. Guide, PI. LVI. 35.]

7 Id. [Z.f. .V., xxi. 262.]

„ Id M Dr.

„ Id. Mayirtratei, EY—KTH.E—
AKOY.E—KAEO, ANTIA. OOYPI.
XAIPI .... AlDr. 58 grs.

PAP ION Demeter seated on corn-

meaaure, holding corn and sceptre.

MagiMraUa, APlZTOAHMfOZ],
ZIAHNOZ . M Tetradr. 240 grs.

PAPinN The poet Archilochux seated

playing cithara. Mays.. PEIZIB,
ANAHIK. . Ai Tetradr. 239 grs.

Also AZ, some apparently of first century b. c. 0?-v. Head of Demeter,
rev. nAPI Goat standing or reclining. Obv. Female bead hi stephane,

rev. flAPI Cornucopia*'.

The chief cultus of Paros was that of Demeter Thesmophoros (Pauly-

Wissowa, ' Demeter,' p. 2722 f.).

Imperial— If. Aurelius and Faustina, jun. Inscr., nAPIflN Bust of

Athena. The three Charites.

Fholegandros. between Melos and Sicinos, said to bave been founded
by Fholegandros, a son of Minos.

Second and Firet centuries B. C.

Young male head (Apollo '().

[B.H.O, PI. XXVII. 1.]

Imperial—M. Aurelius. «t>0A6KAMAPinrJ Bust of Athena [Su nter

Cat, ii p. 210, PI XLIV. 1).

O0AE,<t»0AlE]rA Buahiug bull . .

M 8-6

Seriphoa, between Cythnos and Siphnos, the home of Perseus and his

mother Danae. Its coin-types all refer to the legend of that hero (cf.

Paus. it 18; Strata x. 4H7J. For the archaic coins, type Frog, some-
times attributed to this island, see p. 4H0, supra, ' Uncertain.'

Clrc. B.C. 300-200.

CEPI Harpa AlioHead of Perseus in winged helmet,

surmounted bv vulture's head.

[B. M. C, PI. XXVII. 2.]

After eirc. B.C. 200.

ZEPI Perseus holiliug harpa and gor-

goneiou A*. -5

Head of Perseus.

Id.

Id.

UorgonV head.

Head of 1'crseU.s.

ZE (Jorgon's head ; beneath, barn
A) -7-6

ZEPI Harpa ^-55
ai'CIOIUJN1 Perseus holding harpa .

„ Harpa . . A'. -55

jle
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Bicinoa, between Pholegandros and Ios.

After circ. b. c. 300.

young male head. I ZlKl Grapes [//ti«/«- Cat., P1.XUV.2]
I

& -75

Siphnoa, south-east of Seriphos, famous in ancient times for its gold

and silver mines, a tenth of the produce of which the Siphniana dedicated

in their own treasury at Delphi {Paus. x. 11. 2).

The following (of. also Babelon, Traite, pt. Z, i. p. 1307 f.) are archaic

coins of the period during which the mines continued to be a source of

immense wealth to the island.

Circ. B.C. 600-500. Aeginet'ic Standard.

Fw. -( '«9-

Eagle flying. (Fig. 259.) Incuse square, divided into triangular

compartments, of which tome are

deeply indented

M Stater and J Drachm.

Fifth century n.c., early, Aegiiietie aiul Attic Standard*.

Head of Apollo of archaic style [cf. <t>l? Eagle flying ; in field, barley-corn

Z. f.
iV., jcxiv. p. 70], hair rolled, and (or leaf i) ; all in incuse square . .

bound with plain cord. AX Aeginetic Stater.

[B. M. C\, PI. XXVII. 11.1

Id. [Ibid., PI. XXVII. 12.
|

+1* Id. . . . M Attic Drachm.
Id. [Ibid., Ft XXVII. 13.| ., Id. . . . ilt8grs.

Fourth century B. C.

Head of Apollo, hair short.

Head of Artemis, hair rolled.

CI <t> Eiigle Hying with serpent in heak
;

in field, barley-corn (or leaf?) [Hrit.

Mus. (.V. C," 1888, p. 14; cf. X
Half-stater GG grs., described by

Dread, Z.f X, xxi. p. 216)]. . .

-U Attic Drachm.
£l<t> Eagle flying with serpent in l«ak

M-66

The gods chiefly worshipped at Siphnoa were Zeus 'E*i0ijfuor, Apollo
Braypof, and Artemis

P

EKf3antp(a (Hesych. a. v.).

Imperial—Oordian III. Inter., Cl<t>NlujN. Athena standing. Also
auasi-atitonmnati* £. obv. Head of Athena or Roma, rev. Eagle.

Syroi. This island was situate nearly in the contra of the circle

formed by the Cyclades. Of its history we know very little.

D »og!c
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492 THE CYCLADES

Third century to Ftr»t century B*0.

Head of Hermes in petusos.

Head *
.
I bearded Pun, with goat's horn

and taenia.

1YP Uoat standing [Spink a Sum*
Circular, 1900, p. 3843; also wt.

12!>grs. (X-?., 1876, p. 9)] . , mM Dr. 58 grs.

IYPI, ZYPinN Goat; often with
ljarley~coru in front . . JE -7—4

Utrc* B.C. 200,

Head of Demcter, of late style, crowned
with com.

[Mion., S*ppL
t
1\\ PL XII. 2;

Z.f. M, xxiv. p. 1 18.
|

Similar head, rude style.

Caps of the Kabeiri, each Mirmouiited
by star.

Head of Hermes,

Bee.

Head of Apollo.

OEHN KABEIPON EYPIflN The
two Kabeiri (identified with the

Dioskuri), standing, naked, facing,

each restingon spear, and surmounted
by star ; all in olive-wreath . . .

'JR Reduced Attic Tetradr. 246 grs.

2YP Two Kabeiri naked, facing ^ *7

IYPI Panther running, . . M 45

IYPI Cedoeeu E-58
ZY Cap of one of the Kabeiri, sur-

mounted by star . , . . JE -45

IYPI Goat lying, r. . . . . .E .4

Imperial—Domitian to Sept. Severus. Inner., CYPIflrJ, CYPI
KABIPON. eiCIC CYPinN, €PMHC CYPinN. Type*—Heads of the
Kabeiri with an ear of corn between them, and a Bee and a Star

beneath. Bust or full-length figure of Isis. Hermes, standing. On JE
of Sept Severus, ACCA H/v\Y(™) = 1$ Assaria (Imhoof, G. M, p. 487).

Tenoi, separated from the southern point of Andros by a channel one
mile in breadth, was famous chierly for its magnificent temple of Poseidon,

much frequented by the people of the surrounding islands (Strab. x. 747).

B.C. 600 (or earlier) to B.C. 500. Acahietu- standard.

Hunch of grapes formed of three pen-

danta.

Id.

Rude incuse square [Hirech Coll. (G. M.,

p. 548, No. 67; cf. N. C, 1895,

p. 273; IfclieloD, Traiti, pt. 2. I

p. 1298)] . . Ai Slater 186 gre.

Id. [a. J/., p. 548, Not. 68, 69.1 . .

M I Dr.; also Ai 6 grs.

Fourth century b. c. Attic iStundanl.

F10. 860.
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Head of Zeus Amnion, bearded and
laureate. (Fig. 260.)

Head of Zeua Aramon, bearded.

Circ. B.c. 300-200.

Head of Zeus Amnion, !aur., beardless.

I Imhoof, .V. C, 1895, p. 274, No. 1
;

PI. X. 9.1

Id. [K M. Guide, PI. XXXII. 28.J

T H Poseidon enthroned, holding do]*

phinaud trident iUTetradr. 254 gre.

T H Grapes . . . M Dr. 63-8 grs.

Rhodian, Standard.

THNinN Poseidon enthroned, holding

dolphin nnd trident; in field. crapes

[Berlin] . . M Tetrndr. 209m
THNinN Poseidon standing, holding

dolphin and sceptre; graphs in field

.itDidn 106 grs.

Id. [B. M. (\, PI. XXVIII. 16.1 THN I Grapes . . . . Ai 35 grs.

On the bronze coins, which range in date from the fourth century to

the second century, the following are the most frequent types: Head of
Zeus Amnion, bearded or young. Head of Poseidon, laureate. Dionysos,
standing with thyrsos before altar. Jfrr., TH, THNlftN. Grapes.

Poseidon standing with trident, around which a dolphin twines, or
holding dolphin and trident, Rose in the field. Trident and dolphins,

Rose in the field. (See B. M. C\, Pis. XXVIII, XXIX.)
The Rose, as an accessory symbol, may indicate an alliance with Rhodes,

which at this time exercised a predominant influence in the Aegacan Sea.

From Boeckh, G. /, ft, 2334, it appears that the Tonian silver money
did not usually exchange at par with the Rhodian, although it was struck

on the same standard, the ordinary rate of exchange beiiu; 103 Toman
drachms against 100 Rhodian. This agio was due, it can hardly be

doubted, to the prestige which attached to Rhodes as a great commercial

state, In actual weight the Tenian drachms are fully equivalent, if not
superior, to the contemporary Rhodian issues. See Moinmsen, J/Vm.
Rtrm.

t
i. p. 51.

Imperial—Sabina to Sept. Severus. In#rr*
f

T H N I fl N . Typen :

Poseidon standing ; Dionysos standing.

Thera, the modern Saiitttrin
%
west of Anaphe and south of Ios, is an

island formed by a submarine volcano, the edge of the crater of which
rises al>ove the sea-level. It is said to have been first inhabited by
Phoenicians, and to have been afterwards colonized from Sparta. It was
the mother-city of Cyrene in Africa. Its archaic coinage is perhaps to

be recognized in the seventh-century silver staters with two dolphins as

type, described $upra, p. 480, as * Uncertain \

Fourth century B. 0.

Head of Apollo facing.

[B. M. C, PI. XXIX.
13.J

III. \N. ('., 1 890, 323 ; cf.M (1). Hirsch,

Auct.-Cat., xiii. 3192.J
Id. [J/on. 01-., p. 225, No. 81.]

Head of Apullo, in profile.

Head of Zeup.

Head of Hermes.
Female head. [Mon. <jr., p. 225, No. 82.

to B. C. 200 or Uder.

OH Hushing bull; dolphins in ex.

[Imhoof, Mon. gr., p. 225. No. 80

J

OH Three dolphins

&-7

Forepart of hull . . . M
Lyre M
Fulmen M

„ Caducous M
OHP Hushing bull . . . . M

M

Fl

II

3

56
6
5

5

Imperial—hi. Aurelius to L. Verus. Inscr., OHPAION or OHPefiN.
Ty/w: Apollo Kitharoodos

;
Naked archaic statue of Apollo radiate

facing; Simulacrum or Term facing (B. M. C, P). XXIX. 17, 18).

v < » gle
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ASIA
BOSPORUS

[Brit. Mil*. Cat., Pontus, &<*,, by W, Wroth ; and the works of Burnchkov And K :.:.

The autonomous coinage of Gorgippia ami Phanagoria, the chief cities

(on the Asiatic side) of the district known as the Cimmerian Bonporus,

bear a close resemblance in both style and fabric, to the more recent

issues of Panticapaeum on the European side of the Straits. The geo-
graphical arrangement adopted in the present work, and by all numis-
matists, unfortunately necessitates the separation of the coins of the

Asiatic from those - of the European portion of the Bosporus. (See

Tauric Chersonesua, HUf>ra, p. 279 sq.)

Achaia. For a coin attributed to this town (Strab. xi, 495) see Journ*
int., vii. p. 353.

Agrippia Caesarea. See under Phanagoria,

Gorgippia, mod. Aiut/xt, south-east of Phanagoria.

Flrd century B.C.

1 1 i :i>
! of Apollo.

Id. [Xum. ZeU.
t
ii. PI. XM.|

Id.

Head of Apollo.

rOPnnriEnN Galloping stag and
tliyrsos .Kill! gry.

I'OITI How in cast- and club M 34 grs.

„ Forepart of rushing bull

M Dr. (?)

rOPrinflEnN Tripod ami thyrws .

M -8

Phanagoria. The chief city of Asiatic Bosporus, situate nearly
opposite Panticapaeum, the European capital.

Fourth century B.C.

Young head in conical rap (Kabeiros). <t>ANA Bull butting. . Al 68-7 grs.

[B. M. C., Pontus, p. 3.]

Similar head. [R. .V., 1900, p. 122.]

Bearded head in conical cap (Kateiros).

j
Koehnc, Mus. Kot.. 1. p. 108, No. 28,

!

„ Forepart of butting bull . .

Ai 20 grs.

Bull butting . . M Size -5

Third ventury B.C., vr later.

Head of Pan.
j
0A Bow and arrow . . . -6—45
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BOSPORUS, COLCHIS 405

First century b. c.

<t>ANArOPITnN within ivv-wreath .

Ai 1 33 gin.

„ Tlivrsos JR G3 grs.

ltose Ai 24-5 grs.

Head of younir Dionysos.

[Z. f. X.. xxi'v. p. 71.;

Head of Apollo. [To., PI. III. 11.)

Head of Artemis Agrotera.

[R M. C, p. 3.]

Bronze of this period. Head of Apollo ; mw«(, Prow ; Tripod and
thyrsos. Ohr. Head of Artemis ; rev. Stag. (For other types of Phana-
goria see Burachkov, PI. XXIII.)

In the first century a. i>. Phanagoria appears to have borne the name
of Agrippia Caesaroa (see Pauly-Wissowa, *. >•.), and to have struck the

following coins :

—

Veiled head of Livia.

Head of Livia (( M Aphrodite) wearin

veil and kidiithos.

r>

ATPinnEnN Prow . . . & -85

KAIIAPEftN Sceptre [see & H. C.

;

,V«m. Zeit., ii. 280; cf. also Podschi-

valov, Bench reitntng, p. 25, with Oiel,

A7. BtHriUje, p. 30]
"

. . . JR -9

siude. The Sindi were a Scythian people who dwelt to the east of
the Palus Maeotis. Their seaport was Sinae.

Fourth century b. a
ZlrJAHN Horse's head; incuse square.

Ai 18 grs.

Griffin, seated ; in front, coin-grain.

[Giel, Kl. Jieitmye, p. 6; cf.

lierl. Blatter, I. p. 4.]

Head of Herakles. [ Brit M us.]

Herakles, kneeling, stringing bow.

[Giel, p. 6; PI. I. 14.]

Ox's head, r. [Uicl, p. 6; PI. I. 15.]

Id It 25 grs. and M 4-3 grs.

ZlNAfl Owl facing; incase wjuare .

.11 19 grs.

„ Horse's head, r. . Ai 2 grs.

COLCHIS
The coins usually attributed to this region are small pieces of base

silver weighing about 36 grs. Their attribution to Colchis rests upon
the fact that they are frequently found in the modern province of Mm
grelia on the eastern coast of the Black Sea.

Circ. b. c. 400, or later.

Head of archaistic (Egyptian^) style. | Hull's head, r. . ^t (base) 3G-26 grs.

The attribution of the following stater of Babylonian weight to Col-
chis is not certain, though specimens appear to have been procured from
Mingrelia.

Human figure, with ox's head, kneeling;

oblong incuse [Brit. Mus. ; Bee X. 6*.,

1893, p. 88; Z.f. JV., iv. p. 5] . .

Ai (base) 157 grs.

Lion reclining, looking hack.

[Date arc. B.C. 500.]

Dioscurias. near the northern boundary of Colchis, was a Greek
trading station, of which the Dioskuri were the traditional founders.
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496 FONTVS

Thne of Mitknulatee Eupator.

Caps of the Dioskuri.
|
AIOSKOYPIAAOZ Thyrsos. JE -Go

Dynast of Colchis.

Aristarchns. Circ. B. c. G3-47 (?). He was made dynast of the Col-

chians by Pompey. In*cr., APIZTAPXO(Y) TOY ET7I KOAXIAO(I),
ohv. Head of Helios (?); rev. Female figure seated; JR 57 grs. (See
Z. /. N., iii. p. 60; v. p. 2*6 f. ; JE C, 1877, p. 1 ; TranHutioM of
Numismatic Hoc. ofMwarn; iii. 1905, p. 1.)

PONTUS
[Waddington, Babolon, and Rmnacli, Rec. fftn. den 3tonn.gr. d'Asic Jfmture, * Pnnt ot PaphU*

genu*
'
; Wroth, Brit. Mm Cat.. /Wu-t, Ac. ; Imhoof-Blumer, Griechische M<tnzen

f 4c]

Koinon of Pontu*. After the formation of Pontus Galaticus (B, o. 2
and a.d. 1), the towns of this territory probably formed a Kouw under
the headship of Amasia. When, in its turn, Pontus Polemoniacus was
incorporated, it formed a new Koivop, of which the capital was Neo-
caesareia. The two Kocrd afterwards became one, and the coins of the

Koiidv Uovrov were struck at Neocaesareia (q. v.). The following were
also probably struck at Neocaesareia:

—

rev. KOlNOM TTONTOY, Tetra-
style temple, of M. Aurelius. also of L. Verus; with dates reckoned
from a. D. 64—5, the year of the annexation of Pontus Polemoniacus.
(On the Koinon see Ret* pf»., p. 25 f.)

Amasia, the birthplace of Mithradates the Great and of Strabo, was
a strongly fortified town on the river Iris. iE of reign of Mithradates

Eupator (7. vX Inter., AAAAIEIAZ.
Imperial—Domitian to Severus Alexander. Inncr^ AM AC I A C

,

usually with a<ldition of various surnames, honorific titles, dates, &c.,

e.g. AAP (Hadriana), C€V (Severiana), ANT (Antonininna), AACZ
(Alexandriana). MHTPOTTOAenC T10NTOY, TTPHTHC TOY TTONTOY,
NCOKOPHN, mostly abbreviated- On a coin of Sept. Severua occurs

the legend €PMHC KTICAC TUN TTOAlN, showing that Hermes was
revered as oekist. Era begins B.C. 2 (#./. A'., 1906, p. 342). Types,

A large altar, often burning, with a tree beside it ; on or above altar,

victim, eagle, chariot ; probably altar of Zeus Stratios . /'"
. g6n*

9 p. 27
;

Curaont, StudUi Pontim, 1906, p. 177) ; View of Amasia (B, M. CL
Bxvii) ; Aphrodite and Ares (Imh., tuK$ p. 560, No. 3) ; Tyche ; Seated
ades ; Hades and Kerbcros {/fee. gfak

3
No. 69).

(Evki SaniHun)
7
next after Sinope the most flourishing Greek

port on the south coast of the Euxine, was recoIonized from Athens,

Jrobably in the middle of the fifth century, and its name changed to
eiraecus.

Fourth century B.C. Persic standard.

Female head in tunetetl stephane. PEIPA, PEIPAE, PEIPAI, PEIPAI-
17N. Owl 011 shield. Magistrate**

names and symbols [/.*«. ffrnM p. 44 f.
|

At Dr. 86 gn.
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ARISTAHCIIVS - CEHASVS 41*7

After the lime of Alexander, the town issued silver of similar types
l»ut without the town-name (drachms and triobo) s of Rhodian weight).

Traces of the authority of the Pontic kings are found on these coins, as
in BA(<rtAi<rmjtf) AA(ofiiVqs), also on the a of the same period (Rec. yen.).

M of reign of Mithradates Eupator. Inter., AM I SOY (rarely ZA MI-
SOY and ZAMISOHZ, /. /. X, ii. p. 29). In addition to the civic

coinages of Mithradates, described under his name, infra, the following
were struck at Amisus : —obv. Head of Artemis, rev. Quiver witli strap

;

obv. Head of Dionysos, rev. Cista and thyrsos; o/n*. Cista and thyrsos,

ret: Panther holding stag's head; obv. Head of Dionysos, rev. Quiver;
(*/"-. Female head in wolfs skin (Amazon Lykastia?), rev. Herakles,
Nike (sec Imhoof, G. M., p. 570) ; oliv. Head of Apollo, rev. Roma and
Eirene (I), cire. B. c. 84 (see 0. M., p. 569).

In the tirst century B. c. the Proconsuls of Bithjnia, C. Papirius Carbo,
ii.c. 61-59, and C. I'aecilius Cornutus. B.C. 5b" (0. M., p. 562), place

their names upon & coins: obv. AM I SOY Head of Roma, rev. Roma
(PflMH) seated on shields holding Nike.

Imj>eri<U—Augustus to Salomnus (some quosi-autonomous, G. M.,

p. 570 f.). There are A\ from Hadrian to Antoninus, wt. 144, 96,

48 grs. (cf. G. M., p. 572). Inner., AMICOY, nearly always with
€A€Y6€PAC added. Ty/te#, Athena, Asklepios, Dcmeter, Dionysos.

Poseidon, Hermes, &c. ; Capricorn ; Tycho of Amisus placing rudder on
head of Thalassa (Imb., Kleinm. J/., i. p. J, No. 4); River-god 6€P-
MOAnM (R. A', 1900, p. 126); Temple and altar with mountains
behind (Imh., G. U.

%
p. 571). Era dates from autumn of B.C. 32. at

which time Amisus was freed from its tyrant Straton by Augustus
(Z. /'. y., xx. p. 257; Pauly-Wissowa, *.v. 'Aera', p. 644; Bee. gin.,

p. 44).

Cabeira (Xik*ar),in the valley of the Lycus.was the chief seat ofthe wor-
ship ofthe god Men Pharaakou. M of reign of Mithradates Eupator (q. v.).

Inner., K ABHPflN. Cire. B.C. 65 the name was changed by Ponapey to Dios-

polis,and X. inscribed A1AS appear to have been issued with Mithradatic

types : obv. Head of Zeus, rev. Eagle ; obv. Head of Dionysos, rev. Cista and
thyrsos (Imh., G. M., p. 574 ;

butseein/ru under Dia in Bithynia). Iniin-

Erial times it bore the name JTeoca«»areia. Imperial (see B. M. C;
ihoof, G. M. ; Rec. gin.) Trajan to Gallienus. Also quasi-auton. of Do-

initian. Inter., M€0K AICAP€I AC ; N€OK AIC ; alsoKOlNON TT0NT0Y
(see supra, Xoinon of Pontua) ; MHTPOn ; AAP ; AIC NEOKOP.
Games, AKTI A. Era, Oct., A. n. 64. Types, Temple, within which, some-
times, statue, radiate bust, altar. Agonistic tame, wreath, &c. Dios-

kuri standing at altar. Athena (with name of Roman official Aufidius

Umber; Imhoof, Klelna*. M.
t

ii. p. 499). Group of Tycho of Neocae-
sareia with river-god at her feet and five female figures = the cities

of the Kotvov llu'irov with their vutro/H>lis Neocaesareia (see B. M. C.

;

Imhoof, G. M., p. 578 ; Rec. gin., p. 86).

Cerasos (Klre&jun), on the coast west of Trapezus. Perhaps the

Fame town as Fhamac«ia («/. v.) (Rer. gin., p. 74 and p. 99). Imperial, &
Hadrian to Severus Alexander. Inner., KCPACOYNTIftN. Era, Oct.,

READ K K
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498 PONTUS

a. i>. 64. Types : Heraklcs standing ; Galley ; Seated Goddess with cornu-
copiae

; Pan, &c.

Chabacta, in Strabo's time, was a dependency of Amisus. .K of

reign of Mithradates Eupator (q. v.). Inscr., XABAKTOH.

Comana (near Gumenek), on the Iris, called ' Pontica ' to distinguish it

from the Cappadocian Comana, was famed for its cultus of the goddess
Ma or Enyo, the high priest of whose temple ranked next in dignity to

the king of Pontus (cf. R. X. t 1886, p. 443). Under the Romans the

place bore the additional name of Hierocacsareia.

M of reign of Mithradates Eupator (q. vX Inner., KOMANfiN.
Imperial and qvMsl-autonwnoti s—-Time of Caligula, obv. Head of Enyo,
rev. KOMANfiN Club (Z. f. Hf.

t
xx. p. 261, No. 1); Nerva, rev.

KOMANflH, Club; Sept. Severus and family, In»-r., l€POKAICA
KOMAN€(HN), Types; Temple, within which Enyo radiate, Btanding,

holding shield and club {Z.f. J\., xx. p. 262, No. 2) ; also, Nike in temple.
Era dates from Oct., a. d. 34 (X C, 1902, p. 2 ; 1904, p. 101 f. ; cf. Rec.

</<?»., p. 78).

Gastara (Turkhal), on the Iris, one of the residences of the kings of
Pontus, but deserted in the time of Strabo (xii. 547). For the silver coin.s

of the dynast Ariarathes I, struck there, Bee Kings of Cappadocia. . K of

reign of Mithradates Eupator (q. v.). Inner., rAZIOYPnN.

Haemilinm (?) or .ffimilinm, known only from coins. JS. of first cen-

tury b. c. Obv. Head of Tyche of city, rev, r ulmen ; above, Crescent and
star; obv. Head of Apollo, rev. Similar. Size -9. Inner., AIMIAIOY.
{Z.f. iV., xx. p. 271 ; Rec. <jhx., p. 26.)

Laodiceia. Modern Ladifc, between Amisus and Amasia. JE of reign

of Mithradates Eupator (q.v.). Inner., AAOAIKEIAZ. Types; Aegis,
rev. Nike walking ; Head of Ares, rev. Sword in sheath ; Head of young
Dionysos, rev. Thyreos (Z.f. iV~., xx. p. 263 ; cf. R. JV., 1900, p. 228).

Neocaeiareia. See Cabeira.

WicopolU ad Lycnm (near Pioitrlh, Uvpyos). Founded by Pompey,
circ. b. C. 65, in memory of his victory over Mithradates Eupator (Imh.,

Kl. M., i. 3; Rec.yfoi., p. 97; Cumont, Sludia Pontica, 1906, p. 306).

Imperial—Trajan ; Hadrian. Inner.. M€IKOnOA6tx)C, and €TOVC
'34' and '42'; also NlKOnOAITOJN A API AN ...; cf. 0. 1. G., 4189.

Tyjtes; Zeus seated holding Nike; Nike; Wreath ; Serpent on Altar;
Young head, laur. Era, Oct., a. D. 64.

PeiraMus. See imiiu.

Pharnaceia, on the Black Sen, west of Trapezus (perhaps the same town
as Corasus

; see Rec. ghi., pp. 74, 99). M, Second or first century H. c.

Inner., <t>APNAKEnN, Bust of Men, rev. Star (Imh., Kleina*. M., i.

p. 5) ; Bust of Zeus, rev. Zebu. Also J& of reign of Mithradates Eupator,

Bust of Zeus, rev. <t>APNAKEI A£, Eagle on fulmen. (According to

R. N., 1900, p. xx, Imperial of Caracalla ; cf. Imhoof, op. eit.
t

ii. p. 500).
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CHJliACTA-ZELA 499

Pimoliaa. See infra under Paphlagonia.

Sebaateia (Sivas), on the Halys. Imperial— L. Verus to Valerian.

Inner., C€BACTHNnN, C€BACTIAC MHTP0n0A€OC. Types : Roma
seated ; Demeter. Era begins between B. c. 2-1 and A. D. 1:2. probably

B. c. 2-1. (Imb., Kleinaa. M.
t p. 5 ; Rec. gin., p. 101.)

Sebaatopolis-HeracleopolU (Su/u-Serai), on the Scylax. Imperial—
Trajan to GallienuB. /;wr, C€BACTOTTOAITnrJ. CGBACTOnOA€nC
(Trajan); later, CCBACTO. HPAK., C€BACT0n0. HPAKA€0n0.,
C6BACT0. HPAKACOn. T>jttes: Nearly all relate to Heraklea and his

labours ; Statue of Herakles in temple, &c. See Imh., G. M., &c. Roman
Magistrate, P. C. Ruso (A". Z, 1891, p. 71). Era dates from B.r. 3
(October). (X. C, 1902, p. 184 ; 1904, p. 101 : Z. f. X., 1906, p. 339 ; cf.

Rec. gin., p. 102.)

Tanlara (Taourta, R. X., 1900, p. 230). M of reign of Mithradates
Eupator (7. v.). Inner., TAYAAPnN.

Trapesns (Trebizond), on the south coast of the Euxine. The rev.

type of the following coins, a table, is obviously a typeparlant (rpditf^a).

Fourth century b. C. Persic standard.

Mai-' head, with close heard (Hermes 1).

,\W Chron., 1871, PI. VI. 3, 4.]

TPA Table, on which bunch of grapes

.R Dr. 88 grs.; Diob. 22gre^ with-

out grapes.

Imperial—Trajan to Philip jun. laser., TPATKZOYNTinN. Era
64 a. D. Types: Hermes, Dionysos, Sarapis, Tyche, &o. ; especially

Mithras, who is often represented on horseback : see Imh., G. M .. p. 582 f.

;

Z.f. ..V., xx. 266 ; and Rec. gin., p. 107, for the Mithraeum of Trapezus.

Zela (Zdleh), one of the chief seata of the cultus of the goddess
Anai'tis, the high priest of whose temple was the ruler of Zela and its

territory.

Imperial—A coin of Trajan with ' Zeus Epikarpios' is perhaps false

or wrongly attributed (Rec. gen., p. 116). Sept. Severus and family.

Views of temple (of Anaitis) (B. M. C; Z.f. If., xii. 308) ; Male figure

seated holding ears of corn (X ft, v. 185 ) ; Ears of corn (Z. f. X., xx. 266)

:

Two towers and an arcade (Rec. gin., No. 11). laser., ZHAITfiN TOY
nONTOY (abbrev.). Era, 64 a. d.

KINGS OF PONTUS, AND OF PONTUS WITH BOSPORUS
[Th, IfcinRch, Trot* Royaume* dc VJM$ *V<mwv, and Uhi&toirt par fc* Monnaies (p. 1ST for

genealogy find dates
^ ; Wroth, B M. C, i

'
. Ac ;

Wuddington, Babelon, and ReinAch,
Rtauil gtn£rat

t
p. 9 f. ; Von Sallet, ZurSum, der Kunigt ton itonfu u. Bos}torust Berlin, I8rt€,]

1. Mithradatei I, b. C- 302-266, founder of the Kingdom of Pontus. 1

No coins.

* The king* numbered 1-7 were rulers of Pontus only, before its union with Bosporus

Kk2
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500 KLXGS OF POATCS AM) BOSPORUS

2. Ariobarxanes I, son of Mithradates I, B. C. 266 ?-255 ? No coins.

3. Mithradatea II, son of Ariobarzanea I, B. c. 255 ?-220 ?

Head of Athena helraetod. I MI0PAAATOY BAIIAEnX Nike

[Reinach, L'hiet. p. I. m., p. 131 ; TV.
! standing holding palm . X Stater.

Hoy., p. 162 ; Ilec.ijen., p. 9. No. 1.] |

4. Mithradates III, son of Mithradates II, B.C 220?-185?

% *i

Fio. SSI.

Hewl of Mithradates Til, wrinkled,

with close beard. (Fig. 261.)

[Rein.. Tr. Roy., p. 106 ;
cf. L'kiM.

f.
f. m., pp. 131, 132.

BASIAEnZ MIOPAAATOY Zeus

seated, holding eagle : in field, star

within crescent (sun and moon), the

symbol of the House of Mithradates,

which claimed Persian descent [/?. A".,

1900, p. 229 ; L'kiM. ;». /. m.. PL VI.

2] B Attic Tetradr. ; also Drachm.

5. Pharnacea I, B.C. 185? -169. Son of Mithradates III.

Fio. 2fi2.

Bead of Pharnaccs I. (Fig. 262.)

[Rein., Tr. Roy., p. 168.]

BAZIAEHZ OAPNAKOY Male figure

(Pantheistic divinity \), standing,

faring, wearing spreading hat. chiton,

chlamys and cothurni ; holds cornu-

copiae, caducous, and vine- branch, at

which a doe beside him nibbles ; in

field, star in crescent

A\ Attic Tetradr.; Dr.

6. Mithradates IT, Philopator, Philadelphus, n. c. 169-150? Son of
Mithradatos III; married his sister, LaocUce V. Philadelphus.

C loogle Original from
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KINGS OF 1VSTVS ANh JioSPOJiUS 501

Heads of Mithradates IV and Laodice,

v., jugnte.

[Rein., L'hirt. j>. /. m.. p. 127.]

Head of Mithrailates IV, r.

[Hein., L'kitt. p. I. m., p. 128.]

BAZIAEfiS MI6PAAAT0Y KAI
BASIAIIIHZ AAOAIKHI OIAA-
AEA0C1N Zeus am! Heia standing

facing, each holding sceptre [Paris] .

M Attic Tetradr.

BAHAEnZ MIGPAAATOY OIA0-
riATOPOr KAI 4HAAAEA0OY
Perseus (ancestor of the Persian

kings) standing facing, hftH'llg Imrpn

and Gorgou's head ; in field, star in

CI"escent [Herlin. Paris

Al Attic Tetradr.

7. Mithradate* V, Kuergetes. n. c. 150 ?- 120. Son of Pharnacos I % No
coins known. (Of. X. C, 1905. p. 1 17 f. ; Bull. Corr. Hell., xxx. p. 47 f.)

Laodice. The following coin lias been attributed to the mother of

Mithradates VI, Kupator, who was regent of 1'ontus, B.C. 120-113. Her
name, however, is not stated by the historians, and the coin may belong

t<> some other Pontic queen named Laodice (cf. the rev. with the rev. of

the tetradr. of Mithradates IV and Laodice. sv/tra).

Head of Laodice. BAIIAIEIHI [AJAOAIKHI Hera
[Rain., L'hiet. ft. I. m., p. 134; PI. i standing, holding sceptre

|
Pai is

:

VI. 5.] .it Attic tetradr.

H. Mithradates VI, Eupator (the •Great'), B. C. 120-63. King of

Funtiis and Bosporus. Son of Mithradates V.

-
r,

Fin. 203.

Head of Mithradates VI.

p. 13, where varieties

moil, of Pergainum, Ac, are given.]

[/Cm. gin.,

without the

Head of Mithradates VI.

[Jiee. 0«*,p. 14 f.]

BASIAEilS MiePAAATOY EYHA-
TOPOZ Stag feeding; in field, cres-

cent and star, and monogram of Per-

•jamuin, where the coin was struck

when Mithradates was resident there ;

whole in ivy-wreath

St Stater 131 grs.

BAZIAEflZ MI6PAAAT0Y EYriA-
TOPOS Pegasos drinking; in field,

crescent and star, and usually a date

(Era l>eginning Oct., n.c. 297) and
luminal representing thfl mouth of

issue ; whole generally in ivy-wreath,

MI6PAAAT0Y sometimes omitted .

Al Attic Tetradr.
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502 KINGS Of PONTUS AND BOSPORUS

Similar; hair more flowing. Similar, but type, stag feeding instead

ofPegasos

M Attic tetradr. (Fig. 263) {lite.

gin., p. 16 Q.M Drachm (Rein., 7V. Hoy.. PI.

XI. 3).

Holm (Gr. Gesc/t., iv. p. 724) would connect the introduction of the

stag (of Artemis) with the conquest of Western Asia Minor (u. c. 88).

During the reign of Mithradates a more or less uniform coinage of

bronze was issued in the various cities of Pontus and Paphlagonia,

bearing, however, the name of the city, not that of the king (B. M. C.
p. xv ; Imh., Gxiech. M., p. 561 f.) :

—

1. Head of Zeus. Her. Eagle on fulmen. (At Amasia. Ainsus, Cabeiha.
Gaziura,Laodiceia, Phabjcackia, Pimousa.Taulara, Amastbis, Sixope.

cf. Abonuteichcb.)

2. Head of young Ares. Rev. Sword in sheath. (Amasia, Aviso, Cabkika.
Chabacta, Gaziuba, Laodiceia, Pimolisa, Taulara, Amastbis, Boron.)

3. Head of Athena (as on Athenian tetrudrachms). Rev. Perseus staiidiiig
;

at his feet, body of Medusa. (Avikus, Cabeira, Comana, Amastbis.

Sinope.)

4. Bust of young Perseus. Ilex: Cornucopiae between caps of Dioskuri. above

which, stars. (Amasia, Amisis, Sinope.)

5. Head of Mithradates VI as Perseus (Imh., Gr. M., p. 564). Rev. IVga&c*

drinking. (Amisus, Chabacta.)
6. Head of Perseus helmeted. Rev. Harpa winged. (Amisus.)

7. Aegis with Gorgon's head. Rev. Nike. (Amisus, Cabeira, Chabacta.

COMANA, LAODICKIA, AMASTBIP, SlXOPE.^

8. Female bust in wolfs skin. Rev. Nike. (Amisus, Sinope : see Imh.. Gr. .If.,

p. 570; Z.f. .V., xxi. 218.)

0. Head of Artemis. Rev. Tripod with lebes. (Amisus, Sinope.)

10. Various Dionysiac types. (Amisus, Cabeira (Imh., Gr. J/., p. 575), Lao-

diceia (Z.f. X, xx. p. 2G3).)

11. Youthful bust (of Mithradates VI?) in helmet. Rev, Quiver. (Amisus:
Imh., Gr. M., p. 560 ; Z.

f.
N, xx. p. 256.)

On these coins the supposed Persian descent of Mithradates is empha-
sized by the types relating to Perseus. Dion^siac types are frequent at

Amisus, and the head of the god is often assimilated to that of Mithra-
dates himself (B. M. C, p. xvi) ; compare the surname of Dionysos
adopted by Mithradates, and the wreath of ivy (cf. Cirtophori) on his

tetradrachms.
For his dominions in Bosporus, Mithradates seems to have issued bronze

money only (B. M. C, p. xxx, p. 44 f. ; R. N., 1900, p. 128), marked by
his name BA(rriAlu?) E(v7iaTopos) in monogram. Also, probably, thick

bronze pieces, obv. Young head in leather helmet, rev. Star (generally

countermarked : Imh., Gr. At., p. 567). On the connexion of Mithradates

with the coins of Smyrna, Odessus, and Athens, see B. M. C, Port fup,

p. xxvii, and supra, p. 385.

Polcmo I. King of Pontus from circ. B.C. 36; king of Bosporus
from B.C. 17, of>. B.C. 9-8. M Drachm. BAZIAEOZ nOAEMnNOl
EYZEBOYZ. Rev, Pegasos ; Star, tvc. (von Sallet, Beitrfuje . . . Gimm.
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BoKjjorus; Podschivalov, Bettckreibung, p. 11; R. N.
t
1866, pp. 420 IT.;

Rec. gta., p. 19.)

Pythodoris, B.C. 8—A.D, 22-23?, widow of Polemo I ; queen of Pontus.

M Drachms. BAZIAIIZA TTYGOAnPIZ. With heads of Augustus
and of Tiberius. Also with obi: head of Pythodoris (Rec. ghi., p. 20,

No. 21). Ty/tets: Cornucopiae; Capricorn; Scales; Star, (von Sallct,

Be'drOge, p. 69; Giel, Kleine Beitrage, p. 12 ; Roinach, L'hiat. par les

mo int., p. 143.;

Antonia Tryphaan*, B.C. 22-23?— a. v. 49?, daughter of Polemo I

and Pythodoris, and mother of Polemo II. Al Drachms, with her son
Polemo, and with portrait of each. BACIAICCHC TPYOAlMHC, BAZI-
AIIIA TPYOAINA. (Z. /. X, xx. p. 267 ; R.N, 1900, p. 131 ; Reinach,

L'hiat,, &c, p. 145 ; Rec. gin., p. 21 f.)

Polemo H, son of Antonia Tryphaena, king of Pontus, A. D. 38-64/5,

and king of Bosporus till a. d. 41. At Drachms, with head of Polemo II

ami heads of Claudius, Agrippina (?>. Nero, Britannicus ; also with

Tryphaena (q. v.). Inter., BACIA€flC nOA€MnNOC. Dates from Era
beginning Oct. A. D. 38. (Reinach, L'kitt., Ac. p. 145 f. ; B. M. C, Pontus,

p. xxviii, p. 46 ; Rec. ge'n., p. 22 f.)

KINGDOM OF THE CIMMERIAN BOSPORUS

[Wrottlj B, M. C, /'-, 4c, •ni't the works <•(
I In- Rw»ian numiamatiattt Buraclikov,

Oiel, Oreschnikov, and PutiachWalov : cf. Knehnc, Mia. K<>tM-h-ubey
; LatyachoT, Inter, ant.

Orne ft*ptt»t. Port., Vol. II ; Brandis, s. r. * Boapor.-.' in Pauly-Wiasowa.]

The ' archons ' and ' kings ' of the Cimmerian Bosporus of the fifth and
fourth centuries B. c, did not i-ssuo regal coinages, but the money of their

time must be looked for in the rich civic currency of Panticapaeum
(</. i*.). The following regal issues are subsequent to the fourth cen-
tury B. C.

Paerisadea. Head of king, diademed, rev. BAZIAEHZ TIAIPIZAAOY
Athena seated holding Nike. A stater imitated from the staters of
Lysimachus. Podschivalov assigns the varieties of this coin to Paeri-

sades III, IV, V, VI, who ruled arc. b. C. 280 to B. c. 100 {see B. M. C,
p. xxix).

partocu*. Head of king, rec. BAZIAEHZ [Z]nAPT0K0Y Bow
in case. Al Attic didrachm. Second century n. c. (= Spartocus IV?,
son of Paeriaades) (B. M. C, p. xxix).

Leucon II r,r III. M, inscribed BAZ! IAEHZ AEYKnNOZ. Types :

Head of Horaklea, rev. Bow and club ; Head of Athena, rev. Fulmen ;

Shield and spear, rev. Bow in case. Second century B. C. ? (B. M. C,
p. xxx).

The Bosporan coinage of Xithradatea VI Eupator, king of Pontus, is

described under his name, supra, p. 502.

_ i '
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504 KINGDOM OF THE CIMMERIAN BOSPORUS

Phamaces II, B.C. 63-47, son of Mithradates VI Eupator, struck

Af staters for his kingdom of Bosporus ; obv. Head of king, diademed,

rev. BAZIAEnZ BAEIAEOrJ METAAOY <t>APNAK0Y, Apollo with

branch and lyre, seated before tripod (B. M. C, p. xxxi).

Asaudcr, B. C. 47 (or 44-43?) to 16, issued A* and M with inner.,

APXOrJTOI AZANAPOY: also Af with i-n*cr., BAZIAEOZ AZArJ-
&P0Y ; obv. Head of Asander, rev. Nike on prow (B. M. C, p. xxxi).

Also A^ of his widow Dynamia, BAZIAIZZH2 AYNAMEflZ (Anmrti
U Curr., 1841, p. 320 ; von Sallct, Beitrdye . . . Vttnin. Bosp.

t p. 15).<

Hygiaenon. First century B. c. Known only from a silver coin reading
APXONTOZ YriAlNONTOZ (Imhoof, Pvrtrntkopfe, p. 34).

Aku. AT stater, like that of Paerisades, hitter., BAZIAEHZ AKOY.
Second century B. c. (Imhoof, Port ratfcojtfe, p. 35).

The later kings of Boiporus who issued coins are as follows :

—

ABpurpuB. B. c. 8 l-A. D. 38 ?

Khescuporis I. a. la. 14 -12.

Mithradates. A. i>. 42 -46.

Gepaepyris, wife of Biitfarndatw f

Cotys I. A.l). 46-78.

Khescui>oris II. a. d. 78 93.

Sauromates 1. A. D. 93 4-123/4.

CotvB II. A.D. 123/4-131/2.
Rlio'emetalces. A. d. 131/2-153/4.

Eupator. A. i>. 154 5-170/1 I

SauroniuteB II. A.D. 172 (or 174/5) -210/1 1.

Khescuporis III. a. i>. 211/12-228/9.
Cotys III. a. d. 227/8-234/5 I

Sauromatvs III. a. d. 229/30-232/3.
Khescuporis IV. a. \>. 233/4-234/5.
IninthimeuB. A.D. 234/5-239/40.
Khescuporis V. a. d. 239 10-27G.
Sauromates IV. a. D, 275/6.

Phai sanzes. a. i>. 253 '4-254/5.
Syngt*. A. I). 258-276.
Teiranes. a. D. 275/6-278/9.
Tliothonws. a. i». 278 9-308 '9.

Hhatlamwi'les. A. d. 308/9-322/3.
Khescuporis VI (VI I 1). a. i>. 303 4-34 1 /2.

The money issued by the above-mentioned kings consisted of (i) A
stater coinage. Until rirr. A.D. 124, this coinage (by the exceptional

privilege of the Roman Emperors) was of gold (123-120 grains). The
metal, however, deteriorated into electrum, and, finally, through the
stages of billon or potin, passed into bronze. These staters bear on one
side the reigning Emperor's head (without inscription) ; on the other,

the king's head with inscription, e. o. BACIA€nC CAYPOMATOY.
The staters bear dates of the Pontic Era, Oct. B.C. 297. (ii) Bronze
coinage. The coins bear marks of value H, IB. K A, and MH = 8, 12, 24.
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ami 48 iwv/ifua, but there is much variation in size and weight, even in the

caee of pieces bearing the same mark of value (B. M. C, p. xxxiv). The
king's head generally appears on the obverse. Reverse types—Labours of

Herakles (Sauromates II) ; Aphrodite (?) seated: Temple of Jupiter
Capitolinus

; City-gate; Nike with wreath and palm; Ivory chair,

crown, shield, &cM the TEIMAI (rifuu) or marks of honour sent to the

king by the Koman Emperor and Senate : King trampling on cap-
tive ; &c.

PAPHLAGONIA
'Waddington. Batielon, mid Reinach, lice. gin. iltg il»nn. <jr., ' Pont vt Pnphlflgoim* *

;

Wroth, B. M. C, BwAm, ftc.]

Abonuteichus, later Xonopolis (Inefjoli). Autonomous M, time of Mith-
radatcs Eupator. oh: Head of Zeus, ran ABHNOY TEIXOY Eagle (see

R. N., 1900, p. 8. and S. 6*., 1905, p. 116). Jm^eriul—Trajan to Faus-

tina Junior, inser., ABnNOT€IX€ITnN ; M. Aurelius to Trehonianus

Uallus, inter., inNOTTOAeiTHrJ. Type*: Asklepios and Hygieia

;

serpent TAYKnN ; Demeter; Dionysos; Artemis; Wind-god or pro-

montory (?) ZeOYPlC (R. N., 1900, p. 18). Glycon is the serpent-

incarnation of Asklepios exhibited liy Alexander, the false magician of

Abonuteichtis. According to Lucian's life of Alexander, the name of the

town was changed from Abonuteichtis to Ionopolis on the authorization

of M. Aurelius (see Babelon, R. -V., 11)00, p. 1 f.). See also Bee. yin..

p. 129 f.

Amastris (Ainasra). Founded i-irc. B. c. 800 by Amastris, niece of

Darius Codomannus, wife of Dionysius, tyrant of Heracleia in Bitbynia,

and afterwards of Lyumachus. The peoples of Sesamus, Cytorus,

Cromna, and Tium were brought together in the new city. Tium,
however, soon l>ccame independent (see R>'f. ye" it., p. 134 f.).

drc. B. C- 300 and Inter.

mm.->/ y:

Fig. 281.

^ oung male head in Phrygian cap, or*

namented with laurel-wreath and star

(Mithras f). (Fig, 264.)
[R M. (\, Pontu*, p. 84.]

Similar, without star,

[Xa, 1885, jib G3.]

AMASTPIEnN Female figure (Amii-

tis, or the town Amastris?) Mated on

tluouc, wearing veil, enlathos, &c.

;

hold* Nike and sceptre; in field,

my i tic-bud (?) [J/o?i». pr«. p. 227] .

A\ Rubyloiiian (?) Stater 148-
121 giK

AMASTPI0S BA*iAI£SH£ Same
figure holding Eros, or sometimes

Nike . , . . AX 141-148 fir*.

le
\
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506 PAPIILAGOMA

Similar head.

Similar head.

Head of Athena.

AMA*TPI0* BA£IAI£SHS Bow in

case \Rec. gen., No. 3] . M Size -65

AMASTP Itow in case iy?«.0CT».,Xo.9]

AMAiTPIEHN Owl on fulmen (time

of Mithradatcs Eupator ?) . X -85

& of period of Mithradates Eupator ('/. v.) with inter., AM ASTPI EnN
and AMAlTPEn* (Imhoof, Kleinat. M„ II. p. 501). Also M of first

century &r. dated from Pompeian Era. B.C. 64 (Imh., Gr. M.
t p. 585 f.

;

Rec. gin,, p. 138).

Imperial—Trajan to Salonina (some quati-avionoinoutt, time of Trajan

and Antoninus). Inter., AM ACTPI ANnN, rarely with MHTPOTTO-
A€ITnN added (Imh., Gr. Af., p. 586). Types numerous; often of good
work (A'. Z., 1891, p. 22). Bust of Z€VC CTPATHrOC. Zeus Strategos

and HP A standing. Athena. Hermes with caduceus and discus (.V. C,
1898, p. 328; Journ. int., 1899, p. 137). Asklepios and Hygieia.

Dikaiosyne. The City Amastris. Bust of Helios
;

rev. Crescent and
star (Gr. M.,¥L V. 10). Bust of AIONYCOC C6BACTOC (G. M., PL V.

11). Sarapis. Isis Fharia. Bull ATTIC. Dioskuri with horses.

Aphrodite with apple (X Z., 1891, p. 19, No. 34). Agave with head of

Pentheus (Rec gin.. No. 53). Ares (Rao. gin., Nos. 137, 138). Eirene

holding Ploutos (Rec. gen.. No. 154). Signs of Zodiac. AVPHAIOrJ
KAICAPA AMACTPIArJOl Statue of M. Aurelius on horse (Hunter
'at., U. p. 234). Bust of OMHPOC. River-god MEAHC. River-god
TTAPeErJlOC. Bust of Faustina as the city AMACTPIC. Ram, and
bird on column (Z. /. X, xx. p. 270). Galley. Mark* of whte, B—

H

= 2-8 Assaria (Gr. if., p. 586).

Alliance-coin* with Ambus {Rec. gin., p. 145, No. 85).

Cromna, an ancient city, incorporated circ. B.C. 300 with Amastris

(q, v.). See Rec. gin., p. 157.

Circ. B. C. 340-300.

Head of Zeus. KPOMNA Head of the Tyche or

Hera(f), weariug turreted Stephanos
;

various symbols and moos

M Pei-aic Teti-ob. 65 grs.

KPHM Amphora and grapes . . .

A'. -7-4
Head of the Tyche (?), as on silver.

Oangra, an old fortress, APX. TTA<!>. TANrPHN, incorporated with
Germanicopolis (q. v.).

Germanicopolis (Changru). Imperial—With name CCTIA. Nero.
M. Aurelius (Rec. gin., p. 161) ; then of Sept. Severus and family with
in**., TCPMANlKOnOACnC also APXeO. TTAOAA. ( = of>Xau)7roAis or

apxaiOTcim Uatpkayovias) T€PM AN6I K OnOAIC €CTIA eenN &c.
Types: Apollo; Sarapis; Bull Apis; Heraklos and Hydra; Nemesis;
Crouching Aphrodite and Eros (Imh., GV. J/., PI. V. 19) ; River-god
AAYC ; River-god z.ArJ60C; Gate with two doors flanked by battle-

mented towers = the fortress of TAN TP A (also with inner., PArJrPnrJ.

/ " I -, Original from
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Imh., Or. M., p. 589 f. Cf. Bee. gen., p. 168). Alliance-coin*, with
Ancyra.

Era, Oct. B. c. 6-5 (Imh., Kleinas. M.
t

I. p. 6 ; Dessau, Z. f. N.,

1906, p. 335).

Xonopolia. See Abonnteich.ua.

Ifooclaudiopoli*
(
Vezir-Keuj/ru), originally Neapolis ; also called

Andrapa. Imjxrial—Trajan to Sept. Severus and family. Inner.,

N€OKAAYAIOnOA€ITnN. Types: Athena; Sarapis; Nike; Asklepios

(Bee. gin., p. 169. Cf. Cumont, Stadia Pont'ua, 1906, p. 133.)

Era, Autumn of u. C 6-5 (X C, 1899, p. 95).

Punolia* (Osmandjikl), on the Halys. (Usually placed in Pontus,

but see Bee. gin., p. 172.)

/E of the reign of Mithradates Eupator (q. v.). Inecr.. ni MnAlinH.

Pompeiopolia (Tustt-Keitpru). Second or first century b. c. ; obv. Head
of Zeus, rev. TTOMriHIOnOAITnN Torch in wreath, vK -8 {Bee. gin.,

p. 173, No- 1). Imf>erial—Ant. Pius to Sept. Severus. Inter., MHTPO.
TTAOAA. nOMTTHlOnOAIC. Tg/ten; Asklepios; Nemesis; Herakles

;

Dionysos. See also Sobaate. infra.

Seb&ste. Perhaps a name temporarily borne by Fompaiopolia (7. r.)

(Bee. gin., p. 176). Imperial of M. Aurelius and L. Verus. Inscr.,

CCBACTH MHTPO. TTA<I>. T<j[m; Athena; Bust of Tycho (A
r
. (?.,

1895, p. 275 f.).

Seiamm. This city was incorporated, cir<\ b. 0. 800, with Amastris.

Like Cromna, it struck silver and bronze coins shortly before that event.

Circ. B.C. 340-300.

Head of Zeus.

Id. [Irohoof, Afon. yr., p. 229.]

Head of Zeus.

Head of Apollo.

SHSAM Head of Demeter M 55 grs.

*H*AMH Id. [Paris]. . M 25 grs.

SH€A Female head (Demeter ?) M -6

,. Kantharos [fttc. gen., p. 177] .

M-5

Sinope (Sinvb), the wealthiest emporium on the south coast of the

Euxine, was a colony of Miletus (b. c. 630). Its dominion in the fifth

century embraced a large portion of the northern part of Asia Minor,

and its fleet was supreme on tho sea. Its earliest issues are silver staters,

ranging in weight from 100 to 80 grs. (possibly Phoenician reduced).

For the coins see Six in X. C, 1885, pp. 15-50; R M. C, Pontue,

p. 95 ; Bee. gin., p. 178 f.

Chv. B- c 500 (or earlier 1) to circ. B. C. 453.

Eagle's head, often of very rude work
;

Quadripartite incuse square, the alter-

l«neath it, a dolphin. uate quarters deeply sunk ; some-

I

l>. M. C, Pontus, p. 95 ; Imh., times containing pellets or letter . .

Gr. M., p. 596.] At 100-80 gru.

(
"*
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508 PAPHLAGQNIA

Circ. B. C, 453-37 a.

Ik-ad of Sinope, the daughter ofAsopus,

wearing sphendone*
[.V. C. t 1885, p. 21 f.]

£lNfi Sea-eagle on a dolphin ; on the

earliest specimens, in an incuse square.

Magistrates' names frequent *

Ai 93-80 grs.

Clrc. B. e. 375-322.

The coins of this period are similar to those ofthe preceding, but the name
'of the city is now replaced by that of a Persian Satrap:—(i) Datames.

B. c. 364-362, AATAM A. (ii) ' Abd Sasan ' (or * Abd Sisin ') written in

Cappadocia.

Giro, b, c. 322-220.

Head of Sinope, wearing sphendone ;

in front, usually, aplutrtre.

Id,

Head of Sinope, facing.

Head of Sinope, turretcd.

£INH Sea-eagle on dolphin. Magif-

trate** names , . Dr. 95-78 gra.

£ I N CI Kagle
t

conventionally repre-

sented, facing, with spread wings.

Magistrates' mons. J Dr. Ai 45 gw.

*lNft Id. . . . J Dr. Ai 22 gn.

Cirr. b, a 306-290.

TlNn Plow ; in front, aplustre and mou.

.It 39 grs.

Attic Standard. Circ. b.c. 220 (or earlier 1) to 183.

Tuneted head of Sinope.

[£"./. X, xx, )>. 272; cf. Jahrb.

arch lust., 1898, p. 172.]

Turreted head of Sinupc.

'VPurreted head of Sinope.

Head of Hermes, wearing petasos.

Head of Apollo, 1., laur.

Head of Sinope. r., turreted.

[jr. a, less, pi. n. is.]

lit jul of A]m|I<).

Head of Sinope.

ld t

The tetradrachm with the seated

Antiochus III of Syria.

SlNn Archaic statue of Apollo stand-

ing before tripod, holding branch and
vase . » * Ai Tetradr. 25G gis.

21NO Poseidon, seated, holding dol-

phin and trident. [Ou the weight

see X C. y 1885, p. 46]
jRDidr. 127-5-82 go.

2! I N CI Eagle, conventionally repre-

sented, facing, with spread wing*;

various symbols and letters . . .

Ai Tetrob. and Triob.

Id yltDioh. I7gre.

IIMH Tripod . . . Ai 13 gift.

SINnPEnN Apollo naked, seated on

oiuphulos, hohling lyre and plectrum

Ai Tetrudrachm.

ZINH Prow ill 60 grs.

IIMnPHZ Ai*ollo standing facing,

with brancli and vane * « M -65

ZINn Prow Jfl«*6

Apollo is imitated from coins of
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B.c. 183-70.

Sinope under the dominion of the Pontic kings. . E of thin period

(Rec. yen., p. 194 f.) and M of reign of Mithradntes Eupator (q. v.), inner.,

ZlNORHZ.

Colonkil coinage (Rec. yen,, p. 196 f. ; cf. p. 179). In B. c. 70 Sinope
was taken by Lucnllus, and in B. c. 45 it was made a colonia by Caesar.

The earliest coins are without the Imperial head : obv. Head of Ceres.

rev. Crescent-shaped object (radiated diadem?) and plough, with names
of duumviri, AZ ilmh., Kfeinan. M., p. 7, No. 4); obv. Bull's bead, re.
Simpulum, Al (ihitt.. No. 5). Coins with Imperial heads, from Augustus
to Gallienus. Inter., C. I. F. (Colonia Julia Felix) ; C. I. F. S. ; C. I. F.

SINOPE ; EX D. D. (decuriomim decreto). Types: Colonist ploughing;
Genius of Sinope ; Sarapis standing; Zeus Sarapis reclining on couch;
Apollo in Temple ; Nemesis ; Oionysos ; Dioskuri with horses ; Fish

;

Human leg surmounted by bull's head {Rec. ytn., No. 145); Archaic
simulacrum and head (ibia., p. 179).

Era. The Colonial coins are usually dated. Till Severus Alexander
the Colonial era, B. c. 45, is employed ; afterwards, the era of the Roman
Conquest, B.C. 70. A coin of Domna. however, is dated according to

the era of B.C. 70. The word ArJN(O) generally precedes the date. The
latest discussion of the dates is by Kubitschek in Num. Zeit&hr., 1908.

Kings of Paphlaooxia.

Pylaemenes H or HI Eucrgetea, tire. B. C. 133 or 103 (A'. <?., 1903,

p. 329 ; Rec. yen., p, 127).

Head of Herakles, beardless. BAZIAEHS riYAAIMEMOY EYEP-
TETOY Nike with wreath and palm

JK -8

Hull's head, facing. Same in-, r. Win:'.! caduceus A. -65

Deiotarus, Philadelphus, circ. B. C. 31-5.

BAZIAEHZ A[HI0TAP0Y^[<t>l]AA-
AEA0OY; in field, ZKV (= 427 t)

Head of the king, r.

flUnnach, L'hist. p. I. monn., p. 1 5 1 :

Z. f. X., xxi. p. 226; cf. Rec.

yen., p. 127.1

BAZIAEni AHI0TAP[0Y][4>IAA]-
AEAOOY Head of the king, r.

[Rein., J. c.\

BAZIAISSHZ [AA0B0]nnNA£
Bust of Queeu Adobogiona, r.

Si

mother of Deiotarus l'hiladelphu.s)

Berlin] . . . . M Dr. 59 grs.

BASIAEnZ AHI0[TAP0Y <J>IA0mj-
ATOPOZ (Deiotarus Philopator,

brother (?) of Deiotarus PhUadelphus)

Pilei of Dioscuri [Brit Mus.] . .¥. -95

BITHYNIA
[Waddington, Remiteh, and Bnbi'lon, Rec. sr'n., ' Bithynie' ; Wroth, B. U. C, Brnlus, Ac]

On the death of King Nicoraedes III, B. C. 74, Bithynia was consti-

tuted a Roman Province. The limits of the Province were subsequently

enlarged, notably by the Pontic dominions of Mithradates Eupator, the

whole Province being known as ' Pontua et Bithynia '.

(
'
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510 mTHYNIA

Commune Bithynia* (KOIrJOhi). Imjterial—M, Claudius to Hadrian.
?robably struck at Nicomedia on the celebration of federal games.
nttcr., usually BlGYNlA, and (under Hadrian) KOlMON BCIGYNlAC;

also names of the Procurator (*E*6po*of) and Proconsul ('AvBvwarm).
Types: Female figure, BI9YNIA (Bee. gin., pp. 236, 237); Shield and
spear ; Ears of com ; Temple of the Emperor. Under Hadrian silver

pieces inscribed COM. BIT. were issued: rev. Temple. They weigh
154-169 grains (reduced Cistophori) and were current for three denarii

(Rev. gen., p. 239 f.).

Apameia, originally Myrlea, was renamed,Wrc. b. c. 202, by Prusias 1.

king of Bithynia, after his wife, Apama. It became a colonia, circ.

B. C. 47.

Autonomous JE. (i) Circ. B.c. 300-202. Inter., MYPA, MYPAEA, or

MYPAEANnN. Types: Athena; Apollo; Demeter; Head of Helios;

Wheel; Humped bull; Horseman; Lyre; Corn-wreath, &c
fii) After circ. B.C 202. Jnec-r., AriAMEHN TflN MYPAEANnN

or AllAMEflN ; names of Proconsuls (first century B.C.), C. Papirius

Carbo and C. Vibius Pansa, with dates from ' Proconsular Era ' of

Bithynia, beginning Sept. B.C. 282-1 (Reinach, Rev. Xunu, 1891, p. 374)

Types: Head of Apollo
; rev. Lyre. Head of Dionysos ; ret*. Roma seated

(iii) Colonial A,. Augustus to Saloninns. Inscr., COL. IVL. CONC
APAM. AVC. D. D., i.e. Colonia Julia Concordia Apamea Augusta
Decurionum Decreto ; C. I. C. A. APA. D. D.; C. I. C. A. D. D. Types
Dolphin ;

Head of Hermes ; Diana Lucifera ; Apollo Clarius APOLLlN
CLAR. (Rec. yen.. No. 52, and p. 246 n.)

; Statue of Marsyas ; Galley

Fish with open mouth, &o.j Flight of Acneaa (Rec. gin.* No. 43)
GEN I OPTIMO COMM000 Genius crowning Commodus (ih.. No. 56):
VErJVS seated on dolphin (ib.

t
No. 61 ; cf. No. 65) ; Ac

Astacus. This city (cf. Toepffer in Hermes, 1896, p. 124 f. ; Imhoof,
Journ. Int., 1898, p. 12 ; Rec. gin., p. 265) stood on a gulf of the same
name, and the type of its coins, tbe darewo'v, Crayfish or Lobster, contains

a play upon its name, and refers at tbe same time to the great numbers
of these creatures which were found in the shallow waters of the gulf

(J. Six, De Gorgone, p. 40). The Athenians founded a colony there

B. c. 435/4.

Circ. B.C. 500-435. I crate Standard.

Lobster or crayfish.

[Imh., M. G., p. 234.]

A£ Female head of archaic style; in-

cuse square. Symbol : Swastika . .

M Dr. 77 gn».

Also Triobol and Diobol [Rec. yen.

p. 266].

Circ. B. c. 434-400.

AC Lolwter or crayfish. Female head of later style; incuse

square Al 77 gn.
Loltster, holding shell in claws. Id Al 76 and 33 gn.

Astacus was destroyed by Lysimachus, b. c. 281, and when, in b. c. 264.

Nicomedia was founded by Nicomedes I, he settled there the inhabitants

of the old city of Astacus.
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Bithynium or Claudiopolia (Ettki-hi*8ar near Boil). M of first century

B.c. under C. Papirius Carbo, Bl6YNlEnN, Head of DionyBOs, rev.

EI1I TAIOY nAniPlOY KAPBONOS, PnMH. Roma seated. Date
"224' from Proconsular Era beginning B. c. 282/1.

Imperial Vespasian to Gallicnus. Inecr., KAAYAIOnOAEITnN

;

BIOYNlEnN; AAPlANHrJ BEIOYN lEilN. This town was the birth-

place of Antinolls, and medallions were Btruck there in his honour,
reading ANTI NOON OEON H TTATPIS {Rec. </in. t No. 13 f.). Types:
Aphrodite on sea-horse ; Antinoils-Hermos, holding pedum and with
a null beside him, a tall plant in front, and a star over his head ; Eros

;

Hygieia; Hermes ; Tyche; Two goats butting, and bull.

Caeioreia Germanica (Oufoubatll on Lake of Apollonia). Imperial—
M, Augustus (Imh., Or. M.

t p. 599) to Valerian. Inscr., KAICAP6IAC
TCPMANlKHC (contrast inscr. of coins of Germanicia Caeaaxaia in Com-
magene). Types : obv. ZEBAITOZ Head of Augustus, rev. KAISAPEnN
TON EN BEI6YNIA Caduceus (cf. Imh., Gr. M., p. 599): o?n\ TEP-
MANIKOZ KAIZAP KTIITHZ Head of Germanicus, rev. KAIZAPEI

A

TEPMANIKH City-gate (Paris: Annuaire, 1882, p. 107). Also City-

Kate with inscr. ETTI IAA0YIAHNOY AXTTPHNA AN6Y. KAIZA.
(Titus) : Harbour with distyle building and statue, sacrificial bull in

front (B. M. C, Poixtus, p. xix) ; Part of amphitheatre with spectators

(X C, 1903, p. 330 ; R*><\ gin., Nos. 15 and 31) ; Galley ; Zeus (frequent)

;

Asklepios; Artemis; Sarapis; Herakles reclining (Imh., Kleinas. M., II.

p. 501) ; Mountain-god OAYMTTOC (Imh., Gr. M., p. 597 = Monn. 'jr.,

p. 439, No. 1) ; Helios with torches (Gr. M., p. 599).

Calchedon {Kad'ikeui), a Megarian colony on the Asiatic side of the

Bosporus opposite Byzantium, was always intimately connected with

that city. The coins of the two places (the earliest of Calchedon ex-

cepted) differ only in one respect, viz. that the Bull on the money of

Byzantium stands upon a dolphin, while at Calchedon he stands upon
an ear of corn.

Circ. b. C. 480.

Bearded male head (Calcha*?); [cf. Wheel in inc. sq. [Rec. gen.. No. l] . .

.Svoronosin^pA.nrcA.,1890, p.I68f.] M Tiiobol 373-30 gra.

Circ. B.C. 450-400.

Bearded male head, 1. (Calchast). K AAX between the four spokes of a

denticulated wheel (cf. the type of

Meaembria) iKAttic drachm iil \:v-.

Beardless male head, 1. (Apollo 1). Id Ai TrioboL

Circ. B.C. 400.

Beardless male head, r. (Apollo ?).

Bound shield or disk (with Medusa
head I).

K AA and ivy-leaf between the four

spokes of a wheel -U Triobol 30 jrrs.

K AAX between the four spokes of a

wheel [/be. gen.. No. 7]

AX Trihemiobol 1G grs.

v <
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Fourth century B.C.

KAAX Bull standing on ear of corn
;

far. symbols anil nious.

\Itec. ycn.
t p. 292.]

KAAX Half-bull standing on ear of

corn; symbols and mons.

KAAX Hull standing on ear of com.

Dotted inc. wj.
t
mill-sail pattern

M Stater 236 grs. ; also J Ktater.

Three ears of corn . J Stater 28 grs-

Inc. sqM mill-sail pattern

Ai Dr. 82 grs. ; also Tetrob. and

smaller divisions.

Also iE, Types : Ears of corn ; Astragalus, &c. (Her, prfn,, p. 293 f.).

At the beginning of the third century B. c, tetrad racUrns and drachms

were issued hero of Lysimachian typos (oht\ Head of Alexander with

horn, rei\ Athena seated) ; see Re*\ y£n. 9 p- 294. Also /E, ofn\ Head of

Athena, re*\ Athena seated.

After eirc* B. c. 280.

Htjul of Demetcr veiled, KAAX Apollo seated on omphalos . .

M 215 grs,;

also Ai with KAAXA, 79 gre.

[//«. gen.. No. 28.]

/E, Type$: Trophy ; Lyre ; Heads of Apollo and Artemis ; Heads of

Deraeter sod Apollo ; Pyseidon seated, &c. {Rer. g&nn pp. 295-7). Also

E alliance coins inscribed with names of Calchedon and Byzantium
(ft., p. 297).

Imperial—Tiberius to Tranquillina. Inacr.
t
K AAX AAONinN. Tjflttt:

Apollo in Corinthian temple {Journ. int., 1898, p. 18, No. 13; the city

had an old temple of Apollo, Lucian, Alex. § 10) ; Apollo seated on swan
or on tripod ; Lyre ;

Tripod entwined by serpent ; Poseidon ; Hermes ;

Herakles reclining; ANTlNOOC HPHC Bust of Antinoiis, rev. KAAXA-
AOhilOlC innnN (ac, <W0tj«) Antinoiis on griffin; (ialley. Also quasi-

autonomous. Head of Apollo, rei\ Lyre and rev. Laurel-tree USpk*
Areh.j 1889, p. 89 f.) ; see also Imhoof in Journ. int. t 1898, p. 15 f.; cf.

p. 18 and Ret*. <jhi.
%
No. 50, with head of Rhoemetalces I, king of the

Odrysae, A. D. 11-12.

CiuM (Gkemlik), at the head of the gulf of the Propontis, which took

its name from the city* was, according to Mela, the most convenient
emporium for Phrygia. It was said to have been founded by Kios or by
Hylas, Argonauts and companions of Herakles. On some of tho coins

Herakles is himself called KTICTHC
There are no early coins of this town, its first issues dating from the

age of Alexander the Great. All tho gold staters known come from the

Sidon hoards, which appear to have been buried either about B.C. 308
(Rev. Num., 1865, 8) or about B. c. 288, if the dates upon tho gold coins of

Ace in these hoards are to be reckoned from the Seleucid era. Six

fX C, 1885, p. 42) dates the earliest coins of Cius, b. c, 321.
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Circ. B.C. 330-30^.

Fin. 2or..

Head of Apollo. (Fig. 265.)

Id. Beneath, KIA. [On the weights
of the Ai see Imhoof in Journ. int.,

1898, p. 19.]

Cite. B. C.

Young male head, in Persian head-dress

(Mithras?).

Id. [Cf. Hunter Cat., II. p. 242, No. 5

;

Journ. int., 1898, p. 19.]

Head of Apollo.

Head of Heniklci,

Lnurel -wreath.

Prow, ornamented with star, and magis-
trates name, ArAZlKAHZ, Al

-
-

NnNlAHZ, IEP0KAHZ, IIPOZE-
NOI . ...... S Stater.

III. (For magistrates' names see Jiec.

g-en., V . 311 f.) .

Ai Persic Drachm 81 grs.

Ai 4 Drachm 40 grs.

A{ I Drachm 20 grB.

302-202.

KlANnN Club X..7

KIA Kantharos, grapes, and ears of
com M -05

KIANON Club X..7

„ Club and bow in case •¥• -8

„ Club and lion-skin M -8

After tire. B.C. 202 (Fru»ia» ad Hare).

Under the rule of the earlier kings of Bithynia the silver coinage
ceases. Philip V of Macedon destroyed the town in b. a 202 and gave
the site to Prusias L It received from the latter the name of Prusias ad
Marc, and struck bronze coins, reading nPOYZIEttN THrJ IIPO!
OAAAZZHI :

—

obv. Head of Herakles, rev. Club and bow in case ; obv.

Head of Apollo, rev. Tripod. One with name ofanAPrYPOTAMIAZ.
Between the conquest of Bithynia by the Romans, b. c. 72, and the

accession of Augustus occur the coins of two queens, Musa, daughter of

Onobaris, and Orodaltis. daughter of a King Lycoincdos (Roinach, Ti:

Roy., p. 135); obv. BAZIAIZZHZ MOYZHZ 0PZ0BAPI0Z, Head of
Musa, rev. FIPOYZIEnN TnN flPOZ 0AAAZZHI Head of Herakles.

^.Alsoofrt'. flPOAAATIAOS BAZIAEHZ AYKOMHAOYZ OYI~ATP0Z
Head of Orodaltis, rev. (IPOYZIEnN riPOZ OAAAZZH, Fulmcn. M.
{foe. f/Sn., p. 316).

Under Roman Rule (Ciua).

Under the Romans Cius recovered its original name, and Im/>erial

coins are known from Claudius to Saloninus. Iaver., KlANfiN.
AAPIANnN KIANON (chiefly Hadrian), C6YHP0Y BACIAEYONTOC
KOCMOC €YTYX€I MAKAPIOI KlANOl (Sept. Severus). Types:

HEAD ]j I

gle
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HPAKAHZ KTIZTHI Hernklos standing; TON KTiZTHN KIANOI
Herakles standing ; Herakles reclining ; Athena ; Sarapis ; Aphrodite
crouching (N. Z.

t
1891, p. 14) ; Eros ; Youth Hylaa, holding bucket from

which water flows (cf. Strab. xii. 564) ; Youth Kios (?), adjusting sandal

;

Two goats with forelegs on amphora ; Galley.

Claudiopoli». See Bithynium.

Creteia-Flaviopoli* ((jer&leh), in the valley of the Billaeus. Jn/ur.,

KPHTIEHrJ; KPHTIEflN GAAOYIOTlOAITnM ; KPHT1A 4-AAOYIO-
TTOAIC. Imperial—Antoninus to Gallienus. Types: Demeter in car

drawn by winged serpents; Apollo, Demeter, and Dionysos(?) (Rfr.

ge"n.
t
No. 38, and R. N., 1901, p. 5); Artemis; River-god BIAAAIOC

or BIAA€0C (Billaeus) ; Satyr seated {Rec. gin.. No. 3) ; Temple, and
two stags on bases (ib.. No. 4).

Dia, on the Euxine, between the mouth of the Hypius and Heracleia

Pontica. The editors of the Recueil ghi. (p. 341) attribute to it the

bronze coins reading A I AS, assigned by Imhoof to Cabeira in Pontus
(o. v.).

Heracleia Pontica {Bauleregli). This important Bithynian city at-

tained its greatest prosperity in the latter part of the fourth century, under
its tyrants Charchus, Satyrus, Timotheus, and Dionysius. The standard in

use at Heracleia is the same as that of Sinope, and is identical with the

Aeginetic in weight, though perhaps not of the same origin. For full

lists of the coins see Six, in ^um. Chron., 1885, p. 51 ; B. H. C, Poniue,
&c, and Re?, gin., p. 343 f.

Circ. B.C. 415-394.

The silver coins (o/"*. Head of Herakles, rev. HPAKAEIA outside a
square compartment) assigned in B. M. C, Poiitus, p. 139, Nos. 1-3, and
Rec. gfai., T^os. 1-4, to Heracleia under this date seem rather, on grounds
of style, to belong to Heracleia Sintica in .Macedonia (p. 244).

Circ. B.C. 394-352.

Head of bearded Herakles in lion-

skin ; beneath, sometimes, club.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

[Itec. ijhi., No. 15.

HPAK Hi'iul of City-goddess (or per-

linps Hera) in turreted Stephanos.

Id.

HPAKAEIA Rushing bull; in field,

sometimes, symbols, or letters . . .

Ai Dr. 81-60 grs.

HPAKAEIA Club . Ai 1$ Ob. 18 gn..

HPAK Forepart of rushing bull . .

-AI 1} Ob. 18 gre.

HPAKAEIA Bow, quiver, and club.

Ai | Or. 8 grs.

HPA Bow. club, and quiver . M -65

K (for Clearchus? tyrant, B.C. 364-
352). Bow in case, and club . . .

M Diob. and Obol.

K Trophy \i Diob.

id byGoOgk Original from
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Time of the tyrant Saiyrutt. B. c. 352-345.

Head of young Herakles, 1., iu lion-

skin ; club sometimes beneath.

O M. Guide, PI. XVIII. 22.]

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id., facing.

HPAK Head of City-goddess.

HPAKAEIA Head of City-goddess, of

tinc-i style, in turreted stepbanoB

l; Stater 181 grs.

HPAKAEIA Id. Ai Drachm 84 grs.

Id. . . . jRTetrob.
HPAK Id jltDiob.

Head of City-goddess . . . U Obol.

S Trophy. .«Diob. [Z.f.X., vii.p.22.]

Timothew and Dionysiv.a. B. c. 345-337.

Head of young Dionysos, ivy-crowned, I
TIM0OE0Y AIOHYZIOY Herakles

Id.

with thyrsos at shoulder. erecting trophv . -ft Stater 1 50 grs,

TIM0OE0Y AIONYZIOY Id. . .

A\ Triob. 38 grs.

Pio. i'«l«.

Coins -imilar to the above, but without the name of Timotheus.
Suiters, Drachms, and Triobola. (Fig. 266.) Also M Head of Herakles,

rev. AIOHYSIOY, Bow in Case.

Clearchus II and Oxathrea. B. c. 305-302.

Dionysius was succeeded in the tyranny by his two sons Clearchus

and Oxathrea, who reigned under the guardianship of their mother
Amastris. To their time may perhaps be attributed the following.

Head of young Dionysos. as above.

[.Vum. Chroit., 1885, p. 59.]

HPAKAEnTAH Herakles standing
facing, leaning on club, and crowned
by Nike . . . Ai Stater 149 grs.

Time of Lyainuwhv*.

Head of young Herakles in lion-skin.

b,c. 302-281.

Head of young Dionysos*

[liec. i/fri., No. 46.]

Head of young Herakles in lion-skin.

[B. M. Guide, PI. XXIX. 26.]

Head of voung Herakles. facing.

[Zeit.f. .Vum., vii. PI. I.
13.J

HPAKAEHTAN Dionysos seated, hold

ing kantbaros and thyrsos . . .

M Stater 132 grs

Same iuscr. and similar type . . .

A\ Dr. 77 grs

HPAKAEO Dionysos seated, holding
kantharos aud thyrsos. bound with
ivy . . Al Attic Tetradr. 254 grs.

Nike, naked to waist, kneeling on a
club, and tracing the last letter of the

word HPAKAEIA . . .1U04 grs.

l12
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The lust mentioned coin is now, preferably, attributed in Rec. gin.,

p. 352, to Heracleia in Lucania.
The autonomous bronze coinB with HPAKAEfiTAN, obv. Head of

Herakles, rev. Running Lion, Club and Bow in case, &c, belong for the

most part to the time of Lysimachus and later. Some .K with PAB in

monogram may belong to one of the Tyrants of Heracleia, B.C. 70-31;
inecr. HPAKAEHTAN. Types: Statue of Athena ; Statue of Hera (?)

;

Dionysos: see Joitrn. Int., 1898, p. 21 f. : cf. Rec. gen., p. 356.

imperial a ml Quasi-autonorm >us. Claudius to Macrianus Jun. Inwr.,
HPAKA€HTAH MATPOTTOACITAN (Trajan); HPAKAHAC nONTH
(Doric for nONTOY) or €N nONTn ; HPAKACnTAN nONTn or €N
nONTfl; HPAKAHAC N60K0PHN (Oallienus, 4c) J HPAKACHTAN
MATPOC ATTOIKnN TTOAinN. Types: Zeus seated, in front theCharites

{Journ. Int., 1898, p. 23) ; Poseidon ; Athena ; Asklepios ;
youthful Askle-

pioal (Rec. gin*, No. 168) ; Dionysos (on coins of younger Macrianus, dc.
Z.f. N., vii. p. 24, No. 8) ; Aphrodite (Journ. Int., 1898, p. 24) ; Agatho-

daemon ; Armed goddess (Rec. gin.. No. 95) ; View of Stadium of

Heracleia (Rec. gin., No. 76) ; Various Labours of Herakles (A'. C, 1898,

p. 105); Herakles dragging Kerberos (at Heracleia was one of the

mouths of Hades); TON KTICTAM Head of Herakles ; The Tyche of

the city Beated between the Pontos Euxeinos and a River-god (Imh.,

Kleinas. M., p. 8); Funeral Pyre (Imh., Gr. M., p. 601). Karnes of Pro-
consuls: (ETTI ANeYfTATOY, &c), Attius Lakon (Nero), Z.f. X., vii.

p. 23, No, 6; M. Plancius Varus (Vespasian). Xeocorate first appears

on coins of Philip I.

Inliopolis, originally Gordiucome.
Imperial—Vespasian to (Jallienus, sometimes with name of Proconsul

of Bithynia, M. Plancius Varus (A". Z., 1891. p. 76). Inner., I0YAI0-
nOA€ITnH, occasionally with title NCHKOPnN (Eckhel. ii. 422);
lOYAIOnOAIC. Tyi>cs: Men; Sarapis ; Zeus; Athena; Kybele;

Nemesis; Emperor sacrificing; Bactylof Elagabal in quadriga; Military

standards; Kivcr-god CAfA^Kf); River-god CKOfTAC.

Kyxlea. See under Apameia, p. 510 supra.

Nicaea (Isnik). This town, originally Ancore, was rebuilt by Anti-

eonus circ. B. c. 316 and called Antigoneia ; it was renamed Nicaea by
Lysimachus, after which it soon rose to be one of the chief cities of the

kingdom of Bithynia.

Autonomous bronze, of the first century b. C, with names of the Pro-

consuls, C. Papirius Carbo and C. Vibius Pansa : dates according to

Era beginning Sept. 282-1 B.c. (B. Iff. C, Pont., p. 152 f.; R. A'., 1887,

p. 362 f.; 1891, p. 374).

Iviperial—Augustus to Quietus. 7 »*•?-., NIK AlEflN, NEIKAIEnN, or

rJEIK. Honorific titles—TTPnTOI TTONT. KA1 BIO.: TTPnTOI THZ
ETTAPXEIAZ; APIZTOI MEDZTOI, €YC€B€IC €YreN€IC, Ac. Magis-

trates. Names of Proconsuls, Augustus to Vespasian. Chief Ty/>es: Various

buildings (B. M. C. Pout., pp. 153,154 : Imh., Mon, gr., p. 240) :
Walls of

Nicaea; TON KTIITHN NEIKAIEIZ Herakles; PHMHN MHTPOnO-
AINNEIK. Roma seated; TON KTIZTHN Asklepios; ACKAHTTin KAI

YfCIA NIKA6IC Hvgieia; CflTHPI ACKAH. Altar entwined by serpent

;
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Infant Dioayws in cradle (cf. Imh., Gr. M., p. 602) ; TON KTICTHN
Dionysos; ATAG. TYXH ; AACZANAPON MIK AI€IC Statue of
Alexander the (Ireat (Imh., Kl. M., p. 9); Athletes drawing lota;

0M0N0IA Uomonoia; Sarapis and Caracalla in ship; River-god
CArAPIC; innAPX0CHippai-chu8theastronomer(Imh.,A'^3/.,p.502);
Herakles and Antaeoa ; innON BPOTOTTOAA Julius Caesar (as Mm?)
on his human-footed horse (.V. C 1891, p. «1 ; It X, 1894, p. 301 ;

B. M. C, Pout., p. 171, Xo. 118; Kubitschek, Hundwlau i&er eln

Quinquennium, p. 41); 01 KTICTAI Artemis and Dionysos; Signs
uf the Zodiac; Hephaestos standing; A10Z AITAIOY Altar; OEA
AHMHTPI; K0M0A0Y BACIA6Y0NT0C KOCMOC 6YTYX€I
within wreath; OMHPOC Homer; Lion's head radiate (X. C, 1898,

p. 106); OHC€A NIKA6IC Theseus (Joum. Int., i. p. 25); the nymph
NEIKAIA iJ<r\tr„. Alt,! p. 25f); Pan (Joum.Int., i. p. 28 f.) ; TETArJ
KAICAPA MIKAIEIC Oeta (X Zr xxiii. p. 78); Eni(4><u^) TEAEC($o'poi>)

NIKAIEICTele8phoros(#./.-V.,xvii. 190); PrtMAinN NIKHN {Hunter
('«'., PI. XLVI. 11). Game*. K0M0A€< A ; ICPOC ATOM ; C€0YHP€IA ;

<t>IAAA€A<t»eiA ; M£TAAA ; AIOMYCIA; nYOIA ; OYAAE ; TAAA
;

AYTOY. A/fianc. Byzantium and Nicaca.

Nicomedia (lamitl), on the northern side of the gulf of Astacus near its

head, received its name from its founder Nicomedes I of Bithynia. It was
the chief city of the Bithynian kingdom and the residence of the king.

Autonomous bronze of the first century it. c, with the names of the Pro-

consuls, C. Papirius ("arbo, C. Vibius Pansa, and Thorius Flaccus, with
dates according to Era beginning Sept ^82-1 B.C. (cf. Nicaaa).

/m/*rrt«/— Claudius to Gallienus. Liter., rJ€lKOMHA€l AC ;
rJlKO-

MHACnN; H€HK0P0Y. AIC and TPIC N€HK0PnN; H MHTPO-
nOAIC; MHTPOnOA€nC; MHTPOnOAIC KAI FTPnTH BIOYNIAC
KAI n. : NEIK. nPOT. AinONT. KAI BEIOY. (Imh., Gr. Af., p. 605)

;

C6Y0YHP0Y BACIA6Y0NT0C KOCMOC €YTYX(«)I MAKAPIOI
NIKOMHACIC; TTPnTHC ACI AC (Journ. Int., i. p. 32). Ontheearlier
coins names of Proconsuls, some with addition of TTATPHN.

Tyi>es: HPA AANOlA = .Tuno Lanuvina (Imh., Gr. M., p. 604);
EIPHNH; HPnC AhJTlNOOC ; AHMHT Demeter; Hephaestos seated

;

CTOAOC male figure in rostral crown, holding rudder (B. M. C, Pont.,

p. 181) : Ship ; Asklepios ; Serpent with human head ; The Tyche
of the City mounting prow j Hamate figure, serpent and eagle, at altar

(B. M. C, Pont., p. xx) : Aphrodite seated or standing, with apple (X. ('.,

1903, p. 332 : Hunter Cat., p. 254) ; Argos constructing the Argo (X. Z.,

lW'Jl, p. 17): (ioddess holding model of temple (Pick in Jahrenh. d.

''•tderreich. arch. Inr>t., vii. (1904), p. 7).

Alliance coins with Perinthus, Pergamum, Smyrna, and Laodiceia

(Phryg.).

ad Oiympum (/fr*itaft) } on the northern slope of Mount Olympus.
A utonovu/Uti M of first century n. a with name of Proconsul, C- Papirius

Carbo, dated from Era beginning Sept. 282-1 u. c Imperial* Nero
to Uallienus. Also quttfii-autunom&a*** Inner.) rTPOYCACHN. Types:
Mountain-god OAYMTTOC reclining (cf- Imh*. Kleiwts. JII t p- 508);
Nymph of Mount Olympos (Imh., G>\ JA, p. 606); nPOYCACIC AIA
OAYMFIION Zeus seated : Aphrodite Anadyomene ; ErOB ; Poseidon;

(~* #^*x«-i!<-t Oriqjnal from
od oyUOOgK
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Asklepios; Telesphoros; TTPOYCA the City-goddess; Helios: Ajax
falling on sword ; Caracalla, eagle and boar at altar ; Selene on horse

;

TTEIEPOC Reclining River-god {Invent. Wadd.).—Games. OAYNVTTIA;
TTY0IA.

Prasiaa ad Hypium (Utfotb), south of the Euxine, on the river

Hypius. ImjMtrud—Vespasian to Gallienus. Inner., TTPOYCICflN ;

nPOYCienN nPOC Ynm. Types: YTTIOC, River-god Hypios recum-

bent ; Demeter ; Helioe in chariot ; Vase entwined by serpent ; Caracalla

sacrificing ; Star and crescent; Youthful head (the founder (?): Journ.
Int., i. p. 34).—Name of Proconsul, M. Plancius Varus, on coins of

Vespasian.

Pruaiaa ad mare. See Cins, p. 513.

Tium (Filyan) on the Euxine, at the mouth of the river Billaeus.

The earliest coins of Tium resemble those of Sesamus and Cromnn.
About B.C. 300 Tium, Cromna, Cytorus, and Sesamus were incorporated

with the new city of Amastris. Of these towns Tium alone regained its

autonomy probably in b.c. 282.

End of fourth century B.C.

Hf&d of Zeue, TIANON EaKle JR -4

[Imh., Gr. J/., p. 588 f.]

Oirc. B.C. 282.

TIArJOf Female head in stcphane

and aphendone. [Imh., Gr. 3f., p.

588 f.; Inrtnt. WadtL]

Elentheria seated, inscribing EAEY-
OEPIA ....... £ -7

AutonomousM (Imh., Gr., M. p. 589) of first century B. c, with name of
Proconsul, C. Papirius Carbo, dated from Era beginning Sept 282-1 B.c.—Imperial. Domitian to Gallienus, also quwi-auton. Inscr., Tl ANflN.
Ty/>e#: ZEYZ ZYPrAZTHZ (or CYPrACTHIOC) standing; AIONYZOZ
KTIZT. standing; ANTlNOm HPfll TIAMOI Antinoils ; River-jrod
BIAAAIOC or BIAAAOC; Head of the founder T€ IOC ; AZKAHTTIOZ
ZnT(tjp) standing; Yr€ I A standing ; Isis ; Caduecus ; rJ E I KH standing
NCMCCIC standing; Zeus and signs of Zodiac; Hades seated; Vine
Statue of Dionysos between two river-gods, BIAAAIOC and CAPAfi
Bendis in chariot (Imh., Or. M., p. 607, Iso. 14") ; Dionysos supported by
Pan (ib.. No. 148).

C*m**s ^ I *
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KINGS OF BITHYNIA
[Reinach. Trail Royaumrs - L'hiiL par Uk monn. ; Wroth, B. M. C, ito'i'io, 4c. ; Wad-

dinglon, Keinach and Babelon, Rtc. ijm. (Bithynie junqu'a Julinpulis)].

Zipoetes I, B. c. 298-279 ?. No coin*.

VicomedM I, Hon of Zipoetes I, B. C. 279 ?-255 ?.

Head of Nicomedea I.

[Paris; Berlin: cf. B. M. C,
Pont., p. xxxix.]

Id.

BAZIAEHZ NIKOMHAOY Fenialt-

figure (Bendisl), seated on rock

holding spears. .1: Tetradrachm
(Attic standard, as all the A{ of the

Bithynian kings).

Same inscr. Naked figure (AreB (),

-it i''i on rock M Dr.

(For& see B. M. C, Pont., p. xxxix f.

;

Journ. Int.. 1898, p. 35 ; Rfc. gen..

p. 219.)

Ziaelas, son of Nicomedcs I, B. C. 255 1-235 ?.

Head of Ziaelas. BAIIAEnr IIAHAA Trophy. M -G.

Wadd. Coll. ; Journ. Int., 1898, p. 35.

(Cf. At/i. Mittheil. 1905, p. 180.)

Pruaias I, sun of Ziaclas, B.C. 238?- 183.

Head of Prusias I.

[Cf. B. 31. C, Pont., p. at]

BAZIAEHS nPOYZlOY Zeus stand-

ing, crowning the royal name ; sym-
bol, falmen ;

various mons. -4t Tetr.

Snme inscr. Athena, winged, standing.

.*: i-i

„ ,, Lyre . . . . X, -7

„ „ How and quiver . M «75

(See also Journ. Int.. 1901, p. 67 f.,

Hermes types; and Hec. gen., p.222 f.)

Pruaiaa II, son of Prusias I, B. c. 183 ?-149.

Head of Prusias II, with wing attached Iuacr. aud type as Prusias I, but sym-

Heiid of Apollo.

Id.

Id.

to his diadem.

[Cf. B. M. C, Pont., p. xl]

Id.

Head ofDionysos.

Kngle.

bolf eagle on fulnien; various moiis.

A\ Tetr.

BAIIAEOS TTPOYIIOY Herakles

standing X -7—

G

Same inscr. Centaur Cheiron with

lyre X -85-75
Same inscr. Fulraeu . . . M *75

(For other X, see B. M. C, Pont.,

p. xlii, aud Itec. gen., p. 222 f.)

Hicomedea II (Epiphanes), son of Prusias II, B.C. 149-120?.

Hcnd of Nicomedcs II.

[Paris, Tr. Hoy., p. 134 ; Hec. gen.,

p. 227, No. 39.]

BAIIAEHZ NIKOMHAOY Eni-

<t>ANOYZ Horseman with spear and
round shield, galloping; with or

without date, • ICO' . A' over 131 grs.

o ale
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V' &
WA
fm

Fio. 267.

Head of Nicomedes II (Fig. 207,) BAIIAEOZ EniOANOYZ NIKO-
MHAOY Zeus standing, downing
the royal name ; $ymbol f eagle on
hitmen ; various mons. and dates

according to the Bithyman regal Kr«
t

beginning October 298 b. r. {Itec.

gen.
t p. 217 on Era), M Tetradr.—

I For M of Xicomedefi II, III, or IV,

see Trots Koy^ p. 134; /<Vc. #/r«M

p. 233.)

Nicomedet III (Euergetes), son of Nicomedes II, B.C. 120M>2'i
(see L'hist. par lev momi., p. 167).—Tetradrachms resembling those of

Nicomedes II, with various mons. and dates.

Hicomedea IV (Philopator), B.C. 92?-74. Tetradrachras resembling

those of Nicomedes II. with various mons. and dates.

MYSIA

[Wroth, B. M. C, Jfysio.]

Adramyteum. A seaport at the head of the bay of Adramyteum, said

to have been founded byAdramys, brother of Croesus. With the earliest

coins of this town cf. those of Iolla, and some of the Satrapal Coins
(Ionia, infra).

Fourth century B.C.

Head of Zeus.

[Cf. Imh., XT. 0„ p. 346 f.]

AAPA or AAPAMY Forepart of

winged horse .¥. (>

Third century B.C.

Head of Apollo r. laur, with lone hair.

[Hittch, Auct. Cat. XIII, PI.

XXXVII. 3280.1

AAPAMY THNnN Cup (kylix) with

tall stem M fij

(
'
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Head of young Itionvsos.

[y. C, 1894,'].. 10.]

Head of Zeus.

Second century B.C.

AAPAMYTHNHN in ivy-wreath . .

Ai 23-4 gru.

„ Eagle on fulmen
Ai 50 git.

„ Horseman.

M Size -6

AAPA Owl K-4
AAPAM Two owls with one head

M -55

Head of Zeus, sometimes with magis-

trate's name (cf. Imli., Or. M., p.

608).

Male head.

Female head.

[Imli., Gr. M., p. 008.]

Also cistophori (». c. 133-67) with AAP in moo., ami JE of time of

Mithradates Eupator of Pontua, obv. Head of Apollo, rev, AAPAMY-
THNnN ('ornucopiae between pilei of Dioskuri.

Imperial—Augustus to Gallienus ; also quasi-autonomous. Magis-

trates: Strategos and Asiarch. Insvr^ AAPAMYTHNHN. Types:
ANTINOOC IAKXOC Head of AntinoUs, rev. T€CIOC AN€OHK€
AAPAM YTHNOIC Seated figure in oriental cap (Adramys?); Zeus;
Poseidon approaching Amyinone : Persephone and cippus with vase of

corn : Athena ; Telesphoros
; Euthenia. Alliance coins with Ephesus.

Apollonia ad Rhyudacum {Abulliont). On
lake Apolloniatis. through which the Rhyndacus
itself into the Propontis. The town is rarely

authors.

a small island of the

Hows before emptying
mentioned by ancient

First century B. C.

Head of Demetei. AflOAAONl ATHN Two
[Imh., Klthuu. .'/., p. 13.]

Head of Apollo. [-V. C, 1902, p. 328.] AnOAAON
wreath

Head of Aitemii. [Imh., /. c] AflOAAnNl

Head of Hermes. [Imh., op. eft, p. 14.

Head of Zeus.
|
Imh., ojk ctt., p. 11.

toreIns.

a: -6

ATHN PYN Lyre in

-E -'Jo

ATHN PYNAA Torch

a: -5

„ Caducous AI -4

Fulmen . Au -7

Imperial—Domitiau to (lallienus. Inner., AnOAAHNlAinN TTPOC
PYNAAKH often abbreviated ; also AnOAAftNlATnN or abbreviated
(B. M. C, MysUi, p. 11 ; A'. G, 1907, p. 440). Types: Chiefly Apolline;

Artemis; Poseidon (Imh., Kleinas. J/., p. 15); Aphrodite (Imh., Or. M..

p. 610) ; Tyche : PYN A AKOC reclining.—As to provenance of coins, see

if. C, 1906, p. 29; on types, IIirschfeld-Festschrift, p. 476.

Atarneus {Kateh-AifUi).

Fourth century h. c.

Head of Apollo. [X C, 1005. p. 330 ;
|
ATAP Serpent coiled. [Brit. Mus.J .

Corolla Sum., p. 207.
|

.It Wt. 45 gr*.

Female head.

[Hirsch, And. Cat. XIII, 32Ki
ATAPN Serpent coiled . M Size -3

Digitizer . C loOgle
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Third century B.C.

Head of Apollo. ATAP Forepart of horse, or horse;

[Cf. Iroh., KUinas. M., p. 15.] tymbol, serpent, &c. . . JR -7—4

Roman times—Proconsul Cn. Asinius, B.C. 79-76 (?) (Waddington.
Fades p. 45).

Forepartof horse; behind,coile<l serpent. AllNlOY ANOYriATOY POMA-
"B. M. C\, Mygia, p. 14.] IflN Caduceus AZ -75

Attaea (on site, see Inih., Kle't nas. M., pp. 16, 169). Im/terUtt-—Trajan
toCaracalla: some quasl^ivionomous. Inscr., ATTAITHN, ATTA€ITfiN
or ATTA€TnM. Types: Bust of AHMOC ; bust of l€PA CYNKAHTOC ;

TYXH TTOACnC ; Asklepios ; Zeus in temple; Naked hero, Zeus and
child (Imh., Kleinas. M., p. 18) ; Mountain-god reclining (Imh.. A7. M..

p. 18 f. = B. M. C, Mysia, No. 8); Hoinonoia (if. C, 1900, p. 288);

Caracalla crowned by Demos (Imb., Or. M., p. 611, No. 163) ; River-god.
Magistrates, Archon ; Strategos ; P. Metilius Secundus and C. Antiu*
Quadratus, proconsuls of Asia under Trajan. Alliance coin with
Kphcaus (Mion. Suppl.).

Came, an unknown town sometimes assigned to Aeolis, but more
probably, from the provenance of its coins, situated in Mysia (Imh.,

Metritis. M., p. 21 ; N. 0. t 1896, p. 94; cf. B. M. C, Troan, &c, p. lxii;

?.
102).

—

Imperial. Hadrian to Sept. Severus ; also quast-auton.
user., KAMHNnN. Tyj>es: Phallic term: Asklepios and Hygieia

;

Dionysos and archaic simulacrum (of Artemis?); obv. Bust of Sarapis,

rev. Cock. Magistrate. Strategos.

Cistheue. North of Atarneus. Autonomous bronze. Inner., KIT,
KIZ0H or KII0A. Fourth century B.C. (Gr. M., p. 613). Bearded
satrapal head, rev. Horseman. M -5. Third or second century B.c.

Head of Demeter, rev. Horseman. M -7.

Cyzicu«. The coinage of this city, which occupied a peninsula ou the
southern shore of the Propontis, begins in the seventh or sixth century,
and consists principally of staters and hectae composed of eloctruin

or pale gold. These coins of Cyzicus, together with the Persian darics.

constituted the staple of the gold currency of the whole ancient world
until such time as they were both superseded by the gold staters of
Philip and Alexander the Great.

The Cyzicene mint appears to have possessed a practical monopoly
of coining these Btaters, which were doubtless a source of no small

profit to the city. They are frequently mentioned in Attic inscriptions

l»etween B. o. 445 and 404, as well as by writers, as frrarfipfi Kv£ucip'oi.

XPVffov rrraTijpti KvCtfcqpoi, \pv(riw Kvftxiu'ou irraTrjpts, &c. (Head, Num.
Ohron., 1876, pp. 277 sqq.; cf. 1877, p. 277 f.). From Xcnophon, Anab.
v. 6. 23 ; vii. 3. 10, we learn that a Cyzicene a month was promised to

the soldiers as an advance upon their ordinary pay, which seems to have
been a daric a month (cf. Anab. \. 3. 21).

The value of the Cyzicene elcctrum stater in silver money cannot be

. / * .. m »!/-> Original fromby^OOgK
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exactly determined (cf. however Head, B. M. C, Ionia, p. xxviii f.);

the probability ia that it varied from time to time, and that it was
differently estimated in different localities. All that we can be sure of

is that it was of greater value than the gold daric of 130 grs. The
weight of the Cyzicene stater is 254-248 grains; of the hecte (sixth),

42 grs., and of the twelfth, 21 grs. The stater contained a large alloy

of silver, while the daric, on the other hand, was of pure gold.

As Kirchhoff (Corp. Inner. Attic., p. 160) has pointed out, a didrachm
of pure gold weighing 130 grs. was valued at Athens in B.C. 434 at

28 silver drachms. Now this happens to be the exact value which
Demosthenes just a century later (c. Phorm. 34. 23) assigns to the

Cyzicene staters, which continued to circulate for some long time after

the Cyzicene mint had ceased to issue them. It would therefore

appear that so long as Cyzicus retained her quasi-monopoly of coining
Xpvaol the value of the Cyzicene was considerably higher, and that it

afterwards fell, in the age of Philip of Macedou, to the level of the gold

stater of Philip.

The i-ni<Tijp.oi; or Iwidge, of the city of Cyzicus was the tunny-fish.

Tt'iKafivs, shoals of which were continually passing through the Propontis

on their way from the Kuxine to the Aegean sea (see Marquardt, Cyzicus,

p. 35). This tish appeal's invariably on the clcctrum coinage of the

town— on the oldest stater as the type, on later coins as an adjunct or

lesser type in addition to the principal device, which latter, contrary

to the usual practice, is at Cyzicus merely an exaggerated magisterial

symbol, usurping the place of the main type, while the tunny, the real

Hrfaffior, is relegated to a subordinate position (cf. Macdonald, Coin-

Types, p. 40; and/. H. S., 1904, p. 38). In some cases the main types of

Cyzicene staters are identical with the badges of other cities, who may
conceivably have ordered electrum staters to be struck for them at the

Cyzicene mint. Cf. Weil, Dan Afilnznumu/H't Athens in Z.f. N., xxv.

p. 58.

Electkum Coinage.

In the following lists the principal types of the stater are enumerated

;

many of these types occur also on the corresponding huctae. The
reverse, even in the latest period, is always an incuse square divided

into four quarters, as on Fig. 268, Except on some of the small coins

of Period I the tunny is invariably present. For further details see

Greenwell, Cyzicus (cited as G.); on the chronology, Wroth, B. M. C,
Mysia, p. xiv f.

Period I. Seventh and sidh centuries B.C.

Stater, 253 grs. ; obv. Tunny with fillets attached, rev. Oblong incuse

and smaller incuse containing scorpion (cf. Rev. Kuril., 1895, p. 31 f.).

Also hectae and smaller divisions, chiefly with marine types, and with

tunny as symbol :—Head of fish. Dolphin. Crab holding head of fish

(stater and hecte, G. No. 158). Eagle's head. Cock's head. Two fish

(stater, G. No. 161). Boar's head holding tunny (stater, .V. C, 1893,

p. 83). Winged tunny (stater and hecte, A. C, 1893, p. 84).
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Period II. Circ. B.C. 500-450.

Heads.

F», 26*.

Athena (Fig. 268). Gorgon-head (xV. C, 1893, PI. VII. 4). Young hL-ad
on disk (Diakobolos i, U. .V., 1903, p. 423). Bearded head (G. No. 78).
Beardless head in helmet facing (G. PI. II. 7). Satyric mask (hecte).
Young head in winged helmet (G. No. 73). Female head (G. No 84)
Young male head with curly hair (iV. 1897, p. 256).

Figures.

Fin, 2119, Fig. 270.

Nike (?) running. Herakles with club and bow. Triton (?). Satyr
holding tunny (Fig. 269). Young male figure with knife. Young male
tigure with helmet and sword. Naked figure holding tunny. Winged
male figure with tunny. Lion-headed male figure (Phobos ?, Fig. 270).

Animal Forms, &c.

Kio. 271,

Sphinx with two bodies (hecte). Lion's scalp. Head of lioness,
lion (Fig. 271). Lioness. Forepart of winged lioness. Ram. Forepart
of winged boar. Winged boar. Pistrix. Cock (forepart). Chiinaera.
Winged bull. Griffin. Heads of lion and ram conjoined.

'

Period III. Cire. B.C. 450-400-

Heads.

^
Zeus Amnion. Apollo. Athena. Dionysos. Herakles. AkUeon.

Young male head (Kyzikos ?, G. No. 80). Female head in sakkos (cf. Syra-
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cuse : G. No. 85). Young Kabeiros (A". C\, 1897, p. 255, No. 5, hecte). Male
and female beads conjoined (hecte).

Figures

Fio. 272. Fi«». 2T:t.

Zeus kneeling with eagle and sceptre- Poseidon kneeling. Poseidon
on sea-horse. Triptolemos in serpent-car. Apollo shooting. Demeter
holding torch. Gaia holding Erichthonios {Fig. 272). Kekrops with
olive-branch. Infant Dionysos {G. No. 39). Satyr filling wine-cup
(Fig. 273). Satyr drinking from amphora. Satyr (?) holding in each

hand uncertain object (B. M. C, M>j$Ut, No. 68). Nereid on dolphin.

Nike with aplustre. Nike flying (hecte). Herakles kneeling ; seated
;

strangling lion; holding club and horn (A". C, 1896, p. 91). Infant

Herakles with serpents (Ar. C, 1897, p. 255, hecte). Herakles and
Iphikhs. Orestes at Delphic omphalos. Harmodios and Aristogeiton.

Turns (?) on dolphin. Youth on horseback (cf. Tarentum). Child holding
tunny. Runner in armed foot-race. Helmeted youth examining arrow.
Warrior kneeling with trumpet? (cf. R. A", 1901, p. 6). Odysseus
slaying ram. Warrior protected by shield (G. No. 92). Seated Scythian

with bow (G. No. 95). Europa on bull {R, K, 1901, p. 7).

Animal Forms, &c.

Sky Ma. Centaur. Pegasos. Kerberos. Griffin. Forepart of man-
headed bull (cf. Gela). Man-headed bull (A

r
. C, 1892, p. 96). Bull's

head. Bull. Forepart of winged bull. Head of goat. Goat. Boar.

Sow. Winged dog. Dog. Fox (B. M., hecte). Horse. Ass. Ram
(G. Nos. 130-132). Eagle. Winged dolphin (hecte). Forepart of deer

(A
r
. C.t 1897, p. 254). Helmet. Prow. Lyre. Delphic omphalos with

two eagles (B. M. C, Mysia, No. KM)).

Period IV. Oire. b.c. 400-350.

Heads.

Fio. 271.
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Bearded Kabeiros. Aphrodite weariDg stephane. Bearded male head,
laureate (AT. C.t 1898, p. 197). Demeter or Kore, pro61e (two types.

X a, 1897, p. 253) ; also facing (Fig. 274). Young Dionysos. Pan
(ii. No. 40). Atys. Gorgoneion (A* 6., 1893, p. 82).

Figures.

Apollo on swan ; also on griffin. Apollo with lyre. Helios holding

two horses. Demeter with torch. Young Dionysos seated on rock.

Aphrodite and Eros. EAEYGEPI(a) seated (R. N., 1908, p. 421).

Kybele on lion. Perseus with Gorgon's head. Man restraining horse

(X C., 1897, p. 254). Naked male figure kneeling, looking back (X C,
1893, p. 81).

Animal Forme, &c.

Owl and two stars (X C, 1893, p. 8, hecte).

Head and tail offish (tunny?).

[R M. C, Mytia, PI. III. 21.

Silver and Bronze Coinage.

Seventh awl eiiih centuries B. c.

Rude incuse square

]

-R 220 gr*.

Fifth century B.C.

Fonptrt of boar; behind, tunny.

[B. M. C., Myria, p. 34.J

Head of lion ; incuse square ....
•it 20 grs., and smaller pieces.

(Also with rev. Two tunnies).

[Imh., KMnas. M., p. 22.]

For a tetradrachm bearing the name and portrait of the Satrap
Pharnabazus. struck at Cyzicus, see 'Satrapal Coins ' (under Ionia*

infra.

Circ. B.C. 400-280 or later.

Rhodian Standard.

rflTElPA Head of Kore Soteira

wearing com-wreath and veil.

[B. M. Guide, PI. XVIII. 8.]

Similar; lieneath, tunny.

[Cf. vapdrn]fuiv on Btele of vpo£<via,

J. U.S., 1901, p. 38.]

Head of Kore Soteira.

Head of Apollo.

Head of Apollo.

KYI I Lion'a head ; beneath, tunny
M 233 g*.

(Also some of later style with KYXI-
KHNnrJ.)

KYXI Apollo, seated on omphalos, !--

aide which, lyre

M 205 grs. and 196 grs. [K M.
Guide, PI. XXIX. 27]; also

90 grs. [A". C, 1897, p. 112].

KYXI Trij)od ; l>eneath, tunuy .

JE -7-15
KYXI Tripod; beneath, tunny.

flmh., KUinae. M., p. 22] . ^ 7

KYXI Amphora and tunny.

[Kleinas. Af., p. 22] . . . & -3

Dtqitize;: b\ C lOOQlC
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Head of Kore Soteira.

Tunny in corn-wreath.

Bull's head.

Monogram in wreath; beneath, KY .

KYII Monogram in wreath . . M -05

KYI I Term (Apollo I).

\KUinas. £,, p. 22] . . M -5

Circ. B.C. 200-100 or later.

Attic Standard.

Female head in diadem and oak-wreath. KYIIKHNHN Torch in unk-wreutl

[Kore Soteira : Imh., Kleiiuta. J/.,

p. 23 £1
Head of Kore Soteira

[.V. C, 1902, p. 329.]

Ai 252 gvs.

KYI I Tunny in oak-wreath . . . .

4t 24grs.

Bronze with types relating to Kore Soteira : Long torch ; Head of
Athena; Bull; Bucranium; Sphinx (Klelnaa. M„ p. 505); Apollo, Ac
Inner., KYII

;
KYIIKHNnN.

w

\ *

Fio. 27.",.

Imperial—Augustus to Claudius Gothicus. Also qua^i-autonomous
of all periods. Inser., KYZIKHNnN, usually with NCOKOPnN or AIC
NeOKOPnN; KYZI.

Types. Bust of K0PH COTeiPA (or Faustina II as Kore, Fig. 275)

:

Zeus; Poseidon; Apollo with foot on omphalos (B. M. C, M>jsia, p. 51,

No.239); Ares; Hermes; AOHMA ZHT I PA holding Nike (Imh., Gr. M.,

B614)
; Asklepios; Hephaestos seated; Dionysos seated on panther;

ionysos in car drawn by panthers (Gr. M., p. 615); Dionysus feeding

panther; Ainvoifropos (Gr. m., p. 615); Dancing; satyr and nymph (cl.

Journ. Int., 1902, p. 179); Eros ; Eirene and Ploutos ; Male figure reclin-

ing and M. Aurelius sacrificing (B. H. C, Mgida, p. 41, No. 175) ; Male
figure in star-spangled dress reclining (B. M. C, Mye'ta, p. 50, No. 236)

;

AntinoUs ; Artemis ; Dumetcr, attended by Maenad, in car drawn by
Centaurs and Pan, with Eros in front and XtKvtxpopos behind (Fig. 275).

Galley. Stork. Calf. Lion and ox (Kleinao. M., p. 26). She-wolf (Imh..

Gr. M.
t p. 613). Ostrich (Gr. M, p. 613). Circular building-, on each

side, torch entwined by serpent (Imh., Gr. u. rSm, Miinzkunde, 1908,

p. 41) ; Temple ; Torch entwined by serpent and ears of corn and poppies.

Herdsman milking goat (Z. /. -V., xv. 42). The founder KYZIKOC.

>gle
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bust and figure (B. M. C, Mysm, p. 47 n.). Tyche of Cyzicus. River-
god AlCHnOC. Armed athletes running (B. M. C. Myeia, Pi XIV. 5).

Erection of palms at a festival (B. M. C., Myxia,v. 55, No. 264: Irah..

K/einas. M„ p. 25, No. 13). Triton holding oar. Kapc of Persephone.

Magistrates; Strategos; Archon; Fusous, proconsul of Asia under
Trajan. Games. OAYMniA. Alliance coins. Ephosus, Smyrna (Fig.

275).
.

ElcTitherion, TroKi^ViOV Mwrtas (StGph. By/.). The following fourth-

century coin may belong to this place: omt* Head of Athena facing,
ivu. EAEY Lion standing. M size 45 (Imh., KUiruu* Jf», p. 19).

Gambriuin. The earliest coins bear the name* of its dynast Gorgion
(circ* B, a 399) mentioned by Xcnophon, Hell* Hi. 1- 6 :

—

Head of Apollo.

[A\0.
9
1894, p. 315.]

rOPTI Forepart of rushing bull.

A{ 52 grs. ; also 24 grs. Cf. M with

TOP, Z.f. A\ 1902, p. 191.

Fourth and (hint centuries B.C.

Head of Apollo.

[B. M. C., Mytia, p. 62.]

TAM Forepart of rushing bull . . .

Ai 26 grs.

Also JE* with inscr. TAM, obt\ Head of Apollo and various reverses
;

Star, Head of Medusa, Bull charging. Tripod.

Hadriani ad Olympum, on the left bank of the Rhyndacus, at Beyktje^

on a spur of Mount Olympus (Hill, Jourft.Int., i. 241; ImhM Kleinus. M.,

p. 20).

Imperial—Hadrian to Gallienus. Also quasi-axAonomoHS, Inter.,

AAPIAMnH sometimes with TTPOC OAYMnn. Types—Zeus ; Athena -.

Asklepios ; Telesphoros; Dionysos in biga of Centaurs ; Artemis; De-
meter; infant Hermes in cradle, Ac. Magistrate, Archon.

Hadrianeia (Hill, Journ. Int., i. 241; Imh.. Kiel tuts. M., p. 20). 1m-
fierial—Hadrian to Otacilia Severa. Also '[tuisi-auton. Itwr., AAPIA-
HEnN. Types—Bust of Senate ; Head of AHMOC ; Zeus; Athena;
Artemis: Telesphoros; Hermes standing before River-god reclining

beneath tree ; Kybcle in lion-car. Magistrate*, Archon, Strategos.

Hadrianothera, founded by Hadrian in commemoration of successful

hunting excursions. Imperial—Hadrian to Philip. Also f/uusi-iittfon.

Iuser., AAPI ArJOSHPlTflN. Tff/>et>—Asklepios; Zeus, Ac. Also obv.

Boar's head, rev. Telesphoros (N. C, vi. 115). Magistrates, Archon,
Strategos.

Iolla, probably near Adrainyteum (Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 2 15). Bronze
coins of the fourth century B.C. Inner., I0AAA or lOAAEON. Types
—Head of Athena or of #eus, rev. Forepart of winged horse. Some of

the silver and bronze coins of the Satrap Oronta« are by some numis-
matists thought to have been struck at Iolla, and by others at Lamp-
sacus. See ' Satrapal Coin* ' (under Ionia) infra.

o ale
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The coinage of this celebrated city on the Hellespont

consists of the following classes :

—

Electrum and silver. Clrc. B. c. 500 or earlier.

Forepart of winged horse ; above, acan- Quadripartite incuse square . . -

thus ornament. El. 216 grs.

(The attribution of this stater and of

similar staters with animal types is

not certain ; see K M. C, Afygia,

p. 78 n.)

Quadripartite incute square. M Didr.

105 grs. ; Tetrob. 3G gn.; Triob.

21 grs. (Phoenician ttandard).

Forepart of winged horse.

Alout the close of the sixth century the Phoenician standard is aban-

doned for the Persic, and silver coins of the weight of the Persian siglos

and its divisions aro met with. The weight of the electrum stater

appears about the same time to have been raised.

t'trc. B.C. 500-450 and later.

Forepart of winged bone; sometimes

in vine-wreath.

[Babelon, T,aite, PI. VIII. 1-4.]

.'uniform female head, of archaic style.

[B. M. Guide, H. H. 18.]

Quadripartite ineue square . . . .

El. Stater, 237 grs.

Head of Athena, of archaic style in

incuse square

M Persic Drachm (83 grs.) and

subdivisions.

The electrum pieces appear to be the coins mentioned in Attic inscrip-

tions (CITC. B.C. 434), as xpvirov oraTr/pes Aafi^aicnf ot (Xum. Citron., 1876,

p. 290 : see also Babelon, Rev. num., 1895, p. 35).

Gold Stater*. Circ. B. c. 394-350.

In this period the use of an electrum currency scorns to have been
finally abandoned at Lauipsacus, and its place supplied by staters of

pure gold struck on the standard of the gold darios (wt. 131 grs.: for

references in inscriptions see Babelon, Trade", i. p. 491 n.). Among
them are some of the most beautiful examples of Greek coin-art. The
reverse type is uniformly the forepart of a winged horse in an incuse

square. The following types of the obverse are known. These varying
types arc probably magistrates' symbols, as on the electrum coins of

Cyzicus; of. Macdonald. Coin Types, pp. 41, 50. (See list with plates

by Miss A. Baldwin in .loam. Int., 1902, p. 5 f.)

Figures.

Fig. \iU. Fiu. '277. Fi«. £78.

in. i M m
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Infant Herakles strangling serpents. Helle seated on ram. Nereid on
dolphin. Male figure (Orpheus?) seated, with lyre. Nike killing ram (Fig. 276).

Ge rising from ground (Fig. 277). Nike erecting trophy (Fig. 278).

Heads.

Fio. 279. Fio. 280. Fio. 2*1

,

Fio. 2k2.

Zeus with or without fulmen (Fig. 279). Hera. Zeus Ammon. Athena (three

types). Aphrodite. Demeter. PerBephone. Hermes. Female head in lotus-

wreath. Hekate. Kabeiros bearded (Fig. 280). Helios on radiate disk (Fig. 281).

Winged head (Nike, or Eros?: cf. J. 1L S., 1897, p. 85). Dionysos l»earded.

Bacchante, with flowing hair; also with hair in sakkos and with hair falling on
neck. Herakles bearded. Male head in stephane ; behind it, club? (Baldwin.

No. 29). Female satyr (Fig. 282). Pan, beardless, with goat's horn. Satyr,

three-quarter face. Aktaeon, with stag's horn. Head in Persian head-dress.

Young male head (Baldwin, No. 35). Female head, hair rolled, with ear-ring

(t6., No. 36).

Silver. Cirr, B.C. 394-330?.

Janiform female head.

Head of Athena-

Head of Apollo.

AAM or AAMtA Head of Athena
Al of Persic standard, 39 grs., Ac.

AAM Forepart of winged bom. - -

M 36 grs.

AAM Id. ,li 19 grs.

There are also bronze coins of the fourth and third centuries ; in# r..

AAM or AAMtA ; rev. usually Forepart of winged horse, ubr. types:
Janiform female head, Head of Nike (?) in laurel-wreath, Head of
Athena, &c For the fourth-century coins of the Satraps, Orontas and
Spithridates, probably struck at Lainpsacus, see infra Satrapal Coins
(under Ionia infra).

Cite. b.c. 330-190.

Tetradrachins and drachms of Alexander the Great's types, but of later

style, have been attributed by Miiller (Nos. 912-17) to Lampsaous. The
symbol is the winged horse.

Circ. B.c. 190-85.

After the battle of Magnesia, Lampaacus was one of the towns upon
which the Romans conferred autonomy.

Head of Priapos, ivy-crowned and
horned.

[B. M. Guide, PI. XI.IX. 8.]

AAM^AKHNnN Apollo Kitliaroede*.

nnd magistrates' names with patro-

nymic . . . . M Attic Tetrad r.

There are also M, inscr. AAM, AAM tAKHNfiN, types relating to

Priapos, Apollo, Athena, &c.

I-ampsacus was one of the chief seats of the worship of Priapos, who
had there the attributes of Dionysos (Virg. Georg. iv. Ill ; Athen. i. 54).
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Imperial—Augustus to Gallienus. I/utcr., AAMtAKHNAM ; AANtA-
KHNnH. Tyiied—Statue of Priapos, sometimes in temple ; Forepart of
winged horse ; Poseidon ; Kybele ; Athena : Phrixos and Helle {Z.f. JV.,

vii. p. 25) ; Heraklea and Omphale {Hunter Cat, PL XLVIII. 5). Magi*
trate, Strategos. Alliance coin* with Phocaea.

Milctopolis (Melde near Kermadi), a town said to have been of

Athenian origin, situated at the confluence of the rivers Macestus and
Khyndacus, in the northern part of Mysia. Bronze of fourth to first

century B.C. Inacr. MIAHTO ; MIAHTOnOAITnN. Tyi>es—obv. Head
of Athena, rev. Owl, usually with double body ; also Young male head,

rev. Bull. Imperial—Trajan to Gordian In. Inscr., M€IAHTOnO-
ACITnN. Type*—Hermes; Athena, Ac. Armed figure of M€IAHTOC
KTICTHC (specimens found near Melde, N.C., 1906, p. 33). Mag. Epi-

meletes ; Strategos.

Parium, on the Propontis between Lampsacus and Priapus. With
regard to early electrum coins of the Gorgoneion type possibly struck

at Parium see B. M. C, My*., p. 94. Parium also coined, in all proba-

bility, the following silver pieces during the archaic period, and later.

Circ. B.C. 500-400.

Gorgoneion. Incuse Bquare containing a cruciform

[B. M. C, Mysia, VI XXI. 6.] pattern . . Ai 69, 50, and 36 grs.

Circ. B.C. 400.

(jorgoneion, entwined with serpents. PA PI Hull looking back; nymbott,

various

Ai 38 grs. (Persic Hemidrachm).

Circ. B. c. 350-300 or later.

Bronze coins : otrtt. Bull, rev. The great altar of Parium built by
Hennocreon (Strabo x. 5, 7 ; xiii. 1, 13 ; cf. Jahrhwh arch. Inst., xi. 1896

(1897), p. 56). Also rev. Torch.

The next class of Parian silver coins cannot be earlier than the begin-

ning of the second century B.C.

Circ. B.C. 190 and later.

Gorgoneion.

[HunUr Cat., II, PI. XLVIII. 10-1

Head of Demeter.

[B. M. C, p. 99.)

PAPIANnN Nike with wreath . .

Ai Rliodian Tetradr. 210 grs.

riAPiANnhJ AnoAAnrJos ak-
TAIOY and name of magistrate.

Apollo Aktaeos (cf. Strabo xiii. 1,

13), holding lyre, landing between
altar and omphalos Ai Attic Tetradr.

Also-E. riAPI, flAPIANHrJ ; ty/tea. Heads of Zeus, Athena, Hermes,
Medusa ; Fulraen ; Bull ; Eagle ; Stag ; Altar ; Sistrum, &c.

Colonial Coinage.

Augustus to Gallienus. Iuser, usually C.G.I.H.P. = Colonia Gemella
Julia Hadriana Pariana. Types— PARIO CON D IT Head of the founder
Parios; DEO CVPIDINI Eros standing (after Praxiteles), (X C, 1893,

M in 2
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p. 21; Imh.
f
M. ff#l p. 256); Capricorn; Colonists ploughing: DEO

AESCOttlapio) SWB(renienti)
f Aesculapius seated raising fore-foot of a

bull ; Diana Lucifera ; Triumphal arch, Arc. Mag. 1 1 1 1* I- D-D-D =quatuor
virijure dicundo dccurionum decreto (B. M. C, Mysia, p. 102).

Pergamum (Bergamo). According to one tradition Pergamum wa^
colonized from Epidaurus under the leadership of the god Asklepios.

The coins struck before the establishment of the Pergainene kingdom
are mainly as follows:

—

Cire< B. c. 440-350.

Head of Apollo.

Head of Apollo.

Head of Apollo (cf. Imh.. Or. J/M p. 93).

Head of Apollo.

Female head (of. Imh.,£r. M.
t PI VII. 8).

PEPTA or PEPr Bearded male head

(Satrap) in Persian head-dress . .

At 24 grs. ; aleo M 1 1 tfr*.

PEPr Bulls head . . M 9 gr*.

PEPTA Two bulls' heads facing one
another Al *35

PEPr Boar's head . . . & A

PEPT, &e. Two boars* heads; also

two bulls
1

heads . . . Small .
1-;

The earliest coins l»olong to the time of the dynasty of Gongylos,
who ruled under Persian favour ; on the chronology seo von Fritze in

Corolla iftMJk, p. 47 f.

Third century B.C. to circ. B.C. 284.

Head of young Herakles.

Head of Athena,

Head of young Herakle^.

Head of Athena.

Head of Athena.

Head of young Herakles.

Head of Athena.

Palladium

[Aft, 1890, p. 198]. #133 grs.

Palladium

(B. M. Guide, PI. XLIX- 91 X 45 grs.

PEPrA, PEPrAMH, &e. Palladium.

Ai 20 gr*.

PEPrA Two bulls' heads facing om
another AH -7

TEPrA Boll's tad . . . . X. -65

TEP Head of Athena . . . .MA
PEPr Two stars X. -4

The A^ and the earliest M were supposed by J. P. Sis (X. C., 1890,

p. 200) to have been issued in b. c. 310 by Herakles of Pergamum, son

of Alexander the Great and Barsine, but they may be better assigned

to the period of Lysimachus (von Fritze, i.e.). For later coinage of

Pergamum see infra, p. 535.

Kingdom of Pergamum.

(See Imhoof, Die Milnzen dtr Dynavtie van Pergamon.)

Silver [Attic Standard).

Pailataerui, B. c. 284-263, was the treasurer selected by Lysimachus
to guard hiB hoard of 9,000 talents deposited at Pergamum. In B* c. 284
he made himself independent, though his tetradrachms show that he

recognized Seleucus Nicator aa his suzerain.
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KINGDOM Of PEItUAMUM 533

Head of young Heraklcs.

[B.C. 284-281.]

Head of Si-leucuB Nicator, divinized.

2EAEYK0Y BAZIAEnZ ZeuBueated

holding eagle ; symbol-*, bust of

Athena aud crescent . . Tetradr.

4>IAETAIP0Y Athena seated; out-

ntretched hand on shield ; above,

ivy-leaf; on r., bow . . Tetradr.

Fig. 261

Eumenes I, li. c. 263-241, nephew of Philetaeruif.

Head of Philetaerus WNring diadem;

also with diadem and laurel-wreath

entwined.

0IAETAIPOY Athena seated ; out-

stretched hand on shield ; beneath
jirm, ivy-leaf ; on r., bow (Fig. 283).

Tetradr.

Attains I, B.C. 241-197, another nephew of Philetaerus.

Head of Philetaerus wearing wreath
|

<t>l AETAIPOY Athena seated, crowu-

with tie. (Also liead witli laurel- ' ing king's name; shield behind hei ;

wreath and diadem entwined, At- our., bow: symbol*, ivy-leaf, grapes.

talus I or Kumenes II f.) Tetradr.

(Ct Wace in Journ. Int., 1903,

p. 143, and in J. 11. .S., 1905, 98.)

Eumenes H, B. c. 197-159, eldest son of Attalus I.

Head of Philetaerus wearing diadem

and lauiel-wreath entwined.

II' ad of Kumenes II, wearing diadem.

[B. M. <'.. Mys.. p. 117; cf.

Z,f. y., xxiv. p. 1 18.]

0IAETAIPOY Type as on coins of At-
talus I, with symbols, bee, star, palm,
coruueopiae, &c, and monograms.

Tetradr.

BAZIAEHZ EYMENOY Two youths

(Kabeiri or Dinskuri) standing

facing, each holding a spear : whole

in laurel- wreafli . , . . Tetradr.

For Alexandrine coins, probably of the time of Eumenes II, see Imhoof,

op.cit, pp. 16, 17.

ttalai II (Pbiladelphus), b. c. 159-138, younger brother of Ku-
menes II.

Head of Philetaerus with diadem and <J>IAETAIPOY Atliena Betted, &c, as

lauiel-wreath entwined. on the tetradr. of Eumenes II; with

various symbols and monograms

:

flat, spread fabric . . . Tetradr.

,:edb »gle
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534 THE CISTOPHORI

Attains III (Philometor), a. c. 138-133, bequeathed the kingdom
of Pergmnum to the Roman people. He does not appear to have issued

coins.

Bronze.

Jnscr. throughout, <t>IAETAIPOY. Many of the reverse types and
symbols are identical with the symbol* of the tetradrachms, and this

identity furnishes the chief clue to their attribution to the various kings

(see Imhoof, op. cit; B. M. C, My*., p. 119 f.J. Obverves, Head of

Athena; Head of Apollo; Head of Asklepios. Revereen, Bow; Ivy-leaf:
Star ; Bee ; Tripod ; Thvrsos ; Bow ; Serpent coiled ; Asklepios seated

feeding serpent from phiale (probably after the statue of Phyroma-
chus, Wroth, JVum. Ghron., 1882, p. 14 ; von Fritze, Nomivnui, ii. p. 19 f.)

;

Temple-key and serpent. Also with obv. Head of Philetaerus, rev-

<t»IAETAIPOY Female figure seated 1. holding wreath (Brit. Mus.).

The CiSTOPHom.

Under the kings of the Pergamene dynasty the so-called Cistophori

made their first appearance as the chief medium of circulation for

Western Asia Minor. The Cistophorus was so named from its type, the

Sacred Bacchic Chest or Cista. According to Dr. Imhoof {Die muiizen
der Dynantie von Pergamon, p. 33) this coinage originated at Ephesus
shortly before B. c. 200, and its use rapidly extended throughout the

dominions of Attalus I of Pergamum. Henceforth the Cistophorus

became a sort of Pan-Asiatic coin, its general acceptance being secured by
the uniformity of its types, while the local mint-letters and magistrates'

symbols were merely subordinate adjuncts. The institution of this

quasi-federal coinage in Asia Minor may have been suggested by the

popularity of the Federal money of the Achaean League in Peloponnesus,

as well as by the eager adoption by so many Asiatic cities of Alexandrine
tetradrachins. The manifold advantages of a uniform currency were
evidently beginning to be understood and widely appreciated in the

ancient world about this time, and the cistophorus, whether intention-

ally coined for this purpose or not, met the popular demand, and was
issued in vast quantities from numerous Asiatic mints (cf. Livy xxxvii.

46, 58, 59, and xxxix. 7).

The types of the Cistophori may be thus described.

Cista rayBtica, with half-ojn>u lid, from
which a serpent issuer ; the whole
in wreath of ivy. (Fig. 284.)

Fio. 284.

Two coiled serpents, with heads erect

;

lietween them, a bow-case ....
Al Tetradr. 195 grs.
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LATER COINAGE OF PERGAMUM 535

('hi!, and lion-skin of Heraklea; the : liuncli of grapes placed on a vine-leaf ,

whole in wreath of ivy, vine, or laurel. A\ Didr. 92 grs.

(Sum, Chron., 1880, PI. VIII. 12.) JR Drachm. 46 grs.

Cistophori are known to have been issued at the following mints in

Asia Minor:—Adramyteum and Pergamum in Mysia ; Ephesus and
Smyrna in Ionia ; Apollonis, Thyateira, Nysa, Sardes, Stratoniceia ad
Caicum, and Trallea in Lydia ; Apameia, Laodiceia, and Synnada in

Phrygia ; also in Crete (see supra, p. 479J. See Pinder, Ober die Ctsto-

/tfurren, 1856.

The cistophori of Pergamum may be divided into four classes.

With very lew exceptions all the specimens bear the letters TTEP in

monogram.

Class I. Cin: B. C. 200-133.

In the field of the reverse, to the right of the serpents, a changing
symbol—torch, caduceus, thyrsos, &c.

Clots II. B.C. 133-67.

In field, as a constant symbol the snake-entwined Asklepian staff,

often with the addition of the letters flPY in monogram, standing for

npvravis, together with abbreviated magistrates' names.

Claw III, B.C. 57-54.

iiiii>ivn% | w, uibuuiuo *Hmw, . w. «.5-54 (?), with local magistrates'

names, MHNOAluPOC, &o. (B. M. C., Mys., p. xxx ; X. C, 1899, p. 97).

Class IV. B.C. 49-48.

Cistophorus struck by Q. Caecilius Metellus Pius Scipio as ' Impe-
rator

'
; Legionary Eagle, in place of Bow-case, between serpents on

reverse (B. M. Guide, PI. LX. 5). (For a cistophorus prol>ably struck

B.c. 50-49 by L. Antonius as Q[uaestor] see X. C\, 1893, p. 10.)

Later Coinage of Peroamum.

The bronze coins (sizes 1—6) described below have been generally

ascribed to the period (n.c. 133 to Augustus) when the Pergaraene kingdom
and its capital became part of the Roman province of Asia. Von Fritze

{Corolla A urn., p. 47 f.) has, however, shown reasons for assigning them
to the later period of the Pergamene kingdom, rirc. b. c. 200-133. They
would thus be a civic issue supplementing the regal issue of bronze

coins. It may be doubted whether any bronze coins were struck at

Pergamum between B. c. 133 and the time of Augustus.
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536 THE CISTOPIlOJtT

Bust of Athena-

Head of Athena.

Head of Asklepios

ji »»

Head of Apollo.

Head of Hygieia,

Head of Athenn.

Head of Asklepios.

riEPrAMHNnN Asklepios stamlim;.

„ Nike standing.

„ Eagle on I'nhiiui.

AZKAHniOY SHTHPOZ Serpent-

staff.

AZKAHniOY ZnTHPOS Serpent

coiled round netted omphalos.

ASKAHniOY ZHTHPOZ Tripod.

AZKAHHIOY KAI YHEIAI Serpent

coiled round omplmlos.

AOHNAZ APEtAZ Owl (HionA
AOHNAS NIKH0OPOY Owl in

wreath, or on fulmen, or on palm.

(Cp. B. M. C, Mysia, p. 132 Al)
AGHNAZ NIKHOOPOY Trophy.

No inscr. Serpent coiled round crooked

staff.

The coin with AOHrJAS NIKH<S>OPOY, Owl in wreath, may have been
struck b. c. 183 in connexion with the Nikephoria (von Fritze, on, n't.,

p. 56).

Imperial—Augustus to Gallienus. Also quasi-autonomous of same
period. Inter. nEPTAMrlNnN. Tyjxs: Asklepios, Hygieia, Tele-

sphoros. The Asklepian cultus was of great importance (see Wroth,
'Asklepios and the coins of Pergamum/ in N. C, 1882, pp. 1-51.

and von Fritze, Xomifma, ii. pp. 18-35), and Asklepian types are

abundant, especially under the Antonines and under Caracalla, who
visited the Pergamcne temple of Asklepios in a. d. 214. KOPnNlC,
mother of Asklepios, standing ; Statue of Asklepios between rivers

Keteios and Soleinos ; Asklepios, small naked figure and rat (H. M. C,
Mysia, p. 148) ; Caracnlla adoring Asklepian serpent and Tele-

sphoros (B. M. C, Mysia, p. xxxi) ; also sacrificing to Asklepios [ib.)\

GEON CYNKAHTON, Head of Senate, rev. ©EAN PHMHN, Head of

Roma; TT€PrAMOC KTICTHC, Head of hero Pergamos; Athena: Ar-

menian (?) captive (Imh., Kleiiias. M., p. 506); ZEBAZTON TTEPrA-
MHMOI, Augustus in temple: AIBIAN HPAN, Bust of Livia as Hera,
rev. I0YAIAN A<J>POAITHN, Bust of Julia as Aphrodite : obv. Bust of
CYPYTTYAOC HPHC, rev. Cypriote temple of Aphrodite (TTAOIA) (see

B. M. C, Cyprus, PL XXVI. 7) ; Z€YC OIAIOC ; Temple of Rome and
Augustus (B. M. C.f Mysut, p. 142); River-god, KAIKOC; River-god,
KHTEIOC ; Apollo Smintheus (B. M. C, Mysia, p. 145); Satyr dancing
the boy Dionysos on his foot (B. M. C, Mysia, p. 150) ; Youthful Zeus,

Gaia and Thalassa (B. M. C, Mysia, p. 151) ; Ariadne sleeping (Z.f. A",

xxiv, p. 74) ; Great Altar of Pergamum, with humped bulls in front

Oi. A*., 1902, p. 234); Herakles and Erymanthian boar (Inv. Wadd.)i
Kabeiri (Z.f. A"., xxiv. p. 120 f.).

Magistrates—Vcttius Bolanus, M. Plautius Silvanus, Q. Poppaeus
Secundus, P. Pctronius, C. Autius, A. Julius Quadratus, Proconsuls of

Asia. The usual local magistrate is a Strategos ; also Grainmateus,

Hiereus, Gyninasiarch. Prytanis (a woman, B. M. C, Mysia, p. 145 :

cf. Ath. Mitth., 1899. p. 167), Theologos (A\ C, 1894, p. 12).

Titles—N€fl.K0PnN. B and T ; TTPnTnN ; H TTPnTH THC ACIAC
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PEIiPERENE—PIiOCOXXESUS 537

KAI MHTPOnOAIC TTPnTH KAI TPIC NCHKOPOC TTPnTH TON
ceBACTnN neprAMHNnrJ noAic (Caracai)a).

(lame*—TTPnTA OAYMniA €N FT€PrAMn (Gallienus).

Alliance rains— Nicomedia, Ephesus, Smyrna, Miletus, Sardes, Hiera-
polis (Phryg.), Laodiceia (Phryg.).

Ferporeuc, south-east of Adramyteutn. Small autonomous bronze of
the second or first century B. c. Head of Apollo, r*r. nEP.riEPriE, Grapes.
Imperial—Domitian to Otacilia. Also quat-i-auton. Inscr., nEPnEPH-
NlOhJ. Type*: Grapes; Telesphoros holding grapes; Asklepios; Two
serpents at altar; Dionysos ; Zens; Athena; Demeter: Apollo (Imh.,
Kleina*. J/., p. 506); Head of the Senate as town-goddess (ib. p. 32):
Bust of the imperial HTCMONlA laureate, on coins of Caligula (w.

p. 32) and Nero.

Pitane, on the Elaean gulf near the mouth of the Euenus. /R. end
of fifth century B.C., wt. 5*6 grs., oht: Head r., rev. TITAN A Pentagram
(Brit. Mus.). Also M of fourth century b. c. to first century. Inner.,

PI, PITA, niTArJAinN. Usual types : obv. Head of Zeus Ammou in

profile or facing, rev. Pentagram. Also Head of Bacchante ; Omphalos
entwined by serpent. Imperial—Augustus to Otacilia. Ins'-r. niTA-
NAinH. Types: Round shield ornamented with pentagram : Head of
Amnion ; Telesphoros

; Athena ; Zeus ; Prow ; Amazon. Magistrates,

P. Cornelius Scipio, Proconsul (with head) : Stratcgos.

Placia, on the Piopontis, between Cyzicus and the mouth of the

Rhyndacus. Autonomous small bronze of the fourth century B.C. Iiwr.,
PAAKIA or PA A. Types—Head of Kybele, sometimes turreted, ret:

Lion r. ; Lion's head ; or Bull walking. On the worship of Kybele at

Placia and Cyzicus, under the name of ij Mqnjp U\aKiamj, see Mitthei-

fvnaen d. deutach. arch. Inst., vii. LSI.

Foemanenon, a dependency of Cyzicus, M of first century B. c. Type:
Head of Zeus, ttv, TTOIM ANHNfiN Fulmen. Imperial and qttasi-a vtfo-

nomous—Trajan to Philip. Tyj>es: Head of T70IMHC the founder, rev.

Hermes (Z.f.X. y \\\. 128); Eros (Iarent. Watld.) ; Tyche ; Tripod en-
twined by serpent : Zeus ; Asklepios. Magistrate, Archon. (On the site

of Poimanenon, cf. /. //. $., xxvi. p. *3.)

Priapus, a colony of Cyzicus near Parium. Autonomous bronze of
the third and first centuries B. c. Inscr., f1PI AHH^nN or abbreviated.

Head of Apollo.

Head of Artemis.

Bearded head filleted r.

Crn v-fish (or lobster) : alto shrimp . .

M -75—35
Stag recumbent JB «8

Amphora
(Imhoof, Man. or., p. 258) J3 -45

Head of Dionysos. Amphora .¥, -7

Henil of Demeter veiled. Stng and cista mystica . . . JE -8r>

Froconneana. An island in the Propontis, between Priapus and
Cyzicus. Cf. Imb.. Man. or™ p. 259.
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Cire. u. e. 400-280.

Head of Aphrodite iu pphendone or in
;
PPOKON Ociioclio(»

saccos.

Head of Aphrodite, hair in ^nccos,

-Magistrate, ArJAZITENH^

Similar.

Similar; no magistrates name.

Head of Aphrodite. Magistrate s iumu>,

AIAI"0PAZ.
Head of Aphrodite*

**

»»

ft

yr

A\ 39 grs. (Cf.JV\C.,1904,

p. 301.) AIso-E.
St»g recumbent ; in front

oenochoe*. jft55grs.(H.U.

Guide, Ft XXIX. 28.)

Forepart of stag and oeno-

choc" . , . A 65 grs.

... -it 37 grs.

Oenochoe . . AZ -7-35

Dove and oenochoe: JE -55

The deer, 7rpo£, on the reverse of the drachm is a type parlant

(Eckhel, ii. p. 477).

Tenthrania (Kalerga), between Pergaraum and Pitane. Coins issued

by the dynast Procles I, aire, B. C. 399 (Babolon, Melanges, ii. p. 189 f.)

;

Ct A'. C, 1894, p. 318.

Hend of Apollo. TEY Young head in Persian tiara

M 25 grs.; also AZ.

Thebe, called Hypoplacia, from its situation at the foot of Mount
Placius. Small JE of fourth century B.C., oln: Female head in saccos,

rev. OHB Three crescents united. (Imh., Kleina*. M., ii. p. 506.)

TROAS

[Wroth, 1». M. n THoi, *<"•]

Abydus, on the Hellespont, a colony of Miletus, lias been thought to

liave l>een one of the places of mintage, in the sixth century B. c, of some
of the early elect-ruin staters of the Milesian standard, but as we have
no inscriptions to guide us, the attribution of the following specimens
is rather doubtful ; see infra, Ionia.

Electri'H. C'n-v. b. c. 500.

Eagle, with closed wings, looking Rough incuse square

[Xum. Vhron., 1875, PI. VII. 7.J

El. 217 gra.

Similar, but eagle standing on a hare. Quadripartite incuse square .

lmck
;
in field, dolphin.

inilar, but eagle

and no dolphin. [11. M. t\, Ionia, PL I. 23.]

El. 2175 grs.

Silver. Give. b. c. 48O-450.

ABYAHNON or ABY Eagle. (jorgoneion : incuse square .

Al 82 grs.- 2 grs. (Persic standard).
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In B.C. 411 Abydus revolted from Athens and remained the Spartan
military station on the Hellespont till cirv. B.C. 387. Tho finest coins

belong to this period. The gold was probably derived from mines in the

territory of Abydus (B. M. C, Trotie, p. xl. f.).

Cox. B.C. 411-387.

Nike kneeling, stabbing ram,

[B. M. C„ Troas, p. xl.]

Artemis riding on stag.

[Z.f. S., xvii, p. 169, No. 2;
Invent. Wadd., No. 1028.]

Head of Apollo. [B. M. C, PI. I. 8.]

Eagle ; in front, nplustre ; inc. square .

AT Stater.

Kagle ; inc. u\ .V Stater.

ABY Eagle ; inc. fcj. Magistrates' names
JR 232 gre.

drc. b. c. 820-280.

Head of Apollo.

[B. M. C, Troas, p. 2 t]

ABY Kagle standing. Numerous ma-
gistrates' names and symbols . . .

M 164 grs.; 44 gre.

Bronze Coinage. Cite. b.o. 320-200.

/Wr., ABY; ABYAH. Obv. Head of Apollo, rev. Eagle; Head of

Artemis; Stag; Torch and quiver ; Two torches ; l.yre; Eagle, &c.

After circ. B. <*. 196.

On the conclusion of the war with Philip V of Macedon, the Romans
conferred freedom upon Abydus and other Asiatic towns (Livy xxxiii.

30). Then, or perhaps somewhat later, it began, like most of the other

seaports of Western Asia Minor, to strike large spread tetradrachms of

Attic weight

ABYAHNHrJ Eagle; laurel-wreath.

Various magistrates names and sym-
bols .... Ai Attic Tetradr.

Bust of Artemis.

Fi«. 285.

Imperial—Augustus to Maximums. lnecr.
t
ABYAHNnN or abbrev.

Types: Several relating to Artemis ; Leander swimming to the light-

gle
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W

house of Sestos, from which Hero holds out lamp; above, Eros with torch

(Fig. 285) (B. M. C, Troue, p. 7 n.); Dioskuri; Dionysus riding Hon;
Poseidon ; Hero (Abydos?) near prow (Imh., Gr, M. t p. 622, No.
203); Bust of ABVAOC (link, Kleinas. M.

t L p. 33). Magistrate,
Arch on.

Achilleion, a small fortified town near Sigeium, with the tomb of
Achilles.

Circ. B.C. 350-300.

Helmet. [Imh., Kleinas. J/., i, p. 33.] *<=AX) Mi
Head of Athena, in helmet. Id. in wreath At -35

[ft, p. 34.]

Alexandreia Troas {Eeki titwnthul), founded under the name Anti-

goneia, cite a c. 310, by Antigonus, who brought thither the inhabitants

of Cebren, Colone, Hamaxitus, Neandria, and Scepsis. About B.c. 300
it was improved by Ly&imachus, and re-named Alexandreia.

Head of Apollo.

Head of Apollo.

Cf. JE of Hamaxitus (p. 546) and Neandria (p. 547).

Circ. B. c. 300.

AAEE Apollo Smintheus, holding 1k>h-

Hud phiale : at his feet, mouse . .

AAE£ANAPEnN Horse feeding . .

J3 -8--(i

Third and second centuries B.C. to circ. B. C. 189.

For Alexandrine and Seleucid coins attributed to this mint see Miiller.

-iter. 923, 924; B. M.C., ZVoox.p. xiv; Macdonald, //turter Cat, iii. p. 21 :

and J. J7.&, 1903, pp. 94 ft:

Head of Apollo. AAE^AN or AAE Horse feeding: in

ex., fulmeu .K-73--4

Secand and Jt rat centuries B.C., after circ. B.C. 189.

rig. 28«.
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Head of Apollo. (Fig. 286.) AAE£ANAPEHN (in ex.); ATTOA-
AONOX IMIGEflZ Apollo Smin-
thew, standing with lxw and phinlo.

Magistrates' names, ami dates, ap-

parently reckoned from the Seleucid

Era and equivalent to «.c. 176-

n.c. 77 [X.C., 1898, p. 109; B.M.C.,
Troas, p. xv]

m Attic Tetradrachms and
Drachms.

M Inscr., AAEZAN ; AAEZ. Tyi>es : Head of Apollo ; Lyre; Tripod.

Colonial Coinage. Cominodus to GalUcnus ; also quasi -autoaomotw,
f.'aracalla to Gallienus. In**r., COL AVG TROAD ; COL TROA; COL
ALEXAND AVG. Types: Chiefly relating to Apollo Smintheus, whose
temple lay south of Alexandreia Troas. His cultus-statue represents

hi ;n holding bow and phiale (on this typo and its relation to the Apollo

Smintheus of Scopas. represented with a mouse at his feet, see B. M. C,
Troas, p. xvi and reff. there). Other types probably connected with this

Apollo are:—Herdsman and feeding horse; Herdsman standing before

a cavern in which is a statue of the Apollo (cf. Imh., Kleintts, M., i. p. 36)

;

Herdsman with Apollo (B. M. C, Troas, pp. xvii, xviii ; X. 6'., 1890, p. 98).

Also Eagle holding bull's head (B. M. (,'., Troav, p. xviii) ; Nine men
seated on platform, probably the local Senate, Curia d&*urionum
(B. M. C, Trow, p. 27) ; Triumphal arch (Imh., Kfeinas. J/., p. 507). On
the <[uasi-<iuton. is a head of the Tyche of the city with inscr. COL
ALEX TRO. Also the usual Colonial types:—Marsyas statue; Genius
standing; Drunken Herakles, Pan and Satyrs, Ac

Antandrus, on the north of the Gulf of Adramyteum. The goddess
on its coins is doubtless the Artemis Astyrene. whose temple in a grove
at the neighbouring Astyra was under the administration of Antandrus
(H. M. C, Troas

t p. xxxvii). The goat seems to have been the ffapfoiyiov

of the town (see A. C\, 1899, p. 1 f.).

Heed of Artemis Astyrene.

Head of Artemis Astyrene.

Head of Artemis Astyrene.

Id.

Head of Apollo.

Circ. B.C. 440-400.

ANTAN Goat standing: incuse

square

M Wt. 50 gre. Brit. Mne.
(.V. C, 1898, p. 109): also

48 grs. and 29 grs. (Imh.,

A7. J/., p. 3G).

A NT AM Goat standing before fir-

tree ; one le# raised : inc. sq.

.

M Wt.41 grs.

Circ. B.C. 4<K>-2H4.

ANTAN Gout .standing: inc. sq. . .

AX Wt 19 grs.

AN Lion's bead . . Ai Wt. 7 grs.

[Imh., KL J/., p. 507.]

ANTAN Lion's head . -K -Sire -75-45

v » gle
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hnjterial. Titus to Sept. Severus. Also quaairautonomoua. Inner.

ANTANAPEnN; ANTANAPinH. Types: Archaic statue of Artemis

ACTYPHNH (Z. f. N. t
vii. p. 24); Aaklepios ; Hephaestos standing;

Goat ; Apollo with name 1\i{ai'6s or 2x*Ccuos (Imh., Kl. M., p. 507).

Anni (Bekhram), a flourishing stronghold of southern Troas, incor-

porated with the kingdom of Pergamum in b. c. 241. Athena Polias was
the principal goddess (B. M. C, Tntan, p. xxxv f.).

Cire. B. c. 479-450.

Griffin recumbent ; fore-paw raised. Lion's head : incuse square ....
M 55 i;rs.

;
24 grs. ; 13 grs.

Owe. It-C 450-400.

Head of Athena wearing helmet oma- 1 A££I0(N| Archaic statue of Athena
inented with griffin (fine style).

Head of Athena.

\Z.f. .V., xxiv. p. 76.]

holding spear and fillets: inc. square.

[7nr. Wadd., No. 655.J M 232 grs.

A££00N {sic) Lion's head : inc. square

M 48 (jrs.

Circ. B.C. 400-241.

Head of Athena. ' AXIIOrJ Bull's headfacing .M 45gr».

Id. A2ZI Id. JR 24 grs. j also X. size -4

Id. AIII Griffin recumbent
M size -85—4

Female head in stephane. A£ZI Fulmcn . . . . JR size -5

Head of Athena to front.

[N. Z., X9J. p. 264.]
A2ZI Griffin standing . . X> size -8

Imperial. Augustus to Sew Alexander. Inner. AXII ; ACCinN.
Ty/xs : Athena ; Zeus ; Asklepios ; Serpent on altar ; Griffin ; male, or
female, figure holding vase (Imh., Kl. if., p. 37, No. 1).

Magistrate. Strategos ; sometimes, Archon (Imh., Kl. M., p. 508).

Birytia. Coins of end of fourth century n. c, and lwginning of tliird

century.

Head of Herakles facing. Head of beardless Kabeiroe in pilos.

between two stars . . . A\ 8 grs.

tltrit.Mus.; also similar .£ Berlin

Fua. (Z.f. A", xxit. p. 107)].
Head of lieardh-ss Kabeirus in pilos; BIPY Club in wreath . . AZ -7.r>-4n

aI>ove, two stars.

Head ofbearded Kabeiros in pilos. BIPY Club in wreath . . . JR -40
Head of bearded Kabeiros in pilot.

| BIPY Triskele* of crescents . JR.

4

Cebren. The principal type is a ram, which may, perhaps, refer to
some cultus of the Kabeiri at this town (von Fritze, Z. /. iV., xxiv.
p. 115).

-, (
"
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8ixth century B. C.

Head of ram. Rode incuse square . . .At 217 grs.

[B. M. C, Troas, p. xix and

p. 42, No. 1.]

Circ. b. c 500-400.

Head nf Mini. (^tiadri partite incuse square . . .

. K 30 grs. and smaller coins

KEBRE Head of ram. Quadripartite incuse square . . .

M 19 grs.. &c
KEBRENE retrograde. Forepart of rani. Quadripartite incuse square .M 9 gn

Circ. B.C. 400-310.

After the overthrow of the Athenian domination that had prevailed in

the fifth century, Cebren fell (circ it. c. 4*H>) under Persian influence,

and was governed by the satrap, Zcnis of Dardanus, and by Mania, his

widow. About B. c. 310 Antigonus removed the inhabitants to his new
town, Antigoneia (Alexandreia Troas).

KEBPHNI Two rams' heads; between Quadripartite incuse square
. .1: ! 1

them, floral device.

Two rams' heads; bafcWMD them, floral KE (in monogram) . . . . X. -4

device.

Young male head in Persian head-dress KE (in monogram) . . . . JE -4

bound with laurel-wreath.

Head of Apollo. K Head of ram A\ -4

Head of Apollo; beneath, eagle. KE (in monogram) . . . , JR -R

KE Head of Apollo. Head of ram ; beneath, usually, eagle .

As '8- *(»

Cebren under the Name of Antiocheia.

Cite. b.c. 310-280(1).

The following coins closely resemble the latest bronze pieces with the

name of Cebren, and it may be inferred from them that in B, c. 310, or

later, Cebren was repeopled under the auspices of a Seleucid king, and
restored with the name of Antiocheia (B. M. C, Troas, p. xx ; Imhoof.

Kteinas. J/., p. 43).

Head of Apollo (sometimes with K). ANTIOXEflM Head of nun; beneath.

symbol (A7. .1/., p. 41).

Colone, incorporated with Antigoneia (Alexandreia Troas) circ. b.c. 310.

It had a cultus of Apollo Killaeos (B. M. C, Troas, p. xxi).

Circ. ac. 400-310.

Head of Athena. KOAHNAnhl between the rays of a
star M -8—4

t~~*i\nnlo Oriainal from
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Dardanu (Maltrj)ty, on th© Hellespont. The usual typo of the
autonomous coins is a cock or cock-fight (cf. Pollux ix. 84 r£ ropfrpan
ivtyapd^aiTo . . . Aopftarcif be a\«KTpvot'ojv i. c ..

. Concerning tho early

clectruin coins dating from the latter half of the seventh century b. c,
with this typo, see Hogarth, Archaic Artemisia, 1908, p. 89. They were
probably struck in Lydia.

Seventh ami Sixth centuries h. C.

The following electrum stater, with the cock as type, has been assigned
to Dardanus: see B. M. C, Trout, p. xlii.

Asiatic or Milesian elertrum. Fifth century B.O.

Fifl. 2*7.

Cock ; above, floral ornament. Quadripartite incuse square (Fir. 287).

El. Stater, 215 grs.

The attribution of this stater is, however, doubtful : see Ionia, Infra.

Silver, Persii- Sta-n<U<rd. Fifth venluryji.c.

Horseman.

Horseman.

[Irah., Monn. (jr., p. 262, No. 170.]

A A I' Cock, ami IH in mon. (prob. not

ttie name of the satrap Zenis M
De Luynes suggested ; see B. M. C\,

p. xlii) . ... AX 72-7 ri*.

AAP ami IH in mon. Two cocks in

fighting attitude . . . AX 16 grs.

Fourth Centura B. C.

Horseman.

Cock.

AAP Cock Ai 30Krs.
AAP (AAPAAN. &c.) Cock, some-

times in figfatiag attitude; various

symbols M -85—4
A AP within bonier .....¥. -3o

Male head (Zeus ?).

Second (i) century b. c.

! AAP Horseman.

Imperial. Augustus to Sept. Scverus and family- In**r. AAPAANlflM.
Tyjfes: Chiefly Trojan. Rape of Ganymede; Flight of Aeneas; Naked
warrior (Dardanos) standing (Imh., Kl. M,

t p. 38) ; Caracalla on horse

holding Palladium (Imh., (1. J/., p. 626, Xo. 221) ; Bull approaching altar,

and bird on column (iV. C, 11)00, p. 17); River-god P0AI0C (B. M. C,
Troae, p. 51) ; Athena.
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Gargara. Famous in antiquity for its fertile soil. Its principal

ins are earlier than the establishment of the lYrgamune Kingdomcoins

in n.0.284.

Girt: B.C. 420 400.

Young mule head (Apollo (?)).

III.

T.l.

hi.

TAPT Boll feeding: incuse square . .

M 49 gn.
TAP Hone galloping : incuse kiosk -

M 22 grs.

TAPr between spokes of wheel . -

M 7 grs.

[huh.. Kl.M., p. 38, No. l.|

TAP lUiu's head : inc. eq. ^i9grs.

[Z.f. 3\,xxi.p. 21
9.

J

Circ. B.C. 40O-2K4.

Heed of Apollo, laur.

Id.

Id.

TAPT Hull feeding: incsfj. -11 46 grs.

TAP Bum's heed. . . . M 6m
[link. A7. M., p. 38, No. 3.

J

TAP Hon* galloping; various eym-
l>ols t) sizes '7-*35

After vin: u. c. 133.

TAP Horse with fore-leg raised £48
TAPrAPEnN Hon* ... -H -5

[Imh., A7. J/., p. 39.
|

TAPrAPEnH Hull rushing . & -7

[
Wadd., Joy. AW, p. 72.]

TAP Lion tttaudiug. looking hack . I'. -5

[luih.. Menu, gr., p. 245.]

Ihi/teriaf—Augustus to Sept. Severua (cf. B. M. C. Troa#, p. xxxviii).

/View. TAPrAPEnM. Type*: Kybele seated {Imh.. A7. J/., p. 39, No. 6) ;

Hull rushing. Mwj. (on some) Strategos (Invent. W'utltt.).

Gantinni (Steph. Byz. g. '*.). .10 of the fourth century i i. i

.

Head of Apollo, laur.

LI.

Head of Zeus.

Turn-ted head (Kybele).

Female head (Artemis ?).

Head (Artemis X) iu mural crown.

Head of Apollo.

TEN Bee: in field, palm-tree . JR 6
TENTI Hce M-A

[Z.f. X, xxi. p. 219.1

TENT IVe; lamel-wieath M -76—

8

Gergis. (On site sec Kilo, 1909, p. 10.) Attalus I, King- of I'ergamum
fit. c. 241-197), removed the inhabitants of Gergis to a new town. A
Sibyl was said to have been l»orn near Gergis. at Marpessus, and her tomb
was in the temple of the Apollo of Gergis. Phlegon (ap. Steph. Bye. f. v.

Tipyti) describes the coin-types :

—

VtpyiOia i/ yomruoAoyof ~i£vAAa, §rw
*cai <r<TV7ra>ro tv r<j po/xt'ir^an twi> Vtpyt0Cti»i>, airij t« xai ^ oiply£.

Head of the Sibyl Herophile, laur.,

facing.

Id.

Virc. b. c. 400-350.

f~EP sphinx seated

..hi ... .

.li 6-2 grs.

AD H n
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Circ. lt.o. 350-241.

Head of the Sibyl, facing; weais laurel- I TEP Sphinx seated ; in ex., eai of com
wreath and ear-rings. & -65—

5

Hamaxitua. The temple of Apollo Smintheus lay within its

territory. In B.C. 310 the inhabitants were removed to Antigoneia

(Alexandreia Troas).

Circ B.c. 400-310.

AMA2I Lyre G -7

„ Apollo Smintheus with

quiver, standing holding

bow and phiale . . JV* -6

Head of Apollo.

Id.

Ilium (Hixsarlik). This city was treated with honour by Alexander
the Great, and was enlarged by Lysimachus, who built there a temple of

Athena. After the peace with Antiochua in B. c. 189 the Romans
confirmed the liberties of Ilium.

The types of its autonomous coins relate to Athena Ilias and her
remarkable statue- The Imperial coins chiefly refer to Athena and to

Hektor, and other (Asiatic) heroes of the Trojan war, (See especially

H. von Fritze's Miinzen von Ilion, a section of Dorpfcld*s Troja una
Ilion, Athens, 1902 ; cf, B. M. C-, ZVtXU, p. xxv f.)

C*rc. B. o. 300 (or earlier) to circ. B. a 240.

Silver.

He id of Athena. IA I Athena Ilias, wearing kalathos

and long chiton, standing ; holds

distaff and spear, filleted Ai 36 grs.

On Seleucid coins attributable to Ilium see von Fritze, p. 480

;

Macdonald in J. J/.£.,'l903, p, 102.

Bronze.

Head of Athena.

Id.

Head of Athena, facing.

IAI Vase AZ size -4

Athena Ilias standing, or advanc-

ing (often the cultus-statue on

basis) iE*75-*fi

Athena Ilias with spear, advancing

a: 7

»»

1*

After B.c. 189.

Head of Athena.

Id.

A9HNAZ IAIAA0I Athena Ilias

standing with distaff and spear*

Magistrates' names, and synilwls.

M Attic Tetradr. Also
Drachm [Paris!

!AI Athena Ilias advancing . . . .

/K Various siz«*g.

D »og!e
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Imperial—Augustus to Valerian. Also tfuuxi-autonomvu*. IflMCT.

IAI, IAI€nN. Ty/Mx: Athena Ilias. Statue of Athena Ilias in temple
(von Fritze, No. 58). Man stabbing ox, which is suspended from tree ; in

front, statue of Athena (a sacri6cial ceremony

—

alptadai «ai rpaxijAi£«u>

:

see von Fritze, p. 514). Ox approaching statue of Athena. EKTHP
(Hektor) in chariot ; trampling on Patroklos : advancing with torch.

Aphrodite and Anchises. 1? light of Aeneas. TTPIAMOC seated.

AAPAANOC seated, and maiden (Bateia). AIA IAAIOM IAKIC Zeus
Idaios holding statue of Athena Ilias. Ganymede. Judgment of Paris.

EIAOC sacrificing to Athena Ilias. Apollo EKATOZ leaning on tripod,

holding branch. River-god CKAMANAPOC. Wolfand Twins. Bust* of

G€A PHMH and the Senate. Some of these types may represent

monuments that actually existed in Ilium : see Kubitschek, in Jakreehefte

oeeterr, arch, Inst., i. 184.

LsLmponeia. In the neighbourhood of Assus and Gargara (B. M. C,
Troon, p. xxxviii).

Circ, b.c. 420-400.

Head of bearded llioiiysos.

Id.

Id.

Head of bearded Dionvsos.

A.AM Hull's head facing . Ai 59 grs.

„ Id Ai 29 grs.

„ Id M 9 gra.

Circ. B.C. 400-350.

AAM Id. ; above, kiuitharoa or grapes

Heandria, on Mount Chigri (B. M. C, Troon, p. xxiii). Its in-

habitants were transplanted to Antigoneia (Alexandreia Troas), circ.

B. C. 310.

Circ. B.C. 430-310.

Head of Apollo. [.V. C, 1902, p. 331.]

Id. [y. C, 189G, p. 93.]

Id.

Id.

Id. [Invent. Waidn Xo. 1 1 92.]

Crested helmet (I).

Head of Apollo.

Id.

Id.

If

"

MEAN Alter, behind which, laurel-

tree : inc. sq. Ai 28-9 grs.

Ram standing, biting leaves

of laurel-branch: inc. mj. .

Ai 30 grs.

Run standing: inc. sq. . .

AI 7-6 grs.

n Horse feeding : inc. sq. • .

M 28*8 grs.

NEA Triakelea .... M 24 grs.

MEAN Corn-grain: incuse circle * .

-it 5-5 grs.

Corn-grain and grapes -K -45

Corn-grain .... M -45

Horse feeding ; in ex., corn-

grain fi .8—65
T

Ophxynium (Renkiot), a small town botween Dardanus and Rhoeteium,
with a grove sacred to Hektor. (B. M. C, Troon, &c, p. xxx f.)

N n 2
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Head of Hektor, iii crested helmet,

facing.

Id.

Bearded head(Zeua?).

Clre. B.C. 350-300.

OGPYNEHN Naked youth on bone,
holding branch

Ai 44 and 21 grs., anil M -G

O0PY Infant Dionysos holding gnpee
X, >75— *5

0$PY Hektor advancing ; also crouch-

ing behind shield . . . . AI -4

Fionia, founded by Pionis, one of the Herakleidae. Imperial—
Hadrian to Sept. Severus and family. Also quasi-autonomous, Hadrian
to Curacalla. Inner. niONlTHN. Types: Herakles ; Artemis; Athena;
Asklepios ; Serpent on altar (Im h., Kl. M., p. 509 ; cf. p. 41) ; Emperor
crowned by Nike. Magistrate: Strategos.

Rhoeteium stood at the entrance of the Hellespont, north of Ilium.

(B. M. C, Troas, Ac, p. xxxi f.)

Head of Apollo.

[Invent. WadJ., No. 1198.]

Cin: B.C. 350-300.

PO IT El in the space* lietween

three crescents, arranged in the form

of a triskeles .... M 48 grs.

Bcamandria, a small place on the Scamander, which river took iu rise

in Mount Ida, (B. M. C\, Trow, Ac, p. xxxii ; Imh., A7. M.
t p. 42 f.)

Fnv.rtk century b. 0.

Head of mouotain-nymph,Idc, wreathed £KA Fir-tree «K -8— -6

„ Pine-cone •••• JE *4

with fir.

Head of Ide ; sometimes with I AH.

Third century (?) B.C.

Head of Apollo (?).

[Imh., A7. M., p. 43.]

£KA Apollo standing; in front, boars

head ; behind, fir .... M -7

Scepsis {Kourvhaunli-tepth) on the Scamander. In n. o. 310 its

inhabitants were removed to Antigoncia (Alexandreia Troas), but were
afterwards allowed to return home by Lysimachus. (Imhoof, Kl. M.

t

pp. 42-46, with reference to Judeich's ' Scepsis ' in KUpert-Festwhrift,

p. 225 f. ; B. M. C, 7W*, Ac, p. xxiii.)

Cirr. rt. c. 460-400.

fKAtlON Forepart of horse.

Forepart of winged Pe-

SKHtlON Id.

gOMJS.

Fir-tr«e in doitoil W]iiare
p
sometimobH illi

inscr. NE (= via, New Scepeia i)

:

all in inc. s«| 1 ; 12*2 ._">

NE Fir-tree in square : inc. aq. . . ,

Ai 33 grw.

N Id. Ai 58-8 grs. ; also 99 grs. (cf.

Imh., 3tonn. «"*, p. 265).

Di jle
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SKHtl PeKasos flyiug.

[Imh., Gr. J/., p. 627.]
Fir-tree.

FoKptrf of winged PtlgMW

Forepart of wingeil IVgasos,

N Fir-tree in linear and dotted square :

incuse square . . . A\ 15 gra.

Jc in inc. sq jK -3

Fii^tree in linear and dotted square:

inc. sq K .4

B.C. 400-310.

EKHYIAN Fir-tree in linear square:

Forepart <>f wingsd Peguu ending in

horn.

td.

Head of I >ionyhos.

inc. sq. .

ZKH Fir-tree

M 49 grs.

-It Ii)grs.

Kir-tree within square ... jfi *35

£KH or ZK Fir-tree within aquare:
various symbols . . . . JE -8--4

£K Tbynw MA
£Se*:on<l OT JtT$t century B. c.

Head of Dioiiysos, honied, bearded, and ZKH Eagle : all in oak-wreath .K -7

wearing kalathos.

Similar head. [Imh., AX J/., p. 45.] ANTHN0P0I Head of horse. JB B

Ihiper'ml— Augustus to Maximinus. Also qu*.m-autonomou#. Iiucr.

CKHttnN; CKHtinN AAPAANmN, or abbreviation. T<ji#h; Bust of
Dionyaos in kalathos holding kantharos and pomegranate ; .Same
Dionysos seated on throne between two oxen (Imh., Or. M., p. 629)

;

Young Dionysos; Forepart of winged Fegasos ; Z6VC €IAAI0C stand-

ing; Aphrodite and EroH; Nike; I light of Aeneaa ; Judgment of Paris

on Mount I AH (Z. f. X, x. p. 155 ; Inm., Or. M., p. 630) ; ACKANlOC
standing (Intent. \Vadd.) ; CKAMANAPOC reclining. Tree and eagle

(Imh., Kf. M., p. 46). Maffidrate, (rarely) Strategos.

Sigeium, at the entrance of the Hellespont, belonged in early

times to Athens, and had a temple of Athena. Ite coins chiefly date

from the period B.C. 355-334, when the Athenian general Chares, son of
Theochares, was despot of the place, and the types of the coins are

unmistakably Athenian. (Six, in If. C, 1894, p. 3<>6 f.) In the second

ltury B.C., or earlier, Sigeium had ceased to have an independent
existence (B. M. C, ZVoOR. xxxiii f).

Head of Athena fad i
.

Id.

Id.

Hem! of Atbenu r.

Head of Zeus.

Fourth century B.C.

SITE Owl; behind, crescent. . . .

Ai 39-G grs.

„ td AI -75 -4

„ Owl with double body, and
crescent . . . M -85- -5

Owl facing: also with rev.

crescent Al A
Owl MA
[Leake, Sum. //ell., p. 115.]

>t

it

On Alexandrine tetradrachins attributed by Muller to Sigeium, see

ft M. C, Trout), p. xxxiii.
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Thymbra, south-east of Ilium, with a temple of Apollo Thyrabraeos

(B. If, C, Troas, p. xxxiv).

Fourth century B. C.

Head of Zeus Amnion, bearded. I
OY between rays of a star . . X. -7

Head of Athena. [.V. C, 1896, p. 23. | I
OY Torch; all in olive-wreath X. -6

Zeleia, on the river Aesepus. Artemis and the temple of Apollo are

mentioned in an inscription (B. M. C, Trim*, p. xliv).

Head of Artemis, wearing Stephanos.

Id.

Circ. B.C. 350-300.

IEAE Stag standing . . M '75-'55

„ and *€
: whole iu corn-wreath .

[Cat. AUitr, PI. XIII. 20.]

Seo also an electrum stater of earlier date, described under Phocaea
(infra).

ISLAND OFF TROAS

Tenedos. The island of Tenedos appears to have been from very early

times a mint of considerable importance. The series of ita silver coinage

begins before the Persian wars, and follows, apparently, at first the

Phocaic standard, which tends to assimilate itself to the EuboYc.

Circ. B. c. 550-470.

Janit'orm head (male and female).

Janiform head (male and female).

[R M. C, Troaa; cf. Z.f. X..

xx. p. 275.]

J uniform head (male and female).

[Z.f. X, xx. p. 274, No. 1.)

Id. [Z. f. .V., xx. p. 274, No. 2 ; Hun-
ter Cat., ii. p. 304.]

Janiform head, beardless (male and
female). [B.M.C., PL XVII. 4.

Quadripartite inc. sq. . .it 28*7 grs.

[TeuedosT; cf. B. M. ("., Trout,

p. 91, note.]

TEUE or TEMEAIOH Double-axe

(irc'AcKvf) : inc. sq

A\ 138 grs. ; 29 grs. ; 8 grs.

TENEAION Double-axe; on r., am-
phora attached to the axe by n

taenia: inc. sq. . . . JR '2 13 grs.

TENE Double-axc upright on three

steps and resting on supports : inc.

sq AK 118 grs.

TE11E Head of Athena : inc. sq. . .

Ai 125-2 grs.

Janiform head (female and male) ; Hue
style.

Janiform head (male, laureate, and
female).

Female head (Aitemis f).

Circ. B.C. 450-387.

TENE !>oub!e-axe: inc. sq. ill 26 grs.

TENEAION Double-axe; in field,

gn|>M and various symbols: inc.

sq /U 228 grs. ; 55 grs.

TE Double-axe . . , M Size -4—

8

v . gle
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TEN81)0$ r.r.i

Second and first centurte* B.C., after circ. B.C. ISO.

Fhk 28s.

Jamlurm head (male, laur., and female

iit stepliane). (Fig. 288.)

TENEAIQN DouUe-axe; on I.,

grapes
; on r., various symbols : whole

in laurel-wraith ^258grs.; G2grs.

Imperial—Augustus. OU: Head of Augustus; tsymbol, double-axe.
liec. TErJE Head of Apollo (Imhoof, Afonn. <//•., p. 270).

The double-axe, vAutx, was the well-known badge of Tenedos, but
its significance was much disputed in antiquity (see Macdonald, Coin
Ty/#8, p. 68, and B. M. C, Troon, p. xlvi t.). Aristotle's explanation
(ap. Steph. Byz. s. v. T<Vcoo«) of the IVnedian coin-types as representing
the axe with which a royal law-giver of Tenedos punished adulterers
and his own son— is not now likely to find acceptance. (On Professor
Ridgeway's view that the axe on the coins is the representative of a
primitive barter-currency of axes conjectured by him to have existed
at Tenedos, see B. M. C, Troas, p. xlvii note.) It will be noticed
that on the coins, from circ. B.C. 420. the double-axe is accompanied
by a bunch of grapes as a constant symbol (once an amphora is

attached by a fillet to the axe), a circumstance that suggests that
at any rate from the fifth century b. c. the double-axe at Tenedos
was regarded as an attribute or cultua-object of Dionysos who may
have been worshipped as at Pherae in Thessaly (see supra, p. 308)
as Dionysos 1

1- .-.. <w (see Wroth, B. M. C, Troa#, p. xlvii ; JV~ 6'., 1897,

p. 113 f. ; cf Rliein. Muh., 1897, p. 203 ; cf. also p. 406). A similar in-
ference may be drawn from the coins on which the axo appears upon a
basis. With regard to the janiform head of the obverse, it may be remarked
that such heads are not peculiar to Tenedos (cf. Lampaacua, &c.), and
their explanation is difficult. Here, perhaps, Zeus and Hera are intended,
at any rate on the later coins (B. M. C, Trotte, p. xlviii). On the
Tcmdian coin-types see also Babelon. Tcaitr. p. 370 tf.

AEOLIS
For coins inscribed AIOAE see Lesbos, p. 559, infra.

Acgac {Nemrud Kalensi), like Temnus, lay inland. It is doubtful
whether its coinage begins before the third century (see, however, B.M.C.,
Troon, p. Iviii ; cf. Imh., Klehms. M., p. 46). Apollo Chresterios was
worshipped at this city (B. M. C, Troon, p. 98). On the Goat's head as
i:apa<n]\u>v, see Papers of American School, i. 27.
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Th>rd century B.C. Attic Standard.

Head of Athena. AITAE Goal's head r. . . .It 33 gi*.

Hend of Apollo. „ Id ,K 7--3a

Head of Apollo; Ihjw and quiver at

neck.

Head of Apollo.

Head of Athena.

Strand and first centuries B.C.

AITAIEnN Zeus, naked, standing,

holding eagle and sceptre -, all in oak-

wreath Ai 243-2 gi>.

AITAEHN <ioat .... .*> Go

„ Zeus standing with eagle .

A*. 75

Other M types :— Head of Hermes, rW. Forepart of goat ; Nike; Lyre.

Imperial—Augustus to Trajan Decius. Also qwwi-autonomovs. In*>r.

AITA€nN. Types 1 Cultus-statue of Apollo with fillet and branch
(B. M. C, Traae, No. 22 : Z.f.X.,xx. p. 275) ; Athena ; River-god
T UNA IOC ; Bust of E1CIC (Imh., Monn.gr.. p. 270) ; City-goddess (?)

riding on wolf (Imh., Mono, <//*., p. 270, No. 212).

MajfUrate. Usually, Strategos. Also AmNOeETAC (Imh., Or. M..

p. 631) ; title N«ptfov6rlft> victor in Nemean Games (Z.f.X., xx. p. 276).

Alliance coin with Myrxna,

Autocaue, apj>arently identical with the town Cane, or its harbour-

town (see Iinhoof. cited B. SI. ('., p. lxii ; Pauly-Wissowa, «.v. Autokane).

Fourth ceirtury n. c. or later.

Head of Apollo. AYTOKANA Female head in stephain-

\Z»f. X., xi. p. 5(1, PI. I. 3.] AI -3

Head of Zeus, laureate, facing.

\Z.f. A"., xi. Pi I.4.|

Head of Zens.

Imb., Monn. or., p. 271 ;

1/untfT i 'at., li. p. 305 ; cf.

Imh., Gr,M„ p. 031.1

AYTOKA Wreath K 5

AYTOK or AYTOKA Head of Athena

.K fi and -i

Booona, conjectured from its coins to have been an Aeolian town Dear
Larissa Phriconis (cf. B. M. C, Two*, p. lxi>.

After tire. B.C. 300.

Female head. [B. M. C, p. 101-1
I
BOinNlTIKON Bull standing -K -43

Cant, KG Autocane.

Cyme (Namourt), one of the oldest and noblest of the Aeolian cities

(B. M. <

'., Troon, p. xlix), probably a colony of Cyme in Euboca, though
according to tradition it was founded by the Amazon Kyme (cf. Imhoof,
4 Die Amazonen auf griech. Miinzen.' in -Vom/wxa, ii. p. 1 f.). Its

inhabitants were mainly agricultural, and averse to seafaring.
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Seventh century B.C.

Forepart of horse ; Iieneath, sometime*, Incus- wjuare and smaller inc. sq., each

*IF (f). [K. M. ('., Troas, p. 104.] containing "tar.

.it 186 gr*. (Aeginetic stater).

Forejwrt of horse. Incuse square with floral device and
smaller inc. sq. with star.

JR Aeginetic stater; also hemi-

drachm.

Sixth or early fifth century B. C-

Tradition points to an early issue of electrum or gold at Cyme (B. M, C,
Troas, Ac, Introd., p. xlix t\)y and soino uninscriljed electrum pieces may
possibly ljclong to it, although from their weight and fabric it is more
prohalJe that they were issued at Chios (Babclon, TraiU, p. 334),

none prancing; heneath, flower.

[RM. C, Jowa, PI- h 26.]

Quadripartite inenM *qware

Kl. Stater 215 ran.

KY Eagle's head.

[Hahclon, Trait*, p. 338.
"j

Circ. r.«\ 480-460.

Incuse s<piare
. A\ 8-6 gn.

Cin\ B.c, 450-320.

KY Eagle,

KY I (cad of hor&e.

KY Forepart ofhone.
Eagle's head.

Eagle.

Forepart of hoise. Magistrates name
Ai 94 gm,

Rosette. U 14 gn.
[Xfl, 1902, p. 332.]

Kosette A 5 gn.
lloeette [/T./. JVM xx. 277] J3 Size -45

KY Vase with one handle • . iE -5

CV/v. B.C. 320-250.

KY Eagle.

Eagle, Magistrates* names.

Eagle. Magistrates' names.

Forepart of horse ; above, vase with one
handle M 28 gix

KY Forepart of hone; various syni-

hols . At 32 gr*.

KY Vase with one handle Ai -7--45
KY Forepart of horse. Magistrates' Vaae with one handle . . . . JE -7

names.

Uirc. B,c, 25H.

Female head (the Amazon Kyme, foun-

dress of the eity).

Head of Kvmo,

KY Vase with one handle. Magis-
trate's name M -45

KY Forepart of horse; symhol, vase

with one hnudle. Magistrates'

names 13*7—5fi
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554 AEOLJS

Circ. B.c. 250-190.

Head of Kyine.
|
KY Horse standing with fore-leg raised

;

two monograms . . . A162gn.
Head of Kyme. KY Horse standing, fore-leg raised ;

nymbol, vase with one handle; ma-
gistrates' mimes . . AZ -93--T5

The silver coin may perhaps be as early as the reign of Antiochus I
of Syria (h.c. 293-280), who, as well as Antiochus H. had a mint at
Cyme (see Macdouald in J. II. &, 1907, p. 147 f.).

After b. c. 190 (mom! andfind centuries B.C.).

Head of Kyme. KYMAION Horse standing; fore-leg

raised ; #t/mbol-, vase with one handle.
.Magistrates' name-: whoh- in laurel-

wreath
.41 Attic Tetradrachm and Drachm.

[Imhoof, Kleina*. J/.
( p. 47.1

MT Forepart Of bom. How and quiver E-SS
Must of Artemis. KY Vase with one handle . . M -GJ
I ablets and styh. KY Kantharos Al -63

[Imh., A7.J/.,p.47; cf. H.M.C.,
Troat, &c., Cyme, No. 95 ; and
for other Al see It. M. 0., Tma*.
&e., p. 112 f.]

Imperial— Nero to Oallienus. Also ouavi-autonomoim. Ziuer.
KYMAIflN. Types; Head of Amazon KYMH. Kyme, KYMH AIOAIC.
holding globe and trident ; also a* Amazon. Swan. Eagle. Rivor-god
EPMOC (Hennos). River-god I A rJ00 C. Homer OMHPOC seated and
his mother Kritheia of Cyme (Imh., Moan, gr., p. 273, No. 224 a). Horse
with forefoot raised. Archaic cultus-statue (Artemis ?). Naked athlete
carrying prize-crown on his head entering the precincta of a temple
<R M. C, Trotis, p. 120 ; according to Drexler, kf. A'., xxi. p. 18R =
lantalos supporting globe). Poseidon in chariot with Amvmone or
Kyme. Athena. Head of the CIBYAAA of Cyme (Imh., A7. J/., p. 47).
fois and Horns (Imh., A7. M., p. 51 1 >.

Magistrate*, strategos and ANeY . cnPin - MAPKCAAn • r- (Kprina
Mnrcellus, Proconsul, A.D. 70-73 (Wadd., Fante*, No. 96).

A/tiance coin with Myrin* (Imh., A7. -1/., p. 510J.

Warn (Kllti-Keit!
: B.M.C., 2Vo«>, p. Hi). Under the Pergamene

Kings, the port of Pergamum.

Fifth century n.c. (after circ. B.C. 460).

Head of Athena.

hi.

EAAI Olive-wreath: inc. sq. . . .

M 20 grs.; .1: (i-4 grs.
Olive-wreath ; in centre, pellet . . .

At 21 gw.
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Fourth century it. c. (after circ. B.C. 340).

Head of Athena. [Fox, ii. p. 9.]

Head of Atht'iift.

Id.

Id.

Id.

EA Corn-grain in olive-wreath . . .

M 49 gra.

Corn-grain between two olive-branches

Olive-branch between two corn-grains .

M -35

EA Corn-grain : olive-wreath M -8--4

EAAI HorKciiuin; olive-wreath /K -6

Imperial—Augustus to Hostilian. Also quant-autonomous. Inttcr.

EAAITnN. Tyi>et! : Athena ; Zeus ; Head of Persephone or Demeter;
Poppy-head in olive-wreath ; Kalathos with poppy-heads and cars of

corn; Rape of Persephone ; Asklepios, olivi*-tree, poppy-head, &c. ; Two
torches entwined by serpents ; Chest (in fisherman s net) from which
Auge, priestess of Athena, issues (B. M.C., Trout, p. liiif.); M€rJ£CG€VC
KTICTHC Head of Menestheus, re>\ Asklepios. Magistrate. Strategos.

Grynium, 40 stadia from Myrina (B. M. C, Troan, &c.,p. liv and 133),

had an oracle and fine marble temple of the Grynean Apollo <cf. coins

of Myrina). Pliny (A'. //., xxxii. 6, 21 | mentions the ontrea that came
from the neighbourhood of Grynium and Myrina.

Head of Apollo facing.

Third century B.C.

|
rYPNHnrJ («c)Mu>scUhell.E-7~45

Lariaaa Phriconii (Bourounjik) in thv HermuB valley.

Fourth century it. c.

AAPIZAI Amphora .Female head in sphendone.

[.V. C, 1902, p. 332.]
Similar head.

Heiinled head.

Female head.

Head of river-god.

-U 17-2 cia.

Id. [Z.f. X, xx. p. 281 f.]

AAPI Amphora ; above, grapes .¥. -7

AAPISAI Amphora; in field, corn-

grain V. -85

AAPI Amphora; above, grapes *fc -45

AA Head of Apollo r. . . . jfi -4

[Imb., A7. M., p. 311.]

AA Head of ox B -45

Myrina {Kalabarxanj) on the Pythikos. The chief types refer to the

Apollo worshipped at Grynium (a. v.), but an amphora, apparently, con-

stituted the town-arms (6. 11 C, Tinas, &c. t
lvi). (ire. B.C. 400 Myrina

was ruled by the tyrant Gon^-loa (brother of Gorgiou ; cf. Gambrium.
Mys.). Bronze pieces with a monogTam on the rev., supposed to be his,

have been doubtfully assigned to Mvrina (Ar
. C, 1891, p. 317 ; Hunter

Cat., ii. p. 310).

Fourth century h.c.

Head of Athena. MY Bust of Aitemis facing . Ai 28 pit-.

[Z.f. A'., Hi. p. 321 f.J

Id. MYPI Amphora . . M Sizes -G5—4
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Fio. -*8i*.

tiecoml and first centuries B.C.

Head of the Apollo of (.iryniam. (Fig.

289.)

Head of Apollo.

Head of Helios.

MYPlNAIflN Apollo of Grynium i»

himation standing holding phiale

and laurel-brnnch ; in front, omphalos

and amphora. Various monograms.
The whole in laurel-wreath.

M reduced Attic Tetradr. ; also Dr.
MYPI Amphora .... JE <7—

6

?»

Also Alexandrine coins : Muller, Nos. 933-942. On coins of Anti-
ochus II, King of Syria, struck at this mint, see Macdonald in «/. //. >S'.,

1907, pp. 152-155.

Imperial—Claudius (Iinh., A7. M., p. 511) to Gordian IIL Also quasi-

autonomous. Inset. mvpiMaiuM; wvpeiNAinN; rarely AlOAenN
MVPeiMAinrJ(.V. C, 1898, p. 110). Types : Apollo ; Atbena ; Artemis ;

Dionysos ; Telcsphoros : Bust of MVP€lrJA, the Amazon foundress:

Temple with Apollo of Grynium.
Magistrate. Stratcgos. A/linnce coin with Aegae (q. v,) and with

Cym« (g. p.).

Weonteichos. See B. M. C, Trims. &c, p. lxi.

Second century b. c.

Head of Athena.

Id.

NE (in mon.) in centre of coin . -K -45

Owl . . . .E«5--4
»F 79

Tcmmis, a town near XcoiitvichoB. identified with flasmn Aghd and
Jhrt Keu/L The wapimflum was probably a bunch of grapes (B.M, C,
Troae

3 p. Ix).

fourth century B.C.

Head of Apollo.

Head of Dionysos bearded.

TA Kantharos M 14 grs.

[X.C
9
1899, p. 99-

J

TA Crapes JE .45—

3
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Third century rc,

Head of young I >i<ju v— -. TA drapes (sometimes in viue-wrentb)

M -7B

Second aiut jirtt wttturiet* B.C.

TA A hm- and bunches of grupen .

-It 27 Kn.
TA ti rapes -E -5

Id.
(| Athena standing, holriiugXike mid

bunch of grapes , . . JE -75

II ead of Apollo.

Head of Dionysok

For Alexandrine coins sec MUller
t
Xos. 952-966.

Imjterial—Augustus to Philip jun. Also qtutoi-autou-onum*, third
century, to Gallienus. Inner. THMNClTnN ; TAMNlTAN (time of
Augustus). Types: Athena ; Bust of Z€VC AKPAIOC ; Bust of
CAPATTIC; Asklepios ; Aphrodite standing (Z.f.X.,xx. p. 283) ; Kybele;
Two Nemeses ; River-god EPMOC ; Homer stated ; Head of City-goddess V
THMMOC. Magistrate*. Strategos ; also name and portrait of Asinius
Gallus, proconsul of Asia, with epithet ATMOC (B. M. C, Trwix, etc.,

p. 146, No. 24).

Tiana, the Titanu* of Pliny, //. X. v. 30. in the neighbourhood of
Cyme and Aegae (cf. B. M. C, Tro>is, p. lxii

; p. 149).

Fourth ventvry u.C.

Beardless horned head (the Itiver-god TICNAION One-handled vase . . .

Tisnaios or Titnaios). flnih., Monn.gr., p. 275.1M «7—45
Ed. TI2HAI Spear-head E .4

{/.. f. X. xx. p. 284.]

TKNAIO. Sword in sheath . .M-Id.

Beardless head ; hair short.

5

[Irah., I. c]
TISNAIO* Sword in sheath JE -45

[Irah., /. ft]

LESBOS
[Wroth, Brit. Mus. Cat., Treat," Afii*, mi Ltubo*.]

The most powerful cities of this beautiful and fertile island were
Mytilene and Methymna, the mint-places of the ^reat mass of Lesbian
coinage. Several smaller towns, Antissa, Eresus, and Pyrrha, and
perhaps Aegirus and Nape, also issued coins. In addition to the local

coins Dearing the names of the various Lesbian cities (see infra/ Cities

of Lesbos '), there were two important coinages, (i) in billon, i. e. very
base silver, and (ii) in electrum, both of which doubtless had a general

circulation throughout the island, although they appear to have emanated
chiefly from Mytilene and Methymna.
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558 LESBOS

Him.ox Coinage.

Circ. B.C. 55O-440.

Hillon coins were struck on two standards, tbo Phoenician, with &

stater of about 236 grains, and the Persic, with a stater of about 171

grains. There are several subdivisions of the stater. The fabric is

lumpy, and the reverse, almost invariably, a rude incuse square* Some
few pieces are inscribed AE£ or M. Types: Boar types (Methymua).
Calf types (Mytilene). Lion types (Mytilene). Gorgoneion (Methymna?).
Head of Orpheus, rev. Lion's head (Mytilene ?, B, M. C. f

TVws, &c, p. 135

note). Female head, re*\ MY Lion's head (Mytilene, B. Bfl. C*, Trotts.

p, 155). Other types are Two human eyes, and a Negro's head,

Elkctkuh Coinage.

Circ. B. C. 500.

Among the early electrum staters of the Milesian standard there is

one which has been conjecturally assigned to Siethymna, but the attri-

bution is very doubtful :

—

Sow. [B. M. C, Ion.
%

1*1. I. 25.] Quadripartite incuse square . . .

El. Staler, 216 gl*

For smaller electrum coins see Babelon, TvaiU, p. 115.

Circ. B.C 480 (or earlier)—circ. B.C. 350.

This coinage consisted of staters and hectae (sixths of the Phocaic

stater, weighing 38 to 40 grains). The hectae are extant in large num-
bers, but only a single specimen of the stater struck at Mytilene (238*4

grains) is known to exist (see iq/ta, p. 559). A few pieces only are inscribed

(AE or M) and the types are extremely varied, being (as in the case of

the electrum of Cyzicus) apparently, in most cases, magistrates* symbols
rather than municipal types. There can be no reasonable doubt that

Mytilene was the chief, if not the sole, mint of these coins which, though

undistinguished by the badge of the city, present a well-marked
uniformity in stylo and fabric They bear a very close resemblance

to the hectae of Phocaea in Ionia, but the latter are marked by
the phoca-badgc and usually show on the obi\ a head turned to

the ieft
f
while the heads on the Lesbian obverses almost invariably

turn to the right A lapidary inscription (B. M. C, Troas% p, lxv

;

Hicks and Hill, Grk. Hint Inscr.
f No, 94) records an agreement

entered into virc* B. c. 4*X) between Mytilene and Phocaea, according to

the terms of which the two cities wore, in turn, to mint for a year h

coinage of electrum (rd ypvnwv) for common circulation, and magistrates

were appointed to try offenders charged with debasing the coinage. The
electrum was therefore, in this case, not a natural but an artificial alloy.

For numerous varieties of these hectae reference must be made to
B. M. C, Troas, &c., pp. 156 ft*, where the coins arc arranged in three series

as follows :

—
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AKGTRUS—AXTTSSA 559

In Scries I. auimal types predominate. Series II and III comprise some

of the most lieautiful coins that have come clown to us from antiquity.

Fio. 8f0. Fm. 291. Fio. MS,

Scries I. Oirc. B. G. 480-440, The reverse type is in intaglio, e. g. ohr.

Head of mm or forepart of winged boar, ret'. Lion's head in intaglio (Fig.

»'90), Oln\ Lion's head, rcr. Calfs head in intaglio.

Series II and III. Circ. B. C. 440-350 or later. In series II the reverse

type is placed within a plain incuse square (Fig. 291) ; in series III it is

placed in a linear square, the whole being within an incuse square

(Fig- 292).

Many of the male and female heads on these pieces remain unidentified,

but most of the principal (freok divinities may be recognized, as Apollo,

Dionysos, Athena, Demcter, Hermes, Zeus Amnion, Nike, &c- A head
sometimes called Sappho is probably Aphrodite (B. M. C, Troas, Ac,
p. lxviii).

The following daler, struck at Mytilene, belongs to circ. B.C. 440 or

rather later. Got, MVTI Head of Apollo, hair short, rev. Incuse square
quadripartite. El., 238-4 grs. (B. M. C, Troas, &c, pi. xxxii. 1 ; /, //. &,
1904, p. 205).

Kolnoii of LcrJxitt.

The following (struck at Mcthymna?), circ. B.C. 330-280?, may have
been issued (Imhoof, Z.f. X., Ill, p. 312) for general use in Lesbos.

Obi: Head of Athena, rev. AI0AE Fulmen. M 35 grs.

Obv. Head of Hera (?), m-. A10AE Fulmen : beneath, grapes. M size,

•65—45.

Imperial- M. Aurelius; Commodus. Inscr, KOl-AECBinN. Type*;
Term of bearded Dionysos on prow placed between Athena and young
Dionvsos. The Emperor, and the goddess of Lesbos holding model of
temple (Pick, JahreAefU oMerr. arch. Inst., vii. 1904).

Cities op Lesbos.

Aegiraa, a «w/xrj (Strab. xiii. p. 617) between Methvmna and Mytilene
(B. M. 0., Troas, &c, p. lxxvii).

Oirc. b-c. 310.

Head of Athena. AITI Female head with epheudone.
[Imli., Moan.ij,:, p. 270.] ear-ring and necklace . . X -35

Antissa, west of Mcthymna on the north coast in peninsula of Tchifut-
Kalensi. Destroyed by the Romans circ. B. c. 167. The inhabitants were
removed to Mcthymna. The curious head on the reverses has been called

-, f"* i . il,- Ofiainal from
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Orpheus (cf. B. M. C, Troae, &c, lxxviii), but is almost certainly a re-

production from the archaic xoanon of Dionysos 4>a\\i'}v (Imh., Z.f. -V.,

xx. p. 285 : cf. Methymna, infra).

Circ B.C. 300-167.

female head ; hair rolled.

Bull standing ; above, club.

Id. » >i

ANTII Male head with pointed bean),

long hair, and tall head-drem -E -7

ArJ Similar type JE *fi

ArJ Apollo Kithnroedus . . -E -6

Cithua ? (See Iinhoof, Mo.ut. gr.
t p. 277 ; B. M. C, Troa*, Ac., p. 173

;

and y.C, 1905, p. 326.)

Circ. B, c 500-440.

KIOH Two boars' heads, face to face.

Two boars' heads, face to face.

Id.

(Quadripartite incuse square M 26 grs.

Inc. s<j. divided diagonally

M aliout 26 grs.

lioar's head : inc. sq. ..^14 grs.

EroBua (Ereso), on the west coast, famous for its wheat. Archestratus
(ii[>. Athcn., iii. Ill), in a passage that illustrates the coin-types, says that
if the gods eat bread they send Hermes to buy it at Eresus <B. M. C,
Trtxts, ore, p. lxxix).

Head of Hermes.

Id.

Id.

Td.

Female head (Artemis 1).

Ear of corn.

Circ. B.C. 300 to B. C. 200 or later.

EPEII Young head wreathed (Demeter
or Apollo) . . . . jE size -55

EPEII Ear of corn . . . X. size -7

EPE Ear of corn . . . -E size -3">

EPE Caduceus . . . . M size »46

[Fox, No. 59 ; cf. Imh., Gr. J/.,

p. 768.]

EPEII Ear of Coin . . £ size -45

EPEII Caduceus . . . -E size -5

Brit. Mi;-.

(Other types in 2E
t
Apollo, Lyre, Club, Gorgoneion, &c, in Z. f .V.,

xx. p. 284.)

Imperial—Caligula to Philip I. Also quaei-autow>moit*. laser.
€P€CION. Types: Athena; TVmple

; Lyre; Head or figure of CAFTOn
or IA<J><J>fi, whose birthplace Eresus claimed to be (B.M.C., Troa*, &c,
p. lxxix ; Z.f. y., xxi. 219) ; Hermes ; Asklepios.
Maglet rate. Strategos.

Xetnymna, on the north coast of the island. On the electrum and
billon coinage of Methymua see supra, p. 558.

Circ. B.C. 500-450.

MAeVMrJAIOS Boar. MA©VMNAI0£ Head of Athena:

square border of dots : incuse square

A\ 132 grs.

gle
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Gorgoneion. Head of Athena: square Iwrder of

dots : incuse square . Ai 22 grs.

Warrior kneeling, holding spear ami Horseman riding on forepart of horse :

round shield. square border of dot* ; incuse square

M 43 grs.

Oirc. B.C. 420-377.

Head of Athena.

Id.

Id.

Head of Athena.

Head of young Hcrakle*.

Head of Athena.

MA Lion's head facing; square lx>r-

der of dots ; inc. sq. . . . ! I 20 gin.

MAOVMNAION Lyre on square

tablet ; inc. sq \l 1)3 «rh.

— . Kantliaros ; inc. Bq

AX 49 grs and 5 ^rs.

[S« also Z.f. X, xx. p. 284.]

Circ, B.c. 330-240.

MAOY Lyre within square of l>ead

and reel pattern . . . Ai 42 grs.

MAOY Arion in long chiton and
chlamys seated on dolphin, holding

lyre Ai 19 grs.

MAOY Kantharos. . M Size -65 -5

Second nnd first centuries it. C.

Bull standing ; above, club.

Head of Athena.

Head of Apollo. (See also Hunter Cat.,

ii. PI. L. 5.)

MAOY Arion on dolphin A~l Size .»;)

MAOY or MA Kantharos . & -7-4

MAOY Arion on dolphin . A"] -9

For Alexandrine coins see MUller, Nos. 981, 982.

Imperial—Augustus to SoveruR Alexander. Inttcr. MHGVMNAIHrJ.
Types: Dionysos in chariot; Arion on dolphin; Athena; Head of Dio-

nysos <ba\\i)v (Z.f.X., xx. p. 285 ; cf. K.M.C., Troa*, p. lxxvi, and Mytilene
infra. Imperial coins with the xoanon of Dionysos). An olive-wood image
of Dionysos <l»aAAtjr was dragged up by some Mcthymnaean fishermen,

and the people of the city thereupon offered sacrifices to it (Paus. x. 19).

Magm rate, Strategos.

Mytilene, the chief city of I^csIxjs. For its billon and electrum coin-

ages see t*ti/>ra. pp. 558, 559.

Clix. B. C. 440-400.

Head of Apollo. [A'. C, 1902, p. 333.]

Head of nvmph, Mytilene, facing.

[Ar
. C, 1896, p. 94.]

M Head of nymph, Mytilene, three-

quarter face.

MVTI Head of Apollo r., bound with

taenia.

MVTIAHNAON Head of nymph,
Mytilene, wearing sphendone : inc. sq.

M 60-8 grs.

MVTI Goat s head : inc. sq. . . .

AX 10-1 grs.

MVTI Lion's head : inc. sq. . . .

At 1 3-5 grs.

Quadripartite inc. sq. . Ai 4-4 grs.

[B. M. C, Troon, PI. XXXVII. 10.)

o o

(
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Head of Apollo r., bound with taenia. MVTI Gilfs head: inc. kj. . . .

A\ 10-2 gra.I

H«*ad of Apollo r-

Head of Apollo r.

MYT Lyre.

Head of Apollo.

Head of Apollo.

MVT
[76., PL XXXVIL ll.l

Calfa bead . , - M Size -4

Circ, B.C. 400-350.

Head of Apollo r.

Head ol nymph, Mytilene, in sphendonc.

Head of uyrapli, Mytilene : various

Bvmbols M 22 grs.

Lyre A9gra.
Calf8 head: various symbols -10 Size -35

MY, &c. Bull's head: various symbols

& Size -35

Girt. B.a 350-250.

MYTI Lyre with fillet attached : vari-

ous symbols : linear compartment .

Ai 176 gru. ; 44 gr*.

MYTI Lyre : various symbols and
monograms . , * M sizes '55-'5

Circ. B.C.

Head of Apollo r.

250-200.

MYT I Lyre and two monograms
(countermarked with owl, and bust

of Artemis) ^E -75

V

-

Second and first centurm B. c.

For Alexandrine coins sec Milller, Nos. 967-980.

Head of Zeus Amnion, beardless.

Head of Zeus Ammon, bearded.

Hoarded bead (Seilenoa or Zeus V).

Head of Zeus.

Itust of Artemis.

Head of Helios.

MYT I Term of bearded Dionysos on
pedestal jE -65

MYT I Terra of bearded Dionysos on
pedestal ; sometimes on prow A\ -9—65

MYTI Teim of Dionysos and male

figure, botb on prow ... 49*6
MYTI in wreath JF. -9

MYTI Lyre M -7-5
MYTI Tripod and laurel branches. .

^J-55

Im/jerUtJ—Tiberius to Gallienus. Also quasi-autonomous. Inscr.

MVTIAHNAinN. Types: Mytilene holding term of Dionysos; Z€VC
B0VAAI0C; Zeus Ammon; Artomis ; Asklepios ; Bull Apis; Simu-
lacrum of Dionysos (cp. the autonomous coins) apparently similar to

the Dionysos 4>aAAijj> of Methymna (q. v.). Many types relate to the

Kmperors. There is also an interesting series of representations of famous
men, heroes, and benefactors connected with the city (see Wroth, Claw.
Rev., 1894, p. 22f> j B. M. C, Troas, &c, p. lxx ; Imhoof, Z.f. AT., xx. 286,

and Kleinas. M„ p. 511 ; Svoronos in Riv'ista ital., 1908, p. 317 f.), as
follows :—head of OITTAKOC (Pittacus of Mytilene); head of AAKAIOC
(the poet); seated figure and head of t*An$n (the head of Sappho probably
does not occur on the autonomous El. and M, as sometimes asserted :
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cf. B. M. C, Troas, &c., p. lxx f.) ; Theophanes of Mytileno, the historian,

OEO<t>ANHC OEOC ; Arohedamis, his wife?; Lesbouax the elder, the

Chilosopher, time of Augustus, and a younger Lesbonax represented as

tfonysos, and styled AECBnNAZ HPnC N€OC ; Deinomachus ; his

wife Julia Procula, and his daughter Flavia Nicoraachis (B. M. C, Troas,

&c, p. Jxxiii, and RivUta itaL, 1908, p. 321) ; Sextus, C€£CT0N HPflA,

and another Sextus ; Andromeda Of, C, 1902, p. 334) i
Dada; Pankra-

tides; Nausikaa (not tho Homeric heroine); Leukippos.

Magistrate. Strato<jos.

Fyrrha, on the coast of the bay of Kalloni (B. M. C, Troas, &c,
p. lxxx).

Fourth century B.C.

Head of nymph, Pyrrlm, in sphendone. | PYP or PYPP Goat standing M Size -45

Hecatonnesi, Islands near Lesbos.

lesoi, the largest of this irroup of islands, now Moschonnision {Nesi).

It had a temple of Apollo (B. M.O., Troas, Ac, p. Ixxxi).

Fourth century B. c.

Head of Apollo. NAZI Panther standing . A\ 39 grB.

Head of Apollo. hlAZ Panther running . M Size -45

NAZI Dolphin.

Head of Apollo.

Id.

Horseman.

Third century b. o.

Panther running, [//tinier Cat., ii.

p. 320.] M -35

NlAZI Dolphin; various symbols . .

M -75-5
rJAZI Lyre; also with rev. Tripod . .

M -76

NAZI within laurel-wreath . M -75

Pordosilene, later called Poroseleue (now the island Pyrgos). Pau-
sanias (iii. 25. 5) has an account of the tame dolphin of Poroselcne ; cf.

the dolphin type, and B. M. C, Troas, &c, p. lxxxii.

After circ. B. C. 450.

Young male head (Apollo I). POPAOfIA Lyre; incuse square . .

( Ii. M. Guide, PI. X. 24.] ' AX CI grs.

Circ. B.C. 400.

llearded head (Seileuos ?). t POP Dolphin . . . . M Size -35

[See also Invent WadJ., p. 55.)

Imperial—Ant Pius to Sept. SevcruB. Inner. TTOPOC€AHrJ€ITnrJ
[Hirsch, AuH. Cat, xiW. PI.ILL 3626] or nnPOCCAHNeiTnrJ. Types:
Asklepian ; Head of Athena.

o o 2
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IONIA
[British Museum Catalogue q/ Qretk Coma, Ionia, by B. V. Head, 1892; Babelon, TraiU dt*

Monnaie* grt&jve* rt nmainca, ii. 1 ;
Macdonald, Hunlrr Cot., ii. pp. 321 sqq. ; Imhoof-

Blum or, Kleinosiatische itiirtzen, i. pp. 49 aqq.]

There can be little doubt that in the seventh century B. o. the Greek
cities on the Ionian coast adopted the Lydian invention of coining

money, i.e. of stamping the precious metals with marks or types as

guarantees of fixed values. Gold and silver, which from time immemorial
had been the universal media of exchange, had no real need of such

warrants. They were weighed in the scales, and the generally accepted

relation between them was in the proportion of 1 to 13',. The ordinary

product of the rich Lydian gold-producing districts consisted, however, of

an impure gold containing a large admixture of silver, sometimes more,

sometimes less, but always variable. The average market price of the

impure metal, which from its silvery colour obtained the name of ' pale

gold* or 'electrum', was considerably less than that of pure gold; it

was roughly tariffed at the rate of about 1 to 10 in relation to silver,

in contrast with 1 to 13$. In order to utilize this abundant natural

mixture of gold and silver as a ready medium of exchange, some sort of
warrant of exchange value would naturally be required on the part of

the purchaser. Accordingly each ingot issued as coin soon came to be
stamped with the signet or mark of the issuer responsible for its value,

and this custom was so convenient that it was afterwards extended to

the purer metals. Of the early electrum coins those which bear distinc-

tive types or .symbols are mentioned under the various minte to which
they are usually, though doubtfully, attributed. With a very few excep-

tions the remainder can only be generally classed to the western coast

of Asia Minor, where nearly all the extant specimens have been found.

Some few pieces may, however, have been struck in Thrace or Thasos.

and possibly in Aegina, but these are exceptional.

Unattribtjted Electrum Coins.

Chiefly of the western coast towns of Asia Minor.1

As tho current value of electrum seems to have stood in the earliest

times as 1 to 10 in relation to silver, the weight of the electrum stater in

each district would naturally be regulated by tho standard used for

weighing silver in that district. An electrum stater would thus be
readily exchangeable for ten silver pieces of its own weight.

Electrum coins are known of the following maximum weights : EuboUc,

269 grs. (distater), 1336 grs. (stater); Babfionic, 167 grs. ; Phoca'ic, 254-
248CT8.; PAoemcian, 220-215 grs.; Aeginfti<-(1), 212 gve. Halves, Thirds,

Sixths, Twelfths, Twenty-fourths, Forty-eighths, and even Ninety-sixths,

of the stater are also met with, but the llecte or Sixth was the

denomination which was in most common use.

Among the types of the larger electrum coins (seventh and sixth

1 For other <lt>ul>lfkilly attributed specimens see under Cyzious, Lnmpencils, Abydu*.
Dardanu.H, M-tbymna. Mytilene. Cyme, Clazomeuae, Ephcsus, Eryihrae, Milctu*.

Phocaea. Teo«. Chi<»s Samos, Sardvs, &r.
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centuries b. C.) which cannot be attributed with certainty to any particular
city, are the following. For the smaller pieces, see B. M C., Ionia
Plates I—V.

(a) Phoenician Standard.

Three incu&e sinkings, the central one
oblong, the others square ....

El. Slater 219-5 grs.

Three iucuse sinkings as on previous

coin .... El. Stater 220 grs.

Rude incuse square

El. Stater 216-1 grs.

Three incuse sinkings, the central one
oblong, the others square ....

El. Half-stater 108-6 grs.

Two lions* heads to front, upwards and
downwards.

[B. M. C., /on., PI. 1. 1-]

Forepart of bridled horse, I. (Cyme ?).

[Invent. Wadd., PI. III. 9.]
'

Two lions standing on their hind legs,

facing one another, but with heads
turned back ; Iwtwceu them is the

capital of a column on which each
lion rests a fore-paw, while the other

fore-paw of each is raised.

[JV«m. Chron., 1896, PI. VII. 15.
J

Half figure of Oriental deity to front,

head r., with pointed Ward and long
hair, holding disk in Ids arms, and
with four curled wings, two at shoul-

ders and two at waist.

[R M., unpublished.]

The motives of the two last described coins are remarkable ; that of

the stater resembles the Lion-gate of Mycenae and Home oarly Phrygian
monuments of the ninth and eighth centuries B.C. (Ramsay, J. II. S.

t

1888, 350 eq.). The obv. type of the lialf stater closely resembles that

of an early silver stater of Mallus in Cilicia (B. M. C, Cilicia, PI. XL., 9).

The later staters of Phoenician weight are mentioned under the several

cities whose types they apparently bear. It is, however, quit© probable

that all these staters were struck at a single mint, or, in rotation, at two
or more mints, according to some monetary agreement. It is therefore

open to question whether the types arc to be trusted as evidence of

local origin, e.g. Sphinx (Chios T); Forepart of winged horse (Lamp-
sacus ?) ; Eagle with head reverted (Abydus I) ; Cock (Dardanus ?) ; Sow
(Methymnaf); Horse prancing (Cyme?); Forepart of bull with bead
reverted (Samoa?); Forepart of winged boar (Clazomenae?). It is

possible that they may be the signets of magistrates ; see Macdonald,
Coin Types, p. 48

t

(8) PkocuVc Standard.

Lion's head with protruding tongue
(Old Smyrna?}.

[B. M. C, Ion., PI. II. 1.]

Tunny fit>h between two fillets

(Crnnut).
.V. C, 1875, PI. X. 7.]

(Thrace

Cliimaera 1. (Zeloia?).

[B.M.C., Ion., PI. II. 2.1

Centaur carrying off woman (T
or Thasos X).

[B. M. C, Ion., PI. II. 3.]

Rough incuse square

El. Stater 248-27 grs.

Incuse square containing branching

lines, with smaller incuse square be-

side it (us counter-mark 1) contain-

ing scorpion. El. Stater 252*9 grs.

Two incuse squares, larger and nmaller

El, Stater 252-6 grs.

Deep incuse square quartered . . .

El. Stater 252-5 grs.

oki »gle
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(y) Aeginetic Standard (1).

Turtle.
|

Incuse *quare ili Tided into two parts .

[N. C, 1875, PI. VIII. 16.] El. Stater 207 gro.

With regard to this coin see eupra, p. 395.

Double floral device ?

[Found in Saraoe. B. -tf.l

Id.

Gorgon-head of very archaic style

(Pariunit). [B- M. C., Ion., PI. II.

14. Cf. B. M. C, J/>., p. 94, note.]

Lion's head to front ; style very archaic

(Samoa t).

[B. M. C, Ion., VI III. 20.]

(o) Euboic Standard.

Two oblong incuse depressions . .

El. Distater 268-3 grs

One square and one oblong incuse .

El. Stater 133-1 grs

Cross fommee with pellet in centre

contained in a cruciform incuse .

El. Stater 123-46 gn>.

Two incuao depressions, one oblong, tin-

other triangular

El. Stater 133-35 grs.

Striated surface (Miletus or Sanies 1).

[B. M. C, Ion., PL III. 3.]

(<) BabyUmic Standanl.

Three incuse sinkings; that in the

centre oblong, the others square .

El. Stater 166-87 grs.

With regard to the attribution of this primitive stater see infra, under
Lydia (Fig. 310), and for numerous divisions of the statere mostly
of Lydian origin, though found at Ephesus, bco Brit. Mus., Excavations
at Ephesua, 1908, pp. 74 ff.

There are also a number of silver coins of archaic times of various

standards of weight. Those which from their types seem to belong to
the coasts of Asia Minor will be noted under the towns to which they

are here conjecturally attributed.

*

Cities of Ionia.

Ionian League of thirteen cities. The Ionian towns, though politically

independent of one another, constituted for religious purposes a kohw*

or League, the meetings of which were held originally in the Panionion
in the neighbourhood of Priene, where stood a temple of Poseidon and
a sacred grove. Under the Empire, games called Panionia or Panionia
Pythia were held perhaps elsewhere, e.g. at Colophon, Ephesus, Miletus,

Smyrna, &c. The coins struck for this Festival in the time of Ant. Pius

and M. Aurelius, under the supervision of M CI. Fronto, Asiarch and
Archiereus of the thirteen cities, bear no city name. The reverse types

are as follows:—Ant. Pius,— Hades in quadriga carrying off Persephone,

Eros with torch driving the horses (B. M. CM /on., p. 16); Dcmeter in

serpent-car, with torch in each hand (ibid,) ; Herakles giving his hand to

Iolaos (Bibl. Nat., Paris) ; M. Aurelius Caes.—Temple of Artemis Ephesia
(Milan); Tyche standing (Mion., iii. p. 62, No. 5). The inner. KOI N ON
irnoA€nrJnpoMKA*PONTiirJAciAPXKAiAPXiirnoA€nM = icou'dr

ly TToAtcop 7Tpo\vorj0€rros] M. KA« *t>p6vT(av\ 09] 'Aaidp^foipJ teal
$

Ap^t[tpi<ti$\

( \ t \*\\ %
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Cluomenae Htood partly on tbe mainland and partly on a small

island on the southern shore of the Gulf of Smyrna. Ine distinctive

badge of the city appears from the later inscribed coins to have been
a winged boar ; ct\ Aelian (Hwt. An., xii. 38), who relates, on the

authority of Artemon, that such a monster once infested tbe Clazomenian
territory. Hence numerous coins of this type, though without inscrip-

tions, are presumed to be of Clazomenian origin. Glazomenae is there-

fore classed among the cities which took part in the early elcctrtnu

currency of the sixth century B. C.

Elkctkum. Be/ore 500 b. c. Phoenician Standard.

Forepart of winged l>oar flying r.,

wearing collar of beads.

[B. M. C, /on., PI. III. 18.]

Uncertain inner. XAA[*)t Boar's

head r.

[Ibid., VI III. 17.]

Quadripartite incuse square ....
El. Stater 217-37 grs.

Two incuse squares of different sizes

Ki.. Hecte 36-9m
Silver. Ore, b. c. 545-494. Phoenician Standard.

It is to tbe time of the Persian dominion under the satraps of Cyrus,
Cambyses, and Darius I, until the Ionian revolt B. c. 494. that the

following silver coins seem to belong :

—

Forepart of winged boar, flying r. Quadripartite incuse Mjuare . . . .

[B. M. C, Ion., I'l. VI. 1-3.] M Didr. 108-1 gr*.

,11 Dr. 51 grs.

.11 Diobol, 1 8 grs.

Owv. B.»." 494-387. Attic Standard.

During the century which began with the Ionian revolt, and which
comprised the Athenian Hegemony, B.C. 469-387, the date of the Peace
of Antalcidas, the Phoenician standard seems to have been replaced by
the Attic :

—

Forepart of winged boar. Incuse square, within which Uorgou-
(B. M. C, /on., PI. VI. 4, 5.] head . . . Ai J Dr. 30 grs.

Head of Athena, r., in helmet with

cheek-piece lowered.

[Ibid.. PI. VI. 6.]

Ai Iliobol, 18-2 gn.
KAA Ram's head r JB -6

Owe. B.O. 387-301. Atifc Standard.

This period extends from the Peace of Antalcidas to the battle of lpsus.

The more important cities on the west coast ofAsia Minor now began to

Btriko money in great abundance, and some of them, such as iAmpsacu-s,

Rhodes, Clazomenae, &c, even issued gold coins for special requirements,

probably in time of war. The coins of Rhodes and Clazomenae are

particularly remarkable as the finest examples of the full-face type of

Apollo. The engravers of these coins must have been really great artists,

for they have, without any elaboration, and with a bold simplicity of touch,

produced, within the .small circle ofa coin, masterpieces mmezzo-rttieiHt.

/*"*, .,-,,,!, , Original from
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Head of Apollo, nearly facing, of finest

style.

B.M.C, /on., Pl.VI. 7; Imhoof,
A7. U.

t p. 66.]

KAA or KAAIO Bwin with open or
closed wings : symbol, (sometimes)
winged boar. Magistrate's name iu

nom. case . X Octobol. 88-87 grs.

Fio. 293.

Similar. On some specimens engraver's

signature, GEOAOTOZ EPOEI
(Fig. 293). Cf. H. A*., 1906, p. 249.

Similar, but no symbol

M Tetradr. 261-5 grs. [R M. C,
Ion., PI. VI. 8, 9]; also Didrachm
[Hunltr Cat., PI. L. 7] ; Drachms,

£ Dr., and Diobols (Imhoof, A7. M.,

p. 66. Cf. Kegling. Xatnmlittuj War-
ren, xxv, 1083).

These beautiful coins usually bear magistrates' names iu the nom.
case:— HPAKAEIA., MANAPHrJAZ, APIMNHSTOS, ArUI<t>Ar4rU,

EYOYAAMAS, PYOEO* UR, APOAAAS, MhJHSIOEOS, &c
The bronze coins of this period have usually helmeted heads of

Athena in profile or facing, and on the reverses a ram's head or a ram
recumbent or standing (B. M. C., Ion., PI. VI. 10-17). For varieties with

various magistrates' names see Imhoof, Kl. M.
t p. 66 f

.

The swan, which is the characteristic reverse-type of the finest coins of

Clazomenae, is one of the many symbols of Apollo, and it has been

suggested that the name of Clazoinenae may have been derived from the

plaintive notes of these birds (kAc££>>, cf. Horn. /'. x. 276) which arc said

to abound in the Delta of the Hermus.
In addition to the above-described autonomous coins, there are silver

Sieces with the winged boar on the reverse which bear the name of

'rontas, who was satrap of the Hellespont, b. c. 352-345. Their
attribution to Clazomenae is, however, uncertain, see iitfra, p. 598.

Naked warrior kneeling, defending him- OPONTA Forepart of winged boar:

self with shield and short ^icar.

Hctween his legs, T.

[B. M. C, Am., PI. XXXL 10.]

traces of incuse square

ill Tetrob. 43 grs.

For coins bearing the name of Orontas, with the forepart of a winged
horse on the reverse, see infra, p. 597, and B. M. C,Ion., p. 326, where
they are conjecturally assigned to Lampsacus.
The autonomous silver coinage of Clazoinenae does not extend beyond

the battle of Ipsus, and the victory of Seleucus aud Lysimachus over
Antigonus and Demetrius. During the whole of the third century
Alexandrine, Lysimachian, and Seleucid silver money superseded for the

most part the autonomous local issues of former times.

Di Li< >ogIe
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Cirv. B.C. 190 to Imperial Timet:

After the defeat of Antiochua at Magnesia, the regal coinage, just

referred to, began itself to assume local charactori sties. Thus the gold

staters of Philip's types, issued at the Clazomenian mint, are distin-

guished by a local mint-mark, the forepart of a winged boar (Miiller,

309), as are also tetradrachms of the Alexandrine types, somo of
which have, as mint-mark, the forepart of a ram or a ram's head (Miiller,

995-998). The bronze coins, the currency of which was more limited,

are of a more strictly local and municipal character, and they usually
l>t*ar the signature of the eponymous magistrate in the nom. case. The
chief types are as follows:

—

Head of Zens. • KA AZOMErJinN .Swan.oftcn standing

[B. M. t\, Am, PI. VII. l.j on caduceus M -8

(urijuu-head. [/6i</., p. 27.

Forepart of winged lioar.

[Ibid., PI. VII. 2.]

Id. [Ibid., PI. VII. 3.]

Young niiil-' head.

[Ibid., VI VII. 4.1

Head of Zeus. [Ibid., p. 29.

Bust of Athena.

fWd., PI. VII. fiV)

»•

'*

»•

Similar type ^E -7

in four quarters

of shallow incase

square . . M -7

Caduceus M •!

Philosopher Anaxa-
goras seated At -7

Club . . & 7

Ram at rest or

standing . Af. -8.3

Quasi-autoiurnioas ami Imperial Coinage.

Augustus to GalUenus. Magistrates' names from Hadrian onwards, with
title Strategoe, sometimes preceded by «ni. Chief types: PflMH and
CYNKAHTOC Busts face to face; KAAZ0M6MH Bust of city ;ZEBAST0Z
KTI2THI Head of Augustus; 6EA AIBIA Bustof Livia. Reverse types:

Horseman ; Asklepios
;
Owl ; Athena ; Ram ; Kybele standing between

lions: AhlA£A Bust of Anaxagoras (Hunter Cat., ii. PI. L 9): ^
Anaxagoras standing holding globe (B. M. C, Ion., PI. VII. 9) : Sarapis

seated; Dionysas holding kantharos over panther; Zeus aetophoros

naked to front (Ibid., PI. VII. 11); Naked warrior, armed, charging,

and looking back (Ibid., PI. VII. 12). perhaps Paralos or Parphoros
(Jmhoof, Gr. M. Ill ; Strab., 633 ; Paus., vii. 3. 8); Demeter standing;

eiPHNH standing (Mion., iii. p. 71). 1

Colophon. The old city of Colophon was situated about twenty miles

north-west of Kphesus, and some miles from the coast. Its port, Notium,
gradually absorbed the greater part of the population of the upper town,
and most of the later coins were doubtless struck at this New Colophon.
The earliest issuos, however, belong to the old city.

Fifth century D. c. Persic Standard.

Head of A]>ollo to front, or. later, in pro- Incuse Mjuarc. within which marks of

file. [Imhoof, Xum. Ckro*., 1895. value in monogram -HM, TPI, or

"""*• ,908
< P-

70
-l ^pj, and £o™-*£) and ad-

jllDCt -VUlImiU

At circ. 10 and 4£ grs.

1 Mionnot, iii. p. 254, mention* alliance coin* with Smyrna, but thcai* ai*» probaMv
rnlarpail

; of, B. M. CM ton.* j>. 85, no*. 185, 13G.

(^ fc/ml/j Original from
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Somewhat later in the fifth century drachms of the Persic standard
(circ. 84grs.) were struck by the Colophonians. Truer., KOAO*nNinrJ,
usually retrograde, or KOA04>nrJlON, on one or other face of the coin.

Head of Apollo r., laor., of archaic Lyre in iucuse square . Ai 84-4 gra.
style-

IB. M. C, /on., PI. VIII. 1.]

Fourth century B. c. Rhwlian Standard.

Early in the fourth century the llhodian standard replaced the
Persic :

—

Head of Apollo.

[B. M. (.'., Ion., PI. VIII. 2.]

Id.

Id.

[Ibid., PI. VIII. 3.]

K0A0<t>n Lyre and magistrate's mime
in uoro. case

M Dr. 55 gn.
Tripod . M | Dr. 25 gift

i? Lyre . M Diob. IG-7 m.

The bronze coins which belong- to the earlier half of the fourth century
are the following, all with magistrates' names j

—

Head of Apollo. KO, KOA, or KOAOOnNinN, Lyre

fB. M. C, Ion., VI VIII. 4-6.] or Forepart of horse . . M -75—4

Circ. B. 0. 350-300.

Hi ad of Apollo.

( a M. C, Int., PI. VIII. 7.]

Id.

Id.

KOA At iii' <i horseman with -)
\ r

couched. Magistrate's name .

At '75—55
ll"]>t' walking -K <45

Forepart of horse . . , . JE -45

The excellence of the Colophoni&n cavalry is said by Strabo (643) to

have been so unrivalled that they were always victorious ; hcuce.

perhaps, the horseman as a coin-type.

At Clarus, in the territory of Colophon, stood the famous temple and
oracle of Apollo (Paus., vii. 3, 1) whose head is represented on the

coins.

The old town of Colophon was destroyed by Lysimachus, B. C. 299, but

the name seems to have been transferred to its port, Notium, and it was
upon this town that the Romans conferred freedom in B.c.l89(4 Colophoniift

qui in Notio habitant/ Liv. xxxviii, 39).

Second century B< C
Alexandrine tctradrachms (Milller, 1007-14); gymbot 9 lyre, and MUCT^

KO or KOAO: also bronze coins (Hunter Cat, ii. p. 325, and Inihoof,

KL Jf.,p. 71):—

K0A04>nNinN Apollo KUfaamdoi
standing before tripod. Magistrate'*

name in noitu cafe , * . . JR >8

K0A0*nNinN PileioftheDioskuri.

Magistrate's name in nom.c&ac M <>

K0A04>nNinN Apollo KitharoedcH

t indin < ub above, but no tripod .

K-7

Armed horseman with spear couched and
dog beneath horse,

[B. U.C.,/im.
t
PL VIII. 8.]

lfust of Artemis,

[11, If, 0, Ion.
t
VI VIII 9.]

Homer seated with chin resting on

hand and a scroll upon his knees.

Magistrate's name in noni. case.

[R M. C„/«l, PI VIII 10.]

Original from
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1

Qutt#i-auton<fm<m8 and Imperial Coinage.

After a considerable interval the coinage of Colophon begins again

about the time of Nero and continues down to that of Gallienus. Innci:,

KOAO<t>nNlfiN. Magistrates' names with ivC and title Strategos.

Chief types: Apollo KAAPIOC seated; APTEMIC KAAPIA, Cultua-

statue resembling Artemis Ephesia ; Apollo KJarios seated between
standing figures of Artemis and Nemesis ; Homer seated holding half- i^*

open scroll ; Naked boxer ; Tho thirteen cities of the Ionian League
standing in semicircle before the temple of Apollo Klarios, in Front of

which is a bull approaching a flaming altar,—inter.. TO KOIrJON TflN
inHflN (B. M. C., Ion., PI. VIII. 16); the Strategos on these coins

is also sometimes entitled l€P6nC mNflrJ (Macdonald, Hunter Cat.,

ii. 325) ; Athena standing. &c. For an Alliance coin with Pergamum
(Caracalla), see Mionnet, iii. 76; his description lacks verification.

Eplieans occupied the alluvial plain of the lower Cayster, but it owed
its chief wealth and renown less to the produce of its soil than to the

illustrious sanctuary of the old Asiatic nature-goddess, whom the Ionian

Greeks (when, under Androclus, the son of Codrus, they effected a
settlement in those parte) identified with the Greek Artemis. The
Kphesian goddess is represented as a female figure, the body a mummy-
like trunk with the feet placed close together. She is many-breasted,

and from each of her hands hangs a long fillet with tassels at the

extremities. On either side stands a stag raising its head to the image

of the goddess. The usual symbols of the cultus of this nature-goddess

are the Bee and the Stag, and it ia noteworthy that the high-priest of the

temple of Artemis was called 'Eirmjif, the ting bee,' while the virgin

priestesses bore tho name of Melissae or Honey-Bees. The coinage of

Ephesus falls into the following periods :

—

Phoenician Standard*

Ei.ectkuu. Giro. B. C. 700-545.

mm,
Pio. WL

AM^IM£^0N#A(D (^ucvoW/it crij/xa) Three incuse sinking*, that in the

centre oblong, the others square -

El, Stater, 216-5 gia.

Stag to right with head lowered.

[ftM.C.
t
/Mu,Pl.m.8.] (Fig.

294.)

This is the most ancient inscribed coin at present known- Unfor-

tunately it is unique, and the third letter of the first word is obscure. It

may be either £ or W The interpretation of the remarkable inscription

has given rise to much controversial discussion, for a r&tumi of which see

Babelon, Traiti, ii. 1, 62. The weight, the typo,and the Ionian character

of the incuse reverse, all indicate Ephesus as the place of mintage rather

than Halic&rnasflus, to which Doric city P. Gardner once attributed it,

tf~*--v-^«Irt Original from
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partly because it was acquired at Budrum, and partly on the ground that

a certain Phanea of Halicarnassus is mentioned by Herodotus (iii. 4) as a
mercenary soldier at the court of AmasLs, whose service he deserted for

that of Cambyses on his invasion of Egypt in B. <\ 525.

On various grounds, as Babelon (op. cit.) has pointed out, this attri-

bution is unacceptable. The coin is certainly Ephesian, as the stag is

tho symbol of the great goddess of Ephesus. The relation of the
inscription to the type is in so far certain that it seems to mean ' I am
the signet of Pbanes \ The doubtful word in the genitive case <fc«ros,

(fajvofi or <l>aw, has been differently explained. Newton (Num. Chron^
1870, p. 238) regarded it as referable only to the type and to the cultus

of the goddess Artemis ; and he suggested as a translation * / am the

sign of the Bright one \ Such an interpretation of the inscription would
imply that the coin was a hierarchical issue from the temple treasury.

It is, however, far more probable that Macros or <i>avv * is not an epithet

of Artemis, but the name, in the genitive case, of some prominent citizen

of Ephesus, it may be of a despot, or of a magistrate, or of a member of

one of tho wealthy Ephesian families of bankers and money-lenders (see

Habelon, fruity L c).

Among other early electrum coins of Ephesus are the following Thirds,

Sixths, and Twelfths of the stater :

—

lletr in linear square.

[B. M. C.
f
Ion.

r
PL HI. 9, 10.]

Forepart of stag, head turned buck

;

front^ [Ibid., PI, m. IK]
Id. [Head, Ephesus, PL I.

in

«-j

Oblong incuse divided into (wo squares

El. Trite 71-2 gi>.

Incuse square . El. Hecte 36 grs.

Incuse square El. Hemihecton, 18 gr*.

SlLYKR.

Cite, B.O. 545-494.

The following drachms set-in to belong to the period of Persian dominion
under Cyrus, Cambyses, and Darius I, down to the Ionian revolt,

B.C. 494:—

Incuse square quartered

jft Drachm, 50-3 grs.

Id Ai Drachm, 49-4 grs.

E<t> and Eagle's head r. within incuse

square M 4 grs.

Bee crawling.

[B. M. C, /on., PI. IX. 1.]

Bee with curved wings; with volute in

field to I. of its head.

[Ibid., PI. IX. 2.]

Bee with curved wings; with volute on
either *idc of head.

[Imhoof, A7. M., p. 49, l.J

Circ. B.C. 494-469.

To the period between the Ionian revolt and tho sack of Miletus,

B.C. 494, and the battle of Eurymedon, B.C. 469, which marked the

commencement of the Athenian hegemony, tho following coins may be
assigned :

—

E<t>E£IOh4 or E<> Bee with curved I Incuse square quartered

wings. [B. M. C, /on., PI. IX. 3, 4,
|

M Tetradrachm. 205 gr-
and Head, Eph., PI. I. U-14.] Ai Drachm, 51-2 grs.

M Hemidrachm, 28-fi grs.

M Diobo), 16-7 gre.

Coo Original from
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Whether coins of these types continued to be struck during the

Athenian hogemony, B.c. 469-415, is doubtful.

Rhodwn SUtmtard.

Gift. B.C. 415-894.

In this period Ephesus, which had revolted from Athens after the

Sicilian disaster, and had become dependent first upon the Persians and
then upon the Spartans, struck silver with types similar to those of

the preceding period, but on a somewhat heavier standard, identical

with the so-called Rhodian standard. Didrachms 117 grs. and smaller
denominations. These coins usually l>ear a magistrate's name either

on the obverse, beneath the bee, or on the bar which divides the incuse

square (Head, Eph.t PI. I. 15-^1).

Cin: B.C. 394-295.

In B.C. 394 the Athenian Conon expelled tho Spartan oligarchies from
most of the Asiatic coast-towns. Among other cities Ephesus and Samos
are mentioned as having then shaken off the Spartan yoke. We have
accordingly no difficulty in assigning to this period the federal (?) coins

issued by Rhodes, Cnidus, Iasus, Samos, Ephesus, and Byzantium, each
with its own distinctive type on the reverse of the coin, while on the

obverse is the infant Herakles strangling two serpents, and the inscr.

£YN for 2vifiaxiK°v - *-*n ^"8 group of coins see Kegling, Z.f. A'., xxv,
p. 207 ff.

£YN Infant Herakles strangling two
serpents.

[B. M. C, Ion., PI. IX. 6.]

*J> Bee with curved wings : beneath
P E (magistrate's name) ....

K Rhodian tridrachm, 176*6 grs.

In addition to this federal (?) coinage Ephesus began, about B.c. 394, or
possibly a little earlier, tho issue of the long Beries of tetradrachms of
Rhodian weight (236 grs.) which lasted for no less than a century.

Fig. 898.

E 4» Bee. (Fig. 295.)

[B. M. C\, Ton., PL IX. 8.]

Forepart of stag with head tamed
luick ; behind it, a palm-tree. and. in

front, a magistrate'* name in num.
case. . Ai Tetrad rachm, 236 grs.

Smaller denominations weighing 88 grs., and drachms of 57 grs.,

with similar types, as well as pieces of 14 grs., also occur (Head, Eph.,
PI. II. 6-10), together with bronze coins, ubv. Bee, rev. Stag kneeling,

the magistrates' names on some of which prove that they are contem-
porary with the tetradrachms (Head, I. e.

t
PL II. 11-13; III. 12-13).

C, ale
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For names of magistrates see Head (op. rtL)
t

B. M. C. f Ion., Imhoof
(KL M.

t p. 49, and Zur gr. u. rvm, Miiazkunde, 1908, p. 62), &c. To
the Ephesian mint, during the occupation of the city by Meranon
the Khodian, iu\ 336-334, Babelon (Rev. Aum., 1892, pp. 414 sqq.)

would also attribute the satrapal tetradrachms and bronze coins with
Persian typea—o/«. Great king as archer, in kneeling, or rather running,
posture, rn\ Granulated incnse square. These coins sometimes l>ear

on the obv. the personal names PYOATOPHt, AH, A, or IA. The
occurrence of the Ionian form of the name Pythagoras, coupled with
the fact that the bronze coins (B. M . C., /on., p. 324) have been found in

western Asia Minor, is evidence in favour of the attribution to Ephesus.

But, on the other hand, the Indian j/rovenance of most of the tetra-

drachms {Num. Gkron.j 1906, p. 5) makes it doubtful whether these coins,

of purely Persian types, may not have been issued by Ionians in one of

the eastern satrapies of the Persian empire shortly after Alexander's

death; for, from the edicts of Asoka (circ* B.C. 250), we know that

there were Ionian Greeks (Yo)uut = T*w) among the rulers of

Northern India during the previous half century or thereabouts. It is

quite possible that some of these Ionian satraps may have issued the

above-mentioned coins.

Give. B.o. 295-280.

In B.C. 295 Lysimachus made himself master of Kphesus, the name of
which he shortly afterwards changed to Arsinoeia (A tit* Mitth* % xxv,
1900, p. 100 ff.) in honour of his wife,1 This period is marked by the
issue of regal money at Ephesus bearing the usual types of Lysimachus,
symbol Bee, and iytscr. EO or AP in monogram (Head. /. t\, pp. 42-45).
The series of autonomous tetradrachms now came to an end, but the

pieces of 88 grs., with halves and quarters, continued to be struck,

Erobably because they passed as thirds, &cM of the Attic tetradrachms of

ysimachus.

Head of Artemis,

[B. M. a, Ion., PI X. 4.]

E <!> Bee.

Head of Queen Arsinog, veiled.

[B. M. <\ Ion., PI. X. 5.]

Id. [JM, PI. X. 6,]

Hi

E<t>E Bow and quiver. Symbol: Bee.

Magistrate's name . . Al 8 tf gr>,

Stajr standing . . . . JE Size -7

AP€I Id iR82 lgrs,

Ai 42 gra-

,11 19 grs.

Stag kneeling. . . JR Size -7

Forepart of stag . . . JE *5»

Give. b.c. 280-258.

Kphcsus during this interval was probably left by the contending
rnyal houses in the enjoyment of autonomy. The coinage consists of
Attic octobola and bronze :

—

Head of Artemis.

[B. M. C. f /<m.» PI. X.8/|
E <J> Bee, often in wreath.

[B, M. C.» Ion.
9
PI. X. 10-]

E 4> Ponpui of stag and palm-tree.

Magistrate's narae . , Al 75 grs.

Stag drinking. Magistrates' names .

M Siw -7

1 At (lie iwmo timi* ho appears to have conferred upon Smyrna the name Xurrdiotla in

honour of hit* daughter Eurydico («ee infra, p. 602).
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Circ B.C. 258-202.

During this period Ephesus was for the most part attached to the

dominions of the Ptolemies. The eoinago consists (a) of Ptolemaic coinB

(cf. the gold octadrachm of Berenice II, B. M. C., Ptot., PI. XIII. 2, with
the Ephesian Bee in the field)

; (/3) of didrachms and drachms of reduced
Rhodian weight (102 and 50 grs.)

:

Oust of Artemis.

[B. M. C, Tort., PI. XI. 1.]

E <S> Forepart of stag, without palm-
tree M .-:-':. it names ....

M 102 grs. and JR 50 grs.

and (y) of bronze coins of similar types ; size -6 (B. H.C., Ion., PI. XI. 3).

For & of Soleucus II. possibly struck at Ephesus. see Imhoof, Kl. M.,

p. 53.

AttU- Standard.

Circ. B.C. 202-133.

In B.C. 202 Aradus in Phoenicia began to strike Alexandrine tetra-

drachms (Muller, CI. V) bearing dates in Greek characters. Similar coins

without dates began to be issued at Ephosus about the same time. This
coincidence seems to indicate that Ephcsus and Aradus, two great

commercial cities of the coasts of Asia Minor and Phoenicia respectively,

may have found it to their mutual advantage about this time to conclude

a monetary treaty, according to which each city might secure a free

circulation for her coins on the markets of the other. This, of course, is

only a conjecture, but it is remarkable that, at both cities, the Alexan-
drino tetradrachms of Miiller's Class V merge into those ofClass VI (Muller,

Noa. 1018-1024) about B.c. 198, and that the autonomous drachma of

Attic weight issued at Ephesus during the greater part of the second
century are also identical in type with the drachms of Aradus dated
174-110 B.C.

E <t> Bee. [B. M. C, Ion., PI. XI. 4,

5.1

Stag standing t>eforc a piilm-tree.

Magistrates' names
K Attic drachm. 64 gn«.

Id ^E Size -7hi. [Ibid., PI. XI. 6-1

The Alexandrine totradrachms ofClass V (b.c. 202-1 96) and ofClass VI
(B. c. 196-189) were superseded by tetradrachms of Eumenes II of

Pergamum, also struck at Ephesus B.C. 189-159 (Head. Eph., pp. 55-60).

Cietopkork Coinage.

Circ. B.c. 133-48.

At this time, too, or perhaps earlier, the series of Ephesian cwfo-

I'kori begins. These are at first undated ; but from the period of the

constitution of the Roman Province of Asia (Sept. 134) they bear dates

referring to that era, and are likewise distinguished by the subordinate

symbol of a long torch in the field to the right of the serpents on tho

reverse. An exceptional coin, dated IT (= B.C. 121), bears the signature

of a Koman official C- AS IN -C- F.
1 These dated cistophori extend in an

1 I havo seen only a photograph of tho coin, anil I do not know into what collection it

has now passed. Tho date and the early stylo of this cistuphoru* muko it quite impossible

to identify the magistratewbOM namo it bear* with C • ASIN • C • F- (Oallus), Proconsul
!' A-., in '-.'.. 6-5.
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almost unbroken series from B.C. 133-67, when, after a short interval.

a change takes place, the name of the Roman Proconsul being added

from B.C. 58-48: viz. T. Ampins, B. c. 58-57; C. Fabius, B. c. 57-56:

C. Claudius Pulcher, B.c. 55-53; and C. Fannius (Praetor), B.C. 49-48.

Between B. c. 48, when the series of Proconsular cislophori dated from

the provincial era, B. c. 134, comes to an end, and the inauguration of the

new series of Imperial cistophori, there seems to have been an interval

in the issue of cistophori. The revolt of the Province of Asia from

Rome, B.C. 88-84, in the time of Mithradatcs, does not seem to have
interrupted the output of cistophori, but this revolt is probably com-
memorated in the series of Ephesian ooins by the exceptional issue of

a small number of gold staters, &c, doubtless rendered necessary, at this

particular time, for war expenses.

Ephesian gold roi.iuge, B.C. 87-84.

Bust of Artemis.

[Head, A>/t., PI. V. 2-6.
J

E<t>EZIftN or E $ Cultua image of

the Kphesinn Artemis. Stag, bee or

other symbols in the field ....
X Stcter, 132 gm.

No inscription. Similar JV 84-5 (*r>.Id.

Circ. B.C. 48-27.

In B. c. 48 Caesar visited Kpbesus and reformed the constitution of the

Province of Asia. From this time onwards there is no autonomous
Ephesian silver money. The chief bronze coins which are known are :

—

Bust of Artemis. E <fr Ldfig torch and forepart of stay.

j B, M. (X, Ion,, PL XX 7.] Magistrates' names . , M Size -9

Id. [7WA, PI. XI. 8.] E 4> Long torch between two stag?.

Magistrates' names ....!!-
E <t> Artemis huntress with hound. Cock with palm across wing; the whole

\Ibid. f PI. XL 9.] , in width. Magistrate's name -*- -95

Imperial Coinage.

From the time of the Triumvirate, B. c. 43, to that of Oallienus, the

coinage extends in an unbroken series. The earlier issues down to the

reign of Claudiun bear the names of local magistrates, Grammatcus,
Archiereus* or Archiereus Grain., Hiereus, Episkopos (#./. ATM vi. 15), but

never Archon or Strategos, a- do the coins of most other Asiatic cities.

The names of Roman Proconsuls are also met with, viz. M\ Acilius

Aviola, a.d. 65-66 ; P. Calvisiue Ruso ; L. Caesennius Paetus ; - . - Kufus,

under Domitian ; and CI. Julianus, a. i>. 145-146. It is an unexplained
fact that after the time of Claudius hardly any names of local magistrates

occur on Ephesian coins. In Imperial times Ephesus was one of the few
mints where M and -It were issued, the Al with both Greek and Latin
inscriptions, viz. Cistophori with DIANA EPHESIA, denarii of the
Flavians, and didrachms and drachms of Nero (112 and 56 grs.) inscribed

AIAPAXMON and APAXMH. For A^ sec Imhoof, Zttr (jr. a. rtiht.

Miimk.i pp- 5 £, and for A& of the earlier emperors A7. Jfij pp. 55 t\\

The ethnic €<t>€CinN from the time of Trajan onwards is frequently,

accompanied by an honorific title, e.g. Nfflficdpos] £0£[<hW] AH[/ios]

(^ I ^ Original from
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€TT€XAP[a£aro]. Trajan (B. M. C, Ion., p. 76); AIC NEnKOPnN,
Hadrian; AIC NtnKOPnN ACIAC, Verus ; nPHTHrJ ACIAC,
S. Severus; TPIC NcnKOPnN, Caracalla; TPIC rJenKOPnM KAI
THC APT€MIAOC, Caracalla and GeU ; A rJEflKOPHrJ, Elagabalus

;

MONnN A TTACnM T6TPAKIC NenKOPnN, Elagabalus (see Pick,
Corolla Num., p. 241); AOrMATI CYNKAHTOY €«t»€CinN OYTOI
NAOI, four temples, Elagabalus ; MONnN nPHTflN ACIAC, Sev.

Alexander; I" NenKOPnN, Maximinus ; ACYAOC Otacilia; KATA-
nAOYC A, Philip II (Eckhel, ii. 518); Tor MOrJnN A NenKOPnN,
Gallienus; T or A NCOKOPHN, Salonina. At Ephesus the fourth

Neocory (A) and the third (T i are indiscriminately used at one and the

same time, and it has been conjectured that while the city of Ephesus
was officially neocorate only for tho second time, she Btyled herself rpU
vfwKopos on account of her local temple of Artemis, and that when she
became officially rpit Vfwmbof tui> ^tfiarrT&r, Bhe claitued a fourth Neo-
cory on behalf of her local temple ; but tho reversion from A to T may
be due to the damnata mernoria of Elagabalus (see Pick, op. cit~).

Similar irregularities in numbering tho successive Neocories occur also

on coins of Nicomedeia and Sardos (Oesterr. Jahre*hefte, vii. p. 30).

Remarkable in&riptions and type*. E T AM I A, Heads of Claudius
and Agrippina face to face; PflMH Bust of Koma, Nero; ZCYC
OAYMTTIOC seated, Domitian ; KAAC6AC and MAPNAC, River-gods,

the latter recumbent against a shield, Domitian ; NCIKH AOMITIArlOY,
Uomitian; €<J>€CIA Cultus-statue of Artemis, Trajan; Captive Parthia
seated, Trajan ; APT€MIC C<t>€CIA Cultus-statue, Hadrian; ANAPO-
KAOC the Founder, with wild boar, in reference to the oracle which bade
him found the city on the spot where he should meet a boar; Antinous

;

KOPHCOC and AN APOKAOC, Two heroes joining hands; KAYCTPOC,
K€rJXP€IOC, Rivers recumbent separately or together with Artemis
between them, Ant. Pius; TKinN in connexion with the type of Zeus
Actios enthroned above ML Pion, and pouring rain upon tho city of

Ephesus (Paus. vii. 5. 10; cf. Steph. s.v. "E<p«(xov). On other coins

Mt. Pion appears recuml>ent, holding cultus-statue of Artemis beneath
mountain on which runs a boar pierced by a spear (Iinhoof, Jahrb. d.

Inst., 1888, PL IX. 25); ATTOAAnN IK€CI0C and Greek Artemis
standing face to face (B. M. C, Ion., PL XIII. 10); APT€MIC €<pCCIA
between stags; Artemis TTArJlnrJlOC (Imh., A7. M., PL II. 22, and
Zur gr. u. rom. Milnzk., p. 65) ; AHTfl fleeing with her children (Imh.,

Mon. »/r., 285) ; Leto standing with child on each arm and worshippers at

herfeet(Z./.jV.,xvii, PI.L 18); Herakles €niN€IKI0C ; ArTHMH ICPA
or ICPAllrlMH (J. 11. S. t 18:)7, p. 87), the sacred mule-car (amjnj) used in

processions; nK€AN0C recumbent; HPAKA€ITOC the Ephesian Philo- v
sopher (see H. Diels, Herakleitos von Ephctmtt, Berlin, l'JOl) ; €IPHNH ;

TYXH; PHMAinN N€IKH; TYXH €«t>€CinN (Imh., KI, M.,y>. 61);
A1KAI0CYNH; BHTA (= Vota) sacrifice of bull before temple of the

Emperor (B.M.C., /©»., PL XIV. 4); M€0I HAIOI beneath busts of
Caracal la and Geta.

Games and agonistic types. 0AYMT1IA 0IK0YM6NIKA; KOItfON
ACIAC; TO ArASON €<J>6CinH Naked boxer (B. M. C, Ion.,

PL XIV. 15); [rYMlHACIAPXIA Gymnasiai-ch holding bowl (Invent
Wadd.y 1639, cf. B. M. C, Cilicai, p. xxxiv).

Alliance coins with Pergamum, Smyrna, Sardes, Tralles, Hierapolis.

BUD
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Laodiceia, Alexandria, struck at Ephesus. Among otlier cities which
struck money in alliance with Ephesus are Adramyteum, Cyzicus,

Pergamum, Magnesia (Ion.), Miletus. Aphrodisias, Nysa, Philadelphia.

Sardes, Apameia, Cibyra. Cotiaeum, Hierapolis, Laodiceia, Perga (Imh.,

Or. M., 158), &c

Tesserae. To early Imperial times may be assigned the curious

Ephesian bronze tesserae bearing on the obv. a kneeling stag, beneatli

which, CKC0T7I, and on the rev. a Bee, around which is the unexplained

legend KHPIAIC (or KHPIAAIC) 0)A€ TTPOC TTAAYPlN (TTAAYPrJ or

n AAYPPI N)& -75. These tesserae are supposed by Eckhel to have been
apothecaries' advertisement tickets ; by Babelon (TraiU, I, i, p. 680) to

have been charms inscribed with magic formulae (*E<^ffia ypdjijxaTa)

;

and by me, to have been also possibly intended for Bee-charms (Num.
Chron., 1908, pp. 281 sqq.).

Erythrae. This ancient Ionian city stood on a peninsula opposite tin-

island of Chios. Its earliest coins are, perhaps, some uninscribed electrum
pieces of the seventh century B. o. and later, the obverse type of which is

the star-like flower, which recurs at a later period on the inscribed silver

coins (B. M. C„ Ion., PI. IIL 12-14, and PI. XV. 2-6). The largest

denomination is a half stater of 109 grs. Electrum hectae are also

attributed to Erythrae, obv. Archaic head of Herakles in lion-skin

(B. M. C., Ion., PL III. 15).

The earliest silver coins, presumably of Erythrae, are of the aamo
weight as the electrum coins, viz. didrachms of the Milesian standard.

Naked horseman (Krythrosf) prancing.

[B. M. ('., Ion., PI. XV. I.]

Quadripartite incuse square . . . .

M Didmclnn 109 Kr>.

Ai Tetrobol 36 gr*.

Fifth ventury B.C. Persic Staiulard.

E P V G in the four corners of an

incuse square within which a star-

like flower . . . M Dr. 72 gi>.

Smaller coin* 22-2, 17-5, 13-8, 4-8.

and 3-2 grs. (Cf. Irahoof. At. M.,

p. 62.)

Naked man holding piancing horse by
the rein.

[Ibid., PI. XV. 2-7.]

Fourth century b. c. and later. Bhodian Standard.

Head of young Herakles in lion-skin.

[B. M. C, Ion., l'l. XV. 9, 10.]

EPY Club, and bow incase; in held.

t>mall owl and magistrates' names -

Ai Tetradr. 231 grs., Dr. 57-6 grs..

and also -K.

Next in order of date follow certain tetradrachms of Lysimachus

:

gymI>ols, club, and bow in case (Muller, 409-19).

Third and second century B.C. and later.

During this period the silver money of Erythrae is, to a great extent,
replaced by bronze coins, chiefly of similar types, which yield a large

number of magistrates' names in nom. case usually with patronymic. The
duration of this coinage is uncertain.
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EltYTllHAE-HERACLKlA AD LATMVM 579

To about B.C. 190, after the defeat of Autiochus at Magnesia, may be

assigned some tetrabrachius of Alexander the Great's types (MUUer,

Glass VI, Nos. 999-1004: symbols, club, ami bow in case).

OitC. B.C. 88-84.

During the short period of the revolt of the province of Asia from Home,
under Mithradates, Erythrae, like EphesuB, appears to have struck a few

gold coins, for war expenses, of the following tyj>c8 :

—

Head of young Herakles in lion-skin. EPY Female divinity in short chitun,

j
B. H. P., Ion., IM. XVI. 4.~\ standing to front, wearing kuluthoe

mid holding *j>ear and globe (t)

;

magistrate's name . . X 43-5 grs.

Quasi-auttoiomoit* and Imperial coinage. Augustus to Gallienuh.

Inner., €PY0PAinrJ. Magistrates' names at first in nom. with patro-

nymic; from Trajan onwards in gen., usually with M and title Strategos.

Chief tywxi: UustsofeCOM CYNKAHTON, I6PA CYNKAHTOC, AHMOC,
Athena, Demeter Huria veiled, with cornucopiae (B. M. (,'., Ion., PL XVI.
16). Reverses: €PVGP0C KTICTHC armed, with foot on prow; Two
warriors face to face, each with foot on prow (Ery throe and Knopos (?), cf.

Strab. 633) ; AZOC and AAGflN, Hiver-gods (Imh., Kl. M., PI. II. 27) ;

6€A CIBYAAA the Sibyl Herophile seated on a rock (Paus. x. 12. 7 ; Imh.,

Gr. M., PI. VI1L 26, 27) ; Temple and statue of Herakles Ipoktonos, so

called as the slayer of the Ips, an insect, which was elsewhere very destruc-

tive of the vine, but did not exist in the territory of the Erythraoans

(Strab., 613). The nneient cultus-image of this god is described by Pan-
sanias (vii. 5) (see N. Z., 1891, p. 12), who tells how it floated on a raft

from Tyre, and how the Erythraeans obtained possession of it ; Demeter
standing: Demeter as the city-goddes-s turrcted, in serpent-car (Imh..

Gr. At., PI. XIII. 19) ; Herakles and Demeter, face to face; Fire-beacon
;

Prow ; Asklepios ; Tyche ; < 'ista mystica ; &c.
AllUince nnns with Chios, time of Philip and Valerian (B, M. C„

Ion., 150).

Enrydiceia. See Smyrna, infra, p. 592.

Heracleia ad latmam, at the head of the Latmic gulf, about 15 miles

E. of Miletus, appears to have issued coins only during a short period after

the battle of Magnesia, it. r. 190.

Head of Athenu in crested Athenian
helmet adorned with the foreparts of

horses, a flying Pegiuws, &c
[B. Iff. C, Ion., PI. XVII. 1.1

Head of Athena in crested Corinthian I HPAKAEHTHN Club in laurel-wreath,

HPAKAEnmN Club in oak -wreath ;

symbol, Nike. Two monognims .

M Tetradr. 250 gr*.

helmet.

[Num. Chron., 1899, PI. V11I. 5.

Id. TA'um. Chron., 1886, PI. XI. 12.

A Octobol, 79-2 gn.

Id Ai Tetrobol, 382 gra.

To this city and to this period may also, perhaps, be attributed a few
tctradrachms of Alexander's types (MUUer, Class VI. 1058-1067) with the

club as an adjunct symbol.
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There are, moreover, autonomous bronze coins referring to the cultus

of Herakles, Dionysos, Athena, &c, which belong to about the same time.

AA Horseman prancing with ttpear

couched /KSize>75

The site of this town is fixed by Buresch {An* Lydien, p. 2 13)

in the Cayster valley, about 25 miles above Kpheaus and 4 miles N.N.W.
of the railway station Tire. The very few coins which it struck are of
Colophonian types, and appear to have l>een issued about B. o. 300 or
possibly somewhat later.

Head of Apollo Lariscnot*; hair in

formal curls.

[B. M. C, /on., Pi. XVII. 6.]

Head of Apollo.

[Imh., Kl. M., PL IL 36.]

Lebedus (Ptolemais) was an old Ionian coast-town, about 25 milce

W. of Ephosus. The earliest coins assigned to it belong to the middle of

the third century B. c, when, under Ptolemaic influence, it appears

to have temporarily borne the name of Ptolemais (Journ. int. if'arrh.

num., 1902, p. 45 and p. 61 ff., and 1903, p. 171).

Time of Ptolemies II-IV, B.c 266-203.

AA Forepart of horse. . & -4

Head of Ptolemy 11(1).

[Journ. Int., 1902. PI. IV. 5-9.1

Head of Arsinoe 11(1).

\Ibid., PI. IV. 10-13.]

Head of Apollo.

[Ibid., PI. IV. 18, 19.]

Head of Apollo.

[Ibid., PI. IV. 16, 17.]

PTO Athena standing with spear and
spindle ; magistrate's name M Size -7

PTO Male divinity (Tri ptolemos t)

seated holding ears of coru(t) and
sceptre ; magistrate's name M -7--6

PTO AE Amphora. Si/mbol, double

cornucopiae K - v
TTTOAEMAEflN Amphora and

Ptolemaic eagle, or Amphora alone .

/K -8-3

The bronze coins of Lebedus issued in its original name follow next in

order, and one or two names of magistrates are identical on this and on

the previous series. The silver coinage dates probably from the defeat

of Antiochus at Magnesia.

After B. c. 190.

AEBEAIflN Owl on club between two

cornuacopiae; magistrate's name ; the

whole in olive-wreath

Ai Tctradr.. 255-5 grs.

AE Owl; symbol, piow: magistrate'^

name il Diobol.

Head of Athena in three-crested

Athenian helmet bound with olive-

wreath.

|B. M.C.. Ion., PI. XVII. 7.]

Head ol Athena in Corinthian helmet.

[Ibid., PI. XVII. 8.]

The bronze coins of the second and first centuries bear usually a head
or bust of Athena, generally facing, on the obverse ; and, on the reverse,

AE and a Prow, Owl, or tigure of Dionysos. For other varieties and

magistrates' names see B. M. C, Ion,, and Imhoof, Kl. M.

Quasi-autonomous awl Imperial Coinage.

Tiberius to Geta. Inter.. ACB€AinN. Chief typeo: GEA PflMH.

Turreted bust; 0EAN CYNKAHTON, Head of Senate: Dionysos;

oiti Google Original from
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Athena; Isis ; Tyehe ; Owl; &c. Ma gist rates' names in gen. with or

without «wi, or in nom. with patronymic (Imh., Kl. M., p. 74, 15).

Lence or Lencae, on the north side of the Gulf of Smyrna, opposite

Clazomenae, was founded 8.0. 352 by the Persian admiral Tachos
(Diod. xv. 18), and it soon afterwards fell into the hands of the
( 'lazomenians, to whose influence the Swan type beam witness.

Oire, b.c. 350.

A. Swan ; symbol, crescent . JR Obol.A Head of Aphrodite or Artemis

;

symbol, crescent.

[Imh., Monn. nr., PI. E. 34.]
AEY Head of Zeus.

[R M.C., Ion., PI. XVII. 13.]

Head of Apollo of fine style*

[Imh-, KL M. f 75.]

Head ol Athena facing.

[R M. C.f
/**., PL XVII- 15.]

Forepart or head of boar - JR 7-4 gn*.

AEOKATHN or AEO Swan . M *6

AEY Lion standing . > , . M -4

Later /jeriotL

Heud of Apolhk
[Imh., Kl J/. f PI. II. 38.

J

Id*

AEYKAIEnN Swan before tripod . .

^ -6

AEY Swan. Magistrate's name JV.- 65

Magnesia ad Maeandrnm, founded originally by Magnetes from

Thessaly, was from early times a city of considerable importance. When
Themistocles was exiled from Athens he retired to Magnesia, which was
then assigned to him by the king of Persia. To the period of his rule the

following highly interesting coin lielongs.

Give b.o. 46o-*49.

MA Kagle, with spread wings, in in-

'iis:' square

JR Attic Didrachm, 132 gn*.

©EMIST0KAE0* Apollo naked,

hut for chlamys, (standing, leaning on

long staff, from which a laurel hranch
springs ; on one specimen he lets fly

a bird from his extended r. hand.

[Waddingtoii, Melange*, PI. I. 2.]

Three specimens of these didrachms are known, all from different

dies. The one in the British Museum is plated,—a fact which has \teen

cited as confirming the reputation for trickery with which the name of

Themistocles was associated ; and a plated drachm is also said to exist in

a private collection at Aidin. These plated coins were, however, perhaps

not issued officially (see R. Weil in Corolla Nwrn., p. 307, whore all these

pieces are discussed).

For the space of at least a century after this no coins of Magnesia un-

known, but after the middle of the fourth century the silver coinage

becomes plentiful. Lists of the magistrates' names and other coin

legends are given by O. Kern, Inschriften von Magnesia am Maeander,

Berlin. 1900, pp. xxi ft".
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Oire. B.C 350-300.

Armed IiorBemun with flying chlamyt

and couched spear.

[B. M.oM /«k, pi. xvm. I.
1

Head of Apollo.

[
B. M. C, Ion., PI. XV1H. 5.

Head of Athena.

[B. M. C, /on., PI. Will. 6.

MATN Humped bull rushing; behind,

usually, ear of corn ; magistrate's

name in nom. case; the whole in

Maeander rircle

A\ Tetradr., 226 grs.

AX Didrachm, 110 grs.

ill Drachm, 55 grs.

,K \ Drachm, 26 grs.

MArN Fore|«rt of butting bull . .

At 15 grs.

M A Trident in Maeander circle . .

Al 12 gn.

Circ. B.c. 300-190.

Regal tetradrachina of Lysiraachus. Symbol, Maeander pattern (Muller.

Noe. 438, 439) ; also Attic octobols and tetrobols. circ. 86 and 40 grs.. of

the Horseman and Kushing bull as above.

Oire. b.c. 190-133.

Gold Philippi with Maeander symbol and monograms (B. M. C, Caria,

p. cviii).

Tetradrachms of Alexander's types, fymbole, Maeander pattern and
MA, rushing bull, or springing* horse (Muller, Nos. 10G8-1079) : also

spread tetrabrachius of Attic weight with autonomous types :

—

Fin. KM.

Head of Artemis with bow ami quiver
at shoulder (Fig. 296).

[B. M. C, Ion., PI. XVIII. !>-! 1.1

MArNHTOrJ Apollo imked on

Maeander pattern, holdiug filleted

branch and resting against tripod,

which supports his quiver; magis-

trate's iianic with patronymic.

A\ Attic Tetradr

Among the magistrates' names on these tetradrachms are the

following:—EYOHMOZ fTAYEANlOY, TTAYZANlAZ TTAYZANlOY,
TTAYZArJlAI EYOHMOY. AnOAAOAHPOZ K AAAIKPATOYZ, EPA-
zinnoz apizteoy, HPorrJHTOZ innYPtnNOZ.
The autonomous bronze coinage of Magnesia extends from the

middle of the fourth century (I inhoof, Zur <jr. a. rom. Miinzk.. 1908,

p. 71) down to Roman times. Fn#cr., MAT.. MATN. or MATrJHTnN.
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The types of the earlier issues resemble those of the silver coins.

The chief types after B.C. 190 are Bust of Artemis with bow and
<|uiver at shoulder, sometimes radiate like Helios; Bust of Athena;
Horseman ; Humped bull ; Cultus-statuc of Artemis Leukophryene .

Stag; Free horse; Nike; &c. ; with magistrates' names (cf. Imhoof,
Zur gr. w. rom. Milnzk., 1908, p. 71).

Quasi-auton&mous and Jnyierial Coinage.

Augustus to Gallienus. Insrr., M ATrJHTfthJ with occasional addition,

aOer Sev. Alexander, of NenKOPnM THC APT€MIA0C, 'Wardens
of the local temple of Artemis Leukophryene.' and in Gordian's reign of

6BA0MH THC ACIAC 'seventh city of Asia' (Eckhel, D. JV7 V.,

ii. 527). Magistrates* names at first in nom. case, but from Ant. Pius in

gen. with iuC and often with title Grammateus. Chief types: Z€VC
Nikephoros seated; Z€VC AKPAIOC standing (Imh., Kl. M., 79);
ACVKOOPVC and AEVKOOPVHNH or AEVKO<i>PVNH, Cultus-statue,

sometimes crowned by two small figures of Nike, and with two eagles

at her feet, or a River- and a Mountain-god (Maeander and Thorax ?)

recumbent (Imh., Kl. M., PI. III. 5); AVAA6ITHC or AVAAITHC
Apollo Kitharistes; A<t>P0. NHA€IA, Aphrodite Neleia standing with
Eros behind her (Imh., Zur gr. u. r&t/i. Miiuzhunde, p. 72) ; Artemis
on prow, holding torches (Imh., Kl. M., 77) ; Rape of Persephone ; KOPH
standing; CCPATTIC Head of Sarapis, rev. Isis; Helios-Sarapis standing

;

Demeter in Serpent Car ; Herdsman (Eurytion ?) driving bull into cavern

;

Devotee of Apollo carrying an uprooted tree of Hylae : see Num. Chron.,

1892, p. 89 (cf.PauB.x.32); Ram before altar [Hunter Cat, ii.FllA.%);
.Men standing between two torches (?) round one of which a snake is

t wined ; Selene in biga of bulls ; Leto with her two children
;
Adrasteia (?)

carrying infant Zeus ; Infant Dionysos seated on cista or in cradle

;

Infant Dionysos in shrine, one of the Korybantes dancing before him

;

Dionysos standing. Maenad beating cymbals before him ; Athena stand-

ing, with Giant at her feet holding her shield (Imh., Gr. M., 120)

;

Asklepios standing, with serpent behind him (Imh., Zur gr. u. rom.
Miinzkundc, p. 72); Hephaestos forging helmet before Athena; Statue
of Hephaestos seated and borne on the shoulders of four men ; 9CMIC-
TOKAHC as a hero (P. Gardner in Corolla Num., p. 109); KOAnOI,
personifications of the valleys of Magnesia as three water nymphs sur-

rounding a naked male figure seated on a rock (Kern, op. ctt., xxv);
Three Nymphs or Charites (Imhoof, Nipnphen u. Cftartten, p. 192);
Female figure on galloping horse beneath which hound, upper half

of female figure (Ge?) emerging from ground, and flower basket (?)

;

MATNHCIA bust of City; TTOAeiC {sic) bustof City ; TYXH standing
;

l€PA CYNKAHTOC; CYNKAHTON ; &c
Alliance coins with Ephesus, time of Caracalla- Temples of Artemis

Leukophryene and ArtemiB Ephcsia. (On the history, &c, of Magnesia,
see O. Kern, op. cit., and Qrunduivg&jesclvkkte von Magnesia, 1894.)

Metropolis, between Ephesus and Smyrna, began to coin bronze

money during the first century B.C. Obv. Head of Kybele turretod or
Male head helmeted. Rev. MHTPOnOAITnrJ often written in mono-
gram :—Fulmen ; Ares (?) or hero standing ; Thyrsos-head. Magistrate's

(~"
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name in nom. MM (B. M. 0., Ion.; Irah., Mon. gr., 292; Kl. M., 82;

Ztxr gr. u. rom. Sfiinzk., 73).

Imperial. Augustus to Saloninus. ZflWT., MHTPOnOA€ITnN with

frequent addition of THrJ €N IftNlA. Magistrate's name in nom. on
coins of Augustus, and later in gen. with M and title Strategos. Chief
types: Kybcle enthroned, sometimes fondling lion; Snake-entwined
staff; Armed hero and Boule joining hands; Emperor between two armed
heroes standing; Demeter standing; Zeus seated; ACTP A IOC, River-god;
Tyche holding statue of armed hero ; Agonistic crown containing palms

referring to the Games C€BACTA KAICAP€A; Artemis Epheaia; &c.
Alliance coins with Ephesus.

It is often difficult to distinguish the coins of this city from those of

Metropolis in Phrygia.

MiletnB. This once great and commercial city was, with the exception

perhaps of Sardes, the earliest place of mintage of the ancient world.
We have the authority of Herodotus (t U4) for attributing to the

Lydians the invention of coining money, but the priority of the Lydians
can have been very briof, for it is to Miletus that a number of electrum
coins of primitive style must be assigned, more especially those which
bear the type of a lion with his head turned backwards, this being the

characteristic type of the later coinage of Miletus. The normal weight
of the Milesian electrum stater appears to have been about 220 grs.

(so-called Phoenician standard). In addition to the following there

are many other early electrum coins of various types which were
probably struck at the Milesian mint.

Seventh century B.C.

Lion recumbent with head turned back.

[B. M. C /on., PI. III. 4-6.]

Three incuse countermarks, that in tbe

centre oblong, the others square,

usually containing stag's head, run-

ning fox and *»^

El. SUler and £ Stater.

These countermarks occur also on primitive electrum coins described
infra under Sardes, and the issues of the two cities can be only
conjecturally separated.

Two lions' heads to front in opposite

directions.

[B. M. C, /on., PI. I. 1.]

Three incuse countermarks as above,

but uot containing symbols

El. Staler, 219-5 gn.
Lion recumbent with head turned hack, ', Two incuse squares, one containing ^

[Ivanoff Sale, Lot 2ti4.J

Similar. [Paris.
[

El. Trite, 71 gin.

Two incuse squares containing £^ •''"

X El. Trite, 72 grs.

For smaller denominations which hardly admit of description, see the

Plates in B. M. C, Ionia.
Of this early period then? are no silver coins which can be assigned to

Miletus. The oldest silver money conjecturally attributed to the city

in the B. M. C, Ion., consists of staters of the Aeginetic standard :

—
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Sixth and fifth centuries B.C.

Forepart of lion with head turned hack;

in field sometimes OVA.
[ B. M. C., Ion., PI. XXI. 1.1

Id. [Ibid., PL XXI. 2.

1

I m -.• square quartered

M Staler, 185-5 gi>.

Incuse* square containing orniimcnUl

fctar . . . M Staler, 183-8 gr».

The smaller denominations are coinn of 32-4 and 19-3 grs. (Ibid.,

PI. XXI. 3, 4).

With regard to these coins, here doubtfully assigned to Miletus, and as

to the unexplained inscription OVA, see B. M. C, Ion., p. xxxv, and
Babelon, Traitt, p. 451, where they are classed among uncertain coins of

one of the southern Aegaean islands.

Fourth century B.o.

In the Milesian territory, at a place called Didyma or Didyuii, was
the world-renowned oracle of Apollo Atbvmvs or Atdtfialo?. The emblems
of this god were the lion and the sun, and it is quite possible

that the earliest coins of Miletus which bore these sacred symbols may
have been issued under the auspices of the Branchidae, as the priests of

the Didymean Apollo were called. The temple was burnt by Darius in

B.C. 494 (Hdt. vi. 19), and lay in ruins till the reign of Alexander the

Great. After the siege of B.c. 334 the restored democracy determined to

rebuild it: see Haussoullier, M'det et le Didymeion, Paris, 1902. It may
well have been in connexion with tbo rebuilding of the temple that the

following coin was issued :

—

Head of Apollo Didyuieus facing.

[B. M. C. Ion., PI. XXI.
8.

J

Er AlAYMflN IEPH Lion standing,

looking back at »tur . .11 27-3 grs.

The remarkable inscription on this coin, which is of the weight of the

ordinary (so-called) Phoenician $ drachm, is hard to explain. The
weight renders it difficult to suppose that APAXMH is to be supplied
with IEPH.

Circ. B.c. 350-190.

For the subseouent vicissitudes in the history of Miletus see Haus-
soullier, op. cit. The details are insufficient to furnish a satisfactory clue

to the arrangement of the coinage. The remaining silver is consequently
somewhat difficult to classify, owing chiefly to its uniformity in type
and style. Guided mainly by the weights, we may group the coins in

four chronological periods, as follows:

—

Head of Apollo I. lnur.

[B. M. C, Ion., Pis. XXI, XXII.]

0)

M Lion standing, lookiug back at star

;

beneath, magistrate'* name in noni.

cow*

b,C- 350-300. Phoenician Drachms 56 grs. f and J Drachms 28 grs.

(luHxironm).

(ii) B.C. 300-250. Ilhodian Didrachin*, 102 gn.
(iii) b-c. 250-190. Persic Didrnchms, 160 gru. ; Drachms, 80 grs.

; J Druchnis,

40 grs.

gle
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(it) ilc. 190-133, Attic spread Tetrabrachius of Alexander's types (Miiller, Nos.

1033-1057),

Attic Tetrad raclims of the Milemau type,

I
J Drachma of Cistophoric standard, 75-3 gift, and Drachms of 40 gi*.

;

also gold Staters of 130 gra.

The rare gold Btaters of Miletus now in the British Museum seem to

fail into the period which followed the defeat of Antiochus at Magnesia.

Head of Apollo facing.

Head of Apollo r. with how and quiver

at bhoulder.

Head of Apollo r., hair in formal curls,

bow and quiver at shoulder,

fB. M. C, Ion., PI. XXH. 1-3.]

fl\ Lion standing, looking back at star
;

magistrate's name and monogram
X 129-8 gr*.

Id N 130-3 gr>.

Id. V 1 30 gr*.

Bronzk Coinaok.

The autonomous bronze money of Miletus, which ranges over the

whole period from the earlier half of the fourth century down to Roman
times, resembles for the most part the silver and furnishes us with a

number of additional magistrates' names. Among the few types which
do not occur on the silver coins is the following:

—

of Apollo to r.,

bow:and

/*\ or MIAHCIUJN Lion recumbent,

looking back at star: magistrates'

names M -8

M N'aked archaic statue

holding in his hands stag

border of dots.

[B. M. 0., Ion., PI. XXII. 9.]

The obverse type of this coin is a copy of the bronze cultus-statue of

the Didyinean Apollo by Canaehus (Overbeck. Gr. Plantik. 3rd ed.,

i. 109; Haussoullier, op. cit., p. 43).

Imperial Coinaok.

Augustus to Salonina. laser. , MIAHCIHhi, after ElagahaJ us, some-
times with addition of N€0K0PnN, rJenKOPnN, or B rJEnKOPnM
TflN C€BACTOrJ. Magistrates' names in gen. with iiri and frequently
with title, Archon or Archiprytanis. Chief types: AIAYM£YZ. Statue
or bust of Apollo Didymous; 2YNKAHT02, Bust of Senate; Cultus-
statue of Artemis with stag (B. M. C, Ion., Pi. XXII. 11) ; Leto carrying
her two children ; Zeus standing holding fulmen ; Apollo Didymous
and Artemis standing side by sido; Apollo Didymous and Asklepios side

by side ; River-god ; Apollo naked, seated before cippus or altar, round
which, serpent. Temple containing statue of Apollo Didymeus ;

on
either side is a naked man in striding attitude holding a reversed torch.

(lames: AIAYM£IA K0M0A6IA; AIAYMGIA; OAYMTTIA TTYOIA;
nANinMlA TTYOIA.

Alliance coins with Ephesus, Smyrna, Cos, and with Amisus Ponti

struck at Amisus.

or Myes, the smallest town of the Ionian league, stood on the
left bank of the Maeander, near the northern shore of the I -atmian gulf,
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opposite Miletus- For its history sw Wadriington (Rev, iVum., 1858,

166), and for its coinage, Imhoof (KL M. 9 90).

Fourth century B. c.

M YH (loose in circle formed by
Maeamlcr pattern J& *7

MY Bow and arrow •••.''
MY Dolphin and trident , . M -6

MY Id M -5

Head uf Apollo.

[Imh., KL ifm% VI III. 13.)

Kemale head.

/Wrf. f PI. in. 14J
Id. /Auk p. JIO-l

[Iciul o Poseidon.

j

[ml, pi. hi. 15.
|

Naulochu*, between Myus and Prieno, was a small port or harbour

which seems to have enjoyed a very short period of independence some
time during the fourth century b.c.

Fourth century B.C.

Head of Athena in < rested Athenian NAY Dolphin in circle formed by

helmet. Marauder pattern » » * . IR *45

[B. M.C.. Io>i. t Vl XXII. 14.]

Weapolia, a few miles south of Ephesus (Strabo xiv. 639), was, if the

following coins are correctlv attributed, distinguished from other cities

of the same name by the addition of the title Aurelia or Hadriana
Aurelia. Antoninus Pins is called KriVrrj? on the earliest coins at present

known, and the title Hadriana is dropped after his time.

Quasi-autottomouH and Imperial coins. Ant Pius to Maxiininus.

Inscr.. AAP. AVPH. MCAnOAITnN, AVPHAICON M€AnOAITnM
or AVP. NCAnOAITnM. Magistrates name with M and title Gram-
mateus. Types: BOVAH; Apollo Kitharoedos ; Apollo holding branch
and leaning on stele ; Artemis Ephcsia ; Temple of Apollo containing

statue (a coin reading <W0ij*a
f Sev. Alex., B. M. C, <7«r., p. lxvi)

;

Dionysos standing ; Demeter standing (Imh M KL 3f.. 90),

Phocaea. This ancient city, some 40 miles north of Smyrna, seems
to have risen to great importance after the destruction of the latter by
the Lydians, and it was through this port that the products of the inte-

rior henceforth found an outlet across the sea (Herod, i. 163). As a
tnaritime city Phocaea was, after Miletus* one of the first coast towns to

adopt the new invention of coining money.
The earlv electrum staters of the Phocaic standard are distinguishable

from the Milesian by their heavier weight, 256-248 grs., as against the
Sardian and .Milesian, weighing only 220-215 grs., and by their richer

colour, which is due to their containing a higher percentage of pure

gold {Num. Ckroib., 1887, 3<)4 sqq.). The extension of this standard
seems to coincide with the period during which the Phoeaeans are said

to have been supreme upon the sea (OaKaTroKpardv), B.C. 602 500 (Num.
Chroit; 1875, p. 282). To the town of Phocaea itself thero is at present

only one type of stater which can be certainly attributed :

—

Electrum. Circ. B.C. 600 or earlier.

Sc.il {pfioca) to *.; U'nenth G i- <t>). Two rough incuse squares uf different

Babelon, Traitf, PL IV. 3,
5.J

sizes . . . El. Ktater, 255 gra.
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The specific gravity of the specimen in the British Museum in 13-7,

and it snould therefore contain about 51 per cent of pure gold. For
-smaller denominations with seal or seal's head see Babelon, I. c The
following stater may also have been struck at Phocaea, though the type,
a Griffins head, is equally appropriate to Teos, as may also be the

inscription (see Babelon, TraiU, II. i. 122).

Griffin's head 1. ; behind, uuexplaiued

legend, apparently I$OM (?).

[BalH'lmi, Traitf, PI. V. 2.]

Small deep incase square

El. .Stater, 256 gra.

The Persian conquest and the emigration of the greater part of the

population of Phocaea (b.c. 544) account for the extreme rarity of its

staters. From the latter part of the sixth century onwards the efectrum

coinage seems to have been limited to hectae and smaller divisions (see

infra). There are a few silver coins, however, which clearly belong to

the period before B.c. 544. These follow the Phoenician standard.

Silver. Circ. b.c. 600-544.

Seal (p/ywa) to r.

Head of >eal to I.

[B. M.C., Int., PL Win. 1, 2.
|

Griffin with rounded wings walking 1.

[B. M. C-, Ion., PI. XXIII. 3.]

Forepart of Griflin r.

[Imli., Kl. M.
r

PI. HI. 16.]

Head of Griffin.

R M. <\. /on.. PI. XXIII. 4, 5.]

Imuse square quartered

M Dr. 58-6 gr»-

Id ii Obol and £ Obol.

I iini.-c square quartered . M Tetra-

diachm, 193 grs. (much worn).

Id JR Didrachm, 97 gre.

Id. . M Drachm, \ Dr. 25-2 grs., and

numerous fractious down to I gr.

Biec&rwn Jia-tue of Phocneu, sixth to fourth century B.C.

a cm
Fi«. W~. FlO. L>9H. Fiu. 299.

The abundant series of electrum hectae and divisions, of various

types, but all distinguished by a small seal a-s an adjunct symbol, range

from the archaic to the finest style of art. The earlier types are for the

most part heads of animals or animal forms (seals, griffins, lions, bulls,

boars, rams) ; the later, human heads of various divinities, &c. ;
both male

and female (B. M. C., Ion., Pis. IV and V, and Macdonald, Coin Type*.

p. 49 f). It is remarkable that not a single stater has yet been discovered

of a later date than that with the seal, described above, although we
know from Thucydides (iv. 52 ourxiAfow orariipcK 'toHcafras), writing of

the events of b.c. 425, and from Demosthenes (xl. 36 rpiaKoelovs <TTariipa<i

<t><<>Kaet?) that large numbers of Phocaean staters must have circulated

side by side with the hectae. Staters and hectae of Phocaea are also

mentioned in Attic inscriptions dating from b.c. 429 (/. Q., ed. Kirchhoff,

i. 199 and 207) <I»<W5« frai xP^aiou, and from B.C. 397 (7. <?., 652. 1. 42)
'1>iok(ukw aTaTtjfH : II : tVr<u 'Vatitatbts ... (1. 44) *ktij *PiaKaU, &c.
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It was, moreover, precisely in the latter part of the fifth century that

the towns of Phocaea and Mytilene concluded the monetary convention,

according to the stipulations of which it was decreed that the two cities

should strike coins of identical weight and fineness, each minting in

turn for the space of one year, it being decided by lot that Mytilene
should begin, sec Mytilene. nu/mi, p. 558 (Hicks and Hill. Gr. Hi#t.

Inner., 1901, p. 181).

There can be no doubt tbnt the coins (yjmaiov) mentioned on the stone

are the hectae of which such large quantities have come down to us,

and that both staters and hectae of Phocaea and Mytilene, as well as of
other towns, formed, with the Cyzicenes, the principal local currency of

the coast towns of western Asia Minor down to the age of Alexander
the Great.

At first Bight it may seem somewhat surprising that an importaut
mint, such as Phocaea undoubtedly was in the fifth and fourth centuries,

struck so small a number of silver and bronze coins. The explanation

is that the electrum money was a common currency Issued according to

agreement with neighbouring cities to meet the necessities of general

maritime commerce, whereas silver and bronze coins were current only

within the restricted territory of the town itself, which was a mere rocky
promontory jotting out into the sea. The following small coins are the

chiof specimens with which 1 am acquainted:

—

Silver. Fourth century B.G.

Head of Athens in Attic helmet I.

;

beneal h, ;,!. [Invent. H'add., i'l. IX.

8 ; cf.Imh., A7. Af. t p. 92, No. 2.]

OH Griffin's head I. A\ \ Dr. 2!> gra.

Bronze. Fourth century b.c.

Head of nymph Phokaea in Kphcndone. Griffin's head M •$

fB. M. C, Ion., PI. XXIII. 6-1

Bkonze. Third century B.C. and laUir.

Head of Hermes, or of Athena.

B. M. C, Ion., 217 sq.; Imh., Kt. M.
92: Invent. Wadd., 1895-8.1

<t>Q, sometiineB iu monogram, Oil-

KAEI1N. or 4-nKAIEQN Forepart

or head of griffin, or Griffin walking
or seated, sometimeswith magistrates'

names in noni. case . . I
.
*45—75

Seleucid tetrad rachitis were struck at Phocaea about the beginning of

the reign of Antiochus Theos (rirc. B.C. 261), probably under a con-

vention with Cyme and Myrina : see Macdonald. ,/. H. &. xxvii, pp. 145 ft'.

Again, in the early part of the second century Alexandrine tetradrachms

and drachms bearing the badges of Phocaea, the seal, the griffin, or the

letters &CI, were iasuod from the Phocaean mint (Mullcr, Nos. 988-890).

Quasi-autonomous and Im/>eria/ coinage.

Augustus to Philip. Ins'-r., 4>n, OnlCAieOrJ, *nKA€flM, and under

M. Aurelius, dedicatory coins with 4»flKAI€YClN ArJe6HK€ (Invent.

Wadd., 1902 ; B. M. CL, Ion., p. 222 sq.). MagUtnde* namts at first in

noui., later in gen. with Hi and title Strategos. Chief types—Busts of l€P A

_ i '
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CYNKAHTOC, 4>nKeA,&a; Retxnea—The Dioskuri ; Prow or Galley

surmounted by caps of the Dioskuri ; Poseidon with foot on prow :

Contest of Athena and Poseidon; River-god CMAPAOC recumbent with
water-fowl in his stream ; Dog attacking <lolphin, an unexplained type.

possibly symbolizing the River Sinardos as a dog rushing down into the

sea; Kybele and Phokaia side by side; Athena; Asklepios ; Homonoia :

Jmis Pharia ; Sarapis ; Griffin ; &c
Alliance coins with Lainpsacus (B. M. (..'., Ion., PL XXXIX. 2).

Phygela. A small coast-town between Ephesus and Priene, where
was a temple of Artemis Munychia (Strab., 639). It seems to have been
autonomous for a short period only, about the middle of the fourth

century it. a, like the other small cities Naulochus and Myus some
30 miles south and nearer to Priene.

Circ. n.c. 350 or earlier.

Head of Artemis Muuycliiafauiug.of fine ^YPEAEnN Kuthing hull; behind,

style; circle of dots. pal in-tree ; in ex., magistrate's name
[Invent. Wadd., PI. IV. 12.] in nom. case . Ai Tetradr. 216 gi>.

Similar head, but weariug btenhanos. "J>Yr Similar, hut palm-tree iu front uf

B. M. C., /on., PL XXIV. 2.] Lull *; -65-55

Head of Artemis in profile, wearing
.
4»YI~ Running bull , . . . JF, -45

Stephanos.

[Ibid., VI XXIV. 1.1

It is noticeable that the Palm-tree is apparently adopted from the

contemporary coins of Ephesus.

Priene, on the southern slope of Mt. Mycale and facing south towards

Miletus, some 10 miles distant across the gulf (which ia now a level

plain), was one of the original twelve Ionian cities, and it is somewhat
surprising that nearly all the coins are subsequent to the time of

Alexander the Great. The famous temple of Athena Polias at Priene

was dedicated by Alexander himself, B.c. 334, and bore the inscription

(now in the British Museum, Hicks, Or. Inter, in the B. M., No. 399)

BaaiXtv? 'AA^fcu-opos avidnict tuv vabv 'Aflnrauj \\o\idti. On the cultus-

statue at Priene, in relation to the coins, see Drossel in 8itzui><jr<lH'r. »/.

j>reu#8. A hid., 1905, xxiii, p. 467.

BiiONZK. Fourth century B.C.

Head of Athena 1. nP[IH]¥ Dolphin in circle formed by

Imh., Ki. M., PI. III. 19.
|

Maeander pattern . . . . M -45

Compare the contemporary coin of Haulochui.

Silver. Third century B.O.

Head of Athena Polias 1. in round ' flPIH Trident and magistrate's nam*

helmet with triple crest.

[B.M.O, Ion., PI. XXIV. 3-6.)

within a circle of Maeander pattern .

M Oetohol (t), 76 grs.

M Drachm, 56 grs.

M Tetrobol, 36 grs.

M Triobol, 27 grs.
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Borrell (Num. Ckr<m., vii. 69) describes also a lirachm with a Hippo-

camp on the reverse. Wt. 58 grs.

Biiunzi . Third century B.C.

Head of Athena in profile.

[Tbid., PI. XXIV. 7.]

Head ofPoseidon Helikonios r. (Strab.,

384.) [Ibid., PI. XXIV. 8.J
Head of Athena in profile, or facing.

[Ibid., PI. XXIV. 9, 10.1

riPlHNEnrJ Tripod in Marauder circle

M -6

„ Owl on olive-branch M -li

flPIH Magistrate's ntimc in Maeamln
circle M •7—4

Second century B.C.

Tetradrachras of the Alexandrine type (Miiller, CI. VI, 1026-32).

Symbol, Trident and flPI or flPIH, also the following bronze s

—

Head of Athena ID profile.

[Ibid,. PI. XXIV. 11.
|

flPIH Owl on umphora: magistrates'

names in nom. case and adjunct sym-
bols ; the whole in olive-wreuth .

M -85

After these issues there is an interval in the coinage, noticeable also at

many other Asiatic cities, until early Imperial times.

Quani-autonomous and Imperial coinage.

Early Imperial times to Valerian. Iriser., TTPIHrJ£flrJ. Magistrates

names with ivi and titles Archon and Arcbiprytanis. Chief ty/te*—Bust
of Athena, rev. Bust of Nike (Imh., KL Af., PL UI. 20) or figure of Bia*. ^
one of the seven sages and a native of Priene, standing in front of tripod

(Ibid., PI. Ill, 21); BIAC Bust of Bias. rev. Men standing; Bust of
Persephone, «t*. Veiled female bust; KOPH Persephone veiled standing
(Imh, Mon. gr., 296) ; Statue of Athena Polias (B. M. C, Ion., PI. XXIV.
13) ; Dionysos standing, &c.

Smyrna. As the old town of Smyrna was not destroyed by Alyattew

until about b. c. 585, it seems almost certain that it must have taken
part in the coinage of electrum ; and it is probable that its coins would
follow the heavier standard (known as Phocaic) rather than the lighter

standard which prevailed in Southern Ionia. I would conjecturally

attribute the following stater and hecte to old Smyrna.

Before drc. b.c. 585.

Lion's head with open jaws.

[B. M. C., Ion., PI. II. I.]

Lion's head 1. on round pliield or rtink.

[ibid., pi.n. 4.j

ltough incase square

El. Stater, 218-2 gr-.

ltough incuse square

El. Hecte, 42-5 gm.

The specific gravity of the stater is 14-36 and its gold contents there-
fore about 59 per cent.

Fourth century b. c.

The following tetradrachm of Rhodian weight belongs in style to the
first half of the fourth century B.C.
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Head of Apollo 1. bur.
[Corolla Num., PI. XV. 6.]

SMYPNAinN Lyre in slightly con-

cave field . . A\ Tetradr. 232 gr*.

This remarkable coin proves, apparently, that Smyrna, about a hundred
years after its destruction by Alyattos, had again risen to some im-
portance, although there is no record of its restoration before the time
of Antigonus ana Lysimachus.

Third century b. c.

The earliest coins of the newly restored city are tetradrachins of
Lysimachus (MUller, 408) ; symbol, Head of Kybele. The attribution to

Smyrna of these pieces is by no means certain. It is, however,
probable that the following bronze coins were struck there in the time
of Lysimachus, who seems to have conferred upon the restored city the

name of Eurydiceia in honour of his daughter Eurydice, just as, at the

same time, he bestowed the title Arainoeia upon Ephcsus (see sujrra,

p. 574). (Imhoof, JahrnktfU det* oesterr. arch, hint, Bd. viii. 229.)

Hnnd of Eurydice r., veiled.

B. M. C, Ton., PL X. 7.]

EYPYAlKEnN Tripod. (Symbol, oo

one specimen, Bee) . . . M -65

To the third century B.C., after the death of Lysimachus, belong also,

among others, the following :

—

Head of Apollo r. laur.

|

Imhoof, oj>. cit., p. 230.)

Id.
l
b »• c -

/on
-
Pl XXV. 2.

Head of Kybele r.

Ibid., PI. XXV.
3.

J

*MYPNAinN Tripod (as on coins of

Eurydiceia); ninr'i.ii's name API-
AEIKH[£

J.
(Symbol on other speci-

men*, KomelinieB, Bee) . . M -65

SMYPNAinN Lyre . . . M -55

£MYP Kmter surmounted by vessel

containing fire ; magistrates* name}'

.

Second century B.C.

The silver coins of the second century consist (i) of Alexandrine
tetrabrachius (MUller, CI. VI, 991-994); symbol. Head of Kybele, the
attribution of which is somewhat doubtful

;
(ii) of Cistophori, reading

ZMYP; mfmbol. Head of Kybele; and (iii) of autonomous tetradrachins
and drachms of the flat spread fabric :

—

Attic Standard. Giro. b.c. 190-133.

FlQ. 800.
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Head of Kvbele tnm't«d.

[B. M. C, Ion., M. XXV. 5,6.]

1

Head of Apollo.

[Ibid., Pi XXV. 7.|

IMYPNAIflN in oak-wreath with
magistrate's name in mon. (Kig.

300); or Lion iu oak-wreath, with

magistrate's name at full length in

oom, case . JR Tetrailr. 260 grs.

IMYPNAIflN Homer seated holding

scroll ; magistrate's name ....
Ai Dr. 63 grs.

Ilcid of Mithradatca diademed.

Second and first centuries B.C.

The bronze coins of this period have X in place of Z in the inscription.

The obv. types are Head of Apollo or of Kybele j the rev. types are

Tripod ; Aphrodite Stratonikis holding Nike and sceptre, standing beside

column {Z.f. jV., viii. 338) : Hand.or two hands, in caestus; Thymiaterion

;

Lyre; Homer seated, as on the drachms; and others. All these coins

have magistrates' names in the nom. case, often accompanied by a second

name or a monogram.

Time of Mithrmhite* Eupator, b. c. 88-84.

Head of Kybele. [Paris.] IMYPNAIflN nPYTANEIS Aphro-
dite Stratonikis veiled and wearing
polos, leaning on column and holding

Nike .... Stater, AT 130gra.
IMYPNAIflN Nike with wreath and

palm M -95

The abovo described gold stater, at present unique, was issued in the

name of the whole body of the Prytaneis, and probably on some special

occasion for war expenses; of. the gold coins ot Miletus and Ephesus.

At Smyrna, as at most other cities in the Province of Asia, there

appears to have biren an interval in the issue of coins between about
H4 it. c. and early Imperial times.

*

Quasi-autonomov* and Imperial coinage.

Augustus to Gallienus. Inner., ZMYPNAIflN till Hadrians time,

later CMYPNAIflN, often abbreviated. Honorary title*— NCflKOPflN,
conferred in Trajan's time, in virtue of a temple previously erected to

Tiberius, Livia. and the Senate ; B. Ne. and T. NC. in virtue of temples

to Hadrian and the family of Severus respectively (B. M. C, Ion.,

p. 263 note); also TTPflTflN ACI AC, TlPflTflN ACIAC f" N€flK0PflN
TflN CCBACTflN KAAA6I KAI M€reei, &o. Magistrates. Pro-

consul. AN6YnAT0C, with or without title, in gen. with i-ni, or in

dak, P- Petronius, a. D. 29-35; C Calpurnius Aviola, a.D. 38-39;
M. Suillius Nerulinus, A.D. 69-70: Vettius Holanus, circ. a. d. 76;
T. Catius C. Siliua Italicus, circ. A.D. 77 ; L. Mestrius Florus, A.D. 88-84;
Sextus Julius Frontinus, ci re. A. d. 84; Fuscus, between A. D. 98 and 102;
\j. Venuleius Apronianus, a. d. 138-139. The municipal magistrate from
the time of the Antonines onwards, if not from earlier times, was the

Stnvte^os, whose name appears under the earlier' Emperors generally in

nom. and without title; afterwards, usually, in gen. with ixl, except on
dedicatory issues with AN€6HK€. When the eponymous Strate^os had
a right to some additional honorary title, e.g. Philopatris. Stephnnephoros,
Asiarches, Tamias, Hippikos, Sophistes, (Jrammateus. &c, the extra title
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504 IONIA

is either added to or substituted for that of Strategos. From the

occasional use of hi with some other title than that of Strategos it has

been argued that the eponymous magistrate was not always the Strategos,

for, in the reign of Domitian, there are coins which show that an

important, if not the eponymous, magistracy was sometimes conferred

upon a laxly, who, in this particular case, enjoyed the titles of ' Stephane-
pharos 1 and ' Daughter of the PeopU', €ni CT€. MYPTOY SYrATPOC
TOY AHMOY(cf. C. I.G., 3173). Someof the coins of this Lady, Myrtos,
are signed, in the nom. case, by a Strategos (€TTI MYPTOY, CTPA.
PHreiNOC).
Chief tyjie*— Busta, &c, with inscriptions l€PA CYNKAHTOC ;

CCBACTH CYNKAHTOC; 960N CYNKAHTON; 0CAN POMHN

;

0€AC PHMHC; CMYPNA ; AAPIANH CMYPMA ; TYXH ; CITTY-

AHMH; ZEYC AKPAIOC; Herakles OfTAOOYAAZ (C. L G.
t
3162) and

nP0<fYAAZ (Hunter Cat., il PI. LII. 9); Demeter Horia veiled
;
insor.,

IMYPNAIOI THrJ HPIAhi {Z.J\ iV..iv.315); Kybele; Diouysos; figures

of Nemesis, or two Nemeses, the latter being (like Artemis Ephesia at

Ephesus) specially characteristic of Smyrna on alliance coins ; Zeus
Akraios seated; Z€VC OAYMITIOC seated; Semelo seated with Dionysos

•S embracing her ; OMHPOC Homer seated, coins of this type being known
as 'Otirjp<ia (Strab., 646); Artemis TTANinNlOC standing; Amazon
Smyrna; Aphrodite Stratonikis; Eirene; Demeter Horia standing;
Persephone seated ; Kybele seated ; TTCAOt and Hippodameia in biga;

Herakles, standing, crowned by Aphrodite ; the two Nemeses appearing
in a vision to Alexander asleep under a plane-tree, and exhorting him to

found the city of Smyrna (cf. Paus. vii. 5. 2, 3) ; the Nemeses in a chariot

drawn by griffins. The Griffin as a frequent Smyrnaean type symbolizes

the cultus of the Nemeses (Eckhel, ii. 552), and is often represented with

his paw upon a wheel ; the Lion , on the other hand, refers to the worship

of Kybele, and places his paw upon the tympanum, the wheel and the

tympanum being severally emblematical of these two cults. Other types

—

Bull; Crab; Ram; Prow of Galley ; Leopard holding thyrsos; some of

these on large medallions, inscribed ANTINOOC HPOC and TTOACMnrJ
ArJ£0HK€ CMVPNAIOIC. The dedicator of these coins was M. Antonius

Polemon (Ramsay, C. and B. Phryg. i. 44), through whose instrumentality

Hadrian bestowed a magnificent donation upon Smyrna when the city

was made Sit vtianopos (B. M. C, Ton., p. 277 note). River-gods ; CPMOC :

MCAHC; and KAACnN or KAAAnN. Temjites: Temple of Tyche;
Temple of the Nemeses ; Two or three temples of Roma, Tiberius, and
Hadrian (B. M. C, Ion.

t p. 288). Games: TTPnTA ACIAC; TTPflTA
KOIhJA ACIAC; TTPnTA KOItfA ACIAC €N CMYPNH.

Alliance coins. The cities with which Smyrna struck alliance coins,

or which struck alliance coins with her, are very numerous. The most
interesting combinations are those of Smyrna with l^aodiceia, dedicated

by P. Claudius Attalos, the son of M. Antonius Polemon, and a member
of the wealthy Zenonian family whose influence was considerable through-

out Asia Minor (Ramsay, G. and B. i. 46). This Attalos, like his father

Polemon, was a citizen both of Smyrna and Laodiceia, and was a famous

orator or rhetor (o-otfuirn/?). His dedicatory alliance coins are inscribed

ATTAAOC C0<MCTHC TAIC TTATPICI CMYP. AAO. The alliance

coins of other cities with Smyrna, even when their names stand first in

order, were, with a few exceptions, struck at Smyrna. In alphabetical
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order they are as follows :—Ancyra, Athens;, Caeaareia Cappadociae,
Clazomcnae, Cyzicus, Ephesus, Hierapolis, Lacedaeinon, Laodieeia, Mag-
nesia ad Sipylum, Miletus, Mytilene, Nicomcdeia, Pergaimun, PerinthuB,
Philadelphia, Sardes, Thyatira, Tralles, and the KouwV of the Province of
Asia, AC I A, CMYPN A, OMONOI A {Hunter Cat., ii. PL LII. SO).

Teos, a once flourishing seaport some 15 miles west of LebeduB.
The majority of the citizens left their homes in B.C. 544, refusing to

submit to the Persians, and migrated to Abdera on the coast of Thrace,
whose earliest coins MAT a very close resemblance to those of the mother-
city. See tfii/mt, p. 253. The town was not, however, entirely abandoned,
as the continuance of its coinage amply testifies. Some early olcctrum
pieces with a Griffin's head, a type common both to Teos and to Phocaea,
are mentioned under Phocaea, and may have been struck there, as

Phocaea, with Mytilene and Cyzicus, continued to be the three chief mints
of the electrum currency down to the middle of the fourth century.

The early silver coins of Teos from the sixth century B.C. down to

about B.C. 4O0 are apparently adjusted to the Aeginetic standard, the
stater weighing about 184 grs. max. The earliest uninscribed specimens
probably belong to the period before B.C. 544.

SILVER. Aeginetic Standard (1). Before, rirc. B.C. 544.

Griffin seated.

[R M. C, f.m., PI. XXX. 1.]

Rough incuse square

,41 Drachm, 90-4 grs-

AK £ Dr. 45-7 grs.

M J Dr. 22-8 grs.

Cirr. B.C. 544-394.

Griffin seated. Various adjunct sym-

bols, and inscription THIOr-l, usually

abbreviated, on the later specimens.

[Ibid., PL XXX. 2-6, and //ua-

terCat., ii. PL LIII. 1.]

T Griffin seated.

[Ibid., PI. XXX. 9.j

Quadripartite incuse square, surface

rough or granulated

M Stater, 184-4 grs.

JB \ Dr. 41-1 grs.

Ai J Dr. 22-9 grs.

Incuse square quartered, within which
magistrate's name JR Obol, 15-4 grs.

Gold. Circ. b.C- 394-300.

For some special purpose during this period Teos appears to have
struck a few small coins in gold.

Griffin seated. Circular incuse divided by cross on the

limbs of which THI /////// and magis-

trate's name . (B. If.) AT 28-7 grs.

(Lawson.) A* 14-6 grs.

SlLVElt. Phoenician Standard.

Griffin Beated. Incuse square divided by cross, on the

[Ilid., PI. XXX. 10.] limbs of which THinN and magis-

trate's name . . M Dr. 55-7 grs.

Head of young Dionysos with thyrsos THinN Lyre . -H J Dr. 25-6 grs.

liehind.

[Ibid., VI XXX. 11.]

Griffin seated. THI Kanlharos and magistrate's name

[Ibid., PL XXX. 12.] Ai \ Dr. 24-6 grs.

Qq 2
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Cire. B.C 300 to Imperial Times.

From the end of the fourth century until the beginning of the second

it would seem that Teoa struck no coins. It is to about B.C. 190 that

the Alexandrine tetradrachma (Miiller, 1005-6) with THI and a Griffin,

a Kantharos, or a draped Statue of Dionyaos, belong.

To this age also I would ascribe the latest silver autonomous coins of

the town ;

—

(Sriffin seated. THI Kantharos and magistrate's name
Al Dr. 47 gr*.

Griffin running. .. i<K
. . .1; \ Dr. 23-7 grs.

Qriffin seated. „ Lyre . . . M Diob. 1 5*8 pn*.

[Hunter Ca*.
t

ii. PI Mil. 2.]

The frequency with which Dionysiac symbol** occur on the money of

Teos recalls the fact that the temple of Dionysos in that city was one of

the finest specimens of the Ionic style of architecture in the ancient

world.

Bronte money of Teos.

The autonomous bronze coins of Teos range from the latter part of the

fourth century down to Roman times ; but they are of no special interest.

The usual types are

—

obv. Griffin, and rev. Kantharos, Ivy*wreath, or

Lyre, with i/i^r. THinN and magistrate's name in nom. case.

Qttasi-autonotHvu*< and Imperial rotas*

Augustus to Salonina. Inscr.* THIHN or THIftN €lflNflN. Magis-
trate* Strategos. Chief ty[>e#: T€flC Bust of young Dionysos as city

god; Hero (Athamas(?)), standing with foot on prow; the Dioskuri

standing; ANAKP€U)N standing, holding lyre; Anaoreon seated ; Heads
of Dionysos, Asklepios, &c. ; also Bacchic mask of Seilenos; Cista mystica

;

Hermes carrying infant Dionysos, and other Bacchic types; Aphrodite
sUnding(B.M.r.t ion., PI. XXX. 18); e€0N CYNKAHTOhJ : Ac.

SATRAPAL COINS STRUCK IN WESTERN ASIA
MINOR

The coins of the Persian Satraps and of the Greek despots in Persian

pay who, from time to time, issued money at various mints on the west
coast of Asia Minor, before the time of Alexander the Great, may be hen*

classed together, as the actual places of mintage are, for the most part,

doubtful. A few of them are elsewhere mentioned under the various

towns to which they are usually attributed. The coins of some of the

same Satraps struck at Cilician, Syrian, Phoenician, or other eastern

mints are not included. For historical details see Babelon. Perses Achi-
menidety pp. lxviii sqq.

Thami*tocles, Dewpot of Magnesia ad Maeandruin, B. C. 465-449. iSee

iesia, su/tra. p. 581.

Gorgion, Despot of Gambrium, eirc, li.C, 399.

Head of Apollo.

[Babelon, Ac/rim.. PL IX. II

J

rOPTI Forepart of rushiug hull . .

M 52 gr*.
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ProolM I 0), Despot of Teuthrania in Mysia, c.ire. b.<\ 399.

Head of Apollo.

[Ibid., |». lxx.J

TEY Bdriwi head in Satrajml tium,

At 26 gre.

M Size -4

Ti«B»ph«r&M {'.), Satrap of Sardea (oh. B.C. 395).

The following remarkable coins have been attributed to this Satrap.

The first three of them are assigned by Babelon (op. tit., p. xxxii) to the

mint of Aspendus, and to tire. B.c. 411, while Tissaphernes was in

command ol the Phoenician fleet at that port; the fourth, to the mint
of Iasus in Caria, where he collected his forces against Dercylidas,

b.c. 395.

Itcarded head iu satrapal tiara.

[
Ki1t!i.)i Aehem., p. xxxii.

j

Id. [B. A1. V., Ion., PI. XXXI. 7.

Id. | Babelon. Achhn., PI. IV. 4.

BAtlAEn? Persian king in kneeling

or running posture; symbol, gal lev

with rowern ; all in incuse square .

M Tetradr. 230 gr«.

BACI Id. . . . M Dr. 52-8 grs.

BA Id A\ J Dr. 29 gra.

Bearded head iu satrapal tiara. BA£IA Lyre. (Fig. 301) . . . .

[B. M. V., Ion., PI. XXXI. ti.J M Tetradr. 236-2 gift

Fig. 801.

Pharnabaana. Satrap of D&scylium, &c, cire, B.C. 413-370. The
following coin, certainly struck at Cyxicus, is thought by Babelon to

have been issued in B.C. 410.

4>APNABA Bearded head in satrapal

tiara.

[B. M. C, /on., PI. XXXI. 5.]

Prow of galley ending in front iu u

swan's neck; on its side, a griffin ; in

front and behind, a dolphin ; and
beneath, a tunny, the mint-mark of

Cyzicus . JR Tetradr. 228-6 pre.

Orontas. Satrap of Mysia (or Dancylium), circ. B. c. 362. This Satrap,

while in revolt against Artaxerxes Mnemon, struck gold, silver, and
bronze coins at Lampsacus, at Clazomenar, and perhaps at Cisthene.

Lampmcttti (Atyaiae).

Bearded heud in satrapal tiara. Forepart of hippocamp
[Hunter Cat., II. PL XLVHX 2.] & Stater, 130-1 grs.

Head of Athena L
1U.C, Ion., PL XXXI. 8.

|

OPONTA Forepart of hip|H>camp . .

Ai 395 grs
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Head of Zeus. [Ibid., PL XXXI. 9;

Babelon, Aehfm., PL IX. 12.]

Head of Athena.

[Ibid., PI. IX. 13.]

Bearded head in (royal?) tiara (kidaris).

[Ibid., PI. IX. 14.1

Beardless head in pat rapal tiara.

[Ibid., PI. IX. 15.]'

OPONTA Id M Size -45

[OPONJTA Id.; symbol, lion's bead .

M Size •(>

Same type & Size -4

Same type & Size -4

Clazomenae (Ioniae).

Greek hoplite kneeling on one knee, . OPONTA Forepart of winged boar r. .

protecting himself with shield, and
|

M 43 gr8.

holding spear in his r. ; between his
'

lega, T.
[B. M. C, Ion.. PI. XXXI. 10.]

j

Oitftheiw Myaiae.

Bearded head in satrapal tiara.
(_
Imti..

Or. M., PI. VI. 27 ; Babelon, Achem.,

lxxiv.]

KltOA Galloping horseman , . .

M Size -45

Spithzidatei, Satrap of Lydia and Ionia under Darius III, Codomannus,
ol>., B. C 334, at the battle of the Granicus. The coins bearing the name
of this Satrap have the types of iAmpsacus and of Cyme.

Bearded head in satrapal tiara. 1

[B.M.C., /©B..PI. XXXI. 11.]

Beardea head 1. in satrapal tiara.

[Num. Chron., 1900. PI. XIV. 6.]

Id., r.

[B.M.C., Ion., PI. XXXI. 12.]

CTIOPI Forepart of hippocamp . .

A 44-4 grs.

SPIOPI Forepart of horse . . . .

- A 44-7 grs.

iP\ Id.; behind I . . & Size -45

Oat*. Uncertain Satrap.8

Beardless head in satrapal tiara.

[B. M. C, Ion., PI. XXXI. 13.]

OATA Head of bridled horse I.,

beneath Q . . . . A 15-4 grs.

(?), Dynast of Pergamum, circ. B. o. 339 :

—

Head of Athena.

[Babelon, oj,. cit., PI. IX. 9.]

Head of Apollo.

[Ibid., PL IX. 10.]

Bearded head hi satrapal tiara . .

EL. Hecte, 39 grs.

PEPr Similar. ... A 24 grs.

For other Satrapal coins of uncertain attribution see infra under

FerBi*.

1 Six (If. C, 18>4, 811) attributes these tn Mithradates, dynast of Ciub and Carene.

a, o. 8S7-302.
* It has I"--" suggvstod l>y Imhoof and Six {Xum. Citron., 1B91, .129) tliat Oata might be

completed as 'Oara<ppat&Toi> ' - Autophrndates) Satrap of Lydin Tlieoponip. xii. fr. iiil.

gle
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ISLANDS OF IONIA
Chio*. This great island is divided from the mainland by a strait

about five miles in width at its narrowest part. The chief town, which
gave ita name to the whole island, stood on the eastern coast opposite

Erythrae.

The early coinage of Chios, which may be safely attributed to the

sixth century B.C. (some specimens may even belong to the previous

century), consists in the main of silver didraclims. One very archaic

specimen, weighing 130 grs., found in Egypt, and now in the British

Museum, proves that the Euboic standard was sometimes used at Chios.

Another, perhaps still earlier, coin (Num. Ckron., 1890, PI. II. 15)

corresponds in style and fabric with the curliest coins of the Cyclades,

and follows the Aeginetic standard (wt. 188 grs.). From the sixth

century onwards, the Chian didrachms weigh from 123-120 gra. It

would seem therefore that henceforth the Chian standard was the Euboic
reduced from 130 to about 120 grs., and that the Aeginetic standard was
definitely abandoned in very remote times.

Silver. Seventh century B.C.

Sphinx seated; amphora and vine(?) Two incuse squares, large and small

in front. M Aeginetic stater, 188 grs.
1

[yum. Chrvn., 1900, PI. II. 15.
|

Sphinx seated ; volute or plume on back Incuse square quartered

of head; in front, rosette. M Euboic stater, 130 g».
[Brit. Mus.l

Similar. Similar .1; Chian didrachm, 122 grs.

[Zeit.f. Xum., 1900, PI. VIII. 6, 7.]

CV/v. B.C. 500.

In the next period there are a few electrum staters of the Milesian

standard (217 grains), struck perhaps in conjunction with Samos, Lamp-
sacus, and other cities during their revolt against the Persian rule

B.C. 500-494 (see P. Gardner in Pror. of the Brit. Acad., vol. iii), and

contemporary with these are silver coins weighing 123 grs. (max.).

Elect ra*M.

Sphinx seated, with or without head- Incuse square

plume. El. Stater, Milesian standard,

[B. M. C, Ion., PI. I. 19.] 217 grs.

Silver.

Sphinx seated; in front, amphora.
[B. If. C, Ion., VI XXXII. l.|

Incuse square quartered

M Didrachm, 123 grs.

Electrum and Silveh. Fifth century b. c. 478-412(1).

During this period the weight of the electrum staters of the Chian

type was raised and brought into conformity with that of the more

1 The attribution to Chios of tin* stater is questioned l»y Babelon {Traitt, p. 680), on

nccount of its weight and fabric.
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widely current staters ofCyzicus {Rev. Num., 1864, PI. I. 4). There an-

alao earlier electrum -staters of the Sphinx type, but with the Cyzicem-

tunny as an adjunct symbol, which must have been struck at Cyzicus

{Num. Chron., 1887, PI. IV. 27-31).

The silver coinago of Chios, while the island was a subject ally of

Athens, is distinguishable only by style from that of earlier times.

The type and weight remained almost unchanged. The denominations

of the silver coins in this period are the tetradrachm (235-6 grs., 6. M.C
Ion., PI. XXXII. 2) ; the didrachm (12 1-5 grs., ibiil., PI. XXXII. 3, 4)

;

the tetrobol (40-5 grs., ibul., PL XXXII. 6) ;
and, of somewhat later style.

the drachm and £ drachm (56-6 grs. and 28-9 grs., ibid., PI. XXXII. 6,7).

The Sphinx on these coins faces an amphora over which is a bunch
of grapes, the whole on a convex round shield.

The frequent combination of the wine-jar and grapes with the Sphinx
suggests that the Sphinx at ChioR was probably symbolical of the

cultus of Dionysos.

Silvek. Circ. B.c. 412-350.

Sphinx seated

(rrapes,

B. M.
B

IIS

before uniphora and
previous period.

p. 331 -vi- PL
XXXII. 8; /AtA,P1. XXXIL9, 10.]

Striated or granulated incuse smiurr

quartered by broad bands, on mm
of wbich. magistrate's name in noni.

case . . . Al Tettmdr. 236 gre.

JR Drachm, 57 gi>.

In the time of the Pcloponnesian war there was a coin of Chios called

a * Fortieth —Xafiovrt? napa rStv Xuil> TptXt rcaaapaKOtTTa? fKatrros Xtav
(Thuc. viii. 101). It is probable that the coins hero mentioned are tin*

tetradrachins of 240 grs. max., forty ofwhich would be exactly equivalent

to on Aeginetic mina of 9,600 grs. max., at that time (b. c. 411) the most
widely current silver standard. Xenophon (IMlen. i. 6

f 12), writing of

event* in 406, applies the name Ttcvrtopaxpitt to a coin of Chios, which is

doubtless the same piece as the Te<r<ra/xnco<mj or * Fortieth \ it being
equivalent to 5 coins of 48 grs. (max.), which may well have been often

called drachms. Reckoned, however, in China money the coin of 240 gn.
max. (an Aeginetic * Fortieth * or Pentadrachm ') would not have been a

pentadrachm, but a tetradrachm.

Girt: b.c. 350-190.

During this [>eriod Chios does not seem to have coined any mnut*y

except perhaps some insignificant bronze coins (see B. M. Cv Ion.,

Nos. 40-45), and possibly Alexandrine tetradrachms.

Cite. B.e. 190-84.

When the Romans, alter the defeat of Antiochus. rewarded the Cbiaus

by a grant of land for their fidelity to them during the war, the Chians.

following the fashion of the age, struck in large quantities tetradrachms

of the Alexandrine type (MUller, Nos. 1080-1125). These coins all bear

the Sphinx of Chios as an adjunct symbol, and the later specimens

(MUller, CI, VI) have a magistrates name in addition. Whether this

Alexandrine coinage began before 190, or only then, and how long

it continued it is hard to say, but a comparison of the names of the
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magistrates on the Alexandrine tctradrachinH with those of the still

later series of Chian drachms, which I would assign to the time of Sulla,

leads me to infer that the former had ceased before the latter began.

After b.c. 84.

In B.C. 84 Chios was declared by Sulla a free ally of Home, anil

as such it seems to have regained its ri_ht of coining, which it retained

down to and throughout Imperial times, never placing the Emperor's

head on its money. The silver coins are Attic drachms of reduced

weight (60 grs.).

XI 02 Amphora in ivy-wreath or circle

of dota ; in field, various symbols ami

magistrate 'ft name in uom. case . .

M Dr. 60 grs.

Id A Size 8-38

Sphinx and grapes.

[B. If. C, Ion., PI. XXXII. 11, IS.

Id. [/&i</., Nos. 13-15.

That Chios continued to issue silver drachms down to Imperial times

is proved by the inscr. ZEBAZTOZ above the Sphinx on some of the

later specimens, and by the still more remarkable legend BAZIAEHS!
ANTIOXOY AHPON beside the amphora on others, indicating that

they represented a gift of money from King Antiochus IV of Commagenc,
a. i>. 38-72 (Imhoof, Gr. M., p. 133). Many of the bronze coins of this

period are countermarked with a tripod.

Imjwiai Times.

Bronze coins. Inner. XinN, without Emperor's head, and usually

bearing designations of values in full.

ACCAPtA TPIA equivalent to 12 Chalki = \) obol.

ACCAPIA AYH ., „ 8 Chalki3-0B0A0C „ „ SChalkiJ-
1 ,A>o1

ACCAP10N HMYCY(=4)„ 6 Chalki = | ohol.

ACCAPION equivalent to 4 Chalki) _ . , .

TCTPAX AAKON „ ,. 4 ChalkiJ ~ * oUul1

TPIXAAKON
,. 3 Chalki = | obol.

AIXAAKON ., ., 2 Chalki
| , .

,

HMI ACCAPION .. .. 2 Chalki! " *

The Chian drachm would seem to have been exchangealde for 6 olx>ls,

or 12 Assaria, or 48 Chalki. The sizes and weights of the various

denominations differ considerably, the specimens which, from their style,

belong to the earlier Imperial period, being about double the weight of

those of the same denomination, which certainly belong to the later

period. This reduction of one-half in the weight of the coins probably
took place before the middle of the third century a. d.

The chief types of these coins are, on the obverse of the obolos a seated

sphinx, and on the reverse an amphora or a standing figure of some
local hero. The corresponding piece of 2 assaria bean the same figure,

while the pieces of 3 assaria bear either an amphora or two standiuj;

figures, Dionysos and Apollo (?) with an altar between them. The piece

of 1§ assaria has on the reverse two thyrsi crossed. The type of Homer
seated, accompanied by his name OMHPOC, occurs on small coins. A

_,. f""*,-w-».Tl,. Original from
•bytoOOgK
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magistrate's name occasionally occurs, either with or without the title

Arcnon.
Alliance Coin* with Erythrae (Macdonald, Ilu/iter Cat., PI. LIU. lfi)

and Smyrna (struck at the latter city).

Icaria. A small island west of Samoa. Its chief town Ocnoo appears
to have struck in its own name, and not under that of the island

(Imhoof, Gr. M., p. 661, Monn. gr., p. 299 ; Prokesch, Ined., 1854, p. 55,

and PI. IV. 18, 19; Invent. W'udd., 2022 sq.).

Silver and Bronzk. Gin: n.c. 800.

OINAI Rushing hull iR Dr. 50 gr*.

OINAinN Id jE-7

OlNAinM Grapes . . . . JE -7

01 ilam j€ -5

01 Itam A-l -5

Head of Artemis facing.

[ItumL Wadd., 2022.J
Id. in profile.

[B. M. C, Ion., PI. XXXIV. l.j

Head of young Dionvsos.

Xlbid., No. 2.]

Head of Artemis.

Forepart of rushing bull.

[Rev. Num., 1843, PI. XVI. 2, 3.]

Samos. The numismatic history of this island was first discussed in

detail by P. Gardner {Num. Ghron., 1882). Before the Persian conquest,

b. c. 494, the coins assigned to Samoa, chiefly because they have been
found there, are for the most part uninscribed early electrum pieces of

the Euboie and Milesian standards of various rude and unrecognizable

types, although the more distinctive coin-types, the lion's scalp and the

forepart of a bull, also occur during this period. The time of Folycrates

(532-522), when Samoa was the tirat maritime power in the Aegean, is

that to which most of them seem to belong, though some are distinctly

earlier. For fuller details and illustrations see Babel on, Traiti, ii. 1.

p. 200 sqq.

El.ECTitUM. Euboie and Milesian Standards.

Uncertain type. [Muller, Attn, de ' Two oblong incuses . . .

Vane. Afrivw, p. 9, Paris, 263 grs. El. Distater,

B. M. C, /on., 268-3 gr*.

Id. | Mailer, Suppl., PI. I. U.J

Lion's scalp (very archaic).

[B. M. C, /on., PI. HI. 20. J
Liou's scalp ('?).

[Ibid., No. 21.]

Lion's Bcalp in triangular incuse.

[Gardner, Samos, PI. I. 2.]

268-3 gr>.

One oblong and one square incuse .

El. Stater, 133 gi>.

One oblong and one triangular incuse

El. Stater, 133-3 grs.

Incuse square . El. J Stater, 66 gi>.

Two incuse squares side by side . . .

El. (Milesian standard)

Trite. 72-7 grs.

A stater described under Miletus (B. M. C, Ion., PI. I. 1) is very similar

in style to this Trite. It is quite possible that both these coins may
l>e Sainian.

For other uncertain smaller divisions see B. M. C, Ion. ; Gardner.

Samoa ; Head, N. C„ 1875.

There are also numerous smaller divisions of the stater with uncertain

types acquired by the British Museum in 1894 from a find in Samos.

( loogle
Original from

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
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Elkcthuh. MUesUin Standard; tire. B.c. 500.

Forepart of bull looking hack. Incuse square quartered

[B. M. C, Ion,. PI. HI. 24.] El. Stater, 216-7 grs.

This stater probably belongs to the time of the Ionian Revolt, see

BUpra under Chios.

Sir.VKK. Before B.C. 494.

The uninscribed archaic silver coins, attributed to Samos (Typw:
Lion's scalp, Forepart of bull or bull's head, rev. Incuse square) belong to

the Euboic standard. See B. M. C, Ion., PI. XXXIV. 3-7. There are

also tetradrachms of Samian types and Attic weight, which may have
been struck at Rhegium Of Mawana, see supra, pp. 108 and 153.

Samos, a member of the Athenian Confederacy.

Early in the fifth century the Samian silver coins were reduced in

value, the didrachm, subsequently distinguished from coins of the Attic

standard as the orari//. -a-.. .^, weighing only about 101 grs. (max.) (See

Wiegand and Wilainowitz-MoellendorfF in Sitzungnberlehte tier k: Preuss.

Aknd., 1904, pp. 917 ff.)

Silvek. Samian Standard, B.c. 494-439.

Lion's scalp. I Head and shoulders of bull in incuse

[B. M C, /on., Ft XXXIV. 8, 9.] . square . . Ai Tctradr. 202 grs.

Forepart of bull. Lion's head r. in incuse square . . .

[Ibid., PI. XXXIV. 10.] A Didr. 101 grs.

The smaller divisions consist of Tetrobols, Diobols, and Trihemiobols.

with similar types varied. {IbUL, Nos. 11-13).

The later tetradrachms of this period usually bear the letters i A and
a changing symbol on the reverse. Among these symbols may be

mentioned the prow of the Samaina, B. M. C, Ion-., No. 30, which may be

compared with No. 38 on which the prow is simply suggested in the

form of the eye with which prows of galleys were decorated. The
smaller coins exhibit several new types, borrowed apparently from other

cities, e.g. the Forepart of a winged boar; Seated Griffin; Ram's head
(Ibid., PL XXXIV. 16-23).

As in the case of contemporary Athenian coins there is frequently

no trace of the incuse square on the reverse. The tetradrachms of this

period are somewhat globular in fabric, and though bold in style are

roughly executed.

Samian Standard. Circ. B.C. 439-408.

In 439 Samos, hitherto an independent ally of Athens, was brought
by Pericles into complete subjection. The tetradrachms of this period

bear an olive-branch, the emblem of Athens, behind the bull (B. M. C,
Ion., PI. XXXV. 1, 2, 11). These are of finer work than the more
ancient specimens, and the reverse-type is enclosed in a well defined

incuse square. The inscription on the reverse is t A. The later tetra-

drachms of this time fall into a series marked with the consecutive

letters B-£, possibly dates ranging from B.c. 421-409? From B-O

_,. f~~ I,, Original fromJby^OOgK
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
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Lion's scalp.

Head ami shoulders of bull.

Forepart of winged hoar.

Hend of lioness I.

(421-415?) the reverse type is in an incuse square, which from K-Z
(413-409?) is replaced by an iucuse circle.

Among the smaller silver coins the following may be noted:

—

CA Head und shoulders of bull . . .

Ai Tetrobol, 32 gr*.

Id M Tetrobol, 32 jfr*.

£A Lion's head r. in incuse square . .

Ai Ti-iol»ol, 20 jnv
SA Kam's head in incuse square . .

Ai DioboL 132 gi>.

Prow of Sanmina. £A Amphora in incuse square . . .

Al Tiiliemiobols, 1 1 jji>.

'Ilie full weight of the Sainian obol must have been about 85 grs.

Attic Standard. Ore. b.c. 408-394.

In ii.c 408, when the city of Rhodes was founded as the capital of
that island, the new Rhodian tetradrachms were adjusted to the Attic

standard, circ. 260 gra. ; and it would appear that Samoa immediately
followed the example of Rhodes, and that it raised the weight of it*

tetradrachms from about 204 to 260 grs., and moreover that, a few-

years later, both Rhodes and Samoa considerably reduced the weight of
their tetradrachms, perhaps to bring them into harmony with those

of Chios (240 grs.). The lon# series of Ephesian tetradrachms also

followed this standard, originally Chian. which however is commonly
known as Rhodian.

The Sainian coins of Attic weight, which seem to belong to this period

are as follows :

—

Lion's scalp.

[B. II. C, Ion., PI. XXXV. II.
I

/bid.. No. 12.1

iAM I Fonpatt of bull ; symbol, olivr-

branch ; in field, monogram . . .

A\ 'lYtradraclim, 260-3 trr-,

Ai Orachro, 61-3 grs.

Rhodian Standard. Gin: b.c. 394.

After Conon's victory at Cnidus in 394, Samos, Ephesus, Rhodus.
Cnidus, Iaaus, and Byzantium apparently combined to iasue a sort

of federal coinage which is the only record of an anti-Laconian

Symmachy among these states (Waddington, Rev. Num., 1863,

p. 223, and Regling, Z.f. JV., xxv. p. 210).

Fio. 302.

£YN Infant Herakles atmulling ser- tA Linn's acalp (Fig. 302) . . . -

j*ents. Ai Tridraclun, 1 7H kit.

[EM.C, Ion., PI. XXXV. 13.]

The word £YrJ[/iaxiKo'r] indicates the federal character of the currency.
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Rhixl'uiii Standard. Cirr.

Lion's scalp.

[Gardner, I c, PI. in. 3, and
B. M. C, Ton., PI- XXXV.
14-17.

u.C 394-365.

£A Forepart of bull; symbol, ((live-

branch ; magistrate'k name in nom.
«'«.si, -uiin-t im< - with patrouymie as

EPIKPATH* AXEAHIO ....
M Tetradrachm, 238-233 grs.

Ai Drachms, 59 grs.

Ai J Drachms, 29 grs.

Id. £A Prow of Siimaina

Ai Diobol, 1 6-2 gn,

In this period the bronze coinage of Samos begins :

—

Head of Hera wearing stephane. ZA Lion's scalp . . . /K Size -6

|
B. M. C., Ton., PI. XXXV. 18.]

Cin: B.C. 365-322.

In 365 the greater part of the population of Samos was expellod by the

Athenians, and the island was occupied by Athenian Kleruchi. From
this time until 322, when the Samians were reinstated by Perdiccas, it is

improbable that coins were struck in the island.

C'irc. B.C. 322-205.

This was for the Samians a period of autonomy hardly broken by
intervals of dependence upon one or other of the Diadochi. The silver

coins of Samos are henceforth chiefly didrachms of the old local

Samian standard, mrijp** -narpioi (see xu./mt), equivalent to didrachms
of reduced Rhodian weight (10* grs.). The old types are retained, but

a very considerable falling off is noticeable in style and lettering. The
scries of magistrates' names is not so extensive as on the contemporary
didrachms of Ephesus. The bronze coins bear a head of Hera, and,

on the reverse, a lion's scalp and a magistrate's name (B. M. C, Ion.,

PI. XXXVI).
Give, B.c. 205-129.

In B.c. 205 Samos was captured by King Philip V of Macedon; but,

after the victory of Flamininus over the Macedonian king, it regained its

independence. It was probably, however, not until after the battle of

Magnesia, B. c. ISO, that, like most of the other Ionian towns, Samos
bejjan to issue tetradrachms bearing the name and types of Alexander
with the mint-mark of Samos, the prow of the Samian galley, in the

Held (Miiller, Nos. 1126-7). The smaller coins consist of pieces of 70, 46,

and 23 grs., probably Trihemidrachms, Drachms, and Hemidrachms of

the contemporary. CiftopUoric Standard, and of small bronze coins. The
types are similar to those of the previous period, but the inscr. is SAMIflN,
with various symbols and monograms, and, usually, a circle of dots

(B. M. C, Ion., PI. XXXVL 6-10). The types of the Hemidrachms are

as follows :

—

Ifead of Hem wearing stepliane ; border

of dots.

[B. M. C, Ion., PI. XXXVI. 8.

SAMtflr-l Prow of Samian galley on

which is a peacock, the symbol of

Hem. . M Hemidrachm, 23 grs.

There are also small bronze coins of this period.
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After B.C. 129.

From b. c. 129 onwards Samos formed part of the Roman Province of

Asia, and does not appear to have coined silver money. There are, how-
ever, bronze coins which may be assigned to the first century B. C. Inner.,

SAM I HhJ or CAM I CON. Chief tyjxa: Head of Hera, rev. Peacock on
caduceus, with sceptre across wing ; Prow, rer. Forepart of bull

;

ANKAIOC, Ankaeos standing to front, rev. Peacock on caduceus;
Ankaeos, rev. HPHC. Peacock ; Ankaeos, rev. Two prows ramming one
another ; Prow, rev. Cultus-statue of Hera.

Imperial Times.

Augustus to Gallienus. Itucr., SAMinN, CAMinH.CAMIDM.Ao.,
and, rarely, from Gordian's time, CAM inN nPHTnN tnNlAC. Magis-
trates' names do not occur. The reverse-types are numerous and of con-

siderable interest, e.g. Hera Samia, cultus-statue (by Smilis?) (Paus. vii.

4. 5), sometimes accompanied by legend HPA or HPH ; Do., between two
peacocks ; Do., with serpent coiled round her modius ; Do., with prow
before her : HPHC, Peacock of Hera ; Temple of Hera ; Prow of Samian
galley; Hephaestos forging arms before Athena; nY6ArOPHC, the

*/ Samian sage Pythagoras, seated or standing, touching with his wand a
^lobe placed on a column (cf. also coins of Nicaeal

;
RiV6r>g0d I MBP ACOC

(on whose banks Hera was fabled to have been born), recumbent, some-
times holding peacock : Hera and Nemesis standing; Nemesis alone with
wheel beside her ; Zeus and Poseidon standing to front ; Female
figure holding wreath ; Herakles and Apollo (?) contending for

tripod (?) ; Androklos, the colonizer of Ephesus and Samoa, spearing wild

boar; Androklos slaying Amazon; the Samian hero Ankaeos (or

perhaps Kadmos) with foot on prow (see Roscher, Lex., il. p. 872) ;

Ares and Aphrodite standing face to face; Herakles standing; Two
female figures to front, ono Eirenc (?) carrying a child, Ploutos (?)

;

Kadmos (?) naked, hurling a stone at a serpent; Two children playing
with astragali : Nymph holding with both hands a shell-shaped basin.

(Imhoof, Nyin/iheii u. Gkariten, p. 166.)

Alliance coinn, struck at Halicamassus under S. Severus (B. M. C,
On\,p. 112): also Sainos with Alexandria, under Gordian (Mion., iii. 294).

CARIA
\ British .Vic>'i»i Catalogue qfGrtck Cvim— Carta, by B. V. H.-ad. 1897.
Imhoof- Khinx'r. Kl'iitatiatische ifiinmi, 1901, ami Zur grifrldKhen tmd iShiiWh Munzkundt,

1MB,]

In Caria, properly so called,—that is to say, in the inland districts,

—

there was no coinage whatever before Alexanders conquest ; and, on the
coast, Cnidus and Chcrsonesus, Idyina, Tcrinera, Astyra, and perhaps
Caunus, appear to have been the only mints before the commencement of
the fine series of coins of the Hccatomnid dynasty. In the Greek islands,

on the other hand (Calymna, Cos. Rhodes, A*c), silver coins were in general
use from very early tunes. The defeat of Antiochus by the Romans in
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B. c. 190 marks the ln-ginning of a new era, and of a rapid development of
commercial activity, accompanied by the introduction of autonomous
coinages at all the principal centres of population. The quanta-regal issues

of Alexandrine tetradrachms and of imitations of the gold PhUippus were,

in the second and first centuries, superseded by autonomous municipal
silver coinages, some of which, e.g. those of Stratoniceia, Tal>ae, &c.,

survived into early Imperial times. Aa a rule, however, the coinage of
Caria, from Augustus to GaNienus. was restricted to bronze (B. M. C,
Carta, Introd., p. xxv).

Alabanda (Arab-hi#yttr), originally an old Carian town, was situate on
the river Marsyas, about twenty miles south of its confluence with the
Maeander. It is mentioned as one of the allies of Rome in the war
ngainst Philip V of Macedon, cire. B.C. 197; and about this time it

appears to have struck tetradrachms and smaller divisions reading
AAABANAEflN with obr. Head of Apollo, rev. Pegasos and magis-
trate's name in nominative case. After B.C. 197 Alabauda received

the name of Antiocheia, in honour of Antiochus, who was for a few
years master of the country, and, until his defeat (i). c. 190), its coins were
inscribed ANTIOXEflN. After the battle of Magnesia, Alal>anda re-

sumed its old name, and, either immediately or about twenty years later,

b.c. 168 (when Caria and Lvcia were declared free by the Roman
Senate), began to strike tetradrachms of the Alexandrine type (MUller,

Nuin. aVAlex., 1144 50), also tridrachms, didraehms, and octobols of

the Rhodian standard <B. M. C, Caria, Pi I. 7-9) with i,is<-r., AAA8AN-
AEftN,and ol/t\ Head of Apollo, rev. Pegasos or Tripod in laurel-wreath.

Bronze coins of various typos are also assigned to this period (B. M. C,
Carta, p. 3 ; Imh., Or. M., 137 ; Kl. M„ 104 ; and Zur gr. u. runi. Miinzk.,

p. 80). After a long intervnl Alabanda began once more to strike coins.

qimvirJtUtOAOmiWH and Imperial, in the time of Augustus, but its coinage

seems to have ceased altogether after the time of Caracalla. A few speci-

mens only bear magistrates* names in nominative case with titte/*frrcafWi}f
t

under Augustus, and later, with titi or cwi 3px[o/TO<]. The remarkable
insciT. AT€ A€ I AC and AT€A€ I OC (B. M. C, Carta, PI. II. 2) (immunitas a
tributin) may be connected with the fact that Alabanda had built a temple
to the goddess Roma before B.C. 1 70 (B. M. C, Caria, xxix). Chief tyj/ex—
Heads or figures of 8€A PQMH; CYNKAHTOC; Demos (?)

;" fyche

;

Apollo KICCIOC holding raven and bow, and with ram at his feet

(Z.f. X., viii. PI. II. 5) ; Draped Apollo holding raven and laurel branch,

lyre on a cippus beside him : Large laurel hough with three branches,

filleted; Zeus CTTIKOYPOC Mc) Bust of Zeus Epikurios ; Bust of

APT€MIC; &c. (Num. ZeiL, 1884, 267>

. (Demirji-derpxi) was situated on a rocky height commanding the

plain of the Kar/yuzft-ova, through which an affluent of the Marsyas Hows
in an easterly direction towards Alabanda, about twelve miles distant.

The district called Hidrias. of which Alinda was the chief town and a
strong fortress, was ceded by Ada, the widow of Hidrieus, to Alexander

the Great. Its earliest coins (&) date from the second century B.C. Inner.,

AAlrJAEflrJ. Obi: Head of Herakles. Rev. I,ion-skin hanging over club,

the whole in oak-wreath, imitated from contemporary half-cistophori ; also

Club in oak-wreath ; Winged fulmuii ; Bow in case ; Bipennis; Pegasos;

Diaifeedb.^™'"
Original*™

piUVMriMil[MiT|jiyi,ft
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&c. Other specimens, with obv. Head of Herakles, rev. Chib, and ob>\

Head of young Dionysos, rev. Sistrum, are described by Imhoof (Zur
(jr. u. rom. Miinzk., p. 80). After an interval the coinage is resumed in

Fmperial times, Augustus to Caracalla or later. Magistrate, sometimes
with title eni APXONrros]. Types—The DioBkuri ; Sarapis and Isis:

Zeus(?) draped, with right arm raised ; Apollo Kitharistes ; Herakles and
Keryneian stag; Herakles to front crowned by Nike; &c. (B. M. V.,

Carta, PL II. 9-12).

Amyzon. This small town stood on a height (some ten miles north-

west of AHnda) which is now called Mazyn Kalessi. It struck a few

coins in the first century B.C. Inscr., AMYZONEnN. Types—Obv. Bust

of Artemis, rev. Lyre. Torch, or Stag; Magistrate's name AHMHTPIOC on

some specimens tlmh., Gr. Af., 6fi2, and Mon. 'jr., 304). There is also

a coin with the head of Augustus, as well as one or two qaavi-autonomaus
coins of Imperial times. Types—Obv. Zeus Labrandeus standing, with

inscr. XCOMA . . . OC (?), rev. Apollo standing (N. Z., 1884, 268); also

obv. laureate head, iw. Female head with straight curls (B. M. C, Carta,

PL III. 1). For farther list see Z.f. A'., xxiv, p. 129 f.

Antiocheia ad Maeandrum xtood on high ground overlooking the

plain of the Maeander at its confluence with the Morsynus. It> founda-
tion dates from early Seleucid times. When Caria received the gift of

freedom from the Roman Senate, B.C. 168, Antiocheia began to strike

coins, Tetradrachms, ottv. Head of Zeus, rev. ANTIOXEnN, Eagle on

fulmen and magistrate's name in circular Maeander pattern (B. M. C,
Caria, PL XLV. 10), also obv. Head of Apollo, rev. Humped bull in

circular Maeander pattern surmounted by pilei of Dioskuri (B. M. C,
Caria, PL I1L 3). On the contemporary drachms the bull is recumbent
{op. cit., PL III. 4), and on the bronze coins the humped bull or an eagle

are frequent rcvoroe types (PL III. 6, with inscr. ANTIOXEftN TftN
flPOS TH MAIANAPH), heads of Mi'ii and of Apollo Iwing the ordinary

types of the obverses. For other types see Imh., A7. M ,
108. Some of

those autonomous bronze coins have magistrates' names in genitive cast*.

There are also gold Philippi from a rind at A'ulin, with mint letters AN
(B. M. C, Caria, cviii), and Alexandrine tetradrachms (Miiller, Awn.
a'Alex., 1176-7) which were probably issued at Antiocheia in the second
century B.C.

The subsequent coinage, quasi~autoni/mous and Imperial, ranges

from Augustus to Saloninu, with heads and names of Emperors or of

l€PA CYNKAHTOC : l€PA BOYAH ; BOYAH ;
AHMOC ; l€PA T6P0Y-

CIA; Z€YC BOYAAIOC ; ANTIOXOC (the founder); NAPBIC (city

go.ldess); and figures of ZCYC BOYAAIOC standing (Imh., A7. .V.,110):

Z€YC KAnCTHAIOC seated, or in temple; ANTI0X€l A seated ; PnMH
seated; HPA standing; Kiver-god MOPCYNOC standing: CnZON
standing; Kiver-god MAIANAPOC recumbent; KTICTHC standing;

and many other conventional figures of various divinities. Also a Lik-

nophoros supporting a basket (?) on his head (B. M. C, Caria, PL IV. 3):

Hekate triformis; Nemesis; Artemis Ephesia ; Atys; a representation

of a bridge over the Maeander consisting of six arches and adorned with

statues of the River-god and two figures standing, &c. (Fig. 303).
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Nomisnia, i, p. 3). Games—K ATTCTnAI A, KATT€TnAIA TTY0IA,
TOPAIANHA nY9IA, TOPAIANHA ATTAAHA, OIKOYMeNlKOC.
TOPAIANHA OYAACPIANA OIKOYMCN IKA. Types—Busts of l€PA
CYNKAHTOC, l£PA (or €I€PA) BOYAH, BOYAH, l€POC AHMOC.
€A€Y6€POC AHMOC, AHMOC, &c. River gods—MOPCYNOC and
TIM€AHC. The reverse-types, as a rule, refer to the presiding goddess
of the city, Aphrodite, who is represented either in the form of an
archaic cultus-statue with a small seated priestess behind it and an
altar in front, or in Hellenic form often attended by Erotes or Eros and
Anteros (Imhoof, Zur gr, u. ram. MUnzh., p. 82), and sometimes beside

Ares, or as Aphrodite Pelagia riding on a sea-goat (Imh., Kl. M.,

PI. IV. 14). Temples of Aphrodite also occur, and among other types

are—Nemesis winded ; Dionysos beside stele, with hand resting on his

head ; the three Charites
;
Two naked athletes and yt>jii>a<mj? (Imh..

Kl. M. t 118); Adonis charging wild boar; Hermes Agoraios; Hermes
dragging ram ; Leafless tree on cither side of which are two men, one of

whom strikes at it with an axe. (Cf. the myth of the birth of Adonis
(Apollod., iii. 14, 3; Hyginus, Fab. 58 and 161) and coins of Myra
Lyciae, where a similar, though not identical, type occurs.) For many
other less remarkable types see B. M. C. Garia., Imhoof, op. cit., &c,
where other references will be found.

Alliance edits with Ephesus (S. Severus) ; with Antiocheia (Sev. Alex.);

cf. also Antiocheia with Aphrodisias (Commodus) and Hierapolis with
Aphrodisias (Commodus).

Apollonia Salbace. This town is placed at the modern village Medet.

about ten miles north-east of Tabae and south of the Salbacus mountains.

For coins of the first century B.C. formerly attributed to this city see

B. M.C., Lyi/ia (PI. XXXVIII. 1-5). These are now assigned to Tripolis on

the Maeander. which it would seem was originally called Apollonia. The
earliest undisputed coins of Apollonia Salbace are therefore qtuisi-

autoitouiouti and Imperial, Augustus to Salonina. Inzer., ArtOAAfl-
NlATflrJ. Matjidrate, sometimes with title Stratcgos, on earlier coins

in nominative case usually with patronymic (cf. Imhoof, Zur gr. u.

rom. Miinzk:, p. 84 sqq.) ; on later coins in genitive, occasionally with

S.a or <wi ; Hiereus with ArJ€6HK€. Types—Busts of AnOAAXlNlA
CAABAKH, l€PA CYNKAHTOC, l€PA BOYAH, I6P0C AHMOC,
AHMOC, Athena, Apollo, Sarapis, &c. Meveraett—Apollo draped, holding
raven and branch, or with lyro at his feet; Zeus Nikephoros seated;

Asklepios and Hygieia; Temple containing three statues (Imhoof, Kl.M.,

p. 121, No. 9) ; Daphne kneeling, clasping laurel tree and looking back at

Apollo, who follows her (Z.f. A\, vii. 218); Helios in quadriga; Emperor
on horseback hunting wild beasts ; Isis standing ; Pan with goat

;

Pemcter; Zeus I*aodikeus between city-goddess and Athena (Imh..

Gr. M., 145) ; Zeus seated holding child (Imhoof, Zur gr. u. rvm. Miinzk.,

p. 85) ; &c.

Astyra, a town on the peninsula of Mount Phoenix opposite Rhodes,

described by Steph. By/- as -dAis 4>oirlfc>}s Kara 'Pobov.

Original from
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Site uncertain, but probably a few miles south of the

Maeandor (B. M.C., Car., p. xlii). Quaei-ttutonomoutt and Imperial
coins, Xero to Oallienus. Instr., BAPTACHrJflrJ. Magintrate$ on
late coins with ivi, but without title. Types—l€PA BOYAH ; Rev.

Herakles standing; Artemis Ephesia : Temple of Asklepios; Asklepios

and Hygieia ; Telesphoros; Emperor on horseback ; &c.

Bixgylia, on the south shore of the gulf called after it and nearly oppo-
site Ihmus. In the first century B.c. it struck drachms (wt. circ. 46 grs.)

and bronze coins,

—

obv. Veiled head of Artemis Kindyas, rev. BAPTYAIH-
TflN Pr^asos, or Bellerophon on Pegasos ; obv. Cultus-statue of the same
goddess, rev. Stag ; ol>v. Forepart of Pegasos, rev. Forepart of Stag ; obv.

Head of Apollo, rev. Bow and Qu iver, &c. Bargylia was said to have been
founded by Bellerophon in honour of his companion Bargylos, who had
been killed by a kick from Pegasos. The types refer to this legend and
to the cultus of Artemis Kindyas at the neighbouring temple open to the

Icy, containing the cultus-statue of the goddess, upon which neither rain

nor snow ever fell (Polyb.. xvi. 12 ; Strab., 658). Bargylia struck a few
Imperial coin*, Augustus to Geta. Types—Cultus-statue of Artemis
Kindyas, with stag beside her ; Asklepios ; &c. They are without magis-
trates' names.

Callipolii. Arrian (Anab. ii. 5, 7) mentions Callipolis with Halicar-

nassuB, Myndus, Caunus, and Thora, as a citadel held by Orontobates
against Ptolemy and Asander. An inscription found near Idyma, in

which bijuos KakKmoKirav is mentioned, probably indicates its site (Imh.,

Kl. M„ 138). Imhoof (Mon. ;/r., p. 307, and Kl. M., 138) attributes to this

town the following coins of the second century B.O. :

—

Howl of Apollo.

Id.

KAAAiriOAITAN Quiver in shallow
incuse square .10 -65

KAA Kara 81andinn • • • »** -4

The site of this place has been fixed by Myres and Paton
at a few miles north of Telmessus. Imhoof (Mon. g/\, 307) assigns to it

small bronzo coins probably of the third century B.C. or earlier.

lYiiiali- head wearing stephane. KAPY Forepart of bull . . . At 4

Cannni, which stood on the river Calbis about four miles from its

harbour, was an important naval station opposite Rhodes. In B. M. C,
Carta, p. xliv, I have suggested that the following archaic staters may
have l>een struck there before the Persian Conquest.

I'orejwrt of lion with J or on shoulder. Incuse square, divided into two oblong
halves, as on early coins of C'amirus

and Liiidus M 172-2 gra.

To the latter half of the fourth century the following bronze coins may
belong :

—

Hunhing hull or forepart of bull (River

Calbis ?). Y
Sphinx, seated M\

:-•
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After Alexander's death Caunus was successively possessed by tbe
satrap Asander, by Eumenes, by Antigonus (B.C. 313), and from 309 till

IK!) by the Ptolemies, when it was purchased by the Rhodians, from
whom it revolted in lfi7, when its freedom was recognized by the Unman
Senate.

To the period of Ptolemaic rule (B. c. 309-189) the following coins

seem to belong :—

Head of Alexander the Ureal, K AY filleted cornucopia*; symbol B,

Ai 14-1 prs.

Siuiilar.

Helmrted head.

Same ; no symbol . . . JE *45

Similar & -6

Under the Rhodian rule, B.C. 189-167, Caunun may have issued small

silver coins of tbe Rhodian type, but differentiated from the Rhodian
issues by the addition of an eagle in front of the cheek of the full-face

head of Helios (K M. CX, Car., PI XXXIX. 12-14).

After 167 n. c.

To tho short period of autonomy after 107 the following silver and
bronze coins probably belong :—

Head of Zeus*

[A/** shy, PI. HI. 16.]

He 1meted head of Athena.

Head of Apollo.

Head of Apollo.

[Imli M Kl i/..PL V. 12-]

K AY Winged futmen ; magUtiati-'ti

name ; in shallow incuse square . .

JR 40 grs.

K AY Sword in sheath. Magistrate's

ume and symbol . . Ai 17-4 grs.

It! JO -4

K AY Naked figure l.» holding traus-

VtfH sceptre with SAffMnt twined

round lower end . , M t,

Ceramu, on the north coast of the Ceramic gulf about thirty miles west

of HalicarnassuB, wan one of the most important towns of the Chryeao-
rian confederacy (see Stratoniceia). Its earliest coinage may be com-
pared with the contemporary iseues of Stratoniceia.

Serond or first century B.C.

KEPAMIH Eagle with head tamed

|
///////////// buck, in shallow incuse

square Ai 38*6 git
KEPAMI Eagle r., in shallow incuse

square. Magistrate's name . JR *5

KEPAMIH Bull's head, facing. Magis-

trute a name w+- -8

KEPAMIHTHN Female head. Magis-

trate's name M *7

KEPAMIH Eagle with head turned

back. Magistrate's name , . . .

a: 9

It in doubtful whether the bronze coin in B. M. C, Caria
t
PL XII. 11,

in rightly attributed to Coram ua, Tim Tmp&ruxl coinage extends from

Head of Zen*.

Id.

Beardless head, with formal curls.

Similar head.

Head of Zeus, with formal rurle.
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Nero to Oaracalla. The types refer chiefly to the cultus of Zeus
Chrysaoreus and Zeus Labraundos or Stratios. They usually hear the
name of a magistrate in the nominative case with the title APZAC.
Whether this aoristic form of the title (ap£as instead of a.^^i-i. peculiar
it would seem to coins of Cerainus, implies that ex-archons were the
monetary magistrates is rather doubtful, for in one instance (Trajan

Decius) we meet with a jrpuros &p%<av to ft. Among the ex-archons or

Archons who signed the coins more than one is distinguished personally
as APXIATPOC (Imhoof, Zur (jr. u. rom. Milnzh, p. 93).

CherBoneioji adjoining Cnidus was the chief of three independent

communities which continued to exist under the name of Kowdv Xtpa-o-

rturiuv down to the time of the Rhodian dominion in Caria. This Koiv6v

was assessed separately from Cnidus in the Athenian Quota-Lists.

The coins of the Ohersonesii, which seem to be all anterior to it. o. 500,

are of the Aeginetic standard, like the contemporary coins of Cnidus.

Circ. B.C. 550-500.

Forepart of lion.

Id.

[B. M. C., Carta, PI. XIII. 1.]

[Ibid., PI. XIxrn. 2.]

Lion's hend.

+EP (retrogr.) Forepart of hull in

incuse square . . . M 183*4 grs.

+EP Bull's head, faciug, in incuse

square Al 90-4 grs

+EP Hall's head r., in incuse square

M 13-5 grs

See Paus. v. 24. 7; Strab. xiv. 2. 15; Kohler, Del.-Att. Bund, 195
Six, Z.f. N.

t
iii. 375; and B. M. C, Oaria, xlvi.

Cidramus. This town is conjecturally placed betweeu Antiocheia and
Attuda (/. H. £., xi. 120) south of the Maeander on the Caro-Phrygian
frontier. Its coins are q\iAi#i-au,ton. and Imp., Augustus to J. Maesa.

Inter., KlAPAMHNnM. Down to Hadrian's time the Magistrates'

names are in the nominative case with patronymic From Hadrian to

M. Aurelius they are in the genitive preceded by out, not i-ni. The only

magistrate's title which occurs is TTPfi/rans?] on a coin of Augustus

(Z.f. N., xv. 52). From the time of Claudius down to that o? Ant.

Pius (circ. a.d. 50-150) the supervision of the coinage of Cidramus seems

to have been undertaken by, or entrusted to, members, in succession to

one another, of a single rich and locally influential famity, e.g. TT0A€-
MHN C€ACVK0V (Claudius); TTANOIA0C C€A€VK0V (Vespasian);

AIA nArJOIAOV and AIA nAr4<t>IA0V nOACMnrJOC (Hadrian) ;

AI.C€AeVK0. nOA€MH.and Al. APT€MA nOA€MnNOC (Ant. Pius

and M. Aur. Caes.). See Ramsay, G. and li. Phryg. y i. 185, and Imhoof,
KL M., 141. Chief types— l€PA CYNKAHT0C; BOYAH ; Z€YC
AYAIOC; Helios; &c. Reverse types—Cultus-statue of Aphrodite or of

Artemis Anaitis ; Aphrodite draped, facing, with arms extended, around
her, two or more Erotes ; Cultus-statue of another draped goddess with

a coiled serpent at her feet, standing in a distyle shrine ; Draped goddess
veiled supporting with one hand a kalathos upon her head ; Dionysos

;

Men
; Hermes ; &c.

Cnidus, doubtless originally a Phoenician settlement, was afterwards

colonued by Dorians, and was a member of the Dorian Hexapolis (later
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Between B.C. 394 and 390 most be placed the Federal Coinage of
Cnidus, Iasua, Rhodes, Samoa, Ephesus, and Byzantium, of which the
following 18 the C'nidian example :

—

ZYN Infant Hmikles strangling ser- KNIAION Htad of AphrodilcKuploi»;
ponu [/fed., PL XIV. 9. sytnbol

t
Prow

A\ Tridrachm 164-8 gr*.

Gir<\ B. a 390-300.

Tetradrachm8 and smaller divisions. Obv. Head of Aphrodite Euploia
;

Rev. KNl Forepart of Lion, or, on some half-drachms. Bull's head facing

(B, M, C,, Carta, PL XV. 1-8). Magistrates* names in nominative case.

Girc. B.C. 300-190.

The coinage of Cnidus in this period is plentiful. The heads of

Aphrodite on the tetradrachms and drachms are varied and beautiful

(see Montagu Sale Cat, PL VIII. 599, 600). On the tetrobols the head
of Aphrodite is replaced by that of Artemis, and the Lion by a Tripod.

Nearly all the smaller bronze coins of Cnidus also fall into this period.

The most frequent types are o/jv. Head of Aphrodite, rev. Prow ; obv. Head
of Democracy with legend AHMOKPATIAI, rev. Prow (Imh., M. G.,

p. 310); or ut*v. Head of Artemis, rev. Tripod, or Bull's head facing;

obv. Head of Helios radiate r., rev. Bulls head r. ; &C.

Oirc. B.C. 190-167.

After the defeat of Antiocbus and the extension of the Rhodian
dominion over Caria, the coinage of Cnidus was assimilated to that of

Khodes.

Head of Helios, facinp, ua on coins of

Rhode*. [R M. t\, Carta, VI XVI. 1.1

Similar. [ft M.]

KNl Forepart of lion ; behind, rost-

(Ithudian symbol) . , ill 78 grx.

Head of Aphrodite; behind, rose .M *7

To this period may also be assigned the Alexandrine tetradrachms
(Muller, Nob. 1 151-2), with a tripod in the field as mint-mark.

B. c. 167

—

Imperial time*.

When Khodes was deprived of her possessions on the mainland,
Cnidus ceased also to be of much importance. The coinage of silver

was discontinued, and the bronze money became less and less plentiful-

Head of Apollo, with stiff curls.

fR M. C, Carta, VI XVI. 2.]

KMlAinM Head and
Magistrate's name

neck of bull

. . .
£-7

In the first century b. (;. Dionysiac types prevail: obv. Head of young
Dionysos crowned with ivy, rev. KNlAinN Vine-branch with grapes.

M 11 ; or o&v. Head of the Aphrodite of Praxiteles, rev. KNlAIGJrJ
Dionysos standing. .K 1-3—1*5.
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Imperial G&inage.

In Roman times Cnidus seems from its scanty coinage to have lost its

former importance. Only a few coins exist, Nero to Caracalla; but

among them is a copy of the famous statue of the Cnidian Aphrodite by

Praxiteles. She is represented as if about to enter the bath, naked, and
seen in front, but with her head in profile, and she holds in her extended

left hand a garment over an urn (Overbeck, PUtutik, 3rd ed., ii. 30. Of.

J. H. A, vih, p. 124 £).

Cys. This place, called Kvov in Stcph. liyz., and K€? in inscriptions,

was probably situated at the modern Bili-Pouli, in the hilly country

between the upper valleys of the Marsyas and Harpasus. The very few

bronze coins which bear its name seem to belong to the first century B. c.

httrr., KY., KYI., KYITnN, and [K]YEITnN. TWa- pfo Head of Ar-

temis, rev. Quiver and Hunting-spear (or possibly Pedum) the whole in

wreath; ohv* Quiver between vine-branches, rev. Cornucopiae ; Thyrsos

in ivy-wreath. Imperial coinage, Domna. Imcr,
y
KYITHN Female

figure seated, facing (Cf. if./. JV„ xiii. 71).

Enippe, the site of which is still uncertain, is to be sought for in the

region between the rivers Marsyas and Harpasus. It struck a few
bronze coins in the second or first century i. \ Of*v\ Bust of Artemis,
rev. Quiver with strap; and obv. Bunt of Artemis, rev, Pegasos; &c.
fouscr.> EYIfiriEnN. There are also Imperial corns, Trajan to Cara-
calla. 7Wr.,€YITTn€nN. Types—HekaAv to front ; Tyche; Hygieia

;

&c. (cf. Imhoof., KL M., 127).

Euromin, the modern Ayukly, about eight miles north-west of Mylasa,
issued autonomous bronze coins in the second and first centuries B, c.

Obv. Head of Zeus, rev. EYPflMEnN Double-axe; ohv. Head of

Dionysos, rev. Cultus-statue of Zeus Labraundos, to front, with double-
axe and spear, between pilei of Dioskuri ; sometimes with abbreviated

magistrate's name (B. M. C, Car., PL XVII. 5). The Zeus worshipped
at Euromus was doubtless the Zeus Labraundos of the neighbouring
sanctuary near Mylasa, although, if Vaillant (JVuth. Gi\, 100) is to be
trusted, be is specially designated on a coin of Caracalla as Z€YC
€YPnM€YC The Imperial coins range from Augustus, rev. Stair

(Imhoof, Zur gr. it. rom. Miinsk. f p. 88), to Caracalla (1).

Gordiuteichos was a small Carian town perhaps situated at the

modern Karatnt on the left bank of the Morsynus, about ten miles below
Aphrodisias. The only coins known of this city belong to the necond

century B.C. Inecr., rOPAIOT€IXITnN. Obv. Head of Zeus, rer.

Archaic cultus-statue of Aphrodite (B. M. C, Car., liii sq.).

Although this city rose to fame under the dynasts of

Caria, Mausolus and his successors, from B.O. 367 until its destruction

by Alexander, B.C. 334, it was never of great importance commercially
either before or after this short period.

For the early history of the town see Newton, Halicarnas$us
f
Cutting
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and Branckidae, vol. ii, pt. i. It coined money intermittently in the

following periods:

—

Before B.C. 480.

Forepart of IVgasos.

[B. M. C, Car., PI. XVIII. I.]

Head of goat in incuse square . . .

Obol M 10-5

Cite. B.C. 400-367. Wiodian Standard.

AAI Eagle (?) and olive spray in incuse

square .... Drachm M 52-8

A or AAI Forepart of goat in incuse

square Obol M 10-3

Lyre between two laurel-branches . .

M -35

Head of Apollo, facing.

[Ibid., PI. xvin. 3.]

Forepart of Pegasos.

[Ibid., PI. XVIII. 4, 5.]

AAI Forepart of Pegasos.

[Ibid., PL XVIII. 6.]

From this time down to that of Alexander's conquest, B.C. 334, Hali-

camassus, as the capital ofCaria, was the place of mintage of the splendid

series of coins struck by Mausolus, Hidrieus, Pixodarus, and Orontobates,

dynasts of Caria (see znfra, pp. 629 ff.). It appears, however, to have
continued to retain the right of issuing small M. in its own name (Imhoof,

Zvr gr. u. roni. Miinzk., p. 88). From B.C. 334, the date of the destruc-

tion of the city by Alexander, until some time in the third century B.C.,

when it was rebuilt and included among the cities under Ptolemaic rule,

it struck few if any coins. Tho following seem to be somewhat later in

date. For other varieties see Imhoof, op. cit., p. 89.

Head of Poseidon.

Head of Apollo.

[Ibid., PI. XVIII. 9, 10.]

Head of Poseidon.

[IbuL, H. XVIII. 11,12.1

AAIKAP T j

AAI Eagle; in front, lyre

M-7

JE -5

AAIKAP Trident, and abbreviated

magistrate**' names . . . . J2 *7

Circ. n,c. 188-166 and later.

This is the period of the Rhodian supremacy, to which the following

coins belong:

—

Head of Rhodian Helios, facing.

[Ibid., VI XVIIL 14, 15.]

Hem! of Apollo, r.

[/AiU, PI. XVIII. 16-]

Bust of Athena,

[Ibid., PL XVIII. 17, 18.]

AAIKAP
, iu -

i i

fj attfonI vunou8'y abbreviate*!

Bust of Athena, and magistrate*

names in nominative case . . .

A{ Attic Drachms 65 gra

AAIKAP ,
LyreNASZEON
Ai ^ Drachm 27-1 grs

AAIK Owl . AX Trihemiobol 14-8 grs

There are also bronze coins of various types which can only belong to

this period (see B. M. C, Car., pp. 107-9. and PI. XVIII. 19-21), of
which the most noteworthy is a veiled goddess, to front, holding phiale

and cornucopiae(?>.
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Imperial Coinage.

Fig. 805.

The coinage of Halicarnassus under the Empire extends from
Augustus (? or Nero) to Gonlian. Inscr^ AAIKAPNACCEON. Magis-
trate, Archon. Types—HP0A0T0C, Bald and bearded head of Hero-
dotus ; Draped male divinity bearded and radiate facing,between two trees,

on each of which sits a bird (Fig* 305). This is supposed to represent Zeus
'Atricpcuor, or Zeus of the oak trees, who was worshipped at Halicarnassus

(cf. Apollon. Dyacol.. Hist. Mirah., ed. Ideler, § 13 ; Overl>eck. Kunatmyth.
ii. 210); the two birds are clearly oracular. T€AMIC€YC, a draped
male figure holding a branch (Leake, Nttm. Hell. As. <ir., p. 64); Ter-
minal statue of Athena, in temple.

Alliance coins with Cos and Samos.

Harpasa, on the river Harpasus, some twelve miles south of itsjunction
with the Maeander. Autonomou* & of the second or first century B.C.

;

obv. Head of Zeus, rev. APTIASHNnN Apollo Kitharistes with laurel-

hranch at his feet (B. M.), or Artemis Huntress with adjunct symbols,
Caducous, or Crested helmet flmh., KL Mn 131). Harpasa also seems to

have issued some small silver coins resembling those of Stratoniceia, but

with A P on either side of the Eagle on the reverse.

Quasi-autonomous and Imperial coins. Domitian to Gordian. Inner.,

APrTACHNnN. Types—Busts of Athena, Sarapis, 1CPA CYNKAHTOC,
AHMOC, &c. Magistrates' -name* in. genitive case with or without i-ni,

and, under Caracalla, in nominative, with title 'Ap^ion-pos, which occurs

also on coins of Ceramai and Heracleia Salbace, and in inscriptions

of various Carian towns (Marquardt, J*rivatlel*eib d. JiOmer,p. 753,8;
755, 4). Among the magistrates' names is that of Oandidus Celsus, sup-

posed by Waddington (Fastes. 209) to have been a Proconsul of Asia,

under Ant. Pius. Among the reverse types we meet with the River-god

Harpasos ; Zeus Nikephoros ; Athena in fighting attitude : Artemis

Ephesia; Dionysos; &c. Alliance eoine with Neapolis Cariae.

Heracleia Salbace. The site of this city was first identified by Wad-
dington (As. Min., 51) at tho modern Makuf, at the foot of the Salbacus

range of mountains and at tho north-eastern end of the plain of Tabae.

Its territory was separated by the little river Timeles from that of the
neighbouring city Aphrodisias, and the River-god TIM€AHC is repre-

sented on imperial coins of both cities.

The coinage of this Heracleia is qua*i-autonomous and Imperial,

Augustus to Macrinus. Inscr., HPAKAeflTHrJ. Magistrates' names in

nominative case, under Augustus with patronymic, under Nero with title
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'Itpfvs, and under Ant. Pius and SI. Aurelius with that of *Apxiorpo<s (cf.

Ceramus and Harpaaa) 01) kon. the Priest of Herakles in Nero's time, is

mentioned in an inscription (C. I. G., 3953 c.) as Stephanephoros, Gyni-
nasiarch, and -poypatytU rij$ BouAj/s, and Statilios Attalos, ap^t'arpuc on
coins of the Antonines, is also mentioned in an inscription (I* Bas-
Wadd., iii. 402). His issues of coins are dedicated (avefhjKt understood)

to the gymnastic college of the NVoi, and are inscribed CT. ATTAAOC
APXIATPOC H€0IC. The chief tyftes are busts of l€PA CYNKAHTOC:
l€PA BOYAH; AHMOC; HPAKAIA (B. M. G, Car., PL XX. 2):
Bearded Herakles; Sarapis: ttc. Reverse types—Herakles standing:

Goddess or Amazon (?) standing, carrying double-axe (Labrys); Artemis
Kphesia between stags, or in temple; Double-axe bound with fillet:

Asklepios seated with coiled serpent before him; Hygieia ; Is is ; Hermes:
Athena; Dionysos; Aphrodite draped with one arm extended behind
her ami holding a mirror before her (B. M. C, Car., PL XX. 11). As
this type also occurs at Cidramus, it is probable that it is a copy of

a statue.

Hydisns. The sito of this town is still uncertain. As it was a

member of the Athenian Confederacy, it was probably near the sea,

possibly somewhere near Bargylia. A vioiiOTnous M of the first century
B.C. laser., YAlIEflN. Ofn: Bearded helmeted head (Zeus Areios).

rev. Eagle on fulmen or Pegasos with caduceus beneath ; obv. Bust of

Zeus Areios, rev. Zeus Areios standing ; obv. Head of Zens, rev. Zeus
Areios standing, with magistrate's name in nominative case. Imperial—
Domitian, Hadrian, and Sev. Alexander. The rev. types are ZCVC
APCIOC (Hadrian), Armed Zeus standing, hitherto wrongly attributed to

Iasus; Goddess standing; Bellorophon on Pegasos (Sev. Alex.), with
magistrate's name and title, A return. (Imhoof, Kl. M., 135, and Zur gr.

«. rfhn. MHnsh
t
90.)

Hyllarima is conjecturally placed in the region between the rivers

llarpasus and Marsyas, some twelve miles north-west of Cys (J. H. »s'.,

xvi. 242), on the site where Kiepert placed Hydisus. Quaei-autonomau*
and Imperial coins. Time oi the Anton ines and Gordian. Insrr.,

YAA APIM60JN. Archon's name with ivi. Types—obv. Female bust, hair

rolled, rev. Athena standing: ol»v. Veiled female bust, rev. Youth in

quadriga (Rev. Aum., 1892, PL IV. 14) ; olw. Bust of Ant. Pius, rev. Two
figures of Kyhele enthroned, facing each other; obv. Bust of Gordian.

rev. Asklepios standing.

Xaans was an ancient Argive colony on the north side of the Bargyliaii

gulf. There are archaic drachms of Aeginetic weight, the obv* type of

which is a youth riding on a dolphin, which have been assigned to Iasus

(Babelon, Traite", PL XVIIL 1. 2), but which, according to Svoronos
(Journ. Int. (VArch. Xum., iii. 59), ought rather to be attributed to the

island of Syros (sup)-a, p. 4H0). Another coin conjecturally attributed

to Iasus is the fine tetradraehm (B. 31. G, Ion., p. 325, and svpra, p. 597.

Fig. 301), ohv. Head of Persian Satrap, rev. BAIIA Lyre, wt. 236 grs.

The head on this remarkable coin is supposed to be that of Tissapherno
(B. M.C., Car., p. lix). The earliest pieces which bear the name of Iasus

are specimens of the alliance coinage issued after circ. B. 0. 394 by Cnidus,
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Lydae (t), on the promontory of Aneon [J. H. &, ix, p. 83 f.).

Kurly fourth msfHW »*c-

AV Hra-I (if Apotodita ds on coin*

GtiaSftt. [JrTtt, 1903. p. 399.]

of Koreiisrt of lion ** on oiui* *if Cindu*

[ML] A25ffr».

Byiaiii. .:» the head of the Itargylian golf and Stratoniceia.

became in the time of IlecaLomimH the itLHidence. of the dynasts of Caria>

and remained so until Mausolus obtained possession of Habcaniassus
With the exception of tho money of HecaUmmus no coin* were struck at

Mylasa until during or after iho time of Alexander, when a oerUun
Eupolcmus (I)ioil. xiw SB and 77) struck HUM hronxe coins in hli own
name, apparently at Mylasa ilmhoof. Zttr y*\ it* fifth J/fla*fcM 1W1H,

p. MO not*).

Three Mucedoumn shield* ihiovm to-

gether (a M. C, ' 'irr,, PI. XXI. 1 L]
EYPQAEMOYSwimlia sheath* 5
/W, rionhte-nxs (Lshrys) *

Alexandrine tetradrachms with monogram and symbol of \U las*,

Labry* and Trident combined (ITuller, Xmn. tTAter^ No* 1141-4).

Also gold Philippi with the samo symbol {B* M* G\, G*#\, UiiiJ. The
bronze coins of this period have on the tifetffW, usually, a horse, and on

tflOWWai MYAAEEflN Trident and I^Iitj-h oombined or separate.

Impevutl*

Augustus toTramjuilliim. iiUrr* MYAACCHN. itmji&vuUi Htmm
in nominative nnder Augustus with ANc9HK€N t and under Domitian

with AITHCA«€rJOC ANcS. and in genitive under Augustus witb

TPAMMATEYONTOJ YBPEOY. This Hybreas is the orator concern-

ing whom JStrnho (AM- 60) gives some interesting details* T*ff##—In

Stmho's time then* were two famous temples of Zeus within the territory

Of Mylag*, one of ZtM "Oaoyuta in the city ibd^ and the other of Zcu*

iSdjtixivr&vf or 2£riAiTii>* at tho neighbouring villain* of Laliranda. Zeus

Osocoa wa* a cutiilnhatiun of /eiis and I'oseidon { '/.'uoTi"~ti?vi >), Ho is

represented on coins holding an eagle and resting on a trident ; v/mW,
sometime*. croK The cultus-statue of Zeus Labrautidos holds a lahrys

and a spear. There is also, on a coin of Caracalla, a figure nfZeu* with

a stag at his feet- Other types are. River-god (Kyben*e*f); HephneMoh

forcing shield of ArJiilles |ImL t
AV. M t Vl \\ 2G). Tin ns anlikewisi-

vihur coina struck at Mylasa. one of 0. I *ai*ar <?), im Zeus Labraundoa

i
Imh

. KL M*
t
M4), and some so-called * Medallions of Asia' of Hadrian,

with latin legend* and figure* of Zeus Ijibraundori and Zeus Osogoa
(Finder, Ciricpk, PI VIL 3, 3. 7, 8),

Kyndaa was a Dorian coast-town about ten miles nortb-we*t of

Ha)icarujL»sua. Iu coinage begins apparent Iv in tho second conturv H.C
ilS.5l.CGir,. VI XXII J.
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Head of Apollo, laureate.

[The Hague. Imh. f 2.f. A\, iii, PI. IX.l.]

Head of Zeus, laureate, with head-dre?*

of Osiris.

Head of young Dioiiysos.

Id,

MYNAinN
magistrates

1

wreath .

MYNAIflN
magistrate's

MYNAinN
magistrate's

MYNAI, &c.

magistrate's

Winged fulmen and
monograms; all in oliYe-

. Ai Tetradr. 263 gr*.

Head-dresa of Isis and
name in nominative ca^e

Ai Drachm 67 grs.

"Winged fulmen and
name in nominative case

& \ Drachm .13 grs.

Bunch of grapes and
name
M £ Drachm 16 gn.

There are also bronze coins with magistrates' names in the nominative

case. Types—Head of Zeus, rev. Eagle on fulmen; Head of Apollo,
rev. Owl on olive-branch; Portable altar; &c. ; Head of Artemis, rev.

Two dolphins.

Imperial Coinage.

Nero to Domna. Inscr.. MYr-lAinN. Magistrate, Archon. Types—
Apollo Kitharoedos and Artemis Myndia, between them tripod with
serpent coiled round it, and beside Artemis, fire-altar (B. M. C, Car.,

PI. XXII. 16) ; Small fire-altar with conical cover placed on the top of

a large square altar ; &c.

Heapolis Myndiomm (?). A town mentioned only by Mela (i. 16) and
Pliny (iV. H. v. 20) in the Dorian peninsula west of Halicarnassus.

Second or jirst century B. c.

Head of Apollo.

[B. M. ('., Car., PI. XXIII. 1.]

NEAPOAI MYN(?) Lyre,

tratc's name (7) KOABA .

Magit*-

AZ-G

Neapolis ad Harpasum, the modern Iiieboli in the lower valley of the

Harpasus.

First century B. c.

Head of Zeus with still' curls.

[N.C., 1903, p. 400.]

Head of Dionysos.

[Imh., A7. J/., 147.

N€AnOAlTu;N
wmjl'-, on fulmen.

igie with open

[B.M.j . ^E-75
NGAIIOAITujN Artemis huntress,

with stag M -65

The ouasi-tiutoaomoas and Imperial coins extend from the time of

the Flavians down to Treb. Gallus and A'olusian. laser., N€AnOAei-
TflN. Magistrate, Grammateua with M, under Gordian and Volusian.

Types—9€0C CYrJKAHTOC; Athena standing; Dionysos standing;

Artemis Ephesia and Tyche ; Draped .Zeus and Boule (i) with altar

between them; Apollo standing beside column on which is his lyre:

Tyche ; &c. There has been much confusion between the coins of

Neapolis ad Harpasum and those of Neapolis in Ionia, a few miles south

of Ephesus. The latter, however, bore the title Aurelia or Hadriana
Amelia (B. M. C, Car., lxvi).
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AUiaiiee coins with Harpasa under Gordian, Treb. Gallus, and Volusian

i\mK Kt. M., \49).

Orthosia (Ortas) stood on high ground overlooking the Maeander
valley towards Nysa, which occupied the opposite hills on the northern

side of the river at a distance of ten or twelve miles.

Autouomous bronze of the second and first centuries B-C. Inscr. t

OPOnZIEnH. Types—Heads of Zeus; Poseidon (?); Dionysos. Re-
rersM—Athena fighting ; Trident ; Double-axe ; Thyrsos ; Panther

with Thyrsos. Magistrates* names in nominative case on earliest

coins.

Quasirfiutoit&nKms and Imperial. Augustus to Maxuninus. Iiiscr.
f

OPenCI€nN. No magistrates' names. Types—l€PA CYNKAHTOC;
Zeus draped, standing* holding fulmen; The Dioskuri standing beside

their horses; Herakle* leaning on club ; Tyche, &c.

Flar&sa :
-<* Apkrodisias.

Seb&atopolis, the modern Kizilje, was a town on the road from Apol-
Ionia Sftlbaco to Cibyra. Its coinage is quasi-autonomtnis and Imperial.
Vespasian to Mamaea. Inscr., C€BACTOnOAITnN and C€BACTO-
nOACITHN- Magistrates in nominative case under Vespasian. Types—
CCBACTOTTOAIC, l€PA CYNKAHTOC, AHMOC, &c Heads of Zeus,

Dionysos, &c. Reverses—Artemis Ephesia; Thyrsos; Cist;, mystica

:

Veiled goddess Artemis (?) to front; Two warriors joining hauds before

cultuH-statue of Artemis with stag or deer lying at foot of it; Hermes
radiate with purse and caduceus ; Dionysos; &c.

Stratoniceia, the modern Eski~Hissar
t
about thirty miles south of

Alabanda, near the sources of the Marsyas, was named after Stratonice,

wife of Antiochus I* Its earliest coins are later than r c. 168, when
Caria was declared by the Romans free and independent of Rhodes. To
this period may perhaps be assigned a few coins of Alexander's types

hearing the letters ZTPA in monogram (Miilter, iVunt. d'Alex*, 1134-6).

Between b. c. 166 and Imperial times Stratoniceia issued silver coins

which probably had a wide circulation in central and southern Caria.

Iinhoof (KL M.
t
153) enumerates no fewer than forty magistrates' names

in the nominative case on these coins ; and as some of them, e. g. Vatos and
KAavfitos, are Roman, there can be little doubt that the coinage was pro-

longed duwn to Imperial times. When this silver coinage began is

doubtful, but according to Imhoof, its starting-point can hardly have
been earlier than B.C. 81, when, bv a decree of the Roman Senate,
Stratoniceia seems to have been inane a civitas libera ft immunui ttirw

foeiiere (B. M. CM Oar., lxx). Within the territory of Stratoniceia there

were three famous temples, one of Hekato at Lagina, a few miles north

of the city, one of Zeus Chrysaoreus or Karios, the religious nnd political

centre of the Carian race, near the city itself, and one of Zeus Panamaros,
on a lofty height about twelve miles south-east of the town.

The types of the Stratoniceian coins of pro-Imperial times are as

follows;

—
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Attutws rxrim witli Horpasa tinder Gordian, Treb* Gal Ius
(
and Volusian

limb., OT.it/;, U9).

Oi-tuoti* tOrttw) stood on high ground overlooking the Maeander
valley toward* N \ su. which occupied the opposite hill* on the northern

side of the river at & distance of ten or twelve mile*.

Auto»oHtou» bronze of the second and first centurion ftft /iwcr,

OPOnilEnrJ. Type*—Heads of Zoos; P<weidon{f>; Dionysos. /fr*

ntws—Athena fighting; Trident; Double-axe; Thyrsos; Panther

with Thyrsos- Matj&tmt** ««m«s in nominative case on earliest

eoins*

Qua#i-auton&mout< and Ir&fKriaL Augustus to Maxitninun, Tthbf^

0P9fKI€nM, No magistrates' names, Tjr/m — l€f*A CYrJKAHTOC ;

ZdUJi draped, nUtuding. holding fultnon ; The Diotikitri standing beside

tbeir horses; Herakle^ leaning on club ; Tychc^&c

Plaraoa
| tff| Aphrodi&i-ia

Sebtstopotis, Hie modern Kizitje, was a town on Uio rood from Apol-
loiuji Salbace to Cibyrs* Its coinage in ^iuiW'autonomous and Imperial,

Ve*paaian to M&uiaea, /jucr., CCBACTOnOAITflrJ and CCBACTO-
nOA€ITfipJ. M't*n?tf\ittt in nominative ease under Vespa-dan* Ty/Mi*—
CCaACTOnOAIC l€PA CYNKAHTOC, AHMOC, &c Heads of Zeus,

Pionysos, Ac* ftrvmes—Artemis Ephe»a; Thyr*us; Cista mystic*;
Veiled goddess Artemis (T) to front; Two warrior* joining hand* before

coitus-statue of Artemis with staff or deer lying at foot or it : Hermes
radiate with purse and caducous; Diouysos; &c

itoniccia, the modern t&Ai-ffitmr, aboul thirtj mile* south of

AlabnmLa, near the sources or Hie Marsyaa, was named after Stratonico.

wife of Antioehus 1. Ita earliest coins are later than n.c. 168, when
(Wia was declared by the Romans free and independent of Kliodea. To
this period may perhaps ).*> assigned a few coins of Alexander's types
hearing the letters ZTPA in monogram (MiiHer* JVtxnt. oTJfar., 1134-6).

Between m n. 1G6 and Imperial times Stratonieeia issued silver coins

which probably had a wide circulation in central and southern Carta.
Imhoof (Kl* J/T, 133) enumerates no fewer than forty tnagistrates* names
in the nominative case on these coins; and as some of them, e.g. Taiorand
KAiii^itn-, are Roman, there can be little doubt that the coinage was pro*

longed down to Imperial time** When this silver coinage began is

doahtful, but according to Imhoof* its atarting*point can hardly have
been earlier than B.c> 81, when, by * decree of the Roman Senate,

Stratonieeia seems to have been made a tivita* libera H inmunM *i?\?

fimtm (R H. O*, Cur.. I\x)- Within the territory of Stratonieeia there

were tiiree famoun temples, one of Hekntc at logins., a few inilea north

of the city, one of Zeus Ohrysaorcu* or Karios, the religious imd political

centre of the Tartan race, near the city iteelf.and one of Zeus Panamaro*.
on a lofty height about twelve miles south-east of the town.

The types of the Stratoniceian coins of pro-Imperial times are as

follows:—

DigiliaedbyCiOOglc
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(As. Min,, PI. XI. 4) to Syme, but in B. M. C, Car., lxxiv it is, conjeo-
tu rally, given to the island of Syros.

Tabae, the modern Davas, occupied the heights at the western end of

a plain extending in a north-easterly direction towards Mount Salbacus.

The population was a mixed one consisting of Carians, Phrygians, and
Pisidians, and it was probably not thoroughly hellenized until a com-
paratively late date, for there are no coins which can bo safely attri-

buted to a period much earlier than the latter half of the first century

b. o. The oldest are drachms and hemidrachms of reduced Attic or
Rhodian weight, and bronzo coins :

—

Silver.

First century b.c.

Veiled female head.

[Irahoof, Kl. M., PI. V. 30.]

TAB (in mon.) Forepart of humped
bull Ai 14-3 grs.

After 81 B.o.

Head of Dionysus with band across fore-

head and ivy-wreath.

[B. M. C, Car., PI. XXV. I.]

TABHNnN Homouoia standing, wear
ing kalathos and holding phiale and
cornucopiae /H 58 grv.

Imperial times (M. Antony to Nerot).

Head of bearded Herakles.

[B. M. C, Car., PI. XXV. 6.]

Id., or Head of Zeus.

[/Wrf-.Pl. XXV. 7, 8.]

Head of Zeus.

Bnst of Athena. [Ibid., PI. XXV. 9.]

Id. [Num. Chrtm., ix. 161.]

Head of bearded Herakles.

[B. M. C, Car., PI. XXV. 10.]

TABHNnN Bust of Dionysos in ivy-

wreath. [Ibid., PI. XXV. 11.]

Aequitas standing, with scales and
sceptre. [Imh. J,'r. Mn 677.]

TABHNnN Cultns-statue of Aphrodite
resembling Artemis Ephesin, but be-

tween crescent and star. Archon's

name in nominative with patronymic.

JR 31 grs.

TABHrJflN Artemis standing, holding

torch and bow. Magistrate's name
as above JR 37-5 grs.

TABHNHN Zeus afitophoros, hurling

fulmen. Same magistrate ....
M 39-5 grx

TABHNUJN Nike advancing. Various
archons' nanus . , ^R 30-4 grs.

TABHNUJN Dionysos standing, hold-

ing kantharos and thyrsos . , . ,

-11 20 gn>-

TABHpJuJN Homonoia standing, as

on earlier coins. Magistrate's HUM
with patronymic . . M 53-7 grs,

Poseidon standing with one foot on prow,
resting on trident; dolphin behind
him. Magistrate's name with patro-

nymic M 54-3 gr*.

TABHMUJN Capricorn, with globe be-

tween feet; above, C€BACT0C . .

Al 26 gi>.
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separated its territory from that of Laodieeia, was included in the

Conventus of Alabanda. Its coins, qwtiti-uutonomows and Jm/wnW,
range from Augustus to Domna. Iitecr., TPAnEZOTTOAEITnhl,
TPAn€ZOTTOAITU)rJ, &c. Magistrates' names under Augustus in

nominative case. From the time of Domitian to that of M. Aurelius the

name is in the genitive preceded by bid instead of cm. This usage is

peculiar to a group of cities in the same district, Cidramus. Attuda.

Apollonia Salbace, Tahae, and Laodiceia ad Lycum. Imhoof (Kt. M.. 162)

suggests that the use of bid, like that of napd at Ceretape, Metropolis, and
Sibfia in Phrygia, means that the coinage was provided for special

occasions at the private cost of the persons whose names it precedes, while

iv(, on the other hand, appears to be simply equivalent to a date indi-

cating that the issue took place during tne term of office of such and
such a magistrate. (Hut see Clan*. Rev., 1907, p. 58.) At Trapezopolis

it is noteworthy that the names preceded by bid are not followea by
any distinctive title, whereas those with ivl, which supersedes bid under
S. Scverus, are accompanied by the title Archon. In one instance

ivC precedes the names of two archons, one of whom, on another

coin, is further distinguished as APXI(cp«W) YIOY (Imh., Kl.M.. 163).

Chief types— l€PA CYNKAHTOC; l€PA BOYAH; BOYAH: AHMOC;
Dionysos ; Men; Kybele ; Demeter; Apollo; Aphrodite; Winged Neme-
sis : Asklepios ; Tyche ; &c., most of which occur also at the neighbouring
city of Attuda.

Alliance coin with Attuda, Ant. Pius, struck at the latter place (Imh.,

KL M., 126).

TymneBim. This Carian town, the site of which has not been

identified, is mentioned only by Steph. Byz., s. v. It would seem how-
ever that, in early Imperial times, it possessed a mint and issued small

bronze coins. l)bv. Head of Zeus; rev. TVMNHCEflN Head of

Emperor (?) resembling Vespasian (Imhoof. Zur (jr. it. ram. Miinzk.,

p. 99).

SATRAPS OF CARIA

When Athens, after her Sicilian defeat during the Peloponnesian War,
lost her command of the sea, the coast towns of Caria, &c, which since

B.C. 469 had been tributary allies, fell again under Persian rule, and were
assigned by the Great King to the Satrapy of Tissaphernes ; and it is to

his time that the remarkable tetradrachm described above (p. 597), obv.

Head of Satrap, rev. BAilA and Lyre, is generally ascribed. On the

death of Tissaphernes, Hecatomnus of Mylasa became Satrap of Caria

circ. B.C. 395.

Hecatomnns, B.C. 395-377. The earliest coins of this ruler are

drachms, Ac. of Attic weight, and bronze coins probably struck at Mylasa,

the types of which may be compared with the coins of Miletus :

—

EKA Li i.' head anil foreleg.

[K M. C, Ion., PI. XXI. 5.]

Lion's bead 1.

Star in ineUM circle . . M 65-7 grs.

Similar & Sue -3
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retained possession of the Satrapy for four years, but struck no coins in

her own name.

Fixodaru, B.C. 340-334, the youngest of the three sons of Hecatoranus*

obtained possession of the satrapy in n.c. 340, his sister Ada retiring to

the inland fortress of Alinda, which she continued to hold until Alexan-

der's invasion. Pixodarus struck didrachms, drachms, and quarter-

drachms similar to those of Hidrieus. On some specimens his name is

written PIEnAAPOY. This marks the date of the introduction of the

spelling, in full, of the diphthong OY in Caria.

Pixodarus seems also to have been compelled, on pressure, to strike a
few gold coins in his own name, which is a sign of a relaxation of direct

Persian control, for the coinage of gold money was one of the cherished

prerogatives of the Great King, never formally delegated to a Satrap.

The smaller gold coins of Pixodarus, which are of undoubted authen-

ticity, are the following:

—

llmd of Apollo 1., laureate.

[B. M. t\, Car.
t
PL XXVIII. 11.]

Similar.

[find., PI. XXVIII. 12.1

PI-Z.OAA /cii- l,:iijr.'ini'iu- -IiiihIiiil-

r., ah on silver coins

A' Hemihckton, 10<8 gn>.

P I Double-nxi* . A! 4̂ Sinter 5-2 rtp.

The specimens of the larger denominations. Hemistater and Heote
similar in type to the Hemihekton, except that the head of Apollo faces

to the right), in the British Museum collection (B. M. C..CW.. PL XXVIII.
9, 10), are not altogether beyond suspicion.

Orontobates or Rhoontopatea, B.C. 33^-333. This Satrap married
Ada, the daughter of Pixodarus, whose hand had beon successively

offered to Philip Arrhidaeusand to Alexander. The account of his defence

of Halicarnassus against Alexander is given by Arrian {Anab. i. 23;
ii. 5, 7), who calls him Orontobatea. His coins are rare, and tetrabrachius

only are known. They resemble those of his predecessor, but bear
apparently the inscription P00NT0PAT0 (Kabelon, Per*e* Achhn.,
lsxxviii. PI. X. 17).

Uncertain Satrapal Coins of Caria (?).

For the staters of Rhodian (?) weight, obfj. King of Persia half kneeling,

rw. Galloping .Satrap, see infra, under Persia.

ISLANDS OFF CARIA

Astypalaea, midway between Cos and Amorgos, was a port on the

trade-route between Phoenicia, Cyprus, Rhodes, Cnidus, Cos, and Euro-

pean Greece on the west. Its name occurs in the Athenian quota-lists,

b.c. 447-436, and in the latter year the annual sum at which it was
assessed amounted to 12,000 drachms (about £480). Astypalaea struck

small bronze coins in the third, second, and first centuries B.C. Inter.,

Original from
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The legend POi is usually wanting, and the fish beneath the dolphins

is sometimes not visible (Imhoof, Z.f. N., i. 153).

Co». Concerning the history, epigraphy, and numismatics of this im-
portant island, see Paton and Hicks (Inscr. of Cos, 1891). According to

tradition the earliest Greek inhabitants of Cos came from Epidaurus,

bringing with them the worship of Asklepios, for which the island was
afterwards celebrated. Herakles is also an appropriate typo on the coins

of a city which was a member of the Dorian Pentapolis. The origin of

the Crab as the special emblem of Cos is unexplained. The fact that it

is frequently accompanied, on coins, with the Heraklean club, while on
certain coins of Imperial times (B. M. C, Car., PI. XXXIII. 4, 5) it is

seen at the feet of Herakles himself, has been cited to prove its con-

nexion with the cultus of Herakles. This is, however, very doubtful

(see Babelon, Traiti, ii. 1, 441).

The coinage of Cos falls into the following periods :

—

Seventh century B.C. Aeginetie standard.

Crab. [B. M. C, Ion., p. G, No. 29.]

Crab. [B. M. C, Car., PI. XXX. 1.]

Crab. [Ibid., PI. XXX. 2.]

Incuse square, quartered

El. 1 -9 grs. = ^ Stater

Rough incuse square, beside which (as

countermark) a small incuse square .

M Staler 189-5 grs.

Hough incuse square

. K Diobol 25 grs.

Ai Obol(t) 10-7 grs.

After a long interval of perhaps nearly a hundred years coins were

onco more struck in the island, and it is remarkable that, while the Crab
is still the distinctive local emblem, the Aeginetie stater is now replaced

by a tetradrachm of Attic weight.

Fifth century B.C. Attic standtird.

£y

Fio. 307.

KOS, Kn« or KHION Naked Disko-
liolos, with tripod behind him (l''i<_r.

307). [B. M. C, far., PI. XXX. 3-5.]

Crab in incuse square

M Tetr. 253 grs.

The agonistic type of these coins clearly refers to the games held in

honour of the Triopian Apollo in which the cities of the Dorian Penta-
polis all took part, the first prize being a brazen tripod which the victor

dedicated to the god (Herod, i. 144).
After these fifth century issues of Euboi'c-Attic tetradrachms there

follows another long interval during which no coinB seem to have been

Dtp i » gle
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The bead on this coin reminds us that the most famous among the

works of Apclles was the Aphrodite which he painted for the Co&ns,
and that Praxiteles also executed for Cos a half-draped statue of the

same goddess, which ranked with his widely renowned naked Aphro-
dite which was purchased by the Cnidians (Pliny, //. N.

9
xxxvL 5. 4).

The smaller silver coins of this period are as follows :

—

Head of young Herakles in lion-skin ft

[B. if, CM Car., PI. XXXII.
1

J

Head of Aeklepios r.

[B. M. C, Car., PL XXXII. 2-5.]

KillUN Shallow iiicube square con-

taining crab and club and magis-

trate's name . . Al Drachm 47 grs.

KninN, Km, ten, or KnrJ shallow

iiiciiH' square containing coiled ser-

pent and one or two magistrate*'

names, sometimes with title T7P0C-
TA[r>p] . M Oracbinsof reduced wt.

or Tet robots 34 grs.

The bronze coins resemble those of the previous period.

Circ. B.C. 88-50.

The coins of this period, which extends from the time of Sulla to the

tyranny of Nikias, are not numerous. The silver pieces are small.

Types—Head of Apollo, rev. Lyre ; Head of Asklepios, rev. Serpent
staff or Coiled serpent. The corresponding bronze coins of the same
time are of larger dimensions (B. M. C., Gar., PI. XXXII. 7-12).

Circ. B.C. 50 to Av/jastus.

During this period the island was governed for a time by a tyrant

named Nikias, concerning whom vory little is known (Strab. xiv. 658).

His portrait, however, has been handed down to us on his bronze coins.

NIKIAS! Beardless head r., diademed. KCililM Head of Asklepios and magi;--

[B.M. C, Car., PI. XXXII. 13.] | teat* name ^E 1-25

Quasi-autonomous and Imperial Coin*.

Augustus to Philip Jun. Tnscr., KniflrJ. Chief types—Heads of

ASKAATTI02; Poseidon; Herakles; OAAMOC: A BOYAA ; ZEN0-
«!>flN (Xenophon the Physician, who practised in Rome in the reign of

Claudius); Z€N0*(0rJ l€P€YC (the same as Priest of Asklepios {?));

innOKPATHC (the Physician) seated; Tyche, Ac. Reverse types—
EIPANA Bust of Eirene; Lyre (B. M. C, Car., PI. XXXIII. 1); Two
doves drinking, perched on the rim of a vase (see Blanchet, in Rev. Num.,
1907, p. lxxxiii); Herakles holding infant Telephos(?J, at his feet, crab

(B. M. C, Car., Pi XXXIII. 4, 5); Hygieia; City Tyche (?) to front

Magistrates' names are not uncommon, and are in the nominative,

sometimes accompanied by a patronymic.

Alliance Coins with Halicarnassus (Caracalla and Geta) struck at the

latter place (B. il. C, Gar., Pi XLIV. 4), and Miletus (Ant. Pius) (N. C,
1904, PI. XVI. 12).

Megiste(l). Megiste was a small island almost united to the main-

land of Lycia some twenty miles east of Patara. A few inscriptions in
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when these cities combined to found the new capital, Rhodus ;
(ii)the long

series of the currency of RhoduB from B.C. 408 onwards.

Camiras Rhodi, on the western coast of the island, was the most

important of the three independent cities. The fact that its coins follow

the Aeginetic standard indicates that it traded chiefly with the Aegaean
islands. Crete, and Peloponnesus, where the Aeginetic standard prevailed.

There are also small electrum coins of Camirus.as well as of Ialysus and

Lindus, which show that they had dealings with the Ionian coast-towns,

where, in the sixth century B.C., electrum was the standard currency.

Electrum and Silver. Sixth century B.C. Aeginetic standard.

Fig-leaf.

[B. M. C, Car., PI. XXXIV. 6.]

Fig-leaf.

[B. M. C, Car., PI. XXXIV. 7.]

Id. [Aid., PI. XXXIV. 10, 1 1.]

Id.

Id.

Iucuse square, within which a deeper

small incuse depression

El. TV Stater 8-1 grs.

Two oblong incudes, separated by broad

band . . . M Stater 189-6 grv.

Id JR Drachm 93-1 gr*.

Incuse square M Tritcmorion 9*1 gr-.

Id. . . . . . M Hemiohol 7-6 gr*.

Silver mul Bronze. Oirc, B.C. 500-408. Persic (?) standard.

Fig-leaf.

[KM. C, Car., PI. XXXIV.12.]

Id. [Ibid., PI. XXXIV. 13.]

Hose. [Ibid., PI. XXXIV. 14.]

Fig-leaf. [/Wrf., PI. XXXIV. 15.]

KAMI PEHN in two oblong incuse,

separated by broad band . • . -

Ai Stater 1 75-2 grs.

K A in two oblong incuses ....
M Trihemiobol 1 8-3 grs.

KA (iriftin's head in incuse square . •

-KObol 14-2 gn-

K A in two quarters of a wheel . M-i

The fig-leaf may have been chosen as a coin-type as the chief product

of the island, but it may also have been originally a religious symbol

(cf. Dionysos nwlnp or otikott;? at Lacedaemon (Ath. 78 c.) and Zeus

ovKatrios (Bust 1572,58)).

Ialysus Rhodi, in the north of the island, about ten miles west of tbr

later city of Khodus, does not seem to have issued money before the

early part of the fifth century B.C., although there are some small

electrum pieces (wts. 15, 7*3, and 3-7 grs.), resembling the silver coins,

which may be somewhat earlier. (See Hirsch, Awt.Cat. xiii.. Nos. 3997

4000.) Its first silver coins are of the Phoenician standard, suggesting

that its commercial relations must have been rather with the mainland

of Asia Minor than with the Aegaean islands.

Silver. Oirc, B.C. 500^108. Phoenician standard.

Forepart of winged boar.

[B. M. C, Car., PI. XXXV. 1, 2.]

IEAYSI0N and IAAYSI0N Kagle'i*

head in dotted aud incuse square, i"

one corner of which is a floral orna-

ment . . ill Tetradr. 2294 01

VERST
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and his emblem, the Rose, polov, the flower from which the island took

ite name, were naturally chosen as the coin-types of the new capital.

In the year of the foundation of Rhodus, B.C. 408, full-face heads on
coins were a novelty. The engraver of the new Rhodian coin-dies,

inspired perhaps liy the exquisite full-face head of Arethusa, the <hef
i£<euvre of the Syracusan artist, Kimon (circ. B.C. 409), betrays also his

own individuality by his adoption of the broader and bolder style of treat-

ment which henceforth characterized Rhodian art, and which, a century
later, culminated in the erection of the world-renowned colossal statue of

Helios by the Rhodian sculptor, Chares, a pupil of LyBippus. Thi-

Rhodian coins of the fourth century B.O. give a splendid rendering of the

head of the Sun-god in his noon-day glory, with rounded face and ample
locks of hair, wind-blown and suggestive of his rapid course. The crown
of rays which the artists of the next century preferred to emphasize in

n more materialistic form is, on these earlier coins, merely hinted at by
a skilful adaptation of the locks of the hair (cf. B. M. C, Car., PI. XXXVI.
5, with PI. XXXVIII. 1). For a possible engraver's name see Hunter
Cat ii, p. 437.

The coinage of Rhodus falls into the following classes :

—

Head uf Helms, facing (rough work).

[B. M. C, Car., PI. XXXVI. 1.]

Id.

Id.

Id. *

Silver. Circ. B.C. 408-400. Attic stamlard.

POAION Rose between two buuche*
of grapes, in incuse square ....

A\ Tetradr. 258-8 gr*.

Id.. . . U^Dr.
P Hose in incuse mjaare. Ai \ I»i\

Head of nymph, Rhodop, to r., in

incuse square . . . . Ai £ I>r.

Next in order follows the Federal coinage of the * Symmacby ', common
to Rhodus, Cnidus, lasus, Samoa, Ephesus, and Byzantium, which dates

from Conon's victory at Cnidus, B.C. 394. In weight the coins of this

alliance consist of Aeginetic didrachms of very light weight {178 grs.)-

which may also be regarded as tridrachms of the reduced Attic standard
(drachm 60 grs.) adopted by Rhodus about this time. The types of the

Federal coin of Rhodus are as follows :

—

£YN Infant Herakles strangling ser-

]x>nt&.

P Rose iu incuse square. [B, M.C..
Car., VI XLV. 2.] . . ^175 gr*.

Gold. Circ. B.C. 400-333.

Of the numerous full-face coirs of bold and sculpturesque style issued

from the Rhodian mint during the greater part of the fourth century thr

most perfect specimen is the unrivalled gold stater in the British Museum
(B.M.C., 6\er. PL XXXVI. 5).

Fin 30S.
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Car., PI. XXXIX. 8) and others with an eagle Buperposed on the right

cheek of the Sun-god.
The bronze coins of this period have a head of Zeus or a veiled female

head in place of that of Helios on the obv. (B.M.C., Car., PI. XXXIX.
15-18).

Circ. B.c. 189-166.

At the conclusion of the peace, B.C. 189. after the battle of Magnesia.
Khodes obtained a large accession of territory on the mainland, including

Lyoia (exclusive of Telmessus) and the greater part of Caria. With the

exception of the magnificent gold stater above described (circ. B.C. 400)
all the other known gold coins of Rhodes belong to the second
century B.C.

Gold Coinage,

Head of Helios, radiate, facing, without

neck. [It. M. From Montagu Coll.,

SaU Cat., ii. 283, PI. III.]

Rose and bud, above 'ArHIl
AAMOI

;
.-_,,<,'.('/. Ai tcmis running

with torch : all in dotted circle . .

AT Stater 131-5m
The magistrate's name and symbol on this unique stater are identical

with those on the didrachm (B. M.C., Car., PI. XXXVIII. 4) and drachm
(Hunter Cat., ii. 439, 21).

Head of Helios, radiate, facing.

[B.M.C.,Car.,Pl. XXXIX. 19.]

Id. [/6itt, p. 272.]

Head of Rhode* r., radiate, wearing

stephane, ear-ring and necklace.

[B. M. t\, Car., PI. XXXIX. 20.]

P Rose and bud iu shallow incu-e

square; above, magistrate's uame

;

changing symbol in field .

AT Stater 131-2 grs

Id AT * Stater 65-6 grs.

P liose and bud ; above, magistrate's

uame; changing symbol : all in dotted

circle . . . AI ± Stater 33-4 gr*.

Gold and Silver ok Regal Types.

Rhodes, after B.C. 189, also struck some gold Philippi with P an<i

adjunct symbol, rose (Miiller, 308) ; and Lysimacnian gold staters

(Muller, Lysim.y 450, 451), together with Alexandrine tetradrachms

I
Miill'.T. 1154—67). The magistrates' names on these coins are identical

with those on the coins of the Rhodian type.

Circ. B.C. 166-88.

In B.C. 167 the Romans deprived Rhodes of her territory on the main-

hind. All the cities hitherto tributary to Rhodes were declared free, and

the Rhodian merchants suffered in consequence a severe loss. The erection

of Delos at this time into a free port was also greatly detrimental to

Rhodian commerce. It is probable that the cessation of the issue of

tetradrachms from the Rhodian mint is coincident with these political

and commercial reverses, and that, driven to abandon the issue of large

coins, Rhodes strove to maintain her credit by restoring her drachms more

nearly to their original weight, and for the sake of distinguishing the

now drachms of heavier weight from the debased drachms, still current.

Digitized byGoOQle Original from
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Head of Helios, radiate, facing.

[B. U. C, Car., PL XLI. 3, 4.]

Head of Helios r., radiate.

[RM.C, Car., PL XLI. 5-7.]

P Full-blown rose to front, within

an oak-wreath. Magistrates' names .

MIA
P or POAIUJN Full-blown rose to

front ; magistrates' nameB and sym-

bols: all in dotted circle . M -8-5

Quasi-autonomous and Imperial Coins, 43 B-c. to Commodus.

The wavering policy of KhodeB during the civil war between Pompey
and Caesar led to the final ruin of her commerce in B.c. 42, when CassiuB

Parmensis destroyed the greater part of her fleet and struck a fatal

blow at her maritime supremacy. Although the Rhodian silver money
continued to be current long after it had ceased to be issued, bronze

gradually took its place as the chief medium of circulation, and the

large bronze coins superseded the silver drachms. Somewhat later,

under one or other of the earlier emperors, one of those reductions in

the value of the current coins took place which I have elsewhere

noticed (B. M. C, Car., p. cxvii), and the large bronze coin which, from

its types, I have assumed to have been at first equivalent to the drachm
was now distinguished as a didrachm and denominated as such by its

inscription POAION AIAPAXMON or POAIOI YTKP TnN'CC-
BACTHN AIAPAXMON.
The chief types on the large bronze coins are heads of Dionysos

unradiato or radiate, and heads of Helios radiate, in profile. The reverse

type is usually Kike. Magistrates' names in the genitive case with izi

and often with title Tcuifaf, the Financial Treasurer and not the Roman
Provincial Quaestor. On a coin of Ant. Pius is a figure of FIOCCI AflN
ACOAACIOC standing before altar (Eckhel, D. N., ii. 605). Poseidon

Asphaleios was the god who presided over the safety of ships and ports

(cf. Strab. 59).

Byrne (?). Concerning the coins assigned by Waddington to this

island and by Imhoof to Syangela see Syangela, supra, p. 625.

Teloa, a small island between Rhodes and Xisyros.

Head of Zeus.

[Mion. iii. 430, 289.]

Head of Athena, r. [Z. /. A\ i. 1 5 1
.]

AAM0KPATIA5: Head of Athena,
facing, with aegis outspread behind it.

Head of Athena, facing, in helmet with

three cri-sts.

Fuurtk century B.C.

THAI Crab ^-5

11 ....... £-4
and magistrate's name.

[Imh., Or. M„ 154. PI. X. 17.] -E -5

THAI Cab. r/W.]. . . . -E-55

"

it

m

The inscription AAMOKPATIAZ occurs also on contemporary coins

of Cnidus (see supra, p. G16). The heads of Zeus and Athena are probably

those of the Zeus I
h-.\:u\ and Athena IloAta? mentioned in Teliau

inscriptions (C. /. G. xii. (iii) 40).

Original from
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Time of Ofjffes, B.C. 687-652.

Fio- 310.

Plain striated surface. (Fig. 310.)

[B.M.C., Ion., PL III. 3.]

Id. [Lenorniatit, Mon, roy. de la Lydie,

P-1-]

Id. [B.M. C, Ion., PI. I. 3.]

Id. [Ibid., PL I. 9.]

Id. [Herd,Coinage o/Lydia and Persia,

PI. I. 4.1

Id. [Ibid., PL I. 5.]

Three incuse sinkings, that in the

centre oblong, the others square , .

El, Babylonic stater 166*8 grs.

Id., but in central incuse a running fox,

in the upper square a stag's head,

and in the lower ^
El. Phoenician stater 219 grs-

Three incuse sinkings, oblong between

two squares

El. \ stater 105-74 grs.

Incuse oblong or double square ,

El. Sixth 37 grs.

Incuse square . - El. Twelfth 18 grs.

Incuse square

El. Twenty-fourth 9 gre.

In the Fox on the reverse of the stater of 219 grs. Lenonnant recog-

nized the symbol of the Lydian god Bassareus. whose name he connected

with the word fia<r<rdpa
t
a fox. This hypothesis is not convincing.

For numerous other small clectrum coins of this class, the minutest of

which weighs no moro than 2-2 grs., see 15. V. Head, in Hogurth's

Archaic Artemisia^ B* Mt Excavations at Epktutus, 1908, p. 79.

Time of Anhjs, B.C. 652-615; SadyaUm, B.C. 615-610; and
Alyattes, B.C. 610-561.

It seems improbable that the above-mentioned primitive elcctrum

coinage without types cad have been a royal monopoly. Such pieces

may have boon struck as occasion required, and independently of the

reigning monarch. An examination of the interesting hoard unearthed

by Hogarth on the site of the Arteinision at Ephesus (op, cit.) reveals the

fact that between the earliest issues and those with the Lion types

(apparently the royal signet) there are at least two distinctly recognizable

varieties: (i) those which boar on the obv. the Forepart or Head of a

Goat (J, 5> iV Ai *ff flk*ter), an<l (») those with the type Two Cocks or

Cocks' heads (J t $, J, y
l
5 stater). Whether these coins arc Lydian or

Ionian may be still an open question, but their primitive style and fabric

renders it probable that they are antecedent to the Lion types, which
seem to have superseded them about the time of Alyattes (B.C. 610-561).

I infer therefore that, during the reigns of the predecessors of Alyattes.

Gyges (b.o. 687-652), Ardys (B.C. 652-615), and Sadyattes(B.t\ 615-610),

the electrum coins struck in Lydia were issued by wealthy traders or

bankers to meet the requirements of markets or fairs held in connexion

Digitized byGoOQle i^ivMri^iiim'jamii
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Time of Croesus, B.C. 561-546.

When Croesus ascended the throne of Lydia, one of his first objects

seems to have been to propitiate the Greeks, in both Europe and Asia,

by magnificent offerings of equal value to the great sanctuaries of Apollo
at Delphi and Branchidae (Herod, i. 46, 50, 92). Under his rule Lydia
rose to be a great power, whose influence reached from the Halys on the

east to the shores of the Aegean. To the early part of the reign of

Croesus may probably be attributed the first introduction of a new
type for the royal coins :

—

Foreparts of lion and bull, in opposite

directions and joined by their necks.

I Head, Coinage of Lydia and Persia,

PI. I. 6.]

Three incuse sinkings as on previous

coinage. El. Plioen. stater 215-1 grs.

(Munich,)

The combination of the Lion and the Bull is remarkable, and sug-

gestive of a more widely extended empire. The electrum currency,

owing perhaps to its uncertain intrinsic value, appears to have fallen

somewhat into discredit, if we may judge from the multiplication of

private merchants' or bankers' countermarks on many of the specimens
here assigned to the successors of Oyges ; and it would seem that Croesus
soon found it necessary, not only to introduce a new and distinctive type,

but to reorganize the coinage of his empire on an entirely new basis,

substituting pure gold and pure silver denominations in place of the

natural electrum. In this monetary reform regard seems to have been
had to the weights of the two old electrum staters, each of which was
now represented by an equal value, though not by an equal weight, of

pure gold. Thus the old (so-called) Phoenician electrum stater of

220 grs. was replaced by a pure gold coin of 168 grs., equivalent, like its

predecessor in electrum, to 10 silver staters of 220 grs. (one-fifth of the

Phoenician silver ntina), and the old Babylonian electrum stater of

168 grs., equal in value to one-fifth of the Babylon ic silver mina.
was replaced by an equivalent gold stater of 126 grs. exchangeable for

10 silver staters of 168 grs., as now for the first time coined. The
denominations of these new Lydian coins seem to have been as

follows :

—

Fiq. 312.

Foreparts of lion and hull, facing one

another.

[KM. C. Lyd., PL I. 14-19.]

(i) Baby Ionic silver standard

Two incuse squares of different sizes,

side hy side.

A* and .it Staters ....
A< J Staters . . .

A' and M £ Staters . . .

A* Hecte (J stater) . . .

A' and Ai Hemihecton

(A 8t« ter)

1 68 grs.

84 grs.

56 grs.

28 grs.

14 grs.

Original from
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Apolloais, called after Queen Apollonis, the mother of Eumenes II

and Attalus II of Porgamum, was in northern Lydia, on the Cissus(?),

a tributary of the Hyllus, near modern P(damut (B. M. C, Lyd., p. xxxiii).

Cistophori with AnOA.and BA. EY. A.year 4 of Eumenes II (= B.C. 186),

and bronze, AnOAAfiNl AEnN, Head of Kybele, rev. Zeus seated;

Head of Herakles, rev. Fulmen. Interval till Im/terial time*, Julia. Titi

tilia (?), or Domitia to Sov. Alex, with or without heads of Emperors.

Ordinary <y/xw—AH MOC, ICPA CYrJKAHTOC, OeON CYNKAHTON.
Rev. Eagle on bone; Amphora; Kybele seated; Dionysos in temple;

Kalathos ; and Artemis Persica as at the neighbouring Hierocaesareia.

Names of Strategoi from Verus onwards.

ApoUonoa-hieron or Apollonieron, on the east slopes of Messogis near
the modern BvMadan, about six miles north of Tripolis and overlooking

the Lycus valley towards the Salbacus range in the south (B. M. C., Lyd.,

p. xxxv). Imperial, with Emperors' heads, Tiberius to Hostilian, with
AnOAAU)Nl€PIT(i)M, AnOA\nNl€P€ITnN, and, later, AJIOAAn-
rJOI€P€ITnN. Quasi-autonomous, apparently from time of Severus,

&c, with heads of Roma or l€PA CYrJKAHTOC. Types—Zeus Lydios;

Dionysos ; Hades with Kerberos ; Apollo standing, sometimes in temple

;

&c. Magistrates, Hiereus and First Archon in genitive case with bn,

Attaleia. Originally an Attalid outpost on the upper Gurduk-cturi
(Lycus 1), some eight miles north of Thyatira (B. M. C, Lyd., p. xxxvi).

Coins only of Imperial times, Commodus to Sev. Alex. Inscr., ATTA-
ACATnN, occasionally with name of Strategos in genitive case with «ri.

Types—Bust of Artemis with surname BOPCITHNH or KOPH; also

Artemis or Selene-Hekate running with torch in each hand ; Herakles

and lion ; Dionysos and Pan ; River-god (Lykos) ; Busts of Roma,
ICPA CVNKAHTOC, &c. The coins of the other Attaleia, in Pamphylia,

read ATTAA€flN.

Aureliopoli«. See Tnioluu Aureliopolii.

Bageia. Probably opposite the modern Sirghe on the upper Hermus,
some twenty miles north-east of the modern Kuhi (B. M. C, Lyd.,

p. xxxviii). Quasi-autonomous and Tm[>erial, Xero to Salonina. BATH-
NnNor KAICAP€ON BArHNnN; also BATCIC (Imh., Monn.gr., 3H4).

Magistrate, Archon or First Archon, Trajan to Oeta ; also Hiereus (?)

and Stephanephoros in time of Commodus. Principal tyi*es—l€PA
CVrJKAHTOC; AHMOC; 6CA PflMH; l€PA BOVAH; &c." Rev. Bull;

City seated; Zeus Lydios; Demeter; River CPMOC; Isis ; Hennes

;

Asklepios ; Dionysos ; Emp. (Sept. Sev. and Valerian) on horseback riding

over prostrate Parthians and sometimes assisted by Ares and Athena

;

Aphrodite standing naked to front with throo Erotes at her feet.

Alliaiwc coins with Temenothyrae (Gallicnus and Salonina). Ty[>es—
Men and Tyche ; Herakles and Dionysos.

Blanndna. A Macedonian fortress on an acropolis and a lower city at

foot of rock, modern SuUimanli, in a ravine of the Hippurius, a northern

affluent of the Maoandur on the frontiers of Phrygia (B. M. C, Lyd., p. xl|-

Autonomous coins of second century B.C., MAAYNAEnN and Magis-
trate's name in nominative case, sometimes with patronymic or mono-
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types of the Lower Cilbiani include a River-god (Kilbos?); Eircne;
Artemis Ephcsia ; Goddess seated before naked Apollo and crowned by
Nike standing on eagle (Num. Zed., xx, PI. I. 17) ; and Turreted bust of

City, inner., N€IKAHNH (N. Z., I c.) ; also N€IK€A and rJ€lK€l A. and
on other quasi-autonomous coins, AHMOC, I6PA CVNKAHTOC, e€AN
PnMHM.&c.

Clannudda. A Seleucid (?) stronghold about fifteen miles north of

Blaundus (B. M. C, Lyd., p. xlviii). Autonomous of second century b. c.

Inscr., KAANrJOYAAEnN. Types—Head of Hermes, rev. Bull ; Head
of Zeus, rev. Eagle ; Head of Apollo, rev. Artemis Anaitis. No magis-
trates' names.

Daldis. The site of this town has been fixed at Nardy Kalessi in the
highlands south of the river Phrygius, some ten miles north-east of the
Gygaean Lake (B.M.C., Lyd., p. xlix). Quasi-autonomous and Imperial
coins from the time of one of the Flavian emperors to Gallienus. Inscr.,

AAAAIANflN, or very rarely 0AABIOnOA€ITnN AAAAIANnN or
*AAB[iW] KAICAP[«W] AAAAI[a*w], titles which were abandoned
before the time of Severus.

Magistrate—Strategos with <Vi. This title is replaced after the age of

the Antonines by that of First Archon. On a coin of Otacilia the titles

are APXI TTPn TT0 B= 'ApX'[>P«W] [kqi] vpu[rov] ird[Ac<os] ff. The title

tt/jutov TTJv Ti6\tu>s = irpuTos Apx""' (0- Chief types—Artemis Ephesia;
Zeus Lydios; Cultus-effigy of Kore; Apollo Mystes seated in temple;
Artemis with hounds, hunting two stags; Perseus slaying three Gorgon
sisters asleep under a tree with winged Hypnos hoveling over them and
attendant horse looking back, temple of Apollo in background^./. N,
v. 105) ; Asklepios and Hygieia ; &c

Busts on f/H«w-«tttoHOi»MW'« coins—SCON CVNKAHTON ; l€PA CVN-
KAHTOC; l€POC AHMOC; Sarapis; Roma; City <t>AABIOnOAIC ; Ac

Alliance coin with Philadelphia—Caracalla (B. M. C, Lyd., p. 211).

Dioshieron. Site at Binjhi, a few miles north-east of Odemith, in

a gorge of Mount Tmolus opening upon the plain of the Cayster
(B. M. C, Lyd., p. 1). Quapi-autoitomous and Imperial coins—
Augustus<?) to Gordian. Magistrates—Grammateus (Nero and Ant.
Pius) and Strategoi (from Commodus onwards). Inscr., AlOZIEPITOrJ
and A!OCI€P€ITnN. Chief types—River KAYCTPOC ; ZEYI.Headsof
Zeus and Nero; Hera standing; Zeus seated; Asklepios; Tyche; l€PA
CVhJKAHTOC; AHMOC; &c.

Oerme, on the southern hank of the Caicus some thirty miles east of
Pergamum (B. M. C, Lyd., p. lii). Quasi-autonomous and Im^terial
coins—Titus to Philip. Magistrates—Strategos or First Archon from
Trajan's time onwards. Inscr., r€PMHrJflN. Chief ty/w—Apollo,
sometimes with the python on a laurel behind him; Apollo and
Mar*vas; Apollo seated on rock before agonistic table (Imhoof, Zur gr.

u. rum. Miiibzkn p. 117); Seer (pants), with flying eagle pointing the

way before seated Hurakles: Herakles reclining on lion's back, holding
small Eros and club (Hirsch, Auct. Cat., xiii. 3307); Herakles and
Kerberos; Dionysos in panther-car, accompanied by satyrs, &c. ; Three
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title appears. From M. Aur. onwards iiri is almost always expressed, and
the title is Strategos or First Archon. Occasionally under Commodus
and Caracalla the coins are struck in the joint names of two Strategi.

Under S. Severus the Strategoi were also Asinrchs, and under Geta
and Gordian sometimes Stepnanephoroi. Chief fyjm—Cultus-idol of

Artemis Anai'tis ; The temple of the same goddess ; Two boys casting

lots with astragali before the effigy of the goddess; The Lydian axe-

bearing god ; Asklepios, sometimes accompanying AnaUis ; Zeus

;

HerakTes and Dionysos (Imhoof, Kl. M., p. 174); City-goddess and
Apollo (Hunter Cat, PI. LV. 19); Dionysos and Pan (Imhoof, Zur gr.

u. rom. Miinzl-., p. 119); Nike; Tyche: Kybele; Artemis huntress;

River KAYCTPOC; &c. Also Busts of AHMOC; ICPA CYNKAHTOC;
City goddess YnAinA; Herakles; Ac

A/lutnce coins with Sardes, struck at Sardei.

Hyrcanis. Originally a settlement of Hyrcanians from the neighbour-
hood of the Caspian sea, transported to Lydia in Persian times. Under
Seleucid (?) rule it received a Macedonian garrison (B. M. C, Lyd^
p. lxiv). Site on the north slope of the Cfuif Dagh, above a stream
anciently called the Pidasus, which flows into the Hyllus about fifteen

miles above its junction with the Hermus.
Quasi-autonomous and Imperial coins—Trajan to Philip. Inser.,

YPKArJnN or YPKANnN MAK€AONnN. Magistrates—Strategos
with, under Philip, additional title Stcphancphoros. Coins of Trajan
and Hadrian also bear the names ArJe. BIT. nPOK[An] (Q. Bittius

Proculus, Procos. circ. A.D. 112), and AN0Y. KYIHTO (Avidius Quietus,
Procos. under Hadrian). The types point chiefly to the cults of Dionysos,

Demeter and Kore, ana Ask lepios. The River-god TT IA AC C lies beneath
a tree and leans upon a Macedonian (?) shield, implying, perhaps, that

the old Macedonian fort still guarded the approach by the river. Rusts

also occur of l€PA CYNKAHTOC and of the City YPKANIC, &c.

Maeonia. The modern Menne in the volcanic region called KaraKfKav-

nivrj, midway between tho rivers Cogamis and Hermus (B. M. C, Lyd.,

Slxvi). Quasi-autonomous and Imperial coins— Nero to Trajan
edoa. Iiiscr., MAIONnN. Magistrate—usually Archon or First

Archon, exceptionally Strategos. The title Stephanephoros is added
occasionally under Caracalla and Traj. Deems.
The chief types refer to the worship of Zuus Olympios, Demeter anil

Kore (sometimes as cultus-efligy flanked by ears of corn and poppy.
Rev. Num., 1893, p. 456), Zeus Lydios, Rape of Persephone, Herakles
and Omphale, Dionysos, Athena, Artemis, Hekate, Men, Hestia,&c.

Busts of AHMOC, Z€VC OAVMTTIOC, I€PA CVNKAHTOC, City
M A 1 M I A, Roma or Athena, &c

Magnesia ad Sipylum. The modern Ma ulna on the north slope of

Mount Sipylus. overlooking the plain of the lower Hermus (B. M. C,
Lyd., p. lxix). Magnesia belonged to the Seleucidae down to the defeat of

Antiochus under its walls in B.C. 190. It then passed under Attalid rule,

and its earliest coins, characterized by various monograms, seem to belong
to this period. Inter., MATHHTfiM IITTYAOY, Heads of Zeus, Apollo,

Kybele, Artemis, Herakles, &c. Rev. Serpent twined round omphalos :

Grapes; Zeus Lydios; Zeus and Hermes (?) joining hands; Athena Nike-

L
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Chief types—The Lydo-Phrygian axe-bearing divinity often radiate,

on horseback, with altar and cypress tree in front ; sometimes Hermes
leads the horse. Busts of Roma, 9€AM PftMHN, AHMOC, &c. It is

noteworthy that Mostene and Magnesia in the time of Gallienus make
use of the same obverse dies; for similar cases in Lydia see Imhoof-
Blumer, Zur gr. u. rvm. Miimk., p. 115, with references there.

Nacrasa, Site at or near the modern Bakir in North Lydia, between
Thyatira and Pergamum (B. M. C, Ly<L, p. Ixxvi). Originally a Seleucid
stronghold, but no coins are known before Imperial times. Quasi-auto-

nomous and Imperial coins—Domitian to M.Aurelius. Inscr., NAKPA-
CITON or NAKPAC€ITnN,down to the time of the Antonines, later

NAKPAC€flrJ. Magistrate—Strategos. Chief types—Artemis Ephesia

;

Serpent coiled round omphalos; Stag; Apollo standing; Kybele:
Temple of Artemis ; Asklepios ; Herakles ; Zeus seated ; Rape of Per-
sephone; &c. Busts of Senate, l€PA CYhlKAHTOC and 9€0N
CYNKAHTOrJ, Herakles, &c.

Nicaea. See Cilbiani.

Nysa. Site near modern Eski-Hissar, on the south slope of Mount
Messogis, in the Miteander valley (B. M. C, Lyd., p. lxxviii). Founded by
a Spartan named Athymbros. Name changed to Nysa by Antiochus I

after one of his wives. Although Nysa was a Seleucid city, its earliest

coins are Cutophori, adjunct symbol Rore veiled, and Quarter Cutophori,
with NY or NYCA in field. Magistrates names abbreviated in nomina-
tive case, and dates 12, 15, and 23 of the Asian era (b. c. 134—133) : also

contemporary (?) bronze, some dated ETOYZ E, ETOYZ O, ETOYZ
E K , &c. (as to these dates see Imhoof, Gr. M., p. 194). Magintrates' names
in nominative case at full length or abbreviated. Iu$cr., NYZAEflN.
Types—Heads of Zeus, Hades, Kore, Dionysos, &c. Rev. Kore standing

;

Rape of Kore ; Slinger ; Horned panther ; Bunch of grapes ; &c.

Quat-i-autonomousand Imperial—Augustus to Gallienus. Magistrate*—
Grainmateus and Hiereus in nominative case down to Nero. From
Domitian onwards Grainmateus in genitive, usually with M, and with

additional title Hiereus on coins of Gordian. Inscr., NYCAenN. Chief
types—These.— in addition to the ordinary conventional types, e. g.

AHMOCCVNKAHTOC, l€PA CVMKAHTOC, &c.,—are mostly connected
with the festivals. Many bear explanatory legends such as €IPHNH;
KOPOC (Plenty); CYTTOCIA; TTATPOOZ ZOinN (epithet of Apollo);

T7A0YT0A0THZ (epithet of Zeus); KAMAP6ITHC (epithet of Men);
KOPH: AIONYCOC; A6YMBP0C;&c. A type of special interest shows
a : i: '

! borne to the sacrifice on the shoulders of six naked ephebi ; this

illustrates a passage in Strabo (xiv. L 44), in which he describes the

annual Panegyris near Nysa. Games—6€0rAMI A OlKOYM€NlK A.

in honour of the marriage of Hades and Persephone.

Altia-nce coin with Ephesus—Elagahalus. Type—Men and Artemis

Ephesia

Pactolua. For coins said to read rTAKTnAEHN (probably tooled)

see Hirsch. Auct. Cat. xiii, No. 4058, and Imhoof, Zur gr. u. rOm.
Miinzk., p. 125.
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Sola. This city was in eastern Lydia, and occupied the territory

between Blaundus and Tripoli s north of the River Sindrus (B. M. C,
Lyd., p. xciv). Quasi-autonomous and Imperial coins—Domitian to Sev.

Alex. Inscr., CAAHNflN, and in Domitian's time AOMITIANO-
nOAeiTHN CAAHhifiN. Magistrates' titles, Archon or First Archon.
Also Hiereua in Trajan's time. Chief types—Busts. ANTINOOC HPAC ;

lePACYNKAHTOC; e€ON CYrJKAHTON; AHM OC : Koma or Athena :

Herakles; &c. Rev. types—Zeus Lydios; Dionysos; Kybele ; Hermes;
Asklepios with Hygieia and Telesphoros ; Tyche holding plough as well
as rudder; &c.

Affiance coin with another city whose name is effaced (Wadd., As.

Mitt., p. 33).

Sardes, the ancient capital of the Lydian kingdom, was situated on
and around a projecting rocky spur of Mount Tmolus overlooking the

plain of the Hermus and its little tributary the Pactolus, a mountain
stream which, in ancient times, was famous for the gold-dust which it

rolled down from the mountain, the source of the immense wealth
of Croesus and his ancestors. The early electrum, gold, and silver

coinage of the Lydian kings (see p. 644 ff.) may have been issued from the

Sardian mint, and it is more than probable that gold darics and silver

sigloi were struck there under Persian rule.

In Seleucid times regal money must have sometimes been struck at

Sardes, e.g. the coins of Achaens q. v., who proclaimed himself king at

Sardes in B.C. 214.

In B.C. 189 Lydia was annexed to the kingdom of the Attalids, and,
between this date and B.C. 133, when it was included in the Roman
Province of Asia, and even after that date, Sardes was one of the mints

from which cistophori were issued. Contemporary with the cistophori

are a few Alexandrine tetradrachms and drachms and some 'jofd

Philippi of late style, which were probably struck at Sardes (B. M. C,
Lyd., p. xcvii). To this age (probably after B.C. 133) may be also assigned
the rare tetradrachm described liy Imhoof (Mann, gr., PI. G. 23). Head
of young Herakles. Rev. SAPAIANflN Zeus Lydios standing, wt.

236 grs.

The autonomous bronze coinage of Sardes is contemporary with the

cistophori, and may extend down to the early part of the first century
B.C., after which there is here, as in most other towns in Roman Asia,

an interval before the coinage begins again in Imperial times. The
inscr. on the autonomous bronze coins is ZAPAIArJnN. and they bear

magistrates' names, either in monogram form or at full length, in

nominative case, without titles, but frequently with the addition of the

patronymic, e.g. 'Hpaws 'Imfoti ptmr. (B. M. C, Lyd., PI. XXIV. 16).

Among the f»//JC* of the autonomous bronze coins are Heads of Apollo,

Herakles, Dionysos, City-Tyche, and Artemis. Rev. Club; Apollo

standing: Lion; Horned panther with spear in mouth; Zeus Lydios;

Athena standing ; Demeter standing ; &c.
Quasi-autonomous and Imperial-—Augustus to Valerian Jun. Inscr.,

SAPAIANnN; or, from Tiberius to Caligula, KAIZAPEnN 2APAIA-
NnrJ. and later CAPAIANnN, with additional title N€flKOPnN (coin

of Antinoiis), B NenKOPnN (coin of Albinus), or TPIC NEnKOPON
(coins of Elagabalus and later) (seeB. M. C, Lyd., p. cvii). In addition to

the Neocory, other titles enjoyed by Sardes in later days were MHTPO-

«.• -• •f"**-**-**-*!/* Oriqinalfro
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in the genitive case with ivl or in monogram, in one instance with

AITHCA[M€NOY], showing that the coins were issued ' on tlie motion

of" or 'at the request of the Strategoa (cf. coins of Alia, Ancyra, and

Eucarpeia in Phrygia). Chief tyjtes—River-god KAIKOC ; Zeus:

Artemis Ephesia; Homonoia and Asklepios; Ac. Also, ICPA CYN-
KAHTOC; 9€A PHMH; CTPATOrJ€IKl A ; and bust of Hadrian as

KTICTHC.

Tabula, on the north side of the Hermus, near the modern village

Burgas Kale, where there still stands a mediaeval citadel which once

commanded the entrance of the Hermus gorge (B. M. C, Lyd., p. cxix).

Quatfi-autoihomtnw and Imperial coins from Marciana(?) to Gordian.

Inner., TABAA€flN. Maytitrates—M. Aurelius to Commodus in nomina-
tive case '\tptvi ai*0i)Kt, or in genitive case ivl Upimti and subsequently,

under Sev. Alex., the names of one or two Archons in genitive case with

twL Chief types—Kybele; Radiate axe-bearing horseman; River-god
€PMOC; Artemis Ephesia; Helios (?) in biga; Athena Nikephoros
before altar; Leto with infants ; CYNKAHTOC; AHMOC; &c.

Thyatira, the modern Ak-Hissar, was an important city commanding
an extensive territory on the upper Lycus, originally an ancient Lydian
stronghold (reipa) recolonized with a Macedonian garrison by one of the

earlier Seleucidae (B. If. C., Lyd.
, p. csx). The earliest coins are cistophort

of Eumenea II with OYA, BA EY, and date, B (=B.c. 188). Also

autonomous bronze. Inscr., OYATEIPHNnN. Magistrates' names in

monogram or nominative case. Types—Head of Artemis, rev. Apollo

standing, or Bow and Quiver; Head of Apollo, rev. Tripod, or Double-
axe. Interval of more than 200 years till Imperial times.

Quasi-autonomous and Imperial coins—Claudius to Salonina. Inscr.,

eYATIPHNOI, 6YATIPHNON, or eYAT€IPHNnN. Magistrates

names do not occur before the time of M. Aurelius ; but in Trajan's reign

thero are coins with the names of the Proconsuls, Tullus, reading

AhiGVnA TOVAAH (Imhoof, Zur gr. u. rdm. Miinzk, p. 133) ; Fuscus.

a.d. 98-102 (?), reading AN0Y. OOYCKH; Fabius Postuminus, before

A.D. 112, reading ANeY nOCTOYM€lNn ; and Hadrianus, before A.D.

114, reading €ni ANeYFTATOY AAPIANOY (Wadd., Faetes, pp. 169.

177, 179). From M. Aurelius to Gallienus the names of about thirty

Strategoi occur on the coins, in genitive case with «Vi, three among them
being distinguished as of equestrian rank (I TTTT I K 1 ). Games—T7Y© I A :

AYrOYCTCIAnYGIA; AYrOYCT€IA AAPIANA OAYMniA; AYTOY-
CT€IA TtYGIA AAPIANA OAYMniA—all probably one and the same
festival—the Tvplpvaa, or ol f«y<iAot 2f/3acrroi Tvptiivrjoi dy&rcs, in honour
of the local divinity, "HAio? TlvOios WttoKKwv Tvpi/icato?, or Tyrimnos.

Chief ty/>es— Horseman (TYPIMNOC), with double-axe; Apollo Tyrim-

naeos standing with doublc-axe, or radiate in quadriga, also carrying

double-axe, and receiving agonistic crown from Emperor (Elagabalusf,

who stands facing him ; Apollo as a healing god, standing, holding a ser-

pent; City-goddess, Thyntira, holding cultus-statue ofApollo Tyrimnaeos:
River-god Lykos, or a Nymph, recumbent beneath a tree, with a humped
bull approaching as if to drink ; Amphionand Zethos binding Dirke to bull

(cf. coins of Acraras) ; Hephaestos forging helmet; Hcphaestos standing:

Athena or Roma standing, or seated: Dionysos; Herakles; Nemesis:

Pan with grapes and pedum : Kore. Also heads of ICPA CYNKAHTOC:
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enjoyed peace and prosperity, and was one of the chief mints of the

Cietopkori. The cistophori of Tralles, with their halves and quarters,

range in date from b.c. 189 down to B.c. 48. They fall into four classes

:

(i) with no symbol or magistrate's monogram between the serpents, and
with a varying symbol in the field, (ii) With magistrates' monograms
or symbols between serpents, and varying symbol in field, (iii) Do.,

but monograms resolved into, usually, four separate letters. These three

classes belong to tho Pergamenc period before B.C. 133. Under Roman
rule, from B.C. 133, the cistophori of Tralles, like those of Epbesus, bear,

in addition to a magistrate's name and a symbol, a date reckoned from

the era of the Province of Asia, b. c. 134-133, but only down to b. c. 126,

when the series comes abruptly to an end ; and it was not until after the

death of Mithradates that Tralles was again in a position to strike cisto-

phori. These later cistophori (iv) are Known as Proconsular, and bear

the names of the Roman governors in Latin characters across the reverse,

viz. T. Ampius T. f., Procos. (b.c. 58-57); C. Fabius M. f, Procoa. (b.c
57-56); C. Septumius T. f., Procos. (B.<\ 56-55); C. Claudius Ap. f.

Pulcher, Procos. (b.c. 55-53); and C. Fannius, Pont. Praetor (b.C
49-48). They bear in addition the name of the municipal magistrate in

Greek characters, usually at full length in the nominative case, sometimes
with titles Uptw or <rT«t>avr)<t>6pos (B. M. C, lytf., PI. XXV).
During the Mithradatic war and the brief rebellion in Asia Minor

against the Roman domination, B.c. 88-84, Tralles, like Ephesus, Perga-
mum, Miletus, Smyrna, and Erythrae, in Asia, and Athens, in Europe,
seems to have issued, probably for war expenses, and perhaps also for

the sake of emphasizing its independence of Roman suzerainty, a few

gold staters, of which the only specimen at present known is in the

Waddington Collection, Paris. Obv. Head of Zeus; Rev. TPAAAIA-
Nn[N], Humped bull on Maeander symbol {Invent. Wattd., PI.

XIV. 23).

There are also autonomous bronze coins, second or first century B.C.,

inner. TPAAAI ANflN, and Magistrate's name in nominative case

(B. M. C, Lyd., PL XXXIV).
In b.c. 26 Tralles was ruined by a great earthquake. Augustus helped

to restore it, and, in his honour, it adopted the name of Caesareia; and
from this time down to the reign of Nero the coins of Tralles are

inscribed simply KAIZAPEflrJ, with or without the head of the Emperor.
From Nero to Domitian the coins sometimes read KAICAPCflN
TPAAAI ANflN, and, after Domitian down to the time of Gallienus,

TPAAAIANfiN only, with the occasional addition, from Caracalla's

time, of NenKOPnN or MenKOPflrJ THN C€BAC[TON], or of

TPAAAI ANnN nPHTflN €AA A AOC, this last probably a self-assumed

title ; cf. npwrwi' 'Atrias at Ephesus and Smyrna.
On the quasi-autonomous and Imperial coins the magistrate's name

is in the nominative case down to Nero's time. From Domitian onwards

the name is usually preceded by ewl yp[awiaW<u$], and in the time of

Gordian and Philip by iirl yp\ awiarlo>i>
j
r&v w«pl rdv deira, implying that

the coinage was sometimes issued in the name of the whole board of

magistrates, with special mention of the President's name. The Town
Council of Tralles is sometimes distinguished by the titlo KAAYAIA
80YAH, probably because the Emperor Claudius had endowed it with

some special privileges.
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1

The chief types of the coins of Tralles refer to the cultus of Zeus,

Apollo, Helios, and Selene. The large coins of Ant. Pius exhibit

roost interesting reverses, e.g. A IOC rOMAI 'Jo vis incunabula ', the

infant Zeus nursed by Adrasteia, with three Kuretes grouped around

;

Dionysos and Apollo in car drawn by panther and goat ridden by
Seilenos; Selene in biga of bulls; the- Nuptials of Io, CIOYC TAMOl,
bowing Io as a veiled bride conducted by Hermes as ivfnpay<ay6s, or the

meeting of Zeus with Io in her father's cow-shed (fiowrams) (Aesch.,

Prom. Vinct. 652); TPAAA€YC KTICCTHC (sic) The founder as a

standing warrior (Imhoof, Gr. J/., p. 203). These types refer to the

Argive origin of the city. Other less characteristic types are—Dionysos
supported by satyr ; Helios in quadriga ; Rape of Kore ; Hekate triformis

;

Artemis Ephesia before seated Zeus. Also busts of ZCYC AAPACIOC
;

ATTOAAnrJ HAIOC ; HAIOC CCBACTOC ; ICPOC AHMOC; I6PA
CYNKAHTOC; and figures of Apollo nY6IOC and AYAIOC.
Games—TTY0IA, OAYMTTIA.and OAYMTTIA AYI"0YCT€l A TTY8I A.

Alliance coins with Smyrna and another uncertain city (Imhoof, Zur
yr. u. rom. Miinzk., p. 136). Epheros and Pergamum struck, at their

own mints, alliance coins with Tralles.

Tripoli* [Apollonia 11. The city of Tripolis, with a mixed population

of Lydians, CarianB, and Phrygians (hence perhaps its name), formed one
of the group of cities surrounding the Lycus valley where it joined that

of the Maeander (B. M. C, Lyd., p. cxlvii). Imhoof (Lyd. Stadtm., 37)
conjectures that it was originally called Apollonia, and assigns to it

autonomous & of the first century B.C. Obv. Head of Zeus; Rev.
AnOAAHrJlATHN, Rider with double-axe over shoulder, Maeander
symbol beneath. QuastMiutonomvus and Imperial coins—Augustus to

Gallicnus. Iiucr., TPITTOAITHN or TPITTOAeiTflN. Magistrates

from Augustus to Trajan only, in nominative case; under Tiberius with
title 4>iAoKato-a/> (cf. Imhoof, Lyd. Stadtm.

t p. 119). In Trajan's time
a coin was struck with the legend eCOAHPOC B. €XAPA[Z€N] ; cf. a
contemporary coin of Kphesus with u [i>«]a>[*d/>os] 'E<£«[otaH'] 5t}[fiot]

hrtx6p[a£*v] (B. M. C, Ion., p. 76).

It is remarkable that Epnesus and Tripolis seem to be the only cities

of any importance in the Roman Province of Asia, whose coins, after

Trajan's time, do not bear, as a general rule, the names of the local

magistrates, Grammateus, Strategos, or Archon. The coins of the island

of Samos in Imperial times are also without magistrates' names.
#

Chief types—Amazon (?), or perhaps male rider, on horseback, with
double-axe over shoulder; River-goa MAIANAPOC; AHTH seated or

running, carrying her twins, or in temple; Apollo; Artemis; Zeus
Lydios; Dionysos; Demeter; Ares; ZCVC CAP ATTIC; Isis ; Hermes;
Nemesis; Eireno; &c. Also busts of e€A PHMH or 0€AN PHMHN ;

l€PA CYNKAHTOC; AHMOC; ICPA BOYAH ; Helios ; &c
Games—AHTn€IA, AHTOJCIA nYGIA.
Alliance coins with Laodiceia ad Lycum (B. M. C, Lyd., p. 378).
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PHRYGIA
[Radet, GM En Phrygie, 1883. Ramsay, W. H., Cities and BisJtopries t>f Phiygia* 1895 And

181*7* Im hoof- Bl timer, FM Kteinatiatischc Jfiltum, 1901 ; Zwr prfrcfttoken w. rSintoAoi Jfita?-

fcunrff, liK>& Head, B. V,, BritM Museum Catalogue Phrygia, 190O.]

Before the expedition of Alexander, ami the subsequent gradual exten-

sion of Greek civilization among the rude peoples of the highlands of cen-

tral Asia Minor, a native coinage in these regions was non-existent, though
the Persian daric was doubtless current along the more frequented trade-

routes from Syria through the Cilician gates and along the river-valleys

of Phrygia and Lydia to the Greek ports on the western seaboard. It

was not until Greek and Macedonian settlers had been planted here and
there in the country by the Seleuoids and Attalids in mutual rivalry

that coinage began to come into general use, and it was not until after

the defeat of Antiochus at Magnesia, B- C. 190, when the greater part of

western Asia Minor was assigned to the kingdom of Pergamuin, that Cisto-

phoric mints wore established (b. c. 189-133) at Laodiceia and Apaiueia.

Afterwards, when the administration of the country was taken over

by the Romans (b. c. 133), Synnada, as a convenient station on the road

through Pisidia to Cilicia, was also promoted to the rank of a Cistophoric

mint* The Alexandrine tetradrachms of this period, which MUiler (Nos.
1178-95) assigned to Philomelium on the eastern highway to Iconium.

belong more probably to Phaselis on the coast of Lycia (Imh., KL J/M 308),

The only other city which struck silver coins in prc-Imperial times was
Cibyra, which was allowed to retain its independence under its native

dynasts down to B. c. 84. Including the above-mentioned cities, there

were in all about a score of towns in which autonomous bronze money
was coined at intervals during the course of the second and first cen-

turies B.C. These were either the chief halting places on the various

highways from west to east or from north to south, or towns in the

immediate neighbourhood of famous sanctuaries, such as Hierapolis,

Dionysopolis, Hieropolis, &c. Most, though not all, of these towns con-

tinued to strike money throughout the Imperial period down to the time
of Gallienus, and as the general prosperity of the country increased under

the organized rule of Rome, mints at many other less important cities

frequently sprang into activity, though it would seem that their issues

were usually confined to special occasions such as periodical religious

festivals or games, and, in many cases, the expense of the coinage was
undertaken by some magistrate or wealthy citizen of high standing, such

as
f

\pxiiptvs or 'Aoidfop!*; ** an offering (itaOijfia) to his native city. Such
voluntary liturgies would as a rule earn for the benefactor some hono-
rary title, such as 4>iAtirarpir, 4>tAo'iciu<rap, TIu? voAccaf, &c. Sometimes,
however, these liturgies would eeem to have been granted *at the request

of (alrija-atiuov) or ( on the acceptance of a report by* (tttrayyfiKavTQs)

some local magnate and, in such cases, it is possible that the city may
have undertaken the expense of the issue while delegating it in commis-
sion to a special officer (AnjuAntfcfr)*1 As a general rule, however, the

1 S**e v, Fritz? in Xotnistna. i. p. 2 aq*).
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(liuhoof, A7. M., p. 193) ; Horseman galloping towards mountain on
which stand two women, in front, River-god (Sindros?) (B. M. C, Phr. t

PI. IV. 6). Also busts of Roma (0€AN PHMHN), l€POC AHMOC,
AHMOC, l€PA BOYAH, BOYAH, &c. For other varieties see Imhoof,
Znr gr. u. rdm. Milnzk., p. J89.

Aezanis in Pbrygia Epictetus, near the sources of the Rhyndacus.
Axttononxov.8 bronze probably after B. c. 84, the Sullan era, according to

which some specimens seem to be dated (Imhoof, Gr. M.
t
195). Inecr.,

EniKTHTE[nN], obv. Helmeted bust, rev. Horse walking, sometimes
with palm across shoulder, occasionally on caduceus, above, pilcus sur-

mounted by star ; oou. Helmet with cheek-piecee, rev. Sword or dagger
in sheath; obv. Head of Zeus, rev. Eagle on fulmen. Magiatiutes names
in monogr., but in one instance at lull length—rAIOY. In the latter

half of the first century B. c. the iitscr. is EZEANlTHhJ ; obv. Head of

Herakles, rev. Hermes ; obv. Head of City, rev. Dionyaos.

Quasi-autonomous and Im/?erial—Augustus to Gallienus. In^r.,
AlZANlTOrJ or AlZAMeiTHN with addition, on a coin of Commodus,
of N€aKOPnN TOY A10C (Invent. Wadd., PI. XV. 7). Magistrate*'

names in genitive with iiri, usually with patronymic without or with
titles, Archon, Grammateus, Strategos, Stephanephoros, Archineokoros

or Archiereus and Neokoros (?), Asiarch. (b or list of names see B. M. C,
Pkr., p. xxiv. tf.) Under M. Aurelius the Grammateus Eurykles dedi-

cates a coin TH T6P0YCIA (aircdrjKt being understood). Chief type*—
Zeus standing half-draped -. Athena ; Kybele ; River-god (Rhyndakos)
holding infant Ploutos; the Dioskuri ; AHMOC standing; Infant Zeus
suckled by goat; Helios in quadriga; Hermes; Artemis Ephesia;
Hekate triformis; Poseidon; Hephaestos forging helmet; &c Also

bustaof 0COC CYNKAHTOC and l€PA CYNKAHTOC; ICPA BOYAH:
ICPOC AHMOC; AHMOC ; and 96 A PHMH.

Alliance coin with Cadi, under Domitian—AHMOC AlZANeiTflN,
AHMOC KAAOHNnH.

Alia (near the modern Idarn-Keui) on the upper Sindrus between

Acmonoia and Siocharax. Quasi-autonomous and Imperial, occa-

sionally, from Trajan to Gordian. Inter., AAlHrJflrJ. Magistrate's

name G. Asinius Phrygiua in genitive with AITHCAM6M0Y under
Trajan, and G. Asinius Agreus Phuopappos in nominative under ML Aure-
lius, with titles ACIAPXHC and APXI6PAT€[YnM] with or without
Zwidt)Ktv. The expression a£r»j<raf«Vov seems to mean that the coins

were issued 'at the request of the magistrate named, who had asked
formal permission to dedicate an issue of coins to the city,1 while &v*0tjki -.-

seems to imply that he had fulfilled his voluntary obligation, and been

at the expense of the issue (see supra, p. 662). AlnjirdfMvos occurs at

Alia, Ancyra, Eucarpeia, Appia, Sttctonum, Mylasa, and Stratoniceia-

Hadrianopolis (B. M. C, Lyd., cxvii). 'AvldrjKtv is much more frequent

Chief tmxs—Men standing or on horseback.1 AHMOC standing;

Demeter(T); Aphrodite; Apollo; Asklepios; Artemis; DionyROS ; St.

Also busts of l€PA CYNKAHTOC, AHMOC, &c (B. M. C, Phr.,

PI. VI. 5-8).

1 Ramsay (C un4 /-.
, 594) suggest* that ft special grant was accorded from Rohm at the

request of an influential citizen. But why the Roman rather than the local Senate?
With regard to the religious cultu* at Alia see Ramsay, C. and B.

t
593.
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which occupied the heights above it. Situate near the sources of the

Maeander and its tributary mountain torrents, Marsyas, Orgas, and

Therma. it was a central point from which trade-routes radiated in even
direction. It became a commercial junction where goods arriving by

the caravan routes from the east were packed in chests to be forwarded

to the various seaports, Ephesus, Pergamum, &c. Hence its nickname
i/'Ki/juros, 'the chest' There was also a tradition, due perhaps to a

Jewish element in the population, that the mountain above the town
was Ararat and that the Ark of Noah (I) Ki/3u>to's) first rested on the hill

of Celaenae. Its earliest coins are Cistophori and Ilalf-Cistophori of tbr

usual types, which fall chronologically into three classes, (i) b. c. 189-

133 with monogram W. (ii) After B.C. 133 with ATTA and magistrate?-

names in genitive case, (iii) Proconsular Cistophori, B.c. 57-48, of

C. Fabius, B.C. 57-56, P. Lcntulus, B.C. 56-53. Appius Claudius Pulcher,

B.c. 53-51, M. Tullius Cicero, B.c. 51-50, and of C. Fannius, Pontifex.

Praetor, b.c. 49-48. with local magistrates' names usually accompanied

by a patronymic. On the coins of classes ii and iii the adjunct symbol

is the double-flute of Marsyas. Lentulus, Pulcher, and Cicero were Pro-

consuls of Cilicia, to which province a portion ofPhrygia was temporarily

attached.

The autonomous bronze coins of Apameia range from B. c 133-48. and

are of four types

:

(i) Bust of Athena, rev. Eagle flying over Maeander symbol, between

the caps of the Dioskuri.
(ii) Head of Zeus, rev. Cultus-statue of Artemis AnaTtis.

(iii) Bust of Artemis turretod, as City-goddess, rev. Marsyas, on

Maeander symbol,
(iv) Head of Zeus, rev. Crested helmet, on Maeander symbol.

These four denominations are contemporary with one another, ami

bear magistrates' names in nominative or genitive case with patronymic:

some of the names are identical with those on the cistophori. For

illustrations see B. M. C. Pkr., PI. X. Quasi-autonomous and Imj*-

ruii—Augustus to Salon in us. Iuscr., ATTAMEnN, or rarely AflA-

MEIC, KOlNOhi 4-PYriAC, and, later, AnAM€nM. Magistrates-
Marius Cordus and If. Vettius Niger, Proconsuls of Asia under Nero,

and M. Plancius Varus under Vespasian, a. d. 79. Local mayistrates—
Names at first in nominative case, but from Nero in genitive, with hi
«xi/i[eATf6tVTos], or -napa under Commodus, and again, usually, from tim«'

of Gordian, when the magistrate is a Pancgyriarch. The following titles

are sometimes added: Agonothetes, Hippikos, Asiarch, Graminateu>.

Pancgyriarch, Archiereus. For list of names see B. M. C, Phr-

pp. xxxvi if. Chief tyt>ea—M APCYAC playing double flute ; M APCYAC
seated in grotto with packing chests around him. iiUOT., KIBHTOI
ATTAMenhJ; Zeus (Kelaineus) seated; 0M0N0IA standing; Athena

standing, or seated playing double flute, her face reflected in the waters

of a fountain, and, on a lofty rock above her, the satyr Marsyas in attitude

of astonishment; Aphrodite standing; Chest or ark (ki^uh-oV) inscribed

Hne, floating on water and containing two figures, and in front tho sanu-

pair, a man and a woman, and, on the top, a raven (?). and above it a dove

flying with a branch in her beak (Fig. 313). This type is probably copied

from some painting in the city delineating the myth which localized the

resting-place of Noah's ark on the mountain behind Apameia (Ramsay.
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mateus with M (S. Severus and Geta) ; and First Archon with hi
(Philip and Otacilia). Chief types—River-god (Tembria (?) ) ; Zeus

(Laodikeus) standing ; Diouysos standing ; Emperor (Philip Jan.)

standing; City-goddess seated between Tyche and Emperor who crowa«

her (B. M. C, Plr., p. xl and PL XIII).

Bendus Vetns, See Falaeobendns.

between Kumeneia and Sebaste, at the foot of the Burgas Dagk
Quasi-autonomous and Imperial only in time of S. Severus and family.

In&cr,, 8PIAhJflrJ. Magistrate, Strategos. Types; Head of Sarapis

rev. Isis; Head of Athena, rev. Hermes standing; The Dioskuri beside

their horses ; Tyche ; &c. (B. M. C., Pkr. t p. xli and PI. XUI).

Brum (Kara-Sandukl i) was the most northerly of a group of five

cities (the Phrygian Pentapolis) occupying the valley of the upper

Glaucus. The others were Eucarpeia, Otrus, Hieropolis, and Stectorium
Quasi-autonomous and Imperial coins—Hadrian (f) to Gordian. Inter.

BPOYZHNflN. Dedicatory issues with AN€GHK€ in the time of

Hadrian (1), Severus, and Caracalla, but no magistrates' names on later

coins. Chief types—Zeus enthroned, in one instance with two serpent-

footed Giants beneath (InnY, KL M., i. PL VIL 17) ; Zeus seated in

temple; or with Hera standing before him; City-goddess standing.

Hekate with two torches on globe ; Demeter in serpent-car ; Asklepios

andHygicia; Poseidon; &c. Also busts of City, BPOV20C, AHMOC.
and BOVAH (B. M. C, Phr., PI. XIV. 1-7).

Alliance coin with Ococloia struck at the latter place under Corn-

modus (.V. C, 1892, PI. XVI. 18).

Cadi (Gediz), near the sources of the Hermus at the foot of Mount

Dindymus, in the district called Abbal'tis in Phrygia Epictetus. Qua**-

autonomous—Head of young Herakles, rev. KAAOHhJOrJ Lion walking
(B.M.C., Phr., PI. XIV. 9) or AdoIIo standing leaning on stele (Imh.

Kl. -1/., p. 247, No. 1); &c- Also Imperial—Claudius to Gallienus.

Imcr., KAAOHMnN. Magistrates with ini, Stephanephoros (time of

Claudius), Archon or First Archon from Hadrian onwards. Game*-
C6BACTA OMOBHMIA (Elagabalus and Treb. Gallus) and AYT0Y-
CT€IA (GallienusV Chief types—Zeus Lydios or Laodikeus; Artemi>

Ephesia; both deities sometimes in temples; The Capitoline Triad-
Zeus, Hera, and Athena ; Two Neraeses ; Kybele ; Demeter ; Dionysos

:

Athena; Hermes; Asklepios and Hygieia ; Apollo; Artemis: River-god

€PM0C; Roma seated; &c Also busts of CYNKAHTOC, l€PA BOYAH.
I€P0C AHMOC, AHMOC. BACIA€YC Ml A AC Bust of King Midas. &c
(B. M. C, Phr., PLs. XIV, XV).

Alliance coins with Aesanis (sec supra, p. 664), struck at the latter

place.

Ceretapa {Kayadibl) in southern Phrygia, on the bank of a small lake

about twenty miles south-cast of Colossae. Quasi-autonomous and

Imperial coins—Ant. Pius, Commodus, S. Severus, and Caracalla, &&

Inscr.
t
KePCTATUnN AIOKAICAP€nN or K€P€TAn€nN. Magi*-

trate's name with patronymic, under Commodus with vapd, under

Severus, &c, with title Strategos without preposition. Chief types—

C* r\r\c\\e> Original from
ed byVjUWIt PRiHfFTnN IINIVFR'ERSITY
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KIBYPATHN or C€B. KlBYPATHrJ (Augustus). KAICAP€flN KIBY-

PATON (see Imh., Kl. M., 256), in honour of Tiberius, was also in

frequent use. Magistrate*? names at first in nominative without title.

from Domitian in genitive with i-nt, and occasional title, Archiercus, or

Grammateus. After Severus, magistrates' names do not occur. Chitj

types—Dionysos ; Zeus ; Hades ; Winged Nemesis ; Amazon in various

aspects, regarded as City-goddess ; Veiled goddess (Hekate) with torch, in

biga drawn by Hons ; a large wicker basket, the name of which may
have been similar in sound to that of the name of the town : cf. m'/jt

m'.-Ji'iu, Kififia, Kt/3(orov' (Wadd., As. Min.t 19). This basket occurs fre-

quently also as a symbol, and is often borne as a crown on the heads of

various divinities (0«ol Tjt<ri&iKof(?), Imhoof, Zur gr. u. rom. Miinzk^

p. 157). Other frequent types are—-River-god (Indos?) ; Kore ; Hekal*

triforaiis ; Herakles resting his club on small terminal figure; &h

heads of CYNKAHTOC; BOYAH ; AHMOC : KIBYPA; IrJn
;
[Pn]MH

AAPIAN[H?]; and portraita inscribed AITinZ, OYHPAhMOC, and

MAPKEAAOC, probably local celebrities. Games—TTYeiA(?) (Mub.it.

261, No. 391) ii Sestini's description is to be trusted.

Allianre coins with Ephesus under Sev. Alex., and with Hierapolis

under M. Aurelius and Faustina.

Cidyeasus, in the SUvhanli Ova, some thirty miles east of Siocharax.

Quasi-autonomous and Imperial coins—Domitian to Otacilia. Iu«rr^

on obverse, KIAYHZIEIE AYT0KPAT0PA AOMITI ANON, or. on

reverse, KIAYHCCenN. Magistrates' names with iitt—Archiereus, First

Archon, or Logistes. Types—Zeus seated ; Kybele seated ; Athena

standing; Men (?) standing before seated Zeus, altar between them;

Dionysos standing, with panther at his feet and small figure of IV.

behind him; Bust of I6PA CYNKAHTOC ; &c. (B. M. C, Phr., PI. XIX.

1-3).

Colowae, on the Lycus, about twelve miles above Laodiceia. Auto-

nomous—of the second or first century B.C. Obv., Head of Zeus, re-:, K0-

AOZZHNON Winged fulmen (Sir H. Weber Coll.). Quttsi-autommov*

and Imperial—Aelius Caesar to Gallienus (1). Inter., KOAOCCHNnN
(rarely KOAOCCHNOIC ANceHK€N). Magistrates from Aelius Cat*

to Caracalla, with or without titles—Grammateus, Archon. Strategov

Stephancphoros, Ac ;
and, on coins of Commodus, CTPATHT. THrJ TT6PI

ZnCIMON 4>IAOnATOPA (Imhoof, Zur gr. u. ram. Miinzk., p. 158i

The coins appear to bo all dedicatory. Chief tyf>es—River-god AYKOC
recumbent ; Wolf, symbol of R. Lycus ; Artemis huntress ; Artemis

Ephesia; Artemis in biga of stags; Athena; Leto with infants; Z *

Laodikcus ; Helios; Demeter;' Sarapis; Isis; Asklepios and Hygiei*;

also busts of BOYAH ; AHMOC; Helios; Men; Athena; Sarapis; Ax.

(B. M. C, Phr., p. xlix, and PL XIX. 4-9).

Cotiaeum (Ktmtaya), on the upper Tembris, about thirty miles north

of Appia on the north road from Acmoneia to Dorylae'um. Qwui-

autonomous and Imperial coinR, Tiberius to Gallienus. laser., K0-

TIAEIS PflMHrJ or ZYNKAHTOrJ and, later, K0TIA€nN. Magi*-

trates—ETM MAPKOY AEniAOY M. Aemilius Lepidus, Proconsul of

Asia, A. P. 21-22, and M. CKAnAA AN9., M. Scapula, Proconsul under

Trajan (Hunter, ii. 483). Local magistrates with «r(, with or without
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Docimeinm (Lhje Kara-hisrar), lay in a gorge of the river Dureius.

an affluent of the Caystrus about twenty miles north-east of Prymnessns

un the road leading to Amorium. It was a Macedonian town founded

by a certain Dokimos, perhaps the general who surrendered Synnada
to Lysimachus, B.C. 302.

Quasi-autonomous and Imfterial coins, Claudius to Tranquillina.

/iiwr., AOKIMEnM or AOKlMCflM MAtUAONnN. Magistrates—
Anthypatos, Eni KOPBOYAnNOI AN6Y, prob. Cn. Domitius Corbulo,

Procos. of Asia, a.d. 51 or 52, who was put to death by order of Nero

at Cenchreae, a.d. 67. Local Magistrate, Strategos, with additional title

First Archon, on coin of Verus only (Mion. iv. 516). No other Magis-

trates' names. Chief types—Kybele standing to front between two

lions : Kybele riding on lion ; Kybele standing beside Mount Persia

{Jahrhuch Arch. Iiist., in. 295); Dionysos naked to front, between

small satyr and Eros (Imh., Kl. M. t PI. VII. 20); Two naked men
contending with lion at foot of a cultus-statue or trophy (?), probably

a reminiscence of the bronze group dedicated by Kratcros at Delphi

in memory of his rescue of Alexander from the attack of a lion i
Hut.

Alex. 40 ; but see Imh., Kl. M.
t
224, according to whose description

the men are rescuing a woman from the lion). Mount FTO'ClC ; River-

god [A]OYP€IOC; Apollo naked with tripod beside him; Athena:

Artemis holding two torches ; Hermes ; Asklepios ; Telosphoros ; &c.

Also heads of AOKIMOC, the oekiat; Herakles; Hermes; Pan; l€PA

CYrJKAHTOC; l€PA BOYAH ; &c For illustrations see B. M. C., Phr..

PI. XXIV. The famous quarries of the marble known as Docimean and

Synnadean were in Mount Perste.

Alliance coins with Bpheros, EOECIHrJ AOKIMEnN OMOrJOlA
(Qordian) (Iinhoof, Zur gr. u. rOm. Milnzk., p. 148).

Dorylaenm (Eski-shehr), the most northern town in Phrygia, on the

river Tembris (Radet, En Pfo-ygie,W; Imh.. A7. if., 225). Impend
coins, Vespasian to Philip Jun. Inscr., AOPYAAEHrJ. Magistrate—
Anthypatos, ITAAIKH ArJGYnATH, Ti. Catius C. SiliuB Italicns.

Procos. of Asia shortly after a.d. 77. Local Magistrates, Archon, or

First Archon and Stephanephoros, in genitive case with hrl.

Chief type*— Kybele; Hades; Dionysos; River god (Tembris); Zettt,

on one coin of Trajan with epithet MEAHNOC (Imn., L e. This is the

Zeus of Mela, and points to a close connexion between Dorylaeum and

Mela in Bithynia) ; Nemesis; Thanatos with reversed torch ; Two draped

figures carrying spears and sacrificing before altar over which an eagle

hovers, perhaps Dorylaos and Akamas as founders (cf. R&det, op. cit.,

p. 165 ff.). The names of two of the archons which occur on coins of

Gordian and Philip, Attikos and Timaeos, are met with in lapidary

inscriptions found at Eski-Shehr and t$hehr-Ewyuk. For illustrations

seeB. M. C, Phr., PI. XXV.

Epicteteia. See Aezaais.

Erixa, an unimportant city in tho lower Indus valley between Cibyra

and Themisonium (Ramsay, C. ami B. t 253 ff. ; Imh., KL J/., 226). Like

(.'ibyra it seems to have been autonomous before u. C. 84, and to have

issued a few bronze coins:

—

Obv. Head of Poseidon (?), rev. EPIZHNfl^
Eagle on fulmen (Z.f. K., x. 56). Obv. Bust of Athena, Magistrate"
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in nominative case OYAAEPI05! ZMEPTOPIZ, doubtless a member of

the same family as the Zmertorix of B.C. 40, EnirONOZ OlAOnATPlI
(cf. C. I. G., 3887, where this magistrate is called '\tp<vs ttjs

f

P»/«ij)i and

KAEHN ATAnHTOZ. The son (T) of the last named, IOVAIOZ KAEWH,
appears on coins of Nero as APXICPevC or as APXIEPEYI AIIAZ
and his wife BAZZA KAEnNOZ as APXIEPHA [of Asia] on coins of

Agrippina Jun.
Under Domitian the name is in the genitive case accompanied by

€ICANr€1AANT0C and APXI. ACIAC, which is supposed to mean

that the coin was issued ' on the presentation of a report by ' the chief

priest (see supra, p. 662). After Domitian the few names which occur are

freceded by ivL Titles—dpxe«p«us, under Philip, and AywoHnp, under

olusian. Games (according to Sestini, Lett, is. 61)—-<t>IAAACA<t>lA.
on coin of Gallienus. Chief types—Naked Apollo holding double-axe

and raven ; the Rider-god with double-axe (cf. similar divinities at

Thyatira
' ;

Zeus standing ; Artemis Ephesia ; Apollo and Dionysos in

car drawn by goat and pantheress, on the goat's back sits Eros playing

the double flute; Nike sacrificing bull; River-god TAAYKOC; aft

Also heads of Hermes, Dionysos, €YM£N£IA, l€PA CYNKAHTOC,
AHMOC, &c* It will be seen from the above notes that the coinage of

Eumeneia is chiefly of a sacerdotal character. No purely municipal

titles occur. For illustrations see B. M. C, Phr., PL XXVIX

Flaviopolis. See Temenotkyrae.

Fnlvia. See Eumeneia.

Orimenotliyrae or Flavia Grimenothyrae. The Grimenothyreis were

a people inhabiting the region between Temenothyrae {Vshak) and

Keramon Agora on the upper Sindrua near Acmoneia* Their two cities

were Flavia Grimenothyrae and Trajanopolis, some four miles to the south

of it Grimenothyrae dates from the time of Domitian, Trajanopolis,

a more convenient site {Gkarik-kem\ from that of Trajan (Imhoof.

Festschrift fUr 0- Senndorf, p. 204), The coins of Grimenothyrae range

from Domitian to Hadrian, those of Trajanopolis (q. t\) from Trajan to

Gordian. Inscr*, A coin of Domitian (Imhoof, L c.) reads 4>AA0YlflH
rPIM€rJ09YPenN; those of Trajan and Hadrian rPIMeN06YP€nN
only ; and these latter bear Magistrates* names with i*nl but without titles.

Chief types—Zeus seated; Asklepios and Hygieia; Zeus draped standing

with eagle and sceptre; M£n standing; Athena standing; Demeter
standing ; Herakles standing holding apple ; &c. Also heads of Herakles,

Artemis, l€PA CYNKAHTOC, AHMOC, ic. For illustrations see B. M.C
Phr., PL XXVIH.

Hadrianopolii or Hadrianopolis Sebaste, in the extreme east of

Phrygia Paroreios, some fifteen miles south-east of Philomelium near

Dotjhan Arslan. According to Ramsay and Anderson, its original name
seems to have been Thymbrion (J. IL #S\, viii. 491, 48, 49, and xviiL116ff.:

1 Imhoof, Zur gr. u< r~m m 3tfintk*
9 p. 150, notes the few other instances known to him. in

which the article i» prefixed to the DMgbtnte's title, c. >j, o ipxhrpos (at Cerainus\ £ ypfr
/«it*w (at Colusune', and v IfifitAjfnft .at Mastaura).
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PHMH seated; Zeus Laodikeus ; Nemesis; Isis; Asklepios and Hygieia

;

River XPYCOPOAC, whose waters tumbling over the cliffs disappeared

into a chasm in the plain beneath ; Men standing ; Selene-Hekate with

two torches in biga; Tyche EYnOClA and EYBOCI A 1
. These are the

chief reverse-types. On the obverses of the above are heads of Apollo

APXHr€THC with lyre, or radiate as Helios; Helios AAIPBHNOC ; Z€YC
BHZIOC 8

;
Z€YCTPniOC; Dionysos ; Athena : Selene ; Sarapis ; Askle-

pios; Herakles; l€PA CYNKAHTOC; l€PA BOYAH; BOYAH; AHMOC;
T€POYCIA; City-goddess, l€PAnOAIC; &c.
Games—The strictly Hierapolitan Games were the TTVGIA from the

time of Caracalla ; the AKTIA in connexion with the Neocory (Elapa-

balus and Philippus) ; the OAYMni A (PhUippus) ; and TA T1APA ICl

XPVCOPOA (Annia Faustina). On the numerous alliance coins other

games are also mentioned in combination with the TTVGIA of Hierapolis,

e.g. TT and X, each in wreath, for nveiA and XPVC ANGINA (Hierapolis

and Sardes) ; TT and € for nV9l A and C<t»€ClA or TT and for TTV6IA
and OAVMTTI A (Hierapolis and Ephesus); nVGIAand KOlNA ACIAC
(Hierapolis and Smyrna), &c (See v. Papen in Z.f. jV,,xxvi, pp. 161-H2.)

Alliance coins. Alliance coins were struck at Hierapolis apparently

on five distinct occasions, (i) Under Hadrian, alliance with Laodiceia

and reciprocally at Laodiceia with Hierapolis. (ii) Under M. Aurelius.

Verus, and Faustina, alliances with Cibyra (coins struck there), Ephesu.s,

and Synnada. (iii) Under Commodus, alliances with Ephesus, bardes,

and Aphrodisias. (iv) Under the Philips, alliances with Ephesus, Smyrna.
Sardes, Pergamum, and Cyzicus, often with heads of Lairbenos, Syn-
kletos, Arc, instead of the Imperial portrait, (v) Under Valerian, alli-

ances with Ephesus and Smyrna.
The evidence for an alliance coin with Ceretapa (Eckhel, D. X.

t
iii.

157) rests only on the doubtful authority of Vaillant.

For illustrations see B. M. C, Phr., Pis. XXIX XXXII, and Imhoof,

Zur gr. u. rom. Miimk., p. 151 eqq.

Hicropolis was the old religious centre of the Glaukos valley of

which Eucarpeia was the commercial capital. During nearly all

of the first century a. d. Eucarpeia provided currency for the whole

valley (see mj/ra, p. 673). Hieropolis began to coin ap/xtrently only

under Nerva, and its coinage does not extend beyond the time of Elaga-

balus. Inscr., l€POnOA€ITnN. In the time of M. Aurelius, Verus,

and Faustina Jun. the coins were issued in the name of an Asiarch.

eniM€AHG€NTOC KA. TTnAAinNOC ACIAPXOY. No other magis-

trates' names occm\ The chief iy/ten aro Nike wingless or winged;
Zeus fipovrmv naked, hurling fulmen or holding eagle, sometimes with a

second eagle at his feet and with aegis hanging over his extended arm

;

Kybele seated ; Demeter standing before altar ; Hades-Sarapis seated

with Kerberos, and sometimes with Isis standing before him ; Artemis

running; Artemis Ephesia; Asklepios; Men; Two stars in crescent

above the horns of a bucraniuin, one above the other, connected by a

vertical line (cf. coins of Eucarpeia, Peltae, and Stectorium) ; Tyche ; Ac.

1 Concwrnini; IhfM names **•*< Kamaay, C. rf B f 027, 637. and Imli., /.yd. Stadtm., 108, 1S2.
1 On tho derivation of this word boo Ramsay, C. & B., 163.
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J. H. S., xviii. 110 ff.) at the foot of the north-east extremity of the

range of mountains now called the Sultan Dagh. It was a station on

the important trade-route from the west through Phrygia to Iconium and

the east, and was situated about midway between the modern Ajium
Kara-his&ar and Ak-Shekr (Philomelium). Ipsus was famous for the

great battle, B.C. 301, in which Seleucus and Lysimachus defeated Anti-

gonus and his son Demetrius. Quasi-autonomous and Imperial coins

of Nero and Agrippina Jnn., and, two hundred years later, of Aemilian

and Cornelia Supera. Inscr., lOYAICHN. Magistrate's name in nomi-

native under Nero and in genitive or dative with title archon under

Aemilian, &c Chief types—Kybele seated ; Men, on horse, shouldering

three-pointed sceptre ; Men standing in temple; Tyche sacrificing: Arc.

For illustrations see B. M. C, Phr.
t
PI. XXXIII.

Laodiceia ad Lycum was a stronghold of Seleucid power and influence

founded by Antiochus II (B.C. 261-246), and named in honour of his

wife Laodice. An older city on the same site was called Diospolis or

Rhoas. The territory of Laodiceia included a great part of the Lycus

valley, and was bounded by the two streams Lykos and Kapros, personified

on its coins by a Wolf and a Boar. Its earliest coins are cistophori.

These fall into three classes :—(i) B.C. 189-133, AAO ; symbols. Wolf and

Head of city; Wolf and Lyre; Head of city goddess, Aphrodite or

Laodice. (ii) After B.C. 133, AAO, and Magistrates' names in genitive

or (later) in nominative with patronymic ; constant $yml>ol, Caduceue.

(iii) Proconsular Cistophori of T. Ainpius, B.c. 58-57; C. Fabius,

B. c. 57-56 ; P. Lentulus, P. f., Procos. of Cilicia B.C. 56-53, and Impera-
tor; Ap. Pulcher, Ap. f., Procos. of Cilicia B.C. 53-51, and Imperator;
M. Tullius, M. f. Cicero, Procos. of Cilicia B.C. 51-50, and Imperator;

and of C. Fannius, Pontifex, B.C. 49-48; with local magistrate's name
and patronymic ; symbol, cadueeus (cf. similar classes at Apamei*).
The autonomous bronze coins of Laodiceia probably began about the

same time us the earliest cistophori. Inscr.
t
AAOAIKEftN. Types—

Turrcted head of goddess, rev. Lion seated ; Head of Zeus, rev. Lotus

Mower; Head of Aphrodite, rev. Aphrodite seated, holding dove; or

Aphrodite standing, holding dove with rose before her. The following

are of later date, after B.C. 133 :—Head of Aphrodite or Queen Laodice,

wearing stepbane and diadem, rev. Cornucopiae, double or single, the

latter usually accompanied by a cadueeus ; Head of Apollo (?), rev.

Tripod. The latest autonomous coins bear the mon. £JC. perhaps

year 21 of the Sullan era (= B.C. 63), or else a proper name
(€KAT . . . . (Vf). Ty/ws—Head of Zeus, rev. Cornucopiae with eagle on

it ; Head of Dionysos, rev. Cista mystica between Caps of Dioskuri

;

Running Itoar, rev. Wolf. (River-gods Kapros and Lykos.) My sugges-

tion that the female head wearing stepbane and diadem (?) may 1«

a traditional portrait of Queen Laodice, and not merely an ideal head of

Aphrodite, though hypothetical, is, I think, warranted by the edicl

of Antiochus II (ft. C. //., 1885, 324 ff.) conferring upon Laodice divine

honours and appointing High Priesteasos for her special cult in the

various satrapies of his dominions.

The quaxi-autonomous and Iinjyerial coins of Laodiceia range from

Augustus to Trajan Di-cius. Inscr., AAOAIKCflN, or. from the time of

Caracalla, often AA0AlK€OrJ NenKOPflrJ. Magistrates—Anthypatos
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AtheDa (the Capitoline Triad) ; Kybele enthroned ; Dionysos in panther-

car; the Dioskuri beside their horses; Emperor in quadriga of lions;

Eros winged or Thanatos, in sleeping attitude, with torch reversed:

the Seasons, personified as four children, inecr., €YTYX€IC KAIPOI.

equivalent to the Latin TEMPORVM FELICITAS (cf. Rev. Num. 1891.

31); Laodiceia seated between <t>PYriA and KAPIA standing (Aunt. ZeiL

1891, PI. L 1); Rhea or Amaltheia nursing infant Zeus, around are the

Kuretes beating their shields, and at her feet recumbent River-gods.

For a detailed account of the history, religion, and municipal constitu-

tion of Laodiceia see Ramsay, G. & B., p. 32 ff. ; and for illustrations.

B. M. C, Phr., Pis. XXXIV-XXXVIII.
Alliance coins in time of Nero with Smyrna; Hadrian with Hiera-

polis; M. Aurelius with Smyrna, Ephesus, Pergamum, and Adra-

myteum 0) (Mion. iv. 749 after Vaillant) ; Coramodus with Ephesus and

Nicomedia; Caracalla with Ephesus, Smyrna, and Pergamum; Philip

Jun. with Ephesus and Smyrna. Alliance coins with Laodiceia were

also issued at Hierapolis, Smyrna, Perinthus (?) (Mion. iv. 752), Antiocheia

ad Maeandrum (?) (after Vaillant), also at Tripolis and at Heracleia

Salbace (Invent Wadd., 2424).

Lconna or Leonnaea is conjecturally placed by Ramsay (C. <fr B„ L 597)

at Hismr, five miles north of Sebaste in the plain of the Sindrus (?) (the

Banaz-Ova) west of the Burgas Dagh. The only known coin is of the

second century B. C. and is figured by Imhoof (hi. M.
t
PI. IX. 7). Obv.

Turreted female head. Rev. AEONNAITfirJ, Lion seated on spear-head

holding broken shaft of spear in raised 1. fore-paw. The seated lion

occurs on contemporary coins of Peltae.

Ly«iai, according to Ramsay (C. & B.
t
754) and Anderson (J. H. &,

xviii. 107 ff.), probably founded by a general of Seleucus or Antiochus

the Great and named after himself, lay on the great trade-route from

Apameia north-east to the Paroreios, in the plain called Oinan-0v>i

some five miles west of the head of L. Limnae (Hoiran Gul). The

known coins seem to have been struck on two occasions only, once by

Flavius Attalus (M. Aurelius and Commodus) and once again under

Gordian with contemporary quasi-autonomous issues. Jnscr., AYCIA-
A€nrJ. Magistrate—1*\ <l>Aa. 'Arra'Xov. Types—Heads of BOYAH,
l€PA BOYAH, and AHMOC. Reverses, Dionvsos standing ; Hekate tri-

formis ; Demos standing; Kybele seated; Tycho; Emperor on horse-

back (B. M. C, Phr., PI. XXXVIII).

Metropolis. There were two cities of this name in Phrygia and one

in Ionia, and it is difficult to distinguish between their coins. To the

northern Metropolis in the Cayster valley east of Prymnesaus no coins

can be certainly attributed, and the only ones that clearly belong U>

the southern Metropolis in the Chal Ova on the great eastern highway

from Apameia to Phrygia Paroreios, are of the time of Philip and Trajan

Decius, Etruscilla, Heren. Etruscus, and Hostilian. Quasi-autonomou*
and Im/ierial. Inscr., MHTPOTTOA€ITnN <DPY. or <t>PYr. Magistrate,

TTAP. AA€Z. TieiOY APX. TTPn. This Alexander Tieiou, First Archon,

is mentioned in an inscription as a leading citizen of the town about A. D.

250 (Ramsay, C. & B., 758). The formula with -napd instead ofM occurs

/ ,\,\ >| - Original from
^WJJJK PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
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Faustina I (Z. f. N., xii. 346), Commodus, Doinna, Caracalla, Geta, and

AHMOC. Imk-r., OTPOHrJnN. Magistrate, Archon with iiti, and with

addition, in one instance, of YIOY ACIAPX. Also Asiarch in nominative
case, under Caracalla, with av46r}Kt. Types—Athena standing ; Zeus

draped, with phiale and sceptre, eagle at feet; Demeter standing;

Asklepios, &c. ; Kybele enthroned ; Goddess holding phiale over flaming

altar; Otreus (?) stepping into galley 1
; Aeneas carrying Anchises and

leading Ascanius,—symbolizing, as Ramsay (< '.
<( /<'.. 688) suggests, an

emigration from Otroea on L. Ascania in Bithynia, a place which is

said to have been founded by the Phrygian king Otreus (Strab. xii. 566).

For illustrations :see B. M. C, Pfrtt, PI. XL.

Falaeobeudoi, or Beudos Vetua, seems to have been situated near the

north end of the Synnadic plain, some eight miles north of Synnada.

It appears to have struck coina only under Hadrian. Inser., nAAAlO-
BCYAHNnN. No names of magistrates. Types—Apollo naked, with

lyre and laurel-branch ; Men standing ; Demeter standing. B. M. C, Phr..

PI. XL.

Peltae a Macedonian colony occupying the plain between Lounda
and Eumeneia, is one of the cities in Phrygia which coined money in the

second century, though probably not earlier than 133 B. o. Obv. Bust of

hero in crested helmet with cheek-piece, rev. riEATHrJnN, Lion seated;

obv. Head of Zeus, rev. Winged fulmen ; obv. Head of bearded Herakles

laur., rev. Club with lion-skin over handle.

These pieces bear magistrates' names in monogram or in abbreviated

form. After a long interval Peltae began again to strike coins, quasi-

autonomous and Imjterud, Ant. Pius to Volusian. In&r.. nCATHNflH
orTHATHNnN MAKCAONnN. Magistrate, Archon or First Archon,

Strategos or (on coin of Volusian) Grammateus (Invent. Wadd., 6392)

with or without iwL Types—Heads of Herakles; Dionysos; Helios;

Athena; Asklepios; City; &c ; l€PA CYNKAHTOC ; l€PA BOYAH;
AHMOC; and Emperors. Among the reverse types the following may
be mentioned: Hermes standing, folding the infant Dionysos (Imhoof,

Zur 'jr. u. rum, Miinsk., PL VII. 1); Apollo standing; Athena Nike-

Shoros; Ky bele to front ; Temple of Artemis Ephesia ; Artemis huntress

;

lerakles strangling lion; Asklepios; Hygieia; River MAIANAPOC;
Emperor on horse ; Stag ; Bucranium supporting crescent containing

two stars (cf. coins of Eucarpeia and Hieropolia) ; Tyche ; Nike; &o.

B. ML C., Phr., PI. XLI.

Fhilomelium (Ak-Skeher), in the plain of Phrygia Paroreios, separated

from central Phrygia by the lofty range of the Sultan Daijh, was probably

a Pergamenian outpost on the high road to Iconium. A stream called

the Galius (?) flowed through the town northwards towards the Lake of

the Forty Martyrs, some tight miles north. Philomelium struck auto-

nirnious coins- in the second century B. c, or perhaps rather later.

Ins>-r., 01AOMHAEnN. obv. Bust of Men with crescent at shoulders,

rev. Zeus enthroned. The obv. of these coins bears a striking resemblance

to that of some coins of Antioch, y wpd? rfi Uttri&tq (Strab. 577), about

1 Cf. similar type at Stoetorium.
> Thr dated Alexandrine tetradrachm* assigned by Mailer (117S-1195) to Philomelium

are attributed by 1 ml,. f Kl. M., 808), with greater prolwibility, to Phalli*.
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Banana is placed by Ramsay (C. & B., i. 230) at the foot of the hills

overlooking the northern coast of the salt lake Anava, on the eastern
highway between Apameia and Laodiceia. The only coin at present
known of this town belongs to the second or first century B.C. Obv.

Head of Apollo, rev. ZANAHNflrJ, Tripod between laurel boughs.
Magistrates, ATTOA or TTPO (Imh., Kl. M., 286, and Zur gr. u. rOm.
Milnzk., p. 165). It would seem that the territory of Sanaus was sub-

sequently absorbed into that of Apameia.

Sebaste (Sivasli) was the most important city on the road from
Eumeneia northwards to Aomoneia, which skirted the great plain now
called the Banaz Ova, running beneath the foot-hills of the Burgas Dagl*

range of mountains. Sirasli is still a rich village full of ancient remains,
among which is an inscription recording the formation ofa TtpovaCa. The
plain north of Sivasfi is still well-wooded, and is bounded on the west
by the river Banaz Ckai, the ancient Senarus, or rather ClNAPOC as

it is spelt on a coin (B. M. C, Pkr., PI. XLIII. 4). Coins, quasi-auto-
nommts and Imperial, were occasionally issued from Augustus to Gordian
or later. Inscr., ZEBAZTHf*JnN. Magistrates in nominative case till

time of Severus ; later in genitive with btt and title Archon. Chitf

tyi>es—Heads of Dionysos; Men; Young Herakles ; l€PA CYrJKAHTOC:
l€PA BOYAH; AHMOC. Reverse ty/m—Zeus seated; Kybele seated:
Perseus slaying Gorgon, Athena behind him ; Men standing ; Dionysos
in panther-car; Demeter standing; Bow in case and club; Hygieia:
Asklepios ; Ganymedes standing holding syrinx and pedum, eagle

embracing him; River-god ClNAPOC; Emperor (Caracalla (?>) on gal-

loping horse ; Ac
Affiance coin with Temenothyrae struck at the latter place.

Sibidnnda is identified by Anderson (J. H. &, xviii. 104) with Atli-

Hissar at the southern extremity of the plain of Synnada, at the point

where the road from Synnada to Metropolis enters the hilly country
which separates the Synnadic and Metropolitan plains. Imi>erial coin*.

M. Aurelius Caesar to Gordian. Inscr., CIBIAOYNAenN. No names
of magistrates. Types—ZeuB seated ; Artemis running ;

Helen standing
between the Dioskuri, her head surmounted by crescent. This tvpe
occurs also in Pisidia and Pamphylia (see B. if. C, Pkr., PI. Xljv :

Lya'a, PI. IX. 12, and Introd., p. Ivii); Dionysos standing, or in biga of

panthers ; Men standing. The absence of magistrates' names on the coins

of Sibidunda suggests a doubt as to whether this city was included in

the province of Asia,

Siblia. This town is placed by Ramsay (C. «fc B., i. 221ff.) in the plain

of the upper Maeander halfway between Apameia and Eumeneia, \

coinage, quasi-autonomous and Imjwrial, extends from Augustus w
Geta. Inscr., ZIBAIANAN and later CCIBAIANoN. Magistrates'

names at first in nominative case, and later in genitive with irapa, e. g.

under Caracalla and Geta TTAPA MHrJOAOTOY KAI AIAIAMHC. 1

probably a Priest and Priestess. Chief ty/>es—Busts of Men; AHMOC:
CCIBAIA turreted. Reverses—Herakles standing; Herakles strangling

Imhoof. Zur gr. u. rOm. ifamk., p. 168, reads MAI ANHC
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the other, an Owl on an amphora. The bronze coins of the same period

have on obv. Turreted head of Kyl>ele or City, rev. Zeus standing draped

holding fulmen and resting on sceptre. Magistrate's name in genitive

case (B.M.C., Phr., p. xcviii}. The following is also pre-Imperial :—

Obv. Head of Zeus with .sceptre behind, rev. Poppy and ear of corn

between caps of Dioskuri (Imh., A7. M., 292). The subsequent issues.

quasi-autonomous and Imperial, range from Augustus to Gallienus.

Inner., SYNNAAEHN, CVhJNAACnN, CVNNAACnN AnPI€flN
inNnN, CYNNAAenrJ mMnN, cynnaaic, CYNrJAAeic. At-.

Magistrates* names at first generally in nominative case; after Claudiu>

usually in genitive with iiri. Titles—Archiereus (Claudius); Philo-

kaisar (Claudius, Nero) ; Hiereus (Faustina) ; Hiereia (Lucilla) (B. M. C.

Phr., p. xcix) ; Pryt&nis and Logistes (Ant. Pius, M. Aurelius. A'Ci:

Archon, Agonothetes, and Hippikos, in dative case (= Latin ablative

(Gordian and Trajan Decius) ; and Archon, in genitive with hit (Gal-

lieni. •'. A coin of Ant Pius has on the obv. the word AFTOK AT€[ar)j<wj.

probably equivalent to the Latin l restituit ' or ' renovavit ' (Imh.. A7. J/..

294). Chieftypes—Headsof IGPA CYMKAHTOC; IGPAN CYNKAHTOrJ
ICPA BOYAH ; BOYAH ; 06A PflMH ; ZEYC TIAMAHMOC ; AKAMAC.
helmeted head of hero, son of Theseus, probably as Founder ;

8YNNA-
POC, a local hero, bearded; also heads or busts of Athena; Kybele or

City; Sarapis; &c. The reverse types are also numerous, ZCYC T7AN-

AHMOC seated holding Nike or eagle; AIA TTANAHMON (Imh.

A7.il/., 294); AHMOC PHMAIflN standing ; Athena nOAl AC staffing:

Standing figure of Demoter ; Artemis Epnesia ; Herakles ; AmaltheU

turreted, carrying infant Zeus and with goat at her feet ; Akamas or

Lakedaemon helmeted, in short chiton and holding Palladium (cf

Sagalaasns Pisid., B. M. C, Lye, cvi and 241 IT.) ; Asklepios ; Hygiei&:

Nemesis; Men; Tyche; Isis; Temple of Dionysos (?) ; Modius orCippus

in temple, flanked by palms ; Cipptis in arena with Bcstiarii around

fighting with beasts, or gladiators in combat ; Palladium ; Emperor in

quadriga crowned by Nike. An interesting type on late Imperial coins

is a mountain, which is probably Mount rerais at the neighbouring

Docimeium, which contained the famous quarries of the precious marble

known as Synnadic, because it was through Synnada that it wa>

conveyed and exported to Ephesus and over sea to Italy. Games—
AAPlArJlA nANABHrJAIA Agonistic crown (Mion., iv. 983).

Alliance coin with Hierapolis (Verus), rev. Zeus (Pandemos(?)) seated

before the Apollo Kitharistcs of Hierapolis standing. For illustrations

and lists of magistrates' names see B. M. C, Phr., p. xcvii ff and

PL XLVL

Temenothyrae Flaviopolis (Uphaf,), originally, no doubt, a station uii

the old Royal Road from Smyrna to the East, was situated near the

sources of the Hippuriusf?) in the highlands to the north of the great

Slain (Banaz Ova). Its name, Flaviopolis, indicates that, as a soA«. it

ates from the time of the Flavian Emperors (Imh., Festschrift /«''

0. Benndorfj p. 20"). The coinage, quttsi -autonomous and Imperial,

ranges from the time of Hadrian to that of Saloninus, and is plentiful.

It is remarkable that, with a very few exceptions, the coinage of

Temenothyrae consists of dedicatory issues, as is evident from the fart

that the Magistrates' names are almost always in the nominative case with

Digitized by GoOQle PRiNf FTniTuNivFR'PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
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Tiberius and Li via (Ramsay, Hint. Geogr., p. 147). Livia was by a decree

of the Senate appointed Priestess of the worship of Augustus after his

death, but she herself was not divinized until the reign of Claudius.

The date of this coin is therefore somewhat doubtful. The Inif)erUil

coins range from Trajan to Gordian. Inscr., TIB€PIOnOAITflN or

TIB€PIOnOA€ITnN. Magistrates' names in genitive with in under

Hadrian and with title Archon in time of Gordian. Types— Obverse*,

Busts of l€PA CVNKAHTOC; l€PA BOVAH; BOVAH; Sarapis ; &c.

Reversed, Figures of r€POV[o-wi] and BOVA[i}]; Artemis Ephesia;

Artemis huntress ; Stag ; Zeus holding Eagle ; Apollo holding branch,

resting on column, or on lyre ; Asklepios ; temples ; &c. B. M. C, Phr.,

p. cv and PI. XLIX.

Trajanopolis, a city of the Grimenothyreis, but not identical with

Grimenothyrae, from which it was about four miles distant, at the modern

village Charik-keui (Imhoof, Featsehr. filr 0. Benndorf, p. 204 ff.).

Quasi-autOTUHiious and Imperial coins, Trajan to Gordian. laser..

TPAIArJOTTOAITON. Tyj>es—Obverses, Heads of l€PA CYHKAHTOC:
AHMOC ; Athena; &c. liererses, Nike; Zeus Laodikeus; Athena:
Asklepios ; Demeter-Tyche ; Kybele ; Artemis Ephesia ; Rider-god with

double axe ; &c. Magistrate*' names in nominative case with titles.

First Archon under Caracalla (Imhoof, A". M., 526), and Grammateu*
and First Archon under Gordian. There are also dedicated coins,

though avUhjKf is not expressed, under Caracalla with inscr. TPAIANO-
TTOAITAIC (Imhoof, op. cit., and B. M. C, Phr.

t p. cv and PL I).

S

LYCIA
Fellows, Coins of Ancient Lycin, London, 1855.

. P. Six, Monnaits lyciennes, R. .V., 1880, 188".

E. 1 - il I n. Us /Vrxrc Aclitmrnides, pp. Ixxxix-cxiii, 63-82, 1893.

G. F. Hill. -V. C, 1895. pp. 1-44.

Brit Mas. ratal, of Gnrk Coins, Lycia, 1897.

E. Bftlii-lon, Inventairede la CM, Waddington, pp. 153-177, 1898.

J. P. Six, .V. C, 1898, pp. 199-317.]

The coinage of Lycia confirms in a most striking manner the testimony

of ancient writers, especially Strabo, with regard to the Federal constitu-

tion of the country. Among no other ancient people do we find Federal

institutions so wisely framed and so firmly rooted as among the Lycians.

Although the majority of the early coins represent individual dynasts, it

is clear that there existed some sort of federation between these mien-,

more or less under Persian suzerainty. The abundant coinage testifies to

the great prosperity of the country in the fifth and fourth centuries B.C

The distinctive symbol on the money of the various cities which took

part in this Federal coinage is the Triskeles or so-called Triquetra, which

sometimes takes the form of a tetraskeles or of a diskeles. Various

hypotheses have been advanced as to the intention of this strange

symbol (Bab., Tr., ii. 510 f.). The most reasonable is that which ha>

been put forward by L Miiller,1 that it is a solar emblem symbolizing

rotatory motion. In this case it would refer to the worship of the

1 Bet sankniilte llagskors's Anvendtlut oy Bctydning, Copenhagen, 1877.

*
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Circ, B.C. 480^60.

Boar, triskeles on flank. Rev. Forepart of lion ; in field, triskeles.

Dog lying. Rev. Triakeles.

Lion crouching, or devouring prey. Rev. Triakeles.

Boar or Forepart of boar. Jiet\ Triskeles of cocks' beads; sometimes with

letters. (Fig, 315, p. 689.)
Boar. Rev. XEB>J?N (Thib^u). Cock's head triskeles.

Dolphin and human eye. Rev. XEB>£ Tetraskele*.

Boar, or Forepart, or Butting bull. Rev. ^KOF^ ME (£kuT»mi) Trisketa

Uncertain type (B. M, C., Zycia, PI. III. 6). Rev. MOJA^E (Mullai) Tri*kel»

Forepart of boar. Rev- OT^F^ (Utftv*). S -shaped diskeles with ' handle

attached.

rTwo dolphins and human eve; PPA (PrI = Aperlae h or un inscribed. AW.

APP or PPA Triskeles.

'Dolphin, P. Rev. Eye.

Dolphin, usually with symbols, eye, &c. Rev. ET^ (Ita). 1^ or I^V (Zif.)

Triskeles.

Dolphin and eye. Rev. -T^EB (Akhib.) Tetraskeles.

Two dolphins with astragalos and eye, Dolphin and fish with F^+IT^IY
(Vahataafs'of Antiplirllus') or Dolphin. Rev. HAX or X^P Triskeles.

Kubernis{\)
:

Clash I. Cere. b.c\ 480-450. Inscr. KOPPAAE (Kuprlli) or

abbreviations. Obv. types: Dolphin, Boar (inscr. ^SS^X* Marra), Forepartof

boar, Facing head of panther. Human eye, Griffin crouching, Forepart or h**i

of griffin, ForeparU of two lions (f) conjoined, Ac. Rev. Triskeles (sometime*

with cygnets' or monsters' heads), * Heptaskeles/

Class IL Cite. B.C. 450-410, Inscr. as on ClftM I, seldom retrograde

Obv. tyjxs: Herakles wielding club, Hermes (1) carrying ram. Nude wingfJ

figure* Bearded W4 of Ammcn, Bearded head of Am o» shield (AM, Ms)

Beardless male head. Human eye, Liou (slaying bull, Walking, crouching, fore-

part of), Winged lion (walking, crouching, or on shield), Horse (standing, kneel-

ing), Mule (standing, or licking hind leg), Bull (walking, with inscr. API =

Arfl
f

* Xauthus '), Butting bull. Forepart or head and neck of bull. Forepart* d
two bulls conjoined, Foreparts of bull and horse conjoined, Winged man-head*^

bull, Forepart of winged bull, Cow suckling calf, Go;i1 (standing or kneeling

Sow, Dolphin, Dove between two myrtle-branches*. Bird Hying, Sphinx, Griffin

Rev- Triskeles, as in Class I ; sometimes inc. circle.

Za . . . Boar, with symbol consisting of ring and two horns. Rev* IA Triskelfr

of cygnets* heads; similar symbol. Inc. circle, (Babelon, P. A.
t
PL XV. 6.)

Utug . . • Circ. B.(\ 470-440. Obv. Forepart of winged man-headed bull.

Sphinx. Rev. 0F0V ; Beardless head (of Apollo, or of sphinx). Head ofnegm

Sphinx, Gorgoneion.

Uald. Circ. 8*0. 450. Obv. Forepart of bull or Head of lion. Rev. -fAtO «
uninscribed ; Triskeles.

Tpnagura (*A$avay6pas t), Circ* B.C. 450 420. Obv. T^N^VOP* Wing**

horned lion; symbol U, Rev, Triskeles, sometimes with serpent's head ;
»m*

symbol.

Minqnt. Circ. B.C. 450. Obv. Griffin seated on shield. Rev. MEN^iT
Triskeles. (Imhoof. Kl. M., PI. X. 1.)

ArtitomL Circ. n.c. 450. Obv. Sphinx seated. Rev. -TPTAA^NE Trisketo.

Zazthi{\). Circ. n.r. 450. Obv. Pegasus. Rev. If^IXE Triskeles.

Original from
"•"inuTtfiwilfl
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U^jmima. Cite. B.c. 430-410. Obv. Head of Athena. Rev. +^rP0M^j +
Head of Hermes,

VakheedriU Circ. b.c. 430-400. 06c. Forepart ofwinged boar on shield, Heraklti

wielding club. Beardless head of Kabeiros in wreathed pilous, Lion, Lion's scalp.

Horse kneeling. Head of Athena. Rev. Inc. sq. or circle, F^^SS^P'f or abbre*

viations (once F^SS^B^ ?). Triskeles, Heat! of Hermes, Forepart of winged

man-headed bull, Large :fc.

Ddimiu. Circ. B.a 430-400. Obv. Head of Athena. Rev. AAEMEO+^Ft* Head

of Hermes, Inc. circle.

k'hadaiti. Circ, B.C. 430-410. Obv. Head of Athena. Rev. ^Al^ETE+t Head

of Hermes, with diskeles.

Khin . . . Circ. B.C. 405-395. Ofo. Fegaeos (often on shield), Hesd of Athena,

Forepart of winged *tag. Rev. Inc. sq. or circle. 4^EN, monograms, or »o

inner. Triskeles, Diskeles with 4> attached.

TelmesBue (Talabahi) : dynasts' names Arbbina (Arbinnas), Aruv^tiyasi (Ary-

andest) and Ddanavala, Circ, w.C. 410-400. 06r. Head of Athena, of Ddanii-

vala in satrapal headdress, Lion's scalp, /fee. Inc. sq. or circle. Bearded he*

I

of Herakles <T^A^B^+E+1* or abbreviations, T^A*B 'TPBBENK
AA^N^F^At\ or none), Herakles fighting (^PBBEN^), Lion at btv

(^POF^TEI^SEVHeadofAthenatAA^N^F^A^orabbreviatiou^LargeA,
Triskeles (^POF^TEI^SE or abbreviation).

Series V. Circ. B.C. 400-362.

The later style and fabric of the following coins induce me to c1a»

them to a more recent period than any of those which I have described

above. They are characterized by their flatter and larger Jlans%
and bv

the gradual disappearance of the well-marked incuse square, which is

present on all the earlier Lycian series. The coinage doubtless ended

with the acquisition of Lycia by Mausolus in 362 B. c. The silver does

not show the degradation towards the Attic weight which is found in

Series IV, but conforms more rigidly to the Babylonic standard. Bronze

now first appears. The following are the more important varieties

:

Group A

—

(1) Afithrapata. Obv. Lion's scalp. Forepart of lion-skin with paw*-. Whelk-

hhell. Rev. Inc. sq. or circle- MEXP^P^T^ or abbreviation e. Triskeles

(symbols in field), Facing head of Apollo.

(2) Tios (Tlavi). Obv, Lion's ecalp or Head of Athena. Rev. Inc. circle. TA,

TA^ FE or no insen Head of Apollo facing or to l.» Diskeles or X between

two lions seated confronted.

Group B—
(1) Z£wu and TrbbanimL Inner., iNJpM, iNpMO+O, I^T\ I\f O'M,

TPB, TPBB^pNEME, some coins bearing both names. Tjfjusz Obv. Lion*

scalp, Head and leg of lion, Head of Artemis nearly facing. Rev. Inc. sq. or

circle. Triskeles, Head of Athena. Adjuncts: club, small triskeles or

diskeles, letters.

(2) Zaklwba* Obv. Lion's scalp. Ret. lK>l>B^+^ Facing head of Athena

in triple-crested helmet (Rabelcn, Inv. Wadd.
y
2985).

(3) Yiidr . . , Obv. Lion's scalp or head. Rev* Inc. circle. F'fA or FTAP
Triskeles,
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city or district, with or without AYKIflN. The coins without am
indication of mint were probably struck at Xanthus. The two great

districts, Cragus and Masicytes, were united for monetary purposes an<l

struck coins for general circulation ; the initials of the various cities

were also often combined with those of Cragus or Masicytes according

to the district to which they belonged. The following 22 cities are known

to have taken part in the currency of the League : in the Cragus

district, Telmessus, Pinara. Sidyma, Tlos, Xanthus, Patara, Dias; in the

Masicytes district, Myra, Cyaneae, Ty(benissua) or Ty(mena), Arycanda,

Antiphellus, Phellus, Aperlae, Apollonia ; in other districts, Limyra.

Gagae, Rhodiapolis, Olympus (7), Trebenna, Oenoanda, Bubon(1). Strabo

(xiv. 664) says that there were twenty-three towns in the confederacy

A change in the style of the coins is noticeable about B. c. 81, when

Murena reorganized the country, and some new cities were added to

the League. The last coinage of the League includes light Khodian

drachms and denarii, with the portraits of Augustus and Claudius;

iiutcr., AY; tyi>es—one or two lyres, Apollo, Arternis, &c. ; also bronze of

Claudius, without AY ; types—Goddess of Myra in temple, Apollo standing,

kc. (Imhoof, Zur gr. u. rom. Miimk., 1908, pp. 21 f., 170). The coinage

of denarii was even continued, after the dissolution of the League by

Claudius, under Domitian, Nerva, and Trajan, with the Emperors' titlw

in Greek, YTTATOY IZ, AHM. €Z. YTTAT. B., &c. The Imperial coinage

of the Lycian towns belongs almost exclusively to the reign of Gonlian

and Tranquillina.

Autonomous (chiefly post-Ai.exandhine). Fkdehal, and Imperial

Coinage of the Towns of Lycia.

Acalis«us (Giuuritftan-fik). Imperial of Gordian. In&cr.
s
AKAAlC-

C€U)N, Horseman galloping (Ra\ Num., 1853. 90): Helen between

Dioskuri ; Herakles standing.

Antiphelru* {Aiulifilo), on the coast opposite Megiste. M of seco&i

century B.C.; inter., ANTI<t>EAAITfiN oi ANT ; Head of Apollo, Veiled

head. Dolphin. Federal M. AYKIHN AN, and Imperial of Gordian,

ANTI<t»€AA€ITnN,Tyche.

Aperlae (on Atmar Bay). F&U-ral AL. AYKIHN An, and Imperial

of Gordian, AnEPACITCON. Altar.

Apollonia (Avaasuri, north of Aperlae?). Federal M. AYKIftN

Ano.

Araza (Oreit). Imperial of Hadrian. APAZ€ttN, Zeus with Nike.

Arycanda (Aruf). M of second century ; inter., AP : Radiate he*j

(Sozon'O, Apollo sacrificing. Federal A\ (?) and J£. AYKIOrJ AP

or APY. Imperial—Gordian, Tranquillina. APYK AN A6GJN, Tyclie-

Herakles, Horseman-deity (Sozon?), Naked Warrior. Kagle on boar*

head. &c.

Balbnra (Kataru). Autouamvu* & of second century B.C. /"*'r-

BAABOYPEQN. Type* Head of Demeter, rev. Ear of corn; Head of

A thena, rev. Owl on helmet : Head of Zeus, rev. Club ; Eagle on thunder-
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(Dembre = ra Mvpa) on the Myros, chief town of the Masicytes
district. Federal A and M, AYKION MY, MYPA, MA MY, Ac;
on .1-;. bust of Artemis Eleuthera of Myra, veiled, facing ; Nike. Imperial
of Gordian, MYP€ti)N, Agalma of Artemis Eleuthera or Myrrha in tree

attacked by men with axes and defended by snakes (Fig. 316, p. 695).

cf. Aphrodisi&s in Caria ; Agalma in temple, sometimes with Nike

;

Tyche. Alliance coin* of Gordian with Patara (see below) and Side(1).

Oenoand* (Urludja). M, Attic stater, second century B.C. Obv.

Head of Zeus with sceptre; rev. OINOANAECJN, Eagle on thunder-

bolt.

Olympna, on the east coast at the foot of Mount Olympus. Federal (?)

M, OAYM or OAYMflH; M, Head of Athena and thunderbolt; Im-
perial of Gordian and Tranquillina, OAYMfTHhJOJH, Hephaeetos forging

shield ; Apollo resting on column.

Patara (Ge/emioh). Federal M and 1&, AYKIOhJ nA, riA KP,
nATAPEHN. Imperial of Gordian and Tranquillina: Nymph seated
and DionysosC?) standing; Apollo shooting; Apollo with eagle and
serpent twining round tripod ; Herakles and Antaeos, &c. Alliance coin*
of Gordian with Myra : TTATAP€(jJrJ MYPCtON OMONOIA, Temple of
Apollo and Artemis ; or of Tyche.

Fhaaeii* (Tekirova), a town of Dorian origin on the east coast, has

a history and coinage distinct from the rest of Lycia. Its chief type,

the galley, may be a type parlant (see Forcellini, s.v. phaeehut).

Trow of galley, in shape of forepart of

I>oar.

O Male figure wrestling with huiuau-

heft(led bull (Herakles and Ache-
loos t).

I T.. Lyre.

Prow of galley in Bhupe of forepart of

boar.

Forepart of Pegasos.

Before B.c. 466.

Inc. sq. [Macdonalil, Hunter Cat., ii,

PI. LVII. 19] sometimes divided hy

irregular bauds and divisions .

AX Persic stater and divisions

Prow of galley; below, dolphin; iuc.

sq A\ Persic staler.

Id M Persic stater.

OA? Stern of galley. Inc. sq. . . .

A\ Persic stater and third.

Prow of galley. Inc. sq. M 12-3 grs.

During its membership of the Athenian confederacy, Fhaselin appeara
to have issued no coins.

Girc* B.C. 400-330 or later.

Prow of galley.
\
Macdoiiald, Hunter

Cal.
f
PI. LVII. 21.]

Prow of Rallev.

Id. OAtH [imhoof, A7. J/., PLX.7.J

<t>ASH Stern of galley and magistrates

name • . . JR Stater 153*2 grs.

4>A*H Stern of galley . M 65-45
Palladium to front . . M -7

Owe. b. c. 330-276.

Regal staters and tctradrachms of types of Alexander (4>A .surmounted
by stars, MUller, 1276) and Philip III (AY and prow, Muller, 100).
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Cirr. B.C. 276-168.

During the earlier part of this period, until 204, Phaaelis belonged to

the Ptolemies; towards the end it probably issued the Alexandrine

tetradrachmB with 4>, dated A to A A (Muller, 1178-1195; Imhoof, A7. Jfa|
p. 308).

Head of Apollo.

[BabeloD, fnv. Wadd.. PI. VII. 10.]

Id.

Id. [Brandia, p. 492.]

Prow, surmounted by bead of Helioe.

or jugat* busts of Ptolemy IV and
Arsinoe (?).

[Imhoof, iion.gr., p. 327.]

Owl on prow.

Head of Athena.

Id.

«t>A APKESIAAO* Athena holding

Nike Ai Attic stater.

<J> Athena with thunderbolt, aegis, and

serpent, standing on prow ; magis-

trates' names .

JR Staters 171 grs. or less.

Stern of galley; magistrate's iiumo

MrJASI . . M Stater 167 grs.

<t>A£H Stem of gallt-y, and magistrates'

names . . -11 btaters 152 grs., Ac.

<t» Athena with thunderbolt and aetfiB ;

magistrates' names
Ai Drachm 88 «rs.

4>A Prow . . AI % Drachm 37-3 grs.

OA Piow ; monogram . . , AI -65

After circ. B. c. 168.

During the earliest period of the League, Phaselis, like Olympus,
struck coins of Federal types, reading +ACHAI, but without AYKlflrJ

;

it was probably, however, not a member of the League (Strabo, xiv.

667).

To the same period belong the following:

—

Prow.

Id.

4>A£H Stern of galley. Inc. sq. . .

Ai 40-1 grs.

<J> Athena with thunderbolt and aegis,

letters A, B, € M -75

Imperial of Gordian; inner., <t>ACHA(€)ITGJrJ. Types—Female cultus-

rigure, veil supported by Krotes, with suiall ngure at her feet ; Athena

;

Galley; &c.

Paellua {Baiixdyrl). Federal .-E, AYKlflN <J>E, and Imperial of

Gordian. «t>€AA€IT(dr4, Female figure holding flower; Aphrodite, veiled,

holding apple.

Finara (Minara). .V, (-5—4) of second century B. C. ; obv. Head
of Apollo; rev. niNAPEnN Bucranium. Federal M (ni) and JE
(AYKinrJ ni or ru ay).

Fodalia (in the Milyas). Imperud of TranquiUina, TTOAAAIUJTGJN.
Ares standing.

Bhodiapolis (near iShechkeui). Federal M tAYKIHrJ PO) and J&.

Imperial of Gordian and TranquiUina. POAI AFTOAGITtOrJ, Xemesis;
Athena; Artemis huntress.
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Sidyma iDotlurgar-Asoari). Federal M: AYKinN SI f/fer. .Yum.,

L902, p. 81].

Telmesans (Makri). About the end of the fourth or the beginning
of the third century the following coin was struck at this mint :

—

Head of Alexander the Great with TEAEMHIZEnN Panther; aboTe.

rainV horn. [Brit. Mus.] monogram of flT (for Ptoieiny 1). ifi-U

Antiochus III possessed the city from about it. c. 196 to 189. To this

time belongs the following coin :

—

Head of Helios, radiate, facing. TEAMHZ or TEAEMHZ Apolio
seated on omphalos, holding arrow

and bow* ....... -E -65

After belonging to Pergamum from b. c. 189 to 133, it became indepen-
dent, and struck small M (size -45) with head of Hermes, rev. TEA, Fly in

incuse square. It probably joined the League about B.C. 81. Federal

M, inner., AY TE KP, and M, inner.. AY TEA KP or T€A AY.

Termessua Minor (ad Oenoautla), a colonv of the Pisidian Termessua.
(See X. Chr., 1897, pp. 25 ff.)

First century B.c. (inter., TEP or TEPMHZIEHN)

liust of Uerme*.
liuat of Artemis.

hi.

Head of Apollo.

Head of Zetia with neptrc.

Kugle on niducew .

1 1
1

i me-- standing .

Hnmped bull . .

Lyr«
Winged tliundeiiiolt

M -5—4

M -55

M -75

a: .9-8

Quasi-autonomous and Imp' rial of Tiberius, with TEP 01 (Head of

Apullo, rev. Lyre; Head of Hermes, rev. Home : Ac).

TIob (Durer). Federal M (AYKinN TA, TAH KP, TA KP) and £
(TAnEHrJ, TA or AYKinN TA, AY KP TAn). Imperial of Gordian;
timer., TACU€U)N. Type*—Nike: Tyche; Warrior fighting or sacrificing;

Mounted deity.

Trebenna (Serdjil). Federal M (AYKinN TP or TPE) and Im-
perial of Gordian and Trunquillina; inter., TP€B€N NATION. Types—
Dionysos; Zeus seated ; Apollo with tripod ; Athena sacrificing.

Tymena or Tybeniwus. Federal 3Z, AY or AYK inN TY.

Xanthas. JE of second century B. C. Head of Apollo, rev. ZANQinN
Lyre. Tlio federal coins without mint-name were probably struck here ;

.it kitharephoroi, Ac., and & Head of Helios facing, rev. AYKinN
Chiinacra, Ac. ; also ordinary federal M and -K : AYKinN ZA, AY KP
ZAN. ZAN KP.
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PAMPHYLIA
Srit. Mu*. fatal, of Qrt*k Coins, Lyeia. I\nn^hylta t fa, hv G. F. Hill 1H97

\

bclon, /«rfnf. <fc to CW/. IKurfdinpfoit 18U8,, pp. 177-94.
Imhoof, KteinasiatiAche JfAllM, iu (1902 \ pp. 80V-&4.

Iii the following pages I include iu the province of Painphylia only
the atrip of low-lying coast*land, some twenty to thirty miles in breadth,

between Mount Solyina, the Lycian boundary, on the west, and the
river Melas on the east. The mountainous counlrv to the north, much
of which wa8 included in Byzantine Pampliylia, I have preferred to call

Pisidia.

Aapendua (Balkyzi), on the river Eurymedon, about eight miles from
the sea, was a populous and wealthy city. It began to coin silver on the

Persic standard cnrly in the fifth century B.O.

Circ. B. C. 500-400,

Fiu. 317.

Naked warrior, armed with round E, E£, EST. E1TFE, E£P, Ac In-

f-liield mid sword,

\V«rrior
f
with .-hit-hl and new

317.)

Horseman armed with spear.

CB*

:

S3 Two-handled vase,

[Imhoof, KL J/., p. 309, Ko. L]
Vase without handles.

[Ibid., Xo. 2.]

cuae square, Triskeles ot three human
legs ; iu Belt!, usually a nymhol . .

M Ktatera 171 pi's.

E£P lucute square, Trit-keles, with

liuu luiiiiiin: beanie it

M Staters 170 grs.

E£T. E«TFEAIIY*,&c. Hoar . .

ill Dr. 84 gn.
EX Triskeles ; incuse square . . . •

.It 18-S2 grs.

Trir-kefcb - - . ^i£ 15 grs. or leh«.

To the end of the century belongs

Corgoneion.

[Imhoofj XI Jf., p. 309, Nos. 4 f.
J

E£T or no inter. Head of Athena
;

incuse square . -11 KM grs. or less.

The hoplite represents the soldiery for which Aspendus was famous.

Tissaphcrnes, whose head (quarters in 411 were at Aspendus, issued

staters, drachms, and heniidrachms of the Rhodian standard which have
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beeD attributed to this mint; obv. Head of satrap in Persian tiara; rev.

BA*IAEfi£ or abbreviation, the Great King as archer, running; symbol

on stater, galley. See supra, p. 597.

Circ. B.C. 400-300, and later.

Two wrestlers en^itged ; ou tbe later

specimens, magistrates' letters be-

tween them. [Brandis, p. 494.]

Gorgoneion (on later specimens, of tlie

HelioB-type).

ECTFEAIIV£ Incuse square, Slinger

:

in field, triskeles ; also, rarely, letters

AK Staters 170 gr>.

Head of Athena [Iuihoof. Kl. J/., p. 310,

Nos. 7, 8] . . M 15-5 grs. or lew.

Aspendus was originally an Argive colony, and Brandis has conjec-

tured that it-s coin-type, the Slinger, was chosen from the resemblance of

the word o^ei-oon/njs to the name of the town.
Concerning the Pamphylian Jegends on these and similar coins see

Friedlander, Z. / if., iv. 297 ; Imlioof, Z. f. N.
t
v. 133 ; Bergk, Z.f. X,

xi. 337 ; and Lanckoronski-Niemann-Petersen, Les Villesdela Pamphylie,
i. p. 189. The form ESTFEAI IV* corresponds with the Greek AZnEN-
AIOI. On a variety of the stater the words EAVtA MENETVS
(B. M. C PI. XL1V. 16) are to be explained as a magistrate's name.
It would appear that the Greek element in the population of the

town gradually decreased down to the time of the Macedonian con

quest. The astonishing abundance of the silver money of Aspendus is

a proof of the commercial importance of the town ; and the number of

countermarks and barbarous imitations shows that it circulated largely

in the country. For these countermarks, which seem not to be later

than about 360 B. a, see Imhoof, Kl. M., pp. 312 f. The later staters,

many of which have the lunate C, continued to be issued probably until

about 190 B.C.

The bronze coins of Aspendus appeal* to be as a rule later in date than

the silver. The predominant types (see especially Imhoof, Kl. M.,

pp. 316 f.) are—

Give, B. (\ 400-190.

Head of Athena. Slinger; in field, two letters -t-tio
Forepart of hoise, Fometimea on ahield. Sling between two letters , JE7
Horse pallopiue. £ -(15

nO in moa on shield. Head of Athena .... .E -75—

t

Id., Bonietiuieti without shield. TrUkelcs & -75-:-

Shield. Head of Athena ; letteis . *\: •<;:>

(orgoucion. I'adueeus ; letters , . . -K *55

After B.C. 190.

After the battle of Magnesia* 1/amphjlia was added to the dominion
of the kings of Pergainum, umlur whose rule Aspendus appears to havt

been practically autonomous, for it was probably about B. C- 189 that it

i ' -nil to issue dated Alexandrine tetradrachms, ranging from year A to

KO and with AI before the seated Zeus on the rev. (MUller, Nos. 1196-

12^1). Symbol, on some specimens, a sling. These are the last silver

coins known to have been struck at Aspendus. Many of them bear

countermarks, of which the Suleucid (?) anchor and the tripod an
the most frequent. To this period also belong bronze coins (set 1
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Imhoof, KL M., pp. 318 f.) reading AS or AC. ACneNAIflN. Tyjjes—
Star, rev. Club; Shield, rev. Caducous: Horse, rev. Slinger or Hoplite:
Forepart of horse, rev. Sling,

On the death of Attalus III, B. c. 133, Pamphylia passed, with the rest

of his kingdom, to the Roman people.

Imperial coinage, Augustus to Saloninus. Inter., ACrT€NAinrJ.
Title*—C€MNHC €rJT€IM0Y, N€nKOPnN (Salonina), ACmNAOC H

CYMMAXOC PnMCnH. Type*—River Eurymedon ; Herakles stand-

ing before Eurystheus(?), behind whom is a spear-bearer; Zeus seated

and goddess seated or standing (Hera ?) ; Twin cultus-statues of veiled

goddess, sometimes in temple, or held by Tyche (Imhoof, KL M., p. 319)

;

Sarapis ; Harpokrates ; Isis Pharia ; Hephaestos forging shield ; Athena
voting; City-goddess voting; Nemesis; Triple Hekate ; Asklepios;
Apollo with raven ; Pantheistic deity ; Tyche standing, or of the Antioch

type ; Two wrestlers
;
Athlete holding crown and lyre ; Agonistic wreath

with ©6MIA0C and numerals TH0, TOB or T0€, indicating a period

of ten or nine years; &c. Marks of value I or I A (= 10 assaria) in time

of Valerian and Gallienus.

Attalia (AilalUt), founded by Attalus II, king of Pergamum. Auto-
nomous bronze from circ. B.C. 159 to Imperial times. Inter., ATTA-
AEHN. Types- Poseidon; Dolphin; Trident; Rudder; Athena; Nike;
Zeus; Hermes; &c. Imperial, Claudius to Corn. Valerianus. In$rr.,

ATTAACHhi. Types—Head or statue (sometimes in temple) of Athena;
Pergaean Artemis in temple; Nemesis: Artemis with Athena and
Nemesis ; Head of Sarapis ; Harpokrates ; Helios in biga ; Men ; Hephae-
stos forging shield; Agonistic crown on table l€POC 0IK0YM€NlK0C :

Wreath ICPOC OAYMTTIA (or OAYMniOC) OIKOYMCrJlKOC ; &c.
Marks of value AH and I ( = 8 and 10 assaria) in time of Gallienus.

Alliance coins with Athens (ATTAAenN AeHNAinN CYNT€NIA)
and Side (q. v.).

Magydu* (Laara), about five miles east of Attalia. Qua*i~autt>-
iK/tnous JE> (MA or MATY, Bust of Athena, rev. Star in crescent ; Head of

Dionysos, rev. Hermes standing. Imperial, from Nero to Salonina. Inner.,

MArYA€U)N and numerals from tB to MA, perhaps referring to games
celebrated at irregular intervals (Imhoof, Zv,r gr. u. rom. Mihmk., 1908,

p. 176). Tyjw—Athena standing; Demetei seated or standing; Zeus
.seated; Aphrodite standing ; Hermes standing ; Sarapis standing ; Rape
of Persephone ; River-god (Katarrhaktes ?).

Olbia (?). To this town, on the borders of Lycia and Pamphylia, Six
(N. Ckr., 1898, p. 217) would attribute silver staters and drachms of

the beginning of the fifth century, explaining the legend 18 A as the

Lycian form of 'OA/tfa, and the other legends as a dynast's name. The
attribution is, however, for many reasons doubtful.

Nude winged figure running, with ca- ~1MZIM~1C Lion, head reverted;

ductus. dotted incuse square At 180-6 gr.-.

Similar. 19 A (?) Lion, head reverted; incuse

square ..... .i( 178-6grs.

1MZIMDC Similar . M 177-5 grs.

HMIiMT Head of Apollo; incuse

moan Ai 46-8 grs.

Forepart of lion.
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Perga (Murtana) between the rivers Oestrus and Catarrhactes.

Circ. B.C. 1**0 to Imperial timet*.

Fig. 318.

Head of Greek Artemis, laureate (Fig.

318).

Id.

Id.

Heads of Apollo and Artemis jugate.

Head of Artemis.

Id.

Id.

Sphinx.

Cultus figure of Artemis

temple.

Id.

I

Pe gaea in

Sphinx.

APTEMIAOS riEPrAIAS Artemis

huntress, holding wreath mid sceptre ;

beside her, stag ; in field, sphinx . .

A\ Attic tetradi.

.Similar, but no sphinx
itt Attic dr. and ^ dr., and& size -75

APTEMIAOS riEPrAIAS AHenm
holding torch and bow . . .V. *65

APTEMIAO* riEPrAIA« Artemis

holding torch and bow . . -K -7—6

APTEMIAOSriEPrAIAS Artemisia
long chiton ^E -7

APTEMIAOS riEPrAIAf Nike . .

-E-75
nEPrAI Sphinx M-f,

APTEMl.nEPrA. Artemis standing

.

APTEMIAO* IIEPrAIA* Artemis

holding torch and bow . . ^E -75

APTEMIAO* HEPrAIAt Bow and

quiver, or quiver onlv . AZ -75—6

V\ANAifA£ ' nPEIIAC (favumt
Utpyaias) Artemis huntress holdinc

wreath and sceptre . . -E -75— •">

Imperial coinage. Silver ' cistophori ' of Nerva and Trajan (cultus

figure of DIANA PERC. in temple), perhaps struck at Side- Quasi-
autonomous JS. of Flavian period, and Imperial from Tiberius to

Aurelian and Tacitus. Itwct., nePTAinN (or abbrev.), n€Pr€ttrJ
(Aurelian); TT€PrHI: NenKOPHN (from Valerian onwards); l€PA
AAMnPA erJAOzoc NenKOPOc neprH npnTH (or A); mhtpo-
nOA€HC TTANOVAIAC (Tacitus). Festivals: l€PA AVTOVCTIA,
AVTOVCTCIA l€P0C, nveiA ACVAIA l€P0C or €I€PA, l€P0C.
TAKITIOC MHTPOn0A(€)ITI0C KAICAPIA(?), 6€MIC TO (= 370.

cf. Aapendua), &c. Mark of value I from Valerian onwards. Types—
Artemis Penraea (APTEMIAOC nCPTAIAC, or nCPTAIAC APT£-
MIAOC ACVAOV)in temple, re presented as a baety 1 decorated with bands
of dancing figures, guarded by sphinxes, Btar and crescent in field, eagle

usually in pediment (see Roscher, Lex., a. v. Pergaia) ; numerous forms of

^
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ilabarta), on the Cestrus. Quasi-autonomous and Imperial,
from Hadrian to Valerian. Inscr., BAPHNnN. Ty/tes—Female bust

wearing kalathos ; Helineted head, beardless ; Bow and quiver ; Double-

headed and four-armed figure (Heraklea f ) with bow and sword ;
Mounted

deity with serpent ; and other types referring to Z-us, Dionysos, Hermes,
Artemis, Nemesis, Men, Tyche, &c. Alliance coin with uncertain city

(Babelon, Invent. Waddhujton, 3656).

Ceraitae, probably the people of ( retopolis, afterwards called Pane-
moteichoa, o.v. Autonomous M of first century B. c. Inner., KE or

K€PA€ITflN. Types—Head of Artemis ; Turreted femalehead; Round
shield : Bow or Bow and arrow ; Club : Boar or Forepart of boar.

Silver alliance coin with Crrinua, q.v.

Codrula (probably near Ariassus, Verbe, and Termessus). Imperial,

from Antoninus Phis to Trebonianus Gallus. fnsvr., K0AP0VA€fiN.
Types—Helen between Dioskuri holding horses; Dionysos; Asklepios

;

Temple with female bust (AIOCKOIANOVC?, Imhoof, A7.Af.377); Male
and female figures seated confronted, statuette behind each ; Nike

;

Tyche ; &c.

Colbasa, between Lysinia and Cremna. Imperial, from Antoninus
Pius to Philip Sen. Inscr, KOABACCnN or K0ABACC€nN. Types—
Warrior with spear and sword ; Star in crescent ; Kybele seated ; Mdn
standing ; Apollo with lyre on tripod ; Dionysos ; Tyche ; &c.

Comama {Shelter Eyuk). Autonomous At of first century b. c. Inscr.
t

K0 or KOMA. Ty/te#—Head of Zeus, rev. Lion, Forepart of lion or

Forepart of boar; Two bearded heads jugate, rev. Lion. Under
Augustus, Comama received a colony (CiAouLa lului Augusta Prima
Felix Comamenorum). Cidoninl, Antoninus Pius to Decius. Inscr., COL.
COMAMEN., COL. AVC COMAMA, COL. IVL. AVC. I. F. COMA-
MEN R VM . Ty/tes—Veiled goddess, sometimes in temple ; Two seated
figures of veiled goddesses in temple ; Zeus seated ; Fortuna standing ;

Founder ploughing ; Legionary eagle l»etween two signa.

Comma (Gone n). Quasi-autonomous and Imperial, Hadrian to Salo-

nina. laser.. K0NAN€. KONANenN. Ty/ten—Cuirass ; Trophy;
Bull; Zeus standing: Dionysos standing; Men standing; Herakies
fighting ; Asklepios ; Hygiein as city-goddess ; Tyche in temple ; Dios-

kuri with crescent between them ; &c Mark of value (Salonina) ^. For
6 = 0/fU9<?) cf. TermesBUB Major. Alliance coin with Minassus (1), q.v.

Cremna (Girme). Autonwiutu* Al Attic drachms of first century
B.C. in alliance with Ceraitae. Obv. Turreted head of Tyche, rev.

KPHMNEflN KAI KEPAEITnN, Double cornucopia©. Also & with
inscr., KPH or KPHMNE. Types—Obv. Turreted head of Tyche ; Heads
of Zeus, Hermes, or Artemis ; rev. Forepart of lion ; Caduceus : Fulmon.
Some of these were issued by Amyntas (h. o. 39-25).

Made a colony {Colon ia Iulia Auausta Felix Cremna or ('rem nensium)
by Augustus, Cremna issued coins from Hadrian to Aurelian. Inscr.,

COL. CREMNA. COL. IVL. AVC- FELICIS CREMNENSIVM. &c.

Type*—Diana (D IAN AE» : Apollo shooting (PROP, or APOLLlNl PR0-
e i2
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PVLAEO) or leaning on tripod; Kybele sealed in temple (MATRI
DEOR.); Bacchus (LIBERI PATR.); Goddess Mida (a form of Kybele*

seated (MIDAE DEAE) ; Silvanus (SILVA.); Marsyas (MARON..
Benndorf-Festschrift, p. 198) ; Genius with cornucopiae and patera

(CEN[l]0 COL. CRE.); Fortuna with cornucopiae sacrificing (CErJ.

COL. CREM.); FORTVN A-Nemesis holding bust of Emperor, foot on

river-god; Nemesis (VLTR I.) ; Hades seated; Harpokrates: Victor}':

Roma seated holding globe and cornucopiae ; Female figure between

modii (DONATIO); Agonistic table (DON ATIO); Temple (DON. SACR.

CERT.); Prize crown, inscr. DONATIO. IER0S (sic); Augustus as

Founder ploughing (D I VO AVC); The three Graces ; Wolf and Twins:
Domna carrying children (IVLIA AVC. MATER CASTR.); &c.

Etenna (near Kotenna, above Side, perhaps at Syrt). The coinage

begins with silver of the Aspendus-Selge class.

Fourth century a. c.

Two wrestlers; infield, t. ETENNEHN Hero holding crookr.1

[Imhoof, KL M, PL Xni. I,] knife; in field, triskelr* ....
M Stater 1 70 gfs.

(•orgoneion. Crooked knife . . . . ^R 10-8 gra.

Id. [Imhoof, I.e., PI. XIII. 2.] Head of Athena ; astragulos xnH t . .

M 9-4 gr*.

First century B. C.

Bronze, inscr. ET or ETEN. Ty/>e*—Female figure, sometimes nude
attacked by serpent ; Two male figures running, brandishing crooked

knives ; Crooked knife. These types may represent a local myth of

a nymph attacked by a serpent and rescued by a hero (Imhoof. A7. -V..

pp. 369 ff.). Quasi-autonomous and Imperial, Faustina II to Salonina.

Inscr., €T€NN€HN. Types— Zeus seated; Demeter with two torches

and serpent issuing from basket ; Helios with torch ; Hero and Nymph
with serpent; Lion; Triumphal arch; &c. Mark of value (Salonina) I A.

Isinda (near Istanoz), on the Taurus, west of Termessus. Autono-

mous yE of first century B.C. Inscr., 121N or IEINAE. Type*—Head
of Artemis; Quiver; Helmet; Ear of corn; Head of Zeus (Solymeusl):
Mounted deity, helmetod, with spear, accompanied by serpent; &c

Dates A to 19. Quasi-autonomous and Imperial from Antoninus Piii*

to Salonina. Inscr., IClNACnN and (Philip Jun.) IClNA€nN CinNnN
Type*—Mounted deity with serpent as before ; Mother-goddess enthroned

holding child, serpent Sabazios before her; Head of Zeus; Busts of

Sarapis and Isis; Artemis of Perga: Herakles standing; Wingless Nike

writing AP€ (unexplained) on shield ; Nemesis; Hermes seated, or with

Tyche standing ; Lubosia standing with phiale, cornucopiae and Ploutos

:

Wreath with pendent flowers ; Human foot ; River-god Tauros. Marl

of value T (Salonina). Reyncl'years, B, CT. A, ~, «c. Magistrate ft-

APX-M (Treb. Gallua and Volusian).

Lagbe (Alt FachretUlin, north of the Caralitis). QuaeL-autowymov*

M of first century a. D. Obv. AATBHNnN Head of Zeus, ret: Winged

fulinen (Babelon, Inv. Wadd., PI. VIII. 22).
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Ly»inia, in the Lysis valley, between Olbasa and L. Ascania. Imperii'

I

of Caracalla and Geta. Ivacr., AVClNienN. Types—Kybele ; Men
holding trophy-bearing Nike ; Apollo; Tyche.

MaJo«. Quaxi-autoiwmous of early Imperial times. Obv. Beardless

laureate head, rev. MAAHNnN Club (Imhoof, KL M.
t

ii. p. 885.

PJ. XIII. 29).

MinawQi
|
Minae .

.
south-cast of Baris). Alliance with Conana

(M. Aurelius): MlHACC€nN KONAMenN 0M0N0IA Zeus and
Asklepios. (Authenticity doubtful.)

Olbaaa (BeUngly), in the Lysis valley, one of Augustus's colonies (Col.

Iulia Augtwta Olbasenoriim). Colonial from Antoninus Pius to Volu-
sian. 7/i«t., COL. OLBASENORVM, COL. AVC. OLB., COL. IVL.
AVGV. OLBASENE, &c. Type*—Cultus statue of Venus crowned by
(,'upids in temple; Venus of Cnidian type; Men on horseback ; Genius
sacrificing; Herakles ; Dionysos; Athena; Asklepios and Hygieia

;

Artemis in temple ; Fortuna ; legionary eagle between two signa ; &c.

Palaeopolii (Ak Euren ?, in the Lysis valley). Quant-autonomous
and Imperial from Pius to Sev. Alexander. Inan:, nAAAIOnOA€ITflrJ,
TTAA€OnOAITnN. Types— Bust of Athena; Demeter; Dionysos: Zeus
seated : Men ; Apollo ; Three athletes drawing lots <8€M IC).

Panenioteichos (probably = Cretopolis : see under Ceraitae), on the

Pamphylian border north of Ariassus. Imperial^ Domna to Trajan
Decius. /n*rr.,TTArJeMOT(€)IXITnN. Ty}>es~ Mounted deity (Sozon?);

Apollo; Kybele; Warrior; Tyche crowned by Nike; &c.

Pappa Tiberiit (probably at Tcharyk-Semi, south-east of Antiocheia).

Qua#i-autonomou# and hn/>erial of Antoninus Pius. I inter.
t
TIB€-

PI€UJN TTAnnHNCON. Types—Turreted head of Tyche; Pan standing.

a-noano-ntvoip ; Men standing holding pine-cone.

PednelUsui (perhaps at Tchandir between Selge and Cremna).
Imperial from Trajan to Gallienus. Insrr., TKANHAICCCnN or

nCTNHAICCenrJ. Type*— Zeus seated; Apollo; Deity standing,

wearing kalathos, holding branch and phi ale ; Dioskuri, sometimes witli

crescent between them; Baetyl (Artemis Pergaea?) in temple; Nemesis :

Tyche; &c. Mark of value (Gallienus) 9.

Fogla {FtKjhla near Andeda). Jtn/xirial from Antoninus Pius to

Gallienus. Insvr., TTf>rA€ftN. Types—Artemis Pergaea in temple;
Artemis huntresB ; Zeus seated ; Apollo ; Dionysos

;
Tyche.

Prostanna {Egherdir, under Mt. Viarus). Autonomous & of first

century B.C.: obv. Helmeted head, rev. flPO Triskeles; obv. Kadiato head

of Helios, rev. Hermes standing, (Juatti-autonomous and Imperial,

from Ant. Pius to Claudius II. Ttisct., nPOC, nPOCTANMenH.
Type*—Head of Helios ; Cultus figure of goddess veiled : Mt. Viaros

(OVIAPOCorBIAPOC); Tree; Turreted bust of city (110A I C) ; Poseidon

with dolphin and trident ; Aphrodite with apple and sceptre ; Demeter
standing behind Zeus seated : Apollo: Ares or hero; Nemesis; Asklepios,

fN- ^ _ii_ C^r\r\r\\a Original from
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Hygieia, and Telesphoros ; Herakles ; Dioskuri with crescent between

them ; Temple of Men with two lions and two cocks : Sarapi.s ; River-

god TIOYAOC; Athletes drawing lots (6€M I C1) : <vc.

Sagalassus (AghUttmn), at the sources of the Cestrus, appears from iu

coins to Itave claimed a Lacedaemonian origin. It began to coin Attic

silver about the time of Amyntas (B. c. 39 25), in whose kingdom it was

included.

He.idofZeus.
j
ZArAAAIZEnM Nike

.11 Attic didraclim

Id. ZAfAAAZZEnN or CArA Coruu-

copiae . . . . M Attic draclim

Also small & with inner. ZATAAAZZ (or abbreviation). Types—
Heads of Zeus, of Athena, of Apollo, of Hermes, of Mdn, of Helios, of

Herakles ; Nike ; Eagle : &c.

QuaHi-autonomous and Imperial from Augustus to Claudius II-

InW*, CATAAACCenN : CATAAACC€nM A (or nPnTH) TTlClAnN:
npoTHC niciAnrJ kai oiahc cvnmaxov; phmaion cata-
AACCAIOrJ nPHTHC TTICIAnN OIAHC CVMMAXOV. Ty/tt*—

Warrior (AAK€ AAI MnN) with spear and phiale or Nike, sometimes

crowned by CATAAACCOC holding cornucopiac ; Dioskuri with crescent

between them; Column between altars of Dioskuri ; Pan &tioitkot:(vmv .

River-god KCCTPOC recumbent, or as bull turned by a god (Dionysosl):

Tyche standing in temple, on roof of which Dioskuri ; Tyche seated,

river-god at her feet, or in temple; Men; Pine-cone surmounted by

crescent : Hermes running, carrying infant Dionysos, or caducous and

torch ; Apollo Klarios seated ; Alexander fAA€ZAN APOC) on horseback

attacking male figure (Sagalassos 1) who appeals to statue of Zeus (1);

Demeter in serpent-car; Zeus seated holding infant: Rust of cultu**

figure between branch and altar, sometimes in temple; Busts of IMios
and Selene conjoined; Herakles slaying hydra; BOVAH and AHMOC
joining hands; Clasped hands (PHMAinN CArAAACC€ON) ; Lion.

Bear; Two goata on hind leg* confronted; and many ordinary types

Mark* of value (from Valerian) A, B, ", I.

Alliance coin with Side.

Seleuceia »; ^ m>/,.u (Selef, north of Barisj, on the Vaendus, acquired the

title Claudio-Seleuceia when Claudius reorganized the province Lycia-

Pamphylia in a. d. 43. The coinage resembles that of Sagalassus. £ of

first century b. 0., ZEAEYK EHN ; Head of Zeus; Eagle on thunderbolt;

Bee ; Ear of corn. Qua si-autonomous and Imperial from Hadrian tu

Claudius II. Inter*, KAAVAIOC€A€VK€nrJ. Tyjrn—Bust of citv

turreted ; Ham; Zeus seated; Dionysos with satyr; Apollo shooting:

Demeter in serpent car; Artemis huntress; Aaklepios and Hygieia;

Herakles with club, lion-skin, and caducous, or fighting hydra; Men

riding or standing; Hephaestos forging shield : Altar entwined by

serpent in temple; River-god V A€NA0C or OVAIN AOC ; 1 larpok rate*

:

Pan rirTHiTM,-,! ,;.'•
: &C.

Seigc (SeruJc), on the Eurynndon, above Aspendus. claimed a Locedae-

munian origin, and was from early times tlio most important city in
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Pisidia. The styrax-plant was plentiful in the neighbourhood (Strabo.

p. 570). The earliest coinage imitates that of Aspendus, and bears a
Pisidian inscription, of which the following are the chief varieties :

ESTAELIIY*. STAETEIY*. tTAETEYt, STAELIIY*. tTAETIYt,
tTAEriO*. CTAEHON.

Circa B. c. 400-850. l*er*ic ttmultmf.

Two vrmtlen.

Gorgoncion with tongue protruding.

Liou'i ln-iiil.

Piti'fian inscr. Slingir. In Held, tri-

tkeles or astragaln-, &c. Incusi*

square . . . AI Slater 170 grs.

Z.J Head of Athena; symbol, astra-

galus. In. ii-,. square

iilObol 10-2 grs.

Astragalos : incuse square . .U 10 grs.

The staters, like those of Aspendus. art- much countermarked (Imhoof,

A7. M., p. 400).

Circa B.C 350-333.

Two wrestlers ; between them, uin^is-

t rates' initials.

[Imhoof, A7. .*/., p. 401. 2.|

Gorgoneion, tongue not protruding.

Id.

£EArEnN Hi-iaklex, nude, lion-skiu

on ai in, wielding cluh ; symbol, round

shield It Stater 160 grs.

Head of Atheini ; symbol, nstragtdos

.KOhol 15-2 grs.

[.ion's head : symbol, astragalos . . .

AX \ Obol. 7-2 grs.

Circa B-C 30O-liM>.

Two wrestlers; between tliem, usually, K. SEATE0N or SEArEflhl Slinger;

symbols, triskeles, club, shield, cornu-

copiae, &c. . . Ai Stater 160 grs.

Also small JR as in preceding period (the head of the Gorgon of later

long-haired type) and M\ obv. Hound shield, rev. SE or CE.T.ance-head.
Size -55.

Circa B.c. 190.

Head of Herakles wreathed with styrax. SEATEOrJ Artemis in short chiton

running, holding torch

Ai 4 Stater 77 grs.

itt Diobol 2H gi>.

The standard now changes from Persic to Attic.

Second aiul First centuries B.c.

Forepart of stag . -It Diobol '22 grs.Head of Artemis.

[Imhoof, Kl. M.
t p. 402. 7.

\

Head of Artemis.

[Imhoof, Kl. .1/., p. 403. 10.

Head of Herakles, facing, wreathed EEATEflN (.'tub anil styrax-plaut in

with -tyrax. pot . . . . M TrioM 315 gn.

K Stag lying . . Ai Diobol 20-5 grr
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To the same period belong X {six© *&—45) with inacr. XEATE or

abbreviation. Ty/ttfl—Head or Herakloa in profile or facing ; 3ta£ lying

.

Forepart of ata^; Thunderbolt and bow. usually with stag** bead* at

ends; Thunderbolt between buw and arrow, or with club; Head of

Athena, behind, astragalus*

The '/itawi-itittoTumwu* and Imperial coins range from Hadrian U»

Aurclian. In*i\
t
CCATCfiN* Ty/***—Two styrox-troc* *n boxes fan

altar before each) flanked by thunderbolt and club, or by column*

supporting cyigle and Nike; Head of Herak.es; Tbundarliolt ; Club;

How; Kfiund khield with ro-eLte-deviee between two serpenta; lion.

Apollo with branch and tripod [ Athena with aerpent, or voting : Aakle-

pioa and Hygteia: Diony&os; Hephaeatoa forging shield ; Temple of

Artemis Pergaea: Temple of Tycho: Aurelius ana Vorus (OMONOIA
CeBACTDHt Mark* of whit (from Salnnina) l\ A. H. IB.

Allimxrf ruin wilii l4cedaemon: Athena and Heraklea sacrificing.

Termeutu Major, a ' i.
[
city on M. Soljtnos (GiUlik Ifoi/ft). It>

autonomy wan recognized about b, t\ 71 by the Lex Anionic oV Ttr*

m*ihu* (C> L £., 1. 204). Autonwnvu* M (data* to AB = 32) from

ft. 0, 71 to 39, in which year Amyntw received Phtdi*. Iturrtt TEPMH
Or TEP. TyjrJt— Head* of Artaiiia, of Selene, of Zona, of Apollo;

Bull; Free hone; Forepart of bridled home; Nike. Qwfrttwftmoiflm
lo about time of Oallienua (no coins with Emjwtror** head* an- knownV
Itmr. %

TCPMHCCEflrJ ; additional titlea, TttN Mj£)l20HnN. AVT0-
rtOMnrf. CACVeCPnN. and the uuexplalued CACV^CPATC^MHCCC.
HTOIt An 0VCCX0[VCA ise» Jounu flit, 189* pp. 181 f.). Ty/m— Head
ofZeun; ZCVC COAVM£VCaeated; Hcadof HermeJt(£PMHt); Apollo with

laurel"braneh and lyre ; Huat of Helios : Athena with trophy ; MmmteJ
deity, radiate ; Selene riding, with torch ; Dionysus : Aakleuioa.

llygieia and Telesphoros : Ncmetin ; Qeniua with branch and ourna-

eopiae: Hcrakles; Helen between Diofikuri ; The hero COAVMOC.
helmeted (bust, or seated or standing figure); Prise erown ; Emperor
crowning trophy; Jfcc /VafiW*—TTV9IA. = «/u**<r>* Mi*gt*tr*tt*

WUMp tni APXinP(o£o**Annf Tl. KA. TIMOAflBOY (Iniboor, Xvrgr*
ti. wmi Mansk. 1B0H. p. 107).

Timbriada (at /mrunW ?), near the source ol the KuryinedotL V I|H|1 "

rttttoMOMMM and j'/ .' from Hadrian to Bev* Alexander. In* i .

TIMBPIAACOH. Type*— Kvbele enthroned nr riding on liun ; Bust i»r

figure ol Men; lap* ol'
Dionktiri : River-god CVPVMCAnrJ ; Ac* ft*

ipjently eoantermorked with T or TI*

TityuHa (Mtr unknown). Qu*tri-*tuUu\Qm*nt* and Im^rinl from

Hadrian to Etmacilla. /«*!*.. TITVACCCnN. TITVACIC('I), Tm**—
Temple of the 14other-guddesa (MHTPOCJ, jtcrpent Sabe+xic* in pediment
or field; Kylielr sealed h'tween two lion*, her foot on a Ultra ! Zeus

seated: Hcnnc*; Forepart of boar.

Verba mcar Andeda). Iiup&rittl from Faustina Jun. to Philip Jun.

tmtrn OVCPBIANHN, ryne>—Atbeiin; Artemis huutrcea, Diony«m
DiitHkuri willi hor^i*** credent l>etwet^n them; Tyche*
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See Cilicia Trachkia.

LYCAONIA
iBalwIon, InttnL. Ht la 'II. It'addingloH ,18981, pp. 270-5.

Irit. Mua. Cat.tfGrttk OottU. Lycamia, Irniuria, and Cilicia, by 0. F. Hill (1900).
Imhoof-BIumer, Kleina*. Miituen, ii. (1002), pp. 416 21.

Ramsay in Jahreih. Oe*t*rr. /wtf.. v\i. (1904). Beibl. 6" (T., on Ihe topography.]

The region known by the name of Lycaonia was bounded on the west
by Pisidia, on the north by Galatia, on the ea*-t by Cappadocia, and on
the south by the mountainous country of Isauria or Cilicia Tracheia.

It included the cities of the Kowov Avitaoviai, organized in the reign of
Antoninus Pius, viz. Barata, Dalisandus, Do rite, Hyde, Ilistra, Laranda,
and Savatra; together with Iconiuin, Lystra, Laodiceia Coinbusta, and
Parlais. There is no coinage earlier than the first century B. c. Lystra
and Parlais were made colonies by Augustus, Iconium by Hadrian.
Coins reading AVK AONHN were struck by AntiochusIVof Commagene
and his sons, probably at Laranda.

Barata (B in- liir-K iUnse). Ivnjterutt, M. Aurelius to Otacilia. Inner,,

BAPAT6C0N KOI. (or KOlNON) AVKAONlAC. Types—Tyche seated

on rock, river-god at her feet; Zeus; Athena; Demeter; Nike.

Dalisandus. Imperial. Faustina II, L Verus, and Philip I. Inner.,

AAAICANA€nN KOlNON AVKAO. Types—Zeus seated; Herakles
standing; Athena standing.

*

Derbe {Gudelinin near Lonta). Iin/terial, Faustina Jim., Verus, Lucilla.

Inner., KAAV. A€PB. KOI. AVK AON I AC. Types—Tyche; Herakles
with apples; Nike writing on shield. Deri* probably received th«*

name Claudio-Derbu when, about A. D. 41, it was made the Koman
frontier-station towards the kingdom of Antiochus IV.

Hyde (Kara-Bunar). Im/wittl, Faustina Jun., Verus. Insrr.,

VAHC l€PAC KOlNON AVKAONlAC. Ty/tes—River-god reclining

Hi. &., 1902, p. 86) ; Hermes standing.

Iconinm (Konia). Avtononioun .¥. of late first century B.C. Inner.,

(€)IK0Nl€flN. Types referring to Zeus, Dionysos, and especially

Perseus, the name of the city being derived from the tU4v of the Gorgon.
Magistrate, M€N€AHM. TIMOeeOY.
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Imperial, Claudius to Hadrian. Inner., KAAVA(€)IKOrJienN.
Type*—Perseus; Sarapis seated; Bust of Athena; Head of Gorgon;

Head anil name of M. Aunius Afrinus, governor of CJalatia.

Colonial, Hadrian to Gallienus (with and without portraits); Inner.,

COL. ICO., ICONIEMSIVM (ADRIA.) COL..COL. AEL. ADR. ICONIEN..
Ac. Tyj/en—Perseus ; Athena ; Herakles ; Tyche seated with river-god

;

Wolfand twins; Marsyas with wine-skin; &c. From (iordian III onwards

the letters S. R. show control of the coinage by the Roman Senate

(cf. Antiocheia in Pisidia).

(Ilinra). Qua*fi-iiuto>iiont<wn and Imperial, M. Aurelius to

Philip. Truer., (€)IAICTP€OJN KOINON AVKAONlAC. Type**—Zeu*

;

Athena; Herakles; Bust of Eros; Grapes.

Laodiceia Combaata, >; KaTaKfKavfxtmf (Yvrgan Ladik), received the title

Claudio-Laodiceia probably in a. d. 41. Being in the province Galatia

it was excluded from the KotroV. Imperial, Vespasian, also Titus and
Domitian Caesars. Inner., KAA VAIOAAOAIK€(jJN. 7'y/wn—Nike(C6-
BACTH NIKH); Kybele ; &c.

Laranda {Larenda, Karaman). Probably a mint of Antiochus IV of

Commagene (A. I>. 38-72) and of Epiphanes and Callinicus (rirc. A. D. 7t).

M inner., AYKAONnN. Types—Scorpion ; Tiara.

Imperial from M. Aurelius to Otacilia. Inter., AAPANA. MHTlpo-
w«iA«a>v)KOlN. AVKAOHlAC and under Philip C€B(a«mj«) AAPArJACnN
MHTPOfTO. KOlNON.&c. Type* Herakles: Tyche standing, or sealed,

with river-god : Wolf carrying bird ; &c.

Lyjitra (Zoldera). Colonial, Augustus to Faustina II. Infer.. COL.
(IVL. FEL.GEM.]LVSTRA. Apes-Athena sacrificing (M I NERVAE);
Bust of Athena ; Ceres seated (CERER I S) -. Tyche seated, with river-god

;

Founder of the colony ploughing.

Parlaia (probably at Beynheher). Autonomous X, of first century B. c.

Inscr., nAPAAIT€U)N. Tifften— Heads of Zeus, of Apollo, of Artemis:
Panther; Galley. Magistrate, AIOMHAOV.

Colonial, M. Aurelius to Domna. Inner., IVL. AVC. COL. PARLAIS.
or IVL. AVC. HA(drianai) COL. PARLA. Ify/**—M6n holding pine-

cone; Dionysos: Asklepios ; Hygieia and Telesphoros; Tyche- (sis:

Tyche holding standard ; Lion or panther.

Savatra (Yaokli-Iiaiyat). Imperial, Trajan to Philip. Inner.,

CAtOjVATPenN, with KOI. AVKAONlAC from time of Pius. 7///**-
Zeus seated; Athena voting: Herakles seated; Tyche seated: Water-
god standing with ears of corn, fish at hU feet {J. It. />'., xxii. 37fi).
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CILICIA

With Cii.icia Teach kia or Isai'hia

Babelon. Invtnt. <lt 'a C;U. W&ldiiujton (1898 , pp. 333-70.
Hritihli Muw i. ;n Cat. o/ Gretk Coin*. I.ycaonin, isauria. find Cilicia, liy (1. F. Hill (19001.

Imlioof-BIumor, Ktriua$iat. Wbutn, ii. (1902), pp. 422-M.]

Cilicia falls naturally into two part*, an eaeteru low-lying fertile

plain, watered by the Pyramus and Sarus (Cilicia Campestris), and a
western, mountainous land (Cilicia Tracheia, practically equivalent to

the later Roman division of Isauria). In the present work this division

is ignored, anil an alphabetical arrangement is adopted, the western
boundary of the district towards Pampliylia being drawn at the river

Melas, the eastern east of the Gulf of Issus, so as to include Alexaiidreia

ad I-.- ui ii and exclude Nicopolis and Ccmianicia Caeaareia.

The coinage of Cilicia down to al>out the middle of the fifth century
consisted of silver Aeginetic staters (c. 180 grs.) struck at uncertain mints.

Somewhat later Celenderis, Mallus, Nagidus, Soli, and Tarsus, and still

later Issus, began to strike silver money on the Persic standard (c. 170-
160 grs.J. These six towns were probably the only important Cilician

mints before the age of Alexander. Their money is partly municipal

ami partly satrapal, i. e. struck in the names or with the types of the

Persian satraps, who made the Cilician ports the base of their opera-

tions against Cyprus and Egypt in the earlier part of the fourth cen-

tury B. C.

The coin-legends, as might 1m* expected in a country with a mixed
population like Cilicia, are frequently bilingual, the Greek language
prevailing in the western, and the Aramaic in the eastern half of the

country. It is worthy of remark that a large number of the extant

silver staters are countcrmarked with the figure of a bull standing, with

the two Aramaic letters I rrv (T») above its back (see infra, liana). \\ ith

the expedition of Alexander, the satrapal coinage comes to an end, and
is superseded by the new royal coinage of Alexander. This, followed by
the money of the Seleucid kings, formed the chief currency of Cilicia

down to the time when Pompey reorganized the country as a Roman
province, u. c. 64. About this time begins a plentiful issue of autono-

mous bronze coins at all the principal towns, under Roman protection,

many of which are dated according to various local eras. But until

A. D. 74 Cilicia Tracheia remained largely under the rule of local princes,

and the quasi-autonomous coinage with magistrates' initials or mono-
grams lasted longer here than elsewhere in Asia Minor outside the

province of Asia. The Imperial coins are very numerous ; silver occurs

exceptionally from Domitian to Caracal la at Aegeae. Mopsuestia,Seleuceia,

Tarsus, and perhaps also at Klaeussa-Sel>aste ;
for the weights see B. M.

CataL under these towns.

Adana on the Sarus. Under Antiochus IV of Syria (B.C. 175-164)
bronze with inner. ArJTIOXEnN TnN flPOZ Tni SAPni. Types—
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A

Head of Antiochus radiate ; Zeus seated holding Nike; Veiled femalt-

head; Horse. Autonomous JE from circ. B. c. 164. Inner., AAANEflN
and (usually abbreviated) magistrates' names. Types—as before ; also

Heads of Artemis, of Apollo, of Zeus, of City-goddess, of Hermes:
Kagle ; Nike; &c. Quasi-autonomous and Imperial, Hadrian to Galli-

enus. Inner., AAArJ€HrJ, with addition of complimentary titles AAPI-
ANnN, MAKP€lrJlArJnN, AAP. C€V. ANTnrJ€lrJOV TTO(A<a>0,C€V.

AA€ZArJAPO(imdA«a>s), M AZI MClNlANnN, M AZI Ml ANON, iu

honour of various Emperors from Hadrian to Maximus. Types—Zeus;

Half-length of River-god Saros ; Dionysos ; Hermes before agonistic

table; Sarapis; Tyche with River-god Saros at feet ; &c. Games— ICP(d)

OIK(ovficiXfcd) AlO(vu<na).

ie (Ay<tt<), on the Gull* of Isaus. M of Antiochus IV of Syria.

Rev. AITEAlONl Bust of horse. Autonomous 2R from circ. B. c. 164

Inner., at first A I TEAmN, then also TH£ IEPAS KAI AYTONOMOY
(or KAI A1YA0Y). Types—Zeus; Athena; Herakles ; Head of Per-

seus; Head of Alexander the Great (?) ; Turreted head of City ; rev. Bust

or Forepart of horse ; Goat ; Club ; &c. Era, Caesarean (autumn B.c. 47 1.

Quasi-autonomous and Imperial, Augustus to Gallienus. Severn-

Alex, is called A?X(rjytnjs) N€OlK(ov) ACK AH(ttuiou) (Irahoof, Zur

gr, u. rom. Miimk., p. 202). Inner., AlTEAinN. with complimentary
titles AAPIANnN. KOMOAIANHN, C€VHPl ANON, AACSAN APOV-
nOAIC, MAKP€lrJOVnO., MAK€(&w«ij») €vr€N(oG*) niCTHC GCO-

0IAOVC NenKOPOV AITAIAC, NAVAPXIAOC, &c. Magistrate
names in early period, abbreviated, and name of legate Q. Terent Collet)

(ETfl KOVAEnNOCJunderTiborius. Types—Athena; Dionysos; Tyche;
Dioskuri; Perseus; Herakles; Asklepios, Hygieia and Telesphoroe:

Amaltheia with infant Zeus ; Fountain-nymph ; Busts of Sarapis an<i

Isis ; Kadmos before Thebes; Figure of EKKAH(<ri'a) seated ; Goat with

torches on horns ; Lighthouse and ships ; Bridge over Pyramus (AflPCA
nVPAMOC, the bridge being the gift of the Emperor) ; Boot ; &c Tht

recumbent goat is a frequent symbol. There are M tetradrachms ol

Hadrian and a billon coin of Valerian. Games— l€P0C OIKOVMC-
NIKOC ACKAHniOC.

Alexiindreia ad Iiiom (near Alccaiulretta, Iskanderun). yE of Anti-

ochus IV of Syria. Inner., AAEZAN APEnN. Types—King's head uo

shield; Zeus standing; Nike. Autonomoun M from B.C. 164: Head of

Alexander as young Herakles, rev. Zeus. Quasi-autonomous and Iiu-

perinl from Trajan to Sev. Alexander. Inner., AA€ZAN AP€ftrJ, usual!)

with KAT ICCOrJ, and with dates probably according to era of autumii

B.c.67/6. Types- Head of Alexander the Great (?): Athena; Dionysos:

Kybele on lion ; Bust of City ; Tyche.

——

r

bna (Anavarza), on the Pyramus, reckoned its era from

autumn B. C. 19, in which year- it received the title Caeeareia. AutoiH>-

mous M of first century B.C. Inner., ANAZAPBEftN. Types—Head

of Zeus ; Zeus seated ; Tyche holding corn and cornucopiae. Quasi-

autonomoun and Im/terial, Claudius (?) to Gallienus. KAIZAPEON alom

or with (TrtN) nPOZ (TH) ANAZAPBH or vn ANAZAP. until Coro-

modus; then ANAZAPBCttrJ or ANAZAPBOV. Titles rivalling fcbOM

. . (^*rmr\nlp Original from
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Giro, B.C. 379-374.

Aphroditp, wenriug polos, seated be-

tween two sphinxes, smelling flower.

[B. M.C., PI. XIX. 14.]

Uorgoneion.

[Imhoof, KL M., PI. XVI. 24.

J

Id. [Imhoof, I.e., PI. XVI. 25.]

BcardW head [Imhoof. M. <?., p. 373.

75] or Head of Hermes [Imhoof, Zur
gr. u. rom. Miinzk., 1908, p. 204}

Facing female head, \fbiil.]

Athena Parlhenos standing to front.

holding Nike who is alxrat to crown

her, resting r. on olive-tree. 1. ou

shield. (Copy of the Partheuus of

Pheidias.) . . It Slaters 154 tin.

Sphinx seated . .1: Obol 10-8 grs

Head of Atheua . . A\ Obol 12-2 grs

Aphrodite seated between sphinxes,

smelling flower and holding flower

with long stalk . M Obol 8-8 ffr«.

V T Sphinx A: size 3o

If this attribution is correct, probably the colonial coin of Sept. Severn*,

reading CO. IVL. AV. . ., with seated Aphrodite smelling a flower, belongs

to the same mint (Imhoof, M. 0., p. 374. 77 : Kl. M. t p. 435).

Augusta, on the Pyramus or the Sams, probably derived its name

from Livia Augusta. IinjM>riitl, Livia to Gallienus. Era, autumn

a. d. 20. Iuser.
x
AVrOYSTANOrJ. Type*—Bust of young Dionysos:

Athena; Artemis; Tyche with river-god at feet; Tyche seated ao<l

standing female figure ; Athlete seated on table crowning himself ; &c.

Carallia (Ue*keies Keui near Jieydteher). Imperial, SI. Aurelius u>

Gallienus. Insri\
t
K APAAAIHTflN. Type* —Athena fighting, serpent

round tree beside her (Imhoof, Kl. M., PI. XVII. 13); Athena voting;

Aphrodite arranging her hair ; Selene with torch ; Tyche seated in temple:

&c. Mark* <>/ ixttue r, H, I A on later coins.

Caiae (near Carallia). Imperial, Sev. Alexander to Valerian, hwcr.,

K ACATilN. Tij/ie*—Athena; Herakles strangling lion, or holding applet:

Rape of Persephone : Hekate with two torches ; &c.

Caatabala. See Hieropolii.

Celenderis {T-hellndre). on the coast of Tracheia, said to have been

founded by Sandok os, father of Kinyras. The early coinage is on the

Persic standard.

Clrc. B.C. 430-400.

Fin. 81ft,
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Head of Kronos, bearded, wearing

decorated taenia.

MAP and Teribaztt in Aramaic ; Baal

standing, with sceptre and eagle.

King of Persia in kueeling-running

posture, with spear and bow.

Similar.

Athena seated with spear and shield

;

olive-tree behind her.

Id. [B. M. C, PL XVII. 8.]

Head of Herakles, lion-skin round neck.

Id. [Babelon, Inv. Wadd., PI. X. 15.]

Head of Aphrodite or Demeter.

MAA Demeter holding torch and ear*

of barley JSL Stater

Ahura-inazda as half-figure terminattd

by winged solar disk, holding wreath

and flower M Stater

King of Persia as on obv., bat hold*

bow and draws arrow from quiver .

MSUUx
MAA Group of Herakles and lion on

capital of column . . . JR Stater

MAA Hermes and Aphrodite t-tandin:.

M Staler

MAA Nike kneeling on club and

writing her name rJ IKH . ill Stater

MAA Conventional head of bearded

satrap in low tiara . . JR Stat-'

TEIPIBAIOY Similar. . & Stater

MAA or MAAAHTH* Similar .

M Stater

To the same period belong small coins (13 grs. or less) with typet—

Veiled head of Demeter, rev. Demeter with torch and ears of barley:

Persian king with spear and bow, rev. Head of Satrap (but see Imhoof,

Zur gr. u- rom. Miimk., 1908, p. 107) ; Baal standing (Terl in Aramaic

and double-barred ankk), rev. Head of Ahura-mazda; Bearded head.

rev. Athena seated ; Head of Apollo, rev. Baal seated. Bronze is intro-

duced in this period Head of Triptolcmos (?) wearing corn-wreath, rer.

Gorgone ion.
To the time of Alexander and his successors may be assigned, besides

tetradrachms (Miiller, 1308-1318), the staters with Baal seated, rer.

Lion slaying bull over two lines of wall, or Head of Athena facing, with

mint-mark M (see under Tar*u«). Under Demetrius II of Syria (B.C.

145-125) and later were issued tetradrachms, drachms, and autonomous

bronze coins with mint-mark M or MAA, rer. Cultus figure of Athena

Magarsis, wearing triple-crested helmet, fringe of serpent* on either side

of body from waist down, holding sceptre, rosettes at sides. After the

delivery of Cilicia from Tigranes in B. c. 69, Mallus issued IE. In#r..

MAAAHTflN. Type*—Head of Apollo, rer. Athena seated.

Imperial, Tiberius to Macrinus. hitter., MAAAHTflN, or MAA.
I€P. TOY (or sometimes nOAeus?) 0€OY AMGIAOXOY. Era, B.C. 68or

*:7. Types—Athena Magarsis ; Amphilochos holding branch and sceptre

boar at his feet ; Tyche .seated or standing with two river-gods at her

feet. Colonial (some t/uatfi-autonomtms), Elagnhalus to Valerian

Under Elagabalus Mallus received a colony. Inscr., MALLO COL0NIA.
sometimes also FELEX (sic), usually also S. C. Types—Bust of Senate

(SACRA SINATUS tttc) ; Tyche seated between vexilla, with two river-

cods at her feet; Amphilochos with tripod and boar, or with Athena;

Prize-crown (A€l AMFILOCHI, sic); Emperor with yoke of oxen,

crowned by genius and offering statuette to Tychu : &c.

Mopana or Mopsuestia (Mi&U), on the Pyramus, was founded by

Mopsos. brother of Amphilochos. Under Antiochus IV of Syria it was

called Seleuccia. Regal and autonomous M. Inzer., ZEAEYKEflM
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Time of Pkarnabazu8y circ. B. c. 379-374.

1F331D (Pharnabazu) in Aramaic. Head
of Ares.

[B. M. 0, PL XL, 10.]

MAriAIKON Aphrodite, wearing

polos, on throne flanked by sphinxes,

smelling flower, and holding phiale.

:

f

1

!" Aphrodiaiaa,i .7ls:'. .it Stater

Circ. b.c, 374-333.

Fio. 821.

Aphrodite on backless throne, holding

phiale, crowned by flying Ero*

;

below seat, moose ; in exergue, H.

Similar, but Aphrodite wears polos,

throne has back ; usually, flower

growing before her; no letters.

NAHAEAN Bearded Dionysos stand-

ing, wearing himation, holding

thyrsos and vine-branch with grapes ;

letters in field U Staters

NATIAIKON As preceding; magis-

trate's name THN Afl or initials

(Fig. 321) A Staters

To the same period belong bronze coins with types—Head of Aphrodite

;

of young Herakles in hon*skin ; of Dionysos bearded ; of Pan

;

Kantharos.

Ninica Claudiopolii. See Kubitschek, Num. Zeit., xxxiv (1902), pp.
1-27; he would identify this city with the Claudiopolis at Mut (see

above, Clandiopolia). The coloay was probably founded by Domitian,

and named after his deified wife (see Ramsay, Oesterr. Jakreslt., Beiht.,

1904, p. 76). The coinage is Colonial from Trajan to Maxiraus.
Inter., COL. IVL. AVC. FELL NlNlC. CLAVD., MINI. COL. CLAV-

OIOPOLI. &c., variously abbreviated and blundered. Types—Athena
standing holding Nike; Dionysos on ear drawn by panthers, led by
Seilenos ; Satyr with wine-skin ; Bust of Tyche ; Wolf and twins

;

Flaming altar; Foundor with yoke of oxen, vexilium behind; Temple
facado (tetrastyle) ; Two vexi!la ; &c Counter-marks, A in circle, star,

Nike, eagle.

Olba (Oura) was said to have been founded by Ajax, son of Teucer,
who established there a famous temple of Zeus (site at Uzundja-Burdj,
1

tall castle '). The high priests in the time of Augustus and Tiberius

ruled over not only Olba, but also Cennatis and Lalassis. The coinage
begins about the end of the first century B.C.: M with inscr. OABEftN.
Types—Throne and Thunderbolt of Zeus Olbioe. Then follow coins of
the high-priests (Num. Ckr.

t 1899, pp. 181-207):—

Ajax, son of Teucer, a. d. 10/11-14/15 or later.

Quasi-autonomous. Inscr., APXIEPEHI AlArJTOE TEYKP0Y, rev.

TOnAPXOY KENNAT. AAAAZZ. (APXIEPEflS sometimes on rev ) or

t
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Tarsus, with the type of Herakles-Sandan standing on a horned and
winged lion ; on the tetradrachms he appears in a pyramidal structure,

probably the pyre burned at the annual Tarsian festival itvpd. The
autonomous coinage from circa B. c. 164 to Imperial times consists of

ill Attic drachms and i£. Inner., TAPtEftM. Type*—Head or seated
figure of City ; Sandan (sometimes on his pyre) ; Zeus ; Apollo ; Club ;

Cornucopiae. Magistrates' names abbreviated or in full.

Quasi-autonomous (to timo of Commodus) and Imperial, Augustus to

Salonina. Titles—MHTPOnOAEnZorTHI MHTPOTTOAEnZ, MHTPO-
noAeoc ton r. enAPxemN, r. en. wipoKaetbiUvw), $\(*nBipa$)

nO(A««s?) TOY €6N0YC, A. M. K. (irptir^ pcyfonif KaWltmp),
M€nKOPOY (or-nH) under Antinous, AIC NCOKOPOY under Com-
modus, and the following titles after Emperors: AAPIANHC (or-flN),

KOMOAIANHC, C60YHPI ArJHC, ANTnrJ€lNl ANHC, ANTflhil ANHC.
ArJTnrJeiNOYnOA., M AKPGIrJl ANHC, AA€ZArJAP(mi^). Inscrip-

tions relathuj to the constitution', r. B. (Sept. Sev. to Gallienus) and r. r.

(Gallienus and Valerian) mean yp&iwart (or ywijifl) fiov\rJ9 and ytpowrCas
;

T. Tl. B. = yvwur, vpimircuf fiouXrjs (?). KOlNOC (or -NOI) KIAIKIAC,
KOlNOC THN'TPIHrJ €TTAPXinrJ. The three eparchies ICAYPIA,
AYKAONlA, KIAIKIA. The provincial diet €A€Y6€P0N KOINO-
BOYAION. KIAIKAPXIAC (offico of the Cilicarch). eTTAPXIKnN.
AH tA(iov,>ytas) AACZANAPOY. Festivals: AAPIANIA, AY. ArJTfl-

NlNl. (?), AYTOYCTIA, K0M0A€IOC. C€OYHP€IA, €niN€lKIA.
OAYMTTIA, AKTIA, 0IK0YM€rJ(K0C, €N KOAPITAICf-reC) OPOIC
KIAIKHrJ (probably games celebrated on the scene of the victory

of Soverus over Pescennius), KOPAIA, AHMHTPIA, 6€0rAMIA(?).
Types—Apollo Lykeios (or TTATPnOC^on omphalos holding two wolves,

at his feet two bulls (alone, or held by Perseus, or with Perseus or

Emperor sacrificing to him) ; Perseus (aoinctimes called B0H60Y) alone

or with fisherman (see J. II. ft, xviii. 172 f.); Herakles-Sandan on lion,

sometimes on his pyre; Athena (TTAAAAC ASHrJH) alone, or with

Tyche and Nemesis, or in quadriga to front ; Helmeted goddess riding

on lion, crowned by Nike ; Artemis with stag's horns on head ; Selene
in biga of bulls ; Aphrodite of Praxiteles ; Judgement of Paris; Tripod

-

lebes of Antinous-cult (M€nn Y9 in); Temple ofAntinous (hJ€il IAKXI1);

Panther with thyrsos ; Dionysos and Ariadne in biga of centaurs

;

Kybele; Helios; Asklepios and Hyzieia; Asklepios and Herakles in

temple; Herakles' labours (Antaios, Lion, Bull, Hesperides, Stymphalian
birds, Hydra) ; Kronos ; Amphilochos standing, with boar ; Sarapis

;

Three Graces; Triptolemos ; Mithras sacrificing bull ; Skylla; Tyche
Panthea winged and helmeted ; Tyche (TYXH), usually of Antiocheia
type ; Veiled female figure of the Eleutheron Koinoboulion sacrificing, or

standing between temples ; BO YAH seated voting; AHMOC seated; River-

god KYAhiOC
; Tyche receiving the three eparchies (all veiled and tur-

reted); Galley with C€ITOC or AHP€A AA6ZANAPOY TAfo™), and
Triptolemos in serpent-car with AOP€ A C€ITOY ATTO €rY(irrm;) TAPCn.
alluding to gifts of wheat from the Emperor (If, Chr., 1900, 96 f.)

;

0M0N0I A C6BACTnN of Marcus and Verus ; Nike with shield inscr.

€IC AinrJA TOYC KYPIOYC; Crowns of the demiourgoi (office once held

by Sev. Alexander), and of the high priests of the Koinon, the latter

decorated with busts of Emperors (Oesterr. Jakresh., ii. 245 f.) ; Temple
of Imperial cultus (op. cit., vii, pp. 36 f.); Elephant carrying crown

C** rv/\nlrt Original from
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731 CILICIA

Titiopolis, probably in the mountains between the Ermenek Su and

the coast. Imperial, Hadrian to Geta. Inscr., TITIOTTOA€ITflrJ ; on

one coin Kl or KH (Kitjt ittosl). Regnal date €TOYC r on coin of Verus.

Types—Zeus seated with sceptre and cornucopiae
;
Dionysos ; Tyche.

Zephyrinm-Hadri&nopolis (Mersina). AutonomousM of first century

B. C. Quasi-autonomoua and Imperial, Hadrian to L. Verus. Inscr.,

Z€<J>YPIU)TOJN, to which from Hadrian's time AAPIANonOA€ITU)N
is prefixed ; on a coin of Hadrian and Sabina also €YC€BOJN. Types-
Two Btaves in saltire (large X f) ; Turroted head of City ; Zeus seated

;

Turreted goddess seated with sceptre, or holding Nike (?), with shield

beside her; Athena seated holding Nike; Bust of Athena; Altar;

Poseidon standing. T\(aTTju) Tl(aTptbos) on coins of Antonine period.

Era B.C. 68-7 (Imhoof, Zur gr. u. rom. Milmk., 1908, p. 226).

ISLAND ADJACENT TO CILICIA

ElMaia-Sebaate (Ayask, now joined to the mainland) near Corycus.

See especially Imhoof, Rev. Suisse, viii. 24 f.

Turreted mid veiled bust of City

[B. M. C., PI. XL. 14.]"

First century b. 0.

EAAIOYZinN THZ IEPAZ KAI AY-

T0N0M0Y Goddess standing, hold-

ing tiller or Btylis; monograms; all

in wreath . . M Tetradr. 239 en-

To the same period belong M inscr. EAAI0Y2I IHN or EAAI0Y2ION.
T>j[>es—Head of Zeus, rev, Nike; Bust of City turreted, rev. Hermes.

Monograms or initials of magistrates. From B. C. 18/17 to A. D. 5/6 ElaeuM
was the mint of Archelaiu Philopatri* of Cappadocia {infra, p. 752) for

his M drachms with his portrait, title KTIZTHZ, and club. In the same

period were issued M coins in which the old name is eventually

replaced byZEBAITHNflN. Types—Head of City, rev. Nike. Some-

what later are coins with Nike and Club, and those on which MHTPO-
TTOAEnZ is added. Types as before, or Caduceus and Dolphin. Sebaste

was a mint of Antiochus IV of Commagene and Iotape (A. D. 38-74)

;

inscr., EEBASTHrJnN. Tyi*es—Head of Antiochus, Nude beardless

figure on prow ; Tyche ; Iotape seated (Imhoof, Zur gr. u. rem. Mil hj&",

1908, p. 218). To" the period from A. a 74 to the time of Commodus
Imhoof attributes silver Imperial coins usually assigned to Caesareia in

Cappadocia. Ty/tes—Two clasped hands holding standard on prow, some-

times with OMON. CTPAT. (Concordia militum); Eleutheria standing
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736 CYPRUS

Circ. B. c. 450-400.

Aramaic inscr.
;
goat kneeling.

[B. M. C, p. 64. 17.Pl.IX.il.]
Similar. [Macdonald, Hunter Cat., p.

531. 4, PL LIX. 3; Z.f. A\, xxiv,

p. 130.]

Winged goat kneeling, bird on crupper.

[B.M.C., p. 64. 18, PI. IX. 12.]

Aramaic inscr. ; similar, but only one

wing shown, and no bird.

[Macdonald, p. 531. 5, PI. LIX. 4.]

Owl facing, wings open ; incuse square.

M Stater 163-6 gn.

Similar ; incuse circle

M Stater and Tetrobol

Similar ; on either side, anih ; incuse

square. . . M Stater 165-6 gn.

Similar, but no synilwls

M Stater 1681 gr<

These coins have been attributed to Aegeae (Six, K. Chr. t
1895.

pp. 203 f.) and Celenderi* (B. M. C, p. xlix).

CYPRUS
H. d© 1- ; vncs

t
Numi&tnttf i'pie €* Inscription* Cypriotes, 1852.

P. Six, Du Oassmcnt da Series Cypriotes, JJrr. Num., 1888.

E- Batwlon, Le* Verses Achimenides . . . < \jp %u €t JVm'tie, 1803.

G. F, Hill, BHL Mus. CWot, Cyprus, 1904.]

s

In the time of the Assyrian kings there were in the island of Cyprus

ten small states, whose rulers are mentioned in several inscriptions.

Three centuries later Diodorus (xvi. 42) enumerates nine kingdoms
in the island—(1) Salamis, (2) Citium with Idalium and Tamassus.

(3) Manum, (4) Ainathus, (5) Curium, (6) Paphos, (7) Soli. (8) Lapethus,

and (9) Ceryneia.

Notwithstanding the researches of Sir R. H. LanW.Vum. Ckwn., 1871)

and of others mentioned above, as well as of W. Deecke (in H. Collitz.

Samml. d. gr. Dialektinschriftm I, Die grieckiBch-fafprinehen In#chriften

in epickoriacher Schrtft, 1883) and 0. Hoffmann {Die griechieehen Din-

lekte J, 1891), the attribution of a large number of Cypriote coins still

remains a matter of considerable uncertainty. For tables of the Cypriote

characters see the two last-mentioned works and Hill, pp. exxxvi f.

The autonomous coinage of Cyprus begins in the latter part of the

sixth century, and lasts till the subjection of the island by Ptolemy

Soter, B.C. 312. It may be divided into the following principal classes:—

(a) the money of the kings of Salamis, Idalium, Paphos, Murium. Soli,

Amathus, and perhaps of other towns bearing inscriptions in the Cypriott

and later in the Greek character
; (

-;) the money of the Phoenician kings

of Citium and perhaps of Lapethus, bearing Phoenician, inscriptions-

The weight-standard of all the silver money is at first the Aeginctic

considerably reduced, so as almost to conform to the Persic. The stater.

weighing about 179 grs. maximum, is not, however, divided into halves

and quarters as in European Greece, but into thirds, sixths, twelfths,

twenty-fourths, and forty-eighths, the denominations weighing 60. SO.

15, 7-5, and 3-7 grs. respectively. In the first half of the fourth century

this Bystem was modified (except at Paphos, where it was maintained to

the last) and brought into harmony with the Rhodian standard, which

began to prevail in south-western Asia Minor after B.C. 400. The later
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738 CYPRUS

Baaimelek II, circ. B.C. 425-400.

Herakles as on staters of Azbaal.

Head of Herakles.

ibcbyib Lion killing stag. Incase

square . M Staters, Thirds, Sixth*

-\1 Similar type M Thirds and Twelfthi

To the preceding two reigns also belong small uninscribed silver coins

with similar types.

Baalram, circ. B.C. 400-392.

Staters and thirds, obv. Herakles, rev. Lion killing stag. Inter.,

Di!>p3$> or D~feo ixb.

Meleltiathdi, B. C. 392-361.

Herakles carrying lion-skin, fighting

with bow and club.

Herakles as on preceding staters.

Herakles as on gold coins.

Horseman riding sideways.

fJV3^D ~/>ch Lion killing stag. Incus*

square
. . A/ J Stater 66-36 gn.

\TV27o? Similar type. Incuse square .

JR Staters

prefo ixb Similar type. Incase

square .Jit Third*

D(f) Herakles fighting with bow and

club ....... JK St*t*r

Head of Aphrodite . . . . S. -55O Herakles as on gold coins.

Demoiiicv*, circ. B.C. 388-387.

Demonicus, Ron of Hipponicus, the Athenian, probably reigned at

Citium for a short time, interrupting the reign of Melekiathon. The

obverse type of his coins shows Athenian influence (B. M. (.'., pp.

xxxvii f.).

p(:)DT 1^o[^], "&A, or no inscription.

Herakles, of free style, fighting with

bow and club. Incuse square . - -

M Persic Staters and Sixths

M Khodian Staters and Third*

Athena standing with shield and spear,

or sometimes holding owl ; one speci-

men inscribed BA AH, another na.

Pumlathoti, circ. b.c. 361-312.

Of this king only gold coins are known (B. M. C, pp. xl f.). For*

Kriod of ten years (b. c. 333-323) he struck no money at all, having

&n disgraced by Alexander.

jn*DD ~\bzb Lion killing stag. D»I«

between years 3 and 47. Incns*

square .
. .

A' \ Stater 66 gn.

Similar type. Incuse square . .

AT ^Stater 12-7 gr?.

Herakles, lion-skin over head and left

arm, fighting with bow and club.

Head of beardless Herakles in lion-

skin.

Curium. See Uncertain, A, p. 745.

Golgi. See Uncertain, B, p. 745.

Idalium (Didi). B. M. C, p. xlviii f.
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CITWM—MAJilUM 739

Circ. B.O. 500-480.

Sphinx seated ; insci . Bometimes E-ta-li i Incuse square

('H So • A* •)-

Circ. b.0. 475,

M Staters

Sphinx seated over palmettes; inscr.

pa - si • Ki (j8a - at • Ki -) 1

Lotos flower on two spiral tendrils,

in incuse impression fitting the type.

M Statem

Grae, circ. B.c. 460.

pa- Ka-ra(fia-ra-pa-). Sphinx seated

od floral ornament.

Lotos flower between ivy-leaf and astra-

galoe. Incuse circle . . AI Staters

SUwikyproe, circ. B. a 460-450.

Sa • (2a •). Sphinx as on preceding.

E • ta •U ('H - 5a • Xi •). Similar type.

Id. or Sa •. Head of Aphrodite.

Lotos flower between ivy-leaf and
astragalos. Incuse circle . JR Thirds

Lotos flower between ivy-leaf and ankh .

M Third

Id AL Twelfth

Lapethus. (B. M. C, pp. liii f.)

Circ. b. c. 480.

Head of Athena in Athenian helmet.

Head of Aphrodite.

Id.

Head of Athena in creatless Corinthian

helmet. Incase square . Ai Stater

Id JR 8Uteru

Id. (helmet crested) . . . M Staters

Sidqmelek, circ. b. c. 450.

pvynb no^(l) Head of Athena in I "fpvpvb Head of Athena facing in

crested Corinthian helmet. helmet with bull's horns (to which
crests are attached) and ears. In-

cuse square . . . . M Staters

Praxippua {deposed by Ptolemy b. c. 313-312).

nP Head of Apollo.
|
BA Krater (kylix-form) . . . M -6

Marium (Poli tes Chrysochou). (B. M. C, pp. lv f.)

Stasioecud I and Thnocharis (aecond luilf of fifth century B. c).

Ba - at - All • fo • at 2a • Ta • at • Fo • t • kw

Head of Apollo.

2a • to • at • fo • t • #co • at Ma • pi - c • v • at

Head of Apollo.

Head of Apollo; symbol*, branches.

Ba-Ti- Head of Apollo.

Ba -at-Xrj • fo • at 2a • Ta • at • fo • t • RH
Aphrodite hanging to neck of bull.

Incuse square ill Staters and Thirds

Ba - at •Krj • o • at Ti • fio • ^a • pt • fo • at •

Similar M Thirds
Ba • Tt • Similar . . . M Twelfth
Ba-Ti • (t) Similar . . Ai Twelfth

3U
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PAPIIOS 741

A*fi or A*ri*si'to {'Apurro*) Bull

standing; above, winged solar disk

(Fig. 325).

Pa si - * na > ji {fiaxrt • 'Ovcurt •) Simi-

lar type ; above, winged solar disk
;

symbol, anJch,

Jfo'tt'ke* la (Moaycra) Similar type-

Similar type.

Kagle flying. Incuse square . . . .

M Staters

Eagle flying ; symbols, ivy-leaf, anJch or

astragalo?. Incuse square . . . .

M Staters

Similar, sprays in corners of incuse

square . K Stater

Similar, no symbol
M Thirds, Sixths, and Twelfths

Tlmochuris (?) t circ. B. c. 385.

/Ja *si > tc • to* & fJhmMifot)
Zeus seated on throne, nearly to front,

with sceptre and phiale.

Pa* si -U-rO'Se 7
Ti-mo*ia'«-TO-«(f)

OWiAyfos Ttfwxnf* * ') Aphrodite-

Nemesis standing to front with apple

branch, sacrificing over thymiaterion

(copy of the Nemesis of Rhamiius) .

A Stater

Circ B.C. 400-860,

Head of Aphrodite wearing crown. PA<t>l Dove standing; above, astra-

gulos. Incuse circle . , Al Stater

Circ. B.C. 360-332.

Bust of Aphrodite wearing crown. ti fa « mo se >pa - si • It u • »e ([Xajpi-

^ios(J) /fruriAcus), Dove flying. In-

cum circle ^t Third

Alexandrine tetradrachms (bymhol, dovo flying) were struck at Paphos.

Timarchu$
y
circ. B. c. 323.

Bust of Aphrodite wearing crown.

Id.

2>a si * Ti ma *ra* ko {limn • Tifiap^ut)

and PA. Dove standing . AT Obol

Ti -ma* ra-ko (Ti/«ipx*«>) HAGI Dove
standing A\ Third

Nicocles {died jj.C. 309).

P(f)BA Head of Aphrodite, wearing NIKOKAE0YI TA0ION Apollo

crown with battlements. seated on omphalos, 1. hand resting

on 1k>w . . JR Attic Tetrad rachni

Time of Thnarekvs and Nivories*

Head of Aphrodite facing, crowned.

Head of Aphrodite, crowned.

Id.

Eagle standing; symbol, grapes . . .

A^ 22-4 grs.

Pa - or PA<t>l Dove standing. . , .

JE *55 or less

Rose; uncertain inscr. . . . jE -45

Paphos ,was an important mint under the Ptolemies (see Svoronos,

Nom. flroA.).
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Salamia. The large series of Che coins of Salamis falls into the fol-

lowing classes (B. M. C, pp. lxxxii f.) :

—

Euelthon (reigning an late an B.C. 530-520).

Fio. 386.

Inscr., E •u • ve • le to • ne or E • u • ve le • to • to • se (EvFikBuv, EvFiKdw
tos) or (on twelfths) E.

Ram lying.

Raid's head.

Ram lying (Fig. 326).

Smooth Ai Staters

Id A\ Twelfth!

Ankh. Incuse square, sometimes witi

sprays in corners, and sign A'u-

(Kwrpov) in ring of ankh ....
A\ 8taters, Thirds, fte.

Successors of Euelthon (Sironius, C/iertne, Qorgus).

Circ. B. C. 520-460. Inner., usually EvFi\6ovro$.

Ram lying.

Ram lying; above, globule in inverted

crescent.

Ram's head.
:;* E • v • Ram lying

; symbol,

ankh.

Ankh with sign A'u - in incuse squirt

with sprays ; in field, Kt or A*i«

Ai Staters

Id., but in field (on some stattra)A*o- «•

M Stater*. 4c.

Id. (no letters in field) . JR Twelfth

Ankh, in incuse square with spray*> •

Circ, b. C 480-450.

Ram lying ; uncertain inscr.

Pa-si-U'VO'te Ni-ko-ta-mo (/3a-

<ri\i}fos Nucooafiu). Ram lying.

Id,

pa • a-i • Ni • Ram lying.

Head of ram.

Ankh with sign pa (fia-) in ring; in

corners, fim •«• Kn *o •, or <n Aj •

0'«- A Staters.ftt

Ankh with double bar; in coruer*.

$c la -mi' ni ; incuse square . . -

iRThinii

.1 nkh, sometimes containing sign fli'S

in corners, se-la-mi-ni ;
incus

square . . M Thirds and Sixth*

X?U7i containing Bign.Vt-; incuse square

ifiSUth

XfliU ; in corners of incuse squirt

te • la mi ni • . . . A Twelfth

There is also a corresponding series of thirds and sixths in which

se- fa- mi • ni [2t\auivi(<ovJ] is replaced by la-ka-ri-tu (\axaplba)*
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744 crpjfcs

Evagorim II> circ. B. C. 361-351.

(Iiutcr., usually BA EYA.)

Lion devouring prey ; on its back,

eagle.

Head of Aphrodite in turreted crown.

Id.

Id.

Head of Athena in Athenian helmet.

Bust of Aphrodite in turreted crown .

A' SUten

Head of Athena in laureate Corinthian

helmet . . AT Tenths or Twelfths

Id M Rhodian Didrachm?

Id. (Athenian helmet)

Ai Rhodian Hemidrachms

Star (on one specimen with pa-) . .

M Rhodian Oholi

Also & coins {types, Head of Athena, Lion, Horse, &c). To the same

reign also perhaps belong JE coins with ohv. Head of Athena, rev. 4AA,

*A or £, Prow of warship or Forepart of bull. Babelon attributes to

Euagoras, as satrap of the Persian king, a group of coins which are

described below under Persia. He also issued coins from Sidon, q. >:.

Pnytagoras, B.C. 351-332.

Fin. 327.

Inscr., BA rhl,/x<- P, &c.

Rust of Aphrodite wearing crown with

semicircular plates (Fig. 327).
Id.

Head of Aphrodite.

Bust of Aphrodite wearing turreted

crown . . N Staters and Twelfth*

Head ofAphrodite crowned with myrtle

A\ Rhodian Tetrobol

Head ofArtemis

M Rhodian Didrachms and Tetroboli

Nicwreon-, circ. B.C. 331-310.

In&cr., BA Hi or BA N<. In addition to gold staters with the same

types as those of Pnytagoras, Nicocreon issued Rhodian didrachms and

tetrobols, obv. Head of Aphrodite in turreted crown, rev. Head of Apollo.

Menelautf, brother of Ptolemy, B.C. 312-306.

MEN or M. Head of Aphrodite in

turreted crown.

Pa - or no inscr. Head of Aphrodite

wen ring crown as on staters of Pnyta-

goras . . # Thirds and Twelfth*

Bronze coins with the name of Alexander, ty/ies Head of young Hera-

kles, rev. Club and bow, inscr. SA or £, were issued at Salamis, perhaps

by Demetrius Poliorcetes (B. c. 306-294). Salamis afterwards became

a mint of the Ptolemies (see Svoronos, Nop. IlroA.).



746 QALATIA

Cyprtu under the Ptulemie*.

For the ('"ins struck by Ptolemy Soter and bis successors in the island

of Cyprus see infra, Greek kings of Egypt.

Imperial Tiviee.

Augustus to Caracalla and Geta (B. M. C, p. cxix f.). Cyprus was

organized as an Imperial province in B.c. 27, and returned to the Senate

in b. c. 22. Its coinage consists of (1) /£ of Augustus and Tiberius with

Latin inscr., and of Antoninus Pius and Aurelius Caesar with Greek

inscr., attributed to Cyprus solely on grounds of provenance. (2) -E of

Augustus with name of A. Plautius Procos., and of Drusus, son of Tibe-

rius, without name of Cyprus. (3) M of Claudius with KOINON
KYTTPILUN, and some also with name of Cominius Proculus Prow*.

(4) M of Galba, Vespasian, Titus, Trajan, Septiraius Severus and family

with KOlNOrJ KYnPICON. The coins of Trajan are dated AHMAP-
X(ucijs) E.=.(oiwfoy) YTTA(ros) TO <T- (5) -it quadruple and double denarii

of Vespasian, Titus, and Domitian. Inscr., €TOYC N€OY l€POY, H. 6.

and I (a. D. 76/77-78/79).
The chief types of classes 2, 4, and 5 are (a) Zeus Salaminioa standing

holding paU-ra and short sceptre, an eagle perched on his left wrist;

(h) the Temple of Aphrodite at Paphos. The more detailed representa-

tions show it containing the cone of the Goddess ; in front a semicircular

paved court, containing doves ; at sides, wings containing candelabra,

with doves perched on roof ; above the whole, star in crescent (Fig. 328).

Fig. 32S.

GALATIA
[Wroth, B. M. C, GaJaUa, Ac.]

(i). Regal Series.

In B.C. 64 Galatia was divided by Pompey among the principal

tetrarchs of the country, notably two who struck coins, Deiotaros I.

ruler of the Tolistobogii, and Brogitarus, ruler of the Trocmi. Cf.

Reinach, Vkiet. jtar lee moan., pp. 152 f.

Deiotame I, circ. b. c. 64-40 (?).

Head of Nike. [B. M. C, p. xvii. nwl

p, I.

BAIIAEnZ AHIOTAPOY Eagle w
&word in hhcnlh, between pilei d
Dioskuii El



GALATIA 747

Broffitam», circ. B. C. 58 ; oh. circ. B. c. 53 (?).

Head of Zeus in onk-wreuth.

[B. M. C, p. xrii.]

BAZIAEHZ BPOriTAPOY OIAO-
PnMAlOYEagleoufuImcu; behind,

military standard. Date '6'.
.

Ai Tetradr. Paris.

Amyntu, B. c. 36-25. In his dominions were Lycaonia, Isauria,

Western Cilicia, and Pamphylia, where, at Side, his tetradrachms were

minted (cf. AX of Bide). It is doubtful (see B. M. C, pp. xviii f.) whother

any of the gold coins attributed to this king are genuine.

Head of Atliena.

Head of Herakles.

Head of Zeus.

Head of Artemis.

Bust of Hermes (struck at Cremna in

Pisidia).

BAZIAEOZ AMYNTOY Nike ad-

vancing, holding sceptre (or some-

times sheathed Bword) twined with

diadem. (On some specimens Nike

wears head-dress of elephant-skin) .

M Tetradr. 248 grs.

BAZIAEfiS AMYNTOY Lion walk-

ing ; sometimes with monogram of

Amyntaa & sizes 1—9
Id. [Imhoof, EX. J/., p. 498] . & -9

BAZIAEnZ AMYNTOY Stag stand-

ing ^E -8

BAZIAEfll AMYNTOY Caduceu* .

X. -6

(ii). Civic Serm.

On the death of Amyntas in B.C. 25 Galatia with other districts was
formed into the Roman province 'Galatia' under the government of a
legatutt AugutUi pro praetore,

Xoinon of Galatia. Imperial, M, struck at Ancyra from Nero to

Trajan (see also Babelon, Melanges, I. p. 62, coin of the Governor
Afrinus, time of Claudius, without KOI N ON). Inaer., KOI NO N
TAAATIAZ or TO KOlNON TAAATHN, and name of the governor
(legatus).

Types Temple of Roma and Augustus at Ancyra ; Zeus seated
;
Men

;

Galba as Men {Hunter Cat.
t ii. p. 567 ; Imhoof, Kl. M.t p. 495).

Ancyra (Angora), capital of the Tectosages and, afterwards, of the

Roman province of Galatia. Imperial, Galba to Salonina. Inner.,

ZEBAZTHNnN TEKTOZAmN; H MHTP0T10AIC THC TAAATIAC
ANKVPA; MHTPOnOAenC ANKVPAC; MHTPOnOA€HC ANKV-
PANnN. BN = second neokory (under Valerian I); cf. Oeaterr. Jahrea-

hefte, vii, pp. 34 ft".

Types—Prize crown inscribed ATON ; Seated or standing figure of

a judge in the IEPOC ATnN (N. C, 11*03, p. 343; cf. Imhoof, Zur gr.

u. ram. Afuixzk., p. 228) ; Three athletes drawing lots (Fig. 329) ; Men
(frequent) ; Amazon holding anchor (ayKvpa), bipennis and pelta (B. M. G,

fi.
9) : Asklepios ; Demeter ; Dionysos ; Satyr playing with panther

N. C., 1903, p. 341) ; Aphrodite and Eros swimming (Vienna ; B. M. C.,
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750 CAPPADQC1A

Ariarathes III, B. c. 240 (?)-220, son of Ariaramnes.

Bust of Ariarathes III, diademed.

Bast of Ariarathes III, youthful, in

helmet.

BAIIAEnZ APIAPA90Y Athena

seated, holding Nike. M Tetr. Paris

[R M. C, p. xxvil.

BAZIAEnZ APIAPA90Y Athena

seated, holding Nike. M. Parii

[B. M. C, p. xxvi}

Ariarathes IT, EusebeB, B. C. 220-163, son of Ariarathes III.

Head of Ariarathes IV. BAEIAEnZ APIAPA90Y EYIE-
BOYZ Athena standing, holding

Nike. JR Tetr. Paris. Berlin

[B. M. C, p. xxviil. Alto Drachmi

with dates (regnal years) 3, 30, 31,

33, Brit. Mus., Ac.

Ariarathes T, Eusebes, Philopator, B. C. 163-130, son of Ariarathes IV.

Head of Ariarathes V.

Head of Ariarathes V.

BAZIAEHZ APIAPA60Y EYIE-
BOYI 4>IA0riAT0P0r Athena

standing, holding Nike. Ai Tetradr.

Brit. Mus. Another tetradr. without

4»IA0riAT0P0Z; and a third

tetradr. with the inscr. BAZIAEnl
APIAPA0OY APIAPA90Y OIA0-

nATOPOZ [B. M. C, p. xxviiil

BAXIAEnZ APIAPA90Y EY2E-
BOYZ Athena standing, holding

Nike. Regnal years . . -ft Dr.

Fig. 330.

Orophernes, B. c. 158-157, pretender.

BAZIAEnZ 0P0«J>EPN0Y NIKHOO-
POY Nike standing, holding wreath

and palm; in field, owl on basi*

(mint-mark of Priene). M Tetradr.

(Specimens have been found at Priew,

where Orophernes deposited bis trea-

sure.)

Ariarathes VI, Epiphanes, Philopator, B.C. 125 (?)-lll (?), son of

Ariarathes V ; Hysa, queen -regent.

Head ofOrophernes(Fig.330). [B.M.C.,

p. xxviii ; p. 34 ; cf. Dressel in

SitzxirujsberichU der hhiigL preu*~

slacken A lad. der Wisacnschaften,

xxiii. 1905, p. 467-1

I ioogle Original from
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Heads of Ny«a, the queen-re#enl
. and

her young son, Ariarathes VI.

Head of Ariarathes VI.

BAriAIXZHZ NYZHZ KAI BAII-
AEnZ APIAPA60Y EniOAHOYS
TOY YIOY Athena seated, hold-

ing N'ike. Ai Dr. Paris. [Reinach,

Trot* rot/uume*. p. 46. no. 14.1

BAZlAErir APIAPA90Y Eni<t>A-

MOYZ Athena standing, holding

Nike (with dates, years 1 to 15) . .

JR Dr.

Ariaratliw VII, Philometor, B.C. Ill (?)-99(?), eldest Bon of Aria-
rathes VI, by Laodice, daughter of Mithradates V, Euergetes, King of

PoDtue.

Head of Ariaruthea VII. BASIAEHZ APIAPA60Y 4HA0MH-
TOPOZ Athena standing, holding

Nike. Regnal years . . -ft Dr.

Ariarathw Till, B.C. 99-97(7), second son of Ariarathes VI. by
Laodice. Apparently struck no coins (B. M. C, p. xxx).

Ariarathes XX, Eusebes, Philopator, B.C. 99-87, son of Mithradates VI,
Eupator, King of Pontus (B. M. C\, p. xxx).

Head of Ariarathes IX (struck at Am-
phipolis in Macedonia (1)).

Id.

BASIAEHZ APIAPA60Y EYIE-
BOYZ <DIAOrTATOPOZ Pegafos,

drinking; in field, crescent and star

and mon. ; whole in vine-wreath. .

M Tetradr.

BASIAEnr APIAPA0OY EYZE-
BOY£ Athena standing, holding

Nike. Regnal years . . M Br.

Ariobarzanea I, Philoromaios, B. C. 95-62.

Head of Ariobarzanes I. BAZIAEnZ APIOBAPZANOY 4>l-

AOPHMAIOY Athena standing,

holding Nike. Kegnal years . .it Dr.

Ariobananes XX, Philopator, B. c. 62-52, son of Ariobarzanes I.

Head of Ariobarzanes II. BAZIAEflZ APIOBAPZANOY 4>l-

AOTTATOPOZ Athena standing,

holding Nike. Ai Dr. (Some with
regnal years.)

Ariobarzanes HI, Eusebes, Philoromaios, B. c. 52-42, son of Ario-
barzanes II, by his wife Athenais Philoetorgos II, a daughter of Mithra-
datee Eupator, King of Pontus.

Head of Ariobarzanes III. BASIAEflS APIOBAPZANOY EY-
ZEBOYI KAI OIAOPHMAIOY
Athena standing, holding Nike ; in
field, Pontic emblems of crescent and
star. Regnal years . . . Ai Dr.

Original from
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Bust of Ariarathes X.

Bull

Ariarathes X, Eusebes, Philadelphos, B. C. 42-36, brother of Ario-

barzanes III.

Head of Ariarathes X. BASIAEnS APIAPA0OY EYIE
BOYZ KAI OIAAAEAOOY Athens

standing, holding Nike. Regnal

years IB, Dr.

BA2IAE APIAPA0OY Bow in case .

S. -65

BASIAEOS APIAPA80Y Bow in

case. & -65. [Imlioof, Kl. i/., ii,

p. 499.]

Archelaus, Philopati-is, KtLstes, reigned from B. C. 36 till his death in

A. D. 17, when Cappadocia became a Roman province.

BAIIAEHS APXEAAOY <t>IA0flA-

TPIAOZ TOY KTIZTOY Club.

Kegnal years JR I 'r

BAZIAEAZ APXEAAOY Mount Ar

gaeus. Regnal years . M Dr. or j Dr.

Head of Archelaus (struck in island of

Elaeusa; see B. M. C, p. xxxiii,

quoting Irahoof).

Head of Herakles.

[Rein. 7V. Roy., p. 67.]

(ii). Civic Series.

[B. H. OL, Oalatia, Cappadocia, Ac]

Caesareia, now Kuisariyek, at the foot of Mount Argaeus. Its original

name was Mazaca, and the place was the capital of the Cappadociu
kings. It was renamed Eusebeia and finally called Caesareia. Autono-

mous. The earliest coins are bronze of the time of Archelaus the last king

(see supra), some inscribed EYZEBEIAI and others inscribed KAIEA-

PE I AZ. From the dates on these it appears that the town changed it*

name from Eusebeia to Caesareia at some time between B. c. 12 and B.C. 9

(Imhoof, Zur grieck. Milnzkunde, 1898, pp. 3 f. ; B. M. C, pp. xxxivf).

Types—Mount Argaeus; Bust of Athena; Statue of Asiatic goddess;

Head of Herakles ; &c. (Imhoof, loc. cit.).

Imperial, Tiberius to Tieb. Gallus. The coins

—

JB, and JE.—were

struck in large numbers, as Caesareia, like Antiocheia in Syria, ws>

an Imperial mint for the East. The normal weights of the silver seem

to be Tridrachm, 180 grains ; Didr., 120 grs. ; Dr., 60 grs. ; \ Dr., 30 gr>.

After the time of Severus the .It becomes debased. Both .11 and

M bear dates of the Emperors' reigns, and the M records the consulate,

e.g. YrTATOC r (= COS III), and the tribunician power, AHM APXlK(fr)

€ZOYC(ws).
Inscr., KAlCAP€C0rJ TUJN nPOC T(d APTAId) and abbrev.:

MHTPOnOACnC KAICAPIAC; MHTPOnOAeiTHrJ (Hunter Cat., ii.

PI. LXII. 24); sometimes with €NTIXIOrJ (hrrtfyw* x*plov) added

(B. M.C., p. xxxv), also with M€OKOPOY.
Types—With the exception of Mount Argaeus, which occurs very

frequently, the types are generally not of local significance, but are copied

from Roman coins (see B. M. C, pp. 46 rT.),e. g. €A€Y6(«pw) AHMOY =

Liberia* publica. Liberty standing (R . N.
y
1 895, p. 68) ; nP rJ 1 A, Provi-

dentia standing. There are also M coins with rev. Stone of pyramidal

form (= Argaeus?) attributed to Caesareia(B.M.C, p. xxxix n.). Argaeus

is shown as a cavernous, peaked mountain, and is often surmounted

by a star. Sometimes a male figure (a god, or the deified Emperor?)
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ARMENIA
[Babelon, Roit de Syrie, d'Anmnie, Ac, Paris, 1890 ;

Ungloi*, AM dt I'Armnie, 1859.]

Kkoal.

Ariamei, circ. b. c. 230. Obv. Head of Arsames in conical tiara. Rev.
BAXIAEHS! APZAMOY Horseman wearing conical cap and holding
spear. JR -8. Babolon, op. cit., p. 211 and p. cxciii; of. Th. Reinach,
L'Hist. par lee tnciiui., pp. 239-40.

Abdissares, circ. B.C. 200 (?). Obv. Bust of Abdissares wearing Armenian
tiara onen at the side. Rev. BAIIAEni ABAIIIAPOY Eagle stand-

ing. A. Also with rev. Horse's head. Babelon, pp. 211-12 and p.cxciv.

Ct. Reinach, op. cit, p. 240.

Xerxes, rir>\ h. c. 170, Ruler of Arsamosata in Sophene. Obv. Bust
of Xerxes wearing pointed tiara. Rev. BAEIAEHI ZEPZOY Athena
standing, crowning name of Xerxes. JR *55. B. M. C, Galatia, &c,
p. 100. See also Babelon, p. 212, No. 6 and p. cxciv ; cf. Reinaoh, op. cit.,

p. 240.

Zariadres, B. c. 134, King of Great Sophene, &c Obv. Beardless head
in Cappadocian tiara. Rev. AZAPI ANlZAAn (= Aaapiatpis, the Zari-

adris of Strabo, son of 'A, urttl . J) Anaitis standing facing, holding

flower ; at her feet, two sphinxes. JR -75. Berlin. Babelon, p. csoviii,

citing Blau and Friedlaender.

Morphilig, b. c. 150-148. Obv. Beardless head in Cappadocian tiara.

Rev. AA OP \(<pC\iyos) Z API(ao;.i<",-), i.e. Morphilig, son of Zariadres.

Anaitis standing facing, holding flower. A -65. Berlin. Babelon,

pp. cxcix f., citing Blau and Friedlaender.

Tigranes I, B. c. 97-56. See infra, pp. 772 f.

Artavasdea I, son of Tigranes I, B. C. 56-34 ; ob. B. C. 30. Obv. Bust

of Artavasdes I wearing Armenian tiara with spikes. Rev. BAIIAEnS
BAIIAEnN APTAYAZAOY Chariot within which Artavasdes holding

Nike. M. Weight, 57 grs. B. M. C, Galatia, Ac, p. 101, No. 1
;

Babelon, p. cciv.

Tigranes U, son of Artavasdes I, B.C. 20-12. Obv. Bust of Ti-

Knes II, bearded, in Armenian tiara. Rev. BAZfAEOZ TITPANOY
me (?) seated, holding cornucopiac. JR. Babelon, p. 215 and p. ccv.

Tigranes III, it. c. 12-6. Obv. Bust of Tigranes III, beardless, in

Armenian tiara. Rev. BAZIAEni METAAOY TITPArJOY Nike
standing. JR. Also with rev. The king (?) as Zeus (?) standing, holding
eagle and sceptre; in*-r. t BAZIAEOZ METAAOY TITPANOY OIAE-
AHNO (nc). Also with rev. Horse and GEO Y in inner. (Babelon, p. 216 and

C , 4,„,l^ Oriqjnal fromA-OOgK
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Antigonus five years later, he fled to Egypt, where Ptolemy gave him
command of his fleet. In B. C. 312, after the victory of Gaza, he
recovered his old satrapy. It was from the autumn of this year that

the era of the Seleucidae was subsequently reckoned. Once re-established

in Babylon, Seleucus embarked on a succession of campaigns which
ultimately left him master of the whole Asiatic empire of Alexander,

from the Aegean to the Indus (b. c. 282). In B. c. 306, following the

example of the other Diadochi, he had assumed the title .w,nAu\. The
frequency with which elephants figure on his coins illustrates the drunken
jest of Demetrius and his courtiers who dubbed him «\«f>avrdpxris (Plut..

DemHr., 25). Regarding the anchor, which he is said to have used also as

his signet, see Justin, xv. 4, and Appian, Ny., 56 ; and cf. Svoronos, Sop.

T«r nToA. i. p. pa', and iv. p. 44, where it is suggested that it may be a

reminiscence of his service as Ptolemy's admiral. His most characteristic

device is, however, the head of a horned horse. The horns, which are

probably emblematic of divine strength (cf. Appian, I. c), reappear on his

own head, on his helmet, and very often on the heads of the elephants.

For anonymous coins attributed to Seleucus as satrap see under
Babylon (infra, p. 816). Prior to B.C. 306 his currency consisted largely

of AT and M with the name and types of Alexander, his issues being some-
times distinguished by an anchor as adjunct symbol (MUller, Nos. 1355-9
and 1491-1514). The following remarkable pieces, with Ptolemaic

obverse, seem to be connected with his stay in Egypt :—A' Double-

staters, anonymous, obv. Head of Alexander in elephant-skin, and rev.

Nike, with bead of horned horse in the field; \v., AAEZANAPOY.
Similar types or, sometimes, rev. Anchor (Svoronos, Nom- tuv llroA..

PI. I. 29-35). The corresponding & bore Alexander's name and types

(Muller, No. 1487). Alexandrine types continued to be employed by
Seleucus for various denominations, including the obol (A'. C, 1900,

f293),
down to the very end of his reign ; tctradrachms minted at

ergamum cannot be earlier than circ. B.C. 284 (Imhoof, Dyn. von

Pergatnon, pp. 15 f.). But after B.C. 306 his own name, generally

accompanied by BAZIAEflZ, was usually (though not invariably) sub-

stituted for that of Alexander. Other innovations appeared. On a

SK>d many specimens Zeus holds Nike instead of eagle, while on the

r. and £ Dr. of one series the figure of Seleucus, wearing horned
helmet and mounted on horned horse, replaces the seated Zeus
(N. Z., 1895, p. 15). This tendency to modification found more decided

expression in completely new types, the Attic weight of Alexander'*

coinage being maintained. All have inscr. BAZIAEHZ ZEAEYKOY.
The following were probably the earliest:

—

Head of Apollo. [X. Z., 1895, PI. II. 6, Artemis shooting, in car drawn by two
and 1901, PI. I. 1.1 horned elephants . . . A* Stater

Head of Zeus. [It. M. C, PI. I. 8.] Athena fighting, in similar car . . .

itt Tetradr., Dr., \ Dr., and Obol

Id. [B. M. C, PI. I. 7.] Similar ; car lias four horned elephants .

M Tetradr. and Dr.

Head of Athena. [Imhoof, Zur gr. und Head of elephant

rom. Utimhunde, PI. VIII. 21.] A\ Drachm [Vienna] ami Obol

Most of the preceding have symbols, monograms, or letters on the rev.

They fall naturally into groups, indicating that they were struck over

(~\ > x ,L Original from
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& considerable length of time and at more than one mint. Thus, the
combined evidence of fabric, provenance

t and die-position (see Corollu

Num., pp. 184 ll'.
)
shows that not a few are of Bactrian or Indian origin,

notably those with a monogram on the obv. Tho same is probably true

of others :

—

Head of Seleucus, with bull's horn.

[B. M. C, PI. I. 6.]

I lead of liridled horse, with horns and
plume . H Stater and M Tetradr.

In all likelihood the types just described were introduced towards the

close of the reign of Seleucus ; his successor adopted them. On tho
other hand, a series with rev. recalling the coinage of Agathocles (p. 181)
may have begun after the victory of Ipsns (b. c. 301) :

—

J,

- '*

i
:

w*
Fio. 833.

Head of Seleucus, idealized, in helmet
ornamented with bull's horn and
covered with panther's skin.

Id. [Philipsen Coll.]

Nike crowning trophy (Fig. 332) . .

,*t Tetradr., Dr., and \ Dr.

Id., without BAllAEnZ . iK Ohol

The foregoing, which are not distinctively Eastern, seem to represent

the Syrian mintage of Seleucus after the transference of his capital

to Antioch <['. X. Z., 1895, p. 17). At the same time they must have
been well known beyond the Euphrates, for barbarous imitations come
from Baluchistan (see infra under Antiochua I). The remaining .it of

Seleucus may have been struck in Central Asia, the head of the horned
horse being particularly associated with the East:—

Head of bridled horse, with horns.

[Babelon, Jtois, PI. II. 9.1

Id. [B. M. C, PI. II. I.J

Id. [Babelon, Hois, PI. II. II.]

Tripod. [B. M.C., PI. II. 2.]"

Id. [Berlin.]

Elephant walking . . Al Tetradrachm

Anchor A{ Drachm
Bow and quiver . . . . M Diobol

Anchor M Obol

Bow and quiver . . . . M Obol

The - K coins are numerous and varied ; for details see London, Paris,

and Hunter Catalogues. Some of the types resemble those of the M,
but the array of obverses with facing heath is remarkable.

Antiochns Z (Soter), called fiamktv? in the cuneiform inscriptions

of Babylon at least as early as B.C. 289, was associated with his father

in the government c'trc. b. c. 293-281, the provinces beyond the Euphrates

being committed to his care. To this period doubtless belong the M
coins with BAIIAEflZ ZEAEYKOY ANTIOXOY, 'Antiochus, sou of
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King Seleucus.' They are of Bactrian or Indian fnwe native, and are

either (a) tetradrachms with Alexandrine types (N. C, 1880.

PI. X. 2) or (/3) tetradrachma, drachms, and hemidrachms with types of

Seleucus; obv. Head of Zeus, rev. Athena in elephant-car {N. C, 1879,

PL I. 4). The latter are not on the usual Attic standard, 1 but on

a form of the light Phoenician, which we know on other grounds to

have been used in India in early times (.V. G., 1906, p. 9). Rare
drachms of class (/3) with BAZIAEAN XEAEYKOY KAI ANTIOXOY
{N. (,'., 1906, PI. II. 14) must have been struck after Antiochus actually

became fiatrtXtvs.

It is quite possible that among the many coins inscribed BAXI AEHI
ANTIOXOY there may be some that were issued by Antiochus I as

viceroy of the East ; this is notably so with those that have his father's

head on the obv. The great majority must, however, have been struck

during his own tenure of the supreme power, B.C. 281-261. All are of

Attic weight. Alexandrine types are found both on AJ (Hunter Cut-

in, PI. LXIII. 21) and on . K (tetradrachms, drachms, and hemidrachms).

Nor were the characteristic types of Seleucus abandoned, all the coins

on which these appear being seemingly of Central Asian origin * :

—

1 1 -Mil of Seleucus I, with bull's horn.

[Hunter Cat., iii. PI. LXIIL 20.]

Head of Antiochus I.

[B. M. C, PI. XXVIII. 15.]

H elmeted head : barbarous.

[N.C., 1904, PI. XVII. 1-7.]

Head of horned horx- . M Tctradr.

Id. A/ Stater, M Tetradr., Dr., \ Dr..

and Obol [Petrowicz Coll.]

Nike crowning trophy : barbarous . .

M Dr., i Dr., and Obol

After his death Antiochus I was deified as 'Arrloxos 'AvtfAAaa* Swnfc
(C. I. 0., 4458), a circumstance that throws some light on the most
noteworthy type he introduced—Apollo on the omphalos.

Fro. US.

Head of Seleucus I, with hull'^ horn.

[A\ V., 1883, PI. IV. I.]

Head of Antiochus I (cf. Fig. 333).

Apollo, naked, seated on omphalos, look-

ing along bow .... At Tetradr.

Similar ; but Apollo looks along arrotr

.

AJ Stater, M Tetradr. and Dr.

The latter variety of rev. is the one which became conventional, but
sometimes Apollo holds two or throe arrows, as he does on Fig. 333.
Differences of style and fabric prove that coins with this rev. were
minted at various widely separated centres. But it is remarkable that

' The average weight of •ran tetradrachma in 212-5 gra., the maximum 214-.V
1 The barbarous imitations of Fig. M32 come from Baluchi-tan [S. C, 1904. pp. 317 f.).
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the whole of the Ar seems to come from the far East {J. H. &, xxiii. p. 108).

The portraits of Antiochus show him at various ages. On rare tetra-

drachms with ZnTHPOZ ANTIOXOY he appears as an old man with
sharply-defined features and deep-set eyes (Hunter Oat., hi, PI. LXIV.4).
These, and A?\ with the same inscr., were issued towards the end of his

reign when he assumed the title Soter in honour of a victory over the

GaTatai (Appian, Sur., 65). The following, which has the usual inscr.

and the mint-mark of Cyme in Aeolis, belongs to the same period
(J. II. &, xxvii. p. 147) :—

Head of Antiochus I.

[J. II. $., xxvii. PL XIII. 5.]

Hera Idee seated on rock

handled vase . . ,

in field, one-

. & Tetradr.

The - K coinage of Antiochus I, like that of his father, presents many
varietiea ; see London and Paris Catalogues, and, regarding the
denominations, Hunter Cat., iii. p. 15.

Selencns, son of Antiochus I, appears as ,1curiktvs in the cuneiform
inscriptions of Babylon from B. c. 275 to 269, when he held the vice-

royalty of the East. Xo coins can be identified with certainty as his

;

see, however, J. H. S.
t
xxiii. p. 110.

Antiochas II (Theos) ruled jointly with Antiochus I, Hrc. B. a 266-
261 : alone, B.c. 261-246. Inter., BAIIAEni ANTIOXOY. Wt., Attic.

A head formerly supposed to be that of Antiochus Hierax or of

Antiochus III is apparently that of Antiochus II (J. H. 8., xxiii. PI. I.

8 and 5). Characteristic likenesses, whoso identity is absolutely certain,

occur also on the better executed among the following, all struck about

the beginning of the reign at Cyme, Myrina. or Phocaea (J. H. S.
t

xxvii. pp. 145 ffi):

—

Head of Antiochus II. [Op. cit., PL
XIII. 7-14, and PL XIV. 4-13.]

Herakles seated on rock ; mint-marks .

M Tetradrachm

Other varieties of portrait attach themselves more or loss closely to

those already mentioned, while others again have become associated

with Antiochus II simply because they obviously do not represent either

his father or his grandson. A remarkable N stater has: vbv. Head
of Antiochus II, rev. Athena Nikephoros (Babelon, Row, PI. VI. 1).

But the UBual types are :—

11 cud of AntiochuB II.

[B. M. C, PL V. 1 ff.]

Apullo Beated on omphaloB

A! Stater, .it Tetradr., and Dr.

Regarding the variations of this rev. see Babelon, Rote, p. lxii. On
one set of tetradrachms (J. H. S., xxiii. Pis. I and II), struck chiefly at

Alexandria Troas, the king's diadem is winged, a peculiarity which
is local, not personal (op. cit., p. 102). On the majority of these, as well

as on a certain number of other specimens, the head itself is idealized,

perhaps an indication that they were struck after Antiochus was dead

;

see Infra under Antiochus Hierax. All such pieces seem to have been
minted in Western Asia Minor (</'• cit., p. 116). On the other hand, the
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whole of the A' with the seated Apollo probably comes from Bactria

(op. cit., p. 108), where, however, if iconography can be trusted, the
peculiarly Eastern type of Seleucus I also survived :

—

Head of Antiochus 11.

[X.C., 1881, PI. II. 5-7.)

Head of bridled horse, with horns and
plume A/ Stater, M Tetradr. and Dr.

During the reign of Antiochus II Bactria, under Diodotus, revolted

against Seleucid rule. Before the revolt the vassal may have placed his

own portrait on the obv. of certain M and M coins with rev. BAZI AEftI
ANTIOXOY, Zeus hurling fulrnen (B. M. C, PL V. 7). At all events,

portrait and type are identical with those that afterwards appear on the

independent money of Diodotus. For M of Antiochus II see HtnxUr
Cat., iii. pp. 22 f.

Seleucus II (Callinicus, Pogon), B.C. 246-226. Inscr., BAZIAEnZ
ZEAEYKOY. Wt., Attic.

Fig. 334.

Head of Seleucus 11, sometimes with

slight whisker.

[HunUr Cat., iii. PL LXIV. 18.]

Head of Athena, in close helmet.

Head of Keleucus II, rarely with plight

whisker. (Fig. 334.)

Head of Seleucus II, bearded (IL&yw,
of. Polybins, ii. 71).

Apollo, naked, standing leaning on bow

.

AT Stater. M Dr., and M
Id. rn.U.r.

(
Pl.YI.6j..ADr.andJS

Apollo, naked, standing leaning on
tripod . . JR Tetradr., Dr., and X*

Id. \S.C, 188G, PI. XI. 18, and B.M.C.,
PL VI. U] . . . M Tetradrachni

The exceptional attitude here assumed by Apollo may be due to the

conventional type having been usurped by Hierax (Six, X. C, 1898,

p. 235). For other varieties, particularly of -K
( sec Imhoof, Monn. </r..

pp. 426 f., and also London, Paris, and Hunter Catalogues.

Antiochna Hierax, b. C. 246-227, revolted from his brother SeleucuB II

and declared himself king of Asia Minor. It is probable that some
of the tetradrachms with rev. Apollo on omphalos, and inscr. BAZIAEHZ
ANTIOXOY, were really issued by him. The probability is strongest in

the case of those that bear an idealized head of his father, Antiochus II,

and the mint-marks of cities like Alexandreia Troas, Cyzicus, Lampsacus,
and Abydus (J. II. *s\, xxiii. p. 1 16). Various attempts to identify his own
Jortrait have also been maae (Bunbury, N. C, 1883, p. 83 ; Babelon,

foift, p. lxxii : Macdonald, J. II. S., xxiii. p. 114).

Seleucus III (Soter, Keraunos), B.C. 226-223, eldest son of Seleucus II.

Inacr., BAZIAE^Z ZEAEYKOY. Wt, Attic.

( i( « »gle
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Head of Seleacus III, with plight I
Apollo on omphalos, sometimes with 1.

whisker. [B. M. O, PL VII. fi f.J elbow on tripod

-tt Tetradr., Dr., and M
Other varieties ofM are more doubtfully assigned to this king.

Antiochua HI (the Great), B.C. 223-187, second son of Seleucus II,

regained much of the territory that his predecessors had lost. Owing to

the extent of his dominions and the length of his reign, his coins

exhibit great differences in style and fabric laser., BAZIAEflZ
ANTIOXOY. Wt., Attic. The usual rev. type is the traditional one :—

Head of Antiochus III, rarely with

slight whisker.

[Hunter Cat., iii. PI. LXV. 6.]

Apollo on omphalos
AT Octadr., Stater, M Tetradr., Dr.

Fio. 335.

The A* octadrachms (Fig. 335), which weigh 528-5 grs. max., were
issued at two distinct periods {Hunter Cat, iii. p. 30). A standard

Eortrait is furnished by dated iE struck in Phoenicia. Many varieties,

owever, occur on the JR, and identity is sometimes doubtful. On the
coins of one well-marked group (cf- Fig. 335) one end of the diadem
usually falls forward over the shoulder, while the obv. has a fillet-

border. These are probably Syrian (Hunter Cat, iii. p. 31). Others,

which show the king with thin, sharp features and elongated neck, are

generally classed as Bactrian (N. C, 1883, p. 93, PI. V. 8 f.). A minority

appear to be certainly of Asia Minor (B. M. C, PI. VIII. 6) or of

Phoenicia (Babelon, Sow, Nob. 344 f.). On the following, which are

much less common, the portrait sometimes approximates to the 'Bactrian'

model :

—

Head of Antiochus III.

[Babelon, Rob, PL X. 1-3.]

Elephant
AT Stater, A\ Tetradr. and Dr.

The types of the M are very varied (Babelon, RoU, Pis. X and XI),

and the twrratetl edge is now first met with. Some numismatists

recognize the head of Antiochus III on coins struck at various European
mints (B. M. C, PL XXVIII. 2-4; Babelon, Rois, pp. lxxxii f.).

Molon, B.c. 221-220, satrap of Media, revolted from Antiochus and
struck M with inter., BAZIAEHZ MOAnNOZ.

Head of Zeus. [B. XI. C, PL X. 1.]

Head of Apollo. [B. If. C, PL X. £]
Apollo Musegetes M -85

Nike, crowning name of Molon M -75
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Achaean, b.c. 221-214, was either cousin or uncle of Antiochus HI.

who made him governor of Asia Minor ' cis Taurum '. Goaded into

rebellion by the court-intrigues of Hermeias, he proclaimed himself king,

with Sardea as his capital, but was captured ana slain after a two years'

siege. Inscr., BAZIAEHZ AXAIOY, rarely abbreviated.

Head of Achaeus. [Munich : Irahoof, Atheua Promachos
; iu field, head of

Portratkopjt, PL HI. 19.1 horse AT Slater

Id. (?). [Babelon, Roig, p. ixxwiii.
J ,

Apollo standing, with arrow . -V. -65

Head of Apollo. [B. M. C., PI. X. 3.] Eagle, with i>alru or wreath . .*: -75

Id. [B. M. C, PI. X. 4.] ' Tripod M -45

Id. [Babelon, Roig, PL XI. 1 2.] Head of horn- A7. .4

Seleuciw IV (Philopator), B.C. 187-175. Inter ,BAZIAEnZ ZEAEYKOY.
Wt., Attic. The M coins of this king are tetradrachms and drachms,
with rev. Apollo on omphalos. The former fall into two groups, a large

one with fillet-border on obv., and a much smaller one with border of

dots. Here again, as in the case of bis father, a standard portrait is

furnished by dated JS. coins of Phoenicia. The ordinary rev. of these is

the stern of a galley (Hunter Cot., iii. PL LXVI. 5), but one very rare

variety has a lyre and the title <J>IAOnATOPOZ. For M with serrated

edges see Hunter Cat., iii. pp. 39 f. Cf. also Babelon, Bob, pp. xci

and 64 ff.

Antiochus IV (Epiphanes), B.C. 175-164, a younger son of Antio-

chus HI, seized the throne upon his brother's death. Inscr., BAZIAEHI
ANTIOXOY, either alone or with 0EOY (Babelon, Rois, PI. XII. 5),

Eni4»AN0YZ, 0EOY ETTI<DANOYZ, Eni4>ANOYZ NlKHOOPOY, or

6E0Y ETTIOANOYZ NlKHOOPOY. \\'L, Attic. Few of the portraits

of this king present a genuine likeness ; see Babelon, Hois, p. xchi. For

the most part the head is idealized as befits a ' god incarnate '. The occa-

sional appearance of a star above it on the tetradrachins, or of twin stars

at the ends of the diadem, also indicates deification, while the diadem
itself is often radiate on the smaller A\ and usually so on the &. 1 The
predominance of the fillet-border is even more decided than it had been

in the previous reign. Henceforward the border of dots hardly occurs

on Seleucid tetradrachms, always excepting those of Phoenician weight,

where it is never absent. The traditional Seleucid rev. seems to have
been used throughout the reign, being found with all forms of inscr. :

—

Head of Antiochus IV.
I
Apollo on ownlmlos

[B. M. C, PI. XI. 1-5.
|

Ai Tetradr., Dr., JE

There are other types which never have the simple BAZ1AEX1Z :

—

Head of Antiochus IV. I Zeus Nikephoros enthroned . . . .

[Babelon, Roi; PL XII. 9 f.] AT
Stater, Ai Tetradr, £

Id. [Op. eit., PL XII. 7.1
j

Aegis (cf. Pans. v. 12. 4) . A\ \ Dr., £
Id. [B. M. C, PL XI. 6/]

j

Tripod-lehes .It Diobol

Two rare varieties, both probably reproducing statues (cf. Babelon,
Rots, pp. xciv ft), are associated only with the longest inscr. :

—

' The radiate diadom also occur* on a vory romarkahle Ai te'tadrachm formerly in the
O'Hagan Collection {Sale-Cat., PL XI, No. 6G3).
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Head of Zeus. [IS. M. C, 1*1. XI. 9.J Zeus Nikephoros eutlironed . . I : Tetradr.

Head of Apollo. A|x>llo Musegetes . . . .jft Tetradr.

[Babelon, Jims. PL XII. 12.]

A notable episode in the reign of Antiochus IV was his invasion of

Egypt (b.a 170-168). With this the following are evidently connected:

—

unique M drachm (Hunter Cat., iii. PI. LXVI. 19) and five denominations
of Ptolemaic A& (Svoronoe, Nop. ruv UtoX., PL XLVIII. 1-5), all with rev.

BAZIAEHZ ANTIOXOY 9E0Y ETTI0ANOYS, Eagle on thunderbolt;

also unique M with rev. BAZIAEnZ ANTIOXOY, Two eagles on
thunderbolt (op.cit, PI. XLVIII. 7).'

For details as to the ordinary A\ of Antiochus IV see London, Paris,

and Hunter Catalogues. The occurrence of value-marks (= 1, 2, or 4
chalkoi) deserves mention ; see Imhoof, Z.f. A*., iii. pp. 347 ff. Occasion-

ally the mint can be determined by the type. But the most remarkable
feature is the inauguration of an extensive system of municipal coimuje,

with head of king on obv. and city-name on rev. It falls into two
classes :

—

(a) With royal name: struck at Gelial (Byblus), Laodiceia in Canaan (Berylue),

Sidou, Tyre, and Ascalon. The city-name i- usually in Phoenician script,

but sometimes in Greek and sometimes also in both. [B. M. C, PL XII.

14-16.]

(0) Without royal name \ struck at Aegeae, Alexandria ad Issum, Antiocheia ad

Sarum (Adana), Hieropolis, and Seleuceia ad Pyramum (Mopsus)—all in

Cilicia ; and also at Hieropolis in Cyrrhestica, Antiocheia ad Daphncn,

Antiocheia in Ptolemais (Ace), Tripolis, Antiocheia ad CalUrhoen (Edessa),

Apameia in Syria, Laodiceia ad Mare, Seleuceia iu Plena, and Antiocheia

in Mygdoni* (Nisibis, infra, p. 815>. PR M. C. PI. XIII. 1-8.] A coin

of Tripolis has jugate lieadb of king ana queen.

Antiochus V (Eupator), B.C. 164-162, had been made flaaiXtvs in
170 B.C., when his father set out for Egypt. He was then but three

years old, and he may well be the child whose head appears on M tetra-

drachma with rev. BAZIAEHZ ANTIOXOY, Apollo on omphalos (Six,

IF. C 1897, pp. 215 f. ; Macdonald, J. II. />'., xxiii. p. 113). These were
formerly attributed to a mythical son of Seleucus II, but seem certainly

to belong to the early part of the second century B.C. The ordinary .11

of Antiochus consists of Attic tetrabrachius and drachms with inter,

BAZIAEOZ ANTIOXOY EYrTATOPOE. Rev. either Apollo on ompha-
los, or Zeus seated (B. M. C, PI. XIII. 11-14). For PJ octadrmchm with
the latter type see Friedlaender and von Sallet, Das Komal. Miinz/cab.,

No. 426. The Berlin Museum likewise possesses a highly interesting &
totradrachmwithm-. BAIIAEH2 ANTIOXOY EYT7AT0P02, Ptolemaic
eagle upon thunderbolt. Unfortunately it is plated, so that the standard
cannot be determined. But in any event it forms an important link

between the money struck by Antiochus IV in Egypt and the systematic
issue of Seleucid coins on the Phoenician system, afterwards inaugurated
by Alexander I (q. i\). The rare JE of Antiochus V includes municipal of

Oebal (Byblus) and of Tripolis.

1 Is it possible that tin* very mro X ataterH of Aiitiochim IV form part at Uw spoil* of
Egypt? F»lybiu» (xxviii. 17) records that the king presented *a gold piece' to each of
the Greek inhabitant* of Naqcrati*,

r^ (
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Demetrius I (Soter), B.C. 162-150, was the eon of Seleucus IV. Inner.,

BAZIAEnZ AHMHTPIOY, either alone or with inTHPOI. M tetra-

drachms, drachms, diobols, and obols have rev. Apollo on omphalos
(B. M. C, PI. XIV. 3 and 5). But novel typos are more common:

—

Head of Demetrius I. [B. M. C, PI.

XIV. 1 f. ; cf. Irahoof, Monn. <jr.,

p. 432.1

Id. [B. M. C, PI. XIV. 4.]

Tyche enthroned, holding sceptre and

comucopiae. . . AX Tetradr., l>r.

< 'oruueopiae Ai Drachm

There are other changes. Tho fillet-border on the obv. is often replaced

by a laurel-wreath, while dates (hitherto confined to Phoenician M)
become frequent. The monograms on the rev. also lend themselves more
readily to interpretation as mint-marks, although some of the attribu-

tions made on this basis are doubtful. Barbarous imitations of the drachm
with rev. Cornucopiae are fairly numerous. The weight of the A\ is Attic,

but there are very rare AI coins (Babelon, ifofc, p. exx, PI. XVII. 1),

with obv. Tyche enthroned and m\ Ptolemaic double cornucopiae, struck

on a different standard, perhaps the Phoenician. Besides municipal X.
of Tyre and of Sidon (B. M. C, PI. XIV. 6-8), there are several varieties

of ordinary M. Conspicuous among these are some with heads of

animals (B. M. C, PL XIV. 12-15) ; the king was a mighty hunter
(Polybius, xxxi. 22. 3).

Demetrius married his sister Laodicc. widow of Perseus of Macedon.
and the heads of king and queen appear jugate on M tetradrachms

with rev. Tyche enthroned (B. \I. C, PI. Xv. 1 f.) ; also on iE with rev.

Nike (Babelon, RoU, PL XVII. 7).

Timarchna, B.c. 162, satrap of Babylon, declined to acknowledge
Demetrius, and issued coins in his own name, //wr., BAH AEH Z
METAAOY TIMAPXOY, an Oriental form of title, used at this time in

Parthia and also by Eucratidea of Bactria, from whose coins the types

of the tetradrachm are borrowed (see infra, p. 839). Wt. t
Attic

I

Nike in galloping quadriga . A' SlaterHead of Timarchus.

[Babelon, Rota, p. cxv.]

Helmeted bunt. [E. F.Weber, XaU-Cat.
t

PL Lni, No. 4078.]

Head of Timarchus. [B. M. C, PL
XXVIII. 6.1

Id. [B. M. C, PL XV. 3.]

The Dioskuri charging . Ai Tetradr.

Artemis, with bow and arrow . . .

.it Drachm
Nike, with wreath and palm . M 1*35

Alexander I (Bala), B.C. 150—145, was a usurper who professed to be
the son of Antiochus IV. Ineer., BAZIAEHZ AAE^ANAPOY, either

alone or with GEOTTATOPOZ EYEPrETOY, EYTIATOPOI (Hunter Cat.,

iii. p. 61, note), or EniOAMOYZ NlKH<t>0P0Y (Babelon, How, PL XVIII.

8), all reminiscent of his pretended parentage. One series is very com-
plete :

—

Head of Alexander I.

[Babelon. Iioie, 1'L XVII. 9 f.l

Id. [B. M. C, PL XVI. 2.]

Id., radiate. [B. M. C, PL XVI. 3.]

Id. ; no rays.

[Babelon, Roh, PL XVII. 13.]

Zeus Nikephoros enthroned ....
N Stater, Ai Tetradr.

AjkiIIu on omphalos . . . Ai Drachm
Apollo standing £11 Dr.

Tri|KKl ADiobol
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Other varieties can sometimes be associated with particular mints :

—

Head of Alexander I.

[R M. C, PI. XV. 6.1

Id. [B. It C., PI. XV. 5.]

Id. [Babelon, Roi$, PI. XVIL 8.]

Id. [Imhoof, Monn. <jr.. p. 133.

!

Head of Zeus. [B. M. C, PI. XVI. I.]

Zeus enthroned, holding fulinen (Sidon)

M Tetrad r.

Athena Nikephoros standing ....
M Tetrad r.

Tyche Nikephoroa seated . Ai Tetradr.
Sandan on lion (Tarsus) . Ai Drachm
Thunderbolt within wreath (Seleuceia in

Pieria) M Tetradr.

Many of the preceding are dated. All are of Attic weight. But the

reign of Alexander witnessed a fresh departure—the systematic striking,

Fio. 836.

in the Phoenician cities, of .1: tetradrachms, didrachms (rare), and
drachms (very rare), on the Phoenician standard : obv. Head of Seleucid

king ; rev. Eagle (Fig. 336). Certain characteristics of theso may be
noted here. (1) They are always dated. 1

(2) They never bear any
title except the simple BAZIAEHZ, the exceptions that provo the

rule being the pieces struck by Tryphon (q.v.). (3) They follow the
Ptolemaic convention in having the title placed on the right-hand
side of the coin.1 (4) The border of dots is constant on obv. and rev.

Berytus, Ptolemais (Ace), Sidon and Tyre are known to have minted
coins of this class with the head of Alexander I. The characteristics

noted above, as well as the weight and the rev. type, indicate strong
Egyptian influonce. As a matter of fact, the pretender owed his throne
largely to Ptolemy Philometor, whose daughter Cleopatra he married.

Her bust appears jugate with his own on excessively rare M Attic tetra-

drachms, rev. Zeus seated, holding Nike, who carries thunderbolt (Wroth,
.V. n 1904, pp. 307 tf., PI. XV. 1 1) ; also on JE, rev. Cornucopiae (B. M. C,
PI. XVII. 6).

For details as to the abundant and varied M of Alexander I see

London, Paris, and Hunter Catalogues. Many pieces have the serrated

edge. A few are dated, and some have value-marks. Of special interest

is the revival of the municipal coinage inaugurated by Antiochus IV
(q. v.). Thus, coins of class (a) were struck at Berytus, Gebal (Byblus),

1 Coincidences of date aud mint-murk in this and subsequent reigns show they were
Dot intended to aupersede the .1; of Attic weight, both kinds of money were issued

simultaneously at the same cities. Except on the coins of Tryphon {q.v.) the dates are
reckoned from the Seleucid era.

1 That the title whs nevertheless meant to be read first is clear from the coins of
Cleopatra and Antioehus VIII, and also from tho*»e ofTryphon.
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Ascalon, and Sidon; coins of class ($) at Cyrrhus, Antioch, Apameia.
Laodiceia ad Mare, and Seleuceia in Pieria.

Demetrius II (Nicator), B.C. 146-140 (first reign), son of Demetrius I,

seized the kingdom with the aid of Ptolemy, who had quarrelled with
Alexander and who now transferred Cleopatra to the new ruler. I%Kr„
BAZIAEHI AHMHTPIOY, either alone or with NlKATOPOI, 6E0Y
rJlKATOPOI, OIAAAEA<t>0Y NlKATOPOZ, 6E0Y OIAAAEAOOY, or

0EOY 4»IAAAEA<t>0Y NlKATOPOI. For A^ double-stater of Phoeni-
cian weight, rev. Anchor, said to be of Persian provena nee, see Walcher de
Molthein, Cat., PI. XXVII, No. 2979. M of Phoenician weight, rev. Eagle,

were struck at Berytus, Sidon, and Tyre. The types of the Attic .it are

very various. The following apparently form a series:

—

Head of Demetrius II.

[B. It. C, PI. XVII. 8, 11.]

Id. [Imhoof, Momu gr,, p. 435.1

Id.
f
Babelon, Hois, PI. XIX. 5.

Apollo on omphalos

Ai Tetradn, Dr., Obol
Apollo standing Ai £ Dr.

Ear of corn on stalk , . , Ai Diobul

A very rare variety of the tetradrachm (Babelon, Roie, PI. XIX. 16) has

a laurel-wreath in place of the usual fillet-border on the obv., a reminis-

cence of the coinage of Demetrius I (q. v.). This is also recalled by the

rare tetradrachm with rev. Tycho enthroned (B. M. C, PI. XVIII. 2), to
which belongs a drachm with rev. Zeus enthroned (ib'u(.

t
3). Other

rev. types are—on tetradrachms (ibid., 1, 11, and 12) : Athena Magarsis
(Ma)lus), Zeus Nikephoros enthroned, Athena Nikephoros standing

;

and on drachms (Babelon, Rota, PI. XIX. 4 and 6) : Cornucopiae and
Anchor. The M coins (not always easily distinguished from those of the

second reign) are numerous, and include municipal of Berytus and of

Tyre ; see London and Hunter Catalogues.

The footing of Demetrius had never been other than precarious. Ulti-

mately he withdrew to Babylon, and was made prisoner in a war with

the Parthians.

Antioohua VI (Dionysos), b.c. 145-142, son of Alexander I, was set

upon the throne, when a child of seven, by Tryphon, his father's minister.

Tngcr., BAIIAEflZ ANTIOXOY, seldom with Eni4>ArJ0YZ, usually with
EniOANOYI AIONYIOY. 117., Attic. There are very rare Ai tetra-

drachms of B.o. 145 with rev. Zeus Nikephoros enthroned (Babelon, Rvit,

PI. XX. 6). But his ordinary issues do not begin until the next year,

when he assumed the title AioWro? :

—

hi >*'• A J \

& v >/

Fig. U37.
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Head of Antiochus VI, radiate (Fig. The Dioskuri, within wreath ; daU*s

337).

Id. [B. M.C., PL XIX. 7.]

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

a m.c ri. xix. 3.

B. M. C, PI. XIX. 4.

B.M.C., PL XIX. 6.'

B. M.C, PL XIX. o."

JB. Tetradr.

Helmet with ibex-horn; no dates . .

A Dr.

Apollo on omphalos ; dates Ai Dr.

Apollo standing U \ Dr. 1

Panther M\ Dr.

Thyraos Al Diobol

The use of the wreath on the rev. of the>e tetradrachms is an early

example of a practice that subsequently became common. They all

l>ear the letters TPY, which also appear regularly on tho undated
drachms. During B.C. 144 TPY, which obviously represents Tryphon, is

accompanied only by single letters and monograms, which are apparently

mint-marks. Thereafter TTA is added beneath TPY on the larger

denomination. Simultaneously it begins to be placed on the dotted

drachms (on which TPY never occurs), while it is also very prominent
on the smaller . K with Dionysiac types (undated) and on the . K. But
there are tetradrachms of B.0. 142 struck from a die from which this name
has been erased (Regling, Z.f. X., xxiv. p. 135). The inference is that

ZTA was an important minister who fell from power abruptly. For A&,

often with Dionysiac types, see Hunter Cat., iii. pp. 74 ff.

Tryphon (Diodotus), B.C. 142-139, killed his ward and declared himself
£a<riA«i»s avroKp6ro>p, a remarkable title, the importance of which is shown
by the fact tbat it is written in full on the Phoenician Ai (see euj/ra,

p. 765). Tryphon'a abandonment of the Seleucid era for dates is also

significant. His best-known coins arc Ai Attic tetradrachms and drachms,

and &, all having rev. Helmet with ibex-horn (B. M. C, PI. XX. 1-3).

M Phoenician tetradrachms were struck at Byblus, Ptolemais, and
Ascalon : rev. Eagle, with regnal dates (Babelon, Row, PL XXI. 4 f.).

Thero are also M of Ascalon (ib'uL, 6). Iiwr., always BAZIAEHIE
TPY^nrJOI AYTOKPATOPOI.

Antioclms VII (Sidetes), B.C. 138-129, younger brother of Demetrius,

overthrew Tryphon and married Cleopatra. Inecr., BAII AEHX ANTIO-
XOY, either alone or with EYEPTETOY. Phoenician /R was struck at

Sidon and at Tyre (B. M. C, PI. XX. 4) ; rev. Eagle. The types of the

Attic Ai are as follows:

—

Head of Antioclmi VII.

[B. M. C, PL XX. U.l

B. M.C, PL XX. 7.1

IH. B. M. C, PL XXVIII. 8.]

Id. Hirsch, Auet. Cat. xiii, No. 4467.]

Petrowicz Coll.]

Brit. Mus.]

Id.

Id.

Athena Nikephoroe standing (Tyre, &£)
.it Tetradr.

Nike (Tyre, &c) . . .

Pyre of Saudan (Tursus) .

Saodan on lion (Tarsus) .

Athena Magarsis (Mallus)

Ai Drachm
-it Tetradr.

Ai Drachm
M Drachm

Tyche seated Ai Drachi ii

The M is interesting and includes some now types, e.g. obv. Bust of

Eros and rev. Head-dress of Isis, as well as municipal of Seleuceia in

These hemidrarhms read -.imply BAZIAEHS ANTIOXOY.
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Pieria, of Sidon and of Tyre, with or without the royal name. Small
pieces with obv. Flowering lily and rev. Anchor were minted at Jerusalem,

which Antiochua captured circ B.C. 132. See London, Paris, and Hunter
Catalogues.

Demetrius II i Nicator), B.C. 129-125 (second reign), was liberated

by the Parthian king in order to make trouble for Antiochus. Inscr..

BAZIAEOZ AHMHTPIOY, either alone or with NlKATOPOZ, 6E0Y
NlKATOPOZ, or 6E0Y 4»IAAAEA<l»0Y NlKATOPOZ. Phoenician M,
rev. Eagle, was struck at Ptolemais, Sidon, and Tyre. The Attic Ai «u
of several varieties :

—

Fiq. 338.

Head of Demetrius II, bearded.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

B. M. C, PL XXI. 5-1

[B. M. C, PI. XXI. 6.]

B. M. C, PI. XXI. 7.1

Berlin."

Zeus Nikephoroa enthroned (Fig. 338)
Ai Tetradr., I>rachm

Athena MagarBis (Mallus) Ai Drachm
Pyre of Sandan (Tarsus) . M Tetradr.

Sandau on lion (Tarsus) . ill Drachm
Thunderbolt within wreath (Selcuceia

in Pieria) M | Dr.

With rare exceptions (iV. C.
t
1883, PI. VI. 7) the coins of Phoenician

weight retain the beardless portrait of Demetrius which they had borne
during his first reign. On all others belonging to the second reign he is

represented with a beard. If he began to grow his beard after his

return, as is perhaps indicated by A". G., 1883, PI. VI. 4, then the earliest

of his new Attic tetradrachms had rev. Apollo on omphalos (Babelon,

Moit*, PI. XIX. 15). But for the most part this once familiar type figures

only on the M of his second reign : see Hunter Cat., iii. pp. 87 ff., where
other types of M are recorded, the most interesting being that with
a figure in Parthian dress (op. czt., PI. LXVII. 22). There are municipal

coins of Sidon and Tyre, the former without the royal name.

Alexander II (Zebina), B.C. 128-123, was set up by Ptolemy Physcon
as a rival to Demetrius. Inner., BAZIAEttZ AAE^ANAPOY. On the

unique A/ stater in the British Museum, rev. Zeus Nikephoroa enthroned,

headds6E0Y EniOANOYZ NIKHOOPOY, a reminder that he claimed
to have been adopted by Alexander I, the pretended son of Epiphanes.
Tii i.- piece is perhaps to be connected with the king's plundering of the

golden Nike held by the statue of Zeus at Antioch (Wroth, tf C, 1897,

p. 115). Phoenician M, rev. Eagle, was struck at Ascalon (Babelon,

Rois, p. cl). But the great mass of the Ai is Attic :

—
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Head of Alexander II.

[B. M. C, PI. XXII. 2.1

Id. B. M. C PI- XXII. 3.1

Id. Hunter Cat., iii. PL LXIX. 9.)

Id. B. M. C, PI. XXII. 5.
|

Id. Babelou, Sou, PI. XXIII. 8.1

Id. B. M. C, PL XXII. 4.
J

Id. [PetrowicsCoILl
Id. [Babelon, Roi$, PL XXIII. 6.]

Zeus Xikephoros entliroiie<l A\ Tetrad r.

Double cornucopia?

Single c* 'iini.i ipiae

Nike ....
Anchor ....

A\ Drachm
A\ * Dr.

^l X Dr.

M Diobol

Athena Nikephoros standing

Pyre of Sandan (Tarsus) . .-K

•Sandan on Lion ( Tarsus) . M

M Drachm
Tetra<lr.

Drachm

The JE includes municipal of Borytus (Babelon, Roi#, PI. XXIII. 17).

For numerous ordinary varieties see Hunter Cut., iii. pp. 93 ff.

Cleopatra, B. c. 125-121, was successively the wife of Alexander Bala,

of DemetriusN icator, and of Autiochus Sidetes. The eldest of her sons by
Demetrius assumed the diadem as Seloncna V upon his father's death.

His mother straightway had him murdered, and took the supreme power
into her own hands. The British Museum possesses an JR tetradraohm

of Attic weight, dated ITTP (= B.C. 125), and reading BAZIAIZZHZ
KAEOTTATPAZ 9EAZ EYETHPIAZ. The rev. type is Egyptian:—

Flo. 33'.'.

Head of Cleopatra (Fig. 339). Double cornucopiae, filleted.

The queen soon associated with her in the government a younger son
of Demetrius, Antiochua VIII (Grypus). Their jugate heads appear on
Phoenician M struck at Sidon : rev. BAZIAIZZHZ KAEOTTATPAZ
BAZIAEHZ ANTIOXOY, Eagle. Inscr. on their Attic M. BAZIAIZZHZ
KAEOTTATPAZ (0EAZ) KAI BAZIAEHZ ANTIOXOY 1 :—

Heads jugate of Cleopatra and An-
tiochus VIII (B. M. C, PI. XXIII. 3.]

Id. [X.C., 1900, PI. I. 14.]

Zeus Xikephoros enthroned (Sidon, fte.)

M Tetradr.

Pyre of Sandan (Tarsus) . Al Tetradr.

For JE with the joint names see Hunter Gut., iii. pp. 97 ff.

Antiochus VIII (Grypus), a C. 121-96, finally compelled his mother
to drink poison which she had prepared for himself. His nickname is

1 6EAZ i» usually omitted on Hie JR. and ssioually on the Ai.

tetradrachim haw a border of dots, instead of a fillet-border, on the obr.

formed stands alone in the later coinage of the Seleucidae (see supra, p. 7t'»2'.

A few of tl»i'

The group so

huh 3 D
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770 SYRIA

well illustrated by his later coins, which show him as a middle-aged man
with an extremely hooked nose. Phoenician JB. coins, struck at Ascalon

and Sidon, have rev. BAZIAEnZ ANTIOXOY, Eagle. On the Attic

M ETTI4>AN0YI is added ;—

Head of Antiochua VIII [B. M. C,
PL XXIV. 1.]

Id. [B. M. C, PI. XXIV. 2.]

Id.

Id.

Id.

B.M.C., PL XXIV. 3
Babelon, Rois, PL XX
Petrowicz Coll.]

.6.]

Zeus Ouranios standing (Sidon, &c.) .

M Tetradr.

Athena Nikephoros standing (Seleuceia

ad Caljcadnum, &c.) . M Tetradr.

Pyre of Sandan (Tarsus) . M Tetradr.

Sandan on lion (Tarsus) . .H J)rachm

Tyche standing (Tripolis) Ai Drachm

Fig. 340.

Head of Antiochus VIII (Fig. 340).
Id.

Id.

Id.

B. M. C, PL XXVL 4.]

ft M.C., PL XX. 8, and XXVI. 6.]

Imhoof, Afonn. gr., p. 436.]

Zeus Nikephoros enthroned .11 Tetradr.

Tripod -it Drachm
Nike JB4 Or.

Ear of corn on stalk . . . .it Diob-il

The JE coins are numerous, but none of the types are noteworthy.
One group, however, is remarkable for the inscr. BAZtAEHZ ANTIO-
XOY <HA0MHT0P0Z (Hunter Cat., iii. p. 103). There are M of Sidon

without the royal name (Babelon, Rois, PL XXIV. 16).

Antiochua IX (Cyzicenue), B.C. 114-95, son of Antiochus VII and
Cleopatra, after a struggle divided the kingdom with his half-brother
Grypus (B.C. Ill), taking as his share Coele-Syria and Phoenicia. His
Phoenician M, rev. BAZIAEOZ ANTIOXOY, Eagle, is fairly common
(Sidon, Ascalon, &c). But he was the last Seleucid king to strike coins

of this class. The title 4-IAOrTATOPOZ is used on his Attic M, the obol

having BA AN <t>l :—

W*

Fio. :141,
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Head of Antiochus IX (fig. 341).

Id
Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Rabelon, Roi*, PI. XXVI. 11.1

Petrowicz Coll.]

Petrowicz Coll.]

B. M, C, PI. XXV. 1/1

Balwlon, Hois, PI. XXVI. 5 f.

Babelon, 1

Ibid., 13.]

5fJ
Babelon, Hois, PL XXVI. 12.]

Athena Nikephoros stauding(8idon,&c.)

M Tetradr.

Nike M % Dr.

Kar of corn on stalk . . Ai Diobol

Athena Nikephoros standing .£1 Obol
Zeus Nikephoros enthroned Al Tetradr.

Tyche standing (Tripolis) M Tetr., Dr.
Pyre of Sandan (Tarsus) . M Tetradr.

Sandan on lion (Tarsus) . Ai Drachm

For & of various types see London, Paris, and Hunter Catalogues.

•lencne VI (Epipbanes Nicator), B. c. 96-95, succeeded his father

Grypus, and renewed the war with Cyzicenus. Inner., BAZIAEHZ
ZEAEYKOY ETTI<»ANOYZ NlKATOPOZ, with occasional omission of
Em<t»ArJOYX. For M see Hunter Cat., iii. pp. 109 f. His M coins

(Attic weight) are :

—

Head of Seleucus VI.

[B. M. C, PI. XXVIII. 11.]

Id. Babelon, Hois, PI. XXVI I. 3.1

Id. B.M. C, PI. XXV. 13.J
Id. Imhoof, Jlotin. gr., p. 437.1

Id. B. M. C, PI. XXV. 12 ; cf. Im-
hoof, Kl. J/., ii. p. 482.]

ZeaB Nikephoros enthroned M Tetradr.

Nike ....... AX Drachm
Double cornucopiae . . . Ai | Dr.

Kar of corn on stalk . . . At Diobol
Athena Nikephoros standing (Seleuceia

ad Calycadnum) . . Al Tetradr.

Antiochu* X (Eusebes Philopator), B. C. 95-83, son of Cyzicenus, spent
his reign in warfare first with Scleucua VI, and then with the other

sons of Grypus. Inner., BAZIAEHZ ANTI0X0Y EYZEBOYZ <DIA0-

TTAT0P0I. Wl. Attic

Head of Antiochus X.
[B. M. C., PI. XXVI. 1.1

Id. [Hunter Cat., iii. PI. LXX. 12.1

Id.
I
Berlin.]

Zeus Nikephoros enthroned ^It Tetradr.

Tyche standing (Tripolis) Ai Drachm
Nike standing ill J Dr.

Antiochus XI (Philadelphus), B. C. 929 second or third son of Grypus,
struck M Attic tetradrachms with rev. Zgub Nikephoros enthroned

; also

JE, with rev. Athena Nikephoros standing: see Babelon, Roin, PI. XXVII.
11 f. Inter. BAZlAEni ANTIOXOY ETTI <t>AN0YZ <»IAAAEA<J>0Y, ETTI-

<t> AN YZ being usually omitted on the JR. Other coins sometimes attri-

buted to this king belong more probably to his father (op. cit., p. clxvii).

But there are very rare tetradrachms (Attic) which show his head jugate
with that of his brother Philippaa : rev. BAZIAEnZ ANTIOXOY KAI
BAZIAEHZ UHAinnOY, Zeus Nikephoros enthroned (op. cit., PI.

XXVII. 13).

Philippui (Philadelphus), B. C. 92-83, another son of Grypus, struck

.it Attic tetradrachms with rev. BAZ IAEnZ 4>IAinTT0Y Eni<t>ANOYZ
OIAAAEAOOY, Zeus Nikephoros enthroned (B. M. C., PI. XXIV. 9).

•Some are dated from an era beginning in B.C. Ill, when Grypus re-

turned from exile in Aspendus, and divided the kingdom with Cyzicenus
(cf. Wilcken, Hermes, xxix. pp. 436 ff.).

3 D2
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772 SYRIA

Demetrius III (Philopator), B. c. 95-88, fourth eon of Grypus, also

took the field against Antiochus X, and proclaimed himself king. Inscr.,

BAZ1AEHZ AHMHTPIOY, with either 9E0Y <t>IAOnATOPOI IH-
THPOZ or <t>IAOMHTOPOZ EYEPTETOY KAAAlNlKOY. 117.. Attic.

Head of Demetrius III.

[Babelon, Roi*, PI. XXVIII. 4.1

Id. [B. M. C, PL XXVI. 10.]

Zeus Nikephoros enthroned *R Tetradr.

Archaic simulacrum of Asiatic goddess.

facing AX Tetradr.

The last type probably represents Atargatis (Dea tiyra) of Damascus

:

see Rev. arched., 1904, p. 250. This city was the capital of Demetrius.

It seems to have temporarily borne the name of * Demetrias' (Wroth,

B. M. C, Galaiia, pp. lxxv f.), and to have issued municipal M : obv.

Head of Demetrius III, and rev. AHMHTPIEnN THZ IEPAI. For this

and ordinary JE see Hunter Cat., iii. pp. 114 f.

Antiochua XII (Dionysos), circ. B. c. 87-84, the youngest of the five

sons of Grypus, aspired to succeed Demetrius III as king of Coele-Syria.

His very rare M Attic tetradrachms have rev. BAIIAEnZ AHTI0X0Y
ETTIOArJOYZ KAAAINIKOY, Bearded divinity standing, facing^ on a

base between two recumbent bulls (X. Z.
t
1902, PI. I. 3, 4). This is

prol»ably Hadad of Damascus (see Jtmrn. Asiat., 1904, p. 200). Antio-

chus, too, made Damascus his capital, and his head appears on muni-

cipal M of * Demetrias ' (cf. Demetrius in, nupra), for which, as well

as for other varieties of M, see Hunter Cat., iii. pp. 115 ff.

Tigranes, B. c. 83-69, King of Armenia (b. c. 97-56), was invited to put

an end to the internecine strife in Syria. This he did, and ruled the

country peaceably till his defeat by Lucullus. His coins, Attic M and

M, fall into three classes (N. C, 1902, pp. 193 ff.) :—

(i) Undated. Truer., BASIAEni TITPArJOY. Mint, Antioch.

Fig. 3«2.

Tyche of Autioch seated ; river-god

swimming at her feet . M Tetradr.

Nike, or Palm M -7--6

Head of Tigranes, wearing lofty Arme-
nian tiara (Fig. 342).

Id. [B. M. C, n. XXVn. 9 ; Babelon,

PI. XXIX. 13.]

(ii) B. C. 77-73 (Years of era used on coins of Philippua, q. v. ; also

months). Inter., BAII AEn£ B AZIAEHrJ TITPANOY. Mint, doubtful.

Head of Tigranes as above ; less good Tyclie with river-god, as above ; less

work. [Babelon, /.W. PI. XXIX. 15.] "good work . . . AX Tetradr., Dr.

Id. [B. M. C, PI. XXVII. 10 f] Id., or Hcrakles standing . Ml—

7
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(iii) b.c. 71-69 (Years of Seloucid era). Iuscr., BAIIAEHZ Tl-

TPANOY. Mint, Damascus (see Hunter Cat., iii. p. 115, note).

Head of Tigrant'B a* above
;
poor work.

[B. M. C, PI. XXVII. 5.

Id. [RM. C, PI. XXVII. 7;
PI. XXIX. 14.

j

belon,

Tyche with river-god, as above, but I.

;

poor work . . . . Ai Tetradr.

Id., or Tyche standing . . M -9 --55

The rev. of Fig. 342 represents the famous statue of the Tyche of

Antioch by Eutycnides of Sicyon (Paus. vi. 2). The corresponding type

on coins of class (iii) is rather the Tyche of Damascus ; cf. the Imperial

coins of that city and also those of Aretaa III.

(£) Al'TONOMOl'8 AND IMPERIAL OF SYttIA, PHOENICIA, ETC.

[Wroth, B. 11. C, Galatia, f'appudoeia, Syria,

Babelon, /Vtms Achemmide*.
I)e Saulcy, XumiMmaliyxu de la Ttrre-Sainte.~\

The coinage of the whole region between the Euphrates and the sea

may be described by dividing it into districts in the order which Eckhel
adopted :

—

I. Commagene.
II. Cyrrhestica.

III. Chalcidice.

IV. Palmyrene.
V. Seleucis and Pieria.

VI. Ooele-Syria,

VII. Trachonitie.

VIII. Decapolia.

IX. Phoenicia.

X. Galilaea.

XI. Samaria.

XII. Judaea.

Throughout the whole of this vast extent of territory, bounded on the

north by offshoots of the Taurus, on the north-east by the Euphrates, and
on the east and south by the deserts of Arabia, the royal gold coinage of

Persia probably passed current down to the age of Alexander the Great.

In the latter half of the 6fth century the Persian gold coinage was supple-

mented by the substantial silver money of the wealthy Phoenician cities

of the sea-coast, governed for the most part by their own kings, who
seem to have been more or less independent of the King of Persia. The
coinage of these towns, Tyre, Sidon, and Byblus, inscribed with
Phoenician characters, is regulated according to the standard, hence
called Phoenician, of about 56 grs. to the drachm, or 224 grs. to the

shekel. Aradus. on the other hand, the most northern town on the

Phoenician coast, accommodated her money to the standard which
prevailed in Cyprus and Oilicia, striking shekels of about 168 grs.

equivalent to three-quarters of the Tyrianand Sidonian shekel.

On the Macedonian conquest all the old coinages, both Persian and
Phoenician, were abolished, except at Tyre, and mints were set up by
Alexander or his immediate successors at all the chief coast-towns of

Phoenicia and Palestine, viz. Marathus, Aradus, Sidon, Tyre, Ace, Joppa,
Ascalon. and Gaza, as well as at some of the chief cities of the interior.

This Alexandrine coinage lasted down to about B.C. 266, when Ptolemy
Philadelphus, who had obtained possession of Phoenicia, established

mints of his own at the chief cities along the coasts of Palestine and
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Phoenicia ; the issues of the various mints being distinguished by mono-
grams. The Ptolemaic coinage in Phoenicia was superseded early in

the second century B. c. by the Seleucid coinage ; but it is observable

that, although the new currency consisted partly of coins of the Attic

standard with ordinary Seleucid types, it also included a series of issues

which in general appearance and weight were closely modelled upon the
previous Ptolemaic coinage {see supra, p. 765). This shows that under
the Seleucid rule the commercial susceptibilities of the Phoenician cities

were carefully consulted. Later still, complete freedom and independence
were accorded to a great number of them, as is evident from the dated
autonomous issues of Byblus, Marathus, Aradus, Sidon, Tripolis, Tyre,
Ace, Ascalon, Jerusalem, &c., some of them continuing to strike theirown
silver money even in Imperial times. Although nearly all the Syrian and
Phoenician coins bear Gates, the eras from which they reckon are not
always the same.

I, COMMAGENE

Commagene, the most northerly district of Syria, bordering upon
Cilicia, became a separate kingdom in the second century b. c.

(a) Kings of Commagene.

[Babelon, Hois tit SyrU ; Wroth, B. M. C, Galatia* Cappadoeia, Syria, Ac. ; Th. Reinsch,
Vhitt.par It* mown., pp. 233 f.]

Samoa, circ. B. C. 140-130(1).

Head of king, diademed and radiate.

[Babelon, p. 217, PI. XXX. 1.]

BAZIAEHZ IAM0Y 8E0ZEB0YX
KAI AIKAIOY in ex. TA Nike ad-

vancing. [Hunter] . . . . iE -6

Head of king in pointed head-dress. Same inscription. Thyrsos between two
[I/unttr Cat., PI. LXX. 20.] interlaced cornuacopiae . . M -85

Mithradatei I (Callinicus), circ. B.C. 96. Son of Samoa.

Head of king in pointed head-dress.

|_B.M.a,p. 104; Babelon, PI. XXX. 2.]

Eagle with palm.

t Babelon, p. 217, No. 4.J
Eagle with palm.

[Babelon, p. 218, No. 5.]

BACIAEOC MI9PAAAT0Y KAAAI-
NIKOY Athena Bt*nding, holding

Nike -£-85
Same inscription. Caduceus. [Paris]

A.

7

Same inscription. Palm. [Paris] -E -6

Mithradatea Philhellen Fhiloromaioa, circ. B.C. 92 (?). Son of Mitb-
radatcs I Callinicus (?).

Head of king in pointed head-dress. BAZIAEn(s) MI6PIA <t>IA0[pw-

/Wov II Club. -E Sue -7. [Brit

Slug. ; Berlin.]

(On the attribution see Rcinuch, Vhist. par les monn., p. 244: the

_.
.
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coin has been sometimes assigned to an Armenian Mithradates ; cf.

B. M. C, Galatia, &c, p. 102.)

AntiocliQ. I (Theos), clrc. it. c. 69-38 (or 31 ?). Son of Mithradates
(,'allinicus by Laodice Thea Philadetphus, daughter of Antiochas VIII,

Grypus, of Syria.

Antiochus I struck the following bronze coin :

—

Bust of king in Armenian tiara on
which star between two eagles (cf.

tiara of Tigrtuies).

BAIIAEHZ ANTIOXOY Lion walk-

ing £> -8

On a height of Mount Taurus, now the tumulus of Nemroud Dagh,
Antiochus established a sacred precinct and royal mausoleum (B. M. C,
p. xliv). On the Nemroud Dagh reliefs he wears an Armenian tiara

ornamented with a lion. Another relief shows a star-spangled lion,

Antiochus having been born under the zodiacal sign of the Lion.

The successor of Antiochus I was a king, probably his son, named
Mithradates, circ. B. c. 31. Reinach (p. 245) supposes the following bronze

at Berlin and Paris (Invent. Wada., p. 447) to have been issued by
Antiochus I and Mithradates in conjunction:

—

obv. [BAZIAEHS] AN-
TIOXOY Bust of Antiochus in tiara, rev. MI6PAAA[T0Y] Humped
bull, rushing.

Two or three kings followed Mithradates in rapid succession. la
B. c. 20 Augustus placed upon the throne another Mithradates,1 who
was succeeded by his son (or brother) Antiochus III. On the death of

this Antiochus in a. D. 17, Commagene became a Roman province, but

in 38 Caligula restored the kingdom for the benefit of his friend

Antiochus IV. son of Antiochus III.

*

Antiochu. IV (Epiphanes), A.D. 38-72. Inner., BAIIAEYI MEr[AZ]
ANTIOXOZ Eni<t»A[HHZ]; BAZIAEYI METAZ ANTIOXOZ; BA-
SIAEYZ ArUlOXOS.

Head of king diademed.

Id.

Id.

KOMMArHNnN Scorpion within

laurel-wreath MVl
KOMMATHNnN Capricorn within

laurel-wreath M -9

KOMMATHNnN Two cornuacopiae .

M -8

The Scorpion was the zodiacal sign under which Commagene stood.

Cilicia formed part of the kingdom of this ruler, who issued money at

Anemurium, Celenderis, Corycus, Sebaste, Lacanatis, and Cetis. He also

struck coins in Lycaonia (B. M. C., p. xlvi, p. 108).

Iotape, wife of Antiochus IV.

BACIAICCA inTATTH OIAAAEA-
,

KOMMArHNON Scorpion. £ MS
<t>OC Bust of Iotape.

1 Reinach (p. 24fi) attributes doubtfully to this king £ inscribed BA(<nA«W) ME(yitm)
M{t9paidrov) TOY M\i9paidrov) ; type, Crab

;
cf. Babelon, Hots <tt Syrit, p. ccxii.
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K

She also struck bronze coins in Lacanatis (ret'. Scorpion) and Selinus

(rev. Artemis), and she is represented on the coins of Antiochus IV at

Sebaste (B. M. C, p. xlviin.).

Epiphanea and Callinioua, sons of Antiochus IV and Iotape, struck

bronze coins in Comtnagene, Selinus, Lacanatis, and Lycaonia (B. M. C,
p. xlviii).

BACIA6HC YIOI Epiphanea and Cal-

linicns on horseback.

BACIACOC YIOI Anchor between two
crossed cornuacopiae, each containing

a youthful head (Epiphanes and Cal-

liincus).

BACIA€YC M€rAC €TTI<t>ANHC

Head of Epiphanes. CCA I (Selinus).

KOMMArHNHN Capricorn . -E .8

n Armenian tiara,

ornamented with scorpion : lanrel-

wreath X. -8

BACIA€YC M€rAC KAAAlNlKOC
Hea<l of Calliuicus. Paris.

[Cf. B. M. C, p. xlvii.] JR -9

(fi) Cities.

Conimagene in genere. Bronze coins of first century a. d. (1 circ. a. D. 41.

Rev. des ittuU* gr., 1899, p. 402), struck probably at Samosata (B. M. C,
p. xlviii): Capricorn, rev. Scorpion. Capricorn, rev. KOMMATHNnM
Armenian tiara. TTIZTIZ, Two hands clasped holding caduceus, rev.

KOMMATHNnN, Anchor.

Autiocheia ad Euphratem (Pliny v. 24). Imperial of M. Aurelius and
L. Verus, rev. ANTIOXenN nPOC CY^PATHrJ, Bust of Athena
(B. M. C, p. xlix).

Dolicho (ThUitk). Imperial of M. Aurelius, L. Verus, and Commodus,
rev. AOAIXAIfiH within wreath.

Germauicia Caesareia {Maruelt). Imjxrial* M. Aurelius to Commodus.
Inner., KAICAP. r€PMANlK€LuN KO ; KAIC. TCPMA. KOM. Types—
City seated, with river-god swimming at her feet ; Inscr. in laurel-wreath.

(Contrast the coins of Caesareia Germanica in Bithynia.)

Samosata (Sammt), on the Euphrates, the capital of the kings of Co tu-

rnagene. Autonomous bronze of the period of the Commagenian kings
(Antiochus I-IV). Inter., CAMOCATUJ; CAMOCATfl TTOAEnC.
Tyjyet*—Zeus ; Lion ; City seated on rock ; Eagle. Imperial, Hadrian
toPhUipjun. Inscr., <t>AA. CAMO. MHTPO. KOM. (i.e. Flavia Sa-
mosata Metropolis Commagenes); <J>. CAMOC. I€P. ACY. AYTOrJO.
MHTP. KOM.; CAMOCAT€HN. Usual type—City seated ; at her feet,

river-god Euphrates or running Pegasos. Era dates from autumn of

A.D. 71 (B. M. C, p. 117 n.).

Zeugma, on the right bank of the Euphrates, opposite Apauieia
(Iiirejik), both cities founded by Selcucus I and connected by a bridge
of boats. Imperial, Trajan to Philip jun. hitter., ZCYTMATenM.
Tyj/ef—Tttrastyle temple with peribolos encircling the sacred grove
(B. M. C., p. li), sometimes with Capricorn in ex. ; Inscr. in laurel-wreath.
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.Silver coin of Caracalla, rev. Eagle ami Z€V (Antioch type). The numerals

that appear on the Imperial M of Zeugma and other Syrian towns

Erobably indicate the month of issue: see Macdonald, JV. C. t 1903, p. 105.

•ieudonne* (Journ. int., 1907, pp. 273 ff.) has, however, suggested that

they indicate the numbers of the dies.

II. CYRRHESTICA

This district lay between the Euphrates and Mount Aman us, and was
bordered on the north by Commagene. Its towns are:

—

Beroea, now Aleppo (Ilaleb). Imperial bronze with or without heads

of Emperors, Trajan to Antoninus Pius. Rev. BCPOIAIluN within

wreath. Also M of Macrinus, rev. Eagle (Antioch type), B€ and fantastic

bird. (B. M. C, Galatia, Ac, p. 132.)

Cyrrhni. Regal bronze of Alexander 1, Bala, of Syria (q. v.). Inter.,

K YPPHXTnhJ, rev. Zeus standing with WTeath ;
also rev. Athena standing

holding Nike (B. M. C, p. lii). Imperial, Trajan to Philip jun. Inter.,

KYPPHCTHN, rev. AI0C KATAIBATOY (or KATCBATOY), Zeus Katai-

bates seated on rock holding his thunderbolt and sceptre, before him,
eagle. Also Temple containing his statue. This Zeus had altars at

Olympia, Athens, Ac ; rocks and places struck by lightning were re-

garded as sacred to him (B. M. C, p. lii). Also rev. Inscr. in laurel-wreath.

On some later coins, symM, ram.

Kieropolis (Membij). The ancient name Bambyee was changed to

Hicropolis by bcleucus Nicator, who built a new temple for Atargatia

(Astarte), the great goddess of the city (cf. the treatise Dedea Syrut).

The following Attic didrachms with Aramaic inscriptions have been
attributed (B. M. C, Galat., p. liii) to Bambyce :—(a) Coins of the

sacerdotal dynasty of Abd-Hadad, eirc. B.C. 332 : Bust of Atargatia, rev.

inner., Abd-Hadad, King and driver in chariot; Bust of Atargatis

(with name inscribed), rev. Abd-Hadad, Abd-Hadad standing in temple.

i&) Coins with name 'Alexander' [the Great?]. Tyjtet—Bust of Atar-
gatis, rev. Lion devouring bull ; Bust of Atargatis facing, rev. King and
driver in chariot ; Baal enthroned, rev. Atargatis riding on lion

;

Warrior on horse, rev. Lion walking, in front, bird perched on flower.

In the second century B. c. there are bronze coins of Antiochus IV
of Syria (q. V.), rev. ICPOriOAITflrJ, Zeus standing holding wreath.
Quati-autonomrms and Imperial, Trajan to Philip jun. Inter., I€P0-
nOAITnN. Ty/tes (often accompanied by G€AC CYP I AC)—Atargatis

riding on lion or enthroned between two lions ; Temple, within which,
Roman standard, on one side of the temple, Baal Kevan seated between
two oxen, on the other, Atargatis seated between two lions, inter., 8601
CYPIAC (Imhoof, Gr. M, p. 759, No. 773, cf. No. 772). Also silver

(Antioch class) of Domna, Caracalla (symbol, lion), Macrinus (symbol, lion),

and Diadumenian. Also bronze of Imperial times dated from Seleueid

Era. The inscr. 9€ AC CYPIAC, which frequently appears within a laurel-

wreath and without any type, probably indicates the Festival in

connexion with which the coins bearing it were issued.
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78 CIlALCIDICE—PALMlBEXfi—SELEUClS AND PIER1A

III. CHALCIDICE

[B. M. C, Galalia, tc.,p. Uv.]

ChalciH {Kinnesrin), near Beroea (Aleppo). Imperial—Trajan to
L. VeruB. Inscr., 4>A. XAAKI ACujN. Types—Laurel-wreath ; Standing
figure radiate holding palm-branch, spear, and shield, with inscr. HAIO-
C€IPOC, Hunter Cat, PI. LXXI. 27. Date K€ (25) on coins of Trajan
and of Hadrian = a. d. 1 17, from era beginning a. d. 92.

IV. PALMYRENE

Palmyra struck small bronze coins without the names or heads of

Emperors. These were probably issued from the first century A. D.

till the time of Sept. Severus and his family. Inscr., when present, TTAA-
M VPA. Types—Palm-tree ; Bearded male head in modius, radiate = the

Malaoh-belos of Palmyra (?) ; Female figure (Atargatis?) on lion; Lion
and crescent ; Head of Tyche of Palmyra ; and other types described by
De Saulcy (see B. M. C, Galat, pp. lvi-lviii). For coins with the heads

of Zenobia and Vaballathus see infra, Egypt under the Romans.

V. SELEUCIS AND PIERIA

Tetrapolia of SeleucU. The four cities of Antiocheia, Seleuceia,

Apameia, and Laodiceia, all founded by Seloucus I, used a joint bronze

coinage during part of the second century B.C., beginning B.C. 149.

Inscr., AAEA<t>nN AHMnN (cf. Strabo, xvi, p. 749 amtp nal iKtyovro

aKKrjkuiv ab(k<pa\ &id ri)v 6y.6votav). Types—Head of Zeus, rev. Fulmen;
Head of Apollo, rev. Tripod; Bearded heads (IDemoi of Antiocheia and
Seleuceia), rev. Tyche crowning the inscription, or rev. Zeus seated. Dates

according to the Seleucid Era. Mint, apparently Seleuceia {Hunter
Cat, iii. p. 141).

Antiocheia ad Orontam, on the right bank of the Orontes, about
twenty miles from its mouth, was the capital of the Seleucid Empire,

and one of the most splendid cities of the ancient world. It was
a mint-place for the regal coinage of the kings from the time of

Antiochus IV or earlier. In the second century B. 0. it shared in the

Tetrapolis coinage (see above), and during the first century B. c. issued

bronze coins dated according to (i) the Seleucid Era, B. c. 312, (ii) the

Caesarian (autumn, B.C. 49), or, possibly, the Pompeian (B.C. 64).

Inscr.
t
ANTIOXEnN THI MHTPOTlOAEnZ, ANTIOXEOrJ THZ MH-

TPOnOAEnZ IEPAI KAI ASYAOY AYTONOMOY, ArJTIOXEHrJ THI
MHTPOnOAEOZ KAI AYTONOMOY, &c Ty^s—obv. Head of Zeus,

or of Tyche of Antioch ; rev. Zeus seated holding Nike; Tripod; Tyche
standing with rudder; Poppy-head with ears of corn. There are silver

coins (weight 240-200 grs.) of M. Antonius and Cleopatra, with portrait-

heads: Cleopatra, BACIAICCA KACOTTATPA 9€A rJ€UjTCPA, wears
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ANTIOCHEIA AD ORONTEM 779

a profusion of pearls (B. M. C, Galat., p. 158). Imperial, Augustus
to Valerian. Silver and bronze. Like Alexandria in Egypt and
Oaesareia in Cappadocia, Antioch was an important Roman mint, whence
the issue of silver coins and the Roman character of the types. Antioch

was the principal mint for Syria, but Imhoof-Blumer has shown (Gr. M
,

p. 758 ; Revue Suisse, viii. pp. 40 f.) that about the time of Caracalla

many silver and billon coins of Antiochene types and fabric, but with
special symbols, were issued at various mints, chiefly in Syria and
Phoenicia, e. g. Hieropolis in Cyrrhestica, Beroea, Zeugma, Aradus,
Berytus, Sidon, Tripohs, Tyre, Gaza.

I. Silver. Tetradrachms weighing at first 236 to 220 grains. From
the time of Caracalla the silver deteriorates, weight 220 to 200 grains

or less. Didrachms and drachms under Nero. The tetradrachm was
tariffed as equivalent to three Roman denarii (B. M. ('.. Galat.,

p. lxiii). Usual inner., AHMAPX €Z (or CZ0YCIAC) YrTATOC TO B
(T, A, &c.) = Trib. Pot. Cos. ii (iii, iv, &c). Coins of Augustus have
ETOYI NIKHE, with dates of the Era of Actium, B.C. 31; also

AMTIOXEnrJ MHTPOTTOAEni, with double dates of the Actian and
Caesarian Eras (b. c. 31 and B.C. 49). ETOYZ NEOY IEP0Y occurs,

Galba to Nerva (Pick, Z.f. .V., xiv. 331). On coins of Geta, VTTATOC
AnOA€A€ir>«Yo?= Consul dcaujnatus. On coins ofthe Philips, MONrfa
VRBi'oa or ANTIOXIA are found. Usual tyjte, Eagle. The type of

the Tyche of Antioch seated on a rock with the river-god Orontes
swimming at her feet (Fig. 343) occurs under Augustus and in some
later reigns. It is found still earlier on the M of Tigranes, q. v.

These coins reproduce the group of Tycho and Orontes made by
Eutychides of Sicyon, a pupil of Lysippus, and set up at Antioch
soon after the foundation of the city by Seleucus I in h. c. 300. The
marble statue in the Vatican is one of the best reproductions of this

group (B. M. C, Galat., pp. lxi f.).

Fie. 343.

II. Bbonze. (a) Without heads of emperors. First and second
century a.d., some dated from Actian Era, B.C. 31, but most from the

Caesarian Era, autumn, B.C. 49, which is also found in class
[fi\.

Inscr., ANTIOXEnN, and names of the Legati of Syria, also AN-
TIOXCluN THC MHTP0n0A€(jJC. Types referring to Zeus, Artemis,
Apollo; also Tyche and Orontes group; Running ram looking back
with crescent and star above it (B. XL C, Galat., p. lix); Boule(?)

dropping pebble into urn (ib., PI. XIX. 11); Tripod with human
heads (PI. XX. 8). On this quasi-autonomous coinage see Macdonald
in JH. C, 1904, pp. 105 f., where it is shown that the most remark-
able group belongs to the year a.d. 129, when Hadrian visited Antioch.
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780 SELEUCIS AND PIERIA

(&) Imperial, laser., AhiTIOXEflN MHTPOnOAEni; ANTIOXEnN.
From time of Elagabalus, ANTlOXEHhl MHTPO. KOAnN. Types—
Commonly the letters S C (Senatus consulto) within a laurel-wreath

;

also, Crown of the apxupws, inner., APXIEPATIKON ANTIOXEIZ
(B. M. C, Golut., p. 167) ; Laurel-wreath encircling name of Legatu*

of Syria; Bust of the Tyche of Antioch, above, running ram; Tyche
and Orontes, sometimes in shrine. On the coins from Domitian to

Caracalla various numerals appear, see Zeugma, supra, p. 777. They
probably indicate the month of the issue, or possibly the die-number.
& coins of Trajan, rev. KOINON CYPIAC, Bust of Tyche of city, were
doubtless minted at Antioch (B. M. C, Galat., p. xliii).

Antiocheni ad Daphnen. See supra, p. 7£3, under Autiochm IV.

Apameia (Kul'at el-Mudik), on the Orontes or an affluent (the Axius),

originally called Pharnake and then Pella. It was renamed by
Seleucus I in honour of his wife Apame. It was a regal mint-place

of Antiochus IV and later Syrian Icings (Inscr., ATTAMEnN TflN
TTPOZ THI AZIfll and ATTAMEnN), and shared in the Tetrapolia

coinage (p. 778, sujrta). Autonomou* M, second and first centuries B.C.,

with dates of Seleucid Era, B.C. 312: cf. B. M. C. Galat.
t p. lxiv, and

Hunter Cat., in. p. 191. 7/wcr., ATTAMEnN, ATTAMEnN THI IEPAI
KAI AZYAOY. AllAMEnN THZ IEPAZ KAI AYT0N0M0Y. Types
relate to Zeus, Poseidon, Demeter, Athena, Dionysoe, Nike. Elephant as

rev. type. B. M. C, p. 233, No. 3, &c ; also rev. Warrior advancing, 76
No. 1. Imperial. Imhoof, N. Z., xxxiii, p. 5, attributes the following M
to Apami-ia in the time of Claudius:—Head of Zeus, rev. KAAYA[I€ujN]
ATT[AM]CUjN, Goddess of city seated, hand resting on shield ; at feet,

Orontes (Axius) (Hunter Cat, iii. PL LXXIII. 28). Also with the name
Claudia only :— obv. KAAYAI€ujN, Head of Helios; rev. KAAYAKujN,
Head of Selene (Imhoof, Zur <jr. u. ram. Milnzk.

t
p. 236).

(Banian), on the shore, south of Lalalriyeh (B. M. C, Galat.,

n. lxiv
; p. 236). This town is thought by M. Rouvier to have been

identical with Lencas (lice. BUilique, Oct. 1904). Era Seleucid.

Femule head.

Head of City. [Fox, Engr., ii. p. 30-

BAAANEnN CYfpt'tts] Zeus seat«d

holding Nike. Date * 104 ' = ac.

209/8 .*:

BAAANEHTnN CY Nike standing-.

Date • 104' = B.C. 209/8 . . M

Also with head of M. Antonius; rev. BAAANEHTOrJ CY. Indian
Dionysos in chariot.

Emiaa (Hams), on the Orontes, celebrated for its temple of Elagabal.

the Syrian divinity identified by the Romans with Sol and Jupiter.

Imperial, Antoninus Pius to I'ranius Antoninus. Jjurr., CMICHNAN,
and from Caracalla's time, GMICnN KOAnNlAC, or MHTPO. K0A.
€MICnhJ. Dates of Seleucid Era. Ty/#s—Eagle standing on the black

conical htone of Elagabal ; Great altar of Elagabal richly decorated

( *r\r^nIo Originalfrom
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APAMEIA—LAODICFJA AD MAliE 781

(J. Domna) ; Temple of Elagabal, within which tho sacred stone, Bur-

rounded by a balustrade and shaded by two parasols (B. M. C, Galat.,

E.

239, Caracalla and Elagabalus). (This stone, transported to Rome
y Elagabalus, priest of the god of Emisa, is shown on the Roman coins

of that Emperor and also on those of Uranius Antoninus.) Games—
HAIA, TTV6IA. Silver of Uranius Antoninus with Antiochene eagle-

type. Lenormant {&Alphabet ph&nicien, ii. p. 4) attributes to Emisa
during Imperial times the following /£,, modelled on . !: of Antiooh :

—

0t"\ Label Malka (in Estrangolo characters), Bust of radiate Sun -god.

Rev. S. C, and Eagle within wreath. On the coinage of Emisa, see,

further, Dieudonne in Rev. Xum., 1906, p. 132 f.

Epipbaneia, on the Orontes, the Hamath of the Old Testament,
received its Greek name from Antiochus IV, Epiphanes. AutonomousM
of second century B. c Inscr., EniOArJEnN TH1 IEPA2 KAI AZY-
AOY. Types—Head of Tyche of city, rev. Zeus seated, holding Nike;
Bust of Athena, rev. Apollo standing. Some with dates (of era of

Aradus '.) as at Paltus.

Gabala (Jebefek), south of Laodiceia ad Mare. Inner., TABAAEnN.
Autonomous M of first century b. c. ; obv. Head of Holios ; rev. Fore-

part of galley and date HK ; OOP. Bearded head, rev. Crab and crescent

(Imhoof, Zurgr. u. rbm. Miinzk., p. 236 : B. If, G\, Galat., p. 243). Impe-
rial—Augustus to Macrinus (or later?). Era begins B.C. 47. Types
chiefly relate to a Syrian goddess (Astarte or Aphrodite?), who appeal's

seated holding flower, poppy-head, &c. Also Veiled cultus-statue oi the
same goddess, accompanied by two sphinxes and crescent and star.

Also Athena; Owl aud sphinx (B. if. C, p. 244; cf. If. Z., xxxiii.

p. 6) ; fee.

Laodiceia ad Mara {Latak'tyeJt), refounded by Seleucus I and named
after his mother Laodice, was an important and well-built city of Syria
with an excellent harbour. Second century B.C. Inscr., AAOAIKEON
TTPOI (or TnN TTPOI) 6AAAZXHI. Coins of the Seleucid kings and
autonomous A'., obv. Head of the Tyche of Laodiceia, rev. Nike. Also
coins of the Tetrapolis (p. 778, sujyra). Firnt century R. c. fit tetra-

drachms, weight 230-220 grains, obv. Bust of the Tyche, veiled and
turreted, rev. Zeus seated holding Nike, all in wreath. Also JR Drachm
(56 fiO grains) witho6v. Bust of Tyche, rev. AA OE Aplustre (Imhoof, Zur
or. u. rum. Miinzk., p. 237). A, Head of Zeus, rev. Tripod with lebes

;

Radiate head (Helios?), rev. Artemis huntress; Head of Artemis, rev.

Boar's head (cf. B. M. C, Galat., p. lxvii) ; Head of Dionysos, rev. Pharos
(ib., p. 250, No. 24). Inter., AAOAlKEflrJ THZ IEPAZ KAI AYT0N0-
MOY, and after B.C. 47 (when Julius Caesar visited Syria and conferred

various honours on tho cities), I0YAIEHN TflN KAI AAOAIKEXlN.
Imperial and Colonial, Augustus to Trebonianus Gallus (or Valerian?),

(a) Without name of emperor. JE first and second century a. d. Inner.,

I0YAI€ujN TujN KAI AAOAIK€ujN. Bust of Athena, rev. Bust of

Sarapis. (£) With name of Emperor. Inter., lOYAIEnN TnN KAI
AAOAlKEflN; under Sept. Severus, IOYA • AAOAI • C€0V • MHTPO-
TT0A€OJC. From time of Caracalla, inntr., chiefl}- in Latin, COL. LAOD.
METROPOLEOS orLAVDICEON. Types chiefly relate to the Tyche of
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Laodiceia, whose head is sometimes wreathed with bunches of grapes,

the vineyards of the neighbourhood being famous (Strabo, xvi. p. 752).

The Tyche seated, with river-god at feet, and four Cities standing

before her. Also, Two Wrestlers; Two Centaurs supporting agonistic

crown; Modius and inner., AETERNVM BENEFICIVM (an Imperial

benefaction of corn to the city : X. C, 1900, p. 100) ; Armed female

figure standing between two stags, probably reproducing the old statue

of Artemis Brauronia that Seleucus I brought from Susa to Laodiceia,

where it was in existence in the time of Pausanias (B. M. C, Galat.,

p. lxviii). There are M tetradrachms of Augustus and later emperors.
rev. Bust of Tyche. Era, Caesarian, B.C. 48. Games—ANTONlNl-
AMA, PVTHIA (B. M- C, p. 259).

{Kul*at ea-Seijdr), on the Orontes. Autonomous JE of first

century B.C. Inscr., AAPIIAinN THZ IEPAZ. Types—Head of Zeus,

rev. Throne of Zeus ; Head of City, rev. Horse walking (B. M. C, Galat.,

p. lxviii f.).

Nicopolis Soleucidiu (B. M. C, Galat., p. lxix). Imperial, Com-
modus to Philip. Inscr., NeiKOnOA€ITnN THC C€A€YKIA0C T.

I€PAC; N€IKOnOA€ITnrJ C€A£YKIA0C. Types—Wreath ; Nemesis
in shrine; Artemis (?) and nymph; beneath, river-god, above, Eros

flying with torch.

Pnltns (Baldeh), between Gabala and Balanaea. ImjterUtl, Sept.

Severus to Herennius Etruscus. Inscr., TTAATHNnN. Types—Dios-

kuri ; Athena; Nike; Bust of J. Domna(?) as Tyche. Era begins in

autumn of B.C. 259 or 258 (Imhoof, Rev. Suisse, vui. p. 44 f. ; B. M. C,
Galat., p. lxx).

Kaphauea (Rafniyeh), south-west of Epiphaneia (Hamuli). Imperial,
Caracalla to Soverus Alexander. Inscr., P€<t>AN€nTnN. Chief type—
Male figure (Genius of the city ?), seated or standing, holding phiale and
cornucopiae; in front, bull ; on either side, eagle.

Rhoans, on the Gulf of Issus. Autonomous - K. second and first cen-

turies B.c. Chief type—Obv. Head of the Tyche of Rhosus, rev. PHZEfiN
THZ IEPAZ KAI A ZYAOY. Syrian divinity (Hadad ?) horned standing

between two recumbent bulls (B. M. C, Gahtt., p. lxx) ; cf. similar types
described under Dinm in Decapolis infra. Also Head of Zeus, rev,

PnZEnN IEPAZ, Bust of the Tyche. Jm/wn«/, Commodus to Caracalla.

Inscr., PnC€HN l€PAC, Bust of Artemis or Selene, &c. Era begins

B.C. 39 (Macdonald, Joum. Internat., 1903, p. 47).

Selence-ia Pieria (Seltul-iyeh), the port of Antioch. Founded by Se-
leucus I, it was a mint of the Syrian kings in the second century B. c.

(inscr. on Mt
ZEAEYKEHN TnrJ EM niEPIAI). Autonomous JR of

second and first century B.C. :

—

Bust of Tyche of Selcu.eia. ZEAEYKEflN THZ IEPAZ KAI
AYT0N0M0Y Thunderbolt (with

fillet attached) ou cushion placed on

stool . . Ai Tetrad. 230-215 grs.

_..
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Id.

Head of Zeua. [Z.
f.

S., hi. 350.]

ZEAEYKEflN THZ AYT0N0M0Y
Thunderbolt. M Drachm; also \
Drachm with rev. Nike.

SEAEYKEHN THZ AYTONOMOY
Thunderbult . . , . M Diobol

Also JE of second century. Inscr., lEAEYKEHrJ ; ZEAEYKEflN
TUN EM niEPIAI; ZEAEYKEHrJ THZ IEPAZ KAI AYTONOMOY.
Types—Head of Zeus, rev. Thunderbolt ; Head of Apollo, rev. Tripod

;

Head of Zeus, rev. Three naked Kuretes (Hirsch, Auct. Cat., xiii. 4115).

Abo JE. of the Tetrapolis, see supra, p. 778. Eras—On the M, Seleucid
;

on the Ai are years probably reckoned from the era of the autonomy of

the town, beginning B.C. 103 (or 109).

Imperial, Augustus to Sevcrus Alexander. (Tetradrachms were
struck under Augustus, and there are also guasi-autonomous Al of the

second century.) fawn, usually C€A€YK€nN ni€PIAC, also C€A€Y-
K€nN THC l€PAC KAI AYTONOMOY. Types—Thunderbolt on stool

or on roof of shrine, each type sometimes with inscr. ZCYC K6PAY-
NlOC; Sacred stone with shrine, which is surmounted by eagle, or

within temple, generally with inscr. Z€YC KACIOC. Era—Actian (b.c.

31); also (on coin of Augustus) the era of Seleuceia (B. C. 108 or 109).

The types (B. M. C, Galat., p. Ixxi) of this city mainly relate to Zeus
Keraunios and to Zeus Kasios, the latter a Semitic divinity identified

with Zeus and honoured with annual festivals on Mount Kasios, south
of Seleuceia. The thunderbolt was a cultus-object of Zeus Keraunios, and,

according to one account, was connected with the foundation of the city
;

cf. Appian, Syr. 58 rparrl hi aurcp rat £«A<ufc«t'af oifdfOJTt, ti/v p.iv ivl rp
0a\ao<TTi, fitomj/uai' TjyrjiravOat ntpavvov" xal bia rovro 0€ov avroif Ktpavvdv

l0tTO' "HI 0prj<TKfVOV<ri "i: ! (- ruvtrt koI vvv Ktpavi'ov.

VI. COELE-SYRIA

Coele-Syria, in its more restricted sense, comprised the small tract

between Mounts Lebanon and Antilibanus ; but in a more general way
the name was applied to all the country east and south-east of the latter

range of mountains.

Chalcu rab Libano {Mejdel 'A njar), at the foot ofAntilibanus (B. M. C,
Galat., p. lxxiii, cf. liv). This city, together with the neighbouring
Heliopolis, the valley of the Marsyas and the mountainous region of
Ituraea, constituted a Tetrarchy, the whole or portions of which were
governed in the first century b. 0. by rulers who took the titles of Tfrpdpxns
and ap^npevs.

Ptolemy, son of Mennaeus, circ. b. c. 85-40.

Head of Zeus, laur. T1T0AEMAI0Y TETPAPXOY Kagle

flying M -85

T7T0AEMAI0Y TETPAPXOY KAI
APXIIEP (**>) Two warriors stand-

ing faring, holding sjwars ; laurel-

wreath -E-75
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Lysanias, son of Ptolemy the son of Mennaeus, B.C. 40-36.

Head of Lysanias, diademed. AYIANtOY TETPAPXOY KAI AP-
XIEPEni Athena Nikephoros stand-

ing & -75

From B.C. 36 to 30 the dominions of Lysanias were in the hands of
Cleopatra. After her death they were farmed by Zenodorus, who, how-
ever, in B.C. 24 lost Batanea, Trachomtis, and Auranitis on their being
handed over by Augustus to Herod I. He retained Oulatha and Paneas
till his death in B.o. 20.

Zenodorus, son of Lysanias, B.C. 30-20.

Head of Octavian. ZHNOAOPOY TETPAPXOY KAI
APXIEPEflZ Head of Zenodorus.

With date ' 87
' of an era beginning either B.C. 117 or B.C. 114 (B. M.C.,

Gatat, p. 281).

For later coins of the kingdom of Chalcis see Judaea.

Damascus. The earliest coins are Alexandrine tetradrachms, symbol,
fore-part of ram (MUller, Nob. 1338-1346). belonging to circ. B.C. 300 or

later. Autonomous J& of second and first centuries B. C. with dates of
Seleucid era (cf. Demetriaa). Insrr., AAMAIKHhlnM. Types—Head
of Tyche j Tyche standing ; Ram ; Stag ; &c. (see I)e Saulcy, Terre-
Sainte, p. 30 f.). On Damascus as a probable mint of the later Seleucid

kings see supra, p. 772, and us a mint of the Nabathacan kings see

under Arabia, p. 811.

Im/>erial, Augustus to Severus Alexander. Inscr., AAMACKHhJWN :

AAMACKHNGJN MHTPOnOA€WC; AAMACK0V MHTPOnOACOC ;

AAMACKOV KPAC KAI €NA0Z0V, Colonial, Philip I to Gallienus.

Inter., COL AAMAS METRO. Ty/xw (B. M. C, Galat., p. lxxv; De
Saulcy, Op. cit.), chiefly representations of the Tyche of Damascus. Also,

the river-god Chrysoroas (Baratla) reclining, inscribed TTHrAI (Fig.

344) (cf. De Saulcy, p. 47, No. 9 ; Imhoof, Nymphen, p. 170, No. 470

;

Fio. 84 i.

PI. XL 3); Ram standing; Shrine of the Tyche, and two female figures

each supporting a cage containing a cock ; Doe suckling child (see

Rossbach in Scue Jnhrh. y vii. 395) ; Horse and bull facing, between
them, cypress ; Maenad (?) holding vine-branch (De Saulcy, p. 52.

No. 10; Rev. num., 1844, p. 14). Games, C€BACMIA (Clermont-Gan-
neau in Rec. d'Arch, d'Orient, Aug. 1901), OAYMTTIA, AHA l€PA
C€BACMIA. Dates. On coins of the earlier emperors dates of the

Seleucid era occur.

oogle Original from
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handed over to Herod the Great, who apparently changed the name to

Caesareia and built, near its celebrated Grotto of Pan, a splendid templt

in honour of Augustus. Herod Philip II rebuilt the city and called it

Caesareia Philippi (cf. Matt. xvi. 13; Mark viii. 27). Agrippa II

changed the name to Neronias. The coins prove that from about tin*

time of M. Aurelius it was generally known as Caesareia Panias, or

Caesareia Augusta sub Panio. Imperial* M. Aurelius to J. Maesa.

Inner., KAI. CEB. IEP. KAI ACY. YT7. nANEin, or T. nP. TTAN

Hunter Cat.,ui. p. 222); KAICAP. TTANlAAOC; KAICAPIA TTANIAC.

A coin of Sev. Alexander Caesar, A.D. 221-222, reading COL. CESARIA
ITVR[aeae], which has been attributed to this mint (Z. J. X„ xxiv.

p. 133), is more probably of Caesareia ad Libanum. Typm- Zeus ; Pan

standing playing flute; Temenos of Pan, within which the god

standing; Lagobolon and syrinx (N. C, 1900, p. 294). Dates of the

era of the city beginning B. C. 3

M coins of Augustus (B. M.C., Galat., p. lxxx), with rer. C A within

wreath (= ' Caesareia Augusta ' ?), have been attributed, with little proba-

bility, to Caesareia Pamas, for these pieces are found not only in

Palestine but also in Asia Minor (near Smyrna) and in Hayling Island.

Kngland, and C A may mean 'Commune Asiae', i.e. Kotvde 'Aaias

(Froehner's Melange* d'e'pigr., 1875, p. 76), or simply < Caesar Augustus'
(Th. Reinach).

Gaba, prolably identical with the 'Gabe* of Pliny, v. 18 (B. M. C,
Galat., p. lxxxii ; p. 300). Imperial, Titus to Caracalla. Fnncr.,

KAAYAI. 4>IAin. TABHrJnrJ
;
rABHNnN. Uvual tyi>e, Men standing

Datett of era of Gaba beginning B.C. 61 (or B.C. 60?).

VIII. DECAPOLIS

Abila (Abil), twelve miles east of Gadara. Ini[>erUd, M. Aurelius to

Caracalla (De Saulcy, T.S., p. 309 f.). Inter., C€. ABIAHMnN I. A. A.

r. KOI. CY (=C€A€YK€nN ABIAHrJnN l€PAC ACYA0Y AYTOhiO-
MOY rNnPIMOY(V) KOIAHC CYPIAC); C€. ABIAHNnN KOI. CY.

Ty/tea—Herakles; Cornucopiae; Bunch of grapes (cf. Euseb. *Au
oivoQvpos) ; Temple flanked by towers. Era, Pompcian (ac. 64).

Antiocheia ad Hippiun (Hippo*). Site at Khurbet StisiyeJi, on the ea>t

of the Lake of Gennesaret (B. M. C, Galat., p. Ixxxiii). Imjteriaf, Nero
to Caracalla. Inner., AhlTIOX. TTP. in. I€P. ACYAO; inTTHNnN
Tijftes—Tyche of the city holding horse ; Horse standing ; Horse's head :

Pegasos (Rev. Suisse, 1908, pp. 127, 128). Era, Pompeian (b.c. 64).

Canata or Canatha (Kuiiaw&t). See B. M. C, Galat., p. lxxxiv.

Tm/jerial, Claudius to Commodus. Imcr., KANATHNnN; KANA6H-
NHN TA B€ IN. (the epithet Gabinia was probably derived from Gabinius
the Proconsul of Syria). TyjM - Tyche of the city ; Head of Athena

:

Dionysos; Head of Zeus (probably the Z«u? fic'yioros of Canata) ; Astarte

standing. Era, Pompcian (b. c. 64).

from
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IX. PHOENICIA

[Hill, Brit. Mus. Cat.. Phoenicia, 1910; Babelon, U* Penes Achtmenidei . . . et Pkhtieu,

1893 ; Rouvier, Numismahqye des ViUt$ dt la Phenide {Journal Intern, d' Archeologie Xumitm.,
iU-Tii (1900-1904).]

Arodu» was built on an island off the northern coast of Phoenicia.

Its coinage begins about the same time as that of Tyre and Sidon.

towards the end of the fifth century B.o. ; but unlike those cities Aradus

made use of the Persic standard for its silver staters, probably on account

of its proximity to and commerce with the island of Cyprus, where alone

that standard was then in use.

The early coinage of Aradus may be arranged in the following

classes :

—

Late fifth and early fourth centuries b. c.

HO (' ex Ai ado '). Phoenician fish-god,

holding dolphin in each hand.

ND Half-figure of fish-god.

Galley with sea-horse beneath [Babe
Ion, Pert** Ach.

t
PL XXII. 1, Ac]

M 55 grs., ifi 27 grs

Prow with dolphin l>eneath f/Wtf., PI

"iXXn. 7,&c.J. . . . Ai 11 grs

Firttt ftalf offourth century B.C.

Head of Melkart laureate, of archaic

style. [Babelon, No. 878.]

Id. "[Babelon, PI. XXII. 12 f.]

NO Galley on waves

M Attic Tetradr. 257-12 gi*.

Id. M -Persic 8Uter 165 grs., and

diTisions 54, and 14-5 grs.

Circ* B.c, 350-332.

Fio. 3*5.

Staters similar to those of preceding period, with regnal dates (10-17)

or (numeral ?) letters (Fig. 345) ; this is possibly the coinage of the Gero-

stratus who sided with Alexander. Also bronze (size *55) with types,

Fish-god, rev. Galley. Certain minute Ai coins (2-3 grs. and under), ob<\

Bearded head, rev. Galley, Tortoise, Head of one of the Phoenician

Pataekoi, &c probably belong to both this period and the preceding.

Circ. B.c. 332-323.

Strato, son of Gerostratus.

Head of Melkart.

[Rouvier, Vitles de Phcnicie, No. 1 06.]

3y ('Abdastart). Galley

M Obol 1 grs.
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Some time in the reign of Alexander Bala (b.c. 152-144) Aradus.

which had been long at feud with its neighbour Marathus, succeeded

in destroying that town, and probably obtained thenceforth a consider-

able accession of wealth and power, for we find it. shortly after that
event, in a position to send into the market vast quantities of dated
tetradrachms, the series of which extends from B.C. 137 down to B.c. 45.

The weight of these tetradrachms is Rhodian (?), being intermediate

between the Attic and Tyrian standards. The drachms with Ephesian

types (see above) continued to be issued until B. c. 110.

Head of Tyche, veiled and turreted APAAIflN Nike standing, holding

(Fig. 346). apluBtre and palm; in field, Greek
date and Phoenician and Greek
letters . . . A Tetradr. 239 grs.

Head of Zeus. Prow with Athena as figure-head (b.c.

130-110) .... A Tetrobol
-]: size -6

Head of Tyche. Prow (b.c. 1 1 9-109) . . . A ft Dr.

Head of Gorgon. Aplustre (b.c 111,110) . Ai Diobol

Head of Astarte veiled. Humped bull (b.c 96) . . M Drachm
Id. Id. (b.c 94-21) & -85

Head of Tyche. Poseidon seated on prow . . A -85

Heads of Zeus and a goddess jugate. Prow with Athena as figure-head (b.c.

137-52) -E-75
Head of Zeus. Prow (b.c 84-45) .... JR -7

Bronze coins with the head of M. Antonius were issued in R.C. 38/7
and 35/4.

Imperial, Tiberius to Gordia-n. Inner., APAAinN. Usual type*--

Head of Astarte wearing stephane and veil, before which is the head of
the Emperor, smaller in size than that of the goddess, rev. Running bull

;

Tyche seated on rudder ; Vase between two sphinxes ; Cypress-tree

between lion and bull, each accompanied by legionary standard.

Also occasional quasi-autonomous coins, partly with the old types, to
a. d. 116. A silver tetradrachm of Caracalla of the Antiochene clas**

i
symbol, crab and crescent) may have been issued at Aradus or Ascalon
Imhoof-Blumer, Gr. Mitogen, 786).

Berytua (Beymut), a coast-town between Byblus and Sidon. It

a mint for PJ, A, and M of Ptolemy II, III, and V (symbol, trident), and
also for Seleucid A and M (Antiochus IV to Antiochus VIII). In the

second century the coins bear a Phoenician inscription |V-33 tTN NnN? 1?'

meaning of Laodiceia which iB in Canaan ' (i. e. Phoenicia) {Rev. Arch.,

1897, p. 302); also often the letters AA <D0I or BH #5l. Autonomous
iK from second century; inscr. as above, or 'of Berit* in Phoenician;
later BHPYTICON. Ty/*ee—Head of Tyche; Poseidon in car drawn by
hippocamps ; Astarte on prow, &c. Era begins b.c. 80. jE of Cleo-

patra VII (q. v.), in B.C. 31 (Svorouos, Nap. TlroA., 1886-9). Colonial

(from circ. B.C. 15), Augustus to Salonina; also small bronze without

Emperors' heads. Inscr., BER., C. B., COL. BER., COL. IVL. AVC. FEL.
BER., COL. ANT. AVC. FEL. BER.,&c. Other inscriptions : SEC(uriUis)

SAEC(uli); DECENNALES ANTON IN I COS Ml. Ty/x's—usual colonial

;

Astarte ; Temple of Astarte ; Poseidon ; Temple of Poseidon ; Poseidon

/*--.,! , Original from
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792 PHOENICIA

BANOY or KAICAPCnN TnN €N Tn AIBANH, with Seleucid dates.

Colonial—Elagabalus to Severus Alexander, COL. CAESAREA LIB.;

sometimes also ITVR(aeae?). Types—Half-length simulacrum ofAstarU-

in temple (as described by Macrobius, Sat., i. 21. 5); Astarte in Temple,
crowned by standing figure, River-god at her feet. Dates according to

the Seleucid era.

Carnc or Carno*. To this place, the mainland port of Aradus (Strabu.

753), coins have been attributed with Phoenician dates reckoned from the

era of Aradus, B.c. 259, ranging from B.C. 226-137. Inner., KAP or pJ7.
Alexandrine M tetradrachm ; JR Attic tetrobols with Aradian types or
Cornucopiae ; M with Aradian types, also Asklepios-Kshmun crowned
by Nike ; Comucopiae

; &c.

Dora (Tantura), in the south of Phoenicia. Autonomous (first cen-

tury B.C.) and Imperial , Vespasian to Antoninus Pius, with Greek dates

computed from the Pompeian era, B.C. 64. Inner,, AUJPITujN,
AujP. I€P. ACYA. AYTON. NAYAPX[iW), AUJPA l€PA. Tyjiee—Head
of Doros or Tyche, rev. Astarte standing holding vexillum.

Oebal. See Byblua.

Laodiceia Phoeniciae. See Bery tun.

Mutthu (site Amrit). This important city was the most northern
coast town of Phoenicia. It was continually at feud with its near neigh-

bour Aradus, which appears to have succeeded in destroying it between
B.c. 149 and 145, in tne reign of Alexander Bala; it was subsequently
revived (perhaps as an Aradian colony).

Its earliest coins arc a silver drachm of the types of the Alexandrine
tf Staters (Babelon, Peroes Ach.

t
PI. XXVIII. 1) and tetradrachms with

Alexandrine types (Muller, 1396 ; symbol, Palm-tree), dated in the thirtieth

year of the era of Aradus (b.c. 259) = B.C. 229. Shortly after this the

series of the Marathenian coins begins, and extends down to circ. B.C. 150.

The silver coins have Oreek legends and the bronze Phoenician, nearly

all being dated in the usual Phoenician manner, e.g. Ill— NNNPC
(= Shenath 73).

Fio. 347.

Attic Standard.

Head of the city, turreted (Fig. 347). MAPA6HNHN Marat hos holding *\>-

lustre and branch, seated on shields

In front, Phoenician date 33 (= B.c.

226) . . M Attic tetradr. 258 prs.

... c gle
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another figure (Mountain-god?). View of the port of Aoe. View of the

acropolis. Aphrodite of Medici' type. Neptune with trident and dolphin,

boar, and standard (emblems of Tenth legion). Rape of Persephone
Temple of Artemis, surrounded by zodiac. Types relating to Sarapis,

Isis, and Harpokrates. Bust of a fire-deity (?) with torch and peculiar

head-dress. Deity in Egyptian shrine, holding double-axe, sometimes
with bucrania at his feet. Two Nemeses holding serpent-staves. Perseus

holding head of Medusa. Tree between two altars with serpents. Model
of human foot (cf. Alexandreia in Egypt and Aegeae in C'ilicia). The
thunderbolt, harpa, and caduceus are common symbols in the field of all

the later coins.

Sidon. To this great maritime city, the ancient metropolis of

Phoenicia, belongs the most important coinage of this part of the world
down to the time of Alexander the Great. It begins about the end of the

fifth century, is of the Phoenician standard, and is to be divided into

the following classes. A cable border characterizes the larger coins

in Classes II-IV :—

Ci-ass I. Uncertain King (Etfimun'azarfy, End of fifth century B-c.

Fio. :i4fc

Galley with square-sail furled (Fig.

348).

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id., hut sail triangular.

Incntt square. Kiug of Persia in chariot

driven by charioteer ; in field, fore-

part of wild goat, incuse . . .

M 2 shekels. 422-5 gr*

Incuse square. King shooting: infield

heads of goat and Bes, incuse . .

M | shekel, 109-1 grs.

Incuse square. King running, shooting

Ai A shekel, 1 2-8 grs

Head of lies . Ai ^ shekel, 4-8 grs

Incuse circle. King shooting . . .

M J shekel, 98 grs

Class II. Uncertain King. Girc. B.C. 400-384.

Fie. 849.
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In the reign of Strato I the weight of the double-shekel is reduced
considerably, probably indicating a tall in the value of gold from 13} : 1

to 12} :1. The maximum weight of the reduced double-shekel during
the ensuing period is 405-9 grs. The attribution of the above bronze

coins to this reign is conjectural. There appears to be an interval of

a few years between the issues of this king and those of the next

Class V. Tenne*. Girc. B.C. 354-348.

Galley with rowers, at sea. Datea 1 -4.

Id. (without dat- -).

vr King in chariot, as in preceding

reign, but with attendant in Asiatic

dress . . . M 2 shekels, 399 grs.

yn King slaying lion . JR ^ shekel

Tennes was reigning at the time of the revolt of B. c. 351, and after his

betrayal of Sidon was put to death by Artaxerxes, circ. B. c. 348.

Class VI. Euagoratt II of SalamU. Circ. B. c. 345-342.

Euagoras II, after the end of the Cypriote revolt, received a tjytnovia

(Diod. xvi. 46) from the Great King, which Babelon (Mil. Arun».,i. p. 305)
identifies with the governorship of Sidon. To him he has attributed

double-shekels and f̂f shekels, with types similar to those of Tennes.

but with the letters V V on the reverse ; the double-shekels have a star

in the field of the obverse. Regnal dates 1-4.

Class VII. Strato II. Circ B.C. 342-333.

To this king, who was deposed by Alexander the Great, are to be

attributed double-shekels and half-shekels of the types of Classes V

and VI, with dates 1 to 10 or 11, and letters 2#- Perhaps also som--

^g shekels similar to those of Class IV.

Class VIII. Mazaeii*. Circ. b. c. 343-335.

The inscription TO or ^TTO (the letters show Aramaizing forms) on the

coins of this class shows that they were issued by Mazaeus, presumably

as commander-in-chief in Phoenicia: they seem to have been struck

contemporaneously with the coins of the Sidonian kings, and at the

same mint. They bear dates 16-21 and 1-4, representing regnal years

of Artaxerxes III (died B.C. 337) and of Dareius III respectively. They
are double-shekels and T

*
5 shekels of the usual types.

Circ. B.c. 333-202.

The coinage of Sidon with Alexandrine types falls into the following

classes (the mint-mark is usually Z
I ; classes A to C, E, and F are inscribed

AAEZANAPOY):—

(A) Undated gold (#ym/>of
t
palm-branch) and silver (Muller, 1397-

1399).

(B) Gold and silver, with Phoenician alphabetical dates (T to 2= 7 to 1 1.

Muller, 1407-1409, &c. ; probably from B. C. 327/6 to 323/2).

/
^ |
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Head of City, turreted and veiled. Eagle on prow of galley, p*lm urcr

(Fig. 351.) shoulder A Tetradrachm 2'23-8 grs.

A Didrachm 108-3 grs.

The types of the bronze coins are:—Head of Tyche; Head of Zeus;
Heads of Zeus and Tyche jugate : War-galley; Eagle; Astarte on galley

or prow; Car containing baetyl of Astarte; Europa on bull ; Nike on

prow ; Head of young Dionysos ; Dionysos standing ; Dionyaiac cista

;

Temple between two isolated columns ; &c. The quasi-autonomou*
coinage ceases in A. D. 1 1 H 11*.*.

Imperial, Augustus to Hadrian. />-•.. XIAnr-lOZ, usually with

the addition of IEPAI. 6EAZ, or NAYAPXIAOZ. Types—Europa on

bull ; Car of Astarte ; Kadmos on prow.

Provincial billon tetradrachms of Antiochene types under CaracalU;
mint-mark, Europa on bull, or Car of Astarte.

Colonial, Elagabalus to Severus Alexander. Inscr., COL. AVR.
PIA METROP. SIDON, Ac Ty/>cs—the usual colonial types ; Europa
on bull ; Zeus seated : Amaltheia with infant Zeus and Goat; Astarte

with Nike and small ' Marsyas ' of the forum ; Astarte and * Marsyas ' on

a galley, with another galley alongside ; Astarte riding on lion : Car
containing baetyl of Astarte, sometimes within zodiacal ring ; Dionysos

alone or with Apollo ; Demeter in serpent-car, or with serpent-torch, or

with Isis(?); Ask lepios sacrificing; the Argo (inscr. ARGOor APTOrJAYT.l
with the Dioskuri on board ; DIOO enthroned; Kadmos and Phoenix
(CAD. POE.) confronted; Hero (Kadmos or Phoenix) attacking lion;

Modius (representing Imperial donation of corn ; inscr., AETERNVM
BENEFICIVM): Gateway of the forum; Ac Agonistic inscr., IER(a)

PERI(odica) OECV(menica) ISE L(astica) or CERT(amina) SAC(ra) PER.

OECVME. lSELA,A-c

Tripoli*, a joint settlement, whence its name, from Sidon, Tyre, and
Aradus, established before the time of Alexander the Great The city

was situated on the coast between Aradus and Byblus. It was a mint
of Ptolemy V (b.C. 205-180 ; Svoronos, ftp. IlroA., No. 1296) and of the

Seleucidae from Antiochus IV^ (175-164) to Antiochus X (B.C. 94-83).

The earliest autonomous coin is bronze, of B.C. 188 (obv. Veiled female

head, nv. Caps of Dioskuri and Phoenician letters). The dominant types

throughout are connected with the Dioskuri. In B.C. 112/1 11, as at Sidon.

an era of autonomy is adopted, the following tetradrachms, which begin

in that year, being dated first by the Seleucid, then by the new era for

thirty-two years.

Silver. Phoenician Standarti,

Busts of the Dioskuri surmounted by
stars.

TPinOAITHN THE IEPAZ KAI
AYT0N0M0V. Tyche of City stand-

ing, holding tiller and cornucopia-;

the whole in wreath

M Tetradrachm 233 gm

Also bronze with Nemesis, Tyche, &c. Other eras used are the

Pompcian (B.C. 64; ami the Actian (B.C. 31); also regnal years ofCleopatra,

..zedby^OOgk
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dates from 1 to 37, according to an era which is uncertain (perhaps the
Seleucid). These coins were probably struck by rulers placed on the
throne by the Diadochi.

Circ. B.C. 267-126.

The first Ptolemaic coinage begins about B. 0. 267, and is of gold or

silver marked with the monogram TY combined with the club of
Melkart. It continues down to the reign of Ptolemy V. To this period

also belongs an Alexandrine tetradracnin of Miiller's fifth class (Mull. i.

No. 1423). The Ptolemaic coinage is succeeded from B.C. 201/200 by
a Seleucid coinage of silver and bronze, the city having passed at that
date into the hands of Antiochus III. The silver is either Attic (tyj>es—
Seleucid Apollo on omphalos ; Athena standing; Zeus seated) or Phoeni-

cian (type— Eagle on prow), and is marked with the mon. of TYP, usually

combined with a club. From Antiochus IV onwards the bronze coins

bear the mint-name TYPinN or TYPOY IEPAZ KAI AIYAOY, also

"^-7, or D3T2 DM 12? (' belonging to Tyre, metropolis of the Sidonians ').

This Seleucid coinage ends in b. c. 126/125.

Phoenician Standard, tire. b. c. 126/125 to A.D. 195/6.

The second era of the autonomy of Tyre began B.C. 126, and from
this time down to the reign of Vespasian we possess a plentiful series of

Tyrian tetradrachms and didrachms and a single specimen of the gold
octadrachm (now in the Berlin Museum), struck in b. c. 103 under the
influence of Ptolemy X.

Fio. 868.

Head of the city turreted and veiled.

[Zeit.f. X., vi. 4.]

Head of Melkart-Herakles, laureate.

(Fig. 353).

TYPOY IEPAZ KAI AZYAOY DouMe
cornucopiae. Year 23

Ar
Octadr. 437-4 gr-.

TYPOY IEPAZ KAI AZYAOY Eagle
on be&k of ship. In field, dates and
symbol, a club ... ill 224 grs.

JB. 112 gr>.

The silver coinage ceased in a. d. 56/7. In part contemporary with
it are dated autonomous and quasi-autonomous bronze coins, extending
down to A.D. 195/6. latter, as in Seleucid period; also from
a. d. 93/94 MHTPOnOA€ujC. Mint usually indicated by monogram of

TYP. Types connected with Melkart; also Eagle ; Palm-tree; Galley:

Ac. Imperial silver or billon of the Antiochene class from Nero to

al from
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X. GALILAEA
[De Saulcy, Numismatique de la Terrt-Sainte (1874).]

Diocaeaareia-Sepplioris, about five miles north of Nazareth. Imperial
of Trajan, with inscr., TPAIANOC AYTOKPATHP EAflKEN, rev.

ZETT<J>nPHhinN, Palm-tree ; and of Antoninus Pius to Elagabalus, with
inscr., AIOKAICAP£IAC. Types—Temple of Zeus ; Temple of Athena

;

A.i'. On some specimens is the following enigmatical inscription, Ai OK.

I€P. ACYA. AYT. TT. 0. C. I€P. B. C. K. A. P., which has been con-

jecturally restored by De Saulcy (Terre-Sainte, p. 329), AI0[KAI-
CAPCIAC] 1€P[AC] ACYAfOY] AYTfONOMOY] n[OA€nC] <J»[lAHC]

CrYM/AAXOY] l€P[AC] B[OYAHC] C[YrKAHTOY] K[AI] A[HMOY)
pfnMAinN].

Tiberias, founded by Herod Antipas, on the shores of the Lake of

Gennesareth. Bronze of Herod Antipas. Inacr., HPHAOY T6TPAPXOY.
&c, rev. Tl B€P I AC, with dates of his reign corresponding to A. D. 29-34

;

also of Herod Agrippa I under Claudius. Inter., Em BAZIAE. ATPin.
TIBEPIEnN. Imperial, Claudius to Hadrian, with inscr., TIBCPICnN
or KAAYAIOTIB€PI€nN; alsoofCommodus, with inscr., T\B. KA. CYP.
TTAA. Types—Hygieia; Temple of Zeus ; Head of Sarapis; &c Era
begins a. d. 20 (De Saulcy, Terre-Sainte, p. 334).

XI. SAMARIA
[Do Saulcy. Xtminmatiqu* de la Terre-Sainte (1874).]

Antipatri* (probably Kafr Saba on the road between Jaffa and
Nabhua), originally Kaphareaba, refounded by Herod the Great. Im-
perial M of Elagabalus ; inscr., ANT. (?) ANTITTATP . . ; type—Temple
of Astarte.

a splendid city and seaport founded by Herod the Great.

The town was called Kaurtfpcta, and its port 2e£aords Xt^^r. Regal

bronze of Agrippa I (Madden, Coins of the Jews, p. 133) and autonomous
bronze. Type—Anchor. Imperial, Augustus to Nero, with inscr..

KAirAP€nM or KAIZAPIA H nPOS IEBASTH AIMENl. Imperial
colonial, Vespasian to Gallienus. Inscr., COLONlA PRIMA FLAVIA
AVCVSTA FELIX CAESARErJSIS, or CAESAREA METROPOLIS
PROVINCIAE SYRIAE PALAESTlNAE, variously abbreviated. Type*

numerous. Among them, the Head of Sarapis ; Dionysos xiding on lion

:

Astarte, sometimes in temple ; Eagle holding wreath containing letters

SPQj?
;
Altar-shaped enclosure containing two trees; &c. (De Saulcy.

Terre-Sainte, pp. 112 sq.).

Diospolis-Lydda, near Joppa. Imperial, Severus to Caracalla. laser.,

A. C€n. C€0Y. AlOCnOAIC (Lucia Septimia Severiana). Types—He&d?
of Sarapis and Demeter ; Astarte in temple ; &c Era begins a. d. 199/200

(Kubitschek, Oesterr. Jakresh., vi. pp. 50 f.).

al from
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Anthedou or Agrippias
,
a coast-town, the name of which was changed by

Augustus to Agrippias, although the old name Anthedon was subsequentlv

restored. The coins with the head of Livia, rev. Prow, formerly attri-

buted to this place under the name of Agrippia, are now assigned to

Agrippia Caeiareia (= Phanagoria) in Bosporus (seep. 495). Imperial,

Elagabalus to Severus Alexander. Inscr., AN9HA0N0C. Type*—
Astarte in temple ; Winged Genius wearing short chiton, raising one

hand, and holding a wheel over an altar with the other.

Aacalon. This ancient seaport would appear to have been one of the

8laces of mintage of gold staters and tetradraohms of Alexander the

reat (Muller, CI. III and IV, Noe. 1472-1484). Subsequently it struck

Seleucid regal coins from Antiochus II to Antiochus IX. Autonomous
silver and bronze from the second century b. c, mostly dated by the

Seleucid era; inter., AZ or AS. IEPAZ; type*—Head of City, rev.

Fio. 864.

Prow ; Head of Goddess, rev. Dove. The city became autonomous in

B.C. 104; from this year, or from B.C. 84 (see Svoronos, Nop. IIt-ua..

p. 313), are dated both small bronze coins and tetradraohms bearing the
portraits of the later Ptolemies, including Cleopatra VII (Fig. 354)

;

rev. AZKAAHNlTHrJ IEPAZ AZYAOY, Eagle on fulmen (B. M. Guide,
PL LXII. 18, 19). Imperial, Augustus to Severus Alexander, consisting

in the main of bronze, but silver pieces are known of Claudius, Messalina,

and Caracalla (Imhoof, Gr. M., pp. 757, 771). Types—Zeus Nikephoros
enthroned ; Bust of Egyptizing deity (see below). The usual types of

the bronze coins are—Galley ; the goddess Derceto, or perhaps the Tyche
of the city, standing holding aplustre and trident, with a dove beside

her; Warlike divinity (OANHBAAOC, see Rev. Arch., 1904, p. 139;
Imhoof, Zur gr. u. rom. Miinzk., pp. 241 f.) standing facing, brandishing

harpa above his head, and holding round shield and branch in his left

;

Divinity of Egyptian aspect, with attributes of Osiris, standing on the

backs of three lions (Num. Zeit., 1884, p. 293). For other types and
varieties see Do Saulcy, Terre-Sainte, pp. 178 sqq. The Imperial coins

of Ascalon are dated from the era of its autonomy, B.C. 104. A coin

of Augustus has a second date which is reckoned from B. c 58 ; regnal

years of the Emperors are also given.

Eieutheropolis. about twenty miles south-west of Jerusalem. Imperial,

Severus to Elagabalus. Inscr., A. CETT. C€0YH. CA€Y6€. (Lucia Sep-

timia Severiana Eieutheropolis). Era begins a. i>. 199/200 (Kubitscbek.

Oesterr. Jahresh., vi. pp. 50 f.). Type—Jupiter Heliopolitanus standing
between two bulls (cf. Heapolis Samariae).

D C.ooolegl<
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One, close to Jerusalem (for the site see Murray's Syria and Palestine,

1892, p. 130), was founded as a military colony by Vespasian in A. D. "1,

from which year its coins are dated. The second {Amwas, near Latrou,

between Ramleh and Jerusalem) was refounded by Julius Africanus circa

\. ]>. 221. To the former are to be attributed quasi-autonomous and

imperial coins (inscr. rJ€IKOTTOAITuJN ; types—Wolf fighting hog,

Zeus holding Nike, &c.) of Faustina Sen., M. Aurelius, and Lucius Verus.

To the second Hamburger assigns coins with inscr. NlKOTTOAIC;
type—Zeus Heliopolitanus standing between two bulls; &c. But as the

city appears to be entitled C60YH. ANTGJN., as well as ANTGJrJeirJO-
TTOAIC, these coins may be of Caracalla (cf. N. Z., 33, p. 13) and

belong to the other Nicopolis.

Baphia, on the sea-coast between Gaza and Rhinocolura, aii ancient

city restored by Gabinius B.C. 58, the year from which its era dates.

Imperial, M. Aurelius and Commodus to Philip Junior. laser., PAGIA
or l€PA PA<t»IA. Type*—Artemis standing ; Female figure seated

between two small figures, on the head of one of whom she places her

hand ; City-goddess holding infant and cornucopiae.

KINGS, PRINCES, AND ROMAN PROCURATORS OF
JUDAEA

[See especially Madden, Coin* of the Jeics, 1881 ; Kennedy in Hastings' Diet, of " L-.-u.

art. 'Money ' (1900) ; Th. Reinach, Jewish Coins, 1908.]

The history of the coins of the Jews has been so thoroughly investi-

gated by Madden {op. cit.)
y
Merzbacher {Zeit.f. Num., 1878), Hamburger

(?&., 1892), and Th. Reinach (op. cit.), not to mention older writers, such

as De Saulcy and Cavedoni, that the barest outline will suffice in

the present work. The crux of Jewish numismatics is the date of the

silver shekels and half-shekels described below, where they are attri-

buted, in accordance with Th. Reinach's latest opinion (Jetvish Coins,

pp. 10 ff.), to the period immediately following the permission given by

Antiochus Sidetes to the Jews to strike coins. Others have attributed

them to the first revolt of the Jews ; but, in spite of a somewhat re-

markable resemblance in their fabric to the coins of the second revolt,

sixty years later, the earlier date seems on the whole preferable.

(a) Asmonaeau Princes.

Simon Maccabaeus, B.C. 143-135. The earliest native Jewish money
consists of the silver shekels and half-shekels of Simon Maccabaeus.
struck on the Phoenician standard, and weighing respectively 220 and

110 grs.

Flo. 3.V.,
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gadol Haekeber Hojehud[ini]), and bilingual coins with BAIIAEfil
AHTirONOY, and similar Hebrew legend equivalent to ' Mattathias the

High Priest and the Commonwealth (?) of the Jews.' Types—Wreath
and Double or single cornucopia* ; Seven-branched candlestick ; &c

(fi) Idttmaean Prinze*.

Herod the Great, B. C. 37-4. Bronze, Inscr., BAZIAEn* HPOAOY.
Types—Helmet, rev. Tripod or Shield ; Caduceus, rev. Pomegranate

;

Aplustre, rev. Palm ; Tnpod, rev. Wreath ; Anchor, rev. Two cornua-

copiae; Eagle, rev. Cornucopiae; &c, (Madden, pp. 105 sqq.). Some coin*

bear the regnal date LT (year 3) and TPI(xaAicor) in monogram. The
eagle probably refers to the golden eagle which Herod set up on the

pediment of the Temple at Jerusalem, thus provoking a revolt.

HerodArchelai«,B.C.4-A.D.6. Bronze. Inscr., HPUJAOY €6N APXOY,
often abbreviated. Types—Anchor, rev. Wreath ; Prow, rev. Wreath :

Doable cornucopiae, rev. Galley; Grapes, rev. Helmet; &c. (Madden,

pp. 114 sqq.).

Herod Antipaa, ruler of Galilaea and Peraea, B.C. 4-A.D. 40. Bronze,

usually with regnal dates. Inscr., HPUJAOY T€TPAPX0Y, Palm-
branch, rev. TIB€PIAC, Wreath; or HPHAHC TCTPAPXHC, Palm-
branch, with name of Emperor, TAIOY (Caligula) on reverse in a wreath.

These coins were struck at the city of Tiberias, built by Antipas, and
named after the Emperor Tiberius (Madden, p. 121).

Herod Philip II, ruler of Batanaea, Tracbonitis, and Hauranitis,

B.C. 4-a.d. 33. Imjier'ud, M Augustas and Tiberius, ret*. OlAinnOY
TETPAPX0YorEni4»IAinn0Y TETPAPXOY KTIC(rov). Type—Temple
of Augustus at Caesareia-Panias (Madden, p. 125).

Herod Agrippa I, a.d. 37-44. Bronze, without or with heads of

Emperors, Caius and Claudius. Inscr., BACIA€*oUC ATPITTA <**>), Um-
brella, rev. Three ears of corn and regnal date; BACIA€YC M€TAC
ATPinnAC <t>IAOKAICAP, Head of Agrippa, rev. KAICAPIA H nPOC
[CCBACTH] AIMerJl, Tyche standing, struck at Caesareia ; Head
of Claudius, rev. BACIACYC M€TAC ArPITinAC <J>IA0K AICAP. Tw<-
figures in a temple.

On some specimens the alliance of Agrippa with Claudius, when all

Herod's kingdom was given to him, seems to be commemorated by the
following inscription, which is, however, only partly legible—AHM . .

PnMAlHrJ K. CYM. XL AY. BAC. ArPiriA . . . KAHTON—and of
which no entirely satisfactory reading has been yet suggested (see

Madden, p. 137).

Agrippa I and H. Bronze ; obth Head of Agrippa I, oftv. [BlACI AEYC
ATPinnA, rev. [ATPI]nnA YIOY BAC[IABAC

J,
Agrippa II on horse-

back (Macdonald, Hunter Cat., iii. p. 290).

Herod, brother of Agrippa I, was king of Chalcis A. D. 41-48. Bronze.
Inner., BAIIA. HPHAHC OIAOK AAYAlOC (Imhoof, Portrdtkop/e, PLVI.

20), rev. Name of Claudius.
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IOYAAIAX EAAujKYIAS, and in Rome with the Latin legend IVDAEA
CAPTA, IVDAEA DEVICTA, &c. Full descriptions are given in Madden

(pp. 207 aqq.).

(f) Coins of the Second Revolt of the Jem under Simon Barcochba.

A.p. 133-135.

Fio. BM,

(1) Silver shekels, or debased Attic tetrad rachm.s, mostly restruck on
tetradrachms of Autioch of the reign of Trajan ; types—obv. Portico with
four columns, rev. Ethrog and lulab or Lulab alone (Fig. 356) ; inscr..

DWn» (Jerusalem) or pyQC? (Simon), rev. htTfOT nbtvb nnN rCC
(first year of the redemption of Israel), StOC^ nnrn 3E (second year

of the deliverance of Israel), or D9HJTV r<T\TO (deliverance of Jerusalem).
The namo of Simon occurs only on the shekels of year 2. A star above
the portico alludes to his title ' son of the star \ m Silver restruck over
Koman denarii (Galba to Hadrian) ; types—Vase, Palm-branch, Wreath,

Bunch of grapes, Two trumpets. &c. Iuser., VfTOH 1T3TW {Eleazar the

Priest), rev. 7N1EP rhwfo T\T\& n:C7 (first year of the redemption of

Israel); or obv. TOJ3CJ (Simon), rev. 0.©VP TWfT} (tleliverance of

Jerusalem), sometimes also with the date year 2. (3) Bronze of two de-

nominations, undated, or of year 1 or 2 ; some of year 1 read TtyQB

TfctTBP N'TO (Simon, prince of Israel) ; some of year 2 simply LTWt l k

Types—Amphora, rev. Inscription in wreath.

The series of the coins of Jerusalem closes with those of the Roman
colony, Aelia Capitolina, described above (p. 803).

ARABIA
The coinage of Arabia begins with the issues of the Nabathaean kings.

These, about the time of Hadrian, are superseded by the Imperial coins

of the principal towns of Arabia Petraea. The era in use in these towns
is the Arabian, of which the exact date is not quite fixed (a. d. 105 or

106; see Kubitschek in Pauly-Wissowa, Heolencyclop., i. 641 f). The
coinage of Arabia Felix forms a separate and distinct class.

I. KINGS OF NABATHAEA

The little that is known about the coinage of the Nabathaean kings i>

summed up by R. Dussaud, Journal Asiat, 1904, pp. 189-238. The
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on altar-shaped base ; Herakles seated on rock ; &c The era of Adraa
is that of the province of Arabia. See Dussaud, Rev. Num., 1904.

pp. 160f.

Bovtra, the capital of Roman Arabia, was situate in a fertile oasis

about seventy miles south of Damascus ; refounded by Trajan A- D. 105
or 106. Imperial, Hadrian to Elagabalus. Inscr., APABIA on coin
of Hadrian, and subsequently TYXH NEAC TPAIArJHC BOCTPAC.or
BOCTPluN, BOCTPHNluN, &c. Era—the Arabian. Colonial, Sev.
Alexander to Treb. Gallus. Inscr., COLONl A BOSTRA, COL. METRO-
POLIS BOSTRAorBOSTREHORVM. Types—Tyche of thecity ; Thre*
baetyls of the god Dusares (see Dussaud, Rev. Num., 1904, p. 163) ; Bust
of A Hiinun (? Dusares-Ammon) with ram's

(

horns and globular head-
dress ; Camel ; Arab on Camel ; Temples of various divinities ; &c.
Games, AOYCAPIA, AKTIA AOYCAPIA, or ACTIA OVSARIA.

Charach-Koba (El-Kerak, east of the Dead Sea, and south of Rab-
bath-Moba). Imperial of Elagabalus only. Inscr., XAPAXMV-UBA or
XAPAX[MujBHN]UJN. Types—Tyche ; Figure seated before wine-press

(Babelon, Rev. Num., 1899, p. 274J.

Eboda (Ptol. v. 17. 4), south of Gaza and south-west of the Dead Sea.

now called Abdeh. Imperial of Nero. Inscr., EBujAHZ. Type—JUMtt
Apteros (Imhoof, Monn. gr.

t
p. 450).

Eabm (Heekhon), some twenty miles north-east of the Dead Sea.

Jm;;m«/ of Elagabalus only. Inscr., €CB0YC or AYP. 6CB0YC. Types—
Astarte in temple; Zeus seated; Men (De Saulcy, Terre-Sainte, p. 393).

Medaba (Madebd), south-west of Esbus. Imperial of Caracalla and
Elagabalus. Inscr., MHAABUJN TYXH. Types—Tyche ; Tvche-Astarte
with cornucopiae and bust of Osiris (Babelon, Mil. Aumiem., iii.

pp. 251 f.). Era—the Arabian.

Petra, the metropolis of the Nabathaeans, adopted the surname Adrians
in consequence of favours conferred upon it by Hadrian. Im/terial,

Hadrian to Elagabalus. Inscr., TT€TPA MHTPOnOAIC, AAPIANH
TTETPA MHTPOnOAIC, &c Types—Tyche of city seated on rock:

Figure sacrificing ; &c Era—the Arabian.

Fhilippopolis, founded by the Emperor Philip, a native of Bostn.
from which place it was distant about twelve miles. It was constituted

by him a Roman colony. Imperial colonial of Philip, Otacilia. and

Philip Jun., and posthumous coins of Marinus, Philip's father, reading
een MAPiNn. inscr., <t»iAinnonoAiTnrJ koahhiac s. c. Ty/**

—Roma seated or standing, &c

Kabbath-Moba (De Saulcy, Terre-8uiitte, p. 354). Imperial, Antoninus

Pius to Gordian. Inscr., PABBAGMOJB A, PABBAeMUJBHNaJN,PABA6-
MOVBHNUJN, &c, usually of very barbarous work and blundered. Era—
Arabian. Types—Ares, Astarte, Poseidon, &c The occurrence of Are-

(who is seen standing to front on a pedestal, between two altars) con-

firms the statements of Stephanus and Eusebius that the later name of

this city was Areopolis.

f \i,v»|p Originalfrom
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MESOPOTAMIA
Anthemu si a, between the Euphrates and Edessa (Regling in Beiir. :.

alt. Gettek. (Klio), \. 453). Imperial, Caracalla and Maximinus. Inscr.,

ANGCMOYCinN or AN96MOYCIA. Tyjje—Head of City turreted.

Carrhae, south-east of Edessa, celebrated for its cultus of the Moon, both

iu male and female form. Quasi-autonomous and Imperial bronze

—

M.AureliustoTranquillina. Jiwcr.
t
AYP. KAPPHNnN <J>IAOPn/AAinN

KOAnN I A,variously arranged and abbreviated; also AOYKIA A[YPHAIA]
KAPPA; 6€inN AYPHA. KAPPHNflN ; KOA. MHTPOnOAIC KAP-
PHNnN; KAPPA KOA. MHT.MECCOn. ; and rarely COL. CAR.; COL.

AVR. METROPOL. ANTONlNlANA CA.; COL. MET. ANTONlNlANA
AVR. ALEX.; Ac. Ty/*en—Crescent and Star ; Tyche seated with River-

god swimming at her feet, or Bust of Tyche surmounted by crescent,

before which is the figure of a divinity (or Aquarius, see Macdonald,

Hunter Cat., iii. p. 303) standing on a column. The colony took its

name from L. Verus. Carrhae was probably also the mint of the denarii

of M. Aurelius, Faustina .Inn.. I .. Verus, and Lucilla, and of the small JE

of Commodus, readingH N€IKH PHMAinN, YFT€P NlKHC PHMAIflN.
YTT€P NlKHC THN KYPION C€(0a«rr»i>), Yn€P NlKHC TON C6BAC,
&c. These denarii were issued during the campaign of Verus against the

Parthians (a.d. 163-166).

Edessa, in Osrhoiine, the chief oity in Mesopotamia, was situate near

the source of a mountain stream (the Scirtus) which flows from Mount
Masius southwards towards the Euphrates. It was built probably by

Seleucus, and named after the ancient Macedonian town Edessa or Aegae.

In the time of Antiochus IV (B.C. 175-164) it appears to have

temporarily assumed the name of Antiocheia ad Callirhoon, and coins

with his portrait struck there read ANTIOXEHN TnN Em KAA-
AIPOHI.

Shortly afterwards it passed into Parthian hands; and in B.C. 132 the

kingdom of Osrhoene was founded. The regal coinage, however, does

not Iwgin until the reign of Vael (a.d. 163-165), some of whose coins

bear the head of his suzerain Volagases III. There are also M of Vola-

gases III himself, struck at Edessa (B. M. C. Parthia, p. 236). For

a study of the coins see Babelon, M&tmgea, ii. pp. 209-296. The

inscriptions are in Estranghelo.

In 166/7 the Romans, having defeated Volagases, placed Manuus VIII

on the throne, and denarii were issued with his name, BACIA6VC
MANNOC 0IAOPHMAIOC, and the heads of M. Aurelius and his family-

Contemporary with these are bronze coins with the Estranghelo inscrip-

tion Ma'nou malka, and the head of Mannus. M annus' successor.

Abgarus VIII (a.d. 179-214), struck bronze coins reading Abgar malhi,

and others with the heads and names (in Greek) of himself and his son

Mannus IX (MANNOC TTAIC); but the majority of his coins combine his

head with that of Commodus, Severus, or Caracalla, The coins of

Abgarus IX (214-216) with the head of Caracalla are barbarous.

('
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14/15) ; (4) Tyche, rev. Nike, and dates = 39-43 a. d., when the city w&*
in revolt (Wroth, op. cit., p. xlv).

Singara, a colony on the river Mygdonius, south-east of Xisibis.

Imperial, Sev. Alexander to Philip. Inner., AYP. C€TT. KOA. ClMTAPA
(Aurelia Septimia Colonia Singara) ; MHT. KO. AY. C. C€. ClNTAPA
(Metropolis Colonia Aurelia Septimia Severiana Singara); or, under Philip.

IOY. C€TT. KOAflN. ClNTAPA (Julia Septimia Colonia Singara). Types-
Head of Tyche surmounted by constellation Sagittarius, or Tyche seated

with River-god swimming at her feet.

Zautha or Zaitha, on the Euphrates, a few miles below Carchemish.

Imperial, Trajan and Severus. Inaer., KOAUJhllAC ZAYGHC or ZAY-
GHATujN. Type—Dionysos seated.

BABYLONIA
[Babelon, Peraea AcJum., pp. xix, xlviit f. ; Im hoof-Blumer, Jfum. Ztit., 1300. pp. 1 ff.

1905, pp. 1 ff. ; Howorth, Sum. Chron., 1904, pp. 1 ff.]

In B.C. 331 the Persian satrap Mazaeus surrendered Babylon to

Alexander the Great. Reappointed: governor, he ruled until his death in

328. To him and to his successors have been assigned several groups of

coins, mostly of thick fabric with a characteristic edge. The attribution

to the Babylonian mint has been disputed, and is of course somewhat
conjectural, but none better haa been suggested in its place.

Mazaeus, B.C. 331-328.

N^

Fio. 8T>7.

nr6y3 (Ba'altarz) in Aramaic. Baal

seated, as on Tarsian coins (Fig. 357).

'TTD {Mazdai) in Aramaic. Lion mak-
ing. [A urn. Ztit., 1895, PI. I. 1] .

.K Attic tetradr.

Also gold double darics of the same type as the ordinary Persian darics.

See infra under Peraia, p. 828.

Successors of Mazaeus {Stamenes, Archon), B.C. 327-321.

Gold double darics and darics, uninscribed silver tetradrachins and

divisions of the same types as those of Mazaeus, and silver Alexandrine

tetradrachms with names of Alexander or Philip III.

D Citiogle
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The types are mainly copied or adapted from those of Seleucid coins.

The principal type (found, throughout, on the drachms) consists of

a Parthian warrior in mail-artuour—probably the founder Arsaces

—

seated, at first on an omphalos, afterwards on a throne, and holding

a bow, the pride of the Parthian soldier. The immediate model was
probably a silver coin of Antiochus I or II representing Apollo on the

omphalos. On the later tetradrachms the usual type is a figure of

the Tyche of a Greek city (probably Seleuceia) presenting a diadem
(wreath ?) or palm-branch to the reigning king. The portrait-heads of

the obverse display, in many cases, a fair measure of artistic skill, as for

instance those of Artabanus I, Orodes I, &c. (B. M. C, Partk.
t p. lxxiv f

:

for the types of the bronze coinage see t6., pp. Ixxi-lxxiv).

The legends are in Greek, which becomes almost unintelligible on the

later drachms. From the time of Volagases I the king's name is sometimes

written in Pehlvi characters.

A minute study of the monograms and fabric and a careful record of

finds and provenance are much needed to throw light on the obscure

subject of Parthian mint-places (cf. B. M. C, Parth., pp. lxxviii ff.). The
earlier coins must necessarily have been struck in Partnia Proper, i. e. in

the country lying to the south-east of the Caspian, or in the neighbouring
countries ; but after the conquest, under Mithradates I, of Mesopotamia
and of the provinces that had formed part of the Great Median Satrapy,

new mint-places must have been established. It is probable that the

chief mint was at Seleuceia, the great Hellenic city on the west bank of

the Tigris, or at Ctesiphon, the neighbouring city or suburb, on the eastern

side of the river ana the capital of the Empire at least as early as the

time of Orodes I. The names of the provinces MAPflANH and APEIA
are inscril>ed on drachms of Artabanus II (?) ; cf. TPA[I]lAr4H and
KATAZTPATEIA (B. M. C, p. 40).

The tetradrachms from the time of PhraatesIV are regularly inscribed

with the year and month of issue. The era ib the Seleucid, beginning in

the autumn of B.C. 312. The months are those of the Macedonian
calendar, as follows:—Dios (= October?), Apellaeos, Audynaeos, Peritios,

Dystros, Xandicos, Artcmisios, Daesios, Panemos, Loos, Gorpiaoos,

Hyperberetaeos, and Embolimos (the intercalary month).

The classification of the Arsacid coinage is far from certain, mor*
especially in the period before Phraates IV, when the coins are, as a rule,

undated, and only the dynastic name ('Arsaces') of each sovereign is

recorded. Many difficulties also arise from our incomplete knowledge
of the history of Parthia (cf. Wroth, ' Rearrangement of Parthian
Coinage,' if, C.

t
1900, 181-202). The classification set forth below is

that proposed in the British Museum Catalogue.

Arsaces theFounder.*

Circ. B. c. 250- V No coins t

248.

Tiridates L
a c. 248/247-
211,210. I APZAKOY.

Arsaces, son of Tiri- BAZIAEHS APZAKOY.
dates I.

B.C. 210-191.

( "(Wile Originalfrom
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BAZIAEHZ MErAAOY APZAKOY OEOTTATOPOS
EYEPTETOY ETTI<t>ANOYZ <t>IAEAAHNOZ (abo

with KAI 4»IA).

BAZIAEHZ MErAAOY APZAKOY 4»IA0riAT0P0I
EYEPrETOY Em<t>ANOYZ OIAEAAHNOZ (abu

KAI OIA).

Unknown King.

Cire. B.C. 56.

Mithradates III.

B.C. 57-54. \

BAZIAEHZ MErAAOY APZAKOY AIKAIOY ETTI-

4>ANOYZ 6EOY EYTTATOPOZ <t>IAEAAHNOI
(also with KAI <t»A).

BAZIAEHZ BAZIAEHN MErAAOY APZAKOY Al-

KAIOY ETTI0ANOYZ 6E0Y EYTTATOPOZ
<J>IAEAAHNOZ (also with KAI *IA).

BAZIAEYONTOZ BAZIAEHN APZAKOYOZ <«c) EY-

nATOPOZ AIKAIOY ETTIOANOYZ KAI 4HAEA-
AHNOZ.

BAZIAEHZ BAZIAEHN APZAKOY AIO • EYEPrETOY
[4>]PAATOY ETTI4>ANOYZ ETTIKAAOYMENOY
OIAEAAHNOZ TO[Z ?1 (see II. M. C, p. 66 n.).

Fio. :W9.

Orodcs I.

B.C. 57-38/37.

PaconiB I.

ob. b. c. 38.

BAZIAEHZ BAZIAEHN METAAOY APZAKOY KAI
KTIZTOY.

BAZIAEHZ BAZIAEHN APZAKOY <t>IAOTTATOPOZ
AIKAIOY ET7I0ANOYZ «>IAEAAHNOZ (also

with KAI OIA).
BAZIAEHZ BAZIAEHN APZAKOY EYEPrETOY AI-

KAIOY ETTI0ANOYZ 4HAEAAHNOZ (Fig. 359).

BAZIAEHZ BAZIAEHN APZAKOY AIKAIOY.
BAZIAEHZ BAZIAEHN APZAKOY YPHAOY.

BAZIAEHZ BAZIAEHN APZAKOY EYEPrETOY AI-

KAIOY Eni<t>ANQYZ <DIAEAAHNOZ.

PhraatesIV. (BAZIAEHZ BAZIAEHN APZAKOY EYEPfETOY Al-

b.c. 38/37

Tiridates II ?

B.C. 26.

-3/2. 1

(andPhraataces

Musft).

B.C. 3/2-A.D. 4.

Orodes II.

A.D. 4 ?-A.n. 6 .)

KAIOY ET7I0ANOYZ f IAEAAHNOZ.

BAZIAEHZ BAZIAEHN APZAKOY EYEPrETOY AY-
TOKPATO OIAOPHMAIO ETTKDANOYZ Ol-

AEAAHNOZ.

BAZIAEHZ BAZIAEHN APZAKOY EYEPrETOY AI-

KAIOY ETTI0ANOYZ <t>IAEAAHNOZ.
BAZIAEHZ BAZIAEHN.
OEAZ OYPANIAZ MOYZHZ BAZIAIZZHZ.

As Phmatea IV.

D CiUOgle
Original from
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BAZIAEHI BAIIAEflN APZAKOY OAOrAZOY Al-

KAIOY EniOANOYZ OIAEAAHN02.
Volgasi malka (Pehlvi) BASIAEHN AP2AK0Y EYEP-

TETOY AIKAIOY EniOANOYZ OIAEAAHNOI.

Yolagases r\r .

a.d. 191-207/208.

Volagases V.

a.d. 207/208- ! Inscriptions as on coins of VoUgases IV.

221/222 V

Artabanus V.
Circ. 213-227.

Artavasdes.

Circ. 227-228. {

I/artabi malka (Pehlvi) BAZIAEnN APZAKOY EYEP-
TETOY AIKAIOY EFTIOANOYZ OIAEAAHNOI.

Artavazi malka (Pehlvi) BAZIAEflN APZAKOY EYEP-
TETOY AIKAIOY ETTI0ANQYI OIAEAAHNOI.

ELYMAlS (SUSIANA)
[AJlotte do la Fuye, Jfonna.es de C&lymatdt, Chartrea, 1905 ; also in /.'•

. Num., 1902, p. 92,1

Of this district there are coins struck by dynasts named Kamnaskires,

who are followed by kings named Orodes and Phraates, who are perhaps

identical with the Parthian monarchs Orodes I and Phraates IV. The
coinage seems to cease in the second century a.d.

Kamnaskires I. Nicephorus, circ. B.C. 163?

Plead of beardless king, diademed.

[R.N., 1902, PI. V. 1.]

BAZIAEHZ KAMNAZKIPOY Ml-
KHOOPOY. Apollo seated on om-
phalos (as on Seleucid coins) . . .

M Tetradr. (Paris).

KAMNA8KIBE8 II (?), 'GREAT KlNG.'

No coins?

KAMNASKIRES III AND Q.UEEN AXZAZE, B.C. 82/81.

Busts of Kamnaskires and Anzaze, each
wearing diadem ; behind, anchor.

[R. X., 1902, PI. V. 2.]

BACIACnC KAMNACKIPOY BA-
CIAICCHC ANZAZHC. Zeusaeated

holding Nike. Dated a. s. ' 231 '=
B.C. 82/81

Tetr. 242 grs. (Brit. Mua.—Paris).

Also Drachm (B. M.).

KAMNA8KIRE8 IV, ' SON OF THE GREAT KlNG KAMNASKIRES,'

circ. B.C. 72/71.

Bust, diademed.

[R. N„ 1902, PI. V. 3.]

Older bust with pointed beard, dia-

demed.

[R. .V., 1 902, PI. V. 4.]

BA2IA(EnZ KA)MNAXKIPOY TOY
{h)sr(a\ov) BAziAEnr K AM-
NASiK IP(ot). Zeus seated holding

Nike. Date a.s. 241 = B.C. 72/71
M Tetradr. (Paris).

Also Drachm (B. M.).

Similar inscr. Head, bearded, dia-

demed
Ai Tetradr. (Paris); (B. M.) 242 grs.

D C.uoolcgl<
Original from
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Head of king in tiara (suzerain of the BA(<nAcv?) BACIA(cW)M€P€AAT(i^l
Omanif). OM ANO<MA{«). Head of Tych.

[Longperier in R. Nn 1863, p. 333 f.J Date A. s. 454 = a. n. 142/143-

M or potin. Size 1-15.

PERSI8
[Allotte de la Fuye in OurotUi XumitmtUica, pp. 63-1*7, with bibliography.]

Kio. 3*0.

After the conquest by Alexander the Great, Persia seems to have
enjoyed a quasi-independence, having, at any rate, its own line of kings

who were more or less subject to the Seleucid and the Parthian monarchs.
Its coins are of silver (tetradracbms, drachms, &c.) ; obv. Head of king,

rev. usually, the kin# before a sacred edifice or a tire-altar (Fig. 360), a

type adopted by the Sassanian dynasty that overthrew its Parthian

masters, cite. A. D. 228. 1 The inscriptions are in Aramaic, and the earliest

coins have been assigned to Bagadates I, circ. B. c. 222 (?). There are

also coins of his successors, Oborzes, Artaxerxee I, Autophradates I,

Darius I, Darius II, Oxathres, Artaxerxes II.

The following coins may also be noticed here, though their connexion
with Persia is not certain :

—

Bearded bust r. in satrapal head-dress.

Aramaic inscr.

[End of fourth century h.c.J

Quadriga r. driven by Batrnp whose

head resembles the head on the obr.

Aramaic inscr. in ex. AT 135-9 grs.

Brit. M us. [Head, li. J/. Guide to Coins

o/-4nc.,Pl.XXVHI. 15; *V.C\, 1879,

PI. I. 2.]

The inscription has been variously read as Phahaspes, Phruta-
phernex, &c. Marquart (C&rdla Xum., p. 77) reads Vafisftu Variur.

The rev. is apparently suggested by a gold stater of Philip II of Macedon.

Aramaic inscr.

helmet.

Head of Athena r. in Aramaic inscr. Kike standing 1., with

wreath and palm. V 132-8 grs.

Brit. Mug., from Payne Knight Coll.

ur.c, 1879, fl Li]
1 The Sa*«*nlan coinage, mainly in silver, coven the whole period of Sassanian rule

down to tho Arab conquest of Persia, a* d. 651. (For bibliography see Vincent A, Smith,
Catalogue of the Coins in the Indian Jftwum, Calcutta, Oxford, lltOC, vol. i

f pp. 2Ii>
f
231.)

R K
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been closed since the fall of Croesus, for it ia hardly likely that either

Cyrus or Cambyses would have allowed it to continue the issue of the

Croesean gold staters after the Persian conquest. That Sardes should

be the place of mintage chosen by Darius for his new Persian coinage is

not surprising, when it is borne in mind that the processes of minting
were fully understood there, and that skilled die-sinkers and moneyers
would be more easily obtainable there than anywhere else in the Persian

empire.

The output of the darics during the reigns of Darius and Xerxes,

doubtless from other centres as well as from the old Sardian mint, must
have been enormous, for we read that the Lydian, Pythius, at the time

of the expedition of Xerxes, possessed as many as 3,993,000 of them,

a sum which the king increased to 4,000,000 (Hat vii. 28).

Following the example set by Croesus, Darius employed practically

pure gold for his new coinage, though with the addition of about 3 per

cent, of alloy which, as experience nad taught the moneyers, was neces-

sary for slightly hardening the metal.' The weight of the Daric, 130 grs.,

was rather heavier than that of its predecessor the Croesean stater

(126 grs.) by about 4 grs., an excess partly, perhaps, due to the 8 per cent,

of alloy added to the pure metal. It may be doubted, however, whether
the intrinsic value of the Daric exceeded that of the stater of Croesus,

which was of absolutely pure gold.8

For the derivation of the weights of the Lydian and Persian gold

staters see Haeberlin {Z. f. X,, xxvii. pp. 1 ff.), who is of opinion that the

Croesean stater was the fiftieth part of the Babylonic Royal Gold Mina
of 409-31 grammes, and that the Daric was the fiftieth part of the same
mina raised in weight by ^ to 420-68 grammes.
The Babylonic and Persic Silver Minae in their various forms (see

Hael>erlin, op. cit.) were derived from the corresponding Gold Minae on
the basis of* the relation of gold to silver as 1 : 13-3. The standard

Persian silver coin, the slglos or shekel, was in weight the hundredth
part of the silver mina, and in value the twentieth part of the contem-
porary gold daric, hence :

—

1 X Daric of 130 grs. I
20

£
er;
\
ic f&* of 86-45 grs.

viw-i 79a arm At — J 1 ° Persic Staters of 1 72!* grs.X 13-3 - 1729 grs. Ai - J

g^^ p^,^ of fa ^
30 Khodian Drachms of 57 grs.

5 A' Darics of 130 grs.

X 13-3 = 8645 grs. Al = 1 Persic Mina of silver, = 100 sigloi.

300 A' Darics of 130 grs.

X 13-3 = 518700 grs. A\ = 1 Persic Talent of silver, = 6000 sigloi.

That the relative values of gold and silver (1 : 13-3), and consequently

of the daric and the siglos, were maintained down, at least, to toe end
of the fifth century B.C., we learn from Xenophon {Anab. i. 7. 18), who
states that Cyrus the younger presented 3,000 darics to the Ambracian
soothsayer Silanus as the equivalent of 10 talents.

The types and denominations of the Royal Persian coins are a>

follows :

—

1 Thin, perhaps, may have been one of the reason** for the prolonged use of elcctrum
instead of pure gold at Cyzicim and other mints.

The specific gravity of a Croosean stater as taken by me (X. C, 1887, p. 308) was 20.09.

and that of a daric, 19-09. The specific gravity of 24 carat gold is 19-28.

froi
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5. The king, half-length, bearded,

crowned with kidaria and clad in

karutys; holding in r. hunch ofarrows,

and in L, bow.

Similar. [Head, op. cit., PI. I. 29.]

A\ Sigloi

Subdivisions op the Sigi-os,

6. The king aa on No. 4 (?).

7. The king bearded, half-kneeling r.

;

in r., dagger, in L, how.

Similar. [Babelon, op. «*., P). II. 11]

£ Siglos 27 gr«.

Similar. [Imhoof. Zur or. u. ri>m.

Jfttufc, p. 245] . & Sigloa 10-5 grs.

The sigloi, like the early electrum hectae, frequently bear numerous
.small punch-marks. In both cases these Heem to have been stamped

upon them by private merchants or money-changers. This custom was

very prevalent in India, and it soems certain that, wherever the sigloi

may nave been minted, many of them were thus countermarked for

currency in India, as is proved by the identity of their punch-marks

with those on the square Indian punch-marked coins (Rapson, Joura.

K A. S., 1895).

A close examination of the darics and Bigloi shows that, notwith-

standing their general uniformity, there are differences of style. Some
are distinctly archaic and date from the times of Darius, Xerxes, and

Art&xerxes I (Longimanus), B.C. 521-425, while others are characterized

by successive modifications in the physiognomy of the king which suggest

rude attempts at portraiture. A notable instance of this is the beardless

head, presumably of Cyrus the younger, B.C. 401-400. On this subject

see Babelon (Rev. Num., 1908, pp. 161 ff.).

The darics and the sigloi are the only coins bearing Persian types

which I am inclined to accept as strictly Royal currency. There are,

however, various other coins with more or less modified royal Persian

types which were probably struck by Satraps of the Great King, or

military commanders in his service or in that of Alexander the Great, for

the payment of their troops by sea or land, or for local circulation only.

Among these the most remarkable are the double darics.

Doable Darics, Ac.

Fio. 363.

On the break up of the Persian empire after the battle of Arbela.

B.C. 331, when Alexander found himself master of all Asia, it is certain

that he cannot at once have substituted his own coinage for the royal

and Satrapal Persian money then current in the East. There was neces-

sarily a period of transition, during which some of the satraps and

generals appointed by Alexander to govern various portions of his newly

conquered Asiatic dominions were authorized to strike coins with Persian

types. Among these was Maxaeus, satrap of Babylon B.C. 331-328, who

Original fa
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Similar; in field around king PY O A
ro p h[«i

[B. M.C.,/on., PI. XXXI. 1.]

Similar; in field 1-, AH, r., uncertain

symbol.

[B. M. C, Ion., PI. XXXI. 2.]

Similar ; in field 1., K [Imhoof, Zur
gr. u. rdm. Miinzk., p. 111.]

Similar 41 228 grs.

Similar M 226-5 grs.

Similar M 231 gn

Broxzk.

Similar M Size -35

\°\ (Ground-plan ofPersian Fire-altar I)

& Size -5.

Incuse as on the silver coins ....
£ Size -55

Similar; uninscribcd.

[Head, Lyd. and Pers., PL ELX 22.

Similar.

[B. M. C, Ion,, PI. XXXI. 4.]

The king half-kneeling r., drawing bow

;

behind him BA ; countermark, utar.

[It. M. C, Ion., p. 324 ; Imhoof,

KL M., ii. 520.]

This scries of coins has been attributed by Babelon to Mcmnon tht-

Rhodian, as head of the Persian army which was victorious at Magnesia

and Ephesus B.C. 336-334, but was afterwards defeated by Alexander at

the Granicus (Babelon, Perses AcfUm., p. lxxix). The ornament 8 on

the gold stater has been taken for the Carian letter c (Sayce, Trans-

actions of Soc. HibL Arck., ix. PL I. 1887), a conjecture which seems to

me very improbable.

But neither this nor any other local attribution hitherto suggested for

these remarkable issues can be said to carry conviction. 1 From the

conspicuousness of the inscr. PYOATOPHf*] on the obverse of one

specimen it is to be inferred that whoever Pythagoros may have been he

must have held high command in the service of the Great Kim;, or

a prominent position shortly after Alexander's conquest.

The incuse reverse on these coins is not an indication of date, and its

strange ornamentation is unlike the work of a Greek die-sinker. There
is therefore no sure criterion for determining whether the above described

coins precede or succeed those of the following series, or whether they

are the contemporary issues of another satrap.

Silver. Rhodian (t) standard.

The king, as on the double darics (but

without quiver at shoulder), half-

kneeling r., holding spear and bow.

[Imhoof, A7. J/., PI. XIX. 23.]

Similar ; border of dots. [Iuih., Zur
'jr. it- rom. Atiinzk., PI. V. 18.]

Satrap on saddled galloping horse, strik

ing downwards with spear. ^ or y
in field 1 M 31 gi>.

Head of Satrap r. ; plain border . •

M Obol 9 grs.

The king half-kneeling r., with quiver

at shoulder and drawing bow ; W I.
j

g r. ; border of dots. [Itabelon,

Perses Achim,, PL XVII. 16.]

IDSatrap galloping, wielding spear:

field r., star ; border of dots . .

M 232 grs.

1 Soe iVum. Chron., 190fi, p. 4, whern I have pointed out that these staters, like th*

doobU darics, have bwn frequently found in Northern India.

Digitized byGoogle Original from
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BACTRIA AND NORTH-WEST INDIA

[Cunninghnm, A., Ciins of Alexander's Successors in Ike East, 1873.

Von Sallet, A., Die Nachfolger Alexanders A Gr. in Baclrien u. Indien in Z.f A*. 1879-83.

Gardner, P., Brit. Mub. Cat. Coins of the Greek and ScyPiic Kings of Uaclria and India, 1886.

Rapson, K. J., Indian Coins in Buhler's Gnatdriss der Indo-arischen Philologit, 1898, where
references to aII authoritative works are given.

Smith, V. A,, Cat. of Coins in Ike Indian Jfiweum, Calcutta, vol. i, 1900.]

During the Persian rule from the time of Darius, clrc. B. C. 500, down
to Alexander's conquest, B.O. 327, there was constant intercourse between
India and the West. The identification, however, of the coins current

among the merchants in the far eastern satrapies and the Panjab before

the fall of the Persian empire, and subsequently down to the revolt of

Diodotus and the establishment of an independent kingdom in Bactria,

B.c. 250, must for the present remain more or less uncertain- Well
authenticated finds from time to time will, however, it may be confi-

dently anticipated, go far to settle the question.

It has been thought that during the Persian rule the niglo* was the
chief medium of exchange, and Professor Rapson (Countermark* on early

Pereian and Indian coins, in J. It. A. S., Oct. 1895J has drawn attention

to the fact that the sigloi very frequently bear small punch-marks
identical with those which occur on the square silver punch-marked
coins current in Northern India.

Athenian tetradrachms of the * old style ' also penetrated into the

countries north of the Indus, as is proved by the provenance of nu-

merous specimens ; and when the supply of these began to fail, they

were copied with various modifications of type and symbol bv native

moneyers before the Macedonian conquest (B. V. Head, ' Graeco-Bactrian

and Graeco-Indian coins,' yum. Chron., 1906, pp. 1-16). Next follows the

introduction into Bactria of the gold doublo-daric, contemporaneously,

as I think, with the occupation of that country by Alexander on the

death of Darius. These coins, of the old Persian type though with
Greek monograms and symbols in the field, were probably first issued at

Babylon (see under Persia, supra, p. 828) by Mazaeus as Alexander's

satrap, from the vast treasures which had fallen into the hands of the

conqueror. Graeco-Bactrian or Graeco-Indian moneyers seem also to

have struck less well-executed copies at local mints, chiefly, it may bo

assumed, for the payment of mercenary troops rather than for the needs
of commerce. With the double darics I would associate the class of

silver coins with the same obverse type and with an incuse reverse

adorned with a strange un-Hellenic device (see supra, p. 829).

It was not, however, until Alexander's culminating victory at the

river Hydaspes over the Indian king Porus that any coins were issued

in the far east in the conqueror's own name. Perhaps the earliest of

these is the following dekadrachm, which, as a numismatic record of

a contemporary historical event, is of supreme interest :

—
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(i) Athenian Types.

Head of Athena; l>ehind, bunch of
grapes and W

[jr. a, 1906, pi. n. i.]

Similar; no mon. [Ibid., PI. II. 2.]

AOE Owl ; behind, olive-spray and
crescent . AX Didrachm 107-7 gn*.

8imilar, but iii field 0C (Indian ' Tau-
rine ' symbol as on punch-marked

coins) .K Drachm 53-5 grs.

(ii) Atheno-Xacedonian Types.

Head ofAthena ; behind, bunch ofgrapes.
[Ibid., PI. II. 3.1

Similar. [Ibid., PI. II. 4.
]

Id. tOid., PI. II. 5.1

Similar. [Ibid., PI. II. 6.]

Similar. [Ibid., PI. II. 7.]

Eagle 1., looking buck

Al Drachm 54 grs.

Eagle I., looking back ; behind, vine-

branch urith two bunches ofgrapes

Ai Drachm 51 grs.

Id .it Diohol 18 grs.

Eagle 1., looking back ; behind, caduceus

and vine-branch urith two bunches of
grapes . . . Ai Drachm 51-6 gr*.

Eagle 1.. looking back
;
behind, mon. 3«

(= EY) . . Ai Drachm 54-9 gi>-

The monogram on the last-mentioned coin may stand for Eudamus,
who was commissioned by Alexander to administer the Indian satrapy

as a colleague of Taxiles (Arrian, VI. xxvii. 2).

(iii) Macedonian Types.

Head of Zeus r., laur. [Ibid., PLH 8.]

Head of Zeus r., laur. ; border of dots.

[Ibid., PI. II. 9.]

Id. [Imhoof, Monn. or., PI. I). 8.]

Eagle 1., looking back ; behind, vine-

branch with two bunches ofgrapes

M Diobol. 18-1 grs.

A AEZ AN APO Y Eagle r., on fulmen,

looking back ; in field )., olive-spray

(as on coius ofAthenian type) ; in field

r., Persian satrajtal tiara with loose

flaps. . A\ Tetradrachm 222-5 grs.

Similar, but club instead of olive-spray .

M Tetradrachm 227 grs.

Head of Alexander r., in lion-skin.

[Z.f.N., vi, PI. IV. 1.]

AAEZANAPOY Club and bow incase;

above, caduceus

AH Size *7 (square Indian fabric).

The above-described coins, with Athenian merging into Macedonian

types, seem to have been followed by those which bear the name of

Sophytea. They are of the same Indian standard.

Sophytea, circ. B.C. 316-306, a prince, apparently independent, who
ruled over a kingdom in the north of the Panjab.
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in shape, which had been established probably for at least two hundred
years. The Attic standard also gives way to one which may be iden-

tical with the old Persic standard somewhat reduced, which may have
been introduced into India as a result of the long Persian dominion in

Northern India under the Achaemenidae. Or, possibly, the new standard
may have been of native Indian origin. The Graeco-Indian stater, from
this time onwards, weighs no more than about 152 grains, and the
quarter-stater (or drachm 1) about 38 grains At the same time a Pra-

krit translation of the Greek inscription on the obverse is placed upon
the reverse, new and strange divinities begin to make their appearance
as reverse-types, and the square Indian form is occasionally used.

Gradually the strength and beauty of Greek art is lost, and oriental

conventionality finally prevails.

While the succession of the kings in the Bactrian series may be
fixed with approximate certainty, in the Graeco-Indian series every-
thing is uncertain—the determination of the different dynasties, their

dates and their locality, and the order of succession. That there were
several families of Greek princes ruling contemporaneously in India
during the second and first centuries B.C. is unquestionable; and it is

possible that some of these may date from the time of Alexander, since

Greeks ' {Yonas, "W«) are mentioned among the powers of Northern
India in Asoka's edicts (circ. B.C. 250) about half a century before the
invasion of the Bactrian Greeks (B. M. Cat., Coins of the Andkra
Dynasty, &c, p. xcvii). At present almost the only definite information
which we possess as to the history of these Graeco-Indian kingdoms
is afforded by the coins of their Scythic conquerors who imitated their

types. Thus the transference of various districts in Northern India

from Greek to Scythic dominion is shown by a comparison of the types

of Demetrius, Eucratides, Strato I and II, and Hermaeus, with those of
Manes. Kusula Patika, Raujubula and Kujula Kadphises respectively

(ibid,, p. ci ; Comlla Numismatica, p. 257 ; Indian Coins, $ 29).

Since, therefore, the arrangement ofthe Graeco-Indian series is at present
uncertain, I have in the following pages adopted the classification in

which, from analogy of types, style, and epigraphy, the coins havo been
arranged in the British Museum Cabinet by Professor Gardner.
The student who would pursue the subject further may be referred to

the works mentioned at the head of this section, p. 832.

Kings of Bactria and India.

Diodotna appeal's to have revolted from Antiochus II, or to have been
acknowledged as king by him about B.C. 250. See supra, p. 760.

Fig. 3fi4-

Inter., BAriAEOZ AI0A0TOY. PJ and M Zeus hurling fulmen,
Eagle at his feet (Fig. 364); M Artemis running with torch, dog beside
her (B. M. Cat., PI. L 9).
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Fig. 367.

BAIIAEYONTOZ ATAOOKAEOYI AIKAIOY, Zeus aetophoros en-

throned (Num. Chron., 1880, PL X. 1); (ii) of Anliochue 110), Ar4-

TI0X0Y NlKATOPOS, rev. -same inaer. as last, Zeus 1. wielding fubnen
(B. M. Cat., PL XXX. 5); (iii) of Diodotue, AI0A0T0Y ZnTHPOI. rev.

as last (Fig. 367) ;
(iv) of Euthydemus, EYOYAHMOY OEOY, rev. same

Inter, as last, Herakles seated on rock (B. M. Cat., PL IV. 3). Also M
Tetradr., dr., and \ dr., with name of Agathoclcs only, BASIAEftZ
ArAGOKAEOYS, Zeus standing holding Hekate (op. cit., PL IV. 4, 5).

Nickel and M (circular), Bust of Dionysos, rev. Panther (op. cit., PL IV.

6-8). Square M, with bilingual (Greek and Indian Kharosthl) in&rr..

Dancing figure, rev. Lion, &c. (op. cU., PL IV. 9) ; M with Kharosthi

in#rr., Tope, rev. Sacred tree (op. cit., PL IV. 10).

Antimachua, contemporary with Agathocles. M Tetradr. in com-
memoration of his ancestors Diodotus and Euthydemus, AI0A0T0Y
SnTHPOZ, rev. BAZIAEYOMTOT ANTIMAXOY OEOY, Zeus 1. wield-
ing fulmen (B. M. Cat, PL XXX. 6); EYOYAHMOY OEOY, rev.

Fio. 368.

BAZIAEYONTOS ANTIMAXOY OEOY Herakles seated on rock.
Also M Tetradr., dr., \ dr., and obol, Head of Antimachus in broad
Macedonian kausia, rev. BAZIAEHZ OEOY ANTIMAXOY, Poseidon
standing holding trident and palm (Fig. 368) ; M Elephant, rev. Nike on
Prow (B. M. Cat., PL XXX. 7).

Encratides, king of Bactria and India, cirr. B.C. 200-150. PJ Medal-
lion of 20 staters' weight, tin- largest ancient gold coin in existence, now
in the Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris, ohv. Bust of king with helmet
adorned with bull's horn and ear, rev. BAIIAEOS METAAOY EYKPA-
Tl AOY, The Dioskuri on horseback (Rev. Num., 1867, p. 382). Also A?
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Pio. 370.

The bronze coins are usually barbarous. Rev. types—Zeus standing

;

Horse. In this king's reign, or in that of a second Heliocles, the Attic

standard was superseded by a native silver standard, of which the stater

weighs 152 grs. and the J stater 38 grs. (see supra, p. 836).

BAIIAEHZ AIKAIOY HMO- f Kharostlil inscr., Zeal standing, as

KAEOYZ Bust of Heliocles. above. [B. M. Cat., PI. VII. 5, 6.] .

M 146 and 34 grs.

The bronze coins are square with bilingual legends, rev. Elephant or

Indian bull (B. M. Cat, PI. VII. 7, 8).

Antialcidas, circ. B.C. 150. M Attic tetradr. and Indian quarter
staters, the latter bilingual.

Bu&t of king, diademed.

[B. M. Cat., PI. VII. 9.]

Id., king sometimes helmeted or wear-
ing kaufria.

BASIAEni NIKHO0P0Y ANTI-
AAKIAOY Zeus Nikephorat en-

throned, with forepart of elephant

raising l.i- trunk to >" ike .11 Tetradr.

Id., but eleplinnt in various positions .

A& Indian J stater.

Circular and square bilingual M ; Bust of Zeus, rev. Pilei of the Dios-

kuri; or Bust of King, rev. Elephant (B. M. Cat., Pi. VIII. 1-4).

Antialcidaa and Lyiiai. Bilingual square -K. obv. BAIIAEOI AN I
-

KHTOY AYSIOY, Bust of bearded Herakles. rev. Kharosthi inscr. con-

taining name of Antialcidas. Type—Pilei of the Dioskuri (Bodleian

Library) (B. M. Cat., PI. XXXI. 2).

Theophilas. Bilingual M > staters of' Indian wt., BAIIAEni AI-
KAIOY BE0<t>IA0Y, Bust diademed, ret*. Herakles crowning himself.

JE square—Bust of Herakles. rev. Cornucopiae (B. M. Cat., PI. XXXI.
3, 4); Bust of king, rev. Club (Jour. As. Hoc. Bengal, 1897, p. 1).

Lysiaa, circ. B.C. 150. Indian standard, \ stater, BAXIAEHZ
ANlKHTOY AYZIOY, Bust diademed, or in elephanUskin, rev.

Kharosthi inscr., Herakles crowning himself.

Circular and square /K, Bust of bearded Herakles, rev. Elephant (B. M.
Cat., PL VIII. 5-9).

Diomedea. Bilingual .-K staters and quarter staters, BAZIAEHI
ZHTHPOS AIOMHAOY, rev. The Dioskuri standing or riding. M The
Dioskuri standing, rev. Humped bull (Num. Chron., 1887, p. 182, PL VII.

2, 3; B. M. Cat., PL VIII. 10-14).

c .vu »gle
Original from

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
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ZHTHPOZ ZTPATnNOZ [KAI OIA0-] ZTPATHNOZ, rev. Fighting
Athena (Corolla Num., p. 255).

Meuander, circ. B.C. 1G0-14O, is mentioned by Strabo (xi. 11. 1)

aa having extended hiB sway as far east as the Isamus (a branch of

the Ganges, perhaps beyond the Jumna). .V stater, wt. 130 grs., unin-
scribed, obv. Helmeted bust, rev. Owl; fillet border on both sides (Brit.

Mus.). Bilingual JB. staters and \ staters of Indian weight, BAZI-
AEHZ ZHTHPOZ MENANAPOY. Usual ty/m—Bust diademed or

helmeted, rev. Athena fighting ; ohv. Head of Athena, rev. Owl. Square
./E, obv. Bust of king, rev. Athena fighting; obv. Bust of Athena, rev.

Prancing horse, Nike, Shield, Owl ; obv. Bull's head, rev. Tripod ; obv.

Elephant's head, rev. Club; obv. Wheel, rev. Palm; obv. Young male
head, Humped camel, Elephant, Boar's head, rev. Dolphin. Bull's head.

Elephant-goad, Palm-branch. Also square M
t
with BAZIAEHZ Al-

KAIOY MENANAPOY, obv. Athena standing, rev. Lion (B. M. Cat,
PL XI. 7-13 ; XII. 1-7 ; XXXL 8-12).

Epander. Bilingual & \ staters of Indian weight, BAZIAEHZ NlKH-
OOPOY EflANAPOY, Diademed bust, rev. Fighting Athena. Square .¥..

Nike stephanephoros, rev. Humped bull (B. M. Cat., PI. XXXI. 13 and
XII. 8).

Dionysina. Bilingual M J staters of Indian weight, BAIIAEfiZ
ZHTHPOZ AIONYXIOY, Bust of king diademed, rev. Fighting Athena
Square . K. Apollo standing, rev. Tripod ; Koyal diadem (B. M. Cat.,

PI. XII. 9; XXXL 14).

Zoilns. Bilingual A J staters ofIndian weight, BAZIAEOZ AIKAIOY
(or ZHTHPOZ) Zni AOY, Bust of king diademed, rev. Herakles standing

or Athena fighting.

Circular and square AZ
t
obv. Apollo standing, rev. Tripod ; obv. Head of

Herakles, rev. Bow and bow-caae within ivy-wreath (B. M. Cat., PI. XII.

10-13; XXXII. 1,2).

Apollophanes. Bilingual Ai £ staters of Indian weight, BAZIAEHZ
ZHTHPOZ AriOAAOOANOY (see), Bust helmeted (?), rev. Athena fighting

(B. M. Cat., PI. XIII. 1).

Axtemidortu. Bilingual M staters and | staters of Indian weight,
BAZIAEHZ ANIKHTOY APTEMI AHPOY, Bust diademed or helmeted,

rev. Artemis shooting with bow (type parlant); Nike stephanephoros
(B. M. Cat., PI. XXXII. 3-5).

Square .V., Artemis standing facing drawing arrow from quiver, rev.

Humped bull (B. M. Cat., PL XIII. 2) ; obv. similar, rev. Lion (B. M.,

unpublished).

Antimachaa II (Nikephoros). Bilingual M £ staters of Indian weight,

BAZIAEHZ NIKH<D0P0Y ANTIMAXOY, Nike stephanephoros, rev.

King on horseback.

Square M. obv. Aegis, rev. Wreath and Palm (B. M. Cat., PL
XIII. 3, 4).

Ci \i scs\c>
Original fromKU V PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
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i. GREEK KINGS OF EGYPT

[R. S. Poole, Brit. Hub. Cat- The PtoUmiu, 18S8 ; J. N. Svoronos, Td Honia^am rn
Kparovt ran> TlTo\tftai*>v, vols, i-iii, 1904, and vol. iv (with Oermnn translation of toI. i),

1908 ; K. Regling. Z.f. If., xxv, pp. 344-W.]

The long series of the coins of the Ptolemies is generally admitted
to be the most difficult to classify in the whole range of Greek numis-
matics. In spite of the enormous number of issues, the types present
comparatively little variety. The inscriptions are mostly conventional

and, although dates are frequent, the era of reckoning is not always
certain. Again, while some mint-marks—notably those of Phoenician,

Palestinian, and Cyprian cities—are easily recognized, there are many
coins that bear either no mint-mark at all or one of doubtful significance.

Finally, our information h- to- finds is anything but adequate. This
last circumstance is much to be regretted. A knowledge of the manner
in which the coins are normally associated in hoards, and of the localities

whence particular varieties come, would be of immense service in

dealing with the problem of arrangement. As yet a final solution is

hardly within sight. The late Dr. R. S. Poole laid the foundations

of a scientific study of the subject, and his classification was for many
years universally accepted as trustworthy. The publication of the mass
of material brought together by Dr. J. N. Svoronos has shown that not

a few of Poole's conclusions are untenable. Whether the alternative

attributions proposed by Svoronos are in all cases sound, is a question

regarding which there is room for considerable difference of opinion ; cf.

Regling's exhaustive criticism in Z.f. iV., xxv. 1 But in any event his

book marks a most substantial advance, and it will necessarily form the

groundwork of the brief outline which is all that can be given within

the limits of this manual.
We have seen that the oldest Egyptian coins were Attic staters and

tetradrachms having the name and types of Alexander. Modifications

were soon introduced, but the weight at first remained unaltered.

Presently, however, after a period of transition, during which Rhodian
tetradrachms and smaller JR make a fitful appearance, the Attic standard
was definitely superseded by the Phoenician. The change took place

shortly after B.C. 305. Probably it was not unconnected with the

difficulty that must have been experienced in combining the Attic with
the native Egyptian system, and particularly in adjusting the relations

between coins of gold and silver on the one hand and coins of copper on
the other. The papyri furnish striking testimony to the exceptional

position occupied by the last-named metal in Egypt. Down to toe end
of the third century b.c. accounts are always stated on the basis of

a silver standard, the values being expressed in drachmae, obols, and
chalkoi. From the reign of Ptolemy Epiphanes onwards the standard

of reckoning is a copper one, the unit of value being the dpaxfi'l xoAkov,

which exchanged with the Spaxf") bpyvpiov at rates varying from 350:1
to 500:1. Thus much is clear. But behind lie questions at once
intricate and obscure, for which see the luminous discussion by Grenfell

and his colleagues in Tebtunis Papyri, i, pp. 580-603, where it is shown

1 Svoronos has reprinted this extreme!}' useful article in No/i. IItoA., iv, pp. 465 S.
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pendently. Although the form of the inscr. on the coins can no longer
be accepted as a guide to their classification, his assumption of the

title jSairiAcv? (B.C. 305) remains a convenient landmark.

'

> WIt / W

Fiq. 873.

Period I (b.c. 323-305). Ptolemy's earliest money was struck in the

names of his successive suzerains, the types being those of Alexander the

Great. Before long, however,—perhaps on the death of Philip in b.c.

316—the familiar head of Heraldes on the tetradrachms was replaced

by a head of Alexander the Great in elephant-skin (Fig. 373). The
normal weight is Attic, and the usual inscr. AAEZANAPOY (Svor.,

Nos. 18-24). A set of rare anonymous pieces (Svor., Nos. 25 f.), with
the same obv. but with rev. Prow (AT staters) or Eagle (M J obols),

may have been issued when Alexander IV died (B.C. 311). If so,

anonymity did not suit the public taste, for AAEZANAPOY reappears

on a much larger group (Svor., Nos. 33-58) that must fall between B.C.

311 and 305. This contains AT with Alexandrine types (iV. C. t 1892,

PI. II. 9) and also M (B. M. C, PI. I. 4, 7). Its chief feature, however,
is JR distinguished by a novel rev. type and by the introduction of the

Khodian standard :

—

Head of Alexander the Great in ele-

phant-skin. [B. M. C, PI. I. 2.]

Id. [B. M. C, PI. I. 3.]

Archaistic figure of Athena Proma-
clioe, hurling fulmen ; in field, eagle

ill Attic Tetradrs.

Id. . . Ai Rhudian I 'is. and \ 1 »:

The transition to the next period is marked by a tetradrachiu

of Rhenium weight with the types just described but with inscr.

PTOAEMAIOY (A
r
. C., 1900, PI. I. 15). Another, still of Attic weight,

reads PTOAEMAIOY AAEZAN APEION » (Svor., No. 32). Presumably
the whole of the foregoing were minted in Egypt For A' issued in

Cyprus by Ptolemy's brother Menelaus and by his son-in-law Eunostus
see ttui>ra, pp. 744 f. A series of JE, probably Cyprian but slightly later

(Svor., Nos. 74-82), has: obv. Head of Aphrodite; rev. PTOAEMAIOY,
Eagle on fulmen (B. M. C, PI. I. 9). In the Cyrenaica, side by side

with autonomous Al, for which see infra, there were struck X staters

and \ staters (Svor., Nos. 59-64) with AAEZANAPOY, PTOAEMAin
(or PTOAEMAIOY) KYPANAIOrJ, &c. (iV. C, 1894, PI. VIII. 5), and
alsoM with PTOAEMAIOY (Svor., Nos. 65-71).

1 That in, 'coin of Alexander, struck by Ptolemy.' Svorono* (i, p. nj', and iv. p. in
nnders'coin of Aleranrlrria, struck by Ptolemy', citing an analogies NIKOKAEOYZ
PAdjUOrJ and PTOAEMAin (or PTOAEMAIOY) KYPANAION. But, In the
ab»ence of any local coinage of Alexandreia, there is no warrant for departing from lb*
ordinary meaning of 'AAtfay&fHtor (Pollux, Onom., ix. 84), particularly when it giv.-s an
excellent sense.

Original from
'"NiTiajfii
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a later date, hut possibly its peculiarities are local. During this reign
and the next Egypt had command of the sea, and her empire embraced
many of the maritime districts of Asia Minor, even extending across the
Aegean into Thrace. Hence the appearance of Egyptian influence at

Fin. a:;.

mints like Ephesus and Ptolemai's-Lebedus (7. '-'.). In the absence of
specific local and other marks, the Ptolemaic coins issued in these

regions (Svor., Nos. 890 ff.) can seldom be attributed with certainty.

They include M tetradrachms with a portrait of Ptolemy II or Ptolemy III

instead of the usual head of Soter (B. M. C, PI. IX. 4-6, XI. 9 ; Hunter
Cut., iii, PI. LXXXII. 5), and a very fine X octadrachm, perhaps struck

at Ephesus, with obv. Head of Berenice II veiled, and rev. BAZIAIZZHZ
BEPEhJlKHZ Cornucopiae filleted, symbol, Bee (Fig. 377). On grounds of

style Regling (Z. f. N.t
xxv, p. 364-) dates the octadrachm to B. C. 258, when

the heir to the throne, hitherto associated with his father in the govern-

ment, married Berenice II, the only daughter of Magas, and resigned the

co-regency in order to become ruler of the CyronaYca.

Ptolemy III (Euergotes), B.C. 246-221, brought the Cyrenaica once
again into close union with Egypt through his accession. According to
Svoronos (Nos. 937-61), he continued the dated ' Arsinoe * series inaugu-
rated by his father, limiting it, however, to M decadrachms, which were
issued annually till the close of his reign (B. M. C, PI. VIII. 5). Possibly,

too,- he was responsible for some of the X octadrachms of the OEnN
AAEAOflN class (Svor., No. 934). A quarrel with Seleucus II led him
to invade the latter's Eastern dominions in person, leaving Berenice to
govern Egypt and control the operations of the fleet. It may be to his

prolonged absence that we owe a notable set of coins (Svor., Nos. 962-82,
986-94), which are doubtless the B*«m'«ia ro/iw>«n-a of Pollux (Onom.r

ix. 84). The weight is Attic, 1 perhaps an indication that they were
called for by the exigencies of the war in Asia Minor, and the types are

:

obv. Head of Berenice II; rev. BAZIAIZZHZ BEPENlKHI Cornucopiae,

with two stars on X und two pilei on Ai (B. M. C, PI. XIII. 4-6). The
following denominations are known—X decadrachms. pentadrs., 2J dre.,

drs., J drs., and J drs. ; Ai dodecadrs. (?), pentadrs., 2J drs. Along with
these go eight denominations of -E of the usual Ptolemaic types and with
inscr. BAZIAEHZ PTOAEMAIOY, but having generally a cornucopiae

on the rev., either in front of the eagle or over its wing.

1 It has been generally supposed to bo Phoenician. Tho larger denominations might
l>o ho explained, but not tho drs. and J drs. It should be observed that this departure
from the normal standard was only temporary. All tho other coins of Euergetea are of
Phoenician weight.

—
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u9m
•»

Fio. 37'J.

Bust of Ptolemy TV, diademed, wearing
?
nTOAEMAlOY <t>IAOnATOPOr

chlamys (Fig. 379). Eagle on fulraen . A? Octadrschm.

Attached to the preceding is a group of JE (Svor., Noe. 1140-52J
with various types (Hunter Cat, iii, PL LXXXIL 18 f.; B. M. C,
PI. XVIII. 5). Another interesting class, which may be Cyprian (Svor..

Nos. 1159-62), presents a portrait of the queen :

—

Fio. .180.

Bust of Arsinoe" III, wearing stepliane ;

sceptre over shoulder (Fig. 380).

APSlNOHr OIAOTTATOPOS: Cornu-

copiae filleted ; alwve, star . . .

N Octadrachm.

The M with like types read BAXIAEni nTOAEMAlOY. Rare X
'Arsinoe' octadrachms which Svoronos places here (Nos. 1163-5),

believing thom to have been struck on the occasion of Philopator's

marriage, show stylistic divergences which render his hypothesis difficult

to accept (Hunter Cat, iii, PL LXXXIII. 2 f.). A remarkable class,

some of which bear mint-marks (Tyre, Sidon, Ascalon, and PtolemaYs),

others regnal dates (= B.C. 219 and 218), is characterized by the presence

of Ifi, probably indicating Sosibius, Philopator's chief minister (Svor.,

Nos. 1177-95). Besides X octadrachms similar to Fig. 379 (Hunter
Cat., iii, PI. LXXXIII. 5 f.) and M of ordinary types, it contains several

varieties of -tt tetradrachms—fa) Obv. Bust of Ptolemy IV, Hei\ BA-
ZIAEHZ nTOAEMAlOY or T7T0AEMAI0Y <MA0nAT0P0Z, Eagle
on fulmen (I!. M. C, PI. XIV. 9f.); (0) Obv. Head of Ptolemy I, get.
BAXIAEHS nTOAEMAlOY or nTOAEMAlOY IATHP02, Similar;

(y) Obv, Heads of Sarapis and Isis, jugate, Rev. BAZIAEilZ nTOAE-
MAlOY, Similar. The series of 'Soter' tetradrachms with 'Soter'
dates was reinforced by didraebms in B.C. 221 (Svor., Nos. 1205-14),

and after B. c. 210 only the didrachms seem to have Wn issued (B. M.C
PI. XXV. 8 f-). Another innovation, perhaps due to Philopator, is

a series of M, chiefly didrachms, of Cyprian fabric and Dionysiac

character (Svor., Nos. 1785-1812), This extended over several reigns.

PRH
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tetradrachins with the bust of Ptolemy IV, and one or two -V octadrachms

of Arsinoe III similar to Fig. 380 but with N I in the field. Even without
dates, the youthful representation of Epiphanes would suffice to show that

the preceding belong to the early part of the reign. A series of M tetra-

drachms (Svor., Nos. 1285-94 and 1296-9) with types similar to Fig. 381

,

and with Nl, bears the mint-marks of Berytus, Tnpolia, Tyre, Byblus, *£c,

and must therefore have ceased circ. B.C. 200, when Antiochus III

occupied these towns. Ultimately the area of mintage was greatly
restricted. But a prominent place always belonged to Cyprus, where
there had been begun in the first year of the reign an issue of coins bear-

ing regnal dates preceded by the symbol L (see supra, p. 847). Among
these Cyprian pieces (Svor., Nos. 1302-73) are a few AT 'Arsinoe
octadrachms (B. M.C., PI. VI IL 6) and some very scarce /E. The great

majority, however, are M tetradraohms of the usual types' with
BAZIAEOI TTTOAEMAIOY (B. M. C., PI. XIV. 2, XVI. 2, 4-8), and in

this form the series was destined to last as long as the dynasty itself.

The usual mint-marks are TTA (Paphos), ZA (Salamis), Kl (Citium). and

AM (Amathus).

Ptolemy VI (Philometor), B.C. 181-146,was at first under the guardian-
ship of his mother Cleopatra. To the period of her regency (B.C. 181-

174) Svoronos assigns, besides Cyprian M (Nos. 1388-93), a group of ."E

of the usual types (Nos. 1375-9), having K between the eagle's legs

[Hunter Cat., iif, PI. LXXXIIL 15; B. M. C, PI. XVI. 10, XVIII. 3,

XXVI. 3), and also another (Nos. 1380-2) with BAIIAIZIHI
KAEOTTATPAIonobv.and BAIIAEHI TTTOAEMAIOY on rev. <B. M.C.,
PI. XXVI. 7, XXIIL 3, XVIII. 7). To the latter he attaches, in virtue of

a monogram, yet a third group (Nos. 1383-7). on which the name of

the queen does not occur (B. M. ft, PL XXL 3, XVI. 3). The foregoing

were distributed by Poole over three different reigns, a proceeding for

which strong stylistic arguments might be adduced.
On Cleopatra's death the regency passed into the hands of Eulaeus,

whose name (EYA) is found on the rev. of five denominations of M (Svor.,

Nos. 1395-1402). He and his colleague Lenaeus conceived the ambitious
design of recovering Phoenicia and Palestine for E«rypt. The result was
an invasion of the Nile delta by Antiochus IV, who assumed the ' pro-

tection ' of his young nephew, countermarking many of the EYA coins

with the Seleucid anchor (B. M. C, p. 81, Nos. 20 tf), and even issuing an
Egyptian currency (-B and M) in his own name (oecsu/rra, p. 763). The
!K>pulace declined to submit to Syrian domination, and promptly trans-

erred the crown (B.C. 170) to the younger son of Epiphanes, afterwards
Ptolemy VIII. A reconciliation between the brothers followed, and in

the end Roman intervention compelled Antiochus to withdraw. For a
few years the two Ptolemies reigned jointly, but in B.C. 164 the Cyrenaica
was definitely handed over to the younger as his special sphere. Svoronos
may be right (Nos. 1423-8) in attributing to the joint-reign six

denominations of M with rev. Two eagles (B. M.C., PI. XXVI. 8f.. 12t,

1 In his text Ni'... :;- v
.

.. ] n
.
..n. i n . |> -J? I Svoronos attribute* to Cyprus a tetra-

drachm with tho bend of Kpiphants, which in hi* Catalogue ^No. 12D1', ho had giren t->

Ptoli'iiinis or Joppa. Otherwise tho head of Ptolemy I i» universal on the .1; tetradrochim
of this serien.
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Physcon, if the monogram they bear is to be resolved into EYEPTETOY.
They are obviously Cyrenaean, and Regling suggests that they may
have been struck B.C. 164-146, while Ptolemy VIII was still merely
regent of the Cyrenaica (Z. f. A

r
., xxv, p. 385).

Ptolemy XX (Neos Philopator), B.C. 121-117, has left no coins. He
predeceased his father, after having been co-regent for a year or two.

Ptolemy X (Soter II. Lathy tub), Cleopatra III, and Ptolemy
(Alexander I), B.C. 116-80, fill a very confused page of Egyptian
history (Sop. TItoA., i, pp. vf ff., and iv, pp. 320 ff. ; Z. f. iV., xxv,

pp. 385 ff.). Ptolemy VIII left the regency to his widow Cleopatra III.

one would have preferred to have the younger of the princes as a
colleague, but was only able to secure lor him the governorship of

Cyprus, his appointment to which, however, in b.c. 114 he always
regarded as the beginning of his reign as Ptolemy XI. His elder brother

reckons his regnal years, like Cleopatra, from the death of Physcon.
In b. C. 107 Alexander returned to Egypt, forced his brother to withdraw,
and established himself in his stead. In B.C. 101 he murdered Cleopatra,

with whom he had up till now reigned jointly, and in the same year he
acknowledged his brother as king of Cyprus. Lathyrus ruled Cyprus
till B.C. 88, when Alexander died. He then came back to Alexandria,
and reigned undisturbed till his death in B. c 80. The only Al coins of

this period that can be attributed with perfect certainty are tetra-

drachms of the Cyprian class with TTA (Svor., Nos. 1727-31), struck

between B. c 106 and 101. They bear double dates that can only
represent the regnal years of Cleopatra and of Alexander (B. M. C,
PI. XXVIII. 1 £). The remainder of the dated Al falls into three groups

;

(a) Svor., Nos, 1659-88: tetradrs., and very rare didrs., drs. and \ drs.,

with TTA and dates from LA to LAC (B. M. C, PI. XXVI. 4-6, XXVII.
1 f.. &c) ; (fi)

Svor.. Nos. 1689-93: tetradrs., with TT A or IA and dates from
LIH to LKZ (B. M. C, PI. XXVII. 3, XXXII. 10) ; (y) Svor., Nos. 1734-
84: tetradrs., with TTA, IA, or Kl and dates from LA to LI (B. M. C
PI. XXVI. 2, XXVII. 5-8). On the difficulty of distributing these
among the different claimants see Z. /. -V., xxv, pp. 386 ff. The task
would bo simpler if it were certain when TTA ceased to have a purely

local significance and came to be placed on coins minted at Alexandreia.

as it undoubtedly was later. There are M pieces (Svor., Nos. 1717-
22> with rev. BAIIAEni TTTOAEMAIOY inTHPOI (in, in 6E)
Eagle, Double cornucopiae, or Head-dress of Isis (B. M. C, XXVI. 10 f.),

which must have been struck by Ptolemy X. Other A& (Svor., Nos.
1694-1716, and 1724 f.) are more uncertain, as are the ' ^pvtra ocicacrijpioov

'

which Svoronos (No. 1726) believes to have been issued in B.C. 107 on
the twentieth anniversary of Cleopatra's marriage. Ptolemy Apiou, a

natural son of Physcon, was regent in Cyrene for some part of the

period under discussion, but his coins cannot now be identified.

Ptolemy XII (Alexander II). it.c. 80, son of Ptolemy XI, reigned only
nineteen days. Svoronos (Nos. 1732 f.) assigns to Alexander I and
Cleopatra III the JE that used to be attributed to Alexander II and
Cleopatra Berenice III, or to Ptolemy Apiou (B. M. C, PI. XXVIII. 9).
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Damascus on which her head occurs (Hunter (.'at., iii, PI. LXXV. 1)

represent a revival of the municipal coinage originally inaugurated by
Antiochus IV (see bupra, p. 763). For A\ tetradrachins with heads of

Cleopatra and M. Antonius see Antiocheia ad Orontem, p. 778.

ii. EGYPT UNDER THE ROMANS
^R. S. Poole, Brit. Mui. Cat., Alexandria, Ac, 1892

j G. Dattari. .Virmi Augg. Altxandnm,
Cairo, 1901, and aUo various articles in Sir Ilat. di .Yum., 1900, and following year* ;

G. Macdonald, Hunter Cat., vol. iii, 1»05, pp. 402-W6.]

'Augustus inter alia domtnatii/nui arcana . . , eeposuit Atguptum,*
says Tacitus (Annul, ii. 59). And down to the days of Diocletian the

status of the province remained exceptional. It was in a peculiar sense
the property of the emperor, and was controlled by a prae/eetus respon-

sible to him alone. Its unique position is reflected in the fact that it

had a special currency of its own. Roman gold is found in Egypt ; but
prior to circa A .D. 260 neither Roman denarii nor Roman bronze coins

appear to have been imported (-V. C, 1908, p. 305). The long series of

Egyptian imperial money extends down to the brief reign of the pretender

Dumitius Domitianus, a. d. 296-7, and includes coins struck in the name
of the Palmyrene Queen Zenobia and of Vaballathus. It begins with
Augustus, whose earliest pieces betray a desire to be regarded, not as

a foreign raler, but as the direct heir of the Ptolemies. Except for the

name and portrait, they exactly resemble the .E with TT and M described
above as having been minted by Cleopatra VII. The use of value-marks
was soon abandoned. Simultaneously novel types were introduced. It

is, however, extremely improbable that any great significance attaches to

these changes. It was left to Tiberius to carry through a radical reform.

In a. d. 19 the last-named emperor revived the Ptolemaic tetradrachin.

the issue of which had been in abeyance since Cleopatra's death. It was
now struck, not in debased .R, but in the mixture of ML and M known
as billon. Regimental pay-sheets of the first century A. D. show that it

was tariffed as roughly equivalent to the Roman denarius, but that for

purposes of exchange a distinct advantage rested with the denarius,

which was held to be worth 28 or 29 obols as against the normal 24
(Mommsen, Arvhivfilr Papyrusfornchung, i, pp. 273 ff., and A. von Pre-
merstein, Be'dn'uje ZUV often Gesckichte (Ktio), iii, pp. 8 ff.). The general
effect of the reform was to facilitate commercial intercourse between
Egypt and the rest of the Empire. At first the billon tetradrachin

weighed over 200 grains and contained a fair proportion of ill. Deteriora-

tion rapidly set in. One of the most notable debasements took place

in the reign of Commodus, when the percentage of At was reduced to

10. The next great shrinkage began under Trebonianus Callus, and
continued till the time of Diocletian, under whom the tetradrachin

weighed little more than one-half of what it had originally done, while

the proportion of -U sank as low as 2 per cent. An indirect effect of this

process should be noted. The earlier emperors had all struck coins in

-E, pieces of very large module being introduced by Nero and minted in

enormous quantities by Trajan, Hadrian, and Pius. Under Commodus
the flow was suddenly cheeked, while under the later emperors *E is

hardly known at all. There was no longer any room for it even as

a token-coinage. On the other hand, it is almost certainly to this period

**- - /^•-v/^^l/* Oriqinal from
D.g.t.zed by*^OOgle PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
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Alexandrian year, the inference is that they coincide with the beginning

of the Roman year, that is, with the date at which a new official would
naturally enter on his duties. Apparently, then, the moneyers at Alex-

andria had considerable latitude in the selection of designs. Until about
a.d. 200 the types are most interesting. Thereafter there is much less

variety, and in the end the reverses are almost monopolized by figures of

Victory and by eagles. The eagle is, of course, no longer a Ptolemaic

emblem. It is a compliment to the garrison, being often shown standing
between vexilla, while on coins of Carious and Numerianus it is accom*
panied by the legend A€T B TPAI.
The more important of the types are discussed in detail by Poole in

his Introduction to B, M. Cat., Alexandria, &c* (</. v.). Here space

forbids anything beyond a simple enumeration :

—

(a) Greek Tt/j>es* Bust or full-length figure of Kronos holding sickle. Bust of

Zeus(AIOZ OAYMTTIOY, ZEYZ NEMEIOI), or full-length figure enthroned

(ZEYZ KAniTnAIOZ) f or recumbent on eagle. Bust of ZeusAmmon, or full-length

figure in biga drawn by rams. Bust of Hera (HPA APTEI A), or standing figure.

Bust of Poseidon (TTOZEIAnN IZ6MI0Z), or figure in bij*a of hippocamps or

standing, holding dolphin. Bust of Apollo (AKTIOZ or TTYeiOZ ATTOAAnN).
or figure standing or seated; Apollo Didymeus, with stag and bow, sometime*

between Nemeses ; Apollo and Artemis; &c. Artemis Huntress- Bust of

Athena, or figure enthroned, or standing (A0HN A ZEBAZT), holding Nike, owl

or ears of corn, sometimes before altar ; Athena Stathmia ; Athena ArchegetU of

Sais ; Athena and Demeter
;
Athena and Ares. Bust of Ares, or figure standing.

Bust of Demeter, or figure standing alone (AHMHTHP), or between the Dioskuri.

or with Eutheuia or Harpocrates. Persephone carried off by Hades. Bust of

Helios, alone or with Selene, or figure standing or on horseback ; see also Sarapis

infra, Bust of Selene, alone or with Helios, or figure in biga, K) bele enthroned.

Bust of Dionysoi, or figure in panther-car. Triptolemoa iu serpent-car. Bust of

Asklepios, or figure standing alone or with Hygieia. Bust of Hygieia, or figure

standing alone or with Asklepios. Bust of Hermes, or figure seuted or standing.

Pan. Busts of the Dioskuri, or figures on horseback or standing. HflZ holding

prancing horse. Nike, frequently and variously represented ; rarely with inscr.,

N€IKH C€BACT\ NIKH KATA TEPMAMfiN (Domitian), KAIZAPI NlKH
(Trajan), N€IKH KATA BP€TAH (Severus and family). Tyche standing

(TVXH C€BACT). or seated, or recumbent on couch. Exploits of Herakles(JC of

Pius)—Nemean lion; Hydra; Keryneiau stag; Erymanthiau boar; Augean
atables ; Stymphalian birds ; Cretan bull ; Mares of Diomedes ; Oxen of Geryon ;

Gardens of the Hesperides; Kerberos; Antaeos
; Herakles entertained by the

Centaur Pholos ;
Destroying vines of Syleus ; Slaying the Amazon Hippolyte, the

monster Echidna, &c. Perseus and Andromeda. Orpheus charming the wild

beasts. Judgment of Paris, HKEANOZ as river-god,

(/?) Egyjtiian aw/ (t'raeco-Egyptian Types. Bust of ZEYZ ZAPATTIZ wearing

moditis/* ZEYZ ZAPATTIZ or HAIOZ ZAPATTIZ standing or enthroned.

Pantheistic bust of Sarapis, Zeus Animon, Poseidon, &c. Sarapis standing or

seated, alone or with Demeter, Agathodaemon, Homonoia, &c, or between the

Dioskuri. Bu*t of Isis
t
alone or with Sarapis, or figure standing or seated, some-

times in temple or suckling infant Horos; Isis Pharia holding inflated sail

before Pharos lighthouse ; Isis Sothis on dog* Hathor-Isis (?) {Hunter Cat-, iii,

PL LXXXVL 15). Bust of Harpokrates, or figure as infant or youth, standing

or seated on flower, finger at mouth. Bust of Hermanubis with palm-branch and

caduceus, or figure standing with jackal at feet. Bull Apis. Bust of NIAOZ, or

figure with eornucopiae and reed, recumbent or seated, accompanied by crocodile
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(ii) The sprouting bud or shoot of the silphium often repeated, and arranged

in a conventional floral pattern. (Xm. Ckron., 1899, PL XVL
8,9, 15, 16.)

(iii) The leaf of the silphium.

(iv) The entire plant of the silphium, represented with a thick tall stem,

liaving at the top a round clustered head or blossom.

To tbese types are sometimes added accessories in the field, such as

a lion, a lion's head, or a boar (Rev. 2fum.
t 1885, PI. XV. 2), &c The

reverses are in this period always incuse without any ornament. The
square is sometimes divided diagonally, as on the primitive coins of
Euboea, sometimes it is quartered, sometimes divided by a broad band
into two oblong parts, sometime* filled with narrow lines ; there are also

certain specimens with a triangular incuse (Z. f. N., xxii, p. 244). For
illustrations see Babe Ion, Traits, ii, Nos. 1973 ff.

For other coins which have been attributed to Cyrene, but which
may be of Macedonian origin (running female figure holding flowers,

winged figure holding wreath, boar), see Rev. Nwm., 1885, pp. 393 f.

;

1903, p. 311.

Cm. B.C. 530-480.

Euboic- Attic Standard.

The coins which may be assigned to this period are

—

Silphium plant.

Id. [Mailer, i, p. 11, No. 23.]

Id. [Mailer, No. 23.]

Id. [Xum. Chron., 1892. p. 19, No. 31.]

Id. [Babelon, Traitc, ii, PI LXIV. 16.]
*

Nymph Kyrene seated 1. with silphium

plant before her and silphium eeed

behind her. [Xum. Chron., 1886,

PI. I. 6.]

Same type, r.

[R*v. Xutn. t 1885, PL XV. 5.]

Four silphium sprouts in floral pattern,

with bearded head, or horse's head,

above. [Bompoi**, CyrM i. 6.1

Similar, but with horse** head in place

of bearded head.

Archaic bearded head with bull's horn

and four or two fniits of the silpliiuui

in the field.

Lion's head facing and silphium fruit.

K Gazelle, silphium plant, and fruit,

all in incuse square .AlTetradrachm.

Silphium fruit between two dolphins,

all in incuse square Ai Tetradrachm*

Incuse square. Herakles and nymph
standing on either side of the tree of

the garden of the Hesperides . . .

Ai Tetradrachra.

Incuse square. Gorgoneion ....
Ai Tetradrachm.

Incuse square. Head of Zeus Amnion r.

M Tetradracbm.

Forepart of Pegasos 1. in dotted square

Ai Tetradracbm.

Head of Zeus Ammon r. in incuse

square , * , • iB Tetradrachm.

Incuse square, containing flora) star

/I t Didrachm.

Incuse square, containing floral star.

[Bompois,Cyr.,Pl.I.7.] iRDidrachm.

Incuse square, containing floral star io

incuse circle or square
Ai Didr. and dr.

Incuse square, containing griffin's head

r. A Drachm.

Original from

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
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i 4>EI AfJNOJ retr.] Head of Apollo

r. ; behind, quiver [iVum. Chron.,

1898, PI. IX. 13.]

4>EIAHN0« retr. Id. [Rev. yum.,
1892, p. 506, Sum. Chron., 1897,

p. 220.]

OEY*EIAEYS Head of young Dio-

nvsos; behind, thyrsos.

[POAIA1N0EY€ Young head with
i ; i m's horn.

P0AIANOEYS Id. [Sum. Chron.,

1897, p. 221, Not. 2, 3.]

Incuse circle. KYPANA (retr.) Sil-

phiuin and palm-tree. . At 124 grs.

AAMfl Eros walking, singing to lyre

M 130 grs.

KYPA Silphium . . . At 130 grs.

[Mttller, No. 176.]

„ Id MWgn.
[Mailer, No. 142.]

Incase circle. Hermes Btanding, hold-

ing caducous, to which is attached

taenia; behind, AAMn KYPANA .

Al 131 grs.

The bronze coins of the same time exhibit, among others, the following

types. Inner., KYPA (or none at all) :

—

Head of Zeus Ammon.
Head of nymph Kyrene.

Head of Artemis, inter. AAMfl
KYPANA.

Young head with ram's horn.

Gazelle.

Head of Libya with formal curls.

Silphium . .

Triple Bilphium

Nike ....
-C-85
£•88
JE-75

Single or triple silphium . . X. -6

Silphium M -75

Gazelle M -55-35

Head of Zeus Ammon.
Horseman or free horse.

Must of horse.

Wheel M -9-8
Wheel M -8-5
Wheel &-9

Circ. B.C. 323-285.

In this period, while the CyrenaVca was subject to Ptolemy Soter

(b. c. 323-313 and 308-285), autonomous gold, silver, and bronze money
was issued at Cyrene. The gold coins are of the Attic weight, but the

silver, like some of the silver of Ptolemy, follows the Rhodian standard
(Didr. 120 grs.). In addition, there were gold staters and half-staters of
the ordinary Alexandrine types (which Svoronos assigns to the period

B.C. 323-313), and, during the second period of Ptolemaic domination,
gold, silver, and bronze with Ptolemaic types, often distinguished by
the silphium, or by the monogram of Magas, who governed CyrenaSca
for his father-in-law Ptolemy Soter from B.C. 308. See Svoronos, Nop.w IItoA., Nos. 59 ff.

(
304 ff., and above, pp. 848, 850.

Head of Athena,

Alexander.

Head of Athena.

Id.

Gold.

on ttaters of KYPANAION (sometimes on the obv.)

PTOAEMAIOY or PTOAEMAin.
Nike standing, as on staters of Alex-

ander A* 133 srrs.

rTOAEMAlOY or KYPANAION
PT0AEMAI[0Yt] Nike. Magis-

trate, EY4»PI . . . . AT 67 grs.

PTOAEMAIOY Nike. Symbol, Wheel
AT 65 grs-

Original from
1

UNIVERSITY•"»!:
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These statesmen were entrusted with the government of the Cyrenaica,

which they appear to have reconstituted on the lines of the Achaean
League. So much, at least, we may infer from the language of Polybius

(x. 25) and Plutarch (Phi/op., i. 1 ), and from the Federal coins in silver and
bronze, bearing the inner. KOlNOrJ, which are probably to be attributed

to this time, as the bronze pieces are often restruck on regal bronze of

Ptolemy II.

Fro. 88».

Head of Zeus Ammon. KOIMON Silphium (Fig. 389) . . .

M Didr. 118 ffrs.

M -9-7

Circ. B.C. 222-96.

From the accession of Ptolemy IV (Philopator) down to the death of
Ptolemy Apion, B.C. 96, the coinage of Cyrenaica is regal ofthe Ptolemaic
type. It is described by Svoronos, Not, r(bv YlroXfuaCm; and above,

pp. 853 ff.

Cyrenaica under the Romans, after b. c. 96.

Ptolemy Apion, on his death (B.C. 96), left Cyrenaica by his will to the

Romans, who at first granted the various cities their freedom ; but the
disorders which arose compelled them soon afterwards to reduce that

country to the condition of a Roman province (B.C. 74). Henceforth
bronze coins only were issued in Cyrenaica, and these bore the names of
the Roman governors under Augustus— L. Lollius, A. Pupius Rufus,

L. Fabricius Patellius, Scato, Palicanus, and Capito—with various titles

in Greek or Latin characters, such as TAMIAC ANTICTPAfTHrOC],
PROCOS, or Q_[VAESTOR].
Among the types may be mentioned the Heads of Ammon, Apollo,

Artemis, or the Emperor, Helmeted female head (PftMHl), Curule
chair, Camel, Stag, Ram, Bee, Caduceus, Wreath, Serpent, &c. Svoronos
(Nop. ru*> riroA., Nos. 1899-1904) also plausibly attributes to Cyrenaica
M of M. Antonius and Cleopatra, as well as M of P. Canidius Crassus.

There are also later Imperial coins of Titus, Trajan, Faustina Senior,

M. Aurelius, and Severus Alexander, attributed conjecturally to Cyre-
naica (MUller, i, p. 171), but the evidence for the Cyrenai'c origin of these

is very doubtful.

was founded from Cyrene about the middle of the sixth century.

Its coinage down to the age of the Ptolemies falls into the same periods

as that of Cyrene. In the archaic period it is generally impossible to

distinguish the issues of Barce from those of Cyrene, as they are, as

a rule, uninscribed. In the fifth century (B.C. 4*0—131). while Barce,

like Cyrene, was governed by kings, its coinage consists of Euboic-Attic
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BYZACENE
[L. Miill.T, Numismatique dt I'ancienn* A/rique, ii, and Supp., pp. 89 f. ; CagDftt, op. at]

This region was the southern portion of the Roman province of Africa,

and bordered on the north upon Zeugitana. Coins exist of the following

towns :—

Achalla (Henshir Badria), a colony founded from the island of Me-
lita. Bronze coins, with heads of Divus Julius (Caesar), Augustus
with Gaius and Lucius Caesares, or the Roman Proconsuls, P. Quinctilius

Varus and L. Volusiua Saturninus. Latin inscr., ACHVLLA, tfcc. (Muller,

ii, p. 43 ; Z. f. 2f., xviii, p. 200).

Alipota. Bronze of late time. Head of Astarte, rev. Punic legend

HJTCTO (Alipta) and Caduceus (Muller, ii, p. 42).

Hadrametnm (Susa), a Phoenician settlement near the southern
boundary of Zeugitana. Under the Romans a libera civitas, and from
Trajan's time a colony, and the capital of Byzacene.

Bronze of the time of Augustus. Inscr., HADR, HADRVM, &c, some-
times with heads and names of the Roman Proconsuls, &c, or of Poseidon,
Helios, Astarte, and Sarapis(?) (MUller, ii, p. 51).

Lepti* Minor (Lamia), between Thapsus and Hadrumetum, was
declared free by the Romans after the destruction of Carthage, but it

does not appear to have struck coins before Imperial timee. There
are bronze coins with heads of Divus Julius, Augustus, Tiberius, and
Agrippina Germanici. Inscr., AETTTIC, Bust of Hermes or turreted

head (Muller, ii, p. 49).

(Henshir Tine), a. town of Phoenician origin, struck bronze
coins shortly before and during the reign of Augustus, with Punic

inscr., P3"»yn (Thainath). Types—Head of Sarapis or of Astarte

;

Tetrastyle templo, &c. (Muller, ii, p. 40).

Thapvoa {Ras Dimas), memorable for Caesar's victory over Pompey,
B.C. 46. Imperial of Tiberius. Rev. THAPSVM, and head or seated

figure of Livia, with legend IVH[0rJl] AVC[VSTAE] (Muller, ii, p. 4").

See also Thysdrus.

Thysdrnn (el Djem), on the inland road between Hadrumetum and

Thaena. Bronze of the age of Augustus, with Punic inscr., ICEtTC
(= Stpsr). Types—Head of Astarte diademed and veiled, rev. Lyre;
Head of Poseidon, rev. Capricorn (Miiller, ii, p. 58). But these coins

may be of Thapsus (0. I. L., viii, p. 12).
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Fio. 390.

ncnn mp Free horse, crowned by Nike.

nenn mp or no iuscr. Head of Perse-

phone, with or without dolphins

around.

Horse's head.

Date-palm tree (Fig. 390) M Tetradr.

Free horse before palm-tree. [B. M.
Guide, PL XXVI. 89, and PL XXXV.
37, 38.] M Tetradr.

Top of date-palm tree . M Obol.

Fio. 391.

Head of a queen, wearing tiara of

Oriental form.

ronD DPP Lion aud palm-tree (Fig,

391) M Tetradr.

Fio.

Head of Persephone surrounded by
dolphins.

Head of Herakles in lion-akin.

Head of Persephone surrounded by
dolphinB.

rune DP or D Horse's head and palm-

tree (Fig. 392) . M Tetradr.

PUTO M DP \ Horse'B head and palm-

rOTO DPC tree. [B. M. Guide. PL
or XXXV. 36.] ... .

D3trriD -it Tetradr.

Quadriga JR Tetradr.

The resemblance of the head of Herakles on the coins of this series to

that on the earliest tetradrachuis of Alexander the Great is a valuable
indication of date.

The Siculo-Punic bronze coins of this period are not numerous.
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Bulla Reffia(i/ainm««t-.Z)<<n'tf<//)(MUller, iii, p. 57). Bronze, obi\ Eagle,

rev. Crescent, sometimes containing disk. Inrtcr., tV22 {bb'l).

Cirta (G&ndantine). the capital of Numidia, and the chief royal

residence. Bronze with Punic legends, perhaps representing the names

of other cities, p-O mp*?rj"a (BdiiUkri Krtn) or TO^N (%t, Muller,

iii, p. 60).

Turreted female head, i Horse /P. 1-0

Id. Two upright ears of com . . M •?

In B.C. 46 P. Sittius received Cirta from Caesar; it became a colony

under the name Colonla Juvenalis Jlonoris el Virtutis CitUi. It issued

& with types: Heads of VIRTVS and HONOR, of P. SITTIVS, ofJupiter,

and names of the quattuorviri, Mugonianus, &c. (Babelon, Rev, ^um.,
1889, pp. 502 f.).

Gadiauphala [Ksar Sbui), some thirty -five miles south-east of Cirta.

Muller {iii- 65) attributes to this town bronze coins resembling those of

Cirta, but reading HP (Ait).

Hippo Begins (near Bona) and Tipaaa (Tifesh). Hippo Regius was
a maritime city near the mouth of the river I'bus. Tipaaa was about forty-

four miles south of Hippo, and connected with it by a road. The two places

appear to have struck money in common (Muller, iii, p. 53). Jnftfl*., pCH
Cpon) and injJDtfl = (Th/>tn). Ty/tes—He&d of Baal laur. and surmounted
by star, behind, sceptre, rev. Head of Astarte veiled and surmounted
by disk in crescent; Head of Melkart surmounted by star and with
club behind, rev. Head of Egyptianized divinity, wearing bonnet,

surmounted by star and with axe behind ; Youthful head, rev. Panther
leaping to right

Macomades {Kur-el-Ahmar), an inland town of Phoenician origin,

about forty miles south-east of Cirta. Bronze of late autonomous times.

Jnwr.. S?2p— (= M'pna). Ty/*ee—Head of Egyptianized divinity, in

close-fitting cap with two floating ribands at the top, rev. Hog; Horse
galloping, rev. Disk iu crescent.

Salviana(?). Bronze of autonomous times. Jitacr., p7CN (= Adbn).

Tiff*—Veiled bust of Phoenician goddess with caduceus, rev. Horse,

above, crescent and disk (Muller, iii, p. 68).

Suthui, between Cirta and Hippo Regius. Bronze of late autonomous

time. ifferr., JiD {= St). Tyjjett—Head of Sarapis wearing modiu-s, or

of Hermes in petasos, rev. Wreath (Muller, iii, p. 59).

Thabraca (Tabarlca) and Tnnisa (/.« Calle), two maritime towns to

the east of Hippo Regius. Late autonomous bronze in alliance. Inner.,

\vy\2T\(= Tbrk'a), and pS/l (= Tnn*n). Tyjx— Veiled head of

Astarte, rer. Beardless head with ringlets; behind. 2, symbol of Baal

(Muller, iii, p. 52).
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Semes. Site unknown. Bronze with name of Bocchus II (III) and auto-

nomous, probably of the time of Juba IL Inner., BOD CpD {Matjom,

Snut, City of the Sun), usually with bearded head of the Sun-god facing,

rev. Star ; Grapes and corn.

Siga, on the Mediterranean coast, near the mouth of a little river of

the same name, between Caesarea and Tingis. Regal bronze of Boc-
chus II (III),?, v.

Tamu«ida or Tamuiia, on the Atlantic coast, about thirty miles north
of Sala, probably identical with the Thymiateria of Soy lax. Late auto-

nomous bronze with Neo-Punic inscr. nV"TCP (Tmtft ?), Head of

boarded divinity, rev. Two ears of com (Miiller, iii, p. 162).

Timici, an inland town in the western part of Mauretania Caesari-

ensis. Late autonomous bronze. Inzer,, ^30Ji (Tml-i), Bearded head, rev.

Grapes between two laurel branches (Miiller, iii, p. 143).

Tingis, now Tangiers, on the straits of Gibraltar, the chief town of

Mauretania Tingitana. Late autonomous bronze with Neo-Punic legends,

wnn r\hy2(irn Ttg'), torn nSra (Ktt 2W),or wxm bjno(Jf&7
Timj), &c. (city or citizens of Tingis) (MUller, iii, p. 144), Bearded head
of Baal without neck, or of Demeter, &c, rev. Ears (or ear) of corn. Also
Imperial—Augustus and Agrippa, with Neo-Punic and Latin legend,

I V L TIN, rev. Bearded head of Baal facing.

Zilis, about twenty miles south of Tingis. Late autonomous bronze,

with Neo-Punic in&cr,, JVTtTN ('slit), Head of Heniies with caducous, rev.

Two upright ears of corn (Miiller, iii, p. 153).
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ApolloniaMordiaeum Pi&idiae,

706.

Apollonis Lydiae, 648*
A)>oIlonopnlites Nonius Ae-

gyptl, 864.
Apollonoshieron Lydiae, 648,

Appia Phrygiae, 667.

Aptera Crwtae, 458.
Apulia, 43.

Aquilonia Samnii, 27.

Aquinum Latii, 26.

Arabia, 810.

Arabia Nomus Aegypti, 864.
Aradun Phoenicia, 788.
Araxa(?) Lyciae, 694.

Arcadia, 444
t
448.

Arcadia Cretae, 458.

Arefine Amorgi, 481.

Auiolis, 437.

Argo* Amphib-chicum Acar-
naiiiae, 329, 406.

Argoa Argolidia, 418 T 437.

Arianus PUidiae, 706.

Ariminum Unibriae, 21.

AuMFKtA, 754.

Arpi Apuliae, 44.

Arsinoft Argolidis. 442.
Arsinoe Cretae, 459.

Arsinoeia v. Epheaua, 574.
ArainoIte&Nomu* Aegypti, 864.

Arverni Galliae, 8.

Arycanda Lyciae, 694.

A&calon Judaeae, 804.
Asculum tf, Piceni, 23.

Anea Arcadiae, 418.
Asine Me&scniae, 418, 432.
Aaopua Laconiae, 483.

A9pendus Pamphyliac, 699,
Aaaorus Sieiliao, 127.

AanuaTroadls, 542.
Assyria, 817.

Antaeus Acarnaniae, 329, 406.

Astacu* Bithymae, 510.
Aatypalaca, 630.
Astyra Cariau, 610.

Atarneua Myaiae, 521.

AM la Campaniae, 30.

AthamanoaEpiri, 320.

Athena, 865.

AthribitesNomus Aegypti, 864.

Atrax Thessaliae, 292*

Atrebaten Galliae, 9.

Attaea Mysiae, 532.
Attaleia Lydiae, 648.

Attaleia Pamphyliae, 701.

Attica, 365.

Attuda Cariae, 611.

Aluaia Aaayriae, 817.

Avenio Galliae, 8.

Augusta Cilioiae, 718.

AugustaTrajana Thraciae, 288.
Atireliopolis Lydiae. 659.
Aurunca v. Suonsa Camp. t 42.

AuHCiilum Apuliae, 45.

Autocano Aeolidia, 552.
Axuin Ethiopia**, S64.

Axus Cretae, 459.

Azetiura Apuliae, 45.

Mauretaniae. 889.
Babyloxia. 816, 828.

Bactria, 8B2.
Bageis Lydiae, 648.

Balanaea Syriae, 780.

Balbura Lyciae, 694.
Baletium Calabriae. 51.

BaraU Lycaoniae, 718.

Baroe Cyranalcae, 872.
Bargaaa Cariae, 612.

BargyliaCariae, 612.
Baria Pisidiae, 707.

Barium Apuliae, 45.

Bellovaci Galliae, 9.

Beneventum Samnii, 28.

Beroea Macedoniae, 242.
Beroea Cyrrheaticae, 777.
Berytua Phoentces, 790.

Beudoa vetua Phrygiae, 668.
Biatinua or Biennus Cretae,

459.

Bilan(?)8yrticae,875.
Birytis Troadis, 542.
Bisaltae Haoodoniae. 199,

Bisanthe Thraciae, 266.

BmivsiA, 609.

Bithynium Bithyniae, 511.
Bizya Thraciae, 287.
Blaundus Lydiae, 648.

Boeae Laconiae, 438.
Boeone Aeolidia, 652.
Boeotca, 343.
BoapoRtnt, 494.
Boatra Arabiaa, 812.
Botrv Phoenicia, 791.
Bottiaai Macedonia*, 243.

Itot t ice Macedoniae, 213.
Bria Phrygiae, 668.
BrigantcH Britanniae, 11.

Britax^ia, 10.

I in ula Lydiae, 649.
Brundisium Calabrlae, 51.

BRvmuM, 1K>.

Bruzus Phrygiae, 668.
Bubaatites Nomus Aegypti,

864.
Bubon Lyciae, 696.

Bulla Regia Numidiae, 886.

Bura Aclia«ae
r
413.

Busirites Nomus Aegypti, 864.
Buthrotum Kpiri, 320.

Butuntum Apuliae, 46.

Byblus Phoenicia, 791.

Byllia IUyrici, 314.

Byzaceice, 876.

Byzantium Thraciae, 266.

c.

Oal>aaitm TToimis Aegypti, 864.

Cabeira Ponti, 497, 5o2,
Cahellio Galliae, 8.

Gabyla Thraciae, 278.

Cadi Phrygiae, 668.

Cadyanda Lyciae. 695.
Cuelia Apuliae, 46.

Caena r. Alaeaa, 125.

Caonicenses Galliae, 8.

Caetiareia-Germanica Bithy-
niae, 511.

Caesareia Cappadociae, 752.

Caeaareia Paniaa Trachoiiiti-

dia, 785.

Caeaania ad Lihanum Phn«-
nioea, 792.

Caoaareia Samariae, 802.
Caeaareia Mauretaniae v. Iol,

748.

Caiatia Campaniae, 31.

Calabria, 51,

Calacte Siciliae, 128.
Calatla Campaniae, 81.

Calchtnion Bithyniae, 511.

Cales Campaniae, 31.

Callatia Hoesiae Inferioris.
273.

Callipolia Cariae, 612,
Calliata Arcadia*, 4ia
Calymna, 631.
Calynda Lyciae, 695.
Camarata Mauretaniae, 889.

Camarina Siciliae, 128,
Camam Ktruriae, 15.

Came My»iae, 522.
Camirun Rhodi

(
636.

Campani Siciliae, 130.
CAMrAifiA, 30.

Catnulodunum Britanniae
t
11.

Canata Decapoleos, 786.

Candyba Lyciae, 695.
Cane v. Autocano Aeolidia,

652.

Oanu*ium Apuliae, 46,

Caphyae Arcadiac, \\ >\
t a

*
'

_

Capitoliaa Decapolooa, 787.

CAfPADOClA, 749.

Capsa Maoedoniaa, 212.
Capua Campaniae, 32.

CaralliaCiliciae, 71&
Carcine Chers, Taur., 279.

Cardia Cherwmeai Thraciae,
BU

Caria, 606.

Carat' or Carnoa Phnentcea,
792.

CarpiUhua insula, 631.

Carrhae H^sopotamiaef 814.
Carthaea Cei, 488.

Carthago Zvugitana«, 877.

Carthago Nova Hiapaniae, 4.

Caryanda Cariae, 612.
Caryalua BnboMS. 356.

Caaae CiliHae, 718.

Casaandreia Hacedoniao, 212.

Casaopu Epiri. 320.

Caatahala Ciliciae v. Hiero-

]
--K-. 721.

Catalauni Oalliae, 9.
Catana Siciliae, 130.

Caulonia Bntttii. 92.

Caunua Cariae, 612.
Cayatriani Lydiae. 649.

Cebren Troadta, 543.

Celenderia Ciliciae, 718.
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Silandua Lydiae, 557.
s.l.r.i. Siciliae, 16V.

Sillyuni Pamphyltae, 706.

Hinde Bospori, 405.

Singnra Mesopotamiac, 816.

Sinope Paphlagoniae, 502.607.
Siocharax Phrygiae, 685.

Siphnos, 491.
Siris Lucaniae, 83.

Smyrna Ioniae, 591.

Soli Ciliciae, 72a
Soli (?) Cypri, 745.

Solus Sicilian 170.

Stoctorium Phryfciae, 685.

Stiela Siciliae. 171.

Stobi Macedoniae, 245.

Stratoniceia Cariae, 624.

Stratonictiia Hadrianopolis
Lydiae, 657.

Stratus Acarnaniae. 331, 40fi.

Sturnium (?) Calabriae, 53.

Stymphalus Arcadiae, 418, 45S.

SueasaAurunca Campania*, 42,

BUSUML 822.

Suthul Numidiae, 886.

Syangela (?) Cariae, 625.

Sybaris Lucaniae, 84.

Sybrita Cretae, 477.

Syodra Ciliciae, 729.

Syme (?) v, Syangela Cariae,

625*
Synaua Plirygiae. 685.

Synnada Plirygiae, 685.

Syracuae Sicilian, 171, 406.

Sykia, 755.

Syros, 491.
SVRTICA, 875.

T.

Tabae Cariae, 626.

Tabala Lydiac. 658,

Tamusida or Tamunia Maure*
taniae, 890.

Tanagra Boeotiae, 347.

Tanites Nonius Aegypti, 864.

Tanus Cretae, 478.

Tarentum Calabriae, 53,

Tarra CretAe, 478.

Tarsus Ciliciae, 729.

Taulara Ponti, 499, 502.
Tauromenium Siciliae, 187.

Tavium Oalatiae, 749.

Toanum Sidicinurn Cam*
]*aniac, 42.

T. ate? Apuliac, 49.

TV-ctnaage* Oalatiae v. Ancyra,
747.

TV«.*a Arcadian, 418, 454.
TVlamon Etmriae. 16,

TeleHim Samnii, 28.

T«*lniessus Lyciae, 698.

Teloa Insula Cariae. C42.

Temenothvrao Phrygian, 686.
Temotta Brultii, 112.

Teinnu* Aenlidi*. 556.

Tenea Corinthian 405. 417.

Tentdoa. 660.

Teneatini Illyrici, 819.
Tenos, 492.

Tentyrite* Nonius Aegypti,
864.

' Toos Ioniae, 595.

ITerinaBruttii, 112,407.
' Termera Cariae, 627.

Termeaauti Major Pisidiae, 712.

Termessurt Minor Lyciae, 698.

Terone Macedonian, 206.

Teuohira Cyrenaicae, 874.

Teuthis Arcadlae. 418,

Tcuthrnnia Mvsiae, 688.

Thabraca Numidiae, 886.

Thaena Byzacenes, 876.
Thagora Numidiae, 887.

Thaliadae Arcadiae, 456.

Thap*us Byzao*nest 876.
Thasos, 217, 263.

Tliohao I'hthiotidisTheaaaliae,

310.

Tbebae Boeotiae, 349.
Tbebe Hypoplacia Mvsiae, 538.
Theisoa Arcadiae, 418.
Thelpuaa Arcadiae, 418. 456.

Themisoiiium Plirygiae, 687.

Theodoaia Chers. Taur., 281.

Tliera (?) Sicilian 190.

Thera, 493.
Therma ;?) Macedoniae, 203.

Thermae Himerenses Siciliae,

146.

Tlioapiae Boeotiae, 354.
Thesaali, 311.

Thessaua, 290.

Thcssalonica Macedoniae, 245.

Thinitea Komus Aegypti, 864.

Thracia, 246.
Thronium Locridis. 387.

Thuria Messeniae, 433.
Thurium Lucaniae, 86, 891.

Thyatira Lydiae, 658.

Thymbra Troadis, 550*
Thyrrheium Acarnaniae, 31(2,

406.
Thysdrus Byzacenea. 876.

Tiberias Galilaeae, 802.
Tiberiopnlia Phrygiae, 687.

Timbriadu Pinidiae, 712.

Tiintci Mauretaniae, K90.

Tingis Mauretaniae, 890.
Tipaaa Numidiae, 886.
Tiryna Argolidi*. 443.

Tisna Aeolidis, 557.
Titacazus Lydiae, 669.
Titiopolis Ciliciae, 734.

Tityassus Pisidiae. 712.
Tium Bithyniae. 518.
Tloa (?) Lyciae. 691.
Tlos Lyciae, 698.

Tmolu* Lydiae. 659.

Toliatobogii (Pen-aim*) Oala-
tiae, 74a

Tomarin Lydiae. 659.

Tomis Moesiae Inferioris, 275.

Topirus Thracia*', 2H8.

Traihonitis, 785.

Tragilus Macedoniae, 217.

TrajanopolisThraciae. 288.

Trajanopolis Phryffiae, 688.

Trallea Lydiae, 659.
Trapezopolis Cariae

T
627.

Trapezus Ponti, 499.

Trebenna Lyciae. 698.
Trevlri Galliae, 9.

Tricca Thessaliae, 810.

Trierus (?) Thraciae, 256.

Tripolis Lydiae, 601.

Tripolls Phoenicea, 798.

Troaa, 588.

Trocmi Oalatiae Tavium\ 749
Troezen ArgolidK 443.

Tucca Numidiae, 887.

Tuder Umbriae, 22.

Tuniza Numidiae. 880.

Tyana Cappadociae, 753.

J
v i >ni&8us v, Tyniena Lyciae,

698.
Tylisus Cretae, 478.

Tymena Lyciae, 698,

Tymnessus Cariae, 628,

Tyndaris Siciliae. 189.

Tynteni Macedoniae, 199.

Tyra Sarmatiae, 273.

Tyrrheni Siciliae. 190,

Tyrus Phoenices* 799.

V.

Velecha (?) Campaniae, 43.

Velia Lucaniae, 88.

Venafrum (?) Campaniae, 43.

Venusia Apuliae. 60.

Verbe Pisidiae, 712.

Verulamium Britanniae, II.

Vnrnsu, 24.

Vetulonia Etruriae, 15.

ViboValentiaBruttii, 101.
Vienna Oalliae, 8.

Viminacium Moesiae Superi-
oris, 278,

Um&ria, 21.

Volaterrae Etruriae. 15.

Volsinii Etruriae. 12.

Uranopolis Klacedoniae, 206.

Uria v. llyrium, 47.

Ursentum (?) Lucaniae, 90.

Utica Zeugitanae. 882,
Uxeutum Calabriae, 69.

X.

Xanthus Lyciae, 698,

Xoites Nomus Aeyypti, 864.

Z.

Zaeynthua, 429.

Zae«lii Uacedoniae. 195.

Zancle Siciliae, 151.

/ami Numidiae, 887.
Zautba He&opotamiae. 81<J,

Zela Ponti, 499.

Zeleia Troadia, 550.
Zepbyrium Ciliciae. 734,

Zeuoitaita, 877.

Zeugma Conimagenet, 776,

Zilis Mauretaniae, 890.
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Ari[*os (?)], Tyana Cap., 753.
Ariaramnes of Cappadocia,

749.

Ariarathes I of Cappadocia,
749.

(Gaziura), 498.

(Sinope\ 608,
Ariarathes II-X of Cappa-

docia, 749-62.

Ariobarzanes I 1 1 1 of Cappa-
docia, 761.

Aristarchus of Colchis, 496.

Aristobulus of Cbalcis, Judaea.
809.

ArUto'cyprus (?)1 Cyprus,
741, 746.

Aristotimus, Elis ;?), 424.
Anuices of Parthia, 818.
ArsanHs, Armenia, 764.

Aimm-. wife of Lysimnchus
(Ephesus), 574.

Ar*inoft II of Egypt. 850.
Amino* II (?) (Lebedus-Ptolo-

mais)f 680.
Arsinof III of E«vpt, 864.

(Methana , 442.

Artabamis I-V of ! .

819-22.
ArUviwdes of Parthia, 822.
ArtavaHde* I and II of Ar-

menia, 764-6.
Artaxerxi I-III of Persia,

828.
Artaxerxes I, II, of Persia.

824.
Artaxias r>f Armenia, 755.
Artemidorus of Bactria, 842.
Artlljni, Lycia, 690.
Artmftpara, Lycia, 691,

Aruv|tiyaai (Aryandes?), Ly-
cia, (192.

Asander of BoH[>orus, 504,
Aspurgu*, Bosporus, 6"|.
\--

. . I-III of E . mum,
688, 634.

AttamMuHl-IVofCharacene,
8:13.

Audolcon of Paeonia, 237.
Autophradates [f\ Satrap, 698.
Autophradatos of Persis. M24.
Azhaal Citium CyprP, 737,

Azbaal Byblus Phoenicia),
791.

B.

Banlmclek I, II (Citium
Cypri\ 737, 738.

Baalram Citium Cypri\ 738.
Uaana. Phoenicia i,?), 801.

Ballaeus of Illyricum. 317.
Bastareus. Macedon (?% 237.
Berenice, wife of Ptolemy

Eu*rgutea (Epheausj,
575.

Berenice I of E^ypt, 85 L
Ben-nice II of Egypt. S52.

(Mnrathus;, 793.

Bergaetis. Thrace, 283.

Biatec, Noricum, 9.

Bitovios, s. Gaul, 8.

Bocchus of Mauritania, 887.
888.

Bodashtart (?),Sidon, 795.
Boduoc, Britain, II.

Bogud of Mauritania, 887.
Brogitarus of Galatia, 747.

O.

CallinicusofCommagone, 776.

(Laranda (?)), 714.
(Lacanatis), 722.

(Selinus), 728.

Calliope, Bactria, 814.
Cambysea (?) of Pereia, 826.
Canity Scjthia, 289.
Curti mandua, Britain, 11.

Ca*sander of Macedon, 228.
Cavarus of Thrace, 286.
Ceraibaulu* of Thrace, 285.
Cersobleptea of Thrare, 257,

284.
Cetriporia of Thrace, 283.
Cbtnm Scythia, 289.

Charidemua,Papho*Cypri,741.
Chuldu, wife of AreUs IV,

Nabathata. 811.
Clearchus I (?;, Tyrant of

lleracleia, 514.
Clearchus 11 <?), Tyrant of

lleracleia, 515.
Cloopati wife of Alex. Bala,

769-
with Antiochus VIII,

789.

Cleopatra III of Egypt 856,
858,

Cleopatra VII of Egypt, Sf>9.

(AntiocheiaadOrontem),
778.

(Berytus}, 790.
(Ascalon), 804.

Cleopatra (.Selene) of Maure-
tania, 888.

t'ommios, X. Gaul, 9,

Comux, Britain, 11.

Cwod, OlblH, 272. 289.
Cotys I IV of Thrace, 284-6.
Cotys I III of the Cimmerian

Bosporus, 604.
Croesus, Ly-dia, 646.
CunobelinuHfif Britain, II.

Cyrus (?), Persia, B26.

Dabol (Emiaa), 781.
Darius I of Persia, 825.
Dasius. Altinius, 45. 48, 49.

Datames Satrap, 608. 730.

Datames of Cappadocia. 749.
Dd$ritimi, Lycia, 691.

Ddimiu, Lycia, 692.
Dt-iotarus I, Ualatia, 74ft.

Deiotarus Philadelphia, Paph-
lagoilia, 509.

Daiotarua Philopator, Paphla-
gonia, 509.

Demetri us Pol iorcetes of Mace*
don, 229, 891,

Demetrius If of Haoedon, 232
Demetrius I of Syria, 764.
Demetrius II of Syria, 766,

768.

Demetrius III of Syria, 772.
7S5.

Demetrius of Bactria, 837.
Demonicus (?), Citium Cypri,

788.

Diodotus of Bactria, 886.
Diomedes of Bactria, 840.
Dion of Syracuse (?) Zacrn-

thus, 430.
Dionyaius Tyrant of Heraclt ia

Pontica, 515.
Dionysius of Bactria, 842.
Dixatelmeu*, Thrace, 286.
Docimus, Thrace, 200.
Dropion (?), Paeonia, 237.
Dubnovellaunus, Britain, 11.

Dumnocoreros, Britain. II.
Dynamis, Pontua and Bos-

porus, 504.

Ecrituslrus, Noricum, 9.

Eduis, C. Gaul, 8.

Eleazar, Judaea, 810.
Klpaal. Byblus Phoenicia, 781.
Eminacus ^y), Thrace <*), 283.
Enylusv. Ainel. Byblus Phoe*

nices, 791.

Epander of Bactria
r
842.

Kpa^nactus. C. Gaul, 8.

Epaticcug, Britain, 11.

Epiphane»ofCommaKene, 776.

(Lacatiatis , 722.

(Uranda (?)\ 714.
Selinus), 728.

Eppillus, Britain, 10.

ICahmunazar (?), Sidon, 794.
Euagora* I (Amathus), 737.

s
Salami»

; , 748.

Euagoras II, Salamis Cvpri.
744.

(Sidon), 788.
Euanthes, Salamis CjTJri, 743.
Eucratidea of Bactria, H38.

Euelthon, Salamis Cypri, 742.
Eumenea I and II of \\ —

mum, 533.

Eumenes II of Pencamum,
(Ephesus\ 675.

Eunostus, Soli Cypri, 746.
Eupator. Cimmerian Bos-

porus, 604.
Eupolemus, Mylaaa, 622.
Eutbydemus I of Baetria, S37.

Euthydemus II of Bactria, 837.
Eurydice, Smyrna, 692.
Eurysthenes ;?\ Pergamum,

698.
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Perdiecas 111 of Maeedon. 222.

Periklea, Lycia, 692.

Perseus of Maeedon, 285.

Pi-ucolaus, Bactria. 848.

1'hahaspea (?), Ferula, 824.
Phalaecus, PhocU, 889.

Phanes, Ephesus, 671.
Pharnaharus.Satrap Cyzicuat,

597.
(Ibsub). 722.

(Nagldus), 726.

(Taraus), 780.

Pharnaces I. Pont us, 500.

Pharnaces II, Cimmerian Bos-
porus, 604.

Pharsan»a, Cimmerian Bos-

porus, 604.
Pharzolua, Scythia, 289.
PhilelaeniBof Pergamuro, 582.
Phile^taa) or Phile(mon\

Thrace, 284.
Philip II of Maeedon, 222.

Philip III of Maeedon, 228.
Philip IV of Maeedon, 229.

Philip V of Maeedon, 282, 239,
891.

Pliilip of Syria, 771.
Philistin. Syracuse, 184.

Philopnlor of Cilicia, 721. 786.
Philoxenus of Bactria, 848.
Phintias of Agrigvntum, 123.

Phraatacea, Parthia, 820.
Phraales I-IV Parthia, 819,

820.

PhraUphvrneaC?) of Persia (?'*,

824.

Phriapatius, Parthia, 819.

Pixodarus of Caria, 680.
Plato of Bactria, 839.

Pnytagorns, Salami* Cypri,
744.

Polemo I, Pontus and Bos-
porua, 502.

Polemo II, Pontua. 503.
(Olba), 727.

Polyxenu*, Bactria, 843.

Praxippua, Cyprus, 78U.
Proclea I (?\ Teuthrania,597.
Pruaiaal. II, Bithynia. 519.

Ptolemy I. Soter, 848, 870.
Ptolemy II, PhiladelphuB, 850.

Ptolemy III, Euergetes, H52.

Ptolemy IV, Philopalor, 853.
Ptolemy V, Epiphanea. 855.
Ptolemy VI. Philometor. 856.

Ptolemy VII, Eupator, 857.
Ptolemy VIII, Euergetea II,

Phvacon. 857.

Ptolemv IX, Philopalor II.

Ne«, 858.
Ptolemv X. Suler II, Lathvrus,

858.

Ptolemy Apion. 858.
Ptolemy XI. Alexander I, 858.

Ptolemy XII, Alexander II,

858.
Ptolemy XIII, Neos Dionysus.

Anhtes, 859.

PtolemT, King of Cyprus, 859.
Ptolemy XIV-XVI, 859.

Ptolemy Mennaei f, Chalcis
sub Libano, 788.

Ptolemy Jubae II f1( Maure-

taina. 889.

Pumiathon.Citium Cypri, 738.

Purflsi, Lycia. 693.

Pylaemene».PaphIagonia,509.
Pyrrlius of Epirus, 822.

(Maeedon), 280.

Pythagoras, Satrap, 880.

Pythodoris, Pontus, 603.

Rahbel II, Nabathaea, 811.
Kanjubula, India, 886.

Rhadamsjidea,Cimmerian Bos-
porus, 504.

Rhae*cuporis, Thrace, 286.

Rliaeacuporis I-VII, Cimme-
rian Bosporus, 504.

Rhoecus ?) Amathus Cypri,
787.

Rhoemetalcei I-III, Thrace,
286.

Rlioemrtalrce,Cimmerian Bos-
porus, 604.

Rhoontopates r. Orontobates,
680.

Rigantikos, S. Gaul, 8.

Sadalcs, Thrace, 286.
Salaa (?\ Cyprus, "45.

Salome, Judaea, 809.
Samoa, Commagene, 774.

Samna . . . ;?), Thrace, 283.
SaratocuM, Thrace, 288.
Sarias, Scythia, 290.

Saasanidae, 824.

Satyrus ?), Tyrant of Hera-
cleia Pontica, 516.

Saumacus, Scythia, 290.

Sauromates I-IV, Cimmerian
Bosporus, 604.

Scilurus, Scythia, 290.

Scoatocep, Scythia, 290.

Scostores II, 290.
Seleucus I of Syria, 755, 885.
Seleucus II of Syria, 760.

Seleucus III of Syria, 760.

Seleucus IV of Syria, 762.

Seleucus V of Syria, 769.

Seleucus VI of Syria. 771.

— . "l.-xi--- ..i ad Calyrad-
nunO, 727.

Seuthes I. Thrace, 282.

Seuthes III, Thrace. 284.

Shaqilath, Queen, Nabathaea.
811.

Sidqimelek, Lapethn* Cypri.

789.

Simon Maccabaeus, 806.

Simon BarcochUa, 810.

Simus, Tetrarch of Thesaaly,
290.

Sinatruces, Parthia, 819.
Sophytea, India, 884.
Sparadocus, Tlirace, 2*2.

Spartocus, Cimmerian I >
porus, 608.

Spithridates, Satrap, Ionia,
680, 598.

Spoces, Tlirace, 283.

Sppntaza. Lycia, 691.
Staaandrua, Paphos Cvpri,

740.
Stasicyprus, Idalium Cypri,

789.
Stasioecus I, Murium Cvpri,

739. 740.

Strato Abdaahtarl Aradua,
78a

(Sidon), 795.

Strato II, Sidon. 796.

Strato I and II, Bactria, 841.
Sulcca, Noricum, 9.

Synges, Cimmerian Bosporus,
604.

Syphax, Mauretania. 887.
Sysinaa ff), Satrap, 508.

T.

T$ nagurA, Lycia, 690.

Tarcondimotus I, Cilicia, 721,

786.

Tasciovanua, Britain, 10.

Taththivaibi. Lycia, 691.

Tciranea, Cimmerian Bos-
porus, 504.

Teisiphonua of Pherae, 308.
Telephus of Bactria, 843.
Tennes, Sidon, 796.

Terea III (?), Thrace, 283.
Themistocles,Magnesia Ioniae,

681.
Theonneses I, II, Characene,

823.
Theophilus of Bactria, 840.

Tliiban, Lycia, 690.
Thotnoraee, Cimmerian Bos-

porus, 604.
i ines II, III,Armenia, 754,

766.

(Syria), 772.

Timarchui, Syria, 764.

TimarchuB, Paphoa Cypri. 741.

Timocharis Marium. 739.

(Paphos), 741.

Timotheus, Tyrant of Hera-
cleia Pontica. 515.

Tincommius, Britain. 10.

Tiraeus I, II, Characen--, S23.

Tiribazus, Satrap, Is*ua, 722.

(MalluB), 724.

Soli), 728.
(Tarsua), 730.

—
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REMARKABLE INSCRIPTIONS

(a) Greek

A.

A BOYAA.Cos, 634.

ABYAOZ, Abydus. 5l<>.

ATA6. AAIM., Alexandria, 863-

ArAO- TYXH, Nicaea, 517.

ATAeYPNOZ. Tyndaris, 189.

ATIA IEPA ZEBAZMIA, Dhoimu
784.

ATNOZ, Temnus, 657-

ATPEYZ, Corcyra, 828.

ArflN--, Mopsus, 725.

AmNOeEZIA,Thessalonica,245.
AmN09EZZlA,G»rdus Julia, 651.

AAEA0HN, Ptolemy II, 851 ; V, 865.

AAPANOY, Maraortini, 156.

AAPIANA, Tarsus, 788.

AAPIANA ANTHNEIA ENMONl-
A E I A, Magnesia ad Sipylum, G53.

AAPIANA nANA6HrJAI A, Synnada,
080.

A API AN El A, Athens, 890.

AAPIANlOZ_ OIKOYMENIKOX,
Ana/arbus, 717.

AHOTTHNOZ, Saltta, 655.

A9AN A. Heracleia Lucaniae, 72.

A0ANAZ AAEAZ.Tegen,465.
A9E., Delos, 486; Soli, 729 ; Gaza, 805;

Baclria, K34.

A0E. INBPl.Imbros, 262.

A9E. O AEMOZ, Delos, 388, 389.

A0ENAIflN, Inibros, 261.

A6HNA AZYAO, Side, 704.

A9HNA ZEBAZT., Alexandria, 862.

A9HNA ZHTIPA, Cyzicua, 527.

A9HNAZ APEIAZ. Pergamum. 536.

A8HNAZ IAIAAOZ, Ilium, 546.

A9HNAZ NlKH4>OPOY, Pergamum,
536.

A6AA, Syracuse. 176.

AGpO, India, 845.

AeYMBPOZ l
Nysa,C54.

A I AZ. Wri Opuntii, 330.

AIMOZ, Xicopolisad I-Irum, 275.

AlNEAZ, Aeneia, 214.

AIZAPOZ, Croton, 99.

A I ZH TTOZ , Cyzicua, 528.

AIHN, Alexandria, 803.

AKAMAZ, Metroi>olis Phr., 681 ; Syn-
nada, G80.

AKPATAZ, Agrigentum, 12:1.

AK P A I O Z . MagneU-s Thoa., 800.

AKTIA, NicopoIU Epiri, 321; Cabeira,
497; Hierapolia Phr., 670; Tareua, 733.

AKTIA AOYZAPIA, Boatra, 812.

AKT[IA] HPA[KAIA], Tvre.801.

AKT[IA] KOM;OAEIA], Tyre, 801.

AKTIA TTY8IA, Perinthus, 271.

AKTIAZ. AKTIO., AKTIOY, Anac-
torium, 329, 40G.

AKTIOZ AT70AAnN,Aloxandn-U,802.
AAEjlANAPEA, Alexandria, 863.

AAEZANAPEIA, Byzantium. 270.

AAEZANAPEIA, AAEZANAPEl-
ON, AAEZANAPEIOZ Alexander
of Pherao, 308.

AAEZANAPEIA nY0IA, Philippo-
polla, 288.

AAEZANAPEION TTTOAEMAIOY.
Ptolemy I, 848.

aaezanapia en <j>i Ainnono-
AEI. Philippopolis, 288.

AAEZANAPON NIKAIEIZ, Nicaea,
517.

AAEZAN APOZ, SaKalasHUs, 710.

AAEZANAPOZ KTIZT-. Apollonia
Mordiaeum, 700.

AAEZANAPOY, Macedonia Provincia.
241 ; Beroea, 243.

AAEOZ.Tegea, 455.

AAEYA. Lariaaa.299.

AAEflN. Erythrae, 679.

AAKA, Corcyra, 827.

A A K A I O Z, Mytih-ne, 602.

AAKOZ. Morgantina, 157.

AAYZ. Gormauicopolis, 606
; Tariam, 749.

AMAZTPIZ, Amastris, 50G.

AMBPOZIE TTETPE or nAITPE.
Tyre. 801.

'RINCEK
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AZKAHniOYinTHPOI.Pergwnum,
536.

AZKAHTTIOY KAI YHEIAZ, Per-
gamum, 636.

AIKAHnin KAI YrElA rJlKAEIZ.
Nicaea. 51G.

AZKAHnm NEHKOPn, Side, 704.

AZ. r<-8AsaarU), Aegium, 418.

AS. IT. KA or I B, Crete, 479.

AZZAPIA AYH or TPIA, Chios, 601.

AZZA. HMY. (-IJ Assaria), Syros, 492.

AZZAPION HMYZY, Chios, 601.

AZZAPION. Chios, 601.

AZZlhJOZ. NaxusSiciliae, 161.

AZTPAIOZ, Metropolis Ion., 684.

AZTYPHNH, AnUndniK, 542.

AZnnOZ,Tauagra, 348.

ApAEIXpO, India. 845-

ATEAEIAZ, ATEAEIOZ, Alabanda,
607.

ATTAAHA, Aphrodisiaa, 610.

ATTAAOZ ZOGIZTHZ TAIZ T1A-

TPIZI ZMYP. A AO, Smyrna, 594;
Laodiceia Phr., 679.

ATTOYAA, Attuda, 611.

AY. ANTnNlHl - - (*), Tareus, 738.

AYrOY., Nic*ea,517.

AYrOYZTEIA, Cadi, 668.

AYrOYZTEIA AAPIANA OAYM-
TTIA, Thyatira, 658.

AYrOYZTEIA IEPOZ, P.-rga, 702.

AYrOYZTEIA nY6l A, Thyatira, 658.

AYrOYZTEIA TTY9IA AAPIAMA
OAYMTTI A, Thyatira, 668.

AYrOYZTIA.Tarsus, 753.

AYrOYZTOZ KTIZTHZ, Nicopolis

Kpiri, 321.

AYAAEITHZ, AYAAITHZ, Magnesia
Ion., 583.

AYAIH AH;rJ]OZ. C^retapa. 069.

A4>lEPnZiZ, AUxandreia. 863.

A«PPO. NHAEIA. Magnates The*., 300;
Magnesia Ion., 583.

AXEAOIO AEeAON.Motapontum, 76.

AXIAAEYZ.Thessaly, 312.

B.

BAIOAHO, India, 844.

BAZIA., Iasus',?), 620.

BAZIAEYZ MIAAZ,Cadi,66S;Prym-
li- -'.-

. 683.

BAZIAE. MI8PAAATHZ. Athens,
385.

BAZIAEHH <t»IAinnarJ, Provincia
Macedonia, 211.

BAZIAEnZ AHTIOXOY AflPOH,
Chios, 601

.

BAZIAEOZ YIOI, Lacanatis, 722.

BAXXElA,Adada,705.
BEA, Stratoniceia, 625.

BETOYPIOZ TOIZ APKAZI. Ar-
cadia, 446.

BIAPOZ, Proatanna, 709.

BIAZ, Priene, 691.

BIIATO, India, 845.

BISYhJlA, Bithynia, 610.

BIAAAIOZ, BIAAAOZ, BIAAEOZ.
Cius 514

;
Tium, 618.

BOAAO, BOY A AO, India, 845.

BOH0OY, Tarsns, 733.

BOPEITHNH, AtUleia, 648; Tliyatira

659.

BOTPYZ, Pantalia, 287.

BOYAH. Keapolia Ion., 587 ; Antiocheia
ad Maeandrum, 608 ; Aphrodisias, 610

;

Attuda, 611; Cidramus, 614; Tabae,
627 ; Trapezopolia, 628 ; Acmoneia, (164 ;

Apameia Phr. 667 ; Bruzua, 668
; Cere-

tapa, 669; Cihyra, 670; Coloasae, 670;
Eucarpeia, 678 ; Hieropolis Phr., 676,

677; Laodiceia Phr., 679; Lysiaa, 680;
Prymneasus, 683 ; Steotorium, 686

;

Synnada, 686; Tiberiopolia, 688; Apol-
lonia Mordiaeum, 706 ; SagalHssus. 710

;

Tarsus, 733. See also IEPA BOYAH.
B P E T A N N I . Alexandria. 863.

BPOYIOZ. Bruzua, 668.

BYIANTIA, Rhoemetalccs I, 286.

BYIAZ, Byzantium, 270.

BOTA, Ephesua, 677.

r.

TAAA., Nicaea, 517.

TAAAOZ, Philomelium, 688.

TAMTPA, rANTPON, Oermanicc-
polis, 606.

TEAAZ, Oela, 140 sq.

TEhJEI ZEBAZTHN, HierapolisPhr.,
675.

TEPMANIKOZ KAIZAP KTIZ-
THZ, Cae-uireia-Gt'rroanica Bith., 511.

r E PO N Tn N . Lacedaemon, 436.

TEPOYZ1A, Hierapolis Phr., 676.

rEPOY'ffk), BOYA'ii).Tiboriopolis. 688.

TEZIOZ ANE9HKE AAPAMY-
THNOIZ, Adramyteum, 521.

TETArJ KAIZAPA NIKAIEIZ. Ni-
caea, 517.

rH, Sardes,657.

TAAYKOZ. HierocaesareU, 651
; Eu-

:..:.:.. 674.

TAYKflN, Abonuteichua, 505.

TOP.. Hyria. 52.

TOPAIANHA ATTAAHA, Aphro-
disias, 610.
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AlOZKOPOl.Tarentum, 57.

AIXAAKIH, ApollunU Pontic*, 277.

AIXAAKOM. Chios, 601.

AlflNOZ, Zacynthus, 430.

AOTMATI ZYNKAHTOY E4>E-

zmrJ oytoi NAOi.KphoauB, 677.

AOKIMOZ, Docimelum, 671

[A^OYPEIOZ, Docimeium, 672.

AOYZAPHZ 9EOZ, Adraa,811.

AOYZAPIA. Bostra, 812.

APAXMA, Byzantium, 269.

A P A X M H, Melos, 487 ; Ephesus, 576.

[A*
J
PYO + , Asine, 432.

AYNAMIZ, Alexandria, 863.

AHPEA, Side, 704.

AOPEA AAEZANAPOY TA(w).
Tarsus, 733.

AOPEA nYPAMOZ,AegeaoCil.,716;
Mopsus, 725.

AOPEA ZEITOY ATTO ErY(.™)
TAPZfl, Tarsm, 733.

AnPEAI,Mopsus,725.

E.

E (the Delphic El), Delphi, 342.

EBPOZ, PhilippopolU, 288.

ET AIAYMHN IEPH, Miletus, 586.

EIEPOZ MYZTIKOZ OIKOY-
MENlKOZ, Side, 704.

EIAOZ. Ilium, 547.

EINMAN ;?. Arpi,45.

EIOYZ TAMOI, Trailer, 661.

EIPANA, Cos, 634.

EIPHrJH. Locri Epizephyrii. 102; Nico-

medeia,517; Clazomenae, 569 ; Ephesus,

677 ; Nysa, 664 ; Alexandria. 868.

EIPHHH KAI EY9HNIA, Alexandria,

863.

EIPHNH KAI OMONOIA, Aiewn-
dreia, 868.

EIZ AlHhJA (or EnrJA) TOYZ
K YPIOYZ. Tarsus, 733 ;

Caesareia Cap.,

753.

E I Z I Z, Syro*. 495 : Aepae Aeol., 562.

ElZEAAZTIKOZ, Side, 704.

E I n, Gaza, »*.

EKATOZ, Ilium, 547.

EKK AH(crio\ Aegeae Cil., 716.

EKTHP, Ilium, 547.

EAEY6EPI A, Core™ 327 ; Tium, 518 ;

CyzicuK, 526 ;
Alexandreia, 863.

EAE Y9 E P I A Z. Thessalonica, 245.

EAEY9. AHMOY, ElaeusaSebaste, 735;

Caesareia Cap., 752.

EAEY6EPIOZ. MeUpontum, 77-

EAEY9EPON KOINOBOYAION.
Anazarbus, 717 ;

1 .. - ,
. 733.

EAEY9EPOZ AHMOZ, Aphrodltlu,

610.

EAAHNEZ, Tyre, 801.

EATTIZ, Alexandreia, 663.

EMMONIAZIA, Magnesia adSipylum,
663.

ErJ KOAPITAIZ (or KOAPITEZ;
OPOIZ KIAlKfiN, Tarsus, 738.

ENMOHIAEIA, Magnesia ad S.pylum.
653.

ENNOAIAZ, Pherae, 308.

ENT1XION, Cae*aieiaCap.,^52.

EnAPXIKflrJ, Tardus, 783.

ETTI.. Oaza, 805.

Eni Al.nONTlKOY HP>i), Byzan-

tium, 270.

Eni APXONTnN TnrJ nEPi me-
NEZ9EA IZOBOYNON. Aphrodi-
sias, 609.

Eni AHMHTPOZ TO B., Byzaneium,
270.

EniAHMIA B ZEYHPOY, Perinthus,

271.

Eni AIONYZOY TO l~, Byzantium.
270.

Em 9EAZ OAYZTEINHZ. Byzan-
tium, 270.

EniKOYPOZ, Alahanda. 607.

Em MEM. MAPKOY HPOOZ TO
B, Byzantium, 270.

Em NEIKHZ TO A, Byzantium. 27ft.

Eni N El K I A, Anazarbus, 717; Tarsus
733.

EniNEIKIOZ. EniNlKION. Ephe-
sus, 677; Aphrodisias, 609; Laodioeia

Phr., 679.

Em TYXHZ nOAEfzZ, Byzantium.
270.

EniI*or§' JEAEZ ^/»r) NIKAIEIZ.
Nicaea, 517.

EPinhi,TheIpusa. 466.

EPMHZ.Syros,492;TermessusMaj.>r.;i2.

EPMHZ KTIZAZ THN nOAlN.
Anuisia, 496.

EPMOZ. Cyme. 554 ; Tcmnu*. 657 ;

Smyrna, 594 ; Bageis. 648 ; Magnesia ad

Sipylum, 653; Kaitta, 665 ; Sarde*. 657;

Silandus, 657 ; Tabala, 658 ; Cadi. 668.

EPY6POZ KTIZTHZ, Erythra,. 579.

EZTIA 9EnN,Oermanicopolis. 606.

ET. IEPOY OAYMn., Anazarbus. 717.

ETOYZ NEOY IEPOY. Cyprus, 746;

Anttocheia ad Orontem, 779.

ETOYZ M IK HZ, Antiocheia ad Orontem,
779.

EYBOZIA, EYnOZIA, Nysa, 654:
Hierapolia Phr., 676.

c loogle Original from
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9.

GAPPATOPAZ. Metapontum, 78.

6AZI0N HTTElPO, Philippi, 217. 266.

GEA AZTEPIA, Philadelpheia Decap.,
787.

GEA AHMHTPI,Nicaea,517.
GEA IAEA. Pessinus, 748.

6EA AIBIA. Clazomenae, 569.

6EA PHMH, Ilium, 647; Lebedus, 580;
Alabnnda, 607; Bageis,648; Gordus-Jul in,

661 ; Hermoeapelia, 661 ; Sardes, 6S7;
Silandus. 667 ; Stratoniceia-Hndiinno-
pnlia. 668; Tripoli*. 661 ; Aezanis. 604;
Amorium, 665; Ancyra Phr., 065 ; Hiera-
polis Phr., 676; Laodicoia Phr., 679;
Synnadn, 686 ; Temenothyrae, 687.

GEA ZlBYAAA. Erythrae, 579.

6EAN PHMHH. Pergamum, 536;
Smyrna. 594 ; Cilbiani, 660 ; Hermoea-
pelia, 661 ; Mostene, 664 ; Tliyatira, 659

;

Tripoli*, 661 Acmoneia, 664 ; Synau*.
686.

SEAM ZYNKAHTON. Lebedus. 5ho
;

Magnesia ad Sipylum, 663 ; Thyatira, 669.

GEAZ OYPANlAZ,Muaa,820.
GEAZ POM HZ, Smyrna, 694.

GEAZ ZYPIAZ.IIieropoliaCyrrheaticae,
777.

GEII, 9EIAE ;?), Etruria, 14.

6 E M I A m , Coryous, 720.

GEMIZ, Perga. 708; Ariassus, 706;
Palaeopolis, 709 ; Prostanna, 710 : Syedra,
729.

GEMIZ TO (- 370), Perga, 702.

GE M I ZTOK AHZ, Magnesia Ion.. 683.

GEOTAMIA, Epheau*,577; Tarsus, 733.

GEOTAMIA OIKOYMENlKA,NyHa,
664.

GEOAOTOZ EnOEI,Clazomenae,568.

0EOI ZYPIAZ. HieropolisCyrrhestieae,
777.

6EON ZYNKAHTON, Pergamum, 536;
Erytbrae. 679 ; Smyrna, 694 ; Te«s, 5SM5

;

A p..
1
lonis. 648; Daldia, 660; Hormu-

capflia. 661 ; Magnesia ad Sipylum, 653
;

Nacra*a, 654 ; Sala, 666 ; Sardes, 657
;

Tliyalira, 659 ; Ancyra Plir., 665 ; Pryin

-

nes-HUB, 683.

GEOZ AMMQfJ, Mylilene, 562.

9EOZ ZYNKAHTOZ.NeapolisndHar-
pu*ium, 623 ; Aezanis, 664.

0EOY MErAAOY. Odessus.276.

GEOY MHhJOZ AZYAO.,sniyum,705.
0EOY TPAI>o&, SelinusCil., 728.

0EO<t»ANHZ GEOZ, Mytilone, 563.

GEPMnAnN.Amiaua, 497.

GEO MAPINO, Philipnopolu Arabian,
812.

GEON, Ptolemy II. 851 ; Ptolemy V, 865.

GEOhJ KABEIPnrJ.SyroH, 492.

GHBE.Tyre. 801.

GHPA, Corcyra, 327.

9HZEA NlKAElZ. Nicaea,517.

GYNhJAPOZ, Synnada, 686.

I.

HAPON TO ATTO igraffiio), Croton, 95.

IAZ0Z KTIZTHZ, Iaau.,621.

I AH, Scepsis, 549.

I EPA AYrOYZTIA, Perga, 702.

I EPA BOYAH, Antiocheia ad Ma.an-
dram, 608 ; Aphrodiaias, 610 ; Apollonia
Salbaco, 610; Attuda,6U; Bargaaa, 612

;

Heracleia Salbaoe, 620 ; Trapezopolis,
628 ; Bagel*. 648 ; Blaundua, 649 ; Tri-
pulis, 661

;
Acmoneia, 664 ; Aezauia. 664 ;

Amorium,666; Apanwia Phr.. 667
; Cadi,

668; Dionysopolis.671 ; Docimeium. 672

;

Hierapolis Phr., 676; Hyrgaleia. 677;
Lyaiaa, 680 ; Metropolis Phr.. 681 ; Peltae.
682 ; Prymneawi!-. 683 ; Stectorium, 685

;

Synnada, 686; Temenothyrae, 687 ; The*
miaonium, 687 ; Tiberiopolis, 688,

IEPA l~EPMH, Germc, 661.

IEPA TEPOYZIA, Antiocheia ad Mae-
andrum, 608.

IEPAN ZYNKAHTOrJ, Synnada, 686.

IEPATTHMH, Epheaua, 577.

IEPATTOAIZ, Hierapolis Phr., 676.

IEPA nY6IA,Side,704.
IEPA 1TYGIA nPOTA TIAM-
0YAI1N. Side. 704.

IEPA ZYHKAHT0I, Se.tua. 261
;

AtUea, 522 ; Erythrae. 579 ; Magneaia
Ion., 683 ; Phocaea, 590 ; Smyrna, 594

;

Antiocheia ad Maeandrum, 608; Aphro-
disias, 610 ; Apollonia Salbaco, 610 ; At-
tuda. 61 1 ;

Cidraraun. 614
;
Harpaaa, 619

;

Heracleia Salbace, 620 ; laaus, 621 ; Or-
thosia, 624; Scbastopolis, 624 ; Trapezo-
polis, 628 ; Acrasus, 647 ; Apollonia, 648

;

Apollonoshieron, 64tt ; Attaleia, 648 ;

Bagei*, 618; Blaundua, 649; Cilbiani,

660 ; Daldis, 660 ; Dioahieron, 660
;

Germc, 651 ; Gordus-Julia, 661 ; Herm<
capelia, 651 ; Hierocaesareia, 661 ; Hy-
paepa, 662 ; Hyrcanis. 652 ; Maeonia,
662; Magneaia ad Sipylum, 653 ; Narraaa,

654; Nysa, 664; Philadelpheia. 656;
Saltta. 665; Sala, 666; Sardes, 667;
Silandilt, 657 ; Stratonicoia-Hadriano-
polis, 658 ; Thyatira, 668 ; Tmolus. 659 ;

Trades, 661 ; tripolis, 661 ; AcciUeum,
663; Aczani*, 664; Alia, 664; A num.
665; Ancyra Phr., 666; Apameia Phr.,
667 ; Cidycssus. 670 ;

Dinnysopolis, 671 ;

Docimeium. 672 ; Eumeneia. 674
; Gri-

menothyrae. 674 ; Hiarapolis Phr., 676;
Hyrgaleia. 677; Lnodiceia Phr., 679;
Ococleia, 681 ; PelUe, 682; Prymneaeus
683; BabMta Phr., 684; SynaQa, 686;
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KOlNA AZIAZ, Sardes,667; Laodiceia

Phr., 679.

KOINON MAKEAONnN, Mace-
donia Provincia, 241 ; Beroea, 243.

KOINON MAKEAONnN OMO-
NOI A, Macedonia Provincia, 241.

koiNon ePAKnH, phmppopoiis,
288.

KOINON eEZZAAnN,TheHsaIy,Sl2.
KOIjNON] AAKE[AAIMONinN],
Laccdaemun, 485.

KOINON KPHTHN, Crete, 479.

KOINON TTONTOY, Pontus, 496; Ca-
beira. 497.

KOINON BEI6YNlAI,Bitliynia,Gio.
KOINON IT TTOAEnN, Ionia, 566.

KOINON AZIAZ, Ephesus, 577.

KOINON 4»PYriAZ, Apameia Phr.,

064.

KOINON AYKAONIAZ. Barata. 713;
Daliaandus, 718; Porbe, 713; Hyde,
718; Ili.-tra, 714; Laranda, 714; Sava-
tra, 714.

KOINON AAAAIEflN KAI KEN-
NATaN.Olba, 727.

KOINON KYnPIHN, Cyprus, 746.

KOINON TAAATIAZ or TO KOI-
NON rAAATfiN.Oalatia, 747.

KOINON ZYPIAZ, Antiocheia ad
Orontem, 780.

KOINON, Cyrenaica, 872.

KOINOZ or KOINOI K1AIKIAZ.
Tarsus, 733.

KOINOZ TflN TPION ETTAP-
XinN, Tarsus, 733.

KOATTOI, M i
-... -.., Ion., 583.

KOMOAEIA, Nicaea, 517.

KOMOAEIOZ, Tarsus. 783.

KOMOAOY BAZIAEYONTOZ
KOZMOZ EYTYXEI.Nicaea, 617.

KOPAIA, Tarsus, 733.

KOPAIA AKTIA, Sardea,667.

KOPAZ, Menaenum, 151; Syracuse, 180,

182.

KOPH, Magnesia Ion., 583; Priene, 691
;

Attaleia, 648 ; Nysm, 654.

KOPH ZnTEIPA,Cyzicus,527.
KOPHZOZ, Ephesus, 577.

KOPKYPA, Corcyra.327.

KOPOZ, Nysa, 654.

KOPnNlZ, Pergamum, 536.

KOTYOZ XAPAKTHP, Goto, 282,
285.

KPA6IZ. Pando-ia, 106.

KPATHZlZ, Alexandria, 863.

KPHTAPXAZ, Crete, 479.

KPHTEZ AZI. ZYNKAHTH, Axus,
459.

KPHTEZ KYAONEATON ZYN-
KAHTfl, Cydonia,464.

KPONOZ, Himera, 145.

KTIZTHZ. Callatis, 274; Cius. 512 ; An-
tiocheia ad Maeandrum. 608; Slratoni-
ceia-HadrianopoIis

f
658;Elaxu>*a-Se>>aste,

734.

KTIZTOY, Herod PhiliplI, 808; OrodesI,
820.

KYANOZ, Tarsus, 733.

KYAflN.Cydonia, 463.

KYIlKOZ,Cyzicus,527.
KYMH, KYMH AIOAIZ. Cyme. 554.

KYnAPIZZIA. Lwedaemon, 435.

KYT1PIZ, Corcyra, 327.

KYPANAION riTOAEMAin or
TTTOAEMAIOY, Ptolemy I, 848;
Cyrene, 870.

KaMOZ,Corcyra, 327.

AAIPBHNOZ. Hierapolis Phr., 676,

AAKEAAIMHN, Sagalaasus, 710.

AAKYAON, Hasaalia, 6.

AAOAIKEIA, AAOAIKHA, Laodiceia
Phr., 679.

AAON IK A, Corcyra, 327.

A API Z A. Lnrissa, 209.

AAZIO.,<atana, 134.

AET. B. TPAI., Alexandreia, 862.

AEZBnNAZ HPnZ NEOZ. Myti-
lene, 568.

AEZBHNAKTA <t>IA0I0<t>0N. My-
tih-ne, 563.

AEY (-LeucaspisY), Amestratus, 127.

AEYKAZniZ. Syracuse, 175, 178, 336.

AEYKinnOZ, Metapontum. 78; Myti-

lene, 563.

AEYKOOPYZ, AEYK04>PYHNH.
AEYK04>PYNH, Magne-ia Ion.. 583.

AH6HN, Euesperides, 874.

AHMNOZ, Hephaestia, 263.

AHTfl. Ephesus, 577 ; Tripolis Lyd.. 661.

AHTOEI A, Tripolis Lyd.. 661.

AHTHEIA nY9 1 A, Tripolis Lyd-, 661.

AHTON v. AHGnN.
AIBIAN HPAN, PerKamum, olW.

AIMYPOZ. Limyra, 695.

AYAIOZ,Tralles,66I.
AYK(aj9«?)ZninN,Theniisonium,687.
AYKAIA, AYKEA, Megalopolis, 451.

AYKlOZ.Sardes,657.
AYKOZ,Colossac,670.

AYKOYPTOZ, Lacedaemon, 436.

AYKnN.Croton.99.
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01 KTIZTAI, Nieaea, 517.

0AB0Z, Diocaeaareia Cil., 720.

OAYM., Arcadia, 445.

OAYMTTIA. Elis,442; Prusa,618; Cyzi-
eus, 628; Tralli-s, 6<W ; Hierapolis Phr..

676; Anazarbua, 717 ; Tarsus, 788 ; Da-
mascus, 784.

OAYMTTIA or OAYMTTIA B. Mace-
donia, 241.

OAYMTTIA AOZC-274), Beroea, 242.

OAYMniA AYrOYITEIA TIYeiA,
Trallea, 661.

OAYMniA OlKOYMENlKA, Ephe-
sus, 677.

OAYMTT1A nY6IA, Miletus, 686;
Tabao, 627.

OAYMTTOZ. Caesareia Oermanica Bith.,

611 ; Prusa, 617.

OAYNTTlA EN BEPOI A, Beroea, 248.

OAYNniKON, Elis, 420.

OMHPOZ, Aiunsti;-. 606; Nieaea, 617;
Cyme, 664

;
Smyrna, 594 ; Chios, 601.

OMHPOY, Ios.486.

OMOBnMIA ZEBAZTA.Cadi, 6fl*.

OMONO! A, Metapontum, 77; Panor-
mus, 163; Nieaea, 617; Apameia Phr.,
666

; Hyrgaleis, 677 n, ; Anazarbua, 71 7 ;

Olba, 727
; Alexandreia, 863

;
also Al-

liance Coins, passim.

OMONOIA ttpoz Ed>EZI0YZ,
Cotiaeum and Ephesus, 671.

OMONOIA IEBAITnN,Selge,712;
Tarsus, 788.

OMON. ZTPAT., Elaeusa-Sebaate, 7:«.

O NEfl. Eo>E. AH. ETTEXAP., Kphe-
sus, 676.

OOHpKI,Huvishka, 844.

OrTA04»YAAZ, Smyrna, 594.

OPON.Corycus, 720.

OPAATNO, India, 846.

OZTIAIOZ MAPKEAAOZ I E-
PEYZ TOY ANTINOOY TOIZ
AX AlOlS ANEeHKEN.Achaea.419.

OYAENAOZ or OYAINAOZ, Seleu-

ceia Pis., 710.

OYAAE., Nieaea, 517.

OYHPANlOZ,Cibyra,670.
OYI APOZ, FrosUniia, 709.

OYA. or YAO., Miletus ;?), 408, 586.

n.

TTAAATKAIOZ, Agyrium, 124.

TTAAAAZ, Coreyrm. 327.

TTAAAAZ A6HNH, Tarsus, 738.

nANA6HNEA, Athens, 890.

TTANAINA, Hipponium,
114.

T1ANAOZIA, Pandosia, 10G

100; Terina,

TTANEAAHNIA, Athens, 390.

TTANEAAHNIOZ, Nicopolis Epiri,S21.

TTANinNIA nY9IA. Miletus, 586.

TTANinNlOZ, Ephesus, 577; Smvrna,
694.

TTANKPATIAHZ, Mytilene. 568.

TTAP8ENIOZ, Amaatris, 606; Nacoleia,
681.

nAPeiA, Crete, 479.

TTATPnOZ, Tarsus, 783.

TlATPnOZ ZninN,Nyia
t
fi54.

PI A<PI A Pergamum, 536.

TTA4MH, Sardea, 667.

TTEIEPOZ, Prusa, 518.

TIE I ON, Ephesus, 577.

TTEAO'T', HImera, 144; Smyrna, 694;
Sardea, 657.

TTEAnPIAZ, Kmnu, 155.

TTEPTAIAZ APTEMIAOZ AZY-
AOY, Perga, 702.

TTEPrAMOZ KTlZTHZ. P.rgamum,
536.

nEPiNemN mNnN ton kti-
ZTHN, Perinthua, 271.

TTEPIOAOZ AEKATH, Alexandria.
861.

TTEPZIKH, Hierocaesareia, 651.

T1EPZIZ, Docimeium, 672.

nHrH ZOYNIAZ, Soli, 729.

niAAZOZ, Hyrcania, 652.

niZTIZ, Locri Bpiz*phyrii, 104; Com-
magene, 776.

nAOYTOAOTHZ,Nyaa.6&4.
nOIMANAPOZ,Tanagra, 348.

T10I MHZ, Poemanenon, 537.

nOAl AZ, Synnada, 686.

TTOAEIZ {sic). Magnesia Ion., 588.

IIOAIZ. Attuda. 611
;
Dionysopol"- ' ;i

:

Prostanna, 709; Seleuceia >!•. 816.

TTOZEIAAN. Messana, 155.

nOZEIAON AZOAAEIOZ. Rhodes,
642.

nOZEIAHN IZ0MIOZ. Alexan-
dreia, 862.

nPIAMOZ, Ilium, 547.

nPOKAHZ. Nam BieUbw, 160.

TTPONOIA. Caesareia Cap., 762; Alexan-
dreia, 863.

TTPOYZA. Prusa, 618.

TTPOYZAEIZ AIA OAYMTTION.
Prusa, 517.

TIPOOYAAZ, Smyrna, 594.

nPnTA.Corcyra, 827.

nPOTA AZIAZ. Smyrna. 594.

nPOTA KOINA AZIAZ, Smyrna,
594.

npnTA OAYMniA en nEP-
TAMO, Pergamum, 637.
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ZOTHP, Hiraera, 145.

ZFTAPTH, Laeedaemon, 436.

ZTAXYZ, Pautalia, 287.

ZTOAOZ. Nicomedoia, 617.

ZTPATONEIKIA, Stratoniceia-Hadria.
nopolis, 658.

ZTPYMHN, Amphipolis.217; Pautalia,
287.

ZYMMAXIKON. Alae»a. 126.

2LYN>ax , 'r,V» Byzantium, 267 ; Ephesus,
573; Samoa, 604; Cnidus, 616; Iasus.
621 ; 1 : 1

1-
- t- - -

. 638.

ZYNAPXIA, Antiochcia ad Maean-
druin, 609.

ZYNEAPIOY NEON, LaodiceiaPhr..
679.

ZYN6YZIA OIKOYMENHZ, Ana-
zarbus, 717.

ZYNKAHTON, Magnesia Ion., 688
; Co-

tiaeuni, 670. 671.

ZYNKAHTOZ, Clazomenae, 669; Mile-
tus, 586 ; Alabanda, 607 ; Acrasus, 647

;

Nysa, 651 ; Tnlmla, 658
: Cadi, 608

;

Cibyra, 670.

ZYNN AAI Z, Synnada. 686.

ZYPAKOZIOI TEAnMOZ. Syracuse.
184.

ZYPAKOZIOI XII. Syracuse, 184, 1S6.

ZYPAKOZIOI I.XIH. Syracuse, 186.

ZXIIANOZ or ZXIIAIOZ, Antan-
drus. 342.

ZOIflN- Antiocheia ad Maeandru.ni.
608 ; MasUura, 658.

ZilTElPA, Hipponium, 101; Agrigon-
tum, 123; Syracuse, 178, 182; Corcvra,
S27; Cyzicus, 526; Apameia Plir.,667.

ZflTHPEZ, Tyndaris, 189.

ZHTHPI A, MeUpr.ntum, 78, 79.

ZHTHPI AZKAH., Nicsea.516.

p ( - *h).

PAOPHOPO, India. H45.

T.

TAAHN. Phaestus, 474.

TAN KPHTArENHZ,Hierapytna,4G9
;

Poly rhenium. 475.

TA nAPA TH XPYZOPOA, Hiora-
polis Plir., 676.

TAPANTlNttN HMl.Tarontum, 59.

TAYPOnOAOZ, Ampliip»lis, 217.

TEIMAI, Bosporus, 506.

TElOZ.Tium, 618.

TEAMIZEYZ- Halicarnaasus, 619.

TEMBPIZ, TEMBPOZ. Midaflum,
681.

TEPlNA.Terina, 113.

TETP AX AAKON, Chios, 601.

TEnZ.Teoa, 596.

TH TEPOYZIA, Aezanis, 664.

THMENOZ KTIZTHZ or OlKl-
ZTHZ, Temonothyrae, 687.

THM NOZ, Tumnus, 657.

TIBEPIZ OMONOIA. Alexandria,
863.

TIMEAHZ, Aphrodisias, 610; Heracl.ia
Salbace, 619.

TIOYAOZ, Pro*tanna, 709.

TlZYPOI(?),Gortyna, 466.

TITNAIOZ. Aegae Aeol., 552.

TMflAOZ. Sardea, 657 ; Tmolus. 659.

TO AI"A90N E<PEZinN, Ephesus,
577.

TO KOINON TOM inNON. Colo-
phon, 571.

TOMOZ KTIZTHZ. Tomis, 276.

TOMOY HPnOZ, Tomi., 276.

TONIOZ, Iladriaoopolis Tliraciae. 288.

TON KTIZTAN. Horaclela Pont, 516.

TON KTlZTHN
T
Nicaea

f
517; MidaPum

681 ; Nacoleia, 681.

TON KTIZTHN Kl ANOI, Cius.sn.
TON KTIZTHN NEIKAIEIZ, Ni-
caoa, 616.

TOPPHBOZ, HieraHisPlir, 675.

TPAIANOZ AYTOKPATflP EAO-
K EN, Dlucaesareia Sepplmris, 802.

TPAIANOZ ZnTHP nOAEOZ. Ni-
copotiH Kpiris 321.

TPAAAEYZ KTIZZTHZ ..c'Tralles,
661.

TPA^Z]IANH,Parthin.818.
TPIH, Corinth, 400.

TPIXAAKON, Chios, goi.

TPIOBOAO, Samothrace, 263.

TYAOZ, Sanies, 657.

TYNAAPIZ, Tyndaris, 189.

TYPI M NOZ, Thjatira, 658.

TYXH, Moloa. 487; Ephesus. 677; Mag-
nesia Ion., 683; Smyrna, 594

;
MidaOum,

681
; Tarsus. 783 ; Edev* Moaop, 815.

TYXH TTOAEOZ. Attaea. 622: Oornie.
661.

TYXH E<J>EZinN. Ephesua.577.

TYXH AAPAHNttN. Adraa.811.

TYXH MHAABnN.Modaba.812.
TYXH NEAZ TPAIANHZ
ZTPAZ. Bostra, 812.

TYXH ZEBAZT, Alexandria, 862.

BO-

Y.

YrEIA,Tium, 518.

r-YTIEIA, Metapontum, 77.

YIOZ AOPOAIZlEflN, Aphrodiaias,
609.
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D I A fsJ AE, Cremna, 707.

AIANAE AAVFEN. ^c),Coela, 259.

DIDO, Sidon, 798.

DIVO AVC, Cremna, 708.

DONATIO, Cremna, 708.

DONATIO IEROS(*ie), Cremna, 708.

DON- SACR. CERT., Cremna, 708

E.

EMBRATVR lilt. Os<:
,
Social War, 29.

FORTVNA,
Cremna, 70S.

F.

Antiochela

c.

Pil 70ft

C. A. Q_^, Veuu»ia, 51.

CEN. COL. COR., Corinth, 40ft.

CENIO COL. CRE, Cremna, 708.

CENI. OPTIMO COMMODO, APa-

meia Bith., 510.

CENIO or GENIVS, Ami.. •], ... pi..,

706.

CENT. IVLI (inner, on temple), Corinth,

C. S., Stobi, 245.

H.

HONOR, Cirta, 886.

I.

IER(a) PERI(odica) OECV menica
ISEL'aAtie*), Sid«n, 798.

ISTHMIA, Corinth, 405.

ISTHMVS, Corinth, 404.

ITALIA (Hit. Ok.), Social War, 29.

IVDAEA CAPTA. Judaea, 810.

IVDAEA DE V I CTA, Judaea, 810.

IVLIA AVC. MATER CASTR..
Cremna, 708.

IVN(oni) AVCfustao), Thapaus, 87fi.

K.

KAR. VENERIS, Carthage, 882.

L.

LECH. CENCH., Corinth, 404.

LEG. III. GAL.,Tjre,80l.

LIBERI PATR., Cremna, 708.

LVCVOO AVGVSTI, Juba II, 888.

M.
MAKKIIS (lift. Oae.\ Acerrae;? . 80.

MARON, Cremna, 708.

MATRI DEOR., Cremna. 708.

M EN S I S, Antiocheia Pin., 706.

MIDAE DEAE, Cremna, 708.

Ml. I EIIS Ml (NHL Ok.;, Social War, 29.

MINERVAE.Lyrtra, 714.

P.

PARIO CONDIT-, Pariura. 531.

PIETATI, Ptolemy, aon of Juba II, 889.

PROBOM, PROBOVM. Sue«a Au-
runca, 42.

PROPOM, Benerentum, 28.

PROP^uIaeo), Cremna, 707.

P. S. S. C. ;Pae»ti Signatum Senatus Con-
sulto), Paeatum, 82,

P V TH I A. Laodieeia ad Mare, 782.

R.

REGVIN (?) 'Jilt. 0>t), Nuceria Alfatenia,

41.

R(egni) A(nno), Ptolemy, aon of Juba II,

889.

ROMAE ET I MPERIO, Corinth, 40ft.

S.

SACRA SlNATVS(rfc;, Mallus, 724.

SARD. PATER, Sardinia, 191.

SARNSNEIS (/.«. Dm.), Nuceria Alfa-

terna. 41.

SEC.uritaa) SAEC(uli), Berytus, 790.

S I L V A(no), Cremna, 70S.

V.

V E N V S, Apameia Bith., 610.

VICTORIA DOMINI, Antiocheia Pi...

706.

VICTORIAE DDD-, NNN., or DD
P4N., Antiocheia Pis., 706.

VIRT. AVC., Antiocheia Pis, TOG.

VIR TVS, Cirta, 886.

VLTRI. Cremna, 708.

VOLCANOM, At-aemia, 27.
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D/Cl^1
[Jerashalem], Judaea, 810.

nCTHp D^CIT {Jtrusliulem Qedoskah),

Simon Haccahaeus, 80T.

HB'lpn Dvdl* (Jtrushalaim /uw/*do-

«AaA\ Simon Haccabaeus, 807.

NS3 >'m')
t
Camarata, 889.

NT£3 or N"3 {Kaphr'a), Solus, 1T0, 877.

"]707y37 (!• Ri'oWek) or "p (it*),

Citium, 737, 738.

Dp /JD7 (P jfaWram), Citium, 738.

BfMW JI^NJ? Uigullath Jerutkaletn),

Judaea, 810.

JlEHp 7337 (J- G«M '/tdosherh), Bvblus,

.791.

D7VTO nVTTT? (r* ctorVCft Jem$J,a/em),

Judaea, 810.

#37 t£JM\ Lix, 889.

JPJ33 CX XXT&h & Ladika ask b».

A'ana'an), Bt-rytus, 790.

317^*3 PW (?" mr/tk lia-al,am), Citiuiu.

7sa

Citium, 738.

JJV3707 .;* JTsfeMttlfton), Citium, 738.

JJV370 "ptf? .J'mWMJfefcAiatton),Citiurn.

788
" J. L

JJTDS "|7B7 (P n*l*k Pimiatken, Citium,
738.

.

7JQ1JP ^r ^.-6a'a^, Citium, 737.

'pS7 C^*y*g i
I*ptif Magna, 875.

iXprfj T\sb ex*** f rwimrftf),

Lapethw, 789.

D3TX7 (/• Ttidonim), Sidon. 797.

W, N£>N, (or 333. 3233 CX Dj-TY
1

?

IV [I1 rrirfonim an Xamfc (or KoAnfc), 7po,

A'ir, IWr), Sidon, 797.

IT? i .rDJTXDXyh (r 7>uram Tsidanim

\

Tyro, 800, 801.

(JOiGaX*, 805.

K& m—M.', Aradiis, 788.

7y33orD7nD(if6a'aior Jft/M).Gad.-s,S.

#37 7y30 {Mba'aJ lk$)t Lix, 889.

NJJVl TJDO ;M6a'ai Ztttfft), Tingia, 890.

HID (jravtai), Mazaeus, 377; Tarsus, 731,

732; Sidon, 796; Babylonia, 816.

*pm xnnj-oy hy n nta (««*,'

« 'a/ 'i%ni.ili"».i m CAi/iA, Tarsus, 732.

njPlfi (Maehanat), Siculo-Punie, 877.

D3CrnO (ir«AajftiM), Siculo-Puoic, 877.

1D33 1^0 X3^& ttko (jroih. jTof*.

Jftfe* A'abo/u', Arabia, 811.

JO (3/m.), Masinisaa or Micipsa, 884.

Ail p(3/n. HU), Marinim* or Miripsa. 884.

*)D3 nyO (m'A *fl»), Arabia. 811.

"lpj?0 («oflar), Macaraea, 875.

n3^00n [MOD (jraainiWaN taRM»
bM), m :.: .. 881.

M&pQ (jr«eM . MMonudtt, 886.

C^C DpO (ITi^om Shtmesk), Semes, 890.

1710 («<!*«% Mai hi*. 723.

D10 ;.tfar..fA), Maratbus. 793.

pfc3j"lt?& (JTmOmMm), Mantamwius, 885.

H37DJ3 JSjnCD ,tfa*<ana.'.*an iwnbtvr..

Mastani-HOHiis, 885.

Tim -onn run jron nwia
(JfoMafAiaA llakltokm Hagyadot Hackttxr
HajehudJ), Antigonus, 807.

yip(S«.A), Egypt (?>. 377.

D370Dn pjQD ,>/ hammamlektt), Syphax.

887.

yX"lD (Nro'u), Zarai, 887.

HD (80i Suthul, 88fi.

XJ? CAa), Oadiauphala, 886.

3J? {'Ab[datl<irty, Arndus, 788.

3J? (,'Ab.), Sidon, 7U5
T
796.

Himay CAbd-Hadad), Hieropolia Cyr-

rhest., 777.

]DD13y {'AM Satan or 'Abd Sinn), Sinope,

608.
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TITLES AND EPITHETS OF CITIES,

MENTIONS OF SITES, etc.

(a) Greek

A.

ATPinnEnN KAIZAPEnN, Phana-
goria. 495.

AAEA4>nN AHMnN- Tetrapolia of
Solvucis, 778.

AAPIANH.AAPIANnN.Amasia,496;
Cabeira, 497 ; Nicopolis ad Lycum, 498

;

Bithynium,511 ; Cius, 613 ; Smyrna, 694;
Adana, 716 ; Aegeae Cil., 717 ; Diocaeaa-

reia, 720 ; Germanicopolis, 721 ; Mopsus,
725 ; Tarsus. 733 ; Petra, 812.

AAPIANnN AYPHAIEON, Neapolis
Ion., 58".

AAPIANOTTOAEITnN, Stratonicoia
Lyd., 657 ; Zophyriura, 734.

AAP.2EY.ANTnrJElN0Yn0(A««),
Adana, 716.

AGHNAinN ZYNTENlA, Atuleia
Pam., "01.

AI0AEnH,Myrina,556.
AAEZANAPIANH, Amaaia, 496; Tar-

sus, 733.

AAEZANAPOY. Mopsus.725.

AAEZANAPOYTTOAIZ, Adana, 716;
Aegeae Cil.. 716.

ANtlOXEAN,Cebren, 543; Alabanda,
607.

antioxehn TnH npoz mi
KY A Mm. Tarsus, 732.

ANTIOXEHN THM TTPOZ Tfll
ZAPfll, Adana, 716.

AN. TH. TIP. XP. Tn.TTP. rE-CA^no-
k

I .!.: TW Wpit XfHHJQpUf TWf WfVTtpOV Tlpit''

n»), Grrasa, 787.

ANTIOXEON THN ETII KAAAI-
POHI. Eden*, 814.

ANTIOXEON THN EN MYTAO
NIAI. Ninibis, 815.

ANTIOXEAN THN EN TTTOAE-
M A IA I , Plolomals-Ace. 793.

ANTnNElNlANHZ.Amasia^'-MijTar-
sus, 733.

ANTHNEINIANnN. Mopsus. 725.

ANTfiNEINOTTOAIZ. NicopohVKm-
iii.ii,-. 8(KJ.

ANTHNEINOYTTOA., Tarsus, 788.

ANTnNIANHZ, bim, 733.

ANT(a»iria»4) KOAHNIA. Tyana, 753.

A. M. K. and OMAKK. (wpwrtj tuyiarri

KakkSorrj upon KlAUwrT), Tarsus, 733.

ATTOAAnN I ATHN, Tripolis Lyd., 661

.

AP X {aicraTij) or APX(tuosoXif) TTA*J* *a-
yoviat), Gangra, 606 ; German ioopolis, 506.

APIZTOI MEriZTOI,Nicaea,5I6.
KPX^tmMa), Alaosa, 126.

ATEAEIOZ or ATEAEI AZ, Alabanda,
607.

AYP-, Eabus, 812.

AYPHAIEflN, Noapolia Ion., 687.

AYPHAIOnOAITflN. Tmolus, 659.

AYP(-jAi'«) KOAQN I AZ, Tyana, 763.

AYP. 4>IAOPnMAinN KOAHNIA,
Carrhae, 814.

AYP. ZETT. KOA., Singara, 816.

AYTONOMOZ, AYTONOAAOY,
AYTONOMnN.Ac.TermeasusHajor,
712; Aegeae CiL, "16; Coryrus, 720;
Mopsus, 725 ; Seleureia Cil., 727 ; Tyana,
753

; Samosata, 776 ; Science ia Pieria.

782 ; Abila, 786 ; Elaeusa, 735 ; Dora, 792
;

Sepphoris, 802. (v. also IEPAZ.)
A X A In N, Eumoneia, 678.

r.

rABEINCftanO, Canata, 786.

rAA(«rdr] TOAI Ztftfei****). Pesainus,
748.

r AAAIOpwAV, Mopsus, 725.

T- ETI(afX"™*1 T\ fpOKa$tCo/uyr]t) E \ " ••
.

nOCJMMtt) TOY E9NOYZ, Tarsus,
733.

TEPMANlKEnNTnNENnTOAE-
AA A I A I . Ptolemafs-Ace, 793.

rHriftW) (?;, Abila. 786; Gadara, 787.

A.

AAPAANinN, Scepsis. 519.

AEKI ANHN, Mopsus, 725.

A I AX, Cabeira, 497.

AIOKAIZAPEIAZ, SepphorU.802.

AIOK. IEP. AZYA. AYT. TT. <t>. Z-
IEP. B. Z. K. A. P., Sopphoris, 802.
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KHTIAOZ. KIHTIAOZ.THZKlHTI-
AOZ or KIHTHN, Philad.lpheia Cil.,

727.

KIBXITOI, Apameia Plir., 666.

KIHTHhJ. Ani-murium, 717; Coropissus.
720 ; Philadelpheia Cil., 727.

KIABIAhinN. Nicaea Cilbianorum, 640.

KAAYAlEnN. Apamoia, 780.

KAAYAIEOM THM KAI AEYKA-
AinrJ. Louca* Cool. Syr., 785.

KAAYAlOTTOAElTnN, Bithynium,
fill.

KAAYAIO-, Seleuceia Pin., 710; Derbe,
713 : Iconium, 714

;
Lnodiceia CombuHta,

714;Tiberiaa, 802.

KOI. £Y(*faf), Abila. 780; Gadara, 787;
Philadelphia, 787.

KOA., Nliibla, 815.

KOA. MHTPOTTOAIZ MEZZOTT.,
Cnrrhae, 814.

KOAnNlAZ, Emisa, 780.

KOAHNIAZ S. C Philippopolis Arab.,

812.

KOAn(Wa) MAP^i'a) AYP^A.'a) AH-
T » iv.riir; . lv|. s-.i. 815.

K O M (nayri*ij%), German icia Caeaareia. 776.

KOM OA I A Nn N . Aegoae Cil., 716 ; Tar-

BUS, 73.1,

A.

AAKEAAIMONinN, Amblada. 705.

AAMTTPOTATHZ EN AOZOY, Side,

704.

A A. 001. (Aao&tKiwv *otyi>cy),Berytu*,79Q.

AIBANOY, Caosania ad Libanum. 792.

AOYKIA AYPHAIA, Carrhae, 814.

A. ZETT. ZEOYH., Diospolis Sam., 802;
Eleiitberopolis Jud., 804.

AYAflM, Mostene, 668.

AYKinM. Apollonia Pia., 706.

AY. 9PA. KO., Apollonia Pis., 706.

M.

MAKEAONHN, Amphaxitis. 242;B<>t-

tia^a. 248; Blaundus, 649; Hyreania, 662 ;

Docimcium, 672 ; Pcltae, 682.

MAKE(fcvu90 EYrErJ(o^ TTlZTHZ
6EOOIAOYZ NEOKOPOY, Aegeae
Cil , 716.

MAKPElNlANHZ, Tarsus, 733.

MAKPElNlAHnN. Adana, 716.

MAKPElNOYTTOAIZ.AegeaeCil.,716.
MAZIMElNlANnN, Adana, 716.

MAZIMIANnN, Adana, 716.

MATPOZ ATTOlKnN TTOAIflrJ,
l
!:.' ..! Pontiea, 516.

MATPOnOAEITflN, Heraeleia Pon-
tica, 516.

MHTPOnOAIZ, MHTPOTTOAEflZ.
THZ MHTPOnOAEHZ. MHTPO-
nOAEITnH, Ac. Theasalonica, 246;
Philippopolis, 287 ; Sebastcia. 499 ; Ama-
stri.1,506; Nicomedoia, 517 ; Sardos, 657;
Laranda. 714 ; Anazarbus, 717 ; Coropis-

bus, 720
; Isaura, 721 ; Lamus. 723; Tarsus,

733 ; Elaousa.734 ; Ancyra Gal.. 747 ; Cae-
aareia Cap., 752; Antiocheia ad Orontem,
778 ; Laodiceia ad Mare, 781 ; Damascus,
784 ; Tyre, 800 ; Petra, 812 ; Carrhae. 814 ;

Edesaa, 815 ; Nisibis. 816 ; Singara, 816.

MHTPOnOAIZ nOrJTOY, Tomis,
276 ; Amasia, 496.

MHTPOTTOAIZ KAI TTPflTH BI9Y-
NlAZ KAI TT[ONTOY\ Nicoiuedeia,

517.

MHTPO[woA«l TTA4»AA[voWaf^ Pom-
peiopolis, 507 ; Sebast*, 507.

MHTPOTTOAIZ AZIAZ. Sanies 657.

MHTPOTTOAIZ AZIAZ, AYAIAZ.
EAAAAOZ, Sardes, 667.

MHTPOTTOAIZ A, Sardes. 657.

MHTPOnOAEnZ TTANOYAIAZ,
Perga, 702.

fA.HT'potru\tofi) ZEB(o«Tt)t', Larands, 714.

MHTPOTTOAEnZ E9rJOYZ. Ana-
zarbus, 717.

MHTPOnO. THZ KIHTHN (or KH-
TftrJ), Coropissus, 720; Olba. 727.

MHTPOn. AAMHTIAOZ or THZ
AAMOTIAOZ. Lamus. 723.

MHTPO. KENNATIA;OZ; or KErJ-

NATnN, Dinoa.^reifl, 720; Olbn. 727.

MHTPOTTOAEnZ THhi T. ETTAP-
XElflN, Tarsus, 733.

MHTPO>ox.o KOM>w:, Samo-
sata, 776.

MHTPO. KOAnrJ., AntiocheiaadOron-
tem, 780 ;

Emi-a, 7H0
;
Edesaa, 815.

MHT. ZETT. KOAH.. NisibiB, 815.

MHT. KO. AY. Z. ZE., Singara, 816.

MOAOzznrJ, cas*ope. 321.

MOrJON A TTAZflrJ TETPAKIZ
MEnKOPHN. Ephesus, 577.

MONOH A NEnKOPnN. Eph-raa,
577.

MoNnNnpnTnH aziaz, Kpi.vsuB,

n ».

MOZEANnN,Diocleia,67I; Siocharax,

6S5.

MYZTIZ, MYZTIAOZ, Side, 704.

MYZnN, Abhaetae. 668.

M.

HAYAPXIZ. NAYAPXIAOZ. Nicopo-

lisEpiri, 821; Side, 704; Aegeae Cil., 716;

Corycu". 720 ; Elaeusa, 735 ; Dora. 792

;

Sidon, 797 ; Tripoli*, 799.
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ZYNTENlA AGHNAinN, AttabU,
701.

ZY(piai). Bnlanaea, 780.

ZYPIAZ, Sebaate Sam., 80S.

ZYP. T1AA. (Xapfa noAa«TTii-^f), Tiberias,

802.

T.

THZ nAPA.orTTAPAAIOY,Antioch«ia
ad Cragum, 717.

THZ ZEAEYKIAOZ T. IEPAZ, Kico-
polia Selvucidi", 782.

TIBEPIEHN, Pappa, 709.

TIMin[TATHZ]. Anazarbua, 717.

TOY TTONTOY, Zela, 49y.

TP A I A N O., Selinus Cil., 728.

TPAIAMOnO., Kpiphanoia, 720.

TPOTT(oio^w), Anazarbua, 717.

TON A Nfi, Cilbiani auperinres, 649.

TON AnO ZinYAOY, Magnesia ad
Sipylum. 653.

THN EN BEI9YNIA, CaesareiaOer-
iiianica. 511.

TflN EN IONIA. Metropolia Ion.. 584.

TON EN KIABIANON or KIABI-
ANH, -Nicaea Cilbiaiiorum, 649.

THN EM TTIEPIAI, Seleuceia Pioria,

782.

TON EN TO AlBANn, Causanria ad
Libanum, 792.

TON EN nTOAEMA1AI.Ptolem.is-
Ace, 793.

TON EN MYrAONlAl.Niaibia, 815.

THN EFTI KAAAIPOHI, Kdeaaa, 814.

TflN KAI KAAYAIAinN, Leucas
Coel. Syr., 785.

TON KAI ZKYeonOAEITHN^Ny^a
8am., 803.

TON MEIIONHN, Termeasus Major,
712.

TON nEPI NEIKAIAN, cilbiani in-

feriorea. 649.

TON TTPOZ 9AAAZZHI, Pruaiaa ad
Mare, 513 : Laodiccia ad Mare, 781.

TnNnPOZMAIANAPn,Antiocheia
ad Maeandrum, 608.

TON nPOZ TOI TTYPAMm.Hiero-
pulia-Caatabala, 721 ; Mopsus, 725.

TON TTPOZ THI KAAYKAANni.
Seleuceia Cil., 727.

TON nPOZ THI KYANOI, Tarsus.
782.

TflN TTPOZ TH APTAin, Caewreia

Cap., 702.

T. TT. T. (t£*«,hJ( Tw'paO I E P AZ K. AZY-
AOY K. AYTONOMO.,Tyana, 753.

ton nPoz Tni AZini, Apameia,
780.

T. TTP. TTAN>.V), Caeaareia Paniaa, 786.

TriNTTPOZTfll TirPEl.Seleuciaad
Tigrim, 815 ; Prinetriaa ad Tigriin, 817.

T. TTPOZ T. KATTPON, Atuaia, 817.

Y.

YTT.A NAIAP., Caeaareia Anazarbua, 716.

YTtOKtWMiA'atr), Locrl, 336.

YTT. TTANEin., Caeaareia Paniaa, 786.

4>.

<PIAHZ ZYMMAXOY PHMAinN.
Sillyum, 705.

4>lAOZEBAZTHN, Stratoniceia, 625.

4»AA., SamosaU, 776; Chalcia. 778.

OAABIOTTOAIZ, OAABIOTTOAEI-
TnNor4»AAOYIOnOAEITnN.*c,
Creteia Bith., 514 ; Daldia, 650 ; Temeno-
tbyrae, 687 ; Joppa, 808 ; Keapolia Sania-

riae. 803.

OAABinN. 4>AA0YinN. Philadel-

pheia, 655 ; Grimenothyrae, 674.

d>AAB[fc»] KAIZAP[«W), I>aldi-«,650.

<J>A. NEAZ nOAEhZ EniZHMOY
NEflKOPOY, N8apoH»S«»n-.803 -

<t>A. NEAZ nOAEHZ ZYPIAZ TTA-

AAIZTINHZ, NeapoliaSam., 803.

<t>OI fi«v . Berytua, 790.

<POYAOYIANnN,Eumenpia, 673.

d>PYf., Metropolia Phr., 680.

Roman Prvrinces.

Dacia, PROVINCIA DACIA
Bithynia.COM. BIT.

Asia '?'. C. A. (Commune Aaiao

F

273

510

786

Roman Colonies.

Hispania.

Aoci. COL. IVL. GEM Vila) ACCI
C. I.C. ACCI;
COLON. ACCI;

(j3) Latin

i Caeaaraugusta, C C A. 6

Carthago Nova, C. V. I. N. C. (Colonia

Victrix Julia, Nova Carthago) ; 5
VR. I. N. K.'.Urlw Julia Nora Karthago; 5

Csl». COL. VIC. IVL. LEP. ;Colonia

Vietrix Julia Lepida . 5

COL. V. I-CEL. 5

Corduba, COL. PATRICIA 6

6 Emerita. COL. AVCVSTA EMERI
B TA; 6

5 C A. E. 6
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Galatia.

Qerrna, COL. AVG. GERMENOR.

;

748
CO. GERMENORVM 748

Syria.

Damaeous, COL. AAMAS. (tie) ME-
TRO. 784

Heliopolia, COL. IVL. AVC- FEL(lx)
HEL.

;

COL. HEL. 786

Laodiceia ad Mare, COL. LAOD. ME-
TROPOLEOSorLAVDICEOrJ78l

Phoenicia.

Berytua,COL. IVL. AVC. FEL. BER.;
COL. ANT. AVC. FEL. BER.

;

COL. BER.;
C B. 790

Caeeareia ad Libanum, COL.CAESA-
REA LIB.; 79-2

COL. CESARIA ITVRaeae),7SG, 792

Ptolemale-Aoe, COL. PTOL.; 798

CL audia) FELIX ; 793
STAB(Uia?; CER manica* 793

Bidon, COL. AVR. PIA METROP.
SI DON. 798

Tyre, COLONI. SEP. TVRVS ME-
TROP.; 801

SEP. TVRO METROP. COL. PE-
NlC; 801

TVRO. METROP. COL. PENIC.801

Samaria.

Caeeareia. COLONIA PRIMA FLA-
VIA AVGVSTA FELIX CAESAR-
ENSIS; 602

CAESAREA METROPOLIS PRO-
VINCIAE SYRIAE PALAESTI
NAE 802

Neapolia. COL. NEAPOLI ;

COL. IVL.NEAPOL. ; 803

COL. SERCIA NEAPOL.; 803

COL. NEAPOLI NEOCORO 803

Sebaite, COL. L. SEP. SEBASTE 803

Judaea.

Aelia Capilolina, COL. AEL. CAP.;
803

COL. AEL. CAP. COND^iU); 808

COL. AEL. CAP. COMM-odiana)
Pja? F(*lix) 808

Arabia.

Bostra, COLONIA BOSTRA; Ml'

COL. METROPOLIS BOSTRA or

BOSTRENORVM 812

Mesopotamia.

Carrhao, COL. CAR.; 814

COL. AVR. METROPOL. ANTO-
NINIANACA.; 814

COL.MET.ANTONINIANA AVR.
ALEX. 814

Syrtica.

Leptia Magna, COL. VLPIA TRA-
IANA. 875

Zeugilann.

Carthage.C.I.C.D.D.P.P.XoloniaJuUa
Carthago decrctodecurionum permiasu

proconsulia) HS2

Clypea, C. I. P. or C. P. I. Clypea Julia

Pacensis, Pia, or Pulrhra) 882

Hippo Diarrhytua, HIPPONE LI-

BERA. 882

Xumidia.

Cirta, HONOR or VIRTVS (C.Ionia

Juvenalis Honoris et VirlutLi I ii I i
.

Mauretailia.

Babba, C. C I. B. (Colonia Campeatris
Julia Babba) 889

Roman Muntcipia.

Hiftpania.

Bilbilie, MVN. AVCVSTA BILBI-
LIS S

CiilaRurria, MVN. CAL. IVLIA 5

Caaoantum, MVNlCIP. CASCAN-
TVM 5

Ercavica,MVN.ERCAVlCA 5

Hercavonia and Dertosa, MVN. Hl-

BERA IVLIA ILERCAVONIA
DERT. 5

Sicily.

Enna, MVN. HENNAE i i7

Macedonia.

Stobi, MVNICIPIVM STOBEN-
S1VM 245

CheraoneaUH Thracia.

Coela, AEL. MVNICIPII COELAN.

AEL. MOVNICIP. COE.
Al. MVNCOILA

259

259

Zeugitana.

Utioa, M. MVN. IVL. VTIC. D. 0.

P. P. ; or M. M. (Municipen Municipii
Julii Uticenais docroto decurionuui
penni&su prooonaulia).

Mauretania.

Tingii, I VL . T I N . (Julia Tingia) S'.Hl

Note.—Colonies, Ac., of which the name*
only, without titles, appear on the coins, are

not included in the above Hat. The follow.

: ii.: bear inscriptions in Greek characters :

—

Theaaalonioa, 246 ; Tyana, 753 ; An-
tiocheia ad Orontem, '." ->

:
Eir.iaa,

780; Philippopolia Arabia*. 812;
Carrhae, 814 ; Edeaaa, 815 : Nialbia,
815; Rheaaena, 815; 8ing*ra, 81G.
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Alia, 664; Apameia Phr.,666; Hieropolia
Phr., 676 ; Laodiceia Phr., 679 ; Oeocleia,
681; OtniH, 662; Synaiis, 685; Temeno-
thyrae, 687.

AZIAPXHZ KAI THZ TTATPIAOI,
Stectorium, 686.

B.

BASlIAEYZJ, Byzantium, 270.

r.

rEPOrJTEZ.Laoedaemon,436.
TPAMMATEYI, Pergamuin. 636;
Ephesua. B76; Magnesia, 583; Neap<ilis
Ion. 687 ; Smyrna, 698 ; Mvlaaa -.-*pa-
r m. -.'...

. 622; Neapolis Car., 623; St ni-

ton iceia, 626; Cilbiani Inferior*-, 649;
Dioehieron, 660; Hypaepa, 651; Mas-
taura, 663 ; Nyaa. 664 ; Sardea, 667 ; Tral-
lea (also J»i fp. taw wtpt to* &«Va), 660

;

Acmoneia, 663 ; Aczunia, 664 ; Apamoia
Phr., 666 ; Appia, 668 ; Cibyra, 670 ; Co-
Icisae, 670; Hierapolia Phr., 675; Lnodi-
ceia Phr., 679 ; Peltae,682; Trapezopolls,
688.

TPAMMATEYZ AHMOY,Hierapolis
Phr., 676.

TYMrJAZIAPXHr, Pergamum, 536.

AHMAPXIKHZ EZOYZI AZ, YTTA-
TOZ, Lycia, 694 ; Cyprus, 746; Caesareia
Cap., 762; Antiochcia Syr., 779 ; Helio-
polis, 786.

AYNAZTHZ, 01ba,724.

AYO AMAPEZ, Lipara.191.

E.

EGHAPXHZ, Herod Archelaus, 808.

EIZANTEIAAZ, Eumeneia, 674.

EniMEAHTHZ, EniMEAHGElZ,
EniMEAHeEhJTEZ.ftc.Miletopolis,
581; Antiochuia ad Maeandrum, 609;
Aphrodiaiaa,609;Attuda,61 1 ;Stratnnireia,

625; Philadelphia, 666; Silandus, 6C7;
Apameia Phr.,G66 • Cotiaf-um, 67l;Eucar-
peia, 673.

EniMEAHSEIZA, Eucarpeia, 673.

EniMEAHTHZ TIANTnN (?i. Maa-
taura, 663.

ETT I ZKOn Z, Ephesus, 576.

EniTPOnOZ (-Procurator), Commune
Bithyniae, 610.

E60P0I, Lacedaemon, 486.

E<l>OPOZ, Aneyra Phr., 665.

H.

HrE;MONEYnN] (-Praese*\ Prriii-

thus, 271; Mareiauopolis, 275
;
Nicopolia

ad Istrum, 276; Anchinlu*. 277; Bizyn,

287; Hadrianopolis, 287; Pautalia, 287;

Philippopolis, 287; Plotinopolia, 288;
Serdica, 288 ; Augusta Trajana, 288 ; Tra-
janopolia, 288.

e.

eEOAOTOZ, Pergamum, 536.

GYrATHP TOY AHMOY,Smyrna,694.

I.

IEPEIA, Attuda, 611; Eucarpeia, 673;
Prymneaaua, 683; Synnada, 686.

IEPEYZ,Dodona,826; Delphi, 342 ; Phe-
neua, 462 ; Pergamum, 536 ; Epheaus,
576 ; Aphrodiaiaa, 609 ; Apollonia Sal».ac«,
610 ; Heracleia Salbace, 620 ; Co*. 634

;

ApoIIonosliierou,648 ; Bngeis.648; Nyaa,
654; Sala.666; Tabala, 658 ; Tralles, 660;
Aneyra Phr.,666; Eriza, 673 ; Laodloeia
Phr., 679 ; Prymneaaua, 688 ;

Synnada,
686.

IEPEYZ AHMOY, Aphrodisiac, 609.

IEPEYZ AlOrJYZOY, I>iony*opolL,
671.

IEPEYZ TEPMAhilKOY, Philadel.
phela, 656.

IEPEYZ ZEBAZTOY, Magnesia ad
Sipylum, 658.

IEPEYZ TOY ANTINOOY, Achaea,
419.

IEPEYZ inHfiH, But* of Ionia, 571.

IEPOMHA[MnN], Byzantium, 270.

innAPXHZ, Alabanda, 607.

Him KOI. Smyrna, 698; Gordua-Julia,
661 ; Magnesia ad Sipylum, 653 ; Thya-
tira, 6R8 ; Apameia Phr.,666

;
Cutiafium,

671 ; Prymneaaua, 683 ; Synnada, 686.

K.

KoirJOBOYAjOhJ r. b. « r. r. (-
•yodpuari fiovKm or ftpetmiat). Anazarbus,
717.

K. E. K- (KoitoBovkiorlKtveipo* KiAijr'«i(?)
),

Anazarbus, 717.

KPHTAPXAZ, Crete, 479.

A.

AOriZTHZ, Cidyosaua, 670; Synnada,
686.

NEMEONlKHZ, AegaeAeol„652.

NEHKOPOZ or APXlHEnKO-
POZ(?), Aezanis, 664.

NOMO0ETHZ, Laodiceia Phr.. 679.

NOMO<J>YAAKEZ. Laredaemon, 486.

O.

OAYMniONlKHZ, Philadelpheia, 655.
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($) Latin

C.

COS. (Consul;, Zacynthus, 480.

COS. DES. ^Consul designatus), Zacyn-

thua, 480.

D.

D. (Decreto', Macedonia, 240.

0. D. (Decreto Decurionum), Dium, 243;

Apameia Bith.,610;Carthage, 882; Utica,

882.

D D. PVBL. (Decreto Decurionum pub-

lico), Babba, 889.

II VIR. (Duumviri), Paestum, 82; Ha-
laesa, 126 ; Cephaloediura, 136 ; Enna,

1ST; Panonnua, 164; Tyndaris, 190; Li-

para, 191 AYO ANAP.); Corinth,

404 ; Dyme, 414 ;
Cnossua. 463.

II VIR. EX D.D. (Duumviri ex decreto

Decurionum), Buihrotum, 320.

II VIR- ITER, Corinth, 404.

II VIR. Q^«>rQ_VlN. (Duumviri Quin-

quennales, Buthrotum, 320; Corinth, 404.

E.

EX CONSENSV D[ocurionum], Babba,

889.

EX D.D. 'Ex decreto Decurionum). Buth-

rotum, 320; Dyme, 414; Cuossus, 468;

Si nope, 509.

I-

IMP^rntor], Zacynthus, 480 ; Pergnmum
(oistophori), 586 ; Laodiceia Phr. (cisto-

phori), 678.

L.

LEG. and LEG. PRO Q. (UgattW pro

Quaestore), Macedonia, 216, 289, 241.

PERM. IMP. (Permissu Imperatoria),

Corinth, 404.

PERM. PROC0S. or P. P. (Permiwu
Proconsulis), Oergia, 875 ; Carthage, 882

;

Utica, 882.

PONT. (Pontifex), Ciatophori of Trallea,

660 ; Apameia Phr., 666 ; Laodioeia Phr„
678.

PR. (Praetorl, Sardinia, 191; Macedonia,

216,240, 241; Tralles
l
660; Apameia Phr.,

6*6.

PROCOS. (Proconsul), Lilybaeum. 161;

Tyndaris, 190; Ciatophori of Pergamum,
636 ; EpheaUH. 676 ; Trallea, MO ;

Apa-

meia Phr., 666; Laodiceia Phr., 678 ; Cyre-

nalra, 872 ; Ocrgis, 875.

0.

Q^ 'Quaestor), Macedonia, 240 ;
Zacynthus,

430 ; Cyrenaica, 872.

Illl. I. D. D.D. i.lfuatuorviri jure dicundo

Decreto Decurionum), Parium, 582.

S.

SACRA SINATVS (afe), Mallu.,724.

S. C (Senatua Consulto). Mallus. 724 ;

Antiocheia Syr., T80 ; Emiaa, 781 ; Phi-

lippopolis Arabia*1
, 812.

S. P. (^ R.(Senatus Populusque Romanus).

Corinth, 406; Philomelium,683;Cae»artia

Samariae, 802.

S. R. (Senatu* Romanus), Antiocheia Pia.,

706; Iconium,714.

SVF. (Sufetes - Duumviri), Carthage, 882.
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Abydos, oekist of Abydus, MO.
Acarnanian Confederacy, 328, 831, 332.

Ace, port of, Ptolemals-Ace, 794.

Achaean League, 416 sqq.

Achaean Standard, v. Italic, a. v. Weight*
Standards, Ac,

v , i t< no i*$Ko¥, v. Games.
AcheloQs, v. Riven*,
Achillea, Larissa Cremaste, SOO; Thessaly,
312; Pyrrhus, 82a

A in-. Mantineia, 449.

Acrocorfnthus, Corinth, 404, 406.

Acropolis of Ace, Ptolemals-Ace, 794 ; of

Athena, 890; ofTroezen, 443.

Adar or Moloch, identical with Adranoa,
Mamertini, 157,

Adonis, birth of, Aphrodisiaa, CIO.

Adonia and boar, Aphrodisiaa, 610,

Adramya, oekist of Adramyteum, 621.
Adranos, Mamertini, 156; Syracuse, 180;

temple of, on Mt Aetna, 167.

Adrasteia with infant Zeus, Magnesia Ion..

583; Trailer, 661; Apameia Phr., 6fi7.

V, also Amaltheia and Khea.
Aeakoa as judge of the dead, Aegina, 898,

Aegae, goddess of, riding on wolf, A< .:;.<

Aeol., 662.
Aegina, port of, Aegina, 398.

Aegiuetic Standard, v. Wvight-HUndards,
Ac.

Aeneas, flight of, Sogeata, 167; Aeneia,214;
Apameia Bith., 610; Dardanu*, 64-4;

Ilium, 647 ; Soepais, 649 ; Otrus, 682.

Aequitas, Catana, 136. V. a!*o Dikainsyne*
Aes, v. Weight-Standards, Ac
Aetolia, statue of, at Delphi, Aetolia,334.
335.

Aetolos, Aetolia, 334, 335.
Africa, head off in elephant-akin, Rogiid II,

Boechua II, and Juba II, 888.

Agalma in temple. Myra, 696.

Agathodaemon, Heracleia Pontica, 616

;

Alexandria, 862.
Agnthyrnos, hero, Tyndaris, 189.

A^aue with head of Pentheus, Amastris,
506.

Agon, winged, Caulonia, 93; Peparet litis,

312.
Agonistic chest, Perga, 708.
Agonistic Prize Crown, Metropolis Ion., 584

;

synnada,fisfl; AnazjirLu- 7 : 7; H .< rojKilin

Castabala, 721 ; Mopsus, 725; supported
by two (Vntuur*. Laodiwia ad Maro,7h2.

Aguitistic table, Xeocaesareia, 497; Germe
LydM G5<>; Ariaasus, 706; Cremna, 708;
Termessua, 712; Adana, 71G; Corycus,

720,

Agonistic or Festival issues—
Xeapolis Campan., 89; Tarentum, 56;
MeUpontum, 76; Caulonia, 93; Cro-
ton, 96, 99; Khegium, 108; Temeaa,
112; Terina, 114; in Sicily, 116;
Agrigentum, 122 ; Camarina, 128

;

Catana, 181 ; Gela. 140, 141 ; Mesaana,
158; Syracuse, 172; Olynthus, 207,

208; Philip II, 224; Macedonia, 242
;

Beroea, 243 ; Philippopolis, 28*

;

Thessaly, 290 sqq.; Corcym. 827;
Tanagra,348; Athens 369, 370,390;

Corinth, 405; Ells, 420 sqq., 426;
Argos, 440 ; Cleonae, 441 ; Kpidanrus,

442; Arcadia. 444, 446; Heraea. 447;
Stymphalua, 463 ; Cyzicus, 528 ; Colo-

phon, 671 ; Kphesus, 677 ; Aphrodi-
siaa, 609; Cos, 682; Nvsa, 654;
Philadelphela, 655; Tliyaiira, 668;
CotiaGum, 671 ; Aspendu*. 699. 700,

701; AtUleia Pam., 701; Helio-

polis, 786.

Agonothesia personified, Thesaalonica. 245.

Agora, with temple, tree, Ac, Cynaetha,
447.

Agreus, Corcyra, 828,

Ahura-mazda,Iasus, 722
;
Mallus* 724 ; Soli,

728 ; Tarsus. 780.

Ajax, son of Ofleus, Opus, 336; Scarpheia,

337.

Ajax, son of Telamon, Shield of, Salami*,

392.
Ajax, son ofTeucer, oekist of Olba, 727.

Ajax falling on sword, Prusa, 518.

Ajax(?), Cierium, 293.
Akanms. oekist of Metropolis Phr., 681 ; of

Sjrnnada, 686.

Akamas and Dorylaoa, oeklstsof Doryla«uni,
672.

Akragaa, v. Rirers.

Aktaeon, Cyxicua, 524 ;
Lampsacus, 530.

Aktia, goddess of the Actian Festival, 329.

Alcoa, oekist of Tegea. 465.

Aleuaa of Larissa, 297, 299.

Alexander of Abonuteichus, 505.

Alexander of Pherae, inscriptions on coins

of, Pherae, 308.

Alexander the Great, chronological and
geographical elaasiliration of his coinage,

227.
Alexander the Great, vision of, foundation

legend, Smyrna, 694.

Alexander the Great in Persian dress, hold'

ing thunderbolt, India, 833.

Alexander the Great, oekist of Apollonia

Pis., 706.

Alexandrine coins, v. Weight-Standards. Ac.

Alexarchus, oekist of Uranopolis, 206.
Alkaeos the poet, Mytilene, 662.
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Apollo—
Aegletes, Anaphc, 482.
AkUios, Parium, 631.

Aktios. Ambracia, 820 ; Acarnania,
829, 888 ; Anactorium. 329 ; Thyr-
rheium, 382 ; Alexandria, 862.

Alexikakos, Selinus, 168; Athens, 390.
Alkos, Horgantina, 167.

Amyklaeos, Laoedaemon, 434, 486.

Archegetes, Alaeaa. 126; Tauromenium,
188; Hierapolis Phr. r

676.

A i
.-:»: :•

- or Aulaetes, Magnesia Ion.,

588.
Chresterios, Aegae Aeol., *mL
Chromioa, AbbaPUe-Mysi, 668.

Delphinios, Phocia, 389 ; Delphi, 841.

Derronaeos, Derrones, 201, 286.

Didymeus, Miletus, 685; Alexandreia,
862.

Enagros, Siphnot, 491.

Gryneui, Grynium. 655 ; Myrina, 555.
Hckatos, Ilium, 647.

Hikesios, Ephesus, 577.
Hyakinthios, Tarentum, 63, 65.

Iatros, Apollonia Pontics, 278; Pepare-
thus, 813.

KlriM, Byzantium, 269 ; Megara, 893.
Karneios, Hetapontum, 77

;
Delphi,

841 ; Gythiura, 434.

Killaeoa, Colone Tread., 543.
K i
- .. -v. Alahanda, 607.

Klnrios, Apameia Bith., 510; Colo-
phon, 670, 571 ; Sagalassua, 710.

Kynthios, Zacynthus, 429.
Larisenos, Larissa Ion,, 680.
Leukaton, Nicopolis Epiri, 321.

I.v-li-.s. Trallea, 661.
Lykios or Lykeios, Athens, 390 ; Sar-

dM. 657
;
Lye in, 689 &qq. ; Tanua,

733.

Myites, Daldis, 650.

Patro<>8, Tarsus, 783.

Patroos Sozon, Nysa, 654.

Propylaeos. Cremna, 708.

Pythaeos, Asine, 482.
Pythios, Delphi, 342; Traltes, 661;

Side, 704; Alexandreia, 862.
Sarpedonioe, Holmi, 721

;
Sfleucria

Cil. t 727.

Schizano* or Schizacos, Antandrus, 542.
Sidetes, Sido, 703, 704; Coracesium,
720; La6rto. 722; Lyrbe, 723; Sy-
edra, 729.

Smintheus, Ccirt»ssia, 484 ; Pcrgamuni.
536; Alexandria Troa*, M0, 541;
Hamaxitus, 546.

Sozon, Hastaura, 653.

Tarraeos, Tarra, 478.

Thearios, Troezen, 448.

Theoxonio*. Pellene, 415.

Triopios, Cnidus, 615 ; Cos, 632.
Tyrimnaoos, Thyatira, 658.

Apteros or Pteraa, oeki*t of Aptera, 458.

Aquarius (?', Kdvaaa Mesop,, 816.

Aratos the poet <V, Soli Poinpeiopolis, 729.

Archedamis of Mytilene, 490.

Arehiaa (?), ookiat of Syracuse, ISO.

.\
.

iiihichos the poet, Paro*. 490.

Areion, the horse, Thelpu*a, 456.

Ares, head of, Larinum, 29 ; Komano-Cam-
panian, 88; Rome, 35; ArpI, 44; Lit-

cania, 70 ; Bruttium, 92 ; Consent ia, 94
;

Petelia, 107; EntelU, 187; Mam*rtiui,
166 ; Syracuse, 181 ; Tyrrheni, 190.

Ares Neos, Oeta as, Amblada. 892.
Arethusa, Syracuse, 117, 172 sqq. ; head of,

by Kimon, 176, 177.

Argaeos, Mount, Caeaareia Cap., 752.

[
Argo, the ship, Magnetes Thes., 300; Tri-

polis Phoen., 799.

Argo, with Dioakuri on board, Sidon, 798.

Argos building the Argo, Nicomedoia, 517.
Argos, meaning of Q on coins of, 437.
t

Afy4mm$
v. Xajwjrnjp.

Ariadne, Pergamum, 636 ; head ofv in laby-
rinth, Cnossus, 461 ; with Dionysos, Pe-
rinthus, 271 ; Tarsus, 733.

Ariarathos, name of, on coin of Athens, 383.

Aries, Niaibis, 815.
Arion on dolphin, Methymna, 561.

Aristae**, cult and emblems of. Ceoa, 483,
484 ; Heloa, 892; Cyrenaica, 865 sqq.

Aristophanes, allusions by, to Athenian
coins, Athens, 873.

Aristotlu'tf statement concerning the coin*
types of AnaxiU*, Rhegium, 108, 109; of
Tenedos, 651 ; his account of Solon's
monetary reforms, Athens, 867,

Arkas, child, besidv his mother Kalliato,

Methydrium Arcad., 451 ; Orchomt-nus,
461 ; carried by Hermes, Pheneus, 452.

Armenia, Crote, 479; Alexandreia, 863.

Arms as prizes, aWa, in the Games, Syra-
cuse, 177.

Arne, nymph, plaving with astragali,

Cierium, 293.

Artemis—
Agrotera, Syracuse, 186; Cherronesus,

279, 280; Megara, 894.
Amarysia, Eretria, 361.

Analtis, Attuda, 611 ; Cidramua, 614 ;

Caystriani, 649; Clannudda, 650;
Hypaepa, 652.

Astyrene, Antandrus, 541.

Borelteno, Attaleia Lyd., 648 ; Thya-
tira, 668.

Brauronia, Amphipolii, 215 ; Laodiceia

ad Mare, 782.

Britomartis, Crete, 457; Olus, 472.

Diktynna, Crete, 457, 479; Cydonia,
464 ; Phalaaarna, 474

;
Polyrhenium,

478.

Kkbateria, Siphnos, 491.

Eleuthera, Cyanc, 695; Myra, 696.

Ennodia, Pherae, 808.

Epheaia, Gortyna, 467; Androa, 482;
Ephetus, 671 sqq.; Metropolis Ion.,

684 ; Neapolis Ion., 687; Antiocheta

ad Mai*andrum, 608 ; Bargaaa, 612 ;

Harpasa, 619; Ht-rmeh*ia Salbaw,
620; Iaaus, 621 ; Xeapolis ad Har-
pasum, 623 ; Sehastopolis, 624 ; Stra*

toniceia, 626: Acrmsua, 647; Ani-

netus, 647; Cilbiani. 650; Daldis,

650; Gordus-Julia, 651 ; Nacraaa,

654 ; Stratoniceta Lyd., 658 ; Tabalu,
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Athena—
Skyletria, Thurium, 87,

Soteira. Hipponium, 101 ; Cyzicus,527.
Stathmia, Alexandria, 862.

BUiMilaa, Troezen, 443.

Atlienaeua the philosopher, Seleuceia Cil.,

727.

Athenian coinage of the * New Style f

9

chronological classification of, 380 sqq.

Athenian coin-types, imitations of, Ma-
zaeus, 877 ; Cnonsus, -157, 462 ; Cydonia,
464; Gortyna, 467; Hierapytna, 468;
Lappa, 470; Polyrhenium,475; Prianaus,

476; Sigeium, 549 ; Priene, 591 ; Himya-
ritee, 813; India,8S4.

Athenian kleruchs, coins issued by, in Ini-

broe, 261 ; in Delos, 887-889.

Athenian monetary officials, Athens. 379.

Athenian Theatre-ticketa, Athena, 377.

Athena and Rome, fotttus aequutn between,
b.c. 229

f
Athena, 378.

Athlete* and agonistic table, Augusta CUM
718 ; Tyre, 801.

Athlete* carrying prize-crown or crowning
themselves, Cyme Aeol., 554 ; Hopsus,
725 ; Tarsus, 734 ; Heliopolis, 785,

Athletea drawing lota, Nicaoa, 517 ; Palaeo-

polia, 709 ; Prostauna, 710 ; Ancyni
(Sal., 747 ; Heliopolis, 785.

Athletes with Gymnastoa, Aphrodisias, 610*

Athymbros, oekist of Nyaa, 664.

Atrax, hem, Atrax, 292.

Attaloa the sophist, Laodioeia Phr\, 679.

Attic Standard, v. Weight-Standards, Ac,
a. v. Eubolc.

Atys, Cyzicus, 526
;
Antiocheia ad Maoan-

drum, 608 : Peasinua, 74a
Auge, released from chest, Elaea, 555.

Auriol, li m I of archaic coins at, 1,

Axios, v. River-gods.

Ba'al, Poseidium Syr., 785 ; Hippo Regius,

886; Tingis, 890.

Ba'aUJazur, Ariarathea I, 749.

Ba'al-Kevan, Hieropolis Cyrrhest, 777.

Ba'altarz, butt, 722; Mallus, 724; Soli,

728 ; Tarsus, 730, 781 ; Mazaeu*, 816,

Babylonic Standard, v. Weight -*S tandards.
4c,

Bacchus Hehon. tauriform, Neapolis, 39.

BacchuK. Thracian, oracular temple of, on
ML Pangaeum, 194.

Bactyl, of Aphrodite, Aphrodisiaa Oil., 71 7.

of Artemis Pergaia, Perga, 702; Ffrd-

nelissus, 709.

of A start© in car, Sidon, 798,

of Busarea. Adraa, 811 ; Bostnu 812.
of Kluu:i)>al. Julmjtolis, 516 ; Emisa,

780, 7»1 ; in chariot. AeliaCapitolina,
803.

of Zeus Kaaios, Seleuceia Pieria. 783.

Bitrgylios, hero, Bargyliu, 612.

Basket-torches Byzantium, 270.
U . - - l , -, Lydian god, 643.

Bear, emblem of Kallisto, Mantitteia, 449.

Bee and Stag, symbols in cult of Artemis
Ephesia, Ephcsus, 571.

Bellerophon, Fenseris, 87; Leucaa. MO;
Corinth, 899 aqq. ; Bargylia, 612 ; Hydi-
sua, 620 ; Stratoniceia, 625.

Bendis. Tium, 518 ; Nicomedes I, 519.
Bf/w<««i<i »' iiriT'i. Egypt, 852.
Berou seized by Poseidon, Berytua, 791.

Bes, head of, Sidon, 794 ; Gaza, H05.
Bestiarii, gladiators, and wild blasts, fight-

ing in arena, Synnada, 686.
Bias of Priene, Priene, 691.

Billon coins, v. Weight-Standards, Ac.
Bi pennia, symbol of Dionyao* n* X«*vt.

Thraoe, 282, 283 ; Pherae, 808; Ttnedos,
560.

Bipennis (Labrys), Alinda, 607 ; Aphro-
diaiaa, 609; Euromus, 617; Heracleia
Salbace, 620; Mylasa, 622; Orthosia,
624 ; Thyatira, 658 ; AbbaPtae-Mysi. 663

;

Eriza, 673 ; Eutneneia, 673, 674; Hiera-
polia Phr., 675 ; Laodieeia Phr., 679.

Bipeniiia and Trident combined, badge of
Mylaaa, 622.

Bithynia personified, Commune Bithyniac*.

610.

B»ar, symbol of Artemis, Phintiaa of Agri-
gentum, 123; Phocis, 338.

Boar, symbol of It. Kaproa, Laodioeia Phr.,
678.

Roar, winged, of Clazomenae, 567.
Boeotian buckler, a religious emblem, 343.

Boeotian dialect, coin-legend in, Thebes, 350.
Boeotian monetary magistratea, not epony-
mous Boeotarchs acting a a/Rcio, Thebes,
851,862.

Boeotian national festival, 348, 345.

Boldion, hetairaof Chftros, Byzantium, 269.
Boreitene, AtUleia, 648; Tbyatin, 658.

Borysthenes, v. Rivera.
Braaidaa in Maoedon, 204.

British imitationa of Gaulish coins, 10.

Britoinartis, Chersonraus Cretae, 460 ; 01 us,

472.
Bull-fights, Thessalian, 290 sqq.

a
Caesareia Germanics, amphitheatre of, 51 1

;

harbour of, 511.
Calatiria, naval confederation of, Orcho*
menus, 346.

Campanian man-headed bull. 39.

Campanian*, coins of, struck at Neapoli*,

89; in Sicily, 130, 132, 187, 159.

Campanian Standard, v. Weight-Standard*,
Ac.

Candlestick, seven - branched, Jerusalem,
808.

Cauopic vases, Alexandreia, 863.

Capltoline Triad, Cadi, 668 ; Hydrela, 677
;

Laodieeia Phr.. 680 ; Neapolis Sam., 803.

Carnyx, Gaulish trumpet, Tavium, 749,

Catanaean brothers, 134.

Celestial typtt partants* Uranopolis, 206.

Celtic coins of Central Euro|>e. 9.

rhalkous. v. Weight-Standards, 4c.

)og!e
Original from

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
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Dionysoa, cult of, Toon, 696; infant in cradle,

Magnesia Ion,, 683 ; oekiat of Nicaea,

517; of Tium, 618; riding on panther,
Sybrita, 477 ; Cyzicua, 627 ; temple of, at
Aphytia, 210 ; theatre of, at Athena, 800

;

atatuo of, by Alkamenea, Athens, 890.

Dionyaoa

—

ba«x*vf
p
Myoonoa, 487.

Kelaeneua, Apamtia Phr., 667.

Lampter, Pellene, 416.

Laaioa, Catana, 1S4,

Lem-ua, Myconoa, 487.

Libyan, Metapontum, 77*
mm

Pelekya of Pagasae, Pherae, 808.

Phallen, Antiaaa, 560; Mcthymua, 661.

Pogon, Orthoaia, 793. *\ ft ^
Sebaatoa, Amastria, 606.

Soter, Manmeia, 251.

Sykitea or Sykatea, Camirua, 636.

Dioakuri, oekiata of Dioacuriaa, 496 ; as
3orri»>ff, Tyndaria, 189.

Dipoenua and Skyllis, atatue of Athena by,

t'loonae, 441.

Dirke bound to bull, Acraaua, 647 - Thya-
tira, 658.

Diakelea, Lycia, 688 aqq.

Divinities and deified Imperial persons aa
Primta and Prieateaaea honorU causu

f

Byzantium, 270. Cf. Mytilene, 662.

Dog, R. Krimiasoa in form of, Segeala,

165.

Dog attacking dolphin, Phocaea, 590.

Dog sleeping, Tuder, 22; Hatria, 23.

Dog. fypipartan/of theKynoaacma, Madytua,
260.

Dogs in temple of Adranoa, Hamertini,
166, 167.

Doga, Moloaaian,321.
Dog-atar

T
Seirioa, Ceoa, 482, 483.

Dokimoa, oekiat of Docimeium, 672*

Dolphin, tamo, Poroaelene, 563.

Dolphin -rider, Peparethua, 813; I'ncert.,

480. V. alao Arion, Hermiaa, and Taraa.

Dolphin-akin head-dreaa, Etruria, 15.

Doroa. head of, Dora, 792.

Dorvlaoa and Akama>i
r
oekiata of Dorvlaftnn,

672.

Double-dating, by aolar and lunar months,
of Athenian coins, 380.

Dove, emblem of Aphrodite, Sikyon, 411;
Oythera,436.

Drachm, v. Weight-Standards, Ac.
Dryopa, Aainc. 432.

Ducetiua, Sikel chief, Calacte, 128; Mtgara
Hyblaea, 151 ; Henaenum, 161.

Duoviri of Corinth, 404.

Duaarea Theoa, Adraa, 811.

Dynamia, Alexandreia. bG3.

164,

E. H, badge nf Heraca, 44&

E or EP, badge of Epidauras 441.

Eagle holding aerpeiit, emblem of Olympian
Zvuh. Chalcia, 369.

Egestos, oekiat of Segeata, 164.

Egyptian type*, Perinthua, 271 ; Coaaura,
—

:;
:

Melita, 883; Hippo Riiciua, 886;
Macomadea, 886; Juba II, 888. V. alao

Iaia, 8arapia, Ac.
Egyptizing deity atandiugonbacka of three

liona, Aacalon, 804.
Eileithyia, Aegimn, 413 ; Bum.413; Argoa,

440 ; Tegen. 456; Latua, 470.

Eirene, Locri, 102; Nlcomedeia, 517 ; Cla-
zomenae, 569; Epheaua. 577; Smvrna,
594 ; Coa, 634 ; Cilbiani, 650

j
Nyaa. 654

;

Tripoli Lyil -. 661 ; Alexandreia, 86a
Eirene-Nemeaia, Irenopolia Cil.. 721.

Eirene with Ploutoa, Athena, 390; Amaa-
tria, 506

; Cyzicua, 527 ; Samoa. 606.
Eirene and Roma, Amiaua. 497.
Ekkleaia, aeated, Aegeao, 716.
Elagabal, altar, baetyl, and temple of,

Emiaa, 780, 761. V. alao Baetyl.
Electrum, relation to gold of, at Syracuae,

179. V. alao Weight-Standarda. ft*.

Elephant. Latium, 26 : carrying crown,
Tarsua, 733.

Elephantaon Seleucid coina, 756,
Eleusinian £a*x0f and Wpxtw, Elvuaia. 391

;

Athena, 876, 877.
Eleuainian Festival?*, coina struck for. Eleu-

aia. 391 ; Athena, 376, 889.

Eleutheria, Tium, 518 ; Cyzicua, 526

;

Elaeusa Sebaate, 735 ; Caesareia Cap., 752
;

Alexandreia. 863.

Elpis, Perga, 708 ; Alexandreia. 863.

Empedocleaat Selinua, 168.

Engraver*' signatures* y. Index VI.

Ennodia, Pherae, 808.

Enyo, Comana Pont.. 498.

Eos, Alexandreia, 862.

*E»i with dative, use of, in Crete, Cydonia.

464.
Epheaua and Aradua, aupponed monetary
underatanding between, Epheaua. 575.

Epione, wife of Aaklepioa, Epidauru*. ML
Eras—

B.C. 421 (?), Samoa, 603.

B.C. 333-2 Ura </ Altxandtr in Phoenicia).

Aradua, 789.

Ptolemala-Ace, 793.

Sidon, 797.

Tyre, 799.

B.c. 812 (SrfmcM tra, Kinga of Syria, 756\
Alexandreia Troaa, 641.
Antioc)u>ia ad Orontem, 776.

Hieropolia Cyrrhi*at.» 777.

Soleucia et Pieria, 778.

ApameiaSyr., 780.

Iialanaea,780.

Emiaa, 780.

Seleuceia Pieria, 783.

Damascus. 784.

Caeaareia ad Libanum, 792.

Orthoaia, 793.

TripoliaPhoen., 798.

Aacalon, 804.

Seleuceia ad Tigriin, 815.

Parthia, 818.

Ely mala, 822.

Characene, 823.
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91
;
Eryx, 188; Tyndaria, 190; Callatis,

274.

Eros of Praxiteles, Parium, 581.
Erynianthian boar, Paophfs, 453.

Erythroa, oekiat of Erythrae, 578, 579.

Eshmun-Asklepioe, Berytua, 791 ; Came,
792; Marathus, 793.

Ethrog on coins of Revolt of tho Jews, 809.

810.
Etruscan city names, Etruria, 16.

Etruscan religious coin-types, Etruria, 16.

Eu)>oea v earliest coinage, characteristics of,

355.
Euboea, Nymph, 362.

Euboio-Standard. v. Weight-Standards, Ac.

Euboeia, Hierapolia Phr., 876 ; Jtinda, 708.
EucleideK of Megara, head of, disguised as
a woman. Megara, 394.

Eunomia (Demet*r> Gela, 142.

Euphron, tyrant of Sicyon, 410.

Euposia, Nyaa Lyd., G54
;
Hierapolis Phr.,

676.

Europa and Bull, Tyre, 801.
Europa riding on bull, Hadrianopolis Thi\>

287 ; Cnosaua, 4CI ; Oortyna, 466, 4t>7
;

Phaestus, 472 ; Crete, Province, 479

;

Cyzicua, 525 ; Seleuccia C1L, 728 ; Sidon,
797, 798.

Europa in coition with eagle, Gortyna* I6fi,

Europa on rock, welcoming bull, Phaestus,
478.

Europa in plane-tree, Oortyna, 466, 467.

Eurymedusa, nrniph, Sicily, 117; Selinus,

168.

Eurypylos, hero, Pergamum, 536.
Eurystheu* and Herakles, Aspendus, 701.

Eurytion, Magneaia Ion. 583.

Euthenia, Adramyteum,521 ; Alexandreia,
862, 863.

Eye, human, short -hand' for prow of
galley, Scione, 210 ; Samoa, 603.

ffaanii epithet of Artemis Pergaea, Perga,
702.

Federal currency, in Sicily, 117 ; in Thea-
saly, 291, 311 ; in Acarnania, 828, 331,

332; in Aetolia, 334; in Phocis, 338;
in Boeotia, 343, 351 ; in Euboea, 362; of

the Achaean League, 416; in Arcadia.
444, 450 ; in Lycia, 68S sqq., 693 sqq.

Fides (IJtffrif\ Locri Epi/ephyrii, 104.

Fig-leaf, Idyma ,021 ; Camirus,636; Meloa,

892.

fur, doubtful meaning of, Poeeidonia, 81.

Fire-altar, Persia, 824.

Fiah-god, Phoenician. Aradus. 783.

Fiah-fthaped coin*. Olbia, 272.
Fish ainging like thrusliea, Psophis 453.

Flamininus, portrait of, 235.
Flavia Nicomachis of Mytilene, 563.
Foedua Neapolitan um, b.c, 32ti,Neapolis,40.

F<»rtuna-Netm*sis
f
Crernna, 708.

Fountain nymphs. Meama, 105; Himera,
117; Eurynicduaa, .Selinus, 168; nij-j^,

Philadclphcia,655;Sunias,Soli-Pompeio-
polis, 729.

Fox and grapes, type parlant, Alopoconneaua.
258.

Frog, Euboea (?), 865; Uncert., 480 ; Sari-
phoa (?), 490.

Fulmen on throne, Diocaesareia, 720; Se*
leuceia Pieria, 783.

Gaia, G»\ I-ampaaeua, 530; Magnesia Ion.,

688 ; holding Erichthonios, Cyzicua, 525;
with four children, Pautalia, 287 ; with
Thalamus, Pergamum, 586.

Galerua, sacrificial cap, Syracuse, 167

;

Gauloa, 888.
Galley before city-wall, Sidon, 795.
Galley racea at Corcyra, 827.
Gainea and Festivals

—

Agonothesia, Thesaalonica, 245; Gor-
du*Julia, 651.

Y

Axikcno &*0ko*, Metapontum. 76.

Aianteia, Salami*, 392.
Aktia, NicopolU Epiri, 821; Noocae-

aareia, 497; Hierapolis Phr., 676;
Tarsus, 788.

Aktia Commodeia, Tyre. 801.

Aktia Dusaria, Boatra, 812.
Aktia Heraklia, Tyre, 801.

Aktia Pythia, Perinthua, 271.

Alexandreia, Byzantium, 270.

Alexandreia Pythia, Phiiippopolis.283.
Amphiaraoa, Oropua, 392.

AntoneiniaCommodeia, Laodiceia Phr.,

679.
Antoneinia Sebaata. Byzantium, 270,

Antouiiiiana, Laodiceia ad Mare. 782.

Autoniniana #/wTa rip <>i\wi>Jwj*, An»-
zarbus, 717.

Arcadica, Arcadia, 444 ; Heraea, 447,

Asklepeia, Cleonae, 441 ; Epidauru*,
412; Philadelpheia, 655; Laodiceia
Phr., 679.

A*klepeia Sotereia. Ancyra Gal., 748.

Aaainaria, Syracuse, 177.

Auguateia, Nicaea, 517; Cadi, 668;
Tarsus, 733.

Au(gusteia ? i Antonini'ana', Tarsus,

738.

Auguateia Hadriana Olympia, Thya-
tira, 658.

Auguateia Pythia Hadriana Olympia.
Thyatira,65S.

Auguateia Pythia, Thyatira, 658.

Augustia Ifjxi, Perga, 702.

Certamina sacra Cupitolina oecumenica
iaelaatica Heliopolitana, lleliopolia,

785.

Certamina aacra periodica oecumenica
iaelaatica, Sidon, 798.

Chrysanthina, Sardes, 657.

Xpvvopotfi ra wapa ry, Hierapolis Phr.,
676.

Chthonia, Hermione. 442
Darzalcia, Odeasus. 277.

Deia Halia, Philadelpheia. 655.
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Uirncs and Festivals

—

Sebasteia Kaisarea, Metropolis Ion.,
684.

Btrmllj Nicaea, 517
; Tarsus, 738.

Sevm'iii t/wra
t
Permthus, 271.

Silaria (Y), Posidonia, 81,

iu 0iw7ia olmvpfrip^ Anazarbus, 717.
Takitios Metropolitios Kaisaria. Perga,

702.

Taureia or Taurokathapsia, Tliessaly,
200; Crannon, 293.

Themis, Aspendus, 701 ; Perga, 702.

Thoogamia, Tarsus, 733.

Theogamia oecumenica, Nysa, 654.
Tyrimneia, or Mi-ydA-i it,:-*, Tvpiff

rip Aywrtt, Thyatira, 658.

Valeriana, Nicaea, 617.
Gangra, fortress, Germanicopolis, 500.
Ganymedes* Dardanus, 644; Ilium, 647;

Se baste Phr., 684.

Gauliah imitations of Greek and Roman
coins, 6, 8.

Gaul j -
f : warrior, Ariminum, 21.

Gazelle, CyreuaTca, 866, 870.
G£, v. Gaia.
Gelaa, y. Rivers.
Genet, Cyronalca, 867.

Gerizim, Mount, Neapolis Sam., 803.
Gerousia, Tiberiopolis, 688.
Glaukos, sea-god, Heracleia Luc, 78

;

Itanus, 460.

Glykon, serpent, Abonuteichus, 606.
Goat, v. Types parlants.

Goat-rider, Himera, 145.

Gold, chiefly coined for war expenses,
Tnrentum, 60; Athens, 373, 876, 385.
V. also Weight-Standards, Ac.

Gold mines at Philippi, 217, 222, 22^
Gold, relation of, to silver in Sicily, Syra-

cuse, 176, 182.

Gorgon, winged, Etruria, 14.

Gortynian decree, demonetizing silver, 467.

Gortynian Plane-tree, Gortvna, 466.

Gortys, oekiat of Gortyna, 467, 468; Crete,
Province, 479.

Griffin, wapdarj^ov of Abdera and of Teos,
263 ; Lyeia, 090.

Griffin holding wheel, symbol of the cult of
Nemesis, Smyrna, 604.

Hadad, horned, between two bulls, Rhosus,
782; Dium, 787.

Hades, Etruria, 16 ; Nicopolis Thr., 287
;

ApoIIonia Illyr., 814 ; with Kertaroa,
Amania, 496; Apollonos-hieron, 648.

Hades-Sara pis, Gordus-Julia, 661 ; Hiero-
polia Phr., 676.

Hadranos (?), Syracuse, 160.

Haemoa, Mount, Nicopolis ad Iatrum, 275.

Hare, Etruria, 13; Croton, 99; meaning
of, on coins of Rhegium, 109 ; of Me&sana,
163.

Harmodios and Arintogeiton, Cyzicus, 525.

Harmonia, wife of Kadmoa, Thebes, 860*

Hnrpok rates, Augusta Trajana, 288 ; Aspen-
dus, 701; Attaleia Pam., 701 ; Perga, 70S;

ApoIIonia Pis*, 706 ; Cremna, 708 ; Heleu-
ceia PisM 710; Peasinus, 748; Byhlut,
791; Ptolemals Aoe, 794; Tyre, 801;
Alexandreia, 862.

Ilathor-Isis, Alexandreia, 862.
Hnwk of Horus, Alexandreia, 862.
Hegemonia, bust of, Perperene, 637.

Hekate, Phalanna, 805 ; Pherae, 307, 308

;

Aegina, 398; Argos, 440; Lampsacus, 530;

Antiocheia ad Maeandrum, 60S; Euippe,
617 ; Stratenieeia, 624,625 ; MaeonU, 652;
Mastaura, 653; Tralloa, 661; Aezania,

664 ; Apameia, 667 ; Bruzus, 668
, Cibyra,

670; Laodiceia Phr., 679; Lysiaa, 680;
Aspendus, 701; Perga, 708; ApoIIonia
Pia., 706; Casae, 718; Hieropolis Casta-
bala, 721 ; Lyrbe, 723

;
Ancyra Gal.,

748.
Hekate Soteira, Apameia Phr., 667.
Hektor, Ilium, 647 ; Ophrynium, 548.

Helen, cult of, at Tyndaria, 189.

Helen and Dioakuri, Sihidtinda, 684 ; Aca-
lisau*, 694 ; Ariassua, 706 ; Codrula, 707

;

Tormeesus, 712.

Hetio]K>litan Triad, Jupiter, Venus, and
Mercury, Heliopolis, 786.

Helios Lairbeno*, Hierapolis Phr., 676.
Helios Sarapis, Magnesia Ion., 583 ; Alexan-

dreia, 862.

Helios Sebaatos, Trail eft, 661.

Helioaeiros, Chalcis Chalcidices, 778.

Helle on ram. Halus, 296 ; Lampaacus, 530,

Hephaestos (usually forging arms of Achil-

les), Lipara, 191 ; Lemnoa, 263
; Corinth.

405; Mothana. 442; Magnesia Ion., 583;
Samoa. 006 ; Mylara, 622 ; Thyatira, 658 ;

Aezan i 664 ; Temenothyrae, 687 ; Olym-
pus, 696 ; Aspendus, 701 ; Attaleia Pain.,

701; Perga, 708; Seleuceia Pia., 710;
Selge, 712; Colybraasus, 719.

Heplmestos running with torch, Mot hone,
433.

Hera Argeia, Argoe, 438, 439; Alexandreia,
862.

Hera Argoia or Lakinia, Fenseris, 37

;

Hyria, 88 ; Poaeidonia, 81 ; Thurium, 86
;

Croton, 97, 100; Pandosia, 106.

Hera, celestial, Chalcia, 359, 360.
Hera Lanoia (

m Lanuvina), Nicomedeia, 517.
Hera, Samian, Perinthus, 271 ;

Samoa, 606.

Hera, statue of, by Praxiteles, at Plataca*

847.
Hera, primitive temple of, on Mount Oche,
Carystus, 357.

Hera with Hebe and peacock, Argos, 440.

Heracteia Pontica, stadium of, Heracleia

Pont., 616,

Herae©*, oekist of Heraca, 447, 448.

Herakleitos the philosopher, Epheaos, 577.

Ueraklcs, infant, strangling serpents, Cro-

ton, 97; Byzantium, 267; Thebea, 349,

860 ; Cyzicua, 626 ; Lampaacus, 530

;

Ephesus, 678; Samoa, 604; Cnidus, 616;

lasus, 621 ;
Rhodes, 638; CereUpa, 669.

Heraklea, oekiat of Croton, 97 ; of Perinthus,

271; of Callatis. 274; of Cius, 512; of

Heracleia Pontica, 616; of Nicaea, 616;

of Nacoleia, 681,
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Pyxus, 88; Sybaris, 84; Caulonia, 92;
Croton

f 96 j Rhegium, 107 ; Zanclc, 152.
Indian coins with name of Alexander, 225.

Ingot with handle, Damastium, 818.

Ino, Corinth, 404 ; Cibyra, 670.

lo, Eio, myth of, Byzantium, 207, 268
;

Qua, 80S.
Io as bride of Zeus (EloCf 70^^)* Tralles, 661
lo and Tyche joining hands, Gaza, 806,

Iodama, priestess of Athena Itonia, Coro-
neia, 845.

lokastoa, oekiat of Rhegium, 109.

Iolaos, cult of, at Agyrium, 124, 126.

Ionian sea symbolized as dolphin over
wave*, Iasa, 818.

Ionian* in India, 'Yonas/ mentioned in
edicts of Asoka, 886, 846.

lonio alphabet at Velia, Thuriam, 86.

Iunios, hero, Issa, 318.
lotape seated, Elaeuaa Sebaate, 734*

Iron money, Byzantium, 267 ; Heraea, 438,

448 ; Tegea, 438, 464.

Isis, Catana, 184, 185 ; Leontini, 160 • Syra-
cuse, 187 ; Anchialus, 277 ; Serdica,

288 ; Pagae, 394
;
Boeae, 433 ; Argoa, 440 ;

Syros,492; Tium,518 ; Aegae Aeol., 662
;

Lebedus, 681; Magnesia Ion.,688; Alinda,
608; Apollonta Salbace, 610; Horaclein
Salb., 620; Bageis, 648; Gordus-Julia,
661 ; Saltta, 665 ; Tripolis, 661 ; Amo-
riuro, 665 ; Bria, 668 ; Colossae, 670 ;

Hierapolis Phr., 676; Hieropolis Phr.,

676; Hyrgaleis, 677; Prymnessus, 688;
Synnada. 686; Themfsonium, 687 ; Apol-
lonia Pis., 706; Isinda, 708; Aegeae,
716; Flaviopolis CiK, 720; Ptolemals
Aoe, 7»4 ; Ptolemy IV, 853, 864 ; Pto-

lemy Y
f
065 ; Alexandria, b62 ; MoliU,

883; Juba II, 888.
Isia and infant Horoa, Cyme Aeo)., 554

;

Alexandria, 862.

Isi*, head-dress of, Syracuse, 187; Perin-
thus, 271; Patrae, 415; Myndus, 623;
AntiochuaVII. 767,

Isis, altar of, Laodiceia Phr., 679.

Isis Astarte, Byblus, 791.

Isis Pharia or Pelagia, Corinth, 405 ; Cloo-

nae, 441; Amaatri*, 606; Phocaea, 590

;

Iaaus,621 ; Aapendu*, Tot
; Byblus, 791

;

Alexandria, 862.

Isis Sothis, Alexandreia, 863.

Isis Tyche, Parlals, 714.

Isthmos, Corinth, 404.
Italic Standards, v. Weight-Standards, 4c
Julia gens, temple of, Corinth, 4(>5.

Julia l'r i:!,-. wife ofDeiuomaohosof Myti-
lene, 663.

Jupiter Capitolinus, Aelia Capitolina, 803.

Jupiter Heliopolitanus, Heliopolis, 786 ;

Neapolia Sam., 803 ; Eleutheropolia, 804
;

NicopolisJud., 806.

K.

K, Badge of Cleonae, 440.

Kabeiri, Ebiisuo, 3 ; Thessalonica, 246
Imbrou, 261 ; Lemnos, 263; Samolhrace,

263; Thasos, 266; Eretria, 364; Syroa,
492 ; Phanagoria, 494 ; Cyzicus, 526, 626

;

Lampsacus, 630; Eumeues II, 638 ; Per-
gamum, 536 ; Biryti*. 642 ; Ohren, 542

;

Lycia, 692 ; Tucca, 887 ; Meloa, 892.
Kabeiri, the eight Phoenician, Berytus, 791.
Kadmos, Samoa, 606 ; Sidon, 798.

Kadmos founding Thebes, Aegeae, 716

;

Tyre, 801.

Kadmos giving alphabet to Greeks, Tyre,
801,

Kadmos and Ilarmonia, Tyre, 861.
Kalchas (?), Calchedon, 511.

Kallirrhoe, nymph, Stratus, 881, 332; Acar-
nania, 333.

Kallisto, Mantineia,449; Methydrium, 451
;

Orchomenua, 451.
Kalydonian boar, Aetolia, 834, 335

;
jaw-

bone Of, A !i. phi -;*, 387.

Kamarina, lake nymph, Camarina, 117, 129.

Kapancus attacking Thebes, Anchialus,
277 ; BIzya, 287.

Karanos, oekist of Aegae Mac,, 198 ; Edewu
244.

Kaulos, oekist of Caulonia, 92, 93.

KauA«, the plant, wapAatipov of Caulonia, 93.

Kekrops, Cyzicus, 625.

Kelaenus, hero, oekist ofApameia Phr., 667.
Kendrisos, a Thracian god, Philippopolis,

Kephkloa, Cranii, 427; Pale, 427, 428;
ProDi, 428 ; Same, 428.

Kopheus, Tegea, 466.

Kerbero*, Etruria, 15 ; Capua, 35 ; Etea,

321 ; Cjzlcm, 625.

Keroessa ^?), mother of ByzaA, Byzantium,
269.

Keryneian stagj Psophis, 463.
Kiflvrof, surname of Apameia Phr., 66G.

Kioa adjusting his sandal, Cius, 614.

Kleitor, oekiat of Cleitor, 446.

Kleobia and Biton
t group of, Argos, 440.

Klerucha, Athenian, in Imbros, 261 ; in
Deloa, 887-889.

K n >]m>s. hero, Erythrae, 679,

Koinoboulion seated, voting, Anazarbus,
717 ; standing, sacri6cing, Tarsus, 7:18.

Kotv&v MaMt&vrw
r
privileges conferred upon,

241.

Koi*vv of Lacedaemon, 485 ; of Crete. 479
;

ofCyprus, 746 ;
orCyrenalca, 872. V.also

supra under Games, and Index III.

Kotrtfr, Phoenician, temple of. Tyre, 801.

Kolpoi, valleys, as nymphs, Magnesia Ion,,

683.
Ku/l/ia, V, XafKVCTTJp,

Kore, Cultus-statues of, Daldis, 650 ; Gor-
dus-Julia, 651 ; Maeonia, 652; Silaudua,
657 ; Aureliopolis, 659. V. also Per-
sephone.

Kore Soteira, Cyzicus, 526, 627.

Koresos, hero, Ephesus, 577.
Koronis, mother of Aaklepios, Pergamum,

686.

Koros
;
Plenty \ Nysa, 664.

Koryliantea, Kur«t«s, Crete, Province, 479 ;

Magnesia Ion, 683; Seleuceia Pieria, 783.

Koson, gold staters of, Olbia, 272, 289.
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Malaria at Selinus, 167.

Marathos, oekist (?), Marathus, 792, 793.

Hares of Odyaseus, Pheneus, 452,
Marks of value, Etruria, 12; Allifae, 80;
Rome. 35; Metapontum,80; Agrigentum,
120; Eryx, 139; Syracuse, 184, V, altio

Weight-Standards, 4c.

Harna ( = Cretan Zeus), Gaza, 806.

Maron
t
oekist, Maroneia, 248 t 250.

Marsyas, Apatneia Bith.. 510; Alexandreia
Troaa, 541 ; Apameia Phr., 666 ; Creinna,
708; Sidon, 798; Tyre, 801,

Marsvas with wine-skin, common Coloninl

type, Coela, 259.

Marsvas and Apollo, Germe Lyd., 650.
Marayaa and Athena, Apameia Phr., 666.

Marsyas, double flute of, Apameia Phr., 666.
Masnen or Masanes. hero, Sardes, 657.

Mnzaeus, tetradrachm of Athenian types
issued by, 377.

Meino (— Minoa\ Oaza, 805,
Melampua and Melampodeion, Aegosthcna,
892.

Melikertes or Palaeinon, Corinth. 404.
Melkarth, Gades, 8; Cephaloedium, 136;
Aradua, 788, 789 ; Tyn*

f
799*801 ; Mi-

cipsa, 884 ; Hippo Regius, 886.
MiJAok, type parlant of Melos. 486, 892.
Men, Pharnaceia, 498 ; JuliopolU, 616

;

Magnesia IonM 58:1
; Pri*ne, 591 ; An-

tiocheia ad Maeandrum. 008 ; Cidramun,
614; Tabao, 627; Trapezopolia. 628:
Gordus-Julia, 651 ; Maeonia, 652 ; Si*
landus, 657 ; Aecilaeum, 668 ; Alia, 664

;

Cidyeasus, 670; Colossae, 670; Eriza,
673; Grimenothyrae, 674 ; Hadriano-
polis Phr.

t
675; Hierapolia Phr., 676;

llieropolis Phr., 676; Hydrela, 677;
Hyrgaleis, 677; Julia Ipeus, 678; Lao-
diceia Phr, 679; Metropolis Phr., 681

;

Palaeobeudos, 682; Philomelium, 682;
Pryronosaus, 688 ; Sebaate Phr,, 684 ;

Sibidunda, 684
;

Siblia, 684 ; Synnada,
686; Temenothyrae, G87 ; Attaleia Panu,
701 ; Sillvum. 705 ; Apollonia Pis., 706

;

Baris, 707; Colbasa, 707; Conana, 707
;

Lysinia. 709; Olbasa, 709; Palaeopolis
Pis., 709 ; Pappa Tiberia, 709 ; ProsUnna,
710 ; Sagalaanus, 710; Seleueoia Pis., 710

;

Timbriada, 712; Parlals, 714; Galatia,
srofrvr, 747 ; Ancyra Gal., 747 ; Laodiceia
adLibanum, 785; Gaba. 786; Eabus, 812.

Akraeos or Askaenos, Philomelium, 683.

Askenos, Sardcs, 657; Antiocheia Pis..,

7U6.

Aziottenos, SaUta, 655.
Kamareites, Nysa, 654,

Karon, Attuda, 611.

Pharnnkou, Calieira, 497.

Menas, >m|H>rintendent of the mint at Ses-

tus, 260.
Mcnestheus, oekist, Elaea. 555.
Mesnana, alliance of, with L*»eri, 154.

Messana, eity goddes* as charioteer, Mes-
*ana, 154.

Me— D6, daughter of Triopaa, Measone, 432.

Meter AdraatM (- Kybele), Atluda, 611.

Mida, goddess, Cremna, 708.

Midas, king, Cadi, 668; Mida*-um, 681;
Prymneasus, 683.

Miletos, oekist. Miletopolia, 531.
Miltiadea, monument of, Athene, 390.

Minos, Cnosaus, 461, 463.
Minotaur, Cnossus, 460.

Mithradates, name of, on Athenian coins,

Athens, 385.
Mithras, Istrus, 275; Pantirapaeum, 281;
Trapezus, 499; Amastris, 605; Cius, 513.

Mithras, slaying Mill. Tarsus, 733.

Moneta, Alexandreia, 868.
Moneyers at work striking coins, Pae&tum*

82.

Months, Macedonian, names of, on coins,

Seleueoia ad Tigrim, 815 ; Parthla, 818.
Moon waning, not crescent, on coins of
Athens, 370.

Mopsoe, the Lapith, Mnpsium, 302.
Mop*o» and Torrebos, Hierapolia Phr., 675.
Mopsna, oekist, Hallux, 723; Mopsus, 724.

Mnpaos, altar of (M<a£qv toWa), typ* par/anf,

Mopauestia, 725.

Morning atar, badge of the Eastern Lo-
crians, 336.

Mothone, port of, with galley. Mothone, 433.

Mule-car, agonistic type, Khegium, 108;
Mea&ana, 153.

Mygdon(?\ hero, Stectorium, 685.
Myra, goddess, Lycia, 694.

Myrina, Amazon. Myrina. 556.

Myrrha. or Artemis Eleuthera, agalma of,

in tree attacked by men with axes, 4c,
Myra, 696.

Mytilene and Phoraea. agreement Iwtween,
as to issues of electrum coins, 55S.

Mytilene, nymph, Mytilene, 561.

Narbis, city-goddess, Antiocheia ad Maean*
drum, 608.

Nausikaa (not the Homeric, Mytilene, 563.

Negro, head of, Etruria, 16; Delphi, 340;
Lycia, 690,

Nemeaea, Two. Tomnus, 657 ; Smyrna, 594 ;

Cadi, 668 ; Synatts, 685 ; Ptolemafs Ace,
794.

Nemesis, Istrus, 275 ; Augusta Trajana,

288 ; Aaopus, 433 ; Argoa, 440 ; German ico-

polis, 606; Pompeiopolia, 607; 8inope,

509; Juliopolis, 616; Tium, 613; Colo-
phon, 671; Smyrna, 594; Samoa, 606;
Antiocheia ad Maeandrum. 60S ; Aphro-
diriias. 610; Attuda, 611; Tabae, 627;
Trapezopolis, 628; Thyatira, 668; Tri-

polis Lyd., 661; Amorium, 665 ; Cibyra,

670 ; I \ -rvl.i-'urn, 672 ; Uadrianopolia
Phr., 676; Hierapolia Phr., 676; Syn-
nada, 686 ; Gagae, 696 ; Rhodiapolia, 697

;

Aspendun, 701 ; Attaleia Pain., 701 ; Am-
blada, 706; Baris, 707; Isinda, 708;
Pedm'Iissiis, 709; Prostanua, 709; Ter-

mensus, 712; Tamua, 733 ; Nioopolis
Seleucidis

?
782; Tripolis Phoen., 798.

^WHvJl
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Persephone (?) beneath palm-tree caressing
serpent, Priansus, 476.

Persephone, rape of, Enna, 136; Cyzicus,

628; Elaea, 665; Ionia, 666
;
Magnesia

Ion.
v
683; Aninetus, 647; Gordus-Julin,

651 ; Hermocapelia, 661
;
Maeonia, 662

;

Nacrasa, 664
; Nysa, 664

; Tomaris, 66V ;

Tralles, 661 ; Hierapolis Phr., 675

;

Magydus, 701 ; Casae, 718; Syedra, 729
;

PtolemaJs Ace, 704 ; Sebaste Sam., 803 ;

Alexandria, 862.
Persephone, temple of, Locri, 104.

Perseus, Philip V of Macedon, 233, 891 ;

Perseus of Macedon, 286; Larissa Cre-
maste, 300; Argos, 440; Seriphos, 490;
Mithradates IV, 601 ; Cities of Pontus,
502; Cyzicms 626; Aatypalaea, 681;
Hierocaesareia, 661 ;

Sebaste Phr, 684
;

Iconium, 713; Aegean, 716; Anemurium,
717; lotape, 721; Tarsus, 738; Tyan*,
758 ; PtolemaTs Ace, 793, 794 ; Joppa, 803.

Perseus and Andromeda, Deultum, 287
;

Coropiasus, 720; Aleiandreia, 862,
Perseus, sleeping Uorgons, and llvpnos,

Daldis, 660.

Perseus, BorjOCt, Tarsus, 733.

Persic Standard, v. Weight-Standard*, Ac-
Persia, Mount, Docimeium, 672 ; Synnada,
686.

Personifications of abstract conception*,

Alexandria, 86;!.

PhMrtOt, oekist of Phaeatus, 472, 471.
Phalaecus, stralogos of the Phocians, 339.
Phalanna, nymph, Phalanna, 305.

Phalanthos confounded with Tans, oeki&t
of Tarentum, 53.

Phanebalos (war-god), Ascalon, h04.

Phanes, earliest inscribed coin, bearing
name and signet of, \'.\ I.. -.-. 571,

Pharos, lighthouse,, Alexandria, 862.

Pheidias, statuo of Zeus Olympioa bv, Elis,

426.

Pheidon, Aegina, 396.

Pheidon, hi* dedication of iBikiaicot in the
Heraeum at \ rg< -. 438.

l'l.» in j
-. mythical king of tlie Aenianeti,

292,
PhiTaemon, son of Aeolus, Messana, 164,

155.

- Philippi,' v. Weight-Standards. 4c.
Philoktetes, Homolium. 296; Lamis. 290.

297,

Phoboa(?), Cyzicus, 524.
Phocaea and Mytilene, agreement between,

as to issue of electrum coins, 558.
Plmcaic standard, v. Weight-Standards, ftc
Phoenician Standard, v. Weight -Standards,
Ac.

Phoenix and Kudm<*s Sidon, 798.

Phoenix, the bird, Alexandreia, 863.

Phokw, horn, Phoeis, 338.

Pholc*Kandrus, son of Minos, oekist of Pho-
legandrus. 490,

Phrixoa on rani. Halus, 296.

Phrixoaand Helle, Lanip»aciia, 531.
Phthia. mother of Pyrrhus(? /f 324.
Phthia, nymph, followed by Zeus in form

of dove, Aegium, 413,

Pickaxe, Damastium, 818.
Pillar-founUin, Argot, 439, 440; Troezen,
444.

Pindar's odea, coin-types illustrating, Cama-
rina, 128, 129, 182; Himera, 146.

Pion, Mount, Ephesus, 577.

Pisatans, celebration of Olympian Game*
and issue of gold coins by, Pisa, 426.

Pistrix, signification of, in exergue of Syra-
cusan coins, Syracuse, 173,

PitUcus of Mytilene, 562.

Ploutoa, child
r
Magnesia Lyd., 653 : Aeza-

nis,664 j Laodiceia Phr.,679. Cf. Eirene.
Plutarch, his relations with the Delphic

oracle, Delphi, 342.

Podaleirioa, Tricca, 310.

Poemandros, oekist of Tanagra, 343.

Poemes, oekist of Poemanenon, 537.

Polemon family, successive members of, as
monetary magistrates, Cidramus, 614.

Polybius, - 1 .t t in*- 1 it of, as to tho coinage of

the Achaean League, 417.

Pomegranate (01817), typeparlantt Side, 703.

Pompey. head of, Pomjieiopolis, 729.

Pontos Euxeinoa swimming, Tomis, 276.

Poutos Euxeinos and River-god, Tyche be-

twron, Her&cleia Pont., 516.

Porus, retreat of, on elephant, dekadrachm
commemorating, India, 833.

Poseidon, cult of, atMessana, 155; atTenos,
492, 493.

Poseidon

—

Asphaleios, Rhodua, 642.
Helikonios, Holice, 414 ; Priene, 591.

Hippina, Potidaea, 212 ; Mantineia,
449; Pheneus, 452; Rhaucua, 477.

Isthmiofe, Alexandreia, 862.

Onchestios, llHliartus, 345.

Petraioa, Theasaly, 290, 306.
Taureos, Theasaly, 290.

Poseidon pursuing Amytnone, Argos, 440.

Poseidon in chariot with Amymone or
Kyine, Cyme Aeol., 654.

Poseidon, altar of, Mantineia, 449.

Priamos, Ilium, 547.
Priapos, Latnpsacus, 530.

Prints of the temple of Zeus Nalos, Epirus.

325.

ProkrKCranii, 427; Pale, 427, 428 ;
Proni,

42S; Same, 428.
Prouoia, Caeaareia Cap*, 752.

Propylaia of Corinth, 406.

Upaararat) names of. at Byzantium, 269.

Protesilaos, Thebae Thes., 810 ; temple and
tomb of, Klaeua, 259.

Prow, signification of, on Roman coina, 18
Prytaneia of Corcyra, 328 ; of L i- -

.
330.

PUjIioekos, Aptera, 458.

Pyratnus River, bridge over, Aegeae, 716
;

M'ipsu*, 725.

Pyrrha, nymph, Pyrrha, 563.

Pytlmgoras, Samoa, 606.
Pythagorean symbolism, Croton, 99.

Quadriga, frequent agonistic type in Sicily,

122; Olynthus, 207, 208.

>ogIe
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River-gods

—

Meles Ion., Smyrna, 694.
Mowtoa, v. Nostos.

Metauros (?), Mesma, 105.

Moraynos, Antiocheia ad Mae,, G08.
Mygdomos, Singara, 816.
Neda, Phtgaleia, 453.

Neiloa, Alexandreia, 862.

Nestoa, Nicopolis Thr., 287.
OTskos, Serdica, 288.
Orgas, Apameia Phr., 667.
Orontes, Antiocheia ad Oront,, 779;
Apameia Syr., 780.

Palankaioa, Agyrium, 125.
Parthenioa Paph., Amastris, 606.
Parthenioa Phr., Nacoleia, 681.

Peieros, Pruaa, 618.
Phrygios, Gordus-Julia, 651.

Pidaaos, Hyrcnnis, 662.
Pyramos, Anazarbus, 717; Hieropolls

CasUbala, 721 ; Mopsus, 725.

Rhoon, Hipponium, 100.

Rhodioa, Dardanus, 544.
Rbyudakoa, Apollonia ad Rhynd., 521

;

Aezanis, 664,
Sagarin, Juliopolia, 516; Ni< . ... 517.
Nagras, Caulonia, 94.

Sangarios, Pcssinus, 748.

Sardo, Tium, 518.
Saros, Adana, 716.

SelinoaSic, Selinus, 117, 168.

Selinos Achaeae, Aegium, 413.

Sellnoe Mysiae, Pergamum, 536.
Kepeithos, Neapolis, 40.

Silaroa. Poseidonia, HI ; Paestum. 82.

Sindrog, Acmoneia, 663, 664 ; Scbaste
Phr„ 684.

Skamandros, Ilium, 547 ; Scepsis, 511*.

Skirtos, Edessa f 815.
Hkopas, Juliopolis, 516.

Smardoe, Phocaea, 590.
Strymon, Amphipolis. 216; Heracleia

Sintica, 244 ; Pautalia, 287.

Tauros, Isinda, 708,

Tembris or Tombros, Appin. 663
; Dory-

hrtum, 672
; Mida&um, 681.

Therma, Apameia Phr., 667.

Thermodon, Amisus, 497.

Tibcris, Alexandria, 863, 864.
Tigris, Seleuceia ad Tigrim, 815.
Timeles, Aphrodbias, 609; Heracleia

Salbace, 619.

Tisnaeos or Titnaeos, Aegae Aeol., 552
;

Tisna, 557.

Tiulos, Proatanna, 710.
Tonzos, Hadrianopoli* Thr, 287.

Vaendos, Seleuceia Pis.. 710.
Xantho* Paph., Gerntanicopolia, 506,
Xanthos Aeol., Cyme, 554.

Romai?;, head of. Hetapontum, 79.

Roma, head of. with name, Lacedaemon,
435 ; Gortyna, 467.

Romp crowned by city of Locri as Fides,
Locri, 104.

R -111.1 standing, Amphipolis, 217.

R<*uia and Eirene, Amisus, 497,

Rome, earliest coinage of, 17.

Z, badge ofSicyon, 411.

Sabazioa, Isinda, 708
; Tityasaut, 712.

Sazalassoa(?), attacked by Alexander on
horseback, Sagalasaus, 710.

Sagittarius, Rhesaena, 815 ; Singara, 816.
Samaina, the Samian galley, Zancle-Mes-

aana, 158; Samoa, 603.

Samian Standard, v. Weight-Standards, A- .

Samian types on coins of Rhegium and
Zancle-Messana, 108, 152.

Sandan, Tarsus, 732; Alexander Bala, 765;
Antioehua VII, 767; Demetrius II, 768;
Alexander II, 769; Cleopatra and Antio-
ehua VIII, 769; Antioehua VIII, 770;
Antiuchus IX, 771,

Sappho, Eresus, 56o
; Mytilene, 562.

Sarapis. Catana, 134, 135 ; Menaenum, 151 ;

Syracuse, 187 ; Dionysopolis, 274; Kcsem-
bria, 279 ; Augusta Trajaua, 288 ; Tra-
pezus, 499 ; Amastris, 506 ; Qt*rmanico-
polis, 506; Neoclaudiopolis, 607; Si nope,
509; Caosareia Germanics, 611; Ciua,

614 ; Juliopolis, 516 ; Nicaea, 517 ; Came,
522; Temnus, 557; Clazomenae, 569;
Magnesia Ion., 683 ; Phocaea, 590

;

Alinda, 608; Apollonia Kalbace, 610;
AUuda, 611; Harpasa, 619; Heracleia
Salbace, 620; Iasus, 621; Daldis, 650;
Saitta, 655 ; Amorium, 666 ; Bria, 668 ;

Ceretapa, 669; Coloaaae, 670; Oionyno-
polis,671 ; HierapolisPhr.,676; II v ii- : ..

677; Hyrgaleis, 677; Prymneasus. 6sS

;

Stectorium, 685; Synnada, 686; Themi-
soniuni, 687 ; Tiberlopolis, 688 ; Aspendus
701; Attaleia Pam., 701 ; Magydus, 701

;

Perga, 703; Adada, 705; Ariasaus, 706;
Apollonia Pis., 706;'Isinda, 708; Pros*

tanna, 710; Iconiuin, 714; Aegae, 716;
Anazarbua, 717; Flaviopolis Cil.

t
720;

Irenopolis, 721 ; Olba, 727 ; Seleucoia

CiL, 728; Tarsus, 788; Caesareia Cap.,
753 ; Liiodioeia ad Mare, 781 ; PtolemaTs
Ace, 794 ; Tiberias, 802 ; Caeaareia Sam .

802; Neapolis Sam., 803; Ptolemy IV,
853 ; Alexandria, 862 ; Iladrumetum.
876; Thaena, 876; Suthul, 886.

Sardus Pater, Sardinia, 191,

Satrapal tetradrachm with name Pytha-
gon*, Ephesus(?), 674; Persia ^, 829,

830.
Satyr, female, Lampsacus, 630.
Satyra(?), nymph, Tarentum, 55,

Scarabaei of Mount Aetna, large size of,

Aetna-Catena, 131.

Scarabaeus, Eu1hw*(?), 856, 365.

Scruple Standard, v. Weight-Standards. Ac.
Sea-monster, Itanus, 470.

Seal, ifa«n?, v. Typtn parlant*.

Seasons, the four, as children, Laodimia
Phr., 680.

Segesla. city nymph, Segesta, 164^ 166-

S^ilenoft on «a&, Nacona. 159; Monde. 211.

Seilenos seated holding kantbarva, Naxus,
160,

—

—
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Thiwian colony at Daton, founded by Kal-
listratots Ph ippi. 21'

Themis seated, Perga, 70S.

Thcmistokles, coinage of, at Magnesia loo.,

581.
Themistokles, hero, Athens, 390; Magnesia

Ion., 588,
<-w.

i
ii...]. (Ba'al Kovan and Atargatis),

H it : >po!is Cyrrheak, 777.
H(«^'«iui, lii/y.i, 287.

ThoophanoH the historian, Mytileno, 663.

8fds W^oi, Dionysopolis, 274 ; Tomis, 276 ;

Oileasus, 276.
"ll.i r -iu coinage of, at Himera, 120, 144.
Theaeu*, head of, in labyrinth, Cnossus, 460.

The*eu*. labours oft Athens, 390; Troezen,
444; Nicat-a, 517.

Thetis on hippocamp holding shield of
Achilles, LarisaaCremaate, 300 ; Pyrrhus,
323.

Thetis v?> with Eros, on hippocamp, Brut-
tium, H.

Thetis (?) holding helmet, Perrhaebi, 804-
Thorax, Mount, Magnesia Ion., 583.

Thoth-Hermes, with papyrus-roll and ibis,

Tyre, 801.

Thuria, fountain, Thurium, 87.

Thynnaros, hero, Synnada, 686,

Ti/iai, Roman honours, conferred on king of
Bosporus, 505.

Timoleon's influenceon the coinage of Sicily,
117.

Tin coins, Britannia, 10.

Tirynthians, coinage of struck at Hal ice,

Tiryns. 443.
Ttnnlus, Mount, Sardes, 657

;
Auroliopolis,

659.

Tomos, hero, ookist of Tomis, 276.

Torrebos and Mopsos, Hierapolis Phr., 675.

Tortoise \Mudo Graeca) supersedes the tea

turtle as the badge of Aegina, 897 ; Lycin,

689.

Tralleus. oekist of Tralles, 661.

Trident, badge of Mantineia. 449.

Trikka, fountain nymph, Tricca, 310.

Triptolemos, Enna, 137; Anchialus, 277;
Eleuais,391 ; Corinth, 405 ; Cyzicua. 525 ;

Lebedus-Ptolemais, 5W>; Mallus, 724;
Tarsus, 733; Ptolemaia-Ace, 793; Ale*-
andreia, 862.

Triskeles, Syracuse, 180, 181 ; Derrones,
202 ; Euboea '?), 356, 366 ; Aegina. 397 ;

Phlius, 408; Hierapytmi, 468 ; Neandria,

547; Lvcia, 688 aqq.; Aspondus, 699;
Adada, 705; Proatanna, 709; Olba, 727;
Meloa, 892.

Triskeles with gorgoneion in centre, laetia,

148; Panorama, 163.

Tunny, Gades, 3 ; Solus, 170, 171 ; Cystous,
523.

Turtle, Aegina, 395; on electrum stater,

Ionia. 566.

Tycho of Antioch, statue of, by Eutychides
of Sicyon, Aspendus, 701 ; Side. 704 ;

Tardus, 738; i .rrane*. 772; Antiocheia
ail Orontein, 778, 779.

Tyche of Laodlceia ad Mare, 782.

Tyche of Neocaesareia with live cities of

Pont us, and river god Lykoa beneath,
Neocaesareia, 497.

Tyche holding child, Meloa, 487,

Tyche bpsfa, Sicyon, 412.

Tylos, hero, Sardes, 667.

Types parianis—
Altar of Mopaus Jtfym larim\ Mopsu-

estia, 725.

Anchor {&y*vpa\ Ancyra Phr., 665;
Ancyra Gal., 748.

Arm bent ;-.*_=. Ancona, 23.

Basket (iri7)wnt\ Cibyra, 670.

Bee (^Aittq;, MeliUea, SOL
Boat tpaerjktn

.
Phaselis, 696.

Bull {ravpo%)
t
Tauromenium, 188*

Cock (cf. **pva<rw
f

to crow), Carystus,

857.
Orn grain (MptMi\ Crtthote, 259.

Cmv-flah (frrarit), Aatacus, 329, 510.

• Cup (*dMtf(?v , Galea, 81.

Cup {xvfikit), Cypsela, 257.

Deer (wpA{ ), Proconnenus, 538.
Dog nw\ of the Kynosaema, Ma-
dytus, 260.

Fox (dAanntf , Alopeconnesu*, 258,

Goat (a*V)i Aegae Mao*, 198; Ede*sa.

244; Aegospotami, 258; Aegae Ach.,

412; Aegira, 412 ; Aegae Aeol., 551
;

AegeaaCiL, 716.

Greave>nj>i/f), Locri Epicnemidii, 337.

Hook -J. wayti . Arpi, 44,

KavKot plant, Caulonia, 93.

Lion (kiwr), Loontini, 149.

Olive
.
tAoiV, Elaea, 554.

Phoenician palm(ml Carthage, 877.

Pomegranate
v<ri*fl). Side, 703.

Quince fjijAor), Melon, 4K6, 892.

Rose ifi&ow\ Rhoda, 2; Rhodus, 688.

Seal (*wn?\ Phocaea, 587.
Selinon leaf, Stdinus, 167.

Sickle ((iy*Xcr)
f
Zancle, 161.

SHnger i<r^€*8oK^Ti7r), A*pemius, ?00.

Sun, moon, and stars lY ^ - . Urano-
polis, 206.

Sun, noon-day {pa^niBpia), Mesembria.
Table (t«4h&\ Trapezua, 499.

Wolf (Avw), Lucania, 70.

Tvpes indicating denominations, Syracuse,

172.

Types, ofcr. and r*r., 00mpiementary, The*-
saly, 290, 299, 304, 305, 310.

Types, correspondence between ofcr. and nt.
t

Calacte, 128; Centuripae, 135.

Tyrimnoa, Rider-god with bipeunis, Thya-
tira, 658.

U.

Uraeua, Alexandreia, WW.

V.

Velchanos, Phaestus, 473.

Velia, Fountain, Velia, 89.

Viaros, Mount, Prostanna, 709.

Victimarius leading cow to sacrifice, Her-
101 : 442.
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Weight-Standards, various currencies,Ac— Weight*Standards. various currencies, Ac.

—

Campan ian Standard

—

Non-Corinthian Pegasos*Staters

—

in Apuha

:

in Bruftium

:

Arpi, 44. Locri, 101.

Teate, 49. Mesma, 106.
in Calabria ; Tarentum, 62. Rhegium, 110,

in Lucania : Terina, 114.
Poseidon ia. 80. Cyzieene Staters (El. 262-248 grs.\ circu-
Paeatum, 82. lation and value of, Cyzicus, 622,

Chalkous, and multiplos of, Athena, Daric (180 grs.\ origin of, Persia, 825;
891. exchange value of, in silver money, 826.

x .
-

:
"*

s-.i* '!..
i-

: . Egypt, 847. Deroareteia, Syracuse, 178.

Cistophorj, origin of, 584. Denominations of (.'Man coins, 600, 601.
Cistophorie Mints, Crete, Province, 479; Didrachm, bronze, Rhodes, 642,

Adramyteum, 521 ; Pergamum, 534
|

Drachm, gold (49-3 grs,\ Caryatus, 857.

Ephesus, 575 ; Smyrna, 692 ; Apollonia, Drachm, bronze, Byzantium, 269 ; M* : .

648; Nysa, 654 ; Sardoa, 666 ; Stratoni- 487.

ceia ad Calcum, 667; Thyatira, 858; Drachms of Tenoa, rate of exchange of.

Trail©*, 659 ; Apameia Phr- 666; Laodi- apainst those of Rhodes, Tenos, 493.
ceia Phr., 678 ; Synnada, 685. Electrum coinage, origin of, Ljdia, 643;

Cistophoric Standard (Staters, circ. 196- Ionia, 664.
190 gn.)— Eloclrum coins:—Capua. 85; Sicily, 117;
Miletus, 586. Orrescii, 194 ; Eion, 197 ; Chalcis, 367

.

Samos, 605. Eretria, 361; Athens, 368; Aegina,
Cibyra, 669. 895; Cyzicus, 628; Lampsacus, 529;

Corcyrcan Standard (Staters, circ. 180- Abydus, 538; Dardanus, 544; Zeleia,

160 gr*.)— 650; Cyme Aeol., 653; Mytilene, 658;
Apollonia Illyr., 814, Clazomenae, 667; Ephexua, 571, 572;
Dyrrhachium, 316. Erythrae, 578

; Milotus, 684 ; Phocaoa,

Monuniua, 816. 687, 588 ; Teoa, 696 ; Chios, 599 ; Samoa,
Cassope, 820, 602, 608; Camirus, 686; Sardes, 644;
Alexander of Epirus, 322. Cyrenalca, 865.
Epirus

v
824. Etruscan Standards derivation of, 12.

Corcyra, 326. Eubolc and Attic Standard, before Alex*
Leucas, 830. .:.:: the Ureal (Tetradrachm, circ.

Thyrrheium, 882. 270 grs. max.)—
Acarnania, 833. inEtruria, 12.

Aetolia, 336. in Campania
\ Cumae, 36.

Cephallenia. 427. in Bruttium: RJiogium, 108 sq.

Zacynthus, 429. in Sicily :

Corinthian Standard (Staters, circ IS0- All cities, 116 sqq.

135grs. max.), origin and extension of. Siculo- Punic, 877.

Corinth, 898, 406. hi Chalcidittj 202, 208.

Non-Corinthian Staters, Ac,, of the Pe- tit Throw

:

gasos type- Aenus, 246 sq.

in .! "; '. 828. Chersoneaui*, 257.

Alyzia, 329. Selymbria, 271.
Anactorium. 829. Apollonia Pontica, 277.

Argos-Amphilochicum, 329. Sparadocus 282.

Astacua, 829. Seuthes I, 282.

Coronta, 821*. in Pcpanthus, 812.

Echinu% 329. in EubocQ :

Leucas, 829. Caryatus, 366.

Metropolis, 331. Chalcis, 358.

Stratus, 332. Cyme ,?), 860.

Thyrrheium, 332. Eretria, 361.

Federal, 333, llistiaea, 864.

in Corcyra, 327. Uncertain mints, 865.

in Epirw* : tn Attica: Athena, 367 sqq.

Ambracia, 319. iniltgarU; Migara (?), 893.

Federal, 406. in Ptloponn&us ;

in Illyricum ; Phlius(?), 40a
Apollonia, 314. Troezen, 443.

Dyrrhachium, 315. in the Cydadts

;

in Sicily : Delos, 486.

Eryx, 139. Siphnos, 491,

Lcontini, 150. in Asia Minor, «{*c. .*

Syracuse, 179, 180. Calchedon,511.

>ogle
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Weight-Standards, various currencio
,
4e.— Weight-Standarda, varioua mrn-i j. ;. -.. Jtc.

—

Peraic Standard— Phoenician Standard

—

in Phoenicia: tn Phoenicia :

Aradua, 788. Rybltia, 791.

Uncertain. 801. Ptolemaia-Aee, 798.

tit S. Arabia, 818. Sidon, 794 aq., 797.

in India i*) t
836. Tyre, 799, 800.

* Philippi/ gold, revived iasue* of, after Ptolemies, 846 aqq.

Philips time, 223 ; Uagneaia, 682 ; Mv- Seleucidae, 765 aqq.

laaa, 622; Rhodea, 640; Sardea, 666; in Judaea : Jeruaalem, 806 aq.

Oauliah imitationa of* 224. tn Egypt- Ptolomiea, 846 aqq.
Phocalc Standard Statera, nre. 252-240 in Cgnmakm^ 867, 868.

gra,)— in Africa :

in Hispania, 1. Carthage, 880.

in Gallia; Maaaalia, 6, 7. MaainUaa, 884.

in Campania : Rhodian and Chian Standard ^Statera,

Capua, 82. circ 246-230 gra.)—
Cumae, 86. in Thrace and M iredan :

Telia, 89. Aenua, 247.

in Thrace; Orreacii, 194 ; Eion, 197. Abdera, 258.

in Mtftia : Cyzicua, 623. Tha*o«. 266.

in Ttoas : Byzantium, 267, 268
Tenedoa, 650. Meaembria, 278.

Zeleia, 660, 688, in Crete:

in Ionia

;

Arcadia, 459.

Pliocaea, 687, 688. Hierapytna, 468.

Smyrna, 691. in the Cycladee

:

Phoenician Standard ;Statora, circ 236- Andros, 482.
224 gm. or lew)— Carthaea, 488.

in Thrace and Itacedtm ; Naxoa, 488.

OfTwdl, 194, 196. Paroa, 490.

Kuapolia, 196. Tenoa. 493.

lohnae, 199. in ftmluj Amlaua, 497.

Bi mi 1 ta< .
200. m Bithj/nia; Calcliedon, 512.

Edoni, 201. in Mysia :

Thernia, 208. Cyricua, 626.

Acatithua, 206. Parium, 581.
Uranopolis, 206, tn Troas

:

Terone, 207. Abydua. 539.
Chalcidiun League (Olynthua), Aaaua, 542.

209. Tenedoa, 660,

Minde, 211. in AeoUe:
Bottice, 213. Aegae, 552.

Aeneia, 214. Leabua (billon), 658.

Amphipolia, 215. it tenia :

Pliilippi, flT. Ephoaua, 673.

Alexander I. 219. Erythrau, 678.

Philip II
t
223. Mugneaia, 6H2.

Haroneia, 219. Miletua, 585.

Dicaea, 252. Snivrna, 692.

Abdura, 268, 254. Chi'oa, 600.

latnia, 274. in Caria

:

in the Cyctadts : Melos, 487, 892. Alabanda, 607.

m Jtfyjia; Cnidua, 615.
Cyzicua, 626. llalicarnaanua, 618,

1 *.:> i
[-.!' J *, 529. Idyroa, 621.

in Ionia

:

Satrape

:

Clazomenae, 667. H .IT [[.
3 i :i 629.

Colophon, 670. Mauaolua, 629.

Epheaua, 672* Hidrleua, 629.

Erytbrae, 578, Pixodarua, 630.

Phocaea, 5K8. Oron tobaton, 680.

Phygela, 690. Tiaaaphernea, 597, 700.

Teoa, 596. Pharnabazua, 697.

Islands of Curia ; Islands *

Pmwidiuin Cnrpathi, 631. Calymna, 631.

Ulvsua Rlwdi, 636. Co*, 633.

Lindus Rhodi, G37. Rhodua, 639.

Original from
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»U1
Epikourios, Alahandn, 607.

Eumenea, Trail©*, 659.

Euromeus, Euromus, 617.

H agios, Tripoli* Phoen., 799.

Holloniots Syracuse. 180, 188.

Hyetlos, Ephesus, 577.
Idaeoa, Crete, Province, 479; Ilium,
647 ; Scepsis, 549.

Ikmaeos, Ceoa, 483.

IthomaUs, Heeaen* . 431, 482 ; Thuria,
433.

Kapetolioa, Antiocheia ad Maeandrum,
008 ; Alexandreia, 862 ; temple of,

Kings of Bosporus 505.

Karioa, Stratoniceia, 624,
Karpodotes, Prymneaaun, 688.

Kasios, Oiiwni. 828; Seleuceia Pioria,

788.

Kataobates, Cyrrlms, 777,

Kelaeneus, Apameia Plir., 666, 667.

Kcraunioe, Seleuceia Pieria, 788.

Koryphaeoa, Philadelpheia, 655.

Kretagenea, Hierapytna, 469 ; Poly-
rhenium, 475; Crete, Province, 479.

Labrandeus or Labraundoa, Amyxon,
608; Ceramus, 614; Euromus, 617;
Mylaaa, 622 ; Satrap* of Caria, 629 aq.

Laodikeus, Apollonia Salbace, 610

;

Appia, 668 ; Cadi, 668 ; Colosue, 670

;

Dionyaopolis, 671 ; Hierapolin Phr.,
675 »q. ; Hydrela, 677 ; Hyrgaleis,

677; Laodioeia Phr., 679;~Syna(is.
686 ; Teinenothyrae, 687 ; Trajano-
polis, 688.

Laphyatios, Halus. 295, 296.
Larasios, Tralles. 65V, 661.

Litaeos, Nicaea t
617.

Lydioe, Apollono^hieron. 648; Ba^ei*,

648; Daldis, 650; Maeonia, 652;
Magnesia Lyd. f 652 ; Philadelpheia.

666; Sala, 656; Sarde*, 656, ti57

Tripolis Lyd., 661.
Lvkaeos, Arcadia, 444; Herata, 4*8;

Megalopolis, 450.

M- ;-;M -. Canata, 786.

Zeus—
Melenos, Dorylaflum, 672.
Monnitio* or Honeltio^, Malla, 472.

Nalos, Epirus, 825.
Nemeio*, Alexandreia, 862.

01 bios, Olba, 726.
Olympioa, Hipponium. 100 ; Chalcis,

859; Athena, 890; Elis, 420 aqq.,

426; Prusa, 617; Ephesu*. 677;
Smyrna, 694 ; Briula, 649 ; Maeonia,
662 ; Alexandreia, 862.

Osiria, Myndu*, 623.

Oaogna, Mylaaa, 622.

Ouranioa, Antiochua VIII, 770.

Ourioa (Strategos), Syracuse, 186.

ILtit, archaic statue of, by Ageladaa,

Aegium, 418.
Panainaroa, Stratoniceia, 624, 625.

Pandemoa, Synnada, 686.

Patriot Saltta, 655.
Pliflioa, Pergamum,6S6; Thyalira, 659.
Ploutodotm, Nyaa, 654.

PoIieus,Telos,642.
Polios, Dionyaopolit 671,
Kalaminioa, Cyprus, 746.

Sarapis, Sinope, 609; Hermocapelia,
661 ; Tripolis Lyd., 661 ; Temeno-
th>Tae, 687; Alexandreia, 862.

Solymeua, lainda, 708 ; Termessus, 712.

Sosipolis, Magnesia Ion., 892.

Soter, Agrigentum, 124; Galaria. 139.

Strategos and Hera, Amastris, 506.

Stratios, Aims ia, 496; Ceramus, 614;
Mylaaa, 622.

Sykaaios, Camirut, 636.
Syrgaates, Tium, 518.

Tallaeos, Olus, 472.

Trolos, Hiorapolia Phr-, 676.

Velchanos, Phaeatu*, 473.

Zodiac, Perinthus, 271; Amastria, 506;
Nicaea, 617; Tium, 618; PtoU-malt-Ace,
794

; Sidon, 798.

Zodiacal types, Commagene. 775, 776; Antio-

rheia ad Orontem. 779; Edeaaa Mesop t

815; Nisibia, 815; Rhesaena, 816; Sin-

gara, 816 ; Alexandreia, 863.
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Drain* lirammes. Grain*. Graniiutv, Grain*. Granini«a. Grains. Gramma.

129 8-359 177 11-469 225 1 1-580 273 17-689

130 8-424 178 11-534 226 14-644 274 17-754

131 8-488 179 11-599 227 14-709 275 17-819

132 8553 180 11-664 228 11-774 276 17-884

133 8-618 181 11-728 229 14-839 277 17-949

134 8-682 182 11-792 230 14-904 278 18-014

135 8-747 183 11-858 231 14-968 279 18-079

136 8-812 184 11-922 232 15033 280 18-141

137 8-877 185 11-988 233 15-098 290 18-79

138 8-942 186 12-052 234 15162 300 19-44

139 9-007 187 12117 238 15-227 310 2008
1 10 9-072 188 12182 236 15-292 320 20*73

141 9-136 189 12-247 237 15-357 330 21-38

142 9-200 190 12-312 238 15422 340 22-02

143 9-265 191 12-376 239 15-487 350 22-67

144 9330 192 12411 240 15-552 360 23-32

145 9-395 193 12-506 241 15-616 370 23-97

146 9-460 194 12-571 242 15-680 380 24-62

147 9-525 195 12-636 243 15-745 390 25-27

148 9-590 196 12*700 244 15-810 400 25-92

149 9-655 197 12-765 245 15-875 no 26-56

150 9-720 198 12-830 246 15-940 420 27-20

151 9-784 199 12-895 247 16-005 430 27-85

152 9-848 200 13-960 248 1G070 440 28-50

153 9-914 201 13-024 249 16-135 450 29-15

154 9-978 202 1 3089 250 16-200 460 29-80

155 10-044 203 13-154 251 16-264 470 30-45

156 10-108 204 13-219 252 16-328 480 31-10

157 10 173 205 13-284 253 16-394 490 31-75

158 10-238 206 13-348 254 16-458 500 32-40

159 10-303 207 13-413 255 16-524 510 3304
160 10-368 208 13-478 256 16-588 520 33-68

161 10-432 209 13543 257 16-653 530 34-34

162 10-497 210 13-608 258 16-718 540 34-98

163 10-562 211 13-672 259 16-783 550 35-64

164 10-626 212 13- 737 260 16-818 560 36-28

165 10-691 2 1 :i 13-802 261 16-912 570 36-93

166 10-756 214 13-867 262 16-977 580 37-58

167 10-821 215 13-932 263 17-042 590 38-23

168 10-886 216 13-996 264 17-106 600 38-88

169 10-951 217 1 1-061 265 17171 700 4536
170 11016 218 14-126 266 17236 800 51-84

171 11 080 219 14-191 267 17-301 900 58-32

172 11-145 220 14-256 268 17-366 1000 64-80

173 1 1 209 221 14-320 269 17-431 2000 129-60

174 11-274 222 14-385 270 17-496 3000 194-40

175 11-339 223 14-450 271 17-560 100O 259-20

176 1 1-404 224 14-515 272 17-625 5000 324-00
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